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THE OLD TUNGSTEN MINE AT TRUMBULL, CONN. 

By W rLLIAM HERBERT HoBBs. 

INTRODUCTION.-
. 

The locality of Trumbull, Conn., has long possessed an exceptional 
interest for mineralogists, owing to the occurrence of the rare tungsten 
minerals with their characteristic associates. It is of particular interest, 
however, because of the occurrence of wolframite with the crystal 
form of scheelite, indicating that the wolframite has been produced by 
alteration of scheelite through replacement of its calcium by iron and 
manganese. The original openings bore the name of Lane's mine of 
Trumbull. On account of the occurrence of native bismuth and galena 
on the property of a Mr. Lane in the adjoining township of Monroe 
and the opening of pits there, much confusion has arisen, and there 
are many references to an occurrence of wolframite in Monroe, which, 
with little doubt, are meant for the Trumbulllocality. 1 Shepard, how
ever, emphasizes the occurrence at the Monroe locality of scheelite 
(pyramid~l tungstic baryte), both massive and crystallized, the former 
in masses 2 inches in diam~ter. 2 

The Trumbull locality is near the summit of Long or Skag-ne-wamp 
Hill, a rounded knoll which rises about 200 feet from the banks of 
Pequannock River, at a point near the tracks of the Bridgeport branch 
of the New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad, and about one
third of a mile north of the station of Long Hill. 

The openings made by Charles Lane were later worked in a primi
tive fashion by Thomas R. Hubbard, though for "copper, lead, and 
silver," the wolframite minerals being sought by mineralogists only. 
Still later the limestone on the prope1•ty was worked for lime burning 
and the pegmatite veins for the materials of porcelain, but no impor-

I The mine of Mr. Lane at Monroe is opened in a wide vein of quartz, which has a norther!)· trend. 
No wall rock is here exposed. The vein is rich in marcasite , and the mineral collection of E. S. Olm
stead, of Long Hill, contains also sphalerite, galena, arsenopyrite, and native bismuth, all from this 
locality. The occurrence of these minerals at Monroe is apparently in no way connected with that 
of the tungsten minerals in the neighboring town of Trumbull , the associated minerals being quite 
different in the twq localities. The confusion which has arisen bas been due largely to the propin
quity of the two localities and to the fact that both mines were owned by men bearing the same 
surname. 

2Rept. Geol. Survey Connecticut, New Haven, 1837, pp. 123, 172. 
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14 THE OLD TUNGSTEN MINE .AT TRUMBULL, CONN. 

tant exploitation of the wolfrari1ite minerals was undertake~ until 
1898. when extensive operations were begun by the Rare Mmerals 
Mining Company. The control of the property passed eve~tually t? 
the .American Tungsten Mining and Milling Company, whiCh until 
very recently operated it. 

EARLY STUDY OF THE AREA. 

Percival earlv called attention to the occurrence of the minerals of 
the Trumbullt~ine in limestone associated with hornblende-gneiss.1 

Prof. Adolf Gurlt, of the University of Bonn, visited the locality in 
1887, and reported upon it in a paper read at the Chicago meeting of 
the American Institute of Mining Engineers in 1893. 2 His observa
tions, which were very carefully made, give an excellent idea of the 
locality before any extensive openings had been begun. Of the geol
ogy he says: 

Hubbard's mine is in a district <;omposed chiefly of a younger metamorphic amphi
bole gneiss, of a dark , blackish color, containing quartz, feldspar, mica, and amphi
bole, alternating with beds of mica-gneiss, in which mica predominates. The gneiss 
incloses a bed of crystalline limestone 35 to 45 feet thick, exposed over an area of 
about 25 acres, and only co\'erecl by gneiss in South Hill, near the southern boundary 
of the property, where the copper, lead, and silver mini:lg had been carried on. The 
limestone is highly erystalline-in fact, a marble-and is intersected by several true
fissure veins, in the neighborhood of which it contains foreign minerals, such as mica, 
pyroxene, analcite, and amphibole. The lodes or veins are in no sense confined to 
the limestone, but traverse the underlying as well as the overlying gneiss. 

The wolfram ore, consisting of wolframite, scheblite, and wolfram-ocher, occurs 
upon a so-called contact deposit 3 to 5 feet thick, which is embedded between the 
crystalline limestone and the lower gneiss, and is conformable with their general dip 
and strike. It is evident that this contact deposit is intimately connected with the 
above-described lodes which traverse it, and that to them, as feeders, it owes a great 
portion of its minerals, which may have been deposited from solutions or thermal 
waters that rose along the fissure lodes and found lateral vents along the contact of 
the gneiss and limestone. The close genetic connection of the lodes and the ore bed 
seems to be confirmed by the fact that the ~opaz vein occasionally yields wolfram 
minerals. When I visited the mine, I found on the western outcrop of the ore bed, 
about midway between the topaz and quartz lodes, a few shallow pits and a short 
adit in the gneiss. The pits had been sunk vertically through the ore bed into the 
gneiss and then had been abandoned instead of following the bed, which dips east 
20° to 25°. Nevertheless a not inconsiderable quantity of wolfram ore, chiefly 
scbeelite and wolframite, had been taken out. I put a couple of laborers at work in 
these small excavations and also sunk costeaning pits at other points along the out
crop, always following the slope of the bed, and, though I bad only a few days at my 
disposal, some rather significant results were obtained. 

In its principal mass the ore bed consists of vitreous, translucent quartz of an 
entirely different character from that of the Champion and topaz veins. It usually 
forms a compact mass, containing cavities or druses studded with quartz crystals that 
are frequently covered by a thin film of yellow wolfram ocher. The quartz pene
trates through creYices and fissures into the limestone and the amphibole gneiss, 

1 Rept. Geol. Connecticut. New Haven. 1&42, p. H. 

20n a remarkable deposit of wolfram-ore in the l'nit-<o'rl i"hlt.e" Tmn". Am. Inst. ~fin . Eng .• Yo!. 
XXII . 1894, pp. 23&--242. 
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HOBBS.] FIELD WORK. 15 

both of which near the contact must therefore be taken as part of the ore bed. 
The quartz also contains iron pyrites, epidote, calcite, mica, and the wolfram miner
als, scheelite and wolframite. The latter occur embedded not only in the quartz, 
but in the adjoining metamorphosed beds of the country rock as well-shaped crystals 
or solid lumps and strings. The cryetals are numerous and often of considerable 
size. It is remarkable that the wolframite crystals never show the peculiar crystal
lization of this mineral, but always that of scheelite. They are really pseudomorphs, 
and indicate that the original wolfram mineral was scheelite or tungstate of lime, 
which was subsequently altered into tungstate of iron and manganese. The crystals 
are sometimes only partially converted, showing both minerals in the same individ
ual. Both the crystals and lumps are usually loosely embedded in the matrix, and 
easily detached. 

As the ore bed is traceable all along the outcrop between the limestone and gneiss, 
it is probably continuous in the whole basin of the gneiss, which is filled by the 
limestone over a surface area of about 25 acres. It is to be supposed that the wolf
ram minerals are not uniformly distributed through the whole bed, but that rich 
and poor spots will be found. 

FIELD WORK. 

The extensive operations of the present owners and of the mining 
companies recently in control of the property have afforded new 
opportunities to study the geology of the area, and accordingly, in the 
season of 1900, the writer prepared a topographic and areal geologic 
map of the exploited property, and examined with some care the 
material of the several veins. The hill known as Long Hill is made 
up of two beds of hornblende-gneiss, separated by a bed of crystalline 
limestone 20 to 30 feet in thickness (see Pl. I). The lower of the two 
beds of hornblende-gneiss forms the pedestal of the hill, and rests 
upon a complex of silvery micaceous schists and granitic gneiss, which 
characterize much of the surrounding territory. The upper bed of 
hornblende-gneiss, which has no marked petrographic characteristics 
to separate it from the lower, forms the cap of the hill. The interven
ing bed of limestone can be followed entirely around the hill on its 
western, southern, and eastern flanks, and to the northward in two 
belts for a half mile or more beyond the mining property. Here its 
exposures, still separated by outcroppings of hornblende-gneiss, indi
cate that the limestone forms the opposite limbs of a shallow basin. 
The dying out of the limestone outcrops near this point probably indi
cates that the southward-pitching axis in the northern part of the basin 
brings the underlying basement of schist and gneiss to the surface 
(see Pl. II). 

PETROGRAPHY. 

The field observation that the upper and lower beds of the horn
blende-gneiss, which are separated by the thin band of limestone, are 
in all important respects identical is confirmed by an examination of 
the microscopic sections. The schists and gneisses that form the 
immediate basement upon which rest the hornblende-gneiss and lime
stone afford no interesting contacts with the hornblende-gneiss, and it 
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will here suffice to state that they are of extremely variable charac
ter, though generally a very silvery mica-schist in which are scattered 
dark-red garnets, and with which are frequently associated the other 
metamorphic minerals common to the schists of the region. 

HORNBLENDE-GNEISS. 

In specimens obtained from a distance of 20 feet or more from the 
contacts, both above and below the limestone, this rock is a moderately 
coarse-grained diorite which shows but slight evidence of gneissic 
structure. As shown by its extinction angles, the feldspar is an oligo
clase or andesine, remarkably fresh, twinned according to the albite 
law and more rarely according to the pericline and Carlsbad laws. 
Zonal structure is not a marked feature. The principal nonfeldspathic 
constituent is a fresh green hornblende with a slight tinge of brown 
when the ray vibrates parallel to c. Biotite also, in large blades, while 
often almost absent, in some specimens is present in quantity equal to 
one-fourth or one-third the hornblende. In these specimens the con
tads between the hornblende grains and the feldspar are sharp, with 
no trace of fraying out in the former. Sphene is fairly abundant, 
sometimes with a core or eye of ilmenite. The sphene thus associated 
with ilmenite is generally nearly colorless and without definite form, 
whereas the other grains often show the lozenge-shaped basal sections 
and have a browner hue. Quartz, if present, is in very sparing quan
tity. Pyrite and apatite are unimportant accessories. 

In the more massive specimens the crystals of hornblende are joined 
in a network about the feldspars. Petrographically these specimens 
are hornblende-diorite, and their igneous origin can scarcely be 
doubted. 

As the contact with the limestone is approached the diorite changes 
in character.: A gneissic structure becomes more pronounced in the 
hand specimen, and the rock becomes paler, owing to the diminution 
of the amount of hornblende. The apparent size of the grains is 
increased also. Examined in thin sections, these changes are seen to 
be due chiefly to the introduction of new minerals, most abundant of 
\Yhich are zoisite-epidote, calcite, and quartz. Sphene also, of the 
hrown variety, seems to be augmented in quantity. The hornblende, 
instead of being in large single individuals, is frayed at the edges, in 
radial bundles of fibrous crystals, or, what seems more commonly to be 
the case, in a closely matted web of long columnar to acicular crystals 
like those into which the pyroxene of certain diorites and gabbro~ 
breaks up when much affected by dynamic forces. Very near the 
contact the rock is often fully three-fourths zoisite-epidote. These 
specimens are frequently much stained by oxide of iron. 
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LIMESTONE. 

The thin limestone bed which separates the two beds of hornblende 
rock is a coarsely crystalline marble, and near the center of the bed it · 
is nearly 92 per cent carbonate of lime and almost free from mag
nesia, the residue being largely silica. Petrographically it has no 
special interest, except when modified, as it is near its contacts. 
At the quarry near the limekiln the rock contains pink, blue, and 
black calcites, and is very coarsely crystalline. It abounds in blades 
of a brown mica, and contains also crystals of pyrite, pyroxene, etc. 
An analysis of the purer marble, made by S. C. Eaton, of the Brook
lyn Polytechnic Institute, as reported by the mining company, is as 
follows: 

Analysis of marble, by 8. C. Eaton. 

Constituent. Per cent. 

Si02 • • •• •• • • • • ••• • • •• • ••• •• • 3. 4 

Al20 3 •• ••••••••••••• - - - • - - - - 1. 5 

Fe20 3 ... -- _ .. -- - - .. _ . _ .. _.. 0. 6 
CaCo3 • •• - - •• - - •• __ _ _ _ • __ •• _ 91. 8 
MgO ____ . _ . ____ .. ____ . _ _ _ _ _ 0. 6 

Ignition . _____ . _. ___ . ____ . _ _ 2. 1 

100.0 

GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE. 

Structurally the beds of diorite and hornblende-gneiss with their 
intercalated layer of crystalline limestone form a nearly horizontal 
waving monocline or gentle syncline, which the topography slightly 
exaggerates. No dips higher than 25° were observed in the limestone. 
The contacts show essentially conformable bedding, the gneissic mar- · 
ginal planes of the gneiss being practically parallel to the well-marked 
bedding planes in the limestone (see PI. IV, B). On the southeastern 
flank of the hill is found a second layer of limestone, 4 to 5 feet in 
thickness, and some distance within the upper layer of hornblende: 
gneiss. This layer of limestone in the section above the laboratory 
building includes a layer of hornblende rock a foot or more in thickness. 

At most localities where the limestone has been opened the presence 
of nearly vertical and parallel series of joint or fault planes is notice
able (see Pl. V, B). The displacements along these planes of jointing 
are seldom more than a foot or two, with the exceptions which will be 
noted below. While the strike of these planes could not be deter
mined with accuracy, the rough measurements N. ± 55° E., N. ± 80 ) 
E., N. ± 10° E., N. ± 35° W., N. ±-!5° E. will indicate the com
plexity of the system. The fault which is represented in Pl. V, A, cuts 

22 GEOL, PT 2-01--2 



18 THE OLD TUNGSTEN MINE AT TRUMBULL, CONN. 

the limestone in a vertical plane, and shows well the effect of dt-3.g~ 
along· the fault. This loeality is some distance east of the Sage place, 
and a short distance east of the mining· property. The crumpling of 
the limestone along a fault is well brought out in Pl. V, B, which is a 
view of the east wall of the main mine opening at the top of the hill, 
as it appeared in ,July, 1900. It is significant that in wester~ Con
neetieut faults should be so generally recognizable wherever layers of 
rocks of markedly different characteristics appear at the surface, and 
this gives emph,asis to the fact that in a great majority of instances in 
areas of crystalline rocks faults will elude observation. 

:MINERALS OJI' THE CONTACT ZONES. 

Especial interest a~taches to the zones of contact of the limestone 
and hornblende-gneiss because of the marked changes of the rocks 
near these contacts, the exceptional nature of the included minerals 
and their alteration products, and because here is found the tungsten 
ore. Essentially the same minerals are found at the two limestone 
contacts, though the tungsten minerals, scheelite and wolframite, are 
generally more abundant at the lower contact. Laterally this contact 
bed shows marked differences not only in the nature of the included 
minerals, but also in their abundance. The large number of test 
shafts, slopes, and drifts which have been made at different times 
give considerable value to generalizations, but they chiefly emphasize 
the fact that as regards the distribution of the tungsten minerals no 
law can be laid down, save the one that the ore is concentrated just 
below the lower contact, with the widest variations as regards its 
lateral distribution. 

In the main opening at the summit of the hill the fresh contact rock 
is a massive quartz-zoisite-epidote-hornblende rock, extremely dense 
and difficult to drill. In this rock scheelite is irregularly disseminated 
and often concentrated in crystalline masses which are sometimes as 
large as the fist. Associated with the more abundant minerals of this 
Tock are pyrite and a radial variety of scapolite. The extent of ore 
of a particular richness seems here to be limited by vertical joint 
planes-hence presumably faults of small displacement. This feature 
is brought out in Pl. IV, A. which is a view of the main mine opening. 
In this opening the lowe~t floor of the pit limits by its vertical bound
ing planes the space from which the richest scheelite ore thus far 
obtained at the mine has been removed. 

At the lower opening of the mine, which is located just above the 
mill (Pl. IV, B), the contact rock is chiefly a calcareous hornblende
garnet-pyroxene rock. In the dew :';hown (the lower contact of the 
limestone bed is just below the wheelbarrow) is seen the massiYe and 
more crystalline uature of the limestone as it approaches the contact, 
and also. in the darker lenticular patches within this zone, the nodular 
mas;,;es of deep-n•cl garnet rock. 
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A. VIEW OF THE MINE OPENING AT THE SUMMIT OF LONG HILL. 

The floor is at the contact of the limestone which formed the original su rface with the underlying hornblende -gne iss. The o ld 
shaft is the original opening of Lane 's mane . The depressed area having rectilinear boundaries (fauhs .l shows whe re the 
scheelite gangue rock has been removed . 

B . VIEW OF THE LOWER OPENING AT THE lONG HILL MINE5 , NEAR THE MILL. 

The crystalline limestone is filled with metamorphic minerals, and d•ps at a low ang :e to the north 
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In the southern part of the main opening at the summit of the hill 
and in the northern part of the lower opening near the mill, the lime
stone and the contact rock are alike much stained with oxide of iron, 
an effect which appears to be connected with greater minor frac
turing; and it is at just these localities that the wolframite pseu
domorphs and the wolframite-scheelite intergrowths have been found. 
Large nodules of botryoidal marcasite, small vein fillings of the same 
material, and cuba-octahedrons of pyrite, which on the surface are 
changed to limonite, ha,Te also been found here. 

An occurrence of some interest, because so far removed from the 
mining property, is that on the Burnett place, Vfhich is east of the 
road that runs north and south and is about a half mile distant in a 
northeasterly direction. The locality is at the lower contact of the 
limestone belt, which at this point dips to the westward, and the min
erals found are &imilar to those that occur at the mine, viz, horn
blende, scapolite, fluorspar, chalcopyrite, and in addition a trace of 
malachite. Wolframite crystals have been reported from this locality, 
and there is no reason to suppose that they have not been found here, 
although the writer was unable to discover any in hb examination. 

I!'ORMA'l'ION 01!' WOLFRAMITE AFTER SCIIEELITE. 

The scheelite of the Trumbull mine, while always crystalline and in 
the larger specimens exhibiting its characteristic cleayage, rarely shows 
more than one or two good bounding planes. Perfect crystals, which 
are occasionally found, exhibit either the second order pyramid, 
e (101), alone or this form giving the habit to the crystal but modified 
by combination with one or more of the first order pyramids and the 
third order pyramid, s (311). Inasmuch aR the wolframite of the local
ity always occurs in the form of scheelite and is clearly pseudomorphic 
after it, the forms are better studied on wolframite crystals. These 
show several types, of which the most common is probably the unmod
ified pyramid e. Next in order of frequency is the combination of the 
forms e (101) with c (001), o (102), p (111), and s (311), to which the 
forms e and o give the habit. Warren1 has recently figu!·ed one of 
these crystals, but he has apparently fallen into the eommon error of 
giYing for the paragenesis of this mineral the associated minerals of 
the Monroe instead of those of the Trumbull locality. 

The distorted crystals and aggregates of wolframite, the latter some
times nearly as large as the fist, are rarely found to be compact 
throughout, but either to have a spongy texture or to be composed in 
part of scheelite. Occasionally these latter specimens show a rather 
marked division into scheelite and wolframite portions, but more 
gfnerally the two minerals are most intimately intergrown, the wol
framite penetrating the scheelite in a delicate ramifying network. 

-- ------ - -·-·-----

IJ\Iinernlogical notes, !Jy C. H. Warren: Am. Jour. ~ci. , Hh series, Vol. XI, 1901, p . 3i3. 
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The alteration proce:.;:.; which has changed the scheelite to wolframite 
has not always stopped at. this point, for rusty masses of material are 
found associated with the wolframite, in which well-preserved pseu
domorphs of limonite and wolframite after sebeelite are obtained, 
apparPntly indicating that the process of introducing iron to the scheel
ite began by the replacement of the lime and ended by driving out 
the tungsten as well. As already pointed out, the wolframite is found 
in tho:.;e part..; of the contact roek that are :.;tained by oxide of iron, a 
feature which seem~ o·enerallv to be connected with excessive fracturing. - - 0 ~ . 

THE VEINS. 

The 1:ecrion in whkh the Trumbull mine is located is one of numerous 
!:"> 

pegmatite yeins. Just · east of the mining property, but in 'the lime-
stone belt, is a great mass of pegmatite which has been opened for 
feldspar and which rises from the Pequannock River in a wall 60 feet 
iu height. At the top of the hill and near the saddle south of the mine 
are i!eYernl Yeini!, while others occur just below the office and near the 
bottom of the lower mine opening at the mill. Ebewhere, as indi
eated on the map. there are veins of quartz from 1 to 5 feet in width, 
haYing apparently nrtical wall~:> and a eourse in right lines or in 
zigzags composed of straight elements, a peculiarity whic·h suggests 
the presenee of intermediate fault planes. Some of these Yeins, as, 
for example, the 5-foot Yein northwest of the projected tramway, is 
nearly pure silica and i:-; now being mined for wood filling. Other 
,·eins, like the one near the limekiln and the one intersected by thP
we:-;ternmost test pit upon the bill, <·ontain, besides quartz and the 
associated minerals of pegmatite, topaz in large masses and in occa
sional imperfect cr~·stab, a reddish tluorspar, margarodite, etc. The 
same \'ein, with inc-luded topaz, is encountered in the brook between 
the Sage place and the limekiln, and also on the slope of the hill east 
of the former locality. It is not improbable that all the Yeins of the 
Yicinity elate from a single period of pegma:tization of the area, the 
local yariations bei11g largely explained by the differences in the wall 
roek. 

GEOLOGICAT_- llll->TORY. 

Hornblende-gneiss closely resembling the rock of the Trumbull 
loc-ality is not uncommon in the larger area of the western uplands of 
Connecticut, and it:-; manner of occurrence is often sueb as to indicate 
with i!ome definiteness its igneou:-; origin. Its occurrence as a meta
morphosed product from impure limestone in other localities of the 
:-;ame regions is by no means dispro,·ed, though to the writer the evidence 
has i:leemed ~o point str?ngly to an igneous origin for practically all 
the areas of hornblendw rock. The masses at the Trumbull mine 
howe,·er,_ b~· reason of th~ir perfec·t conformity to the bedding plan~ 
of the thin mtercalated limestone formation, ~eemed on the e\·idence 
of the field . .;tudy rather to fanJI' the Yiew that they were parts of one 
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mass, though against this view are the rather sharply outlined contact 
planes and the modified contact zones. The petrographie study of the 
thin sections, however, seems to the writer to pro,·e co:1clusively that 
both beds of hornblende rock are of igneous origin, and that the 
interesting zones of contact are due to the action of solutions, which, 
with the favorable conditions of heat and pressure, so generally play 
a part at the boundaries of intruded magmas. 

It is assumed that the igneous mass which produced the hornblende 
rock found planes of least resistance to its intrusion along the upper 
and lower contact planes of the limestones with the schists, and was 
i.n consequence injected at these planes. The great sensith·eness of 
limestone to the influence of adjacent igneous masses has preserved the 
record in an altered zone some feet in width bordering each contact. 
The contacts with the schists are not exposed, and, from the evidence 
of other localities in the same general region, would hardly exhibit 
altered marginal zones should they be uncovered . 

• 
MINING OF ORE. 

The companies which have managed the mining property have car
ried out :;omewhat extensi,·e operations at the summit of the hill and 
abo near its southwestern base. They ha,·e also expended large sums 
in the construction of buildings and the installation of machinery. 
Aeeording to reports furnished by the companies, they have spent for 
all purposes a sum in excess of $60,000. At this writing (June, 1901) 
operations have been discontinued, with little prospect of resumption 
of work in the near future. Not more than a ton or two of pure scheel
ite seems to have been produced, though some unpicked material has 
been collected in dumps. 

The method of mining at the summit opening has been to remm·e the 
upper bed of hornblende-gneiss along the gentle easterly dipping con
tact plane from the point where it outcrops at the surface (see Pl. 
IV, A). At favorable localities the pit has been sunk for a farther dis
tance of a few feet in order to remove the scheelite-bearing contact 
rock just below this floor. The larger blocks obtained by blasting are 
broken with sledges and the picked ore is removed to the mill by graYity 
methods. Drilling is carried on by compressed air drills, the air being 
transmitted by pipe and hose a distance of about 1,500 feet. 

The mill is built on the steep incline near the southwest base of the 
hill and is connected by a spur with the tracks of the Bridgeport did
sion of the New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad (Pl. I). The 
writet· is indebted to Mr. ,V, R. Hin::;dale. the Yice-president and gen
eral manager of the company, for much of the detail in the following 
description of the milling plant in which the scheelite is separated from 
the gangue. 

The machinery installed consists of a Blake crusher (15 hy 2± 
inebes) with a capacity of 10 tons per hour. The erusiH~r, which 
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with the other pulverizing machinery is actuated by a high-speed, 200-
horsepower engine, discharges its product on the end of the picking 
table, an endless rubber belt 3 feet in width acting as carrier and 
feeder to two small crushers on the floor below (see fig. 1). These 
crushers deliver their product to two corresponding sets of Corni"Sh 
rolls running one-fourth inch apart and having a 2:3-inch diameter 
and 1t3-ineh face. These rolls discharge the material to an endless-belt 
ele,·ator, whieh carries it to the top of the mill and delivers it to a pair 
of revolving screens 36 inches in diameter and 8 feet in length. These 
screens have wire meshes t-ineh square~ and hence refuse most of the 
pulp. A considerable portion of the dust is here drawn out by a cur
rent of air which passes under the screens. The portions of the mate
rial refused by these screens are carried by gravity to a pair of belted 
high-speed rolls of 30-inch diameter and 18-inch face, running one
eighth inch apart, and are from them returned to the elevator and 

I CONCENTRATOR 
2 LINE SHAn 
.3 JIG 
4 SCAtf:N 
~ CRUSHING ROLL~ 
6 PICKING TA8l.[. 
7 HOISTING ENG\Jitf 
8 CRUSHER 
SOFIE ouMP 
10 MINE SHAf"T 

FIG. 1.-Dingram ~howing sectional elevation of mill. 

again passed through the screens. After this second screening the 
material passes to a pair of Wolf gyrating screens of three sizes (meshes 
40, fit), and 90). 

Concentration is effected by a dry pt·ocess in what is known as the 
Hooper pneumatic concentrating machine, which deliYers the concen
trates clean and leaves little scheelite in the tailings. Each machit1e is 
said to be capable of treating approximately 10 tons of pulp per day, 
and the yield of pure concentrates is reported to average 5 per cent 
by weight of pure scheelite. The scheelite as it comes from the mill 
is contaminated with a small percentage of pyrite, which must be 
remond by roasting. No attempt is made at the mining plant to 
,;;eparate the lime so as to change the mineral to tungstic oxide, in 
which form it is usually quoted in the market. Indeed, no apprecia
ble quantity of the product appears to haYe been placed upon the 
market. The coneentrating machinery is operated by a separate 
engine from that which runs the crushing machine. 
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LETTER OF TRANSJ\fiTTAL. 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 

UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SuRVEY, 

Washinqton, D. C. , Kay 1, 1901. 
SIR: The following report is made in response to a call for a prompt 

preliminary statement concerning the lead and zinc ores of the Ozark 
region. The economic work leading to this report was placed in the 
charge of Mr. C. R. Van Rise. Mr. H. F . Bain, who had investigated 
the lead and zinc district of Iowa for the Survey of that State, was 
engaged to make the economic surveys and to prepare a report upon 
the economic phase of the subject. The areal work in the Ozark 
region was in :lharge of Mr. Bailey Willis. Mr. G. I. Adams was 
engaged to cany on the detailed areal suneys. 

The introduction to the report, on the genesis of the lead and zinc 
ores of the Mississippi Valley, is by Mr. Van Rise. Chapter I and 
Chapters IV to IX, inclusive, on the ore deposits of the Ozark 
region, were prepared by Mr. Bain, under the supervision of Mr. 
Van Rise. Chapter II, on the physiography, and Chapter III, on the 
geology of the Ozark region, were prepared by Mr. Adams, under 
the direction of Mr. Willis. It is~ however, to be noted that there 
was cordial cooperation between all of the persons employed. The 
work, both areal and economic, was begun with all four in the field. 
Messrs. Van Hise and Willis remained with Messrs. Bain and Adams 
until the general nature of the problem was comprehended. Messrs. 
Bain and Adams then conducted the detailed work during the summer, 
and after the clot'>e of the regular field season Messrs. Van Rise and 
\Villis again visited the region with Mr. Bain. 

The excellent topographic work which HetTes as a base for some of 
the maps wa.s executed by Messrs. \V. H. Griffin and Basil Duke, 
under the supervision of Mr. John H. Renshawe. 

\Vhile it was originally proposed that this report should cover the 
lead and zinc districts of the entire Ozark region , and it does this 
nominally, the report is satisfactory only for the Southwestern di.::;
trict of Missouri. The work was largely concentrated upon this dis
triet because it is the one that is of the greatest economic importance. 
The economic work done in the other districts was only a recon
naissance. All of these districts will need to be closely studied and 
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further work should be done in the Southwestern district of Missouri 
before a report of monographic character on the lead and zinc dis
tricts of the Ozark region can be prepared. 

Very respectfully, 

Hon. CHARLES D. WALCOTT, 

IJi?·ector U: S. Geological Survey. 

C. R. VAN HrsE, 
BAILEY WILLIS, 

Geologists in Charge. 



PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE LEAD AND ZINC 
DEPOSITS OF THE OZARK REGION. 

INTRODUCTION. 

By c. R. vAN RISE. 

The main purpose of this introductory chapter is to compare the 
succession of lithologic formations of the various lead and zin<· dis
tricts of the Mississippi Valley, to summarize the salient point..., as to 
the occurrence of the ores common to all the districts , and, finally, to 
show the relation between the facts of the occurrence of the ores and 
the stratigraphy. 

As I first applied the theory of two concentrations for the lead and 
zinc ores of the Mississippi Valley to the Wisconsin distl·iet, and as 
Mr. Bain does not treat this district at all in the present paper, I will 
first consider the Upper Mississippi Valley region. 

ORES OF UPPER MISSISSIPPI VALLEY. 

Following Chamberlin, I hold that the lead and zinc now composing 
the ores were widely dispersed through the Silurian limestones. I hold 
that the ores were first segregated in the limestones by an artesian cir
culation, confined above by the Cincinnati shale and below by the Tren
ton shales. Later the upper shale was removed by erosion, and from 
this time on the conditions were changed and the descending meteoric 
waters produced a second concentration. Thus were formed the ore 
deposits now mined. Professor Chamberlin does not r ecognize the first 
stage of concentration. 

The following statements in reference to the Upper Mississippi Val
ley are largely compiled from my paper on Some Principles Con
trolling the Deposition of Ores: 1 

As a result of the most excellent work of the second w ·isconsin 
survey under Chamberlin 2 and the later work of the Iowa survey, 3 we 

I Some principles controlling the deposition of ores, by C. R. Van Hi"e: Trans. Am. In"t. Min. Eng., 
Vol. XXX, 1901, pp. 27- J7i. 

2The ore deposits of southwestern Wisconsin, b y T . c. Chamberlin : Geology of Wiscon, in, Yo!. IV, 
1882, p. 412. 

3Lead and zinc deposits of Iowa, by A. G. Leonard: Iowa GPo!. Snrwr, Yo!. IV. 189i. p. 23. 
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3-1 LEAD AND ZINC DEPOSITS OF OZARK REGION. 

nm~· gi\'P tlw dl'St'l'nding succe:'ision in the lead and zine distriets of the 
Fppt'r )lississippi Vallt>_,., ns follows: 

Cint'innati ~haiP, nriginally :"!00 feet thick (in Iowa called the Maquoketa ~<hale). 
Galt•mt lime~tonP )waring organic matter, -!50 feet thick. 
Trt•nt"n limestor;e, bearing- 1;rganie matter, ..J.O to 100 feet thick, with mean of iO 

feet, ha,·ing at its top an oil-bearing shale 1 "2 or 3 to several feet in thickness at 
points," and containing throughout its mass Yarious shaly layers, which, howeYer, 
are ··quite decitledly most prp,·alent npar the base of the formation.''~ GenPrally at 
the base of the Trenton is ''a greenish-blue clay usually from 1 to 2 feet thick. The 
da~· i~ yery finely laminated, and consists of argillaceous and calcareous matter." 3 

St. Pders sand,.:tone, .')0 to 1-50 feet thiek. 
L"wer ::\Iagnt>:::ian limestone, 100 to 250 feet thick. 
Putsdarn ;.andl"tone, iOO tu 800 ft-et thiek. 
Pn•-C'am brian. 

It is to he noted that the Galena limestone is bounded by t;hales 
aboYe and helo'iv, and that the same statement applies g·enerally but 
not unin•rsally to the Trenton limestone. It is well known that shales 
are imperdous to underground water circulation. As to the imper
vious charactl•r of the thick Cincinnati ~hale abo,·e the Galena there 
is no donbt. One might, however, question the impen·iowmess of the 
thin beds of t;hale at the top and the bottom of the Trenton, but that 
the upper at least is relatively impervious is indicated by the fact 
that in the Shullsburg and other districts, as pointed out by Blake/ 
the ore depo~its frequently stop at the top of this layer. ·while the 
impen·ious shales of the Trenton are prominent at the top and near 
the bottom of the Trenton limestone, there are more or less imperd
ou,; layers within the limestone. 

The strata dip to the sonthwe:-;t. Chamberlin says for 'Wisconsin: 

Tht- strata on the north side of the lead region are 500 feet higher than those of 
the ~outh si•le, and if traeed farther the difference in altitmle would be found 
greatt:>r. Bed~ on tht- eastern side are 350 feet higher than those on the west side. 5 

Superimposed upon the general seuth west monocline of the district 
arc a number of subordinate anticlines and ~ynclines, and the ores, 
aeeording to Chamberlin, are confined mainly to the synclines. 6 

The rock~ are traversed by two complex systems of intersectitlg 
vertical joints, and in some places by more. Locally minor faulting 
also oecurs. The folding and the fracturing of the brittle limestone 
were simultaneous processes. But during the deformation the plastic 
shale~ wrre mainly flexed, although in places they may ha,·e been dis
~enrPd b~· faulting. The time at which the deformation occurred 

1 Bhtkt': Rnll. Gl'f.>l. S<w. Arnerit·a , \'ol. \", pp. :!S-:!9: also Trnns. Am. In•t. )lin. Eng. , Vol. XXII, pp. 
629-632. 

2 Chaml>erlin: Joe. r it .. p. 409. 

"Geology nnd tnpogmphy of the lend regions, by :\loses Strong: Geol. of Wisconsin, Vol. II, 18i8, 
p.l>~:l. 

4 Lt>ad ond z inc <l t•Il(Jsits of the l\Iissis.•ippi YallPy . by \\"m. P. Blake: Tran,. Am. lust. Min. Eng., 
Yol. XXII. l~Y4. pp. ti~9--t>:3~. (llis("n"inn n f .Jenney's paper.) 

"C'hltmht'riin: ]o('. eit., p. ·1:!2. 
6 Ibid .. PI'· 4;J~-l:_:~. 
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is not definitely known, but in all probability it antedated the deep 
erosion and the concentration of ores in the distrid. 1 

Areally the ores occur to a much greater extent east of the Missis
sippi River than west of it; that is, mainly east of the principal line 
of drainage. As to horizons, by far the greater quantity of ores 
which have yet been abstracted is found in the Galena limestone. 2 

However, considerable amounts of ore have been taken from the 
Trenton, and subordinate amounts from the St. Peters sandstone and 
the Lower Magnesian limestone. The ores occur in the Galena from 
the top to the bottom. 

In cases where erosion has not cut deep into the Galena, the ore 
deposits are apt to be found near the overlying Cincinnati shale. For 
instance, in Iowa, where the shales are close at hand as a continuous 
formation, Leonard states that the ore occurs "mostly near the top of 
the Galena limestone, within the upper 50 or 60 feet." 3 "Where the 
drainage lines have cut through the Galena into the Trenton or lower 
formations the ores of the Galena are likely, in large measure, to be 
near the bottom of the formation, and considerable bodies may rest 
upon the oil rock which marks the beginning· of the Trenton. 

The broad facts as to the occurrence of the ores in the limestones 
are as follows: 

In openings in limestones, lead and zinc minerals are associated with 
marcasite, and some pyrite and chalcopyrite. 4 Calcite is an abundant 
g-angue mineral, as would be expected, but this and the other gangue 
minerals will not here be taken into account. Since the pyrite and 
chalcopyrite are very subordinate, they will not again be alluded to. 
All of the sulphide of iron will be referred to as marcasite. 

The vertical order of occurrence in the district is commonly as fol
lows: Above the level of ground water in the belt of weathering the 
dominant valuable minerals are galena and smithsonite. Frequently 
encrusting the galena, or in crystals upon it, there is some cerussite, 
and less anglesite; with the smithsonite there is some sphalerite. The 
smithsonite may locally occur to some extent to a depth as great as 15 
to 30 feet below the level of ground water; but deeper the oxidized 
products almost wholly disappear. The smithsonite below the le,Tel of 
ground water is explained (1) by the material being often along a main 
channel of downward percolating waters; (2) by the fact that the level 
of ground water is probably now higher than it once was, as a result 
of depression and valley-filling at the close of the Glacial epoeh; (3) by 
the well-known general downward movement of oxidizing water somp-

1 Lead and zinc deposits of the ~Iississippi Valley, by W. P. Jenney: Trans . .-\.m. Inst. ~lin. Eng. 
Vol. XXII, 1894, pp. 20S....209. Discussion of Jenney's paper, by Wm. P. Blake: op. cit., pp. G28-!!29. 
The ore deposits of southwestern Wisconsin, by T. C. Chamberlin: Geology of Wisconsin, Yo!. IY, 
1882, pp. 427. 485. 

2Chamberlin: Joe. cit., pp. 40i, 45i, 481. 
a Leonard: Joe. cit., pp. 43, 61. 
tChamberlin: Joe. cit., pp. 380-:>n. 
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what helow the lc-Yc-1 of ground water, and (4:) by reactions between 
oxidized lead ;-:;alts and the sphalerite. Below the galena and smith
:;onite, i. e., mainly below the level of ground water, is sphalerite, with 
a large amount of marcasite. 

·where the workings haYe extended to a considerable depth the 
sphalerite is subordinate, the dominant sulphide being marcasite; but 
nHWY of the workinus have not been penetrated to a sufficient depth . .., 
to show whether or not this is general. For much of the district the 
workings haye not gone far below the level of ground water, and con
sequently only the smithsonite and galena and the upper part of the 
sphalerite haYe been exploited. But during the last few years a con
siderable number of mines have penetrated 35 to 70 or more feet below 
the level of ground water. In the deeper of these workings the spha
lerite and marea:;ite are constantly astoiociated and the smithsonite and 
the galena are praetieally exeluded. It may be further said that the 
few ·workings which have extended below the Trenton oil rock have 
shown great proportional inereases of marcasite. 

·while the aho\·e general statement is correct for the district as a 
·whole, it must not be understood that a single sulphide occurs at 
a ginn len•l to the exclusion of the others. Indeed, in many cases 
all of the sulphide;; are fonn<.l at the same level. Chamberlin 1 states 
that in the upper parts of the deposits of the Galena limestone the 
order of arrangement of the materials from the walls to the druse is 
commonly (1) marcas ite an<.l (2) galena in cubic crystals. But in many 
ca;;e;; the marea:-::ite has been dissolved between the galena and lime
stone, thu;; loosening- the galena eryt;tals. In some eases, also, a later 
deposit of marcasite coats the galena. Lower in the Galena limestone 
the common order from the wall to the druse is (1) marcasite, (2) fer
riferou:; sphalerite, and (3) galena in cubic erystals. In some places 
there are :;uperimposed upon this succession the following members: 
(4) Ferriferou:; :-::phalerite (subordinate in quantity); (5) marcasite; 
(6) galena in odahedral <.:rystals (very subordinate in quantity). As a 
re~mlt of working some distance below the level of ground water since 
Chamberlin's report wa;; published, it has been ascertained that at these 
deeper levels the almo;;t unin~rsal order from the wall is (1) marcasite, 
(2) sphalerite, galena heing very :.;;ubordinate. 

Following Chamberlin, I think it probable that a large part of the 
material of these ore:; was once widely dispersed through the sedi
mentary rock;;. and especially the limestones. My conception of the 
prohable proces,., of concentration in the Galena limestone is as 
follows: 

"'hile in the 'Vist:onsin lead district the Niagara limestone and 
Cincinnati shale are found only on occasional mounds, as pointed out 

J Loc. cit., pp. 491-49i. 
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by Chamberlin, 1 there is no question that these formations once 
extended over the entire district. As already noted, the Cincinnati 
shale is an impervious stratum. Until it was cut through by the 
drainage it is probable that effective concentration of the ores did not 
begin. When it was once cut by erosion, then, as I conceive, the 
main concentration history of the ore deposits began. The Missis
sippi River and areas adjacent were the places where the drainage 
was the lowest. However, these were not the places first cut through 
by erosion, for the difference between the level of the Mississippi 
drainage and the tributaries adjacent is not so great as the dip of the 
strata to the southwest. In all probability, therefore, the Cincinnati 
was first cut throug·h, and the Galena encroached upon by erosion, 
north and east of the lead and zinc district. This is probable from 
the fact that at the present time in the lead district the Mississippi 
River for the most part is on the Trenton limestone and never reaches 
deeper than the St. Peters sandstone, while the majority of the smaller 
streams in the northeastern part of the lead district have cut into the 
St. Peters, and the headwaters of some of them, notably the Peca
tonica, Platte, and Grant rivers, have cut through the St. Peters 
into the Magnesian; and still farther to the northeast, north of the 
divide occupied by the Lancaster branch of the Chicago and North
western Railway, the strong Wisconsin has cut down t<> the Cambrian. 2 

It is to be remembered that the previous strata overlain by imper
vious strata along the Mississippi River bear water under pressure, as 
is shown by numerous artesian wells. The feeding area is the higher 
ground to the northeast. It is highly probable that the broken and 
consequently porous Galena limestone was a formation whieh was 
capable of carrying water to considerable distances, and in considerable 
quantities, although probably not comparable in these respects to the 
St. Peters or Potsdam sandstones. The lead and zinc district of \Vis
cousin is almost wholly south of the divide between the \Visconsin 
River and the tributaries of the Mississippi. When the \Visconsin 
drainage north of the didde had cut through the Cincinnati shale, this 
furnished a feeding area to the Galena limest<>ne. \Yhen later the 
Mississippi tributaries south of the divide had cut through the Cin
cinnati shale into the Galena, the waters entering to the northeast and 
following along the lime::;tone were able to escape to the southwest. 

As erosion eontinued, the area in which the Cincinnati was eut 
through and the Galena was penetrated gradually extended to the 
southwest until the Mississippi itself had cut through the Cincinnati. 
During this time the water entered the Galena limestone at the higher 
elevations, that is, to the north and east, followed along this forma
tion, and escaped at some lower point toward the Mississippi River. 

- - ------ -

t Loc. rit., pp. 410-112. 
2 See A tins of the Geology of Wisconsin, Pis. I And YIII. 
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":hile the water to the greatest extent followed the upper portion of 
the Galena, it is helieYed that this broken formation and, to an unknown 
extent, all the lower sedimentary formations were searched to their 
deept•st parts, according to the laws of flowage of underground water 
summarizPd in my general paper on ore deposits already referred to. 

It is Wt'll known that during the early part of the journey of under
ground water . ..; they contain oxygen and, therefore, produce an oxi
dizing effeet upon the compounds with which they come into contact. 
Also, when the waters first enter the ground they contain no salts in 
solution, and are. therefore, dissolving· waters. Waters which have 
had a long underground journey are likely to be reducing. This is 
especially likely to be true if they are shut off from the surface by 
impelTiou>:' strata. For instance, the artesian waters i.n the vicinity 
of Lake )lil'higan and along the Mississippi River, the feeding areas 
for whieh are central ·wisconsin, are "marked by slightly sulphureted 
waters." 1 

Concerning the circulation, it is here sufficient to say that the 
meteorie water entering the earth at innumerable points occupies the 
entire available cross section in its journey. In the early part of its 
course, where it is widely dispersed, its Yertical component is down
ward. This component is superimposed upon a lateral component, 
gidng resultant curnd lines of flow. As the water continues its 
journey it is more and more converged into trunk channels. In the 
latter part of its journey in these trunk channels the vertical compo
nent is upw .rd. The lateral component of the journey is frequently 
a hundred or more times as great as the vertical component. Finally 
the upward component of the water in the trunk channels carries it to 
the surface, where it escapes. 

In the \Visconsin limestone the trunk channels through which the 
water mainly escaped were joints. These joints in the district are 
called "creYices. '' As already noted/ in many parts of the district 
the crevices occur in two intersecting sets, and at such places of inter
section it is well understood by the mining· men that the ore deposits 
are likely to be unusually rich. In the early part of the journey, 
where the water was recently from the surface and was widely dis
persed, it has been seen that the waters were oxidizing and dissolving. 
The conditions were, therefore, fa,·orable to the oxidation of minute 
dispersed sulphides of lead and zinc to sulphates. Once oxidized, 
these metals were taken into solution, for zinc sulphate is very solu
ble, and lead :omlphate, while considered insoluble in the laboratory 
because at 15c C. only about 1 part in 81,000 is dissolnd in pure 
water, is amply soluble so far as the transfer and concentration of lead 
by underground waters are concerned. It is probably yery uneom-

'Chamberlin : Joe. cit . . p . . ').li . 
2 Atlas of the Geology of Wi,con,in, PI•. XXXVIII, XXXIX, and XL. 
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mon for the ore-bearing solutions of the first concentration to carry so 
m-uch of the metal as 1 part in 100,000. 

While the lead and zinc have been supposed to be carried as sul
phates, this is not a necessary supposition, for they may have been 
transported in part or in whole in other forms. The dissolved lead 
and zinc were largely carried to the trunk channels or their vieinity. 
Here, where the water was ascending, it is believed that the lead and 
zinc were largely precipitated as sulphide. 

The precipitation of the ores in and adjacent to creviees is heliend 
to have been Jue to the mingling of solutions adjacent to these trunk 
channels. Portions of the solutions furnished the dissolved cOin
pounds. Such solutions would be likely to be those which in the latter 
part of their journey utilized the large opening and which had not 
come into intimate contact with strata bearing abundant organic mate
rial. Other solutions which in the latter part of their course came 
from limestone or shales containing organic matter were reducing and 
probably contained sulphydric acid, since, as already noted, the deep 
artesian waters of the present circulation of the region contain this 
compound. Other reducing compounds may have been carried in the 
waters. The mingling of these two classes of solutions in the trunk 
channels would throw down the lead and zinc as sulphide according to 
the following equations: 

PbS04 + H 2S= PhS+ H 2S04• 

ZnS04 + H 2S=ZnS+ H 2S04 • 

It is probable that at the time of this first concentration in the 
crevices there was a tendency for the sulphides to be thrown down 
in a more or less definite order across the openings, as indicated by 
the phenomena of crustification, although this is probably larp;ely 
explained by a later concentration. 

However, sulphates of lead and zinc in the solutions dispersed 
through the smaller openings of the rocks were doubtless in part 
reduced by the direct action of the organic material contained in the 
shales and limestones. In this case the precipitated lead and zinc sul
phides would be disseminated through the shale and limestone. They 
would be likely to be most abundant in shales and limestones contain
ing organic matter adjacent to a trunk channel which furnished an 
abundant supply of metals, for a vigorous circulation is necessary to 
furnish a large supply of metals, and from the trunk channels waters 
would continuously make their way into the adjacent carbonaceous 
rocks. In the lead and zinc district of Wisconsin ores are now fre
quently found in so-called clay openings. These clay openings to a 
considerable extent represent shaly layers interstratified with the lime
stone, once containing carbonaceous material. Thus the inference of 
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the prC'cipitation of the disseminated ores by the carbonaceous mate
rial i~ l'Onfirmed. 

In the \Viseonsin district iron salts were far more abundant than 
lend and zine salts, as is shown by the \'ery abundant associated iron 
sulphide. The proce~s of transportation of the iron and precipitation 
as sulphide is precisely analogous to that of the zinc and l€'ad. 

The process above outlined continued for many centuries, perhaps 
for a geological period or more. By it there were finally lt-cally con
centrated along the crevices and disseminated through the limestones 
and shales adjacent to the crevices considerable quantities of lead and 
zinc sulphides associated with marcasite. 

As erosion slowly progressed the zone of rising and escaping waters 
slowly rnioTated from the northeastern part of the lead and zinc dis-. ~ 

triet to the southwestern part. The circulation within the Galena 
limestone at a given time is roughly represented by fig. 2, a northeast
southwest section. The surface of the country is shown by A, A', A", 

FIG. 2.-Theoretical northeast-southwest section of the lead and zinc district of Wisconsin. 

in which A, A' is the cross section of a northwest and southeast belt 
where waters enter, and A" is in a parallel belt to the southwest in 
which the waters escape. The numerous curved lines below the Cin
cinnati shale are intended to represent the general lines of moYement 
of the waters. The widely dispersed downward-moving lateral-moY
ing waters, in the early stages of their journey, were oxidizing and 
dissolYing waters. The upward-moving waters in the trunk channels 
(A" B') were precipitating waters, and the material was especiall.v 
likely to be precipitated where the waters came in contact with abun
dant organic material. 

The circulation was much more complex than shown by fig. 2. The 
circulation was not wholly delimited below by the Trenton shale. 
The water in its underground journey encountered not one erevice 
but many crevices; moreoyer, these crevices were in intersecting sets. 
The movement of the water was largely controlled by these fraetnres, 
and thus the deflections resulting from them were extremely com-
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plex. However, it is believed that the figure represents the arerage 
movement of the water in the Galena limestone. The transference 
of the ore material at this time was, indeed, exceedingly complex, 
but by the combination of all the factors considered the material 
was precipitated where the water was ascending in and adjacent to 
the trunk channels to a much greater extent than elsewhere. In 
an early stage of the first concentration by ascending waters the 
process took place only in the northeastern part of the district, for 
only in that part was the Cincinnati shale cut through and the 
porous Galena limestone exposed so that the water was able to 
escape. From the northeastern part of the district the process extended 
to the southwest as fast as the shale was here and there cut through 
by the streams. 

SECOND CONCENTRATION. 

By the time that erosion had cut through the Cincinnati shale into 
the Galena limestone in the southwestern part of the district and 
ascending waters were concentrating· ores, the northeastern part of 
the district may have been a feeding area where waters were descend
ing and where a second concentration was taking place. Therefore 
the second concentration by descending waters was probably going on 
in the northeastern part of the district at the same time that the first 
concentration by ascending waters was occurring to the southwest. At 
the present time the erosion has cut sufficiently deep so that the second 
concentration by deseending waters has extended quite to the Missis
sippi River, and, indeed, to the west of it. At the present time the 
condition of affairs as to the exposures of the formation is represented 
by fig. 2 below the line B, B', which may be taken.as the present sur
face of erosion. 

This general statement as to the order of events concerning the dis
trict as a whole would also apply to the loeal anticlines and synclines. 
Other things being equal, erosion would first cut through the Cincin
nati shale where there were anticlines, and there water would make its 
way into the Galena formation. Later, when erosion had eut deep 
enough to expose the bottoms of the adjacent synclines, there the water 
entering at the anticlines arose and escaped, and a first concentration 
occurred in the synclinal areas Still later, when erosion had cut 
de~.ver, a second concentration by descending waters occurred; and 
thus these concentrations were localized in the synclines, where, accord
ing to Chamberlin, they now occur. In this connection it is to be 
remembered that the anticli.1es and synclines of the district are very 
gentle. Therefore the conditions are here different from those of a 
district where there are sharp, strongly pitching folds covered by 
impervious strata. So far as there are local faults, these would assist 
in a similar manner in both the first and second concentrations. 
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·while it is possible that the vertical order of occurrence of the min
erals is to some small extent due to a first concentration, it is believed 
that the controlling factor in the regular vertical distribution of the 
galena, smithsonite, sph!).lerite, and marcasite was the second concen
tration by the action of descending waters in connection with 
denudation. 

The smithsonite above and a short distance below the level of ground 
water is believed to be derived from sphalerite, and the anglesite and 
cerussite from galena. It is well known that when sulphides which in 
the past were below the level of ground water get above the level of 
ground water as the result of denudation, the processes of oxidation, 
carbonation, hydration, and solution, characteristic of the belt of 
weathering, take place. Lead sulphide (PbS) and zinc sulphide (ZnS), 
by simple oxidation, are changed to lead sulphate (PbS04) and zinc 
sulphate (ZnS0

4
). The lead sulphate, when precipitated, constitutes 

the mineral anglesite. If this sulphate reacts upon calcium carbonate, 
lead carbonate and hydrated calcium sulphate are produced, according 
to the following equation: 

In this manner the cerussite is formed. If the zinc sulphate reacts 
upon calcium carbonate, smithsouite is produced, according to the fol
lowing reaction: 

It is a notable confirmation of the correctness of these reactions 
that gJpsum (CaS042H20) is a common associate of cerussite and 
smithsonite. 

The reactions in the belt of weathering will not here be further dis
cussed, for it is my special purpose to explain how descending waters 
acting upon a first concentration of sulphides may concentrate galena 
at high levels, produce a mixture of galt=ma and sphalerite at interme
diate levels, and sphalerite and marcasite at the low levels. It is of 
course understood that at all levels the marcasite is present. If it be 
premised that the ascending waters evenly distributed the sulphides, 
at least so far as the vertical element is concerned, it is certain that 
downward-moving waters, combined with denudation, may concentrate 
the galena at high levels and the sphalerite at lower levels. 

GALENA. 

Under surface conditions galena is the most difficultly oxidizable of 
the three sulphides of lead, zinc, and iron. It is therefore the most 
stable of them. By the oxidation of the sphalerite and marcasite to 
sulphates above the level of ground. water and the solution of these 
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soluble compounds the galena would be concentrated by abstraction of 
associated material. That this process has taken place on an extensive 
scale is shown by the occurrence of many detached fallen crystals and 
masses of galena in the openings above the level of ground water. 
Indeed, a considerable portion of the lead of the district which has 
been taken above or within a few feet below the level of ground water 
strongly corroborates the idea of concentration as a result of the oxi
dation and solution of the other sulphides which held the galena to the 
walls, thus permitting the material to drop to lower positions in the 
crevices. This process of concentration, while important and the 
most obvious, works upon material already secondarily enriched by 
chemical concentration, as explained in the following paragraphs. 

While the concentration of the galena is partly explained by the 
abstraction of other constituents, it is more largely explained by 
chemical reactions between the descending solutions and the com
pounds with which they come into contact. Above the level of ground 
water, as already noted, the galena is continuously oxidized, as shown 
by the corroded crystals and by the incrustations and superimposed 
crystals of anglesite and cerussite upon the galena. 1 During the 
formation of these sulphates and carbonates of lead a portion of these 
salts is taken into solution and carried downward. These sulphates 
and carbonates react (1) upon the other sulphides present, and (2) upon 
the organic matter with which they come into contact, and reprecipi
tate the lead as galena. These reactions take place to some extent 
above the level of ground water, but are especially likely to occur 
helow that level. As a result of the downward migration of the belt 
of weathering, there is in the downward-moving waters a continual 
supply of the sulphates and carbonates of lead. The chief reaction is 
that between the lead salts and the dominant iron sulphide. Suppos
ing the iron to be in the form of FeS, the reactions may be written as 
follows: 

PbSO~+ FeS=PbS+ FeSOi. 
PbC03+ FeS=PbS+ FeC03• 

If the iron be supposed to be in the form FeS2 , as is most likely, 
oxygen also is necessary for the reactions. The equations are then as 
follows: 

PbSO~+FeS2-t02 =PbS+FeSO~+S02 • 
PbC03+FeS2+02 =PbS+FeC03 -tS02 • 

However, it has been premised that with the sulphide of iron of the 
first concentration zinc sulphide is associated, and this may also react 
upon the lead salts, according to the following reactions: 

PbSO,+ZnS=PbS-tZnSO,. 
PbC03-tZnS=PbS+ZnC03 • 

I Chamberlin: Joe. cit., pp. 453-498. 
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In the case of the latter reaction smithsonite is formed. In this 
connection it is notable that smithsonite is frequently associated with 
galena for some distance below the level of ground water. While 
a part of the smithsonite below the level of ground water is of this 
origin, doubtless the larger portion of it may be differently explained. 

The reactions of descending solutions bearing oxidized products 
upon low-grade sulphurets, producing rich sulphides of lead, have 
been dwelt upon, but it is not supposed that these are the only reactions 
which have resulted in enrichment. As pointed out by Chamberlin, 1 

organic matter has made its way into the openings of the limestone, 
and as further indicated by Chamberlin, 2 and emphasized by Blake, 3 

organic matter is abundant in certain of the shaly layers. As has 
been held by Chamberlin and Blake, organic material in the rocks from 
both of these sources was probably an important factor in the reduc
tion and precipitation of the downward-moving sulphate. 

To the foregoing reactions, partly explaining the concentration of 
galena, objection may be made on account of the small solubility of 
lead sulphate and lead carbonate. It is true that these substances are 
very sparingly soluble in pure water; however, they are sufficiently 
soluble in the waters of the belt of weathering hearing carbon-dioxide 
to account for the phenomenon. If this be not the case, the lead may 
have been carried downward as chloride. Independent, however, of 
chemical theory, we know that in many districts, and particularly in 
the lead and zinc district of southwestern Wisconsin, the galena has 
been changed to some soluble form upon an extensive F>cale. As evi
dence for this it may be noted that galena crystals above the level of 
ground water are much corroded,! and that the amount of cerussite and 
anglesite associated with them is too :small to account for the corrosion, 
and therefore the lead ha:s been transformed to a soluble salt, which 
has been transported below in important amounts. 

So far as my argument is concerned as to the reactions between the 
oxidized products and the low-grade sulphides, it is of no consequence 
whether the lead in solution be sulphate, carbonate, chloride, or other 
salt. Howe,·er, it is believed that these are the forms in which the 
lead is transferred on a most exten:sive scale, and of these salts prob
ably the sulphate is the most important. I regard the anglesite and 
the cerussite, which occur in :subordinate quantities above the level of 
ground water, as evidence of the partial transfer of the lead as sul
phate and carbonate. Indeed, these compounds are evidence that 
their formation goes on so rapidly that the descending waters are not 

1 Loc. cit., p. 544. 
2 Ibid., p. 546 . 

----------------

• 
3 Lead and zin: deposits.?! the_ :Missi>sippi Ya1ley, by Wm. P. Blake: Tram. Am. Inst. l\Iin. Eng., 

\ ol. XXII, pp. 630-631. \\ 1sconsm lend and zmc deposits, by Wm. P. Blake: Bull. Geol. Soc. 
America, Vol. V, 1894, pp. 28-29. 

•chamberlin: Joe. cit., pp. 498-499, 500. 
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able to dissolve and transport all of them, and consequently some 
sulphate and carbonate of lead are precipitated near the places of 
formation. 

SPHALERITE. 

Zinc holds sulphur less strongly than lead, but much more strongly 
than iron, therefore the descending zinc compounds are concentrated 
in the horizon below the greater part of the galena and above much 
of the marcasite. Sulphate and carbonate of zinc are formed above 
the level of ground water. Below, these oxidized products react upon 
the iron sulphides, the equations being similar to those producing the 
galena. These may be written as follows: 

or 

ZnSO~+ FeS=ZnS+ FeSO~; 
ZnC03+ FeS=ZnS+ FeC03 ; 

ZnSO~+FeS2+02=ZnS+FeSOi+S02 ; 
ZnC03+FeS2+02 =ZnS+FeC03+S02 ; 

or, as explained in reference to the galena, the zinc sulphate is reduced 
to the sulphide by the organic matter with which it comes into con
tact. As pointed out by Blake, 1 the evidence of the effect of the 
organic matter in reducing the sulphates is especially strong in the 
case of large sphalerite deposits which rest upon the shale at the top 
of the Trenton limestone as a fioor. However, in this connection it 
should be pointed out that the position of the ores upon the oil rock 
is probably explained through the redueing action of secondary solu
tions slowly oozing up through the shale, for the ore is not mainly 
precipitated in the oil rock, but immediately above it; and it is to be 
remembered that all of the pervious strata capped by impervious 
strata in this district bear water under pressure, therefore water 
would slowly pass up through the shale, for no formation is absolutely 
impervious. 

MARCASITE. 

At a certain depth in the opening·s below the level of ground water 
nearly all of the oxidized salts of lead and zinc descending from the belt 
of weathering, so far as they are thrown down by sulphides, are repre
cipitated by reactions between them and the iron sulphide, as above 
explained. But in veins in which the finst concentration extends to a 
depth greater than this, only the sulphurets of the first concentration are 
found. These sulphurets consist mainly of marcasite, with subordi
nate amounts of sphalerite and galena. However, even in this belt, 
concentration of galena and sphalerite may occur to some extent, 

I Loc. cit., pp. 630-632. 
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although it receives no contribution from the lead and zinc salts from 
above; for even after the salts of lead and zinc traveling downward 
from the belt of weathering are all precipitated, the waters may still 
hold oxygen. This oxygen would, to the largest degree, act upon the 
marcasite, producing soluble salts, which would be abstracted, and thus 
reduce the quantity of this material, and relatively enrich the deposits 
in lead and zinc, although not increasing the absolute amount of lead 
and zinc present in a given vertical distance. So far as the zinc and 
lead salts were oxidized by the oxygen-bearing water, the salts formed 
would react upon the iron sulphide again, or upon organic matter, 
and would be precipitated according to the reactions above given. 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS. 

From the foregoing it is believed that a second concentration by 
descending waters explains the orderly distribution of the ores in a 
vertical direction, 1 although original deposition by ascending waters 
may have produced some effect. For the sake of simplicity, in the 
second concentration all the galena has been supposed to be precipi
tated above the sphalerite. However, if the above reasoning be cor
rect, we may suppose that the two would overlap and that there would 
be an intermediate horizon in which both galena and sphalerite would 
be important. With this expectation the facts accord, as is seen at the 
Durango mines west of Dubuque. It is there seen that, so far as the 
sulphides are concerned, the galena occurs above, with sphalerite very 
subordinate; at middle horizons galena and sphalerite occur together, 
and at the lower horizons sphalerite is the only one of these two 
important minerals. Still lower marcasite is the dominant sulphide. 

Furthermore, the regular lateral distribution of the minerals from 
the walls to the druse may be partly explained by the above reactions, 
although it is possible that this lateral arrangement is partly due to 
variations in the materials precipitated during the first concentration. 
It is noted that in the upper part of the Galena limestone, where lead 
is the only important ore, there is or has been marcasite between the 
galena and the walls. This suggests that during the second concen
tration the iron sulphide was the chief agent which precipitated the 
descending oxidized salt of lead. Deeper down, where the order from 
the wall is (1) marcasite, (2) sphalerite, and (3) galena, it appears prob
able that both marcasite and sphalerite were precipitating agents for 
the galena. \Vhere there is a later succession superimposed upon the 
first, that is, (±)sphalerite, (5) marcasite, and (6) galena, the sphalerite 
and galena, however, being in very subordinate quantities, these min
erals are probably due to comparatively late reactions. At the lower 
lenls of mining, where the sphalerite and marcasite are dominant and 

1 Chamberlin: Joe. cit., pp. 551-553. 
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the galena is nearly wanting, the marcasite was the chief sulphide for 
the reduction of the descending· zinc sulphate to sulphide. HoweTer, 
it must be remembered that the sulphides were not the only reducing 
agents for the oxidized compounds. The reduction may haYe been 
caused to an important degree by the organic material of the shale and 
limestone. 

Finally, it is believed that the second concentration by descending 
water was the ultimate determinative factor at most places in making 
the ores so rich as to warrant exploitation. This statement in refer
ence to the rich deposits applies both to the oxidized products and to 
the sulphurets, both above and below the level of ground water. This 
process of concentration is primarily chemical, but is also to some 
extent mechanical, especially where galena has been loosened by solu
tion from the walls and fallen to lower positions in crevices and caves. 

My conception of the process of concentration of ores in the Galena 
limestone is therefore that of a circulation practically limited above by 
the Cincinnati shale and largely limited below by the impervious oil 
shale of the Tr-enton. To what extent ascending waters from the St. 
Peters, Cambrian, and pre-Cambrian rocks under the pressure of con
siderable head were able to work up through the more or le::;s impervi
ous shales of the Trenton limestone is uneertain. 'Where faulting has 
occurred sufficient to displace the thin belts of shales this would be an 
important help. For the purposes of thi::; paper it makes little differ
ence whether during the time of deposition of ores in the Galena lime
stones by ascending waters the circulation was practically limited by 
the Cincinnati shale above and the Trenton below, or a contribution 
of wateri'l ascended from greater depths. For a given point where 
the Cincinnati shale had been cut through, the first concentration 
occurred by ascending waters, and later, when the Cincinnati shale 
was removed, the second concentration by descending waters took 
place. The belt of second concentrates by descending waters slowly 
migrated downward as erosion extended into the Galena. \Vbere the 
denudation has gone a little way into the Galena the ore deposits are 
found near its upper part. "Where denudation has gone well down 
into the Galena the ore deposits are found near it8 lower part. ·where 
the drainage lines have cut considerably below the Galena the second 
concentration and downward migration of the ores have resulted in the 
formation of considerable deposits directly upon the oil rock at the top 
of the Trenton. In these cases the materials exploited are probably 
the second concentrates from the entire Galena formation. 

It will be seen at once that the above theory of circulation explains 
the formation of rich deposits near the top of the Galena, as in Iowa, 
and these deposits are very difficult to account for solely upon the 
theory of descending waters. It accounts equally well for the forma
tion of rich ores in the middle and lower horizons of the Galena, where 
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denudation has gone further. It accounts for the. much wider distri
bution of the ores east of the Mississippi River than west of that 
rh·er, since the strata east and west of the Mississippi dip to the 
southwest, and west of the river the drainage has cut through the 
Cincinnati shale for only a narrow strip, this being an essential condi
tion antecedent to the process of concentration as above outlined. 

In the parts of the Upper Mississippi Valley where erosion has cut 
deeply into the Trenton, and especially where it has cut into the 
St. Peters, a similar history is applicable to the Trenton formation, 
since the Trenton has impervious beds at its top and bottom, but both 
of these beds are thin, and the deposits may not have been wholly 
dei·i,·ed from the Trenton formation, but probably received important 
contributions from the Galena formation above and subordinate con
tributions from below. 

In the application of the foregoing it is of course understood that 
the aetion of ascending and descending waters. in a given fissure is not 
wholly successive, but is in large measure simultaneous. In the early 
stages of the deposition of an ore deposit in a given fissure, ascending 
waters are likely to be the dominant factor; in an intermediate stage 
both ascending and descending waters are at work; and in the later 
stag·es of the process, and at the present time, descending waters are 
the dominant, and, perhaps, in the cases of many of the deposits where 
the oil rock of the Trenton is near the surface, almost the sole factor. 

At the bottoms of valleys the water:-; have continued to be essentially 
ascending instead of descending to the present time. The fact of their 
present ascension Chamberlin 1 notes. Thus, in these places a second 
concentration has not occurred, and therefore such places are deficient 
in workable ore deposits, as noted by Chamberlin. 2 

These views in reference to the concentration of the ores in the 
Upper Mississippi Valley differ somewhat from those of Chamber
lin,3 "\Yhitney,4 and others, who have held that the concentration of 
the ores is solely the work of descending and lateral-secreting waters, 
hut still more from those of Percival 5 and Jenney, 6 who have held that 
the ores were derived from a deep-seated source. Percival supposed 
the transportation to have taken place through aqueous, and Jenney 
through igneous, agencies. If my views be compared with those of 
the descensionists, typified by Chamberlin, and the ascensionists, typ
ified by Jenney, it will be seen that I occupy an intermediate posi
tion. Upon the fundamental point as to whether the ores are derh·ed 

t Loc. cit., p. 565. 
2lbid., p. 563. 
3Jbid., pp. 544-549. 
•Whitney: Geology of Wisconsin, Vol. I, 1862, p. 398 et seq . 
5 Percival: First Ann. Rept. Geol. Survey Wisconsin , 18.'>4, pp. 31}-33: Ann. Rept. Geol. Survey 

Wisconsin, 1856, p. 63. 
6 Lead and zinc deposits of the Mississippi Valley, by W , P. Jenney: Trans. Am. Inst. Min. Eng., 

Vol. XXII, 1894, pp. 21~223. 
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from a deep-seated source or from sedimentary rocks, I follow Cham
berlin, although I do not feel certain that some of the material for 
the ores was not derived from a deeper source. 

The account here given of the ore deposits of the Upper Missis
:;ippi Valley is not even app1:oximately complete. To give a satisfac
tory account of the genesis of the ore deposit:; of this distriet would 
require a detailed study and a monographic report. Such a report 
upon many phas_es of the problem-a remarkable paper-has already 
been written by Chamberlin.' 

OZARK REGION OJ<' LOWER l\IISSISSIPPI V ALT.. .. EY. 

After having work<~d out and published, in substantially the above 
form, the story of the genesis of the lead and zinc ores of ·wisconsin, 2 

I was directed to take charge of the investigation of the lead and zinc 
ores of the Ozark region. In this region are four districts: The South
western district of Missouri, the Southeastern district of .Missouri, 
the Central district of Missouri, and the North Arkansas district. 

SOUTHWESTERN DISTRICT OF MISSOURI. 

After I had examined a num her of mines in company with ~[essrs. 
\Villis, Bain, and Adams in the Southwestern district of ~lissonri, and 
had studied \Vinslow's report in connection with the examinations 
made, I became convinced that essentially the foregoing· explanation of 
the genesis of the ores was as applicable to this distriet as to the rpper 
Mississippi Valley. In the Southwestern district the dese0nding ::-:trati
graphic succession, as given by \Vinslow, 3 is as follows: (1) Coal 
Measures shales; (2) Lower Carboniferous limestone; (:3) De,·onian 
(Eureka shales); (±) Lower Silurian. 

The corresponding generalized succession of Adams contained in this 
report is: (1) Undifferentiated Carbonif~rous sancbtoncs and shales; 
(2) Lower Carboniferous (Mississippian) limestones; (3) DPVono-Car
boniferous shales;~, (4:) Cambro-Silurian limestones and sandstones. 

It is therefore clear that with a change of names the lithologie suc
cession given in fig. 2, prepared for \Visconsin, is applicable to this 
district. For the Cincinnati shale there is to be substituted the Coal 
Measures shale; for the Galena limestone is to be substituted the :\Iis
sissippian limestone; for the Trenton shale, the Devono-Carbonifer
ous shales; for the Trenton limestone, the Cambro-Silurian limestone. 

-~~~-------·-

'Ore deposits of southwestern Wisconsin. by T. C. Chamberlin: Geology of Wisconsin, Vol. IV, 
188~. pp. 366-571. 

2Some principles controlling the deposition of ores, by C. R. VanHise: Trans. Am. In't. ~fin. Eng., 
Vol. XXX, 1901, pp. 102-109. 

3 Map of the southwestern lead and zinc district of Missouri. accompanying report of Arthur Wins
low on The lead and zinc deposits of Missouri: Missouri Geol. Sun·ey, Vols. VI and \'II. 1894. 

•The Survey has discontinued the use of "Eureka ·• ns n !Ulmc' for the"' shales, lH•cnuse the appli
cation of the word to the quartzites of ~e,·ndn (Eureka quartzites) hns priority. Thl' Committe<' on 
Formation Nnmes has rePommeiHied that in this paper tbe gener>tl expression Devono-Carboniferous 
shales be use<!.~ EDITOR. 

22 GEOL, PT 2-01---! 
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1\lorron'r, it is notable that the relath·e thicknesses are approximately 
similar. . The Cincinnati and Carboniferous shales are both thick; the 
Trt:> nton ~bah's and the DeYono-Carboniferous shales are both thin beds, 
and locallY the latter may he almost absent, being 1epresented b~· 
shah· lim~stone. Howe,·e·r, the Galena limestone and Trenton lime
ston.e in \Visconsin are not nearlv so thick as the Carboniferous lime
stone and the Cambro-Silurian .limestone in Missouri. The dip of 
thesC' strata, as shown by w ·inslow's reports, is away from the Ozark 
uplift.: that is, to the west and northwest. Moreover, as in \Vi.sconsin, 
the dip is steeper than the drainage line,; , so that the lower beds are 
exposed in the high areas. 

The broad facts of the occurrence of the ores in this district were 
found to be as follows: Abo,·e the level of ground water and for a 
~hort distance below the leYel of ground water are found oxidized ores 
and galena, precisely as in ·wisconsin. A short distance below the level 
of ground water the galena becomes subordinate, being replaced by 
sphalerite. In some of the deeper mine workings, 200 feet or more
as, for instance, at Carterville-galena and sphalerite are found inter
mingled. :Mr. Willis and Mr. Bain found that the deep borings at 
Granby denloped pyrite as the dominating mineral. It therefore 
appears that, so far as the vertieal distribution is concerned, all of the 
charaeteristic features are identical with those of ·wisconsin. In the 
character of the oxidized ores there is, however, one difference. The 
oxidized zinc ores are partly zinc carbonate, but are also in certain 
places-as, for instance, at Aurora-zinc silicate. This difference is 
correlated with the great relative abundance of chert in the Missouri 
district. In the Wisconsin district chert is subordinate, and when the 
zinc sulphide is oxidized to the sulphate it reacts upon the calcium car
bonate, producing zinc carbonate, according to the following equation: 

ZnSO~ + CaC03 + 2H20 = ZnC03 + CaS0~,.2H20. 

In the Missouri district chert is very abundant indeed. In the 
areas in which oxidized ores occur the chert has largely changed to a 
soft rock-which can be cut with a knife-called "tallow" rock bv the 
miners. Evidently this is residual material from which conside~·able 
quantities of chert have been dissolved. This shows that some of the 
silic-a of the chert at the time of the ore formation was in a somewhat 
readily soluble form. As silica went into solution it doubtless was 
hydrated to H 4Si04 , as this is the ordinarv form in which silica is 
transported. When the zinc sulphide was ~xidized to the sulphate, it 
would react upon the silicic acid present with simultaneous hydration, 
producing zine silicate, according to the following reaction: 

2ZnS04 + H 4Si04 + H 20 = H 2Zn 2Si05 + 2H
2
S0l. 
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The almost complete absence of zinc silicate in Wisconsin and the 
presence of zinc silieate in southwestern Missouri are in accordance 
with the well-known law of mass action. Where silica is abundant, 
so that zinc silicate can form, it is present plentifully; where silica is 
absent, or subordinate it does not develop in any considerable quantity. 

Another important respect in which the lead and zinc district of 
southwestern Mi..;souri difl'ers from that of the Upper Mississippi Valley 
is in the relative unimportance of iron sulphide. The Missouri zinc 
ores in general do not contain much iron sulphide, and therefore have 
a greater market value. But at some points in Missouri the amount of 
iron sulphide is so great as to make the ores less salable. The explana
tion of this difference is, doubtless, that soluble iron compounds were 
more abundant in the original limestone in W'isconsin than in Missouri. 

A final difl'erence between the Wisconsin and Southwestern Missouri 
districts is that the patches of shale still cap many more of the areas 
in the Missouri district than in the Upper Mississippi Valley district. 
This is well illustrated at all of the important mining camps. As a 
consequence of this, the evidence of the two concentrations described 
for Wisconsin is much dearer in Missouri. In Wisconsin the second 
concentration by descending waters has gone so far that the first con
centration by ascending waters might be overlooked. Indeed, accord
ing to Chamberlin, in 1882, and Bain, in 1897, these ores are wholly 
due to a single concentration by descending and lateral-secreting waters. 

While some geologists may still hold that there was only a single 
concentration in V\risconsin, I belie,·e that no one who examines the 
Southwestern district of Missouri will be inclined to bold that view. 
The phenomena in Missouri are particularly striking in areas where 
the ores are in part below impervious shales and in part at places 
where the shales have been removed and oxidizing waters have been 
long at work. While there are many localities which illustrate this, 
perhaps the most striking locality is Aurora. Here, over the major 
part of the productive portion of the camp, the shales have long ago 
been removed, and oxidizing downward-moving waters have trans
formed the ores of zinc to the silicate and carbonate upon the most 
extensive scale, to a depth of 150 feet or more. The evidence of 
descending concentrating waters is indeed very impressive, many of 
the mines starting in places which were practically sink holes. It was 
phenomena of this kind which led Winslow to believe that all of the 
mines are thus produced by mechanical and chemical segregation in 
connection with denudation. In marked contrast with these occur
rences, only a mile or two distant from the silicate mines of Aurora, at 
the so-called Sand Ridge, a shaft passes below the Carboniferous shales 
(see fig. 29, p. 170), and in the cherty limestones almost immediately 
below these shales the unaltered sulphides are found. 
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Further, there i~ the very greatest difference in the cleanness of the 
two classes of mines. \Vhere the oxidized products are worked the mines 
are muddv elavev and stickv to the last degree; the waters are full o.' L L·' 0. ' 

of mechanical sediment, showing that water has come in from the sur-
face. In the sulphide mine~, on the other hand, numerous beautiful 
clean-water channels are found, the crystal linings of which when the 
water is first pumped out are brilliant and untarnished. Further, the 
minino· men unanimously agree that in the case of all of the sulphide ,., . 
mines in which there are clean, deep channels local precipitation pro-
duces no appreciable effect upon the amount of water to be pumped. 
Finally, our own observations fully confirmed the eonclusionsof .Tenney 
that in -:\lissouri the deposits are associated with belts of fracturing 
and displaeement, preei~ely as they are in \Visconsin. 

Combining all of these fads. which were accumulated during our 
fir~t week's dsit, I was irresistibly driven to the conclusion that the 
results which I had reached in \Visconsin were directly applicable to 
the Missouri deposits; that i~ to say, changing the phraseology of my 
statement eoncerning the ""isconsin ores so as to substitute for central 
-Wisconsin uplift, Ozark uplift; ~nbstituting for Cincinnati shale, 
Carboniferous shale; for Galena limestone. Lower Carboniferous 
limestone; for Trenton ~hale, De,·ono-Carboniferous shale, and for 
Trenton limestone, Upper Silurian limestone, my \Visconsin paperwas 
regarded as applicable almost without modification. The much more 
detailed fads presented by Mr. Bain in his report fully confirm this 
condusion. 

An important additional structural point was later developed by Bain 
and Adams. They showed that the faults in many cases are sufficient 
to cut quitA across and displaee the Devono-Carboniferous shales even 
if at their full thiekne~s. and thus render it certain that ascending 
water may rise from the Upper Silurian limestone to the Carboniferous 
limestone. In this eonnection ~lr. Bain has contributed a very impor
tant idea to the theory of the genesis of the ores. It is well known 
that the greater number of the deposits of lead and zinc in the Missis
sippi Valley occur in connection with the Cambro-Silurian limestone. 
It has been generally agreed that the source of the ores for these 
deposits is the widely dispersed lead and zinc of the limestone itself. 
In southwestern Missouri the most important deposits are in the 
Carboniferous limestone. :Mr. Bain unifies the occurrences of the 
entire Mississippi Valley by showing it to be highly probable that the 
ores of this limestone have been brought up from the Cambro-Silurian 
limestone through the De,·ono-Carboniferons ~hale. 

SOUTHEASTERN AND CENTRAL DISTRICTS OF MISSOURI. 

After haYing· applied the \Vi:·won~in theory to the Southwestern dis
trict. I wPnt on•r the description~ by \Vi~slow of the Southeastern 
and Central districts of -:\lissouri, ancl it appeared to me hicrhh· proh-.., . 
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able that the same theory, modified to suit loeal eonditions, explains 
these oecurrenees of ore. In the Southeastern district the descending 
succession is Mississippian limestone, De\·ono-Carboniferous shale, 
Cambro-Silurian limestone, pre-Cambrian crystalline rocks. \Vhile 
Winslow's maps do not show this, nearly all of \Yinslow's numerous 
detailed sections show shale in the lower part of the Cambro-Silurian 
limestone above the Cambrian sandstone. 1 In the productive areas 
the Carboniferous limestone and the Devono-Carboniferous shale have 
been entirely removed by erosion. The ore deposits of this district 
are in the Cambro-Silurian limestone above the shales and associated with 
the shales belonging in the lower part of this hmestone. Finally, the 
rocks have a dip away from the Archean core to the Missouri· and 
Mississippi rivers; that is, to the northwest, north, and northeast. It 
therefore appears that the general facts in this district are remarkably 
similar to those in \Visconsin. HoweYer, the names of the forma
tions and positions are slightly difl'erent. For the Cincinnati shale of 
Wisconsin there is to be substituted the Devono-Carboniferous shale; 
for the Galena limestone, the Upper Silurian limestone; for the Tren
ton shale, the shale in the Cambro-Silurian limestone, not named 
in Missouri. 

CHARACTER OF THE ORES. 

As to the character of the ores, there are two distinct areas in 
which the occurrences are markedly different. Following ·winslow's 
classification, 2 the first of these is the St. Francois and Madison Counties 
subdistrict, and the second includes the W li.shington and Franklin 
Counties subdistrict, i. e., the remainder of the Southeastern district 
and all of the Central district. 

ST. FRANCOIS AND MADISON COl'XTIES SeBDISTRICT. 

The first subdistrict, that of St. Francois and Madison counties, con
tains the largest and most important lead mines of eastern Missouri. 
Winslow describes five camps in this subdistrict, 8 viz: (1) Mine La 
Motte. (2) Bonne Terre, (3) Flat Riwr. (±) Doe Run, and (5) Avon. 
At all of these areas the ores are galena. The galena for the most part 
is disseminated through solid crystalline limestone, in many cases rather 
evenly; hut in some eases, as in the l\Iine La ~fotte deposits, "grains 
of galena are frequently strung ont along the stratification, sometimes 
so close too·ether as to form sheets which YalT in thickness from one-b • 

tenth to sE'Yeml inches.'' 
Disseminated galena is also found as a matrix of conglomerate 

between bowlders at the Doe Run mines. 4 Tlw Bonne TerrE' dissemi
nated ores occuT prineipally at two horizon;,:. The limestone of the 

t Win~low: Joe. dt. , \'ol. \'II. pp. Mti-67~ . 

2Jbid., p. 64 ) . 
a Ibid .• p. 646. 
• Ibid., p. 673. 
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upper horizon is known as the "black rock" and the lower as the" white 
rock." 1 The ore is more persistent in the" white rock." Blende is 
yery subordinate, and at the Bonne Terre camp "absolutely no zinc 
occurs, not e\·en enough to be detected b~· anal~·sis. '' 2 At the Mine La 
Motte and the Flat River areas the ore is notably rich at the lower 
part of the Magnesian limestone, where there are interstratified layers 
of i<late. 

In some of the camps early workings de,·eloped concentrated depos
its of galena in crevices. 3 For instance, at the Bonne Terre " near the 
surface concentrated deposits of galena were found in ere,·ices, and in 
the days of early mining these were the principal ores worked. * * * 
Several such crevices were developed and worked here, but they were 
all found to grow narrower and to become tmproducti,·e with depth. " 2 

At the Flat River mines, also, ·• large amounts of massive galena were 
mined from crevices by shallow diggings." But at present the ore 
'• consists principally of galena disseminated through Magnesian lime
stone," and these disseminated ores are at a greater depth than the 
galena in the crevices.~ The early workings also developed consider
able cerussite, as, for instance, at the Mine La :Ylotte and Bonne Terre 
mines. 1 The assoeiated ore-bearing minerals are iron pyrites and cop
per pyrites and cobalt sulphide and nickel sulphide. lt is notable that 
the copper pyrites t·arrying workable amounts of nickel and cobalt at 
:Yline La Motte are found in the upper of the two horizons at which 
the ore occurs- the "hlaek rock" rather than the "white rock." Also 
at the Bonne Terre mines the copper pyrite and pyrrhotite, carrying 
about 4: per cent of nickel and cobalt, characterized the upper work
ings down to a depth of 100 feet or so, 2 "although such ores are 
reported as occurring at lower leTels. '' "As in the Southwestern dis
trict of 1lissouri, pyrite is subordinate in quantity." Doubtless the 
cause is the same as in that district (see p. 51). 

The chief gangue minerals are calcite and dolomite, and it is not
able that barite is absent, although so abundant in the second sub
district of southeastern :Ylissouri and in the Central district. 

The first four of these groups of mines are among the deepest lead 
and zinc mines of the Mississippi Valley. For instance, the ores of 
the :Yiine La Motte area are mostly found between 70 and 150 feet 
from the surface. 1 The richest horizons of the Bonne Terre area are 
between 150 and 250 feet from the surface. 2 In these two areas the 
crevice deposits above described were at higher levels. In the Flat 
RiYer areas most of the ore is below the 150-foot level; much of it is 
between 200 and 300 feet from the surface, and the lower lewl of the 
Central Mining Company is 380 feet deep.~ The Doe Run mines are 

1 \\"imlow: Joe. cit.., Yol. VII, p. 653. 
2 Ibid., p. 666. 
a Ibid .. pp. 6-'>0-669. 
• Ibid., p. 668. 
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principally between 50 and 90 feet from the surface, but galena bas 
been developed to a depth of 230 feet. 1 Finally, the ores in this dis
trict are associated with zones or belts of fraeturing and faulting, just 
as in the Southwestern district. 

It appears perfectly clear to me that these facts indicate t\vo eoncen
trations. The first was effected by a deep circulation mainly between 
the shales near the bottom of the Cambro-Silurian limestone and the 
Devono-Carboniferous shales. At the time of this deep circulation 
the disseminated ores in the limestones and shales were deposited. 
The reducing and precipitating agents were clearly the organic matter 
of the limestones, and especially of the shales. It is notable that the 
deposits in which there is evidence of a first concentration, with com- . 
paratively little effect by a secondary concentration, occur in the dis
triet in Missouri in which there has been the deepest mining·. 

'Vhen the Devono-Carboniferous shales were removed by erosion, 
then began the second concentration by descending waters; and at this 
time the disseminated ores were taken into solution and concentrated 
in the crevices, as at places at the Mine La ~lotte and Bonne Terre 
areas. At this time the disseminated lead sulphide of the first concen
tration was oxidized to sulphate. The sulphate was largely carried 
downward by descending waters, and by reactions between that com
pound and the marcasite or organic matter reprecipitated as sulphide, 
thus resulting in a second concentration. At the upper levels, mainly 
above the level of ground water, lead carbonate (cerussite) was formed 
by reaction bP,tween lead sulphate and calcium carbonate. 

The presence of rich deposits of copper pyrites and pyrrhotite 
carrying workable quantities of nickel and cobalt at Mine La ~lotte 
and Bonne Terre at the upper horizons, and their absence at lower 
horizons, is further evidence of secondary concentration at upper 
horizons. Indeed, the production of these richer sulphides at higher 
horizons and their absence or sparseness at lower horizons corresponds 
precisely to the facts upon which I have based my belief that two con
centrations of such copper and nickel deposits have widely occurred, 
the first by ascending and the second by descending waters. 2 

The two exeeptional facts of this subdistrict as eompared with other 
districts are the very great sparseness of zinc ores and the absence of 
barite. 

WASHINGTON AND FRANKLIN COl'NTIES St'BDISTRICT AND THE CENTRAL DII'TRICT OF 

){ISSOl'RI. 

The subdistrict of Washington and Franklin counties and the Cen
tral district of ~lissouri ha,·e the same geological succession a:-; St. 
Francois and )ladison counties; howe,·el\ the occurrence and character 

I Winslow: Joe. C'it., Yo!. VII. p. 673. 
'Some princ-iples controlling the deposition of ores, by C. R. \"an Rise: Trans. Am. Iw•t. ~lin. Eng., 

Vol. XXX, 1901, pp. 10\1-113. 
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of the ores are very different. The ores of Washington and Franklin 
counties and those of the Central district and their relations are so 
similar that they are treated together. The ores occur almost alto
g-ether in ere\·ic~s, pitches, fiats, and caves. 1 vVinslow's figures of the 
openings in which the ores occur are practically identical with the fig
ures ai\·en b,. Cham berlin for the lead and zinc districts of Wiscon-

" ·' sin. 2 The ores occur lining the walls of the openings or detached from 
them bv solution. .Moreover, the mines are mostly shallow, nearly 
all less. than 100 feet deep, being mainly above the level of ground 
water. In this respect also they are identical with the Wisconsin 
district at the stage of development when Chamberlin described it. 
Again, the ores themselves and their vertical order are identical with 
those of \Viseonsin. Moreover, the ores are of the same kind as they 
are in \Visconsin near the surface; i. e., they are oxidized lead and 
zinc products and galena. For instance, at the Jumbo shaft dry bone 
and cerussite were found near the surface. 3 At the Valle mines a very 
large amount of zinc ore has been mined, mostly as carbonate, but to 
some small extent as silicate. ,~ In some places, as for instance at Lee's 
diggings, pyrite is found below the galena. 5 Up to the present time 
the amount of blende is subordinate, but it occurs to some extent asso
ciated with the galena. \Y orkings as yet have not gone deep enough 
.to show whether or not considerable blende deposits will be developed 
below the galena horizon, as in vVisconsin. 

In most marked contrast with the mines of St. Francois and Madison 
counties barite is everywhere abundantly found. Winslow's descrip
tions mention barite as a prominent gangue mineral in almost every 
mine, and in a number of places it is so abundant as to become a valua
blP by-product, as at Belfontaine, Kingston, and the Parole mines. 

The lithologic succession of \V ashington and Franklin counties 
and the Central district of Missouri; the position of the ore-bearing 
strata between imperYious shales; the correspondenee of the inclina
tion of the beds and the drainage and the fact that this inclination 
is greater than the slopes, so as to cause lower horizons to outcrop 
at the higher elevations; the manner of the occurrence of the ores, and 
the nature of the ores themselns-these conditions are all so like 
those of the Wisconsin district, as described bv Chamberlin, that 
scan·ely any other word than identity gives a c~rrect eonception of 
the likene:,:s. If the explanation of two concentrations-one by a deep 
circulation while impervious strata were above much of the ore-bearing 
strata, and a second concentration by descending waters after the 

1 \\'imlow: loC'. <"it .. \"ol. VII, pp. 6ii-7?:2. 

'The ore deposit,; of "'uthwestt-rn Wisconsin, by T. C. Chamberlin: Geology of Wisconsin, Vol. IV, 
11'82. !Jp. ~51-!~'2. 

"\\'inslc"": Joe. cit .. \'ol. YII, p. 683. 
'Ibid., p. 687. 
; Ibid., p. ti~lO. 
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impervious strata were remo,·ed-be correct for "\Viscom::in, it is sure 
to apply to the districts of Missouri under discussion. 

By comparing these districts with the St. Francois and Madison 
Counties subdistrict in Missouri, we note additional links in the chain of 
evidence for two concentrations. The relative sparseness of zinc ores in 
the St. Francois and Madison Counties subdistrict has been emphasized, 
and the almost universal absence of barite has been noted. But it has 
been explained that in "\\T ashington and Franklin counties and in the 
Central district the zinc product is yery considerable, and that barite 
is universally present, and at many of the mines exceedingly abundant. 
It has been pointed out that the occurrences in St. Francois and Madi
son counties indicate that the deep disseminated ores are mainly the 
product of a first coneentration by ascending waters. The ores were 
precipitated where they are by the reducing action of the organic 
material. Under these circumstances there would be no reason for 
the formation of barite. It is believed that the relative unimportance 
of the zinc is at least partly explained by the fact that the first con
centration was not sufficient to produce large quantities of these ores. 
But in the Washington and Franklin Counties and the Central districts 
a second concentration by descending waters became the controlling 
factor in the present location and distribution of the ores. Here the 
late concentration producP,d zinc carbonate in sufficient abundance to 
be mined, and also concentrated the lead mainly as galena. 

If barium be present as a constituent of the associated rocks, so that 
barium salts are earried by the underground solutions, the formation 
of the gangue mineral barite is an inddent to the second eoncentra
tion. When the lead and zinc sulphides of the first concentration, 
formed below the level of ground water, come aboYe that leYel as are
sult of denudation, they are oxidized to sulphates, as already explained. 
It has also been seea that these compounds react upon the alkaline 
earth carbonates, producing carbonates of lead and zinc and sulphates 
of the alkaline earths. Simultaneously the associated cerussite and 
smithsonite are formed. Supposing the barium to be in the form of 
carbonate the reactions are as follows: 

PbSO 4 + BaC03 = BaSO 4 + PbC03 • 

ZnS04 +BaC03 =BaS04+ZnC03 • 

If the barium were in some other form than carbonate the reac
tions would also involve the carbonates of the other alkaline earths, 
calcium and magnesium, but the results would be the same so far as 
the barium is coneerned. Ordinarily the chief sulphate of the alka
line earths, formed as an incident to the development of cerussite and 
smithsonite, is gypsum. But where barium is present the sulphate of 
this metal is precipitated. becau~e this is so much more int'olublt:> than 
caleium sulphate. That barium was contained in the solution:-; in this 
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district is eddenced by the abundant deyelopment of barite as a gangue 
mineral where a t;eCOI~d concentration b~· descending waters has taken 
place. In this connection it is sugget->ted that an investigation of the 
character of the limestones of the Southeastern Missouri district may 
show that barium is a more important constituent there than in the 
Southwestern .:\lissouri district or in the Upper Mississippi Valley, 
where barite as a gangue mineral is subordinate. 

NORTH ARKANSAS DISTRICT. 

'Vhile in the field I gave no personal attention to the North Arkansas 
district. nor did I examine the literature. Mr. Bain, as a result of his 
field work and of information deriyed from Branner's report, 1 divides 
the ores into (1) crevice deposits; (2) breccia deposits, repr~senting 
zones of crushing in limestone or in limestone conglomerate, and (3) 
disseminated ores in limestone or limestone conglomerate. All of 
these deposits are in the Cambro-Silurian limestone. The credce 
deposits are similar to those of central.:\llissouri. The breccia deposits, 
which are nmv the chief source of ore, have formed along zones of 
crushing. The disseminated deposits are in the solid limestone or the 
comparatiYely unaltered conglomerates. The ores comprise both lead 
and zinc, the latter being very important. The zinc occurs both as 
sphalerite and as smithsonite. 

Branner strongly insists that the ores are largely concentrated in 
loeal synclines and that the anticlines are relatively barren. 2 In this 
respect the ores have the same relations as those in v'\Tisconsin as deter
mined by Chamberlin. 

I do not venture to make any positive statements at the present time 
as to the manner of concentration of these deposits. However, the 
work of Branner and Bain seems to me to render it highly probable 
that in this district, as in the others of the Ozark region, there have 
been two concentrations: (1) by an artesian circulation between the 
Fayetteville shale and Boone chert and perhaps below the Devono
Carboniferous shales, and (2) by later concentration by descending 
waters since the shales were removed by erosion. In these concentra
tions the synclines may have played the same role as in Wisconsin. 

'Vith the present state of knowledge no definite opinion can be 
expressed as to the relative influence of these two circulations; but it 
may be suggested that the rather large areas of disseminated ores in 
the compact limestone and unbroken conglomerate largely represent 
the work of a first concentration, and that the deposits containing oxi
dized ores associated with sulphides in the crevices and breccias have 
undergone an important second concentration by descending waters. 

1 The lead and zinc region of northern Arkansas, by J. C. Branner: Ann. Rept. Geol. Survey of 
Arkansas for 1892, Vol. V, Little Rock, 1900. 

top. cit., p. 32. 
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Considering now the Mississippi Valley lead and zinc region as a 
whole, disregarding the names of formations, and considering only 
the lithologic succession in each di~trict, we ha,·e in descending order: 
(1) Thick shale formation, (2) limestone-bearing ore bodies, (3) ~bale, 
(4:) limestone-bearing ore bodies, (5) shale, often inter:'ltratitied with 
limestone, (6) sandstone, (7) pre-Cambrian. In some of these districts 
a portion of these formations has been removed by erosion. In \Vis
cousin the great majority of the important ore bodies occur in the 
upper limestone, and this limestone was once bounded upon both sides 
by shale. In the Missouri districts important ore bodies occur in 
both limestones; and both of these limestones are bounded by shales 
at many localities. The productive upper limestone formation in Mis
souri, restricted to the Southwestern district, probably derived its ores 
from the lower limestone formation, whereas in \Visconsin the main 
ore bodies were probably derived from the limestones in which they 
occur, and this is true in Missouri of the Southeastern and Central 
districts. 

Wherever the full vertical distribution of ores is known it is essen
tially the same in each of the districts. Above and near the leYel of 
ground water oxidized zinc and lead ores with galena occur; below 
the level of ground water are zinc sulphides with subordinate quanti
ties of lead sulphide; and at depth iron sulphides increase and locally 
become dominant. In these statements the ores which occur in the 
crystalline roeks of Missouri are not con~idered, and to them these 
statements as to the vertical distribution are not applicable. . 

In all of the districts the Cambro-Silurian limestone is regarded as 
the immediate source of the ores. Through these limestones are 
widely dispersed, minute quantities of lead and zinc compounds which 
served as the supply. Nothing has been said as to how the lead and 
zinc compounds became distributed in the Cambro-Silurian limestone. 
Upon this point no important suggestion has been added by the pres
ent investigation. As is well known, Chamberlin has propounded an 
elaborate theory for the original precipitation of the lead and zinc 
ores from sea water in Cam bra-Silurian times by the reducing action 
of seaweeds segregated in Sargasso seas or eddies. 1 According to 
Chamberlin, Mr .. Buell has calculated that if the source of the metal 
in the Potosi area, one of the richest in the \Visconsin district, be 
restricted to a layer 100 feet deep and limited on the outside of the 
area of paying crevices by half the average distance between the creY
ices, to account for all the lead which had been taken out it would 
only be necessary to suppose that the rock contained "one fourteen-

tOre deposits of southwestern Wisconsin, by T. C. Chamberlin: Geology of Wisconsin, Vol. IV ,1882, 
pp. 529-544. 
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hundredth of 1 per cent, or a little more than one se,·en-millionth of 

the rock." 1 

'Vhile the widespread oecurrenc~ of lead and zinc in the Cambro
Silurian limestone of the .Mississippi Valley bounded by relatively 
impervious shales leaves no doubt in my mind that the limestone itself 
is the main source of the ores, I express no opinion as to the manner 
in which the exceedinaly small fraction of 1 per cent of the lead and ,.., . . 

zinc was orig-inally deposited in the limestone. 
If the theorv above aiwn be correct the occurrences of the lead and . ,., 

zinc in all of the districts of the Mississippi Valley furnish excellent 
illustrations of that class of ores produced as a result of a first concen
tration by ascending waters and a second eoncentration by descending 
waters. :Nioreo,·er, all of these districts illustrate with remarkable 
c-learness the very important influence of impervious strata in the 
de,·elopment of ore deposits, a principle which, so far as I know, was 
first emphasized in my papers on the Lake Superior iron ores and 
which was fully developed in my paper on the deposition of ores. 2 

Finally, these deposits illustrate beautifully the facts that comparatively 
shallow circulations may at the point of precipitation first deposit ores 
by ascending waters, and that these ores may have been concentrated 
by descending waters. 

The similarity as to lithologic succession, occurrence of the ores, 
and genetic relations between the ore deposits and the stratigraphy 
in these widely separated districts in the Mississippi Valley seems 
nothing short of marvelous. Identity seems the only word which fits 
the case for senral of the districts. "rhether the above explanation 
of this similarity be correct or not, I have absolutely no doubt that 
the same general explanation is applicable to all of the districts. The 
phenomena of one district can not be explained in independence of the 
others or in a different manner. If the explanation given be correct 
in reference to the Southwestern district of Missouri-and from it 
there seems no escape___:it is also applicable with minor modifications 
to the other lead and zinc districts of the Mississippi Valley. 

I Chamberlin: loc. cit .. p. 538. 
2 Some principles controlling the deposition of ores, br C. R. VanHise: Trans. Am. Inst. :Min. Eng., 

Vol. XXX, 1901, pp. 2i-17i. 
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CHAPTER I. 

By H. F. BArN. 

GENERAL STATEMENT. 

DEFINITION OF REGION AND COMMERCIAL IMPORTANCE. 

The Ozark region is roughly an elliptical area, approximately 300 
miles in length from northeast to southwest and 200 miles in breadth. 
It embraces the southern half of Missouri, the northern third of 
Arkansas, and small adjacent portions of Illinois, Kansas , and Indian 
Territory. While it differs in general appearance and in many struc
tural features from most mining region::;, it is rich in minerals of 
economic importance and includes a number of important mining dis
tricts. The great iron deposits of Pilot Knob and Iron Mountain, the 
manganese beds of Batesville, the smaller amounts of copper. nickel, 
and cobalt at Mine La Motte, the silver and associated minerab of the 
Einstein mine, with the zinc and lead deposits which it is the specific 
purpose of this paper to describe, all attest the mineral richness of the 
region. One of the zinc districts, the .Joplin or Missouri-Kam•afl dis
trict, now produces approximately 90 per cent of the zinc ore mined 
in the United States, or 20 per cent of the world's production. The 
lead region of southeastern Missouri also produces approximately 22 
per cent of the United States output of lead and 7 per cent of that of 
the world. 

SUBDIVISIONS OF REGION . 

Commercially the zinc and lead fields of the Ozarks fall into four 
subdistricts. These are shown in Pl. VI, and are enumerated below. 

1. The Southeastern Missouri district , essentially lead producing, 
and best known through its disseminated ores and the large mining 
and milling operations which that form of deposit has made possible. 

2. The Southwestern Missouri or Missouri-Kansas district, of which 
,Joplin is the best-known eity. This is essentially a zinc-producing 
district, though an important amount of lead ore is also mined. It is 
characterized by great irregular runs of rich ore, which will be more 
particularly described later. 

3. The Central Missouri district, a region of indefinite outline not 
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yet fully pro,.,;pectPd, and characterized, so far as yet developed, by 
smaller ore bodies of both lead and zin~. 

-:1:. The North Arkansas zinc region, an extensive area as yet only 
partially prospected and almost wholly undeveloped, but showing a 
wide variety of rich ores ar1d some very promising prospects. 

Geograpl;ically the boundaries of these districts are not distinct, 
since small quantities of zinc and lead have been found throughout the 
Ozark region. Commercially the districts are fairly well differen
tiated, and the stage of development and methods of work in each are 
distinetiYC. 

Geologically the deposits of the region fall into two, rather than 
four, classes. These classes are: (a) deposits in the Carboniferous 
limestones and cherts; (b) deposits in the Cambro-Silurian dolomites 
and magnesian limestones. The principles upon which the geological 
elassitieation is based are far better defined than those upon which the 
mines are grouped into commercial and geographical districts. They 
inelucle points of association, genesis, and common form of ore body. 
The geological elassitication has economic importance in its bearing on 
the extent and probable duration with depth of the deposits. 

In the present report the deposits in the Carboniferous are particu
larly discussed. The Cambro-Silurian ore bodies have been investi
gated only with reference to their bearing on yarious questions arising 
i.n the course of the work on the deposits in the Carboniferous, and at 
such times in the course of the latter work as were possible. A 
comprehensi.n view of either class of ore bodies in this region 
necessitates a fair knowledge at least of the other, and any final study 
of permanent value must be based upon a complete investigation 
of both throughout the Ozark region. In addition to the ore bodies 
of the Ozark region, those of the Ouachita Mountains, in south· 
western Arkansas, were visited. No complete study was made of these 
mines, but a few notes on them are included in this report. 

HISTORICAL RESUME OF DEVELOPMENT. 

·while mining in Missouri dates back to the earliest period of settle
ment and even of exploration, and lead mining in particular has been 
carried on since early in the eighteenth century, activity in zinc min
ing is comparatively recent. There is a popular belief that the failure 
to develop the zinc ores earlier was clue to the lack of recognition of 
the presence of zinc. Blende was, however, very early determined to 
be present, though it is doubtless true that the early miners in general 
had no real conception of its value. 

_T?e lead mines ~ere earlier developed because the first attempts at 
nunmg were made m southeastern rather than southwestern Missouri 
and in the southeast blencle is relatively rare while galena is abundant: 
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The greater ease with which galena may be reduced and also the need 
among the pioneers for bullets were doubtless most important factors 
in confining mining to the galena. The common mode of occurrence
galena at the surface and mingled with the soft residual clays, with 
hlende at greater depths and in harder rocks-was not without its 
influence. Probably, however, difficulty in smelting was the chief 
factor in preventing earlier development of the zinc fields. For many 
years only the oxidized zinc ores could be economicall~· :-;melted. It 
was not until the Mattheison and Hegler works at La Salle, Ill., 
developed the process of smelting hlende that the sulphide came to 
have value. This was the first plant in the world to economically 
smelt blende on a commereial scale. 

Zinc was not recognized as an independent metal until the thirteenth 
century, and it was not until the middle of the eighteenth that works 
for its reduction were established in Europe. In America zinc was 
first manufactured in the ·washington arsenal in 1838,1 and in the 'Vest 
the first attempt to smelt zinc ores was made by Messrs. Mattheison 
and Hegler at La Salle, Ill., in 1~52. The presence of zinc ores in 
the Mississippi Valley was mentioned as early as 1810, 2 and School
craft,3 in 1819, mentions zinc as having already been exported from 
Missouri Territory. Succeeding geologists who visited the mines of 
the Mississippi Valley noted the presence of zinc, and Percy, the :first 
State geologist of ·wisconsin, shipped a small quantity to New Jersey 
for reduction in order to demonstrate its value. It was not, however, 
until1867 that a zinc furnace was established in Missouri.' The deYel
opment of the z.inc fields has distinctly followed and resulted from 
mining of lead. 

Lead mining began in southeastern Missouri in 1719, but did not 
develop much until 1800. From that year to 1820, and again from 
1830 to 1850, mining was active throughout the region. In 1851 
mining began in the Southwestern district near the present site of 
Oronogo, though ore had been disconred much earlier. The cidl 
war interfered very materially with mining, but at its close the mines 
were reopened and the industry had expanded considerably. Note
worthy incidents were the introduction of the diamond drill in the 
Southeastern district in 186~) 5 and the resulting disco,·ery of great 
bodies of disseminated ore, which have since yielded so heaYily; and the 
placing of zinc ores in the market from the southeast in 1867/ 
and from the southwest in 1871. 7 Since that period the development 

IR. W. Raymond: American Cyclopedia, Vol. VI, p. 816. 
2Artbur Winslow: Missouri Geol. Survey, Vol. VI, p. 13, citing H . M. Brackenridge, jr., Views of 

Louisiana, etc. , Pittsburg, 1814, p. 30·1. 
3 H. R. Schoolcraft, View of the Lead Mines of Missouri, etc., New York, 1819, p. 44. 
~Winslow: Joe. Cit., p. 14. 
6J. Wyman Jones: Eng. Mag., Yo!. XIII, 189i. pp. 3;}$- 366. 
• Cbas. P. Williams: Industrial Report on Lead, Zinc, and Iron [Mo.], Jefferson City, 1877. 
1 Winslow: Joe. cit., p. 294. 
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of both distrieb has been steady, though the years 1898 and 1899 have 
seen exceptional development, especially in the Southwestern district, 
where, for the first time, large investments have been made by out-

side ~apital. 
TABLES OF PRODUCTIOX. 

The g·eneral development of the region and the periods of activity 
are indicated by the following statistical tables. 

The best figures available up to 1883 are those of "'\Vinslow, and Table 
I was compiled by him. The figures cover the production of the Mis
souri mines only, and particularly for the later years should be increased 
by a considerable amount to show the totals for the region. 

TABLE I.-Total Jlroduction of lead and zinc in Jiissouri by paiods. (a) 

Year. Ore. 
--

Tons. 

1720-1799 ------------·· i 36,000 

1800- 1819 ..... . .... ---- 42, :WO 

1820--1829 .... . - .. - ... -- ; 30,800 i 
I 

1880-1849 .. -- .... -- .. -- 112,900 ; 

18.50-1859 .. -- .. -- .. ---- 73, 100 I 

1860-1869 ........ -- .... 
1870-1879 .. . ... - ... --. _' 

45,100 • 

229, 5oo I 

530,200 1880-1893 -------------- j ___ _ _ 
Total .... __ .. __ .. 1, 099,800 I 

Lead. 

Value. 

$1,440,000 

1, 689, 000 

1,231,000 

4,516,000 

2,923,000 

2,706,000 

11,476,000 

22,756,000 

48, 737, 000 

:Metal. 

Tons. 
I 
I 

18,000 
25,300 . 

19, 100 . 

73,400 i 
51, 1oo I 

I 

31,600 ' 
160,700 I 

371, 100 I 

Value. 

$1,800,000 

2,280,000 

1,908,000 

6,604,000 

5,526,000 

5,370,000 

18,961,000 

31,432,000 

73,881,000 750,300 1 

------ --====~==~==~==== 
Zinc. 

Year. Ore. 2-Ietal. 

Tons. Value. Tons. I Value. 

1860-1869 ............ .. 

1870-1879 .... -.. - ..... -

1880--1 893 - .. - - -- - - -- - . -

Total .... ____ . ___ 
1 

1

------1 
200 $2,000 100 I $8,000 

156, 4oo I 1, 68o,ooo 56,ooo 6,524,ooo 

1, 058,700 \ 20,932, ooo , __ 4~~·-o_o~_ 1 ___ '3-~~1-~~ ,- .. ' ' 
1, 215,300 22, 614,000 489,100 49, 82:), 000 

a )!issouri Geol. Surv. , Yo!. VII, p. 5-10. 

In the years later than 18H3 the statistics of the Southwe~tern district 
as a whole have been collected with great care by 1\Ir. Frank Eberle, 
of Joplin. The totals are given below in Table II and the detailed 
production by camps for 1900 in Table III. 
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TABLE H.-Production and value of lead and zinc ores in the Southwestern di.~trict . 

Year. Zinc ore. Lead ore. Total value. 

Tans. Value. Tans. T'al1te. 
1894 ________ 137,547 $3,014,551 22,362 $670,830 1 $3, 68-'i, :~81 
1895 •....... 139,023 2, 919,483 28,337 708,425 3,6:?7,!-108 
1896 ........ 157,083 3,200,885 26, 740 666,510 3,86i', 3H5 
1897 __ _____ _ 169,476 3,908,367 30,875 925,270 -! , 83:3, 6:37 

1898 ... --- -· 234,432 5,966,241 26, 791 1, 20.5, 573 7,171.814 
1899 ________ 257,677 9,539,009 24,259 1,263,468 10,80:?,-!77 
1900 ________ 244,246 7,968,239 29,177 1,382,778 7,968,239 

TABLE III.-Production of the Southwestern district, by camps, in 1900. 

Camp. Zinc. Lead. 

Pounds. l'alue. Pounds. l'aluc 

Joplin, Mo __ ... ____ . ____ .. _. _ . 109, 752, 710 $1,537,374 22,978,889 $53i' , t.l43 
Galena, Kans ________ . ____ .... 90,085,650 1,202,054 10,118,670 2-!5,905 
Carterville, Mo._ .... _ ... _ ..... 78,292,520 I 1, 0.52, 1-!3 1-!,529,370 351 ,681 I 
Aurora, Mo . ____________ .. ___ . 44,393,230 545,820 1,409,660 :n,:l21 
Oronogo, Mo. ____ ..... ___ _ .... 36,279,590 511,853 317, llO 7,291 

Webb City,Mo --------------- 25,286,680 344,480 2,303,210 55,6-!6 
Zincite, Mo . _. __ . _ . . _. __ .. __ .. 18,772,670 283, 751 379, 770 :l,810 
Granby, Mo ·····-------····-· 15,675,640 182,213 997,790 22, .560 
Duenweg, Mo .. __ ... ___ . ___ . _- 10,29-!, 490 124,268 1,646,240 36,268 

Neck City,Mo ---------------- 8, 172,170 120,443 38,550 936 
Central City _______ .. _______ . _ 7,910,920 103,981 458,530 11,241 
Stolts City .. __ . __ .. _ ...... __ -_ 7, 431, 13o 1 110,587 181,587 4,322 
Cave Springs ---------------·- 7,764,640 103,530 467,310 9,994 
Roaring Springs. _____________ - 7,155,320 90,890 699,290 li, 586 
Carthage . _ . _ .. __ . _ . _ - ____ - _ . _ 6,573,490 85, 775 46, 730 1, 012 
Carl Junction _ .. ____ . ____ - -- _- 5,765,470 79,805 5, 140 143 

AI ba ....... - - .... ------- ----- 1,834,300 24,963 -- ... ------- .. ----- .. --- .. 
Springfield ------------·-····- 1,080,440 17,144 98,080 2,256 
Spring City . __ .. _. _ ... __ •• ---- 1,238,150 13,888 583,860 13,353 
Spurgeon ____ . _ . ____ .. ______ - - 1, 425,350 15,283 639,100 14, 195 

Ash Grove .. ------------------ 297,590 2,576 376, 100 8,964 
Everton . ______ . __ . __ . ___ . ____ 1,139,410 9,118 --·--------- ----------
Seneca ___________ . __ . ___ .. __ . 610,830 4,248 79,230 1, 651 
Wentworth ___ . _______ . _ ... _ .. 986,950 15,033 ------------ ----------
Mosley ____ . ________ . _______ . _ 127, 700 89-! - ........ ---- .. -.. ---------· 
Ozark . __ . __ . _________ .. ___ .. _ 145,540 3,347 ...... -... -.. ----- -.. ---.--- ... 

TotaL ____ .• ___ ..... - _ . _ 488,492,580 6,585,461 58,354,216 1,382,778 

22 GEOL, PT 2-01--5 
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The recent production of lead and zinc for the entire reg·ion is 
shown in Table IV. In this table is ginn the production of spelter by 
the snwlters of Kansas, Jiissonri, Illinoi:,;, and Indiana, and the smel
ters' returns of lead from ores of the Mississippi Valley. The spelter 
produetion is essentially that of the Ozark region. The amount of 
ore dPrivccl from the Upper Mississippi mines and going into the 
manufacture of spelter is not important and probably is eounter
balnneed by the amount of silicate ore from the Southwestern district 
whieh is used in the manufacture of zinc oxide. The pig-lead pro
duction is high b~' the amount derived from the Upper Mississippi 
mines and low by the amount used at .Joplin in the manufacture 
of white lead. The total amount of lead produced in the Ozark 
region is very probably greater than is shown by the table. The 
priet>s given are ruling New York prices. In comparing the table 
with Table I, it should be remembered that the Yalne of lead in the 
latter is based on St. Louis prices, which are normally lower than those 
of Kew York. 

TABLE IY.-Production of zinc und lead from ore.~ r!f the Ozark· region. 

Lead. Spelter. 

Year. 
Production. a Price per ' Production. a 

lb. b 

----------------~-----

Shnrt tons. 0,1118. Short tons. 

ISH-! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -lfi, 300 ········-- 66,.552 
1895 ............................ _I 53, 596 

i 
3.23 76,505 

18% ............................. : 51,887 2.98 70,833 
1897 .. _ ....... _ .. _ ...... _. ___ ... ·I 56, 542 
1898 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. 54, 469 
1899 ...................... . ...... ! ........... . 

I 

3.58 89,397 
3.78 106, 768 
-!.47 b 120,872 

a Kirchoff, Chas.: Twentieth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey. Pt. VI. pp. 226, 250. 
b Rothwell, R. P.: ~Iineral Industry. 1900. 

PREVIOUS GEOLOGICAL WORK. 

Priee per 
lb. b 

Cents. 

3.63 
3.63 
3.94 
4. 12 
4.57 
4.75 

The ore deposits of the region have been studied by many geologists 
and mining engineers. The early geologists of the region recognized 
their importance and devoted much attention to their study. It will 
not he necessary to summarize their results, since Mr. Arthur 'Vins
low, late State geologist of J1issouri, has alread~· excellently done so. 1 

Attention should, however, be directed to the report of Addif Schmidt 
on the mines of the Southwestern and Central districts 2 as being par
ticularly full of details. Indeed, the facts concerning the entire reo·ion 
are pretty well known, and with reg-ard to most of them there is little 
contro,·ersy. The interpretation of these facts has Yaried widely. 

I :O.Iissouri Geol. Surn·y, Yols. YI and VII, Isg~. 
2;,1issouri Geol. Surney, Yo!. I !Brondhl'>Hli, IS/;l-1~1~. pp. 881-5/i. 
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'\Yinslow\; own contribution to the knowledge of the region is by far 
the most important yet made, and in the two volumes cited is found 
the most g-eneral discussion now available. He co,·ers in considerable 
detail all the :Missouri dish·iets and gives some notes on those of northern 
Arkansas. The report is at the same time a valuable book of refer
ence on the general subjects of lead and zinc. A special paper on the 
Southeastern district 1 adds much of importance, and still further details 
are given in papers published in the Transactions of the American 
Institute of Mining Engineer~ and elsewhere. Aside hom '\Vins
low's papers, the most significant and valuable article on the ore bodies 
recently published is that by Prof. '\V. P .• Tenney. 2 These papers and 
the discussion which they provoked have helped greatly to a right 
understanding· of the ores. The interpretations of the region gi,·en by 
Jenney and hy \\rinslow were sharply antagonistic. ,Jenney emphasized 
the importance of ascending waters while 'VinBlow insisted on the 
greater importance of descending waters, acting mainly through residual 
concentration in producing the ore bodies. The present studies have 
led to the belief that both were to a considerable degree correct, but 
that each overemphasized certain phases of the processes concerned. 

SCOPE OF PRESENT REPORT. 

The present report must be considered as essentially preliminary. 
It deals with principles and their application to the region rather than 
with details of structure and areal distribution. It is regretted that 
the time which could he devoted to the work was so limited as to pre
clude any complete mapping. The descriptive portion is accordingly 
not complete. The camps and mines described are chosen with refer
ence to the illustration of the principles concerned rather than because 
they are particularly rich or poor or even because they represent aver
age conditions in that particular. In nearly e\·ery instance some other 
mine could ha,·e been chosen which would serve equally well as an 
illustration. The choice was determined largely hy circumstances and 
convenience. 

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS. 

The field work upon which this report is based was carried on prin
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heavy, as the work was earried out under his immediate superdsion 

'Bull. l". S. Geol. Sun·ey No. 132. 
2 Trans. Am. Inst. .Min. Eng., Vol. XXII, p. lil. 
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and is essentially an application to this particular region of the g-eneral 
principles controlling the deposition of ores whi<"h he has recently 
formulated. Tbe material contained in his notable paper has been very 
freely drawn upon. 

In the field assistance was given by Messrs. George I. Adams and 
E. F. Burchard in geologic work and Messrs. "\V. H. Griffin and Basil 
Duke in the course of their work on the topographic sheets accompa
nying the report. l\Ir. Adams has also been of material assistance in 
the office, particularly in the compilation of maps, sections, and illus
trations. :\lr. C. K. Leith has kindly read and criticised the entire 
report, and examined the thin sections studied microscopically. 

Throughout all published material was freely drawn upon and gen
eral acknowledgments are due to previous workers in the field. Par
ticular acknowledgments are due to Prof. E. M. Shepard, of Drury 
College, who placed at the writer's disposal many important and 
unpublished notes and spent several days in the field with him. The 
mining men and landowners generally throughout the region did every
thing possible to facilitate the work. Special acknowledgments are 
due toW. S. Hutchinson, C. T. Mixer, \Y. B. Fisher, R. P. Bowyer, 
C. C. and George Playter, Ed. Johnston, .T. R. Milner, George F. 
Dent, Capt. C. B. Dahlgren, A. L. Hotom, and F. Thomas Ransome. 
It is regretted that limitations of space forbid the mention by name of 
many others who contributed their time and experience. 
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CHAPTER 11. 

By GEORGE I. ADAMS. 

PHYSIOGRAPHY. 

GENERAL FEATURES. 

Broadly defined, the Ozark region 1 embraces the southern half of 
the State of Missouri, a very small corner of southeastern Kansas, the 
northeastern part of Indian Territory, and the northern part of Arkan
sas. On jts borders are the cities of St. Louis, Jefferson, Marshall, 
Sedalia, and ,Joplin in Missouri; Galena in Kansas; "\:V agoner in Indian 
Territory; Fort Smith and Batesville in Arkansas, and Poplar Bluff 
in Missouri. In a general way the Mississippi and Missouri ri,·ers 
bound it on the northeast and north; Spring, Grand, and Arkansas 
rivers approximately limit it on the west and south~ while the upper 
portions of the St. Francis and Black rinrs mark its southeastern 
margin. The Ozark lead and zinc fields are situated within this area. 

Throughout most of its extent it is a simple rolling plain, and in the 
more rugged parts the broken character is eddently the result of ero
sion by streams which have deeply dissected a generally even surface. 
The simple structure, the preYalence of unaltered sedimentary rocks, 
the entire absence of volcanic agencies, and the limited occurrence of 
crystalline rocks place the country in contrast with mining regions in 
general. As compared with the Mississippi Valley the region is an 
ele\·ated one. To the north and west of it lie the Prairie Plains; to the 
east and southeast are the Gulf Plains. East of the Mississippi River 
and separated by the valley of that stream from the Ozark Plateau are 
the Shawnee Hills, which extend across southern Illinois from the 
south of the Big Muddy to Shawneetown on the Ohio Ri,·er. These 
hills are a structural continuation of the Ozark Plateau. To the south 
of the Ozark region, but with a ditferent type of structure, i:-; the 
Arkansas Valley region, and beyond it the Ouachita )1ountain region. 

I The term Ozllrk bns been YtHionsi)' applied. • It \\·as first used by G. C. Broadhead. and the reade r 
is referred to a chnpter b)' him in Volume XII. l\lissouri Geological Surn•y. The Oz!lrk region is here 
disc·us~ed in a somewhnt ,Jifferent manner, innsmnch n~ it is considered as rc'luted to the ,\rknnsas 
Valley and Ounchitu 1\fount>lin regions. Cf. Charnett.>risties of the Ozark Mountnins, by C. R. Keyes: 
Missouri Geol. Survey, Vol. VIII, 1895, pp. 3li-352. 

69 
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Considered in its broader relations, the geological history of the 
Ozark region is complex. At the close of the Paleozoic era .a thic~ 
mass of sediments which had accumulated over southern lVhssourr, 
Arkansas, and parts of Indian Territory and Kansas was lifted above 
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the lenl of the sea, producing an elevated region which in its southern 
part has a folded structure. 

The force which caused the folding was compressive; the elevation 
may ha,·e been a coincident or later effect. In central Arkansas and east
ern Indian Territory th ~ folding produced the Ouachita i\lount<tin struc
ture/ whil'h is characterized by close folding and faulting. To the 

'Strn<"lnrn l iea tnres o f the 0 111u:h ita :\lountuin Rom ge in India n Te rn to ry, lJ y J o:<e ph .-\. . Ta ff: 
Science. Feb. 2, 1900, p p. l lli-1!;8. 
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north of this it produced the wide and open folds whieh are exhibited 
in the Arkansas Valley. 1 Farther north is the Ozark reg-ion. in 
whieh the forees developed a more simple strueture. The Bo:';ton 
:Mountains, on its southern border, are of a monoclinal type, \Yhile 
the plateau portion, or northern part, has the form of a, lmY dome, 
with loeal faulting- and minor undulations. The . ..;trueture produeed 
during this mountain-making period gradually dies out to the west 
and north, where the formations are inclined at low angles, dipping 
away from the Ozark Plateau, and the topog-raph~· is charaeterized by 
step or escarpment features, such as are usually found in nearly hori
zontal rocks. To this region, which extends around the northem and 
northwestern border of the Ozark Plateau, the name Prairie Plains 
has been given. 2 In Cretaceous time there wa:>; a subsidence in the 
Gulf region and :-;ediments were deposited which coneeal the southern 
border of the Ouachita Mountains. A later oscillation oecurred which 
eaused the eastern extension of that mountain range to he buried under 
sediments of Tertiary age. This region, which is cc::>Vered by Creta
ceous and Tertiary sediments, is in general low lying and is known as 
the Gulf Plains.~ Just how these oscillations affected the Ozark region 
is not readily determined. There were undoubtedly warpings of the 
strata as the sea in the Gulf region retreated, advanced, and again 
retreated, but the structure whieh was developed at these intel'Yals has 
not yet been difl'erentiated from the previous faulting and folding. 
The generally even sky-line of the plateau portion indicates a time 
during which the area wm; worn down to a lowland. This was proba
bly the condition in late Tertiary time. Since then the region has 
been elevated and the streams· have carved deep Yalleys. The rem
nants of the old lowlands now constitute uplands and along the streams 
narrow lowlands are being developed. 

OZARK PLATEAU AND BOSTON MOUNTAINS. 

The Ozark region may be considered as consisting of two diyisions-· 
the Ozark Plateau and the Boston ::\Iountains. The Boston Mountains 
occupy the southern portion of the region. Their northern border 
forms an irregular escarpment oYerlooking the plateau al>o\-e whieh 
they ri:>;e from 500 to 700 feet. They have in general a monoclinal 
structure. The dip of the rocks is to the southward, and the southern 
slope of the mountains blends with the Arkansas Valley region. Their 
trend is approximately east and we;;t from BatesYille, Ark., to within 
a. few miles of "'ag-oner, in Indian Territory. The formations which 
constitute the mountains are sandstones and shalo:-s, and as a result the 
topograph~· is largely of the terrace and esearpment type. The nrca 
i:-; \" CIT broken ns a re:-;nlt of dissection hy the ;;treams. - ' .. .. 
- - -- -· -· --- · -- - - - - --- - - - ------ ---- - -- --

1 J'h)·,iogm phy uf the .\rkn11'ns \"nlley l"l'giull. by George I. Ailnm" :"t•it'll l'l'. ~lnr<·h :30, 1~011. p .. -,O.". 
2J'hp-iogrttphic regions of the t."nitt•(l Stntt~s, hy J. \\·.Powell: ~nt. tieng-. )lnnograph,l~~l;-l. p. ·';L 

"1'01n·ll: Joe. cit., p. 84. 
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The Ozark Plateau portion is deeply dissected in its central and 
eash•m parts, and in places the topography is rugged, but locally the 
e leYntions rise to approximately the same general horizon, so that, 
viP,wd in its entirety, it has the shape of a low elliptical dome, ranging 
in C'knttion between 1,000 and 1,500 feet above sea level. 

In the southeastern part of Missouri, in the vicinity of Pilot Knob 
and Iron Mountain, the surface features of the plateau are of an excep
tional character. \Vi thin an area approximately 70 miles square, known 
as the Iron Mountain country, there is a group of peaks, to which the 
name St. Francis Mountains has been applied. The rocks which form 
tht:>m are crystalline, and erosion has denloped a type of topography 
difi'erent from that which prevails generally over the plateau. The 
mountains rise from 500 to 800 feet aho,·e the surrounding valley and 
from 1,200 to 1,800 feet above sea level. They do not constitute a 
regular system, but instead are irregular ridges, knobs, and conical 
peaks separated by valleys which wind in among them. Pilot Knob is 
approximately the center of this district, and Iron Mountain is per
haps the best known of the peaks. Between the crystalline masses 
which form the mountains there are areas of stratified rock which are 
gradually being eroded. Their relations appear to indicate that the 
present mountain masses represent an old topography which is being 
exhumed. The present slopes are peculiarly rounded and gentle and 
attest the long continued action of eroding agencies. 

The drainage of the Ozark Plateau is believed to be consequent, the 
arrangement of the streams being radial-that is, down the slopes of 
the dome. While this is true of the higher portions of the region, 
yet along its borders there are seeming departures from this arrange
ment One of the most conspicuous examples of what might appear 
to be a modified phase of drainage is gi,·en by "'White River. Jt is 
formed by a number of streams which rise along the northern slope of 
the Boston . .Mountains, and is joined by others whieh flow southward 
from the higher parts of the Ozark Plateau in Missouri. It flows 
northward, then northeastward, and finally southeastward, its course 
evidently having been determined by the Boston escarpment, which in 
former periods occupied a position farther north. Since the establish
ment of this stream, erosion has removed a great thickness of the roek~ 
which were the equivalents of those in the northern slope of the 
Boston Mountain:-;, and the river now lies within a narrow gorge in 
the lower rocks. 

The. valleys of the streams exhibit two phases of development, both 
of 1dnch are represented along many of the larger streams and which 
grncle into each other without ~harp di:-;tinetion. The older and sim
ph:r phase is an OJWn trough bordered by hills and without roeky ledges 
adpcPnt to the stream. This condition is usually exhibited in the 
upper portions of the streams. The ntlley i.-; gen~rally covered with 
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residual cherts and the stream bed is floored with them. The channel is 
not occupied by water, except during the time of protracted rain, and it 
is not bordered by bottom lands. The other phase, found in the lower 
portion of the streams, is the canyon phase, and where this prevails there 
are many tributary ~prings and there is usually sufficient water to render 
the streams perennial. In this part of their course some of the stl·eams 
have developed flood plains, and furnish rich, although usually narrow, 
bottom lands. The best example of this condition is found in White 
River, which lies from 250 to 500 feet below the general surface of 
the upland. Tributary to the canyons are numerous short-stream val
leys, which owe their depth to the grade of the larger stream. They 
are formed by sapping back from the main channel, and have very 
little headwater drainage. Along the main valleys numerous smaller 
streams have dissected the plateau, and the country is broken by nar· 
row points extending out from the general area of the upland surface. 
These form a complicated series of hills and ridges over which the soil 
is shallow. 

On the general surface of the plateau, where broad undissected areas 
exist, there is a peculiar form of drainage that is without definite 
channels. It exists in areas known as flat woods land, and also in 
untimbered areas where the water largely disappears under residual 
cherts and in underground channels. 

SALEM UPLAND AND SPRINGFIELD UPLAND. 

The Ozark Plateau is divided into the Salem upland and the Spring
field upland by the Burlington escarpment, which crosses it in a general 
north-south direction. 1 This escarpment is the border of the Mississip
pian limestones, which constitute the country rock of the western part 
of the plateau. The escarpment limits the Cambro-Silurian area to 
the westward, and in crossing it there is a noticeable rise, although 
the increased elevation is not maintained, since the dip of the rocks 
is away from it. That the Mississippian limestones have been eroded 
from over a large part of the Salem upland ii> evidenced by the small 
residual areas of those rocks and the accumulation of eherts derived 
from them by weathering and erosion. The escarpment, where well 
defined, has an altitude of from 250 to 300 feet. To the east of Spring
field, near Cedar Gap, it stands out at a greater elevation than in an~r 

other part of the region, inasmuch as at this point it is farthest up on 
the divide of the Ozark Plateau. In Arkansas, 'Vhite River and it:
tributaries have cut a wide embayment into it. It extends in its 
southern portion in an approximately east-west line parallel with the 
northern escarpment of the Boston Mountain::-!. 

The eastern portion of the Ozark Plateau is the Salem upland. Its 
surface is that of a general plain interrupted by the Yalley:-; which 

--- - ·- -~-----···---· ----

!Physical featnrl'S of :lfissonri, br C. F. :lfn rbut: :lfi,~ouri Geol. SnrYe)". Yo!. X., 1 ~96. pp. 11-llO. 
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haYc been cut into it and h,· occasional hills rising above it. The 
streams flow in steep-sided ;HUTOW yalleys, some of which reach a 
depth of :3:)0 feet or more. "\Vhtwe the country is not dissected it 
is an undulating upland, hut along the lower portion of White River 
and it,.; tributaries, and along some of the other large streams, dissec
tion has gmw so far that the plain is scarcely recognizable, except as 
indicatNl by the general eleyation of the higher points. The hills 
which rise ahoye the plateau are of two kinds-those which protrude 
through the strata forming the upland surface, and those which are 
remnants of higher formations. Of the former type are the hills and 
peaks of crystalline rock which are found in the southeastern part 
of "Missouri and form the St. Francis Mountains. The second group 
consists of re,.;idnal areas of rocks which originally overlaid the surface, 
but "·hich ha,·e been largely carried away by erosion. They are out
liers from tlw main area of :VIississippian limestones farther west. 

The Springfield upland is essentially a structural plain developed on 
the surface of the Mississippian limestones. The drainage of the 
upland in its broader part, namely, in southwestern Missouri and Indian 
Territor~·, is in general in the same direction as the dip of the rocks, 
westward and southwestward. The larger streams begin near the east
ern border of the area and have their upper courses in shallow trough
like valleys; they cut deeper as they flow farther clown the slope, 
and in places expose the underlying Ordovician rocks, whieh rise in 
anticlines and low domes. Adjacent to Grand River the border of this 
area is very much dissected by numberless short streams whose valleys 
are deep in proportion to their length. The streams that flow eastward 
and pass over the Burlington escarpment have but a small portion of 
their eourse on the Springfield upland. They have deep channels, due 
to the faet that they pass over the edge of the Mississippian lime
stones, into which they have cut a ragged fringe. 

The Springfield upland extends into Indian Territory westward to 
Spring River and Grand River. Along- the Illinois River it forms an 
embayment in the Upper Carboniferous area, which has the peculiarity 
of extending down the stream as a result of the dip of the rocks. In 
southeastern Kansas and in the western part of Missouri it g-rades off 
into a lowland country, approximately along- the contact of the Upper 
Carboniferous formation. 

The Illinois River of Arkansas, which rises on the northern base of 
the Boston ·Mountains, flows northward, then westward, then south
westward. In its northward course it flows away from the Boston 
~lountains into the border of the Springfield u1;land, while in its 
southwestward course it cuts through the Boston escarpment. It 
flows in a deep, well-detinet! valley, and, judging from its course with 
respect to the Boston escarpment and its relation to outlying areas 
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and headlands of the Boston group, it has evidently descended from 
a much higher plain. 

The northern part of the Springfield upland is crossed hy the Osage 
River, which has a very tortuous course, probably due to meanders 
whieh were developed before it eroded its channel into the Mississip
pian limestones. The western border of the Springfield upland is 
indefinite, especially where it is coincident with the outcrop of the 
soft Coal Measures shales and sandstones which form a lowland in 
Missouri and Kansas. In Indian Territory its border follows the val
ley of the Grand River to the Boston escarpment. Beyond that point 
the lowland continues along the Arkansas River and forms the south
ern border of the Boston 'Mountains, the exact regional limits of whieh 
are not yet determined sufficiently to be defined. 



CHAPTER Ill. 

By GEORGE I. ADAMS. 

GENERAL GEOLOGY. 

The general geology of the Ozark reg·ion has been made known 
principally through the reports of the Missouri and Arkansas geo
logical 1:'nrvey~. For the broad discussion of the ore deposits it is 
necessary to haYe dearlv in mind the salient features of the geology. 
These n~ay be obtained. from the reports of the geological surveys of 
the abo\·e-mentior1ed States, and are here summarized. The geological 
section has not been completely made out for the region, inasmuch as 
detailed work has not been extended over sufficient area. The most 
confusion is found in the section of the Cambro-Silurian rocks, but as 
related to the ore deposits these rocks may be regarded as essentially 
a unit. 

As shown upon the accompanying geological map (Pl. X, in pocket) 
the formations ha,·e a somewhat concentric distribution. The oldest 
rocks are found in the St. Francis Mountains, while those younger 
and. geologicall~- higher are found farther out on the borders of the 
plateau. The basal member of the region is the pre-Cam brian. Rocks 
of this age, all of which are igneous, are exposed in the St. Francis 
Mountains, where they protrude as mountain masses through the sedi
mentary formations, which were deposited o\·er them and subsequently 
eroded from their su:nmits. Around. this an~a and dipping away in 
all directions are found Cambrian formations, which have not been dif
ferentiated except in a ~mall area. The Ordovician or Lower Silurian 
rock~ are exposed over a large area in the eastern part of the Ozark 
Plateau, especially in southeastern Missouri. The Silurian is repre
sented along \Yhite Rinr in Arkansas. The Devonian formations 
form a narrow belt bordering the Ordodcian along the Missouri and 
..\Iississippi ri,·ers. On the horders of the Ozark region the Carbon
iferous rock,;; are well represented. A fe,,· dikes of po1:>t-Paleozoic and 
probably pre-Cretaceous age cut the sedimentan· heck In the follow
ing discussion the ,-arious formations han beet; grouped according to 
their relation" to the ore deposits. 

i6 
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Igneous rocks constitute but a small factor in the geology of the 
Ozark region. There are but three areas in which they are known to 
occur. The most important of these is in the St. Francis Mountains, 
in southeastern Missouri, sometimes referred to as the Iron Mountain 
region. The rocks are of pre-Cambrian age. The second area is found 
in the Cherokee Nation, in the northeastern part of Indian Territory, 
near the mouth of Spavinaw Creek, where there is a granitic dike about 
one-fourth of a m1le long. The third area is a very minute one on 
the southern border of Camden County. in Missouri. The rock is a 
pegmatite dike, the actual exposure of which covers only a few square 
yards. The rocks of the second and third areas are of post-Carbonif
erous age. 

ST. FRANCIS MOUNTAINS (PRE-CAMBRIAN). 

In the Iron Mountain region the exposures of igneous rock have the 
form of rounded bosses and domes which protrude through the sedi
mentary series and constitute a scattered group of irregular form, and 
which are embraced within an area of about 70 miles square. The 
principal portion of these exposures is within a radius of 10 miles or 
so from Iron Mountain. The rocks which constitute this formation 
are granites and porphyries with several varieties of basic rocks that 
occur as dikes. 

KNOB LICK GRANITE AND IRON MOUNTAIN PORPHYRY. 

The name Knob Lick has been given to the granite, and the por
phyry is known as the Iron Mountain porphyry.' There i~, however, 
no distinct line of division between them, and they represent phases 
of the same mass which have resulted from the differing conditions of 
cooling and solidification. The porphyry is the portion of the magma 
which cooled nearer the surface and under less pressure and hag a 
finer texture, while the granite represents the deeper portion which 
solidified more slowly and is coarser. Subsequent erosion has resulted 
in the exposure of both phases. The age assigned to them is pre
Cambrian. This is attested by the fact that the sedimentary rocks 
which overlie them are Cambrian in age, and there is no sign of 
contact metamorphism, such ~:~,s would have occurred had the igneous 
rocks been intruded into them. Moreover, there is evidence of a long 
period of erosion previous to the deposition of the stratified series 
which overlie them and which contain in their basal members frag
ments derived from the igneous rocks. The exposures of the pre
Cambrian formation represent but a small portion of the great basal 
member of the region. It is interesting to note that a deep well at 
Carthage reached it at a depth of 1, 7 45 feet. The contour of the igne-

I Crystalline rocks of Missouri. by Erasmus Haworth : :-Ii~~ouri Geol. Surver, Yol. VIII. 189.'\, pp. 81-
220. Mine La Motte shee t, by C. R. Keyes: Missouri Geol. Survey, Vol. IX, 1896, p. 18. 
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on,; rocks. a,; exposed, does not retain the ruggedness of their buried 
:surface, since. during the pro<·ess of erosion of the stratified rocks 
from the crest,; and slopes of the peaks, they have likewise been 
reduced eonsiderably in altitude and to a more rounded outline. 

SPAVINAW DIKE (POST-CARBONIFEROUS). 

The igneous rock found on Spavinaw Creek in Indian Territory lies 
about 3.5 miles west of the Arkansas border, and 6 miles from the 
junction of the creek with Grand River. 1 It is on the north side 
of the stream. three-fourths of a mile west of Spavinaw post-office. 
Although the dike is probably continuous for a distance of a quarter 
of a mile. yet the actual exposures vary from 200 to 400 feet in length , 
with intervals co\·erecl by detrital material. The width of the dike is 
approximately 50 fe et. The area in which it occurs has the structure 
of an anticlinal fold. across which Spavinaw Creek has cut its valley. 
Abon:• and below this point the creek has its channel in the Mississip
pian limestones, but as a result of the fold the underlying Ordovician 
strata are exposed to a depth of 200 feet. The axis of .the anticline 
extends N. 30° E., and the dip of the strata on either side is from 5° 
to 1oc·. The dike cuts the Silurian rocks along the axis of the anti
cline, and was evidently intruded at the time of the folding. Since 
the Mississippian strata conform to the structure of the fold it is pre
sumable that the dike is of a later date than these rocks. Probably it 
is post-Carboniferous and pre-Cretaceous in age, being thus referred 
to the period of disturbance which produced the system of folds and 
faults to which the region in g·eneral was subjected. 

CAMDEN COUNTY DIKE (POST-CARBONIFEROUS). 

The third area of igneous rocks, which is found on the southern 
border of Camden County, Mo., is so small that it was long overlooked 
by geologists. It was discovered by Shepard, and has been described 
b~· '\Vinslow. 2 It is a dike consisting of a graphic granite or pegma
tite. It occurs in an area of magnesian limestones with which are 
associated some sandstone beds. These are normally undisturbbd, and 
lie nearly horizontal, but in the vicinity of the pegmatite dike there 
are local steep dips and lines of folding developed in an irregular way. 
The exposed area of the dike is but a few yards in extent. As to the 
date of its origin there is necessarily much uneertainty. The intrusion 
probably nenr reached the surface. That it was post-Ordovician is 
e,·ident, and ·winslow has been inelined to assign it to the post-Carbon
iferous disturbance which took place over this area. It may accord
ing]~· he of the same age as the dike on Spavinaw Creek in Indian 
Territory. 

1 Geologica l reconnni•snnee in the coal field s of the Indian Territory, by N. F . Drake: Proc. Am. 
Philo' . Soc., \ "ol. XX\" I. p. :3:38. 

2 :-Iissonri Geol. SurYey, \"ol. \"II, 1894, p. 432. 
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In the vicinity of the St. Francis Mountains, or the Iron Mountain 
region, as it is sometimes called, the Cambrian rocks have been 
studied and mapped OYer the area of the Mine La Motte sheet hy 
C. R. Keyes. 1 They there present the following section in aseend
ing order. 

La .1.r£otte sandstone.-This term is applied to the lowest formation, 
which has a thickness of about 200 feet. At it:-; ha:se is a eonglomerate 
made up of rounded pebbles and bowlders, deriwd from the under
lying pre-Cambrian. The sandstone is a rather soft, eompact, medium
grained i·ock. containing more or less calcareous and magnesian material 
as cement. The color varies from buff or white to darker shades. It 
grades locally into limestone, both horizontally and vertically. 

Fredericktown lim estone.-This formation is largely a dolomitic 
limestone, having an approximate thickness of 250 feet. It has two 
phases, which are quite distinct. The lower one is a grayish limestone 
with some sandy and shaly layers, while the upper is a buff dolomite 
relatively free from sandy material. 

Lesueur l/me.'5tone.-The ~ucceeding formation is a very cherty dolo
mite, which attains a thickness of 250 feet. The chert occurs as nodules 
and layers, and upon the removal of the limestone is left as surface 
material. 

The formations above described constitute an incomplete section of 
the rocks of the district, and may not include all the Cambrian. ln a 
report by Winslow 2 covering a somewhat larger area and including that 
described by Keyes, the same section 'vas discussed under a different 
nomenclature. Above the pre-Cambrian ·winslow distingubhes the 
Iron Mountain conglomerate, the La Motte sandstone, the St .• Toseph 
limestone, and the Potosi limestone. Thf'se may be the equi,·alenti::i of 
the section as described by Keyes, who did not use the term St. Joseph 
limestone, and whose report, extending over a smaller area, did not 
include the locality of Potosi. 

SILURIAN. 

LOWER SILURIAN OR ORDOVICIAN. 

NORTHERN ARKANSAS SECTION. 

In northern Arkansas the Ordovician is represented by the rocks 
which were described by the Arkansas survey as Lower Silurian, 

IJ\IiS!Oouri Geol. Survey, Vol. IX, 1896. 
2The disseminateu lelld ores of southea~tem Mhssouri: Hull. C. ti. (jeul. ::;uney :\u. l Jl, It;%. 
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f'xe0pting the upper part of the St. Clair limestone as originally 

detined. 1 The :,:eetion i:,: as follows: 

Genaul ,,eel ion in northern Arkan8a8. 

Polk Bayou limestont> .......... -.--------------------------------------
IZard linwstmtP .. _ ... _- _ .... -.----------------------- ------------------

f'accharoidal ~amlstone. -) 
.:\Iagnesian limestone--- -l __ . _____________________ _ 
~~:~l~~t-(;1;~.- ~~l: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ f ------ ------ ---- -- ---

Feet. 

75± 
280± 

1, 700± 

The :--:tratigraphy of the lower part of this section has never been 
worked out in detail. The Polk Bayou and Izard limestones, ·which 
arc the highest member:,; of the section, are not always present, 
especially in the northwestern part of the State, where the upper 
member exposed is the Saccharoidal sandstone, the ab:,;ence in such 
cases being probably due to pre-Carboniferous erosion. 

The lowest formations of the Ordovician have not been described, 
exeept in a general way, and the age of some of the beds usually 
included has not been determined. A deep well near Batesville passed 
through 1,515 feet of strata below the Saccharoidal sandstone without 
reaehing the pre-Cambrian. 

Fossib were collected near Smithville, Lawrence County, Ark., and 
determined by :Mr. Charles Schuchert as follows: 

Gasteropoda: 
Eccgliopletus sp. near Ophiletu ? disjuncta. Billings. 
Jfaclnrina with large horn-shaped opercula. This form iii between lYiaclurina 

ocerma and JI. ajfin:s. (Billings.) 
Trochonema sp. 
Liospira. Two species. 

Cephalopoda: 
Ortlwceras sp. A small smooth form. 
Orthoceras sp. Annulated. 
Emlocrrus siphnncle. 
Eurystomites sp. A very small species. 

These forms are characteristic of the Lower Ordovician, the fauna 
corresponding to that of the Calciferous formation of the New York 
section. The exact relations of the Lawrence County beds to the 
higher portion of the section as made out by the Arkansas geologists 
are not yet determined. 

Saccharoidal sandstone.-This sandstone, so called because of it~ 
having the appearance of sugar, is a bed of friable sandstone which 
crumbles readily into loose sand. Its normal color is. usually white, 
although it often has a brown staining on the surface. It is known 
to reaeh a thickness of 125 feet. It:,; component strata are of varying 
thickness, from a few inehes to a number of feet, and it is frequently 

1 ~rarbles and other limestones, by T. C. Hopkins: Rept. Arkansas Geol. Survey for 1890, Vol. IV, 
1S~I:l. Ptlleozoie fannas of northern Arkansas, by H. S. Williams: Rept. Arkansas Geol. Survey for 
1892, Vol. \', 1900, p. 277. 
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false bedded. In places it is cut by a network of white i;eams of 
quartz a fraction of an inch thick. Since these weather slowly, the 
rock in such places has a honeycombed appearance. Sometimes a 
qu·1rtzitic phase is developed, and at certain localities the sandstone 
c::>ntains nodules of flint. These are usually concentrically banded, 
showing· black and white layers. 

Izard lime8tone.-This limestone, named from Izard County, is 
exposed over approximately the same area as t~e St. Clair, below 
which it lies. It is a smooth, fine-grained, compact, homogeneous 
rock, nonfossiliferous, and en~nly bedded. It is usually of dark-blue 
color, but varies to buff, light gray, and almost black. 

Polk Bayou limestone.-This limestone was included in the orig·inal 
description of the St. Clair, named from the St. Clair Springs, north
east of Batesville, Ark. 1 The name St. Clair was later restricted in 
its application to the lower part of the £ormation a:'i originally defined. 2 

In the latest report of the Arkansas suryey the name St. Clair is used 
for the upper portion, which is of Upper Silurian age, and the lower 
part has been given the name Polk Bayou. 3 

The Polk Bayou limestone outcrops 'in an irregular belt along the 
valley of W'hite River from Batesville westward for a distanee of 
about 80 mileii. It is highly erystalline, occurs in heavy stratified 
layer:'i, and varies from light gray to chocolate brown. In the region 
of the mang·anese deposits it is stained by this mineral, which lies 
immediately above it. 

SOUTHEASTERN :MISSOURI SECTION. 

The section of the Ordovician rock:'i in Missouri is in considerable 
confusion. The earlier workers, Swallow, Shumard, Broadhead, and 
their associates, included the stratified beds below the Trenton in a 
single serieii, which they called the :Magnesian series and to which 
Broadhead latu gave the name Ozark series. Swallow established 
the following sections in descending order: 

Fir!'t Magnesian limestone. 
First Sa<"charoidal sandstone. 
Sec:ond :\1agnesian limestone. 
Second Saccharoidal sandstone. 
Third Magnesian limestone. 
Third Saccharoidal sandstone. 
Fourth Magnet<ian limestone. 
Fourth Saccharoidal sandstone. 

The difficulty in recognizing in widely separated localities formations 
having characteristics so similar has led to the partial abandonment 

I Rept. Arkansas Geol. Survey for 1890, Vol. I, 1891. p. 102. 
2 0n the age of the manganese beds o f the Batesville region of Arkansas, by H . S. \Yilli :1ms: 

Am. Jour. Sci., 3d serie~. Vol. VIII, 1894, p. 325. 
3 Paleozoic faunas of northern Arkansas, by H. S. Williams: Rept. Arkansas Geol. Survey for ls~~

Vol. V, 1900, p. 285. 

2~ GF.OL, PT 2-01--G 
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of thi" tlassitication. The work which has been done subsequently, 
howen'r. j,.; n'ry inl'omplde and does not eoYer the entire section of 

the Orclodl'ian. 
This seri1•,.; of roeks hns been studied ncar the center of the area of 

their exposun' , along Big Piney and Gasconade rivet'S, and along Cur
rent l{j,·cr. hy Frank L. Nason, 1 who worked out the stratigraphy as 

follow,;: 
Rul/1)/'doa.t· .,a nd"to11e.-The name Roubidoux is applied to a sand

:;tone which on~r:;preads the Ozark region, from Cabool to Gasconade 
Cit\' and from Salem to Doniphan. This is believed to be the equiva
ll'nt of the Pacifie and Cry;-;tal City sandstones, which, according to 
tlw old nomenclature, were considered to be the First Saccharoidal. 

(~''"con(ulc 1 hnu"fone. -The name Gasconade Fmestone has been given 
to a great ;-;eries of limestone beds belo~ the }{oubidoux sandstone, 
inter,-tmtified with relatively thin sandstones. From a study of the 
seetion along the Osage River, this formation was further subdivided 
by "~inslow as follows: 

!
Jefferson City limestone. 
Moreau sandstone. 

Gasconade limestone .. __________ ____ .. ___ . . . . Osage limestone. 

UPPER SILURIAN. 

Cole Camp sandstone. 
Proctor limestone. 

NORTH":RN ARKANSAS SECTION. 

Cason shale and St. Clair lime8tone.-The upper portion of the beds 
in northern Arkansas, originally described. by the Arkansas sun·ey as 
the St. Clair ltmestone, should be referred to the Upper Silurian. 
Thi.-s reference was made by H. S. \Villiams, 2 who examined the sec
tion and studied the fossils and the beds. He subdivides the St. Clair 

· lime.-tone and calls the lowest division the Polk Bayou limestone. 
Abo,·e it he distinguishes the Cason shale, which is succeeded by the 
St. Clair limestone proptr. At the top of the Polk Bayou limestone 
he recognizes a line of unconformity, or at least either au interval of 
erosion or a cessation of deposition. Fossils collected from these 
horizons determine the Polk Bayou limestone to be of Trenton age, 
while the oYerlying beds are referred to the early Niagara. He cor
relates the Polk Bayou limestone with the Nashville group of Ten
nes see, and the St. Clair limestone with the \Valdron beds of Indiana 
and the Clinton-Niagara fauna of New York. 

DEVONIAN. 

The typical Devonian beds are found only along the northern and 
eastern borders of the Ozark region. In southeastern Missouri, in tl1e 
\'icinity of Grand Tower, on the Missouri River, rocks are exposed 

1 The iron on·' of Mis~onri: :>Ii,,ouri (;eo!. Sun·er. \'ol. II, 1R92. 
2 Loc. cit. 
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which have long been referred to the Devonian. This formation, with 
some variations, extends around the northern border of the area of 
Cambro-Silurian rocks as far west as Jefferson. The Devono-Carbon
iferous shale, which i:-; found in typical development on the southern 
and western borders of the plateau, represents the encroachment of the 
sea which took place at the dose of the Devonian. This transgression 
was progressive, and in the southea~;t seems to have begun before the 
close of the Devonian, as i:; shown by the close resemblance of the 
Devono-Carboniferous shale to the Black shale of Tennessee. On 
passing westward the beds, which are continuous, assume more of a 
Carboniferous facies. This becomes still more marked along the out
clOp from the west to the northeast, where the rocks are recognized as 
Kinderhook. These beds arc discussed more fully under the Carbon-
iferous. 

CARBONIFEROUS. 

LOWER CARBONIFEROUS OR MISSISSIPPIAN. 

ARKANSAS SECTION • 

.Devono- Carbom'ferous slwle and Sylmnore sand8tone.-In northern 
Arl,>:ansas the basal members of the Mississippian were named the 
Eureka shale and Sylamore sandstone hy the Arkansas survey/ and 
were at first doubtfully referred to the Devonian. In a recent article 2 

the typical Devono-Carboniferous shale is referred to the Carbon
iferous and is considered as equivalent to the basal portion of the 
Kinderhook. The::;e shale and sandstone formations have not been 
studied closely enough to determine their exact relations, for where one 
occurs typically the other is usually absent or concealed. The De,·ono
Carboni~erous shale is exposed in the northwestern part of Arkansas 
and was named Eureka from the locality of Eureka Springs. 3 It 
varies considerably, usually having a thickness of about 50 feet, with . 
a lllaximum of 70 feet. Eastward it thins out, and its place is prob
ably taken by the Sylamore sandstone. The latter bed is a variable 
formation which locally has a thicknes;; of 40 feet, although it usually 
is much thinner and is in places entirely absent. The Sylamore sand
stone has the same stratigraphic relations as the shale. It is imporant 
as being the horizon of the phosphate deposits of northern Arkansas. 
The Devono-Carboniferous shale has been desc.ribed as occurring in 
the northeastern part of Indian Territory at several localities where, as 
a result of the slight folding and faulting of the strata, streams have 
cut through the Mississippian limestones down to the Ordovician. In 
these places the Sylamore sandstone is absent. In the extreme south
eastern part of Missouri areas of the shale are found along Elk Rinr and 

I Geology of Washington County, by F. W. Simonds: Rept. Arkansas Geol. Survey for 1888, \'ol. I\', 
11\91, p. 26. 

2Paleozoic faunas of uorthe rn Arknnsas, by H. S. Williams: Rept. Arkausas Geol. Sun·ey ft~r Isn, 
\'ol. V, 1900, p. 317. 

"See footnote 4 on page 49. 
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Sugar Creek. It has not been mapped continuously along the line of 
contact of the Lower Carboniferous and Cambro-Silurian rocks in 
1\Iissouri, but is described as occurring at several points, notably in 
Greene Countv, and has been found at intervening localities which 
have been visi.ted. The question of the persistence of this shale is a 
matter of much importanee, since it has a definite relation to the con
ditions of ore deposition. In the northwestern part of Arkansas deep 
wells hn ,.e been sunk with the hope of finding oil or gas, and the shale 
in these is said to have a thickness of from 50 to 70 feet, which cor
responds with that of the nearest exposures. In the deep "'ivells around 
Joplin, in southeaslern Missouri, the shale is thin and sometimes 
absent, according to the reports of the drillers in that loeality. 

BMne formation, incl1tding tlw St. Joe limestrme.-In northern 
Arkansas a large area is occupied hy the Boone chert and limestone. 1 

It includes the St. ,Joe limestone, which lies at its base, and which was 
distinguished and mapped later. This formation sueceecl:-,; the Devono
Carboniferous shale. The fauna of the St .• Toe limestone b stated by 
·williams to he typically Kinderhook. 2 If so, it is perhap;; the equiva
lent of the Chouteau in .Missouri, but as yet it can not he definitely 
eon-Plated. The upper portion of the Boone formation is found over a 
large part of the western portioti of the plateau reg-ion, and extends 
into Indian Territory, where it was recognized by Drake in the report 
of his reconnaissance. Farther northward, in 1\Iissouri, the probable 
equiyalenb; of the upper part of the Boone formation have heen 
mapped in Greene County by Shepard as the Upper and Lower Bnr-
1 ing-ton limestones. 

The formations which constitute the basal terrane of the Boston 
::\Iountains, and whose northwarcl-fa<.:ing e . ..,carpments rise above the 
p1ain of the Boone formation, consist of ;;hales and sandstones aggre
g\: ting about 1,:100 feet in thickn e:-;s. They are described below. 

Fayetteville 8lutZ~~--The lowe:-:t member is the Fayetteville shale, 
whieh has a maximum thickness of 300 feet. It is a black, carbona
<·eou:-:, fis:->ile shale, containing clark- hlue concretionary limestones, 
which at se,·eral localities form quite definite horizons near the middle 
of the formation. The Spring Creek limestone, de;;cribed from near 
Bate:-:Yillc, is thought to he the equi\·alent of these heds. 

Batesd11e srtnrl.~tonc.-Ahove the Favette,·ille shale is a bed of sand· 
stone, whieh in places has a thickn~ss of 2UO feet. It has been 
described a;; the Batesville :-,;ancbtone, and is known to varv in lateral 
extent, although it is represented quite unifornth· over a .Iaro-e area. 
Succeeding it is the Boston group, from which it ha;; not bee~ gener
ally clbtinguishecl in mapping h_v the Arkansa:-,; survey. 

'Geology oi WA5hington County. hy F. W. Simonds: R e p!. Arkall'>\s (;poL Snn•py for 1!<&>, Vol. IV, 
1~\11 , p. 21. 

~ l'al ('nzoie fllllnas of northern Arknns~ts, hy H. "·Williams: Hept. Arknnsns Geol. SnrH'Y for 11!9~. 
Vo l. V, 1900, I'· 311. . 
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Boston group.-This term ha~ been applied to a number of sand
stone, shale, and limestone formations described under particular names 
by Mr. F. W. Simonds. The lowest of these is called the Marshall 
shale, and the maximum thiekness assigned is 250 feet, although it is 
known to thin out laterally, and in places it may be absent. It is suc
ceeded by the Archimedes limestone. This limestone varies from a 
few feet to 80 feet in thickness. Above it lie the Washington shales 
and sandstones, which are likewise variable in character. The next 
succeeding formation is the Pentremital limestone. The various expo
sures of it vary from a few feet to nearly 100 feet in thickness, and in 
places it is separated into two beds by sandstones and shales. Suc
ceeding it is a 100-foot bed of coal-bearing shale. The highest mem
ber of the group is the Kessler limestone, which is found well 
represented at only a few places. The various formations which 
constitute the Boston group haYe not been mapped over a large area, 
and it is possible that they can not be identified except in a local area. 

SOUTHWESTERN MISSOURI SECTION, GREENE COUNTY. 

The basal division of the Mississippian series in southwestern Mis
souri should be referred to the Kinderhook, although it does not rep
resent a typical development of that formation. In Greene County/ 
as described by Shepard, it consist:,; of limestones, shales, and sand
stones. The limestones and :-;hales predominate in a large part of the 
area. In going southward, the sandstones thin out and are replaeed 
by shales. 

DeiJOno-Oarbomj'erous shale.-This formation was called Eureka 
shale by Shepard. As represented in Greene County it is relati,·ely 
thin, the best exposures showing a thickness of only about 5 feet. 
It retains, however, the same general characteristics as in northern 
Arkansas, and the exposures are believed to be directly continuous. 

I{ing liuwstone.-The bed of limestone to which this name is gi \·en 
varies from 1 foot to 15 feet in thickness. It is a soft, fine-grained, 
ashy-gray rock, made up of thin alternating layers of hard and soft 
material. It decomposes readily and is not conspicuously exposed. 

Sac limest011e.-This is a massi\·e, purplish-gray or drab magne:;ian 
limestone, mottled with greenish patches. It is absent in some lOt·ali
ties, but attains a thickness of 18 feet in some sections. Locally it 
is cherty, and it also merges into soft ferruginous yarieties of lime
stone. 

Phelps sandstone.-This bed nowhere exceeds 4: feet in thickness, hut 
has very marked characteristics. It varies from a soft, irregularly 
bedded sandstone of a watery-green color to a quartzite-like stratum. 
It frequently contains pebbles of chert, and there are many fish teeth 

t Geology of Greene County, by Edward l\I. Shepard: llli~wuri l~eol. Survey, Vol. XII, Pt. I. 1891!, 
pp. 13-236. 
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found in it, all of which have a waterworn appearance. These facts 
arc eYidenee that it was a beach formation. 

The above-described formations were referred by Shepard to the 
Devonian. Thev are, howe,·er, faunally related to the succeeding 
formations, whi~h he considered Lower Carboniferous. 

Louisiana 1 ime8fonl.'.-This bed is nowhere very thick, and has a 
limited expo:-sure. It is a very hard limestone, divided into many 
layers, and has a total thiekness of about 8 feet. 

Ilannibal 8and.<stone and slwle8.-This formation consist<; usually of 
an upper yellowish sandstone, penetrated everywhere by worm-like 
borings, and a lower blui:-sh compact shaly member. It has a thickness 
of from 10 to 90 feet. The :-sandstone, which i:, some places is 25 feet 
thick, b locally absent. The tube-like impressions are thought to be 
the remains of fucoids or seaweeds. The shales vary in color. from 
grayish to blue. They are :;ofter where they have an arenaceous char
acter, while the silica-magnesian variety is hard and separates into 
hard slabs :;uitable for flagging. 

Clwuteau limestones.-The limestones which constitute this forma
tion are fine-grained, eompact, heavy-bedded, and buff to yellow in 
color. The thiekness varies from 3 to 30 feet. Their structural char
acteristics inchcate a g-raclmd transition from shallow water to deer--sea 
depositB. 

In a recent artide by Stuart Weller 1 the faunas of the basal division 
of the ~lissis:-;ippian in Greene County are reviewed and shown to be 
Kinderhook in age. The formations described by Shepard are cor
related as shown in the accompanying table. It will be noted that the 
formations defined by \Veller are the equivalents of those mapped by 
Sht>pard: 

~hepar<!. Weller. 

Chouteau JimestonP ... . ............. . Pierson limestone. 
Hannibal :-hale } 
Louisiana limestone · · · · · · · · ......... North view shale and sandstone. 

Phelps sandstone) 
Sac limestone J ...... .......... ... Sac limestone. 
King limestone 
Eureka shale ........................ Eureka shale. 

The Burlington is di,·ided h}; Shepard into the Upper and Lower 
Burlington, although there is no very definite line of demarcation. 

Lmoer Burlington lime8tOJ,c.-The-hasal portion of the Lower Bur
lington is a heavy-bedded, bluish or slate-colored, fine-grained, hard 
limestone, often interspersed with lenticular masses of chert whieh 

' ' toward the south, take the form of great rolls of chert between heels 
of limestone. The upper heel<> are made up of from 5 to 20 feet of 

1 Corr('l utiun of the Kinderhook formations of soutbwestem ~Iissouri: Jour. Geol., Vol. IX, 
No. '2, pp. 130-148. 
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yellowish-white, very hard chert, which break:-; with a conchoidal 
fracture. The formation as a whole varies with its lateral extent, and 
its thickness averages about 70 feet. 

Upper B~trlinqton lhnestone.-The lower beds assigned to this for
mation consist of 50 to 80 feet of shaly limestones, which outcrop in 
shelving ledges. Above them is rather coarse-grained, erystalline 
limestone, of soft-gray color, and 60 to 100 feet thick. It includes 
small lenticular masses of chert, but is locaJy free from it. The lime
stones frequently exhibit characteristic stylolitic :::tructure or suture 
joints. The heavy beds furnish good quarry stone. The highest por
tion of the formation consists of alternating beds of shaly limestone 
and chert, and reaches a thickness of 40 feet. 

Fossils have been found in both Arkansas and southwestern l\Ib
souri indicating the presence of the Keokuk formation, but it has as 
yet not been differentiated from the Burlington. 

MISSISSIPPI RIVER SECTION. 

Along the Mississippi River the Burlington, Keokuk, \Varsaw, St. 
Louis, and Chester divisions of the Lower Carboniferous are typically 
represented. They are not known to carry ores, and no special 
description is here given. 

UPPER CARBONIFEROUS. 

The transition from the Lower Carboniferous or Mississippian to 
the Upper Carboniferous rocks, as represented in the various parts of 
the field, is marked by an unconformity and a considerable period 
of erosion. In the Boston Mountains the lowest member is the :Mill
stone grit. Continuing westward and northward, and following the 
curving boundary of the formation into Kansas and Missouri, we find 
that the lowest member is the Cherokee shale, a much higher for
mation. The Millstone grit rests upon the Boston group, while the 
Cherokee shales rest upon the Mississippian limestones. It will thus 
he seen that the Fayetteville shale and Boston group have probably 
been eroded, or may never have been deposited along the northwestern 
margin of the Ozark Plateau . 

.1lDll.~tone qrit.-Millstone grit is the term used by the Arkansas 
survey for a series of sandstone beds interstratified with shales at vary
ing intervals, the thickness of the formation being reported as about 
400 feet. 1 The name Millstone grit was applied because of the occur
rence of quartz grains a~d small quartz pebbles in the sanchtone, mak
ing it conspicuous and easily distinguishable from the underlying 

'This term was n~ed by David Doll <' Owl'a in his Geolog-i<-ul Rec•cmn<>i"anc·e "f the Xorthern Coun
ties of Arkansols, 1857-1851:!; seep. lJi. 
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formations. In Indian Territory the rocks which constitute the Bos
ton .:\Iountains are known to he represented by a much thinner series 
of :-:otmta, and no strict correlation has been attempted. Drake has not 
differentiated them in his mapping, although he has made reference to 
the occurrence of some of the more typical formations, and has reported 
the :Millstone grit~ or a conglomerate or coarse-grained ~;andstone 
whieh resembles it, as far north as the border of Kansas. He reports 
it as thinning out north ward, or being eon red by the overlap of higher 
formations. 

Ci'rt!fdon sanchdone.-ln southwestern :Missouri there are remnants of 
Coal .:\Iea:-;ures rocks lying upon the Mississippian limestones, to which 
the name of Graydon sandstones has been given. 1 In places these out
crops are a coarse conglomerate, and indicate hy their relation to the 
underlying rocks the exh;tence of irregularities produced by erosion. 
Inasmuch as they lie to the east of the main area of Cherokee shales 
and their conglomeratic nature is Yery marked, there is a possibility 
that they ma.Y be in part the equiYalent of the Millstone grit, which, 
a,.; a result of erosional unconformity. may there rest upon the Mis
sissippian limestones. 

Cl!erolt'e slwle8.-The Coal .:\Ieasures rocks which succeed the Mill
stone grit are exposed along the western border of the Ozark region 
in Indian Territory, Kan:sas, and Missouri, ariel are in contact with 
the .Missi,:sippian limestones from the border of Kan:';a::; northeastward. 
The basal member con:':iists of a bed of shales and sandstones about 
J;)ll feet thick, to which the name Cherokee shales has been applied. 2 It 
forms the lowland lying just west of the drainage of Spring River, in 
Kan:;as, and extending northeastward into Missouri to the vicinity of 
Sedalia, beyond which pla~·e it borders the :Missi::;sippian area in a 
narrow belt. The :suceeeding Coal ::\Ieasures rocks in Kansas and Mis
souri eli}) away from the Ozark Plateau to the westward and have a . ' 
total thic-kness of about 2,000 feet. 

1 Geology of Greene County, hy E. 1\f. Shepard: l\lissouri Geol. Sun·ey, \"ol. Xfi. Pt. I. Js\l.~. p. 124. 
2Emsrnns Hnll'orth: l"nh·. G('ol. Snr\'t.~Y of Kansas, \"ol. I. 
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AGE. I MxssOFHI SECTION. ARKAl'SAS SIWTIOK. 
CJ.ASSIFICATJOX 

OF ROCKS. I 
~:,.: Represented in sOutheastern 
;:ill:: 
~ .-.: l\'li!>SOuri. 

Represe~tec~~ east:;~~ i 
Arkansa~ . 

Cherokee shal~>s; Haworth .. _... Millstone grit. 

Graydon sandstone; Shepard. 

------ - - - -- - -- - - - -- ---------1 

Chester ...... ) !Boston group; Bates-
St. Louis ..... Mississippi Rh·er viae sandstone; Fay-

Warsaw . . . . . section. etteville shale of Ar-

Keokuk . . . . . kansas survey. 

f
Boone chert and lime-

Upper Burlington; Shepan!..... stone, inclurling the 

1 

Lower Burlington; Shepar1!. . _ _ j St. Joe limestone of 

Arkansas survey. 
--- --- - - - -- - -

I· Pierson limestone; Weller . . ... . 

North view shales and sane lstonP; 

Weller. 
Sac limestone; Weller ... . ....... _ . __ .. _ .. _ . .... _ .. _ .. . 

Eureka shale ...... _. ...... ... . S~·lamon" sands~one anrl 

Either not representee! or not 

differentiatecl. 

Eureka shale of Ar

kan!"as f'nryey. 

1
8~-- ?lairlinleRtone; Wil- I 

hams. , 

Cason shalP; "'illiams .. 
- ------------ - - -- -- ------ --- -

U nrlifferen t i at

ed shales and 

!'andstones of 

the Carbonif

erous system. 

)

Lim e stones of 

tl.1 e Mis:issip
plan senes. 

Bla!'k ~hales of 

the DeYono

Carhoniferons 

Hystem. 

Trenton ... ___ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ )Polk Ba~·nn limestone, Limestones and 
. Izard limestone, Sa<'- sandstones of Hudson River ......... _. _. _ .. . 

. charoidal sandstone the Camhro-
Rouhidonx sandstone; Nason ... 

1 
. . ' 

( . d 1. t N :\Iagne~Ian limestone, Silurian 8ys-Tascona e 1mes one; a~on.... -
Lower limits not gh·en. !'herts, etc., of .\rkan- tem. 

sas snrn"y. 

Lesueur limestone; Keves . . . . . 1· · Either not repr~sentecl 
Fredericktown limestone; Keyes. !'ff . 

1 or not c 1 erentJatel . 
La Motte sandstone; Keyes .... . 

Iron:\[:nnt~~~~r~hyry ....... 1
1

l . j{Pre_ -Cam !>ria n 
, . . J \ot rPpre;:ente•L....... . 

Knob L1ck j!ramte ......... -~

1 
. !'rystallmes. 
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SUMMARY. 

GROUPING OF THE FORl\IATIONS IN RELATION TO THE ORE DEPOSITS. 

For the purpose of discussing the lead and zinc deposits of 'the Ozark 
region, the geological formations may he grouped into units which 
may be readily di:->tingui~hed in the field by their lithologic characters 
(see last column of table above). These are shown on the accompany
in~· general geological map (Pl. X, in pocket) and are described and 
designated as follows: 

P1·e-Cambn:an crystallines.-These make up the basal member of 
the section, and are found exposed in the St. Francis Mountain region. 
They include the Knob Lick granite and the Iron Mountain porphyry, 
which are probably of Archean ag-e. 

Ounbro- S/lw·lan limestone8 and ut wl8tones.-This ~;eries consi~ts 

essentially of magnesian limestones and dolomites, together with inter
bedded sandstones. Limestones form a large portion of the area 
o\·er which the series is exposed. The lowest members of the series 
are found surrounding the pre-Cam brian area and are exposed on the 
flanks of the St. Francis Mountains. They dip away from the central 
portion of the Ozark Plateau, and their margins are buried by later 
rocks. The series rests unconformably upon the pre-Cambrian beds. 
The formations which succeed it were deposited after a period of exten
sive erosion, although the unconformity which marks this erosion is 

. not charaeterized by sharp locai irregularities. In these formations 
are the lead and zinc deposits of the Southeastern and Central Missouri 
and ~orth Arkansas districts. 

Darmian.-The formations referred to the Devonian, which outcrop 
along the Mississippi and Missouri rivers, as shown upon the map, are 
not known to he ore hearing and are not important factors in the prob
lems of ore deposition as here discussed. 

Decono- Crtrbonife?·ous shale.-The formations included in this 
group are the transitional beds which mark the close of the Devonian 
interval and the encroachment of the Carboniferous. They have been 
described as the Eureka shale and associated beds in Arkansas and as 
the various members of the Kinderhook .in Missouri. The group is 
essentially a shale formation, but pre::::ents considerable variation in 
lithological character in difl'erent portions of the area, including · 
local development of sandstones, shaly limestones, and thin-bedded 
limestones. The outcrop of the group forms a narrow belt bordering 
the Cambro-Silurian area, and separating it from the succeeding 
formation. This is generally regarded as a barren zone, but bears an 
important relation to the problem,; of ore deposition. 

J[l.-.~hsippian limestone.'<. -These limestones outcrop over the western 
and ,;outhern part of the Ozark Plateau. They haYe been described 



in northern Arkansas a:-, the Boone chert :w<l limestone, and in 
Missouri as the Upper and Lower Burlington. The formation con
sists of interbedded crystalline limestones and cherts, with local excep
tional clevelopmenb of the chert. The Southwestern Missouri or 
Missouri-Kansas lead and zinc district lies within the area of this 
formation. These limestones test conformably on the De\'ono
Carboniferous, and both the stratigraphic and paleontologic endence 
points to a simple progressive change in sedimentation without, for 
this region, any marked physical break. The limestones are charac
teristically nomnagnesian and largely holocrystalline. The lower mem
ber of the series is a harder, more massive, and normally a less cherty 
limestone, though it carries a peculiar and heayy bed of ehert at the 
top; the upper is thinner bedded and more cherty. It is not always 
possible to separate the two in drill sections, but in the field they nre 
quite ea:;ily distinguished. The lo~er member is the thinner, ranging 
from 30 to 100 and averaging 50 to 60 feet in thickne:;s. It is espe
eially important along the ea:;tern border line of the Carboniferous 
area, where it outcrop~ and has been mapped and studied by Shepard. 1 

The upper limestone forms the :;urface rock oyer most of the area col
ored on the accompanying maps as Missi:;sippian limestones. It is the 
eommon eountry roek of the Southwestern clistrict. 

In Arkansas the same limestones are developed, and to the whole 
group the term Boone chert has heen applied. The Boone formations 
have been yariously c-orrelated with the Kinderhook, Burlington, and 
Keokuk divisions as developed elsewhere in the Mi:-;sissippi Valley. 
There does not seem to be any general agreement in elose correla
tion, and, as the present work has developed nothing new hearing on 
this question, no attempt will be made at this time to establish the 
relations of the divisions found in this area to the divisions of the 
typieal Mississippian section. 

Undifferentiated Carboniferous shales and sandstones.-The forma
tions of Mississippian age which outcrop in the northern escarpment of 
the Boston Mountains and lie ahove the Ozark Plateau, together with 
the Upper Carboniferous rocks along the we:-;t and north limit:-; of the 
area, are here grouped together for convenience of discussion. They 
contain no important deposits of lead and zine. The shale beds which 
are in contact with the ::\Iississippian limestones are, howe,·er, impor
tant in relation to the problems of ore deposition, inasmuch as they 
form an upper limiting horizon to the circulation of the waters in the 
lower beds. In the Southwestern ore district they are separated 
from the underlying limestones hy a notable unconformity which 
marks a period of elevation and land erosion of considerable length 
at some time subsequent to the deposition of the limestones. The 
erosion did not continue long enough to produce an even land surface, 
------------------------------ --- - ---

I Geology of Greene County: ~Ii,sonri Geol. Sun-ey, Vol. XII, l't. I, Js~~. pp. ll'3-lll. 
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and in thi~ particular ~tamb in sharp contrast with the period which 
preceded the deposition of the Devono-Carboniferous. The influence 
of the later unconformity is shown in the irregular border of the 
Upper Carboniferous or Coal-Measures beds in the Southwestern dis
trict. and to some extent in the large number of outliers found beyond 
this border. Manv of these outliers are represented on the aceom
panying map, but there are many others too small to be shown. The 
unconformity il'l shown by the presenee of important bodies of shales 
and sandstones in trouo·hs and basins in the limestone. It has been e 

so generally reeognized that it is hardly necessary to describe specific 
instances. The phenomena are, however, noted on succeeding pages 
in eonnection with the deseription of several of the mines. 

Tertiary.-To the southeast of the Ozark region the area of the 
Cambro-Silurian and Carboniferous rocks is limited by the over
lying Tertiary. This formation bears no relation to the lead and zinc 
deposits. There are in the Ozark region proper certain old gra,·els, 
distributed in what seem to be ancient river channels, which have 
been doubtfully referred to the Tertiary. They have not been par
ticularly studied as yet and their age is uncertain. 

R ecent.-The history of the region since deposition ceased has been 
diseussed in connection with the physiography. It is significant that 
the region lies entirely outside the limits of Pleistocene glaciation, 
and that aceordingly the breaking down and solution of rocks bas 
been going on solely under the influence of subaerial erosion for a 
very long period of time. The exact time at which the last warping 
and fracturing took place is as yet uncertain. The disturbance-; most 
important in the present connection are certainly later than the Coal
Measures epoeh of the "Gpper Carboniferou:s, and may be a~ late as 
the close of the Tertiary. Even if, however, they prove to have 
taken place at the latter date, it remains true that present conditions 
have been stable for a very long time.- The existing conditions of 
surface and underground water flow, from the center of the dome 
outward, ha,·e long been established. 

GENERAL STRUCTURE. 

T~e Ozark region is usually considered to he one of practically 
unchsturbed rocks. As already stated, it is e~sentially a low, broad 
dome with quaquaversal dips and peripheral monoclinal folds. An 
idea of the broader features of its structure may he gained from the 
accompanying cross sections (figs. ± and 5). The dip of the rocks 
throughout the region is usually measured in feet per mile rather than 
in degree,;;. The general eoneeption that the folding, fracturing, and 
faulting is slight is correet in ~o far a~ the aetual displacement of beds 
i;.: mt>a~ urecl in feet and a~ eompared with like phenomena in elosely 
fold ed regions. The actual amount of work al'eomplished is, howe,·er, 
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very great. Phenomena of folding, faulting, and, in 
particular, of fracturing and crushing are widespread 
and, as compared with the thickness of the strata, are 
very important. Slight folds and faults are common 
throug·bout the region and may be observed at very 
many points. It seems improbable that displacement 
is confined to the periphery of the plateau, as sug
gested recently by Professor Haworth. 1 Faulting is 
common there, as he has shown, but equally important 
flexing and faulting occur well up on to the dome. 
North of Springfield, in Greene County, there are well
developed faults of a hundred feet at lea~;t, and Shepard 
bas traced them a:-; far toward the center of the plateau 
as North View. 2 Winslow's mine description~; show 
widespread evidence of slight faulting. 3 

During the present season Bain observed evidences of 
faulting at widely :-;cattered points. It seems not im
probable, in view of the little study whi<-h ha~; been 
devoted to the Ozark Plateau and the conflicting ac
counts of its stratigraphy, that faults of some magni
tude, as compared with the thickness of the hed:-;, may 
prove to be relatively eommon. 

In its character and trend the Ozark region i,.; genetic
ally related to the Arkan~;as Valley and Ouachita Moun
tains. Since the development of its principal structural 
features the region has been subjeeted to Y<'rtieal oscil
lations and warpings. The effect of these mo\·enwnts 
bas been to modify and accentuate the predous struc
ture. The evidence of this is seen in the present warped 
surface of the old base-len! plains. While it is possi
ble to read in part the later structural history of the 
region from its physiographie aspect, yet, as to the 
character of the forces aeting and the causes producing 
them, there is little definite knowledge. Keyes ha:'; 
suggested-and recently Haworth has stated the ease 
with particular fullne:;s and elearnes:;-that the Ozark 
uplift was made by vertical moYement producing pe
ripheral tension faults. If this genesis be con,.;idered 
to require the intmsion of consider;lhle masses of mate
rial under the areA. uplifted, there is at most only nry 
meager evidence of it. If so lRrge a mass of material 
as would be necessary to do this work had been intruded 
under so slight a cover, it is extremely probable that it 
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1 RelntionR between the Ozark uplift and ore deposits: Bull.Geol. Sew. Aw<'rien, \'nl. XI.J•J>. ~:n-240. 
'GPolngr of Greene County: Mis,onri Geol. Survey, \'nl. XJI, Pt. I, JS(ls, p. J.'i~. 
3 Mis,onri Geol. Surw·:•. \'ol. YTI , 1894, pp. f>38. 694. 69c>. f>96. 
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wonlcl have broken through to the surfaee in consider
able quantity. The only intrusins known which could 
possibly he of importance in this connection are the 
small dikes found in Camden County, Mo., and along 
Spavinaw Creek, in J ndian Territory, and at best their 
influence is wholly local. Drill boles which penetrate 

~ the crystalline floor :-.bow nothing to sustain the belief 
~ in anv general intrusion, and, indeed, there is at all 
~- points a decided lack of evidenee in favor of such an 

origin for the uplift. The prevailing conception that 
g. the Ozark region is dome shaped, although perhaps ...., 
-g helpful, is apt to be misleading. 'Yhile this term may 
~ describe its general eonfiguration, it should be borne 
:2 in mind that the structure is eomplex and ean not be 
1" ·;:; explained as the result of any one movement or period 
.:>. 

00 of o:;cillation. The faulting phenomena of the region .; 

·@ ban~ not been studied as yet in sufficient detail and 
~ widely enough to allow them to be grouped with refer
~ ence to their relations to each other and to the region 
~ in gen!'ral or to the causes producing them. However, 
E 

r.<. a few general statements can be made. The most im-
~ portant and widespread actjon in the Joplin region in 

partieular bas been brecciation, and this can harcll~· 

~ han taken I)laee except in connection with mon' ment E 
.s:: of heels one upon another in a manner resulting from 

eompres:;ive forces. Normal faults are present, and 
probably these are due to readjw,;tments following the 
eru:;hing. There is mueh detailed evidence of thrust 
action along the fault planes, hut it is quite possible, if 
not indeed probable, that this is but the expres:-;ion of 
the final stages of the normal faulting. Horizontal 
moyement between individual beds has led to much 
fracturing, though it is not eertain that the actual dis-
placement has been great at any point, and the action 
may be looked upon as a movement of accommodation 
aceompanying either the crushing or the later fault
mg. Slight folding is general, hut close folding is 
rare. 

The investigation of the nature and extent of these 
phenomena is at the present time ineomplete, and it is 
only proposed here to indicate the r easons for helie\·
ing that the Ozark uplift is not peculiar, but that it 
stand., in genetic relation to the strneture of the sur
rounding region. 



CHAPTER IV. 

By H. F. BAIN. 

RELATIONS OF ORE DEPOSITS TO THE CIRCULATION 0~' 
UNDERGROUND WA'.rERS. 

GENERAL PRINCIPLES. 

It has long been recognized that ore deposits are, to a very consider
able extent, the result of the circulation of underground waters. The 
work of recent years has tended both to reinforce this generalization 
and to extend the class of deposits to which it is applied. Further
more, it has been emphasized recently and aptly by Van Hise 1 that 
the formation of ore deposits is, in the main, to be regarded as simply 
one phase of the general work of underground waters. This concep
tion is fundamental to all modern work on the subject. It i~ dearly 
recognized that ores are also formed through other agencies-in par
ticular by segregation from a molten magma or by direct deposition 
from a gaseous state by sublimation. Ores formed through such 
agencies, however, are exceptional. The briefest study is sufficient to 
show that such a genesis can not be assumed in the case of the lead 
and zinc ores below discussed, and that their origin is involved in the 
circulation of underground water. The re11sons for this conclusion, 
which have been excellently summarized by vVinslow, 2 lie mainly in 
the intimate association of the ores, with large quantities of certain 
minerals, especially calcite and dolomite, not known to be formed to 
any notable extent except from solution. The study of the ores of 
the region, then, becomes primarily a study of the underground cir
culation, and there are certain general principles relating to the flow 
and work of water under ground which must be kept clearly in mind 
in order to understand the local phenomena. 

CIRCULATION OF UNDERGROUND WATERS. 

Cavities in rocks.-In ordinary terms rocks are solid bodies. Rocks, 
none the less, must be thought of as made up of individual discrete 
particles separated by larg·er or smaller spaces. The correctness of 
this conception is abundanti~, proved by experimental data. It fre
quently has been shown in :,;tudies of building stones, for example, 

t Some prinriples c>ontrolling th<' <'h~ pr,.ition of ore~: Tram. Am. Inst. :Min. Eng., Yo!. XXX. p. 151. 
2 ~Iissouri Geol. Survey, Vol. \'II, 1894, pp. 467-468. 
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that all rocks eontain pore spaees. The amount of this space at"J com
pared with the total space oeeupied by a rock has been measured by 
meau,..; of tlw water which it will absorb. The open space in roeks, 
under conditions existing at or near the surface of the earth, varies 
within wide limits. ranging from a fraction of 1 per cent in certain 
granites and igneont'l rocks to 20 or 25 per cent in unconsolidated sands 
~ml 30 to ±0 pl'l' cent in fine-grained clays. 1 The original pore space 
in rocks, in the case of sedimentaries, is the necessary result of the 
packing of the partif'les, of rounded, subangular, and ang·ular form, in 
the e(mrse of their deposition, and in crystallines is the result of 
incipient stresses de,·eloped during the period of their crystallization. 

It is necessary to keep in mind the difference between the porosity 
of a rock and its permeability. 2 The former refers to the open space 
in the rock. the latter to the amount of flow which may take place 
through it in unit time. A rock may contain mueh open spaee and 
still he practically impermeable as a result of the size or disposition of 
the caYities. Large spaces are fa,·orable to permeability because of 
tht> ,.;mallPr friction of the moying water on the walls of the cavities. 
All rocks are more or less permeable. Difference in the size and shape 
of the openings exerts so great an influence upon movement of the 
water. howeYel', that of two rocks, one may be regarded, when com
pared with the other, as practically impervious. In general, the finer 
grained rocks arc the less pervious, even when they include a larger 
total pore space. 

Aside from the original pore spaces in rock:.,; there are other open
ings. resulting from later stresses, which probably are more important 
in direeting water eirculation. The strata of the earth, from a variety 
of eanse,;; which it is beyond the purpose of this paper to discusss, are 
~ttbjectecl, probably constantly, to stresse:.,; to whieb they tend to 
Hl'eommodate themseh·es. As a result of the low elastic limit of most 
nH'b this accommodation under surface conditions is ordinarily by 
fracture. and the portion of the crust where fracture oceurs is called 
th~c• zone of fracture. In rocktJ deeply buried the aecommodation is 
by ··flowage." They are accordingly within the zone of flowage. 3 

For present purpo,.;es the zone o~ flowage may be entirely neglected, 
since the phenomena of importance in a consideration of the lead and 
zin'e tielcls relate entirely to the zone of fracture. The lower limit of 
the zone of fracture Yaries with the nature of the rocks, the time 
ayailable for the deformation, and other factors, such as pressure, heat, 
moisture. etc. 

Since the larger ea\·ities formed by fracture are the ones more 

1 Prineiples and eonditions of the movements of ground water, by F. H. King: Nineteenth Annual 
f:c·port L 'i. Geol. Survey. Part II. p. 98. 

2 Building and ornamental stones of Wisconsin, by E. R. Buckley: Bull. IY, Wiseonsin Geol. fllld 
Kat. Hist. Survey. pp. 40-12. 68-69. 372-3i6. 

3 Principles of Xorth 1 m--·, .. p 1 re-Cnmbrian geology, by C. R. Van Rise: Sixteenth Ann. Rept 
U.S. Geol. Suney, Pt. I, p. ""' e, >e•i· 
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directly associated with ore deposits, they are the more important from 
the present point of yiew. The form of the eayity, exl'ept as it is 
changed by later solution, is dependent primarily upon the charaeter 
of the rol'k:-o , and secondarily npon the degree and nature of stress 
operating in a giyen time. Brittle rocks break with a elear-eut frac
ture. Stresses in thin-bedded rocks are relie\·ed h~· numerous ::;mall 
cracks and in thick bedded or massin• roeks hy few er butmore exten
sive (•racks. Probably aU fracturing i:'l accompanied hy more or less 
displacement, sinee it is the necessity for accommodation in 1:-osition 
which produces the fracture. \Vhen, howe\'er, fracturing- b nccom
pan ied by notable displacement the specific term faulting is n:sed. As 
notable displacement results only from important stresses and aeeom
panies notable fractures, faults are of great significance in marking out 
those fractures whil'h are most extensive and consequently most 
important in directing underground circulation. 

Bedding- planes between stra·t.a are natural diYision planes and under 
the slightest stress or the action of solutions they afford openings of 
eyen greater extent than fault planes. These openings are thin and 
tabular. Extensive fractures, sneh as are exemplified principally by 
faults and subordinately by joint planes, normally eut across the bed
ding planes of rocks and form openings similar in shape to those along 
bedding planes. Usually, as ir: the region under immediate discus
sion, these two set:-,; of openings intersect. 

Since different sorts of rocks accommodate themselves unequally to 
the same stress, it follows that there are differential movements he tween 
the individual beds, and that at bedding contaets between two sorts 
of rock, a shale and a limestone or a limestone and a chert, for exam
ple, the bedding plane becomes as well a faulting- plane. It is in such 
a case all the more likely to serve as a plane of water cireulation. 
The amount of aetual slipping- may be so small as to be measured in 
inches only, and yet there may be notable fracturing- and an extensive 
plane may be opened to the circulating water. 

Causes uf drculation.-The cavities of roeks, of whatewr origin, 
may be conceived of as being filled, or in cases partially filled, with 
the dilute solutions known eollectively as ground water. This water 
is not usually dormant, but is constantly in motion, thoug-h that motion 
may be very slow. In most instances the motion is appreciable and 
results from the necessity of accommodation to unequal pressures. 
In so accommodating- itself the water follows ordinary hydrostatic 
laws, the most important principle being summarized in the familiar 
adage that water tends to seek its level. 

The primary cause of motion in underground waters is g-radtation. 
The secondary and modifying causes are capillarity and thermal influ
ences. Simple gravitation alone would gin a cireulation of the under
ground water:::~ downward and laterally from the land to the sea, 

22 GEOL, PT 2-01--7 
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paralleling the surface drculation. It can not be doubted that the 
general ~werage of water movement is in this direction. This general 
movement is, however, interrupted by temporary returns of the water 
to the surface. This occurs in three ways: First, in obedience to ordi
nary llYdrostatie laws; second, as a result of capillarity; third, by 
defi.nite. upward movements resulting from thermal agencies. The 
most familiar phenomena indicating such a return of the water to the 
surface are those of springs and seepage. 

Since the rate of flow of liquids through a given conduit is partially 
dependent. upon their viscosity, and the latter is decreased by heat, it 
follows that heat operates not only to direct but actually to increase 
the amount of flow. In the region under discussion there is no evi
dence that more than ordinary heat has entered into the problem, and 
this factor aecordingly may be neglected. 

Swface oft he qnmnd water.-The upper surface of the ground water 
is very irregular and not a simple even plane as is that of the ocean, 
where the aetion of hydrostatic laws is practically unmodified by such 
limiting conditions as the form and size of the cavity in which the 
water is contained. I~ general, the ground-water level follows the 
surface topography, standing high in the hills and low in the valleys. 
It is greatly influenced by geologic structure, particularly by the 
distribution of pervious and impervious beds. The position of the 
ground-water level changes from time to time with the amount of rain
fall and with any change in the attitude of the land with reference to 
near-by surface bodies of water. It is subject, in fact, to almost con
tinual changes as a result of the downcutting of neighboring streams 
and other factors, and in mining regions is often notably depressed by 
pumping operation8. It is an important horizon in relation to under
ground cit·culation and to ore genesis. Above it the cavities in rocks 
may be considered to be only partially filled with water and down to 
it comes, with a rapidity r elatively great as compared with the 
motion below that level, that portion of the rainfall which, during and 
after a storm, sinks into the ground. Conditions above and below 
this leyel at·e radicaJly different, particularly in all that relates to the 
chemical constitution of the ground water. It is a meeting place of 
waters of diYerse composition and as a result a frequent plane of ore 
accumulation and change in character. 

At first g-lanee there would seem to he no good reason why water in 
the rocks should stand above the level of the water in the sea or the 
local controlling body of water, and the contrary would seem a contra
diction of the laws of hydrostatics. The reaso~ seems to lie partly in 
the influence of capillarity and, in the case of the fresh water of the 
land maHs as eompared with the Halt water of the sea, partly in the 
greater weight and hem·e pressure of the sea water, but mainly in the 
influenee of friction in retarding the downward journey of water 
through the rocks. 



In capillary openings, which include many of the pore spaces in 
rocks, ordinary laws of capillary flow obtain. Under these laws water 
may move to a higher level than it would otherwise attain. This i~ 
doubtless quite important in producing the irregularities in the upper 
surface of the ground water. 

Sea water or any saline solution is heavier bulk for bulk than fresh 
water or an aqueous solution less heavily charged with salts. If there
fore a column of water under the land be balanced by a column of sea 
water the former may be longer than the latter. As a result of the 
greater weight of the sea water the fresh water may be sustained m 
the hills at an elevation considerably above sea level. 

Probably the most important factor in producing irregularities in 
the surface of ground water is the great friction which exists between 
the moving water and the walls of the cavities and the consequent 
slow rate of travel. Cavities in rocks, so far as ground water moves 
through them, may be considered as either capillary or supercapillary. 
In the capillary cavities the flow is according to certain well-known 
laws, the most important result of which is that the motion is very 
slow. In supercapillary openings other laws obtain, but the motion 
is still slow. This slow motion is probably the principal factor in 
causing the water in the hills to stand above that in the valleys. This 
is shown by the close relation existing between the permeability of the 
rocks and the extent of the irregularities in the underground water 
level. The same thing is indicated by the influence of variations in 
rainfall on the height of the water under ground. The water is added 
from above faster than it is earried beyond this plane. In dry weather 
transportation or flow becomes greater than influx and the ground
water level sinks; in wet weather the reverse conditions obtain, and 
the level of the ground water rises. Normally, the level of ground 
water is at the plane where the two factors are in equilibrium, and, 
while the level of the ground water may remain constant, the course 
of the water itself is at the same time downward. 

Course of underground waters.-The general motion is downward 
and toward the ocean if the waters of a continental mass as a whole 
be taken into account. This general motion may be made clear by 
illustrations of common conditions. 

In traversing rocks .from the point or points of ingress, for conven
ience of illustration conceived to be a plateau or hilltop, to the points 
of exit, here conceived to be a spring or horizon of springs in an adja
cent valley, water does not use only the simplest and most direct 
course, but also utilizes the entire available cross section, even though 
this involves long detours, both vertical and horizontal. 1 Friction 
between underground waters and the walls of the cavities through 
which they flow is very important and increases wry rapidly with 

I Theoretical investigation of the motion of ground wntel'8, by C. S. Slichter: Nineteenth Ann. Rept. 
U.S. Geol. Survey, Pt. II, pp. 331-35i. 
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deerense in l'l'O:;s seetion of the openings. It follows that of two 
route:; op<'n to "ater under a gin~n pressure, that route will transmit 
more 'Yater which i:; made up of larger opl'nings, though both routes 
will he utilized. There is accordingly a major flow through the larger 
openings, and in a sen:,;e pressure from the smaller openings toward the 
greater. Thii; ean not influence the course of the water to reverse its 
total mon•ment thOtwh it nut v tellll)Ontril y cause the water to flow 

' 0 • • 

upward. \Yhether in any given ca:;e the total motion is from the 
small to the large eavities will depend upon the situation of the two 
sorb of opening.-; with reference to the coun;e of the ·water. This is 
made dear hy the following diagram. Let the water entering the 
ground at the point rt only be taken into aeeonnt. The effective head 
eYiclenth· i.-; measured hv the vertical dii;tlll1ce of a above the level 
of the s~a, 11-i. The w1~ter in part passes downward, following the 
ntrions l'Onrses marked by dotted lines, and eventually finds its way 
to the sea as i nclieated. A portion follows the courses marked by 
heavy line:;, which are intercepted b3r the fracture b-d, along which 
the water flows upward to the surface. This form:; a spring at b, from 

FIG. 6.-Sketch illustrating ideal circnlation of underground water. 

which the water flows over the surface to the sea. In the case of the 
water following the line a-c there are at c two courses open to it, one, 
the longer route, via d-b , temporarily upward and thence over the sur
face. and the other towardf, where it makes its exit by seepage under 
the loose talus of the hillside and thence along the contact between the 
talus and the roek to the sea. If it be assumed that from c to f the 
course be along the smaller channels and from c to b along larger ones, 
it will be clear that more water will, in a given time, take the second 
course, because the friction is less. Thus, because of the greater 
amount of flow possible in a given time through the larger cavities, 
there i:; a motion toward them even at the expense of a temporary 
reverse of the main flow. If, however, the fracture is conceived to be 
at a rather than b, it is cleat· that the flow would be away from rather 
than toward it. So far , then, as the fracture planes lie. in the line of 
motion of the water, and to some extent even when their course is 
across that line, they serve as trunk channels. There is a gathering 
of the water toward them and a major flow through them. Whatever 
phenomena of any sort result from the circulation of ground water 
are apt to be found in greater abundance and intensity in their 
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vicinity. This is a fact of great importance in relation to ore deposits, 
since experience shows that the deeper circulations find their way to 
the surface mainly along lines or zones of fracture. 

Stractural cond/t£ons 'influencing 1mderqronnd c£rculation.-"'bile 
as a general process and in a broad way the movement of ground 
water may be considered as an average flow from the land toward the 
sea, interrupted by occasional returns to the surface, when the circula
tion is considered in detail it is seen that the underground waters 
circulate in separate and often sharply defined areas or basins. Deeper 
underground circulation has been studied mainly in connection with 
artesian wells. Exeept for Daubree's two volumes 1 it is from papers 
on artesian wells that the best information regarding underground 
water;;; is obtained. 2 In breaking up the general circulation into a 
series of moYements confined to limited depth and circumscribed areas, 
the geologic structure and the nature of rocks are important. This is 
due to the relatiYe impermeability of certain sorts of strata, among 
which shales and slates take first place. Coarse sandstones and broken 
limestone allow ready passage of water, but shales interpose such dif
ficulties to its passage that, even under considerable bead, water will 
follow down the dip long distances to make its outlet along fracture 
planes, instead of passing directly upward through an oyerlying shale. 
The shale thus acts as an upper limiting bed in relation to the partic
ular eirculation. In the &arne manner a shale below an aquifer acts to 
limit the depth of circulation. To a less extent limestone, dolomites, 
cherts, and other beds may act in particular instanees as upper or 
lower limiting members to a l'irenlation. By the interbedding of per
meable and impermeable strata the general underground circulation 
becomes didded into a series of ::,;eparate circulations. 'When the 
area of intake lies at some elevation above the area of outflow artesian 
conditions are produced. 

The general conditions in an artesian basin are illustrated in the 
figure below, redrawn from Norton. 3 It will be seen here that the St. 
Peters sandstone receives its supply from the Mississippi Rin'r some 
500 feet above sea level. The sandstone dips to the southwest rapidly 
until at Des Moines it is reached at a depth of more than 2~000 feet. 
The water, howe\'ei\ rises in the well to the surface. It is also true that, 
though the sandstone has passed far below sea lenl and the water in it 
might be supposed to have come in conta.ct with saline waters, it is 
uncontaminated. The firm Trenton limestone and shale above. with 
the Oneota below, have effeetually protected it. The conditions are 
essentially similar to those in which a city water main passes beneath 
------- - - --- -- --- -- ------------ ----

I Les Eaux Soute rraines a I'Epoqne actuelle, by A. Danbree, Pari,, 18Xi. 
2T. C. Chamberlin: Fifth Ann. Rept. F. S. Geol. Surn•y, pp. 131-li3; Artesian wells of Iowa, hy 

W. H. Norton: Iowll Gt•ol. Snrwy, \'ol. \'I , pp. 11.'>--428; J<' rnnk Levert>tt: ~Ion. r . S. Geol. Survey, 
Vol. XXXVIII, pp. 550-iM. 

3Jowa Geol. Survey, \'ol. \'I, p. 13i. 
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a riyer. U nder such structural conditions underground circulation in 
a <rh·en district is inclt'penclent of that in the surrounding areas. Con
di~ions of this general type obtain in the Ozark r egion. A series of 
interstratitiecl permeable and impermeable beds may become charged 

F IG. 7.-Gl·ologieal cross section from Baraboo, Wisconsin, to Des llfoines, Iowa. (After Norton.) 
a, De" :lloin,·s formati on; b, :lri s~issippinn; c, Kinrlerkook; d, Devonian; e, Silurian;/, Hudson River 
group; r1, Guh; nn-Trenton; h, St. Peter; i, Oneotn; j. St. Croix , including the Jordnn, St. Lawrence, and 
B>lsn l sandstone. The chief aquifers me the St. Peters, the Jordan, and the Bam ! sandstone. The 
line of junction of the Basal sandstone and the Algonkian is hypothetical. 

with artt' sian waters actinp,- under different heads and having somewhat 
yaried chemical composition. A fault plane or other fracture cutting 
across snC'h a sequenee and the mingling of the various waters afford 
fa,·orable conditions for the precipitation of minerals carried in solu
tion. This might, in a given case, produce an ore body. 

WORK OF UNDERGROUND WATERS. 

Solut/on.-Rain water as it falls on the ground after traversing the 
atmosphere, while relatively pure, earries in solution certain percent
ages of oxygen, nitrogen , carbon dioxide, and other atmospheric gases. 
As it passes through the vegetal mold covering the earth's surface and 
the belt of weathering lying above the ground-water level, there are 
reactions between the water itself and various materials held by it in 
solution and the salts with which it comes in contact. When, accord
ingly, it reaches and joins the ground water it has a composition still 
more complex than it had when it entered the ground. The ground 
water, by reason principally of the longer time during which it has 
been in contact with the rocks, is even more heavily charged with 
salts. Both the incoming water and that previously aceumulated must 
be considered as complex dilute solutions. In fact, the entire circu
lating medium in the rocks is a dilute solution of variable composition. 
According to the modern theory of solutions, materials in that state 
exist in a dissociated or ionized condition. The molecules are broken 
up into fractional parts, which are known aFJ ions. The degree of 
ionization yaries with conditions and is dependent upon many factors. 
Pure water. by reason of the property of breaking up into hydrogen 
and hydroxyl ions in the presenee of salts, is essentially a weak acid, 
and as such is capabl e of taking into solution certain quantities of the 
various salts contained in the rod~s of the earth's crust. Increased 
solvent action may be brought about by anything which increases dis
sociation . Increased heat and pressure, while important influences of 
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this character in general, can not have been operative in the Ozark 
region. The most important influence in promoting dissociation in 
the ore-hearing solutions of the Ozark region was probably complexity 
of solution, since in mixtures of salts those without a common ion 
decrease ionic concentration, and thus retard precipitation. 1 On the 
other hand, mixtures of salts in which there is a common ion increase 
the ionic concentration of each and aid precipitation. For example, 
oxygen taken into solution by water increases the solubility of iron 
sulphide, smce we havP then not only the hydrogen and hydroxyl ions 
plus the undissociated water, but also the oxygen and hydrogen 
peroxide, according to the law that mixed solutions of two 0 1' more 8alts 
'lcill contain all the salts that can be made by the cmnbination of the 
ions of the original salt8 together with the free ions. 2 The addition of 
the iron sulphide to the solution adds a large number of ions to it and 
increases accordingly the power of the solution to take up other sub
stances-such, for example, as limestone. By this proces::~ of addition 
of materials a solution becomes increasingly potent as it grows in com
plexity. This is true so long as the additions are such as to merely 
balance the ions already in solution and not to increase the ionic. con
centration of any one sort beyond its constant of solubility. If, how
ever, to a solution already containing iron sulphide some other sul
phide, such as zinc sulphide, be added, the increase in the amount of 
sulphur present may be sufficient to produce precipitation, in which 
case the sulphur will be thrown down probably in combination with 
that substance which has most nearly reached its constant of solubility 
and with which Fmlphur is capable of forming a compound. 

Reactions between different materials in solution are so interrelated 
that it frequently happens that addition of a small amount of some 
substance will p1;oduce precipitation of a relatively large amount of 
material of a wholly different kind. This probably explains many 
apparently contradictory facts in the order of deposition and associa
tion of ores. 

Ground water is a complex but normally weak solution. It is yery 
dilute, and the more dilute a solution the more nearly complete is dis
sor~iation of all the materials in it. Ordinarily the weaker acids and 
bases, carbonic and silicic acids, are very little dissociated. As ioniza
tion is more complete in dilute solutions, carbonic and silicic acids are 
relatively more active in the ground water than the S'tme amount of 
material in stronger solutions. It is in the action of the ground water, 
accordingly, that we see the greatest effects of these acids. 

Precip/tation.-Processes by which materials are thrown out of 
solution have been suggested ahove. In brief, a material is precipi
tated whenever the amount in solution exceeds its constant of solubility, 

' C. F. Tolman: J our. Geol. , Vol. VII, p . 591. 
2 Tolman : loc. eit., p. 590. 
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or whPJH'Yer the amount in solution passes the point of saturation for the 
parti('ulnr :-;uh~buwe. Since the amount which may be in solution is 
depl' ndent upon tlw degree in which its ionic constituents are balanced 
bv other material;;, relatively insoluble materials may be retained in 
s~lution while more soluble materials are deposited. This balancing 
of one material by another in solutions and the destruction of the bal
ance by the min.gling of different solutions was probably the most 
powerful factor in producing precipitation in the Ozark region. 

Decrease of heat, which normally works to produce precipitation, 
can not he here appealed to. There are now no warm or hot springs 
in the region, and there i:-; no direct evidence that there ever have been 
anY. The reaction;; in\'olnd in the work of the ground water of this 
region are all such as take place under ordmary and preyailing tem
peratures. If the factor of time be taken into account, the magnitude 
of the work done by the waters is not beyond that which may be prop
erly assigned to them without appealing to increased temperature in 
the past. 

A brief eonsideration of the structural features of the region under 
consideration will show that there is no warrant in this case for appeal
ing to pressure to promote solution and relief from it to produce depo
sition. \Y e may assume the circulating· water to be practically limited 
below h~· the pre-Cambrian, ::-oince, up to the present at least, field 
studies haYe shown no reason for supposing the contrary. \Ve may 
perhaps also assume that the base of the Cambro-Silurian, as developed 
in the Carthage deep well (1,750 feet below the surface), represents the 
maximum depth of those beds. These assumptions are the best which 
can he made, and seem warranted by the known facts of the field. If 
the case of water starting from the highest point in the region, Cedar 
Gap, be then considered, there would be a maximum depth of circu
lation of approximately 2,500 feet. A hydrostatic pressure of 2,500 
fet't is about equivalent to that of 70 atmospheres. The increase of 
solubilit~· with pressure is known to differ with different substances, 
and has been measured in but few cases. In the case of copper sul
phate, measured by Sorby, the increase at 60 atmospheres was found 
to be 1.91 per eent and at 100 atmospheres 3.183 per cenV This 
inerease is inconsiderable, and there are no reasons, either in the field 
eddence or the available experimental data, for believing that it is 
not representative for the class of substances here dealt with. 

D(?crease of heat and pressure being out of the question, the most 
obdous enu;;e for preC'ipitation is the mingling of solutions. For this 
there is much direct evidence, as detailed later. Mingling of solu
tions 1ronld oceur where,,er ground waters of diverse composition 
came together. In the readjustment following sueh a meeting a cer
tain amount of precipitation is almost inevitable, though at the same 
time the' capacity of the solvent for some other salt may be increased. 

-· ------ ----- ---· - - - ---- ---··---- -------- ---
1 Pro('. Royal Soc. London, Vol. XII, p. 53-~; c ite••! by Ostwald: Solutions, p. G2. 
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Solution and deposition go hand in hand and are not only coordinate, 
but usually are contempor!lneous processes. In dealing with such 
complex solutions as normally constitute the ground water in the 
presence of such numerous and diverse salts as are contained in the 
rocks it is obviously impossible to follow out in detail the processes 
of solution, transportation, and deposition. At best only the main 
direction of change can be pointed out and average results discussed. 
It is to be remembered that there is constant reaction between not 
only liquids and liquids, but liquids and g·ases, liquids and solids, 
gases and gases, gases and solids, and even between solids and solids. 
With constantly changing conditions there is an equally constant tend
ency to maintain equilibrium. The net result is u multitude of chem
ical changes, and with a wide circulation of underground waters the 
probability that metals important as ores may be segregated is nry 
great. 

In producing deposition the addition of one solution to another 
becomes important, not only because of direct action of incoming 
material upon the salt dissolved, but also through indirect action. 
Any liquid which is able to form a homogeneous whole with a solution 
causes precipitation if any substance in the solution is insoluble in 
the liquid added. An excellent example of this phenomenon is seen in 
the precipitation of zinc, iron, copper, and magnesium sulphates from 
aqueous solutions by the addition of alcohol. Howeve~·, in the Ozark 
region probably· the chief precipitating reaction was not of this kind, 
hut was a reduction. Dilute sulphate solutions of these elements 
were evidently important constituents of the ground water. Organic 
matter is widespread, and by its reducing action the sulphates WPre 
probably reduced to sulphides and precipitated. 

The order in which materials are thrown out of solution depends not 
only upon the degree of saturation of each, but upon a relationship 
known as chemical affinity, which exists between the various ele
ments. By virtue of chemical affinity, out of a large number of reac
tions possible in a given case, certain ones are more apt to occur. For 
example, other things being equal, oxygen will combine with iron to 
a greater extent than with zinc and with zinc rather than lead. The 
several elements may be ranged in series according to their relati,·e 
affinity for yarious substances, and the relative affinity of the ,·arious 
metals with reference to sulphur is of ~:onsiderable importance. This 
has been investigated b.'· several authors and the order. beginning with 
the greatest affinity as made out by E. Schiirman,1 is gi,·en below: 

Pd, Hg, Ag, Cu, Bi, Cd, Sb, Sn, Pb, Zn, Ni, Co. Fe, As, TL :\In. 

The sulphide of any one of these metals will be reduced by the sul
phide of any one above it~ and from a sulphide solution of l'quin1lent 

I Eng. and ~lining .Tour., Yo!. L. 1890, p. 4~4. 
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saturation of each they would be thrown down in the order named. 
This phase of ore depo~-5ition has recently been investigated and elabo
rated by :Messrs. 'V eed, 1 Emmons, 2 and Van Rise, 3 and is found to 
explain. many puzzling features of ore deposits. It will be further 
discussed in connection with secondary enrichment. 

Deposition according to chemical affinity is interfered with by 
another law known as the law of mass action, which is that chemical 
action is proportional to the active mass. The effect of this law is 
seen in the fact that iron sulphide is far more common than any of the 
sulphides above it in the series, even though all of the latter have a 
greater and in some cases a notably greater affinity for sulphur. Iron 
being the most common of the metals in the series, forms the largest 
actin mass, and therefore appropriates the greatest amount of sulphur. 

D{Jj'uslon.-An important intluence in the action of underground 
water is the phenomenon called diffusion. This is the movement within 
a solution by which particles of a dissoh~ed substance travel from 
places where they are more closely packed to where they are less in 
proportion until concentration i.s equal throughout. Cavities in the 
rocks below ground-water level must be conceived as :filled with the 
ground-water solution. "\Yhether the water be in motion or not, much 
transfer of material probably takes place through diffusion. In diffu
sion material moves through the solution rather than with it. The 
quantity of a given salt diffused, as well as the distance over which a 
determinate coneentration extends, is proportional to the square root 
of the time during which diffusion takes place. It also varies with 
different substances. For example, magnesia diffuses more rapidly 
than zim~ from a sulphate solution, so that from a solution containing 
both, in contact with a solution containing neither or a less quantity, 
the magnesia would travel a greater distance in a given time. This is 
probably the explanation of the fact obseryed in the Joplin district 
that dolomitization extends to greater distances from the main ore 
channels than does the distribution of lead and zinc sulphides. Per
haps. too, the fact that magnesium sulphate yery readily forms super
saturated solutions is of importance in this connection. 

Diffusion is peculiar in that colloid substances interpose no marked 
hindrance to the process. }faterials in solution move through such a 
substance as freely as through water. This is probably the essential 
faetor in the explanation of certain common phenomena in the South
western district. One of the most common cementing materials found 
in the ore breeeias of that district is a black cherty material eyidentlv 
deposited after the breeeiation and the main depo~ition of the ore. it 
is illu:-:-trated in :fig. 8, from a specimen obtained on the Boston Get-
- - - - - - --------- - --- -

1 \r. H. WEeed : Bnll. Geol. Soc. Ameriea , Yol. XI. pp l7t'-~06, 1900; Trans. Am. Inst. Min. Eng., Vol. 
XXX. p.-1~4. 

0 S. F. Emmons: Trans. Am. Inst. )lin. Eng .. \'ol. XXX. p lii. 
3 C. R. \'an Hise: Tram. Am. Inst. )lin. Eng .. \'ol. XXX, p. 2i. 
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There ground. Examination 8hows that the blende found in this chert 
has commonly a well-developed crystal outline. There is, however, 
no evidence of the blende having been formed in cavities. Neither are 
there those laminations in the matrix which usually surround crystals 
that have grown in soft material, and in growing have cro~ded the 
latter aside. Individual and quite perfect crystals occur wholly sur
rounded by the chert. Under the microscope the cry8tal outlines of 
the blende are f..een to be nearly perfect, though they occasionally show 

FIG. 8.-Biack matrix of ore bodies after silicification, Boston Get-There mines, Prosperity, Mo. 

embayments similar to the corrosion forms of quartz phenocrysts. 
These embayments are developed along cleavage planes in the blende. 

That the siliceous material has been in soft and plastic condition is 
shown in fig. 8. It is suggested that at the time the hlende was formed 
the siliceous matrix was in colloid condition, and so interposed no hin
drance to the movement of the metal through it and the growth of the 
sulphide crystals. This suggestion is supported somewhat by the fact 
that in some mines the ehert and the blende are so intimately mixed 
that they can not be entirely separated in milling. Furthermore, it 
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has heen shown by Kahlenherg and Lincoln 1 that in natural waters 
siliea always occur:-; in the colloidal :;tate. The cherts represent the 
main clepo~its of silica, and we are perhap:; warranted in assuming that 
at the time of their formation the siliea was at least largely colloidal. 
At present the eherts inelude much crystalline quartz, but E. 0. Hovey 2 

ha.3 shown that :-;ome of it i:-; chaleedonic and opaline. The descriptions 
of the sinter deposits of the Yellowstone Park, giYen by \Veed, 3 indi
cate elearlv that in the case of hot springs, at least, the silica in the 
process of deposition goes through a colloidal state, taking eventually 
an amorphous or opaline form. Le Conte speaks of the silica at Sul
phur Bank a,;; being so recent as to still be gelatinous.! The difference 
in the action of hot and cold waters toward silica is one of degree only, 
and with the knowledge that the silica in the present case was colloidal 
when in solution, and now is partly amorphous and opaline, we seem 
warranted in assuming that it passed through a colloidal stage during 
deposition. Colloids have been nry little studied, and the subject 
needs further im·estigation. If, however, the conditions suggested 
actually obtained, the later or secondary chert would be a particularly 
fa\'Orable habitat for the minerals, and an explanation is thus given of 
the common association of the two. In such material the sulphides by 
simple diffusion would IJe segregated and crystallized freely as from 
solution. Thi" process of ore formation is somewhat different from 
both ordinary metasomatic r eplacement anc.l from simple crystallization 
in open ca,·ities, though it is most nearly like the latter. It is believed 
to ha,·e been an important process in ore deposition. 

General qffects of tlie 'work of undaground water.-\\Then sediments 
are laid down on the borders of the ocean, or in inland basins or lakes, 
they contain a pore space of 25 to 50 per cent, 5 and it is probable that 
this is true not only of the strictly mechanical sediments, such as sands 
and clays, but of limestones as well. Seelheim 6 has shown that clays 
when allowed to :;ettle in water have a pore space of 50 to 79 per cent, 
and that there is no sensible reduction of this space under a pressure 
of 102 feet of water. Sandstones, shales, and limestones, however, as 
they occur at the earth's surface, have very much less pore space, the 
latter, even in the sandstones, being reduced to from 10 to 20 per cent. 7 

It is evident that the consolidation of the sediments involves a n~ry con
siderable amount of cementation, and since many of the rocks seem 
nenr to ha,·e been subjected to sufficient pressu~e to allow the result 
to be referred to dynamic ag-encie,;;, an important amount of this may 
- ----- - ~- - --------- - -- - - -

1 Solutions of silicat e• of the alkali es, by L. Kahlenbe rg and A. T. Lincoln: Jour. Pbys, Chem., Vol. 
II , ~o. 2. 1898, p 77. 

2 :>1i~~ouri Geol. Snn·ey, Yol. YII, 1894, p. 728. 
3);inth Annual Rept. U.S. Geol Survey, pp. 613-6;6, 
• .-\m . J onr. Sci., 3d series, Vol. XXYI, p. 9. 
' F. H. King: Nineteenth Annual Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, Pt. II, p. 77. 
6 Zeitsl'hr. f. Anal Chemie, Vol. XIX ; cited by King. 
'King: Joe. cit., p. 81. 
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be due to the action of the circulation of ground water. The er~·stal
line rocks are, as a class, notably more dense than e,·en the cemented 
sedimentaries. 'Yaters probably do not eireulate through them freely, 
except where they have been shattered. ·when, howe,·er, the condi
tions are favorable the effec-t of underground waters on them may he 
one of cementation. 

Opposed to eementation is the proeess of weathering or disintegra
tion. The material brought into the deE>per lying r0eks must he taken 
from the roeks which the waters haye already tranrsed. There is 
according},,· abo,·e the belt of cementation a belt of '"eathering. 1 Both 
the belts of weathering and of cementation lie within the zone of 
fracture; that is, within that portion of the earth's crust where frac
tures are nnmerou:-:, and the circulation of the water i::; actin' . In 
general, the belt of weathering is marked by depletion-loss of mate
rial-and the belt of cementation by enrichment-gain of material. 
There is in a large way a continuous migration downward of soluble 
materials as the oyerlying surface is eroded. The belt of weathering lies 
mainly above water leYel, and the belt of cementation below it. It is 
to be remembered, though, that weathering and cementation are proc
esses that retain their characteristics at whatever depth they take 
place. It is in a broad way only that one is confined to the upper and 
superficial portion of the strata, and the other to the lower and deeper 
strata. 

Weathering is marked as a rule by oxidation, carbonation, hydration, 
and solution. The mechanical results are disintegration, softening, 
and the decomposition of rocks. In the belt of cementation, oxida
tion and carbonation are less active. Hydration occurs very exten
sively. Instead of solution deposition is normally taking place. The 
result is a filling of cracks and credces and a general cementation of 
the rock. The "bard ground" ore bodies found in many of the .Top
lin mines is typical of deposition in the belt of cementation. Such 
may be later softened and disintegrated b~· being onrtaken by the 
downward march of the belt of weathering as a result of surface 
erosion. Excellent example.s of this may be seen in the soft ground 
in the Missouri Zinc Fields mines at Webb City. 

While solution is normally most acth·e in the belt of weathering 
and above the water le,·el, it also occurs below, and in exceptional 
eases its results are yery important. The .Joplin region affords some 
most striking instances of this phenomenon. One of the best 
examples is at the Crystal Cave, in the western part of Joplin, 
owned by .Mr. James Roach. This is from 10 to 25 feet high, 20 
to 40 feet wide, and approximately 225 feet long. It lies below 
the normal ground-water level, and was discowred only after that 

I Vlln Hise: Sixteenth Ann. Rept. F. S. l;eol. Surn-y. Pt. I, p. 581; .Jnur. Geol., Yol. Ylli, pp. 
74~752. 
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lenl had been lowered by pumping. The cave is entirely lined 
with crystals of calcite of predominant scalenohedral form and of 
unusuai size. Single erystals 22 inches long are found. The cave is 
in truth an immense geode. Such eave~:> are not uncommon in the 
reg-ion, though this is the largest one examined. The Nickel Plate or 
Sphalerite mine at Aurora. includes such a cave. In the Diamond Jack 
mine, in Chitwood Hollow, a similar cave was broken into. Smaller 
caves, running down to mere druses and channels a few inches across, 
are widespread and show that the phenomenon is not due to any local 
cause. 

In general, large underground caves are formed only where the 
rocks stand high above the controlling water level, and where there is 
as a result a free circulation downward. In this region there is no 
evidence that such conditions ever obtained, and we must conclude 
that in broken and soluble rocks soluti0n may become so important 
below water level as to produce openings of considerable extent. In 
none of the caves examined were there any stalactites or incrusta
tions of lime, such as are so closely associated with caves formed 
above water level. Instead, the walls are uniformly lined with crys
tals, which in the caves, especially in the Roach cave, are of great size. 
Crystals do not grow out of solutions except under peculiar circum
stances. Sait crystals may be formed in a damp atmosphere, but it is 
impossible to suppose that crystals of calcite so large and perfect as 
those that occur here were formed except under water. They required 
the maximum favorable conditions for their production, and these con
ditions are realized only in the presence of an abundance of material 
in a medium through which it moves freely-that is, in a saturated 
solution. It is also significant that where slabs of the crystal lining 
are broken off or have fallen off the wall rock is found to be fresh, 
hard, and unoxidized. In the case of the Roach cave, ores present
ing all the evidence of original concentration occur in the rock above 
the cave. If the latter be supposed to have been formed above water 
level, it is necessary to believe that at the time it was being formed 
the rocks aboye were likewise in the belt of weathering. They show, 
however, no evidence of oxidation or other weathering agencies, 
though they carry sulphides which normally yield very readily to 
such agencies. 

An interesting phenomenon of the Joplin caves is the fact that in 
them the weight of the roof is occasionally partly supported by the 
hydrostatic pressure of the water. ·when the water is pumped out 
the roof may fall in. Thit-: occurred at the Budweiser mine at Tuck
ahoe. Near the Sand Ridge mine, at Aurora, great cracks similar in 
appearance to those formed by earthquakes de,·eloped in the summer 
of 1900 as pumping lowered the ground-water level. Near Carl Junc
tion a section of railway track at onE' timt: sank, presumably as the 
result of pumping, in this instance some distanee away. 



CHAPTER V. 

By H. F. BAIN. 

MINEU.ALS AND ORES. 

MINERALS. 

In the Ozark region a notable variety of minerals is found. In 
general all are widely distributed and the mineralogical differences 
between the various subdistricts grow out of the relative abundance 
of the different minerals. But to some extent the association in the 
various subdistricts is different and certain species occur at particular 
points only. For example, nickel and cobalt, which in small quanti
ties characterize the sulphides of the Southeastern district, are not 
known to occur elsewhere in this region, and fluorite and topaz occur 
only in connection with the ores at the Einstein mine. 

A practically complete catalogue of the minerals of the Southwestern 
district has been published by Mr. A. F. Rogers, of the University 
Geological Survey of Kansas. 1 He lists in all forty-four species. 
Those of the minerals which especially characterize the ores and are 
significant either because of their abundance or the light which they 
throw on the genesis of the ores are given below. 

llfineml.~ of the Southwestern district. 

Name. j Composition. 

Sphalerite (blende) ___ I ZnS __________ _ 

Calamine _____________ 1 H2Zn2Si0
5 

• ----

Smithsonite. __ . __ . ____ I ZnC0
3

• __ • __ • _ _ 

Hydrozincite _________ i ________ • _. ____ _ 

Goslarite ____________ _ ) H
14

ZnS0
11 

- __ .. 

I -Galena __________ .. _ . ·1 PbS - . - -- - - - - - -
Cerussite _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ PbC0

3 
_______ _ 

Anglesite •. __________ . il PbSO~-- .. -.--
Pyromorphite •. __ . ___ . . __ .. ______ -- -- . -
Leadhillite .. .. __ ... J __ .. ____ .. __ .. _ 

ProbRble eonstitution. 

ZnS. 

2Zn0H20Si02• 

ZnC03• 

ZnC032Zn(OH) 2• 

ZnS0,+7H20. 

PbS. 

PbC03• 

PbSO,. 

( PbCI )Pb4Pb~012 • 

4PbOS032C02H 20. 

I Kansas Univeroitr Quarterly (A), IX, No. 2, pp. 161-165. 
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J[i11 e,·als r~ f tlu• ·'-'oullurt•.-</em dis/riel-Continued. 
---- ------ ----- ---- - --· - ----

~HllH'. Com pnsi ti on . l'robnble eonstitntion. 

)lan·a~i tt• _____________ j FeS2 ---------- FeS, . 

Pnite .... _ .. _.. . __ .. : FeS" ........ -- FeS,. 

I-iematite __ ...... _ ... . I Fe,O:l .... -- -- - Fe,Os. 

Litnnnite ____ ........ _' H6Fe/\ ....... :?Ft>,03+:3H,O. 

)[danteritt•. _ ......... ' HuFe)3011 ••••• Fe)30, + 7H,O. 
Copiapite _____ ___ ____ . _ .. _ ... _____ .. __ _ ::?Fe"O/iS0318H,O. 

Chak<•pyrite.......... CuFeS, ........ , C'uFeS,. 

)Iala<·ltite ------------ . H,Cu,C0 5 ---- -[ CuC'O:Cn (OH),. 

Aznrite ... ---------- - -' H,C'u3CO.; ..... , 2CuC03Cu(OH),. 
I . 

Cuprih• . . ............. l Cu,O .......... Cn/ >. 

Con·llit t• __ .. .. .... ... \ CnS........... CuS. 

Clu~·~ot·nlla........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CuSio3+2H20 . 

. -\.nrichakite ......... . ................ 2(ZnCu )C<.\:3( ZnCu )( OH ).,. 

Call-d<>nite . _ ...... _ ... _ .. _............ (PbCu )SO,( PbCu ) ( OH );. 

Linarite _ ............. 1 . ___ . _ . ....... _ _ (PbCu)SO,(PbCu) (OH),. 

Gret>nockite ......... -I CdS ......... -- ~ CdS. 
Barite .. . . __ ......... . : BaSO, . ........ BaSO,. 

l-iypsum ........ . ..... \ H,CaS06 ---·--1 CaS0,2H;O. 
Calcite . . . .. . . .. .. . .. . CaC03 ..... .. .. I CaC03. 
Dolomite __ ........... i Ca)IgC,06 • • • • • CaC03)lgC03• 

Quartz . ....... ___ .... ' Si02 .......... _I Completely crystalline silica. 

Chert -·-----------·· ·1 SiO, . ......... . : Partly crystalline sili(·a. 
Pyrolusite ......... . .. : )I nO, . . . . . . . . . l\InO,. 

Sulphur .............. 
1 

S -··--·------- : S. 
Bitumen............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-\. group of organic compounds of con

siderable Yariety in eomposition. 

It will be seen that these minerals include a number of simple and 
mixed metallic sulphides, their alteration products-the sulphates, car
bonates, and s ilicates~the orig·inal silica and nonmetallic carbonates, 
certain of the by-products of the reactions incident to the alteration of 
the original minerals , and the bitumen which, in many cases at least, 
furni:;hed the reducing agents. 

The Central U.i:strict is not marked by any minerals not found in the 
other districts, but shows a greater abundance of barite than is com
mon in the Southwestern and North Arkansas districts. In the asso
ciation of the ores found it is closely related to the Southeastern 
distritt. 

In the latter there are, in connection with the granites, a number of 
additional minerals. These are mainly of petrographic interest. In 
connection with the sulphides of lead and iron in that region minor 
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quantities of nickel and cobalt occur. These elements show as siegen
ite ((NiCo)3SJ, smaltite (CoAs2), and asbolith, a variable mixture of 
cobalt, iron, and copper oxides. At the Einstein mine, which is within 
the Southeastern district, there is a very distinct association of miner
als, including argentiferous galena, fluorite (CaF2), wolframite (FeMn) 
WO,~, zircon (ZrSiO,), and topaz (Al(OF2) AlSi0,). 1 

In southwestern Arkansas antimony compounds become important, 
and stibnite (Sb2S3), jamesonite (Pb2Sb2S5), stibiconite (H2Sh20 5), bind
heimite, a hydrous antimony lead oxide, zinkenite (PbSb2S,), and 
related forms are found. 

Certain of the useful minerals are sufficiently abundant in each dis
trict to make it profitable to mine and market them. These accord
ingly constitute ores. Certain others either do not occur in sufficient 
abundance or are of toolowvalue to be worthy of development. These 
will be here spoken of as associated minerals. Still others of no 
value to man, and certain mixtures of minerals, such as impure 
limestone, occur in close association with the valuable minerals and in 
such abundance as to constitute the mass or matrix surrounding the 
ore proper. These minerals will be spoken of as gangue minerals. 

ORES. 

Within the entire region the minerals which are of chief economic 
importance are the zinc ores, the lead ores, the iron oreR, the manga
nese ores, the barite, and the subordinate amounts of antimony, silver, 
and copper which are occasionally marketed. The present paper is 
concerned especially with the zinc and lead ores, and minerals other 
than those of lead and zinc will not be considered except as they 
are associated with these. 

LEAD ORES. 

Galena.-This mineral is the most important one of the lead series. 
It is now the only one of the lead minerals in the region which has any 
considerable economic importance. Galena is widely distributed, 
occurring in all the districts. It occurs both as well crystallized indi
viduals showing cubic and octahedral forms and as disseminated crys
talline aggregations. 

Pure galena is a lead-gray color, is opaque, and has a bright metallic 
luster, especially on cleavage faces. The cleavage is perfeet parallel 
to the cubic faces and less perfect parallel to those of the octahedron. 
The specific gravity is 7.4 to 7.6, hardness 2.5 to 2.75. Pure galena 
is composed of 86.6 per cent of lead and 13.4 per cent of sulphur. The 
percentage of lead in the ore as commonly dressed is about 80. As 
sold the galena usually carries a greater or less ::tmount of pyrite, lime
stone, and chert, which are the chief impurities. Galena melts at a 

IE. Haworth: Am. Geologist, Vol. I, p. 295, 

22 GEOL, PT 2-01--8 
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red heat. and j,- n>latilizecl at a bright red heat in the presence of air. 
It j,.; in other region,.; aBsociated with ,·ariable amounts of silnr, zinc, 
eopper. antimony, bismuth, eadmium, and other metals. The associ
ation with siln•r is exceptionally elose. The galena found in the 
Ozark region i,.; unu,.;ually free from those impurities, and is known 
eotmuereially as nonargentiferons or soft lead. It carries minor 
amounts of silnr. 1 but only at the Einstein mine and in southwestern 
Arkansas. beyond the striet limits of the Ozark region, does the silver 
beeonw commercially important. 

( ~-rus.~lh.-The carbonate of lead is known locally as dry bone or 
wool mineral. DrY bone is a term applied elsewhere and to some 
extent in this regi(;ll to zine carbonate, hut in the Southwestern dis
trict it more frequently refers to lead carbonate. The latter is clearly 
a superticial alteration product from the galena. In former years, 
wht•n thl' shallow deposits only were worked, it formed a considerable 
part of the prodnetion, but now it is rarely found in quantity. Pure 
cerussite carries 77.5 per cent of lead, corresponding to 83.5 per cent 
of lead oxide, whieh is combined with 16.5 per cent of carbon dioxide. 
It is normally mixed with impurities which alter its appearance and 
form. Its usual occurrence in the region is as a dingy-white coating 
onr crystals of galena, but it is also granular and not infrequently 
crystallized. 

ZINC ORES. 

S_plwl e1'ite (blende or jack) is the simple zinc sulphide, composed of 
67 per cent of zinc and 33 per cent of sulphur. Blende as marketed 
in the Southwestern distriet carries normally from 50 to 65 per cent of 
metallic zine. Prices are made on a 60 per eent basis. Except where 
iron is unusually abundant the blende when well cleaned should run 
about 62 per cent. A smaller percentage in most cases is due to 
imperfect separation of the ore from the chert and limestone. An ore 
grading abo,·e 62 per cent commands a premium in price. Blende 
oecnrs in ntrious forms ot the tetartohedral division of the isometric 
system, and often shows slightly rounded faces. It is transparent to 
translucent, and Yaries in color from a light rosin yellow to a deep 
ruby red, a steel blue, or a jet black. It has a very perfect rhombic 
dodecahedral cleaYage, and by a little care the whole twelve faees may 
be cleawd out of a single piece. The hardness is 3. 5 to 4, and the spe
citie graYity is 3. 9 to 4.1. Blende usuall r contains a variable amount 
of iron and minor amounts of manganese: lead, copper, and cadmium. 
It occurs as isolated but usually distorted crystals, and as crystalline 
mas:,;es in caYities, and serves as a matrix in breccias. An a~orphous 
white powdery form has been found in limited quantities at Galena, 
Kans. 

Calam -ine (zinc silicate) is a hydrous mineral. including silica 25 per 

1 Winslow: ~Iissouri Geol. Survey, \'ol. \"II, 1894, l'· -155. 
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cent, water 7.5 per cent, and zinc oxide 67.5 per cent, corresponding 
to 54:.2 per cent metallic zinc. Silicate as marketed usually carries 
from 40 to 50 per cent of metallic zinc. The chief impurities are 
gangue materials, particularly clay, chert, and limestone. Calamine 
is transparent to translucent. has a vitreous luster, and is colorless, clear 
white, and yellowish to brown. It occurs in mamillary and botryoidal 
forms , and also as bunches of thin tabular crystals. The hardness is 
4.5 to 5 and the specific gravity 3.4 to 3.5. It may be recognized by 
its tendency to gelatinize with acids, by which it can be distinguished 
from the carbonates of zinc, which effervesce. It is commonly associ
ated with clay, and the so-called tallow clays as a result often contain 
important amounts of zinc. 
Calamine occurs as an altera
tion product from sphalerite, 
and specimens from Aurora, 
Mo., show the entire process of 
the change. It is an especially 
characteristic alteration prod
uct in the Southwestern, but is 
rarer in the other districts. 

Smithsonite is the anhydrous 
zinc carbonate, while hydrozinc
ite is the corresponding hyd
rous form. The former con
tains 64.8 percent of zinc oxide, 
corresponding to 52.03 per cent 
of metalli-c zinc, while the lat
ter carries 75.3 per cent of the 
oxide and 60.47 per cent of the 
metal. Much more carbonate 
than hvdrozincite reaches the FIG. 9.-Mamillary smithsonite from Morning Star 

J mine, Rush, Ark. 
market. The two minerals are 
particularly closely related to limestone, and much of the carbonate 
marketed is, in fact, limestone impregnated with zinc. In this form, 
as "rock bone" a:nd the weathered "clay bone," it may carry as little 
as 25 to 30 per cent of zinc and still find sale. The better grades of 
rock bone run 40 to 45 per cent. The clear stalactitic varieties run 
from 40 to 50 per cent in zinc and are much preferred by oxide burners. 
Both smithsouite and hydrozincite are soluble in hydrochloric acid, 
with effervescence, and both occur in earthy form, as mamillary and 
stalactitic incrustations, and in pseudomorphs after blende and other 
earlier formed minerals. There is a slight difference in hardnesf' and 
in pecific gravity, the former being 5 for smithsonite and 2 to 2.5 for 
hydrozincite and the latter 4:.30 to 4.45 and ::}.58 to 3.8, respectively. 

The carbonates of zinc assume a wide variety of forms and color, 
and to some of these special forms local names are given. The variety 
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known aB ··turkey fat" is u~uallv a brilliant yellow anhydrous carbon
ate, though the t~rm is also occ-asionally applied to the silicate. The 
earhonates oeeur in the greatest variety, abundance, and beauty in the 
North Arkansas district. 

USES OF THE ORES. 

The o·alena finds a readv sale for simple and direct reduction to lead. e. . 
ln certain cases it is in demand among smelters as a flux for rebellious 
argentiferous and auriferous ores. For sueh purpose it oeeasionally 
i;elh at a slight premium. The blende is sold entirely to manufactur
ers of ~pelter, as pig zinc is ealled. The carbonate and silicate of zinc 
ar13 sold mainly to be burned to oxide, oxide of zine or zinc white 
being a valuable base for paints. It serves the same purpose and is 
used as a sub~titute for white lead. Considerable quantities of the 
silicate are purchased hy spelter manufacturers. It is said that a retort 
mixture of equal parts of calcined silicate and roasted blende make a 
spelter which rolls to an especially pliable and, for certain purposes, 
valuable sheet metal. 

ASSOCIATED MINERALS. 

The most important minerals associated with the zinc and lead ores 
are ealcite, dolomite, the iron sulphides pyrite and marcasite, chalco
pyrite, and barite. 

Calcite in its broader sense makes up the bulk of the Carboniferous 
limestones, which are nonmagnesian, and forms an important part of 
the Siluro-Cambrian magnesian limestones. As a crystallized mineral 
it oeeurs in wide variety and great beauty of form, particularly in the 
Southwestern district. It is known to the miners of the region as 
"titf." and the sharp scalenohedral forms are spoken of as "points." 
The c-rystallography of the Joplin calcites has recently been studied 
by Farrington. 1 

Dolomite oecurs in intimate association with the ores of the entire 
region. It is in three forms : fir~t, the massive dolomite or dolomitic 
linwstone, which forms the country rock in the entire Cambro-Silurian 
area; second, the so-called gray spar of the ,Joplin region; and, third, 
the pink spar, which is prominent in the Southwestern and North 
~\rkansas districts and oecurs less abundantly in the Central and South
eastern districts. The gray ;;;par is made up of small rhombohedrons 
of dolomite. associated with calcite and unaltered normal nonmagne
sian limestone. It occurs in intimate association with the ores of the 
Southwestern district, and marks apparently a metasomatic de,·elop
ment of dolomite from the normal Carboniferous limestones around 
the ore bodies. The pink spar is a normttl crystallized dolomite, 
oceurring with sharply eurYecl rhombohedral faces. The bright pink 

10. C. Farrington: Pnl>lieation Field Columbi•m ~rn,enm No. 44. 
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color is probably due to a slight admixture of manganese carbonate. 
The pink dolomite is usually very fresh and but little altered, so that 
it affords very beautiful cabinet specimens. 

The iron sulphides are relatively abundant in all of the districts, and 
yet as compared with mining regions elsewhere they are unusually 
rare. The great bulk of the iron of the Ozarks occurs in the form of 
oxides, the Iron Mountain and Pilot Knob deposits being the best
known occurrences. Aside from them, nowever, there are a large 
number of smaller iron deposits scattered throughout Missouri 1 and 
Arkansas. 2 

The segregated iron here, as elsewhere, forms a relatively small por
tion of the total iron in the district, since all the rocks of the entire 
region contain at least small quantities of iron, probably existing in 
most cases as either oxide::~ or carbonates. In view of the wide distri
bution of the iron, it would seem that the law of mass action would 
require the development here, as elsewhere, of a quantity of iron sul
phide far in excess of that of zinc and lead. As a matter of fact, 
however, the iron sulphides, while widely distributed and frequently 
distressingly abundant in individual mines, are notably deficient in 
quantity in the region as a whole. It is not improbable, for reasons 
later discussed, that deeper workings will show the iron sulphides in 
greater quantity, but in view of the wide and abundant presence of 
the iron it can only be assumed that either the amount of sulphur 
present was deficient, a fact of which we have little direct eddence, or 
that the phenomena are due to a cause or causes to which we have as 
yet no clue. If there was a lack of sulphur, the lead and zinc would, 
of course, ro.b the iron, and hence fon·e the latter to remain in car
bonate form; but of this we have no independent evidence, except in 
the occurrence of secondary siderite in the Boston Get-There mines. 

Both pyrite and marcasite are widely distributed, though the latter 
is much the more common form. Both occur massive and crystallized, 

I • 

the marcasite probaply being more frequentl.r in crystal form than 
the pyrite. The marcasite shows bunches and groups of fiat tabular 
crystals. The pyrite, as usual, shows various faces of the cube and 
pyritohedron. 

Chalcopyrite is widely distributed and is especially abundant in the 
Joplin region. It may be distinguished from the simple iron sulphides 
by a tendency to show copper stains on weathering and by the ease 
with which it may be scratched with a knife. It occurs in beautiful 
sphenoids sprinkled onr all the ores and minerals (fig. 10). and is 
undoubtedly the source of the nll'ious copper compound~ found in 
the district. A peculiarity of the chalcopyrite is a frequent tendene~· 
of the individuals to grow with a common orientation onr th l.'\ surface 
of the other minerals-a cluster of blende crystals. for example. 

I Report on iron ore•. b)" F . L. 1\a'<lll: :lli•snu ri Gt>o l. Su rn ')" , \"ol. II, 1892. 
2Penrose: Rept. Arkamas Geol. Surn•y for l ~~~. \" o l. I, 18\!2. 
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Barite, known as ht>aYy spar in the Southwestern district, and else
where as tiff, is abundant in the Central and Southeastern district-,, 
where it oe(·m·s massive, crvstallized, and as pseudomorphs, but is rare 
elsewhere. Forms collect~d in Tan yard Hollow, southwest of Joplin, 
show the usual fiat tabular ervstals, developed parallel to the basal pina
coid and bounded by the prism. The occurrenee of gTeenockite is of 

interest because of its rarity elsewhere. It occurs 
widelv distributed throughout this region in con
nection with the zinc blende, and occasionally is 
relatiye]y abundant. On the Boston Get-There 
ground, at Prosperity, Mo., it is common, occur
ring as a greenish-yellow powder dusted over the 
blende, chalcopyrite, marcasite, galena, and silice
ous matrix. 

Bitumen is ver~r commonly associated with the 
ores in the Southwestern district. It is known to 

·c the miners as coal tar and is a black, sticky com
pound which, when touched with a candle or 
match, burn:,; with sputtering and scintillation of 
sparks. It is found in druses and cavities and 
oozes out of the rocks in freshly fractured sur
faees. In certain mines, the Glendale at .Joplin 
among others, it drips down from the walls and 

FJG. 1o.-chalcopyrite on the roof and accumulates in puddles. In the 
dolomite, Estrttda mine, 
J oplin. ~Io. c c crystals 
of chalcopyrite. 

Kingfisher mine, in Chitwood Hollow, it is so 
abundant as to frequently clog the rolls in the 
mill. At this mine the crushed ore, with frag

ments of white chert set in the bituminous matrix, reminds one strong·ly 
of the mastic used in asphalt paving. Bitumen shows more abundantly 
in those ores which are de,·eloped in the limestone or are closely asso
ciated with the limestone and is relatively rare in the chert. W'hen 
it appears in the latter it is usuall,,· in sueh situations as sugg-est that 
it has been brought in from some other rocks. In the mag-nesian and 
dolomitie limestones of the Cambro-Silnrian it is not known to oeeur. 

At the Sand Ridg-e or Bowyer mine at Aurora an impure allophane 
oceurs in the upper levels. A partial analysis by Georg-e Steiger, made 
in the Survey laboratory, shows, in addition to small amounts of CaO 
and ~Ig-0, the following composition: 

.-1 nalysis of rrlloplwne from Sand Ridge or Bowyer mine, A ·ttrora, ]f[o. 

Constituent. Per cc·nt. Constituent. Per cent. 

Si01 .....•........•• 2:3.48 H 20 above 100°..... 1i. i4 
.-\1,03 ............... ' :32. 94 P/15 • • • • .. • . . • .. • • • 1.:30 
H 10 below 100° ..... 19. 48 Sp. gr., 1. 9. 

·-·- --- - - - --- - - - ----'---- --
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Each of the minerals associated with the ore,; when oeeurrmg m 
quantity may serve as the gangue or matrix of the ores. There are 
certain of them, however, which more commonly assume ~his role. In 
central Missouri and in Franklin and " 7 ashingtou counties of south
eastern Missouri, barite is a very common gangue. In the Merrimac 
mine at St. Clair. ::VIo., the fissure is in places entirely fill ed with "·bite 
barite, through which crystals and crystalline masses of galena and 
blende are scattered (see fig. 11). This is true also at the Lost Hill 
mine, in the same neighborhood, and, according as the galena, blende, 
or barite is the most abundant at a particular point, it serves as the 
gangue or matrix for the other minerals. 

Quartz is an unusual gangue mineral throughout the immediate 
region studied, hut a eommon one in southwestern ~\rkansas, where 
it occurs in clear white massive form, selTing as a matrix for blende, 

FIG. H.-Galena with bRrite serving RS gan~ne . St. CIRir, Mo. 

galena, chalcopyrite, and l':'tibnite. It i:-; abo pre,;ent in comby form 
as one of a series of minerals developing the typiealribhon structure 
and the phenomenon defined by Posepny as crustification. 1 This is 
especially well shown in the Bellah mine near Gillham. In the .Taplin 
region quartz occurs very rarely and when present shows in druses 
only, as in certain specimens from the Boston Get-There ground. 

Dolomite is the commone:';t gangue mineral throug·hout the entire 
region. In the Carboniferous limestones of the .Joplin district there 
is a very intimate a"soeiation between the ores and the process of 
dolomitization of the country rock. This dolomitization is d early 
secondary so far as the recrystallization of the country rock is con
cerned, though it in part antedates tbe ores and is not known except in 
the ore regions. In eentral and southeastern :\1issouri dolomitic samb, 
resulting from the decomposition of the countr.'· rol'k. are commonly 
associated with the ores in the upper altered portion of the ore hodie:-;, 
but erystals of dolomite are rare. This as,;ociation is striking·ly like 

1 F. Pu~epny: Trall'. Am. Jnst. ~lin. Eng .. \·ol. XXIII , p. 207. 
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that of the ore~ and eountry rock in the 'Visconsin-Iowa region. It 
is tlw mort:> pec~uliar in that the country rock necessarily makes large 
quantitie~ of dolomite available to the circulating waters, and is evi
dently an indication of the fact that the conditions there are favorable 
to ~olution but not to deposition of dolomite. In northern Arkansas, 
when' magnesian and dolomitic rocks also form the country rock, crys
tallized dolomite i~ as common a gangue as in the Joplin region. The 
dolomite oeeurs as a pink, crystalline, and crystailized matrix which, 
with the brown blende and the bright blue of the pieces of country 
roek in the breccias, forms a very beautiful combination of colors. 
The blue dolomitic rock fades rapidly on exposure and the pink in 
time loses some of its vividness. This sort of ore is particularly well 

shown at the Casper and other mines 
in the vicinity of Smithville, in 
Lawrence County. At the Rush 
Creek mines, in Marion County, 
Arkansas, the pink crystals of dolo
mite are also very common in the 
ore bodies. 

The two sorts of dolomite are ex
cellently shown in a specimen from 
the Red Cloud mine on Rush Creek. 
Macroscopically the specimen shows 
interbanded pink and gray dolo
mite. The bands of pink dolomite 
are horizontal, and from a few milli
meters to a half-inch in thickness. 
ThQ gray dolomite bands are thicker, 
the pink being clearly subordinate. 
Under the microscope the gray rock 

FI0.12.-Characteristicdolomite~howingrough shoWS as a gTanular mass of cprs-
snrface and small druses, Potosi, l\Io. .J 

talline dolomite and quartz. The 
cry:o;tal outlines are very irregular, and the dolomite includes consider
able eoloring matter, prohably largely ferrite. The grains are from 
0.3tl mm. to O.GO mm. in diameter. Blende is plentifully developed 
in small irregular cry~talline masses. The pink dolomite mass shows 
much larger erystals of dolomite, ranging up to 2 mm. in longer 
diameter, no quartz, and nry much less pigment. No hlende is 
deYelopecl in this portion of the slide, though other specimens show 
crystals of blende with the dolomite. The gray spar or dolomite 
reprP:,;ents apparently a partial lllt'ta.-;omatie replacement of the origi
nal limt>stone country rock. The pink spar has crystallized freely in 
opPn ~pace. It tills cavitit:>~ procluc·Nl hy later stresses by which the 
nwk has heen ~heeted. 

Caleit('. hoth ery~talline and in the form of more or less impure 
l'Pery::;tallizc'd lim('stone, is a eommon gangue mineral throug-hout the 
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entire region. The crystallized calcite fills seams and cracks, lines 
druses and water channels, and even great caves. It occasionally 
makes up the entire matrix of the breccias. In such a case it is full 
of impurities, and the re~mlting material has the appearance of ordi
nary recrystallized limestone. Some of this is so impregnated with 
bituminous matter as to be properly a bituminous limestone. 

The most important gangue material, especially in the breccias, is 
chert. This occurs in the region in two forms, which are easily distin
guished in the field and which have very different relations to the ores. 
The two sorts of chert are spoken of in this report as older and later 
chert. The latter is also referred to as secondary chert. It is not to 
be thought of as secondary in the sense of being an alteration product 
due to the action of waters connected with the general processes of 
superficial alteration. It is merely secondary or later as compared 
with the common chert of the country rock and with the main period 
of deposition of the metallic sulphides. As a rule, the earlier chert 
may be distinguished from the later by the color, the former being 
white or bluish, and the latter black. The dark color of the later chert 
seems due mainly to organic matter and subordinately to iron. The 
older chert occurs widespread in the country rock and has no direct 
rehi.tion to the ores except as fragments of it and other sorts of coun
try rock occur in the ore-bearing breccia. The secondary or later 
chert is a very common gangue material, often serving as a matrix for 
the brecc-ias. Macroscopically it may be distinguished from the older 
chert not only by the darker color, but frequently by a partially granular 
texture and the large amount of impurities which it carries. In fact, 
it grades over into secondary limestone or .even dolomite, the name 
applied depending upon the degree of silicification. A specimen of 
the later chert from Oronogo was analyzed by George Steiger in the 
Survey laboratory. The results are shown below in Analysis I: 

Analyses of chert. 

Constituent. I. 

Si02 _ •• ••••••• __ •••••••••••••••••••• _ 95. 26 

Al20 3 •••••••• _ ••• _ •••••••••••• _.. .. .. .5i 

Fe20 3 ••••••••••••••• • •••• _ •••• _ •• _ • _ • None. 

FeO ...... . ... .. __ .......... . ....... - . 69 

l\1n0 . ... . .. __ ..... _ ........ _ . .. .... _ None. 

l\IgO . .. ....... . ............ · · ··· · ··· ·j 
CaO ...... . ......................... . 

. 05 

. 25 

\Vater ............................... 1 .... _ 

Organic matter . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . .. _. ' Large. 

a Analy'is by L. G. Enkins, t:. 8. Geol. Snrvey. 

Il.(a) 

95. ii 

. 24 

.54 
1. 17 

lii. (b) 

97.33 

. 09 

.11 

. II 

I\". (bl 

94. 72 

Trace . 
I 1. 18 

1-····· .. .. 

b Analysis by Sl. Louis Sampling 11nd Testing Works. AnRlyRl'S II. Ill, IY. from .Jenm•y: op. l'it., p. 26. 
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e nder the microscope there is a \'ery great difference in the appear
ance of the two sorts of chert. The older chert, as exhibited in a 
~pecimen from Central City, ::\lo., shows a mottled surface of irregular 
areas of quartz. These range in size from 0.02 mm. in diameter down 
to cryptocrystalline. They are exceedingly irregular <ind grade into 
each other on all sides. Among them are roundish to subangular areas 
of nonpolarizing material 0.05 to 0.15 mm. in diameter, showing for 
the most part no color in ordinary light. In a specimen from the 
::\lissouri zinc fields they are more couspicuous, and the pigment in 
th Pm shows a zonal arra~1gement. Possibly they represent fossils, and 
are composed of amorphous silica. Hoyey/ reports chalcedony in 
certain of these cherts, as shown by microscopic. observations and by 
the solubility of a portion of the chert in caustic. potash. None was 
r erognized in the seetions examined. The older chert carries no 
blench•. 

The later or secondary chert shows under the microscope a very 
dift'erent aspeet. The rock is made up of rectangular quartz areas 
from 0.02 to o.06 mm. in diameter, with the longer diameter two to 
three times the length of the shorter. These blades of quartz are in a 
gronndmass of fin er quartz showing all variations in coarseness down 
to cryptocrystalline. The coarse quartz blades have a generally 
random arrangement which is suggestive of ophitic structure. Occa
sionally there is a tendency towarCI an arrangement with the longer 
diameters at right angles, which gives an impression of a graphic 
granite. No amorphous silica was distinguished in the slides exam
ined. though it may be present. In general the quartz in the later 
ehert is much coarser grained than in the earlier. The later chert also 
earries much more impurity. Blende in particular is found commonly 
in this chert. 

)Inch of the blende mined in the Southwestern district occurs in 
small l'rystals and crystalline masses scattered through this chert. 
C ndt_•r the microscope the blende shows a well-developed eleavage, and 
it;; characteristic color in reflected light. The blende never occur:s in 
the older chert. In the younger it commonly has its own crystal 
form. It may show forms analogous to the common corrosion forms 
of quartz , though these are denloped along cleavage planes in the 
blende. In one case ohseryed the blende maintained it<; own form at 
contacts with the older chert, and a very small crystal of blende was 
found \vithin the latter near the contact. This is, however, very 
un c·ommon. 

The Inter or seconclar~· ehert is the most common gangue in the 
Sontlme~;tern clistriet. It may fill the entirt> :-:.paee between the frag
ment:-. of original rock and itself be full of cnstab of ore, or it mav 
nm off in seams, filling c·raeks in the other material:-,; of the ore body:. 

1 ~li ~~ou ri Geol. Surn·y. \' o l. Yll . l t\!14 . pp. 7~7-739. 
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It may either partially replace the various other materials or may form 
over them. It is common to find pieces showing on the under side 
impressions of dolomite crystals, of blende, and of galena, indicating 
that the chert formed over them and that they were later leached out. 
Such specimens were collected at the ,J. F. Wilson mine, southwest of 
Joplin, at Galena, and elsewhere. 
· Clay is a very common gangue. This is either the red clay of the 
upper openings or the more widely di:-::tributed black clay known to 
the miners as selvage. The red clay is residual material resulting from 
decay of the rocks, especially limestones. It is strictly a surface phe
nomenon, except where developed along cracks reaching down into 
underlying rocks, or where entrained by downward-flowing water. 
Its presence is indubitable evidence or oxidizing agencies. The black 
clay results from the decay of the bituminous limestones in a reducing 
medium and from the breaking down of the Coal Measures shales. It 
represents in part norma} clay partings in bedded limestones left 
behind when the more soluble portions of the limestone were carried 
off in solution, and in part material from the overlying shales mechan
ically carried into the ore bodies. The former source has probably 
more importance than has heretofore been assigned to it. This black 
clay gives color to and makes up part of the bulk of the secondary 
limestones and cherts which so commonly act as a matrix. 

ASSOCIATION OF THE ORES. 

The association of the ores by commercial districts has already been 
suggested. Blende with calamine and galena are the more important 
ores of the Southwestern district. Galena with a :smaller amount of 
blende is marketed from the Central district. Galena i:s much the 
most important ore of the Southeastern district, though minor amounts 
of zinc ores, principally carbonates, are marketed from ·washington 
and Franklin counties, and these two counties form one of the few 
important sources of barite in the United States. The North A.rkan
sas district shows relatively little galena and an exceptional develop
ment of the carbonate of zinc, including hydrozincite, which elsewhere 
is rare. Blende is also coming into the market from this region. 

The differences between the geological districts are much more 
strongly marked. The Carboniferous limestones contain relatively 
more zinc than the Siluro-Cambrian, and less lead. The blende in the 
Carboniferous limestone commonly alters to calamine, the silicate, 
while in the Siluro-Cambrian it changes to the carbonate. This is so 
true that the reverse occurrence is wholly exceptional. The Siluro
Cambrian deposits are associated with very much greater quantities 
of barite, which, indeed, is rare in the Carboniferous. They also 
carry minor amounts of a number of minerals commonly as:sociated 
with ore deposits elsewhere, \vhieh are either entirely absent or occur 
only in the smallest quantity in the Carboniferous deposits. 



CHAPTER VI. 

By H. F. BAIN. 

THE ORE BODIES. 

THE COUNTRY ROCK, AND ITS INFLUENCE ON THE SHAPE OF 
ORE DEPOSITS. 

If the entire region be taken into account, it may be said that the ore 
bodies are inclosed in a wide varietv of rocks. Every formation in 
the region contains ore bodies, and e\'ery variety of rock, from the 
pre-Cambrian granites to the Coal Measures shales, at some point 
serves. as t:ountry rock. Yet certain formations, and within these 
formations certain kinds of rock, afford especially favorable condi
tions for the deposition of ore, so that they are of major importance 
in the study of ore bodies. 

The granites, to a limited extent, form the country rock in the 
Southeastern district. Except at the Einstein mine they do not seem 
to be connected with an~- unusual characteristics of the ore bodies 
either in form or in association of the orP,S. At Doe Run a consider
able amount of ore has been taken from pre-Cambrian valleys cut in 
the granite and :filled with Cambrian sandstones and limestones. 1 

\V ell-rounded bowlders of granite were taken from these basal beds 
and may now be seen in the office of the Doe Run Company. At Mine 
La }lotte a somewhat similar ancient irregular surface of the granite 
was to be seen in the mine workings in 1898. At the Einstein mine 
in Madison County, Mo., the nin occurs in the common pre-Cambrian 
granite of the district. This mine has been described by Haworth ,2 

\Vinslow, 3 and Keyes. 1 The granite is a normal coarse-grained, red 
biotite-granite or granitite. The mine is on a well-defined fissure vein 
dipping 60:: to the southeast. It is unique for this region in showing 
the results of fumarole action. The wall rock has been altered for a 
distance of several feet on either side of the vein. The feldspars have 
been c·hangecl to ,..;erieite. A lithia mic·a, zinnwaldite, has been devel-

I Win, Jow: llli ssonri Geol. !':' un·ey. 1'<.>1. '."II. 189~. p. G7~. 

~Contribution to Archeun geolng:,· of ~li ,souri, by E. Hn " ·orth: Am. Geologist, Vol. I, 1888, p. 295. 
·' ~lissouri Geol. Sun· ey, \' ol. I'll. 1-'\14. p. 701. 
'-"line Ln ~lott e ~heet: -"lissouri Geo l. Surn;y , Vol. lX . 1::-\JC>, pp. 83-86. 
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oped and a number of minerals-topaz, fluorite, and wolframite-not 
found elsewhere in the region occur. The gangue is principally 
quartz and the values are in galena, which carries notable amounts of 
silver, 56 assays showing a range of from 1 to 148 ounces per ton. 
The average of 50 assays is ±6 ounces per ton. It is important to note 
here that this association of ores, which is exceptional for this region, 
occurs with an equally exceptional country rock, a rare form of ore 
body, and the presence of unusual conditions of temperature at the 
time the ores were deposited. 

In the Cambro-Silurian series the prevailing country rocks are mag
nesian limestones and dolomites. Here, as elsewhere, the sandstones 
seem to have been distinctly unfavorable to the deposition of ores, 
though we must assume that, as usual, they served as the main water
bearing strata of the region. A minor amount of ore has been found 
in the sandstone, 1 but only in connection with veins and ore bodies 
better developed in the limestones above or below. 

Magnesian limestones have peculiarities which exert an important 
influence on the form of ore bodies occurring in them. They are 
made up of intimately associated calcite and dolomite, the latter in 
turn being a compound of calcium and magnesium carbonates. These 
compounds differ considerably in solubility in ordinary ground water, 
and they differ also in other properties. There is a tendency for mag
nesium to replace calcium under conditions obtaining at the earth's 
surface, and in the change from ordinary limestone to dolomite there 
is a shrinkage of approximately 12 per cent in bulk. It follmYs that 
dolomite limestones are frequently vesicular in texture and full of 
small cavities. These form druses, and are often receptacles for ores. 
On a weathered face of dolomitic rock, they, together with inequalities 
in solution, produce the carious surface which is so characteristic of 
this class of rocks (see fig. 12). 

Owing to the ready reaction between calcium carbonate and any 
magnesium solution, the general action of underground water in a 
series of magnesian limestones is to produce uniformity of composi
tion. In this process bedding planes are to a considerahlP extent 
blotted out and the rock mass becomes much more homogeneous. 
This has an important influence in determining the form of fracture 
which may result from any subsequent stress. 

Stresses in homogeneous materials are de,·eloped equally and uni
formly to the limit of each individual block of material, and any frac
ture made in relieving them will follow the same rule. In massive 
rocks these blocks are larger than in bedded rocks, aud as a result 
fractures of all kinds are marked by greater continuity and uniformity 
of direction in such rocks. The persistence in direetion and elose 
parallelism of the veins at Butte, Mont., are explained hy Emmons and 

I Winslow: .\lis.•ouri Geol. Survey, Vol. VII , 1894, J.!p . 694-li9.;. 
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Tower 1 as a natural result of stresses developed in a granite of uniform 
composition. The persistence and uniformity of the ore-bearing crev-
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FIG. 13.-l\fap of l\fansfield mining district, Wright County, l\fo., showing principal crevices and 
shafts. 

ices in the Dubuque lead and zinc region are believed to be due to the 
same causes. In the Cambro-Silurian region of Missouri the con
ditions are essentially the same as in the Dubuque region, and the 

1 Geologic Atlas of the United States, folio 38, Butte Special, l\fontana, p. 4. 
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deposits in these rocks are characteristically developed in and along 
narrow fracture planes or fiRsures, whieh, as compared with those 
developed in the Carboniferous limestones, are marked hy greater 
continuity but less breadth. 

The character of these fissures is illustrated in the figures show
ing the crevicE:>s in the Mansfield mining district of Wright Com1ty 
(fig. 13) and the workings of the Dodson Company on the main vein 
(fig. H). This vein, as seen in the Cormay and Mayes mine, has a 
dip of 80° SW. and a strike of N. 25° W. It is developed in a fine
grained homogeneous dolomite. The vein is 3t to 4: feet wide and 
is made up of brecciated limestone and crystalline masses of blende. 
The blende fills the interstices of the limestone breccia. Calcite also 

-m--..-· " ' 

FIG. 14.-Mines of the Dodson Mining Company, near Mansfield, Mo. 

D 

in ·part forms the matrix: There is a well-defined foot wall with a half
inch band of black selvage, but aside from this there is not at this 
mine (T. 78 N., R. 15 W., SW. t sec. 6) any distinct evidence of faulting. 
Where the vein crosses the railway track near Mansfield it outcrops in 
a deep rock cut and there is clear evidence of faulting. This has been 
described by Winslow. 1 The amount of the faulting has not been 
determined. It is important to note the persistence of the fractures 
and their general parallelism. This is further illustrated in the field 
by the development of a system of master joints parallel to the main 
fault, and is excellently shown in the railroad cut mentioned. The 
general uniformity of width of the vein is indicated in Winslow's 
description and is shown in the field. There are, however, occasional 
enlargements. 

A second type of ore body, which is particularly characteristic of 
the region where the magnesian limestones form the country rock, is 

1 Missouri Geol. Survey, Vol. VII, 1894, pp, 636-638, 
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that of the cn·eat irregular di,.tieminated deposits exemplified m the 
o '"' h d' . Th Bonne Terre and other lead mitWti of the tiout eastern 1stnet. ese 

mines were not espeeially studied in the course of the present work) 
but the details are excellently gi\'en in Winslow's 1 mapt> and descrip
tions. The ore bodies are impregnations of the dolomitie country 
rock. They are very irreg·ular in outline and very extensive. Some 
idea of their extt>nt may be gained from the statement of J. Wyman 
,Jones~ that in 1897 there were 50 acres of underground workings in 
the Bonne Terre mines alone. 

Dolomites are particnlarl~· subject to replacement. Their generally 
mas8iYe and at the same time porout> character favors the wide dit>tri
bution of the solutions throughout the rock rather than their concen
tration along definite ehannel:;; and horizon:;;, such as bedding planes. 
The bulk of the ore in such rocks oceurt> disseminated irregularly 
throuo·h the rock mas;;;. "\\.,.herever there are planes of anv kind ore 

b • 

will be developed along· them, but the planes are not necessary and 
sueh ore is exceptional. In the Bonne Terre mines some of the ore 
is developed along horizontal planes, probably originally bedding 
planes. Locally the amount of this may be ve·ry great and rich sheets 
comparable in many features to the flats 3 of the Wisconsin region are 
found. 

The varied strata to which the name Devono-Carboniferous bas been 
ginn upon the accompanying map are in large part shales. Asso
ciated with the latter are minor amounts of sandstone and of lime
stone, which rarely are developed sufficiently to change the aspect of 
the formation. The shales are not a favorable horizon for the devel
opment of ore bodies. In general their more flexible character causes 
them to suffer deformation without marked fracturing. It is the excep
tion to tind well-developed fractures persisting through them. While 
they are essentially impervious and hence have a large intluenee in 
confining and directing underground waterflow, there is very little 
flow through them. "'Where they are cut by a fissure which has been 
the conduit of ore-bearing solutions they have been normally softened 
on either side of tbe fissure and impregnated to a certain extent by 
the solutions. The ore in such cases is precipitated in small separate 
and u:-;ually nearly perfect crystals, the soft and yieldin~ shale per
mitting the crystals to take their proper form. The very common 
case of pyritie nodules in black shales is an example. In the Ozark 
region there is an excellent example of this form of deposit in the 
"pebble jaek ''and "pebble lead'' obtained at the Star and other mines 
of the Pierson Creek camp in Greene County. It is also well shown 
in the common occurrence of a certain amount of pebble ore in Coal 
".Measures shales overlying the :Mississippian limestones in the Joplin 

1 l>Iissouri Geol. Survey, Vol. VII, 1894, 64~6i6; Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey No. 132. 
t Engineering ~Iagazin P. Vol. XIIJ , 18\li , pp. 3.'>8-366. 
3Chamberlin: Geol. Wiseonsin, Vol. IV, p. 439. 
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region, as at the Mos:'lback mine at Galena, Kans., the ::\<Iassasoit 
south of Joplin, and elsewhere, and again where shale is brought into 
juxtaposition with limestone by faulting, as at the Cuban mine at 
Central City, the G)endale at Joplin, the No. 6 of the Bostori-Aurora 
at Aurora, and in other mines. In all these cases it is probable that 
the deposition of the ore has been influenced not only by the physical 
character of the shale, but by the presence of an exceptional amount of 
organic matter, which acted as a reducing agent. The conditions are 
in many particulars analogous to those in the Iowa-Wisconsin region, 
where the "oil shale" plays so important a role in ore deposition. 1 

The Mississippian rocks which in the Southwestern district form the 
country rock, include limestones and interbanded limestone and chert. 
The limestones are characteristically nonmagnesian and are ordinarily 
crystalline. The lower strata of the limestone are unusually heavy 
bedded and in Arkansas often take the form of marble. The upper 
limestones are not often so well crystallized. They are fine to medium 
grained and gray to blue in color where not weathered. They are 
associated with large amounts of chert, some of which occurs in dis
tinct concretionary nodules showing concentric banding and some in 
such shape as to show that it is a replacement, distinctly later than the 
limestone. Most of the chert, however, occurs interbanded with the 
limestones along bedding planes as if originally interbedded with it. 
In the quarries at Carthage, near the St. Louis and San Francisco 
Railway station, approximately 10 per cent of the vertical section is 
chert. At. many places fully 50 per cent of the section is chert. In 
still other instances there are great beds made up entirely of chert, reach
ing thicknesses of 20 to 50 feet, as in the mines at Prosperity, and at 
Tanyard Hollow, southwest of .Joplin. In some eases, as at the places 
mentioned, these thick bodies of chert are distinctly bedded and in all 
external characteristics they are similar to other bedded rocks. In 
other cases the whole body of the chert is massive, gnarled, knotted, 
and strikingly different in appearance. This phase is excellently seen 
at Grand Falls and other points along Shoal Creek south of .Joplin. 

The lithologic types common in the Mississippian limestones and 
serving as country rock for the ore bodies of the Southwest are (a) the 
massive chert just mentioned, in which the ore is developed mainly at 
the contact of the chert and one of the other types; (b) massi,·e lime
stone, which rarely is important, and when important is associated with 
dolomitization and a tendency toward metasomatic replacement by the 
ores; (c) interbanded chert and limestone. The last-mentioned type is 
by far the most common and deserves partioular study. It affords 
conditions especially favorable for ore deposition, because the inter
banding gives a large number of horizontal contact planes for the eirl'u
lation of underground waters, because, the ready solubility of the 

1 Blake: Trun,. Am . Inst. Min. Eng., Vol. XXII, p. 629. Calvin and Bain: Iowa Geol. l"urv t>y, 
Vol. X, p. [>i2. . 

22 GEOL, l'T 2-01---!1 
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limestones l ea\'ei~ open spaces both for the circulation of the waters 
and the deposition of the ore~, and because, owing to its brittle char
acter, the chert i~ shattered very irregularly and extensively by even 
slight stresses and thus affords passages for circulation. The many 
bedding planes in the roek cause the fractures to be extremely irregu
lar. Solution of the limestone lea,·e~ great masses of broken chert in 
which the ores are deposited in very irregular form·, which may be 
espeeially well seen in the Center Creek mines at Webb City. 

The chert referred to in this connection is to be sharply distinguished 
from the secondary or later chert, probably derived in part at least 
from solution of the earlier chert. The later chert commonly serves 
as a matrix to the ores. The differences between the two have already 
been noted. The origin of the older chert is not here in question. 
Till· tield eddence is quite conclusive that it is distinctly older than 
the fraeturing and the incoming of ore-bearing solutions. If it be con

FIG. 15.-Concretionary form of earlier 
chert, Carthage, 1\Io. 

sidered a replacement of portions of 
the limestone, its formation is to be 
correlated with an early circulation 
of waters which brought about an al
most complete recrystallization of the 
limestone. It is significant that, 
while the evidence indicates that this 
movement of the water was wide
spread, the water was clearly confined 
to this particular formation. This is 
shown by the fact that the recrystalliz
ation was not accompanied by any 
development of minerals containing 
elements not found in the limestone 

itself. The practically complete absence of dolomite, for example, in 
the Mississippian limestones of the entire Mississippi Valley, except 
in close association with the ore deposits, when considered in con
nection with the wide recrystaJlization of the limestone itself, points to 
absence of magnesium up to the time of introduction of solutions 
from some extraneous source. These solutions did not come in until 
after the recrystallization of the limestone and the possible replace
ment by chert. 

The gnarled and knotted appearance of the chert at Grand Falls, 
with its somewhat irregular geographic development and the presence 
in it at the Redding mine of undetermined fossil sponges, point to a 
possible original deposition of the siliceous material through the agency 
of these forms. However the siliceous material may have been origi
nally deposited, whether as sand distributed throughout the beds or 
as amorphous silica at particular horizons, there have apparently been 
important changes since it'3 deposition. Thi~ is shown by the presence 
of clbtinct concretionary structure in some of the chert (fig. 15) and 
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by the formation of nodules and blocks of chert at ang-les with the bed
ding planes. The outline of the chert bodies is also suggestiYe at 
times of replacement of the limestone (fig. 16). All these changes, bow
ever, are distinctly earlier than the deposition of the ores and have bad 
no influence on the latter. 

FIG. 16.-Irregular form of earlier chert, indicating its origin by replacement, Lone Elm, Joplin, Mo. 

The overlying Coal Measures shales rarely contain important ore 
bodies except at the plane of contact with limestones. · They do not in 
a general way serve as country rock to the ore bodies, and while their 
influence on the formation of ore has seemingly been very important, 
it is in other particulars, which will be discussed later. 

FORM OF THE ORE BODIES. 

In form the ore bodies of the Ozark region show wide variety. 
Occurring throughout the whole of a series of strata stretching from 
the pre-Cambrian to the Carboniferous, inclusive, and in rocks of 
widely different lithologic character, it is impossible that the ores 
should not take a number of different forms. While they are all due 
to the same general agencies, individual deposits have been changed 
by the different conditions under which these agencies have been com
pelled to work. The results have also been greatly influenced by a 
long period of surface erosion. 

In general, the ore bodies are modified fissure deposits, though in prob
ably a majority of cases the individual ore body is so irregularly devel
oped that the original fissure form is unrecognizable, and a comparison 
of the ore bodies with the fissure deposits of Western mining regions 
is in most cases more misleading than helpful. Since, howenr, the 
term fissure vein has been occasionally applied to them, their resem
blances to and differences from that form of deposit will be diseussed. 
The ores are, except in the case of recent and strictly surface deposits, 
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genetically related to eertain fractures and fissures. Jenney's general
ization 1 that ··all workable deposits of ore occur in direct association 
with faulting fis~ure.:; traversing the strata and with zones or beds of 
crushed and breeeiated rock, produced by movements of disturbance'' 
is amply ~ustained by the present obsermtions so far as it applies to 
the district studied in detail. Perhaps the form of the statement makes 
the idea of faulting a little too prominent, since in many cases no 
notable displacement is known to accompany the individual fractures. 
Faulting is, however, clearly of importance in connection with certain 
stages of the genesis of the ores. Detailed evidence of this is given in 
connection with many of the descriptions of the special maps of the 
Aurora district and the Continental tract at Joplin, as well as in notes 
on the :Massasoit, Pleasant Valley, and other mines. It is not to be 
understood that the actual form of the ore body is often that of a 
faulting fissure, but it is equally wrong to assume that the ores have 
filled eavities which were entirely independent of fracturing. In gen
eral, fracturing and solution have cooperated to produce cavities , and 
the form of the cavities, whieh was determined by the character of the 
eountry rock, has in turn largely determined the form of the ore 
bodies . 

. F'is8W't:: veins.-The distinction between fissure veins and crevice 
deposits is not easy to make. In both forms the ore occurs in narrow, 
usually ,·ertical or steeply dipping sheets, in most cases cutting across 
the eountry rocks. Each sort of ore body may have a considerable 
extent and perE-;istence with depth, though both of these characteristics 
are usually more pronounced in the case of fissure veins. 

It is true that in general fissure veins show a banding or crustifica
tion of the vein material, while crevice deposits do not; and that fissure 
veins usually oecupy fracture planes, while cre\'ice deposits are in 
solution-enlarged eadties or cracks. Any line drawn between the 
two is more or ]eE-;s arbitrary. In this report fractures, when 
accompanied by notable faulting, will be referred to as fissures and 
the ores deYeloped along such fractures will be called fissure veins. 
Fractures not accompanied by notable faulting will be spoken of as 
crevices and the ore bodie:s found in connection with them will be 
called crevice deposits. Fissure veins are characteristic of the ore 
bodies of the Ouachita )lountains as distinguished from those of the 
Ozark uplift. In the latter region the fissure vein is so rare as to be 
practically absent. The type is, however, approached in certain of 
the mines of the Central and Southeastern districts. In the Southwest
ern district typical fissure veins are not known. The ore bodies there 
always show a tendency toward irregular development anrl metasomatic 
replacement, a process which, as Lindgren ha.-. rt>cently shown, 2 IS 

------ ------ - --·- ---- - -----
] Tran~. Am . Inst. l\Iin. Eng .. VoL XXII. p. 181 . 
2 :IIetasomatic proce&•E" in ti ~sure \'ein" Tran ' . Am . h"t. :.!in. Eng .. VoL XXX, p . 5i8. 
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commonly a~~ociated with fissure Yeins. One of the best deYeloped 
fi~sure veins in the Ozark region is that on which the Einstein mine, 
already described, is located. 

True fissure veins are the rare:,;t type occurring in the reg·ion. The 
vein:': found in southwestern Arkansas are mainly of this type. The 
Bellah mine of the North American Ore and Metal Company may be 
taken as typical. This mine is located in Se,·ier County, Ark. (sees. 
27 and 28, T. 7 S., R. 32 ·w.), about 6! wiles soutbwe~t of Gillham, 
which is on the Kansas City, Pittsburg and Gulf Railway. The mine 
was worked during the eivil war by the Confederate g·m·ernment for 
lead, and the slag and furnace remains indicate that work was carried 
on for some time. The country rock is a black shale, pre-;umably of 
Lower Carboniferous age. The vein is well defined and cut:,; across 
the beds with a strike of E. sc N. At the surface it is pradiea1ly 
perpendicular, but in depth it dips toward the north, the dip at H5 
feet being 80°. In the Yidnity of the mine the nin ha~ been deYeloped 
by test pits for a distance of alwut a thousand feet, and a nin, ~upposeclly 
the :,;ame, has been traced several miles. The ,·ein has been deYeloped 
to a depth of 160 feet with drifts both east and west at 50 and 115 feet. 
The old workings from which the lead was taken were abon the 50-
foot leYeL At present at the 115-foot level and below, blende is the 
most important ore. "Tith it are minor amounts of galena and ehaleo
pyrite. The galena was abundant in the upper working~. whieh were 
:>.lso said to carry more chalcopyrite. The vein i~ 3 to 8 feet wide and 
has well-defined wall:,; :-;bowing l>Oth ,·ertical and horizontal slickf'n
:-;ides. It carries abundant sharp-angled piece~ of the eountry rock 
and a large amount of quartz. whieh oecur:': in part in ~mall erystab 
lining the vngs and druses in the ,·ein and in part in streaks and band~ 
running through the vein. It is also eomhy and is arranged with the 
ore in ribbon :,;tructure, thoug-h there is no uniform sequence for the 
vein as a whole. The wall rock on either side show~ e\·idenee of 
shearing in thin partings filled with quartz. In all these particulars 
the Bellah is a typical fissure yein. The mines in the same vicinity, 
the Davis, 1 the mines at Antimony City, 2 and other:': are located on 
,·eins of the same general type. Many of the Franklin County, Mo., 
nins approach the fissure vein in character. 3 Of these, the old Vir
ginia mine is perhaps the best known. It has been described by Lit
ton,j King, and Winslow." The Merrimac mine, which is supposed to 
he located on the same lead (sees. 28 and 33, T. ±2 .K., R. 1 E.). was 
Yisited in the course of the present work. 

IT. B. Comstock: Report npon prelim. l'xam .. etC'.: Rept . Arkan'a' Genl. Snn·e;· fnr lg$S, Yo!. I. l~,..s. 
p. Hti. 

2 Com•tock: Inc. cit., pp. 136. Ul. C. E. \\'nit: Trnns. Am .. lt"t. ~1 iu. Eng .. Yol. YIU, 18SU, pp. 4~<>2: 
a Winslow: ~!! .. ~onri Gt•nl. Snn·e;·, \'ol. Yll. 1S94. p. 69:3. 
• A. Litton: Missouri Geol. Snrn•y, Pt. II, 1855, pp. 2'2-~!6. 

6 Winslow: Joe. cit., p. 696. 
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At the Merrimac mine the country rock is a fine to medium grained 
dolomite of considerable uniformity, rather coarsely bedded. The 
partingt; earry little clay, but a small amount of chert is present along 
the bedding planes. The rocks have a gentle dip to the north and 
east and pass under a coarse-grained sandstone 30 to 4:0 feet thick. 
This in turn passes under the magnesian limestone, which underlies 
the Pacific sandstone, and accordingly the ore deposits here are pre
sumably in the Third Magnesian Limestone of the older classification. 
The vein has a strike of~- 25° E., and has been developed by surface 
pits for a distance of about a quarter of a mile. It dips to the east 
70° and has been developed by shafts to a depth of over 100 feet. 
These shafts are connected by horizontal levels so that about 900 feet 
along the vein is open underground. The main shaft head is 110 feet 
above a nearby stream. 'Vater stands in the mine at a depth of about 
90 feet. This seems to be the normal ground-water level and has not 
apparently suffered any important recent change. At the surface the 
vein is, where now open, about 20 inches in width, and is made up of 
barite, galena, and red residual day. The galena occurs in crystalline. 
masses in the barite (fig. 11), and as loose pieces in the red clay. At 
the 30-foot level in the main shaft the Yein is only 2 to 4: inches in 
thickness. At the 90-foot level it varies in width from 2 to 4: feet. 
Throughout the mine the hanging wall is particularly well defined, but 
the foot wall is not always di'itinct. The hanging wall frequently 
shows well-developed slickensides, and there is clear evidence of fault
ing in the sharp eutting off of the limestone beds and in interbanded 
chert nodules along the fault plane. There is also a certain amount of 
post-mineral faulting , as is shown in the development 'of slickensides 
and drag phenomena along the edge and in the ore body itself. The 
amount of faulting was not determined. Brecciation is very subordi
nate , though well developed in the Lost Hill and other mines in the 
vicinity. At the lower levels the ore body is made up mainly of 
blench'. A hove and near the water level this is altered to smithsonite, 
the carbonate. Throughout the mine barite form8 the gang-ue. Red 
clay, abundant at the surface, is found in decreasing amounts down to 
\Yater lHel. Calcite is locally and irregularly dm·eloped in quantity 
on the lower leveb et;pecially, but dolomite, except in the eountry 
rock, seems absent. To a limited extent galena and blende oceur 
together, hut throughout most of the mine they seem to ha,·e been 
separated by the procest;es which bring- about segregation of the galena 
abO\·e and the enrichment of the blende below. ~o pyrite 11·as noted. 

An example of the form which fissure veins take in the Southwestern 
distrid, and which might with equal propriety sern~ as an example of 
a erc,·i( ·e deposit, is seen in the n:•in \nn·ke(l on Pierson Creek in 
Greene County. The mines, known locally as the Gumbo mines, haYe 
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been especially well described by Shepard. 1 Additional notes are given 
by Winslow. 2 

At present the Star mine is the most important one working, and 
was visited by the author. The ore in this consists mainly of a very 
high-grade blende, with a subordinate amount of galena and a very 
little pyrite. It is pebble ore, and occurs mainly free in the blue-clay 
shales of the Kinderhook. The ore body is 14: feet high and 10 to 18 
feet wide. It narrows at one point to 5 feet in width. It has a fairly 
persistent course of N. 26° W., r.nd is nearly vertical, but dips to the 
east. The west wall is a hard, blue limestone, well bedded and appar
ently barren. The mass of the ore body is soft shale or gumbo. The 
east wall of the ore body is not well defined, and is quite irregular. 
The ore runl'! out into it in flat sheets, lying between the bedding 
planes. A similar sheet -! inches thick, made up of practically clean 
blende, occurs along the bottom of the drift now open, extending to 
the west wall of the crevice. The east wall is made up of what miners 
call limestone bowlders, and which seem to be, as sug·gested by \Vin8-
low, merely harder and perhaps more calcareous portions of the shale. 
The roof is a hard blue but noncrystalline limestone, and dips from the 
west wall, as sketched in fig·. 17. The ore is richer against this roof, 

FIG. 17.-Faee of ore in Star mine, on Pier,on Creek, Greene Conuty, :\Io. 

and indeed here, as throughout the soft-ground mines of the South
western district, the ore is most, abundant against the hard bounding 
walls. 

This mine is on a fi ssure, or possibly a group of fi ssures, running 
approximately N. 30° \V .. which have been traced for tl distance of 
somewhat over a mile. There is some diiiplacement in connection with 
the fracturl:'s, as shown in the mine and in the bluff. It is not eer
tain that the amount is gTeat. Shepard determined a fault of 20 
feet at one point, hut in the exposure shown in fig. 18 the amount of 
of displacement does not exceed 2 or 3 feet. This particulnr figure iii 

- ------ --- ---- - - - - --- - --
t Geology of Greene ('nunt~-: )Ji"nnri (; c;nL Sun·p~·. \'oL XI L Pt. I. ],.;\!~. pp. l7-l-lb2. 
1 1\Iissouri Ot•oL _,;nrvey. \' oL \' ll . IS9~. pp. t;:/4-G~!i . 
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interl:':.;ting hpeau:-;t' it :-;how:-; the dmng-e in the s1ze of the ore body as 
the ti:-;sun' pa-;ses from tlw softer limestones of the upper member of 
the Boone formation into the den.-;e r 1a.yers below. It is from a pho
tograph of an exposure in the blutl' near the Sunrise shaft, and is 
introdnc·0d through the courtesy of Professor Shepard. 

FIG. 18.-Fnu lt with de\'elovment of brecda anrl ore body in Booue formatiou. Pierson Creek, Greene 
County, .Mo. 

A certain amount of horizontal faulting is suggested b.v the behavior 
of the ore bod~r in the Nathalie mine. Here , in following the ore to 
the northwest. a series of offset::; of 15 to 30 feet to the west were 
encountered. These were so regular that it soon became possible to 
caleulate quite accurately where the continuations of the ore body 
should be.1 Such phenomena might well oceur in a series of parallel 

1 :Shevanl : loc . ci t., p. li5. 
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ere,·ices or faults a~ a result of the ore-bearing solutions finding their 
way from one fis~ure to the other through cross fissures, and do not 
necessarily imply that there was actual horizontal displacement of the 
roek. 

The main fissure here, and to a less extent the subordinate one~, 
show the persistence of the fracturing through several different 
formations, and indicates clearly that the openings are not simple 
joint planes confined to individual formations. The section exposed 
in the bluffs at the mine is given below: 

Pierson Creek section. 
Feet. 

4. Slope, largely covered with residual chert hut with occasional outcrops of 
coarse crystalline limestones interbanded with some cherL........ . . . . . . ±20 

3. Limef:'tone, bluish , dense, hard, color.................................... 60 
2. Limestone, yellowish buff, soft, ~ranular ..... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 
1. Shales, blue, argillaceous, mainly seen in the mines .. _.. ....... . . . . . . . . . . 20 

The upper member of this section belongs to the upper portion of 
the Boone formation. No. 3 represents the lower member of the 
same formation. The two sueceeding beds and probably some 20 feet 
of 'ldditional strata below are portions of the group here referred to 
as the Devono-Carboniferous, the strata present being those known 
speeifically as the Chouteau limestone and the Vermicular shales. 
The fissures extend downward through these strata, ehanging in size 
and character in each formation. This is illustrated in the figure 
alrPady given. 

The same phenomenon is shown at the Lang mines in Christian 
Count~-, and has been described b_v Shepard. 1 This mine was visited, 
bnt the conditions were not favorable for detailed observations. 
Enough howm·er, was seen to make clear the coutinuity of the frac
ture and the change in form of the ore body with change in the nature 
of the inclosing strata. 

The descriptiOn given will emphasize the fact that while in the 
Sonthwestem district faulting fissures occur and ores are associated 
with them, they are so different in character and de,·elopment from 
the form of veins elsewhere defined as ';true fissure veins'' that it is 
a mh;take to define them a8 such. Consideration of their probable 
per:-;istence with depth may properly be left for later discussion. 

C're1•ice depos1'ts.-Among the ore bodies of regular form crevice 
depo~its are by far the most common in this area. As has been indi
eated they are closely related to fissure deposits. The term is here 
re~trided to ore bodies of regular form developed in fractures made 
without e:-;peeial faulting. As distinct from the common irregular 
ho<liPs. ereYiee deposits ha\'e usually quite well-defined walls and 
definite course's. Tlwy show all g-radations toward both fissure nins 

1 Lew. dl., l' · 171. 
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and irregular deposits The term is used to cover veins which are 
often called gash veins. 

Crevice deposits are mueh more abu,1dant in the Cambro-Silurian 
than in the Carboniferous beds for the reason already given-that 
under equivalent stresses the former fracture much more regularly. 

The most typical oeeurrences are probably those of Washing·ton 
County, Mo. At Potosi, in this county, the ore occurs in sharply 
defined crevices, cutting across the dolomitic country rock in directions 
parallel to the major joint cracks. The crevices are from a few inches 
to 10 feet wide, and are worked to depths of approximately 100 feet. 
Individual crevices may be traced a half mile or more across the coun
try. The crevices show a tendency to expand at certain definite 
depths, and form openings in which the main ore bodies or "runs" of 
ore occur. At Potosi, at least, these openings are commonly associ
atPd with shaly partings in the rock. As usual, galena with a matrix 
of barite and red clay occurs above water level and with depth g·ives 
way to blende, associated with barite and minor amounts of calcite and 
breceiated country rock. The ore bodies here are remarkably :;imilar 
in form to those of the Iowa-'Visconsin region, where crevices have 
been traced for distances of 5 miles and worked to depths of 200 feet 
and over. 

R11ns.-The term run is the one locally applied to the ore bodies, 
particularly in the Southwestern district. Jenney defined a run as 
''an irregular ore-body, formed at the intersection of an ore horizon 
with a vertical fissure.'' 1 In this sense the actual ore bodies found 
in the crevices just described are the most typical runs. It will be 
com·enient, however, to extend the term slightly and apply it to the 
somewhat irregular and yet not wholly formless ore bodies which are 
espeeially characteristic of the Southwestern district, even though they 
spread Oitt very considerably from such an intersection. As noted by 
.Tenney, these ore hodies occur at horizons which, because of their phy
t:~ieal or ehemical peculiarities, are especially favorable to ore depot:~its. 
An excellent example of such a horizon is seen in the thick bodv of 
interbedded limestone and tlint which so commonly forms the' upper 
SO to 150 feet of the Boone formation as it oceurs in the Southwestern 
clistrid. It i;; in the;;e strata that most of the ore so far developed in 
the immediate vicinity of ,Joplin has been found. The favoring- char
aderi..;ties are the large number of bedding- planes between the chert 
ancl limestone, the soluble character of the limestone, the brittle char
acter of the ehert. and the wide presence of notahle amounts of reduc
ing material. In sueh strata, broken and softened, ore-hearing solu
tions wander widely and deposit irregularly. 

On the speeial map of the Continental tract the distribution and 
ground plan of some of these ore bodies are shown on a yery much 

1 L r>f' . c·it., J•. 1~<9 . 
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reduced seale. Similar runs are shown on the Aurora map, and ·wins
low has :'ihown the same phenomena in a special map of the old Empire 
tract at .Toplin. This map is reproduced below (fig. 19). 

One of the best defined·runs of the district is the Arkansas run at 
Belleville. This has been developed across seven mining lots, or for 

~ 

<': 

t-,; 

~. 1-----+il--+ 

a lf'ngth of 1,400 feet. The eourse yaries from south to east, hut the 
general direction is southeast. There is a dip, a:; seen in the Arkam;as 
mine, 0f 75° to 80° to the northeast. The hanging wall is usually the 
better defined. and frequt:'ntly shows i;]il'ken:->ides. ·when expo;;ed it 
i:-; seen to he a eoar;;p]y crystallinP, horizontally heddNl linw:';tone. 
The run i;; from 1~ to i:lU fppt widP, and the Ol'L' i;; main!.'· (k\·Piopt•d at 
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tlw !HI-foot and the 150-foot Ienis. The former shows a capping of 
;-)ll feet of partially ore-bearing breccia. The main workings at the 
L31l- foot len· I extend upward irregularly, oecasionally connecting with 
tho:-;e of tlw upper ]e,,el. The run is essentially an irregular breeeiated 
mas:-; cleYeloped along a faulting plane. It is made up of crushed flint 
with clark-oTaY oTanular dolomite for the usual matrix. Occasionalh' 

~ .. ~ .J 

hloek,.; of dark-black limestone are found, these standing in sharp eon-
trast with the angular blocks of white chert. Pockets or vugs, filled 
with :-;oft. blaek mud or lined with pink dolomite erystals, are oecasion
all y found. hut an• not common. The rocks in the foot wall are made 
up. of normal flint and limestone. somewhat broken and probably dis
plat"ed. In that direction Coal -:\Ieasures shales are found at a depth of 
135 feet het,veen bars of hard limestone. These bodies of shale are 
not known to have any considerable lateral extent, and no certain 
niclPnce \Ya:-; notl•d of their haYing been faulted. Beyond this shale 
to thE' southwest. in tlw Eagle mine. horizontally bedded and undis
turbed t"hert and limestone form a har or wall against which ore has 
been th•posited. In the Arkansas mine the ore more commonly 
··make,.; .. or occnr:-; again,.;t the hard hanging wall. The Arkansas ores 
an· quite dean hlende. and contain Yery little pyrite. No alteration 
procluds. calamine. or ,.;mith:-;onite were noted, and very little red clay 
i:-; found. mo,.;t of the ore occurring in ordinary gray spar. In the 
Arkansa:-; mine very little bitumen i:-; found. but in the Eagle it is 
present. In the latter mint> calcite i:-; also abundant. 

The Arkan:-;as run repre,.;ents one almo,.;t extreme type, an impreg-
nation in direet association with a faulting fis,-ure. The famous mines 
along CentE-r CrePk. between \Y ehh City and Cartersville, represent 
the other extreme. The ore:-; at the latter locality occur in a broken 
chert. in eonnection with abundant blat'k elay known as '• selvage." 
They occur at the horizon normally represented by interbedded flint 
and lime:-;tonc, hut here the ,.;oluhle portion of the limestone has been 
remn\·ecl and only the in:-;oluble portion remain,.;. o,·er portions of 
the area the uppPr hea,·ily bedded limestone,; haYe been removed, 
though they are ,.;hown at certain points, as in the rim of the Nevada 
,.;ink. 

This uppn lime,.;tone c-arries a minor amount of blende and galena 
in clis,.;eminated form. hut the rieh ore bodies which have made the 
di:-;trict fanwu,; are found below it. The district is cut by a series of 
faults. :-;ome of whieh can he seen in the open pits (Pl. XII) while 
other.-; are better seen in the mines. The latter will be more par
ticularly de,.;cribed in connection ·with notes on the mines of the l\1is
sonri Zinc Field:-; Compan~·. The extreme irregularity in the form of 
these ore bodies is shmm in fig. ::20. redrawn from a map of the reg-ion 
hy S . . T. -:\IcKee. The map :-;hows the ground plan. Vertical sections 
would :-;how the ore bodies to be quite a:-; in·egulnr in outline. 

The nature of the on' body i:-; (',.;pPcially well seen in the Nevada 
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sink, which is illustrated in Pl. XII, A and B. This sink, which was 
formed by the caving in of old workjng~>, is approximately 800 feet in 
diameter and -!0 feet deep. The rim of the sink is formed of a dark 
coarse-grained holoerystalline limestone showing on fracture dear 
calcite and small crystals and crystalline masses of galena and blende. 
This limestone is 12 to 21) feet thick and is undisturbed and un brec
ciated. Great blocks of it lie in the pit where they have fallen. 
Below the limestone and dipping with it 14° , strike N. 88° W., i~> a 
body of sheeted rock made up of limestone similar to that above, inter
bedded with elear white chert. It is this portion which is ~>O largely 
hroken up and which forms the ore-bearing breccia of the region. In 
the breccia the fragments of white chert at this place are not notably 
splintery. When individual pieces are picked out of the breccia tl:ey 
show rounded, pitted, and papillate surfaces, suggestive of solution 
rather than fracture. Elsewhere the chert is clearly fractured, and, 
indeed, fractured chert is the rule for the district. The white flint 
contains no ore except m definite cracks or seams, nor has it apparently 
bad any influence chemically in bringing about ore deposition. Ore 
does not especially cluster around the chert as it does sometimes 
around limestone fragments. The normal matrix is a dark, ealcareous 
material, apparently siliceous to a variable degree, ranging in compo
sition from a black secondary chert to a similar black secondary lime
stone. Calcite occurs in seams and lining small water channels, in 
which latter situations crystals of pink dolo"J.nite are also occasionally 
found. In places the matrix becomes a soft black mud. Mud is rare 
at this point, but more common on adjacent mining lots. The ore, 
which at levels now open is mainly blende, occurs irregularly massed 
and disseminated in the matrix. At some points in the vicinity soft 
ore-bearing ground extends up to the surfaee, while at others the 
heavy cap of limestone seen at the Nevada sink is present. Breecia
tion is widespread and very irregular and ~be distribution of the ore in 
the breccia is equally irregular. There is, however, at many points, 
at least, a notable tendeney for the ore to segregate in the vicinity of 
small slips, creviees, and other water channels. 

Breccias are especially characteristic of the Southwestern district, as 
would be expected from the nature of the roeks occurring there. At 
the same time they also occur to some extent in the other districts. 
Brecciation is often an aceompaniment of close parallel fraeturing, as 
at the Morning Star mine, at Rush, Ark., and the Hoppe mine, near 
Smithville, in the same State. The Michigan mine opposite Bufl"alo, 
Ark., also shows a zone of brecciation impregnated by ore, and the 
Bonanza mine, on Cow Creek, in the same vicinity, is e'5sentially of this 
type. Horizontal or bedded breecias, such as occur in northern Arkan
sas, are primarily conglomeratic in genesis. These are discussc>d in 
some detail on page 199. 

B/anh:et veins.-The term blanket vein i~> used here to l'On'r tabular 
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bodil's of on_· developed parallel to the bedding planes of the rocks. 
For reasons already gi,~e n the bedding planes, and in particular contact 
planes between two sorb of rock, are especially favorable horizons for 
the mo\·emt>.nt of underground waters. They become, therefore, 
common ore horizons. A body of ore de\·eloped in such a situation is 
a blankPt vein. Blanket ,-eins may be developed in three ways: (a) by 
simple metasomatic replacement of a particular bed; (b) in a breccia 
re:'!nlting from differential movement between beds; (c) in residual 
material or in cavities lef t after the partial solution of a bed. Each of 
these forms has representatives in this region. The first class is best 
developed in the Southeastern district. The second and third classes 
are commonly found together throughout the region, since differential 
mo\·ement and solution usually have gone together. 

The hest example of t.he type of blanket veins in the Southwestern 
district is what is known as "sheet ground." This is frequently 
de,~eJopecl in and around Cartersville, Mo. The normal section of the 
strata in this vicinity is given below: 

Dertion near Cattersville, 1lfo. 
Feet. 

4. Soil and loose material .. . __ .... ___ ...... _____ . ____ .. ______ . _______ . 15- 20 
3. Limestone and chert, horizontal and interbedded _______ . _____ _ . _____ 150-170 
2. Chert, rather massiye, but showing bedding planes _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 30- 50 
1. Limestone, blue, crystalline, with some interbedded chert._- ____ ~--_ . i5+ 

No. 3 of the above section represents the heds in which the Center 
Creek breceias are developed. In the :;heet ground the bulk of the 
ore is developed at the top of the heavy chert, No. 2, and along the 
bedding planes in the chert to a depth of 5 to 20 feet. It is stated 
that ore is also found at the contact between the chert and the under
lying limestone, but so far this horizon bas not been developed. 

The general character of the sheet ground ore body is shown in Pl. 
XVI, reproduced from a specimen obtained in one of the mines on the 
Boston Get-There tract. Between horizontal layers of white chert 
are thin hands, from 2 to 8 inches in thickness, of black, secondary 
chert, which acts a:; a matrix for the brown ct;ystalline blende. In 
the speei.men figured there seems to have been no differential move
ment between the strata, but in others such a movement is suggested 
by the sharp, splintery surfaces of the white chert bands and the pres
ence in the black matrix of angular bit:; of white chert. Cavities are 
de,·eloped along the bedding planes, and i.n them are beautiful assem
blages of blende, g·alena, marcasite, greenockite, and other minerals, 
which will be more partieularly discussed in connection with the sub
ject of secondary enriehment. 

Sheet ground is common in many workings in the CartersYille
Prosperity region whieh han gone to sufficient depth to get into the 
main body of the l'hert. It lllay be seen in the mines of the Mi~souri 
Zinc Fields Company, the l\Ii::;souri Blanket Vein Company, the Modoc, 
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and others. Between these areas are regions of disturbed rocks~ where 
ore occurs in the very irregular form as seen along Center Creek. 
Some of the mines on the Eleventh Hour ground are particularly good 
examples of the latter form. 

Blanket veins are developed in the North Arkansas district under 
somewhat dift'erent conditions. At the Morning 8tar and Mackintosh 
mines on Rusl Creek the ores are de,·eloped at the intersection of a 
zone of vertical fissuring and certain limestone conglomerates. These 
conglomerates and oolites seem to have afi'orded favorable conditions 
for the lateral spreading of the ore solutions, and there is accordingly 
a tendency toward the blanket form in the ore bodies. Similar condi
tions were noted at other Arkansas mines~ thoug·h bow important this 
may be in fixing the extent of the ore bodies was not determined. 

Disseminated ores.-Disseminated ores are those which have no reg
ular form and usually no sharp boundaries~ but in whieb the ore occurs 
as small crystals or crystalline masses irregularly scattered through 
the country rock itself. They are the result of impregnation of the 
country rock by ore- bearing solutions. The ore crystallizes out in 
the eavities of the rock, when there are cavities, or replaces the rock 
by metasomatic processes (substitution particle by particle) when there 
are no cavities. There are two types of disseminated ores ~o;rhich are 
common in the Ozark region. The first is the pebble ore already 
described as occurring in the soft shales, and most commonly found in 
the Southwestern district; the second is the ore to which the term is 
more frequently applied, and is especially exemplified in the great 
irregular bodies of galena found in the dolomitic limestones at Mine 
La Motte, Bonne Terre~ and other mines of the Southeastern district. 
These mines have been well described by Winslow, 1 and the descrip
tion will not be repeated. 

In the Southwestern district a certain amount of disseminated ore 
occurs~ though it is not, as compared with the ore breceias, important. 
The presence of disseminated ore in the hard upper limestones at the 
Nevada sink has been already referred to. Under the microscope this 
ore has an appearance very different from that in which the later chert 
forms the matrix for the hlende. The groundmass is made up of an 
intimate mixture of quartz and calcite with irreg-ular boundaries. The 
blende is unevenly disseminated and does not usually show g-ood crystal 
forms. Some crystal boundaries occur on it~ but there are also lug-s 
and arms reaching out into the spaces between the quartz and caleite 
grains. Large erystals of calcite and blende showing good er~·stal 

form occur only in veins traYersing the rock. 
In Chitwood and Leadville hollows, northwest of Joplin, the lime

stone usually shows more or less disseminated ore. Such ore is in 
most instanees closely assoeiated with the ore breccias, and shows all 

----------- -- -- ------
'Missouri Geol. Survey, Vol. VII, 1894, pp. 645-iOO. Bull. l' . S. Geol. Survey No. 132. 
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gradations from a simple impregnation of the near-by country roek to 
complete replacement. Replacement apparently has been accomplished 
by a metasomatic process essentially similar to that by which a por
tion of the limestone has been dolomitized. Metasomatic replacement 
is especially associated with the development of large irregular beds 

of ore, such as these of the 
southeast, hut it is to be re
membered that it is a proc
ess rather than a form of 
deposit, and may occur in 
connection with any form 
of ore deposit. 1 Where ores 
are developed in limestones 
it is common, but probably 
the widespread fracturing 
and development of brec
cias in the Southwestern 
district, by affording even 
more favorable conditions 
for ore deposition, have 
sel'ved to make it relatively 
rare there. 
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Oircle depm;/ts.-A form 
of ore body relatively eom
mon in the Southwestern 
and Central districts is the 
one known as a circle. 
Some of the richest ore 
bodies have been found in 
a form which, in ground 
plan, has a circular outline, 
and as a result the circle de
posit has come to stand in 
the popular mind fol' a rich 
ore body. These circles are 

FIG. 20.-Underground workings in Center Creek Valley of various sizes. The diam· 
between Webb City and Cartersville, Mo. 

eter of the Con log circle in 
Miller County is given by ·winslow at 80 feet. 2 The Oronogo circle, 
the one on the northern portion of the Missouri Zinc Fields land, and 
one in Center Creek Valley at vV ebb City, near the Missouri Pacifie 
station, all of whieh are represented in accompanying figures (figs. 20, 
21, 22), are approximately 300 to ±00 feet in inner diameter and 500 to 

1 Origin and classification of ore deposits, by C. R. Keyes: Trans. Am. Inst. Min. Eng., Vol. XXX. pp. 
330-3:31. Metasomatic processes in fissure veins, by Waldemar Lindgren: Trans. Am. lnst. Min. Eng., 
Vol. XXX. p. 578. 

2 Missouri Geol. Survey, Vol. VII, 1894, p. 707. 
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600 feet in outer diameter. The circular outline is general and not 
exact in any case .. These circles are usually, if no.t always, associated 
with more or less shale presumably belonging to the Coal :\Ieasures. 

Adolf Schmidt 1 studied the Oronogo circle in particular in 1S7g and 
considered it essentially a sink hole, "caused by the erosion of a large 
cavity in the underlying limestone, and by the breaking do""n of the 
upper strata." In this general explanation of circle deposits Schmidt 
was followed by Winslow. It is not improbable that certain circle 
deposits have been formed as suggested by Schmidt. Indeed, the 
Conlog circle, as described by him and by 'Vinslow, and other circles 
in the Central district, seem clearly of this genesis. It is not helieyed, 
however, that this is the correct explanation of the larger circles. The 
Oronogo, Granby, and ~Iissouri Zinc Field circles have been studied in 
some detail and were found to be so closely related to certain definite 
fault planes that it is impossible to refer 
them to the category of sink boles. The cir
cle form as developed by mine maps is to a 
considerable extent deceptive. An examin
ation of a large numher of mines and mine 
maps shows apparently that the circ·le de
posit has obtained an undue prominence in 
the popular mind. There are quite as many 
S-shaped or V -shaped ore bodies, and if the 
early and richer mines had chanced to be 
ore bodies of this form it Ls conceintble that 
the miners would now be attempting to ex
ploit these deposits rather than cireles. In 
any series of ore bodies developed along in
terseeting fractures curved form':! are bound 
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to he common and do not nece:-;saril.Y impl_y FIG. :21.-Undergronnd workings of 
the Orono)l'O drde, Oronogo, Mo. 

any peculiar condition::; of fracturing. 
The underground workings of the Oronogo circle are shown in fig. 

21, redntw!l from a map by S. J. McKee. The drifts lie nhout HO to 
150 feet below the surface, the various shafts represented being from 
115 to 173 feet deep. Formerly the circle was worked by surface pits 
and the small workings shown in the eastern part of lot 81, at a depth 
of only 58 to 70 feet. The depths given are in each case to the bottom 
of the drift. The stapes extend upward ordinarily 25 to 35 feet and 
exceptionally 60 to 115 feet. The mines are located in a small topo
graphic basin which has, on the southwest side especially, a rough 
cireular outline. The basin opens out to the north and is merely the 
head of one of the common draws or shallow side Yalleys of the region. 
The earliest work was around the edge of the circle, where surface 
deposits of galena were found. The ore bodies followed the semi-
- - ----- - - - ----- ----- - ----·-· .. ·- - - -

I Lcn<l nnd zinc of sonthi\'P't ~lissonri: Rept. Gt•ol. Survey )!is"<mri. 18/;l nwl 1Si4, pp. 4ti4-IS;, 

2:2 GEOL, PT 2-01--10 
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circular contour of the hill. The galena was found principally in a 
red elav matrix, and the lead seems to have represented the common 
concentration on hillside slopes by descending recent waters. As the 
mines reached greater depth the red clay in most cases gave way to a 
black seh·ag·e and in some eases to the ordinary chert matrix. In lots 
6H and 78 the red clay and oxidation influences persist even to the 
present depth of mining. The ore bodies of the lower levels, however, 
consi.st mainly of a breccia of white chert with a black, earthy to sili
ceous matrix of varying hardness. Ore-a practically clean blende 
of exceptionally high grade-is irregularly disseminated throughout 
the matrix. Some calcite occurs in seams and little druses, but on 
the whole calcite is rare. Limestone does not occur in the mines of 
the west side of the circle except in disintegrated blocks, known to 
the miners as bowlders. Bitumen was not noted and dolomite is rel
atinly rare. Around the edge of the breccia at several points, in lots 
68 and 6H in particular, the ordinary horizontally bedded white chert, 
with a little interbanded limestone, occurs unbroken. At such points 
blende is developed in thin sheets or flats along bedding planes in a 
hard, blaek chert matrix of later origin. 

The circle is cut by a fault along which a narrow block of Coal Meas
ures shale is dropped down approximately 140 feet. The position 
and course of this fault is indicated in fig. 21. In lot 68 it passes 
between the Oronogo and Victoria workings and cuts off the drainage 
of the one from the other. The shale may be seen in the roof of the 
northeast stopes of the Oronogo mine in lot 68. Below it is the 
unbroken or sheeted ground noted above. At one point this undis
turbed ehert was cut through by a horizontal drift, and at a distance of 
14 feet ore was found on the east side in the usual breccia. In the 
horizontally bedded rock there is a well-developed series of vertical 
fracture planes parallel to the general course of the fault. These are 
so pronounced as to control the methods of blasting. 

The shale is Reen again in the Big Circle and Little Circle workings 
in lots 97, 98, and 110. It lies mainly above the present workings and 
the drift in lot 110 connecting the Big Circle and Aurora mines crosses 
under the shale which shows clearly in the roof. In lot 97 the fault 
block cuts off the drainage of the mines to the west of it from the 
pump shaft to the east on levels below 140 feet. There is free drain
age between this pump shaft and the American mine to the east. 

That tbi~ is a fault block is shown, first, by the tabular form of the 
block of shale, and the linear course of the fault; second, by the pres
ence of broken pieces of flint, shale, and coal in the main body of shale 
along the contact; third, by the relatively unbroken and clearly unoxi
dized condition of the ground below the slate, which forbids reference 
of the phenomena to the pre-Coal )Ieasnres erosion; fourth, by the 
orientation of cracks an<.l seams of calcite parallel to its course; fifth, 
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by the development of a crush breccia and ore bodies along its sides. 
This latter phenomenon is well shown in the mines lying southwest 
of the fault block. ln lots 68, 97, and 98 the largest and richest 
ore bodies were found along the edge of the slate body and running 
off from it irregularly to the southwest. In lot 78 there is an excel
lent face of ore to the east toward the fault, and there is every indica
tion that that portion of lot 79 lying southwest of the fault block will 
prove to carry rich ore. 

There was no opportunity to make a complete study of the mines of 
the circle which lie east of the fault. The Victoria mine was closed. 
From the fact that its drainage is reported to be entirely independent 
of the other mines of the circle it is inferred that the mine may be 
located on a cross fracture, which, however, there was no opportunity 
to demonstrate. In the American mine a well-developed fault having 
a course N. 10° W. and a dip of 51° to the southwest was seen in the 
upper workings and is shown on the map. This fault has been traced 
in the mine for a distance of 100 feet. To the east is a wall of hard, 
horizontally bedded limestone. To the west is a crush breccia of flint, 
with the fragments showing drag phenomena along the contact. No 
slickensides were noted, but the difference in material on the two ~;ides 
of the fault and the arrangement of the fragments leaves no doubt of 
the faulting. The amount of throw was not determinable. 

Ore is developed in the breccia along the west side of the fault. At 
the surface and for some distance below galena occurs in a red elay 
matrix. At the level now worked there is some galena, a good deal 
of calamine, and some blende. The matrix is in part red clay and in 
part the later black chert. The ore body in this instance increases in 
size with depth so far as it has been worked. It will be noted that 
the lower workings in this nime and in the Aurora, as represented on 
the map, extend eastward to a rather definite boundary line parallel 
to the fault plane traced in the upper workings and about as far to the 
west as would be expected from the hade of the fault. The lower 
workings were not accessible at the time the mine was visited, so that 
it can not be positively affirmed that the ore is there cut off by the 
fault. It is, however, very probable that this is true. 

These facts lead to the conclusion that the ore bodies of the Oronogo 
circle stand in close and definite relations to fault planes which inter
sect at an acute angle. The circle is formed by development of ore 
along sides of the wedge-shaped area between the intersecting· faults. 
The ore body of the Victoria mine may be developed along some slight 
cross fissure or may represent merely the general tendency of under
ground waters to circulate widely in broken ground. The ore-bearing 
solutions coming in along the two fissures may have wandered laterally 
until they met and mingled midway. 

The whole of the area betwceu the two faults is more or less broken. 
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A drill hole near the intersection of lots 6i, 68, 79, and 80 showed 
that the upper portion of the Mississippian limestones, which should 
nonually be made up of interbanded chert and limestones, was thor
oughly hrokPn. Practically all the limestone has been carried away 
by :,;olntion. and wore or less blende is found in the broken chert to a 
cl~pth of ~13 feet. The record of the bole as reported may be sum
marized a:'> folio\\:'>: 

,,;(Cfion llt'OI' iuterst•ctioH r~( lots 61, 68, 1.9, rmd 80. 

9. Soil and grawl ..................................................... . 
8. Shale with small pieces of eoal and pebble galena, blende, and pyrite .. . 
7. Chert, broken and carrying more or less blemle ....................... . 

Feet. 
0- 21 

21- 63 
63-213 

6. Chert, solid le<lge, barren ............ . ............................... 21:3-26:~ 

5. Chert, with 80Hle hlen(]e ..................... . ....................... 263-286 
4. Chert and limestone interbedded ................. .. .. . ............... 286--310 
3. LimestonE· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 310-340 
2. Shale aml sludy linw~tone ............................ ................ 340-380 
l. Lime~tone ................. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :380-!00 

Thl' hea\·y lwcl of chert, Xo. 6. is doubtless the one corim10nly found 
in the rPgion and de;,;nihed in connection with the notes on blanket 
wins (p. 1-!:2). The heels below, No. 3 to 5, represen~ the lower 
memlwr of the Boone formation. Xo. 2 repn·:,;ents the DeYolw-Car
honiferoni>. and as ni>nal is reported to haYe ;,;bown both hlende and 
pyrite. Xo. 1 donbtles:'> repre,.;ent;,; the upper bed~ of the Cambro
Silurian. Tho shales at the top of thr section. No. 8, belong to the 
Coal ::\fen:'>nres. Tho fact that the Coal ~leasures here are dropped 
clown fiB feet only while along the "estern edge of the fault they haYe 
been thrmYn clovm more than 1UO feet, may be interpreted to mean 
either a tipping of the fault block to the west or a series of parallel 
fnulb of differing thro\\. The latter ii> belieHd to be more probable, 
.'-ince such zones of fracture are common phenomena in the district. 

A :-;eeond instanee of a circle deposit that is closely related to 
faulting planes, is illustrated in fig. 22. This circle i;,; on the northern 
portions of the tract of land belonging· to the :\Jissouri Zinc Fields 
Company at \Yehb City. The sketeh is reproduced from the company's 
map. The area is located at the intersection of the irregular run of 
ore already noted as followed by Center Creek and the great zone of 
fracture which extends from \Yehb City southea:,;t to Prosperity. The 
mines are on low lancl. o,·er the area mapped there are irregular 
patcbe;; of Coal ~Iea:-;ures shale, erosion remnants, which extend in 
depth usualh· to 20 or 2:5 feet. The heavy body of chert whieb car-

, • v 

rie,.; the sheet ores of the region i8 found where there has been no 
faulting, at a depth of HO to 150 feet. Between this chert and the 
oyerlying ;,;bale, or in it8 ah;,;enee tlw surface, there is sometimes the 
bard interbedded chert and limestone which normally should oecupy 
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the interval. Along Center Creek, which erosses the northern por
tion of the tract, this portion of the section is much broken up. The 
limestone usually has been removed by solution, and there remains a 
chert breccia with a black selvage or a black chert matrix, such as has 
already been described in connection with the notes on the Ne,·ada 
sink. There may or not be a hard lime::-tone roof over this breccia, 
and the breccia itself may be soft and muddy, dry, but easily picked to 
pieces, or firmly cemented by secondary chert. Variation in this par
ticular seems to be controlled by the extent to which recent waters 
have acted on the material. There is a large amount of dolomite, fre
quent crystalline calcite, some bitumen, and some secondary limestone 
in the breccia. The ore occurs in all of the m,aterials of the breccia 
except the fragments of original white chert, which, as usual, are 
'barren. Blende and galena are found together, the latter in subordi
nate amounts, even in the hard ground. In the soft ground blende is 

FIG. 22.-Gnderground workings of the northern portion of the Missouri Zinc Field• Company's 
tmet at Webb City, Mo. 

notably dominant. As usual, galena was found to dominate in the 
red clays of surface workings. 

The area is cut by a series of faults having slightly different courses, 
but a general direction to the southeast parallel to the run of ore 
before mentioned as developed at intervals from this point to Pros
perity. A few of the more important faults are located on the map. 
The main fault eutting aeross the circle may be examined in lots 50, 55, 
and 56, where the workings now extend across it at depths of 100 and 
1±0 feet. The fault has eaused the downthrow of a bloek of Coal 
Measures Hhale, approximately 100 feet in width, and is aeeompaniecl by 
compression phenomena. The limestone is thrust up over the shale 
at several points. The shale itself eonsists of alternating bands of 
soft, argillaceous material and hard, sandy layers. At the fault plane 
the material of the softer layer~ is bunched nnd not drawn out, as 
would be the ease in tension faulting-. Slickensides are denloped both 
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on the ::-hale and such limestone as is present. Parallel to the fault is 
a broad ·zone of crush breceia m which the ore was developed. This 
breeeia is now loose and the matrix is soft. Probably at the time the 
faulting took place the breccia was not yet formed, or it would have 
relieved the stress. The same pressure which produced the compres
sion phenomena along the fault block crushed the normal interbanded 
limestone and flint. 'Vaters coming into the crushed material along 
the fault plane deposited the ore and dolomite, dissolved and carried 
away most of the limestone, recrystallized what remained as a matrix 
and at places formed the blaek flint which cements the whole. The 
softening of the ground is believed to have taken place later. 

The fault block may be again seen in lot 22. The conditions at this 
point are illustrated in Pl. XV, reproduced from a photograph, and are 
so dearly those of faulting that no comment is believed to be necessary. 

The drift extending from the pump shaft in 31 to the mine workings 
in 30 was not visited, but from the fact that it is reported to be in a 
''bar" it is belie,·ed to cut across the fault block. The workings east 
of the fault block are evidently developed along the contact, and in lot 
56 good ore is being found on the west side, parallel to the course of 
the fault. The reason for the swinging off of the main workings in a 
semitircle is not altogether clear. In lot 18 is a fault block seen in 
the Duluth and Evans mines, having o're developed along either side. 
The eourse of this fault projected would bring it near the west edge of 
the circle. Either this or an intermediate fault may have served to 
open up the ground along this line. The workings to the west in lot 
33 show an increasing amount of Coal Measures shale in the breccia, 
and apparently indicate nearness to a fault of some kind. At several 
points in the western portion of the circle there is evidence of minor 
cross faulting, but the facts were not sufficient to warrant generalization. 

The main ore body in these mines is developed in a breccia resting 
on the top of the heavy flint member of the formation, and, indeed, at 
many points the upper portion of this flint shows good sheet ground. 
\Vaters entering the breccia would tend to spread along this contact 
and very minor cross fractures would serve to give direction to the 
flow. There have been important cross stresses, as shown by the 
exposure in the open pit. in lot 3-a body of Coal Measures shale at least 

I 

40 feet thick and dipping S. 25° . A rich body of ore was found 
under this shale, and the east-west course is roughly parallel to the old 
workings in lots 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 of this ground. The general 
trend of the Center Creek workings and many minor faults in the 
region han the same direction. The circle on the Missouri Zinc Fields 
lund is therefore denloped in the angle between two nearly parallel 
but connrging fault block.", and probably has been influenced i'n form 
by eross fracturing. The famous circle southwest of Granby, which 
will be discussed later, show,;; similar relation~ to fault planes. 
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The ores of the Ozark region as a whole belong to the class discrim
inated by Van Hise,t as formed by a first concentration by ascending 
waters and a second concentration by descending waters. There are 
individual deposits which to all appearances have not been modified 
since the first concentration, and there are those in whose formation 
downward-moving waters appear to have been the dominant agent. 
In most cases the ores as originally deposited have been modified con
siderably. The changes have accompanied and in a large measure are 
the secondary results of the erosion which has cut away hundreds of 
feet of strata that formerly overlay the district. The changes are those 
everywhere incident to superficial alteration of ores. By them the 
sulphides have been largely changed to sulphates, oxides, carbonates, 
and silicates. Incident to this process there has been a notable migra
tion of material and redeposition of the ores as sulphides in druses 
and post-mineral fractures in the original ores. This particular phase 
of the general process is known as secondary or sulphide enriehment, 
and the large bodies of rich blende mined in the Southwestern distriet 
owe their richness largely to this process. This whole group of altered 
ore bodies will be discussed under the general head of ores of the sec
ond concentration. It is recognized that ores secondarily concen
tt·ated may be either ores of the first eoncentration or ores already 
reconcentrated one or more times. The general result of superficial 
processes is to produce a rich upper zone in ore bodies, and the ore in 
this zone may have migrated and changed form a number of times. 
An important result of the general process of alteration has been the 
bringing about of an orderly vertical arrangement of the yarious ores. 

ORES OF THE FIRST CONCENTRATION. 

Neglecting all recent changes and considering the ores only in their 
unmodified form, the three dominant processes concerned in the forma
tion of the ore bodies seem to have been (1) dolomitization, (2) deposi
tion of metallic sulphides, and (3) silicification. To some extent these 
processes were contemporaneous or recurrent, but as a whole they 
occurred successively in the order named. Dolomitization, it is true, 
was active after the main deposition of the ores proper as well as before, 
and there was a second deposition of sulphides after this second period 
of dolomitizH.tion, which may still have occurred before the influences 
of erosion became effeetive in the particular ore body. The general 
order given is nevertheless, observable, throughout the district, though 
it is the order in which ea(_'h process became dominant rather than a 
hard and fast order of influx of differently charged watPr.s. 

1 Som e principles eontrolling deposition c>f orcs: Truns. Am. lnst. ~Iiug. Eng., Yo!. XXX, l'· 173. 
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Dolomitization i:--: lwre considered only in so far as it is relatPd to the 
ch•po~ition of ores in this rpgion, and excludes for thP present the dolo
mitization whid1 produced the country rock of the Cambro-Silurian 
region. As thus restrided the process has taken two forms, produc
in!!,' two sorts of dolomite. These are commonly known to the miners 
oi tlw t'\onthwf•stl'l'n distriet. as gray spar and pink spar and hlwe been 
aln•ady described. The gray spar mainly represents a metasomatic 
replacement of a part of the surrounding nonnutgnesian rock. It 
n•ry eommonly is associated with the ores, as at the Arkansas mine 
and others already de;.,;cribed. Dolomitization u;.,;ually influences the 
countn· rock for considerable distances from the trunk ehannels. 
DPposition of the 8Ulphich.•;.,; does not extend so far. As a result the 
on's are often deposited on or against a bar of dolomitie limestone. 
It is not believed thi1t this necessarily indicates that dolomitization was 
notably earlier thau deposition of the sulphides. As already suggested, 
it may han• re:--:nltecl from the greater rapidity with which magnesium 
sulphate diffuses through a solution than do sulphates of the metals 
oe<·urring here. Nt'n•rtheless, the main sequence of dolomitization, 
deposition of sulphides, and silicification was probably a time sequence. 

In the mines of Chitwood and Lead\'ille Hollows dolomitic wall rock 
is l'Ommon. On this wall rock the metallic sulphides are deposited, 
and in it to a less extent they oceur as small, scattered erystaJs of 
blendP and galena, apparently representing in the main metasomatic 
replal'ements. At the Colorado mine, northwest of Cave Springs, the 
gray spar is a mass of interlocking curved rhombohedral crystals, and 
a nr~· finel~· cli\'ided blencle occurs in the interspaces, apparently hav
ing erystallized in these cadties. In general the gray spar may show 
all degrees of mineralization, from simple. impregnation to complete 
replaePnwnt, a~ at the Bessie, Grace 1, and Grace 2, and other mines 
of Lea<h·ille Hollow. 

After its formation the gray spar was at many points fractured in 
such a manner as to produce long, narrow, sheet-like openings. These 
ha ,.e been filled by the metallic sulphides, calcite, and very frequently 
hy the pink dolomite or spar. The assoeiation of pink and gray dolo
mite is often so elose as to give the appearance of original interbanding. 
This "·as noted among other places in the vicinity' of Joplin at the Chit
wood Hollow mines, the Estrada, the Mildred, and other mines on the 
Boqua land, and at the Michigan and Red Cloud mines in northern 
Arkansas. 

The main period of dolomitization was followed by the principal 
.deposition of the metallic sulphides, tho ores proper. These seem not 
to have been originally deposited in any regular sequence, either ver
tical or horizontal. Blende rests on galena and galena on blende indis
eriminately, and both eo,·er and are in turn covered by iron sulphide. 
Specimens from the Dead Mule mine near Joplin show galena resting 
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·on blende and again covered by blende. At Cave Springs blende is 
found on pyrite, and all possible relations between the three sulphides 
occur. Chalcopyrite is, usually at least, later than the main deposition 
of the other sulphides. A very common order is, first, blende, with a 
subordinate amount of galena and occasionally a little pyrite; second, 
crystals of calcite and pink <.lolomite in druses and channels running 
through the ore body; and, third, in these channels and on the dolo
mite especially, chalcopyrite. This may be seen at the Estrada and 
Mildred mines near ,Joplin, the Coleman and Buckeye mines at Aurora, 
and, in fact, throughout the Southwestern district. In certain cases 
galena and blende, as well as chalcopyrite, occur in these druses, but 
in many such cases at least their occurrence here seems to be due to 
the process of secondary l'nrichment. 

The process of silicification, which in the Southwestern district took 
the form of deposition of secondary chert, was dominant later than the 
principal deposition of the ores. The chert forms a common matrix 
for the entire mass of material, and blende, galena, pyrite, and dolo
mite all maintain their form when in contact with it. This is possibly 
due in part to processes connected with the diffusion of material 
through solutions, which haxe already been discussed, but the field 
relations make clear that the main silicification took place relati \·ely 
late in the general procesii. Specimens of chert showing on the under 
side the casts of dolomitic crystals are eommon, and were collected at 
Galena, at the J. F. '\Tilson mines near ,Joplin, at Aurora, and else
where. The distinction between this secondary or later ehert and the 
original chert of the country rock has already been pointed out. 

Macroscopic crystals of quartz are rather rare in the Southwestern 
district and occur only in druses of apparently recent formation. 
Good examples were observed on the Boston Get-There land. The 
quartz of the chert is microcrystalline. 

It is important to get clearly in mind the original condition of the 
ore in order to be able to discriminate phenomena due to later ehanges. 
It is not easy in every case to make sure whether ores are in their 
original form or have been somewhat altered. Certain phenomena 
may be <lue either to original deposition or to secondary enriehment. 
For example, in dolomite- and calcite-lined water channels running 
through ore bodies apparently unaltered in any particular, notable 
amounts of galena and blende are often found. The Coleman mines at 
Aurora atlord excellent examples of sueh occurrenees. There is noth
ing to sho\V that this galena and blende is not the result of secondary 
enrichment, and since such channels are not followed any great dis
tance in mining operations it is not safe to assume that they h:we no 
conneetion with surfaee waters. In other cases, as in the sheet ore 
and the bard ground found in the mines of the .:\Iis:'lonri Zinc Field~ 
Company, there is no such doubt. The ores in the latter case are in 
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thorouahlv cemented around. There are none of the phenomena of 
0 • 0 

softening and disintegration with oxidation and carbonation of the 
material:; :mch as accompany the action of surface waters. The ores 
in such a case represent doubtless the unmodified results of the first 
concentration. First, they show characteristically thorough cementa
tion; second, they are associated with considerable quantities of dolo
mite, though in a nondolomitic country rock; third, while the bulk of 
the ore is blende, there is a subordinate but notable amount of galena 
in intimate admixture with the blende. In the Frounoy mine at 
Aurora pyrite is found with the blende in a similar situation. There 
is a total absence of all red clay or other evidences of oxidation in the 
original ore bodies and neither carbonates nor silicates are present, 
though secondary chert is the common matrix. 

In the Kingfisher mine at Joplin the ore is seemingly due to the first 
concentration. It occurs in a broken flint, with some limestone and 
much bitumen. Galena and blende occur together, associated with 
some dolomite and calcite. The ores found in the Devono-Carbonif
erous shale by drilling at Granby show blende, galena, and pyrite in 
intimate admixture. These ores are at such depth and under such per
fect co,·er that it is impossible to suppose they have been secondarily 
enriched; yet if the drill samples be a safe guide they show as much 
as 25 per cent of blende, and the latter is as notably dominant here 
as in any mine in the district. 

It seems to be characteristic of the unaltered ore that it is in hard, 
thoroughly cemented ground. It usually occurs under a good roof, 
by which it has been protected from descending waters, and in mines 
having ores of this class the water pumped bears no relation to the 
amount of rainfall and evidently is derived from a deep-seated and 
widely connected circulation. It is also to be noted that in these ores· 
the different sulphides occur together, and this without any evidence 
of rearrangement or bringing in of one or the other. This intimate 
mixture of the sulphide::; is believed to be an especially characteristic 
and significant point, and this belief is reenforced by observation in 
other fields. So far as the writer's experience goes, in unaltered and 
original bodies of sulphide ores the various sulphides occur, in most 
instances, intimately intermixed, though ores of the first or any later 
concentration may show crustification. Sulphides may also be mingled 
as a result of secondary enrichment, but it is usually possible to dis
criminate such a case. 'Vhen the sulphides are found separately, 
either vertically or iu areal distribution, and particularly in regions 
where several of them occur in definite order, their separation is reason 
for looking for secondary changes in the ore bodies. At the same 
time it i,; possible and even probable that in some instances ,;ulphides 
are originally deposited separately. The reverse is believed none the 
less to be the rule. 
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The ores of the second concentration, as that term is here used; have 
been largely derived from the ore bodies of the first concentration. 
It is possible, more particularly outside the Southwestern district, 
that certain of the ore bodies were formed from the disseminated 
minerals of the country rock by strictly surface agencies without the 
intervention of a deep-seated, wide-reaching earlier eirculation of 
underground waters. Such ore bodies are believed, however, to be 
exceptional, and certainly in the Southwestern district, the one espe
cially studied, they are unimportant. The larger number and the 
more characteristic ore bodies of the second concentration represent 
the reconcentration of earlier ore bodies. It is characteristic of these 
ore bodies that they are generally richer than those of the first con
centration, and the process may accordingly be spoken of as one of 
enrichment. It is accompanied by mechanical and chemical changes 
in form, position, character, and richness of the ore bodies. It occurs 
in the belt of superficial alteration and is one of the phases of the gen
eral changes which take place in rocks at the surface of the earth. So 
far as these changes lead to the enrichment of ore bodies already pres
ent or to the formation of ore bodies in new situations they may be 
spoken of as (a) oxide enrichment and (b) sulphide enrichment. The 
former includes the changes common and characteristic above ground
water level in the belt of oxidation and the latter the peculiar enrich
ment of sulphide ore bodies which is found commonly at and for a short 
distance below that level. In literature the former class of ore bodies 
will generally be found discussed under the general title of gossan 
or iron hat, the miners' common terms for them. The general subject 
of the superficial alteration of ore bodies and the formation of the 
gossan have been excellently treated by Penrose. 1 He discusses in 
considerable detail the general process of residual accumulation and 
enrichment-the making of the ore body richer by the removal of the 
valueless gangue and country rock. He also discusses the chemical 
and physical changes which occur in the zone of superficial alteration 
in the ores themselves. It is proposed here merely to note the strik
ing changes which have taken place in the ores of the region studied. 

Oxide enric!unent.-In the zone of weathering the most important 
mechanical effect is that of disintegration. The hard rock and the 
thoroughly cemented ore body become broken down into a soft, gran
ular, and in some mstances, sticky, muddy mass. The materials of 
the ore body are subject to ordinary processes of erosion and transpor
tation, such as affect other rock~>, and as a result ore may become scat
tered over the surface in small rounded masses and pieces. In t'UCh 
form it is known to miners as float mineral, and in the case of the 
--- ---- ----- - --- - - -------- ------ -

IR. A. F. Penrose, jr.: Jour. Geol., Vol. II, p. 316. 
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assoeiation of ores here discussed, float mineral consists mainly of 
cralena Float mineralma'' be accumulated in crevices, cracks, or :sink 
~ • .l 

boles hy purely mechanical means. This would be a case of mechani-
cal concentration. By the disintegration and removal through :solution 
of the associated rocks the ore would he left behind in a concentrated 
form; this may be spoken of as residual accumulation. The eommon 
gangue materials and the eountry rock of the Ozark region are notably 
more soluble than the ores, so that by simple residual accumulation 
nulll.'' shallow surface deposits have been formed. Probably many of 
the smaller circle deposits of the Central region were formed by joint 
action of mechanical concentration and residual accumulation, and 
throughout the entire region residual accumulation has been a very 
important factor, as was shown by vViuslow. Ore bodies formed by 
such strictly superficial agencies are practically limited in extent to 
the belt above ground-water level. 

The chemical effeets of superficial alteration include the breaking 
down of the sulphides and the production of earbonates, silicates, and 
the rarer sulphates, chlorides, etc. The iron present in the ores and 
gangue material is largely oxidized to the ferrie form, and this is the 
cause of the reel color which so commonly marks ore deposits in the 
belt of weathering. Oxidation, earbonation, hydration, and solution 
are the dominant processes in this belt. One of the results of the 
process of solution is a frequent change in position of the ores and a 
common change in richness. Some of the ore is carried away in solu
tion. Portions of it are redeposited in erevices or other openings 
where conditions are favorable. Other portions are carried below 
water level and redeposited in the ore body it:self, producing- a second
ary enrichment, there taking the form of sulphide enrichment. Still 
other portions are carried off by surface waters to the sea. 

The ore which is left above water level in the general migration of 
material downward resulting from erosion is usually considerably 
altered in composition. Such ores throughout the region eonsist 
usually of a matrix of reel residual clay in which are found barite, 
galena, cerussite, smithsonite, bydrozineite, ealamine, and .the various 
iron oxides. There are subordinate amounts of pyromorphite, angle
site, leaclhillite, and the simple and mixed sulphates, carbonates, ete., 
listed in an earlier portion of this paper. Galena is the only sulphide 
eommonly found in quantity above water le\'el. Blende, being much 
more easil~' oxidized than galena, rarely oecurs in the belt of weather
ing. In the :-;urfaee ore bodies, zinc most commonly takes the form 
of silieate in the Southwestern district and of ear bonates in the others. 

Silicate of zinc is particularly abundant in the Aurora, "Mo., mines. 
Its characteristie oecurrenee is illustrated in some open pits near the 
Doddridge shaft on the Rinker land of the United Zinc Companies 
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(fig. 23). These pits are roughly circular, and a particular pit ex
amined was approximately 30 feet in diameter and 18 feet deep. The 
upper portion of the section exposed consisted of chert and residual 
clay. Below was a mud breceia with flint fragments. The latter were 
broken, softened, and much altered. Much of the chert had, indeed, 
become a soft, tallow clay which, while retaining the form and general 
appearanee of chert, eould be cut by a knife or rubbed to pieces 
between the fingers. It showed at least a final tenden('y toward de
hydration, and in the proce:;s crack,; opened and interiM druse:; were 
formed. In the cracks and druse:; little plates of calamine occurred 
in intimate association with the eraeked day. The altered chert 
nodules were bedded in a reddish clay 
with masses of calamine and of blende al
tering to calamine exteriorly. The cala
mine shows in the latter ease as a glisten
ing surface material coYering the blende 
and made up of bunches of minute, plate
like erystals. This material grades imper
ceptibly into the blende in such a way as 
to preclude the hypothesis of its heing 
merely a later coating deposited onr it. 

The alteration of the sphalerite or 
blende to carbonates is sho,vn be:;t in the 
North Arkansas region, where it is a ,-ery 
common phenomenon. The kerneb of 
unaltered sulphide surrounded by earbon
ate oc·enr at most of the mines. There 
also has been in the reg ion c·onsiderahle 
transfer of material, as is shown in the 
deYelopment of mamillary and botryoidal 
coati ng_·s of elear carbonate o\·er the other FIG. 23·-Zinc blende R.ltering to cala-

' " mine, Rinker land. Aurora, :c-J o. 
ores and accompanying rocks. Excellent · 
examples of this are seen at the Moming Star mine, the Pierce mine, 
and others. 

The totai effect of superficial alteration is the production of rich 
bodies of easily mined and easily reduced ores aboH water le\·el. 
These bodies show a characteristic gangue and association of ores and 
may or may not he directly connected with deeper ore bodies due to 
other processes. Here, as in other distriets, they are most ahundantly 
developed on the slopes rather than in the deeper Yalley s or along the 
divides. This is due mainly to the fact that such a place is the com
mon meeting- point of waters passing through a hill and those coming 
down over its surface, but also to the opportunity for mechanical con
centration along the base of a slope. So far as surface ores are directly 
connected with underlying ore bodies, their location in the mlleys is 
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due to the cause~ which have developed the valleys over the principal 
zones of fracture and crushing. This relation will be discussed later. 

Sulphide. em·icltment.-One of the important processes by which 
ore bodies have become enriched bas recently been much discussed 
under the general title of secondary enrichment. 1 Since the whole 
process of superficial alteration is in general result one of secondary 
enrichment, though often in specific eases one of depletion, it is 

thought better to discriminate the par
ticular phenomena by using the term 
sulphide enrichment. The process is 
one phase of the general work of super
ficial alteration, but represents a par
ticular portion of the general process 
which is locally of considerable impor
tance. It causes the enrichment of the 
ore body at and below water level by the 
migration into and deposition within it 
of certain amounts of the ore bodies 
from the belt of weathering. In the 
Joplin area it differs in certain par
ticular::; from the process of reaction 
between the sulphides outlined by vVeed 
and Emmons. In all these instances 
the reducing action is believed to be 
mainly the influence of one sulphide on 
the other, and the relative affinity of the 
metals for oxygen and for sulphur is 
very important. In the Joplin region 
the affinity for oxygen of the three 
metals, iron, zinc, and lead, is impor
tant, as usual, and they have gone into 
solution in the order named. In the 

FIG. 2~.-Influence of metallic iron in pre
cipitating sulphides of zinc and lead, 
James River mines, Greene County, Mo. 
a Body of iron spike. 

presence, however, of an excess of 
organic reducing agencies all the sulphides seem to have been reduced 
with equal facility and without order. The sole exception is in the 
apparent lack of sulphur, which has limited the production of iron 
sulphide. In certain instances iron sulphide has formed; but this is 
not the rule for the district. 

The influence as a reducing agent of metallic iron, artificially intro
duced since mining began, is shown in the specimens represented in 
figs. 24: and 25. They show recent deposition of blende and galena on 
each other and on certain iron spikes. They were obtained by Pro
fessor Shepard from a long-closed mine on James River, and are illus-

1 \Y. H. Weed : Trans. Am. Inst. ~lin. Eng., Vol. XXX. pp. ~24--!!8: Bull. Geol. Soc. Am., Vol. XI, 
pp. 1 i~206. S. F. Emmons: Trans. Am. Inst. ~lin. Eng., \'ol. XXX, pp. lii-216. C. R \'an Hise, 
Some principles, etc.: Trans. Am. Inst. Min. Eng., Vol. XXX. pp. 1~8--135. 
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trated here through his courtesy. The blende is deposited on and 
clusters around the old spike in such form as to make clear that the 
iron influenced its deposition. It is not merely crusted o\·er the iron, 
but shows no disposition to scale off as it might in case the relations 
were the result of purely cementing agencies. The galena crystals in 
turn show an equally elose relation to the blende. This phenomenon 
is not quantitatively important in the district. 

Large bodies of blende at and for some distance below the ground
water level are very common 
throughout the region and 
are especially characteristic 
of the Southwestern district. 
The big zinc mines of the 
entire Southwestern distriet 
draw their supplies from a 
zone beginning at the level 
at which the ground water 
stood before pumping and 
extending irregularly down
ward. It is a truism here as 
in other districts that ''jack 
makes in the water." This 
is due to several causes. Or
ganic material is common in 
the limestone, the selvage, 
and the slate or shale ''bars." 
The widespread presence of 
bitumen has been already em
phasized. The ground water 
is one great reducing solu
tion. ltaccordinglyprotects 
the ores froin oxidation and 
the consequent change to 
the carbonates and silicates 
which characterize ores in 

FIG. 25.-Influence of metallic iron in precipitating sul
phides of zinc and lead, James River mines, Greene 
County, Mo. 

the belt of weathering. It also serves to reduce any oxides or sulphates 
brought down to it by waters passing from the surface through the 
belt of weathering. There is thus an actual enrichment of ore bodies 
beginning at the water level and in this region extending as far below 
it in ea<'h case as the influence of surface waters can penetrate against 
the general upward movement of water due to hydrostatic pressure. 

There has been every opportunity for secondary enrichment of 
original ore bodief' and production of practically new bodies of blende 
below water le,·el. It has already been seen that in the original ore 
bodies hlende greatly predominates over galena. It has also heen 
stated that blende is more readily oxidized and more soluble than 
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galena. The downward modng waters accordingly tend to carry the 
zinc from the belt of weathering into the horizon immediately below 
water len\ and to le~we the lead behind. ThuB the already notable 
predominance of hlende in the original ore~ i~ increa~e<l. In instances 
ore carried down may be deposited in Lreecia alongside the original ore 
boch or Hen at some distance from it, and thus may be produced an 
ore .bod.\· ~bowing a limited amount of galena in certain portions and 
nothing hut hlende elsewhere or one composed of blende only. \Vhile 
the ore~ of the first concentration show blende to be the dominant 
mineral for the district, it i~ probable that most of the big blende 
deposit:-:; haYe resulted from secondary enrichment. In certain eases 
the process of sulphide enriehment can be followed step by step. One 
of the most instrncti\'e eases is that shown on the Boston Get-There 
ground, to which attention wa:,; called by \V. S. Hutchinson. 

r---r--,---,--~---,--,--, 

' ' 36 

The Boston Get-There ground 
includes 40 acres located at Pros
perity, near Cartersville, Mo. It, 
lies on a nry gentle swell, just 
east of a low, broad valley, extend
ing northwest to Center Creek. 
This yalley is full of important 
mines , many of which show rich ore 
in soft, broken ground. 

A tongue of Coul ~Ieasnres shale 
reaches down from a larger area to 
the northeast and forms a thin cov
ering- o\·er the northeastern lots 
of the Boston Get There ground. 

FtG. :lti.-tir(IU!Id piau of the Boston tll't -'l ltl'rL· 

mines. There is al.<::o apparently a minor 
:1mount of fracturing- in this portion 

of tbe g-round. In the north we:-:; tern portion there is a narrow, north
south belt of soft, broken, and disturbed ground, reaching down to 
at least the middle of the tract from north to south. In the northern 
continuation of this belt Coal .Measures shales are found at a depth of 
100 feet, and the eYidence seems to warrant the belief that the belt 
refened to is one of fracturing and faulting. Over most of the tract 
the limestone forms the surfaee rock under the loose material of the 
soil. The beds have a very gentle dip to the southwest, as is shown 
hy the tlow of water underground. A plan of the unclergrouml work
ings of the mines is shown in fig. 26, and a general eross-section sketch 
from northeast to south·west is shown in fig. 27. 

The mines are in typical sheet ground. The ores oceur along bed
ding planes between the flint layers, below the heavv and here undis
turbed limestone and flint. Immediately below the limestone is a 
layer of flint, from a few inches to 3 fe~t in thickness, which is of 
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open, porous texture and is known to the miner~ as "cotton flint.·· A 
partial analysis of this, made in the Survey laboratory by George 
Steiger, gave the following results: Si02, 76.96; CaO, 12.(h_l. The 
cotton flint being more soluble on account of the lime in it, seems to 
have been originally the main horizon along which the waters mo\·cd. 
The normal ore of the area ha~ been described already. To the north 
and east less blende, relatively, is found and more galena. That the 
blende was originally present and has been leached out is shown by 
the presence in the ~econdary flint of cavities having the outline 
of blende crystals (sec Pl. XVI). Occasionally some of the gal~:•na 
has also been removed, as is proved by the presence of cube-shaped 
cavities. The iron has in part been remoyed, and in part oxidized to 
limonite. Some red clay is present, though not found elsewhere in 
the mines. 

To the south and west small open cavities are found in the earlier 
ore, and in these, as well as in minor cracks, are clear, usually ruby
colored blPnde cry:'!tals, associated with cubes of galena and small 

N< 

l<'!G. 27.-Cross section of the Boston Gt>t-Thert> mines from northeast to southwest. 

rounded rhombohedrons of siderite, the iron carbonate. On both the 
galena and blende are small crystals of marcasite, and on the blende 
are little sphenoids of chalcopyrite, usually with uniform orientation. 
Greenockite also occurs as a greenish-yellow material dusted· m·cr the 
other minerals. Many of these features are illustrated in Ph. XVI 
and XVII. 

A consideration of the relations of these ores makes it elear that 
there has been here solution of the ores in the northeastem portion of 
the ground and redeposition of them farther down the slope. It also 
seems clear that the waters active in this process were downward
flowing surface waters, and that the ehemical r eactions were essentially 
oxidation of sulphides to sulphates in the early portion of the 'vaters' 
course and their redeposition, mainly as sulphides, in a later part of 
their journey. A probable shortage in sulphur is indicated from the 
deposition of part of the iron as carbonate. 

VERTICAL DISTRIBUTIOX OF THE ORES. 

The common law for zinc-lead deposits-that the larger :mel richer 
bodies of lead are found above the corresponding bodies of ziuc-holcb 

22 OEOL, PT 2-01--11 
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throughout the region. It is so universally true that it seems unnee
essmT to cite instances. The explanation of this phenomenon has been 
·work~d out by Van Hise. 1 It is that in the presence of downward
moying and ~xidizing waters the sulphides of iron, zinc, and lead 
would go into solution in the order named, and that in the presence of 
r educing agents deposition normally would occur in the reverse order. 
ThP rt>snlt would be a sorting out of the sulphides where they occur 
togetht>r, and a final yertical arrangement of iron, zinc, and lead 
sulphides. with the last on top. This is undoubtedly the expla
nation of the phenomenon. It is true also that waters moving in an 
upward direction c-harged with metallic sulphides and meeting descend
ing oxidizing waters might readily be supposed to produce the same 
result,.;, so that the arrangement is not necessarily altogether second
an. There is, howenr, little independent evidence favoring a belief 
in depo,.;ition in orderly arrangement by ascending waters, and in the 
mines and region most studied, at least, the phenomena are believed to 
be t:',.;,.;entinJly clue to secondary and modifying agencie~. 

Coueentration hy descending waters is usually most effective in sort
ing out the ores in regions where this downward movement is great
est-that is, in regions of great local di:fferenees in surface of the 
underground wnter. 

In the ,Joplin region conditions are peculiar, in that the level of 
underground water has, so far as can be determined, stood for a long 
tinw near the surface. The region is one of slight relief, and it is 
beliewd that Hen at the present the major inovement of the water is 
npwarcl. Such clown ward movement as has occurred has taken place 
apparently against the general cuiTent of flow. This, coupled with 
the widespread presence of bitumen and other organic matter in the 
,Toplin roeks, is probably the explanation of the comparative absence 
of prodnets of oxidation and the nearness to the surface of the rich 
bodie~ of blende. The process outlined above explains the common 
oevnrrenee of galena in the reel surface days overlying rich bodies of 
blench' in unoxidized material. 

Tlw rt>lative scarcity of iron pyrites in the region has already been 
noted. Aecording to experienee elsewhere there should be consid
erable bodies of mixed iron and zinc sulphides below the rich bod
ie~ of zinc on', and at a still lower level the iron sulphide normally 
should beeome dominant. It is not impossible that this will prove 
generally true here, and at Granby the drill records show that it 
is tnw for ~t considerable area at least. The development up to the 
present indicates, however, that for the region in general, even in 
depth, the ore bodies will in most cases be found to be relatively free 
from iron. 

1 Some Principles of Ore Deposition, p. 103. 
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CHAPTER VII. 

By H. F. BArN. 

GEOLOGY AND MINES DISCUSSED BY DISTRICTS. 

The general geology of the Ozark region has been already discussed 
and summarized by Mr. Adams in Chapters II and III of this report. 
It remains only to emphasize those structural feature::; which ha,·e 
been of importance in determining the form, position, and character 
of the ore bodies and to describe from among the mines visited those 
which best illustrate certain of these features. Especial attention will 
be devoted to the Southwestern district, since it was studied in most 
detail. 

~OUTHWESTERN DISTRICT. 

LIMITS. 

The Southwestern district is of wide extent. Ores are found in it 
from \V ebster County, Mo., on the east, to Peoria, Ind. T., on the 
west, and from Dade County, Mo., on the north to \Yashington 
County, Ark., on the south. The area of occasional occurrences is 
even greater. The region of developed camps is more restricted. 
Within the general area outlined there is a notable tendeney toward 
a grouping or bunching of the camps, and within the camps or sub
districts there is an even more notable clustering of the mines. The 
productive areas and mines are .o;eparated by relatively wide barren or 
undeveloped tracts. All of these producti,·e belts seem to have been 
found early in the development of the district. The earliest maps 
show more or less prospecting !l.t practically all the points where 
mining is now being carried on, and there has not been in recent years 
any notable additions to the list of mining camps, though there ha ,·e 
been very remarkable increases in production and the limits of each 
camp are constantly being extended. Deeper drilling and eloser 
prospecting are developing ore bodies in ground previously supposed 
to be barren, and with a better understanding of the structure and 
nature of the ore bodies it is to be expected that this will continue to 
occur. 
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GEOLOGICAL SECTION. 

The ore:-; of the Southwestern district are found mainly in the Car
boniferous 1 ime.stone. The cli.striet inelnde.s scattered mines in the 
area of the Cambro-Silurian, but it i.s the larg-e deposits in the Carbon- · 
iferuu~ that are especially eharaeteri:.;tic, and these will here he dis
cussed. Outside the district the same limestones are not known to 
carry important amounts of ore. In these beds at Sedalia, J\lo., 
limited amount;; of galena, and in northern Arkansas both galena and 
hlencle, ha,·e been found. Future developments may show that in the 
latter district they carry important depo.sits, but for the present the 
mines in the Carboniferou.s limestones are confined to the Southwestern 
district. 

The Mississippian as developed in this district consists of a lower, 
es,;entially shaly, and an upper, essentially limestone member. The 
lower member has been discussed under the name of the Devono
Carboniferous. It ,-aries so mew hat in lithologic character and in 
thickness, and these yariatiom; have been of considerable importance 
in controlling- the deposition of the ore. In northwestern Arkansas, 
running up into McDonald and Barry counties in Missouri, the for
mation i::; a fineiy lari1inated, black, arg-illaceous shale of considerable 
thicknes~, being 7U feet tbit:k at Bentonville and 50 feet at Sulphur 
Springs. The latter thickness represents the average for that region. 
The shale thins to the west, being- usually 20 to 25 feet thick in Indian 
Territory. It also thins to the north, for at Roaring River, Barry 
County, Mo., it is ±5 feet thick, and a few miles farther northeast 
it is 25 feet thick. Toward the north there is also a change in the 
character of the formation. It loses its black color, becomes ordinary 
blue argillaceous shale, and, taking on more lime, often changes into a 
sbaly or thin- bedded limestone. This phase is seen at the mines at 
::\IeDowell, in Barry County, Mo. When of this nature, the shale 
often bas been overlooked in drill record.s, and reported as a part of 
the overlying heels. It always, however, remains more or less shaly. 
At Aurora, in drill hole 36, located on lot 95 of the Boston-Aurora 
ground, 10 feet of blue ''slate" or shale was passed through between 
the depths of 270 anrl 280 feet. A corresponding shale was found in 
other drill boles put clown by the same company. A drill bole put 
clown by the Sphalerite ~Iining- Company at the Nickel Plate mine, 
and on higher ground showed beds representing the same formation 
between depths of 31i0 and 38!) feet, At Springfield 30 feet of shale 
oecurs between depths of 250 and 28U feet, in the well at the electric
motor plant. In the Carthage deep well the rock is reported as a shaly 
limestone 3(1 fed thick between 350 and 3:-IU feet in depth. The 
Brewery well at .Toplin shows ±o fept of elaye.'· limest01w beginning at 
a clepth of 01~> f(·d. .-\.t Oronogo t'<>lTt'sponding- hpcls were found at a 
ct~·pth of :::5u feet and contiuued to :)!l\1. ..A.t Uranhy ."!eventl drill holes 
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in the NE. t of the S\:V. t of sec. 31, T. 26 N., R. 30 \V., shmY the 
shale between depths of 279 and 299 feet. In other holes in the 
vicinity it is found at 305 to 325 feet in depth. The ,·ariation in 
depth of this shale is due in part to surface inequalities and in part 
to displacement of the shale by faulting. The natural exposures of 
the region confirm the evidences of the drill holes that the De,·ono
Carboniferous in the ore-producing regions has less than the normal 
thickness, and is less shaly than usual. 

The Devono-Carboniferous was laid down after a long period of 
erosion in which the area was reduced essentially to an even plain. 
The evidence of general unconformity is distinct, but marked local 
irregularities at the plane of contact do not often occur. ·where such 
irregularities are known they are the result of faulting. 

The limestone member of the Mississippian as developed in the 
region includes the beds which in Arkansas have been referred to as 
the Boone chert, and the term Boone formation will be used here. 
The Boone as developed in the Southwestern district includes an upper 
and a lower member, which have been separately mapped by Shepard 
in Greene County, and which may be r eadily recognized in the field. 
In drill holes their separation is not always easy, and for the present 
no attempt will be made to distinguish them except in a general wa3·. 
The revision of the nomenclature is purposely left until the detailed 
mapping shall have been earried further. Of the two division.-; of 
the Boone the upper is the more important, as it forms the country 
rock throughout the mining region. In character it is so ,·ariable that 
up to the present it has been impossible to make a general section 
which could be r ecog-nized over any wide area. Locally, a certain 
sequence is sometimes noticeable. At Carthage there are certain 
heavy-bedded limestones which seem to r epresent the upper portion 
of the formation. Their character is shown in the quarries north of 
the river and near the St. L ouis and San Francisco Railway station. 
In the latter quarry the following section was measured : 

,r;.,·ectiu11 at O trtha!ft', J[o. 
Fl'et. 

7. Limestone, badly 'lreathered, much cut hy water courses, showing coarse gran-
ular surfacetl with roundecl surfaces characteristic of solution... .. . . .. . . . .. -l: 

6. Limestone, gray, crystalline, interbeddecl with thin ehert hands... . ... . .... 6 
5. Limestone, coarse-bedded, gray, crystalline, horizontal hands of styolites and 

with Dd todus occidentalis at upper surface .... .. . _. _ . . .. . _ . _ ... _. .. . ..... 7 
4. Chert .... .. . . .. . _ .... ... . _ . . . .... .. .. . . . . . _ . . . . .. . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t 
3. Limestone, gray, as above ....... _ . . _ . ... . . .. . _ .. _._... . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . 5 
2. Limeston t> , gray, Deltodu .q on upper surfacer . .. . .. .... .. .. .. . . . .. _ . .. . .. .. _ 4 
1. C'hert anc l c·hertv lime~tonP . ...... _ .... . ...... . . _ ....... . .. . . . . _ . _. . . . . . . ::l 

The chert, No. 1 of the section, is a well-defined bed and may be 
traced a half mile or more to the " ·est. and has hcen recognized m 
drill holes in the quarries on the north side of Spring RiYer. 
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Below the quarry beds, as seen at Carthage, there is commonly a 
thickne~s of 150 to 180 feet of interhanded limestone and chert, as 
shown in the Boston Get-There section, already g~ven, and in numer
on,.,. drill holes on the :Missouri Zinc Fields Company's land and else
where. It is thi,.,. portion of the section which is most generally seen 
in mine sections. Below it in the Cartersville-Prosperity and the 
OronQgo areas, is Yery commonly a thick bed of massive chert, and 
a similar bed is encountered in the mines of Tanyard Hollo'v and 
Galena. There are exposures along Shoal Creek at Grand Falls, 
Redding's mill, and elsewhere, which show a very thick body of chert 
quite free from limestone. It hats not been possible to show that 
these chert bed:; represent one stratigraphic horizon. The distribu
tion of the chert is somewhat irregular, as has been emphasized by 
"\Yinslow 1 and Haworth. 2 To some extent at least the irregularities 
are due to l"hanges in clip and to faulting rather than to lack of con
tinuity of the chert. For example, opposite Redding's mill the chert 
whil"h appears to 1>e absent is really present. This ir; shown by a 
recPntly dPnloped mine in whiL·h the ore is fonnd in the top of the 
chert. The latter lies below the leTel of the river bottom, and has thus 
e.scaped observation. ~·h bas already been shown the chert acts, 
locally at lea:-;t, as a bed rock against which the ores haYe been con
eentrnh·d , hut whether it may be expected to perform a similar func
tiun owr any considerable portion of the di:;trict is as yet uncertain. 

Bdow tlw heayy chert and aboye the DeTono-Carboniferous there 
i:-; a :-;onwwhat Yariable thickness, ordinarily of 75 to 150 feet, of inter-
1wdded lime::;tone and ebert. \Vhether this belongs entirely to the 
lower member of the Boone or in part to the upper member is as yet 
uncletennined. The total thickne:':.~ of the Boone formation in the 
Joplin region ranges from 300 to 350 feet. In exceptional ca:;es, as a 
re,-ult of faulting, the base i;; found at less or greater depth from the 
.surface. 

UENElUL STRUCTURE. 

The essential strueture of the Southwestern di:':triet is shown in fig. 
2:3~ representing a eros:; section from Cedar Gap through Carthage 
and Joplin to the C pper Carboniferous beds west of Spring River. 
Th e strata along the line of this section han a gentle dip to the west, 
·which coincides e,.;sentially with the slope of the sudaee. The upper 
portion of the Boone formation is aceordingly expo:-;ed o,·er the sur
faL"e for the entire distance, exeept where erosion has eut into it. 
To the we:;t, abo,·e the limestone and ehert, are the shales and 
.'-anclstone.,; of the Coal )leasnres, and the Yarious outliers indicate 
their former extension over th~ area to the east. The:-;e upper 
::-bale,.; are to all intent,.; and purposes imperdou:-;, and in the area 

'L<•e. eit . . Y c.•l. YJI. I'J•. ~11 >-~17 . 
'Bull. Geol. Sn('. America, Vol. XI, PI'· ~:.1-:!40. 
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covered by them they separate the surface waters from those entering 
the limestones along the outcrop of the latter. At ;: 
an earlier time, whe.n the shales covered more of the ~ 

~ ~ area, the'"· wen' more efl'ectiYe in this particular. . ~ 
.} ~ ~ 

Below the limestones of the Boone formation is ~ &> 

~ ~ 

-" c s 

the Devono-Carboniferous shale, forming a prac
tically continuous stratum. It cuts off the circula
tion in the limestones above from that in the Cambro
Silurian bed:-,; below. Still lower than the Cam bra
Silurian beds are the pre-Cambrian crystalline::;, 
which very largely limit the downward circulation 
of the waters below the Devono-Carboniferous. The 
difference in elevation between Cedar Gap and ,Top
lin is 700 feet in round numbers, and accordingly 
water entering the strata at Cedar Gap and not 
finding its way to the surface before reaehing .Jop
lin is under a hydrostatic pressure of approximately 
3± pounds to the :-,;quare inch, less the loss due to 
friction against the walb of the conduit through 
which it has travewd. It should, therefore, at the 
latter place have a general upward movement and 
should tend to flow out at the surface from deep 
wells. In the Redell deep well at .Joplin water 

Q 
rises from a depth of 1,350 feet to within 80 feet .; 
of the surface, and is not lowered when pumped 
at a rate of 90 gallons a minute. At Carthage it 
rises to within 15 feet and seems inexhaustible. In 
a number of holes put down in the region this 
deeper water is tapped. lt is encountered at very 
irregular depths in the Ca~nbro-Silurian, and at ~ 
present no definite water-bearing beds can be made ?' 
out in these strata. These facts seem to indieate 
that the main flow is along fractures in the lime
stones rather than through thick and continuous 
sandstones, as is the usual ease in artesian wells. 
In the early days of mining the ground water stood 
very near the surface and the large amount of water 
to be handled was one of the seriou:'l problems of 
mining. Even yet when mines are opened in new 
territory pumping is a serious tax on the enterprise. 
The water level in the Redell well, which now stands 
at 80 feet, is probably held down to that level by 
the general pumping and the loss of head due to 
springs. Throughout the entire district there are 
numerous cracks and ere,·i<'es which cut don·n 

~ • 

• 0 

,o 
':! 

~· 
~· 
" 

~ 
'o 

through the impervious Denmo-Carboniferous shale and reliew the 
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hydro~tatie pressure. The outflow expresses itself in the numerous 
largt' springs which are so characteristic of the region, and are instanced 
in such gt•ographic names as Spring River and Cave Spring. The 
prest>nee of such fractures is also suggested by the form, and more 
partieulnrly hy the distribution of many of the Yalleys. These are 
eharadt>ristically long-, narrow, shallow, dosely spaced, and parallel. 
Tht> ~treams are Yer.'· largely feel by spring-s, and in connection with the 
gem·ral plwnomenn of the r egion the inference is warranted that the 
ultimate :-;onrce of the sl)l·ino·s is YerY deep. The hest reason for heliev-,.., . 
ino· that the o-ronml water is fed mainly hom distant sources lies in the 

0 0 • 

fad that the amount of water pumped from the mines is independent 
of seasonal changes. Except in the case of unproteeted openings or 
veiT open o-round, severe storm:-; and rainy weather do not increase the 

. 0 

amount of water that must be handled. 

FAULT ING. 

The presence of deep fractnr~s in the .T oplin region is shown hy 
faults of 100 to 150 feet or more. 'Where strata are displaced this 
llltll'h it is a fair inferenee that the fracturing extends at least 200 
fpl't deeper, hence across the Devono-Carboniferous shale, which is 
found at depths of 300 to 350 feet. These faults and their relations 
to the ore deposits haYe not heretofore been properly appreciated, 
though tlwy were noted by ,Jenney, 1 Shepard, 2 and Blake. 3 In a series 
of bed::: :-;uch as the limestones and cherts of the .Toplin area, where one 
portion of the section is litholog·ically like so many other portions, 
fault::: ma.\· be present and yet may remain unrecognized. It is only 
wbt' re a fault oecurs in two or more beds of different character that 
it is pos,;;ible, in the absence of extremely detailNl work, to measure 
tht.' cli:::plaeement. EYen in such a ea:::e. if there he a marke<l erosion 
urwonformity between the beds, mere juxtaposition at yarious len•ls 
is not in itself sufficient proof of faulting. In this district the fault
ing j,., made clear hy the relations of the oYerlying Coal ·Measures 
shah'" aucl sandstones to the limestones and cherts of the Boone forma
tion. The:::c relations are, howeYer, obscured by unconformity 
behH·Pn tlwse beds and by the influence of downward settling as a 
r esult t•f ;;o]ution. Sueh faulting as has been recO!:tnized in the region 
hn::: ~o far been u;.;ually referred to the latter cause, ~ but this explana
tion ean uot be deemed adequate. 

Y ery dear instances of faulting were obsen·Pd at many points in 
the cli:-;trict in the course of the pre,.;e nt work. S!'\·eral of these haYe 
been aln•ad.'· deserihecl. At Aurora the faults and their relations to 
tht' ure hoclies are shown on the aeeompanying- map (Pl. XVIII). 

- - - - --- - - --- - - - --------- -- -~ ---
1 L•.:wl an~l z ilh: tlepo~it..; ,,[t h e )li..,.~i ~:" ippi Yalle y: Trail~. Atn. In!'lt. )lin. Eng., Yol. XXII, p.l-!,. 
~ ).ri:-:·;·dtnri l)l'''l. StHTI:~·. Yol. XII, Pt. I. l'· 17~. 

' T r>~lt • .. I Ill. Tn -t. )[in. Eng .• Yol. XXll. p. 1;~1 ('t ,eq. 
• \l. i u~lvll': )li"""ri <:;c-<. >1 . Snrnc>y , Yool. YII, 1:'<94 . p. 480. 
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The general country rock at Aurora is the wmal interband0u chert 
and limestone, as may be seen in any of the ~hafts whieh h<we heen 
sunk in the hard or "bar " ground. Such are the Myrtle J., ~o. 5 
and No. 6 of the Boston-_-\.nrora, the Louise, the \Vorl<l-Herald, the 
Ozark, and many others. The ores are developed in breccias at ,-ari
ous horizons in this ~hPeted rock, usmlll~- in rather definite and per
sistent rnns. Some of these runs certainly follow fault lines, and the 
others probabl~- do. 

In the eastern portion of the territory covered by the special 
Aurora map there is an area known.as Sand Ridge, composed of Coal 
Measures shale and sandstone. This extends in a long, narrow belt 
acro::;s the country , as rna~· be seen by the general map. Its 3astern 
limit i::; not shown on the detailed map. This border is irregular and 
shows definite relations to the topography. It is made by the thinning 
out of the beds. The western border, across the area of the special 
map, is direct and sharp cut and is the result of faulting. Along the 
eastern edge of the area there outcrops a coarse conglomerate which 
is covered to the west hy argillaceous black shale and a gray micaceous 
sandstone. Alo11g: the we,;;tern border this conglomerate does not out
crop, but the upper beds are brought into sharp contact with the ordi
nary chert and limestone. In sinking the Bowyer shaft the following 
section " ·as encountere>d: 

S~ct io il ot the R fJI I'!ter sh r(Ti. 

I 
1 Thickness. j Depth. 

4. <6rav, micaceous 1<andstone and soit, a rgillaceous shale . .. __ 
• - I 

:3. Conglonwrate, with rounded chert pelJhles, in a re(l ealca- J 

• I reous matnx .... _ .. _. __ ..... .. .. .. ... . ....... . ....... 
1 2. Limestone ancl l'hert interbande• l .... - . . ..... . .. - .... - .. -1 

1. Brecciated chert and limestone. - . ... - - .. ---------------- - ~ 

F l'f'l. F rrt. 

12i 

5 

] .,.., _, 

157 

200 

The ore body is den loped i1 i the chert and limestone from 157 feet in 
depth down to :200 feet. Tht• ·:'<tructure here is represented in fig . :W, 
clmwn to natural scale. The section shows a normal fault of at least 
130 feet, ·with the downthro,,- to the east. l\Ir. Adams and :Mr. Burchard 
ha,·e carefully traced thi-,. fault to the south along the course shown 
on the map. to the point " ·here it lean's the Coal ::\Ieasures and becomes 
unrecognizable. It is impos,.;ihle to ,;uppose that the Coal ::\Ieasures 
and the limestone are mPn'l.'· brought into contact as a r esult of the 
prt>-Coal ::\Iea,.;ures erosion. That there wn,.; a basin tilled with Coal 
1\Ieasure,;, l~· ing in the limp,.;tone. j,.. not improbabk. 1ntt there dl·arl.\
is a fault along tlw westem edgt•. Tl11• rinding of the c<mg·lonH•ratc 
at the base of the Coal )h•a:,;nres along the eastern ontnup and in the 
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shaft, but not along the western limit of the area, preeludes the simple 
basin hypothesis. The abrupt l'Ontad and it.., g-enerally direct course 
afl'ord ~npporting eddenee. Indeed. a straig-ht contact of this type, 
passing aeross the country without any relations to the topography, is 
incompatible with any explanation other than that of funlting. It 
is also in harmony with this interpretation that the amount of water 
at :first pumped from these shafb, approximately 2,000 g·allons a 
minute, was exceptional, and that the flow is e,·en now Yery heayy. 
Thi:; water does not seem to come mainly. as might perhaps be 
expected, from the softer Coal ~I~asures and the contact between them 
and the limestone, hut comes np from the limestone. At a depth of 
170 feet the inflow of water from the small channels in the chert was 
very marked. There is praetieally no e,·idenee of oxidation or the 
action of surface waters in the ore body. The ore body itself is :firmly 
cemented and has a11 those peculiarities whieh have been pointed out 
as especially charaderistie of a primary or first concentration. These 
phenomena indicate connection with the deeper circulation and 
eYidence the depth of the faulting. 

Another excellent illustration oi faulting in the Aurora region is 

FIG. ~~.-Cn>'s seetion of the Sand Ridge fault at Bowyer mine, Aurom, "lo. 

the di;-;;plneement running from the Myrtle J. southwest to the Second 
Kational. This fault was also traced out on the surface by Mr. Adams 
and Mr. Bnrehard. It is well exhibited in several mines, and is seen 
also in open pits at several points. It is a block fault, a narrow belt of 
Coal ~Jea:->nres ,-hale~, 60 to 80 feet wide, haYing been dropped 80 to 
90 feet. The limestone on either side is not known to be displaced, 
though it is cliftieu1t to make sure as to this. The fault was seen in 
shaft New Xo. li of the Boston-~\urora, where, at a depth of 70 feet, a 
horizontal drift drin•n to the south cut into the shale. At the contact 
both the shale and the chert were much disturbed. Sharp-angled 
blocks of chert and limestone were found in the shale, and portions of 
the latter were ,;qneezed into the fractured ehert and lime::;tone. Pieces 
of the shale it.self. with the bedding planes at high angles, occurred in 
the main body of the shale near the contaet. The phenomena are 
dear!.'· those of faulting. The workings in :;haft Xo. 5 extend under the 
fault block and ore was found on hoth sides and below it. The shale 
is cut into at senral points along tlw eourse of the fault and in some 
open pit:-:; between thP two shafts of the Big Sixteen mine Coal Meas
ure:-> :->anclstone nun· be seen in eontad with the ordinary limestone of 
thP region, with . brecciation and drag phenomemt at the contact. 
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Farther southwest the fault may be traced by drill hole~ and mme 
shafts which penetrate shale instead of the customary limestone. 

On the special map of the Boqua and Contmental traets, Pl. XIX, 
the more promment faults present are repref:.ented. The Continental 
tract lies west of the city of ,Joplin anrl at one time belonged to the 
Empire Zine Company, when it was known as the Kohinoor land. It 
has long been a steadily producing area. The more important under
ground workings are represented upon the map, though the data are 
not eomplete in this regard. Of the faults recognized, perhaps the 
one cros:sing the Boqua land and running southeast to the Gobar or 
Two Johns mine on the Contment~J is the best displayed. This was 
examined in the )'Jildred mine. 

The Mildred shaft is 120 feet deep, and is in hard, horizontally 
bedded limestone and chert. A drift from the bottom of the shaft to 
the east pa:ssed into Coal )ieasures shale at a distance of -tO feet from 
the shaft, and continued in that material approximately -±0 feet farther. 
At the contact of the :shale and the limestone there is an eYident fault 
with a hade to the east. There i:-; not a single contact plane, but 
a belt of about 20 feet of broken and disturbed :-;trata. consisting 
mainly of hlaek shale containing angular blocks of chert and lime
stone. Calcite and gray dolomite fill in the creviees in the mass. The 
larger bodies of chert pitch with the haJe of the fault, and the bt>d
ding plane:; of the shale show the same pitch and at time"' are even 
vertical. The gray dolomite is usually dt>veloped around the chert 
blocks. The materials show very evident di:-;turhanee, and the softer 
shaly material i:-; ~queezed and crowded in between the block~ of chert 
and limestone in a manner possible only as a result of pres~nre. 
Along the contact and in the shale there i~ nmeh breccia. It consists 
mainly of fragments of chert reeemented ),~- gray dolomite. hut 
includes all:lo broken pieee>; of limestone. The interstices and dru:-;es 
show pink dolomite and hlende. Along the bottom of the drift the 
rocks are more nearly horizontal and les~; disturbed and con~i"'t mainly 
of limestone and chert. This indicates that the drift i,; dl'i,·en about 
at the base of the shale. 

In the B. & C. mine the shale wa~ again encountered in the head of 
a drift driven to the southeast. This would g·i,·e the fault the eourse 
of about N. 25,:, \Y., which brings it near the Gilmore mine, where 
good ore bodies occur. and indicates a probable connection with the 
broken ground of the I Know mine to the north. To the south the 
fault euts the Gohar or Two .John;; mine. where it i.s eYident in a 
body of rich ore-hearing hreceia dt•Yeloped along the >re~t side of a 
hard limestone har or wall. This fault illu:-:tratt>>; well the fact that 
only along a portion of its eonr~e are the owrlying ;,;hales brought 
down· into contad with tlw limestones so a~ to make the disturb
ance evident. In the Gobar mine the east wall is a hard limestone. 
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1\orth of the (Tobar the .A.ndrain mines are abo in hard limestone. 
In th~:.' )fildrl'll and B. 8:: C. mines the shale is cut into, in the latter at 
a depth of 170 fert. and in a drill hole :':ome distance east of the Mil
clrNl the ~hale wa;;; aho PtH·ountered. Brecciation is common all along 
tlw fanlt, and ore bodies. e:':pecially on the southwest side, are not infre
quent. The disturbance eYidently marks a zone or belt of fraeturing, 
invoh·ing thP downthrow of an inegnlar linear hloek of strata and 
the snbseq uent development of shattering: and pressure phenomena. 

From south of the Gobar a second fault line may be traced east by 
the occurrence at considerable dl'pths of Coal l\Ieasnres shales with the 

FIG. 30.-BrecciA. from Glend>lle mine, Joplin, 
l\In .. showing earlier ftnd later chert and crum
pling of the matrix. 

hard limestone on either side. As 
in the case just described, the shale 
belt seems to be somewhat irregu
lar. The fault was examined only 
in the Glendale mine. As seen 
here the~·e is an overthrust, the 
shale being thrown up over the 
Jimestone. The ore is developed 
largely along the contact. In the 
Glendale. and again in the Clo\'er 
Leaf to the west, there is evidence 
of brecciation and disturbance 
along the fault plane (see fig. 30). 

On the southern portion of the 
Continental traet there is a large 
block of Coal Measures shales 
faulted clown into the limestone. 
The fault on the east side of this 
block may be seen in the Pearl 
mine. Its conr~e is shown on the 
map. This fault is. . as usual, 
made eYident by the juxtaposition 
at the same level of shale and lime-
stone, with marked disturbance 

along the contaet at considerahle depth. In this ease the :">hale was cut 
into by a horizontal drift at a depth of 136 feet. The fault indicated 
on the west side of the shale block wa:"> seen in the Manning mine at 
a depth of 1-±5 feet. where the shales dip away from the contact at an 
angle of u -=- . It is impo:">:-:;ible to suppo;;e that the shale was deposited 
at this angle. and the only alternati ,-e hypothesis is that of disturb
ance since clepo-:ition. The shale bar is .said to haYe been struck again, 
200 fp et sonthwt•,;t of tlw shaft, at a depth of HIO feet. The fault 
along the north ,.;ide of this block was not seen in any workings and is 
merely infened from the distribution of the shale. 

"'ithin thP arpa t·onrPCl h,· the hloek of shale, marked off by the 
bounding fanlt.s, there are numerous minor displacements and cross 
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faults. Two of these were examined in the Trouble and l\Ianning 
mines. Their influence is to modify the general eftect of the faulting 
and to make very uneven the plane of contact between the shale and 
the underlying linwstone. The general result of the faulting seems 
to have been the displacement of a block of shale ha,·ing its greatest 
downthrow to the northeast. To the :;outh the amount of shale pene
trated in the ,·arious shafts bet"omes less aud less until. in the St. Pat
rick and the B. A., no shale at all is found. Along the west side of 
the fault block a narrow strip of shale seems to ha,ye ch·opped down to 
a greater depth than 'vould be expec-ted from the general structure. 
This is indicated by the depth at whieh the shale is found in the ~Lan
ning mine. 

The special maps of the Aurora camp and the Continental tract 
probably do not show in either t"ase all the faults present. Certainly 
they do not show all the fracture planes and lines of disturbance. 
Nevertheless they do indieate the main lines of faulting and displace
ments which are easily reeognized. 

BRECCIATIO~. 

One of the most important and most significant features of the South
western di~trict i:,; the amount of brecciation whieh ha;,; taken place. A 
very large majority of the mines obtain the bulk of their ore from 
breccias. These breccias have already been described. Something of 
their extent may be inferred from the fact that the John .Taekson mine 
has been worked for a distanee of 830 feet, with a general height of 
stope of ±0 to 60 feet and a usual width of 50 to 60 feet. In places 
the ore body is 125 feet wide. The bottom of the drift shows ore
bearing breccia, and the horizontal limits of the ore body are not yet 
determined. This ore body is in hard, thoroughly ~emented ground. 
It is impossible to refer the origin of the breceia to any seeondary 
settling or to the action of surface waters in softening the rock. The 
mine is covered by a thick bed of undisturbed roek and no red clay is 
found -in the mine except at one point where, in mining, the overburden 
was cut through. To the south the breccia is cut off by a clean, sharp 
wall of horizontally bedded and undisturbed chert and limestone. 
Along this wall and in the ore body are occasional sharp planes of 
fracture, and in the breccia proper there is. as is t'ommon in these 
breccias, elear evidence of movement between the indiYidual particles 
of chert, followed by reeementation. Breeeiation was e\·idently accom
plished by a series of mo\·enwnt:,; extending o\·er some little time, with 
intervals during whieh the pro(·ess of eementation was actin. The 
particle:;; of older chert are sharp angled and splintL' ry :we~ shov.· abun
dant evidence of having been crushed. The same phenomenon is seen 
in an interesting breceia in the B. & C. mine. on the Boqua. land. lt 
is developed in eonnection with the fault already cle,-erihed. This 
breccia consbts of fragment~> of white chert with ::-ome hlemle in a 
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matrix of gray dolomite, black secondary chert, and a little calcite. 
The fragments of original chert are sharp angled and so thoroughly 
splintered that the breeeia resembles elosely a mass of tailings from 
one of the mills of the distrid cemented by matrix materials. Such 
thoroughly shattered material is not uncommon, and there is every
where e\"idenee that the chert and limestone have been squeezed and 
broken. 

Brecciation and faulting are elosely associated throughout the dis
tri<·t. They oceur together along zones of fracturing. The same 
stress has been relieved at one point by brecciation and at another by 
definite fraeturing or faulting. Brecciation is far the more common, 
and this seems an expression of the general law that stresses are 
relien·cl more frequently by many small fractures than by a few large 
ones. The great zone of fracturing and brecciation followed by Center 
Creek, between "\Y ebb City and Cartersville, has already been described. 
The similar zone stretching from Carters,·ille to Prosperity has also 
been mentioned. Another important zone of fracturing and breccia
tion extends from the gas works at .T oplin southeast to and across the 
Banker traet. It is followed part way by Joplin Creek and was the 
seene of some of the earliest mining in the district. It is at present 
marked by many important and rich mines. These zones of fractur
ing and brecciation are very important in their relations to the ore 
bodies and by their extent and general richness give promise of long
continued yield. They show conelusively that, measured by the total 
amount of energy expended, deformation in the Southwestern district 
has been very important. 

FOLDING. 

Broad, low folds are doubtless common in this region as elsewhere, 
and some evidenee of their presence has been obtained in the course of 
the present work. It will require further detailed studies to locate 
and tnwe them and to determine their relations to and influence on 
the fracturing, brecc-iation, and distribution of ore bodies. Close 
folding seems to be extremely rare. In one of the American mines 
at Center Valley the best instance seen in the district was examined. 
The fold here has a breadth of approximately 300 feet and a known 
amplitude of -±0 feet more or less. The course is roughly north-south 
and has been followed a few hundred feet. To the north the fold dies 
out, and on three sides acl'Ordingly the strata bend down. The dip is 
rather steep. The overlying material here is Coal Measures shale and 
the fold has produeed in this material an elliptieal dome-shaped struc
ture. G ndcr the shale the ehert is thoroughly broken. This breccia 
was quite rich in ore. The shale being impervious has here prevented 
the escape of asc-ending ore-bearing solutions and the ore body has 
aeeorclingly been formed under the shale areh or dome. The structure 
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and conditions are essentially similar to those of the Bendigo gold dis
trict of Australia, as described by Rickard. 1 So far such conditions 
have been found to be extremely rare in this district. 

RELATIONS OF ORE BODIES TO STRUCTURE. 

In the Southwestern district the location of the different camps, and 
within the camps of the major runs, has been determined by the struc
ture of the region. The waters of the Cambro-Silurian are under 
hydrostatic pressure throughout the district. The particular points at 
which they have come up and mingled with the waters in the Carbonif
erous limestone, and at which, as a result, the ores have been developed, 
have been determined by the presenc·e of fractures deep enough to cut 
the De,·ono-Catboniferous shale. Individual ore bodies may or may 
not be developed near these fractures. Crushing and brecciation in the 
Carboniferous limestones is widespread, and solution has been acti,-e 
throughout the district. As a result ore-bearing solutions have wan
dered widely from the fractures along which they gained entrance. 
The location of the ore bodies proper was determined hy conditions 
favorable to deposition, and these conditions were not always ,-cry 
closely related to the structure. Probably in most instances the ore 
bodies are closely related to zones of fracturing, but iri certain cases 
deposition has occurred by metasomatic replacement or by the growth 
of crystals in soft shale in unfracturp,d material. Fracturing, breceia
tion, and solution effects are, however, more widespread than are ore 
bodies. This is expressed by the miners' statement that in certain 
cases they have "good ore-bearing· ground, but no ore.,. Ore bodies 
occur less commonly than ground, which, to all appearances, is faxor
ably situated. The actual relations between the ores and the :,;tructural 
features of the region ha,·e been already pointed out in several instances. 
They can, perhaps, be made still clearer by additional illustrations. 

Am·ont carnp.-The principal portion of the Aurora camp is repre
sented in Pl. XVIII. Two of the faults have already been deseribed. 
Others are represented on the map, and so far as possible the developed 
runs of ore are shown by the location of shafts and outlines of under
ground workings. 

One of the best and most continuous runs of ore in the Aurora camp 
lies, approximately, ~(IU feet south of the fault described as running 
from the Myrtle J. to the Second National. This run will be spoken 
of here as the South run. It extends almost entirely across the Boston
Aurora tract and wa:,; worked in ::;hafts 1 to 4 of that eompauy. East 
of the No. 4 its continuation has not been found, though some ore is 
present as far east as the Sand Ridge fault, already described, and 
probably the territory i:,; merely lean rather than barren. To the 

1 Trans. Am. Inst. Min. Eng., Vol. XX, pp. 463-545. 
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southwe8t the underg-round working:; of the Boston-~-\..urora connect 
with the ,Jumbo. The generalcour:;;e of the run beyond the Jumbo i:;; 
markeclln· the Bonanza, ~ickel Plate, BetBY, theLouisa-\Vorld-Herald 
group, an.d Bo to the Coleman propertie::;.. This run i:;; not a simple 
continuous body of ore, though it pron:'d to be so from the .T umbo to 
the Boston-. .:-\.urora No. -±, in ·wbieh portion of its course it was an 
irreg·nlar ],od~· of ore-bearing breccia from -±0 to 150 feet wide and 
from :W to ti') feet high. To the west the run bends a little to the south 
and, :;o far as present prospec:ting has (len:•loped it, the ore bodies there 
are not so closely eonneeted. In general the run represents an irreg
ular zone of fracturing and brecciation. Surface galena and calamine 
were found along portions of its course, in particular on the Brinker
hoff land. To the west there is a hard cap of little disturbed rock over 
the main ore body. In the Louisa-\Vorlcl-Herald-Ozark group of 
mines the genera I section i,; a,; he low: 

Sectio11 in Louisa- TJ"or/d-Herald-Ozad: mines. 

Thickness. Depth. 

Feet. Feet. 

3. Loose :-<nrfac~: material-broken rock in red day __________ _ 50 30 
2. Lime~tune and chert, horizontal!~· banded and firm __ . ___ _ 35 65 
1. B recda with ore ..... _______ .. _ ... _ . __ .. _____ ... __ ... __ _ 30 95 

The ore here seems to represent the first concentration, very little 
modified. It is in a well-cemented hreccia of white chert, with a dark 
calcareous matrix. Here, as in other mines along· the run, both calcite 
and dolomite are developed, and small water poekets or channels 
occur. The ore is principally blende, but includes a subordinate 
amount of galena and perhaps 1 per cent of iron pyrites. The ore 
"makes'' against the cap, which indicates the action of ascending 
waters. The amount of mine water pumped bears no relation to rain
fall. There is a surface run of silicate ore, but this seems to be cut 
off from the ore bodies below and is probably an instance of altera
tion of the surface run unaccompanied by enrichment of the lower 
bodies. 

On the Brinkerhoff land the run was marked by very rich surface 
ores with enrichment below. ~-\.. considerable amount of ores running 
15 to :30 per cent in blende haYe been found on thi::; land, and the deep 
drill hole at the ~iekel Plate mine shows that brecciation and ore 
oeenr at inteiTals clown to a depth of 500 feet. This depth of breccia
tion may be exceptionai, .-:;ince the ~ickel Plate is only a short distance 
west of an important C'l'oss fracture running to the southeast and 
marked hy the ore bodies of the Cleveland-Aurora and St. Louis
Aurora mines. 
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It will be noted that the South run has a generally direct and fairly 
persistent course parallel to the fault already noted as running from 
the Myrtle J. southwest; that it is marked by brecciation which is 
unequally developed at different horizons and distances along its 
course; that it shows in the better-protected portions features indic
ative of eoncentration by ascending waters and in other portions the 
secondary effects of superficial alteration and secondary enrichment. 
It is also to be borne in mind that in this case a drill hole proves that 
the brecciation extends down through the Devono-Carboniferous shale 
and into the magnesian limestones of the Cam bra-Silurian. 

The second important run in the Aurora camp may be called the 
Shale run. It is developed along the fault block which runs from the 
Myrtle J. to the Second National. In the Myrtle J., Boston-Aurora 
Nos. 5 and 7, the Bryan, and the Black Crook mines the ore is devel
oped along the south side of the shale block. In the Boston-Aurora 
No. 5 it extends under the shale, and in their new No. 6 ore is found, 
as already described, along the north contact of the :-;hale and lime
stone. The Big Sixteen shaft..;; were located one on either side of the 
fault block. Farther to the southwest the Madison ore lies to the 
north, but probably within the influence of the faulting. The Dewey 
and Buckeye ore bodies are also to the north. In these mines no shale 
is seen, though certain now abandoned shafts to the south of their 
workings show its presence. The Second National is still working in 
the soft red ground of the upper levels, so that no certain strueture 
can be made out. It is, however, in a general line with the other 
mines mentioned. 

The Shale run shows an actual vertical displacement of more than 
70 feet. The total thickness of the Boone formation here is 350 feet. 
In view of its brittle character and the known length of the fault, 
something more than 6,000 feet, it seems not unwarranted to assume 
here that the fracturing extends down to and through the Devono
Carboniferous shale, and that thus a way was opened for the upfiow of 
the deeper waters. As usual the faulting was accompanied by wide
spread brecciation and in this belt of breccia the ores and assoeiated 
minerals are irregularly developed. In most of the mines superficial 
alteration and the process of secondary enrichment have been very 
active. Original concentration against the shale bar and the bounding 
walls of the breccia has also been quite important. "\Vhere cross frac
tures come in, the workable zone swings out to meet them, as in the 
group of mines including the Johnny Bull, the .Tack Rabbit, and the 
Madison. At other points the country rock is hard and unbroken. 
This is shown in a prospect drift driven north 1!:)0 feet from the Betsy 
into the territory between the Shale run and the South run. 

The North Aurora run was first figured by ·winslow. 1 It extends 

t Missouri Geol. Survey, Vol. VII, 1894, p. 614. 

22 GEOL, PT 2-01--12 
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from the Blackland tract northeast, approximately parallel to the Shale 
and South runs, to the Sand Ridge fault. Its course, with recent con
nections between the various mines, is shown on the general map. 
This nm has as yet been worked mainly at the upper levels, 60 to 90 
feet, and the output has been principally galena and silicate. The 
run is along a zone of brecciation rather than sharp faulting, and in the 
ground now open the red clays show that oxidation has penetrated to 
some depth. The deeper and richer bodies of blende whieh may rea
sonably be expected to be found along it have not as yet been opened 
extensively. In the Baldwin mine, which is situated at the iutersee
tion of this run with an important system of cross fracturing, large 
and rich bodies of blende, with some galena, are being worked from 
drifts at a general depth of HO to 150 feet. 

North of the run just described large amounts of excellent silicate 
ore are obtained from a nearly east-west run extending from the 
Flying Dutchman through the Christian, the First and Second Meth
odist, the Baptist, and so to the Congregationalist mine. Beyond the 
latter the run bas not been located, though it has been prospected for. 
From the Christian there is a north-south run of ore through the Dog 
and Pup mines toward the Baldwin. The group of mines of which 
the Christian is the best known are taking silicate ore from shallow 
breccias having a red clay matrix. The sharp offset to the south, 
where the north-south intersects the east-west run, and the steep dips 
in the ore bodies are very suggestive of faulting, but in such disinte
grated material it is not easy to be positive. 

To the north, on the Seaman land, there are at least two faults of 
unknown extent, along which some ore has been found. To the south 
there is an important fault along which the Sycamore and Frounoy 
mines found ore. To the east is the Sand Ridge fault, already 
described. Along this fault important ore bodies are being developed 
by the Bowyer, "'Wheat, Rogers, and other mines. It affords a most 
promising belt for prospecting. The ores where found east of the 
fault line will be at more than the usual depth, since the overburden of 
Coal .Measures must be penetrated before the main ore-bearing g-round 
can he reached. 

vVest of Aurora prospecting is now being carried on and there are 
numerous shallow pits from which galena was formerly taken. There 
is not enough gTound open to ati'ord mueh detailed evidence as to its 
struetnre, but the facts that are aYailable indicate that here, as east of 
Aurora, the ore will be found mainly along certain definite belts or 
zones of fracturing. 

In the Aurora camp there is not only good positive evidence of the 
· general association of the ores with structural belts, but there is im

portant neg-atin evidence as well. If the map be examined it will qe 
noted that the Royal, Queen, and De Long tracts show practieally no 
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mining, though they lie in the midst of the mining regions. In each 
case they seem not to be cut by any important zones of fracturing. 
The stresses in the rocks were apparently sufficiently relieved by the 
faults around them. The De Long tract has recently been prospected 
with exceptional care and thoroughness, and the drilling is reported to 
have shown no important ore bodies. In the Aurora camp, as through
out the district, minor amounts of lead and zinc are widely distributed, 
but the important and rich ore bodies occur along or near the main 
zones or belts of fracturing. 

Cont/nmtaUract.-The location of the main faults on the Continen
tal tract is shown on Pl. XIX, and the faults themselves have been 
already described. The distribution of most of the ore bodies as 
developed by the underground workings is also shown on Pl. XIX. 
There is a close relation between the ore bodies of the Gobar, Mildred, 
B. & C., and Gilmore mines and the fault crossing the Boqua land. 
The Glendale, Clover Leaf, Foster, and Kohinoor ore bodies show an 
equally dose relation to the fault crossing the northern portion of the 
Continental land proper. The Pearl and Tomahawk ore bodies are 
developed along the eastern edge of the main fault block, and the 
Manning, Live Mule, and Young mines stand in close relation to the 
western edge of the same fault block. The Trouble ore body is devel
oped to the south and west of a minor but important fault, and man.r 
of the other mines show evidence of faulting. 

The largest and most important ore bodies so far denloped are 
found between the major faults rather than near them. There has 
been a great deal of superficial alteration and of seeondary enriehment 
which tends to obscure original conditions. The ores are found in 
breccias and accordingly haye extremely irregular outlines, a faet only 
imperfectly brought out by the small scale map here presented. It ii-i 
difficult to make sure as to the presence or absence of any regular sys
tem of cross fractures in the ground between the faults. but the dis
tribution of hard ground bars and soft ground and the plainl~· frac
tured condition of the rock indicate that the work of the waters in 
softening and dissolving the rock has taken place along certain zones 
determined probably by the course of minor fractures. The broad 
belt of ore bodies from the Glendale to the Manning seemi'ngly indi
cates such a zone. The ore bodies in this zone are characteristically 
large, rich, and soft, and it is to be noted that in a general way this 
belt of soft and broken ground is indieated br the topography. The 
fault extending from the Gobar northwest also seemingly influences 
the topography. The Glendale fault, whieh is characterized by thor
ough cementation of the attendant breecia, has had no influence on the 
surface, and ore bodies along it may be expected to occur without 
relation to the surface relief . 

.ff£a.~saso£t mines.-Many interesting features of the ore bodies and 
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their relations to fracturing are illustrated in the Massasoit mines. 
The Massasoit land is located in the southeastern portion of Joplin, 
south and west of the Banker or Missouri Lead and Zinc Company's 
holdings in the NW. t sec. H, T. 27 N., R. 33 W. A small stream 
flows north throug-h the land and into Joplin Creek. The mines are 
west of this stream and on the hill slope. Approximately along the 
course of this stream there is a fault of 100 feet with hard, horizon
tally bedded limestone to the east and soft Coal Measures shale to the 
west. A cross section of this fault is shown in fig. 31. The shales 
are found up the slope of the hill, but not on the divide to the west. 
Drill holes and shafts show that they increase in thickness to a max
imum of 92 feet as they approach the fault. In a drift at the 110-foot 
level of the Massasoit No. 3 the hard limestone wall was cut 70 feet 
east of the shaft. At the contact there are large quantities of spar 
and dolomite, some of the gray dolomite being crumpled and broken. 
The shales and the limestones are also crushed, and bits of shale, coal, 
chert, limestone, and dolomite are found thoroughly mingled. In 
the Massasoit mines proper less ore is found in the spar ground along 
the fault than in the basal portion of the shale and along the contact 

w E 

FIG. 31.-Cro~s section of fault at 1\Iussa,oit mines, Joplin, Mo. 

of the shale and the underlying chert and limestone. The plane of 
contact is very irregular, as the main faulting was complicated by 
minor cross faulting, seen near the shaft to have a northwest course. 

At the 70- and 95-foot levels considerable amounts of g-alena in peb
ble form were taken from the lower 10 to 12 feet of the shale. Below 
this is a variable amount of red ground, normally 10 to 12 feet in 
thickness, with galena in red clay at its base. Still lower is a loose 
mass of broken white chert, with some spar and a usual matrix of 
black selvag-e. This ground yields large amounts of blende. The 
blaek-selvag-e ground and the red-clay ground have a very irregular 
contact. ariel for some little thickness cut each other out quite 
irregularly. 

The g-eneral conditions here indicate a fault by which a bloek of Coal 
.Measures shale was tipped down into the limstone and chert. Mineral
izing solutions aseending along the fault plane spread out along the 
base of the shale and produced dolomitization and original or first 
deposition of the ores in the shale. and the underlying broken rock. 
Later oxidizing waters found their way from the ridge to the west 
down along the same plane, softened the ground, probably entrained 
more or less :;hale into the original breccia, oxidized the iron, thereby 
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in part changing- the black clay to red, earried the blende down to 
enrich the lower portion of the ore body, and even carried a portion 
of the galena down to the base of the belt of oxidation. The less 
altered ores may be seen in the spar ground, where the usual water 
channels lined with pink dolomite and set with crystals of chalcopyrite 
may be seen, and where calcite and bitumen are abo'more prominent. 

The course of the main fault is a little west of south. It has been 
carefully traced for a distance of 800 feet and evidently extends much 
farther. To the south of the Massasoit it is marked by the Shamrock, 
Carthage, and .Joplin, Four by Five, Brookfield, A No. 1, Essex, and 
Friday mines, and probably was influential in producing the ore bodies 
of the Star A. The ore is more abundant in the spar ground in the 
mines named than in the Massasoit. To the north the fault seerns to 
run about to Gobar and Sixty shafts, near the intersection of the 
Kansas City, Pittsburg and Gulf and the Missouri Pacific railways. 
At this point it joins or crosses the main line of fractm'ing- and fault
ing, which, with a general R 20° to 25° W. course, runs through the 
Kirkbride and Banker lands and is followed in part by Joplin Creek. 
This latter run follows a rather broad zone of fracturing, faulting, 
and brecciation and is marked hy a string of Coal Mea:mres outliers, 
numerous mines, a frequent pronounced dip, and good ore bodies. 

Duenweq mine~.-The mines of the Boston-Duenweg Company illus-
. trate the relations of sheet ground and breccias to horizontal and \·er

tical faultit1g and the relations of the ore bodies to both. The shafts 
and underground workings on the tract are represented in fig;. 3~, 

redrawn from the company's map. The general section of the rocks 
is illustrated by a drill hole in lot No. 9 of the south 80 acres. It 
shows the usual interbanded limestone and chert to a depth of 128 
feet. Below this is the heavy body of the chert, in this case 50 feet 
thick. Underneath the heavy chert is interbanded limestone and 
chert, penetrated to a depth of 12 feet. The roeks have been broken 
by two major belts or zones of fracturing and breceiation. These 
have a general north-south trend and are loeated one well to the east
ern limits of the property and the other to the west. The first is 
marked by the Jack Pot-East End workings, and the second by the 
New::; boy-West End group. In the zones of broken roek are the rich 
bodies of ore-bearing breccia whieh made the property famous. They 
are developed in the upper ehert and limestone and extend above the 
main chert body as much as 60 feet. There are also surface ore bodies 
along these zones and oxidation has extended downward in instanees 
to a depth of 100 feet, though usually confined to the upper ;')() feet. 
Between the two zones of fracturing there was a certain amount of 
horizontal accommodation by which the bedding planes of the chert 
were opened up. As a result ore has been deposited along these phtlH'~, 
producing normal sheet ground. 
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Deformation at Duenweg took the form mainly of brecciation rather 
than simple fracturing. There is, however, at least one clearly defined 
fault which is located on the map. Along this fault a bar or block of 
Coal :Measures shales about ±0 feet wide and approximately 500 feet 
long was dropped into the limestone to a depth of 100 feet. Mining 
was carried on along both stdes of this bar, to the east in soft, open 
breccia, and to the west in hard sheet ground. The ore was found 
along the contact of the shale and the limestone, and in lot 30, at the 
southern end of the block, a very rich body of ore was found. The 
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FIG . 32.-Map of underground workings at Duenweg, Mo. 

fraeturmg extends farther south than does the infaulted block, and 
was followed 70 to 80 feet in mining. 

In the main East End workings another shale bar is said to have 
been cut into at a depth of 120 feet :-;outbeast of the main ore body. 
The course and width of thi;; bar are unknown. From the thorough 
brecciation of the ehert, the oceasional presence of piece;; of coal, and 
the fact that much of the selvage material is evidently derived from 
disintegrated shale, it is inferred that numerou~ cross faults of eonsid
erable throw are present in the East End workings. The East End 
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drift., are in :soft ground, requiring close timbering, and have caved to 
the surface. Thfly are known as hot mines, the heat probably being 
due mainly to the action of oxidizing surface waters on the sulphides 
present and subordinately to the heaving of the ground itself. The 
ore is essentially blende in a breccia consisting of white chert frag
ments and a black clay or selvage matrix. 

The West End workings show the normal sheet ground with blende 
in a black chert matrix between horizontal, slightly brecciated layers 
of white chert. This sheet ground extends to the east and probably 
connects with that noted in lot 30; at least certain drill holes and the 
general nature of the deformation ~>uggest this as probable. Above the 
sheet ground i:s a thick, irregular masH of breccia, in this case firmly 
cemented and not requiring timbering. It carrie~> blende and galena 
with dolomite and shows the usual 
eviden~;es of first concentration. 
A sump sunk to a depth of 30 feet 
below the floor of the sheet ground 
taps a strong tlow of clear eold 
water charged with sulphates. 

The Duenweg mines present a 
case of ascending waters produc
ing dolomitization and a first ore 
deposition , prindpally along the 
main zones of fracture and su
bordinatflly in the horizontal chert 
along planes opened and slightly 
brecciated hy horizontal mo\·e
ment. Along the eastern of these 
fracture zones descending waters 
later became important and pro
duced a SeCond COncentration and FIG . 33.-0re brecciA. in lime•tone, Badge r mine, 

Smithfield, lifo. 
reai-rangement whereby the galena 
is now principally found in the shallow workings in oxidized material 
(Hardy ~>haft) and the blende in a lower, Hoftened breccia. Here, in 
the presence of an excess of reducing material in the black selvage and 
shale, it was reprecipitated from the descending solutions. In part the 
concentration took place along definite contact planes and in part very 
irregularly through the' breccia. Along the west zone of fracturing 
alteration and secondary enrichment have been very subordinate. 

Galmw cctmp.-ln the vicinity of Galena, Kans. , the limestone and 
chert of the upper interbedded portion of the section outcrops in the 
hills. The town and moHt of the mines are on relatively low ground. 
Hence, though Galena is not far from the edge of the O\'erlying Coal 
Measures, the Galena ore bodies are eharacteristically cherty and the 
matrix is almo:st uniformly :siliceous. Thi:s i:s due to two fact:s. In the 
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first place, most of the mining is well down in the upper portion of the 
Boone formation. The limestones which are quarried near Carthage, 
and 'vhieh are cut through in the mines on the higher ground west of 
.T oplin, are found west of Galena and to the north~ at the Badger and 
other mines in the Yicinit~· of Smithfield (fig. 33). At Galena, how
enr, they are largely eroded. though the Irene and Empire City mines 
go through them. The main mining is done below the horizon of the 
hea,·y limestone, and near, if not in, the heavy chert. In the second 
place, surface waters have acted to considerable depths in the vicinity 
of Galena, and such limestone as was originally present in the beds 
now making up the ore bodies has been largely carried off in solution. 
As a result of these two facts, the mines show the wide prevalence of 
breccias and shallow outlying basins of Coal Measures. Clean, sharp
cut faults do not seem to be especially prominent. 

The general character of the mines around Galena is illustrated in a 
group or belt running out to the southwest from the town. These 
mines are located in a shallow, fiat-bottomed valley, along which there 
are occasional poekets of Coal Measures shale reaching 20 to 30 feet 
in depth . In the low hounding bills interbedded limestone and chert 

Fw. ;}.I. - Genera lized cross section at Mossback mine, Galena, Kans. 

occur. The ore is found mainly at depths of 65 to 100 feet in broken 
chert. A generalized cross section of the valley in the vicinity of the 
Mo::;sback mine is shown in fig. 3±. 

In the Mossback mine a certain amount of pebble ore, mainly galena, 
including a little blende, is found in the lower r;ortion of the shale. 
More galena is found at the base of the irregular layer of red ground 
below the shale. Galena, blende, and minor amounts of pyrite occur 
in the broken ehert and black selvage below the red ground. At the 
sides of the belt of broken ground is sheet ground showing galena and 
blende tog·ether in a black chert matrix, betwee~ the usual horizontal 
bed:; of white chert. At one point sheet ground is found below the 
main ma:;s of broken chert. Here, as at Duenweg, Prosperity, and 
Center VaHey, the main brecciated mass and hea,·y ores seem to occur 
just ahove the heav~' bed of ehert. The studies of the Galena area 
were not, howe\·er, exhaustive enough to make certain the continuity 
of the heavy ehert here with that observed elsewhere, though the cor
relation i~ a very probable one. 

The miley in which the .Mossback mine i:-> located seems either to 
follow a pre-Coal :\feasures depression or to ha\·e been developed 
along a belt of faulting sufficient to drop portions of the overlying 
shale below the plane of erosion. In either case it also bas been the 
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scene of brecciation. The ores were apparently first concentrated by 
ascending waters acting against the overlying impervious stratum. 
Later descending waters, finding a path along the plane between the 
shale and the brecciated chert, have, as usual, sorted the ores, carry
ing the blende below water level and even transporting much of the 
galena as far as the base of the belt of oxidation. Where by the abun
dance of organic material the ores were protected from oxidatioil the 
blende and galena are still found together, as in the base of the shale 
and in the black material of the breccia below water leveL That trans
portation was effected mainly by oxidation to sulphates and precipita
tion as sulphides is indicated by the practical absence of carbonates 
and silicates. · 

The underground workings of many of the mines in thi'3 valley are 
connected and the ore occurs very irregularly throughout the valley. 
Whether the sheet ground extends far under the hills is not known, 
as the hill areas seem to have been very inadequately prospected. 
The Gold Bug, which is the deepest tl'line in the valley, bas the usual 
ore body at a depth of about 100 
feet. The shaft extends 4:8 feet he-
low the ore and at that depth is in 
horizontally bedded, barren white "·~ ~~ ""'· ·u·· · » 

chert. The flow of water is said ,.,... ~r-~ 
to increase greatly with depth. 
Plea~ant Valley 11dnes.-The 

Pleasant Valley mines are located 
about 3 miles southwest of earth-

~~-

FIG. 35.-Map of Pleasant Valley mines, Car-
age (sec.17, T. 28 N., R. 31 vY.), thage,l\Io. 

on the Missouri Pacific Railway. 
The main underground workings are shown in fig. 35, from a map 
by Capt. C. B. Dahlgren. The ore body worked from shaft a is 
developed along a fault with a general course of E . 15° N. A cross 
section showing the relations of the fault and the ore body is shown in 
fig. 36. In sinking the shaft 60 feet of Coal Measures shale were pene
trated. Below this was found a thin bed of loose brecciated ground 
carrying a shallow run of galena. Below this, brecciated but thor
oughly cemented limestone and chert is present to a depth of 180 feet. 
At the latter level the mine is now being worked. The ore body is 20 
to 4:0 feet wide and 20 to 35 feet high. The north wall is hard-bedded 
limestone and chert and is quite regular, following the fault line. The 
south wall is irregular and made up of breccia similar to that of the 
ore body, but barren. The ore body consists of a chert and limestone 
breccia, carrying blende and calcite but no galena. Dolomite is pres
ent, though rare. In lot 37 there is a drill bole showing the shale to 
be 150 feet thick, with limestone and chert below. In shaft c of lot 
38 the same tbickne~s was found. In a horizontal drift in lot 39 the 
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shale caved in at about 180 feet below the surfaee, and it was there 
discovered that the drift had for some distanee been driven about 10 
feet below the shale. 

The drifts running- south from shaft b, which is 205 feet deep, show 
sheet ground. The blende oceurs in thin sheets between beds of 
unbroken limestone and chert. At the base of the drift is a continu
ous ~>beet of yery clean blende from a few inches to 2 feet thick. The 
ore i:; said to extend to the south limits of the ground, and a new 
shaft (d) is being sunk to cut this rnn. North of the shaft sheet ore 
is also seen. It is said that at the north end of the drift soft red 
bowlder ground was encountered. At this point the only important 
deposit of galena in the ]ower levels was found. Vv ork is now being 
carried on in lot 33 to connect the two workings. 

Fw. 36.-Cross section at Pleasant Valley mines. 

The difference in the depth to which the Coal Measures extend 
gives evidence of a fault here with a throw of 90 feet. This fault 
has a eourse E. 15° N., and the ores were evidently introduced along 
it. They spread irregularly to the south in the fault breccia and in all 
directions a::; horizontal sheets at the base of the shale. The east work
ings indicate a probable minor cross fracture with northwest-south
east trend. The comparative scan·ity of dolomite is notable, as is also 
the rather unusual freedom of the blende from admixture with galena. 
These things may indicate an absenee of deeper waters, but it is by 
no means certain that the phenomena now open to obserYation are not 
decept: ve in these particulars. The depth of the fault, the thorough 
brecciation, the complete cementation, the almost entire absence of oxi
dation, and presence of ore in the base of the overlying shale all agree 
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well with the hypothesis of a first concentration by ascending waters. 
The separation of the galena and blende and the superposition of the 
one on the other indicates the modifying action of descending waters. 

Granby carnp.-A complete survey of the Granby mines was not 
attempted, but a preliminary study brought out certain features which 
it seems worth while to present at this time. Granby is one of the 
oldest and best known mining camp~ of southwestern Missouri. It 
has yielded and still yields very large amounts of galena and silicate 
of zinc from shallow workings. The camp is everywhere known to 
mineralogists because of the number and variety of the carbonates, 
silicates, and other secondary minerals which are found there. The 
workings now extend to depths of 100 feet or more, and in recent 
years blende has formed the major output of the camp. The topog
raphy and distribution of the mines is shown on the accompanying 
map, Pl. XX. 

The ores now worked occur mainly in breccias developed at the hori·· 
zon of the upper interbanded chert and limestone. This upper mem
ber is shown by drill holes to have a thickness of 200 to 230 feet. The 
Devono-Carboniferous shale has heen recognized in a number of drill 
holes in section 31, near the fault represented on the map. The shale 
occurs here wry regularly at a depth of from 275 to 305 feet. Above 
it is a heayy dark-blue to black chert varying in thickness from 15 to 
60 feet. In certain drill holes the lower portion of the black chert is 
replaced by interbanded chert and limestone, which reaches a maxi
mum thickness of 20 feet. Above the black chert the beds are usually 
so broken and altered that identification of particular horizons is very 
difficult. In the Homestake mine, in section 12, the following section 
was found: 

Section in Homestake mine. 

4. Surface clay and broken chert . - ................... _ .... . 

3. Limestone and chert interbanded ...... _ ............... .. 

2. Broken chert and dolomite .......... _ ................. .. 

1. Chert, bearing ore .............. _ ..................... .. 

j Thickne"~-

Feel. 

20 ! 
135 . 

45 
3-5 

Depth. 

Frrl . 

20 
155 
200 
235 

In a drill hole in the Mascot mine hard chert was found to extend 
in depth from 158 to 221 feet. At 191 to 201 some limestone appeared 
and excellent ore was found. From 221 to 400 feet there is no detailed 
record of the drilling, hut limestone and chert were reported. The 
Devono-Carboniferous may have been cut without recognition in these, 
as in other drill holes in the camp. The Homestake mine and the 
Mascot drill hole records start from practically the same level, which 
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is approximately 100 feet above that at which the drill holes in section 
31 begin. If there were no faulting, the heavy chert bod.'· found at 
the Mascot and the Homestake between depths of 150 to 230 feet would 
be the probable equivalent of some of the brecciated beds in the upper 
portion of drill holes in section 31. There is, however, important 
faulting. The fault running along the north edge of the camp through 
sections 31, 6, and 5, traced by Mr. ·willis, has a throw to the north of 
at least SO feet. Other faults are known to occur, and it seems not 
improbable that the heavy chert of the Homestake-Mascot section is 
to be correlated with the bluish or black chert of the drill holes. In 
this e\'ent it seems probable that it represents the cherty beds com
monl:y found in the upper portion of the lower member of the Boone 
formation. The general section of the rocks at Granby would on this 
basis be as given below. 

Genera l section ot Granby, Afo. 

7. Surface clays and chert. . .......... . ................. .. ..... _ . .. .. 

6. Coal )leasures shale:-< and sandi'tones .............................. . 

5. Limestone and chert, interbanclecl and irregularly broken and brec-
ciated .... . .. . ........ .. ........................... - ..... -- ... -. 

-!. " ' bite, bluish to black chert. .................................... .. 

3. Limestone and ehert interbanded ................................ .. 

2. Shale and shaly days .................... . ........••••..•.....••••. 

1. :\lagnesian limestone and chert. 

Thickness. 

Feet. 

0-20 

0-80 

135-2-!0 
15-60 
0-20 

15-30 

In this section the amount of surface clays is variable, since disin
tegration and superficial rearrangement extend to different depths in 
the various parts of the camp. The amount of Coal Measures material 
depends mainly on the extent and distribution of the faults. Over 
most of the camp Coal Measures are entirely absent. Material pos
sibly belonging to Coal Measures is, however, reported at a depth of 
120 feet in a drill hole near the center of· section 12. The character 
of the upper limestone and chert is extremely variable, as is also the 
amount of brecciation and disintegration which it has suffered. Most 
of the ore worked is found in it. Numbers 3 and 4 of the section 
represent the lower portion of the Boone formation and have a usual 
total thickness of approximately 60 to 70 feet. The limestone of No. 
3 merely replaces a portion of the chert. The two beds seemingly 
belong together. The black chert frequently carries an important ore 
body. The Devono-Carboniferous (No. 2) also canies ore, which has 
been already discussed. Below it are the magnesian limestones, 
cherts, and sandstones of the Cambro-Silurian. which ha\e been pene
trated to a depth of 840 feet. At the smelter there is a well drawing 
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its supply from that depth. The water rises to within 40 feet of the 
surface and is a boiler water of excellent quality. The ordinary mine 
waters are different in character in that they are contaminated with 
sulphates. 

In the Granby area there is evidence not only of brecciation, but of 
general deformation and faulting. Along the north fault, already 
referred to, there is a throw of more than 80 feet, as is shown by the 
presence of Coal Measures shales and sandstone to that depth in drill 
holes along it, with the underlying cherts and limestones rising in the 
hills to the south. The displacement of the Devono-Carboniferous 
and lower beds has already been mentioned. Near the fault line on 
the hill west of the Mount Pleasant mill, Coal Measures sandstones 
have a dip of 35° N. The strike here is N. 80° E., but the general 
course of the fault is shown by the contact of the shale and the chert 
to be approximately S. 70° E. To the southeast, in section 5, the dis
placement disappears and the fault is marked by brecciation of the 
chert and limestone and development of ore bodies. 

Southwest of Granby, in section 12, are the Mascot and other mines 
of the Prairie diggings or circle. In the Mascot mine, and again in 
the Little Four and the big open pit between, there are unmistakable 
evidences of faulting and brecciation along a course almost due north. 
The downthrow, which is to the east, does not seem to be important. 
A second fault runs northwest past the Future, Clara Barton, and ,Jack 
Sprout mines, intersecting the Mascot fault a little north of the center 
of section 12. This fault has a downthrow to the west~ and the result 
is that a V -shaped block has been faulted down, with the maximum 
throw at the apex. Within the V shales, sandstone, and a hard quartz
ite, all of which belong to the Coal Measures, occur. The thickness 
of Coal Measures material decreases to the south. The ores of the 
"circle" are developed mainly along the two fault planes. The effort 
to close the circle and find ore across its southern side has been almost 
entirely unrewarded. To a certain extent ore has spread out laterally 
from the fault planes, and some ore may be found, as in the Lady
smith, away from the main bodies. Near the Lucky Trump good ore 
is reported to have occurred at a depth of 100 feet, and the size of the 
old dump indicates that mining was carried on here extensively. This 
may represent cross fracturing or an independent ore body; there 
being no opportunity to study the mine, it can not be stated which. 

The well-recognized presence of bars of various sorts of material in 
other parts of the camp indicates that detailed studies will show numer
ous faults and zones of fracture. In part, deformation has bent the 
strata, and phenomena of this character are clearer here than in any of 
the mines elsewhere observed in the district. Thi:,: bending of the 
strata. and its relations to the ore bodies are particularly well exhibited 
in the mines of the Sunset group. 
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The Sunset mine:'; are located along· the hillside in the N·w. t of sec. 6. 
Thev form a em·vecl line of shafts, following the eontour of the hill, 
and· the main workings are 75 to 100 feet below the surface. The 
ore occurs in a form of sheet ground, but the strata, instead of being 
horizontal, dip from 32 to 30° to the south and east, the dip increasing 
downward and the strike following the contour of the hill. The over
lying beds are only moderately disturbed, except the uppermost 30 
feet, which consist of residual clay and broken rock. The immediate 
cap in the mine workings is an arenaceous limestone, known to the 
miners as sandroek. It is found interbedded with the chert, where the 
latter is worked for ore, and has been involved in the brecciation which 
the chert has suffered. The main brecciation has occurred along the 
bedding planes as a result of the strata slipping over each other, but 
brecciation across th~ bedding also occurs. In the sheet ground the 
ore occurs between bedlil of white chert in a black earthy calca'reous 
gangue and in red clay. The bulk of the ore body is the white to bluish 
chert. Dolomite and calcite are abundant, and small water channels 
lined with both , well crystallized, are frequent. Farther up the dip, 
and in ground above the present workings, galena was formerly found 
in quantity. Lower, but at the top of the ground now open, silicate 
of zinc is the main ore, with a subordinate amount of blende altering 
to silicate. Calcite, dolomite, and traces of copper carbonate occur at 
this horizon. Still lower down blende becomes more prominent and 
.eventually dominant as the red clay disappears. The blende shows 
secondary enrichment, as is evideneed by small, clear crystals of brown 
blende set on the calcite. dolomite, and older blende linings of the 
water channels. Most of the workings now open are below the normal 
ground-water level. 

Across the valley from the Sunset mines are those of the Wyoming 
group, in which the dip is also approximately toward the valley, and 
accordingly the reyerse of that obsened in the Sunset. This dip or 
pitch of the rocks with the surface and toward the valley is said to be 
a common phenomenon of the camp, and affords strong ground for 
believing that the streams in general are located over the main lines 
of disturbance in the underlying- rock. 

While the Granby rocks show exceptionally well the results of 
superficial alteration, and carbonates and silicates have always been 
abundantly prodnc·ed, certain of the ores show also the features char
a('teristie of original or first eoncentration. This is true in particular 
of the ores found in the black chert and the Devono-Carboniferous 
shale. At present these ores are known only in the Homestake mine 
and by drill samples. They show the common association with dolo
mite, the dominance of blende, and the constant association with the 
latter of subordinate amounts of galena and iron pyrites. Many of 
the drill holes in section 31 show a body of nearly dean iron pyrites 
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A, Horse hoist, Klondike, Mo.; B, Small stearr hoists, Leh•gh (Mo. ) mines. 
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at 253 to 257 feet in depth. This probably marks the lower limit of 
the second concentration and is interesting as showing that here, as 
in other regions, the final result of the second concentration is the 
segregation of the three sulphides, galena, blende, and pyrites, 1r. 

bodies in which, with succeeding depths, each in turn is dominant. 

SUMMARY OF SOUTHWESTERN DISTRICT. 

The camps and mines described illustrate the general conditions and 
I 

many of the peculiar details of the Southwestern district. They illus-
trate what are believed to be the characteristic phenomena of the dis
trict and point to the essential conditions which have determined the 
deposition of the ore and the nature and form of the ore bodies. They 
show the following general facts: 

(1) The ore bodies of the district include three general classes: 
(a) Ores of first concentration; (b) ores resulting from oxide enrich
ment, due to superficial alteration; (c) ores enriched by secondary 
deposition of sulphides. ' 

{2) The ore bodies in their broader ai'pects are related to certain 
structural features, among which the most important are the zones or 
belts of brecciation and faulting. These belts have directed the flow 
of the underground waters and have afforded the space for the deposi
tion of ore. 

{3) The ore bodies in their detailed features exhibit great irregularity, 
but usually show definite relations to certain broad and easily deter
mined phenomena: (a) The ores of first concentration stand in close 
relation to the belts of fracture; (b) the ores of the belt of superficial 
alteration are mainly related to present topography; {c) the sulphide
enriched ore bodies are definitely related to the level of underground 
water. 

CENTRAL DISTRICT. 

The Central district was very little studied in the course of the pres
ent investigation. A few days were spent in it, and several proper
ties were examined. From Winslow's description of the district 1 and 
other published Rources it is believed that the properties seen were 
typical, and that the conclusions drawn will be found to have general 
application. 

The country rock of the Central district consists of dolomitic and 
magnesian limestones, with which are interbanded certain coarse
grained sandstones. The limestone::; represent two types. The one is 
a massive to heavy bedded dolomitic rock, coarsely crystalline, and fre
quently of an open, porous texture. The other is the type known 
locally as "cotton rock," and is finer grained and usually shows thin
ner bedding. Along bedding planes in both types of roek there are 

I :Missouri Geol. Survey, Vol. VII, 1894, pp.702-i24. 
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earthy to shaly partings which may attain a thickness of several inches. 
These partings are, as compared with the dolomite, impervious. Along 
the northern and western edge of the district the limestones and sand
stone of the Cambro-Silurian pass beneath the nonmagnesian lime
stones of the Carboniferous. Between the two a shale bed represent
ing the Devono-Carboniferous may be seen in Benton, Morgan, Moni
teau, and other counties. In the Central district the ores are found in 
rocks below this shale. 

The ore bodies of the district are usually crevice and small circle 
deposits. As already indicated, the latter are probably in many cases 
sink holes in which the ores have accumulated mechanically and resid
ually. It is not believed to be safe, however, to assume this origin 
for all of them. The ores so far marketed have consisted mainly of 
galena, which has been found most eommonly in red clay associated 
with barite. Zinc carbonate is found, and a limited amount has been 
marketed. ~~t the water level it occurs with some blende and barite, 
and below water level considerable bodies of blende are now being 
found. 

The roeks have a gentle dip to the north and west, i. e., away from 
the dome of the Ozarks. Their edges are beveled by an erosion plane 
which has a slant in the same direction. At present the portion of the 
section which is being prospected is cut off from the central upland by 
the deep yaJley of the Osage. Accordingly there can now be no direct 
flow of water down the dip into these beds from the center of the 
Ozarks. There i:, every reason to believe that there was such a circu
lation before the valley was cut, and as the region was then largely 
covered by the shales of the Upper Carboniferous, and possibly by the 

:Mississippian beds, many of the conditions favorable for the formation 
of ore deposits were doubtless present. Even now there are at least 
local instances of ascending water. In one of the Hoover shafts, near 
Hansbury, in Benton County, water under some pressure was found. 
The shaft was carried to a depth of 70 feet in the ordinary well-bedded 
magnesian limestone. At this depth 2 feet of thin, fine-grained, shaly 
limestone was cut, and below it a strong flow of water had just been 
struck at the time the mine was visited. Whether this is due to local 
causes or to deeper circulation passing under the Osage can not be 
stated. 

v.,r ell-marked faults, with a throw of 90 feet, occur in the district. 
One of the best examples of faulting was also seen at the Hoover 
mines. At these mines the eountry rock is a fine-grained, sandy dolo
mite. A body of Coal Measures shale with a trend a little north of east 
is present, and extends to a depth of 96 feet in the dolomite. This 
shale block is about 75 feet across. Its length is not certainly known, 
though there is a local belief that the outerop is roughly elliptical 
rather than linear. Ore is found along the edge of the shale. A 
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shaft on the eastern edge was sunk 96 feet in shale. Galena occurred 
in it at a depth of 9 feet and continued from that to 35 feet, where 
blende appeared. The latter was rather rich for 14 feet in depth. and 
more or less blende and galena extended to the present bottom of the 
workingl;, with concentrations at the latter level and at 75 feet. 'When 
visited, the main opening was at the contact of a sandy-textured mag
nesian limestone and the shale. In the shale were angular blocks of 
limestone, of shale itself, and of the greenish shaly rock which forms 
partings in the limestone. The matrix was a soft, shaly material in 
which galena and blende occur in pebble form. The underside of a 
big tipped slab of the " cotton rock" was richly studded with blend~ 
cry~tals. The fault seems to be nearly vertical. 

At the west edge of the shale block, and about 5 feet beyond the 
contact of the shale and limestone, is another shaft. At a depth of 60 
feet this shows a very plain fault, with a throw of 4 feet and a hade 
toward the shale. Along the fault plane is a body of galena 8 inches 
wide, with a variable amount of barite. Whether the shale here be 
merely a block faulted in or an outlying remnant in an erosion basin 
in the limestone, there evidently has been .faulting along the contact, 
followed by the introduction of solutions and the deposition of ore. 
The simplest hypothesis seems to be that of a block of Coal Measures 
shales faulted into the limestone with a first concentration of mixed 
sulphides by waters ascending along the fault planes and a later con
centration and a partial separation of the ores by descending waters 
working along the same planes. 

Brecciation occurs in the Central district, though it is not so impor
tant as in the Southwestern. At the Pitman mine, south of Versailles, 
in Morgan County, the horizontal beds of dolomite have been shat
tered and brecciated, and in the interstices and along thR bedding 
planes galena, blende, and barite have been deposited. The major 
shattering has taken place in the cherty layers and in the sandy mate
rial which is found along the bedding planes. At the Flick and Reed 
and other mines the dump shows a well-developed breccia of good mill 
dirt grade. 

SUMMARY OF CENTRAL DISTRICT. 

The Central district, so far as yet developed, is characterized by 
crevice and circle deposits with, in general, much smaller ore bodies 
than those of the Southwestern district. The association of the ores is 
also somewhat different. In the presence of faulting, brecciation, and 
evidences of the action of both ascending and descending waters the 
district resembles the Southwestern. The effects of descending waters 
are the more obvious and, as regards ore bodies now present. the 
more important. There is no single widespread body of rock which 
was permeated with reducing waters, and the original deposition of the 

~2 GEOL, l'T 2-01--1:~ 
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ores probably \\·a~ dt>1wndcnt 011 the mingling of solutions at the cross
ing of fradun·::; fttHl t.he local presence of organiC' matter in shale 
parting~ in thE' lime::;tone. That underground eirculation is now active 
throughout the reg-ion is indicated by the wide presence of springs, 
natmal bridge:;, lo:;t rh·er:;, etc. Tht> same facts may also he appealed 
to in order to show that in this ease the movement is now essentially 
dowmvard and toward tlw deeper Yalleys. 

SOUTHEASTERN DISTRICT. 

The Southeastern district is commercially second only to the South
western. Because of time limitations it was very little studied in the 
cour:;e of the present work, and aecordingly no attempt will be made 
to discuss it. It is merely desired to state some of the features in 
which it re:;emhles the Southwestern, and to give a general statement 
of the problems of the district as they appear in the light of results 
obtained elsewhere. 

Aside from the large bodies of disseminated lead ore worked in St. 
Francois and Madison counties, the ore bodies of the Southeastern 
closely resemble those of the Central district. The Merrimac mine in 
Franklin and the deposits near Potosi, in ·washington County, have 
been described already. 

The disseminated ores of St. Francois and Madison counties were 
not studied in detail, though some mines have been Yisited. It is be
liend that the same general principles which controlled the deposition 
of the ore~ in other district::; haYe operated here. The pre-Cambrian 
crystallines ·which form the base upon which the Cambro-Silurian 
dolomite.-,; ancl sandstones rest are much nearer the surface than in 
the other <li~tricts. In fact, they protrude through the sedimen
tary beds, and are expo::;ed in the peaks of the St. Francis Mountains. 
Around the edges of the latter, and extending under the dolomites 
and dolomitic limestones which make up most of the Cambrian section, 
are certain basal beds, occasionally eonglomeratie hut u:,;ually arena
ceous. These are believed to form the main underground <'hannels 
of cireulation hy which waters falling on the :,;lopes of the mountains 
are earried downward under the limestones of the ntllPy. In the 
latter situation hydrostatic pressure would force them upward into 
the limestone along any antilable fractures, or, in the absence of the 
latter, through the porous dolomite itself. This tlow would he 
checked and controlled l>y an imperTions heel, and, particularly if the 
hed chanced t::> earry an excess of organic matter, deposition of any 
sulphides pre;;;ent ·would be likely to oecur. These conditions are 
fulfilled at Mine La :Motte hy the ~uperposition of the La Motte sand
:,;tone, the ··white nwk. ·· and the "black rock."' Tlw two last-named 
heels are cli,·ision.-; of the Fredericktown clolomitP. The black rock is 
a dark-colored, :,;haly limestone. illl'luding many thin hands of slate. 
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It represents the Lingula shale;,; of the region, and it;,; lower portion is 
a mo."St reliable ore horizon. At Doe Run the shales were again com
monly present, and in the Bonne Terre-Flat River region they are 
frequently exposed. It is probable that careful study will show that 
they h~n·e a wry definite relation to the ore bodies. 

There i:;; important faulting in the Southeastern distriet, hut breccia
tion is so rare as to be practically absent. The ores do not seem to be 
closely related to the disturbances in the rocks, though doubtless frac
turing, in so far as it has affected underground cirenlation. has been 
influential in the produc-tion of the ore bodies. In general, howe,·er, 
the solutions seem to han traveled through the rock itself, and the 
deposition has been hy metasomatic replacement. The intluenee of 
the direct mingling of solutions from different sources was not as 
important as elsewhere. 

The mines present a special case coming under the general class of 
concentrations by deeper water. In this case there is no reason for 
belieYing that the upward componellt of the journey was important. 
The waters may haYe penetrated to some depth in the crysta1lines, but 
of this there is no direct edclencP, and the major circulation was in all 
probabilitr along the path already indieated. The practical absenc.e 
of blende is probably a matter of considerable significance, but its 
explanation may well wait upon fuller knowledge of facts. 

NORTH ARKANSAS DISTRICT. 

INTRODUCTIOX. 

Reconnaissance work onl~- was carried on within the North Arkansas 
distl"ict. During this time about thirt~' mines and prospects in Law
rence, Sharp, Baxter, and Marion counties were examined. The region 
is one which requires a more detailed and prolonged study than the 
author has been able to make before any general conclusions regard
ing it are warranted. It is proposed here merely to describe certain 
features which seem to liuk it with the other districts, and which indi
cate that many at least of the p!·ocesses important in the latter have 
also been operati,·e in northern Arkansas. For detailed descriptions of 
the indiYidual properties the reader is referred to the excellent report 
recently issued by Professor Branner. 1 In this report and in others 
issued .hY the Arkansas :"urny 2 the general geology of the region is 
discussed. The detailed stratigraphy of the Ordo,·ician. which is the 
local representati,-e of the Cambro-Silurian, is yet to he worked out. 
Because of the fact that many of the ore bodies form blanket wins, 
this stratigraphy is of exceptional importanee. 

--- ------ ----------- -------
1 Zine and lend region of Xorth .\rkan~as. by .John C'. Rrnnner: Rept .. \rknn•ns Geol. Survey for 

189~ . Ynl. Y, 1900. 
e See, in pnrtiPnlnr, ~f>1ngnnese. b_,- R .. \.F. Penro,e, j r.: Rept. .-\rkniNl> tie11l. Snrn·)· f<.•r IS~O. Yol. I, 

1~\H; :1-Iurbll'S, by T. C. Hopkins: Rc·pt .. \rknmns GL'nl. Snn·ey fnr 1S9ll, Ynl. IY, 18\l:). 
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GE~ERAL GEOLOGY. 

In an earlier section of thi~ paper )ir. ~-\.dams has given the general 
geological section for this district. The mining is practica1ly confined 
to the Ordovician, and is most active near the north front of the 
Boston ~.fountains, where the upper portion of the assemblage of beds 
composing those mountains is exposed. Throughout the mining 
regions of Boone, :VIarion, Newton, Searcy, and Baxter eounties the 
Boone chert is found eommonly on the ridges, while the valleys have 
cut down into the Cambro-Silurian magnesian and dolomitic lime
stones. The Devono-Carboniferous shale is not an important mem
ber of the series in this district. To the northeast, in Lawrence 
and Sharp counties, the Carboniferous rocks have been removed and 
the country rock seems to be entirely Ordovician. Along Rush 
Creek and Buffalo and "'White rivers there is an important sandstone, 
usually iO to 30 feet thick, occurring not far below the base of the 
Boone chert. If this be considered to be the Saccharoidal or "First" 
sandstone of the older .Missouri classification, a probably correct cor
relation, the bulk of the ores are found in beds equi mlent to the ''Sec
ond Magnesian." In Lawrence County a sandstone, presumably the 
"Second," is found with magnesian limestones aboYe and below. 
This would put the ores of that area, including certain counties in 
southeastern .Missouri, in the "Second" and ''Third'' limestones. 
These correlations are suggested only, though believed to be probable. 

COUNTRY ROCK. 

Lithologically the Cambro-Silurian of the district is largely made up 
of three kinds of rock: (a) Sandstone, which does not serve as country 
rock to the ore bodies, but bids fair to be of considerable service in 
working out the detailed stratigraphy; (b) fine-grained, dove-colored 
siliceous limestone, occasionally very thinly bedded, always "plucky," 
and breaking with a clean conchoidal fracture; (c) a coarse, granular, 
blue to buff dolomitic limestone. Both sort:-< of limestone occur in 
connection with the ores and are found in the breccias. Near the 
mouth of Buffalo Creek the fine-grained rock is dominant through 
a thickness of about 500 feet below the "sand ledge" or Saccharoidal 
sandstone, which here, as throughout the distriet, is the best datum 
plane. The second kind of rock is hy far the most common in the 
district as a whole. 

ORES. 

The district as a whole is marked by au unusual predominance of 
zinc minerals. Indeed, in the Rush Creek mines of Marion County 
and throughout Lawrence and Sharp counties the absence of lead ores 
is quite as striking as is tbe absence of zinc ores in the lead mines 
of :Madison and St. Francois counties in southeastern .Missouri. In 
northern :Marion County, in the Yicinity of Lead Hill, and in the 
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adjacent counties of Missouri lead ores are mined, and within the area 
where zinc mining is active some lead is found. In Lawrence County 
the Gibson mine (SE. ± sec. 10, T. 17 N., R. 2 W.) is said to have 
been worked intermittently for seventy years for lead, and the dump 
shows galena, not associated with other minerals, in a breccia of 
dolomitic rock. At Roe's mine (NE. ± sec. 31, T. 16 N., R. 4 W.) 
galena and blende occur in interlocking crystals. The zinc ores of the 
district in general are, however, exceptionally free from lead. 

The zinc occurs in the form of blende and in various .forms of the 
carbonates. The blende is black to rosin in color and is of good grade 
as regards iron and is of exeeptional purity. Very little iron sulphide 
occurs with it though both pyrite and marcasite are occasionally 
present. The blende bas altered to carbonates very extensively. In 
many of the surface pits whieh are found throughout the district the 
carbonate alone occurs. In others the blende altering to the carbonate 
is found. This process has probably taken place through the alteration 
of the sulphide to the sulphate under the influence of surface waters. 
The sulphate at once reacts in the presence of the magnesium and cal
cium carbonates of the country rock, and is deposited as the carbonate 
of zinc, while the magnesium and calcium sulphates are largely carried 
off in solution. Occasionally, as at the Rock Springs mine in Sharp 
County (sec. 25 or 36, T. 17 N., R. 4 ,V.), a portion of the calcium 
sulphate remains in the form of little crystals of selenite, thus indicat
ing the process of change. The carbonate of zinc is deposited from 
the waters as stalactitic growths and incrustations over the blende and 
rock indiscriminately. The incrustations of clean carbonate over fresh 
and apparently unaltered blende may be seen especially well at the 
Casper mine (NE. t sec. 18, T. 16 N., R. 2 W.), in Lawrence Counl:y, 
and the Morning Star, on Rush Creek, in Marion County. The mixed 
blende and carbonate ores sell at reduced price, and the difficulty in 
disposing of them at a profit is one of the present hindrances to the 
development of the district. 

In the shallow surface pits the most common gangue is red residual 
day and the coarse dolomitic sand which results from the breaking 
down of the country rock. In the hard rock mines pink dolomite is 
the most common gangue material. Calcite occurs in subordinate 
amounts at the Morning Star mine, and quartz occurs at the Black 
Rock mine, on the Coke land (sec. 32, T. 17 N .. R. 3 "\V.). It is here 
in the form of small but quite perfect doubly terminated crystals, in 
the red clays. 

ORE BODIES. 

Much of the ore so far marketed from North Arkansas has been 
taken from shallon- ~nrfaee pits. This represent~ both float material 
mechanically gathered together by ero~ion processes and residual 
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material derived from decay along the outcrop of any form of ore 
body. In the former ease there is no incentive toward deeper pros
pecting at that particular point. In the latter the ore may be expected 
to continue in depth to limits determined by the structure of the area 
and the genesis of the particular ore body. The true condition can 
he determined only when the workings have extended to or into the 
rock. In the unweathered rock the ore of the district oecurs (a) as 
creYice deposits, (h) as runs and blanket veins in breccias, and (c) as 
disseminated ores. 

(},·~:~•ice deposit.s-.-Fracturing and faulting are widespread and impor 
tant throughout the district. Many of the more important faults are 
represented on the maps of the Arkansas survey. 1 In most instances 
obserYed the deformation has been accompanied by shattering along 
zones rather than by dean-cut fracturing· along single planes. In the 
Sunflower mine, near Smithdlle (sec. 27, T. 17 N., R. 3 \V. ), a defi
nite crevice 6 to 18 inches wide is filled with red clay and carbonate 
of zinc, with some blende. The crevice extends to a aepth of ±0 feet. 
Below that there are fine seams through the rock, but not a well
defined crevice. At Roe's mine, near Calamine, in Sharp County, 
there is a well-defined nearly east-west crevice which bas been explored 
to a depth of 30 feet. The wall rocks are of the usual magnesian lime
::; tone, and there is no conclusive evidence of faulting. Breceia is 
deYeloped along the ereYice. In one shaft the crevice was seen to 
ban been enlarged by the action of atmospheric waters till an open
ing having a cross section of 3 to 4: feet bad been developed.· This 
opening was followed some 20 feet in mining, and was found full 
of r(•d ~and,,· elay, tumbled blocks of roek, and some galena. At the 
saul(' mine, ·where the vein matter is unaltered, the galena and blende 
occur together, with angular fragments of blue dolo:nitic limestone 
and a matrix of pink crystalline dolomite. A parallel crevice some 
200 yards north is said to ha\·e been traced for a distance of a quarter 
of a mile. 

Breccias.-The bulk of the ore occurs in somewhat irregular brec
cms. The breccias are of two sorts, which differ considerably in 
appearance and very materially in origin. The general character of 
one sort is illustrated in Pl. XIII, (~ which represents a specimen 
from the :Michig·an mine in Baxter County. This breccia is made up 
of ::;harp-angled fragments of the country rock cemented by a matrix 
of pink crystalline dolomite and brown blende. Such a breccia shows 
that the rocks have been crushed and broken with a splintery fracture. 
Clean crystallized calcite occasionally oeeun; as a matrix, but portions 
of the limestone, recrystallized, may sen·e the same purpose. Bree
l'ia.-: of this kind are the result of the crushing of the country rock, 

1 ~ L· (• . in }Htrtit'UlHr. ZiiH_' an(l ll';u1 n•g-inn nf ~(}rth .-\rknn~a~ . hy .John C'. BranTH.•r: Rept. Arkansas 
Geol. i;ur,·ey for l o9:2, Vol.\', l!IOU, pp. :36--H:2: also T. C. Hovkins: Joe. cit., atlas. 
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and may be expected to he developed in belts or runs having a linear 
distribution and a more extended vertical than transverse development. 
The ore at the Bonanza mine on Cow Creek (center sec. 10, T. 17 N., 
R. 14: ·w.) is den'loped in such a breccia, the general course of the 
belt being N. 75·~ E. The brecciation is in the fine-grained limestone 
already described. Thi~ rock, because of its oTeater brittleness is 

- "' , 
more easily and extensively brecciated than is the common limestone 
of the district. The matrix at the Bonanza b mainly pink crystalline 
dolomite and brown blende. There are 'vater channels through the 
breccia lined by crystalline dolomite. A tunnel carried a few feet in 
at one end of the eut shows a hard, horizontally bedded limestone at 
the side of the run. A shaft in the bottom of the eut shows breccia 
to a depth of 20 feet, making a Yertical face of about 35 feet. It is 
said t~at the hrPcda extends 4:0 feet deeper, hut this ],; now below 
water. About 1,000 feet away, along the strike of the helt of hreceia
tion, a second pit about 4:0 feet above the level of the main opening 
show:-; a similar l,Jreccia. It is eharaeteri:-;tic of this mine that the ore 
occurs entirely in the matrix of the hreceia. There has been no 
replacement of the country roek, sueh a.-; produced the disseminated 
orPs elsewhere seen. 

'Jhe Hoppe mine in Lawrence County (sec. 1!), T. 1o N., R. 2 ·w.) 
shows clearly-defined. brecciation along the eourt,;e of a sharp mono
clinal fold which cnanges at the surface to a fault. Con:.;iderable 
quantities of ore are ~aid to have been taken from thi~ mine by the 
old American Zinc Company in 1.'372, when tlwy were :-;melting at 
Calamine. Brecciation is seen in many North Arknn:-;a~ mines, where 
development is not sufficiently advanced to gi,·c any due to the 
nature of the .-;tress pro<lucing the brecciation or the direetion from 
which the force came. The common eondition:-; are seen in some 
of the mines of the Black Rock ~lining Company in Lawrence 
County. 

The second kind of breccia is a conglomerate. It is made up of 
pieces of country rock, broken probably by wave aetion when the rocks 
were young and cemented by a matrix of material :-;imilar in general 
composition to the material of the fragments. Sueh a hreccia is devel
oped parallel to the bedding and often occurs hetween un hroken hori
zontally bedded rocks. 'When such a breccia becomes impregnated 
with ore a blanket deposit is the result. 

Such a conglomerate is seen at the :Morning Star and neighboring 
mines on Rush Creek (Pk XXIV and XXV), where it is associated 
with mnd cracks (fig. 3i) and other e,·idences of shallow-water depo· 
:-oition. The eonglomcmte itself shows pieces of limestone of at least 
four sorts in a calcareous matrix. The matrix carries :t eow-iiderable 
amount of sand in well-rounded grains of sizes which diti'er from plaee 
to place, as if the sand hn.d been sorted hy water. It also include,;: :-;oft 
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greenbih clay material in films and patches. The surfaces of these 
filni:,; show n,dherent sand grains. The Rush Creek conglomerate is 
a bout :250 feet below the ''sand ledge." Along this horizon the lime
stone elsewlwre shows fine laminations and thin beds so disposed as to 
be Yery suggestive, at least, of eross bedding, whieh eonfirms the idea 
that the eonglomerate itself is due to shallow-water agencies. A 
similar eonglomerate was seen at several points in the vicinity, but 
there was no opportunity to determine its relations. 

Any stress operating on the eonglomerates tends to crush them, 
because of their heterogeneous nature. Where conglomerates are 
crossed by a Yertical belt of crushing, an ore body is likely to develop. 
The heterogeneous nature of the conglomerate not only makes it weak 

FIG. ai.-Mud eracks in limestone, Rush, Ark. 

and easily broken when subjeeted to stresses, but renders it subject 
to ready disintegration through solution. Waters crossing it in any 
channel haTe a better opportunity to spread along it than is afforded 
by the harder limestones abo\'e and below. Ore crystallizes out in any 
cavities which result, metasomatic reactions take place between the 
ore-bearing solutions and the matrix, or even the pebbles, and a blanket 
deposit is formed. 

A typieal example of such a deposit is seen at the Morning Star, 
·white Eagle, Red Cloud, and Mackintosh mines on Rush Creek, in 
.Marion County (see Pl. XXV). These mines are located along a belt 
of fracturing and folding. The main ore bodies are where this dis
turbance crosses a conglomerate interbedded with limestone. At the 
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Morning Star there is particularly clear evidence of faulting and dis
turbance in the rocks. At the east end of the main cut there is a fault 
by which the normal ore-bearing breccia i:; brought into juxtaposition 
with the thin bedded siliceous-looking limestone. Along the contact 
the bed:; of limestone show drag phenomena. Sandy material has 
been introduced along the fault plane and cemented by calcareous 
material. Carbonate of zinc and pink dolomite also occur along the 
fault plane and throughout the breccia. Branner has described in 
some detail the faulting in this mine. 1 

Disseminated m·es.-Throughout the district there is a notable tend
ency toward metasomatic replacement of the country rock by blende. 
This produces an ore consisting of a limestone or dolomite not appar
ently fractured or broken and yet showing in cross section numerous 
small particles with partial crystal outlines of brown blende. At 
places the amount of blende is sufficient to produce a workable ore. 
The disseminated ore is more frequently found in connection with the 
conglomerates, though it at times occurs in unbrecciated and undis
tm·bed rocks. The conglomerates and the disseminated ores hoth 
uBually form blanket deposits, and their frequency is at once an argu
ment for the essentially original nature of the metallic sulphides as 
regards the rocks of the district and an excellent augury for the life 
of the mining district, since bedded deposits are easily located and 
usually extensively mineralized. 

SUMMARY OF NORTH ARKANSAS DISTRICT. 

The ore deposits of northern Arkansas show many points of resem
blance to those of the other districts discussed and some points of dis
similarity. In the character of the country rock and the common 
presence of carbonates the distriet resembles the Central and South
eastern districts. In the frequent tendency toward disseminated ores 
resulting from metasomatic processes the relations are especially 
close with the Southeastern distriet. In the considerable size of the 
ore bodies and their intimate connection with brecciation, as well as 
in the gt=meral dominance of blende and practical absence of barite, 
the district is most closely related to the Southwestern. In the fre
quent presence and considerable importance of conglomerate it difl'ers 
from all the others. The evidence of a primary circulation by 
deeper seated waters is suggestive rather than conclusive. The asso
ciation of the ores at the Roe mine is such as might be expected to 
result from such a process. In this district, as in the Central district, 
the larger ore bodies are developed in rocks now cut off by a deep 
riwr yallev from the central upland of the Ozarks. It is accordingly 
difficult to .conceive a general circulation down ward from the eentral 

I Loc. cit., pp. 190-199. 
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upland, southward, and upward in the mining area analogous to the 
underground circulation on the west flank of the Ozark::;. If, on the 
other hand, waters having their ::;onree in the Boston Mountains be 
supposed to be instrumental in ore deposition, they must haYe tra,·eled 
:wross the bedding rather than mainly clown the dip, which seems 
improbable unless very frequent deep-seated fractures be present. 
The whole problem of the course of the underground waters in the 
district is yet to be studied, though there is widespread evidence of 
their activity. It is possible that secondary enrichment has not 
played so important a role here as elsewhere. If the close juxtaposi
tion of clean carbonate and unaltered blenclB and the general fresh
ness of the ores above water level be taken into account, it seems 
probable that the di:4rict is one in which thP- water level has recently 
been depressed. This suggests that the White River Valley is recent 
in origin, a hypothe:,;is which would need careful investigation from 
several point:,; of view. The main source of the ores for the district 
in general is uelieved to be the Iltlagne:,;ian and dolomitic limestones of 
the Cambro-Silurian. 

SOUTHWESTERN ARKANSAS DISTRICT. 

Southwestern Arkansas is outside of the Ozark region, and was 
visited only incidentally. The Bellah mine, already described, is 
typical. The country rock con:,;ists of a series of folded and faulted 
~bales and sandstones. The vein:,; are fissure veins and the association 
of the ores is \'Cry different from that in the Ozark region. The 
deposits show interesting e\·ideuces of secondary enrichment and 
many phenomena similar to those relating to the ores of the other dis
trids. Their general character is, however , very different and they 
form a wholly separate clas:,; of deposits, which will not he here 
discussed. 



CHAPTER VIII. 

By H. :F. RAIN. 

SU~UIARY STATEl\IKNT OF THE Ol~XESIS OF 'l'HE ORES. 

The fact,; relating to the :-;trueture of the region and the occurrence 
of the ores have already been stated. The partial interpretation of 
the:-:;e faets ha:-:; been suggested. It remains to give a connected 
account of the hypothesis which it is believed be;-;t explains the origin 
of the ores and ore bodieil. Different portions of this hypothesi:-; are 
unequally sustained by the facts so far obsern~cl and the eddence for 
certain ;-;teps in the general process iB mueh stronger in other fields 
than in the Ozark region . .For convenience in writing, the whole is 
given in a connected and positive form. This is not with the inten
tion of suggesting that fuller studies may not necessitate considerable 
modifications and 9dditions, hnt to emphasize the belief that in the 
main the hypothesis here outlined is essentially correct and applicable. 
Its application to the ore bodies of the Southwestern district is espe
cially close, and what follo,vs refers particularly to the ores of that dis
trict. It is believed, none the less, that to a certain extent the ore 
bodies of the other districts were formed by the same process, and 
certainly the same general principles have controlled throughout the 
region. 

CLASSES OF ORE DEPOSITS REPRESENTED. 

Van Hise has discriminated three general clas:-;es among ore deposits 
resulting from the action of underground waters : (ll) Ores whieh at the 
point of precipitation are deposited hy ascending waters alone; (b) ores 
which at the point of preeipitation are deposited by descending waters 
alone; (c) ores which reeeive tirst concentration by aseending water:'l 
and ;-;econd ·concentration by descending water:'l. 1 Representati ,-e:'l of 
all three classes are found in the Ozark region. 

It is needful to note that the terms aseending and descending. as 
used in thi;; report, do not ha.Ye the exact significance which has been 
given to them by u;;age in general diseussions of ore deposit:-;. The 
term ascending water has commonly been used in such a sense as to 
imply a.scen::;ion from an indt•fin ite and presumably con:-;idera hie depth. 
Frequently it has also implied the presence of high temperatures and 

1 Some principles, de.: Tra11s. Am . IIhL ~lin. Eng., \" ol. XXX, )J. 17:!. 
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conditions unusual in the upper portion:s of the earth\ crust. As used 
here the term i:s applied to the portion of the normal ground water 
whi('h in its eireulation has for that portion of the journey during 
which deposition of ore occurs a predominant or major upward, as 
contrasted with downward, movement. Descending water, as used 
here. includes that portion of the ground water which in its general 
circulation bas a major downward movement during the time within 
wbieb the ores were deposited. Locally the movement may be upward 
or lateral, but the etl'ects are those of waters which on the average 
flow downward. The term descending water usually has been restricted 
to surface water penetrating downward to a limited depth. Occasion
ally the action of such water in producing surface residual accumula
tions of ore has been emphasized to such an extent as to distract 
attention from its very important transporting power and its action, 
through solution, on the ores themselve:s. The term is here applied 
to the downward-moving waters which have recently left the surface, 
in contrast with the upward-mo,ring waters which have made a longer 
journe~T· Certain pba:ses of the idea are expressed better by the terms 
older and younger, or waters of long passage as contrasted with waters 
of 8hort passage. A8cending and descending are slightly misleading 
teru1s, because of the meanings which have in the past been read into 
them. For the underground waters of both classes, in this region at 
least. the reaL dominant motion is probably lateral. "\Vhile the terms 
ascending and descending are here used, it must be kept in mind that 
the empha,.;is i:-; on the fact that the former represents the waters of 
the deeper and wide-reaching circulation. while the latter represents 
the waters of the shallower and essentially local circulation. 

It i,; not normally the direction of motion which is most important; 
it is the chemieal <'on:-;titution of the water. This is, however, so 
closely dependent in any given region upon the course that the waters 
ban• taken and the leng·th of their journey that the character of the 
water ean in most instances he easiest defined in terms of direction of 
flow. The sharp distinction between the two c-lasses of waters and 
their intluenee in the deposition of ores bas not always been well kept 
in mind, though LeConte 1 and Chamberlin 2 discriminated them some 
years ago and emphasized the importanee of the meeting of the two. 
The discrimination i:'l one of Yery considei·able importanee. 

RELATIONS OF THE ORES TO THE UNDERGROUND Cl.RCULATION 
OF THE REGION. 

Probably few regions :'ihow better than this one the close associa
tion of ores with the general circulation of underground waters. 
This as:-;ociation ha:-; been emphasized in the descriptions preceding. 
Throughout the region the ores show marked increase in quantity 

lAm. Jour. Sd ., 3d ser., \"ol. XX \"I, J.> . 9. 2Geology of WiS('Onsin . Yol. 1\", p. !'>.18. 
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with proximity to trunk ehannels of circulation. The ores are every
where associated with faults and zones of brecciation, and the essential 
explanation of this fact is that circulation is easier and consequently 
the quantity of water moving is greater along such planes and zones. 
The largest and richest ore bodies are found either in open ground, 
where the circulation is now free, or in recemented ground, where 
breccias and other phenomena show cl<Oarly that circulation at one 
time has been free. E\·en within a breccia, whether firmly cemented 
or not, it is a common experience to find the best ore around the 
opening-s which formed the trunk channels of circulation. Hard bar 
ground, except where it represents formerly brecciated ground rece
mented, is not usually productive. Where ores are found in it the 
amount per cubic yard of material is small. In the language of the 
district, bar g-round is •' thin" ground and usually shows ''shines" 
only. 

That the waters of the region, in certain cases at least, carry zinc in 
appreciable amounts has b('en shown by Hillebrand. 1 In water from 
two spring-s on Shoal Creek near Joplin, :Mo., some distance from any 
mine, he found 297.7 parts per million of zinc, calculated as sulphate. 

The general underground circulation of the region is downward onr 
the central upland, outward from it, and upward in the peripheral 
region. This does not exclude upward-flowing waters in the Central 
region, where there are suitable channels and sufficient head. Neither 
does it exclude simple downward- and outward-flowing waters. Much 
of the water which falls on the central upland finds its way into the 
deep bounding valleys of the Osage, Missouri, Mississippi, and 'Vhite 
1·ivers through the surface streams. A second important portion 
passes through the rocks, but does not necessarily pass below the 
level of the river valleys mentioned. However, according to the law 
that waters in their course utilize the entire available cross section, 
a third portion must be supposed to pass deep into the underlying 
rocks and, in so far as it reaches these valleys at all, it must ascend in 
the last portion of its course. 

On the west of the Ozarks there is no deep bounding valley. The 
water which passes down the dip under the impeiTious Devono-Car
boniferous shale finds outlet through the pore space of the rocks or 
along fractures. Probably it does both, but transmission along frac
tures is by far the more important. The general surface in the ore
bearing district of the Southwest lies 500 to iOO feet below the central 
upland of the Ozark region. The waters which have their source in 
the latter region are accordingly under a pressure in this district suf
ficient to bring them to the surface wherever there is a suitable outlet. 
They are confined above by the shale. This forms a close impervious 
stratum separating the Cambro-Silurian beds, which form the surface 

------ - ------- ------
I Am. Jour. Sci. , 3d ser., Vol. XLIII, pp. 418-422. 
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rol'ks oyer the l'entral upland, from the Carboniferous lime~tones, 
which flank the upland on the west. The circulation within the Cam
bro-Silurian is pradil'ally limited below by the pre-Cambrian crystal
lines. Some of the water doubtless penetrates to the extreme lower 
limit of the zone of fraetnre, but there are no good reasons for belieY
itw that in this di:-:triet the amount which passes below the base of the ,.., ~ 

clastic roeks is important. 
At an earlier period in the history of the regioP the shales and sand

stones of the Upper Carboniferous undoubted!.'· formed the surface 
material onr mueh of the westem portion of the Ozark Plateau. 
The limestones of the l\Ii~"i~sippian then cropped out only in a belt 
around the western end of the dome, as they do now around the east
ern end. A portion of the waters falling within this area of outcrop 
made their way down along the dip under the o\·erlying shales of the 
Coal .i\leasures. j nst as similar waters still make their way through the 
Cambro-Silurian beds under the De,·ono-Carboniferous. The overly
ing Coal i\Iea~nres shales ha,·e now been Yery largely cut away, so that 
this upper eirculation is not so important as it was in former times. 
A eertain amount of the ground water of the region undoubtedly still 
tra,·els by thi.-; course. To a nry considerable extent the Carbonifer
ous limestones themselves act as a retaining coyer. The water deri,·ed 
from then1 is belieYecl to be less important in amount and effects than 
that which flows beneath the DeYono-Carboniferous ::;hale. 

At present the ground water within the district is fed mainly from 
two sources: (a) From the waters in the Cambro-Silurian beds, hadng 
their source over the central upland and being for the district ascend
ing: (b) hom loeal rainfall, being that portion of the rainfall which 
sinks into the ground, and being for present purposes essentially 
deseending waters. Descending waters are dominant above the level 
of ground water. Below the level of the ground water, and particu
larly below the level of the streams in each vicinity, they are le::;s 
important. In the mines the generally uniform amount of water 
pumped, regardless of seasonal changes, indicates that the ground 
water is fed mainly from distant sources by means of the deeper cir
culation. Artesian conditions are common throughout the district. 
At Fort Scott. Kans., a short distance northwest of the mining district 
proper, the water ri~es 5 feet aboYe the surface. At Columbus. Kans., 
to the west, it rises nearly to the surface. While there are no spout
ing wells immediately within the area, there is a steady pressure of 
the water from helow, as is ~hown by pumping operations and the 
number and disposition of the springs. This pressure from below was 
sufficient to maintain the le,·el of permanent underground water yery 
elo.-.e to the present surface up to the time extensive pumping heeame 
common in the ('Ourse of min.ing operations. There is a helt of yari
able and irregular width below the ground-water le,·el within which 
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the deeper and the . .,;urface wat('r::> contend for supremacy, and this is 
the belt in which the majority of the largest and richest ore bodies 
occur. Above ground-water level the ore bodies are marked hy one 
set of characteristics, those distinctive of superficial alteration and 
oxide enrichment. In the zone of mingled waters there is a second 
sd, ~ulphide ore bodies secondarily enriched. Below the zone of min
gled waters still n third sort of ore body is found-that which marks 
the first or original eoncentration of the ore. These types of ores 
h~Ye b8en descdbed already. 

ORIGINAL SOURCES OF THE METALS. 

The dose associatiOn of the ores with the underground circulation 
indicates that the waters must have travers~d rocks capable of yield
ing the metals. A study of the geologic history of the region deter
mine . .,; that the lines of underground circulation haYe remained sub
stantially unchanged since some time in the Tertiary at least. We 
must believe that while the ores were being formed the conditions 
were essentially the same as at present obtain over the region. The 
waters which now circulate underground in the Ozark region traverse 
the limestones and cherts of the Carboniferous, the sandstones, lime
stones, and dolomites of the Cambro-Silurian, and . in some small 
amount the granites and porphyries of the pre-Cam brian. The waters 
whieh deposited the ore.'i doubtless traversed the same rocks. 

Large-quantity analyses of the rocks of the region b~- Robertson 
show the presence of minute hut important amounts of zine and 
lead in the pre-Cambrian, Cambro-Silurian, and the Carhoniferous. 1 

Analyses hy vVeems 2 show that the Ordoyician rocks of the Dubuque 
region also earry minute quantities of these metals. Along the west 
slope of the Appalachians and throughout the Mississippi Valley there 
are occasional occurrences of both lead and zinc. There is, accordingly, 
reason for believing that the waters might ha\·e taken the metals from 
any of the rocks of the reg:on. This conclusion is rc~nforced hy the 
field relations of the ore bodies, as will be later shown. It remains to 
determiue which set of formations actually furnished the bulk of the 
supply. 

It has already been shown that the chemical reactions which have 
taken place in the course of the segregation of the ores are those which 
especially characterize dilute solutions. The close relation existing 
between the riehness of the ore body and the probable amount of water 
whieh has been aetiYe at a given point has also heen pointed out. 'V € 

must believe that there is a quantitati\·e relation between the circulat
ing waters and the amount of ore, and that the ore bodies are th€ 
results of the general, rather than of some minor portion of the circu
lation. They are derived, in the greatest part at least. from those 

---- - - ---- --
1 Missouri Geol. Survey, Vol. VII, lS\JI, pp. 4i9-!S2. 'Iowa Geol. ::iurn~y. Yol. X, p. 56i. 
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formations through which a large amount of water has passed. Van 
Hise has shown that if as much silica be deposited in a cavity as issues 
at the surface it is still necessary to assume that when a cavity becomes 
filled with silica an average of 100,000 times as much water has passed 
through the cavity as would fill it. 1 The amount of lead and zinc in 
solution in spring waters has been very rarely determined. Hille
brand's analysis ha~ already been noted. He suggested that the waters 
in the particular case were of shallow circulation, and that the unusual 
amount of zinc found was due to local conditions. Peale 2 gives the 
quantity of zinc, measured as the sulphate, in 13 cases. It may be 
assumed that the spring waters carried somewhat more than the aver
age, since in the remaining 803 analyses zinc is not reported, or is 
given merely as a trace. In one instance 0.01 grain per gallon was 
determined as bicarbonate. Peale's determinations may be accepted 
as the best approximation toward average conditions available. The 
amount determined as sulphate by him was, approximately, 0.01 per 
cent of one ten-thousandth part. If all of this is supposed to be pre
cipitated as the sulphide, it would require in round numbers 20,000 
times as much water to pass through a given cavity as would fill it 
before the cavity would be dosed by precipitation. If, accordingly, 
the metals be present and the conditions for solution favorable in those 
rocks through which the bulk of the waters pass, the larger amount 
of ore will be derived from them. If these rocks are a sufficient 
source they are inherently the most probable source. The thought 
may suggest itself that the small amount of water passing through the 
pre-Cambrian crystallines might, because of a greater abundance of 
material found there, or because of conditions more favorable to solu
tion, be the source of a relatively great amount of ore. It is not cer
tain, howewer, that the pre-Cambnan rocks are any richer in lead and 
zinc than those of the Cambrian and later, and in this immediate region 
the conditions for solution were probably less favorable in the deeper 
rock. 

The major circulation of the region is through the limestones of the 
Cambro-Silurian and of the Carboniferous. Robertson's analyses 
indicate that both contain minute but sufficient quantities of zinc and 
lead. The facts of the field bear out the conclusions drawn from the 
analyses. It is a matter of common observation throughout the :Mis
sissippi Valley that limestones contain minute quantities of various 
metallic sulphides. 3 The association of lead and zinc ores with lime
stones throughout the world is very close and has often been com
mented on. Linwstone, however, has been used to include both 
magnesian and nonmagnesian rocks. In literature the distinction 
between the two sorts of rock has not always been preserved. It is 

1 Some principle~: Trans. Am. Imt. l\Iin . Eng., p. 56. 
"!lull. l". S. Geol. Sun-ey No. 32. 
• Iowa Geol. Suryey, Vol. X, pp. !ili9-5i0. 
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probable that the association is more common with the dolomite than 
With the nondolomitic rocks. I If it Were possible in every Case to 
determine· just what sort of rock was included under the term lime
stone, the association of the metals with the magnesian rather than 
nonmagnesian rocks probably would appear much closer. 

In the Mississippi Valley the close association of the metals with 
dolomite and magnesian limestone is very marked. The large ore 
bodies of the Southwestern district, it is true, occur in nonmagnesian 
limestones, but they are everywhere associated with dolomitization of 
the country rock. The association of the ores of that district with 
dolomite has been frequently noted. As pointing to the source of the 
water which deposited them there, it may be stated that, in the district 
in general, wells penetrating the Cambro-Silurian yield water notably 
charged with magnesia, while wells in the Carboniferous limestone do 
not. 2 In practically every instance where the ores are mined dolomite 
occurs, either in intimate mixture with the ores or in the immediate 
vicinity of the ore bodies. Nowhere in the Mississippi Valley are 
zinc and lead ores found in quantity where there is not evidence of 
more or less dolomitization. Very generally throughout the valley 
lead and zinc are found in the Cambro-Silurian series, which is often 
so magnesian as to be called the Magnesian series. The amount of 
mineral found in these older rocks is not always sufficient to constitute 
an ore. In the Niagara of Iowa small amount'> of galena and blende 
are commonly found, and from Jones County some 4,000 pounds of 
the former are said to have been shipped. In the Ozark region small 
amounts of lead and zinc are found in practically every county where 
the Cambro-Silurian is exposed, and in the Central, Southeastern, and 
North Arkansas districts important ore bodies occur in these forma
tions. It would seem, then. more probable that the underground 
waters derived their supply of the metals from the Cambro-Silurian 
rather than the Carboniferous. There are certain lines of evidence 
which confirm this conclusion. 

It bas been pointed out that at an earlier period the circulation of 
waters down the back slope of the Ozark dome in the Carboniferous 
limestones was more active than at present. It bas also been shown 
that the Carboniferous limestones have been almost completely recrys
talized, and that in part at least the older or white chert has been 
developed in them by replacement. It has been emphasized that these 
changes occurred before the development of the ore bodies and were 
apparently wholly independent of the processes which developed 
the latter. There was a far-reaching and long-continued circulation 
in the Carboniferous which brought about many changes in the lime
stones and eherts of that formation. So long, however, as there wM 

I Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. X. p. 5i3. 
2See Analyses, Rept. ArkRnsns Geol. Survey for1891, Vol. II, 1894, p. 19 et seq. 
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no connection with the deeper circulation of the Cambro-Silurian, 
neither dolomite nor ores were developed. The same phenomena is 
shown in the fact that in the Mississippian limestones outside of the 
Southwestern district, in areas where connection with a possible cir
culation below has never been established, there is the same recrys
tallization of the limestone and development of chert nodules and 
concretions, but no ore or dolomite. So long as the circulation was 
confined to the Carboniferous rocks there was no deposition of ore. 
~ince the greater flow of water which produced the ore bodies was in 
the Carboniferous and the Cambro-Silurian and the ore did not come 
from the former, it must have been derived from the latter. The evi
dence points accordingly to the ore having been derived in the main 
from the Cambro-Silurian. 

There is yet another line of argument which bears out the assump
tion that the ores cf the Southwestern district were derived mainly from 
the Cambro-Silurian. It has been shown that the general circulation 
is downward in the area of the Cambro-Silurian, outward under the 
Devono-Carboniferous, and upward into the Carboniferous limestones. 
In the early portion of their course the waters are accordingly travers
ing the rocks of the Cambro-Silurian, and it is the earlier portion of 
its course that underground water is most active as a solvent. The 
exceptions are where temperature and pressure conditions foreign to 
this region prevail, or where changes in the sort of rock traversed are 
important. The waters falling over the central upland are oxygenated 
and so are prepared to change sulphides to sulphates, which are readily 
soluble. Other reactions are possible, but there are many reasons for 
believing that this has been the prevailing and most important one. 
The sulphates are taken into solution by the underground waters and 
carried westward and finally upward to the point of deposition. The 
long portion of the course is in the Cambro-Silurian. There is accord
ingly every opportunity for the waters to take up all their load of any 
soluble matter present. Deposition becomes important as soon as 
they meet reducing agents. This is when the water leaves that forma
tion, as is shown by the ores at Granby and elsewhere in the Devono
Carboniferous. At the very first contact with the organic matter 
widely distributed through these shales deposition occurred, and the 
inference is that the solutions acquired their load of the metals in the 
course of their journey in the Cambro-3ilurian. 

The Cambro-Silurian rocks are largely dolomitic and magnesian and, 
according to the rule noted above, that lead and zinc are commonly 
associated with magnesian rocks, the derivation of the Ozark deposits 
from them was to be expected. The reasons which may be assigned for 
the association of lead and zinc with magnesian limestones are to some 
extent theoretical. It has been common to consider the association 
due to wholly secondary causes. Dolomite is a porous rock and hence 
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is open to the circulation of underground waters. Its homogeneity 
causes it to fracture in extensive planes and so trunk channels of 
circulation are opened through it. It is open to wide circulation of 
underground waters and particularly susceptible to changes which come 
from the circulation of water in rocks. It is a rock which may readily 
be believed to selectively absorb ores from a solution coming from 
any source. It is particularly subject to metasomatic replacement. 
In the case of the Southwestern district, however, these reasons can 
not be valid, since the ores are here deposited in nonmagnesian lime
stones and their association is with waters derived from magnesian 
limestone rather than with a dolomitic rock itself. 

The first suggestion is that a close chemical relation exists between 
magnesia and the metals concerned, but of this there is no good evi
dence. It is true that magnesium salts in solution balance salts of these 
metals, but this is a common relation between many elements. The 
very widespread presence of lead and zinc compounds in magnesian 
limestone strongly suggests that the original introduction of the lead, 
zinc, and magnesia in the rocks was simultaneous and doubtless depend
ent upon chemical interactions. The exact nature of this relation is 
not understood and can be determined only by an exhaustive investi
gation. After the three materials had been deposited in the rock, 
however, the law of mass action accounts for their common transpor
tation and segregation. The constant association of the three leads to 
the hypothesis that the association is primary and due to the fact that 
the conditions under which large areas of dolomitic rock are formed 
are favorable to the primary deposition from the sea of minute quan
tities of metallic sulphides. This hypothesis has been elsewhere devel
oped, 1 but may be outlined here. 

In the Dubuque, Iowa, district the Galena-Trenton formation includes 
a partially dolomitized series of limestones. Dolomitization extends 
irregularly from the top downward and is regional, not being asso
ciated with definite cracks and water channels, as in the Joplin region. 
It occurred very early, seemingly immediately after the limestone was 
deposited, if not during the deposition. There is evidence that the 
rocks were formed under shallow-water conditions, but in the portion 
dolomitized there is no evidence of nearness to shore. These facts 
suggested the hypothesis that the dolomitization occurred as a result 
of reaction between the magnesium of shallow sea waters, concentrated 
most probably by evaporation, and the newly formed limestones below. 
This reaction is known to occur under such circumstances. Spurr 2 

observing similar conditions in the Aspen district and working inde
pendently has developed the same explanation. \Villis 3 has shown 
that the Cambro-Silurian rocks of the Appalachian region accumulated 

I Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. X, pp. 573-575. 
'Mon. U.S. Geol. Survey. Vol. XXXI, pp. 11-13. 
SThe Appalachian region: Maryland Geol. Sun·ey, \'ol. I\', Pt. I , pp. 4i-49. 
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in an extensive mediterranean sea of warm shallow waters and that 
chemical precit>itation was probably very important in this sea. 

In the Dubuque district, except where they have been transported 
by downward-flowing- waters, the ores are confined to the dolomitic 
rock. Ce:rtain peculiarities in the localization of the ore deposits are 
there explained hy the hypothesis that the concentration of sea waters 
which produce deposition of mag-nesia was also an important factor in 
producing deposition of metallic sulphides. It is known that in the 
sea minute quantities of the metals occur and from sea water so con
centrated it is believed that they would be precipitated in minute 
quantities. This precipitation may have been brought about by direct 
chemical precipitation in certain cases. That is, the waters may have 
become so eoncentrated as to pass the point of saturation. This i:s not, 
howeYer, belieYed to be probable. Fuchs and De Launay have cal
culated 1 that such precipitation would require the evaporation of 
4:9,000 kilometers of sea water per square meter of surface in order to 
produce a layer of zinc sulphide 1 centimeter thick. It is not neces
sary, however, to assume any such extreme conditions. Deep sea 
dredging has shown that reduction of yarious salts to sulphides is wide
spread along the sea bottom. It is to be noted that any peruliar and 
local conditions producing an excess of reducing agents would be 
effecti ,.e in proportion to their concentration. Chamberlin has argued, 
that in the lead and zinc districts of the Mississippi Valley, sea
weens have been concentrated iu the eddies of ocean rurrents. 2 Blake 
also has suggested the possible local submarine exhalation of hydro
carbons as gas or oil, 3 but for this suggestion no evidence is presented. 

\Vhether the general hypothesis outlined is applicable in the Ozark 
region can not be determined without further study of the rocks of 
the Cambro-Silurian. The latter are strikingly like the rocks of the 
Upper Mississippi reg-ion in many particulars. While the conditions 
under which the rocks of the Ozark region were formed are not yet 
fully known, it is significant that in the North Arkansas region there 
are evidences of shallow-water deposition in the midst of the series. 
vVhatever may prove to be the correct reason for the association of the 
metals with the Cambro-Silurian, the phenomena of the field warrant 
the unequivocal statement that in the Southwestern district the major 
portion at least of the metals has been derived from those beds. 

CONCENTRATION OF THE ORES. 

The metals as originally precipitated from the Cambro-Silurian sea 
were thoroughly disseminated. 1t has been the work of underground 
waters to gather this disseminated material together. The resulting 

I Traite, etc., Vol. II, p . 3i :3. 
2 Geology of Wi~consin, Vol. IV. p. 5:30. 
"Trans. Am. In,t. ?olin . Eng., Vol. XXII, p. 629. 
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accumulations are ore bodies. Many of these ore bodies haye been in 
turn torn to pieces as a result of changing conditions or the general 
advance of erosive forces downward. The metals have been carried 
away only to be redeposited in a different locality or at a deeper hor
izon. Concentration has followed concentration and the ore bodies 
now worked are the net result of a long series of processes. It is 
impossible to follow all these changes in detail. The general chemical 
process has already been outlined as one of oxidation of sulphides, 
transportation as sulphates, and precipitation as sulphides. As the 
waters were gathered into trunk channels of circulation larger quan
tities of metals were brought together, and in the course of long
continued movement of water along such a channel conditions fayor
ing preeipitation would bring about deposition of very considerable 
bodies of ore. 

The principal condition producing predpitation in this region was 
the mingling of solutions, and in particular the meeting of the sul
phate solutions with various reducing compounds derived from organic 
matter. This has been the principal reducing agent throughout the 
region. Evidence of its action is partieularly clear in the Southwest
ern district. Organic matter is present in the limeston~ in the over
lying Coal Measures shale, and in the underlying Devono-Carbonifer
ous shale. In the form of bitumen it is widespread. Bitumen readily 
breaks down into a number of compounds which are reducing· in 
action. As a result of diffusion and movements of the solutions them
selves, these eompounds are widespread throughout the ground water, 
even where masses of bitumen itself are rare. Sulphate solutions, 
accordingly, on coming into the Carboniferous beds either from below 
or above are promptly forced to deposit as sulphides the metab which 
they carry. Other series of reactions doubtlPss occur rmd ba,·e been 
important locally, but the general process has been the one outlined. 

LOCALIZATION OF THE ORE BODIES. 

In the Cambro-Silurian strata the localization of the ore bodies is 
dependent mainly on the presenee of suitable conditions for deposi
tion, since the (•irculation of ore-bearing waters is widespread and 
general. Cro::osing of fissures, by allowing a mingling of solutions, 
favors deposition. The presence of an impen·ious shale, particularly 
if it be charged with organic matter, has a like effect and, in general, 
an essential factor is the presence of suitable reducing agents. 

In the Carboniferous rocks the first condition is the presence of 
fractures deep enough to cut the Devono-Carboniferous and so pene
trate the source of supply. It is as yet unpro,·ed whether in the ,Joplin 
region the stresses whi<'h producPd these fractures were more impor
tant than elsewhere. The shale is thinner and of such a nature as to 
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be more easily broken, so that here stresses would break the shale and 
produce fractures acros:,; it which elsewhere would give rise to slight 
monoclinal folds only. 

Within the Carboniferous, open ground, whether as the result of 
fracturing or solution, or both, was important in affording a place for 
the deposition of the ore. Open ground i:,;, however, widespread, as 
is also the presence of suitable reducing material. 

The impervious stratum has been very important in the Southwest
ern district, not only in directing· the course of the waters, but in 
producing actual deposition. This is shown in the widespread occur
rence of ore in the base of and immediately under the Coal Measures 
shales. It is also instanced in the common occurrence of ore against 
bars or ribs of hard ground in the midst of broken and open ground. 
The reasons for this are not altogether clear, though the facts are 
patent. In part it is doubtless due to the bars representing the 
sides of fault blocks, and hence denoting proximity to a source of 
supply. In the case of the shales the local presence of an excess of 
organic matter is doubtless important. In other cases it is probably 
due to indirect chemical action. The bar, by offering to the solution 
an excess of some soluble material, disturbs the equilibrium in the 
solution and produces deposition. In any case the bar or impervious 
stratum, by reason of its greater density, checks the flow. While 
this factor may be important in the case of ore deposits made against 
shale, the reducing action of the solutions furnished by the shales is 
the dominant factor. Solutions commonly penetrate the shale for 
some distance, and pebble ore is found in them for 10 or 12 feet or 
more from the contact. ~'Jingling of solutions would also be impor
tant along a bar, since no material is wholly impervious, and a certain 
amount of water must be supposed to come through the bar, meeting 
at the contact with the open ground the waters of the latter. Pos
sibly also eddies are occasionally formed at such a contact and pro
mote precipitation by bringing about a more thorough mingling of 
the solutions. 

SECONDARY CHANGES. 

The explanation of the genesis of the ores given above applies par
ticularly to the ore bodies of the first concentration. The fact that 
these ore bodies have since been extensively altered and perhaps 
repeatedly reconcentrated ha:::; been dwelt on in some detail elsewhere. 
Secondary enrichment has been very important in the Southwestern 
district especially , and the large bodies of blende there worked are 
largely the products of both ascending and descending waters. The 
fact is to be recognized, however, that the original ore bodies were in 
many cases very rich, and that in the large majority of them blende 
was originally dominant. 
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The hypothesis of the genesis of the ores of the Ozark region here 
offered is applied particularly to the Southwestern district and 
involves the following steps: 

1. Original precipitation of the metals from shallow seas by organic 
matter, perhaps assisted by concentration of the solution through 
evaporation at the time of the formation of the dolomites and mag
nesian limestones of the Cambro-Silurian. 

2. Concentration by the action of ordinary underground water with 
deposition, through mingling of solutions and tne presence of organic 
matter. 

3. In the Southwestern district this deposition took place in the 
Carboniferous limestones in fractured and brecciated areas, where the 
solutions, coming along fault and fracture planes from the Cambro
Silurian limestones below through the Devono-Carboniferous shale, 
met waters circulating in the Carboniferous limestone and charged 
with organic matter. 

4:. Alteration by superficial agencies, with the result of a change of 
sulphides to carbonates, silicates, etc. : the production of an orderly 
vertical arrangement of the ores, and the frequent notable enrichment 
of the ores above water level anil. for a limited distance below. 



CHAPTER IX. 

B~· H. F. BAIN. 

GUIDES FOR PROSPECTING AND ~IETHODS OF 1\UNING. 

The geologic study of the region allows certain inferences to be 
made which is hoped may prove to be of value in prospecting and in 
following out ore bodies already located. There is naturally no 
improvement to be made on the ancient rule to follow the ore, but 
when this is not possible or easy, certain phenomena as:sociated with 
the ore may have sufficient significance to determine the proper line 
of prospecting. In the following suggestions lines of probability only 
are pointed out. Every rule has exceptions, and this is especially true 
of rules for prospecting. Much must always be left to the experience 
and judgment of the men in immediate charge, and in the Ozark 
region the local miners have proved themselves exceedingly capable. 
The district is peculiar in many particulars, and good mining men 
trained elsewhere very often make mistakes when first coming into it. 
This is especially true in the Southwestern district. It is to the latter 
district that this chapter applies, except where specific reference is 
made to other districts. 

CLASSES OF ORES AND CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES FOR 
THEIR DISCRIMINATION. 

It has already been shown that the ore bodies of the Southwestern 
district belong to the general class of ores which have been concen
trated, first, by ascending waters, and, secondly, ha\·e been modified and 
reconcentrated by descending waters. From this knowledge of their 
genesis it is possible to draw certain inferences with regard to their 
extent and permanence, which are very important in determining the 
proper methods for their exploration and development. So far as the 
concentration is a result of downward-mo\·ing waters, it is unfa>orable 
to permanence in richness and extent with depth. So far as ascending 
waters have produced the ore bodies, the conditions for permanence in 
depth within limits later discussed are favorable. In this region it is 
not always easy to distinguish the action of the two sorts of waters. 
Descending waters are normally oxidizing waters, but in the Joplin 
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region the constant pressure of water from below limits their pene
tration, and the wide presence of reducing agents obscures their action. 
There are, however, many cases in which they clearly ha,·e been 
important factors and many others in which they probably were. In 
the typical instance of the action of the descending waters in the J op
lin region the ground is soft and open from the surface down. Occa
sionally there is an overlying cap of hard rock, the shaft in that case 
being at one side of the channel of communication with the surface. 
Galena is in such an instance the first ore encountered. Normally it 
is in a rich pocket, associated, perhaps, with zinc silicate or carbonate 
and with red clay for gangue material. Below the galena, and usually 
where the red clay gives way to drab or black selvage, the zinc carbon
ates and silicates are replaced by blende, and usually at the same place 
the underground water level is encountered. The blende then becomes 
dominant and the galena very subordinate. Such an ore body usually 
is the product of sulphide enrichment, as already described. It may 
be expected to persist in depth to the limit of the action of the 
surface waters only. Below it there is, in many cases at least, an 
increase in the relative amount of iron sulphide present, though in 
this district blende more commonly retains its dominant position so 
far as yet tested. Drill recoTds at Granby show that there, as is com
monly true in other regions, the iron pyrites in turn becomes dominant 
with depth. 

Below the zone of dominanee of iron pyrites, or in its absence below 
the horizon of the rich bodies of blende, are the original ore bodies, 
or those resulting from the first concentration. "\Vbere\·et', because 
of a protecting cover, of a dominant upward flow of the deeper-seated 
waters, or of any other cause, the ore bodies have been protected from 
the action of descending waters, the ores of the first concentration 
occur. It is only in the instances where 'the two circulations have 
operated that the full vertical sequence is found , viz, (a) gossan, or 
surface ore resulting from oxide enrichment; (b) enriched sulphides; 
(c) ores of first concentration. 

The ores of the first concentration ha\·e already been described. 
The fact that in many instances, at least in the ore as originally con
centrated, the blende was dominant makes it sometimes difficult to 
distinguish these ore bodies from those in which there has been more 
or less secondary enrichment. The ores of the first concentration may 
be expected to retain their character and richness to their final limit 
in depth. They yield more steadily, though rarely as well as do the 
ores of the upper ground. This fact has been recognized by the 
miners and generalized in the statement that hard-ground mines are 
normally less rich but more permanent than soft-ground mines. Hard
ground mines are usually, though not by any means always, in ores 
largely produced by a first concentration. 

While the action of descending waters has been normally to soften 
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and enrich the ground, this is not alway~ the ease. Enrichment below 
may mean impoyerishment above, as is excellently shown in the case 
of the Boston Get-There mine, already cited. Usually the ore which 
served to enrich the lower ore bodies has come from a former upward 
extension of the ore body removed by erosion, and, consequently, the 
essential result of the process as a whole is enrichment. 

The most constant accompaniment of descending waters is oxida
tion. This shows itself in the reddening of the soft clayey matrix. 
Where red elays are found evidence of descending waters is complete, 

and any peculiarities of rich
ness or association of ores 
found in them may be ex
pected to elisa ppear as they do in 
depth. In the presence, how
ever, of an excess of reducing 
matter in the Carboniferous 
limestone, descending waters 
may be active and yet not show 
in oxidation of the iron or in 
production of red color in the 
clays. An example of this is 
shown in fig. 38, representing a 
specimen from the vVhy Not 
mine, in South Joplin. The big 
cubes of galena here have been 
dissolved and rounded, while 
the sharp-pointed dolomites 
have not been touched. Such 
action, so far as we know, could 
be brought about only by oxi
dizing waters, and in the mine 
there is independent evidence 

FIG. 38.-Gal-enh , rounded by solution, on unaltere<l 
dolom ite, Why Not mine, Joplin, :Mo. of their presence, in the soften-

ing of the ground and in a fairly 
clear connection between the waters of the mine and the surface. At 
the same time there is very little red clay in the mine, the excess of 
carbonaceous material holding the iron in the carbonate form, accord
ing to the law of mass action. 

The Yery general presence of practically clean galena in the upper 
levels and similarly clean hlende below leads to the belief that concen
tration by downward-moving waters has been widespread, even though 
plain cases of oxidation are relativelv rare. Surface alteration shows 
also in the change in the character of .the ore. Silicates and carbonates 
are wholly the result of the action of surface waters and will give 
place in depth to sulphides, or the individual deposit will cut out when 
their limit in depth is reached. 



PROBABLE LIMIT OF DEPTH OF MINING. 

Eni-ichment as a result of the action of surface waters can not be 
expected to continue with depth. In the Boston Get-There it is impor
tant to a depth of 200 feet. Below that there has been little oppor
tunity for study. The main activity of surface waters will doubtless 
be found confined within the first 200 feet of the surface in this district. 

The depth to which the ore bodies formed by ascending waters may be 
expected to continue is dependent on several factors. The mines now 
worked are practically confined to the upper 200 feet of strata. It can 
not be said that they show any general increase or decrease in value 
with depth except where secondary action is important. There are 
more shallow mines than deep ones, but this may be an expression of 
the fact that the deeper beds have been less prospected rather than 
that there is actually any less ore present. Below the depth of present 
workings the conditions are known only through studies of the stra· 
tigraphy and drill records. 

Ore has been reported from drill records to a depth of 1,000 feet,t 
and while the number of drill holes carried to that depth are too few 
to warrant any judgment as to the quantity of ore occurring, the mere 
fact of its presence has some significance. The writer has personally 
examined drill records and samples showing ore in the magnesian 
limestones at a depth of 500 feet. So far as the mere samples showed, 
these ore bodies were of workable richness, but not enough holes had 
been put down to determine the size of the ore body. Ore has been 
found by drilling at se\·eral points in and immediately below the 
Devono-Carboniferous shale. At Granby ore is commonly found at 
this horizon, and so far as ca:n be judged by drill samples the ore is 
quite as rich as that now being mined. From what we know of the 
conditions it is not improbable that a run may be developed at this 
horizon. That such a run is general has not yet been demonstrated, 
and one would need to be very cautious in seeking to develop it. 

The general stratigraphy of the region affords the best answer to 
the question of the probable permanence of ores with depth, and it 
indicates that mining will in all probability be mainly confined to the 
beds above and within a few feet of the Denino-Carhoniferous shale. 
It is in these upper beds that the most favorable conditions for the 
deposition of large and rich ore bodies obtain. It is here that there is 
the largest amount of reducing material. It is also in these beds that 
fracturing and solution have been most importaut, so that ore-bearing 
solutions were able to penetrate widely and mingle freely. It is true 
that the beds below the shale are ore bearing in Central and Southeast
em Missouri and elsewhere, but until we know more of the conditions 
in these other districts we are not warranted in assuming even the 
probability of the same beds yielding ore in the Southwestern district. 

1 Crossman, Drill chart : Mineral lndustrr, Vol. VIII, 1899, p . 66i. 
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CNtainly any assumption that the ores will get richer in depth because 
near to the original source is wholly unwarranted. The evidence favors 
the belief that originally the metals were widely disseminated, and 
aceordingly the nearer we get to the source the poorer the ore will be. 

'Within the beds above the dividing shale the best opportunities for 
ore are in the strata above the heavy chert. The limestone below, as 
has been stated, does not break up so widely or so readily, and aceord
inolr is not so favorable for the formation of large ore bodies. These "" . 
beds, however, have l1ot been as yet thoroughly explored, and while the 
eonditions for large ore bodies are not so favorable in them as in the 
beds abon', it is to be expeeted that they will yield considerable ore 
at least. 

In planning works and making investments it is well to keep in 
mind the probability that the mining will, for a long time at least, be 
confined to a ntriable thiekness of strata having, so far as known, a 
maximum depth of 500 feet and a probable a\'erage depth of ±00 feet. 
Some ore will be found below these depths. It is possible that a few 
larg·e bodies may be so found, but thi:-; i:,; quite uncertain, and it is unwise 
to eount on it in purc·hasing or developing properties. The large and 
rich bodies of galena and blende which characterize the region are 
doubtless praetically limited below adjacent to the Devono-Carbonif
erous shale. The conditions in the Cambro-Silurian country are so 
difi'erent and the time devoted to their study was so limited that it is 
not thought wise to express an opinion with regard to them. 

EXTENSIONS OF THE AREA. 

The limits of the produetive area in the Southwestern district are 
manifestly the limits of the area over .whieh the conditions favored 
the formation of the ore. The most important limiting condition 
seems to have been the absence of deep-seated fractures. Until the 
detailed mapping shall have been earried oyer the region it will be 
impossible to express a decided opinion as to whether notable exten
sions of the area are to be expected. It is to be remarked that so far 
all the important camps are located at points where some ore at least 
was found at the earliest settlement of the eountry and that the newer 
discoveries have been rather within the limits of these camps than 
between them. 

GUIDES FOR PROSPECTING. 

TOPOGRAPHY. 

Miners are accustomed to pay elose attention to the relations of ore 
deposits to the topography and, while this frequently is pushed to an 
unwarranted degree, there are substantial reasons for following the 
topography in certain particulars. In the Ozark region topographic 
guides may be helpful in determining three things important in 
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conneetion with the ore bodies. These are: (a) zones of fracture, 
(b) zones of secondary eoneentration, and (c) blanket veins. 

Probably the most important aid which topography can give to the 
prospectors is in locating lines or zones of fracture. It is important 

· in prospecting to locate the fractures and particularly the broader 
zones of fracture, since these are the belts along which the major 
underground circulation has taken place and where minei'alization is 
accordingly most likely to occur. Aside from the opportunity which 
valleys afford to examine exposures and hence determine the matter 
by direct observation, the valley is itself very often the expression of 
a line or zone of fracture. It has been customary in recent years to 
emphasize the influence of hard and soft strata and general structural 
features in determining the location of valleys. Outside of the glaci
ated areas the influence of fractures and zones of crushed rock seem, 
however, to have been equally important, especially in h01·izontal 
rocks. This is particularly well exemplified in the Joplin region, 
where at least many of the streams follow lines or zones of fracture 
Center Creek between Webb City and Cartersville, and the valley 
extending from Prosperity northwest to Cartersville are examples. 
The linear and rectilinear character of much of the drainage indicates 
apparently that the streams commonly follow these zones of fracture . 
Not all the fracture zones are marked by surface depressions, since in 
many eases the rock has been so thoroughly recemented that it is not 
notably more open than the surrounding rock. Where the zones of 
fracture are under divides determined originally by any other factor 
there is less tendency for the present surface waters to hunt them 
out, and as a result they are less apt to be resoftened by underground 
water. An important subsidiary factor in bringing about the location 
of the streams over the zones of fracture is the fact that the faulting 
which aecompanied the fracturing often dropped the softer shales of 
the Coal Measures down below the general surface of the limestone. 
As a result, fracture zones present not only a zone of fractured rock 
to underground waters, but a .surface belt of softer rock as well. 

Secondary concentration, especially in the form of oxide enrich
ment, being the result of surface waters, stands in close relation to 
topography. In the Southwestern district it is a common but not 
invariable rule that the largest and richest ore bodies are found in 
depressions, and of these depressions the shallower side valleys, or 
"draws," as they are called, are more favored for prospecting. This 
rule is empirical and has been handed down from the earlier days, 
when shallow deposits of galena in particular were sought after. 
Later developments have tend{'d to a certain extent to prove that 
deeper bodies of ore are not so elosely related to surface topography. 
Important ore hodi{'s have been found well up on the highest diYides 
of the district, though it is notable that, as a rule, such ore bodies are 
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deep and are in hard or sheet ground. It has also been proved that 
ores are found in the very bottom of the main valley of the region, 
that of Spring River. This valley was for years considered unfavor
able ground for prospecting, but the Lehigh and Riverside mines 
effectually prove the older idea to be not well founded, since mining 
is now carried on under the river itself. It remains true, none the 
less, that much ore has been developed by following the simple 
miner's rule to prospeet the slopes of the smaller valleys. One of the 
reasons for this seems to lie in the fact that the sides of the valleys are 
the most favorable places for concentration by surface waters and as 
erosion goes on and the land level is lowered, more and more of the 
ore is concentrated in such situations. Chamberlin, in his studies of 
the ·wisconsin mines, was the first to point out and explain this, 
and the principle is one apparently of wide application. Excellent 
examples can be seen throughout the Qzark region. 

Topography in connection with the structure is an excellent guide 
in following blanket veins. When the beds are undisturbed they may 
be traced by simply following the topographic contours. Where 
folding and faulting occur, dip and displacement must be taken into 
account. In the North Arkansas district blanket veins seem likely to 
prove important. In the Southwestern district none of the blanket 
veins, or sheet deposits, as they are there called, are near enough to 
the surfaee to he exposed by ero~ion, and accordingly topography is 
not important in this connection. In the vicinity of Prosperity, Mo., 
it is notable that as the ore is followed away from the valley and under 
the divide the bodies assume very commonly the sheet form, but this 
is the expression of the fact that commonly the divides mark the 
harder and less broken ground. 

STRUCTURE. 

Aside from the general structural features of the region, which are 
suggestive in locating· the ores, there are certain detailed features 
which are extremly significant. The ores are found in those portions 
of the rock through which the waters either now circulate or have 
circulated. In general this means the soft broken or crushed ground. 
Occasionally it means ground which has been broken but in which the 
processes of cementation have gone so far that the ground is now thor
oughly firm and hard. In the soft or ''open ground," as it is known 
to the miners, the ore solutions maJ' wander widely and the ore bodies 
are extremely irregular. In such ground prospecting must be thorough, 
and there is very little to guide one. There is, however, one very 
suggestive fact, and that is that the greatest deposition has in such 
situations taken place wherever the solution came in contact with any 
considerable surfaee of hard or unbroken ground; that is, the ores 
occur most frequently along the bounding line between hard and soft 
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ground. The strips of hard ground are known to the miners as ''bars" 
and these bars may be either areas of unaltered and unmoYed country 
rock or blocks of limestone, flint, or shale faulted into contact with 
the soft ground. There seems to be very little difference in the depo
sition of the ore around shale, flint, and limestone, except in the form 
which jt takes. When the contact is with shale the usual result is a 
partial impregnation of the shale and the development of pebble ore. 
In the case of limestone there is usually a dolomitization and a partial 
metasomatic replacement of the rock by ore. In the case of flint there 
is little ore in the hard ground itself except in the form of sheet ground. 
In any case the main ore is found in the broken ground near the bar. 
This is an empirical rule. The reason for it is not altogether clear and 
has been already discussed. Whatever the explanation of the phe
nomena may be, the experience of tl.le field indicates that in the case 
of soft ground the prospects are better for finding ore along the edge 
of bars than elsewhere. 

A particular instance of the bar or impervious stratum, which is of 
wide importance, is the concentration which commonly takes place in 
the base of and under the patches of Coal Measures shales that are 
found throughout the district. Shale is a very impervious rock. 
Underground waters coming against it largely turn and pass along 
the contact between it and the other rock instead of passing into the 
shale. Under such circumstances the shale acts as do other bars, and, 
as a result, ore is commonly deposited under overlying shales where 
the waters are ascending and on them where waters are descending. 
In the Southwestern district Coal Measures shales formerly covered 
much if not all of the district. The first concentration of the ores was 
brought about by ascending waters and probably began before the 
overlying shale was much if any cut away by erosion. The result was 
that considerable bodies of ore were formed at the base of this overly
ing shale. Where the shale remains these ore bodies have been at 
least partially protected from surface waters and accordingly ores are 
commonly found under and around the edges of these small outlying 
patches of shale. Where the shale has been removed by erosion the 
ore originally deposited under it has been attacked by the surface 
waters and either reconcentrated by the process of residual concen
tration, altered to carbonates, silicates, etc., or perhaps carried off in 
solution to be redeposited elsewhere as a secondary ore body or a sec
ondary enrichment of an earlier or of the same ore body. 

A second important reason for the association of ores with the out
liers of Coal Measures material is that these outliers often owe their 
preservation to having been faulted down below the level of acti,-e 
erosion. In such cases they mark the lines or belts of fracturing 
'and faulting with which, as already pointed out, the ores are closely 
associated. 
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RF.LATIOXS OF THE ORES. 

The common \·ertieal !UTangement of the ores, with galena dominant 
aboye and blende dominant below, constitutes a valuable guide in the 
search for zinc ores. The ores of the Southwestern district as first 
concentrated carried large amounts of blende, if, indeed, the latter 
was not actually dominant. When, accordingly, an ore body is found 
in which galena is dominant, the inference is that the blende has been 
removed in solution by surface waters and earried elsewhere to be 
redeposited. Since the general course of surface water:; in this dis
trict is downward, the blende bas, in most instances, been carried in 
that direction. It may be expected, accordingly, to be found at lower 
levels, and there are thus excellent reasons for accepting the pros
pector\; dictum that a large body of galena in shallow diggings means 
usually a large hody of blende at or below water level. Exceptions 
occur, lmt the general probability is along the line indicated. 

The eharacter of the matrix is also an important guide. If the 
matrix he made up rnainly or largely of red clay it means that oxid
izing waters ha\·e been yery acti,·e. It is useless to look for blende 
in quantity, though silicate or carbonate of zinc may be found and 
galena may be common. \Vhen either in depth or lateral extent the 
red clay giYes plaee to black selvage, hlende may be expected to 
appear and galena to become subordinate. 

The associated gangue minerals are to some extent important guides. 
There has been no considerable first concentration of ores in the 
Southwestem district free from dolomitization, and in looking for ore 
the pink spar or dolomite is a \:ery favorable indication. Iron pyrite 
or "mundie, '' while not valuable in itself, is closely associated with 
the ores, and the finding of it is usually favorable. Calcite and barite 
are to a less extent favorable indications. In the Central and South
eastern districtl:l barite is a much more favorable indication. 

RELATIONS TO WATER CHANNELS. 

In searching for ore or for the continuation of an ore body in this 
district it is advisable to study the course of the water channels and to 
follow them. The ore has been deposited by underground waters and 
is usually in greatest quantity where the flow bas been most important. 
The greatest flow is along the trunk channels, and the waters move 
toward and along them. Following the flow along the channels will 
accordingly bring the prospector into the area where the conditions 
are fayorahle for the deposition of ore. v\7 hen the main trunk chan
nels are found they should be followed in both directions. The course 
of the.-,;e channels will usually give the direction of the main belt of 
fracturing, as cirenlation is most acti,·e along such a belt. 

The direction of the flow of water is partieularly important in cases 
when· ...-econdary enrichments are suspected. The ore:-; which have 
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been secondarily enriched represent the grand prizes in mining and 
are usually exceedingly valuable. Secondary enrichment has usually 
taken plaee within a single ore body or within a single mass of 
breccia. Accordingly, it should be possible to find the enriched ore 
body if the impoverished zone be recognized and the direction of the 
flow of water be determined. An excellent instance is seen in the 
Boston Get-There property, already described. 

FORM OF ORE BODY. 

The form of the ore bodies has already been shown to be exceedingly 
variable. It is very difficult and unsafe to make calculations on the 
total yield of an ore body after it has been drilled or partially devel
oped only. The mining methods are unusual in that there is very 
rarely any attempt to block out ore, and ore in sight, in the tech
nical sense of blocks of ore which may he examined along four sides, 
is practically absent. It has been found as a general rule, to which 
there are rare exceptions, that a considerable thickness of ore body is 
to be correlated with a considerable lateral extent. This is the safest 
guide to the size of an ore body which drilling affords. 

METHODS OF MINING. 

~o attempt can be made here to discuss in detail the methods of · 
mining and milling which experience has shown to be be:,;t in this dis
trict. It is desired merely to point out a few particulars in which 
these methods are conditioned by the form and character of the ore 
bodief-l and the geologic conditions under which they occur. Several 
notable mistakes have been made and much money has been lost by 
attempting to develop certain mines in this district along lines and by 
methods used elsewhere where the ore bodies are richer and more 
continuous and where costs are higher. The methods which have long 
been used in the Southwestern district are characterized by extreme 
simplicity and low cost of equipment. While hand windlasses are 
not now common, horse .hoisters and hand jigs are still widely used 
(see Pl. XXI.) The steam plants, it is true, supply the bulk of the ore. 
The better plants are models as regards lightness and simplicity, though 
hardly so in other particulars. The whole system of mining seems 
crude and wasteful to one accustomed to the larger individual opera
tions of other regions (see Pl. XXII). The experience of many opera
tors throughout the district favors, however, the methods in use, and it 
usually is a sound rule in mining that methods widely adopted are at 
least well founded. The cruder and more wasteful plants and those 
badly managed are not to be imitated, but the simple, cheap, and rea-
8onably efficient plant characteristic of the district is believed to repre
sent the best equipment yet devised (see Pl. XIV, B). For the benefit 
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of outside im·estors not personally familiar with the district the reasons 
for this belief are summarized below. 

The ore bodies of the Southwest are worked mainly for blende. A 
certain amount of galena-on an average 1 ton to 12 tons of blende-is 
mined in connection with the zinc ore; but the value of the ore is usually 
measured in terms of its richness in blende. The ores vary widely 
in richness, all grades from barren rock to practically clean blende 
being delinred to the mill platform. The mill runs vary from 4: to 
30 per cent-that is, from 4: to 30 tons of blende are produced in mill
ing 100 tons of mine dirt. The ± per cent ore is, at present prices, 
about the lowest which can be made to pay expenses for any continu
ous runs, and at most mills probably nothing aYeraging less than 5 
per cent can be made to pay now. The majority of the mines of the 
district are probably working on ores running- between 5 and 10 per 
cent. Anything ahoye the latter is regarded as rich. The .Tohn 
Jackson mine is said to have yielded an average of 22 per cent for the 
three years and more that it has been worked. This is, however, 
known everywhere as one of the richest mines in the district. 

The per cent below which it is not profitable to handle the ore 
varies naturally with the price of the product, the equipment and 
management of the mine, and the character of the ore. 'Vhat such a 
per cent means may be made clearer by gi Ying the value of such an ore. 
·when blende carrying 60 per cent metallic zinc is selling at $25 a ton, 
± per cent ore of standard grade would haYe a value of $1 a ton in the 
mine. Mueh of the ore, however, is below standard grade~ and would 
bring anywhere from the standard price down to $20 or even less, 
according to the amount and the nature of the impurities in the ore. 
The decrease in value with increase in impurities cuts the price Yery 
rapidly. At $::30 the 4: per cent ore in the mine would he worth 80 
cents a ton. Against this Yalue is to be charged the cost of mining, 
including hlasting or timbering, or both, loading, tramming, and 
hoisting. Milling expenses and milling losses must be added to this, 
as well as interest, superintendence, depreciation, and repairs. If, as 
in most cases, the mining is on leased ground, there is a 10 per cent 
first-lea:';e charge and 2t per cent pumping- charge. These charges 
are calculated on the basis of receipts from the sale of ore. It will 
readily be seen that the wargin of profit on mining and milling is nry 
small in the case of low-grade ore. The profits which are made come 
from the large bodies of rich ore occasionally encountered which are 
easily and cheaply mined. "When such a body is found the profits are 
big so long as the ore lasts. The main mining- must be, boweYer, in 
low-grade ore, and accordingly must be earried on as eheaply as pos
sible. This fact bas eome to be Yery g·enerally recognized. and as a 
result the methods adopted are ver)· simple and inexpensin. 

Another essential faetor in controlling the cost of produetion is the 
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irregular or pockety character of the ore bodies. This has, perhaps, 
been sufficiently illustrated in the preceding pages. The indiddual 
ore bodies are rarely large. The mines must accordingly be short 
lived and the plants must be built to meet that condition. In a dis
trict where it is cheaper to sink a new shaft than to tram ore · 600 
or 700 feet under ground, central shafts of large capacity are out of 
place. Large central mills to which the ore of a whole tract is brought 
are not considered a good investment. In hauling 100 tons of 10 per 
cent ore 90 tons of waste drift is moved, and when simple and effective 
mills of small capacity are so easily and cheaply built and run, indi
vidual mills are to be preferred, even though the larger mill be able to 
make a slight saving per ton in mill charges. It is difficult to sup
ply dirt steadily enough to keep a large mill running, and loss of 
time is more costly with a large than a small plant. The higher cost 
of running individual plants comes largely from the common and 
expensive method of power generation and distribution. This can be 
overcome by the development of central power plants. 

The mills of the district have ordinarily a rated capacity of 100 tons 
in ten hours. They are very simple and are developed on the princi
ple of using a rougher jig before cleaning, instead of attempting close 
s1zmg. The result is a very great capacity at small cost. The saving 
is not so close as in a well-run sizing mill, but the extra ore saved by 
the latter is not in this district worth the added cost of saving it. It 
is probable that a closer saving will in time be made by a more com
mon use of sand jigs and concentrating tables. A hundred-ton mill 
can be built in the district at a general price of $6,500 to $7,000, and 
the opening and equipping of a mine costs ordinarily, approximately, 
$10,000. The mill can be run by four men. To that number must be 
added a hoisterman and an underground force. The number of men 
necessary under ground varies very widely with the character and size 
of the ore body. Under average conditions the cost of running a mine 
and mill ranges between $300 and $500 a week. The mill and plant 
are of such style as to be readily torn down and moved when the par
ticular ore body is worked out, and the whole plant is desig·ned for 
rapid work. Economy is sought in first cost rather than in refinements 
of efficiency, and in view of the irregular and uncertain nature of the 
ore bodies this is doubtless the correct point of view. The whole :o,;tyle 
of equipment and the methods of mining and milling are designed to 
meet the conditions of short-liYed individual deposits of low-grade ore. 
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THE ORE DEPOSITS OF THE RICO MOUNTAINS, 
COLORADO. 

By .F. L. RANSOME. 

INTRODUCTION. 

Field work in the Rico district was begun on the 1st of ,July, 1900, 
with Mr. Alfred Mayer Rock as field assistant, and was brought to a 
close on the 18th of August of the same year. It was found that work 
in the larger mines had practically ceased, and that leasing on a small 
scale and prospecting were the only surviving forms of mining activity. 
But against this decided disadvantage in a study of the ore deposits 
were to be set off some factors of direct gain. In 1896, Mr. C. W. 
Purington, then of the United States Geologica! Survey, visited the 
region and made a brief investigation of the ore deposits. The results 
of his reconnaissance were never published. They indicated that the 
interest and complexity of the phenomena there displayed demanded a 
better and larger-scale topographic map than was then available, as 
well as a comprehensive investigation of the geology of the region. 
This map was made, and in 1898 Mr. G. W. Tower was detailed to 
make a thorough study of the ore deposits of the Rico Mountains in 
connection with the geological work of Messrs. Cross and Spencer. 
Mr. Tower subsequently severed his connection with this Survey, and 
his manuscript report was never published. 

The notes and manuscripts of Messrs. Purington and Tower, as 
well as their collections, were placed at my disposal and have been 
employed to supplement my own observations wherever this appeared 
necessary. Where their material has been so used it has been credited to 
its source. The main usefulness of their notes, however, has been to 
afford starting points from which to plan various lines of investigation 
in the field. To Mr. Tower I am particularly indebted for a complete 
set uf tracings of such mine maps as could be obtained at the time his 
work was done and for an excellent collection of the ores of the district. 
The possession of these has resulted in a considerable saving of time 
and labor. 

The literature of the Rico district is not extensive. A paper by 
John B. Farish 1 on the ore deposits of Newman Hill and a later one 

JOn the ore deposits of Newman Hill, near Rico, Colo. : Proc. Colo. Sci. Soc., Vol. IV, 1892, pp.l51- 164. 
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by T. A. Rickard 1 on the Enterprise mine are important contributions 
and will be frequently referred to in the following pages. The latest 
and most comprehensive work, however, is the report of Messrs. Whit
man Cross and Arthur C. Spencer 2 on the geology of the Rico region. 
A knowledge of the essential results of their investigation and inter
pretation of the general geological structure and history is necessary 
for a proper understanding of the following pages. The present 
paper is, in fact, a supplement and sequel to their report. 

Of the mining men of this district it is difficult to speak in terms of 
merely formal acknowledgment. An experience of some years in 
·western mining towns has failed to discover such hospitality, natural 
courtesy, and readiness to further scientific investigation by all means 
in their power, as was shown, without any exception, by the men of 
Rico. 

GEOGRAPHY. 

The region covered by the Rico special map 3 and treated in this 
report lies in southwestern Colorado, between longitude 107° 58' .37'' 
and 108° 5' 39" west and latitude 37° 40' and 37° 44' 39" north. Its 
area is approximately 35 square miles, and its general position is 
shown by the accompanying index map (fig. 39). Rico, a town of a 
few hundred inhabitants and the county seat of Dolores County, lies 
nearly in the center of the district, on the Dolores River, which 
traverses the area from north to south. The Rio Grande Southern 
Railroad connects the town with the Denver and Rio Grande system 
at Durango on the south and at Ridgway on the north. 

The mining district is nearly coextensive with the isolated group of 
peaks which have been called the Rico Mountains and which constitute 
an uplift distinct from the Mount ·wilson group on the north, the San 
Juan Mountains on the northeast, and the La Plata Mountains on the 
south. On the west the Rico Mountains subside into the :'>lightly 
inclined, dissected plateaus which stretch away into Utah. 

HIS'I'ORY. 

Records of the discovery and early development of the Rico ore 
bodies are fragmentary and often conflicting. The following data are 
drawn largely from an article entitled "The early trail blazers," which 
was published in the Rico News of .Tune, 1892, and which was brought 
to my attention by Mr. G. W. Tower. The events recorded in 
this sketch, whieh bears evidence of careful preparation, have been 

1 The Enterpri~e mine, Rico, Colo.: Tmns. Am. Inst. Mining Eng., Vol. XXVI, 1896, pp. 906-980. Also 
published , in part, under title \'eiu structure in the Enterprise mine: Proc. Colo. Sci. Soc., Vol. V, 
189~-96, pp. 12:3-1:30. 

•Geology of the Rico :\fountains: Twenty-first Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey, 1899-1900, Pt. 11, 
pp. i-160. 

3 Cross and Spencer: Joe. cit., Pl. XXII. 
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verified as far as possible by comparison with other less extended 
references to the region, including Bancroft's History of Colorado, 
Frank Fossett's Colorado (the second edition of which was published 
at New York in 1880), and T. A. Rickard's Enterprise Mine. 

It is possible that some of the early Spanish explorers found their 

SCALE 
2.;;;5=:E=:l..,;Oo====2E5""""'"""";55;;,:0===:::::i75 MILES 

FIG. 39.-Index map showing position of Rico district. 

way up to the valley of the Dolores River, but the first party of white 
men known to have penetrated this region consisted of about 60 
trappers from St. Louis, under the leadership of William G. '\r alton. 
This party set out from the trading post of Taos, N. Mex., and spent 
the summer of 1833 along the Dolores River and in eamp near Trout 
Lake, about 13 miles northeast of the present site of Rico. 
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In 1861 Lieutenant Howard and other members of John Baker's 
expedition into the San .Juan region made their way over the mountains 
from the east and prospected the Dolores River, afterwards rejoining 
the main party at Bakers Park, where the town of Silverton now 
stands. 

Five years later a party from Arizona, under Colonel Nash, following 
the Santa Fe and Salt Lake trail, reached the Big Bend of the Dolores 
(where the town of Dolores now stands), and explored the river to its 
souree. Thence they crossed the divide to Trout Lake and proceeded 
down the San Miguel River. 

In 1869 Sheldon Shafer and Joseph Fearheiler reached the site of 
Rico on their way from Santa Fe to Montana. They were we!l pro
vided with tools and provisions and, struck by the indications of min
eral wealth whieh the region afforded, decided to thorough~.y prospect 
the district. They built a cabin on Silver Creek, near the spot where 
the South Park mine was afterwards opened, and located, in July, 1869, 
a elaim which they ealled the Pioneer, a name that afterwards became 
the official designation of the mining district. It covered portions of 
what are now the Shamrock, Smuggler, and Riverside claims. They 
also made a location which they named the Nigger Baby, on account of 
the abundant black oxide of manganese found in the vein. Although 
this claim afterwards became part of the Phrenix mine, the name was 
perpetuated as Nigger Baby Hill. In the autumn of 1869 they built 
a more substantial cabin near where the Rico State Bank now stands, 
and worked on the Pioneer claim through the winter. 

In HHO R. C. Darling, engaged in surveying the boundaries of the 
Ute Indian Reservation, passed up the Dolores on his way to Mount 
Snetfels. He found Fearheiler and Shafer at work, located some 
claims near them, and proceeded on his way up stream. His name sur
vives in Darling Ridge, one of the spurs of Expectation Mountain. 

During the >;arne year'' Gus" Begole, John Echols, Dempsey Reese, 
and'' Pony" \Vhittemore came into the district from New Mexico and 
discovered the Aztec and other lodes. On the approach of winter all 
of the prospectors relir.quished their work and left the district. Fear
heilei" never returned, being killed by Indians on his way to Fort 
Defiance. 

Apparently none of the adventurous prospectors came back to 
their claims in the following summer, but in 1872, Darling, who had 
sneeeedecl in interesting :-;ome army officers and capitalists from 
·washington, D. C., in the resources of the region, led a large party 
into the Pioneer dtstrict fro:n Santa Fe. They carried with them a 
few lengths of board from whtch they constructed molds for adobe 
bricks, and of these they erected a :Mexican smelting furnace. Ore 
was extracted from what are now the Atlantic Cable, Aztec, Pbrenix, 
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and Yell ow Jacket claims, and three Rmall bars of bullion were pro
duced in this furnace. The adobe, however, was not sufficiently 
refractory, and the furnace soon became useless. Discouraged by 
their failure and by the low grade of the bullion, the claims were 
abandoned on the approach of winter and the party returned to 
Santa Fe. 

Two years later, members of the Hayden survey mapped the region 
and gave many of the existing names to the more prominent topo
graphical features. 

Prospecting was again resumed in the Pioneer district in 1877, and 
in 1878 became active through the energy of John Glasgow, ''Sandy" 
Campbell, David Swickhimer, and others. The Atlantic Cable, Black
hawk, Hope, Cross, Grand View, Major, Phrenix, Yellow Jacket, 
Pelican, Aztec, and Columbia claims were all located in 1878, but, 
as usual, work was abandoned when the winter snows whitened the 
surrounding peaks. 

In the spring of 1879, rich oxidized silver ore was discovered on 
Nigger Baby Hill and a rush to the district from the neighboring 
camps followed. Several claims on Nigger Baby Hill were sold to the 
Grand View Mining Company, in which Senator Jones and John Vv. 
Mackay, well known for their operations on the Comstock, were 
prominent stockholders. Ore was also found in the Chestnut yein, 
on Newman Hill, and a small shipment was made to Swansea. 

The beginnings of a settlement sprang up. The town site was sur
veyed and divided into lots, and E. A. Robinson became·jnstice of the 
peace. The :first newspaper, the Dolores News, appeared on August 
21, the first seven numbers being printed in Silverton. A post-office 
was opened and the name Rico was given to the growing town. 

The Grand View smelter was begun in 1880, the machinery coming 
from the railway terminus at Alamosa by wagons to Mancos, and 
thence over the now abandoned road which reached the Dolores River 
by the dreaded Bear Creek Hill, 12 miles south of Rico. The freight 
from Alamosa was about $300 per ton. Late in the autumn the smelter 
began producing bullion. This same year saw the discovery of the 
Johnny Bull ore body. 

The year 1881 is notable for a punitive expedition against a party 
of Utes, who were overtaken near the La Sal Mountains and defeated, 
with considerable loss of life on both sides. 

The following spring the Rico Mining and Smelting Company began 
the erection of a second smelter in the southern end of town, and the 
Newman group of mines was sold to the Marrs Consolidated Mining 
Company for $175,000. 

In 1883 the finding of ore in the South Park mine, on Silver Creek, 
led to active prospecting· along· this stream. 

22 OEOL, PT 2-01--16 
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In 1884: the Rico smelter was purchased and repaired by the Pasa
dena Company, and wa:'i operated as a custom plant for nearly two 
years. 

As early as 1881 David Swickhimer, Patrick Cain, and John Gault 
began a shaft on the Enterprise claim on Newman Hill, but subse
quently sold their property for a few hundred dollars' worth of lum
ber. But the success of Larned and Hackett in following the veins in 
the Chestnut and Swansea claims led Swickhimer to repurchase a con
trolling interest in the Enterprise, and in October, 1887, he struck ore 
at a depth of 262 feet. This was the first discovery of the so·called 
"contact" or blanket ore, and. the shaft had fortunately cut the edge 
of the largest and richest ore body ever found on Newman Hill. 

The re~mlt of Swickhimer's discovery was to infuse new life into the 
district. Large bodies of ore were found in the Blackhawk, Logan, 
and Rico-Aspen mines, and the future of Rico looked brighter than 
ever before. 

The Enterprise group was sold in 1890 to a Pittsburg company, and 
the same vear saw the advent of the Rio Grande Southern Railroad. 
Litigation sprang up between the Enterprise and Rico-Aspen compa
nies, but production went on, and when the suit was finally won by the 
Enterprise the ore in the disputed territory had been extracted, 
largely by the Rico-Aspen Company. 

Since 1895 the output of the Pioneer district has decreased. The 
large bodies of rich "contact" ore have been mined out and many of 
the veins have been worked. down to a depth at which the ore no longer 
pays fvr shipment. Masses of ore often proved to be curiously limited, 
owing to various conditions that are characteristic of the region, and 
that will be described in the following pages. The declining price of 
silver has bad a depressing effect on this, as on other districts, where 
this metal form::. a large part of the output. But nearly all the impor
tant ore bodies formerly exploited were sufficiently rich to be workable 
to-day had they not been exhausted. 

In the year 1900 the only ore being shipped from the district was an 
occasional carload taken out by leasers working small areas of unex
plored ground in the larger mines. ·whether the present inactivity is 
final or not is a question that can not be decided offhand. Prosperity 
and depression, following each other in rhythmic procession, are the 
lot of many mining districts, and it is often difficult to distinguish a 
state of quiescence from one of extinction. 

·whatever the economic future of the Pioneer district may be, the 
modes of occurrence of its ores present many problems of unusual and 
living interest. After a consideration of these, the question of a pos
sible reviml of mining activity may be more intelligently answered. 
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PRODUCTION. 

The tot<\l production of the Pioneer mining- district can be only 
roughly estimated. According- to the reports of the Director of the 
Mint, the output from 1879 to the end of 1900 has been about 73,000 
ounces of gold and 9,000,000 ounces of silver. It is estimated that the 
value of the entire output, including the base metals, lies somewhere 
between $8,000,000 and $10,000,000. By far the g-reater part of this 
has been silver. 

CLIMATE AND VEGETATION. 

The climate of Rico can be described only in general terms, as there 
are no meteorological data available. The winters are less severe 
than at Silverton, which lies in the heart of the neig-hboring San Juan 
Mountains, but are nevertheless characterized by heavy snows, which 
may begin in September or October. As most of the Rico mines are 
below timber line, the danger from snowslides is less than in the 
higher and more rugged regions of the San Juan. The summers, as 
might be expected at altitudes ranging from about 8,500 to 12,600 feet, 
are pleasantly cool, and in normal years thunder showers are of fre
quent occurrence in July and Aug-ust. 

The mountain slopes . are well covered with aspens, spruce, and 
balsam fir up to a timber line varying from 11~500 to 12,000 feet in alti
tude. The aspens are particularly abundant on the lower slopes, often 
forming a luxuriant second growth upon the site of earlier aspen 
woods which have been cut away. Both spruces and aspens are used 
for mine timbering, the aspens being valuable on account of their 
proximity to most of the mines and the rapidity with which new trees 
spring up to take the place of those felled. 

Among- the smaller shrubs, the wild raspberry flourishes abundantly 
and 'becomes laden with fruit in August or September, while through 
early summer the usual wild flowers common in Colorado at these 
altitudes bloom in gay profusion.' 

TOPOGRAPHY. 

As fully described by Cross and Spencer in their paper already 
referred to, the compact cluster of peaks known as the Rico Mountains 
is the remains of a much dissected structural dome rising above the 
Dolores Plateau. To the west this plateau, which near the Rico 
Mountains has an elevation of about 9,400 feet, stretches away into 
Utah. On the north, east, and south the original horizontal plateau 
structure has been somewhat modified by the elevation of the \V"ilson , 
San Juan, and La Plata mountain groups, and of the Rico Mountains 
themselves. The Dolores River crosses the Rico dome from north to 
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south, and through erosion by this stream and its tributaries the Rico 
dome, traversed by numerous fault fissures, has bee~ carved into peaks 
and canyons. The highest of these peaks is Blackhawk, with an ele
vation of 12,67'7 feet. The lowest point in the district covered by the 
map is about 8,600 feet, near the mouth of Spruce Gulch. 

vVhile the topography is thoroughly mountainous it is by no means 
of so rugged a character as that of the San Juan Mountains. The 
comparative smoothness of the wooded slopes about Rico is largely due 
to the remarkable extent to which landslides and accumulations of 
surface wash have buried and cloaked the lower slopes of the moun
tains. Inspection of the geological map (Pl. XLI) shows how almost 
the entire eastern slope of Expectation Mountain, the western slopes 
of C. H. C. and Newman hills, and many smaller areas are covered 
by surficial material. 

GENERAL GEOLOGY. 

The geological structure and history of the Rico Mountains have 
been admirably treated by Cross and Spencer in the report already 
eited. The reader is referred to that work, and particularly to the 
terse outline by Mr. Cross which forms the first chapter, for an 
account of the general geological features, knowledge of which is 
presupposed in the discussion of the ore deposits. But in order that 
the present report may not be wholly unintelligible in the absence of 
its companion paper, the following outline sketch has been prepared 
from the latter. 

The accompanying geological map (Pl. XLI) includes but the cen
tral portion of the Rico ''special area," of which a complete geological 
map may be found in Cross and Spencer's paper. 1 

The Rico Mountains are structurally determined by a local, dome-like 
uplift of originally nearly horizontal strata. 2 This uplift was due in 
minor part to the intrusion of masses of molten igneous rock, chiefly 
monzonite and monzonite-porphyry, in the form of sills, stocks, and 
dikes. But the greater portion of the elevation was effected by later 
upthrust and faulting. From north to south the dome is about 12 
miles in diameter, and from east to west about 15 miles. The original 
vertical extent of the uplift is estimated at about 4,500 feet. This 
structural dome is now traversed from north to south by the Dolores 
River, and has been deeply eroded, particularly in its central portion, 
resulting in the present topography. 

The rocks involved in this uplift range from Algonkian to Jura
Lrias, the older being exposed in the central part of the area and the 
younge1· on its periphery. The Algonkian rocks consist of quartzites 
and schists, exposed just north of Rico and in the canyon of Silver 
Creek. They appear as fault blocks, in the heart of the dome, thrust 

I Loc. cit., Pl. XXII. 2 Ibid, Pl. VIII. 
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up from below into the later beds. Rocks of DeYonian age are rep
resented by massiYe limestone (the Ouray limestone) and an underly
ing quartzite. The former is exposed at the north end of the town 
of Rico and is much metamorphosed. The quartzite is seen in but 
few outcrops, and its base is nowhere revealed. 

Above the Ouray limestone lies a thick series of sandstones, shales, 
and limestones, which pa:ss up without any apparent unconformity 
into the J uratrias. This series is not readily separable into natural 
divisions on lithological grounds alone, hut by the aid of certain fos
siliferous beds Cross and Spencer ha,·e succeeded in dividing it into 
formations referable to different geological periods. 

The beds immediately above the Devonian are Upper Carbonifer
ous, and have been named the Hermosa formation. This formation 
has been further subdivided into a lower member of shales, sandstones, 
and subordinate limestones, a middle member, prevailingly limestones, 
and an upper member of shales and limestones. The middle member 
of the Hermosa is conspicuously represented in the cliffs of gray lime
stone which rise behind Newman Hill. The lower and middle 
members are mapped as a unit and indicated by a single color. The 
entire thickness of the Hermosa is about 1,800 feet. 

Abo,·e the Hermosa lies the Rico formation, belonging to the Permo
Carboniferous, and consisting of coarse arkose sandstones, shales, and 
sandy, impure limestones. The prevailing color of these heds is dark 
maroon or chocolate, while the dominant tint of the Hermosa is gray. 
The base of the Rico lies a few feet above a sandy and very fossilifer
ous limestone containing Fusulina cylind1·ica, which is almost at the 
top of the Hermosa. The formation has a total thickness of about 300 
feet. 

Suceeeding the Rico is the Dolores formatio!l, included in the Jura
trias, but probably corresponding to the Trias. It consists of sand
stones, conglomerates, and sandy shales and limestones, prevailingly 
brick-red in color, and aggregating 1,600 feet in thickness. These are 
in part the familiar "Red Beds" of the Rocky Mountain region. 

Overlying· the Dolores is the La Plata formation, presumably Juras
sic, consisting of two thick beds of light-colored sandstone separated 
by a thin bed of limestone. Its aggregate thickness in this region 
varies from 250 to 500 feet. 

The La Plata is in turn succeeded by the McElmo beds, composed 
of variegated reddish and greenish shales and sandstones. The Me
Elmo formation is regarded as Jurassic and is the youngest strati
graphic unit involved in the structure of the Rico dome, which is now 
preserved within the area described. 

The last two formations occur only near the edg·es of the Rico area 
and contain no important ore deposits. All of the beds above the 
Devonian conform generally to the domical structure, dipping away on 
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all sides from the geographical center of the uplift, which corresponds 
approximately to the town of Rico. 

The foregoing sedimentary formations were intruded at an early stage 
of the uplift by numerous igneous masses in the forms of stocks, sills, 
and dikes. The intrusive magma solidified as monzonite or monzonite
porphyry. The occurrence of the stocks is well illustrated by the 
eruptive masses of Darling Ridge and Calico Peak. The sheets, or 
sills, and dikes are most abundant in the rocks of the Dolores forma
tion, particularly near the head of Horse Creek. 

After the igneous rocks had solidified the dome was further deformed 
by extensive faulting, the displacement in some cases exceeding 1,000 
feet. The more important faults are indicated upon the geological 
map and are fully described in Cross and Spencer's report. 

The later geological history of the region has been one of erosion 
and landsliding on an extensive scale, both of which closely connected 
processes have had an important influence upon mining developments. 
Although the landslides have obscured the relations of the ore bodies, 
erosion, on the other hand, by carving out the present mountains and 
canyons, has revealed the existence of the ores and rendered possible 
their exploitation. 

PRELIMINARY OUTLINE OF THE ORE DEPOSITS. 

The ores of the Rico district show unusual variety in their occur
rence as regards both form and genesis. To classify them strictly 
and consistently, in accordance with either shape or origin, would be 
difficult and for ordinary purposes confusing. The units of such 
classification would, in many cases, be not ore bodies, but parts of ore 
bodies. It is proposed in this report to treat the deposits under four 
general heads, namely: (1) lodes, (2) blankets (Lagergiinge, or bed 
veins, of von Cotta, in part), (3) replacements in limestone, and (4) 
stocks. This is confessedly and obviously a rough grouping for con
venience and clearness of treatment, and is not intended as a scientific 
classification. 

Under the first head will be described simple or complex fissure 
veins, usually nearly vertical, which when they occur in sedimentary 
formations cut across the planes of bedding. They are fractures or 
fissures in the rocks, which have been afterwards filled with ore or 
valueless vein matter. 

Under the second head will be treated various deposits usually more 
nearly horizontal than vertical, and lying parallel to the planes of 
bedding or to the surfaces of intruded sheets of igneous rock. These 
are the deposits locally known as "contacts." This term, used in a 
sense that has no necessary connection with its true geological meaning, 
has unfortunately found its way into literature/ and has been so 

1 Fari~h . Joe. cit , uses the word" contact" in quotation marks, but Rickard, loc. cit., provides no 
such safeguard against confusion. 
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universally adopted by the miners that it is difficult to altogether avoid 
its use. Wherever employed, however, the word will he placed in 
quotation marks, indicating· its true standing as miners' vernacular. 

Under the third head will be considered those deposits, often irreg
ular in form, which have resulted from the metasomatic replacement 
of limestone by ore. 

Lastly, under the · fourth head, will be noticed a few small ore 
bodies often referred to as" chimneys," of which the Johnny Bull is 
the principal example in this reg·ion. 

It will be shown later on that no sharp distinction exists between 
these various deposits. Lodes of flat dip may pass into bedding faults 
along weak strata, producing breccias which, when mineralized, are 
classed as blankets. The mineralization of such a breccia, particularly 
if the material be calcareous shale, is likely to be largely by metaso
matic replacement, producing a deposit closely akin to those resulting 
from the simple replacement of limestone. Moreover, the ore bodies 
grouped under the second and third heads are always intimately con
nected with fissures or lodes which may or may not be themselves 
productive. 

The greater part of the product of the district has come from the 
blankets. Some of the lodes have proved rich , but their value has 
invariably fallen below the limit of profitable working at a remarkably 
shallow depth, which generally bears a constant relation to some over
lying blanket with which the lode or lodes connect. Some important 
bodies of ore have also been formed by direct replacement of limestone. 

The bulk of the ore has been found in the Carboniferous sedimen
tary series, particularly that portion of it known as the Hermosa 
formation. This is nearly equivalent to saying that most of the ore 
has come from the central portion of the district, in the heart of the 
domical uplift of the Rico Mountains. 

The ores consist primarily of galena, often highly argentiferous and 
associated with rich silver-bearing minerals. In many deposits more 
or less complete oxidation of the primary ores has taken place, result
ing in pulverulent earthy ores, often very rich in silver. 

DISTRIBUTION OF THE ORES. 

In all probability more than half of the ore produced in the Rico 
district has come from Newman Hill. This name is applied to the 
slopes immediately south and east of Rico, constituting the western 
flank of Dolores Mountain. Newman Hill may be considered as 
bounded on the north by Silver Creek, on the west by the Dolores 
River, on the south by Deadwood Gulch, and on the east by the cliffs 
formed by the massive bed of limestone characteristic of the medial 
division of the Hermosa. On this slope, which is deeply covered with 
surface wash, are the Enterprise, Rico-Aspen, Newman, Union-Car
bonate, and other mines, in which the ore occurred partly in lodes 
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and partly in blankets. Of the latter the principal one 1s locally 
known as the Newman Hill, or Enterprise, "contact." 

Also on the east side of the Dolores River, but north of Silver 
Creek, is Nigger Baby Hill, a spur of Telescope Mountain. This hlll 
has been produ0ti,·e since 1879. The ore occurs in oxidized form in 
lodes, which in their upper portions possess so flat a dip as to consti
tute essentially blanket deposits. 

C. H. C. Hill lies immediately north of Nigger Baby Hill. It is 
a landslide area, honeycombed with workings, from which much ore 
has been taken. The ore, largely oxidized, occurs in blankets, the 
continuity of which bas been greatly broken by landslide movements. 

From the three bills mentioned has come the greater part of the 
Rico ore. There are, however, several important outlying deposits. 
The most prominent of these is in the Blackhawk mine, between 
Sih·er Creek and Allyn Gulch, where the ore occurs oxidized in a 
lode and as sulphide replacement deposits in massive limestone. 
Another example is the Puzzle mine, on Horse Creek, about three
quarters of a mile from its mouth, where the ore also oceurred replac
ing limestone. The Johnny Bull mine, on Johnny Bull Mountain, 
near the head of Horse Creek, has also produced some ore. 

The entire basin of Horse Creek and the eastern slope of Expecta
tion :Mountain are dotted with prospects, many of which have pro
duced small quantities of ore, but nearly all are now abandoned. 

By reference to the geological map (Pl. XLI) the preponderance of 
the important ore bodies occurring in the Hermosa, particularly the 
Lower and Middle Hermosa, will be evident. Near the periphery 
of the dome, where the .J uratrias sediments now constitute the sur
face, no large ore bodies haYe been found. The Johnny Bull, it is 
true, occurs in these rocks, but the ore body, although at one time 
giYing rise to considerable excitement, proved to be little more than 
a pocket. 

MINERALOGY 0~' THE ORES. 

The ores of the Rico district present few noteworthy or peculiar 
mineralogical features, and need receive but brief treatment under 
this head. The bulk of them may be roughly divided into (1) pyritic 
ores, usually of very low grade, and (2) argentiferous galena ores, 
sometimes containing rich sih·er minerals. The former constitute the 
characteristic vein filling of most of the lodes, and also occur in many 
of the blankets and other deposits. The latter form the workable 
ore bodies, deposited under Yarious specially favorable circumstances 
of concentration. The two kinds of ore are not capable of sharp 
mineralogical or eommercial distinction, and are not necessarily of 
different age. 
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The minerals occurring as a direct result of the general processes of 
mineralization may be classed as ore minerals and gangue minerals. 
Among the former are included all of the so-called" metallic minerals," 
whether or no they actually constitute ore in the commercial sense. 
Under the latter are em braced those nonmetallic minerals, such as 
quartz, which commonly serve as matrix for the valuable ore con
stituents. 

ORE MINERALS. 

Pyrite is by far the most abundant ore mineral in the district. 
Associated with quartz and small amounts of chalcopyrite, sphalerite, 
and galena, it constitutes the practically worthless filling of most of 
the lodes. It is found in large blanket-like masses, free from gangue, 
in C. H. C. Hill. In similar masses, hut usually in more solid con
dition, it is abundant as a replacement of limestone. This is the mode 
of its occurrence in the Blackhawk mine, where it is frequently 
associated with fluorite, and grades by increase of chalcopyrite and 
galena into workable ore. Although commonly containing small 
quantities of silver and gold, the pyrite has hitherto proved too low 
in grade for successful treatment. Rickard 1 records that the pyrite 
from the northwesterly lodes in the Enterprise mine usually afforded 
on assay from 4 to 8 ounces of silver and traces of gold. In the Gold 
Anchor prospect in Bull Basin, a large body of pyrite was found 
which is said to have indicated, in single assays, as much as 90 ounces 
of gold per ton, but which as a whole did not pay the cost of extraction. 

Galena, a very important ore mineral, occurs abundantly in the 
Enterprise blanket and in most of the bodies of unoxidized ore thathaYe 
been worked in the district. It is always argentiferous, but appar
ently does not constitute rich ore unless accompanied by argentite, 
tetrahedrite (freibergite ~), proustite, or polybasite, as is the case in the 
Newman Hill mines. On the other hand, it nowhere occurs in suf
ficiently large masses to be workable for its lead alone. It presents 
no unusual peculiarities in this region, and is, as ebewhere, nearly 
always accompanied by sphalerite. 

Sphalerite, or zinc blende, is an abundant constituent of the rich 
ores of Newman Hill, which sometimes contain o\·er 15 per cent of 
zinc. Its common associates in these ores are galena, chalcopyrite, 
rhodochrosite, and quartz, and it occurs both in the northeasterly lodes 
and in the blanket. It is also found in massive granular form, asso
ciated with a little chalcopyrite, galena, and fluorite, in the Black
hawk mine, where it makes up a considerable part of the large 
replacement bodie~ in limestone. In the Atlantic Cable claim it 
occurs in coarsely crystalline nodular masses, associated with chlorite, 

1 Loc. cit., p. 940. 
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specularite, ehalcopyrite, and galena, in limestone. This sphalerite is 
dark brown, while that in the Newman Hill veins is usually rosin col
ored. It is also abundant in the Sambo mine, and in the Bancroft and 
Lily D. prospects, assoeiated with galena. The occurrence of sphal
erite has hitherto been purely an objectionable feature in the ores, 
owing to the penalty attached by the smelters to ores containing over 
10 per cent of zinc. But in 1900 experiments were being made to 
determine the feasibility of working some of the sphaleritic ores for 
zinc alone, and in 1901 zinc ore was being extracted in commercial 
quantities from the Atlantic Cable and Bancroft claims. 

Chalcopyrite, or copper pyrite, is not very abundant in the Rico 
district, although nearly always present with galena and sphalerite in 
the workable ores. Associated with pyrite, fluorite, and some finely 
granular galena and sphalerite, it formed some of the best ore in the 
Blackhawk replacement bodies, where it often occurred in fine con
centric or irregularly curved, narrow bands. It is present in small 
quantity in the blanket and lode ores of Newman Hi.ll, in the Silver 
Swan, Aztec, and Atlantic Cable prospects, and in many other lodes 
and blankets throughout the district. 

Tetrahedrite, or gray copper ore, occurs in the rich blanket ores of 
the Enterprise and Rico-Aspen mines and in some of the northeasterly 
lodes. It is a valuable constituent on account of its argentiferous 
character. It is here associated with sphalerite, polybasite, galena, 
rhodoehrosite, and quartz. It also oecurs in these mines in ore 
replacing gypsum, the gangue in such cases being partly the tram;
parent crystalline form of gypsum known as selenite. Small amounts 
of tetrahedrite are found replacing sandstone in the Gold Anchor 
prospect in Bull Basin. It is probably present also in the Aztec lode, 
with chalcopyrite, and may have formed part of the Johnny Bull ore. 
A small pocket of tetrahedrite was extracted from the Iron lode, but 
the mineral apparently does not occur in the replacement deposits of 
this mine. A little occurs also, with quartz, in the Eureka, a prospect 
near the head of Iron Draw. It is nowhere abundant, and is generally 
indicative of high-grade ore, although the latter is not necessarily 
present in large amount. 

Specularite, the crystalline variety of hematite, occurs abundantly 
in several mines and prospects in the metamorphosed Devonian beds 
near Rico. Among these may be named the Iron Dollar, Eighty
Eight, Atlantic Cable, Shamrock, and Smuggler. It is closely asso
ciated with chlorite, epidote, garnet, and wollastonite (and perhaps 
vesuvianite), as well as galena, sphalerite, and chalcopyrite, and its 
formation was evidently connected with the metamorphism of the 
Devonian limestone. It is of no value as an ore in this region, but 
has been sometimes mistaken for sphalerite. 

Magnetite has been mined in small amounts for fluxing purposeg 
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from the Magnet prospect on the north side of Darling Ridge, and 
from the Eagle prospect near the head of Sulphur Creek. It occurs 
massive, with a little chalcopyrite, replacing limestone. It may con
tain half an ounce of silver and $2 in gold per ton. Some magnetite 
occurs in the Atlantic Cable claim, with specularite. 

Argentite, proustite, polybasite, and perhaps stephanite, occur in the 
rich blanket and lode ores of Newman Hill. They were evidently 
among the last ore minerals to form, and to them was mainly due the 
richness of these deposits. They are almost invariably found in vugs 
in the more solid ore, and when present in the lodes occur along the 
medial plane of the vein in the spaces left by the comb structure of 
the quartz and other minerals. Argentite is found in black, rounded 
masses, suggestive of particles of shoemaker's wax, which have soft
ened and fitted themselves to the interstices between the earlier cryt';
tals. Polybasite and proustite also occur in vugs, but in implanted 
crystals of the forms characterizing these minerals. Stephanite was 
not identified at the time of visit, but its oecurrence has been reported 
by Farish/ who also mentions pyrargyrite. These rich silver-bearing 
minerals were not seen elsewhere in the district in 1900; but argen
tite is said to have occurred in the Puzzle mine, in a quartzose gangue, 
replacing limestone. 

Native sil/ver is reported from the Enterprise and Puzzle mines, but 
none was seen in 1900. It was probably a product of oxidation. 

Free gold is rarely detected in the Rico ore deposits. Some is said 
to have been found associated with sphalerite and chalcopyrite in the 
Enterprise mine, and some embedded in rhodochrosite in the Eureka 
vein of the same mine. A little free gold has also been found in pros
pects near Calico Peak, but none was seen in place. The ore of the 
Johnny Bull mine contained considerable gold, with tellurium and 
traces of bismuth, but it is not known whether any of the gold 
occurred native. Gold, associated with a little molybdenum, occurred 
in the Uncle Remus mine, but whether free or not can not now be 
ascertained. 

Native copper was noted only in the California prospect near the 
head of Iron Draw, as small crystalline sheets or skins in the country 
rock. 

GANGUE MINERALS. 

Q~tartz is by far the most abundant gangue mineral in the region. 
It is nearly always associated with pyrite and constitutes the common 
filling of the lode fissures. Although usually present in the work
able ores, it is there associated with other gangue minerals. The lode 
quartz shows no special features peculiar to this region and demands 
no detailed description. In the form of jasperoid 2 (a cryptocrystalline 

1 Loc. cit., p.l61. 2 See J. E. Spurr, Mon. U. S. Geol. Survey Vol. XXXI, 1898, p. 219. 
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ag·gregate L'Ommonly asso(·iated with replacement deposits) quartz 
occurs in the Blackhawk mine, in the Atlantic Cable claim, and in 
the blanket of the Sambo mine. In the Blackhawk mine, also, are 
found spongy, cavernous masses of rusty quartz, apparently due to 
the removal of limestone, by solution, from a network of quartz 
stringers (PI. XXVIII, A). Quartz is abundant in some of the blanket 
breccias as a replacement of the brecciated material. In the case of 
the nearly black Hermosa shales, many of the fragments are still 
recognizable as dark patches in the white quartz, although the micro
scope shows that they ha,·e been altered to cryptocrystalline quartzose 
aggregates. In the main blanket of the Union-Carbonate mine, frag
ments of monzonite-porphyry have been more or less completely 
transformed into very spongy masses of white quartz, sometimes con
taining pyrite. A somewhat similar silicification of porphyry has 
taken place alongside the lode fissures of the Mohawk and Marriage 
Stake prospects, in Horse Gulch. In these cases, however, t.he 
resulting siliceous skeleton still preserves in a measure the original 
porphyritic appearance of the rock. 

Rhodochrosite, the carbonate of manganese, is present in the rich 
upper portions of the northeasterly lodes of Newman Hill and in the 
Enterprise blanket. Its delicate pink color makes it easily recogni
zable, and it is important in these mines as a rough indication of good 
ore. It occurs massive, often irregularly but beautifully banded with 
the quartz and ore of the lodes. It does not, as far as known, occur 
in this region in the large well-formed rhombohedral crystals which 
characterize it in some othe1: localities. A little residual rhodochro
site was noted in the oxidized Little Maggie vein, at the Blackhawk 
mine, but it is not generally abundant outside of Newman Hill. Some 
of the "spar" veins in other portions of the region have a slight 
pinkish tint, however, and decompose in part to black oxide of man
ganese, showing either that some of this mineral is present, or that 
the "spar" is manganiferous. 

Calcite, or the common "spar" of the miners, is abundant in the 
veins of Nigger Baby Hill, where it takes the usual place of quartz 
as the principal gangue mineral. It is generally finely crystalline, 
more or less impure, and often resembles ordinary limestone. It is 
always manganiferous, and readily undergoes decomposition, whereby 
the calcium carbonate is largely removed and a soft black mass of 
oxidized manganiferous ore left behind. Calcite is naturally often 
present as gangue in the replacements of limestone by ore. 

Flum·ite, or fluorspar, is not of widespread occurrence in the Rico 
ore deposits, but is abundant in the displacement ore bodies of the 
Blackhawk mine and in the Fortune and Duncan prospect north of 
Silver Creek. In the Blackhawk it forms the gangue of pyrite, 
chalcopyrite, sphalerite, and galena in the large pay shoot outcropping 
at the surface near the bunk house. It is pale lilac, pink, or color-
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less, and easily recognized by its hardness and cleavage. In the For
tune and Duncan it constitutes the gangue of a low-grade pyritic ore 
occupying a breccia zone between quartzite and limestone. It is 
nearly colorless, with slight pinkish and greenish tints, and forms 
with pyrite and chalcopyrite a friable crystalline aggregate. A small 
quantity of fluorite also occurs in the Hibernia tunnel. 

Gyps1tm occurs as a gangue mineral, so far as observed, only in 
those ores which have replaced massive gypsum in Newman Hill. A 
portion of the gypsum has in such cases recrystallized as transparent 
plates of selenite. 

Barite is not known in this region as the gangue of any workable 
ore body. It occurs, however, on a claim adjoining the Aztec mine, 
in a vein supposed to be the same as that worked in the latter mine. 

Chlorite occurs abundantly as a gangue for sphalerite, chalcopyrite 
and specularite, in the Atlantic Cable and other prospects in the 
Devonian limestone. It is cryptocrystal1ine and massive. 

Kaolinite and sericite are not abundant in this region, and can 
scarcely be considered as gangue minerals. Some of the former min
eral, however, occurs associated with the ore in the ,Johnny Bull mine, 
while sericite is found in connection with the C. H. C. Hill blanket. 

PARAGENESIS. 

By paragenesis is here meant the association of the various ore and 
gangue minerals, with special reference to the mode and order of their 
formation. 

Although these minerals, as indicated in the preceding section, are 
commonly found in more or less characteristic association, no constant 
and regular order of deposition has been discovered. Careful study 
of the banded veins of Newman Hill has failed to show that this band
ing can be explained by any simple depositional sequence of the com
ponent minerals. Each mineral has evidently been developed at many 
different times during the whole period of mineralization. The only 
generalizations which it appears safe to make are that in Newman 
Hill the rich silver ores, proustite, argentite, and poly basite, were the 
last ore minerals to form in the northeasterly lodes and in the Enter
prise blanket, and that there was deposition of practically barren 
quartz and a little pyrite, which was also subsequent to the formation 
of the galena, sphalerite, and rhodochrosite. 'Yhether this barren 
veining preceded, {allowed, or coincided with the deposition of the 
rich silver minerals, is not known. It is supposed to have followed it. 

PRODUCTS OF OXIDATION OR WEATHERING. 

The access of sm·face waters to the upper portions of many of the 
lodes and to some of the blankets and replacement ore bodies has 
resulted in a variety of products, many of them earthy and of obscure 
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mineralogical character. The rather thorough oxidation of the shat
tered pyritic blankets of C. H. C. Hill has given rise to great masses 
of limonitic iron ore, sometimes containing gold and silver, but usually 
of no value. Associated with this are earthy lead sulphate, pulverulent 
hydrous silica, jarosite (hydrous sulphate of iron and potash), sericite, 
halloysite, gypsum (derived from limestone by sulphate solutions from 
oxidizing pyrite), silver in unknown combination, and probably many 
other minerals. In Nigger Baby Hill the decay of the calcitic veins 
to a depth of some 200 feet has resulted in soft, black, earthy ores con
sisting largely of hydrous oxides of manganese and iron, obscure 
hydrous compounds of alumina, carbonates of copper in small amounts, 
and silver, lead, and zinc in unknown conditions, probably in part as 
carbonates. Similar products !.:.ave resulted from the alteration of a 
bed of impure limestone in. the Forest-Payroll mine. In the Puzzle 
mine the argentite is stated by Purington 1 to have been partly altered 
to native silver and to embolite, the cblorbromide of silver; and on 
theM. A. C. claim, adjoining the Puzzle, in a shaft now inaccessible, 
was found a soft mass of pale-blue allophane (hydrous silicate of 
alumina) and kaolinite in a cavity dissolved in the limestone. 

Although not strictly a product of oxidation and weathering, it may 
be well to mention in this place the pulverulent gray mixture of dolo
mite and celestite which bas remained as a residue after the solution 
of the gypsum of Newman Hill. 

OCCURRENCE OF THE ORES. 

DEFINITIONS. 

While it is undesirable in a report of this character to enter at 
length into the complex subject of the classification and nomenclature 
of ore bodies, it is essential to clearness of presentation that the mean
ings of such terms as are used in the description of the Rico ore 
deposits should be clearly understood. The following definitions are 
intended to make plain the terminology adopted in this paper, and 
need have no currency outside of its pages. 

Fissure vein is used as von Cotta defined it-the filling of a fissure. 
Lode is applied as a more comprehensive term, and may mean either 
a simple fissure vein or a complex assemblage of closely spaced veins 
or stringers, sometimes including a certain proportion of mineralized 
country rock occurring alongside of and within the fissure zone. A 
lode is roughly tabular in form and when occurring in sedimentary 
rocks cuts acros~s the beds at an appreciable angle. It is usually more 
nearly vertical than horizontal. That portion of a vein or lode which 
consists of workable ore is termed a pay shoot. 

The word blanket is used to designate a zone or lens, composed of 

1 Unpublished l\IS. 
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mechanically or chemically disintegrated material, lying parallel to the 
bedding of the sedimentary series within which it is inclosed. Such 
a mass is always referred to as a "contact" by the miners of Rico. 
In contradistinction to a lode a blanket is usually more nearly hori
zontal than vertical. The material of a blanket is normally soft as 
compared with the rocks which immediately overlie or underlie it. In 
most cases its unconsolidated character is due to the brecciation or 
chemical alteration of a bed which either was originally intrinsically 
weak or has been placed in such circumstances as to become disinte
grated. Various blankets will be described, due to different combi
nations of causes, from simple brecciation of a weak stratum by a 
bedding fault to chemical decomposition without mechanical aid. 
Blankets are sometimes overlain or underlain by sheets of igneous 
rock which have been intruded earlier into the sedimentary series, 
and which, so far as the blankets are concerned, hehave as massive 
irregular beds. 

Blankets are frequently mineralized and contain bodies of ore which 
may or may not be coextensive with the blanket itself. Such ore 
bodies will be termed pay shoots, as in the case of lodes. 

R eplacement ore bodies ~·n limestone require no special definition. 
They embrace those ore masses, often of irregular form, which haYe 
molecularly replaced the limestone through the process known as 
metasomatism. 

Stock.._~ are those ore bodies commonly referred to as "chimneys." 
They are more or less solid masses of ore, roughly circular in plan, 
with their longest dimension nearly vertical. Their formation, while 
usually initiated by two or more intersecting :fissures, is accompanied 
by considerable metasomatic replacement of the country rock. 

LODES. 

FISSURE SYSTEMS. 

Partly on account of the oxidation of their upper portions, but more 
largely through the concealment of their outcrops by landslides and 
wash, the lodes of the Rico district are yery poorly exposed on the 
surface. Furthermore, as will be shown later, several of the lodes 
never did ~xtend to the surface. These conditions make a comprehen
sive study of the fissures, with reference to the area as a whole, very 
difficult. Certain groups of fissurt:>s, such as those in Newman or 
Nigger Bahy hills, may, through the aid of underground workings, be 
studied in some detail, but the identification or eomparison of the 
fissures of any such local group with those of another group is rarely 
satisfactory. Such comparisons usually bring· out marked differences, 
but the transitions connecting these differences are nearly always con
cealed from view. 

The distribution of the lode fissures is closely connected with the 
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general geological structure of the district. They are most abundant 
in the central portion of the area and decrease in number and impor
tance toward the periphery of the dome-like uplift of strata from 
which the Rico :Mountains have been carved. The most important 
fissures are undoubtedly those of Newman Hill. Second in number 
and productiveness are those of Nigger Baby Hill. Other notahle 
fissures are connected with the. great dislocation known as the Black
hawk fault. Some of these seem to have played an important part 
in the mineralization of C. H. C. Hill, but so disturbed and buried 
are they by landslide material that any thorough study of them is 
impossible. Many other lode fissures occur in Horse Gulch and on 
Expectation Mountain, but they are poorly exposed and none of them 
h~we proved of great importance as ore-bearing lodes. 

The principal fissures of Newman Hill fall into two classes, distin
g-uished by their strikes or trends, and by the character of the veins 
which fill them. The fissures of the more important class are char
acterized by strikes varying from about N. 25 ° E. toN. 65 ° E. They 
are loeally known as "yerticals" or "pay veins," but will be referred 
to in this report as northeastm'ly fissures. These are occupied by 
the ore-bearing lodes of Newman Hill, such as the Swansea, Kitchen, 
Enterprise, Song·bird, Hiawatha, Eureka, Jumbo No.2, Jumbo No. 3, 
Chestnut, Klingender, Montezuma, Selenide, Star, and other veins. 

The second class of lode fissures encountered in Newman Hill is 
characterized by strikes ranging from nearly north and south to about 
N. 4:5 ° \V. The fis'lures correspond to the " barren veins" or "cross 
veins" of the N ewrnan Hill miners, but will be referred to in this paper 
:;imply as northwesterly fissures. They are not themselves ore bearing, 
although, as will be shown later, they exercised an important influence 
upon the deposition of ore in an overlying blanket. Some idea of the 
disposition of the two sets of fissures may be gained from Pl. XXIX, 
compiled from underground workings. 

The northeasterly fissures are usually clean, simple fractures, nearly 
vertical, or dipping southeastward at high angles. They range in 
width from a mere crack up to 2 or 3 feet; but a width of 18 inches 
is rare, and the average is probably not much over 6 inches. They 
traverse sandstones, shales, and limestones belonging to the lower 
division of the Hermosa formation. These beds dip somewhat east of 
south at a general angle of from 10 to 15 degrees. The fissures were 
originall_y opened by normal faulting, of which the known throw has 
in no case exeeedecl 10 feet, and is usually much less. 

The fissures are limited above bv the main Newman Hill blanket, 
commonly known as the "contact.'' At a varying distance below it, 
usually less than 20 feet, the fissures begin to split up into smaller 
fractures (fig. 4:3). This division into countless small irregular fissures 
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is particularly noticeable within a series of shales and very thin-bedded 
sandstones which underlie the blanket. Some fissures are known above 
the blanket, but they contain no ore and can not be identified with 
those below it. 

The conditions which limit the northeasterly fissures in length are 
not well known, as apparently none of the lodes have been worked to 
the point of disappearance. Toward the southwest some of the more 
continuous ones probably reach and are cut ofi' by the Deadwood fault. 
Toward the northeast the fiBsures very likely die out before Silver 
Creek is reached. Several transverse faults are known to intervene 
between the workings of the Enter- , ., 
prise mine and Silver Creek, but in ~ ~ ., ~~ 

. f h h d ~ ~ ~ ~ ~-~ t sp1te o t ese t e pro uctive north- ~ ~-~ ~ ~ -1;5 ~-
easterly fissures should have been ~ ~-B ~ ~~ ~ 
recognized in the Onamo, Pro Patria, 
Fickle Goddess, or Hibernia tunnels, 
did they preserve their strength and 
regular character northward. Sev
eral northeasterly fissures are cut in 
the Fickle Goddess and Pro Patria 
tunnels, but they show no resem
blance to the productive lodes farther 
south. It is probable that the prom
inent northeasterly fissures known in 
the Enterprise, Newman, and Rico
Aspen mines do not persist across the 
thick intrusive sheet of monzonite
porphyry which rises up over the 
northern slope of Newman Hill (see 
Pl. XLI), and in which is sunk the 
Skeptical shaft. They either die out 
before reaching it or are deflected 
into other courses. 

The most persistent and regular of 
all the Newman Hill fissures is that 
worked for a distance of o\·er :~,000 

2 feet ....._ __ ..._ __ 
FIG. 40.-Cross section of Jumbo " ''· 3 lode, 

north breast, intermediate !eYe!, Enterprise 
mine. 

feet under the names of the Eureka, Stephens, and Syndicate veins. 
On the north this fissure joins the Jumbo No. 3 fissure, which, from 
the supposed junction point northward, has the direction of the 
Eureka lode and not of the .Jumbo No. 3 proper (see Pl. XXIX). 
This Jumbo No. 3-Eureka fissure continues northeastward to the 
limits of the Enterprise ground, splitting· near the breast into a 
sheeted zone (fig. 4-0) carrying rather low-grade ore. 

None of the northeasterly fissures have been explored to great depth, 

2~ GEOL, PT 2-01--17 
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but the section atforded by the Lexington tunnel, about 4:50 feet below 
the Newman Hill hbnket, :-;bows that the fissures are smaller at this 
depth than in the workings abo,·e. 

The northwe:-:;tt>rly fissure:-; of .Newman Hill are more abundant than 
the northeasterly. Bnt owing to the faet that they contain no work
able ore the~· are seldou' drifted on and are con:'>equently not so well 
exposed as the latter. Their dips range from vertical to about 40°, 
and may be northeaiitward or southward, the former being more com
mon. The a\·erngP dip is lower than that of the northeasterly fissures. 

Gouge o-;,_ ____ ....._ ____ ....lz feet 

FIG. 41.-Cros~ section of the James cross vein, south breast of James drift, Newman mine. 

They ,·ary greatly in " ·idth, from a mere creyice up to 3 or 4: feet. 
Although often simpl0 fradures, they yery freqently show more com
plex form, a:-; :-:;hown in fig. 4:1. These fissures appear to have been 
opened by normal faulting. and in some cases are reported to have 
faulted the o\·erlying blanket to the extent of 25 feet throw. Vertical 
displac·ement to this amount i . .,, howCYer, rather exceptional. More
ovel\ as will he :-:;een later, thE:' strneture of the northwesterly lodes 
shows that a consid E:' rnble part of the obsl-'rn'd faulting may have 
taken place :,~ince the tissures were tirst formed. 
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In the Union-Carbonate mine, on the northern spur of Dolores 
Mountain, the fissures show few resemblances to those of the more 
southerly portion of Newman Hill. The productive northeasterly 
fissures are not developed. Numerou:; other fissures are found strik
ing from N. 60° 1V. to N. 75° W.-that is, more westerly than the 
northwesterly veins of the Enterprise mine. Fissures of this general 
trend are dominant on the northern slope of Dolores Mountain, as 
shown in the Union-Carbonate and Forest-Payroll workings. 

Passing beyond Newman Hill, it is found that northeasterly fissures 
are of small importance in other portions of the district. Several have 
been worked at the eastern base of Expectation Mountain, between 
Sulphur Creek and Iron Draw, in theN. A. Cowdrey, Tomale, Argo
naut, and Bancroft mines. The strikes of these fissures range from 
N. 40° E. to N. 60° E. They are fa,irly abundant, but small, rather 
irregular, and apparently not very persistent. 

On Nigger Baby Hill the economically important fissures are north
westerly· in trend. Such are the Hope, Cross, Grand View, Phrenix, 
and Butler veins. Near the top of the hill and on the western slope 
the average strike is N. 30° W. and the average dip northeasterly at 
about 25°, although the Cobbler vein is steeper. As these fissures are 
followed downward their dips are found to increase. The Phrenix 
vein, with dips sometimes as low as 15° in the upper workings, steepens 
to 45° in the lower tunnels, or the southern slope of the hill. The 
Cobbler vein is practically vertical on the Phrenix No. 1 level, and the 
Butler veins, outcropping still higher up the hill, dip northeasterly at 
about 70° on the Alma Mater level. The strike of the fissures is also 
found to be more westerly as they are followed southeast, toward 
Silver Creek. The Nellie Bly vein is rather exceptional in striking 
nearly east and west. If, as supposed by some, it is the same as the 
Grand View vein, it shows a change of course in the latter amounting 
to over 60°. 

The Iron lode, on the southeastern slope of Nigger Baby Hill, strikes 
N. 16° W. and dips easterly at about 75°. Its trend is thus more 
northerly than the maJority of the lode fissures on the hill. 

The Hope, or Grand View, Cross, Phrenix, and Nellie Bly fissures 
are notable from the fact that their strikes are very nearly parallel to 
those of the beds which inclose them, while their dips, although gen
erally slightly steeper in angle, correspond in direction to those of 
the strata. Consequently these fissures cross the bedding planes at 
a very acute angle, causing the lodes, particularly in the upper part 
of the hill, to closely resemble the form of deposit that has been 
termed a blanket. 

The main fissure, upon which are located the Blackhawk, Argen
tine, and Uncle Ned mines, has a general course of N. 40° 1V. and 
dips northeast at angles varying from 50° to 80°. The geological 
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work of Cross and Spencer has shown that this fissure probably con
stitutes a part of a pronouncNl zone of faulting which they have called 
the Blackhawk fault. The same fissure passes under the landslide of 
C. H. C. Hill, and probably eorresponds to the Pig·eon lode, or so
called "hig fissure., of that hill, and with the C. V. G. lode at Burns. 
It is quite possible also that the A. B. G. lode, on the west side of the 
river, is on a branch of the :-ame fault, for, as the geological map shows, 
it occupies a fault fissure. Details of the Blackhawk fissure are 
difficult to obtain. It is undoubtedly the largest and most persistent 
in the region, attaining in places a width of over 40 feet. It is not 
likely, however, that any open space of this width exbted at any one 
time. The great width of the lode at certain places is due to the 
passage of a simple fracture into a sheeted zone, and also to repeated 
reopenings and fillings along the same zone of fracture. 

Intimately connected with the Blackhawk fissure are several 
fissures striking about N. 70° W. and falling into the main fissure on 
its northeast side. Such are the Little :Maggie and Allegh!tny veins, 
the former dipping northeast at about 60'\ while the latter dips south
west at about 70° . Cross and Spencer have regarded these fissures as 
probably structural faults, 1 but they are small, simple fractures which 
have not effected any discoverable faulting of the beds which they 
traverse. .Just northeast of them lies a fissure of similar trend, but 
of no economic importance. This, as shown by the geological map 
(Pl. XLI), is a distinct fault. 

On the northwestern slope of Telescope Mountain, north of C. H. C. 
Hill, are several northwesterly fissures, usually with steep southwest 
dip. The two upon which are located the Golden Rod and Leap Year 
claims are strong and persistent fractures. 

Northwesterly fissures also prevail in Horse Gulch, but they are 
poorly exposed and not at present producing ore. Such are the fissures 
of the Mohawk, Christina, Belzora, Caledonia, Utah, and other 
unworked prospects. They are prominent also in the Little Leonard 
mine in monzonite on the eastern slope of Expectation Mountain. 

In addition to the Nellie Bly lode fissure (not the Nellie Bly fault) 
on Nigger Baby Hill, which has a low northerly dip, nearly east and 
west, appl'oximately vertical fissures are known in the Lily D. mine, 
on C. H. C. Hill; in the Calumet mine, north of Piedmont; in the 
Aztec mine, in Aztec Gulch; in the California and Zulu Chief mines, 
near the head of Iron Draw; and apparently also in the Eighty-Eight 
mine, on Silver Creek. 

It appears from the foregoing that the northeasterly fissures which 
have proved so productive in Newman Hill are characteristic of but a 
limited portion of the district, comprising roughly the southern half 
of ~ewman Hill and that part of the base of Expectation Mountain 

1 Loc. cit., p.l18. 
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lying between Sulphur Creek and Iron Draw. Fissures of general 
northwesterly course, on the contrary, are abundant, not only in 
Newman Hill but over the entire central portion of the area. Between 
northeasterly fissures and northwesterly fissures the separation is 
fairly definite; but between northwesterly fissures on the one band, 
and east-west fissures, and in a few cases north-south fissures, on the 
other, the distinction is less sharp. In the main the fissures are simple 
and of small or moderate size. 'Vith a few notable exceptions they 
either show no evidence of having been opened by appreciable faulting 
or else the throw of the fault is small. Thrust faults (i. e., reversed 
faults) of any importance are not known, and the prevalent dislocation 
has plainly been normal in character. 

STRUCTURE AND MATERIAl, OF THE LODES. 

The northeasterly fissures of the southern half of Newman Hill are 
usually occupied by simple fissure veins of banded ore, confined 
between sharply distinct walls of sandstone or shale. The general 
appearance of such a vein is shown in Pl. XXVIII, B, from a photo
graph of the Jumbo No. 3 vein (Enterprise mine), which at the point 
chosen for illustration has a wiuth of nearly 3 feet, hut is poor in ore. 
The veins are usually " frozen " to their walls and the presence of 
gouge is the exception rather than the rule. 

The vein filling consists of quartz, rhodochrosite, sphalerite, galena, 
chalcopyrite, pyrite, together with argentite, proustite, polybasite, 
and other highly argentiferous minerals. These various minerals haYe 
been so deposited within the fissure as to give a pronounced but rather 
irregular banding to the veins, as shown in Pl. XXX, which is from 
a section of the Jumbo No. 3 vein, showing a width of 9 inches of 
good ore. On fresh exposures the alternating hanus, in which rose
pink rhodochrosite, white quartz, rosin-yellow sphalerite, and the 
varioPS metallic minerals are present in different proportions, give to 
these veins a striking· and unusual beauty. No orderly or constant 
sequence of mineralogical deposition can be determined from the band
ing·. Usually quartz and rhodochrosite, arranged in irregular bands 
and inclosing more or less pyrite, chalcopyrite, sphalerite, and galena, 
occur next to the walls; then follow ribbons in which sphalerite and 
galena predominate; and finally, along the middle of the vein, there is 
usuallv a zone of comb structure, or Yugs. con::;isting· largely of quartz 
and of the high-grade argentiferous mineral:s. The last are particu
larly abundant in the quartz yugs, which nearly always occur along 
the medial plane of the \·ein, and sometimes along planes near the wall. 

In most cases the filling of the northeasterly fissures from the walls 
to the medial zone of ntg·:-; appears to haYe been a continuous process; 
hut in other instances the fissure. after basing onee been filled, has 
been slightly reopened along one or both walls and the resulting space 
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frei-:hly filled, u:-;ually with practically barren quartz. This is illus
tl·atecl in Pl. XXXI, also from tbe .Jumbo No.3 vein. The vein, here 
4t inches wide, appears to have undergone two or more successive 
reopenings, each to the width of about half an inch. 

Although the northeasterly lodes of Newman Hill are typified by 
the simple fissure vein, yet they occasionally split up into more com
plex forms, such as sheeted zones or stringer lodes. The transforma
tion of the veins to masses of smalL irreg-ular stringers, near their 
junet!on with the Newman Hill blanket, hal-l already been referred to, 
and will be more fully deseri heel ebewhere (pp. 2!)0-291). 

Toward the north the material of the Newman HiH northeasterly 
veins ehanges. Sueh vein:; a:; have heen followed to the Laura cross
cut (see Pl. XXXVI) show a notable dimiflution in the value of their 
contents. North of the Laura cro:;scut hes some ground within which 
the veins have not been mneh explored; but a little farther north, in 
the Pro Patria, Fickle Goddess, and other tunnels, the only north
easterly veins found carry little but quartz and pyrite and are of too 
low grade to pay for working. 

The northeasterly veins exploited in the Cowdrey, Tomale, Argo
naut, and Baneroft mines, on the west :;ide of the Dolores River, differ 
materially in their filling from those in Newman Hill. They contain 

· low-grade argentiferous galena, with much sphalerite and pyrite. The 
gangue is rptartz with no rhodochrosite. These veinR are generally 
small, and adherent, or "frozen," to their walls. They frequently 
split into small, irregular stringers which die out in the country rock. 
The striking handed structure of the Enterprise lodes is lacking in 
these nins of like trend on the west side of the river. 

The northwesterly lodes of Newman Hill form a notable contrast to 
tho,.;e of northeasterly trend. They are filled with white quartz, some
times eontaining pyrite, but never any ore in commercial amounts. 
As opposed to the usual solidity of the northeasterly veins, entire sec
tions of which, with adhering wall rock, can frequently be taken out 
as specimens~ the northwesterly lodes are almost invariably crushed, 
and accompanied by seams of g·ouge. The result of this crushing·, in 
extreme cases, is a loose mass of quartz and clay that can be excavated 
with pick and shovel. 

In the Newman mines, where the northwesterly lodes are better 
expo:-;ed and often less shattered than elsewhere, they frequently show 
rather complex structure, and are often, properly speaking, stringer 
locle:-; (see fig. ±1). 

A handed structure, in which white quartz alternates with thin, 
shadowy, gray hands, is common in the more solid portions of the 
northwe.<:terly lodes, and is repre;;;ented in fig. ±1. The dark hands are 
partly solidified, thin plates or skins of sambtone or shale. They rep
resent portions of the wall whic-h adhered to the vein already formed 
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upon successive fresh openings. Such reopenings have in some cases 
been many times repeated. At least five renewed depositions of quartz, 
separated by thin, shaly partings, were counted in a portion of the 
.James cross vein, in the Newman mines. The average width of these 
individual veinlets of quartz is about a quarter of an inch. 

Passing to the northern part of Newman Hill and to the northern 
slope of Dolores Mountain, the more westerly lodes, which there pre
dominate in the Union-Carbonate and Forest-Payroll mines, show less 
crushing or shattering. .They have also furnished a little ore. The 
Forest lode is composed of about a foot of quartz and low-grade sphal
eritic ore. The latter occurs only in bunches. 

On the northern spurs of Blackhawk Peak, the Little Maggie and 
Alleghany lodes, which also have a northwesterly course, are simple 
fissure veins, but are so deeply oxidized that their original filling and 
structure can only be surmised. The Blackhawk lode itself is dif
ficult to describe or define, as it apparently consists of seyeral nearly 
parallel veins of quartz, forming part of the Blackhawk fault zone. 
These veins are composed of practically barren, massive quartz, show
ing no peculiarity of structure. There are no other accessible work
ings on this lode until C. H. C. Hill is reached, where its probable 
extension, the Pigeon lode, is encountered in the Logan and Pigeon 
mines. Here it greatly resembles the northwesterly lodes of Newman 
Hill, but is on a much larger scale. Where seen in the Pigeon cross
cuts, it shows a width of 4:0 feet and consists of several stringers of 
quartz and pyrite separated by sheets of country rock Some of the 
individual veins of this sheeted zone are 5 feet wide, composed of 
white, barren quartz and numerous vugs. The whole lode is greatly 
shattered and is accompanied hy much soft gouge. In the Logan 
workings, the lode shows a width of 12 feet and contains masses of 
soft, crumbling pyrite. Neither the Blackhawk nor the Pigeon lodes 
carry any workable ore as far as known, although some appears to 
have been extracted from that portion of the fissure which traverses 
the Uncle Ned ground, on Telescope Mountain. 

The C. V. G. lode, at Bums, not now accessible, is probably the 
same as the Pigeon. The A. B. G., on the west side of the river, is a 
strong vein up to 6 feet in width, carrying streaks of galena, sphal
erite, and pyrite in a gangue of quartz and calcite. The vein is 
accompanied by considerable gouge, indicating movement which prob
abl v accounts in part for the structural fault shown on the map (Pl. 
XLI). 

On Ni<ro·er Baby Hill the northwesterly fissures are distinguished 
01"> • 

by an entirel.v different type of vein from those on Newman Hill. 
They are prevailingly simple fissure veins of moderate size. In their 
upper portions they ha,·e undergone deeomposition of a kind to he 
more fully deseribed hereafter, but in their deeper, unoxidized portions 
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these veins contain a relatinly low-grade sphaleritic ore in a calcite 
matrix or gangue. Quartz is either wholly lacking or is very subor
dinate in amount. The ealeite ,·aries in coarseness of erystallization. 
The coarser varieties, showing distinct eleavage faees of dull white 
or slightly pinkish ealeite, were noted in the Iron lode and the Butler 
No. 2 nin. Finer-grained facies, often slightly yellowish in tint 
and elosely resembling in texture an ordinary limestone, oecur in 
the Phcenix and main Butler ,·eins. The eharacter of the gangue, 
howenr, often varies from place to place in the same vein. The pro
portion of ore minerals to gangue is also extremely mriable, ranging 
from nearly barren caleite on the one hand to nearly solid masses of 
galena, sphalerite, chaleopyrite, and pyrite on the other. Although 
the mineral rhodochrosite has not been recognized in these Yeins, there 
is good reason for supposing the calcitic gangue to be more or less 
manganiferous. 

Banding is well developed in a branch of the Phrenix lode, on the 
No. 3 level. The vein is here about 4: inches wide, made up of alter
nating bauds of ore and gangue, varying from 0.1 to 1 inch in thick
ness. It was from the decomposed upper portions of these relatively 
low-grade calcitie ,·eins that the bulk of the ore from Nigger Baby 
Hill has been obtained. 

Little can at present be learned concerning the structure of the 
numerous northwesterly lodes of Horse Gulch, owing to the abandon
ment of most of the workings upon them. The lodes of the Mohawk, 
Zenith, and Marriage Stake claims contain practically no vein filling, 
but are zones of silicification and of impregnation by pyrite, along fis
sures in monzonite-porphyry. The dump of the Lackawanna shows 
that this prospect followed a lode eontaining abundant manganiferous 
carbonate. Most of the Horse Gulch lodes evidently contained much 
pyrite, in association with which occurred bunehes of saleable ore. 

Development on the northwesterly lodes lying north of C. H. C. 
Hill is not such as to aft'ord mueh information in regard to their 
strueture. The Leap Year lode, in places 15 feet wide, is in part a 
silicified breccia zone in sandstones and shales, and in part a stringer 
lode. It c·ontains a little pyrite and an occasional bunch of galena in 
much white quartz. The Hureka nin, consisting of ahout a foot of 
white, somewhat cellular quartz next the foot walt and 2 or 3 feet of 
erushed rock, iron oxide. and day next the hanging wall, has been 
superficially prospected and found to contain a little gold. The 
Golden Rod is a large quartz nin containjug numerous fragments of 
country rock, with pyrite and bunches of galena ore. 

Korthwesterly fissures are abundant in the Little Leonard mine on 
Expectation Mountain. hut they eontain little besides soft gouge. 

The structure and tilling of the nearly east-west lodes of the Nellie 
Bly lode fissure, on Kigger Baby Hill, are found to be in enry way 
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similar to those of the northwesterly \'eins on the same hill, such 
as the Hope or Grand View. The Last Chance lode, lower down 
on the south slope of the hill, is an irregular fbsure vein between 
walls of altered porphyry, impregnated with pyrite. The vein 
itself is composed of quartz, pyrite, and chalcopyrite. The Aztec 
lode, supposed to be on the line of the Nellie Bly fault, consists of 
banded quartz, about 3 feet in width where seen, aecompanied by 
much crushed and mineralized country rock on each wall (see fig. 62, 
p. 365). The quartz vein, which apparently owes its banded struc
ture in part to repeated openings and fillings of the original fissure, 
contains no ore. On the south or foot wall the vein is accompanied 
by a breccia zone, about 2 feet in width, of mineralized calcareous 
shales. These pass, with no distinct wall, into less disturbed beds of 
shale and limestone, which are partly replaced by pyrite and trav
ersed by small stringers of quartz for a distance of 5 feet or more. 
A very similar breccia, at least 5 feet in width, occurs on the hanging 
wall, and contains bunches of ore, consisting of pyrite, chalcopyrite, 
galena, and sphalerite. In the Zulu Chief mine, near the head of Iron 
Draw, a lode is cut, exhibiting a structure similar to that of the Aztec 
(see pp. 364-365). It is likely that the two occupy the same fissure. 
The Calumet lode, supposed to correspond to the Last Chance fault, 
is a large irregular vein up to 5 feet in width, filled with quartz con
taming bunches of pyrite. There are no regular walls to the fis:->ure, 
and the country rock is much decomposed. The whole lode is crushed 
and disturbed by recent movements. 

The foregoing resume shows that, taking the region as a whole, 
fissures of like trend are not necessarily characterized by similar ores 
or by corresponding structures. The miners who first worked in 
Newman Hill were naturally struek by the contrast between the local 
richness of the northeasterly veins and the poYerty of the northwest
erly fissures. They distinguished the two as "pay veins" and "barren 
veins," and this terminology has obtained a certain currency through
out the district. The adoption of richness and poverty as criteria for 
classifying the lodes of the region is misleading, particularly as differ
ent portions of a single lode would thereby frequently be placed in 
supposedly distinct classes. 

CHANGES IN THE ORE WITH DEPTH. 

There are probably few more striking features connected with the 
Rico ore deposits than the very limited vertical range of the ores. 
"\Vith the exception of the Little Maggie and Alleghany nins, and 
those of Newman and Nigger Baby hills, none of the lodes in the 
district have produced much ore, or ha\'e been explored to any con
siderable depth. Such ore as has been found occurred in isolated 
pockets, or is so low in grade that the various spasmodic attempts to 
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work it have been successively abandoned. Low-grade pyritic ores 
extend to greater depths than are anywhere reached in the district, 
but no success has yet attended attempts to exploit them. In the 
cases of the Little Mag·gie, Alleghany, and Nigger Baby Hill-lodes, the 
lower limit of the workable ore has thus far been found to corresponcl 
with the bottom of the zone of oxidation. The rich ore is here due to 
purely seeondary processes, which will he described in a later section. 

In the northeasterly lodes of Newman Hill, however, there is a most 
decided change, which antedates all superficial oxidation. Unlike 
secondary enriehments due to ordinary oxidizing· processes, the depth 
at which the Newman Hill veins change their character bears no rela
tion to the topogTaphic surface, but is more or less constant with 
reference to an overlying blanket. For a maximum distance of about 
150 feet below this blanket (the Newman Hill "contact") the north
easterly lodes contain pay shoots of rich ore, such as has been described 
on pages 261-262. Below this depth the valuable silver minerals dis
appear; galena, sphalerite, and rhodochrosite vanish; and the veins, 
whieh above produce ore carrying many hundred of ounces of ::;ilver 
per ton, change to practically barren quartz and pyrite. So far as 
their material is concerned they become indistinguishable from the 
northwesterly lodes. The practical reality of this change is well 
brought out in the series of longitudinal sections through the veins 
of the Enterprise mine, shown in Pl. XXX VII. In the Lexington 
tunnel, which crosscuts the Newman Hill lodes at depths varying from 
350 to 550 feet below the blanket, they are found to be small and prac
tically barren, consisting of quartz and a little pyrite. 

OXIDATION OF THE ORES. 

In the southern part of Newman Hill, as no lodes are worked above 
the Newman Hill blanket, and as the latter is protected from the free 
access of surface waters by an impervious bed or "roof" of shale, 
oxidation has played but a minor part in the development of the ore 
bodies. In the Union-Carbonate mine some oxidized ore was mined 
from a northwesterly fissure. This ore was ·near the surface and 
extended to a depth of 30 or .f:O feet below an overlying blanket, also 
oxidized. On Nigger Baby Hill, boweyer, and in the Little Maggie 
and Alleghany lodes, descending surface water has been the effective 
agent in producing workal.>le deposits of ore. 

The depth to which oxidation has penetrated in Nigger Baby Hill is 
apparently Yariahle. Owing to the steep sides and faulted structure 
of the hill toe permanent ground-water surface is low, and oxidation 
bas probably nowhere extended down to it. The process has been 
irregularly limited by Yery lora! physical and chemical factors and by 
time. .T udging- hy the extent of the old stapes it appears probable 
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that complete oxidation extends for about 200 feet from the present 
surfaee of the hill near its summit, growing· less on its flanks . 

The process of decomposition was undoubtedly greatly facilitated by 
the fact that the veins contain a calcitic and not a quartzose gangue. 
In the initial stages of alteration the impure ealcite, containing more 
or less carbonate of manganese, turns yellowish and is speckled with 
black dots consisting chiefly of oxide of manganese. As the process 
goes on these become more numerous and the vein' is traversed by 
soft seams of hydrous oxides of iron and manganese. .Finally all 
original structure disappears and the once :'5olid vein becomes a soft 
mass which, when seen underground in the moist condition, is blaek 
and sooty, hut which dries to various dark-brown tints. A chemieal 
analysis of some of this material from the Nellie Bly vein is gi,·en 
below. The substance dries to a very dark-brown powcle-i·, soiling the 
fingers like soot. 

It was prepared for analysis by passing through a co .. rse sereen, 
whereby some irregular quartzose particles were removed, leadng a 
fairly homogeneous powder. 

Chemical analysis of oxidized malrrial from N ellie Ely !'ein, Nigger Baby Hill. 

(W. F. Hillebrand, analyst.] 

Constituent. Per .-·cnt. 

Si02 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 15. 2.5 

A120 3 with a little P"05 and Ti0 2 • • • • • • . • • • 5. i:~ 

Fe20 3 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •• •••••••• 13. 42 

.Mn02 ........ _............ ... .. • .. .. • .. .. 3:3. ii 

ZnO ... . .... _. _ ...... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4. i.'J 

CaO .. _ ............. _ .. . ..... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 58 

i\IgO .. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9i 

H.,O at ll0° C ..................... _ .... _ .. } 

H.(> abo\·e 110° C .. __ .. . ................ .. 22. 81 

CnO, C02 , alkalies, etl' ......... .... ........ 1 . i2 
'---

Total............................... 100.00 

- - -- -------------------

The foregoing analysis :'5hows that the material is composed thiefty 
of the hydrous oxides of manganese and iron. The siliea i;; probably 
present prineipally as quartz in loose. spicule-like hunehes of minute 
crystals and partly as a hydrous silicatf' of alumina. The zinc oxide 
has resulted from the oxidation of sphalerite. The striking- features 
brought out by the analy~is are the small amount of lime left in the 
formerly calcareow; vein and the large quantity of manganese present. 
Although typ1eal, as far as appearance goes, of the oxidized Yein mat
ter of Nigger Baby Hill, thi~ particular :-;ample i;; plainly not an ore. 
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Not all of the oxidized portions of these veins are workable, but only 
those in which silver, either native or as cemrgyrite or embolite, and 
sulphate, earbonate, or oxide of lead have been concentrated. Such 
rich portions are often detected by the presence of small br;ght specks 
of malachite or azurite. 

The alteration of the upper portions of the Little Maggie and Alle
ghany yeins has been somewhat similar to that described. The Little 
Mag-gie vein, howenr, seems to have contained more copper than 
is present in the Nigger Baby Hill veins, and some residual kernels of 
pink rhodochrosite were noted. 

RELATION OF THE LODES TO THE STRUCTURAL FAULTS. 

In their work on the general geology of the Rico region Cross and 
Spencer found the structure of the district to be greatly complicated 
by faulting, the displacement in some cases amounting to several hun
dred feet. Owing to the frequent concealment of outcrops by land
slide:-; and wash these faults are often very poorly shown on the sur
faee, and to properly clelineate and interpret them constituted a highly 
complex geological problem. The solution of this problem, as indi
cated on the geological map (Pl. XLI), reflects high credit upon these 
imestigators. 

Gpon taking up the study of the lode fissures, the question of their 
possible relations to the important struetural faults established by the 
geolog·ical mapping was naturally considered. It was found that 
the connection between them is neither so close nor so obvious as on 
a priori grounds might he expected. 

The produetiYe lodes do not oecur in the fissures of considerable 
fault:'!. Out of the 50 or more fault fis~ures drawn upon the geological 
map not one has been shown to contain any large bodies of ore. The 
Blackhawk lode, which does not itself contain workable ore so far as 
known, is very close to a large fault, but it is by no means certain that 
it fills the actual fault fissures. The same might be said of its probable 
c-ontinuation, the Pigeon lo<le, in C. II. C. Hill. The A. B. G. lode at 
Burns is possibly on fl branch of the Blackhawk fault. It contains 
some low-grade ore, which, however, has never been worked on a 
commercial seale. The Nellie Bly fault certainly does not coincide 
with the Nellie Bly Yein, hut appears as a close, inconspicuous fissure 
a few feet south of the latter. It is possible that the western exten
sion of this fault passes through the Aztec and Zulu Chief lodes, but 
these properti es can scareely he classed as producth·e. The Last 
Chance fault, although taking its designation from a prospect of that 
name, i.-.: certainly not identical with the Last Chance lode fissure. 
It is :-; hown on the map as passing through the workings of the 
Calumet, an unproductive prospect on the west l'lide of the river. 
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The question of the coincidence of faults and lodes may be justly 
summed up in the statement that the most productive lode fissures of 
the district show very little faulting along them while fault fissures 
of sufficient extent to be structurally important contain little or no 
ore. It is but fair to remark, however, that the fault fissures have 
been scarcely prospected. 

Considerable structural faults may also be important in displacing 
lodes which they cross. It is highly probable that the Deadwood fault, 
south of Newman Hill, cuts off the Newman Hill blanket and lodes, 
throwing their southern continuations downward and westward. A 
zone of faults passing down the west slope of Dolores Mountain, past 
the Laura shaft, has probably offset the same lodes on the north. 
Neither of these points, however, could be determined underground 
at the time of visit. 

The Nellie Bly fault, which passes over the nose of Nigger Baby Hill 
and brings up the massive limestones of the medial division of the 
Hermosa on the south until they abut against the Rico beds on the 
north, 1 passes through the workings of the Grand View and Iron mines, 
without, as far as can he seen, interrupting the Phrenix, Grand View, 
or Iron veins. It seems necessary to conclude that these veins are of 
later origin than the fault. 

RELATIVE AGES OF THE LODES. 

The question of the relative ages of the northeasterly and north
westerly lodes of Newman Hill is of theoretical and practical impor
tance. Farish 2 and Rickard 3 have both discussed it, and reached 
conclusions not entirely in harmony. Farish, after describing the 
relations observed by him, says: 

A consideration of these irregularities naturally suggests a speculation concerning 
the relative ages of the two vein systems. In this connection I must confes;o that, 
from the complexity of the problem, I ha,·e not been able to arriYe at positiYe con
clusions. Reasoning from the occurrence of the sharp faults in the "vertical pay 
veins'' -the dislocation being absolute-and the unbroken trend of the "cross Yeins," 
the inference would be drawn that the latter are, relatively, the younger. \\'hatever 
mistrust arises from such a deduction is occasioned by the obsen·ed de,·iation of the 
"vertical pay veins" from their normal course for considerable distance:;, to a paral
lcli~m with the intersecting "cro~s veins " within the walls of the latter. On the 
assumption, howe,·er, that all of the "vertical pay \'eins" when disturbed by inter
secting "cross veins" were originally faulted, and that the faulting fissure in some 
instances-prescribed by loeal influences-furnished a connecting channel for the 
mineral solutions circulating in the faulted yein, these phenomena are snseeptible of 
reasonable interpretation. I am at least strongly inclined to fa \·or this Yiew. 

Rickard, on the other hand, maintains that the north·westerly fis
sures are younger than the northeasterly lodes, and that the described 

I See Cross and Spencer, Joe. cit. , p. 118. 2 Loc. cit., pp. 1~160. a Loc. cit., pp. 946-952. 
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cledations of the latter into the former are simply cases of drag, due 
to faulting. 

Neither of the £oregoing· hypotheses is entirely satisfactory, although 
both contain partial tmths. Neither Farish nor Rickard appears to 
have o·iven due consideration to the various facts which must be 

~ 

included in any complete explanation. The observed phenomena that 
bear upon the question may be briefly summarized as follows, the 
reader being referred to the detailed. accounts of the Newman Hill 
mines for their fuller description: 

(1) The lodes of the two systems are distinctly different in trend 
(see Pl. XXIX). 

(2) The northwesterly lodes are practically barren, whereas the 
northeasterly veins usually contain rich ore to a depth of about 150 
feet below the Newn1an Hill blanket. 

(3) The northeasterly veins sometimes show a later generation of 
quartz and pyrite. 

(!) The northwesterly lodes, when not too much crushed, usually 
show banding due to rep~ated openings and fillings. 

(5) The northeasterly veins are solid and often adherent to their 
walls; the northwesterly lodes are almost invariably crushed and 
aecompanied by gouge. 

(6) The northwesterly fissures generally cross the others without 
being themselves deflected. 

(7) I11 some cases the northwesterly fissures fault the northeasterly 
lodes, hut more commonly they pass through the latter without off
setting them. Marked changes in the value of the ore are said to 
occur at suc:1 crossings. 

(8) A northeasterly vein is sometimes lost at the crossing of a 
northwesterly lode, as was the case with the Hiawatha on the 100-foot 
level of the Enterprise mine (p. 320) and the Chestnut and Newman veins 
in the Newman mines (pp. 332-334). It has been commonly assumed 
in such cases that the northeasterly vein has been faulted and offset for 
distances up to 175 feet. It is to be noted that the northeasterly vein 
is not always sharply cut off at the supposed fault, but small stringers 
are sometimes present, continuing on beyond the latter. Further
more, the supposed offset of any one of the northeasterly veins cut by 
a northwesterly fissure is not always comparable in amount with the 
offset of the neighboring veins cut by the same fissure. Thus Rick- · 
ard's diagram (fig. 47, p. 320) shows a northwesterly fissure offset
ting the Hiawatha vein about 175 feet and the adjacent Songbird vein 
only 20 feet~ both being nearly vertical veins. 

(9) Northeasterly veins sometimes contract or divide into small 
stringers upon approaching a northwesterly lode (see fig. 51, p. 332). 

(10) None of the lode fissures displaee the overlying blanket more 
than 25 feet, most of them much less than this. 
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(11) In one case (that of the .Turnbo No.3 vein, Enterpri:;e mine; see 
p. 321 and fig. ±9) a northeasterly vein is known to turn into a north
westerly fissure for a short distance and then resume nearly its normal 
course. The deflected portion of the vein has been brecciated, and 
subsequently healed by white quartz, which was later shattered in its 
turn. In a few rare instances small northwesterly fissures have been 
observed occupied by the characteristic filling of the northeasterly 
lode:->. 

(12) The Eureka vein pursues a nearly straight course through the 
principal Newman Hill workings without being offset by the north
westerly fissures which cross it, and which are commonly supposed to 
have offset neighboring lodes, in some cases as much as 175 feet. 

It is believed that the hypothesis which best reconciles the various 
observed facts is one which supposes the initial fractures, both north
westerly and northeasterly, to have been formed at practically the 
same time. Studies of vein structure in this and other regions 
show that lode fissures may not open to their full width until some 
considerable time has elapsed after the production of the first frac
ture. It is probable that in the network of intersecting and partly 
incipient fractures in Newman Hill the northeasterly fractures were 
as a whole the first to open sufficiently to permit vein deposition. If 
the northwesterly fissures are entirely of later date than the north
easterly veins, it is impossible to account for the fact that the latter 
occasionally follow the former for short distances, and that they 
sometimes die out or divide into stringers just as a northwesterly frac
ture is approached. That the ore changes abruptly in value at the 
crossing of northwesterly fissures, even where no faulting is percepti
ble, is strongly insisted upon by the miners and by the present super
intendent of the Enterprise mine. It is best explained by supposing 
that the northwesterly fractures existed when the ore was being 
deposited in the more open fissures. If the northwesterly fissures 
were of altogether later date, and simply faulted the northeasterly 
veins, it should be possible to consistently match the faulted lodes on 
opposite sides of the dislocation. In many cases this is utterly impos
sible, for whereas some lodes are found to be slightly displaced and 
can be recognized and followed, others have no continuation beyond 
the fissure. Attempts to find and identify such continuations have led 
to absurdities, such as supposing that a fracture which throws the 
overlying blanket less than 24: feet and does not perceptibly offset 
the Eureka lode can offset one lode 175 feet and another, but a few 
feet away, only 20 feet. 

On the other hand, unless it be allowed that the princ.ipal opening 
and filling of the northwesterly lodes was later than the ore deposition 
in the northeasterly lodes, it is impossible to account for the fact that 
the former cross the latter, and no good reason appears why both 
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should not have been equally filled with ore. It is probable that the 
opening and filling· of the northwesterly fissures was in part :;ynchro
nons with the slight reopening and filling with barren quartz and pyrite 
observed in connection with the northeasterly lodes. It certainly cor
responds to the partial brecciation and recementation by barren quartz 
of that portion of the .Jumbo No. 3 vein, which follows a northwest
erly fissure, and with the cementation of the fault-dragged fragments 
of the Swansea vein on the 100-foot level of the Enterprise mine 
(seep. 321). 

Finally the shattered nature of most of the northwesterly lodes, and 
their constant accompaniment hy seams of gouge, show that they have 
continued to be planes of more or less movement up to recent times. 
It is consequently impossible to determine how much of the observed 
moderate faulting along these fissures took place prior to their com
plete filling with quartz, and bow much has taken place during the 
:;ubsequent crushing of their veins. 

If the foreg·oing view is correct, the development of the Newman 
Hill mines in recent years, in accordance with the hypothesb that the 
di:;appearance of a northeasterly vein at or near a northwesterly fissure 
is always due to the faulting, and that the faulted portion of the lode 
may be found offset over 100 feet to one side, has had no reasonable 
basis. Such a working hypothesis has certainly led to errors and con
fusion in identifying lodes on opposite sides of the northwesterly fis
sures. The practical consequences of adhering to this plan, however, 
have not been altogether disadvantageou:'l, since it encouraged cross
cutting, and led to the discovery of veins which were probably, in 
:;ev.,ral cases, not the faulted continuations sought for. 

It has been assumed in the foregoing discussion that lodes of like 
trend and similar character are of practically the same age. It is pos
:;ible, howe\·er, that some of the northwesterly lodes may be earlier 
and :;orne later than the northeasterly vein. While it would he difficult 
to disprove the latter view, it is not considered probable. Its accept
ance would knoek away the foundations which underlie systematic 
treatment of the lodes both on the theoretical and pract.ical sides. 

Passing beyond. the bound.s of Newman Hill, we find that the same 
age relationship exists between the northeasterly and northwesterly 
lodes on the west side of the Dolores River, between Sulphur and Iron 
creek~. 

In other portions of the district, however, there is scant opportunity 
for determining the sequence of lode fissures of different trend. As 
alread.y noted, the northea:sterly lodes are absent or insignificant. 
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THE BLANKETS. 

Enterprise blanket.-Of the various blankets occurring in the Rico 
distriet, the so-called Newman Hill or Enterprise "contact" is most 
important, and will be first described. The others will then be taken 
up~ and their characteristic features so outlined as to emphasize 
poir:ts of resei;llblance or contrast, with reference to the most promi
nent type. 

The Enterprise blanket is for the most part an unconsolidated breccia, 
occurring nearly mid way between the top and bottom of the series of 
sandstones, shales, and limestones which make up the lower division 
of the Hermosa. It underlies the southern half of Newman Hill, but 
its extent is only approximately known. On the west it should out
crop along the hillside above the adits of the Rico-Aspen, Newman, 
and Enterprise mines, were it not for the thick cloak of wash which 
conceals the rock in place. On the east it conforms to the general 
southeasterly dip of the beds (about 15°), and passes under Dolores 
Mountain. At a distance of 3,000 feet, measured down the dip from 
the surface, the blanket becomes thinner; but its full extent in this 
direction is unknown. On the north it has not been followed far 
beyond the Laura shaft. Other blankets occur to the north in the 
Union-Carbonate mine, but none of them have been satisfactorily 
identified with the Enterprise ''contact." On the south the blanket 
is cut off by the Deadwood fault. As it approaches the latter it turns 
down with a rapidly increasing southerly dip and passes out of reach 
from the levels of the present workings. 

The blanket has been extensively exploited by the Enterprise, New
man, Rico-Aspen, and other mines, and is estimated to have produced 
at least a third of the entire output of the district. At present very 
few known bodies of ore remain, and the "contact" workings (see 
Pl. XXXVI) have been allowed to cave in. 

The blanket rests evet:ywhere upon a bed of limestone, familiarly 
known as" the short lime," but which may here be conveniently referred 
to as the blanket lhne:o;tone. This bed varies in thickness from a few 
inches to about 2 feet. It is light gray, compact, and apparently non
fossiliferous. It effervesces freely with weak acid, and is an ordinary, 
slightly argillaceous limestone. 

Below the limestone are usually found 5 or 6 feet of dark shales, 
alternating with very thin lenses of ';andstone. Under these is gen
erally a second bed of limestone similar to that above, and below this 
limestone come sandy shales and sandstones, the latter predominating 
with increasing depth. 

The blanket resting upon the blanket limestone varies in thickness 
from 2 to 20 feet. The average is perhaps 6 feet. It is overlain by 

22 GEOL, PT 2-01--18 
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fissile, black shale which, so far as known, is never absent, and per
forms an important function in keeping out, by its imperviousness, 
the abundant surface waters. Above the shale are beds of sandstone 
and sandy :'>hale, all more or less fractured and soft, which extend up 
to the loose surficial material covering the hill. The only workings in 
these upper beds are the vertical shafts sunk to the blanket below, 
and as these are necessarily closely timbered, and now mostly inacces
sible, there is little opportunity of studying the beds which they 
penetrate. 

The blanket itself dips with the inclosing beds, generally southerly, 
at about 15°, but it is warped and irregular (see Pl. XXXVII). For 
the entire thickness it is sometimes made up of a mass of small shale 
fragments embedded in a matrix of still more finely comminuted shale 
particles. This breccia passes upward, with no sharp break, into less 
disturbed shale, which in its turn grades into the so-called "shale 
roof." Occasionally frag-ments of soft sandstone are mingled with 
the shale flakes in the breccia. When this is the case, the rock imme
diately above the blanket is usually a bed of the same sandstone, the 
brecciation haYing involved tht entire thickness of the shale. Hearns 
of gouge show that there has been some movement within the breccia, 
due partly to faulting parallel with the bedding; but this motion has 
been local, and the blanket as a whole can not be regarded as a simple 
friction breccia due to a bedding fault. In structure and general 
appearance the blanket breccia is perfectly reproduced, artificially, 
when shale waste is dumped into an abandoned stope and allowed to 
slightly consolidate. 

As a rule the hreccia constitutes but the upper part of the blanket. 
The lower part, resting directly upon the blanket limestone, is com
monly a soft, gray, silty material, frequently showing a laminated 
structure suggestive of water-laid origin. This deposit varies in thick
ness, and in its upper part is mingled with fragments of shale. 
Wherever ore occurs in the blanket, it is usually as a replacement of 
this material, which is evidently the "pulverulent lime" of Rickard. 1 

The foregoing description may be considered as applying to the 
typical and usual appearance of the blanket. But in some places con
siderable bodies of gypsum occur ahove the blanket limestone, occupy
ing more or less of the space usually filled by the blanket. Such 
n. mass occurs in the Enterprise mine south of the Group tunnel, 
and extends southeasbvard in the direction of the Vestal and Aspen 
shafts. It is perhaps continuoni'l with the gypsum said to have been 
encountered near these shafts in the Rico-Aspen workings. Another 
large body occurs in the Rico-Aspen mine, near the Silver Glance 
l'lhaft. The maximum thickness of the gypsum is not now revealed, 

1 Loc. cit .. p. 91i8, and e lsewbt-re. 
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but it probably exceeds 10 feet, and may reach 30 feet. 1 It some
times rests directly upon the blanket limestone with an undisturbed 
contact of deposition, the latter so close that a knife blade can not be 
thrust into it. In other places the two rocks are separated by a vary
ing thickness of the gray silty material already described as a charac· 
teristic constituent of the lower portion of the blanket. 'Wherever 
this occurs, however, the under side of the gypsum shows evident signs 
of solution. This is well shown in the Rico-Aspen mine, near the Sil
ver Glance shaft, where the photographs were taken from which Pis. 
XXXII, A, and XXXIII were made. The gypsum is seen to be pitted 
with rounded, pothole-like cavities up to 8 feet in diameter. Lying 
upon the limestone under these cavities is always more or less of the 
gray silty material already noted. The general form of the cavities 
and the relation of the gypsum to the underlying and overlying beds 
is shown in fig. 56, p. 337, from a sketch near the Sih·er Glance shaft. 
It is reported on good authority that in the old Enterprise workings 
cavities or "water courses" in the gypsum large enough for a man to 
crawl through were of frequent occurrence. 

There are but few places now accessible where the peripheries of 

Soft sandsrone 

Dark shales 

Gypsum 

FIG. 42.-Diagrammatic section through a portion of the Enterprise blanket, showing relation of the 
gypsum to the blanket. 

the gypsum masses can oe studied. One such point was reached i:l 
the Enterprise mine, and the relation of the gypsum to the typical 
blanket material is shown in fig. 42. The gypsum was found to have 
the irregular, cuspate forms charaCteristic of a homogeneous substance 
wasting away by solution. The unconsolidated blanket breccia fits 
snugly against the reentrant curves of the gypsum, mneh as loose 
morainic material might crowd against the melting front of a glacier. 
The gypsum is dissolving, and as fast as it dissoh·es the blanket breccia 
and the gray silt take its plaee. 

The gypsum, wherever seen, is massive, with an occasional sugges
tion of schistosity parallel to the general bedding. It is silnry gray 
on fresh fracture, tine granular in texture, and apparently nearly pure. 
------ - ----- ---- - -·- --·-- - ---- ------ - ·--------

1Rickard,loc. cit.,p.9iO,gives the maximum thiekness,in the ~outhwt•>tern part of the Enterprise 
mine, as 15 feet. 
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A chemical analvsis of a sample collected near the Silver Glance ~;haft 
is given in Column I of the following table: 

Analyus of gypsum from Rico-Aspen mine. 

[W. F. Hillebrand, analyst.] 

Constituent. 

CaO ....... _ ..... ____________________________________ _ 

)!gO- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
SrO ___ . _________ . ______ . _________________ . ____ . _____ _ 

803. -- - - - - - . - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - -
Cl\ .... . .... -.------.------.-------.---.-----.--.-.---

I. 

32.49 

a. 92 

.10 

45.07 

1.54 

~~: •• -. _ -•••••••••••• ······: ••••• -·:- --- •• -•• ··-·.-- •1 Faint:~: 
.-\J,c>3 _____________________ ___________________________ -I b. o3 

Fe,O,. ... . ......................... - ................... · . 09 

)lnO _ ........ _ ...................... _ ................ ... _ ........ . 
BaO _ ...... _ ......... _ ..... _ ........ .. ..... _ ... __ .. _ . _ . i _. _____ .•• _. 

~:~' ::::::. ::::: •• :::: •• :: • :: •• :::::::: •• :::::1} T"""- { 

a 0.21 per cent as silicate. 
b With trace of Ti02, and (in II) of P20 5• 

)<o. I a lso contains a faint trace of some metal precipitable by H2S. 

I. Gypsum, from near Silver Glance shaft, Rico-Aspen mine. 
II. .-\.Iteration product, or residue, of gypsum, from same locality. 

II. 

17. 18 

12.48 

19.49 

17.22 

26.34 

. 80 

3.50 

' b. 80 

1. 62 

. 09 

Faint trace. 

.18 

. 24 

The analysis shows that the gypsum is of fair purity, but probably 
contains small quantities of dolomite, minute amounts of magnesium, 
iron, and aluminum silicates, and a very little strontianite or celestite. 

In Column II of the table is given an analysis of the gray silty 
material so characteristic of the lower portion of the blanket, which 
has evidently been deposited as the gypsum was dissolved. The mate
rial chosen for analysis was collected near the Silver Glance shaft, at 
a point where it forms a layer about 1 foot thick, separating the gyp
sum above from the blanket limestone below. Samples were taken 
from the top and bottom of this layer, but they showed so little visible 
difference that only the lower one was analyzed. 

\Vhen dry the material resembles a light-gray, dusty earth, some
times faintly :Streaked with yellow, probably due to the presence of a 
little iron oxide. The clod-like lumps in which the substance dries 
may be easily pulverized between the fingers to a dusty powder, which 
reveals little or no grit when rubbed on glass. Under the microscope 
the powder is seen to consist chiefly of minute, colorless, crystalline 
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grains, rounded in outline, but partly of prismatic habit. There is 
also an occasional grain of pyrite present. 

The chemical analysis shows that this powder is essentially a mixture 
of dolomite and celestite, about 56 per cent of the former to about 37 
per cent of the latter. The iron is probably pre~ent partly as pyrite 
and partly as limonite, or some other hydrous oxide. The alumina, 
alkalies, and water are very likely combined with the silica to form 
some unknown silicate or silicates present in minute quantity. 

The mass relation between the original gypsum and the pulverulent 
material analyzed being unknown, it is impossible to closely calculate 
the gains and 'losses involved in the partial solution of the gypsum 
and the accumulation of this less soluble residue. A very large pro
portion of the original hydrous calcium sulphate, probably over 90 
per cent, has been dissolved and carried away, and the analysis of the 
original gypsum can be compared with that of its residue only after 
the percentages of the latter analysis have been divided by some 
number to which it is possible to get but a very rough clew. If the 
alumina has remained constant during the change, then analysis II 
should be divided by 26.6. If the strontia has been neither increased 
nor diminished, then the divisor should be 194. 9. These numbers are 
so different that it is unsafe to assume the constancy of either con
stituent, or even to employ the mean of the foregoing numbers as a 
rough approximation to the truth. It is possible that the material 
analyzed, coming from the bottom of the deposit, is richer in celestite 
than in the upper portion. 

Although the chemical analyses do not suffice for quantitative cal
culations of losses and additions involved in the change, they bear 
out the unimpeachable testimony of geological occurrence that the 
gray, silty mixture of dolomite and celestite is essentially a residue 
from the solution of the gypsum. This residue, however, may have 
received some additional strontia from outside sources. 

The occurrence of the gypsum in the blanket zone is a matter of 
more theoretical and practical moment than bas hitherto been sup
posed, and it is important to gain some idea of the former extent of 
the gypsum and to understand its origin. It has been shown that 
the gypsum is in process of solution and that this solution is accom
panied, step by step, by the accumulation of a silty residue of dolo
mite and celestite. The existing gypsum masses show characteristic 
solution forms on their peripheries. The blanket breccia, closely 
following up the process of ablation, crowds snugly against the wast
ing gypsum. The peculiar pulverulent mixture of dolomite and 
celestite, recognized as a product of the solution of the gypsum, is 
nearly always present in the lower portion of the blanket. 

The foregoing facts not only pro\'e that the gypsum once possessed 
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a greater horizontal extent than at present, but they show beyond 
reasonable doubt that the gypsum was once coextensive with what is 
now known as the Enterprise "contaet," or blanket. The recognition 
of the fart that the present gypsum masses are mere wasted remnants 
of a continuous bed that once occupied the entire space now filled by 
the Enterprise blanket is of more importance for an understanding 
of the genesis of the ore deposit than is the distinct question of the 
origin of the gypsum itself. 

In the paper already quoted Rick_ard 1 refers casually to the gypsum 
and suggests that it has been formed "'by a sulphatization of lime 
breccia through the agency of solution coming from neighboring ore
bearing measures." Spencer 2 has called attention to the fact that 
thick beds of gypsum occur in the corresponding portion of the Her
mosa formation in the reg·ion of the Animas River, and has suggested 
that the gypsum of Newman Hill is in reality an integral part of the 
formation and not a secondary deposit. He bas also suggested the 
possibility of the gray silty material, which be somewhat inaccurately 
terms "marl,'' being a residue left after the solution of the gypsum-:
a hypothesis which has just been shown to be well founded. That 
his Yiew of the gypsum is in the main correct admits of no doubt. 
The faet that beds of gypsum are known to occur in the Hermosa 
formation a few miles away is alone strong presumptive evidence that 
the Newman Hill gypsum is an original member of the formation 
and dates from Carboniferous times. Wherever its under side is not 
pitted by corrosion it rests snugly upon the blanket limestone as a 
sharply distinct bed. 3 The formation of gypsum from limestone by 
the action of sulphate solutions is a process chemically possible, and 
one which is actually in progress in C. H. C. Hill. But the gypsum 
so formed is merely a dull, earthy crust on the limestone, is evidently 
dissolved nearly as fast as it is formed, and attains no considerable 
mass. The massive crystalline character of the Newman Hill gypsum 
and its purity render unlikely the hypothesis of its derivation from a 
sulphatized argillaceous and siliceous limestone. Such a hypothesis 
is made yet more improbable by the fact that the gypsum is now 
wasting away at a rate which would never have allowed it to accu
mulate in the first place through the chemical process suggested. 
Lastly, it is inconeeimble that a mass of limestone from 10 to 30 feet 
in thickness should haYe been completely altered to gypsum, while 
the blanket limestone immediately below it shows no trace of such 
action. No such massive bed of limestone as is required by this 
hypothesis is known elsewhere in the beds of the Lower Hermosa, and 
the idea of metasomatic origin may safe1y be dismissed as a gratuitous 

I Loc. ci t., p . 970. 
2Cross and Spencer. Joe. cit .. pp. 53 ancllll. 
3 The 'tatem l'nt of Spenet•r ( loc. cit.. , p. 111) that the gypsum, " where ver it occurs, rests above the 

pulverulent limestone of the · contact,'" i~ true oniy where more or less ~olution has taken place. 
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suggestion. The Newman Hill gypsum was orig·inally a bed laid 
down with the Hermosa shales, sandstones, and limestones. There 
are strong reasons for supposing that it was lenticular in form and 
may not have extended far beyond the present bounds of Newman 
Hill. 

The blanket as thus far described, consisting of shale breccia and of 
pulverulent dolomite and celestite, has been locally modified through 
processes connected with ore deposition. The re!'mlts of these proc
esses may be classed as (1) silicification and (2) deposition of ore. 
Both of these modifications are. directly connected with the lode fis
sures, and occur where the latter meet the blanket. Although closely 
related, silicification and ore deposition appear to have been to some 
extent antagonistic or mutually exclusive processes. The silicification 
sometimes involves the whole thickness of the blanket and even part 
of the blanket limestone. It is well shown in the Enterprise mine, in 
the so-called Bridal Chamber (Pl. XXXIV, A), above the intersection 
of the Jumbo No. 3 vein with a large northwesterly lode, and in the 
Rico-Aspen mine above the intersection of the Montezuma vein with 
two northwesterly lodes. In both these places all of the finer material 
of the blanket has been replaced by pure white quartz. The larger 
fragments have also been silicified, but can still be recognized as dark 
patches in the quartz. An example of such silicified dark shale is 
shown in Pl. XXXV. In this case the shale was only partly brecciated 
prior to silicification, and the specimen still shows a rough banding 
parallel to the original stratification. A chamber freshly excavated 
in such material presents a striking and beautiful appearance. Under 
the microscope, in thin section, the former shale fragments, in spite 
of their retention of dark color, are found to be altered to a finely 
crystalline mosaic consisting almost wholly of quartz. 

·workable ore is sometimes associated with such a silicified blanket, 
but more often as silicification becomes prominent the ore vani::>hes, or 
viCe versa. 

The blanket ore occurs chiefly as a replacement of the pulverulent 
lower part of the blanket above both the northeasterly and northwest
erly lodes; but it sometimes extends up into the breccia, where it 
may perhaps have formed partly as the filling of interstitial spaces; as 
well as by replacement. It frequently partly replaces the blanket 
limestone, particularly where the latter is brecciated. No large bodies 
of "contact" ore could be seen at the time of visit, in 1900. In the 
southern part of the Rico-Aspen mine, above the Selenide vein, no 
ore is found where the gypsum occupies the usual plaee of the blanket, 
but it does occur farther north, where the g-ypsum has been dissolyed 
away. In the vicinity of the Vestal shaft, however, and in portions 
of the Enterprise mine, ore is said to ha,'e occurred in the gypsum 
itself. A little of this ore was seen in the Enterpri::>c in 1900. It 
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occurs as irregular bunches in the lower part of the gypsum, having 
metasomatically replaced the latter. Such ore has a gangue of quartz, 
rhodochrosite, and :,;elenite. 

The usual blanket ore of the Enterprise and Rico-Aspen mines is 
:,;imilar to that of the northeasterly lodes, but presents certain differ
ences which are always sufficient to identify it. It is usually less solid, 
and shows less regular banding, or none at all. Rhodochrosite is not 
so abundant as in the lode ore. The blanket ore consists of galena, 
sphalerite, and one or more rich silver-bearing minerals, in a quartz 
and rhodochrosite gangue which is often subordinate in amount. 
·with the foregoing minerals are usually associated comparatively 
small amounts of chalcopyrite, and sometimes argentiferous tetra
hedrite. Common pyrite is apparently very subordinate in the rich 
blanket ore. The rich silver-bearing minerals which have been iden
tified include polybasite, in characteristic tabular crystals, argentite, 
proustite, and probably stephanite. Possibly other minerals abo 
occur, but their exhaus6ve collection, isolation, and identification 
would constitute a special investigation. 

Many other blankets occur in the Rico district, some ore bearing 
and some not. As a rule miners working claims on these blankets 
han a more or less confirmed belief that they are "'on the Enterprise 
contact." Most of these "contacts," it is true, are in rocks belonging 
to the lower division of the Hermosa, and some of them may occur at 
the same stratigraphic horizon as the Enterprise blanket. But there 
entered into the formation of the latter certain conditions which 
increased its ore-bearing capacity and which appear to have been 
absent in the formation of all other blankets examined. The exact 
nature of these differences will be partly understood from the follow
ing descriptions and will be particularly dwelt upon in the section on 
the origin of the ore bodies. 

A small blanket, of limited horizontal extent, i:,; known in the 
Enterprise workings from 100 to 150 feet below the main "contact." 
It is a breccia of dark shale, which carrieq a little ore alongside of the 
Enterprise vein. The gray, silty material, characteristic of the main 
blanket, was not noted in this lower breccia zone, which, however, 
was seen only in the main tunnel. 

..L.Vi'w ](,ar blanket.-Still lower in the stratigraphic series, and 
fully ±00 feet below the main Enterprise blanket, is that of the New 
Year mine (Pl. XXXII, B). This is a strong zone of brecciated 
shales, resting upon an intru:,;ive sheet of porphyry and overlain by 
soft shales. The blanket shows evidence of considerable differential 
mo\·ement between the overlying and underlying rocks. It is partly 
silicified and contains some low-grade ore. The monzonite-porphyry 
whieh underlies It is probably the same massive sheet encountered in 
the Skeptical shaft, at the bottom of the ,Jumbo shaft, and in the 
bore-hole driven below the Rico-Aspen working'3. 
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Cowdlrey, Bancroft, Sil!ver Swan, and Little Maqqie blankets.-On 
the west side of the Dolores River, "c.ontacts" occur in theN. A. 
Cowdrey, Bancroft, Little Maggie, and Silver Swan mines. These 
are all in Lower Hermosa rocks, but occur at various horizons. The 
N. A. Cowdrey blanket conl'!ists of two members of disturbed black 
shale, separated by a bed of limestone about 3 inches thick. The 
entire blanket is underlain and overlain by massive sandstone. Some 
low-grade ore occurs near the bottom of the lower shale at its inter
section by a lode. The Bancroft blanket consists of soft shale breccia, 
mixed with clay, which rests upon massive sandstone and is overlain 
by shale. It is from 2 to 3 feet in thickness. In the Silver Swan 
mine a blanket consisting of about 6 inches of soft, gray clay or gouge 
passes upward into an unknown thickness of brecciated black shale. 
In the Little Maggie the principal blanket consists of dark shale 
breccia resting upon a bed of limestone and overlain by shale. It 
more closely resembles the Enterprise blanket than do the brecciated 
zones of the other mines, but none of the pulverulent mixture of dol
omite and celestite was observed. This breccia eontains small bunches 
of low-grade ore, but has been little explored. Several incipient or 
local ''contact" breccias occur at various horizons in the dark shale 
of this mine. 

Umon-Carbonate blankets.-In the Union-Carbonate mine, on the 
north spur of Dolores Mountain, several blankets are known, none of 
which, in spite of their proximity and the fact that they occur in 
Lower Hermosa rocks, can be sati~factorily identified as the Enterprise 
blanket. The principal ore-bearing "contact" of this mine is com
posed of a zone of breccia resting upon a sheet of intrusive porphyry. 
It is sometimes overlain by porphyry and sometimes passes upward 
into relatively undisturbed shales. It has a thickness of ± or 5 feet 
and in its less altered condition consists of somewhat mineralized frag
ments of shale and porphyry (Pl. XXXIV, B). The shale is often 
bleached nearly white and is partially replaced by ore, as described 
on pages 344-345 and illustrated in fig. 60, page 345. But where 
certain :fissures intersect the blanket the latter, for a varying distance 
on each side of the line of intersection, is entirely replaced by masses 
of quartz and pyrite containing considerable bodies of low-grade ore. 

Below the blanket just described occur several smaller and less 
important ones of different character. These are found in beds of 
dark shale, particularly in thin beds lying between relati,·ely massh·e 
beds of sandstone or sheets of porphyr~·. ·when fully den loped these 
blankets consist of a plastic yellow clay. The clay is an alteration 
product of the shale in place and often preserves traces of the original 
shaly lamination. Its yellow color is mainly due to hydrous oxide of 
iron, which readily dissolns in hydrochloric acid, lensing an apparently 
amorphous white residue the exact nature of which can be determined 
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only by quantitative chemical analysis. It is not known whether this 
clay represents a direct alteration of the shale or whether it is due to 
the oxidation of some zone of alteration originally different in char
acter. The alteration does not always involve the entire thickness of 
a bed of shale, but often constitutes a medial zone grading above and 
below into ordinary dark shale. The position and extent of this zone 
within the bed are probably dependent upon some variation in the com
position of the latter. These clayey zones sometimes contain bunches 
of oxidized ore near intersecting vertical fissures. 

Forest-Payroll blankets.-In the Forest-Payroll mine, about 1,000 
feet northeast of the Union-Carbonate, there are two blankets from 
30 to 50 feet apart, neither of which has as yet been identified with 
any of those of the Union-Carbonate mine, although, like the latter, 
they lie in strata belonging to the lower division of the Hermosa. 

The lower blanket is about 5 feet in thickness. It is a breccia of 
shale, mingled with yellow clay, and resembles some of the blankets 
of the Union-Carbonate mine. It is underlain by sandstone and over
lain by shale. The blanket is not a simple breccia throughout, but the 
softer, brecciated, clayey layers are sometimes separated by harder 
beds of shale or sandstone which have resisted the change undergone 
by the more susceptible beds and preserve in some measure their firm
ness and continuity. This blanket contains some rather low-grade ore 
where intersected and slightly faulted by nearly vertical northwesterly 
fissures. A little galena is found, but the ore is usually oxidized. 

The upper blanket is 5 or 6 feet in thickness and rests sometimes on 
shaly, caleareous sandstone, sometimes on a sheet of porphyry. It is 
overlain by disturbed and broken shales. In its general appearance 
this blanket is similar to the lower one, but it contains irregular 
masses of limestone which bear much the same relation to the blanket 
that the gypsum bears to the Enterprise ''contact." In some places the 
limestone occupies the entire thickness of the blanket, extending from 
the porphyry or sandstone floor up to the shale roof. It is often 
traversed by irregular fissures, filled with a black, sooty material, 
which is also very abundant throughout the blanket and is very like 
the product from the Nellie Bly vein, of which a description and an 
analysis are given on page 267. In other places the limestone is entirely 
absent, or occurs in isolated masses of exceedingly irregular form 
which are always covered with the black substance described and are 
embedded in the soft material of the blanket. The limestone, light 
buff in color and evidently impure, is finely granular in texture and is 
minutely banded or laminated parallel to the general bedding of the 
inclosing sediments. The sooty material is evidently an alteration 
product of the limestone. It penetrates the latter irregularly and 
works inward along the laminm from the :surfaces exposed to attack. 
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Chemical analyses of the limestone and of the ~,iOoty powder are 
given in the following table: 

Analysis of limestmu and its alteration product. 

[W. F. Hillebrand, analyst.] 

Constituent. 

CaO ....................... _ ........ __ 

MgO ......... - ....... - ........ - .... - . 
C02 ••••••• _ •••••• • ••••••••••••••••• _ • 

H 20 at 110° C ------------------------
H20 above 110° C ................... .. 

Si02 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••• 

Ti02 ••••••••• _ •••••••••••••• •• •••••• _ 

Zr02 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -

Al 20 3 •••••• __ --- .................... .. 

Fe,03 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• _. 

FeO ................................. . 

I. 

39. 15 
2.29 

a 30.86 

. 51 

. 66 

23.51 

. 06 

None. 

b 1. 56 

. 30 } 
c .56 

II. 

1. 06 

14.21 

. 17 

7. 33 } 
a8. 8$ 

29.29 

. 27 

12.56 

d5. 36 

Mn 0 . ~ ............ - .. _ . _ ........ - . _ .. e . 54 l\In02 13. 27 

ZnO .... -- .......... -.--.- .... --- ·- · · · Faint tr. ? 1. 65 1 

CuO ................................. . Faint tr. ? . -!0 

Pb02 ••••••••• - •••• • •••••••••••••••••••• - ••••••••• 

BaO .............. . .................. . Faint tr. 

SrO ...... . .. . ..................... . . . None. 

Na/> ... .. ........................... . 
1

} 

K 20 .......................... . ...... -
(?) 

Li20 ............. . __ ... .. ................... . ... . 

P 20,; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Tr. 

803 .... . . - ........ -............ - . . . . . - - ......... . 

Total ....... .. ..... . ........... . 100.00 

5.21 

Faint tr.? 

.20 

Strong tr. 

.14 
Tr. 

I 
100.00 I 

I 

a By difference. liAs F20 3• 

b Trace of P20 5• 

c0.16 as carbonate. 

I. Limestone. Forest-Payroll mine. 
II. Alteration product or residue of above. 
III. Oxidized material of Nellie Ely vein. 

c As carbonate. 
jWith C02, alkalies, etc. 

HI. 

2.58 

. 97 

22.81 

15.25 

b5. 73 

):~. -!2 

Mn02 33.77 

-!. 75 

f. 72 

Tr. 

100.00 

From the analysis in Column I, it appears that the limestone con
sists of about 70 per cent of calcium carbonate, with 30 per cent of 
siliceous and other impurities. The analysis in Column II shows that 
the alteration has consisted in the almost complete removal of the eal
cium carbonate and a strong hydration of the remaining constituents. 
The resultant product appears to he very largely residual in character, 
although probably modified by subsequently introduced material. In 
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the ahsenee .of knowledge as to the mass relationship, or concerning 
the constancy of any one or more constituents, before and after the 
alteration, no quantitative comparison of the analyses is possible. The 
analvsis in Column III is introduced for the sake of comparing the 
somewhat similar product resulting from the alteration of a calcitic vein. 

The ore of the upper blanket consists mainly of galena in various 
stages of alteration to cerussite and anglesite. It occurs in small 
bodies at the intersection of the blanket by northwesterly fissures. It 
is not known to occur as a direct replacement of the limestone. 

Smtth Pm·k blanket.-The South Park mine, at the northwest base 
of Newman Hill, was unfortunately not accessible in 1900. The 
ore is reported to have occurred partly in a blanket, in dark shales. If 
this is true, this blanket is the lowest known in Newman Hill, and 
occurs below the great sheet of monzonite-porphyry, while all the others 
lie above it. 

0. IL 0. blanket.-In C. H. C. Hill there is apparently one exten
sive blanket which has been exploited in the Princeton, C. H. C., 
Wellington, Logan, and Pigeon mines. All of the blanket thus far 
explored lies in a great landslide, and is consequently much broken 
and disturbed. This fact, coupled with the caving in of most of the 
old workings, makes it impossible to be quite sure that the principal 
blanket worked in the above-named mines is continuous and identical 
throughout. It certainly presents a more varied character, and is 
less open to simple explanation than those thus far described. It is 
thought to lie between beds of the upper division of the Hermosa, 
but this is by no means certain. 

The blanket is usually 5 feet or less in thickness, and rests in some 
places upon sandstone, and in others upon limestone. It is overlain 
by sandstone or shale. It is most commonly composed of limonite, 
sometimes as a fairly firm, cavernous mass, but often as a loose, yellow, 
earthy material, which falls to powder between the fingers. In cer
tain portions of the blanket the limonite passes into masses of crum
bling iron pyrite, and it was undoubtedly formed by the oxidation of 
this mineral. The ore, when present, occurs in the lower part of the 
blanket, and is almost without exception completely oxidized. In the 
Princeton mine, the only place where any workable ore could be seen 
in lHOO, it occurred in a soft, banded stratum, in which layers of an 
ocherous yellow powder containing a considerable proportion of silver, 
alternated with bands of impure pulverulent sulphate of lead, and 
streaks of a white material which pro\·ed on chemical analysis to con
sist of about 83 per cent of silica, 5 per cent of water, and 9 per cent 
of lead sulphate. The silica is probably in the opaline form. A little 
partly oxidized galena was seen in the southeastern part of the Logan 
mine, but its occurrenee i~ apparently rare. 
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The main blanket of C. H. C. Hill is associated with considerable 
alteration of the rocks between which it lies. These changes are per
haps best studied in the Logan mine. The limestone which usually 
underlies the blanket has been largely attacked and removed by chem
ical processes. As a result its upper surface is most uneven. The 
process of removal is still in progress and the limestone is usually 
separated from the overlying blanket by a crust, an inch or more in 
thickness, composed chiefly of earthy gypsum (fig. 71, p. 392). What 
was supposed in the mine to be a thicker portion of the same crust of 
alteration proved on chemical examination to be halloysite, an amor
phous, hydrous silicate of alumina, a::; shown by the following analysis, 
in which no other constituents than those enumerated were looked for: 

Analysis of halloysile from the Logan mine. 

[W. F . Hillebrand, anal); st.] 

Constituent. Per cent. 

Si02 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 38. 65 

Al20 8 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • 3:1. 27 

Fe20 8 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 22 

H 20atll0°C ............................. 13. 70 

H 20 above ll0° C .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 14. 34 

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100. 18 

The gypsum is evidently formed directly from the limestone by the 
action of solutions containing iron sulphate, derived from the oxidation 
of pyrite. This is just the process that has been suggested to account 
for the ~assive bed of gypsum in Newman Hill. But whereas there 
are no extensiYe bodies of oxidized ore in the Newman Hill mines, 
the enormous bodies of oxidized and oxidizing pyrite in C. H. C. 
Hill have produced only a thin, earthy crust of gypsum, whieh is 
probably now di8solving as fast as it forms. 

A chemical analysis of the limestone underlying the C. H. C. blanket 
in the Logan mine is given below. It i::; an ordinary compact gray 
lirue::;tone, not unlike the so-called "short lime " of Newman Hill. 
The sample for analysis was taken close to the gypsum crust, the line 
between altered and unaltered limestone being sharply defined. 
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A11alysis of limestoHe from Logan mine.· 

[W. F. Hillebrand, analyst]. 

Constituent. 

OaO .. __ ..... _ .. - .. _ - . - . - ... 

002 - - - ...... - . - - . - . - . - - . - - . 
Si02 •••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Ti02 ••.••••••••••••••••••••• 

Al20 3 ••••••••••••••••••• -- •• 

Fe20 3 ••••••••••• --- _. -- -- •• 

FeO .. _ ............. - ....•.. 

l\fnO ........... - ........ - .. 

OuO .... _ ................. .. 

ZnO ............ ---.--- ...•. 

lYigO .....•••.• - - - - . - - - - - - - -

BaO .............. - -- - .. -- - -

Per cent. 

lt55.10 

b43. 39 

. 80 

Trace. 

. 04 

. 07 

c. 10 

c. 13 

c.03 

c.09 

c. 25 

None. 
SrO .... _____ ... _ ......... _ . None. 

H 20 at 110° 0 ............... } N l 
ot c et. 

HP above 110° 0------- .. --
P205+ ............ -......... A little. 
S. _ ....... _................. dTrace. 

Total _ ......... _____ .. 100.00 

a 0. 03 not C'Rrbonate. 
b By difference. 

cAs carbonate. 
d As pyrite. 

The analysis shows that the limestone is notably pure, containing 
very little silica or alumina. It is of interest to find that it contains 
appreciable amounts of manganese, copper, and zinc. 'The formation 
of halloysite in the neighborhood of the limestone must, in the light 
of the foregoing analysis, require the addition of alumina and silica 
from outside tiOUrces. 

The sandstone, unlike the limestone, is not directly soluble or con
vertible into soluble su bstanees. Although in surface exposures it is 
greenish in color, throughout the C. H. C. Hill mines it is prevailingly 
nearly white. Under the microscope it is seen to be composed chiefly 
of quartz and sericite, the latter mineral being probably derived in 
great part from former fragments of feldspar. This sandstone is 
usually hard and firm, but within a distance of a few feet aboye or 
below the blanket it is decomposed to a soft, white mass, containing 
small scattered flakes of sericite mica, and apparently preserving much 
of the granular structure of the sandstone. Examined in powder 
under the microscope, this material is found to consist of a micaceous 
mineral in exeeedingly minute scales, probably sericite, and numerous 
crystalline grains of peeuliar form. These are short, stout spindles, 
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with rough surfaces, such as might be produced by the corrosion of 
minute, doubly terminated crystals of quartz. These spindles are usu
ally less than 0.1 mm. in length. Their optical behavior, so far as 
can be determined in such small bodies, is that of quartz, and their 
hardness is at least 7 of Mob's scale. None of the original clastic 
quartz grains were detected in the altered material. Analyses of the 
altered and comparatively unaltered sandstone are given in the follow
ing table. The samples were taken only a few inches apart, but the 
two facies grade into each other: 

Analyses of sandstone and its alteration product from the Logan mine. 

[\\. F. Hillebrand, analyst.] 

Constituent. 

Si 0 2 ............................................. . 

AI20S ••...•.. --- ..•••.....•.................•..... 

Fe20 8 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •• •••••• •• 

FeO ............................... ..... ......... . 

I. 

83.95 
a8. 92 

. 48 } 

.13 

l\InO ......................................................... . 

Ag ............................................... .0-! 

Pb . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Tr. 

Cu ..•...... . ................................... .. 

1\'lgO ........••....... - .. -------- • · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · 
CaO ............................................ .. 

Na.lO ....................... .. ................... . 

K 20 ............ .. -.---- · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · 
H 20 at 110° C ..................................... } 
H 20 above 110° C ............................... .. 

C02 •••••••• •• •• •• ••••••••• ••• •••••••••• • •••••• • •• 

Tr . 

. 97 

.12 

.06 

3. o9 I 
c 1. 90 ! 

I 
None. 

II. 

62.88 

a 21. 38 

b 1. 09 

Very little. 
None or tr. 

. 34 

2.00 
.40 

. 07 

6.59 

c5. -49 

P10 5 ...... _. _ ............. __ .............. _ .......................... __ ...... None. ~ - ....................... __ .. 

808 •••••••••••••••••••••• •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 53 

Total ...................................... . 99.66 : 100. ii 

a With some TiO •. c By ignition. 

I. Sandstone. 
II. Alteration product of above from same locality. 

These two analyses, as they stand, constitute a comparison by unit 
weights. Such a comparbon, howe,·er, is usually of little Yalue in 
throwing light upon metasomatic changes, inasmuch as the latter nearly 
always involve change in specific gravity or in yoJume. Inspection of 
the analyses shows that if the percentages in Column II be dh·ided 
by 2, the figures so obtained will indicate the presermtion of a rough 
constancy in alumina, iron oxides, magnesia, lime, and potash through
out the alteration of the rock. This can hardly be a mere eoincidence. 
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It at least indicates that the metamorphism has consisted chiefly in the 
removal of more than one-third of the silica of the original sandstone, 
the residual accumulation of the sericite, and diminution in volume. 
Partial mineralogical compositions may be very roughly cahulated for 
the unaltered and altered sandstone as follows: 

Sandstone. Alteration product. 
Per cent. Per cent. 

Quartz ........... . _ ....... _ .. _ ... _ 73 Quartz- . - .. - - - .... - - - - - . - - - - - . - . - - 38 
Sericite ....... _ .. ______ . __ ....... _ 24 Sericite .. - _ .... _ ...... __ ....... _ _ _ 56 
Other minerals ... ____ . ______ . _ .. __ 3 Limonite, angle!:!i):.e, and some hy-

drous magnesium mineral .. ___ .__ 6 

Total _ .. ____ .. _________ .. ___ 100 Total ........ _ ...... _ .... ___ 100 

The occurrence of 0.04 per cent of silver in the apparently little 
altered sandstone is a wholly unexpected feature brought out by the 
analysis in Column I. This percentage is equivalent to '11.5 ounces 
per ton, and indicates that a large amount of silver is probably dis
seminated through the country rock of C. H. C. Hill in the neighbor
hood of the blankets. 

The great extent to which oxidation has been active in the C. H. C. 
blanket renders the interpretation of the foregoing alterations diffi
cult. Both the limestone and the sandstone show changes attributable 
to acid waters. The conditions for supplying surface waters with the 
necessary chemical activity are present wherever large bodies of 
pyrite are undergoing oxidation. It is very probable that the altm;a
tions just described are comparatively recent phenomena which have 
obscured whatever metamorphism accompanied the original depm;ition 
of the pyrite. 

As might be expected from its position in a great landslide mass, 
the C. H. C. blanket~ as well as the rocks which inclose it, shows 
much disturbance. Small step-faults, letting the blanket down by 
successive drops to the southwest, are said to have been very common 
in the old stopes, while irregular fracturing is everywhere con
spicuous. 

In addition to the main blanket of C. H. C. Hill, several blanket
like masses of pyrite occur at other horizons in the stratigraphic series. 
Three such bodies of crumbling pyrite, inclosed in shales, and aggre
gating over 50 feet in thickness, were passed through in the Crebec 
shaft before the main ore blanket was reached. Although nearer the 
surface than the latter, these pyritic bodies show almost no oxidation, 
and are too low in grade to be worked under present conditions. Sim 
ilar, but smaller, bodies were noted in the Logan mine, extending into 
beds of shale on the southwest side of the Pigeon lode. In the Pigeon 
mine a small local blanket was found below the main "eon tact," and 
carried a little ore on the southwest side of a northwe~terly fi~sm·e. 
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Some ocherous yellow, so-called "carbonate ore," collected from this 
blanket, proved on chemieal examination to be composed mainly of 
the hydrous sulphate of iron and potassium, known as jarosite. A 
chemical analysis of this material is given below. 

Analysis of impure jarosite from Pigeon mine. 

[W. F. Hillebrand, analy~t.) 

Constituent. Per cent. 

1-------- ------ ,--- -

Si02 (mostly quartz)--------

Al203 ... - ... - . - - • - . - - - - - - - -

Fe203- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -
.:\I gO ...... -----------------
cao _______________________ _ 
Na

2
0 _. _ ... _. _. ________ ... _. 

K 20 ...... ---------- .. ------
H20 .......... . ............ . 

P20s ------------- - -------- -i 
80

3 
•• _. _ --- •• ___ •• ____ • _. _ . i 

i.35 
1. 00 

43.81 

Trace. 

. 06 

. OS 

i.H 

11. 6-! 

. 3:3 

28.20 

Total .. _._. __ .. _ .. __ .. ' 99. 91 

'-------------- ------

The particular sample analyzed can not be termed an ore. It was 
undoubtedly derived :from the oxidation of iron pyrite, hut i:-; intere:-;t
ing as showing that considerable potash was probably present in some 
of the oxidizing solutions. 

Still other relatively unimportant blankets, probably distinct from 
any of those described, are found in the Lily D. workings, on the lower 
slopes of C. H. C. Hill. 

Taking them as a whole, the blankets of C. H. C. Hill present a 
striking contrast to that of the Enterprise mine. The constant shale 
breccia, passing below into the silty mixture of dolomite and celestite, 
which is so characteristic of the latter deposit, is absent in C. H. C. 
Hill, where the blankets appear to have been originally sheet-like or 
lenticular bodies, consisting chiefly of pyrite. The Enterprise "con
tact" is practically unoxidized, while the main blanket of C. H. C. 
Hill is almost wholly transformed to secondary products, and its earlier 
history thereby obscured. "\Vithout such oxidation and secondary 
enrichment, however, the ore would probably have been too poor to 
extract. 

A. B. G. blanket. -On the west side of the Dolores River a small 
blanket occurs in the A. B. G., a prospect at Burns. This is composed 
of partly oxidized, erumbling pyrite, about a foot in thickness, lying 
between the beds of the Lower Hermosa, on the southwest side of the 

22 GEOL, PT 2-01--19 
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A. B. G. lode. The pyrite is underlain by limestone and overlain 
bv oTav calcareous shale 3 or ± feet in thickness, which in turn is 

. 0 .. 

onrlain by shal~- sandstone. The shale above the ore is often soft, 
and practically decomposed to a clay. Toward the northwest a bed 
of limestone eomes in gradually between the ore and the overlying 
shale:":, and attains a thickness of 2 feet. Some movement between 
the ore and the o\·erlying shales has evidently taken plaee since the 
ore was deposited. 

GNat llestel'n blankets.-Two blankets are known in the Great 
\V estern prospect, on the north side of Horse Creek, in rocks that 
probably belong to the middle division of the Hermosa, and dip north 
at 15°. The upper "eontaet" is a soft, dark breceia of eru:Shed shale, 
:":andstone, and limestone, lying between two massive beds of lime
stone. In places this blanket is 6 feet in thickness and contains a 
sheet of monzonite-porphyry 3 feet thick, which has been altered to 
a soft, clayey mass eontaining mueh fine pyrite. 

The lower blanket i::; about 6 inches thick, and consists of brecciated 
t-:hale, lying between shaly limestone below and sha1y sandstone above. 
It is apparently of no great horizontal extent, and neither of the blan
kets has produced much ore. 

Sa111bo blanA:d.-Tbe Sambo blanket, on the northeastern spur of 
Expeetation Mountain, occupies a bedding fault, in Lower Hermosa 
roeks, between black shales below and gray. calcareous shales above. 

, The zone of brecciation is replaced by quartz and ore on the south
west side of a northwesterly lode for a width of about 30 feet. 
Beyond this limit the silieification and mineralization die out and the 
breccia is practically unaltered. The quartz usually has a mottled 
appearance like that deseribed in the Enterprise blanket and due to 
the same cause. Indeed, the Sambo "contact" is supposed by Cross 
and Spencer 1 to be a continuation of the Enterprise blanket. This, 
however, appears at best a doubtful correlation. The Sambo blanket 
has produced considerable rather low-grade ore . 

. 3Iontezuma blanl·et.-Lastly, an unimportant blanket is known in 
the :Montezuma mine, near Piedmont. This is an irregular "contact," 
consisting of crushed rock, gouge, and ore, resting partly on quartz
ite and partly on intrusi,·e monzonite-porphyry. It is overlain by 
shales and sandstone. This is apparently a bedding fault along a 
bed of limestone which has been fractured and partly replaced by low
grade pyritic ore. 

RELATIONS 0}' LODES AND BLANKETS. 

As far as mining de>elopments have shown, ore occurnng in a 
blanket is always directly connected with some lode. The nature of 
the eonneetion, however, is not always the same. 

--- - - - - - --------
1 Loe. cit., >'· 110. 
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In the Enterprise, Newman, and Rico-Aspen mines, in Newman Hill, 
the northeasterly and northwesterly lodes, as they approaeh the blanket 
from below, split up into innumerable small stringers, as is shown in 
fig. 4:3. These stringers are particularly numerous and noticeable in 
the blanket limestone and the shales that underlie it. They commonly 
consist of barren white quartz, although the stringers above some of 
the northeasterly veins contained rich ore. The aggregate result of 
these small fractures is to slightly fault the overlying blanket. In the 
case of the northwesterly lodes there is usually also a fault plane of 

Sandstone 

Sandsrone 

Black shale 

~~:±;! Blanket limestone 

=:===t 

Black shale 

Sandsfone 
Sandy shale 

Sandsfone 

r--F-~7~~,~~~~~ Sandy shale 

Sandstone 

·-=S~~~===! Sandy shale 

Sands lone 

Sandy shale 

FIG. 43.-Diagrammatic section across a northeasterly lode and its blanket pay shoot. 

more recent date, defined by a seam of gouge, which may pass upward 
through the blanket. 

In the blanket itself all of the lodes, as far as could be seen or 
learned, entirely disappeared. But their existence below is indicated 
within the blanket by the occurrence of the blanket ore, which caps 
them. These flat ribbons of ore, which followed the courses of the 
lodes beneath them, attained, according to Farish, 1 a maximum width 
of 40 feet and a maximum thickness of 3 feet, being usually larger over 
northwesterly than over northeasterly lodes. Above the intersections 
of two or more lodes the blanket ore body was often much more 
extensive. Farish 2 states that the blanket ore. while occurring directly 

1 Loc. <'it ., p. 1511. 2 Lo~. cit ., pp. 156 and 15i . 
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over the northeasterly lodes, always "made" to one side of the north
westerly fissures, usually on the down-faulted side. The miners in 
general corroborate thi~ statement, but there was no opportunity for 
confirming it at the time of visit. 

With possibly one or two exceptions, which, however, are no longer 
open to examination, the lodes of Newinan Hill do not extend above 
the blanket. The overlying rocks are much fractured and contain some 
unimportant veins, which may have been formed at the same time as 
the lodes beneath the blanket. But there is no good reason to suppose 
that they were ever continuous with the latter. The upward limita
tion of the lodes by the "contact" is a natural consequence of the 
slight faulting which accompanied the opening of their fissures and 
the yielding fissile character of the beds in which the "contact" Jies. 
If the lodes continued in full strength up to the blanket and were 
there abruptly cut ofi' it \Vould be natural to suppose that they once 
extended to the surface and that their upper portions ha,·e been dis
placed by faulting. But not only do they practically die out, as lodes, 
before the blanket is reached, but the relations of the blanket ore to 
the lodes, of the blanket to the gypsum, and the nature of the blanket 
itself all support the view that the latter has not been a plane of 
extensive or general faulting. 

In the Union-Carbonate and Forest-Payroll mines the blanket ore is 
connected with northwesterly fis.·mres which apparently pass through 
the blankets without interruption. vVhether or no the fissures are 
~lightly faulted as they traverse the blankets could not be satisfac
torily determined with the a\'ailable exposures. The prevalent oxida
tion in these mines and the recent slipping along the lodes, as attested 
by the presence of g·ouge, tend to obscure the original relationship 
between lode and blanket. 

In C. H. C. Hill the mineralization of the main blanket and of most 
of the smaller ones has plainly emanated from the great Pigeon-Black
hawk lode. Here, too, subsequent movement and oxidation have 
obscured the details of original connection. In this case the blanket 
is without much doubt considerably faulted by this lode, but it is 
impossible to say how much of the faulting took place before and how 
much after mineralization. All the ore so far extracted from the 
blankets of C. H. C. Hill has occurred on the southwest side of the 
Pigeon-Blackhawk lode. On the northeast side of the lode the blanket 
horizon was probably dropped by the original fault. But how far its 
position has since been changed by later movement, including land
sliding, is not known. 

The blanket ore of the C. V. G. mine at Burns is evidently con
nected with the northwesterly lode lying northeast of it, but the 
connection is not exposed. 
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In the Sambo mine the blanket is continuous with a lode which 
faults the Lower Hermosa beds to the extent of at least 4: feet. As 
shown in fig. 64, page 366, blanket and lode are directly connected. 
The ore occurs on the southwest side of the lode and extends into the 
blanket for a maximum distance of about 30 feet. 

REPLACEMENTS IN LIMESTONE. 

The principal examples of this form of ore deposition are found in 
the Blackhawk, Iron, and probably, also, the Puzzle mines. The 
Atlantic Cable and other prospects in the Ouray limestone north of 
Rico must also be placed in the same category. 

In the Blackhawk the replacement ore bodies occur on the north
east side of a lode belonging to the Blackhawk fault zone. They 
have irregularly replaced a bed of massive limestone belonging near 
the top of the Middle Hermosa and dipping away from the lode to the 
northeast at an angle of about 25° . They attain a thickne~~ of more 
than 15 feet and extend to a maximum distance of 50 or 60 feet from 
the lode. These bodies are composed in great part of massi,·e pyrite 
of no present value, in which lie irregular hodies of workable ore. 
The best of this consists of fine-grained galena, chalcopyrite, and 
pyrite in a gangue of fluorite. Such ore grades toward its periphery 
into lower grade ore, large quantities of which are still standing in 
the mine. This is eomposed of massiYe compact sphalerite and galena, 
with a little chalcopyrite, and practically no gangue. This ore in 
turn pas::;es into enormous masses of nearly pure worthless pyrite or 
is directly inclosed in limestone. 

As a rule, there i::; no sharp boundary between limestone and ore. 
The latter sometimes penetrates the white granular limestone in small 
bunches, but more often the limestone next the ore is ehang·ed to 
jasperoid. 

For a fuller characterization of this deposit the reader is referred 
to the detaileJ description of the Blackhawk mine, on pages 368 to 373. 
The deposit is an ordinary case of simple metasomatic replacement 
which has extended outward from a lode fissure. 

Similar in character is the occurrence of the ore in the Iron mine. 
Here Middle Hermosa limestones are partly replaced by ore on both 
sides of a lode which does not noticeably fault the beds. In the Iron 
mine the workable ore extends less than 12 feet from the lode, except 
in some cases where replacement has worked out along minor fissures 
in the limestone. The ore is usually massive, consisting chiefly of 
pyrite and chalcopyrite, with more or less calcite and quartz a:; gangue. 
It is of low grade. The ore hal'; replaced the limestone directly, with 
little or no formation of jasperoid. 

The mode of occurrence of the ore in the Puzzle mine is at pre:;ent 
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not directly determinable. It appear~, however, to have been an 
irregular replacement of limestone by a siliceou~ ore containing argen
tite or other rich silver minerals. The ore occurred in a landslide 
blol'k, and it is not known in what manner the replacement was brought 
about-whether the solutions emanated directly from a lode, or whether 
they found access, by various channels, to a brecciated zone or bed
ding fault immediately above the limestone. 

In the Atlantic Cable and neighboring prospects, the Ouray lime
stone ha:-; been most irregularly replaced by more or less isolated 
bunches of ore of various sizes. The deposition of this ore was 
closely connected with a metamorphism of the limestone giving rise 
to chlorite, epidote, garnet, and wollastonite, a~ describe<J on page 395. 
The ore consists chiefly of sphalerite, chalcopyrite, and galena, asso
ciated with much specularite. It i:-; not visibly connected with any 
parent lode or fissure. 

STOCKS 

The only examples of this form of deposit known in the Rico district 
are in the Johnny Bull and Gold ..Anchor mines, at the head of Horse 
Creek. These, however, are individually of small importance and are 
hut poor representatives of a type which finds much better exemplifi
cation in the stocks of the Red .Mountain district in the San Juan 
Mountains. 

The Johnny Bull stock ha~ a diameter of 10 or 15 feet, and a depth 
of ahont 120 feet. It was inclo~ed in fine-grained sandstone of the 
Dolore~ formation, which is here cut by several dikes and irregular 
intrusions of porphyry. The ore, eonsi~ting of enargite, pyrite, free 
gold, and probably other minerals, was deposited largely by replace
ment of the sandstone, which is silicified and impregnated with pyrite 
in the vil'inity of the former ore body. 

A similar smaller stock, consisting chiefly of pyrite, occurs at a 
ower level in the Gold Anchor mine, nearly under the ,Johnny Bull. 

GENESIS 01!~ THE ORE DEPOSITS. 

If the preceding account of the ore deposits of the Rico district 
dearly and truthfully sketche~ their essential features, the statement 
that they are genetically connected with the present geological struc
ture of the region requires no further demonstration. But it remains 
to investigate this general and fundamental connection more closely, 
in order to properly discriminate and distribute the various effects 
traceahle to one common source-the geological re,·olution through 
which beds, once nearly horizontal, ha,·e been elevated into a fissured 
dome, and snhseqnently caJTecl by erosion into the topographic forms 
known as the Rico ~lonntain::.. 
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The vertical extent of the original Rico uplift is estimated by Cross 
and Spencer 1 at about 4:,500 feet. A minor part of the elevation, at 
least 800 feet, is connected with the intrusion of sheets of porphyry 
between the beds of the sedimentary series. But the major part of 
the uplift was subsequent to these intrusions, and was associated with 
profound faulting, showing ''the action at this center of a powerful 
vertical upthrust which is not demonstrably connected with igneous 
intrusion." 2 

Fuller discussion of the origin of the uplift is deferred by these 
writers until the movements of the San Juan region as a whole shall 
have been further studied. 

That the ore deposition is chiefly connected with the later phases 
of uplift is shown by the fact that the intrusive porphyries are them
selves traversed by lodes, and are invariably mineralized when occur
ring in contact with ore bodies. But it is probable that some of the 
conditions favorable to the occurrence of ore bodies were initiated 
during, or even before, the earlier stages of the uplift. This is par
ticularly true of the blankets, which Cross and Spencer have discussed 
to some extent under the heading of "Bedding faults; " that is, dislo
cations which follow rtlanes of stratification. It will be well, first, to 
consider bri~fly the immediate causes which led to the formation of 
individual Llankets, and, afterwards, to determine the relation of these 
direct and local manifestations of activity to the general geological 
history of the region. 

ORIGIN OF THE BLANKETS. 

Study of the Enterprise blanket has confirmed the general suggestion 
tentatively thrown out by Spencer, that it is due essentially to the 
removal by solution of a massive bed of gypsum which may have been 
from 15 to 30 feet in thickness. As the gypsum has not dissolved at 
an equal rate throughout, and has been largely attacked from below, 
with the consequent formation of caverns, the overlying beds must 
have subsided unevenly as the gypsum was removed, and were prob
ably often let down abruptly by the enlargement and final collapse of 
caverns of solution in the under side of the bed. Nearly all stages of 
the process may yet be seen in the Newman Hill mines, from the usual 
"contact," with no remaining gypsum, to a thick bed of the latter, 
showing (at least on its under surface, which alone is visible) places 
where solution has not yet been1 active. This irregular subsidence, 
proceeding at different rates at different times, throughout the area 
now occupied by the blanket, is amply sufficient to account for the 
brecciation of the overlying shale and for the generally shattered 
character of the rock up to the base of the wash covering Newman 

1 Loc. cit ., p. 22. ~Cross and ::-:pencer, Joe. cit., p. 112. 
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Hill. Indeed, the results of this subsidence find partial expression in 
the present topographic form of Newman Hill. 

That more or less mo,·ement has taken place in the mass of shale 
breccia precipitated upon the soft, pulverulent residue of the gypsum 
is well shown by the occurrence within it of irregular seams of gouge. 
Such monment is probably still in progress, but it is chiefly local 
in character, due to varying· adjustments, under gravitative stress, 
within the plastic mass. It can not be ascertained that any general 
faulting has taken place along this soft and structurally weak zone. 
Such faulting, if it occurred, lmB certainly not been extensive, and its 
assumption is not necessary to account for the brecciation. The lack 
of general faulting along the zone of such apparent weakness is proba
bly to be accounted for by the local character of the blanket, its warped 
form, and the occurrence of solid masses of undissoh·ed gypsum, all 
of which would tend to prevent genera] slipping. 
A~ the gypsum was deposited in Carboniferous time, its solution 

may ha,·e begun at an early date; but it was probably much acceler
ated. if not initiated, h.v the original doming of the rocks coincident 
with the intrusion of Bheets of porphyry between the beds. The later 
fracturing, which was associated with the final stage of uplift, must 
have still further hastened the process of removal by allowing to 
underground ·waters. heated by the intruded masses of igneous rock, 
a more actiYe circulation. 

The upper blanket of the Forest-Payroll mine is somewhat analogous 
in origin to that of the Enterprise. It is due in great measure to the 
loeal solution of a bed of limestone, and the eonsequent letting down 
of the overlying shales. In this case the residue of the limestone is a 
sooty material containing mueh oxide of manganese. Owing to the 
preyalent oxidation in thiB mine, it is impossible to determine whether 
the ore was originally deposited in the limestone before its solution. 
Apparently it >vas not. 

Of still different origin are certain of the lesser "contacts'' studied 
in the enion-Carbonate mine. In these the process has been purely 
chemical. Certain beds of shale have been wholl.r or practically 
altered to a soft, ferruginous, clay-like mass containing some oxidized 
ore. The fact that some of these soft zones are cut by dikes or por
phyry (intruded prior to the alteration) which have not been fractured 
or displaced shows that their formation is unconnected with faulting 
along planes of bedding. 

The genesis of the main blanket of C. H. C. Hill is not perfectly 
dear, owing· to later oxidation and disturbance. It was evidently origi
nally a large body of low-grade pyrite which has undergone oxidation 
and a eoneentration of its yaluable constituents. This pyrite appar
ently occurred in large part as a metasomatic replacement of shale, 
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limestone, and sandstone. But whether this replacement wa::: preceded 
by brecciation is not known. 

There are, however, a nnmher of blankets in the district, such as 
those found in the Sambo, Great Western, Bancroft, Silver Swan, Little 
Maggie, and New Year mines, and probably the main "contact" of 
the Union-Carbonate mine, which seem to owe their existence chiefly 
to bedding faults. It can not be positively affirmed, however, that all 
of the blankets named are purely fault breccias. It is quite possible 
that some of them may ha,'e been initiated by the solution of gypsum, 
as in Newman Hill, and the traces of such genesis have been obliter
ated by subsequent movement. 

The stratigraphic conditions under which, in this region, such brec
ciation has taken place are fairly constant. The fissile black shales of 
the Lower Hermosa are the rocks usually involved, not only by reason 
of their intrinsic weakness, but on account of their present distribu
tion with reference to the center of orographic movement. Such 
shales are particularly susceptible to brecciation near their contact 
with some more rigid member of the lithological series, such as a sheet 
of porphyry, or massive beds of sandstone or limestone. \Yhen the 
bed of shale is relatively thin, and is inclosed between the massive 
strata, it is often entirely reduced to breccia. That the actual relati,~e 
movement of the stronger beds need not be ver.\' great to produce 
brecciation in the shales between them is well illustrated in the Rico
Aspen mine, near the Silver Glance shaft. Some of the shales below 
the blanket limestone, lying between thin beds of sandstone. are here 
locally folded and crumbled to the verge of brecciation, while the 
sandstone above and below them are undisturbed, and the crumpling 
itself has no great horizontal extent. Similar incipient "contacts" in 
various stages of development were noted in the Little Maggie and 
other mines, often haYing but small horizontal extent, and plainly 
formed by only slight movements along planes of bedding. 

A part of the necessary movement probably took place at the time 
of the initial doming of the beds by laccolithic porphyry intrusions. 
But the greater part, and obviously that which produced bref'ciation 
along the contacts between porphyry and shale, must han been 
effected when the final elevation was g-i,~en to the dome b~' upthrust 
and faulting, and the rocks accommodated themseh'es to their new 
positions by slips along the bedding planes. 

ORIGIN OF THE LODE FISSURES. 

It is to this general period of later orogenic movement that the pres
ent fissure systems of the region belong. Such earlier fractures as 
may have resulted from the first relatively gentle doming were prob
ably superficial in character over the central region of the dome and 
have been largely removed by erosion. The more deep-seated fisl'mres 
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which presumably opened beneath the tlanks of the uplift were in all 
likelihood filled with dikes at the period of laceolithic intrusion. It 
is to the later fractures, which traversed the solidified masses of mon
zonite-porphyry, and which served as ehannels through which ore-bear
ing solutions could penetrate to the blankets, that the ore deposits are 
really due. 

That the fissuring did not all take place at one time is shown by the 
fact that many of the lodes, particularly northwesterly lodes, show 
e>idence of repeated opening; that the northwesterly fissures of New
man Hill, although probably initiated at the same time as the north
easterly fissures, subsequently faulted the former in several instances; 
and that the fissures of the Phrenix and Iron veins are apparently 
younger than the Nellie Bly fault. In faet, it is only necessary to 
study such lodes as the Aztec or Calumet, or the northwesterly lodes 
of ~ewman HilL to see that movement along existing nearly vertical 
planes of weakness has continued to a very recent date. 

One of the striking generalizations afforded by the study of the dis
triet has been the lack of coincidence between those fault fissures of 
such extent as to appear as "structural faults" and the lod~ fissures. 
Cross and Spencer, in· their remarkably successful elucidation of a 
most difficult field, ba\·e to some extent obscured this distinction, 
through their proeedure, not unnatural in such a region, of identifying 
a fault required by their interpretation of the geological structure, 
with the nearest lode of like trend exposed on the ground. An unfor
tunate re:'lult of their terminology is an apparent confusion of the 
)l'ellie Bly fault with the Nellie Bly vein, and, in consequence, of the 
latter vein with the Aztec lode. 1 Less important is the supposed 
identity of the Last Chance fault with the Last Chance lode, inas
much as lode and fault are in this case certainly very closely related. 
That some faulting bas taken place along lodes, both before and after 
their filling, is of course undeniable. But the great fault fissures of 
the district, numerous as they are, apparently nowhere carry workable 
bodies of ore, and are certainly only to a minor extent coincident with 
Yeins. The northeasterly veins of Newman Hill, and less certainly 
the northwesterly veins of Nigger Baby Hill, show that the fayorable 
channels for ore deposition were not the great fault fissures which 
gaye the district its final structure, but were clean, open fractures of 
hnt slight tangential displaeement. Such fissures show no cl~ar evi
dence of horizontal eompressiYe stress. They are, so far as faulting 
has taken plaee, in the main, normal faults. It is belie,red, although 
not entirely demonstrable, that they represent the relath·ely slight 
readjustments necessary to restore the rocks to gravitati\·e equilibrium 
after the greater faults had determined the main structures of the 
reg·ion. 

1 Cross and Spencer, Joe. cit., p. 119. 
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PAY SHOOTS. 

The superficial character thus far showrc by the pay shoots is one of 
the most interesting phenomena of the Rico district, and vitally con
cerns the permanence of its mining industry. As pointed out in the 
preceding sections, only a relatively small number of the lodes have 
been themselves productive, and those to a comparatively slight depth. 
In the case of the Nigger Baby Hill, Little Maggie, and Alleghany 
veins, the most important falling off in value takes place at the passage 
of oxidized into unoxidized vein matter. These veins thus owe their 
workable portions to a process enrichment which is of common occur
rence elsewhere, b; wholly secondary, and is well understood in its 
general features. Below this zone of oxidation the 'reins ha\'e not 
been successfully worked, and it is not certainly known whether the 
value of the primary ore suffers a still further diminution with increas
ing depth. This, however, seems probable. 

The rather abrupt falling off in value of the northeasterly nins of 
Newman Hill at a depth of less than 200 feet below the blanket i.-:; not 
so readily aecounted for. It will be recalled that both the northeast
erly and northwesterly lodes are capped hy pay shoots in the Enter
prise blanket, those over the northwesterly lodes being usually the 
larger and richer bodies. As far as can be determined, the blanket 
ore over the northeasterly veins did not differ mineralogically from 
that over the northwesterly lodes. Furthermore, at a depth below 
the blanket greater than 200 feet the contents of the two sets of lodes 
are mineralogically identical. It thus appears that the mineralogical 
difference between the northeasterly and northwesterly lodes, which is 
so striking a feature in certain of the mine workings, is not, after all, 
so great as might at first be supposed from a comparison confined to 
one level. The contrast is one brought about mainly by the difference 
in depth to which the ore extended in each case. 

Various hypotheses have suggested themselves in explanation of this 
phenomenon. Difference in the country rock can not be appealed to, 
for both sets of lodes traverse the same beds. For the same reason, 
differences in pressure and temperature can scarcely have been impor
tant factors. If, however, the northwesterly lodes are in the main 
later than the northeasterly, it is inevitable, from what is known of its 
origin, that some change in the overlying blanket must have taken 
place in the interval. It is possible that this change may have been of 
a character to influence ore deposition. 

It has been thought possible that at the time the northwesterly lodes 
were being formed the gyp~um may have been only in small part dis
solved. In such case the blanket ore may have been originally 
deposited chiefly as a replacement of gypsum, a process which is known 
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to haYe operated in sollle portions of the blanket zone. The ore-bear
ing solutions, checked by the gypsum o\·erlying the lodes, and not 
finding in the slow process of metasomatic replacement suffieient 
opportunity for tht' dt>position of their metalliferous contents, may 
have encountered in the upper portions of the fissures conditions 
fayorable to the deposition of ore. One such general condition of ore 
deposition is belie,·ed to be sluggishness of circulatory motion in the 
ore-bearing solutions. 

If mineralization through north westerly fissures was of later date, 
it is conceivable that the more complete removal of the gypsum may 
haYe giYen all of the ore an opportunity for deposition in the uncon
solidated blanket material. 

If the foregoing h~·pothesis is correct, some structural eddence for 
it might be expected in the ore of the northeasterly pa~· shoots of the 
blanket. r nfortunately. however~ all of the known ore has been 
mined out. 

It has been previously pointed out that some grounds exist for sup
posing that the northwesterly fissures, while initiated at substantially 
the same time as the northeasterly fissures, did not gape open until a 
later date. and that such opening was gradual and intermittent. This 
suggests, as a second hypothesis, that the blanket ore may have all 
been formed at the same time, before the full opening of the north
westerly fractures, and that the nonoccurrente of ore in the north
westerly fissures is due to their contracted openings at the time of 
ore deposition. 

Of the two hypotheses adYanced, the former is regarded as more 
probable. But it is admitted!~· not much more than a suggestion, of 
which no demonstration can be made under existing conditions. But 
whichewr one is accepted requires to be supplemented by further con
siderations relating to the chemical causes of precipitation before it 
can be regarded as complete. 

Rickard 1 has arl,·anced the view that the precipitation of the ore was 
efi'ectecl by the "graphite" in the shales. In spite of the experiments 
recorded by him, in which sih·er and gold were artificially precipitated 
from solution by fragments of this shale, such direct and simple pre
cipitation has evidently not taken place in nature. The ore, as has 
been shown, is not particularly associated with the shales, either in the 
lodes or in the blanket. In the former it is more commonly found 
between walls of sandstone, and in the latter it occurs mainly as a 
replacement of the pulverulent residue of the g~·psum. 

The ,·iew that those ore bodie::; showing a marked decrease in valuable 
sulphides with depth, and passing finally into practically barren pyrite, 
are clue to the action of both ascending and descending solutions has 
come to be widely accepted. largely through its foreihle presentation 

- - · --- --· - - --- - - ------
'Loc. cil., p. 977. 
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by Van Hise. 1 The Newman Hill pay shoots appear to constitute strik
ing- examples of ore bodies due to the ming-ling of solutions. That the 
purely ascending solutions rising through the fissures of this region 
have normally deposited only low-grade pyritic ores is abundantly 
exemplified throughout the district. But such solutions aseending in 
the fissures under the Enterprise blanket not only found their upward 
progress barred by the impervious shales above, but entered a mark
edly porous, unconsolidated zone, traversed by laterally moving solu
tions which must then, as now, have carried considerable caleium sul
phate in solution. Too little can be learned of the chemical nature of 
the fissure solutions to determine whether the calcium sulphate acted 
as the precipitant. But that the precipitation was due, at least in part, 
to mingling solutions and not entirely to metasomatic r eplacement 
within the blanket is indicated by the fact that the ores extend below 
the latter for over 100 feet in the northeasterly lodes. It is thus seen 
that the depth to which deposition of pay ore extended in the lodes 
may have been determined by the equilibrium between the ascending 
solutions in the lode fissures and the laterally descending solutions in 
the blanket. EYidently if the lode fi ssures were small, and filled with 
solutions moving upward under considerable head, all the ore would 
be deposited in the blanket. 

Turning now to the other known blankets in the district, we fi11d 
that none of them have contained such large or rich pay shoots as the 
Enterprise blanket. ·with the exception of an oxidized lode in the 
Union-Carbonate mine, the fissures through which the mineralization 
of these blankets has taken place are barren, or contain only a little 
low-grade ore. It is evident that the conditions for ore deposition in 
the Enterprise blanket were unusually faYorable, and were determined 
in varying degree by the following peculiarities, which are not found 
associated together in any other blanket known in the district: (1) The 
underlying blanket limestone; (2) the gypsum and its pulverulent 
residue; (3) the overlying-, nearly imperviou:-;, bed of black shale; and 
(4) the upward termination of the lodes at the blanket horizon. But 
although no one of the other blankets possesses all these adyantageous 
attributes, yet they illustrate the general fact that in this region, 
ig-noring- for the present replacement deposits in limestone, larg-e 
bodies of workable sulphide ores occur only where the solutions in 

. the lode fis~ures have had opportunity to ming-le with laterally modng 
solutions in a blanket. The extent and richness of the deposit depend 
larg-ely upon the number of favorable conditions enumerated above 
which are present in any one case. 

A similar statement may be made with regard to replacement depos
its in limestone. Lode fissures which ordinarily carry no pay ore are 

1 Some principles controlling the d eposition of ores: Trans. Am . lnst. lllin . Eng., \'ol. XXX:, 
1900, pp. 27-176. 
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frequently <:onnected with bodies of workable ore in limestone, as in 
the Bla('khawk and Iron mines. In such cases the concentration, 
which has enabled solutions Oi·dinarily capabre of depositing only low
grade pyritic ore to form relati,·ely rich sulphide masses, has been 
efl'ected not so clearly by mingling of solutions as by the process, 
probably in large part seleetin, of metasomatic displacement. 

SOURCE OF THE ORES. 

The ores of the Rico district were extracted from the rocks by 
aqueous solutions and concentrated under the conditions already 
described. In this, as in many other regions, stratigraphic disturb
ance, igneous intrusion, and ore deposition have been genetically con
nected. The ore-bearing solutions undoubtedly owe much of their 
efficiency in gathering, transporting, and depositing the ore constitu
ents to heat derived from igneous activity. That some of this heat 
still remains is indicated by the thermal character of the water issuing 
from the west base of Nigger Baby Hill. It is possible, although. not 
clearly indicated. that pneumatolytie emanations (i. e., gaseous pro
ducts gh·eu off at high temperature) from the cooling masses of intru
sive monzonite-porphyry may have increased the chemical activity of 
the originally meteoric water. But the known porphyry masses had 
certainly solidified and prohably lost much of their initial heat before 
the ores were deposited. Moreover, had pneumatolysis been an 
efficient factor in ore deposition, we should expect to find the ores 
unmistakably related, both in genesb and position, to the porphyry 
masses. No sueh elose relationship is apparenL unless the exceptional 
ore bodies in the Atlantic Cable and neighboring claims may be con
sidered as indicating it. 

The actual chemical character of these solutions is not readily 
determinable. Their action upon the sedimentary rocks which usually 
form the walls of the fissures is, with a few exceptions, inconspicuous 
and often obscured b_v secondary alteration. The presence of abundant 
calcite in the lodes of Nigger Baby Hill and of rhodochrosite in the 
upper part of the northeasterly lodes of Newman Hill indicates that the 
solutions eontained carbonates, possibly alkaline carbonates. But the 
strong silicification of porphyry alongside of the Mohawk and Marriage 
Stake fissnres point;; rather to the action of acid waters. It is possible 
that the waters ascending in the lode fiss~u·es were acid in character, 
but were modified by mingling with descending waters, the change 
from aeid waters depositing quartz and pyrite to earbonate waters 
depositing calcite and rhodochrosite corresponding in general to the 
deposition of pay ore. 

Equally impossible of definite answer is the question of the par
ticular rocks and the precise depth from whieh the ores were derived, 
but it is bdieved that all of the rocks, particularly from the top of the 
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Rico formation down, have contributed some metalliferous constituents 
to the ore bodies, not by the nnrrowly eonfined, ncademic process 
known as "lateral secretion,'' but by the concentration, in favorable 
localities, of materials widely drawn from the rocks of the disturbed 
region, and often reaching the point of their final deposition after a 
roundabout journey to depths far below any enr likely to be reached 
by mining operations. 

That small amounts of the heavy metals are at present widely 
distributed in the rocks of the Rico region, even when the latter show 
no visible signs of mineralization subsequent to their deposition, is 
shown by several of the chemical analyses made for this report. Thus, 
the limestone from the Forest-Payroll mine affords faint traces of 
zinc and copper. Limestone from the Logan mine contains 0.03 per 
cent of copper oxide and 0.09 per cent of zinc oxide, while sandstone 
from the same mine yields traces of lead and copper and 0.0± per cent 
of silver. Even the massive gypsum from the Rico-Aspen mine shows 
a faint trace of some metal precipitated by hydrogen sulphide. All 
of the specimens analyzed, however, came from the vieinity of ore 
bodies, and the introduction of heavy metals in sufficient quantity to 
be recognized in an ordinary chemical analysis is probably connected 
with the formation of the neighboring· ore bodies. There are, how
ever, no known criteria for determining whether minute traces of 
heavy metals found in sedimentary roekH are original or haxe been 
subsequently introduced. 

The formation of the ore of the Atlantic Cable and neighboring 
claims is evidently connected with intense contact metamorphism, as 
shown by the paragenesis of the ore minerals and their close association 
with garnet, wollastonite, vesuvianite, pyroxene, ehloritt>, and epidote. 
The cause of this metamorphism is not clear. It is probably traceable, -
however, to the intrusive mass of monzonite between Iron Draw and 
Aztec Gulch, or possibly to some igneous mass which has been remond 
by erosion. 

GEOLOGICAL AGE OF THE ORE DEPOSITS. 

The age of the ore deposits can not be determined from a study of 
the Rico district alone. They are plainly subsequent to the doming 
and faulting of the region, but no definite date is assig·ned to these 
structures by Cross and Spencer. A tentative conclusion, howe,·er, 
may be drawn from the similarity in character between the monzonite 
of the Rico district and that of the Telluride and SilYerton regions. 
It may be assumed as probable that the monzonitic intrusions ·of the 
San J nan Mountains and Rico Mountains, only a few miles apart. are 
referable to the same general period of igneous acti,·ity. In the San 
.Juan the monzonite stocks cut the Telluride conglomerate (I<:ocene ?) 
and the overlying volcanic series. Their intrusion probably took place 
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in late Tertiary time. This relation indicates that the ore deposits of 
Ril'o are roughly of the same ag·e as those of the San Juan Mountains, 
probably late Tertiary and possibly extending- into the Pleistocene. 

YALUE 0~' THE ORE::-1. 

The great hulk of the ore produced in the Rico district has been 
shipped crude, or smelted in Rieo without previous mechanical con
c\:'ntration. Consequently the ore handled has been of rather hig-h 
grade. Ore worth about $20 a ton, such as was pr(')duced from the 
Union -Carbonate mine, is considered "low grade." The ore of the 
Enterprise and Rico-Aspen mines varied widely in value but was 
usually rich. Thus, during· one year, the average of the Enterprise 
was ::200 ounces of silver and 2 ounces of gold per ton. One carload 
from this mine (about 10 tons) was valued at $8,000. The general 
range. ho,vever, appears to have been gold, from 0.2 to 1 ounce; sil
ver. from 100 to :WO ounces; lead, up to 10 per cent; and zinc up to 
1D per cent. The ore from the Rico-Aspen and Newman mines has 
generally been of lower grade than that of the Enterprise. 

Some of the oxidized ore from Nigg-er Baby Hill was rich in silver, 
hut rarel~- carried over U. 2 ounce of gold per ton. In 1900 ore con
taining o\·er :300 ounces of silver per ton was being shipped in occa
sional carloads. Ore from the Hope and Cross mine has sometimes 
yielded over 200 ounces of silver per ton in carload lots. 

The ore of the Puzzle mine is reported to have been rich, but in 
general the replacement bodies in limestone, such as those of the Black
hawk and Iron mines, are of relatively low grade. That from the 
Bbekhawk contained from 10 to :30 ounces and that from the Iron 
mine from 20 to ±0 ounces of silver, with practically no gold. 

An attempt was being made in 1\JOO to rework the dump of the 
Enterprise mine by concentration, hut the mill erected for this 
purpose was not in successful operation .at the time of visit. 

CARBONIC ACID GAS. 

Prospecting within the Rico district is often much hindered by the 
abundance of carbonic acid gas, which issues from nearly every fissure 
tra;-ersing the rocks in the central portion of the dome. It is partic
ularly troublesome in shafts, which become entirely filled by it. It 
occurs in the Lexing-ton, Mediterranean, and Syndicate tunnels to 
such an extent as to render them inaccessible unless artificially venti
lated, and a stream of this hea,-y gas was noted issuing from a fissure 
in the Blackhawk mine. But it is in the immediate vicinity of Rico 
that the evolution of the gas is most abundant. On the west bank of 
the Dolores River, on the Rinrside, Smugg-ler, and Shamrock claims, 
it issues in many places with a bubbling- noise ioud enough to attract 
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the attention of the passer-by, and in such volume as to suifooate 
birds and small animals that venture too near, attracted by the water 
through which it eseapes. About 300 feet upstream from the Piedmont 
bridge the water of the river is kept in a state of violent ebullition by 
the escape of gas, apparently from an east-west fissure. A similar 
copious discharge constantly agitates the water in the bottom of the 
so-called •• gas shaft," a shallow prospect on the southwest slope of 
Nigger Baby Hill. . As shown by bore-holes on the Atlantic Cable 
claim and in the Rico-Aspen mine, underground reservoirs of gas 
exist under considerable pressure. In fact there is scarcely au open
ing in the ground near Rico that does not fill up with gas, and not a 
stretch of the river between the mouths of Sulphur and Horse creeks 
where bubbles of carbon dioxide may not be seen rising through the 
water. 

It is possible that the evolution of gas may be a final manifestation 
of volcanic activity, and that its source lies at great depth. This view 
is in harmony with the issue of thermal water near the base of Nigger 
Baby Hill and with the former solfataric action indicated by the alter
ation of the porphyry of Calico Peak. 1 But it is also probable that 
carbonic acid gas is being continually produced by chemical reactions 
at mode.rate depths, especially by the action of acid solutions on the 
limestone. Such a reaction i:s the transformation of limestone into 
gypsum through the agency of sulphate solutions, obserYed in C. H. C. 
Hill. It is also conceivable that replacement of limestone by sulphide 
ore is still going on, giving rise to carbon dioxide. But this is not 
very probable, as the known bodies of limestone have been found to 
extend to less than 200 feet in depth. Below them lies quartzite of 
supposed Devonian age, resting unconformably upon the Algonkian 
rocks. 

LANDSLIDES. 

For full descriptions of the extent and character of the landslides of 
the Rico district the reader is referreu to the chapter on this subject 
by Mr. Cross 2 in the paper so frequently referred to in these pages. 
Mr. Cross believes that they were caused by earthquake shock. 

They ai·e of later date than the period of ore deposition, bnt have 
an important economic interest on account of the hindrance which 
they impose upon successful exploitation. This is well illustrated in 
the case of the Puzzle mine where a body of rich ore occurred in a 
landl<lide mass which has slipped down from Darling Ridge and buried 
the former channel of Horse Creek. All attempts to find the souree of 
this block, and the continuation of the ore body, have failed. The 
difficulty of the problem is apparent upon referring to the geological 
map (Pl. XLI) where it is seen that the whole northern slope of 

1 Cro~s and Spencer, Joe. cit., p. 93. • Lo<:. cit., pp. 129-151. 

22 GEOL, PT 2-01--20 
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Darling Ridge is covered with landslide material. The depth of this 
material is often several hundred feet, and rock in place can be reached 
only by tunneling. There i::; no means of knowing how far the Puzzle 
ma:'::; has slid. EYen if the original source of the block is found after 
tedious and expensive prospecting it is by no means certain that there 
will he any ore there. 

Similar difficulty is encountered in the landslide of C. H. C. Hill, 
whieh. as ::;hown by the Yarious mine workings, has a maximum thick
ues::; of several hundred feet. In this case also all of the ore thus far 
found has been in landslide material, and the main ore horizon has 
neYer been found in rocks in place. Even if discovered it is by no 
means Ct'rtain that it would contain workable ore. 

Similar conditions of obscurity obtain over a considerable area north 
of Hor::;e Creek and on the southeast spur of Expectation Mountain. 
Prospecting undertaken in these areas without some realization of the 
nature of the disturbance which they have undergone is ·almost inev
itably doomed to disappointment. 

l<'UTURE OJ<' THE DISTRICT. 

Ko attempt to forecast the future of the Rico Mountains as a mining 
district can be fully assured of success. The following views are, at 
best, deductions from phenomena only imperfectly understood, and 
perhaps susceptible of different interpretation by others. Suggestions 
adYanced after a few months' study of the region are not infallible, 
and should in all cases be considered in the full light of local knowledge 
and experience before being blindly followed. 

From the description and discussion of the ore bodies, it appears 
that in the future, even more than in the past, the blanket and replace
ment deposits will prove of more importance than the lodes. It seems 
Yery doubtful whether, under the conditions of working likely to pre
yail for many years, the lodes can be extensively and profitably worked. 
The finding of small amounts of gold ore from time to time in the 
northwestern portion of the district leaves open the possibility that 
workable gold-bearing lodes may yet he opened up in this part of the 
area. But the prospects of extensive future development in this direc
tion are not regarded as particularly bright. 

As to the blankets, it is hardly probable that, in future, ore bodies 
will be found whieh will equal in richness and size those formerly 
mined in the Enterprise blanket. But the extent of this blanket is as 
yet imperfectly known. Followed under Dolores Mountain, it was 
found to grow smaller and to contain no ore. This portion was not 
accessible in 1900, but before exploration in this direction is aban
doned it should be carefully determined whether the blanket, as far as 
prospected, still contains the pulverulent residue which testifies to the 
former presence of gypsum. If it does. then it would appear that 
there is still a fair probability of bodies of ore occurring to the east of 
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those hitherto worked. On the south the blanket is, without much 
doubt, cut off, and, as Cross and Speneer estimate, has been dropped 
about 250 feet. The chances of finding bodies of ore in this down
thrown portion of the blanket can be decided only by a knowledge of 
the ore bodies lying· immediately north of the fault. If these became 
impoverished before the fault was reached, the probabilities are that 
the blanket south of Deadwood Gulch is not heavily mineralized. The 
general indications, drawn from mine maps and other sources, point to 
such impoverishment. But according to other accounts rich ore was 
found in the blanket up to the line of the fault. 

The occurrence of the New Year blanket show::; that there is at 
least one "contact" below that of the Enterprise, and probably others 
exist beneath the porphyry. They are of different character, how
ever, from the Enterprise blanket. It is probable that they contain 
ore at their intersection by the lodes of the Enterprise and neighbor
ing mines, but it is likely to be of lower grade than that hitherto 
worked. 

On C. H. C. Hill the blanket-ore has thus far been found only on 
the southwest side of the Blackhawk-Pigeon lode. It is probable 
that the corresponding beds on the northeast side of this fault-fissure 
are also mineralized. They may not be oxidized, however, and in this 
case would be of low g-rade. 

Considering, finally, the replaeement deposit::; in limestone, we find 
that they have been only partially explored. As pointed out on page 
372, the Blackhawk mine has exploited only one of several beds 
likely to contain ore. The Devonian limestone north of Rico, and 
extending eastward under the Hermosa beds, has been only super
ficially prospected, and no attempt has been made to determine 
whether it has been extensively mineralized by the Smelter and South 
Park fault fissures. 1 It must be said, however, that the outlook for 
finding continuous bodies of high-grade ore in the Devonian limestone 
is not regarded as particularly encouraging. 

It seems on the whole that the future of Rico is dependent more 
upon the possibility of working large bodies of low-grade pyritic ore 
than upon any other factor, to which should perhaps be added the 
utilization of the sphaleritic ores for the production of zinc. Abun
dant low-grade pyritic ore is known in C. H. C. Hill, along the Black
hawk fault zone, in the Iron mine, and elsewhere. Unless such ores 
can be successfully worked, Rico is hardly likely to experience any 
permanent revival of mining activity, although small bodies of high
grade ore may continue to be fonnd for some time. 

But it is desired again to emphasize the personal and bllible char
acter of the foregoing eondusions. The reader is referred to the 
facts presented in other portions of this report. From them he may 
draw his own independent deductions. 

I See Cross Hnd SpE'ncer, Joe. cit. , pp. 12(}-123. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS OF INDIVIDUAL MINES. 

MINES OF NEWMAN HILL AND DOLORES MOUNTAIN. 

ENTERPRISE :UINE. 

Situation.-This, which has been the most productive mine in the 
district, is situated on ~ewman Hill, about half a mile southeast of 
Rico, and about -±UO feet aboYe the town. It is reaehed from Rico by 
a wagon road, and hy a short spur from the Rio Grande Southern 
Railroad. 

L£tendure and hlstory.-The Enterprise mine has been described in 
great detail by John B. Farish 1 and T. A. Rickard, 2 each of whom had 
charge of the development of the mine at different times, and wrote 
with the advantage which such experience gave. Since their descrip
tions were published many of the workings haYe become inaccessible, 
and all of the large stopes in the so-called" contaet" have been allowed 
to cave in. Consequently the present account of the mine is indebted 
to these observers for many facts which it is no longer possible to 
verify. 

The following historical account of the discovery and development 
of the mine is extracted from Rickard's paper: 3 

In the spring of 1881 David Swickhimer, Patrick Cain, and John Gault sunk a 
shaft 35 feet deep upon their Enterprise claim on Newman Hill. This work was 
undertaken not upon the eyidence of ore, but in the expectation of cutting the con
tinuation of the veins successfully worked in certain claims farther south, owned by 
the Swansea Gold ami Silver ~Iining Company. Without entering into a detailed 
description of the geological structure pf Newman Hill, it is neces13ary, in order to 
make the early story of discovery dear to the reader, to say that the true rock 
(i'anclstone and limestone ) is overlain by drift, through which shafts must penetrate 
before reaching the ore-bearing formation. The veins do not reach the present sur
face, save in the face of the lanclslip where Harry In·ing first detected them. The 
three owners auoYe mentioned traded their claim to George S. Barlow for $300 worth 
of lumber. Barlow continued the sinking of the shaft to a depth of H6 feet. On an 
adjoining claim, named the Songhird, another miner, _-\.. _-\.. ·waggener, sank a shaft 
to the depth of 203 feet. The latter penetrated through the drift into lime shale; 
but the Enterprifle shaft did not at that time reach the true rock. Both shafts got 
into very wet ground . In the meantime the Swansea workings were reported to be 
impoverished and, finally, exhausted of ore. It was also said that the veins did not 
extend northward; but the real fact was that ero~s veins bad faulted the ore-bearing 
veins in a manner to be renden:d clear later on in this account. Newman Hill was 
di,..credited, and early in 1883 the Enterprh:e and Songbird shafts were abandoned. 

A year later Larned and Hackett resumed work in the Swansea levels, and by 
mere accident discovered that the veins had not cc•me to an end, but were simply 
dislocated. They prosecuted development, proYed the continuity of the ore, and 
made large shipments. Their ~uecess induc-ed \Vaggener and Barlow to relocate 
their abandoned claim" late in 1886. But neither of them had any eapital, and they 

1 On the ore deposits oi Xewman Hill, IlE'ar Ri co. Colo.: Pr<W. Cclo. f::ei. Soc- ., Yol. I\", 1892, pp. 151-
164. 
~The Enterprbe mine, Rieo, Colo.: Trnn•. Am. In st. Min. Eng .. \"ol. XXYI, 1896, pp. 90&-980. 
"Loc. eit., pp. 909-912. 
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were unable to overcome the heavy flow of water. In December, 1886, David 
> Swickhimer bought out "Waggener's interest, acting on knowledge obtained while 

working in the Swansea mine, which had satisfied him that the wins mnst extend 
into the Enterprise and Songbird daims. In l\Iarch, 1887, he recommenced the 
sinking of the Enterprise shaft. In l\lay he acquired one-half oi Barlow's interest. 
In July the windlass was replaced with a steam engine and a pump. All this time 
Larned and Hackett were driving rapidly northward, and threatened Boon to reach 
the boundary separating their territory from that of Swickhimer and Barlow. 
Unless the two latter succeeded soon in :finding a vein in place, so as to permit a 
valid iocation, the claims could be successfully disputed. They therefore hurried 
the sinking, and in spite of bad luck, floods of water, and a general lack of experi
ence, they struck ore on 'the 6th of October at a depth of 262 feet. The first assay 
gave 2.1 ounces of gold and 519..1 ounces of silver per ton. 

This ore was 1 foot thick, and focmed part of a "fiat lode." In the light of later 
developments this discovery is known to have been .a piece of particular good fortune, 
for the maps of to-day prove that it was the edge of the biggest ore body ever found 
on Newman Hill, and that a shaft put down 20 feet farther east would have missed 
it. This was the first evidence of the existence of a fiat ore deposit. Swickhimer 
thought at first that it was merely a roll in the Enterprise-an almost vertical vein. 
It was, however, soon proved by the workings to be a bedded formation, conform
able to the inclosing country. The shaft was sunk 60 feet belo"· this "contact," and 
a drift was run westward until the increased seepage of water in the following spring 
proved too much for the pump and caused work to be confined to the contact. In 
July the water diminished, drifting was resumed, and in August, at a distance of 118 
feet southwest of the shaft, the Enterprise Yein was at la~t intercepted. The ore was 
20 inches thick and assayed 3.2 ounces of gold and 285.5 ounces of silwr per ton. 

In May, 1890, the Songbird and 'Enterprise mines, together with much adjoining 
property, were acquired by the Enterprise l\Iining Company. 

According to Rickard the workings in 1896 had a total length of 8 
miles, and had yielded orB of the gross value of $3,500,000. In June, 
1900, the workings had attained an aggregate length of 27 miles, 
according to Superintendent Perey S. Rider, and the total output had 
risen to about $±,000,000. The large increase in the extent of the 
workings and the proportionally small increase of the output are 
significant. The known "contact" ore bodies had been worked out, 
and in 1900 active mining for the time being· had practically ceased. 

Country 1'ock.-The country rock of the Enterprise mine consists of 
sandstones, shales, and limestones of the lower di,·ision of the Hermosa 
formation (Upper Carboniferous) as described by Cross and Speneer. 
The total thickness of this division, exclusive of the porphyry sills, is 
estimated by these writers at about 800 feet the Enterprise ore bodies 
occurring nearly midwa~· between the top and bottom beds. The 
strata, as exposed in the Enterprise workings, have a general strike 
from N. 60° E. toN. 75 .::: E. and dip southeasterly at from HY) to 15°. 
Local irregularities. howen'r, are not m1common, and the beds fre
quently dip to the southwt>st, as in the Group tunnel near the Enter
prise vein, or even to the nortlnYest. 

Several partial sections of these beds han been measured and 
described. A generalized columnar section is ginn by Farish 1 in his 

ILoc.cit .. fig.l. 
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paper already cited, and two measured sections were published by 
Riekard, 1 from obsenations in raises 900 feet apart; while a third, 
observed in the vicinity of .Jumbo No. :2 vein, near raise 13, and pub· 
lishecl by Cro::.;s and Spencer, is rPproduced below: 

Section near Jumbo .LVo. 2 rein, Ente-rprise mine. 

~- nfu 
7. Shale, black, somewhat brecciated-----------------------------------·-· 3 0 
6. "Contact," con~isting of gray pulverulent marly material, sometimes struc

tureles;;, and sometimes stratified, frequently impregnated with silica, and 
Yarying in thickness from 1 to 2 feet. .. - .. - .... -- ... -- ..... _...... . . . . 1 10 

5. Lime8tone, dark and impure, breaking with vertical fracture; locally known 
as " short lilne" .. _ . . _ ...... _ .. __ . . _ .......•.......... _ ... _ ... _ ... _ . _ 1 5 

4. Black, fissile shale with occasional lenses of gray sandstone in the upper 
part. ......... _ .. _ ....... __ . . . . . .... - ...... - .... - - . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • 5 0 

3. Limestone, similar to the "short lime," but very black with gash veins of 
' quartz _ . _ ........ _ . . __ ...............•....•••.••••....... _.. . . • . • . . . 1 6 

2. Shale, dark gray in color._ ....••...... _................................ 1 6 
1. Sandstone ...•.. _ ••.•....•. _........................................... 8 0 

Total .. _. _ ••... _ ...•..•.......... _ ......••...•..••••.••••.••••.. _ _ 22 3 

:No particular agreement can be traced in the sequence of the beds 
in Rickard's two sections-a fact of which he makes rather too much 
in his later discussion, as will be rmbsequently pointed out. Perhaps 
partly on account of an obvious lac-k of precision in his use of litho
logical terms, neither of his sections shows any recognizable agreement 
with that of Cross and Spencer. 

To secure a elear presentation of those features of stratigraphy which 
are essential to an understanding of the ore deposits, a single signifi
cant heel may be chosen as a local datum plane, and the strata above 
and below it briefly described. 

The significant stratum selected is a bed of limestone, the familiar 
"short lime" of the Rico miners. Farish says of it: 

It is a grayish deposit, yarying in thickness from 18 to 30 inches, and occupies 
throughout Newman Hill the same stratigraphical position with reference to the 
other beds. From its close relation to the ore deposits, this band is locally known 
a~ the "c-ontact limestone." It i~ inclosed between two layers of argillaceous shale, 
which are, however, quite different in appearance. The oyerlying stratum is a soft, 
comntinuted, drab-colored shale, varying in thiekness from 6 to 20 feet. This layer 
forms an impervious shed to the surface "·aters circulating above it, thus leaving the 
mine workings belo\\' comparative dry. The underlying bed is a black, finely lami
nated shale, from 7 to 12 feet in thickne:::s, whieh rests upon the series of alternating 
gray !:'andstones and drab and greenish shales. 2 

Rickard, 3 finding that his section'S failed to show stratigraphical 
agreement, flatly denies the above-quoted statement of Farish as to 
the persistency of the "short lime" and its superior and inferior 

1 Loc. cit., pp. 914-915. 2 Loc. cit., p. 154. 3 Loc. cit., p. 914. 
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shales. In this he is in error. 'Vhatenr may be true of the sand
stones, shales, and limestones above or below the significant stratum, 
the general description given by Farish is essentially true for that 
portion of Newman Hill in which lie the workings of the Enterprise, 
Newman, and Rico-Aspen mines. In fact, Rickard himself, on a sub
sequent pag·e, 1 speaks of the" contact" as occupying and possessing a 
genetic relation to a definite stratigraphic horizon. 

The "short lime" or "contact limestone" is a light-gray, compaet, 
and apparently unfossiliferous limestone. It effervesces freely with 
cold acid, but is probably slightly magnesian. It is easily fractured 
by movements of the rocks, and is frequently traversed b~' \'einlets of 
quartz. It is sometimes speckled with very minute crystals of pyrite. 
Its average thickness is perhaps somewhat less than indicated by 
Farish, as it sometimes thins out to 5 or o inches, although it never 
wholly disappears. 

Below this limestone lie the shales referred to by Farish and 
recorded by Cross and Spencer in their section. They are interealated 
with thin beds of sandstone, which may frequently be followed until 
they wedge out. Thus the proportion of shale to sandstone varies 
from point to point, although the shale was nowhere found to he 
entirely absent. Passing downward in the stratigraphie seetion the 
shales become less abundant or more arenaceous, and at a depth of 100 
feet below the "short lime" fine-grained, greenish-gray sandstones 
prevail, in moderately thick beds, with a little sandy shale and an 
occasional band of limestone. 

Immediately above the stratum of "'short lime" occurs the so-called 
"contact," which will presently be more fully described. It varies 
in thickness from 2 or 3 feet up to 20 feet according to Farish. and 
passes with no very sharp line of demarcation into an O\'erlying· bed of 
black clay shale. As far as known, this shale is never absent, and 
experience has taught the miners to avoid cutting through it, as when 
once pierced it is not only exceedingly difficult to retain by timbering, 
but the opening gives access to abundant descending water, to which 
the shale in its intact condition presents an impervious barrier. Owing 
partly to this fact, there are at present no opportunities for "tudying 
the beds above the shale. They have been penetrated by senral shafts, 
but these are invariably lined with timber. According to the accounts 
of various men who have worked at sinking- these shafts, the beds ahoYe 
the dark shale are chiefly sandstones, and are so soft and broken as to 
be easily worked with pick and shovel. Mr. Cornelius 'Villiams. for 
many years foreman of the Enterprise, stated that in these soft oYer
lying beds the thin sandstones and limestones are all more or less 
shattered and displaced. In the few instances seen, where the top of 
the shales had been exposed, the overlying rock was a soft sandstone. 

I LO('. cit., p. 976. 
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Finall~·, the surface of Newman Hill is cloaked to varying depths up 
to about 300 feet by Pleistocene wash, which effectually conceal:; from 
view most of the Lower Hermosa rocks. 

(hn eml clwracter of ore bodies.-The ore of the Enterprise mine 
occurs in two forms-in almost vertical fissure veins, and in nearly 
horizontal masses in the so-called "contact," or blanket, immediately 
above the "short- lime," which may be called for convenience of 
description, the blanket lime.<Jtone. The latter ore masses are genetically 
connected, not only with the productive or "pay veins" but also with 
another set of lodet<, locally known as "cross veins" and generally 
barren. Various names have been giv(m to these two systems of lodes, 
most of them somewhat objectionable in that they involve certain 
assumptions, or lay stress on more or less artificial distinct~ons. In 
this report the " vertical pay veins" of Farish, "verticals" of Rickard, 
and'" pay veins" in the local vernacular, will be referred to as the north
eaRterly veins, from the fact that their courses fall in the northeast and 

FIG. 44 .-Diagramntk longitudinal secuo .. ,nro•tgn the Group tunnel. Enterprise mine. 

southwest quadrants of the compass, while the "cross veins" for a 
similar reason will be spoken of as the northwesterly lodes or t'eins. 

D evelopment.-The mine is worked through a straight adit, known 
as the Group tunnel, about 3,000 feet in length, with a courseS. 57 ° E. 
This tunnel lies wholly beneath the Enterrrise limestone and conse
quently nowhere cuts the" contact." The latter is a little over 200 feet 
abon the tnnnel near its mouth, but is brought down by fa.ulting, 
and by the general dip of the inclosing beds1 to within 35 feet of 
the tunnel at its breast. The tunnel's course is such that the principal 
northeasterly veins are cut at nearly right angles. The general rela
tion of the Group tunnel to the lodes and " oontact" is illustrated in 
the accompanying section (fig. 44). As shown by the plan of the Enter
prise workings (Pl. XXXVI) there are at least eight important north
easterly veins which have been worked for ore. These are, naming 
them in order from the tunnel mouth, · the Swansea, Kitchen, Enter
prise. Songbird, Hiawatha, Eureka, Jumbo No. 2, and .Jumbo No. 3 
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veins. The development on the lodes rarely extends for more than 
200 feet below the blanket limestone, being practically confined to two 
levels, one known as the Tunnel level, and one a hundred feet aboye 
it, known as the 100-foot level. Immediately above this limestone and 
following the dip and undulations of its upper surface, is a most intri
cate and almost entirely irregular labyrinth of drifts and stopes known 
as the "eon tact" workings (see Pl. XXXVI). 

Connections exist through drifts with the workings of the Newman 
and Rico-Aspen mines, and also with the surface through the Laura, 
Stanley, Jumbo, and Enterprise shafts, and an air shaft hetween the 
Laura and Stanley. Of these, the air shaft only is now kept open as 
a manway. 

Nortlieasterl;y lodes.--These are nearly vertical fissure veins, usually 
of small size and of very simple type. They rarely exceed 18 inches 
in width, and the average is probably about 6 inches. As a glance at 
the map (Pl. XXXVI) shows, they are neither straight nor parallel. 
Their general courses are as follows: 

Courses of northeasterly veins in Enterprise mine. 

Vein. General strike. 

Swansea... . ................ N. 48° E. 

Kitchen .................... 

1 

N. 53° E. 

Enterprise.................. N. 50° E. 

Songbird .. . ................ 1 N. 4i 0 E. 

Hiawatha . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . N. 40° E. 

Eureka . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . N. 62° E. 

Jumbo No.2 ............... . N. 34° E. 

Jumbo No. 3................ N. 32° E. 

Besides these are the Newman and Intermediate veins, which have 
been worked to some extent, and many smaller veins that have not 
proved worthy of development. 

The northeasterly veins are so nearly vertical , have been explored 
through so short a vertical range, and in that distance have frequently 
shown such variation, or even reversal of inclination, that direct obser
vations of dip angles in the workings now accessible are usually of 
very little value. It seems to be fairly certain that the general dip of 
the Swansea is northwest at an average angle of 75° to soc. The 
Jumbo No. 3 for about 80 feet below the Enterprise limestone is on 
the whole practically vertical where seen. Below that it has a decided 
dip to the southeast of 70° or 75°. The other veins are all nearly 
vertical, but whether the average dip in any case is southeast or north
west can not be easily decided. The map of the workings indicates a 
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steep southeasterly dip for the Jumbo ~o. 2, Eureka, and Enterprise 
veins, but throws no clear light on the Kitchen, Songbird, and Hia
watha yeins. Rickard states that "the Songbird dips west flatly;" 1 

but in his general section 2 he shows the Songbird first dipping north
west and then turning and dipping strongly southeast. There are 
other discrepancies in his descriptions and diagrams which detract 
from their usefulness. 3 

For all practical purposes it is perhaps sufficient to consider the 
veins as nearly yertical on the whole, with frequent variations to 
either side of the vertical plane. With all save the Swansea, and 
perhaps the Kitchen vein, these departures appear to give steep south
easterly rather than northwesterly dips. 

The fissures in which these veins formed were opened by very mod
erate faulting·, which so far as observed was normal in character. No 
case has been noted in which the vertical displacement is over 10 feet, 
and it is generally much less. In most instances the faulting has 
thrown down the beds on the southeast side of the fracture. Accord
ing to the unpublished observations of Mr. Tower, however, the 
faulting on the Songbird and Jumbo No. 2 veins resulted in a drop 
of the beds on the northwest sides of the fissure of from 3 to 7 feet. 
Owing to the condition of the workings, there was no opportunity of 
verifying these observations in 1900. Rickard's detailed trans,·erse 
sections~ make both the Songbird and Jumbo No. 2 veins dip to the 
northwest and show normal faulting, thus agreein.e: with Tower and 
with the general rule of the faulting. But his general section, as 
already pointed out, shows these veins with a general southeasterly 
dip. \Vhether one or other vein actually clips to the southeast or 
northwest, it may be safely assumed, in the case of veins so nearly 
vertical and where normal faulting is often plainly shown, both on the 
principal veins and in small stringers in the country rock, that the 
stresse:,; which originally opened the fissures were such as produce 
normal, rather than reversed or thrust faulting. 

In the nature of their filling and in vein structure, the northeasterly 
fissures resemble each other closely, so that the description of a typical 
vein wi.ll apply with little or no modification to all the others. Such 
a typical vein is the Jumbo No. 3. This, as well as the Eureka, Song
bird, and Jumbo No.2 veins, has been graphically described by Rick
ard 5 in a series of sketches made from time to time as the develop
ment of the mine proeeeded. Two of his drawings of the Songbird 

1 Loc. cit., p. 94i. 
2Loc . eit., p. 974, Fig. E. 

'l Fl•r example, on pp. 919-920, he states thRt the Enterprise, Jumbo }lo. 2, Jumbo No. 3, and 
Hiawatha Yeins all dip norllw·f~l . while the Kitchen , Swnnsea, and Songbird veins dip southeast.. In 
this case the words nortlw·Nt and 8uuthW8t ,hould plainly be tran,posed. 

; Lnc. cit., figs. :!, 4. and 5, pp. 920, 921, and 923. 
& Loc. cit., figs. 3-10. 
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and Eureka, are here reproduced as figs; -!5 and -!6 in order to show 
the character of the veins, and for the reason that good exposures are 
no longer visible. 

The .Turnbo No. 3 vein was studied in 1900 at several points in the 
drifts and i:itopes extending not·theastward from the Group tunnel to 
the Laura cross cut. South of the Group tunnel the possession of this 
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FIG. 45.-Section across the Songbird vein (after T. A. Rickard). 

vein was formerly disputed by the Enterprise and Rico-Aspen com
panies. The bulk of the ore was extracted by the latter, and is 
reported to have been sometimes over 3 feet wide and rich in argen
tite and other hig-h-grade silver mmerals. 

Northeast of the Group tunnel the vein is usually a solid tabular 
mass or plate of quartz, rhodochrosite, and ore (see Pl. XXV III, B). 
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It is g·enerally less than H: inches in width, and is, as a rule, adherent 
· or frozen to the walls of the fissure. Such ore is always banded, and 
the colors of the component minerals render this structure unusually 
striking, as may be yery imperfectly seen from the illustration, Pl. 
XXX. But, while striking and beautiful on fresh exposures of the 

... · .. 

-· ... . 

l.\{(/{1 fi.?'::::;:l ~ 
Sandstone. Sandy lime. Lime- Rhodo-

8t.one. C'hrosite. 

. · .. . . . . . 
• • • 0 ••• 

~ 
~ 

Quartz. Zinc blende. Crushed 
rock. 

FIG, 46.-Section aeross the Eureka vein (after T. A. Rickard). 

vem, this banding is hardly so regular as Rickard's drawings indi
cate. Individual bands can rarely be followed far before they die out 
or coalesce with others. Nor does the succession of minerals from the 
walls in toward the medial plane of the vein follow any observable 
regular sequence. Usually quartz was first deposited on the fissure 
walls, but often rhodochrosite was the earliest mineral to form. The 
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ore minerals, galena, pyrite, chalcopyrite, and sphalerite, occur in all 
portions of the vein, but tend to be more abundant in the middle. 
There are usually numerous small vugs along the medial plane of the 
vein, and in these occur the rich silver minerals proustite, argentite, 
stephanite (~), and polybasite, and occcasionally free gold and silver, 
which form the richest ore. Sometimes there are other planes of 
vugs or sutures in the vein, but, as a rule, the medial one only carries 
rich ore. 

Most of the banding, as far as observed, b depositional, i. e. , con
stitutes true banded structure rather than ribbon structure. 1 The 
minerals have been deposited in successive more or less irregular 
crusts on the fissure walls until at last only a narrow c·revice was left 
along the medial plane of the vein, in which the richest ore was finally 
deposited (Pl. XXX). But the deposition was not entirely a simple, 
uninterrupted process. There i~ unmistakable evidence, not only 
along the ,Turnbo No. 3 vein, but also in others of its class, that the 
fissure after having been wholly or partly filled with ore, was reopened, 
usually next to one wall, and the opening again filled by fresh deposi
tion. As far as could be determined, this latter filling always consists 
of nearly barren white quartz earrying a little pyrite. In some parts 
of the fissure this reopening and redeposition took place at least twice. 
Other portions show no signs of it. It was sometimes connected with 
the local development of ribbon strneture on a small seale (see Pl. 
XXXI). 

Thus far the Jumbo No. 3 has been dest.:ribed as a fissure vein of the 
simplest type. But it does not always retain this character. It is 
sometimes associated with parallel sheeting of the country rock and is 
then apt to split up into two or more stringers. This structure is well 
shown at the north breast of the 150-foot (internwdiate) level, near the 
Laura crosscut, and is illustrated in fig. 4:0, page 257, where, it will be 
noted, the vein dips loca.Uy to the northwest. 

The characteristics of the vein so far described are those which 
obtain above the Tunnel level and below the Enterprise limestone. In 
all the northeasterly veins the ore at a certain fairly constant distance 
below the Enterprise limestone becomes too low grade to pay for 
working. The veins continue downward and carry pyrite~ chalcopy
rite, sphalerite, and galena, but the rieh ores of silver which made the 
upper portions profitable are no longer found. The depth at which 
this change takes place is apparently not dependent upon the topo
graphic surface, but is related to the so-called "contact'' resting on the 
blanket limestone , and with reference to the latter is remarkably small. 
The relation of the lode pay shoots to the m·erlying· blanket is shown 

I Following Lindgren. See gold-qmtrtz wins of Nevada City and Grnss Y~tll ey , etc.: Seventeenth 
Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, Pt. II, 18\16, p.l:!9. 
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in Pl. XXXVII, consi::>ting of longitudinal sections of the more 
important northeaster}~' lodes. Farish 1 describes the vein as follows: 

It has been stated that the deepest workings on the veins in the territory under 
consideration are 200 fePt below the "contact limestone." At this depth on the 
"yertical pay yeins" the Yein filling is a glassy " ·hite quartz. The quartz contains 
numerous Yugs, some of which are of considerable size. These cavities are usually 
lined with handsome quartz crystals. The ]l1etallic minerals are not plentiful, and 
consist of pyrite (in cubes) associated with f:lome chalcopyrite. Raising on the vein, 
the quartz becomes let:s glassy, fewer yugs are found, and rhodochrosite appears. 
The pyrite it: more abundant and becomes finer grained, and sphalerite, galena, 
and massiye tetrahedrite appear. Continuing upward toward the "contact," the 
proportion of metallic minerals steadily increases, and with such increase the gold 
and sih·er eontents become, in a marked degree, greater. 

Rickard says that ··the ore is confined to the pay Yeins for a depth 
of 100 to 175 feet below the contact." Mr. Pere.y S. Rider, in conversa
tion with me, placed the maximum depth to which pay ore extends at 
about 125 feet below the Enterprise limestone. 

Passing upward, the Jumbo No. 3 vein retains the character already 
descrilwd and <'arries good ore until a point is reached about 30 feet 
below the blanket. Here the vein begins to carry less ore-grows lean, 
as the miners say-and when the thin-bedded sandstones and shales are 
reached, below the blanket limestone, it splits up into small, irregular 
stringers, which are ntlueless as ore. This division into small stringers 
as the blanket is approached is common to all the northeasterly veins. 
But in the Swansea, Eureka, and Enterprise veins :->orne of these 
stringers carried high-grade ore up to the blanket. 

Certain irregularities exhibited b.\' the northeasterly lodes in con
nection with the northwesterly lodes will b6 discussed after the latter 
have been themseh·es described; and the exact relation of the north
easterly veins to the blanket and the question of their possible con
tinuance ahove it can be more clearly understood when that very 
interesting feature has been in turn examined. 

JVorth.we8terly lode8.-These, familiarly known as "cross veins" 
or "barren veins,~· are at the present day better exposed and more 
available for study in the Newman mine than in the Enterprise. But 
as the latter has to a certain extent become classic ground, and as 
these veins have been an important factor in ore deposition, they are 
deserdng of considerable attention, enn when the best opportunities 
for their investigation have gone by. 

The strikes of the northeasterly veins range from nearly north and 
south to about K. 45::. \V. Their dips range from vertical to about 40° , 
and may be northeast or southwest, although the former is more com
mon. As a rule, the dips are lower than in the northeasterly veins. 
Very commonly these veins occur in groups of two or more, spaced a· 
few feet apart and possessing nearly parallel strike and dip. They 

1 Loc. cit., p.l61. 
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are very numerous, and are cut at frequent intervals by the long 
northeasterly drifts. But unless the northwesterly vein is itself drifted 
upon, such exposures are not sufficient to give the general course and 
dip, nor do they permit the certain identification of any given north
westerly vein from one drift to another across unknown ground. Such 
identification is rendered more difficult by the similarity of these veins 
and their frequent occurrence in groups or zones. 

One important zone of northwesterly veins, with a general strike of 
K. 17° W., and an apparent easterly dip, lies just east of the long 
crosscut on the 100-foot level, passing east of the Enterprise shaft 
and crossing most of the northeasterly veins nearly at right angles. 

Another prominent northwesterly lode is that which Rickard 1 has 
represented as faulting the Hiawatha and Songbird veins. This same 
fissure has been followed apparently in the Kitchen crosscut, between 
the Songbird and Swansea veins. Toward the southeast its course and 
identification are less certain. It probably forms one of a group of 
northwesterly veins which cross the Jumbo No. 3 vein just northeast 
of the line of the Group tunnel and extend southeasterly toward the 
Vestal shaft of the Rico-Aspen mine. 

A third strong northwesterly lode crosses the north drift on .Jumbo 
No. 3, about 450 feet northeast of the Group tunnel. Thi:s fissure has 
been followed by a crosscut from the Jumbo No. 2 vein to within 200 
feet of the Hiawatha, and appears to be identical with a strong lode 
crossing the Enterprise drift north of the 12t raise. 

A fourth prominent northwesterly lode, hadng a nearly north and 
south strike and easterly dip of about ±.5° , crosses the Eureka vein 
about 300 feet northeast of its junction with the .Jumbo No. 3, and is 
well exposed in the Laura crosscut. 

Besides those mentioned are many other veins belonging to this 
system; some of which will be referred to when the relation between 
the northeasterly and northwesterly lodes are deseribed. 

The northwesterly lodes vary greatly in breadth, from a mere niqlet 
or " ~earn " up to 2 feet, or, a,ccording to Farish, 2 3 feet. In the 
character of their filling they show, with two or three exceptions, 
a marked difference from the northeasterly Vf\ins. They consist of 
white quartz, with rl'l.rely a little rhodochrosite. The only metallic min
eral usually obsernd in them is pyrite, which may carry a trace of 
gold and a few ounces of silver, but is not regarded as ore. A striking 
feature of all these yeins which were seen in 1900 .is the shattered and 
crushed condition of their quartz. This can nearly always be picked 
down with perfect ease and is often reduced to a white powder
" sugar quartz.'~ More or Jess gouge, formed by the attrition due to 
recent movement, is rarely, if eyer, absent and may constitute the 
greater part of the material between the :fissure walls. 

1 Loc. cit., fig. 23, p. 948. 2 Loc. cit., p. 157. 
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Like the northeasterly veins, the northwesterly lodes have been 
formed with the accompaniment of slight faulting. The greatest ver
tical displacement recorded has been 25 feet, 1 but it is generally much 
less than this, and may be only a few inches. In the case of these 
lodes it is impossible to say how much of this movement has taken 
place after the original deposition of the quartz. It is the algebraic 
sum of all the approximately vertical movements since the fis:-~ure was 
first formed. 

Relation of tlw northwesterly to the northeasterly lodes.-It is not 

Fw . -17.-Relations of Hiawath a , Songbird, a nd Enter
prise veins, as interpreted by T. A. Rickard. 

intended here to discuss 
this relationship, concerning 
whichverydifferentopinions 
have been held, but merely 
to present the fact,;;; upon 
which rests the more general 
treatment found on pages 
268 to 272 of this report. 

It has been found that in 
following the northeasterly 
lodes they are frequently 
lost at a point where crossed 
by a northwesterly .fissure. 
It is commonly assumed by 
the miners that the former 
vein is faulted by the latter. 
In such cases the ore-bearing 
vein is cut off sharply by the 
barren northwesterly lode, 
and by drifting to a greater 
or less distance along this 
barren fissure a vein is usual
ly found which is regarded 
as the continuation of the 
faulted lode. A notable ease 

in point is the behavior of the Hiawatha vein on the 100 level, about 350 
feet northeast of the line of the Group tunnel. At this point the 
Hiawatha, on drifting northward, was found to be eut off by a strong 
northwesterly lode. Rickard's and Farish's interpretations of this 
feature and the steps taken to recover the faulted vein are shown in 
figs. ±7 ancl48. According to Rickard, the fault has resulted in a lateral 
separation of about 175 feet in the case of the Hiawatha and of con
siderably less than 20 feet in the case of the Songbird, both nearly ver
tical lodes. It will naturally be asked, On what basis are the sup
posedly dissevered portions of a vein identified on opposing sides of a 

1 Farish , Joe. cit., l•· 157. 
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faulting northeasterly fissure? It may be answered that not only are 
no certain criteria known where occur ~o many nearly vertical Yeins 
of like character, but that in some cases obviously incorrect identifi
cations have been made, and are believed in by the miners to-day. 

The Swansea vein, as seen on the 100-
foot level, about 300 feet northeast of 
the Group tunnel, is cut off sharply by 
a northweBterly fissure and apparently 
faulted, with a lateral separation or otf
set of about 25 feet. The faulting vein 
dips northeast at an average angle of 
about 70° , and carries a little low-grade 
ore. This ore, however, is a breccia 
consisting of fragments from the Swan
sea vein, cemented by barren white 
quartz. This fault is shown in plan on 
Pl. XXXVI. 

About ± 75 feet north of the Group 
tunnel, on the 100-foot level, the Jumbo 

FIG. 48.-Relations of Hiawatha and En- No. 3 vein is cut by one of the prominent 
terprise veins, as interpreted by John B. 
Farish. northwesterly lodes previously men-

tioned, and is apparently faulted, its 
northern continuation being thrown into the hanging wall. From this 
point northward for a distance of 350 feet, to the supposed junction of 
the Jumbo No.3 and the Eureka veins, very little good ore was found. 
As shown by the sketch plan, fig. ±9, the veins in this portion of the 

:i ~ 

FIG. 49.-sketch map of a portion of 100-foot level of the Enterpri~e mine, showing probable relations 
of the Jumbo No. 3 and other northeasterly veins (in light lines) to the northwesterly lodes (in 
heavy lines). 

mine show many complications, whtch can not be wholly unraveled with 
the extent and conditions of the workings as they are at present. There 
are at least three nearly parallel northeasterly veins known, any one 
of which may be the actual continuation of the fissure known farther 

22 GEOL, PT 2-01--~1 
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south as the .Jumbo No. 3 win. At the point marked e in fig·ure 49, 
the vein b-d, supposed to be the Jumbo No. 3, swings abruptly north
west and follows the eourse of a northwesterly fissure from e to f, and 
possibly beyond. This sudden change of the vein from one fissure to 
another was noted by Farish 1 and was considered by Riekard 2 as an 
instance of drag due to faulting. Neither observer appears to have 
been strictly correct in his interpretation. There seems to be little 
doubt but that the vein b-d was originally deflected into the fissure e-f, 
as is shown by the way in which the banded structure and character
istic minerals of the northeasterly vein CUITe into the new direction. 
But it is also true that there has been some later movement along e-f 
whereby this original yein has been somewhat broken, and foJlowing 
which a second generation of vuggy white quartz was formed-the 
usual filling of the northwesterly veins. Still later this composite 
vein has been crushed and in places reduced to sugar-quartz by the 
movements which haw so strikingly and generally affected the north
westerly veins. This was the only case observed in 1900 where a 
northeasterly vein could be clearly seen deflected for some distance 
into a northwesterly fissure. But several other examples have been 
cited by Farish. 3 

The foregoing examples are those which are at present accessible 
and appear to throw most light on the relation between the northeast
erly and northwesterly veins. But th: . relation can be better under
stood and will be more fully illustrated in the description of the Newman 
mine. 

That the tenor of the northeasterly veins is influenced in some man
ner by the northwesterly fissures is beyond reasonable doubt. Rick
ard"' states that "it is common to find ores of more than average_grade 
in the pay veins where they are broken by the cross veins." Super
intendent Percy S. Rider informed me that when a northwesterly fis
sure is encountered inter::;ecting a northeasterly vein, the ore in the 
latter becomes suddenly poorer or suddenly richer, and the testimony 
of the miners generally confirms this statement. Mr. Rider also 
believes that the ore in the northeasterly vein always changes from 
foot to hanging wall, or vice versa, at such an intersection. But this 
is certainly far from a universal rule. 

The blanket m· "contact."-This peculiar and interesting feature of 
the Enterprise mine has already been referred to and its general position 
in the sedimentary series pointed out. It is largely an unconsolidated 
breccia, from a few inches to 20 feet in thickness, which rests bed-like 
upon the blanket limestone. Its average thickness appears to be about 
6 feet. Sometimes the entire thickness is made up of a jumbled mass 
of small shale fragments embedded in still more finely comminuted 

1 Loc. cit., fig. 9. 
2 Loc. cit., p . 948. 

a Loc. cit., pp. 108-159. 
~ Loc. cit., pp. 977-978. 
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shale. In its upper part this breccia passes with no sharp separation 
into disturbed and crumpled black or dark-gray ::;hale, whiCh becomes 
less broken in its upper part. Sometimes considerable fragments of 
soft sandstone are mingled with the shaie-flakes in the '' contaet" 
breccia. When such is the case the rock immediately above the blanket 
is usually a bed of similar sandstone, the brecciation having apparently 
involved the entire thickness of the black shale and a part of the O\'er
lying- sandstone. There has undoubtedly been some movement within 
the breceia due to faulting parallel with the bedding, as shown b.r 
slickensiding- and soft, tough g-ouges. But this motion has been local, 
and the blanket as a whole can not be regarded as a simple fault
breccia. In structure and general appearance it suggests a mass of 
shale and sandstone debris which has been dumped into an empty space. 
So close indeed is this resemblance that in the New Year mine, where 
an old tunnel has been filled with waste from more recent workings, a 
section of this artificial filling perfectly reproduces the characteristic 
appearance of the blanket breccia. 

Not all of the Enterprise blanket, however, is made up of this brec
cia. Its lower part, resting directly upon the blanket limestone, is 
commonly a soft, gray, pulverulent, silty material, eontaining occa
sional fragments of shale. It sometimes shows nearly horizontal 
lamination, indicative of a water-laid origin. This deposit varies 
much in thickness and does not appear to he always present. Between 
it and the blanket breccia there is no well-marked plane of division. 

In certain portions of the Enterprise workings the position usually 
occupied by the blanket is taken by masses of gypsum, in places at 
least 15 feet in thickness. A large mass of this gypsum was encoun
tered in the "contact" workings on the south side of the Group tun
nel, but could be reached in only one place in 1900. It rests directly 
upon the blanket limestone, or is separated from it by a variable 
thickness of the gray, sandy material already referred to. At the only 
point seen in the Enterprise mine the gypsum showed typically 
irregular solution forms, and in its relation to the "contact" breccia 
resembled a mass of snow buried and slowly and irregularly melting 
away under a landslide. When mining was in progress in this portion 
of the mine, cavities in the gypsum large enough for a man to crawl 
through were frequently encountered. The general relations of the 
"contact" and gypsum are shown in fig. 42, page 275. 

Although, on the whole, the blanket, like the strata between which 
it lies, dips to the southeast at about 10°, yet it presents many local 
irregularities. Undulations are frequent. One of the wost important 
of these, known as the "Laura swell," is said to occur about 300 feet 
southwest of the Laura shaft and to be of the nature of a mono
clinal fold striking a few degrees west of north. According to 
Mr. P. S. Rider, in following the "contaet .. northeast toward the 
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Laura shaft it i~ found to rise steeply for a distance of about 60 feet 
along the incline and then resume its usual gentle dip toward the 
Laura shaft. Northeast of this Laura swell very little ore was found 
in the blanket, and the approximate line of the flexure can be recog
nized on the map of the mine as the northeastern limit of the extensive 
''contact" workings (see Pl. XXXVII). 

Toward the southeast the blanket, as it is followed under Dolores 
l\Iountain, near the breast of the Group tunnel, becomes thinner, 
shows less brecciation, and carries but little ore. No further exten
sive exploration of it in this direction can be undertaken from the 
Group tunnel level. The Lexington tunnel, however, 400 feet below, 
is at its face (which is nearly under that of the Group tunnel) still 
well below the blanket. 

About 2,000 feet from its mouth the Group tunnel passes through a 
flat seam of crushed shale up to 18 inches in thickness. This material 
rests upon a bed of limestone and is overlain by dark shale. It is, in 
fact, a lower blanket of limited extent, but similar to the Enterprise 

o .._ __ _._ __ _.z feet 

FIG. 50. -small porphyry sheet intruded in the blanket shales and broken by subsequent movement, 
Enterprise mine. 

blanket above. At this point it is about l 00 feet below the latter. 
At the Enterprise vein the distance is about 140 feet, and this local 
blanket is said to have carried a little ore alongside the lode . 

.Bruptive rocks.-Although the prevailing rocks of the Enterprise 
workings are sandstones, shales, and limestones, a few small masses of 
monzonite-porphyry have been encountered. One of these is a small, 
irregular dike cutting the sandstones and shales which form the coun
try rock of the Jumbo No. 3 Yein near the Laura crosscut. But the 
porphyry is more commonly encountered as thin, intrusive sheets. 
One of these sheets, only from ± to 6 inches thick, was noted within 
the blanket itself. It had been intruded in the shales before breccia
tion took place, and was shattered and displaced. A diagrammatic 
representation of such a broken sheet is shown in fig. 50. A short 
distanee away from the point shown in this sketch the shales and por
phyry beeome more disturbed and pass into the typical breeciated 
blanket already described, in whieh the broken fragments of the por-
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phyry sheet have suffered greater displacement than is here shown. 
Thicker sheets occur in the blanket and in the thinly bedded sediments 
above and below it. They are u~ually rather inegular and ha,·e been 
disturbed by minor faulting. Farish 1 has noted and sketched a decom
posed porphyry dike nearly parallel to the Eureka nin and only a few 
feet from the latter. This dike was not seen in 1900. Farish has 
described it as being later than the ore. This appears highly improb
able, and his error has very likely come from a failure to distinguish 
planes of faulting from true igneous contacts. One instance was 
seen in 1900 where a portion of an intrusi,·e sheet had been faulted 
down so as to cut off the ore in the blanket and give son1ewhat the 
appearance of a dike. Its true nature, howe,·er, was established by 
drifting under it a few feet lower down. 

Blanket ore bod1:es and their nlat/on t11 the lodes.-In 1900 all the 
known ore bodies in the blanket had been extracted and the stopes 
allowed to cave. Fortunately, however, the essential facts connected 
with the blanket ore bodies ha\·e been established by Farish and Rick
ard and are borne out by actual later exploration. These facts may be 
briefly stated as follows: 

Both the northeasterly and northwesterly lodes as they approach 
within 20 or 30 feet of the overlying blanket begin to split up into 
stringers, and in the thin-bedded sandstones, shales, and blanket lime
stone which immediately underlie the blanket the;;e stringers become 
a network of minute veinlets. The veinlet;; belonging to the north
easterly lodes usually carry rich ore, but those belonging to the north
westerly lodes are, like the latter themselves, practically barren. The 
"contact" ore occurs in nearly horizontal masses, capping both the 
northeasterly and northwesterly lodes. These bodies are from a few 
inches to 5 or 6 feet in thickness and up to 35 feet in breadth. The 
ore usually rests directly upon the blanket limestone and bas been 
deposited by replacement of the blanket, particularly of the gray, 
pulverulent material in its lower part. These general relations are 
diagrammatically shown in fig. 4:3, page 291, which is an ideal section 
across a northeasterly yein and its blanket ore body. Although the ore 
bodies have been mined out, the behador of the veins as they approach 
the blanket may be observed at senral points in the mine. The ore 
bodies, as a rule, have pro,·ed larger and richer above some of the 
barren northwesterly lodes than abo,·e the northeasterly ,·eins. But 
according to Rickard 2 not all of the northwesterly lodes (" eross 
veins") are capped with ore. The strata he neath the blanket ore 
bodies generally show greater faulting in the ease of northwesterly 
lode fissures than in connection with northeasterly fissures, and the 
bulk of the ore lies on the downthrown side (see fig-. 4:3). 

The lodes are not known to extend ahon the blanket limestone. 
Above the northwesterl~· lodes. tissnrPs showing· evidenee of reeent 

1 Loc. cit., p. lHO, nnd fig. 111. :.: Lr)('.<"it .. J•.~ti:.!. 
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movement sometimes extend upwn,rd through the overlying sediments 
to a clistn,nce of 20 feet, and possibly more. But these fissures never 
carry ore. and may simply be due to post-mineral movement along the 
lodes below them. 

It is known that veins occur on the west slope of Dolores Mountain 
above the blanket horizon, on the Lone Tree and other claims. They 
are reported to contain much calcite and some low-grade galena, but 
have been only slightly exploited, and appear to have no connection 
with the lodes . known in the Enterprise workings. They have never 
been identified with any veins below the blanket. Aecording to Mr. 
J. 0. Campbell, a vein was eut about 200 feet above the "contact" in 
sinking the Vestal shaft. It contained no marketable ore. On July 

, 12, 1900, a vein of barren white quartz, about 4 inches wide, was cut 
6 feet above the blanket near the Swansea vein. 

The splitting up of the veins into a multitude of minute stringers 
as they approach the blanket, and the associated transformation of a 
simple fault into step-faulting and flexure in the shales beneath and 
above the blanket, render very improbable the idea that the veins 
were continued upward into the rocks above. The movement which 
resulted in moderate faulting below was dissipated above in more or 
less irregular fracturing, slipping, and bending of the thinly laminated 
shales and of the soft, plastic blanket. 

The ore was deposited in the blanket partly as an interstitial filling, 
but more largely by direct metasomatic replacement of the blanket 
material. In the Enterprise ground it occurs also in irregular masses 
and bunches in the lower part of the massive gypsum, when that 
material occurs in the blanket. But one case of such oecurence was 
seen, and the ore, eontaining some quartz and rhodochrosite, had 
directly replaced the gypsum. 

The blanket breccia, the fine gray silty material of its lower portion, 
and the underlying blanket limestone have undergone much local silic
ification over certain portions of the northwesterly and northeasterly 
lodes. The general appearance of such a silicified portion of the blanket 
is shown in Pl. XXXIV, A from a photograph taken in the so-called 
Bridal Chamber, over an intersection of the Jumbo No. 3 vein with a 
large northwesterly lode. At this point the blanket limestone has 
been shattered, and its fragments, as well as those of the overlying 
dark shale, ha,·e been cemented by pure white quartz. The fragments 
sometimes preserve sharp outlines, but, often rather shadowy, dark 
patehes and mottlings in the white quartz. In either case they are 
themselves converted into fine quartzose aggregates, and contain no 
carbonates. As a rule snch strong silieifieation and the deposition of 
ore in the blanket appear to be antagonistic processes. At least where 
the one oceurs the other is generally lacking, or is subordinate. 

Tlw ore.-There is no sharp mineralogical distinction to be drawn 
in the Enterprise mine between ore from the northeasterly veins and 
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"contact'' ore. Galena and sphalerite occur in both and are asso
ciated with one or more rich silver-bearing minerals, including poly
basite., '3tephanite, 1 argentite, and proustite. Specimens of rich blanket 
ore often show polybasite in crystals having the characteristic six
sided, tabular prismatic forms, with triangular striations, that are com
mon with this mineral. Chalcopyrite in comparatively small amounts 
occurs in both blanket and lode ores, whereas tetrahedrite was noted 
only in specimens of blanket ore, but may occur in the lodes also, as 
stated by Farish, 2 and is found in the Selenide lode, in the Rico-Aspen 
mine. Quartz and rhodochrosite are the common gangue minerals in 
both classes of ore, the rhodochrosite being regarded as a rough indi
cation of good ore. The latter, however, is less abundant in the · 
blanket ore than in the northeasterly veins. "\Vhere the blanket ore 
has replaced massive gypsum, the clear crystalline variety termed 
selenite is usually present and forms with quartz and rhodochrosite, 
the gangue of the ore. 

The chief difference between the lode and blanket ores is structural. 
The lode ores are nearly always banded parallel to the walls of the 
fissure. The blanket ores, on the other hand, are massive. 

The ore of the Enterprise varies widely in value. The average dur
ing one year was about 200 ounces of silver and 2 ounces of gold per ton. 
One carload of about 10 tons is recorded, which was worth about 
$8,000. The gold has usually ranged from 0.5 to 3 ounces, the silver 
from 100 to 200 ounces, the lead from nothing up to 10 per cent, and 
the zinc up to 15 per cent. The silica ranges from about 25 per cent 
to 60 per cent. Rickard 3 has published the approximate eompositions 
of first- and second-class ores as derived from analyses, and his figures 
are given below: 

Composition r,f Enterprise ore. 

Consti tnen t. First class. I Second chlSR. 

Per cent. I Per cent. 

Si02 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 29.2 50-55 

J\IIn .................................................. . 2.0 6-10 
Fe ........ ___ .................... . .. . ................ . 11.8 6-10 

Zn -------------------------------------·-·····------- 12.0 5-7 

Pb ........................ _ .................... ------ 10.2 2-3 

8------------------------ ---- - ----- - --- -- - -- ---------- 11.6 5-8 
a 0. 87

1 

aO. 3-0 . .'5 

a 221. .50 a 4.5-7.5 

Au __________________________________________________ _ 

Ag ---------------.-----------------------------------

a Ounces per ton. 

1 Given on the authority of Farish (Joe. cit., p. 161). who also records pyrargyrite and nath·e silYer. 
All of the so-called "stephanite" seen in 1900 proyed to be argentiferons galena. 

2 Loc. cit., p. 161. 
a Loc. cit., p. 912. 
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Rickard remarks that the first class was mostly "contact" ore, while 
the second dass represents the principal product of the veins. 

The pyrite which sometimes occurs in the northwesterly lodes 
usuall)' contains traces of gold and up to 8 or 10 ounces of silver per 
ton, but i:-; never rieh enough to work. 

NEWMAN MINF.S. 

Situation and histonJ.-These, which in reality constitute but one 
mine owned by the Swansea Gold and Silnr Mining Company, are 
abo on Newman Hill and are worked through several adits about 1,000 
feet south of the mouth of the Group tunnel and at nearly the same 
lenl as the latter. The general relation of the workings to those 
of the Enterprise mine may be seen from the combined plan forming 
Pl. XXXVI. It was from the Chestnut vein in this property that 
the first ore was shipped from Newman Hill in 1879, and this dis
conry led ultimately to the opening of the rich ore bodies in the 
Enterprise and Rico-Aspen mines. The Newman mines were worked 
aeti\·ely in 1884:, after a period of idleness, and have continued in 
intermittent operation to the present time. The blanket ore bodies, 
ho,vever, were not neai·ly so large as in the Enterprise, and of late 
years the mine has produced but little ore and has been operated on 
the leasing system. 

Deoelopment.-The mines are worked through three principal levels 
known as the Chestnut, Klingender, and Swansea. All three com
municate with the surface through adit tunnels opening on the steep 
hillside at slightly different elevations. There are in addition various 
minor drifts and crosscuts at other levels, and fairly extensive "contact" 
workings. A number of northeasterly lodes have been exploited, of 
which the more important are the Chestnut, Newman, Newman No.2, 
Klingender, South Klingender, and Swansea. The Newman No. 2 is 
in all probability the same as the Enterprise vein. 

Country 'l'ock. - In all that concerns country rock and general occur
rence of the ore, the Newman mines are merely continuations of the 
Enterprise mine already described, and it is unnecessary to repeat 
those general descriptions. The general dip of the beds is about 15° 
a little west of south. 

The locles.-As in the Enterprise mine, these fall into two classes
the northeasterly wins, which carry workable ore for 200 feet or less 
below the contact, and the barren northwesterly lodes. The relations 
of these lodes to each other and to the o\·erlying blanket are in gen
eral those observed in the Enterprise, but there are many details 
obtainable in the Newman mines which ean not be so easily seen in 
their larger neighbor. The northwesterly lodes in particular are not 
only well developed in the Newman working~. but haYe been drifted 
on for long distances, and have thereby been well exposed. 
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The northeasterly veins in the Kewman workings average f) or 8 
inches in width, although much wider portions are said to have been 
stoped out. Banded structure i8 a ver~· common feature, and the 
medial plane of the vein is often marked by vugs lined with quartz 
crystals. The pay ore has, as a rule, an even more limited nrtical 
range than in the Enterprise mine. Frequently a vein carrying rich 
ore just beneath the blanket becomes too poor to work at a depth of 
70 or 80 feet below the blanket limestone. The ore, unlike that of the 
Enterprise, is more or less oxidized, the rhodochrosite being partly 
converted to black oxide of manganese and the argentiferous sulphides 
partly reduced to nati,·e silver. 

The Chestnut lode, which is accompanied by two or more nearly 
parallel lodes, and is crossed by several northweE'terly lodes, has been 
followed in from the surface for a distance of about 450 feet, until it 
is lost at the intersection of a northwesterly lode known as the Stephens 
"cross vein." The general dip of the Chestnut is northwest at from 
50° to 70°. The lode is partly a sheeted zone comprising 3 or 4 
stringers up to 3 inches wide, separated by slabs of country rock. 
The pay ore, as seen in a stope just above the Chestnut level, was less 
than 1 foot wide and partly oxidized, containing native silver. 

A crosscut, driven north for ahout 100 feet from the Chestnut lode, 
cuts several small veins, both northeasterly and northwesterly, and 
finally taps the Newman vein, which has been drifted upon for about 
800 feet. Where intersected by the crosscut, this win is 8 inches 
wide and dips northwest at 75° . It is a solid, banded nin, frozen to 
its walls. Toward the northeast the vein becomes larger and in places 
fills a sheeted zone as much as 2 feet wide. Comb strueture is a com
mon feature. Some portions of the vein have been breeciated and 
the fragments roughly cemented by quartz, leaving many interstices 
unfilled. The vein is cut off in this direction by a strong northwest
erly fissure known as the Cuarto "eross vein," and its continuation is 
supposed by the miners to be offset about 90 feet to the north. This 
point, however, will be more fully discussed later. The supposed 
displaced portion of the Newman vein, beyond the Cuarto cross vein, 
is in the line of the Klingender vein, to be described later, and is 
known as the Newman vein in the Enterprise mine. It is notable in 
having contained good ore to a depth of 1±0 feet below the blanket in 
the Newman workings. 

The Newman No. 2 vein is a simple plate of banded quartz, rhodo
chrosite, and ore, about 6 inches in width and nearly nrtical. This 
vein is not known west of the Cuarto cross vein, near which it splits 
up into stringers. On the northwest it is slightly otl"set from the 
Enterprise vein along a small northwesterly fissure. 

The Kling-ender ,·ein lies from 80 to 100 feet northwest of the New
~uan vein proper, and has been drifted upon from the surface for a 
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distance of nearly 800 feet. It is practically vertical. This vein, as 
just pointed out, is directly in line with the supposed offset northeast
erly portion of the Newman vein and with the vein known as the 
"Newman" in the Enterprise workings. 

Northwest of the Kling-ender vein, and with a more riortherly strike, 
lies the Swansea, dipping steeply northwest. 

Between the Swansea and Klingender veins are at least five unim
portant northeasterly veins. One of these, the South Klingender, 
appears to be a branch of the Klingender vein, the two joining in a 
network of stringers. Another, the Swansea No.3, is regarded as the 
same as the Swansea vein of the Enterprise mine. 

About 150 feet northwest of the Swansea is the North Swansea lode, 
upon which but little work has been done. "Where seen, it is nearly 
vertical, about 5 inches wide and carries small bunches of ore: In 
places it fills a sheeted zone 18 inches wide. · It is accompanied by 
some gouge, showing recent movement. 

On the whole, the northeasterly lodes in the Newman mines are 
smaller than the corresponding lodes which have been worked to the 
northeast, in the Enterprise ground. 

The northwesterly lodes in the Newman mines are numerous and 
often relatively large. To the more important of them, names have 
been given, such as the Stephens cross vein, the South Klingender 
cross vein, the Cuarto cross vein, and the James cross vein. 

The Stephens cross vein, which is cut in the Chestnut level, nearly 
500 feet from its mouth, has a strike of about N. 55° W., and dips 
northeast at from 55° to 80°. It is usually a simple vein, a foot or so. 
wide, but sometimes divides into two or more stringers, and may then 
have a total width of 3 feet. It is composed of barren white quartz 
with a few shadowy dark bands. The quartz is shattered, but not 
badly crushed. There is usually some gouge in the hanging wall. 
Where not badly crushed, the quartz sometimes shows regular band
ing of the kind indicating repeated reopenings of the original fissure, 
each opening being followed by the deposition of a fresh plate of 
quartz. The separate plates of white quartz usually show comb-struc
ture and are divided by thin films of material torn away from the wall 
rock at each fresh reopening. 

The South Kling-ender cross vein intersects the Newman and Klin
g-ender veins and dips east at 60°. It is rather smaller than the 
Stephens cross vein, and is composed of crushed barren quartz and 
gouge. Its average width is about 6 inches. South of the Newman 
vein it appears to die out in a few small stringers and in minor adjust
ments along the bedding planes. 

The Cuarto cross vein is the most important of the northwesterly 
fissures. Its course is 10° or 15° west of north and it dips east at 
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about 65°. It is frequently merely a soft wet gouge; a few inches wide, 
containing crushed quartz. At other places it is composed of solid 
white quartz, with a gouge on one or both walls. At its intersection 
with the South Klingender vein, the Cuarto vein is 2 feet wide, com
posed largely of gouge and crushed country rock. Ore was formerly 
stoped from the ''contact" over the quartz vein, but the stopes are no 
longer accessible. The Cuarto fissure is said to fault the ''contact" 
about 20 feet, with the drop on the east side, i. e., a normal fault. As 
shown in Pl. VI, this northwesterly vein extends into the Rico-Aspen 
and Enterprise grounds. Above it occurred large bodies of rich blanket 
ore in the disputed territory between these two mines. The vein is 
also cut in the Lexington tunnel. 

Northeast of the Cuarto is another northwesterly lode, known as the 
James cross vein. It resembles in its general character those just 
described, and had a good body of ore from 1 to ± feet wide above it 
in the blanket. The structure of the less disturbed portion of this 
lode, as see.n in the southern breast of the James drift, is shown in 
fig. 41, p. 258. The lodes in the Newman mines are frequently slightly 
displaced by bedding faults of later date than the vein filling. The 
maximum displacement of this kind noted was about 1 foot. In all 
cases observed the upper country had slipped to the south or south
east, i. e., in the direction of the dip. 

The blanket.-All work in the blanket of the Newman mines has 
practically ceased, and but few of the old workings are accessible. 
But this feature is merely a continuation of that described in the Enter
pnse. It rests upon the blanket limestone and is overlaih by dark 
shales. The best ore bodies in the Newman mines occurred over the 
northwesterly veins, but they were not so large as those in the Enter
prise. 

The blanket, where seen above the intersection of the Klingender 
and South Klingender cross vein, is a jumble of shale fragments and 
clayey material, containing angular fragments of sandstone as large as 
2 feet wide and 3 feet long. The shale fragments show evidence of 
recent movement within the mass. Irregularities in the dip of the 
blanket are common, particularly over the northwesterly lodes. Thus 
over the Cuarto cross vein the blanket rises steeply to the southwest 
in a monoclinal flexure for a height of about 25 feet. This roll prob
ably corresponds to a normal fault in the beds below, but no actual 
fault was discernible in the blanket material itself. 

Relation of the 1W1'theasterly and north1cesterly lodes.-As in the 
Enterprise mine, the northeasterly lodes are often lost or change in 
character at the intersection of a northwesterly fissure. In some in
stances the latter lodes plainly fault the former. In other cases there 
is no displacement visible. Finally, the northeasterly veins are some-
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times interrupted by a northwesterly lode in a manner that can not 
certainly be ascribed to a simple faulting of one vein by another. It 
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FIG. 51.-Plan of junction of the Stephens cross vein and the supposed northeastern continuation of 
the faulted Chestnut vein. 

is proposed to illustrate the fort>going statements by several examples. 
The Chestnut nin, at the point where it meets the Stephens cross 
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Fw. 6~.-Plan of northeasterly string~r ftutltNl !Jy northwesterly stringer in roof of crosscut from the 
Chestnut vein to th~' Newman vein, Newman mine. 

Yein, i~,: tnt ofi' sharply and its northeastern continuation is lost. It is 
supposed b~· those working the mine that the vein is faulted, and that 
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its northeast portion has been offset about 100 feet to the southwest, 
where a small vein was found going off northeast from the Stephens 
cross vein (see map, Pl. XXXVI). This vein begins as a series of 
small, tight stringers, which gradually collect into a narrow but rich 
vein. The relation of this vein to the Stephens is indicated in fig. 51. 
The small stringers shown are perfectly tight, and the Stephens lode 
itself reveals but slig·ht evidence of recent movement at this point. It 
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FIG. 53.-Plan of junction of the Newman vein with the Cuarto cross vein. 

is plain from the sketch that the relation of the small northeasterly 
vein to the Stephens lode is not a simple dislocation of one lode by 
another. Furthermore, a fault which could result in a horizontal dis
placement or offset of 100 feet could hardly fail to fault the overlying 
hlanketand the Newman and Klingender vein:; to a like extent. Neither 
of these veins, however, shows any apparent faulting by the Stephens 
lode. 
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Several small northeasterly and northwesterly veins or stringers are 
cut in the crosscut from the Chestnut to the Newman vein. Two of 
these Yeins intersect in the roof of the crosscut, and the northwesterly 
fissure faults the other about 3 inches, as shown in fig. 52. 

About 8 feet west of the point where the crosscut enters the Newman 
vein, the latter is cut by a strong northwesterly lode (also visible in 
the crosscut) of barren crushed quartz. There is no recognizable 
faulting of the Newman vein. 

'Vhere crossed by the South Klingender cross vein, the Newman vein 
is pinched and splits up into 
stringers, but is not notice
ably displaced. The north
westerly lode here consists 
of crushed quartz, and is 
about 2 inches wide. 

Toward the northeast 
the Newman continues as a 
strong, fairly regular vein 
until it reaches the Cuarto 
cross vein. 'Vithin 4 or 5 
feet of the latter, the New
man vein bends abruptly 
north and persists for 
about 15 feet along the foot 
wall of the Cuarto lode as 
crushed and dragged ore 
(fig. 53). It is commonly 
supposed that the Newman 

FIG. 54.-Plan of South Klingender vein faulted by the 
south Klingender cross vein. vein is offset at this pomt 

by faulting, which has 
effected a horizontal displacement of 90 feet, throwing the northeast 
portion of the Newman vein into line with the Klingender vein. 

This supposed continuation of the Newman vein is cut by the James 
cross vein, and is distinctly faulted, the northeast portion being offset 
about a foot to the northwest. This northwesterly fissure also faults 
the Newman No. 2 vein in the same manner, the offset in this case, 
however, being only about 6 inches. 

Along the Klingender vein several small faults were noted along 
northwesterly fissures. The South Klingender cross vein faults the 
Klingender normally, offsetting the northeastern portion about 2 feet 
to the southeast. 

The South Klingender vein is faulted by the South Klingender cross 
vein, as shown in plan in fig. 5:1:. The northeasterly vein is curved 
and dragged to some extent along the fault plane. 

In general it may be said that the demonstrable faults in the Newman 
mines are small in throw and normal in character. 
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RICO-ASPEN MIKE. 

Situation and decelopntent.-This mine is situated on the south
western slope of Newman Hill. just north of Deadwood Gulch. As 
shown on Pl. XXXVI, it:-5 workings are contiguous to those of the 
Enterprise and Newman mines. Large amounts of rich ore were pro
duced subsequent to the purchase of the mine b~, the present company 
in 1891. This ore was obtained chiefly from the Yeins and "contact" 
workings in the northern part of the mine in ground at that time in 
dispute between this company wd the Enterprise Mining Company. 
Of late years but little ore has been shipped, and that has been mined 
by a few leasers. All of the old "contact:' workings and a large pro
portion of the drifts are no longer accessible. 

Country rock.-This is the same as that found in the Enterprise and 
Newman mines, including the persistent bed of blanket limestone. 
The general dip is from 10° to 15° to the southwest. Inspection of 
the geological map (Pl. XLI) shows that this is also the dip of the 
strata near the mouth of Dead wood Gulch, the direction of strike 
swinging around to the west in accordance with the main domical 
structure, of which the town of Rico occupies almost the central point. 

Access to the workings was formerly gained through five shafts-the 
Aspen, Vestal, Jumbo, Montezuma, and Silver Glance shafts. The pres
ent adit is the Syndicate tunnel, nearly 3,000 feet in length. For 900 
feet the tunnel has a southeast course. It then turns about S. 73° E. 
and continues on this course to the face, which could not be reached in 
1900 on account of the presence of gas. The Stephanite tunnel, which 
enters the hill just north of Deadwood Gulch, has a course of N. 72° E. 
for about 700 feet, and connects with drifts and crosscuts from the 
Syndicate tunnel. It is now caved in. The Syndicate tunnel is only a 
short distance below the blanket which comes down to this level at the 
Silver Glance shaft, a short distance south. 

The lodes.-Owing to the condition of the workings no satisfactory 
study could be made of the lodes in the Rico-Aspen mine. They are 
for the most part, however, direct continuations of those worked in 
the Enterprise mine, and are of similar character. The Syndicate vein 
is the same as that known as the Stephens, farther northeast, and as the 
Eureka in the Enterprise ground. The Jumbo No. 2 appears to cor
respond with the .Jumbo No. 2 in the Enterprise, and the Star is prob
ably the Jumbo No. 3. The latter may, however, be represented by 
the Selenide vein. The exact relations of the J urn bo, Montezuma, and 
so-called Montezuma-Jumbo veins could not be ascertained. 

The Selenide vein, which was being worked by leasers in 1900, has an 
average wid.th of less than 6 inches and is mmally frozen to the walls. 
It has a dip of about 85° to the northwest. It is filled with banded 
ore in every way similar to that already described in the northeasterly 
veins of the Enterprise mine. 
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As a rule, and exct>pting the disputed territory on the northeast, the 
veins are smaller and not as rieh as in the Enterprise workings. 

)l"orthwesterly lodes are numerous in the Rico-Aspen workings, and 
many of them are well exposed in the Silver Glance drift, which con
nects the shaft of that name with the Syndicate tunnel. These, as 
elsewhere in Newman Hill, are filled with barren white quartz, show
ing more or less crushing. They are generally accompanied by slight 
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FIG. 55.-Diagrammatic section through the Montezuma vein, showing faulting of blanket and 
occurrence of a second ore-bearing horizon below the blanket limestone. 

normal faulting, the maximum displacement observed being about 5 
feet. 

The blanket.-But little of this can now be seen in the mine, but the 
portions visible are of considerable interest. Above the Montezuma 
vein, just north of the Syndicate tunnel, the blanket is reached at 60 
feet aboye this level. It resembles closely that described in the Enter
prise mine, but is here subject to more sudden rolls and changes of dip. 
In places it has also undergone considerable differential movement. as 
shown by nry irregular slip planes traversing the soft shale breccia. 
These are particularly abundant in the upper portion of the blanket, 
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just below the leEts disturbed black shales forming the roof. The g-en
eral dip of the blanket is southwest at from 10° to 20° . 

Near this point the Montezuma vein is cut by two northwesterly 
veins. The southern one faults the Montezuma, offsetting the north
east part of this vein a few feet to the southeast. Above the intersec
tions of these veins the dark shale breeeia has been beautifully silicified 
by white quartz. All the finer material of the breccia has been replaced 
by pure white quartz, while the larger fragments, partly silicified, per
sist as more or less shadowy dark mottlings in a dazzling white matrix. 
No ore was seen in the blanket at this point. 

The Montezuma vein (or a spur from it) faults the blanket above it 
as shown in fig. 55. The dislocation is normal, and the vertical dis
placement is about 8 feet. ·A portion of the vein turns off flatl.y into 
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FIG. 56.-Partly diagrammatic sketch of th e gypsum ''eon tad" and inclosing beds ut the Silver 
Glance shaft, Rico-Aspen mine. 

a bed of shale below the stratum bf blanket limestone, and bas formed 
a nearly horizontal bunch of stringers and some ore, constituting a 
local ore horizon below the main blanket (see fig-. 55). 

In the vicinity of the Silver Glance shaft large masses of gypsum, 
occupying the stratigraphic position of the blanket, are well exposed, 
and excellent sections of the rocks immediately underlying the blanket 
horizon are obtainable in the Selenide drift near this shaft. 

The gypsum forms a solid. massin, crystalline bed, the maximum 
thickness of which is unknown, but which is probably considerably 
over 6 feet. When drifts are run under this gypsum, the underlying
thin-bedded shales, sandstones. and limestone cave away up to the 
gypsum, leaving the under surface of the latter as a solid roof. ~-\..s 
a rule this :mrfaee is very even and dips to the south at about 25 ~ . 

22 GEOL, PT ~-01--2~ 
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\Yhen•n•r it prt•senb sueh regularity it ret>ts directly upon the blanket 
limestone with no traee of the usual blanket ebewhPre found at this 
horizon. In such eases there is no ore found. 

But the under i'nrface of the g~·psum is not always m·en. It is 
sometimes irrpo·ularly corroded or dissoh·ed a\vay so that it becomes 

0 • • 

pitted with rounded ea,·ities, up to 8 feet in diameter, resembling 
innrtecl potholes. Groups of these ca,·ities are :-;hmrn in Pls. XXXII 
and XXXIII. A, which are from photographs taken just north of the 
Siln~ r Glance shaft. and a section across sueh a group is shown in 
fig. 56. \Yht> u snch eadties are tir:-,; t opened they are reported to lw 

usually partly filled with loose, spongy 
a •• gyp:;;um. ' ' \\Therever the gypsum 

A 
o 1 z J • s inches 

FIG. 57.-Plan of small gash viens produced 
on underside of gypsum b y the dying out 
of a stringer, which appears a few inches 
below as the straight Yeinlet A - B. 

whieh is a sketch of the side of 
of the shaft. 

shows no solution it re:;;ts snugly upon 
the hlanket limestone with a pededly 
sharp and tight bedding contad. But 
where,·er solution ha~ attacked the 
underside of the gypsum, more or 
less of the gray pulnrulent mate
rial, already deseribed as a charac
teristic feature of th e bottom of the 
"contact" in the Enterprise mine, 
always lies upon the limestone (see 
fig. 56). 

Toward the sonth the gypsum thins 
out and disappears at the Silyer 
Glance shaft, where its place is taken 
by the usual silty " contact" material 
up to ± feet in thickness, grading 
above into a breccia of shale and sand
stone. This thinning and final dis
appearance is g.ndoubtedly the result 
of the removal of the gypsum by 
solution. The general relations of 
the gypsum to the blanket and to the 
inclos~ng beds are shown in fig. 56. 

the Sih·er Glance drift jnst northeast 

The thin-bedded sandstones and shales which underlie the persist
ent bed of blanket limestone are well· exposed at the point of the 
aboYe sketch and also in the Selenide drift near hy. In this drift the 
splitting up of indi\'iclual beds of samh;tone or shale 3 or ± inehes 
thick into several thinner heels and the frequent eomplete wedging out 
of the latter can be plainly seen. These very thin beds, partieularly 
the shales, are frequently loeally clistorted and even thrown into small 
overturned folds, although more nutssive beds above and below them 
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are not noticeably disturbed. It is but a step from such a deformed 
bed of :shale to the production of a shale breccia identical with some 
of the so-called '' contacts " of this region. The hed of limestone 
immediately beneath the gypsum is without much doubt the same as 
the bed underlying the blanket in the Enterprise mine. In this por
tion of the Rico-Aspen working-s, however, there is a second very 
similar bed, stratigraphieally a few feet below it. 

Near the Silver Glance shaft the Selenide drift is so close to the 
blanket horizon that the Selenide vein does not appear as a simple vein, 
but is split up into a multitude of small stringers of white quartz. 
Some north westerly veins which occur at this point exhibit similar 
behavior. These stringers are usually less than 1 inch in width and 
are very numerous. They show a general tendency toward paral
lelism with a course of N. 55° E. They all die out at or before reach
ing the bottom of the bed of gypsum. Many are mere gash veinlets, 
dying out above and below in the thin fissile beds below the blanket 
limestone. Stringers which reach the bottom of the gypsum, or rather 
a thin shaly skin adherent to its under surface, frequently split at the 
point of disappearance into a curious linear system of gashes, repre
sented in fig. 57. One or two :stringers were noted passing up into 
the silty blanket material which underlies the corroded gypsum, as if 
they were of later date than the formation or deposition of this 
substance. 

South of the Silver Glance shaft the blanket can no longer be 
reached. All accounts agree that it contained ore and that it acquired 
in that direction a steeper southerly dip. At or near the line where 
the geological mapping indicates the existence of the Deadwood fault 
the blanket and its ore grew thinner and suddenly turned down with 
a steep dip to the south, so that it could no longer be followed with
out sin~ing. 

LEXINGTON TUNNEL. 

This tunnel was driven at a cost of $~4:,000 to undercut the workings 
of the Newman and Enterprise mines. It has a straight course of S. 
75° E., and a length of 3,000 feet. It cuts the Newman Hill lode 
systems about 350 feet below the lowest level of the Enterprise, and 
has a connection with these upper workings through the old Jumbo 
shaft, about 70 feet north of the tunnel and about 1,900 feet from its 
mouth. This shaft is 950 feet deep and extends 65 feet below the Lex
ington tunnel. According to Mr. Charles Newman, its bottom is in 
porphyry, immediately above which is some soft, broken shale, consti
tuting a kind of "contact." 

The Lexington tunnel is mainly in massive sandstone of the Lower 
Hermosa, with subordinate lodes of shale. The general dip is S. 35° 
w·. at from 10° to 15-). Seveml nins are cut belonging to the north-
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ea:,;terly aml northwesterly systems, but at this depth they are all ~mall 
and relati,~ely barren. The breast of the tunnel could not be reaehed 
by abdut 500 feet, but no vein was observed over 6 inches in width, 
and none which carried workable ore. The Eureka-Stephens syndi
cate Yein t rosses the tunnel about 7 5 feet west of the crosseut connect
ing ·with the .T umbo shaft. A few feet west of the vein a dike about 
15 inehes in width wa:-; cut. Its cour:-;e is about northeast and south
we;;;t, and it dips west at 75° . The roek is much decomposed, hut 
appears to be a tine-grained diabase, distinctly different from the usual 
gray monzonite~porphyry, common as intrusive masses in the Lower 
Hermosa sediments. This is perhaps the same dike noted by Farish 
in the Enterpnse mine. 
~ o ore has been taken from the Lexington tunnel. It affords, how

ever, a starting point for prospecting farther eastward, under Dolores 
l\Iountain, than is possible from the Group tunnel, which, on account of 
the general southeasterly dip of the strata, can not be continued much 
farther without cutting through and coming out above the Enterprise 
blanket. The indications for the existence in this direction of profit
able bodies of blanket ore, and productive veins yet undiscovered, are 
not altogether encouraging. Yet it is difficult to find a good reason 
for driving the Lexington tunnel thus far, unless it was intended to 
carry it farther. 

GOLDEN FLEECE OR NEW YEAR :MINE. 

This mine, which is not at present of great economic importance, is 
yet of considerable interest. It lies at an elevation of about 9,050 feet 
on the west slope of Newman Hill, near the t'>outheast corner of the 
town of Rico. It is entered by an adit tunnel about 200 fef:'t below 
the Group tunnel, and, although from .50 to 100 feet higher than the 
Lexington tunnel, this adit penetrates beds stratigraphically lower 
than those seen in the latter. 

The tunnel enters in porphyry, apparently near the upper part of 
the thick sheet of monzonite-porphyry mapped by Cross and Spencer, 
and by them described a::> intrusiYe into the Lower Hermosa sediments 
and attaining a thickness of 500 feet. It i.s without much doubt a 
portion of the same m~ss in which the Skeptical shaft is sunk, which 
is reached in the bottom of the ,Jumbo shaft, 65 feet below the 
Lexington tunnel, and which is encountered in the diamond drill hole 
clrinn from the floor of the Syndicate tunnel. 

The tunnel, from the mouth in, follows a vein in the porphyry·for 
several hundred feet. This Yein strikes about N. 75° E. and is 
practically vertical. It is usually simple, about G inches wide, and 
is frozen to its porphyry walls; but it sometimes divides into tight 
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stringers. It carries sphalerite, galena, and pyrite, and. is low in grade. 
Above this vein, and resting upon the upper surface of the porphyry 
sheet, which dips to the south, is a "contact" carrying some ore. At 
the point first seen, this blanket is about 5 feet thick. At its bottom, 
resting upon the porphyry, is about 8 inches of crushed quartz con
taining sulphides-chiefly pyrite. Above this is 18 inches of soft 
shale breccia, then about 6 inches of disturbed black or dark-gray 
shale. Above this rests 2 to 3 feet of soft, gray, somewhat calcareous 
shales, which are crushed and disturbed and sometimes reduced to a 
gray clay. The top of the blanket was not visible at this point. The 
fragments of shale are usually impregnated with fine pyrite. There 
is not always a sharp line between the dark and light shales and the 
latter are, in part at least, bleached and altered forms of the former. 

Above veins which enter it from below, the blanket breccia is 
frequently cemented and silicified by quartz carrying pyrite. In such 
cases the shale fragments can he recognized merely as siliceous blotches, 
of uncertain outline, surrounded by white quartz. 

In the southern part of the workings the porphyry sheet can be 
seen dipping down at about 30° fn a direction S. 25° E. Its contact 
with the shales is plainly an eruptive one, although the sheet in general 
follows the bedding planes. The blanket breccia does not always rest 
directly upon the porphyry, but is sometimes separated by a varying 
thickness of shale. 

The blanket ore, of which not much was seen, consists chiefly of 
chalcopyrite, pyrite, galena, and sphalerite in a somewhat spongy 
quartz gangue. It is entirely different in character and much lower 
in grade than the ore of the Enterprise blanket, from which it is 
separated by fully 400 feet of strata. The two contacts are different, 
not only in character, but probably in origin. 

UNION-CARBONATE MINE. 

Situation.-Perched at an altitude of 10,400 feet on the northwest 
spur of Dolores Mountain, the shaft house of this mine is easily seen, 
on looking due east from Rico, as the highest of the mine buildings 
that dot Newman Hill. It lies just a mile east of the town in a straight 
line, but is reached by a road which zigzags up the .slope of Newman 
Hill and passes over into Allyn Gulch. 

Histmy.-Work on the mine began in 1879, when two tunnels run 
in from the hillside struck the same ore body, and litigation followed. 
From 1880 to 1887 the mine lay idle. Then after spending some 
$25,000 at law, the contestants agreed to work the mine together. 
Operations were resumed, and ore was extracted until 189-!:. The 
total prod net has been about $100,000, although tlw workings are more 
extensive than in manv mines which han' pl.'odueecl several times i:bat 
amount. 
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Ik;•doriwd.-The mine is opened by a shaft 356 feet deep, and by 
three tnnneb connecting with the shaft on two main levels at HIO feet 
and 210 feet below its collar. A rough sketch map of the principal 
workings (based on hand-compass readings and pacing) is shown in 
fig. 58. 

A fourth tunnel, known as the Fickle Goddess tunnel, has been run 
in from the side of Newman Hill, on a course N. 83° "\V. for a distance 
of 682 feet. This is intended to eormect with the deepened Union
Carbonate shaft about 800 feet below its eollar. 

Countrymck.-This is in general the same as in the Enterprise sand
stones and shales of the Lower Hermosa, with an occasional bed of 
limestone. The general dip is southeast or east at 10° to 15°. These 

o......._ ................. ......._ ...... .._'oo ____ ~zoo fe~t 

FIG. 58.-Sketeh plan of the princ·ipal workings of the Union-('arbonate mine. 

beds are cut by sheets and dikes of monzonite-porphyry. The sheet
lih.~ intrusions are more numerous than in the mines farther south, 
and appear to have directly influenced the ore deposition. Although 
the workings in all probability pass through the same stratigraphic 
horizons that are encountered in the Enterprise, Newman, and Rico
Aspen mines, yet the characteristic blanket of these mines, with its 
underlying blanket limestone, overlying shales, and included masses 
of gypsum, can not be identified in the Union-Carbonate, where ore 
deposition took place under differer.t conditions. 

Occw'l'l'l<ce nf tlte ore.-The country rock of the Union-Carbonate 
mine is traversed by numerous vertical ,-eins, which show but few 
point:-: of resemhlant·e to those seen in the Enterprh:e mine and in the 
southern part of Newman Hill. A few fissures have a nearly north-
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and-~">outh course, but these are relatively unimportant. By far the 
greater number strike from N. 60° W. to N. 75° W. It will 
be remembered that the northwesterly fissures of the Enterprise 
and neighboring mines rarely depart more than .JN' from a north
south course, the divergence usually being only a few degrees. The 
prominent vdns of the Union-Carbonate, however, are much more 
nearly east and west than north and south. It is doubtful whether they 
can be considered as belonging to the same system as the northwesterly 
fissures previously described. The northeasterly veins of the Enter
prise, Newman, and Rico-Aspen mines, were not recognized in the 
Union-Carbonate workings at all. If they occur, it is as insignificant 
stringers of no known importance. In the Fickle Goddess tunnel, 
however, 682 feet below and to the west of the collar of the Union
Carbonate shaft, several northeasterly veins are cut, but they do not 
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FIG. 59.-Diagrammatic north-south sec·tion through the Union-Carbonntc mine, illustrating the 
general structure of the eountry rock, and showing some of the northwe,terly fi"nres tlnd their 
relation to the blankets and ore bodies. 

resemble those in the Enterprise ground, and carry little sa\·e quartz 
and low-grade pyrite, resembling the northwesterly rather than the 
northea~">terly lodes of the Enterprise. 

All of the veins seen are small. They are sometimes composed of 
quartz carrying a little pyrite or low-grade galena ore. Frequently 
this quartz is erushed and the vein is often nothing more than a fissure 
tillPd with a little crushed country roek, broken quartz, and gouge. 

Th<>se fissureH are usually fault planes, hut the displacement is rarely 
more than a few inehPs, and is usually normal. Several such faults 
can he wf'll studied in the crosscut south of the shaft on the 210-foot 
level, and some of them are indicated in the ~·eneral section of fig. 59. 
One vertical yein with a nParly Past-west strike, follo\\·ed for some 
distance hy the main drift on thP 1\10-foot level, is connected with a 
vertical displacenwnt of the t·ountry rock amounting to about 5 feet. 
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The rocks on tlw south have been dropped relative to those on the 
north. 

As a rule, the veins in the Union-Carbonate mine carry no workable 
ore. This is found only in so-called "contacts" near their intersection 
by the vein fissures. An exception to this statement must be made in 
the case of one important vein striking N. 65° W., and dipping south
west at 85°, which carried ore to a deptJ. of 30 or 40 feet below the 
main blanket horizon. Some of the largest and richest bodies of 
blanket ore occurred above this fissure. 

There are several so-called "contacts" in the mine, and as they 
difi'er in character, they will be separately described. 

The principal ore-bearing blanket passes through the shaft a few feet 
abo,·e the 190-foot level, but is cut by the latter in the southeastern 
portion of the wor~jngs, owing to the general southeaqterly dip pf the 
inclosing rocks. In the extreme southern portion of the mine the dip 
rapidly increases up to 602

, and carries the contact below the 210-foot 
lenL This "contact" is generally 4 or 5 feet in thickness, and rests 
upon an intrusive sheet of porphyry.· In the northern part of the 
mine it is overlain also by porphyry, but the latter sheet thins out 
toward the south and east, and the blanket is there overlain by shale. 
There is considerable irregularity in these relations, however, and it is 
not uncommon to find the porphyry roof suddenly giving place to 
shale, or vice versa. 

In its less altered condition the blanket is a breccia of somewhat 
mineralized fragments of shale and porphyry. Where the roof is 
shale the particles of this rock predominate, even to the exclusion of 
the porphyry, and the breccia presents the appearance shown in 
Pl. XXXIV, B, which is from a photograph taken on the downward 
incline on the southeast corner of the 210-foot level. The blanket 
material at this point consists of angular fragments of gray calcareous 
shale em bedded in a gray clay apparently derived from the disinte· 
gration of the shale. Some of these fragments are as much as a foot 
cube, and in the bottom of the breccia lie in all attitudes. Near the 
top. however, they remain with their planes of bedding more nearly 
parallel, and pass with no sharp break into the less-disturbed shales 
of the roof (Pl. XXXIV, B). All of the shale fragments show more 
or less alteration. Many are bleached nearly wLite and effervesce 
freely with dilute acid, whereas the darker fragments contain less 
calcite. Accompanying the change in color, there has been some 
replacement of the shale by pyrite, which tends to form in thin sheets 
parallel to the general laminations of the shale. In some cases, how· 
enr, a bed of the shale three-quarters of an inch or more in thick· 
ness may be observed almost entirely replaced by quartz and pyrite. 
A characteristic feature of such replacement is the formation of little 
vug-like ca ,-ities partly filled with porous quartz and a resultant porous, 
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friable structure in the whole replaein~r aggregate. Fig. 60 is a dmw
ing, aetual size, of such a replaced band of shale, which a few feet 
away is only slightly mineralized and preserves its shaly structure. 
At least a part of the mo\·ement which produced the brecciation is 
later than this mineralization 

Above the 190-foot le,·el, where the blanket lies between two sheets 
of porphyry, and particularly aboye the more prominent northwest 
-veins, the breccia has been vigorously altered. In some places it 
is a solid body, 5 feet in thiekness, of white quartz and pyrite. 
Sometimes the latter predominates in crumbling masses containing 
bunebes of galena ore. At other times the quartz has a porous, honey
combed structure containing pyrite and free sulphur. In some such 
cases the pyrite seems to ha\·e been partly dissolnd and carried away 
without deposition of any residual oxides of iron. In others the 
porous structure has plainly resulted directly from the metasomatic 

Less altered 
6hale 

Sponey 'luartz[ andpyor. 

Pyrite · · ·-- · 

Altered shale 

FIG. €0.-Replacement of tt layer of shale by pyrite (black) and ~pongy quartz, showing chara<·ter
istic small vugs with outer shells of pyrite ttnd inner lining of quartz crystals. 

replacement of fragments of porphyry h~· quartz and pyrite, with the 
removal of some of the constituents of the rock. Frequently the 
blanket quartz is crushed to a white powder-" sugar quartz." 

The masses of quartz and low-grade ore juf::t described have resulted 
from the replacement of a brec-cia of porphyry and shale by quartz 
and ore. "There the process has .not lwen so complete, fragments of 
porphyry may still be detected in the Hilieified mass. There were at 
least two steps to the process, the quartz of an earlier generation 
ha\"ing been shattered and recf'mented by later deposition. 

Howe,·er this blanket breccia may han been produced, it has cer
tainly been to some considerable degree a plane of faulting, the beds 
abo,-e it badng mowd relati,·ely to those below it. But the extent 
and direction of this moyenwnt ar~ wholl~· unknown. The exact 
hPh!'Yior of the yertical n·i11s to this bedding fault could not he ascer
tained.. They apparently do 11ot split up into t-:tringrrs on approaching 
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the blanket, as do the ,·eins in the Enterprise. They probably pass 
upward through it. suth•ring more or less displacement. 

Below this principal blanket occur several otbers of les:; extent and 
importance and of ditl'erent character. These occur in beds of dark 
shale, partieularly in thin beds lying between beds of sandstone or 
sheets of porphyry. '\Yhen fully deyeloped these blankets eoniiist of 
undnons yellow elay, usually finely banded parallel to the general 
bedding of the rocks between which it lies. This clay is an alteration 
prodnet of thP shale. and the banding- is the result of the original 
shaly lamination. The Yarious steps in the ehange from shale to yel
low day may be well seen in the c.rosscut running- south from the shaft 
on the ~10-foot leYeL 

In the vici nit~- of some of the vertical fissures these clay blankets 
sonwtimes contain bunches of ore, usually in the form of impure 
argentiferons lead carbonates, with occasionally some residual g-alena. 
Sneh an ore body was stoped out from the southern adit tunnel on the 
21U-foot leve l. It extended for about-! feet into the blanket on each 
side of a nrtieal fi .~snre :-:triking N. 75° W., and ayeraged about 3feet 
in thickness. In this ca:;e footwall and roof were both of porphyry. 
In the neighborhood of the shaft thi~ shale bed, in part altered to elay 
and occasionally carrying- a little ore, is probably about 30 feet below 
the main blanket predously described. In the southern part of the 
workings they come closer together. There bas been no faulting along 
this lower blanket horizon, as shown by the continuity of a dike of 
porphyry which connects with an v\'erlying intrusive sheet (see fig. 5!1, 
p. :3-!:3). The shale has been chaaged to day in situ by chemical proc
e:-::-:e:-:, unaided hy attrition. 

Blankets si milar to the last, often of ,·ery local extent. were noted 
at other stratigraphic horizons. Still other blankets are said to exi:-:t 
at :3oo and :3;)() feet below the t:ollar of the shaft, but they could not he 
reaehed in 1\.100. 

The ore shipped from the main hlanket of the Union-Carbonate mine 
ayeragecl about ~:W per ton as p1:ices were then, and was therefore of 
low grade compared iYith the Enterprise or Rico-Aspen ore. It is said 
to han been 7 feet thick in place:-:, and could he easily mined. It con
tained about 0.1 oun ce of gold, 1~ o,unces of sih·er, and a varying 
amount of lead. 

FOREST-PAYROLL :\IIXE. 

S:tlll{tion. - This mine is on the same spur of Dolores ~Iountain as 
the l'nion-Carbonatr, hut lies on tlw side toward Allyn Guleh , 'vith its 
orincipal aclit. at about 10.150 feet t' le nttion. 

]),,,.,Jopl!il'id. - ThP prin(·ipal working-:-: are reached through tht' Pay
roll tunnPI. about -!IH) fept in length. running S. 3~ ') \Y. 'fbis tunnel 
connect:-: with drifts. winzP,;, and stope . .;, on two nearly parallPl veins, 
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and with irregular working~ in two "contacts'' or blankets, lying one 
above the other. There are in addition 5 or 6 other tunnels run into 
the hillside at higher eleYations. 

Country rod:.- This is the Lower Hermosa, consisting· of shales,. 
sandstones, and limestones. It is cut by some large dikes of monzonite· 
porphyry, which are connected with intrusive sheets of the same roek. 

The lodes.-Several fissures are cut hy the Payroll tunnel, but none 
of them have proved economically important. The Magpie vein, inter
sected about 50 feet from the tunnel mouth, strikes N. 60° vV. and dips 
80° N. It is little more than a fissured zone in porphyry, containing 
some gouge. 

About 300 feet from the mouth the tm1nel euts the main Fore::-t
Payroll lode, whieh has been drifted on for 51iO or 600 feet. It strikes 

FIG. 61.-Vertica\ sketch '<'C tinn through the Forest-Payroll mine. nlong line of main tunnel. 

about N. 75° vV. and dips about S5 -:: SW. The lode soows a maximum 
width of about a foot of quartz and low-grade ore, containing much 
sphalerite. It is usually frozen to the southern wall, hut on the 
northern wall shows some gouge and cru:"hed country rock. .T ust 
within this wall is a small parallel vein of white, barren quartz. :3 or 4: 
inches wide, which app(•ars to he of later age. 

A third vein is cut near the breast of t lw tunnel This is paralld to 
the main lode, hut i~ small and ha:-:; heen driftf'd on for on I~· a few feet. 

The ore in the Forest Yein is low g·mde and i.-; found only in small 
bunches. 

The blanl..'ets. - The lower of tlw two blankets(" contacts") lies ahont 
85 fef't ahon the main Forest drift. It is about 5 feet in thicknPss 
and dips S. 15') E. at angl<'~ from 11) to 15 degrees (rig. 61). It is a 
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breccia of :-;hale mixed with yellow day and re~embles some of the 
blankets of the r nion-Carbonate mine. The roof is shale, while the 
floor i,;; sandstone. The blanket is not everywhere reduced to breccia 
and elay for its full thickness, but the softer materials are sometimes 
separated by harder bed;; of shale or sandstone which have resisted the · 
transformation undergone by the more susceptible beds and preser'l;e 
their firmness and eontinuity. The various nearly vertical fissures 
encountered in the drifts and crosscuts below pass upward throug·h 
the blanket and fault it. The maximum throw obsetTed is about 15 
feet, due to the Payroll nin. The result of the faulting is to cause 
the blanket to descend b.'· a series of steps toward the south. 

Ore occurs in the blanket in the immediate vicinity of the vertical 
fissures, but it is small in amount and of low grade. It is sometimes 
accompanied by crushed white quartz , and is often in the form of 
impure argentiferous lead carbonate. Some galena occurs, however. 

The upper blanket lies from 30 to 50 feet above the lower, the two 
being generally parallel. It is 5 or 6 feet in thickness, being some
what larger than the lower one. The roof is shale, rather disturbed 
and broken. while the floor is sometimes the upper surface of a sheet 
of rorphyry, sometimes a shaly calcareous sandstone. 

The blanket material is similar in general appearance to that 
described in the lower blanket. but it contains considerable amounts 
of soft, undnous, black material, which dries to a sooty powder. This 
snbstanee, which, as shown by chemical analyses (p. 283), is largely oxide 
of manganese~ is frequently in direct association with masses of lime
stone. the occurrenee of whieh in the blanket is of much interest. In 
some portions of the workings the limestone occupies the entire depth 
of the blanket zone, extending from the porphyry or sandstone floor 
up to the shale roof. It is often fissured and broken, the creYices 
being filled with the blaek material abon referred to. In other por
tions the limestoue is absent, or oceurs in isolated masses of irregular 
shape, eoated with the blaek substanee and embedded in the soft blanket 
material. 

The limestone is finely granular in texture, light buff in color, and 
is apparently far from being pure calcium carbonate. It is minutely 
laminated parallel to the general bedding· of the inelosing sediments. 
The black. sooty snbstanee is plainl~· an alteration product or residue 
of this limestone. It penetrates the latter irregularly and works 
inward along the lamina:> from the surface most exposed to the attack 
of the solutions which han efl'eeted the transformation. It is appar
ent that the relat.ion of this limestone to the upper Forest-Payroll 
blanket is closely analog-on,: to that of the gypsum to the Enterprise 
ancl Rieo-Aspen blanket. 

The upper blanket is faulted h~· the nearl~· Yertical northwest 
fissures 1n the same mnnuer ns the lcnYer one. The fissures are 
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sometimes filled with a tough clay gouge, showing evidence of recent 
movement. 

The ore of the upper blanket consists mainly of galena in Yarious 
stages of alteration to cerussite and anglesite. It occurs in relatively 
small bodies alongside the vertical fissures. It is not known to occur 
in the limestone as a direet replacement. 

The product of the mine i:o not known, but can scarcely have 
exceeded a few thousand dollars. 

OTHER :\liNES • 

.1lfediterranean tunnel.-This is on the south side of Allyn Gulch, 
at an elevation of about 9,800 feet. It runs in a southerly direction 
and has a length of about 1,500 feet. The country rock is the Lower 
Hermosa series of sandstones and shales, cut by several dikes and 
intruded sheets of monzonite-porphyry. 

Owing to the gas in it, this tunnel could not be entered in 1900, 
but G. W. Tower, who examined the workings in 1898, has recorded 
the following section, measured northward from the breast of the tunnel 
out: 

69 feet. Massive grits. Strike N. 60° W. Dip S\V. :wo. 
45 feet. Porphyry dike. Strike N. 60°. W. Vertical. 
30 feet. Mineralized sediments. 
00 foot. Barren fissure. Strike N. 55° E. Vertical. 
45 feet. Porphyry. Strike N. 60° W. Vertical. 
30 feet. Darkshale. 0Yerthisshaleisaflatorebody. StrikeN. i0°W. DipSW.l0°· 
84 feet. Massiye, dark, hardened shale. In places the shale is impregnated with 

pyrite and chalcopyrite. 
12 feet. Porphyry, dipping south and crossing the beds, 9 feet. 
18 feet. In sediments· to 6-inch Yein. Strike E.-W. Vertical. Zinc and lead. 
56 feet. Shales, to porphyry. Strike~ . i0° E. Vertical. 
12 feet. Porphyry. Strike N. 55° W. Vertical. 
39 feet. Shales and sandstones. One small Yein of quartz. Strike N. i5° "r· This 

turns into the bedding planes of the strata and shows both Yertical and horizontal 
movement. 

00 foot. Narrow dike. Strike E.-W. Vertical. 
12 feet. Grits, to fissure. Strike N. 60° W. Vertical, l-inch fissure. The walls are 

coated with quartz and pyrite. There is also some impregnation of the adjoining 
country rock. 

1i feet. Grits and shales, to fissure. Strike~- 5i0 W. Dip SW .. )0°. 
1 foot. Porphyry dike. 
17 feet. Shales and sandstones, to mineralized fissure. Strike ~. i0° E. Vertical. 

Eight inches of clay, cubical pyrite, and quartz. 
21 feet. Impregnated grit>", to fissure. Strike N .. )5° W. Vertical. 
18 feet. Porphyry. 
00 foot. Mineralized fissure. Strike N. 8~ 0 W. Vertical. Breccia, containing pyrite 

and chalcopyrite; 3 feet wide. 
32 feet. Serlimentaries. 
18 feet. Porphyry dike. Strike~. 78° W. Crosf'es stratification at low angle. 
6 feet. Grits, to vein. Strike N. 53° W. Vertical. 
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11 ft>t•t. lUassiH· pyrite. Strike K. 70° W. Yertical. Crystals, 1 to 2 inches in 
dianwtt•r. 

21 feet. Impregnated grits, to porphyry. Strike N. 45° W. Yertical. 
39 fed . Porphyry. 
60 feet . Sandstones and shales, to fissure. Strike N. 65° "r· Quartz. 
81 feet . lUassive green sandstone:;, to fissure. Strike E.-\Y. 
12 feet. Sandstom·s, to pyrite body on,·r porphyry. Strike NE. 
66 feet . Porphyry, to northwest tis1;u re, in porphyry. 
117 feet. Porphyry. 
400 feet . Surface wash aml debris to mouth of tunnel. 

Sunflower 111 In e.-This is also on the south side of Allyn Gulch, 
at an elevation of about 10,800 feet. The workings, consisting of a 
shaft and tunnel, are abandoned as inaccessible. Considerable work 
is reported to ha,·e been expended on a "contact" lying above those 
described in the Forest-Payroll mine. 

L a:tey m£ne.-This mine lies on the northern spur of Dolores 
Mountain, at an eleyation of ahout H, 500 feet. It was idle in 1900 and 
was not dsited. It has never been productive. 

p,.t, Patria (Scoutt's) twmel.-This tunnel enters the northwestern 
slope of Newman Hill at an eleyation of about 9,±50 feet. Its course 
is S. 31° E., and in the summer of 1900 it had reached a length of 
about 2,000 feet. It is an extensive prospecting venture, being 
designed to cut the northern extension of the lodes worked in the 
Enterprise ground and to explore the blanket or blankets in connection 
with them. The tunnel penetrates Lower Hermosa sediments and 
intrusi ,.e sheets and dikes of porphyry. The shales and sandstones 
have a general southerly dip. At the face massive beds of sandstone 
were found dipping to the southwest at an angle of 21°. 

SeYeral veins have been cut having g·eneral northeasterly or north
westerly cour:;es. But at the level of the tunnel these are small, and 
carry little sa,·e quartz and worthless pyrite. 

Soutlt Pm·k mine. - The adit of this mine is a tunnel run into the 
northwest base of Newman Hill from the bed of Silver Creek. As 
the workings were abandoned in 1900, and the water dammed back in 
the tunnel, the mine was not entered. For a distance of about 500 
feet, in monzonite-porphyry, the tunnel follows a fissure striking a 
little south of east, which Cross and Spencer have ~esignated the South 
Park fault. Apparently, no ore was found in connection with this 
fault fissure. About 350 feet south of it, however, a nearly parallel 
vein is said to have made a small body of good ore at its intersection 
with a bed of dark shale about 7 feet in thickness. The ore is reported 
to ha,·c been about 12 feet wide. The vein itself also carried ore for 
a distance of about 20 feet above and below the shale horizon. The 
strike of the beds, which are low in the Lower Hermosa formation, is 
about 1\. 30° \V., and the dip is southwesterly at about 25°. 
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The occurrence of this blanket ore in the South Park mine is of 
interest, sinee it -is found below the large intrusive sheet of porphyry 
that sweeps around the base of Newman Hill just east of Rico, and 
forms the country rock of the Skeptical shaft. The other ore-bearing 
horizons, howm·er, sueh as the Enterprise, Union-Carbonate, Forest
Payroll, and New Year blankets are all abo,·e this sheet. 

Hibernia tunnel.-This also enters Newman . Hill from SilYer 
Creek, about 600 feet west of the South Park. For about 350 feet the 
tunnel runs S. 12° E. It then turns and holds a somewhat crooked 
course to the east. Like the South Park, the tunnel enters in monzo
nite-porphyry and continues in this rock until a point is reached about 
420 feet east of the turn, where the base of the sheet is passed through. 
At this place the porphyry sheet shows a westerly dip of about 15° . 
It is underlain by thin-bedded shales, sandstones, and limestones 
belonging to the lowest portion of the Lower H ermosa. A seam of 
gouge between the porphyry and the underlying sediments indicates 
some movement along this plane. About 110 feet farther east a fault, 
with a general north-and-south course, crosses the drift and brings 
porphyry on the east again:>t H ermosa sediments on the west. This 
porphyry is apparently the same sheet just described, which is here 
faulted down on the east. Toward the breast of the tunnel the gen
eral southwesterly dip again carries the base of the porphyry up, and 
at the breast a bed of black shale about 1 foot thick underlies the por
phyry, and is itself underlain by a bed of dark limestone, of whieh only 
the upper foot of thickness is exposed. The shale dip::> 1:F, a little 
west of south. A little seam of fluorite occurs between the shale and 
the limestone. 

The Hibernia was originally run to intersect the northerly continua
tions of the Enterprise veins. If its initial cour:se had been maintained, 
however, it is doubtful whether it would ever have emerged from the 
ma:-;sive sheet of porphyry. But by turning eastward it was enabled 
to come out beneath the porphyry, which here appear:-> to dip a little 
west of south. ·whether the bed of shale beneath the porphyry will 
be found ore bearing is unknown. The position of this shale between 
massive limestone and thick overlying porphyry is certainly favorable 
to its being locally brecciated and filled or replaced by ore in the 
neighborhood of vertical fissures. Assays of the almost undisturbed 
shale in the breast are said to yield $6 in g·old per ton. 

Numerous small veinlets are cut in the easterly crosscut of the 
Hibernia tunnel. They are of no importance and generally han a 
northwesterly course. 

Onarno tunnel.-This is a crosscut, 1,400 feet in length, which 
enters the northwest slope of Newman Hill about 700 feet east of the 
Skeptical shaft at an altitude of about 9,350 feet. Its course is about 
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S. 23° E. It belongs to the Enterprise Company and was plann,ed to 
connect with workings from the Laura shaft, but was never completed. 

L~aoella slwft and Hl(rkeman tunnel.-The shaft was sunk east of 
the Enterprise adit at an elevatwn of 9,650 feet. It is reported 
that at a depth of SO feet the Enterprise blanket was encountered, 
dipping southwest at an angle of 30°. The shaft was then abandoned, 
and an attempt was made to reach this blanket by a tunnel driven into 
the hill about 250 feet above the Group tunnel. This tunnel, however, 
has revealed the blanket dipping easterly, there being apparently a 
local syncline between the tunnel and the shaft. In an attempt to get 
around this depression without cutting through the shale roof of the 
blanket, and thereby letting in the surface waters, the tunnel has 
become exceedingly tortuous, and no connection has yet been made 
with the Isabella shaft. A little ore has been found in this portion of 
the blanket, but it is of too low grade to ship. 

MINES OF HORSE CREEK. 

PUZZLE )liNE. 

This appropriately named property occurs on the south side of 
Horse Creek, a little more than three-quarters of a mile from its 
mouth. As the geological map shows, it is in th~ lower part of the 
large landslide area forming the north slope of Darling Ridge. 

The Puzzle mine was discovered about the year 1879 and during the 
first few years of operation produced nearly $300,000. The ore was a 
partly oxidized silver ore, frequently carrying from 600 to 1,800 ounces 
per ton and containing over 50 per cent of silica. None of this ore 
could be seen at the time of visit, but it was probably argentite, 
largely changed to native silver. C. W. Purington states in his 
unpublished notes that embolite, the chlor-bromide of silver, was also 
present. The ore was treated by barrel amalgamation in works situ
ated about 1,000 feet south of the mouth of Horse Gulch. These have 
since been torn down. 

After a few years the Puzzle ore body was worked out, and in 1900 
the workings had long been abandoned and could not be entered. 
:Many attempts have been made to find a continuation of the Puzzle 
ore body, but none of these ha,-e thus far been successful. 

The country rock of the Puzzle (and Puzzle extension) consists of 
sandstones, shales, and limestones, belonging without much doubt to 
the medial di,-ision of the Hermosa. These are cut by one or more 
dikes of monzonite-porphyry. 

These rocks, howe,·er, are not in place. They form a mass which 
has slipped for an unknown distance clown the slope from the south, 
burying the former bed of Horse Creek and forcing the latter to swing 
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VIEW UP HOflSE CREEK FROM C. H. C. HILL. CALICO PEAK IN THE DISTANCE. 

On the r•gh t IS a charactenst1c exposure of the Hermosa beds, on Sands~one Mountain 
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around the obstruction and cut a new- bed to the north of the old one. 
This change in the course of the stream i::; indicated in the map 
(Pl. XLI). 

A shaft 4:0 feet deep, sunk in the little swale which separate::; the 
Puzzle knoll from the main hill slope, passed through the landslide 
material and encountered buried stream gravels containing bits of 
wood. Gravels were seen in 1900 at the bottom of a winze sunk 20 
feet below the Hess and Garren tunnel, about 100 feet from it:S mouth. 
They consist of well-rounded pebbles and bowlders of yarious rocks, 
of al1 sizes up to 10 inches in diameter. Mingled with these i:-; much 
fine gravel and clay. This gravel rests upon a worn and irregular sur
face of black limestone, which in one place is cut by a dike of porphyry. 

It i::; impossible to be certain whether the g-raveb just dt:':-;eribed are 
identical with those underlying the Puzzle ore and found in the bottom 
of the old shaft above referred to. It is highly probable that succes
sive landslides took place, compelling the stream to change its eour,;e 
more than once. After sueh a slide the stream would be dammed, 
and would deposit silt and gravel above the obstruction. This depo:-;it 
would in turn be buried by the mass of roek slipping or creeping down 
the slope from the direction of Darling Ridge. 

The mode of occurrence of the Puzzle ore can at pre::;ent be only 
imperfectly ascertained through eonversation with those who formerly 
worked in the mine. It was an irregular replaeement of the upper 
portion of a bed of dark fossiliferous limestone. On the north it was 
limited by the ptesent i'ltream bed, on the east b~· a fracture plane 
filled with gouge, and on the west was cut off by a masi'l of buried 
stream gravels. The ore-bearing 1ime::;tone stratum is reported to 
have been greatly fractured and elevated toward the :·wuth by a suc
cession of small step faults until finally eut off by a soft ma~~ of 
crushed rock and goug-e. It is not known what rock direetly onrlay 
the ore, although in some placei'l broken rock and g-ouge is reported. 
Below the foot-wall limestone are the stream gravels of the old bed of 
Horse Creek. 

The Hess and Garren tunnel, starting from the bed of Horse Creek, 
in the .Puzzle Extension daim, just west of the Puzzle workings, runs 
in a direction S. 10° E. for about 325 feet. The rocks encountered 
are sandstones, shales, and limestones, all greatly disturbed. Bedding 
faults and cross fractures tilled with soft day g-ouge are numerou~, 
and in many plaees the beds are reduced to a ehaotic mass of frag
ments mingled with clay. At one point, perhaps 200 feet from the 
mouth, gravels were noted mixed with clay and ang·ular rock debris. 
At the breast is a massi,·e bed of black lime~tone overlain hy shales 
and sandstones, all dipping north at 15c. AboYe the lime:o;tone is a 
prominent bedding fault tilled with erushed shale and g-ouge. Other 
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similar but :-;mallt•r fault fissures oeeur in the overlying shales and 
sandstones. There ean be no doubt that the entire tunnel is in land
slide material. derived mainly from the Middle Hermosa. 

A shaft sunk some years ago by J. 0. Campbell on the Puzzle 
Extension ground encountered, at a depth of 60 feet, a bed of light 
ashy material about 12 feet thick. This layer consists partly of a pale 
sky1-blue vitreous mineral, whieh was determined by Mr. C. W. 
Purington , throug·h blowpipe tests, to be allophane, a hydrous silicate 
of alumina. The origin and association of the mineral at this occur
rence could not be ascertained. Specimens show the allophane mixed 
with earthy material, the structure of the whole suggesting an altera
tion product of .some unknown brecciated material. 

JH. A. C. MINE. 

Thi.,; property, lying on the hill slope, about 200 feet above the 
Puzzle mine, embraces two tunnels, a vertical shaft and an inclined 
shaft formerly known as the Hoosier Girl. The tunnels are prospects, 
rnn to find the original ore body from which that of the Puzzle was 
derived. The lower tunnel, at an elevation of 9,600 feet, runs S. 2° 
vV. and is about ±00 feet in length. It is all in limestone, which 
is so shattered as to require timbering throughout. The limestone, 
belonging to the middle division of the Hermosa formation, is- irregu
larly fractured into large blocks separated by seams of unctuous clay 
gouge. It is all landslide material and not in place. It has slipped 
for an unknown distanee down the slope of the hill, and the beds them
seh·es have slid over each other and have been at the same time 
irregularly broken. 

The upper tunnel is 50 feet higher than the lower and is about 550 
feet in length. For 175 feet it runs S. ±0 E. in thick-bedded dark 
limestone with a general northerly dip of 15°. This limestone is shat
tered into great irregular blocks separated by gaping crevices or by 
fissures a foot or more in width filled with yellow clay. Although the 
fragments are often confusedly jumbled, yet the original bedding is 
not entirely obliterated. 

The tunnel then tnrns eastward and penetrates highly disturbed 
sandstone, shale, and limestone, and a little intrusive porphyry for a 
di:-;tance of nearly 300 feet. 

Ahont 275 feet from its mouth the upper tunnel connects with an 
incline leading to a vertical shaft. These workings show fine-grained 
sancbtones and shales above the limestone in the tunnel. A lihtle ore, 
ehietly eopper carbonates in a calcite gangue, oceurs, mixed with clay 
and breeeia between the )jmestone and o,·erlying sandstone. It varies 
from a few indws to a foot in thickness, but is of small lateral extent, 
being ent off hy slip plane::>. 
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Both tunnels cut several shattered quartz yeins, apparently of no 
value. One in the upper tunnel is 5 or 6 feet wide. No rock wa:-; ;o;een 
in either tunnel which could be looked upon as being in place. 

The old Hoosier Girl inclined :'!haft lies about 100 )'ards southeast 
of the lower M. A. C. tunnel. It is on a large nin apparently strik
ing N. 75° W., but poorly exposed. The dip is to the south for the 
first 20 feet at an angle of 228

, and then increasing to 50° . The vein 
consists of barren, coarsely (·rystalline radial quartz. The centers from 
which the quartz has crystallized are often rhombs of calcite showing 
curiously dull and pitted surfaces, as if they had been attacked by some 
solvent before the quartz was deposited. 

MOHAWK MINE. 

This is in Mohawk Gulch, on the north side of Horse Creek, at an 
elevation of about '9, 750 feet. The vein, having- a general northwest
southeast strike, was worked through a crosscut tunnel, now eayed in. 
The dump shows monzonite-porphyry and shale. with some pyrite and 
sphalerite. Both walls of the vein are said to be porphyry. probably 
a dike. The material on the dump shows that the porph~T~' in the 
vicinity of the fissure has been altered to a skeleton of cryptocrys
talline quartz containing fine particles of pyrite. The larger feldspar 
crystals of the monzonite-porphyry ha,·e been remoYed, giring the 
siliceous alteration product a spongy texture, which reproduce:-:; to a 
certain extent the original porphyritic strueture of the rock. 

About 20 tons of ore, containing 40 ounees of silnr per ton. is said · 
to have been obtained from the mine in 1886. 

The geological map of Cross and Spen<"er (Pl. XLI) shows a fault 
passing through the Mohawk mine. It. is not known what intlnence 
this dislocation has upon the win. 

GREAT WESTERN MINE. 

This is a prospecting tunnel about 2,000 feet west of the Puzzle 
mine, and on the north side.of Horse Creek. The tunnel bas tt north
west course and is over 400 feet in length, the face being inaccessible 
owing to caving. It penetrates shales, limestones, and sandstones, 
probably belonging to the middle division of the Hermosa formation, 
with an intercalated intrusi,·e sheet of porphyry. The general dip of 
these rocks is to the north at about 15°, and tbey are apparently in 
place, although the tunnel for 125 feet from its mouth passes through 
surface wash and slide. About 250 feet from its mouth the tunnel 
exposes a blanket about 6 inches thick, lying between sha.l~' limestone 
below and shaly sandstone above. This layer of brecciated material 
is apparently not of great extent. and praetieally dies out in a distance 
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of 25 feet to the we~t of the tunnel, where the shaly sandstone rests 
upon the limestone with but slight evidenee of di:sturbance. 

~\ second and stratigraphically higher blanket appears in the roof 
of tlw tnnuel, about 300 feet from the mouth, and dips down toward 
the breast. This is a soft, dark breceia consisting of crushed shale, 
sancbtone, nnd lime::;tone, lying between two beds of limestone. In 
places it is at least 6 feet in thieknes::; and contains within it a sheet of 
porphyry 3 feet thiek, which hns been altered to a soft ~ray elay con
taining much fine pyrite. 

L.ACKA W ANNA AND OTHER :MINES. 

"'est of the Great \V estern tunnel and scattered along Horse Creek 
an' severn! small mines which were formerly worked nnd from some 
of whieh a few tons of ore were taken prior to 1887. They include 
the Lnekawannn, Puzzler, Flying Fish. Roderick Dhu, Christina, Bel
zora, San ,T nan, and Golden 1900 (formerly the Sunnyside). These 
are all abandoned and no longer accessible. lVIost of them are on 
YE'ins striking about N. 55° \Y., the Belzora and Christina being sup
posed to be on the same fissure. 

High up on the north side of Darling Ridge, at an elevation of 
1U,700 feet, is the Magnet mine, in whieh a little work has been done 
upon a body of magnetite. This magnetite occurs as a replacement 
of limestone belonging to the Middle Hermosa, and has an average 
thiekness of about 5 feet. The beds in which it lies strike southeast 
and nortlrwest and dip northeast at about ,w=-. But the entire deposit 
is within the larg-e Hor:-;e Creek landslide area and is probably not in 
place. That the ore is limited and cut off by faults , is shown even by 
the present Yery superficial workings. 

The limestone which forms the hanging wall is cherty, but that 
upon ·which the ore r ests is a soft white gTanular limestone, penetrated 
irregularly hy streaks of magnetite and malaehite. 

The ore, whieh in its upper part is slig-htly oxidized, contains a 
little chalcopyrite. The best contains about 65 per cent of iron, with 
half an ounce of silver and a tenth of an ounce of gold per ton. A 
little 'iYas being mined in HIOO and sold to the smelter in Durango for 
use a.-; n tlnx. Eut ns the smelter allowed only $4 or $5 a ton for the 
iron and the eost of transportation amounted to $4 per ton, the 
operation eould sean·ely be very profitable. 

The Uncle Remus mine, situated at an elevation of 11,350 feet at 
th e jnnetion of Darling Ridge with Expectation Mountain, was for
merly w·orked through a shaft and tunnel. It i:-: on an irregular \'ein 
in monzonite-porphyry, from which a little gold ore containing tellu
rium ha::- been extracted. Chemical te::;ts hy Dr. H. N. Stokes show 
that a littlP molybdenum o<.·cnrs in the orP. The workings werf' ea,·ed 
and ahandonP(l in l!lll(). 

TbPre an• ""'·eral pro,.;p1•d:-; 011 the South Fork of Hor,.;e Creek, 
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including the Hand-Out, upon some of which considerable work has 
been done; but they were all abandoned and inacces~;ible in 1800, 
and no information concerning them was obtainable. 

On theW est or Middle Fork eonsiderable tunneling has been accom
plished on the Palmetto group, but no ore has been produced. There 
are various other small prospects in the vicinity, one of which-the 
Marriage Stake-is on a nearly vertical fissure in porphyry, l"h·iking 
nearly east and west. The fissure contains no vein quartz, but the 
porphyry for a width of 5 or 6 feet is silieitied and impregnated with 
pyrite in the manner described on the Mohawk prospect. 

JOHNNY BULL MINE. 

This mine, situated in the saddle between Calico Peak and ,Johnny 
Bull Mountain, was opened in 1879, and in the course of one or two 
years produced about $100/100. The ore then became exhausted, and 
the mine has been abandoned for many years. The ore is said to htwe 
occurred in a "chimney," roughly circular in plan, and 1U or 15 feet 
in diameter. It was mined through a Yertieal shaft 123 fpet in depth. 
This shaft is now eaved in, and only a crater-like pit on the surfaee 
marks the site of the former ore body. A tunnel 180 feet in length 
was run in from the west side of the ridge in 1882 to conneet with the 
shaft. The eonneetion was effected, hut the ore gaye out at this point. 

The country rock of the .Johnny Bull eonsisb; of fine-grained "and
stones and shaly limestones belonging to the Dolores formation, ent by 
sheet("! and dikes of monzonite-porphyry. As seen in the eratt>r-like 
depres:~don above the old workings, the ore body was inelosed in a Yery 
fine-grained, nearly white sandstone, which is minut.el~, impregnated 
with pyrite and tra,·ersed by smalL irregular dike:-; of porphyry. 
Close to the ore this sandstone contains abundant pyrite, is tnwersed 
by irregular streaks which di:ti'er from the re:-;t of the rock in contain
ing numerous spots of kaolin, and is often strongly silicified. The 
gangue of the ore i:-; composed of cryptocrystalline quartz, full of 
minute vugs, which has resulted from the complete :-;ilicification of the 
fine-grained sandstone. This silicification extends irregularl~, into the 
inclosing country rock, particularly along bedding planes. 

Below the ore body a vein was encountered in the crosscut tunnel 
already mentioned. This vein strikes N. 25c \V. and dips northeast, 
and as shown by the dislocation of beds of sandstone and a sheet of 
porphyry whieh it cuts, corresponds to a small normal fault. This 
fissure is less than a foot wide and contains crushed rock, gouge, and 
a little ore. The J ohuny Bull ore body was apparently deposited from 
this fissure through silieification and replacement of certain bed:,< fayor
able to such metasomatic action. The localization of the deposit rt:': a 
"chimne~'" appears to have been due to the existenee of one or more 
cross fnwtures. 
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The ore of the Johnny Bull consisted of enargite, pyrite, black oxide 
of copper, free gold, and probably other minerals. It was of high 
grade, hoth in gold and silver. Chemical tests made by Dr. H. N. 
Stokes showed that some of the ore contained tellurium and traces of 
bismuth. 

GOLD ANCHOR MINE. 

This is entered by a tunnel about 700 feet in length, which runs 
from Bull Basin in a direction N. 65° W., and passes. under the 
Johnny Bull workings. The tunnel passes through conglomeratic. 
white sandstone, fine-grained sandstones, and shaly limestones belong
ing to the Dolores formation. 1 These beds strike N. 15° E. and dip 
westerly at about 25° . They are cut by several dikes of porphyry, 
which in some cases contain phenocrysts of kaolinized feldspar up to 
2 inches in length, and by one elastic dike 8 inches wide, filled with 
firmly consolidated frag·ments of sandstone and grit, with some quartz 
pebbles. 

About ±50 feet from its mouth the tunnel cuts the Anchor vein, 
striking north and south, and dipping east at about 70° . ·where 
seen, this vein is chiefly a soft gouge, showing evident signs of recent 
movement. It shows a porphyry dike or sheet on the hanging wall. 
Some specimens of ore from this vein show metasomatic replacement 
of fine-grained light sandstone by pyrite and tetrahedrite. The proc
ess of ore deposition is closely similar to that in the Johnny Bull. 

Nearly 600 feet from the mouth the tunnel intersects a fissure 
which is supposed to be the Johnny Bull vein. It strikes about N. 

· 50° E. and dips southeast 50°. At the tunnel it is f', mere seam of soft 
gouge, less than 5 inches wide, carrying a little pyrite and traversing 
fine-grained sandstone. This fissure was drifted on for about 60 feet 
to the northeast, where it opened into a small "chamber" or stock of 
pyrite about 10 feet in diameter. Some of this pyrite upon assay 
afforded over 90 ounces of gold, and it was stoped up for ±5 feet. 
But as a whole the ore did not pay the cost of its extraction. A 
little tetrahedrite was associated with the pyrite. The ore body, like 
that of the Johnny Bull nearly directly above it, was formed by local 
replaeement of fine-grained sandstone and shale adjacent to the fis
sure. It may well be doubted whether this fissure is the same as that 
of the Johnny Bull, as the two (as nearly as could be determined by 
the short exposures available) are divergent in dip and strike. 

OTHER PROSPECTS IN BULL BASIN. 

The Albion (formerly the Victoria) was formerly worked through 
t~o shallow :-;haft:; and produced a :'Small qmwtity of pyrite and tetra
heclrite ore from a small irregular fis:-mre. 
-----·- ---

1 It is CJf int t:· r(· ~ t tu ll11te that the red ('Olor so chnraett:· rbtiP of the l>olores fonnation of the Jura
t:-iiL"' t•n :-.:nrf<H'l' l' Xpo~un•."' d£~nppl'H r~ nnderground !i\.t len~t in thi!-1 r Pginn) nnd the beds become 
nearly whit e·. 
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The Caledonia (formerly the Rico) is supposed to be on the same 
vein as the Albion. It was opened by a shaft and tunnel and is 
reported to have yielded a little "black copper" ore. The vein as 
seen in the shaft strikes N. 40° W. and dips northeast at 85° . It is 
composed of solid quartz up to 16 inches wide , carrying sphalerite 
and pyrite. 

The Utah claim, on the north side of the lower part of the basin, is 
on a large vein of barren white quartz striking· N. 55° \\T. and dip
ping 50° to the northeast. The country rock is pebbly sandstone of 
the Dolores formation. Considerable drifting has been done on this 
vein, which is sometimes over 3 feet wide. The quartz is fractured 
and crushed, and shows no mineralization beyond an occasional speck 
of pyrite. 

MINES OF THE EASTERN SLOPE OF EXPECTATION MOUNTAIN. 

N. A. COWDREY l.\IINE. 

This is situated on Sulphur Creek at an elevation of 8,850 feet. The 
workings consist of a tunnel something over 500 feet in length, run
ningS. 60° W., and some stopes in a blanket. The tunnel follows an 
irregular bunchy lode, in massive fine-grained sandstone belonging to 
the Lower Hermosa, and dipping S. 30° W. at an angle of 20c. Low
grade ore, consisting of pyrite, galena, and sphalerite in a quartz 
gangue, occurs in the larger portions of the lode, which often splits 
into irregular and discontinuous stringers. The general dip of the 
lode appears to be southeasterly, at a high angle. 

About 500 feet from the mouth the tunnel ents a blanket, which is 
composed of a bed of black shale about 18 inches thick, resting on mas
sive sandstone. Above the shale is about 3 inches of limestone, then 
18 inches more shale, and then massive sandstone. Near the lode 
the lower shale is crushed and veined with quartz. The ore occurs 
near the bottom of the bed, resting on the sandstone. It consists 
chiefly of galena and sphaleritP, and is of low gmde. From 100 to 200 
tons have been extracted, but the mine is now idle. 

The main lode appears to pass upward through the blanket, although 
its identity is obscured within the mineralized shales. 

TO)lALE :MINE. 

The abandoned workings of this mine are also on Sulphur Creek, 
about 50 feet higher than the N. A. Cowdrey. The adit tunnel follows 
an ore-bearing stringer striking S. 55° \V., and dipping northwest at 
an angle of about 75°. The stringer b: usually about an inch wide and 
carries galena, sphalerite, chalcopyrite, and pyrite, with very little 
quartz. The eount.t-y rock is tine-grained massin' sandstone of the 
Lower Hermosa, whieh is traH'rsed by :.,;eventl other stringer:.,; gener-
ally parallel to the one followed. · 
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About 6t1 feet from the mouth of the tunnel the stringer is cut off 
bY a fault whic·h tltrike::; K 5oc· ,V. and dips 60° NE. This fissure 
carries white quartz and some pyrite, the whole being somewhat 
crushed. and accompanied by gouge. 

A cros:-,;cnt of 18 feet to the northwest along- this fault shows that 
the country rock is tranrsed by many small veins, g-enerally parallel 
to the one followed in the tunnel. Some of these carry ore. Others, 
like the htiSure faulting them, contain only quartz and pyrite. At the 
end of the crosseut, a string-er about 3 inehes wide, of solid galena, 
sphalerite, and ehalcop~Tite, was encountered in the southwest side of 
the crossent, cut off sharply toward the northeast by the fault. This 
stringer was then drifted on as the main vein, but it is hy no means 
certain that it is the same as the ore originally followed northeast of 
the fault. This lead was drifted on for 150 feet, but it maintained its 
character as a small, tight-branehing· string-er, and the prospect was 
finally abandoned. 

ARGONA"CT MINE. 

This mine is also on Sulphur Creek and is entered through two tnn
Jwl.-: a fe\\' yarch upstream from the Tamale aclit. These tunnels are 
separated by a vertical cli.-.tance of about 50 feet, both entering in the 
same ,.,;beet of porphyry. In the lower level a crosscut of 125 feet 
gin•,.; ac-eetls to the lode, which :',;trikes N. ±0° E. and dips northwest at 
an angle of t:i0 2 • Ahout 150 feet of drifting on the Yein was accessible 
ou thi,.; lc·,·el at thP time of yisit. The lode yaries in width up to a 
maximum of 1 foot. It frequently splits up into a stringer lead which 
is too lean to work. Tht' ore eonsists of galena, sphalerite, chalcopyrite, 
and p~-rite, in a gangue of unusually spongy quartz, full of minute 
n1gs. Then-' i;.; usually a gouge on both foot and hanging walls. 

The n•in has been stoped through to the upper tunnel, which enters 
in porphyry, but finally cuts through the upper surface of the tlheet 
into o,·erlying shale:',; and fine-grained massiye sandstones and lime
stone belonging to the Lower Hermosa. These beds dip S. 15c E., at 
an angle of ±(fJ . The unusual steepness of this dip is probably due to 
loeal irreg-ularity consequent upon the intrusion of the porphyry. 

The lode in this lenl preseiTes the general character already noted. 
The ore , howe,·er, itl sometimes nearly free from quartz, and the ex
istence of sheeting and minor Yeining of the country rock alongside 
the main fitlsnre i:',i better shown. 

It is reported that the ore did not extend up into the shale which 
immediately m·erlies the tlheet of porphyry. At the time of dsit the 
top of the old stopes wa:',i not accessible, bnt G. '""· Tower records in 
hi.-:: notes that the oYerlying shales are breeciated and the limestone 
silieifiecl, bnt that no ore was deposited. 
~o ~work lm,.; been done on this property for years. 
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BANCROFT MINE. 

This lies about 1,500 feet north of the Argonaut, and, like most of 
the properties in the vieinity, is at present little more than an abandoned 
prospect. It was proposed in 1900, however, to reopen it for zinc ore. 
It has been opened by a tunnel and shaft. The tunnel follows a vein 
striking N. 50° E. and dipping northwest at 75c. The country rock 
is Lower Hermosa sandstone, dipping south at an angle of 15c. A 
second parallel vein lies about 12 feet to the northwest. Resting 
directly upon the sandstone is a layer of soft shale breccia and yellow 
clay from 2 to 3 feet thick, overlain by shale. The northwest vein is 
apparently cut off sharply at the ba:;e of this breccia. ·The other 
vein, the one followed by the main tunnel, loses its vein character 
upon reaching the breccia, and the latter shows a little ore, while the 
underlying sandstone is also slightly mineralized. It is reported that 
some ore was stoped from this blanket, extending to a distanee of 30 
feet from the fissure. 

Most of the old workings are no longer accessible, and although 
some highly sphaleritic ore was seen on the dump, it was not seen in 
place except in small amounts in the northwest vein. The same sheet 
of porphyry cut in the Argonaut workings was apparently encountered 
in the Bancroft shaft and in the abandoned St. Louis shaft, a little 
highe1: up the hill. 

SILVER SWAN MINE. 

The adit of this mine is a tunnel some 900 feet in length, entering 
the mountain about 500 feet south of Sulphur Creek, and near the 
level of the Dolores River. This tunnel runs S. 80° E. in Lower 
Hermosa sandstones, shales, and limestones. It cuts se,·eral small 
veins of no eeonomic importance as far as known. Near the breast of 
the tunnel a raise of 60 feet connects with a short upper le\·el. Here 
a small and irregular vein followed in the lower level becomes much 
larger, striking N. 80° E. and dipping north at 70°. At the west 
breast of this upper drift the vein shows a foot of ore next the banging 
wall, consisting· of galena, sphalerite, chalcopyrite, and pyrite, with 
about 3 feet of sheeted sandstone and ore-bearing stringers on the 
foot wall. 

Another rise of 12 feet giYes access to a higher leveL which at its 
western end cuts a well-marked blanket. This consists in its lower 
part of about 6 inches of soft gray clay or gouge, abo,·e whieh is an 
unknown thickness of black shale which has been shattered and crushed 
to a tough clayey mass. The whole "contact," which undoubtedly 
represents a pronounced hedding· fault, rests upon sandstone dipping 
10° or 12° to the southwf'st. 

The main lode is said to spread out to a width of 20 feet and to cn.rry 
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galena ore immediately below the gray gouge. The veins are certainly 
cut off squarely at this horizon, but the development is not yet suffi
cient to determine the precise mode of occurrence and extent of the 
ore bodies . 

The ore so far found is of low grade, with its value chiefly in silver. 
It has not yet been produced on a commercial scale. 

LITTLE MAGGIE GROUP. 

This i,.; a group of prospects on the west bank of the Dolores River, 
· about 8UO feet north of Sulphur Creek, and includes the Little Magg-ie, 

Birchard, and Hardscrabble claims. The several tunnels and drifts in 
Lower Her~osa beds expose a blanket closely resembling that of 
Newman Hill. It rests upon a bed of limestone and is overlain by 
dark shale. It consists chiefly of a shale breccia and contains a few 
small bunches of ore. The limestone and shales beneath this blanket 
are traversed by numerous small stringers of white quartz, but no 
work ha,.; been clone to determine whether these indicate the presence 
of a vein or Yeins beneath. Various incipient or local blanket breccias 
were. noted in the dark shales at different stratigraphic horizons. 

IRONCLAD MINE. 

This lies about 500 feet north of the Little Maggie group, in Lower 
H ermosa beds, striking northwest and dipping southeast at 15°. The· 
tunnels of this mine were caved in at the time of visit. The main 
yein is reported by G. ·w. Tower to have a course of N. 55° E. This 
vein i::; said to have yielded about 300 tons of ore, containing 30 ounces
of silver per ton and 6 per cent of copper, from a pocket encountered 
at it,; intersection with a fissure running N. 30° W. 

WHDI MINE. 

This property, no longer accessible, was opened by four tunnels 
about 200 feet north of the Ironclad. Tower states that a vein strik
ing N. 50° vV. is slightly faulted by a vein trending N. 20° E., and 
that both carry galena in a gangue of quartz and calcite. · 

LITTLE LEONARD )Il'\E. 

This prospect is situated between Iron Draw and Sulphur Creek, at 
an altitude of ahout 9,800 feet. There are several tunnels, of which 
the lowest only was accessible at the time of visit. This is about 300 
feet in length and cuts a number of northwest-southeast fis::-ures in 
monzonite. These are unusually numerous and ha,·e rather flat south
westerly dips ranging from 1<)0 to 4:0° . They frequently eontain 
nothing but gouge, although there is sometimes a little crushed quartz 
present . No ore was seen. 
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MONTEZUMA l\IINE. 

This is opened by two tunnels about 150 feet above the settlement 
known as Piedmont, which lies north of and just across the river from 
Rico. 

The lower tunnel is about 300 feet in leng-th and has a course 
of N. 55° W. for about half the distance and then turns N. 70° \V. 
It follows a tight and irreg-ular vein which dips southwest about 
70°. For a distance of nearly 250 feet from the mouth of the tunnel 
the country rock is quartzite, referred doubtfully to the Devonian. 
Beyond this appear limestone, sandstone, and shales, belong-ing- to the 
Lower Hermosa, and dipping- H. 10° W. at an ang-le of 15c. Associ
ated with these beds is some intrusive porphyry, apparent}~- a sheet 
connected with the larg-e eruptive mass which extends up the spur 
between Aztec Gulch and Iron Draw. 

At the point where the tunnel emerges from the Devonian quartzite 
it cuts a very irreg-ular blanket, consisting- of crushed an<+ pulverized 
rock, g-ouge, and ore. This material rests partly on the quartzite and 
partly upon monzonite-porphyry. It is overlain by shales and sand
stone. It is apparently a bedding- fault along a bed of limestone, which 
has been broken up and partly replaced by ore. .The latter consists 
chiefly of pyrite and chalcopyrite in a gangue of quartz and chlorite . 
. A little g-alena has also been found. 

This blanket ore is directly connected with the main vein, which con
tinues up throug-h the overlying- sediments, and which, as far as could 

. be determined, is not a plane of perceptible faulting-. The porphyry 
and quartzite that underlie the breccia are impregnated with pyrite. 
Part of the quartzite shows in addition intense metamorphism of a 
kind not usuall3r associated with ordinary ore deposition. In its initial 
stag-es this alteration consists of the development of green hornblende 
in the interstices of the quartzite. But wh~re the process has been 
complete the quartzite is replaced by a coarsely crystalline aggregate 
of· pale-green hornblende, pyroxene, and epidote. In other places the 
metamorphosed rock consists of coarsely crystalline pyrite, chlorite, 
quartz, and dolomite. This metamorphism is evidently of the same 
origin as that so noticeable in the Atlantic Cable, Shamrock, and Smug
gler claims, and generally prevalent in the Devonian rocks just north 
of Rico. 

The upper tunnel follows a smaH vein lying a little north of and gen
erally parallel to that followed in the lower tunnel about 2£) feet below. 
On the north side of this tunnel a flat deposit of iron pyrite, in a 
matrix consisting chiefly of chlorite and ranging in thickness from 
1 to 2 feet, extends to an unknown distance from the win. It dips 
southward at a small ang-le. It is a replacement along a bedding- plane 
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in the quartzite, which ~hows a ~omewhat similar alteration to that 
already deseribed. 

The Smelter fault, as described by Cross and Spencer, must pass 
through or very near the upper tunnel of the Montezuma, but the 
workings themselves fail to reveal its presence. 

CAL Ul\'IET l\IINE. 

This prospect is of interest through being on a vertical fissure, which 
is probably a braneh of the Last Chance fault. 1 It is opened by a 
tunnel 500 feet in length, which enters about 1,000 feet south of 
Aztec Gulch and about 100 feet abo,·e the Dolores River. The vein 
is .f or ;) feet in width, but without 1·egular walls. It is filled with 
quartz. u,;nally much crushed, containing bunches of pyrite. 

The country rock near the mouth of the tunnel is fine-grained sand
stone. chang-ing near the breast to shale and intrusive porphyry. It 
is all more or less impregnated with pyrite and chalcopyrite, and the 
porphyry in particular is tra,·ersed hy numerous minute stringers of 
quartz and pyrite and decomposed to a soft gray mass. Stringers 
containing quartz and pyrite and striking northwest and southeast are 
very numerou:-;. 

AZTEC lVIINE. 

This mine, one of the first to be opened in the district, is situated 
in Aztec Gulch at an ele,·ation of about 9,600 feet. It has been worked 
ver~· irregularly for ntrious short periods since 1879 and has made 
some ~mall shipments of ore. About 24: tons were produced in 1895, 
which n1.rried from $2 to $3 in gold and 17 ounces of silver per ton 
and 11 per ecnt of lead. 

The developments are eonfined to some tunnels and small stopes on 
the Aztec lode. Thi . .,; strikes ahout N. 70° "VV. and dips north at from 
80° to 85': . The country rock consists of shales, sandstones, and shaly 
limestones of the Lower Hermosa formation. 

As exposed in the upper tunnel, the vein consists of white banded 
quartz, 3 feet in width, the banding being due to thin films of partly 
silicified gouge or shale inclosed in the quartz. This quartz is practi
cally barren, containing only a little pyrite. On the footwall is a 
breecia of shale and shaly limestone about 2 feet wide, whieh passes 
without definite wall or gouge into the undisturbed shales and lime
stones forming the country rock (fig. 62). Both breccia and country 
rock are mineralized, chiefly with pyrite, to a di::;tance of at least 5 feet 
from the vein. .Much of this mineralization is a metasomatie replace
ment of ealeareous shale hands similar to that described (fig. 60, p. 345) 
in the G nion-Carbonate mine. 
--- ···- ··- ··· - ----- - -------------------

1 Crn:o:s 1111(1 SpellC'Pr. lne. r-it .. p. 120. 
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On the hanging wall of the vein i:; a somewhat ~imilar breccia, the 
width of which is not certainly known; but it is at least 5 feet. This 
breccia consists chiefly of shale fragments, often cemented by white 
quartz, and sometimes by ore. 

The geological work of Cros~ and Spencer ha~ shown that the Nellie 
Bly fault, which passes O\'er the point of Nigger Baby Hill, probably 
extends throug·h Aztec Gulch. The character of the Aztec vein cer-
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FIG. 62.-Cross section of the Aztec lode. 

tamly mdiCates that considerable differential movement has taken place 
along this fissure. The development of the mine, howe,·er, is not suf
ficiently extensive to determine the throw of the fault at this point. 

The Columbia claim, abo an early location, is on the same ,-ein as 
the Aztec, and is situated a few hundred feet lowf'r down the gulch. 
It has not been worked for vear~. 

Thh.; mine lies on the northeast ~lope of Expectation Jiountain, 
between Horse Creek and Aztec Gulch. Tl1e principal ad it i:; a tunnel 
entering the hill at an altitude of about 9.250 feet. The main work
ings are shown in the sketch plan of fig. 63. They are in shales and 
sandstones belonging to the Lower Hermosa. 

Several veins are cut hy the tunnel, as shown in fig. 63, but they 
ha,·e not proved of any importance. The main Sambo vein is usually 
from 3 to 4 feet wide, composed of solid mottll:'d quartz earrying a 
little pyrite. The mottling is due to numerous silicified fragments of 
shale included in the vein. The \'ein strikes N: 75c "'·and dips north
ward at about 65° . It occupies a fault of at least ± or i'i fePt throw. 
But whether normal or not, could not be determined. This Yein il:l 
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it~elf of no value, but immediately above the top of the drift it is con
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FIG. 63.-Sketch plan of the Sambo mine. 
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FIG. 64.-Cross seetion of the Sambo Yein and blanket ore body, on the line A-A of fig. 63. 

smaller portion of the nin c-ontinues upward across the beds (fig. 64). 
The blanket deposit occupies a bedding fault between black shales 
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below and gray calcareous shales above. The resulting shale breccia 
is in pl~ces completely replaced by a mass of quartz and ore~ which 
extends to a distance of about 30 feet to the south of the drift. 
Beyond this the silicification dies out and the bedding fault is not 
mineralized. Owing to the inclusion of numewus shadowy fragments 
of silicified shale~ the quartz has a decided mottled appearance. 

The best ore consists of galena and tetrahedrite~ but sphalerite is 
very abundant in some portions, together with pyrite and chalcopyrite. 
The stopes in the blanket indicate that considerable ore has been 
extracted, but the mine was idle at the time of visit. 

The ore-bearing bedding fault has not been found on the north side 
of the vein, nor, apparently, has any search been made for it. The 
bedding fault is probably older than the vein, and was itself dislocated 
by the latter. It is very probable that the bodies of ore will some time 
be found on the north side of the fissure vein at a different level from 
those already extracted. 

ZULU CHIEF MINE. 

This is an abandoned prospect~ situated near the head of Iron Draw? 
at an altitude of about 10,700 feet. It was 
opened through two tunnels~ of which the 
lower is shown in plan in fig. 65. The 
workings are in shales, sandstones, and 
limestones of the Lower Hermosa for
mation, cut by at least one large dike of 
porphyry. 

No ore was seen, and the chief interest 
in the mine is the occurrence of two strong· 
fissures, cut by the tunnel~ one of which 
probably corresponds to the Aztec lode 
fissure and the Nellie Bly fault. The first 
of these fractures is encountered about 
200 feet from the mouth of the tunnel. 
It is a strong breccia zone about 10 feet 
wide, filled with fragments of shale and 
wet clay, with some quartz near the hang
ing wall. The dip of the fissure is south
erly and its strike apparently nearly east 
and west, but neither could he accurately 
measured. The hanging wall shows shales 
and sandstones, while the very irregular 
footwall is limestone, which is shattered 

N 

100 feet 
'-----~ 

d ' 1 1 · d · h f FIG . 65.-Sketch plan of lower tunnel 
an Irregu ar y veme Wlt quartz or a of the Zulu Chief mine. 

distance of 50 feet from the fissure. 
A second fissure, about ± feet wide, was cut near the breast of the 

tunnel. The middle of the fissure is oecupied by a win of banen, 
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banded quartz, 2 feet wide. This is separated from the hanging wall 
by G im:hes of gouge and broken shale, and from the foot wall by 18 
inches of similar material with some soft oxide of manganese. This lode 
thus resembles, in general character, the Aztec. It strikes east and 
west and dips 60~ to the south. The country rock near the breast of 
the tunnel consists of calcareous shales dipping N. 15° E. at 30° . 

Besides the fissures described, several smaller ones, with g·eneral 
east and west trend, are interi"ected by the tunnel. 

CALIFORNIA l\'IINE. 

This prosped lies near the head of Iron Draw, at an elevation of 
about 1t).300 feet. There are two tunnels in limestones, sand::.;tones, 
and calcareous shales, belonging probably to the middle division of the 
Hermo.-m formation. These are cut hy dikes of monzonite-porphyry. 
The tunnels intersect several strong fissures, striking from N. 7oc W. 
to S. 85': \V. :Most of these fissures contain gouge, with some quartz, 
and occasional bnll(·hes of galena ore, none of which have been rich 
enough to ship. In the upper tunnel are some blankets of pyrite, 6 
to o im~hes thick, connected with one of the veins and replacing some 
disturbed beds of calcareow; shale. A little native copper was noted 
in eraeks in the sandstone in the lower tunnel. One or more of the 
fissures found in this prospeet probably correspond to the Aztec lode. 

MINES CONNECTED WITH THE BLACKHAWK FAULT. 

BLACKHAWK l\IINE. 

Situation.-The Blackhawk and Maggie mines, which haYe been 
worked in conjunction, lie on the northern side of the steep spur which 
separates Allyn Gulch from Silver Creek, in a shallow ravine marking 
the line of the great Blackhawk fault. This fault, as outlined by 
Cross and Spencer, can be traced from the saddle of Telescope 
Mountain, in which are the Uncle Ned and \Vorld's Fair mines, down 
to the Argentine shaft in Silver Creek, and thence up the Blackhawk 
ravine. :Near the lowest level of the Blackhawk, at an elevation of 
about ~l,SOO feet, the fault fissure appears to split into two or more 
branches, and from here on, until it passes o,·er the western shoulder 
of Blackhawk Peak, it is a zone of faulting rather than a single 
fracture. The Blaekhawk mine lies on the northeastern edge of this 
fault zone. 

Ili8tory and de~·elop111ellt.-The mine has been worked through a 
seric:-:: of tunnels ranging in altitude from !), i50 feet to ahout 10~600 
feet. The highest opening is the Little .:\Iaggie shaft, an incline on 
the ,·e in at 111, 7no feet. As shown by the section (fig. 66), the vertical 
distanees rwtween these }eye}:;; are not uniform. 
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The mine was first worked in 1879, and during the following years 
much high-grade oxidized silver ore was extracted from the Little 
Maggie vein, above the M level. From a varying distance above this 
level, up to the surface, the vein has been stoped out. 

Below the M level the Little Maggie fissure, if it has been found, 
contains no workable ore. Large hodies of sulphide ore were discov
ered, however, on the northeast side of the vein. These are replace
ments in beds of limestone dipping away from the vein to the 

FIG. 66.-Plan and longitudinal section of the Blackhawk mine. 

northeast, and were worked until about 1899, when the mine, for the 
time being, was abandoned. 

Although most of the workings were accessible in 1900, yet the lack 
)f clean exposures, and of some one at hand familiar with the mine, 
·ende;:ed the study of the ore bodies difficult and unsatisfactory. 

Occurrence of the ore.--From the surface nearly down to the l\I 
level, a vertical distance of about 500 feet, the ore occurred in a simple 
fissure vein, striking about N. 70° \'V. and dipping northward at about 
60°. This ore, which has all been stoped out. wa:-; a soft, black, earthy 
material, containing mueh oxide of manganese, largely derived from 
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rhodochrosite. Toward the southeast, the ore body was limited by 
the contraction of the fissure to a small gouge seam. Toward the 
northwest the identity of the Little Maggie vein is lost at its junction 
with the Blackhawk fissure zone. The country rock consists of sand
stone:-;~ shale:-;, and thin limestones belonging to the upper division of 
the Hermosa, and clipping northeastward at about 30°. These beds 
are not perceptibly faulted by the Little Maggie fissure. 

The relation of the Little Maggie vein to the Blackhawk fault is not 
perfectly clear. The general course of the latter is about N. 40° W ., 
while the ayerage course of the Little Maggie is N. 70° W. The Black
hawk fault is nearly vertieal, 1 while the Little Maggie vein has a north
easterly dip of about 60c. As a consequence of these conditions and 
of relations 0f the fissures to the topography, the outcrop of the Little 
Magg·ie Yein i:-; practically parallel with the outcrop of the fault. 
About 150 feet southwest of the Little Maggie vein on the surface is 
a large solid vein of barren white quartz, in places fully 15 feet wide. 
The apparent strike of this vein is N. ±0° ·w., corresponding to that of 
the Blackhawk fault, and it dips northeastward, seemingly at an angle 
of about G5c. Between this vein and the croppings of the Little Mag
gie is a much-disturbed and fissured strip of country rock traversed by 
many veins. This strip occupies the bottom of the little ravine which 
has been partl~· filled up by the clumps of the Blackhawk mine. The 
large southwestern vein ha:-; been only very superficially prospected, 
although it bas apparently been cut in the Blacksmith level. It could 
not be determined whether it represents the main fissure of the Black
hawk fault, which is stated bv Cross and Spencer to have a throw of 
from 600 to 800 feet in this vicinity, or whether this great dislocation 
has taken place along some fissure lying just southwest of the vein, 
and not prominently showi1 on the surface. The workings of the 
Blackhawk mine throw very little light upon the fault, inasmuch as 
they appear to lie entirely on its northeast side. Some years ago a 
tunnel ±00 or 500 feet in length, known as the Wildcat, was run 
through Lower Hermosa heds in a direction N. 70° E., from the north
east side of Allyn Gulch, with the intention of crosscutting the country 
to the Little Maggie vein. The project, however, was abandoned, and 
the tunnel was not accessible in 1900. Had it been completed it must 
have crossed the Blackhawk fault. The lowest tunnel of the Black
hawk enter:,; in monzonite-porphyry on the southwest side of the 
Blackhawk vein, with a course of S. 73° E. Its position and course 
indicate that it might afford much information in regard to the fault, 
but the presence of gas prevented its entry in 1900. 

It seems probable that the Little Maggie vein joins or is cut off on 
the northwest by the more nearly northwest fissures of the Black
hawk fault zone, and that the principal veins drifted on in the M and 

t Cross and Spencer. Joe. cit., p. lli. 
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lower levels belong to this zone. Nevertheless, the Little Magg-ie 
should be cut somewhere in the northeasterly crosscuts on the l\I and 
Blacksmith levels. Several veins are intersected by these crosscuts, 
but none of them show the characteristics of the Little Maggie as 
known above the M level. 

Below the M level the main Blackhawk vein has a course of about 
N. 65° W. and consists of barren quartz up to 5 feet in width. The 
hanging wall is usually regular and separated from the vein by a slignt 
gouge. On the Blacksmith level, two parallel veins about 40 feet 
apart have been drifted upon, but apparently contained little or no ore, 
although bunches of pyrite are not uncommon. 

Practically all the ore from the lower part of the mine was derived 
from large replacement bodies in a bed of massive limestone near the 
top of the middle division of the Hermosa. This bed, which is esti
mated to be nearly 30 feet in thickness, dips away from the vein to the 
northeast, at an angle of 25° or 30°. It outcrops just east of the Bunk
house level, exposing a large body of ore which has been extensiYely 
stoped. At this level the intersection of the ore body with the Black
hawk vein has been removed by erosion. The actual intersection of 
the ore-bearing limestone with the vein occurs just above theM leYel, 
where the Little :Maggie oxidized ore stopped and the large bodies of 
sulphide replacement ore began. 

These bodies of ore extend irregularly into the limestone to a maxi
mum distance of 50 or 60 feet from the vein. They dip to the north
east, conforming to the dip of the limestone, and frequently attain a 
thickness of more than 15 feet: They are composed in great part of 
massive pyrite, of no present value, in which lie irregular bodies of 
workable ore. The best ore consists of fine-grained galena, chalcopy
rite, sphalerite, and pyrite in a gangue of lilac and green fluorite. 
Such ore is often beautifully banded, the chalcopyrite and fluorite 
being disposed in thin concentric shells about centers irregularly 
grouped in the mass of ore as a whole. Ore of this character, being 
in large solid masses, with relatively little gangue, cleared about $10 
per ton. 

Such ore passes on its periphery into lower-grade ore, of which 
large quantities are still in the mine. Thil' consists of massive, com
pact sphalerite and galena with a little chalcopyrite, and practically 
no gangue. It contains about 30 per cent of zinc, 20 per cent of lead, 
and up to 3 per cent of copper. This ore in turn sometimes grades 
into enormous masses of nearly pure pyrite, or is directly inclosed in 
limestone. 

Near the Blackhawk vein the replaeement ore bodies haYe a some
what steeper dip and appear to turn up into the fissure. The ore, 
however, is not continuous with the material of the vein, the two being 
usually separated hy a thin skin of gouge. 
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The upper portions of the large pyritie bodies are sometimes oxi
dized, and considerable cavities are formed by the solution and removal 

. of the irpn. Solution has also been active below the ore bodies, as 
shown in the )f level, where the ore near the vein is underlain by a 
ea\·ernous mass of rusty quartz, shown in Pl. XXVIII, A. This 
appears to have been formed by the removal of some soluble material, 
such as limestone or pyrite, from a network of quartz vein lets, and the 
subsequent deposition of fresh silica on the resulting skeleton. 

As a rule there is no sharp wall between limestone and ore. The 
lattt>r ,.;ometimes penetrates the white granular limestone in small 
irregular stringers and bunches, but more often the limestone next the 
ore il-l changed to jasperoid. 

The limestone, and sometimes its included ore bodies, are cut by 
numerous fissures, some of which are small faults. In many cases 
these are mere goug·e seams, obviously indicating movement since the 
ore was deposited. In other eases they contain quartz and pyrite, and 
were probably formed at substantially the same time as the main ore 
bodies. As a rule they have a general northwesterly course; but in 
the large stope east of the entranee to the Bunkhouse level a northeast 
fissure, carrying about three-quarters of an inch of banded quartz and 
ore, distinctly cuts the large ore body. 

It is unavoidable that the foregoing description of the Blackhawk 
mine should leave many questions unanswered. The conditions are 
complex, and the opportunities for their investigation extremely lim
ited. The existence of a great zone of faulting, from which several 
fissures, including the Little Maggie, braneh off toward the southeast, 
has resulted in details of fissuring and fraeturing which the present 
imperfectly mapped and unl'lystematic workings are wholly inadequate 
to unravel. But there is one clearly seen and important fact which 
vitally concerns the future of the mine. All the work on the replace
ment ore bodies has hitherto been confined to one bed of limestone at 
the top of the medial didsion of the Hermosa formation. But this 
entire division il-l composed chiefly of massive limestones aggregatmg 
8everal hundred feet in thickness. It is probable that the limestones 
below thi8 upper bed, and extending down to Silver Creek on the 
northeast side of the Blackhawk fault, may also have been partly 
replaced by ore in the neighborhood of the fault zone. No effective 
prospeeting has yet been done to determine whether ore bodies simi
lar to those already mined may not exist in lower beds of limestone. 
Furthermore, the same limestones oeenr higher up Allyn Gulch and 
south of the Little ~Iaggie shaft, on the southwest side of the Black
hawk fault. No attempt appears to h:we been made to determine 
\vhether these same Middle Hermosa limestones have been replaced 
hy ore on this side of the Blackhawk fault zone. 
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AI,LEGHANY l\1INR. 

This lies northeast of the Blackhawk fault zone, and has been 
opened by two tunnels, the lower at 10,200 feet, and the upper at 
10,300 feet in altitude. The vein strikes N. 70° W. and dips south
west at 72°. Like the Little Mag-g-ie vein it diverg·es to the southeast 
from the Blackhawk fault; but, unlike that vein, its southwesterly dip 
makes the diverg-ence much more apparent on the surface. The work
ing-s are all in arkose sandstones and thin limestones of the Upper 
Hermosa, which the fissure does not appreciably fault. 

In the upper tunnel the vein divides, one branch striking- due south
east, a cour:se which, if continued, must carry it into the Little Mag-g-ie 
vein. 

The vein is filled with soft, oxidized silver ore up to 18 inches in 
width, which shows almost no quartz. It is said to have produced 
some arg-entiferous g-alena, but none was seen at the time of visit. It 
has been stoped between the two tunnels and above the southwest 
branch in the upper tunnel. The mine is at present idle and only 
partly accessible. 

LEILA DAVIS l\1INE. 

This lies immediately southeast of the Alleg-hany mine and on the 
easterly branch of the same vein. The main tunnel enters at an 
elevation of about 10,4:50 feet, while a second tunnel bas been driven 
at 10,600 feet, and a third tunnel about 50 feet above the last. The 
vein strikes about N. 60° ,Y. and dips southwest at 75c. The country 
rock is chiefly arkose sandstone in massive beds, part of whic·h belong 
to the Upper Hermosa and part to the Rico formation, as mapped by 
Cross and Spencer. The ,·ein filling- is in all respects similar to that 
in the Alleghany ground, and has been stoped for a horizontal distance 
of about 300 feet and through a vertieal distance of over 200 feet. 

Owing to their opposing dips, the Alleghany-Leila Davis and Little 
Maggie veins may come together before reaching the ore-bearing 
limestone of the Middle Hermosa. 

PRIV A TEE}{ MINE. 

This is a prospect on the north side of .Allyn Gulch, about 13,000 
feet southeast of the Little ~Iaggie shaft. It consists of a tunnel 
several hundred feet in length on a win striking N. 70° "'. and dipping 
northeast at 85°. This \'Pin is in plaees 4: feet wide, but for most of 
the distance exposed is eompost>d of crnshed rock and goug·e with but 
little quartz. The tunnel is partly in saiHbtone belonging to the 
Dolores and partly in an intmsin~ sheet of porphyry. The sandstones 
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arc not noticeably faulted by the fissure, although the abundant gouge 
shows that some movement has taken place along it. A little sphalerite 
and galena occur in the vein, but apparently no workable ore. The 
prospect is of interest on account of it::; proximity to the line of the 
Blackhawk fault, from which its vein appear::; to diverge in a manner 
similar to those of the Alleghany and Little Maggi~ mines. 

ARGENTINE l\IINE. 

This mine, :Situated in the bed of Silver Creek, on the line of the 
Blackhawk fault, was formerly worked through a shaft which is now 
abandoned and filled with water. There are also a few short tunnels 
on the south side of the creek, partly in a recent deposit of fragments 
of country rock from the hillside above, cemented by iron oxide. 

The dump of the Argentine shaft shows limestone and sandstone as 
the prevailing country rocks. Coarsely crystalline pyrite is very 
abundant, and apparently occurred as a replacement mass in limestone, 
similar to that in the Blackhawk mine. It is reported by Gladford 
Smith, who last worked. the mine, that the Blackhawk fissure runs 
through the shaft, but the ore occurs in another vein, trending north
west toward the Iron mine. This vein may coincide with the Last 
Chance fault, which is mapped b}' Cross and Spencer as passing near 
the Argentine shaft. The ore is :;aid. to haye been about 3 feet wide 
and of low grade. 

The country rock at the eollar of the shaft belongs near the base of 
the Upper Hermosa; hut the shaft undoubtedly penetrates the mas
sive lime::;tones of the medial di vi::; ion of the Hermo::;a formation. 

l;NCLE NED i\II~E. 

This is situated in Uncle Ned draw, on the southwest spur of Tele
scope Mountain, in sandstones and shales of the Dolores formation. 
It is apparently on the Blackhawk fault fissure, but the workings 
are no longer acces~ihle. The dumps show great quantities of quartz 
and pyrite, with a little sphalerite and galena. 

WORLD'S FAIR l\'IINE. 

The workings of this mine lie just east of the Uncle Ned, on a vein 
striking .K. 25° \V., and thus diverging toward the north from the 
Blackhawk fault. The general dip is northwest at '75° . The vein, 
which has been opened by three tunnels, is oxidized and decomposed, 
and is aceompanied hy some gouge. It closely resembles the Little 
::\lagg·ie vein in general appearance, and has produced some silver-lead 
ore, but is now abandoned. 
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MINES OF NIGGER BABY HILL. 

GENERAL. 

This hill was the ~eene of mueh of the early mining aetiYity of the 
dit:trict. The ground is covered with claims which have been repeat
edly abandoned and relocated, causing much confu.-:;ion of names, and 
the hill is honeYCombed with di~u~ed workino·~. Only a few of the . "' . 
more important of the latter will be described in the following pages, 
and no attempt will he made to adhere elosely to the artificial divisions 
arising from individual ownership of variou~ portions of this complex 
network. 

GRAND VIEW GROUP. 

Thi~ comprise~ the Grand View, Pho:·nix, Yell ow .T acket, .:\lajor, 
and Pelican claims, covet·ing some of the earliest location~ in the 
district. These claims li~ on the main ~pur and south slope of ::s-igger 
Baby Hill, ranging in altitude from about 10,050 feet at the old Cob
bler shaft, on the no~e of the hill. down to about 9.600 feet at the fourth 
level of the Phcel'ix workings. on the slope north of Silnr Creek. 
They lie largely within the block of ::\Iiddle and Lower Hermo:-;a Jwds, 
which i~ bounded by the ~ellie Bly fault on the north and the La~t 
Chance fault on the south. \Vitbin thi~ area the extensi,·c workings 
have revealed numerous veins having general courses ntr.\·ing from 
N. 25° to N. 60° \V. and dipping northeast at angles of 15° or iO : to 
vertical. The g-reat number of these vein~, the thorough oxidation 
and decomposition of their upper portions, the un~atisfactory out
crops, and the numerous faults whit·h Cro.-:;-, and Spencer han~ shown 
to traverse the hill, rendei· the study of the~e ore deposits exceedingly 
diffieult. The former workings, nwreoyer, were very poorly mapped 
and are now abandoned. Some of them are entirely inaccessible. 

In 1900 the only way of examining the upper portions of the work
ings, including the old stopes, was b~· passing through the abandoned 
and caving drifts and inclines which connect the Phcenix No. 1 and 
Hope and Cross tunnels (Pl. XXXIX). The condition of these old 
workings was such that it was deemed prudent to confine their :;tudy 
to a single trip through them. 

If accurate maps of all the Nigger Baby Hill workings were antil
able and could be plotted on one sheet to the same scale, much light 
would undoubtedly he thrown on the perplexing problems presented 
by these veins; but the data for such a procedure are unfortunate!~' 
not obtainable. 

Three important veins luwe been worked in the Grand View mines. 
These are the Phrenix. Grand View, and Cobbler ,·eins. They h:n·e a 
common strike of about X 30° \\T. and on the Phrenix No. 1 lenl, 
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wlwre all thn'e Vt'ins are exposed, something over 200 feet below the 
surfm·e. they are about 51) feet apart. The Cobbler vein was origi
nally worhd from a shaft sunk on the summit of Nigger Baby Hill 
at an ell'Yntion of 10,060 feet. Near the surface the vein dipped 
nortlwn~terly, lmt at the Ph<enix No. 1level it is vertical. This vein is 
smalL but produced some excellent oxidized ore, and was continuously 
stoped from the surface down to the Phamix No. 1 level (see fig. 67). 
At thi~ depth the YPin bas a northeasterly dip of 80°, but is less steep 
in the Alma ~later lenl above , especially when followed northward. 
On the Phrenix No.1 (Grand View No.4) level the vein shows a width 
of about 8 inches in massiYe sandstones and a little shale. The vein 
is composed of an impure calcite associated with an abundance of the 
oxides of rnaoo· · little vugs and druses of 

.. ~ 
Tlotlf.n-Ntk~P~ . 
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white calcite. It contains practically no workable ore at this level, 
and presents a condition intermediate between the thoroughly oxidized 
ore aboye and an unoxidized Yein filling composed of low-grade sulphide 
ore in a calcite gaugur. 

At the southeastern e11cl of the drift on the Cobbler vein are two 
cross fissures, striking K. 60° E. and dipping northwest at from 40° to 
65° . These fissures are filled with soft gouge and are younger than 
the CobblPr n.in; but they do not appear to fault it. In this end of 
tlw drift are massi,·e limestone~, presumably belonging to the )fiddle 
HPrmosa, and some intrusiYe masses of porphyry. The presence of 
thC' limC'stone suggests that the Nellie Bly fault mity cross this drift, 
bnt the exact location of the fis.sure could not be discoYered. 

Tlw nrnnd View win. on this level, lies 50 or 60 feet southwest of 
the Cohhler. It was former},. worked tbrouO"b the Grand View inclined 

• 0 
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shaft, which entered the hill at an elevation of about 10,000 feet in 
massive limestones, belonging to the middle division of the H~>rmosa 
formation, and followed down the dip of the vein. Somewhere in 
its eourse it is supposed to have passed through the Nellie Bly fault, 1 

but as the shaft is timbered up, the rocks which it penetrates are not 
exposed on the Phrenix and Hieks le,·el:-; (Pl. XXXIX), and in the 
stopes between them the Grand View vein (known as the Hope vein in 
the Hope and Cross workings) shows a variable dip up to 60°. 'Vhen 
the dip is steep, the vein is small and cuts across the beds of shale and 
sandstone belonging probably to the Upper Hermosa. But where the 
dip flattens, as it does some distance above this level, and above the 
Hicks drift to the northwest, the vein is larger, and often follows 
the bedding planes for some distance. In such cases it may be 18 
inches wide. It is composed of soft, oxidized material containing 
much oxide of manganese. Above the Pbcenix No. i level this 
material was usually rich in silver. 

The Phcenix vein lies about 50 feet southwest of the Grand View 
and is parallel to the latter in strike. At the Cobbler crosscut, the 
Phcenix vein dips northeast at only 15° or 20° and follows a bed of 
decomposed shale, about a foot thick, lying between relati,·ely massive 
beds of sandstone. The vein, steepening its dip in places, carried soft 
oxidized ore from the Phcenix No. 1 level out to the surface, and has 
been extensively stoped. 

South of the Cobbler crosscut the Phrenix No. 1 level follows a 
nearly vertical vein carrying partly oxidized g·alena in a decomposed 
gangue of impure calcite. This vein has the same strike as the flatly 
dipping Phrenix vein, and does not appear to fault the latter. It is 
probably merely a branch of the Phrenix ti:-;sure. 

About 100 ( ?) feet south of the Cobbler crosscut the hanging wall of 
the Phrenix vein changes to massive limestone. The nrtical fissure 
apparently turns abruptly to the west at this point, but the Phrenix 
vein, dipping 25 '; or 30° to the northeast. continues toward the mouth 
of the tunnel. Much good ore was ~;toped beneath the limestone in 
this part of the vein. 

The Grand Vie\Y Yein has apparently not been worked below the 
Phrenix No. 1 level, hut the Pbamix ,·ein has been extensinly stoped 
for an additional depth of over 150 feet down to the Phe£nix No. 2 
level. Between the Phcenix No. 1 and Star levels (see fig. G7) the 
general dip of the vein is 30c'. The ore removed 'ms soft. oxidized 
material, and appears to have frequently had a width of :1: or 5 feet. 
It lay between walls of tine-grained, massive sandstone. 

A crosseut toward the :-;outhwest. and therefore into the foot wall, 
shows numerous veins of steeper dip than the Phcenix. which prob
ably run into the latter aho\'e. These vary in strike from X. :l:t> - "-· 

'Cro" and :c'penc.:r, lo<'. cit .. p . 11~. 
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to ~. soc W., and in dip from 50° to 85° to the northeast. These 
veins are composed of the soft, black, manganiferous material so com
mon as a Yein filling in the upper portion of Nigger Baby Hill. They 
traverse mas::;i,·e limestones and sandstones probably belonging to the 
Hermosa formation. 

Below the Star level the Phcenix vein is less thoroughly oxidized. 
The old ::;topes show that the vein frequently pinched to a width of 
only 2 or 3 inches. In these narrow portions the ore consists of galena, 
partly changed to cerussite, with some sphalerite and pyrite, but prac
tically no gangue. This ore liP-s between a hanging wall of sandy 
shale and a foot wall of fine-grained sandstone, and follows the bedding 
for some distance. .T udging from the character of the stopes, the 
value of the ore was to some extent proportional to the degree of its 
oxidation. 

On the Phcenix No. 2 level the country rock, consisting chiefly of 
massive sandstones of the Hermosa formation, is traversed by three 
steeply dipping veins. One strikes N. 70° \V. and has a variable but 
generally vertical dip. It is very irregular, containing a little pyrite 
and oxidized material, but no ore. A second vein strikes N. 60° W. 
and clips northeast at about 70°. This carries pyrite, sphalerite, and 
chalcopyrite, and is in places 2 feet wide; but the ore is apparently of 
too low graue to extract. From the southwest side of this vein a flatter 
vein, dipping 40:.:· to the northeast, branches just above the level. This 
vein carries a little galena ore and bas been stoped. It is possibly 
the Phcenix nin, hut the olu stopes, in which alone the identity could 
be established, were not accessible at the time of visit. 

The third nearly vertical vein is cut near the mouth of the level. 
It strikes N. 80° W. and dips southwest at 60° . Its filling is barren 
quartz about 6 inches wide. The dip and filling of this vein are 
different from those u::;ually observed on Nigger Baby Hill. It is 
poorly exposed, and its relation to the other veins on the level is not 
apparent. 

On the third level of the Phcenix the main drift follows a small, 
solid, unoxidizecl vein containing much sphalerite in a calcite gangue. 
This vein strike::; N. 55° \V. and dips northeast at 60°. An incline 
that was run up on the fissure for about 40 feet shows that this vein, 
which is heautifully banded, diminishes in width, lessens its dip to 35:), 
and finally breaks up into a network of small stringers in fine-grained 
Hermosa sandstone. From the top of this incline an inclined cross· 
cut v;as run into the hanging wall for about 20 feet. This opened up 
a second g·enerally parallel vein striking N. 60° W. and dipping north· 
east at 45 J. This is a solid vein, containing- abundant low-grade 
spbaleritic silver-lead ore in a ealeit.e gang·ue. It has been stoped to 
some extent, and the 'ivorkings extend np to the Ph(enix ~o. 2 level, 
showing that it is probably the Pb<.Bnix vein. On the main "No. 3 
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level this vein has decreased in width. It probably diel:i out, as the 
overlapping vein a few feet southwest of it grows larger. A winze 
on the latter vein shows that it, and not the original Phcenix, is the 
vein followed in the Phcenix No. ± level. 

The No.3 level ends in a crosscut running N. 30° E. The breast of 
this crosscut is in massive crinoidal limestone of the ~1iddle Hermosa, 
resting upon sandstone. The dip of the beds is 35° to the northeast. 
The veins on this level appear to follow the bedding planes in the 
main. 

The fourth and lower level of the Phcenix mine is caved and 
inaccessible. Apparently several veins similar to those just described 
were prospected, but the ore was too poor to pay for working. 

ALMA MATER MINE. 

The principal level of this mine is shown in Pl. XXXIX. Lying 
about 50 feet above the Phcenix No. 1 level, it connects with the Grand 
View workings through the Cobbler vein, and on the east with the 
Butler mine. Probably nowhere at present accessible in Nigger Baby 
Hill can a better idea be obtained of the number of northwesterly 
veins which traverse the hill than in the Alma Mater level. It is 
essentially a northeasterly crosscut, connecting with drift::~ on at least 
six veins. The Nellie Bly fault is supposed to cross the tunnel about 
75 feet from its mouth, 1 but the ground in this vicinity does not permit 
the certain identification of the fault fissure. There is much oxidation 
and decomposition and sevf\ral irregular seams of gouge at this point, 
apparently connected with the Grand View vein. Beyond the Grand 
View vein the rocks are chiefly sandstones, frequently somewhat 
shaly, belonging probably to the Upper Hermosa beds. 

The Cobbler vein, as seen on this level, is a nearly vertical sheeted 
zone in sandstone, containing streaks of oxidized ore up to 1 foot wide. 
It ha::~ been extensively stoped. 

Between the Cobbler vein and the Butler gToup of veins, at least four 
veins, ranging in strike from N. 25° \V. toN. ±5° \Y. , and dipping 
northeast, are cut by the crosscut. Upon one only has any work been 
done. The filling of these veins is rather fine-granular impure caleite, 
containing minute specks of sulphide ore, and more or less thoroughly 
decomposed to the soft, black manganiferous material already described. 
In hand specimens the undecomposed vein tilling shows slight banding 
parallel to the fissure walls, but in thin section, under the micro
scope, can not be distinguished from an ordinary limestone slightly 
mineralized. The microscope shows that the alteration extends irreg
ularly into the calcite as minute dark specks and dendritic patches, 
which become more closely aggregated as the change proceeds. until 

t Cross and Spencer, Joe. cit., p. 118. 
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the ealeite is all removed and a pulverulent black mass, largely oxide 
of manganese, remains. 

The Butler group consists of three parallel veins about 25 feet apart. 
The one nearest the month of the tunnel is known as the Butler No. 3, 
or Little Butler vein. It has been stoped, and is said to connect with 
the workings of the Butler mine, to the southeast. But practically 
nothing of the vein could be seen at the time of visit. 

Northeas t of the Butler No. 3 lies the Butler No. 2 vein, striking 
N. 25c· ,V, and dipping northeast at 65° . This is a solid " spar" ,·ein, 
8 inehes wide , showing almost no oxidation, and containing abundant 
sphalerite and a little pyrite and galena in a gangue of calcite. Much 
of the calcite is slightly pink, and probably contains manganese 
carbonate. 

Northeast of the Butler No. 2 is the Butler vein, striking N. 30° W. 
and dipping northeast at 70°. This is similar to the preceding, but 
more oxidized. Considerable work has been done on this vein and 
some ore was extracted. 

H OPE AND CROSS :MINE. 

This mine was probably the first on Nigger Baby Hill to produce 
ore in commercial quantities. It was originally worked in 1882 and 
1883 hy inclined shafts. It is now opened by a tunnel, situated on 
the western slope of the hill at an altitude of about 9,850 feet. The 
workings from this tunnel are continuous with those of the Grand 
View group (see Pl. XXXIX). Two nearly parallel veins are r ecog
nized, striking about N. 30° ,V. and dipping at low angles into the 
hill to the northeast. The upper and more easterly of these veins is 
the H ope, which is the 8ame as the Grand View vein , as shown by 
continuous drifting. The dip of this vein is very variable. It fre
quently follows the bedding of the shaly sandstones for some distance, 
with a dip of about 20° , and then turns up across the beds with dips 
a~ high as -!5c. It is filled with soft , decomposed material, much of 
which, being rich in silver, has been stoped out. 

The Cross vein lies southwest of and below the Hope, the distance 
between them being about -±5 feet. This Yein is below the tunnel 
level , and is eut at the bottom of the winze shown in Pl. XXXIX. 
It shows much disturbance at this point, and consists of a streak of 
decomposed rock, elay, and blaek oxide of manganese , underlain by 
decompost•cl sandstone, which IS shattered to a distance of 2 or 3 feet 
from the \·e in . The hanging wall is a mica ceous sandy shale, also 
much disturbed. The best and most abundant ore is found in the 
flatter portions of the win. It is distinguished from the worthless 
oxidized material by t.h e pre8ence of specks of copper carbonate. 
The maximum thiclmess of the ore i:;; 3 feet, but the usual thickness 
is from -± to 8 i nches. It contains on an average from 150 to 300 
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ounces of silver per ton, although some ore running as high as 1,300 
ounces per ton has been shipped. 

In its position with reference to the Hope or Grand View vein, the 
Cross vein corresponds to the Phrenix. It would be unsafe, how
ever, to aasume their identity in a locality where fissures of like 
trend are so numerous, and where there has evidently been so much 
disturbance. 

A little north of the Hope and Cross tunnel, and 96 feet vertieally 
below it, a tunnel has been run to cut the Cross vein at a more con
venient point for working it. About 250 feet from its mouth it cuts 
a strong fissure striking N. 40° W. and dipping at 45° or 50° to the 
northeast. It is from a foot to 18 inches wide and very regular. It 
contains some crushed quartz, clay, oxide of manganese, and goug·e 
next the walls. But although much drifting bas been done along 
this fissure, upon the supposition of its being the Cross vein, only 
traces of ore have been found. It seems probable that the foregoing 
supposition (now abandoned by the prospectors) is correct, in spite of 
the lack of ore, and that this fissure is continuous with that known as 
the Cross vein in the upper workings. But, as is often the case in 
prospecting, a little accurate surveying is the last resort, rather than 
the first preparation. 

Scattered thickly over the hillside between the Hope and Cross and 
Grand View adits are a number of little tunnels, from some of whic-h 
rich ore was being shipped in 1900. They lie to the north of Nellie 
Bly fault, in sandstones and shales of the Upper Hermosa, which, at 
the fault, are brought into juxtaposition on the south with massive 
limestones of the Middle Hermosa. 

With the exception of a small stringer of galena, all the ore is of 
the usual oxidized character and comes from the superficial portions 
of the Cobbler, Grand View, or Hope, Cross, and other veins. One 
lot of about 20 tons, shipped in 1900, was valued at about $2.50 per 
ton. Most of these workings are too shallow and irregular to merit 
special description. 

NELLIE l~L Y .MINE. 

The chief interest of this little mine is in connection with the gTeat 
fault to which it has given its name. The workings consist of two 
tunnels on the south slope of the hill-one at an ele,·a.tion of about 
9,900 feet, and the other approximately 50 feet helow it. The two 
are connected by a winze. The lower tnuuel. ~bown in fig. G8. is a 
crosscut through shales, ~'>andstones, and intrush·e porphyry, and in 
1900 was being extended with the ohjed. of tapping the Butler Yeins. 
About 125 feet from its mouth the tmmel ents an enst-wPst fissure, 
dipping north at 85 -=· . This fissure is only 3 or 4 inches wide, and is 
filled with tightly squeezed crushed rock. It is probably the ~ellie 
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Bly fault. although the shales on each side of the fissure at this point 
are apparently identical. A vertieal upraise on this :fissure finally 
opened up the Nellie Bly vein , presumably at the intersection of the 
latter ·with the fault plane. 

The work of the Nellie Bly vein is all on the level of the upper tun
nel. This enters in massive gray limestone belonging to the medial 
division of the Hermosa formation. But about 6 feet from the mouth 
the limestone is cut off by a fault and the tunnel passes into fine
grained shaly sandstones belonging to the upper division of the Her
mosa. The fault strikes north '75° east, and dips north at 80°. The 
fissure is clean cut, about ± inches wide, and filled with firmly squeezed 
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FIG. 68.-Sketch plan of the Nellie Bly mine. 

crushed rock. The only trace of mineralization consists of slight 
staining by oxide of iron. There can not be much reasonable doubt 
but that this fissure is identical with that noted in the lower tunnel, 
an<l ~s the Nellie Bly fault as supposed by Cross and Spencer. The 
throw as observed at the Nellie Bly is certainly over 6 feet, and is 
probably many times this amount. These writers, however, some
times speak of the fault as if it were synonymoas with the Nellie Bly 
vein. This is a misapprehension. 

The Nellie Bly vein, which closely resembles the Grand View vein, 
and may possibly be identieal with it, has a strike generally parallel 
to that of the fault fissure, and, on the level of the tunnel, is separated 
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from the latter by about 20 feet (fig. 68). The Nellie Bly vein dips 
north at from 4:0° to 55°. The Nellie Bly fault is nearly nrtical. 
The two probably intersect in the stopes above the lenl, and thi:'> led 
to the discovery of the vein through a raise started originally on the 
fault from below. The footwall of the Nellie Bly ,·ein is porphyry, 
the hanging wall, sandstones, and shales dipping north at 2<JO or 25°. 
The vein and its porphyry footwall, having· a steeper dip, cut these 
beds at a small angle, altboug·h thin seams of vein matter often extend 
out in the planes of bedding toward the north. 

The vein matter of the Nellie Bly is composed (·hiefiy of the sooty 
alteration produet common in the veins of Nigger Baby Hill, with 
sometimes a little white '·sugar" quartz and irregular masses of fine
grained yellowish calcite. A chemical analysis of some of this vein
filling is given on page 267. The particular sample analyzed came from 
a portion of the ,·ein not regarded as ore, but it illustrates well the 
general nature of the material so characteristic of the upper portions 
of the Nigger Baby Hill veins. In some of the stopes above the le,·el 
the vein has a width of 2 to 3 feet, consisting of the above material 
traversed by broken stringers of quartz and containing residual nodules 
of impure calcite. In some places, where alteration has been complete, 
the calcite or "spar" is 5 feet in width. 

The Nellie Bly vein was drifted on and stoped for a distance of about 
160 feet from the tunnel to a point where it is eut off on the ·west by a 
fault striking N. 55° E. and dipping northwest at 65°. The fault 
fissure contains soft, yellow clay gouge between broken and slicken
sided walls. The Nellie Bly vein is sharply defiectecl or dragged to the 
south at the intersection with the fault. 

The product of the Nellie Bly vein is reported to han amounted to 
about $8,000. The main tunnel on this level follows a small partly 
oxidized "spar" vein, dipping southwest at 85°. The eount.ry roek 
shown is sandstone, apparently dipping north at 25°. A little ore was 
taken from this vein in a raise near the breast. 

IRON MINE. 

This mine, located in 1882, lies on the southeastern slope of Nigger 
Baby Hill, the main adit being a tunnel at a little over 9,300 feet in 
altitude. This tunnel is hetween 800 and 900 feet in length. and with 
the exception of a crosscut of about 75 feet near its mouth, follows a 
vein striking N. 16° W. and dipping easterly at from 60° to 85c. 
This vein can be traced on the surface, up the ravine above the mine, 
to the saddle behind Nigger Baby Hill in which is the Bourbon prospect 
on the same fissure. 

The country rock exposed in the main tunnel consists of sandstones, 
limestones, and shales. For a little over half its length the tunnel is 
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in lwds belonging to the middle diYision of the Hermosa formation, 
including senrnl ;;trata of limestone. But for a distance about 400 
feet outward from the breast. sandstones and firm shales are the only 
rocks met with. These probably belong- to the upper division of the 
Hermosa. Thi8 l'hang-e from one set of beds to another is probably 
due to the ~ellie Bly fault, which. as mapped by Cross and Spencer 
on the surface. must pass through the tunnel. Careful search for this 
fault. underg-round. failed to satisfactorily demonstrate its presence. 
But it is beliend that the accompanying partly diagrammatic section 
(fig-. 69) represents the mo;;t reasonahle interpretation of the ohserved 
facts. 

About 450 feet from the mouth, the tunnel passes through a bed of 

limestone containing crinoid stems and evidently belonging to the 
lower didsion of the Hermosa. This bed and the sandstones under
lying it dip north at aboilt 50°, flattening somewhat above the tunnel. 
The limestone is :'incceeded on the north h~· sandstones and shales of 
mueh lower dip-only 20°. Between the limestone and the bed of 
sandstone just north of it is a nin of erushed handed quartz about 4 
inches wick which prohabl~' tills the Nellie Bly fault fissure. OWing, 
howeYer. to the similarity in dip between the fault and limestone at 
this point. and the fact that the limestone is O\'Prlain by sandstone 
similar to that brought into juxtaposition with it by the fault, it is 
impossible, in so limited an exposnre, to be certain that the vein 
really tranrses the beds, instead of lying between them. 
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The Iron \·ein is not appreciably dislo<:ated hy the fault. ~ear the 
month of the tunnel, in sandstone, the vein· is o,·er 5 feet wide and 
consists of two portions. ~ext to the hanging wall is a fairly solid 
mass of banded quartz hom ± to 10 inches wide. The rest of the ,·ein 
consists of disturbed quartz and country rock. Beyond the fault the 
vein is usually smaller. Caleite is a eommon gangue mineral through
out and at the breast is particularly abundant. It contain:-; much 
sphalerite and some pyrite, and has a faint pinkish tint, suggesting the 
presence of a little manganese. It resemble:-; the materiar found in the 
Butler No. 2 \'ein on the Alma :Mater level (p. 380). With the exeep
tion of a pocket of tetrahedrite ore, found about ±0 feet above the 
tunnel and 360 feet from the breast, the Iron vein proper contains 
pract.ically no ore where shales or sandstones form the country rock. 
But where the fissure traverses the limestone beds of the )fiddle 
Hermosa formation these are replaced by ore to a width of from 6 to 
12 feet. The main ore body is over 100 feet in length and occurs in 
the largest bed of limestone cut in the tunnel (see fig. 69). This ore 
was stoped upward, on the dip of the bed, to the surface. It was 
followed down by a vertical winze 150 feet deep, which, owing to the 
northward dip of the limestone_, ran through the bottom of the ore. 
The latter was recovered by drifting north from the bottom of the 
winze. Ore was also found extending into the limestone for some 
distance from the vein, following· :fissures which dip about 40° to the 
southwest and come to the main vein from the northeast. The ore is 
usually massive, consisting chiefly of pyrite and chalcopyrite, in a 
calcite and quartz gangue. A little galena is sometimes present. The 
material stoped contained from ±0 to 70 ounces of silver per ton, ::3 or 
3 per cent of copper, and 30 per cent of iron. 

Owing partly to the faet that the main ore body can no longPr be 
cheaply worked from the tunnel level the mine is now idle. The winze 
was filled with water at the time of visit, so that nothing eould be seen 
of the ore body below the tunnel level. It probably follows the hed 
of limestone down to a considerable depth, until perhaps ultimately 
cut off by the Nellie Bly fault. 

LAST CHANCE :MINE. 

This is a prospeet situated on the trail, about 800 feet southwest of 
the Iron mine. It eonsists of a tunnel about 200 feet long- on a :fissure 
having an average course of N. 80° vV. and nearly vertical. This 
fissure contains a strong but variable vein eomposed of quartz, pyrite, 
and a little chalcopyrite. It differs from the other lodes of ~igger 
Baby Hill, but its chief interest is connected with the statement of 
Cross and Spencer, 1 that it eorresponds to the Last Chanee fault." hieh 
brings up Algonkian quartzite on the south against monzonite-porphyr_v 

. · - -··--- ·---
1 Lne. <·it .. p. 11~. 
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on the north. The actual fault may be parallel with the vein, and Is 
certainly very close to it. But the walls of the vein fissure are both 
porphyry, much altered and impregnated with pyrite. It is probable 
that the porphyry on the south wall is a thin skin only, separating the 
yein from the actual fault plane. 

MINES OF C. H. C. HILL. 

GENERAL. 

That portion of the western slope of Telescope Mountain known as 
C. H. C. Hill is practically coextensive with the larg·e landslide mass 
which covers the slope from an altitude of about 11,750 feet on the 
east down to the Dolores River on the west, crowding the latter stream 
over against the base of Sandstone Mountain. 1 Like its neighbor, 
Nigger Baby Hill, C. H. C. Hill is penetrated by a labyrinth of work
ings, many of them extensive and most of them abandoned and inac
cessible. The more important mines are owned and worked in groups, 
as follows: 

Group. Claim. 

Wellington group .... __ ..... Wellington. 

Zona K. 

C. S. and H. H. 

Maid of Australia. 

Lottie. 

Logan group ••••••.•. ~---··· General Logan. 
General Sheridan. 

General Howard. 

General Sherman. 

Little Casper. 

Goliath. 

C. H. C. group .............. C. H. C. 
Athlena. 

Limestone. 
Princeton. 

The Crebec mine, closely connected with the Princeton, and the 
Pigeon mine, on the northwest portion of the hill, have also been 
important. The following descriptions will adhere to this grouping 
only so far as is convenient in a region of such irregular and inter
lacing workings. No good maps exist for any of the mines. 

At the present time work is restricted to prospecting in the Wel
lington and Logan groups, the extraction of a little ore, by leasers, 

1 See Cros8 and Speneer, op. cit., pp. 136-141, for fuller account of this landslide area. 
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from the Princeton mine, and some development on various less 
important propertie:;. It is exceedingly doubtful whether any of the 
ore taken from the C. H. C. hill has come from rock in place. 

WELLINGTON GROUP. 

The ore in this group occurs in a so-called "contact," or blanket 
zone. This was originally worked through the Wellington shaft, now 
abandoned. The main adit at present is the Mountain Spring tunnel, 
situated almost directly opposite the mouth of Horse Gulch, at an ele
vation of about 9,500 feet. This tunnel extends for 940 feet in a 
direction N. 75° E. For 210 feet it passes through loose surface 
detritus, and then enters sandstone., · and shales, generally badly shat
tered and disturbed. Where the bedding of these rocks is not oblit
erated they may be seen dipping at variable low angles to the south
west. But more often the beds are reduced to a chaotic jumble of 
large fragments, separated by clayey material. Two dikes of white 
quartzose porphyry and a few small stringers of quartz are inter- . 
sected by the tunnel. These are all broken and displaced. Much of 
the sandstone in the tunnel is bleached nearly white by removal of the 
iron originally present in its constituents. 

An upraise of 85 feet from the breast of the tunnel gives access to the 
Zona K. level, which is run beneath the main "contact" and connects 
with the Sheridan and Logan workings, and formerly connected with 
the Princeton and C. H. C. mines. The rocks exposed on this level are 
fine-grained, nearly white, noncalcareous sandstones and compact lime
stones. These are much fissured and faulted, but somewhat less dis
turbed than the rocks in the Mountain Spring tunnel. Little regu
larity can be recognized in these fissures. They are small irregular 
fractures, containing soft clay gouge, but no quartz. The general dip 
of the beds is from 10° to 30°, in a direction a little east of south. 

Above the level, resting sometimes on a fine-grained, nearly white, 
micaceous sandstone and sometimes on limestone, is the "contact," 
composed chiefly of loosely cohering limonite and yellow clay up to 
5 feet in thickness. It dips generally to the southwest, but is roll
ing and uneven, as well as variable in thickness. It is overlain by 
sandstone. 

In the northeastern part of the workings the "contact" has risen, 
so that it lies just above the Sheridan level (really in ground beiong
ing to the Logan group), which is 80 feet above the Zona K. level. 
It is here evidently a plane of faulting, being :filled with fragments of 
sandstone, yellow and gray clay, and limonite. It is al~o traversed 
by seams of very tenacious soft gouge. This brecciated material 
passes with no sharp division into the overlying fractured sandstone, 
called by the miners "porphyry," or the '·'mineral roof." The thick
ness of the blanket zone ("contact") varies in this portion of the 
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working:-; from 1 to 5 feet. The ore, when present, n8ually oeeurs in 
the lowPr portion in tbe form of argentiferous oxide and carbonate 
of lead. Xone, howen'r, was :-;een at the time of visit. 

At the northeast breat't of the main Sheridan level the blanket zone 
lies 25 feet abo,,e the drift. It turns upward near this point, toward 
the southeast, following a yery smooth but undulating slip plane. The 
general strike of this plane is northeast and southwest. The a\·erage 
dip is about 45c to the northwest. The blanket zone, where it follows 
thi.;; fissure, lies between two seams of elay gouge, and contains a little 
partly oxidized g·alena ore. · 

At a vertical distance of 25 feet above the Sheridan level lies a por~ 
tion of the Logan level. This formerly connected with the Logan 
tunnel and shaft, hut is now reaehed · through the Wellington work
ings. It lies just north of the latter. 

Portions of this level are run in the main " contact," here about 100 
feet higher than where first described, above the Mountain Spring 
tunnel. This differenee is partly due to a general southerly dip, but 
is said hy those who worked in the old stopes, now caved in, to be in 
part clue to succe:,;:,;iye step faults of small individual throw. Large 
hocli('S of pyrite oeeur in the '·contact" on the Logan level, and it is 
without doubt from the oxidation of similar bodies that there has 
re:,;ulted the crumbling limonite so abundant in other portions of the 
''eon taet .. , 

A erosseut to the northeast, near the old Logan shaft, cuts through 
15 feet of loose crumbling pyrite into what is known as "the big fis
sure. " This is an enormous lode of crushed quartz and pyrite, which 
will be more fully noticed in the newer Logan workings and in the 
Pigeon mine. 

Owing to the lack of surface exposures and the great disturbance of 
the -entire hill , it is difficult to determine the exact horizon of the sand
stones , shales, and limestones met with in the Wellington mine. The 
difficulty is increased by the very prevalent bleaching and alteration 
of the sandstones, so that they resemble no beds found elsewhere in 
the r egion. It is believed, however, that they belong to the upper 
division of the Hermosa. 

PRINCETON MINE. 

These workings lie about 700 feet south of the Mountain Spring 
tunnel, and were formerly connected nnderground with those of the 
Wellington group. The Princeton ore occurred in a blanket, said to 
be continuous with that of the "\Veiling-ton group. It was worked 
through an adit tunnel which enters the hill at an elevation of about 
9,600 feet, and rnns N. 61 c E. for about ±00 feet. 
~one of th e old Princeton workings are now accessible. The hind

slide in which they lie is still creeping slowly down the slope, so that 
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timber:"; originally set in an upright position are soon thrown out of 
plumb. The effect of this moyement is speedily blocking abandoned 
drifts, is shown in Pl. XL, from a photograph taken hy G. ,V. 
Tower, in 1898, near the end of the main tunnel. It illustrates well 
the difficulties attending- the study of abandoned workings in the Rico 
region. This tunneL and a long irregular drift to the Crebec shaft in 
the southeast corner of the mine, has since been reopened by leasers 
who, in 1900, were taking out a li~tle ore containing· ±0 to 60 ounces 
of silver and considerable lead from the Crebec ground. 

This ore oecurs in a blanket said to be continuous with that for
merly worked in the Princeton. Near the Crebec shaft the blanket, 
or •' eontact" as it is ealled, is about 50 feet from the tunnel level, but 
comes down to the latter near its mouth. The dip, while generally 
southwest, is Yery \·ariable and the mass is minutely faulted by 
numerous small fractures. The hlanket rests on hard, fine-grained 
shattered sandstone without any very sharp line of separation between 
the two. The sandstone is buff in eolor and nonealeareous. The 
quartz gTains are held together hy an abundant ocheron;; cement of 
uncertain character and probably of secondary origin. The blanket 
is overlain by gnt~· ;;hale .... , often nmeh shattered. 

The material c-omposing the blanket varies from place to place. It 
sometimes consists of a cellular or loosely eohering mass of limonite 
4: feet in thieknes;;, containing fragments of sandstone anJ limestone. 
These are evident!~· in part residual masses; the limestone especially 
being surrouncled by soft shells of decomposition or alteration. In 
other portions of the workings the lower one, to 3 feet of the blanket, 
consists of yellow, clayey material, near the top of which is a streak of 
a few inches of soft, ocherous ore containing a eonsiclerable amount 
of silver. Above this there is usually about 8 inches of soft, gray 
banded ore, commonly referred to as ''carbonate ore.~· This, how
ever, is a misnomer, as it contains no appreciable quantity of carbon
ates. It is in considerable part impure, pulverulent lead sulphate. 
Some of the bands are · composed of a ;;nowy-white substance, locally 
called "talc," which crumbles between the fingers to a fine harsh 
powder. A rough ehemieal examination of this material by Dr. 
Hillebrand shows it to contain about 83 per cent of silica, over 5 per 
cent of water, and about !1 per cent of lead sulphate. Under the 
microscope the powder i;; apparently amorphou;;. The silica is prob
ably in the opaline form. In composition and physical properties it 
closely resembles tripolite or infusorial earth. But it shows no trace 
of organic structure, and i;; undoubtedly a produet (Jf chemical alter
ation connected with ore deposition. 

Large lenticular bodies of iron pyrite oeeur at se\·eral horizons in 
the sandstones and shalPs ahoH the hlanket. Some of tht'm are 
septtrated from the latter only by a few incht>s of eruslwd shal<'. But 
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one of the largest masses occurs about 50 feet above the main blanket. 
An upraise in this mass shows it to be over ±0 feet thick, although 
possibly divided into two or more lenses by layers of shale which were 
not visible in the timbered upraise. It rests on sandstone and is over
lain by soft gray shales impregnated by pyrite. According to Mr. 
Gladford Smith, who sank the Crebec shaft, three fiat bodies of pyrite 
aggregating over 50 feet in thickness and separated hy shales were 
passed through. The depth of the shaft is 265 feet. The pyrite, 
which is nearly pure, occurs in loose, sandy form or in solid masses. 
It is of too low grade to work with the present facilities. 

C. H. C. MINE. 

This was one of the first mines worked on C. H. C. Hill, and pro
duced considerable ore. The workings, which were relatively exten
sive, are now abandoned and so little accessible that no description of 
the mine is possible. The first workings were reached through a shaft, 
sunk about 900 feet north of the Princeton tunnel, at an altitude of 
9,800 feet. The C. H. C. tunnel was subsequently run in about 100 
feet lower down the hill, and much work was done on the Limestone 
tunnel, about ±00 feet north of the Mountain Spring tunnel. 

The ore occurred in a blanket, probably identical with that worked 
in the Wellington and Princeton mines. 

LOGAN MINE. 

This lies immediately north of the Wellington group. The first 
mining was done through the Logan shaft, sunk at an elevation of 
9,950 feet, in a little ravine which appears to mark on the surface the 
location of the Blackhawk. f~ult, familiarly known on C. H. C. Hill. 
as the "big fissure." A second shaft was sunk about 200 feet lower 
down this ravine. Both are now abandoned, and the present adit is a 
tunnel, also in the ravine, entering at an elevation of 9,650 feet, a little 
above the Pigeon mine. 

The accessible portions of the older workings, lying southeast of 
the Logan shaft, have been already described in connection with the 
Wellington mine, through which they are at present reached. 

The Logan tunnel follows a general southeasterly course, connecting 
'ivith the Logan No. 2 shaft, and continuing toward the Logan shaft. 
This course keeps it on the southwest side and nearly parallel to the 
so-called '' hig fissure,' ' which is reached by some northeast crosscuts. 
One of these ero:sscuts about 100 feet southeast of the Logan No. 2 shaft 
:-;bows that the "big fissure," which will be referred to as the Pigeon 
vein, on account of its prominence in the mine of that name, is a larg·e 
quartz vein, 12 feet wide, consisting of white quartz and masses of 
crumbling pyrite. It i . .,: much broken up, and ming!Pd with gouge and 
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frag·ments of country rock. The vein dips northeast, apparently at 
from 45° to 50° . The hanging wall consists of dark, much broken, and 
partly decomposed shale. That this fissure is a fault of considerable 
throw is indicated by the cutting off of a dike of white porphyry, as 
shown in fig. 70. The amount and direction of throw, however, are 
not known. 

The ore in the Logan tunnel occurs in two or more blankets between 
beds of sandstone and limestone. These present many variations in 
character. Near the Logan No.2 :shaft the main blanket lies between 
somewhat shaly, arkose sandstones. It is very irregular in dip, but 
conforms generally to the bedding of the inclosing rocks. It consists 
of limonite, either cellular or crumbling, with much soft, nearly white 
material, which passes with no 
sharp break into firm sandstone, 
of which it is plainly an altered 
form. The sandstone, which in 
surface exposures is usually green
ish in color, is nearly white in the 
vicinity of the ore bodies, although 
irregularly streaked with iron 
oxide. Under the microscope it 
is seen to be composed chiefly of 
quartz and sericite. The sericite, 
in minutely crystalline aggre
gates, acts partly as a matrix for 
the quartz grains, and occurs also 
in patches, probably representing 
altered fragments of feldspars. 

N 

.o zp .Jo 

Some larger scales of white mica Fw. 70.-Diagram illustrating faulting of a por
phyry dike by the Pigeon lode fi ssure in Logan 

are visible with the unaided eye. mine. 

Chemical analyses of this sand
stone and its alteration product are given on page 287, and the nature 
of the change which they indicate is there discussed. 

Nearer to the Logan shaft the blanket, here from 3 to± feet thick, 
rests on limestone and is overlain by sandstone. The upper part of 
the blanket is derived from the overlying sandstone through the altera
tion just noted. The lower portion (a little less than one-half of the 
whole) is chiefly an ocherous or limonitic mass, which falls to a powder 
when dry, and is evidently in part formed at the expense of the lime
stone. It is roughly laminated and is concentric with the irregular 
upper surface of the underlying· limestone. Between the ferruginous 
material and the limestone is a shell of soft, white material, which 
adheres to the limestone and constitutes a crust of alteration. This 
crust is minutely fissured, and the cracks are filled with a soft, b.lack 
powder, probably manganiferous. The white ernst adhering- to the 
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lime;,;tonc is chiefly gypsum, a::; :-;hown by chemical tesb. Closely 
associated with this nust i; another "·bite substance, not at first dis
tingui:-;hecl from tlw co:npact white gypsum. This material proves to 
he halloy;,;itc. The halloysite is intimately associatetl with the fer
ruginous material abo,~e it, an<l b full of little spe<'ks and nests of soft, 
blac·k oxide of manganese. The relations of these various materials 
ttre diagrammatically shown in fig. 71. The limonite material, espe
cially near the Pigeon. vein, is sometimes rieh enough to work. Some 
-wa;-; said to contain up to 3 ounces of gold and 30 ounces of sih·er per 
ton. 

It is very probable that the so-called "main contact~· of the Logan 

'3/anket~. 
zone or 

·contacr·· 

~~~~~~§~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'·! ~·~·-lj Gypsum and halloysite ~ Limestone 

4 feet .__ _ ___;,_..;.__ 

Sandstone 

FIG. 71.-Diagmmmatic section through a portion of the hlankl't zone nf the Logan mine. 

is the ,.,rune as that worked in the 'y ellington, C. H. C., and Princeton 
mines. Dut it is certain that other similar, but less extensive zones 
occur in the Logan mine, both above and helow the main one. They 
do not necessarily contain any workable ore. Nearly flat blankets of 
pyrit(' are frequently met -with on the southwest side of the Pigeon 
vein, extending from the latter out into the bedding planes. This 
pyrite is of too low grade to work. At a Yarying distance from the 
Pigeon Yein, it usually passes into the limonite material already 
deserihecl, whieh is sometimes ,~alnable as ore. 

PIGEON ;\TINE. 

This mine, the most northerly of the important workings on C. H. C. 
Hill. lies northwest of and about 100 feet below the Logan tunnel. It 
wns formerh~ worked throuo·h three tnnnels and two shafts. The . ~ 

original Pigeon shaft, at an altitude of ahout 8.8;)() feet, lies ahout 
600 feet west of the Logan shaft. 

The lowest workings of the Pigeon eonsist of the Blaine and Logan 
tunneL rnn nt an elenttion of about !),300 feet. This penetrates sand
!'-tones and shales, which show far less disturbance than is usually found 
in C. H. C. Hill, anclmay possibl~· he in place. l'o ore has been ship
prcl from this tunnel. although a little replacement ore in limestone 
v;a..; found at the bottom of a winze, \10 feet below· the tunnel. 
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One branch of this lower tunnel cuts through the Pigeon lode, which 
show:> a width of 40 feet. It i:; composed of several stringers of 
barren white quartz, separated by sheets of country rock, the whole 
being crushed and disturbed. The vein strikes about N. 50° "'\V. and 
dips northeast at 75°. The foot wall is slightly shaly sandstone, 
decomposed to a soft, gray mass for a width of 3 feet. 
· Most of the Pigeon ore has come from the upper tunnels, about 
200 feet above the Blaine and Logan tunnel. It occurs in a blanket, 
which, although encountered at a lower level than that of the Logan 
mine, may yet be identical with the latter. If so, it owes its lower 
position to faulting connec ... 3d with landslide movement. The blanket 
1s often 6 feet and sometimes as much as 12 feet. It varies greatly 
in character. In places it is a breccia of limestone and shale, the 
former being silicified and impregnated with pyrite. It frequently 
contains lenticular masses and streaks of crumbling iron pyrite, or 
bodies of more or less ocherous, limonitic ore. Sometimes there are 
streaks of soft, banded material resembling that described in the 
Princeton mine, and sometimes masses of white pulverized quartz 
(sugar quartz). The blanket is usually underlain by fine-grained 
sandstone or shale. It is apparently overlain by sandstone, although 
the roof is not well exposed. ·The blanket generally dips gently to the 
southwest, but shows many irregularities. At one point it was found 
to turn up toward the north at an angle of 55° for about 20 feet and 
then to resume its usual gentle dip. 

The entire blanket shows evidence of much movement, and the 
inclosing rocks are broken and dceomposed. :Much work bas been 
done on this ore zone, but apparently without very great success, as 
most of it contair.s only low-grade pyrite. 

As in the Logan mine, ore is 11ot confined to a single horizon. In 
what is known as the middle tunnel, a lode striking N. 45° "'\Y. is drifted 
on for some di::;tance. It is probably the Pigeon lode, hut is greatly 
broken and decomposed and not well exposed. Some ore occurred in 
the bedding planes on the southwest side of this fissure, and (·arried 8 
or 10 ounces of silver and 18 per cent of lead. These ·were mere local 
lenses of oxidized ore which did not extend far from the main fissure. 
A specimen of some of the so-called ''carbonate ore," a yellow ocherous 
powder, pro\'ed upon analysis to he chiefly jarosite, a hydrous ::;ulpbate 
of iron and potassium (see p. 289). 

LILY D. MINE. 

This is situated on the southwestern slope of C. H. C. Hill, the main 
adit heing a tunnel at ~),150 feet in elenttion. This tunnel runs N. 85° 
E. for 220 feet and then eonnccts, through a raise of 80 feet, with some 
irregular workings exploiting two hlankets. These zones, which are 
about 8 feet apart, have been faulted by a vein striking S. 80° E. and 
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dipping N. 85 -J . The fi~sure is filled with crushed rock, quartz, and 
gouge, and carries no ore. Normal faulting to the extent of 12 feet 
throw, has taken place along this fissure, but whether before or after 
the deposition of the blanket ore, is not known. 

The blanket contains masses of solid pyrite, cellular quartz, limonite, 
and streaks of partly oxidized sphalerite and galena ore. The lower 
blanket rest:-; on sandstone and is overlain by shale. At one place, 
however, near the fault fissure, it dips southward at an angle of 35° 
and cuts across some of the bedding planes. The upper blanket lies 
in a brecciated zone in shale. 

The ore contains about 20 per cent of sphalerite and is difficult to 
treat on that account. 

As is usually the case on C. H. C. Hill, all the rocks in the workings 
are much broken. Their general dip is southerly at about 10°. 

IRON GIANT :MINE. 

This is a prospect lying north of the Lily D. and about 50 feet higher 
up the hill. It consists of a tunnel about 500 feet in length, running 
N. 63° E. and cutting through shales and fine-grained, reddish, sandy 
limestone. These strata, which dip southwest at a slight angle, are 
all more or less shattered, in the usual manner. Two or more so-called 
"contacts"-i. e., zones of soft, crushed material, sometimes containing 
pyrite, are cut in the tunnel. These zones conform to the bedding, 
but do not preserve their continuity far, being cut off by fractures 
filled with gouge or crushed rock. 

The chief interest of this prospect is derived from the fact that after 
cutting through nearly 500 feet of the usual disturbed rock of C. H. C. 
Hill, the tunnel has come into a mass of old surficial gravels, 250 feet 
vertically below the surface, proving conclusively (were any such 
proof needed) the landslide character of the material covering C. H. C. 
Hill. These gravels consist of partially rounded gravel and sand. 
Some bowlders occur up to 300 pounds in weight, and those a foot in 
diameter are not uncommon. Most of the material, however, is finer. 
The small pebbles are usually well rounded, while the larger ones are 
subangular. The most abundant pebbles are those composed of fine
grained red ~;andstone; others are of gray sandstone, monzonite~ or 
diorite-porphyry, white quartzose porphyry, shale, white limestone, 
and quartz. One pebble of galena was found. All of the material is 
oxidized, and the resulting yellow color is in marked contrast to that 
of the dark brecciated shales, which overlie the gravels, and contain a 
few little streaks of ore. The gravel is such as might be expected to 
accumulate in a steep side gulch rather than in an important stream. 

Above the Iron Giant, and belonging to the same group (M.l\I. P. 
group) is the olcll\1. ?\I. P. tunnel, now eaved in and abandoned. It is 
said to hm·e proclueed some ore from a ''contact," and to have opened 
up some large masses of pyrite. 
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MISCELLANEOUS PROSPECTS. 

GENERAL. 

Under the heading of '• Miscellaneous prospects " will be described 
a few workings which can scarcely be classed a:-> productive mines, and 
yet whieh offer some points of interest in a general treatment of the 
region. In addition to these, however, there still remain numerous 
prospects and abandoned working-s, detailed aeco.unts of which 'vould 
possess no general value, and are, therefore, omitted. 

ATLANTIC CABLE ?!liNE. 

This is an old prospect situated on the northern edge of Rico, in 
Devonian limestone. With it may naturally he described the Smug
gler, Shamrock, and Riverside claims, on the west side of the river. 
As the ore on these claims outcropped plainly in the hanks of the 
Dolores River and of Silver Creek, they were among the earliest 
in the district to be exploited. But the ore proved of such low grade 
and so irregular in its occurrence that work was abandoned, after 
unsuccessful attempts to concentrate the ore for galena. In 1900 the 
Atlantic Cable claim was being prospected by shallow shafts, with a 
view to the extraction of zinc ore. 

The ore consists chiefly of sphalerite, chalcopyrite, pyrite, and a little 
galena, in a dark-green, compact gangue consisting largely of chlorite. 
With the chlorite, however, is usually associated more or less crypto
crystalline cherty material, in knots or bunches, nests of wollastonite 
and garnet, and veinlets of epidote. Near the Dolores River, and 
particularly on the Smuggler and Shamrock claims, the ore chang·es 
to masses of specularite and chlorite. The limestone, which consti
tutes the country rock of the ore, has a curious, blotchy appearance, 
briefly referred to by Cross and Spencer 1 as due to metamorphism. 
·when a surface of this limestone is examined, patches of white crys
talline limestone and areas of chert and of dark-green chlorite are seen 
to be so disposed as to strongly suggest a breccia structure, the origi
nal sharpness of which has been somewhat obscured by later metamor
phism. It is believed that the hypothesis thus suggested best explains 
this peculiar spotted appearance. The limestone, originally impnre, 
and situated in the heart of the Rico uplift, was brecciated, the brec
ciation apparently involving some layers of shale which are exposed 
in less disturbed condition in the bottom of what is known as the Gas 
shaft, on the Job Cooper claim, which adjoins the Atlantic Cable on 
the east. After breeciation, the limestone was metamorphosed , pos
sibly as Cross and Spencer 2 suggest, by the intrusion of the monzonite 
between Aztec Gulch and Iron Draw. As a result of this metamor
phism, the fragments of limestone recrystallized as pure white marble, 

lLoc. cit ., p. ~5. ::Lnc• . L'it. , p. -ltl . 
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in some cases separated from cherty fragments by reaction rims of 
epidote, garnet, and wollastonite, the shale was chloritized, and more 
or less garnet, wollastonite, ehlorite, and epidote were developed in 
bunches and streaks throughout the mass. It is impossible to dis
tinguish here betwt>en this metamorphism and the ore-deposition. The 
rwo processes went on together, as shown by the close association of 
the sphalerite, specularite, ehalcopyrite, galena, and pyrite, with the 
ehloritf', and the frequent bunchy or knot-like occurrence of these 
ores. 

Although some of the ore masses have a thickness of 25 feet, and 
contain excellent zine ore (up to 30 per cent of zinc), their erratic 
ocenrrenee has so far baffled attempts at systematic exploitation. 
They sometimes extend irregularly into the white limestone, dying 
ont in small stringers and bunches. In other directions they grade 
into ma:o;~ws of specularite and c-hlorite or stop abruptly at some frac
ture plane containing a slight seam of gouge. No particular regularity 
of trend is noticeable in these fractures, nor is it certain that they are 
to any extent fault :fissures. They appear rather to be fractures that 
originally partly controlled the deposition of the ore. 

IRON DOLLAR AND EIGHTY-EIGHT MINES. 

The Iron Dollar shaft is sunk in the bed of Silver Creek, about half 
a mile from the mouth of thi:o; stream. The workings are abandoned 
and full of water. The dump shows quantities of pyrite, specularite, 
and quartz, with some chalcopyrite. Chlorite, epidote, and calcite are 
also nbundant, indicating that the deposit is mineralogically similar to 
that of the Atlantic Cahle. The Eighty-Eight shaft, about 150 feet 
north of the Iron Dollar, shows a dump of similar character. 

About 150 feet west of the Iron Dollar shaft a tunnel about 225 feet 
in length has been run into the hill in a direction N. 30 ° E. This 
tunnel cuts a lode, which is probably the one formerly worked in the 
now inaccessible Eighty-Eight shaft. The lode strikes N. 85 ° vV. 
and dip." N. at 85 °. It is rather irregular and in places consists of 
seYeral stringers of nearly barren quartz in Lower Hermosa shales. 
The latter, for a distance of± or 5 feet on each side of the lode1 are 
much altered, and locally transformed to a mass of specularite, pyrite1 

chlorite, and other minerals, in the mineralogical association so charac
teristic of the Atlantic Cable group of claims. In this case, however, 
the metamorphism occur . .; in Lower Hermosa shales, the underlying 
Onray limestone being not exposed, and it is plainly connected with 
lode tissures. This connection, and the general east-west trend of 
the lode, suggests that the latter or some generally parallel fissures may 
han been instrumental 111 effecting the ore deposition of the Atlantic 
Cahle. The occnrrenee i . .; particularly interesting in showing that the 
S}Wenlarite and ehlorite may form hy metasomatic replacement of the 
shales alongside of a lode fis:o;nre. 
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BURN 8 )JINES. 

These are prospects situated on both sides of the river at Burns 
station, in Lower Hermosa bed~. The A. B. G., on the west side of 
the stream, is developed by tunnels run in on u large northwesterly 
lode, showi11g an average width of about ± feet. The strike of the 
lode varies from N. 20° \\'. to N. ±5° \Y. It dips northeast at about 
85°. The fissure is occupied by a rather irregular vein containing 
galena, sphalerite, and pyrite in a gangue of quartz and calcite, and 
aceompanied hy much soft goug·e on both walls. The ore is low in 
grade and has not yet been profitably worked. 

On the southwest side of the lode, and probably connecting with it, 
is tt blanket deposit, with a northerly dip of 10° . This consists of a 
layer of partly oxidized, erumbling pyrite, about a foot in thickness, 
underlain by limestone and overlain by calcareous shale. The ore is 
separated from the overlying shale b.v a gouge, and the shales them
selves are partly deeomposed to eluy. In the northwest part of the 
blanket workings a hed of limestone appears between the ore and 
ov.:lrlying shale and attains a maximum thickness of ~ feet. On the 
southeast this limestone thins, softens, aud passes into gouge. 

Some ore has been mined from this blanket, and is said to carry from 
35 to ±0 ounces of silver and $± in gold per ton, and from ± to 6 per 
cent of copper. 

On the east side of the river is the C. V. G., a prospect whieh is 
probably on the Pigeon lode. The workings had eaved near the tun
nel mouth in 1900 and were inaccessible. The lode is said to he ±0 
feet wide and to contain quartz and pyrite. 
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GEOLOGY AND ORE DEPOSITS OF THE ELKHORN MINING 

DISTRICT, JEFFERSON COUNTY, MONTANA. 

By WALTER HARVEY WEED. 

CHAPTER I. 

INTRODUCTION. 

FIELD WORK AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS. 

The Elkhorn district was first visited by the writer in the summer 
of 1896, while studying the general relations of the granite area in 
which the Butte ore deposits occur. Mr. WalterS. Kelley, superin
tendent of the Elkhorn mine, called attention to the value of an 
investigation of this property, whose extensive development and inter
esting geological occurrences make it in some respects unique among 
the ore deposits of Montana. It was found that the ore deposit 
occurs on the borders of a great area of granite, and that in the 
immediate vicinity of the deposit there has been successive intru
sions of igneous rock, breaking up through folded sedimentary and 
earlier igneous rocks. The district thus offered peculiarly favorable 
opportunities for a study of the relations of the igneous rocks to one 
another and of the effect produced by such intrusions upon adjacent 
sedimentary rocks. In 1897 a second visit was made to the district, 
and a fortnight was spent in a reconnaissance of the entire area and 
a. determination of the more salient features of its geology. The 
observations made at this time confirmed opinions previously formed, 
and detailed mapping and study of the district were determined upon. 
In the summer of 1899 Mr. R. H. Chapman was detailed to make a 
topographic map covering the more interesting geological features of 
the region immediately about Elkhorn. The writer planned to do the 
detailed geological mapping himself, but the necessity of further study 
of the Butte copper deposits prevented his spending the summer upon 
this work. Therefore he took to the district Dr. Joseph Barrell, 
who was acting as field assistant for the season, and went over the 
ground with him, indicating the distinctions to be made and the prob
lems to be worked out. The areal distribution of the rocks was mapped 
by Dr. Barrell during the months of August and September, and great 
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credit is due to him for the care with which the obscure boundaries of 
the different rocks have been traced out. At the same time he made 
careful studies of the relations of rock masses, of the changes in the 
igneous rocks resulting from contact metamorphism, and of possible 
assimilation of material by the intruding magma. The detailed facts 
upon which many of the inductions made in this report rest were, 
therefore, gathered by Dr. Barrell. The underground work was done 
by the author. The petrographic study of the rocks was made by Dr. 
Barrell, under the direct supervision of Prof. L. V. Pirsson, in the 
petrographic laboratory of the Sheffield Scientific Schbol of Yale 
University. The geological notes obtained by Dr. Barrell, together 
with this report upon the petrography of the rocks, formed the basis of 
a thesis prepared by him in partial fulfillment of the requirements for 
the degree of doctor of philosophy. The paper thus prepared has 
been largely drawn upon by the writer in preference to the original 
field notes, while the petrographic report is the same as that of the 
thesis, save only that much of the purely speculative portion has been 
omitted. 

The topographic map of the district (Pl. XLII) includes an area 
of H by 2t miles, on a scale of 1:32500, or about 2 inches to a 
mile, the relief being shown by 50-foot contours. Where the Elkhorn 
district is mentioned in these pages this area is meant. All the more 
important prospect pits are located and the more important geological 
features are included within the area selected. 

The chemical analyses in this report have been made in the labora
tory of the Geological Survey by Dr. H. N. Stokes. 

Thanks are especially due to Mr. WalterS. Kelley, former manager 
of the Elkhorn mine, for his hospitality and for kindnesses too numer
ous to mention. The author is indebted to him for the use of the mine 
maps and for valuable specimens of minerals and ores, also for the use 
of a room kindly placed at his disposal, as well as for many personal 
hospitalities. Thanks are also due to Mr. William Davey, former fore
man of the mine, and to Mr. Thorn Tyack, assistant foreman, for many 
courtesies. 

This report will be regarded by some as an account of an exhausted 
and worked-out district, as the Elkhorn mine, the chief producer, 
after a productive period of about twenty years, was closed down 
and abandoned. In 1901, however, it was reopened, and promises 
to l::Je again a producer. The other properties are as yet in the pros
pect stage, and, though promising, did not offer sufficient exposures 
and data for a eomplete report. It has seemed advisable, however, to 
present somewhat fully the facts concerning the Elkhorn mine, as they 
will be of interest in connection with the future development of other 
properties in the country. The depth to which the mine was worked 
and the lateral extent of the development offered peculiarly favorable 
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conditions for study, and no apology is needed for presenting an 
account of a mine which has yielded such large amounts of the pre
cious metals and which must ever be regarded as one of the big mines 
of Montana. 

GEOGRAPHIC POSITION. 

The Elkhorn district is situated in the center of Jefferson County, 
in the central portion of the mountain region forming the western 
part of -the State of Montana. The town of Elkhorn, which is in the 
center of the district, lies about 18 miles east of Townsend, a town on 
the Missouri River and on the main line of the Northern Pacific Rail
way. It is 20 miles southeast of Helena and about the same distance 
northeast of Butte. It is accessible by a branch line of the Northern 

Pacific Railway, and is about 12 miles east of the town of Boulder, 
which is on the Montana Central division of the Great Northern Rail
way. The accompanying map (:fig. 72) shows the situation of the dis
trict with respect to the main drainage lines and mountain ranges of 
the State. Crow and Elkhorn peaks rise to an elevation of 9,500 feet 
only a short distance to the north and northeast of the town, being the 
highest peaks for many miles around. These two peaks are the cul
minating summits of a group of mountains lying west of the Missouri 
River Valley and isolated from the neighboring ranges of the Rocky 
Mountains by broad, open valleys on the north, east, south, and west. 
This group, to which the name Crow Creek Mountains or Crow Moun
tains is often applied, has a crest line in shape somewhat resembling a 
horseshoe, with the opening facing eastward and trenched b)· Crow 
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Creek, a tributary of the Missouri. This mountain district, which 
owes its elevation primarily to the folding of sedimentary rocks, but 
chiefly to the durability of the finer-grained igneous rocks which cap 
its summits, is drained by streams which are generally radial to its 
flanks. On the west, however, a long north-south fault, marked by 
the drainage way of Prickly Pear Creek and Boulder Valley, separates 
it from the complex of mountain peaks and ridges known as the 
Boulder Mountains. It is thus seen that the Crow Mountains not only 
lie well within the mountain region of the State, but are a unit both 
topographically and geologically, and not merely a part of some larger 
district. 

TOPOGRAPHY. 

The district is one of great relief, as is well sho"""n on the topographic 
map, Pl. XLII. In general the slopes, though steep, are not precip
itous. While the rocks are usually well exposed, there is · consider
able soil and vegetation. Owing to the elevation of the region, it 
receives abundant precipitation in the form of rain and snow and is 
often the scene of midsummer snowstorms even when the adjacent 
lowlands are bathed in sunshine. As might therefore be imagined, 
the climate is somewhat rigorous and the winters are long. For this 
reason there is an abundant drainage, which is all concentrated in the 
stream known as Elkhorn Creek, while immediately outside of the area 
mapped Crow Creek and Prickly Pear Creek also take their heads. 
The district, though small, shows the usual peculiarities of drainage 
noticed where igneous rocks and limestones are found close together. 
In the former rocks the streams are perennial, while in the latter the 
drainage ways carry running water only in times of heavy rain or 
melting snows. There is a concordant association of plant life, the 
limestones being in general bare and arid and the igneous areas usu
ally well wooded and covered with an abundant herbage, but this is 
dependent on rainfall, which is a function of altitude, so that the gen
eral statements given above are true only where the elevations are 
similar. In the lower part of Elkhorn Creek, where it enters the 
broad, open valley of Boulder River, the areas of both igneolis and 
limestone rocks are arid and devoid of all arboreal vegetation. 

Elkhorn is one of the most picturesquely situated mining towns of 
the State. It lies near the head of a mountain valley at a point where 
a sudden broadening occurs. To the south the gulch is narrow and 
canyon like, while above it changes from a moraine-dammed gorge to 
a high mountain amphitheater. Nestling close up under Elkhorn and 
Crow peaks, at an elevation of 6,500 feet above the sea, it receives 
tribute from many cloud banks which, drifting across the lower 
mountain country to the west, are caught by Elkhorn Peak. The 
scenery is not typically alpine, though rugged and picturesque. The 
view from the town is, however, a broad one, including a wide stretch 
of valley and a mountain range to the south. 
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The town is built upon a steeply sloping bowlder apron, the front 
of a moraine that incloses the upper valley of the creek. The slopes 
near by are parked and wooded, and are in strong contrast to the arid 
and glaring limestone hil1s seen in the valley to the south. The most 
striking feature of the scenery is Elkhorn Peak, whose summit rises 
3,000 feet above the town and is about 1t miles distant from it. The 
mineral wealth of the district is found in the altered limestones near 
their contact with gabbro-diorite intrusions and where broken through 
by offshoots from the mass. 

HISTORY. 

The Elkhorn district was prospected early in the history of the State 
and numerous quartz locations were made in the years preceding 1870, 
but the district did not attract attention until the A. M. Holter lode 
became a producing mine. This property, later known as the Elkhorn 
mine, has been the principal and, in fact, almost the only producer of 
the district, and was for many years one of the prominent silver 
mines of the country. The history of the mining industry of this 
district is therefore the history of this mine. The Elkhorn property 
was sold by its original locators to A. M. Holter, after whom the 
claim has been named. Mr. Holter organized the Elkhorn Mining 
Company, and the mine has since been known as the Elkhorn mine. 
A 5-stamp wet crushing free-milling plant was erected by the first 
ownets, and as the surface ores were free milling and yielded readily 
to simple amalgamation, satisfactory results were realized in the early 
history of the property. With increased depth, however, the oxidized 
ores became refractory and the loss in treatment became as high as 
50 per cent of the silver values. In 1881 the mine was developed to a 
depth of 300 feet, and the nature of the ore made it evident that a new 
mill would have to be erected and chloridization adopted. Owing to 
a disagreement among the owners and the necessity of enlisting new 
capital, the property was idle for the greater part of the year 1882, 
though it yielded 4,285 ounces of fine silver during that year. In 
1883 the property passed into the possession of the Elkhorn Mining 
Company, a new hoist was erected, and a 10-stamp chloridizing mill 
was put up, with a capacity of about 11 tons a day. The ore was 
stamped fine, roasted, and amalgamated in combination pans without 
grinding. The result was a saving of 90 per cent of the values and a 
bullion product aggregating $188,375 in silver and $2,320 in gold for 
the first ten months after installment. The bullion product was 900 
fine in silver, with a little gold, the principal impurity being copper. 1 

The old Elkhorn Company subsequently increased its battery to 20 
and then to 25 stamps and worked the mine down to the 800-foot level, 
where lean ore was encountered, and some doubt was expressed as to 

1 Report of the Director of the Mint for 1884, p. 302. 
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whether the property was not worked out. In 1888 the Montana cor
poration sold out to a new company organized in London, which took 
the name and property of the old corporation, remodeled the mill, and 
instituted a policy of vigorous development, under which the mine has 
yielded 6,500,000 ounces of silver and 5,000 ounces of gold since 1888. 
The total production of the mine has been computed by Mr. Walter S. 
Kelley, the manager of the property, from the company's books. The 
figures are given in round numbers only, and those for the earlier 
period are only approximate. 

From 1884 to .January, 1900, the mine was in continuous operation, 
save for a short time in 1886, when an accident to the pumps resulted 
in the flooding of the mine up to the 500-foot level for several months. 

In 1896 the ore in sight was nearly exhausted, and preparations were 
made to abandon the mine, but Mr. Walter S. Kelley, who at that time 
became general manager of the property, by careful exploration work 
disclosed new ore bodies, and continued to work the property until 
December, 1899. In the autumn of 1899 it became apparent that the 
expense of pumping, which necessitated heavy fuel bills, combined 
with the small extent and low grade of the ore in sight, would not 
warrant the further operation of the mine. The cost of the ore 
extracted had steadily risen during the last few years until in 1898 it 
reached a total of $15.60 per ton, while the expense of milling increased 
to $9.50 per ton. It was therefore decided to close down and abandon 
the property. 

The development of the Elkhorn has played an important part in 
the settlement and betterment of the State. The monthly pay roll 
aggregated over $15,000, as besides the men employed at the mine and 
mill a large number of wood choppers were regularly at work. The 
town of Elkhorn, a settlement with a population of about 600, was 
built and maintained practically by this one mine, and the supplies 
shipped to the district for mine and town kept the railroad line busy 
for many years. The passing into history of this great property is 
felt not only at the town of Elkhorn, but in the ranches, for whose 
produce it furnished a market, and in the parts of the State from 
which it drew supplies. 

The former inaccessibility of the district, situated as it was in the 
heart of the mountains and until recent years remote from railroad 
communication, deterred active prospecting for a long time; moreover~ 
in the early years of the Elkhorn mine, supplies, particularly salt, were 
very expensive, so that the cost of treatment was heavy. 

In 1886 the Northern Pacifie Railway built a branch line to Wickes 
to get the ore-carrying business of the Alta and Comet mines. About 
two years later the marvelous development of the Butte copper 
deposits induced this company to begin an extension of this branch 
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southward to that city. At the same time the Montana Central, now 
a part of the Great Northern system, was under construction, and a 
railway-building contest began, with Butte as the objective point. 
The Montana Central secured the more favorable right of way, and the 
Northern Pacific line, after being built to Bernice, was not completed. 
Both roads pass through Boulder, the county seat, 12 miles west of 
Elkhorn, so that a year later the Northern Pacific Company was 
induced to build a branch line through the Boulder Valley and up the 
gorge of Elkhorn Creek. The building of this road was a difficult 
piece of engineering, as the grade to be overcome was excessive, but 
by the use of short loop<; a road was constructed on which short trains 
could be hauled. A triweekly train service was established, making 
it possible to ship the silver-lead ores which were discovered in great 
abundance in the deep workings of the Elkhorn mine, and which 
were also found to a limited extent in other properties in the district. 

PRODUCTION. 

The successful development of the Elkhorn mine resulted in wry 
energetic prospecting of the adjacent claims during the first few years 
of its existence. The report of the Director of the Mint for 1884 men
tions 12 mines, all close to the Elkhorn, which were said to show well
defined ore bodies, carrying good values in silver and sometimes in 
gold and copper, and which were at that time developed by prospeet 
shafts over 20 feet deep. Of those noted in that report, the Keene, 
Union, and C. and D. have been developed into mines from which ore 
has been shipped at various times, but the properties have thus far 
proved disappointing to the owners, and their yield has been insig
nificant compared with that of the Elkhorn mine. The C. and D. is 
the only one from which any returns of production are available. A 
small smelter was built in 1886 and run for a short time upon the ores 
from this mine. The product for 1886 is given in the report quoted 
as $4,068 worth of bullion. For 1887 the same authority gives the 
product of the C. and D. mine as $10,335 in gold and $10,320 in silver, 
and for 1888 as $2,661 in gold and $10,433 in silver. 

In later years the C. and D. has been leased at various times! and 
the ore extracted has been shipped to custom smelters. The ore, 
however, has been too low grade to work profitably, and it is only 
when pockets of galena have been found that any profit has been made 
in the workings of the property. The other properties of the district 
have been worked at various times in the last twenty years, but only 
for short periods, and have not been developed into producing mines. 
An exception should be made of the Elkhorn Queen, which lies over 
the ridge beyond Queen Gulch, just outside the limits of the area 
mapped. 
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The following tables give the yearly production of the Elkhorn 
mine: 

Yearly production of Elkhorn mine from 1882-1889. 

Years. Silver. Gold. 

I 

1882 ................................................. . 
Dollars. I Dollars. 

( :)4, 285 I:::::::::: 1883 ................. -.... . ........ . ............. . ... . 

1884 ..... . ........... - . - . - . - - - -... - - - .......... - . - -.. -

1885.- .. ---------- ---- .. ------ --------- - -- ---.-- -.. ---
1886- - . -. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. - -- - - - -- . - - . - -.. - . - - - . - - . 
1887- ... - - - - . - -- - - -... - - - - - - - - -.. - -.. - . - - . -... - - . - - - - -
1888. - - - .. - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - . - - - -- - - - - - - - - . - - - . - - - - - . - - - -
1889- -. - . - - - - - - - - - - - . - . - . - .. - - . - - -. -- - - - . -..... -... - . -

168,375 
218,828 
276,051 
(b) 

476, 754 
a389, 353 

a Ounces. b Not reported. 

Yearly production of Elkhorn mine from 189o-1900. 

Silver. Gold. 

Years. 
Smelting !If ill bullion. Smelting ore. Mill bullion. ore. 

--- -
Ounces. Ounces. Ounces. Ounces. 

1890----- - -.. --- -.---- 418,516.02 102,628.81 202.104 168.557 

1891.-.--------------- 345,079.62 271 , 914.98 406.287 485.854 

1892.- - - - - - - -. - - - - . - - - 486,033.01 422,270.17 537. 721 519.917 

1893 .. - ----- .. -------- 428,613.07 332,195.98 360. 137 349.629 

1894 .... - ------------- 470,706.99 281,998. 43 353.598 259.809 

1895 .... ----- --------, 474,390.68 77,398.77 359.304 79.435 

1896 .... --- ----------- ' 486, 720. 95 90,787.29 339.975 85.566 

1897 ...... -.. - -- - - - - - - 489,959.78 96,872.10 420.244 109.147 
I 

1898 ... --------------. 375,963.04 214,908.89 243.605 230. 626 

1899 .... -------------- 364,906.08 a 193, 374. 55 258. 413 140.380 

1900 .... ------------- _· 20,362.18 --- "' .. ... ------- 13.486 .. ----- ..... --

Total . ____ . ____ . i4, 361 , 251. 42 2, 084, 349. 97 13, 494. 874 2,428.920 

a Ore shipments. 

2,320 
1,338 

"' ...... -- ... ---. 
---- ... --- .... 

6,068 
4, 450 

Lead, smelt-
ing ore. 

Pounds. 

187,214 
619,054 
794,305 
548,382 
448,311 
136,554 
149,367 
179,341 
532, 429 
357,827 

---·-·----
3,952, 784 

In addition to the above there was an average of about 7,500 pounds 
of copper contained in the mill bullion each year. 
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Production of Elkhorn mine by periods. 

Years (inclusive). Silver. Gold . 

Ounces. Ounces. 

1875-1884 ••• ----·---·-····-------------··············- 500,000 500 

1885-1889.- •... ----- .. ------ ... -------.--- ..... - ...... 2,000,000 2,000 

1890-1899 ••••.. - -- . -... - . - - . ---- .. - . -- -- ... - -.. - - - . - .. 6,402,000 6,000 

Total. __ . _ .. ___ . ______ . _______ • ____ . _______ . ___ . a8, 902, 000 I 8,500 

a And 4,000,000 pounds of lead. 

From what has been stated, it will be seen that the economic geology 
of the district is almost entirely an account of the Elkhorn mine, and, 
indeed, not only are the workings of the other properties small, but 
they were at the time of visit inaccessible. A large number of mining 
claims have been located and prospecting pits sunk over nearly every 
part of the district. Thus far, however, the only ore deposits worthy 
of serious attention appear to be in the areas of altered sedimentary 
rocks. Small veins have been found near the summit of Elkhorn 
Peak and in the amphitheater below it, but up to the present time no 
ore bodies large enough to warrant extensive development work have 
been discovered. The Jacquemin mines, situated about 2 miles west 
of Elkhorn, on a branch of Turnley Creek, have shipped considerable 
ferruginous ore, which was too low grade to work on account of its 
precious-metal content alone, but which was needed at the smelter as 
a flux. The iron mines on the north side of Elkhorn Peak are also 
worthy of attention, as they expose large bodies of rather pure iron 
ore. As a district, the future can not be said to be bright, as the low
grade character of the ores precludes their treatment at present prices. 
The gold ore of the Dolcoath is, however, a possible exception. 

MILLING. 

The Elkhorn ores are of two classes-smelting and milling. The 
smelting ores consist chiefly of argentiferous galena and are shipped to 
the smelter. -The milling ores are a mixture ~f silver sulphides and 
gray copper, and are treated by the ordinary chloridizing process. A 
careful separation of the ore is, of course, made in the mine, and 
this, fortunately, is made the more readily because the milling ore 
is almost wholly quartzose and comes from the hanging-wall bodies. 
The milling ore is treated at the mine in an ordinary pan amalga
mation mill. 

In milling the ores the treatment has varied somewhat in recent 
years, owing to their increasingly refractory character. In general, 
the process consists in a dry stamping of the siliceous ore, salt being 
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added to the ore as it is fed to the stamps, whence the dry pulp is 
conveyed directly to the Briickner roasters. The large amount of g-ray 
copper and galena in the ore treated in the last few years has made 
it necessary to use as much as 15 per cent of salt. In the free ores from 
the upper levels of the mine 5 per cent was sufficient. The roasted ore 
is taken in cars to the cooling floor, where it is left in heaps for ten 
to fifteen minutes, then holed by inserting a bar vertically and then 
horizontally, making a free air passage through the center of the heap. 
The heap is subsequently leveled down to a thickness of 1 to 2 feet 
and then trenched by ditches. The cooled ore is then conveyed in 
wheelbarrows to the pan room, where it is mixed with salt and sul
phuric acid and put in amalgamating pans, lime being added to clear 
the quicksilver. After grinding in the pans the pulp is drawn into 
settling paris, which, when half full of pulp, are filled up wit}! water 
and stirred slowly for half an hour. The top peg is then pulled out 
and a stream of water run in. 

The cost of treatment has steadily increased as the ores became 
more refractory. This is largely due to the increasing amount of salt 
used. Thus in 1896 tpe cost of salt per ton of ore milled was $1.88, 
rising to $2.14: in 1897, and to $2.22 in 1898. Fuel cost but $1.05 in 
1896, rose to $1.10 in 1897, and to $1.40 in 1898. These two items 
account for the increase from $7.17 in 1896 to $9.49 in 1898. 

The careful returns made by the mine manager, Mr. WalterS. Kelley, 
to the company, show in great detail the cost vf treatment per ton 
of ore milled. ln considering the following table, which is copied from 
the manager's report for the calendar year 1896, it should be remem
bered that the ore was extremely base. The table shows the amount 
of ore treated, of bullion produced, etc. 

Work performed by Elkhorn mill in 1896. 

Batteries ( 20-stamp) in service . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 315 days, 9 hours. 
Pans in service. . ............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 357 days, 15 hours. 
Ore crushed ......................... . ............ , . . 13, 762 dry tons. 
Salt used. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 249 tons . 
Average amount crushed per stamp per day .... . .. . ... 1. 745 tons. 
Average assay value of pulp .. . ....................... 38.435 ounces silver per ton. 
Pulp panned ........ . ....... . ...... . __ .. . .. ___ .... _. 13,718 dry tons. 
Average assay value of tailings ....... __ . . ... . ..... _.. 3.435 ounces. 
Portion saved according to assay ........... .. ........ 92.775 per cent. 
Portion saved according to bullion returns .. . __ ..... __ 92.313 per cent. 
SilYer produced . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 486,721 fine ounces. 
Gold produced ...................................... 339.975 fine ounces. 
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The details of cost are given as follows: 

Analysis of cost of milling per ton of pulp treated ·in 1896. 

Labor account. Supplies account. 

----------1 ----- -- - - ----- - ----------

Superintendenceand foreman. 

Engineers ................. . 

Crusher man .............. .. 

Dryer man ............... .. 
Battery man . _ .... _ . _ . _ . __ .. 

Roaster man .... . .. _ ... _ . _ .. 

Cooling floorman ........... . 
Carmen ..... _ .. ___ .. ___ .. _ . 

Amalgamators ... . ..... _ . _ .. 
1 Pan helpers ................ - I 

Assayer .................. --I 
Storekeeper ................ . 

Millw_ri~ht ................. ·j 
Machm1sts ... _. _ .... _. _. _ .. _ 

Teams and labor ........... . 

'Vatchmen ................ . 
Tailings dam._ .. . . _. _ .. ___ .. 

Office expenses. _ .. _ ..... _ ... 

Total . _ . _ ............ . 

$0.3734 

. 2134 

. 1571 

.1578 

. 2147 

. 1847 

.1569 

. 3166 

. 2131 

. 1568 

. 0722 

. 0437 

. 0512 

Chemical~> . _ .. ___ ........... . 

Lubricants ......... _ .. ...... . 

Illuminants ................ .. 

Fittings ................. . .. . 

Tools ...................... .. 

Castings .... . ............... . 

Iron and steel ... _ ... . _ .. .... _ 

Lumber _ ...... . .... _ ....... . 

Charcoal .... . _ ............. . 

Belting ... _ ............ _ .... . 

Quicksilver ................ .. 
Salt .. _ ... _ .. . _ ... _____ . _ . . _ . 

Fuel ....................... . 

. 1916 Assay office ................. . 

.1453 Stables .................. _ ... . 

. 0803 I Office and incidentals _ ..... _. 

. 0828 I Freight. ............ _ ....... . 

. 0656 InsuraneP . _ .... _ ....... _ .. . . 

l\iachine shop ............... . 

Legal expenses and taxe~ .... . 

Sundrie~ ................... _. 

2.8772 Total ................. . 

$0.0772 

. 0364 

.0032 

. 0124 

. 0045 

. 2308 

. 0186 

. 0143 

. o:~87 

. 0245 

. :3486 

1. 8800 

1. 0572 

. 0374 

. 0240 

. 0763 

. 0152 

.0940 

. 0039 

. 2463 

. 0538 

4.2973 

-----------~-------------------------

Cost of labor per ton ........ _ .... _. __ . .... ................ ........... _ _ $2. 8772 
Cost of supplies per ton ... _..... . ....................................... 4. 2973 

Total ......... _ ..... ....... _ ................... .. ...... _ ....... _ . 7. 17 45 

Analys-is of cost of milling per ton of ore treated from 1896-1898 inclu.s·it-e. 

1896. 

-- - - - -- - ------ - 1 

Superintendence, including office expenses ....... . 

Labor .. .... _ .... _ .... _ ......... _ .. _ . __ ........ . 

Salt .............. _ .. _-_ ........... . - ... --- ... --· 

Fuel .. _. _ .... _ ......... . . . .. ___ ............... . 

Quicksilver ......... _ .... _ ...... __ . __ ._ . . _ ..... . 

Chemicals .... . ............. _ . .. _ ............. _. 

$0.37. 

2.4382 

1. 88 

1. 0572 

.3486 

.0772 

General repairs and supplies ............. -----.-- !·-- ..... --
1 

s f d' ' " ur ace ex pen 1 tures ........ _ .. ...... __ . ........ · . . _ ....... 
1 'faxes, insurance, and legal expenseH .............. i . 246:3 1 

Total .................................... -I 7. 174 

22 OEOL, PT 2--01- --27 

189i. 

$0.4298 

2.6475 

2.2187 

1.1171 

. 4479 

. 0623 

. 6323 

.1567 

. 2599 
------

7.9722 

1898. 

$0.5217 

3.3058 

2. 1406 

1. 3973 

. 8904 

. 0661 

. 7214 

. 2034 

. 2423 

H.4890 
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The fuel cost is inereased also, owing to increased depth of the 
mine, the larger amount of water due to new water courses cut in 
prospt>eting upper levels, and the increased use of compressed air . 

. lnaly8i~< '!(cost r!(mini11g per tvn of m·e hoisted frum 1896-1898, indusi1•e. 

(Bused upon total expenditure in mine.] 

1896. 1897. 1898. 

- ------ - -- ----- -------- - - - - ----1----

Superintendenee, including office expense ___ .. __ -:- _______ .. $0. 7163 $0. 7833 
:Mine labor ___________________________ -- ___ -- .. _' ____ . __ --- 9. 1486 9.0269 
Ore-house labor _________________________________ · _________ _ . 6212 . 7246 
Fuel ____________________ _______________________ ' _________ _ 3.0343 3.0993 
Ex plosi Yes ___________________ . ___________ . _______________ _ . 6404 . 8090 
Ti1n her _________________ ____________ __ . ___ ... _ . - - - - - - -- - - - . 0992 .1250 
Illuminants __________________________ ---- ___________ ------ . 0788 . 0768 
General repairs and supplies _____________________ · _________ _ .4525 . 5352 
Stu·faee expenditures ___________________ _____ ____ · _________ _ .1495 . 1892 
Taxes, insurance, and legal expt>n:-:es. _____________ , _____ ____ .

1 

. 27;32 . 2238 

15.5941 Tl>ta.l . -- --- - ----- ---- -- ------------ ------- J $12. 3tH I 
- --- --.. _:__ _ __ _:_ __ _ 

15. 21-lO I 

The cost of mining was, in 1896 and subsequent years, very greatly 
increased over that of former years hy reason of the exhaustion of the 
large ore bodies formerly worked; the cost was largely increased, also, 
by reason of the ore coming from many small stopes and faces. 

189 
189 
189 

Amo11nt, contents, and 1·alue of ore Rold. 
-· ·· ---- - - ---- ·--- - - --- ---

I 
I 

Y t>nr. Ore. Siln·r. : Gold. Lt>ad. 
I I 
I 

I Trm$. 
I 
; Ounces. Ounces. Pounds. 
1n±, 908. 89 230.626 532,429 8.---------:1, 700. 309 

~---------- 715.241 96,872.10 109. 1-!7 179,341 

6.--------- 554.234 90,787.29 85.566 149,367 

' 
Value per Total value. ton. 

$104,945.83 .. -... --.--
48,478.44 $67. 78 

50,355.59 90.85 

A peculiar featme of the reduction plant at Elkhorn is shown in 
Pl. XLIV. The tailing-s are impounded by a series of dams built up of 
sacks :filled with tailings l>and. The bags are those in which the salt 
used by the mill is received. Their cost is therefore trifling, and when 
filled with sand they form excellent retaining- walls. These dams are 
made necessary by the fact that the water is used by the ranchmen 
downstream for irrigation. 
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TAILINGS DAMS OF ELKHORN MINE IN GORGE OF ELKI-'ORN CREEK . BELOW THE TOWN, 

Sho..-...s IHrrowing of the valleX wher~ c reek leaves altered lmo estone!:. and cu ts .through th~ quartz-d•onte -porp hyry . 
Ta1Jings dams are oppos•te s lide of porphyry debns . Ma•n wagon road IS seen m bottom of gu lch H1g h o;:or 
wooderl area on mountain covers Carboniferous limeston e. Smooth , rounded summ•t of Crow Peak seen in 
distance 





CHAPTER II. 

GENERAL GEOLOGICAL FEATURES OF THE DISTRICT AND 
ITS RELATION TO THE SURROUNDING REGION. 

The Elkhorn district comprises a small part of the southwest end 
of a group of mountains of very complex composition. For the 
benefit of the reader who may desire to know the relations of the 
district to the surrounding region a short re:;ume of the conditions, so 
far as they are known from the writer's studies, will be given in this 
chapter, together with a brief account of the leading features of the 
district itself. The district lies on the border of the great Boulder 
granite area, and includes a part of that area and also the borders of 
an area of folded limestones, shales, etc., which compose the long 
ridges lying east of Elkhorn and extending to the Missouri Ri,rer. 
This area of folded rocks includes rocks of nearly all geological periods 
and of varied lithologic composition, all flexed in long arches and 
intervening troughs, forming the S-shaped folds, such as are found in 
the eastern ranges of the State. These folds can be traced westward 
and the individual formations readily followed to the Elkhorn district, 
where the normal lithologic character of the strata is lost as a resu!t 
of contact metamorphism. The folding of the strata is clearly older 
than the extrusion of the igneous rocks which break up through them. 

The Elkhorn mining district includes a wide nriety of rock forma
tions and, small as it is, within its borders is found eYidence showing 
the nature of a long series of profound disturbances which have mate
rially modified the geolog-y of this part of the State. Lying on the 
western border of a great area of folded sedimentary rocks, the 
formations seen within its limits include a wide variety of lithologic 
types, now profoundly altered hy later metamorphism, but in part at 
least traceable uninterruptedly into the normal unaltered formations 
a mile or two away. The sedimentary record of the earth's earlier 
history is, however, better studied in the region immediately east, 
since the Elkhorn region is peculiarly favorable for a study, not of 
sedimentation or the period of rock folding which succeeded, but of 
the many and varied e\rents which occurred in a period of dynamic 
activity, initiated by volcanic outbreaks which, from evidence pre
sented elsewhere in the State, are known to have commenced in early 
Tertiary time, and after the uplift of the region above the sea and the 
formation of mountain ranges by folding and synchronous erosion. 

419 
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The eYidence of the magnitude and power of the forces at work during 
what may fittingly be called the dynamic period of the history of 
the region is everywhere apparent, and the varied phenomena which 
resulted are exhibited here better than at any other place known 
to the writer. The detailed evidence gathered in the mapping of the 
areal geology confirms by abundant proof the deductions made during 
the reconnaissance of the district as to the relative age of the rocks 
and the metamorphic effects produced by the injection of great masses 
of molten rock. 

The sP.dimentary rocks are devoid of all but the most fragmentary 
fossil remains, and are so generally metamorphosed that their original 
character is largely masked. Nevertheless, their sedimentary charac
ter is perfectly apparent, their bedding distinct, and the attitude of 
the beds easily made out. Moreover, while exact correlation of beds 
is not always possible, there is a general correspondence between the 
sequence observed here and that at localities near by, notably near 
Helena and near Whitehall, and the Carboniferous formations have 
been identified not only by fossils but by tracing the beds into the 
region of unaltered fossil-bearing strata a few miles southeast of the 
town. 

The sedimentary rocks embrace a part of the Algonkian series known 
as the Belt terrane 1 , and the Cambrian and other Paleozoic formations 
recognized in the Belt Range are undoubtedly represented here. The 
Jurassic has not been positively identified and the great series, sev
eral thousand feet thick, of altered argillaceous siliceous rocks, which 
directly overlies the Carboniferous must certainly be in part Creta
ceous, for, although no paleontological evidence was obtained, the strati
graphic correlation is colilvincing. The Tertiary lake-bed deposits 
found in the larger intermontane valleys of western Montana do not 
occur in the district described, though found but a few miles to the 
south. The region probably formed a highland at the time the Ter
tiary lakes existed, from which the waste of subaerial erosion and 
probably also the 1ighter material poured out from volcanic vents 
were washed down into the Tertiary lake that filled the broad, open 
valley traversed by the Boulder River below Elkhorn Creek. 

The igneous rocks are of several kinds, generally coarse grained, but 
of very widely differing appearance. The rocks are mostly of com
mon types and present no difficulty in classification. They are of dif
ferent age and represent successive events occurring in the Tertiary 
or post-Tertiary history of the region. The oldest rocks are gabbros 
and diorites, the youngest are aplitic granites. The former break 
irregularly up through sedimentary rocks and include fragments of 
them in their mass or resting upon their surface. Volcanic activity 

1For n om enclature and designation a~ te rrane see W~tlcott: Bnll. Genl. So\,, Am., Yo!. X, 1899, pp. 
199-244. 
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of great power and probably long duration is represented by the 
andesitic rocks of Elkhorn Peak and of the mountains running south 
from Elkhorn toward Bull Mountain. The rocks are clearly similar 
i'n character to those seen over parts of the Boulder region, and, as 
elsewhere, embrace lava tlows, tuffs, and breccias. The source of 
these rocks was some vent lying to the west of Elkhorn. These vol
canic rocks were at a later period broken through and probably some
what metamorphosed by intrusions of diorite-porphyry, which broke 
off parts of the earlier gabbro mass and chilled against the andesitic 
rocks. The granite is even later, as is clearly shown in several places 
by including fragments of earlier igneous rocks. The aplite-granite 
is still later and is the most recent of the igneous rocks. 

The origin of the ore deposit<; of the region is discussed in a sepa
rate chapter. Their source is undoubtedly the igneous rocks, very 
probably the basic igneous rocks of the district, especially tbe gabbro. 

From the resume just given it i'> evident that the district offers 
exceptional opportunities for studying the relations and relative age 
of the igneous rocks and the effects of contact metamorphism. \Vith 
a wide acquaintance with the mountainous region of the State, the 
writer knows of no other place offering such good opportunities for a 
study of the effects of igneous intrusions upon other rocks and those 
of sedimentary origin. Indeed, there is good evidence here that the 
putting in place of the earlier intrusions has been accomplished with 
so little disturbance that the effects of the magma upon the disrupted 
rocks in which it intrudes ean be partieularly well ob:,;erved. There 
is no positive proof of actual assimilation of one roek by another, 
though the field evidence strongly indieate::; this, as well as the usual 
metamorphic action. 

All the rocks noted, except the granite and aplite, show metamor
phism, most intense near the granite and less so away from it. It is 
evident that the district has been many times heated, but that the most 
marked effect is due to the last, the granitic intrusions. 

The finding of clearly intrusi,-e andesites low down in Queen Gulch 
and in the valley of Elkhorn Creek below the town shows that the 
region was a deeply eroded and mountainous one before these early 
lavas were poured out, and there is reason to believe that the former 
extent of these roeks was very mueh greater than at present. The 
areal distribution of the rocks of the district is shown on the geologi
cal map, Pl. XLV. In the following chapters the rock types and for
mations will be described and their distribution discussed. 



CHAPTER III. 

IG~EOrt'S ROCKS OF THE DISTRICT. 

The igneous rock::; eoYer a bout half of the area shown on the geological 
map (Pl. XLV) of the Elkhorn district, and, as indicated in the struc
ture sections. they underlie the sedimentary rocks in some areas where 
the latter are seen on the surface. Their di,·erRe characters, their 
relations~ and their eflect upon the sedimentary rocks and upon one 
another make them the leading feature of the geology of the district. 
The ore deposits are probably derived from the igneous intrusions, but 
definite proofs of this connection can not be traeed. The igneous rocks 
are all younger than the sedimentary -ones, and if ordinary procedure 
were followed their description should follow that of the sediments; 
but, ina:o;much as the latter are all altered and metamorphosed by the 
heat of the igneous intrusions, and hence owe their present characters 
to them, it has seemed best to gin a general description of the igneous 
rocks first, reseiTing the account of their microscopical petrography 
for an appended paper by Dr .. Toseph Barrell. 

The igneous roeks embrace a number of rock types, varying greatly 
in appearance and in chemical and mineralogical composition, as a result 
of original differenees in the composition of the magma and of widely 
varying physical conditions under which the molten material has con
solidated into rock. The rocks of Elkhorn and Crow peaks and those 
seen at the mouth of Queen Gulch are mainlv volcanic and represent 
laYa ±lows and the loose eject~menta of volca~ic eruptions. The other 
igneous rocks are of intrusiYe origin and haYe been consolidated 
beneath the earth's crust. 

The most abundant rock type is one of granitic habit and forms a 
part of the granite area extending- for many miles north, west, and 
south of Elkhorn. The oth0r rocks are readily distinguished from this 
and from the andesites by the eye alone, but less readily from one 
another. ·with the exception of the gabbro-diorite rocks. whieh show 
wide Yariations in the same rock mass, the rocks are fairly uniform in 
character throughout eaeh intrusion. 

-!22 
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GRANITIC ROCKS. 

GRANITE (QUARTZ-MONZONITE). 

Definition.- -Under the name "granite" are included those coarsely 
granular rocks, j ntruded and consolidated at considerable depths below 
the earth's surface, which have a normal granitic structure and eonsist 
of quartz, orthoclase, soda-hme feldspars, hornblende, and biotite. 
Augite, titanite, and magnetite are present as accessory constituent!:'. 
The Elkhorn granite is exactly like the granite at Butte in which the 
copper and silver veins occur. The latter rock has been repeatedly 
described as a basic granite-one nearly like a diorite in composition. 
The adoption of the name monzonite for such intermediate rock:; 
makes the new name quartz-monzonite applicable, but the older name 
"granite," being more generally understood, will be used except in 
the petrographic description of the rock. The rock is readily recog
nized, as it is the coarsest-grained rock of the distriet and contains 
white feldspars, glassy quartz, black or dark-green hornblende, and 
dark-brown mica. 

Extent and character of surface.-The granite area shown on the 
map is merely the eastern border of a very extensive granite area lying 
to the west, extending from Helena on the north to a point 26 miles 
south of Butte, and from Elkhorn west to the Deer Lodge Valley. 
This great mass of granite, to which the name '' Boulder batholith~' has 
been applied by the writer, 1 is somewhat sharply defined , and with its 
aplitic forms is the youngest member of the igneous series at Elkhorn, 
though in many parts of the main area west of Elkhorn it is cut by 
rhyolite dikes and covered by extrusive masses of that rock. ·within 
the Elkhorn district the granite forms the western flanks of Elkhorn 
Peak and the rough country west and northwest of the town of Elk
horn. The areas covered by it are readily recognized by the great 
bowlderswhich strew the slopes, as shown in Pl. XLVI. The timber, 
too, is peculiarly indicative in its manner of growth, consisting mainly 
of the lodgepole pine (Pinus murrayana), which rarely attains a diame
ter exceeding a foot. 

Description.-The fresh rock is coarsely granular, of light-gray 
color, and composed of dark-green hornblende, dark-brown biotite, 
colorless quartz, and waxy-white. and pale flesh-colored feldspar. 
The grains average about 4 mm. in diameter. The hornblende is 
more abundant than the biotite. Augite occurs very rarely and is 
surrounded by paramorphic hornblende. Small grains of yellow 
titanite are sometimes seen. The rock is not absolutely uniform in 
appearance, but shows smeary streaks and spots of darker color, 
which are particularly abundant near the margin of the mass. 

!Granitic rocks of Butte, Mont., and vicinity, by W. H. Weed : Jour. Geol., Vol. VII, 1899, pp. i 3i-750. 
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Tlw rock is fresh and has suffered little chemical alteration, even 
where disintegration is prominent. 

Clu'mical compo81tlun.-A fre:-;h specimen from the western part of 
the area shown on the map, analyzed by Dr. H. N. Stokes in the 
Snrn~' laboratory, gave the following result: 

Analy.qi.~ u( yranite (rar. quartz-monzonite) from near Elkhorn, ]}font. 

Constituent. 

Si<\ - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Al

2
0:J _____________________ _ 

Fe20:J _______ . - - - . - - . - - - - - -

FeO ______ --------------·----

1\lgO - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Cao _______________________ _ 

Na20 ___ -------------- .. ----

K/>------------------------
H/> at 110° C. _____________ _ 

H/> aho\·e 110° C __________ _ 
Ti0

2 
______________________ _ 

co" _______________________ _ 

Pz05 -----------------------
8 ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - -- -- -- - - - - - - - - - -
Cr20:<------- ____________ ----: 
~I nO _______________________ : 

Bao _______________________ _ 

Per eent. 

64.31 

15.44 

2.43 

2.58 

2.21 

4.22 

2. 71 
4.09 

.19 

. 79 

. 71 
None. 

. 22 

a Trace. 

Kone. 

Trace. 

. 07 
SrO __ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Trace. 

L . (> I • 
12 . -----------------------~ l-itrongtr. 

TotaL ____________________ i 99. 97 
I 

a Whether S or S03 undetermined. 

The analysis is typical of quartz-monzonite and corresponds almost 
exactly with that of the Butte granite. The mineral eomposition 
calculated for it is yery nearly the same as that of the Elkhorn rock. 

lf cafllcl'lnr;.-The granite disintegrates readil~- under ordinary 
weathering proeesses, and as it is traYersed by intersecting joints 
rounded bowlders thickly eo,·er the ground whereyer the slope is 
:,;ufiieiPntly steep to admit of the remontl of the sand into which 
the rock disin~egrates. Tht> result is a peculiarly rugged scenery, 
typical of granitic rocks in many parts of the world. 

RelatiYP to surrounding rocks, the granite:,; are the youngest of the 
district and haye broken across all earlier masses. These relations 
are fully di~cussecl elsewhere. 
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APLITE-GRANITE. 

Th-3 term "aplite" is used to designate granular or finely granular 
siliceous granites consisting chiefly of alkali feldspar and quartz. The 
name is here applied to those lighter-colored granites nearly free from 
augite and biotite, usually somewhat finer grained than the normal 
rock, and occurring as dikes and intrusions in it or in the rocks near 
its border. The rock is, ·when fresh, creamy white, slightly finer 
grained than the gTanite, of sugary texture, and contains very few and 
small grains of biotite and hornblende. The rock varies greatly, how
ever, in texture and appearance, and, as shown in another chapter in 
discussing its relationships, is possibly locally enriched by material 
absorbed and assimilated from the rocks with which it is in contaet. 
It varies from very finely gnmular structure to a pegmatite. It 
weathers in rounded surfaces, but does not form the bowlders charac
teristic of the quartz-monzonites. It is subject to disintegration, and 
when so altered is easily quarried and dressed. 

An analysis made by Dr. Stokes showed the following composition: 

Analysis of aplite from Elkhor11, Jfont. 

Constituent. 

Si02 •• • •••• -- - -.-.- - ------- _! 

Al20 3 ••••••••••••• • •••••••• 

Fe20 3 ••••••••••••••••••• • • • 

FeO ....................... . 

l\IgO .... . ... - . - - . - . - - - - - - - -

Ca.O .. . ....... . .......... ---
Na-20 ..................... .. 

K 20 ........ - - ---- - ------ -.--
H20 at ll0° C . __ ..... _ .. ___ . 

H
2
0 aboYe 110° C .. _ ... _ . __ . 

Ti02 ••••••• ----------------

C02 .... --------- - --------- -
P205 .. ---- . . .... . . - . --.----

s --------------------------
Cr20S- . ...... . ........ . .... . 

NiO ............. .. ....... . 

l\InO ...................... ·I 
BaO ........................ ' 

RrO ...... . . .. ......... .... . ! 
Li20 ----------- - -- - --------

Total ........ _ .... . . .. _. 

Per cent. 

76. 26 

12.94 

. 69 

.1:3 

. 17 

L 10 

2. i:3 

5.26 

. 17 

. 4:3 

.11 

None. 

. 06 

a .01 

None. 

1'i one. 

Traee . 

. 07 

None . 

Traee. 

100. };) 

- ---------------·-
a TotRI S. 
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DIORITE-GABBRO GROUP. 

These rocks form a series in which gabbro and diorite form the end 
members, with rocks of intermediate character between. The areas 
occupied hy each roek have been mapped separately, hut the smaller 
intrusions near the town are of intermediate character, while the geo
logical evidence indicates that they are all parts of one great mass 
underlying the altered sedimentary rock seen on the surface. 

GABBRO • 

.Dt;tlnit/on.-A gabbro is a granular crysta1line rock, consisting 
essentially of lime-soda feldspar and pyroxene (commonly augite). 
The Elkhom gabbro is a dark bluish-gray rock, varying· from fine to 
coarse grain. The most basic \'ariety, found at Black Butte, shows a 
felted mass of satiny labradorite crystals, with irregularly rounded 
grains of augite and considerable magnetite. Gabbros commonly 
show deeided variation in mineralogical composition in parts of one 
mass, and the local modifications might be described as special types. 
The basic type just noted varies to one showing hornblende and biotite 
replaeing augite and showing some quartz. The texture of the rock 
is particularly well shown on weathered surfaces, on which the dark 
augite stands in relief above the dull-gray feldspar. In the coarsest
grained forms the augite grains are so large and abundant as to give 
the rock a strongly porphyritic appearance. In the :finer-grained 
forms the augite grains are minute and the rock has a pepper-and-salt 
appearance and texture. 

C'liem leal composition.-An analysis of a typical form of the rock, 
from Blaek Butte, bas been made in the Survey laboratory by Dr. 
H. N. Stokes, with the following result: 

Analysis of gabbro from Black Bntte, Elkhorn, ]l[ont. 

C Constituent. Per cent. Constituent. Per cent. 

I 
Si 0

2 
•• • ____ •• __ • _ • _ •• _ 

Al
2
0

3 
_ •• __ ••• ___ •• _ • __ 

Fe
2
0

3 
• __ ••• ____ •• __ •• 

FeQ __ __ _____________ _ 

::\lgO .. __ ---.------ .. 
cao _________________ _ 
Xa

2
0 ______ ________ __ _ 

Kp _________ ______ __ _ 
H

2
0atll0° c ________ _ 

I 

H~O abo\"e 110° c -- -- · I 

Ti02 --- ------ -· -- ----1 

47.4-! 

18.21 
5.37 

6.05 

5.53 

9.98 

2.58 
1. 17 

.13 

1. 08 

1. 38 

C02 •• _ ••• _ •••• _ •• ___ • None. 

P 20 5 ••••••••••••• _. _. • 68 

S --------------- - ---- a.03 

Cr20 3 ----------------- None. 
NiO .. __ .. ______ . ----· None. 
l\InO _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . 06 

BaO. __ ... __ ... _ .. _ . . . . 08 
SrO ________________ . . . 08 

Li20 . _ .. ___ ..... _ .. _ -I Trace. 

TotaL.-------- -~ ::_:] 

"Undetermined whether sulphide or sulphate. 
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Occurrence.-Gabbro occurs in several small intrusive masses, appar
ently breaking up through sedimentary rocks and forming irregular 
masses called stocks. The largest area, which is a half mile across, is 
that of which Black Butte is the most conspicuous point. A lesser 
stock occurs a thousand feet farther north, and another to the east. 
The ridge between Elkhorn and Preston shows many exposures of an 
intermediate gabbro-diorite rock, which are thought to be the tops of 
dike-like intrusions connecting with a general parent mass below. 

The rock resists weathering well, but does not commonly form 
exposures, except on Black Butte, where it occupies a conspicuous 
position, being visible for many miles around. In the smaller out
crops the rock decomposes somewhat readily, although its resistance 
to weathering is generally in marked contrast to the more easily 
altered diorite. Black Butte shows a massive exposure of great 
blocks and loose masses 5 to 10 feet across, the actual summit being a 
point with sharp western and precipitous eastern faces. The precise 
limits of the intrusions are defined with difficulty, owing to the pres
ence of waste from above. The smaller masses show as low reefs or 
groups of bowlders, seldom prominent. 

The Black Butte mass contains many included fragments of sedi
mentary rock-limestone altered to a mass of epidote and garnet
the sediments about the margin of the gabbro and those through 
which the dike have come up being all intensely altered by metamor
phism. This and the attitude of the strata, which appear to dip 
inward, all indicate that these different exposures are parts of one 
masR underlying the entire area in which the exposures are found. 
The sediments are evidently greatly shattered and greatly metamor
phosed, and probably form a relatively thin capping oyer the main 
core or reservoir of this rock, the smaller intrusions rising from it 
and through the cover like the branches of a tree. 

DIORITE. 

In the workings of the Elkhorn mine and in the railway cut east of 
the town a very tine-grained dark-gray rock is found which closely 
resembles the .finer-grained forms of gabbro, but which, when studied 
under the microscope, is found to be diorite. The rock masses men
tioned are offshoots of a mass lying east of Elkhorn. 

Dfjinit,ion.-Diorite is a plutonic rock which varies somewhat in 
texture, but is always granular, and consists essentially of soda-lime 
feldspar, and hornblende. The Elkhorn rock is rather basic and is 
allied to the gabbros. In the freshest rocks seen it is a dark gray and 
not unlike the gabbro of Black Butte, but in fresh fracture is easily 
recognized, as the gabbro shows no white feldspar and is of a uniformly 
gray tint, while the diorite, when closely examined, is seen to consist 
of a.l)lass of dark-colored hornblende, augite, and bronzy biotite grains, 
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helcl tog-ether by a matrix of white feldspar, though this is less appar
ent in the more common, finer-g-rained forms of the rock. 

Edent ancl area covered.-The main diorite area occurs east of the 
town, forming- the ridge and the shallow, g-rassy amphitheater north 
of Queen Gulch. The rock weathers readily and decomposes to a 
soft and porous mass, so that, thoug-h exposures are abundant, fresh 
unaltered material is hard to obtain. The dike rocks also weather 
readily and are commonly concealed by the limestone debris and soil. 
The area covered by it is about 3,000 feet across and somewhat long-er 
in the direction of the strike of the stratified rocks, the shape of the 
intrusion eYidently being- influenced by the attitude of the sedimentary 
beds. 

The exposures in the railroad 0ut for one-fourth mile south of the 
station show an alteration of this diorite. Nucleal masses are seen sur
rounded by soft and much crackled white, pale-yellow, or yellowish
g-reen alteration products. The same phenomena were observed in the 
mine working-s, 1,250 feet below the surface. They show that the cause 
of alteration is a deep-seated one, and that it is not a. mere surface 
phenomenon. In the railroad ·cut just mentioned the altered diorite is 
lacking- southward, but limestones appear cut by diorite dikes, six 
dikes, varying- from 5 to 60 feet in width, being- noted intrusive in 
the upturned strata in the second quarter mile. 

QUARTZ-DIORITE-PORPHYRY. 

D~finition.-Quartz-diorite-porphyry-using the name'' porphyry" 
in the broac sense adopted by the Geolog-ical Survey to desig-nate a 
porphyritic texture-is a fine-g-rained rock having the composition of 
a quartz-diorite (that is, composed essentially of plag-ioc1ase feldspar 
and free quartz, with accessory orthoclase and ferromag-nesian min
ends), whieh contains phenocrysts or larg-e distinct crystals, usually 
of plagioelase and less commonly of aug-ite or other iron mag-nesian 
silicates, in a finely crystalline matrix. 

Edent and clwracta of surface.-The Elkhorn quartz-diorite
porphp·y covers a considerable area in the southwestern portion of 
the district, where it forms the ridg-e between Turnley and Elkhorn 
creeks and the sharp ridg-e to the east where the railroad crosses from 
Queen to Elkhorn gulches. It forms talus-covered slopes, in part 
wooded, but of characteristic appearance, as shown in Pl. XLIV, s~ 
that the area eovered by it is in a g-eneral way easily discriminated 
from that of the other rocks. The mass is cut throug-h by both 
Turnley and Elkhorn creeks, exposing- a section 800 feet deep across 
the mass. The g-ently sloping- summit west of the mouth of Alpreston 
Gulch is covered by soil and veg-etation, so that g-ood exposures are 
not common. 
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ANDESITIC ROCKS . 

.Diffinition.-Andesites are volcanic rocks of porphyritic or felsitic 
texture, whose crystallized minerals are plagioclase with either biotite, 
hornblende, or augite, or any two, or all three of the minerals. The 
andesitic rocks embrace a wide variety of types of hoth intrusive and 
extrusive origin. They differ greatly in appearance, but are all closely 
related in composition and genesis and form part of the great forma
tion covering large areas in the Crow Creek Mountains north and east 
of Elkhorn; they also form the hills to the southwest of the town and 
the long and high ridge known as Bull Mountain, which is a continu
ation of these hills. Collectively they represent the products of a 
single period of vigorous volcanic activity. Here, as else,vhere in the 
State, these rocks constitute great mountain blocks, which have been 
piled upon the earlier rocks in great masses, and which were prob
ably parts of cones now dissected, so that the existing mountains are 
merely residual masses of the old volcanoes. 

Evtent and character of surface.-These rocks constitute the highest 
and most rugged peaks of the district. They form great amphithea
ters, where steep cliffs and projecting buttresses are in strong contrast 
to extensive talus slopes formed by the debris of the rocks. In gen
eral, the rocks form sharply accentuated topographic features. In the 
gorge below Elkhorn they are cut by the creek in the narrow canyon 
with abrupt walls, seen in Pl. XL VII, A. Along Elkhorn and Crow 
creeks the rocks form the highest summits of the whole range . 

.Description.-The rocks show a wide range in mineral composition 
and texture, varying from quartz-diorite to diabase and from andesite
porphyries to tuffs, but are mostly typical andesitic rocks of various 
kinds. Owing to the reheating and metamorphism due to the prox
imity of the great granitic mass to the west, the original character of 
the rocks has been obscured, and their present texture and mineralog
ical composition are largely the result of such metamorphism. The 
most typical rocks are dense, dark colored, tough, and elastic. They 
vary from light gray to dark in color and from rocks devoid of 
phenocrysts to distinctly porphyritic forms, the latter being the most 
common. Despite the metamorphism to which they have been sub
jected, they still exhibit evidence of their original character as lava 
flows, breccias, tuffs, and intrusive sheets. They are dense, fine
grained rocks, with microcrystalline texture, and commonly show 
phenocrysts of white labradorite-feldspar, and more rarely of augite 
and hornblende. The determination of the predominant type as 
andesitic in habit is confirmed by the careful petrographic study made 
by Dr. Barrell, and a full description of them is given in the appendix. 

Chemical composition. -The chemical composition of these rocks 
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probahly presents the same variations .shown in their mineralogical 
character. But two analyses have been made: The first, that of the 
normal andesite; the second, that of the altered andesite. 

Analyses of andesitic rocks. 

Constituent. 

Si01 ••.••••.•.•••••••••••••• --------·--------------------· 

Al 20 3 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Fe,03 • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• - •••••• • •••• 

FeO ........ . . - - .. - - - . - - - - - · - · · · - - · · · - - · - · · - - · · - · - - - · ·- - · · 
l\1g0 .......... - . ...... - .. -.-- ... - .. - ... - .. --- .. -----.-- .. 

CaO ..................................................... . 

N a20 ...................... - ... - . - ... - . ·. · - · . - · - · · - · - - - · · · 

K.o .............................................. ....... . 
H 10 at 110° C ............................................ . 

H10 above ll0° C .. .......... . ........................... . 

Tio •. . .................... - ........ · ·. · · ·-- · ·-- ·- · - · · ·- · · · 
co •...................... -................. -...... -..... . 
P,05 • •••• _... • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

8 ........................................................ . 

Cr20 3 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

1\ln 0 ..... .. .................... ... - ... - ... - - - - - - - - - · - - - - -

BaO ........................... _ ......................... . 

SrO .................. - . - - - - - - - - - · - - - · · - · - · · - - - - - · - - - · - - · · 

Li 20 . .... ......... - - - . - . - - - - - - - . - - - - · - - -- · · - - - · · - · - - · · - · · · 

Total ............................. . .......... _ ... _ .. 

E 35. E 42. 

54.50 59.64 
. 17.97 16.64 
a8. 55 2.33 
{b) 4.35 

3.37 2. 10 
9.36 4.59 
2.34 3.31 
1. 62 4.16 
.14 .14 
. 96 . 69 
. 94 1. 08 

None. None. 

. 31 . 49 
a. 63 c. 01 

None. None. 

Trace. Trace. 

.06 .10 

. 05 .05 
Trace. Trace. 

----!----
100.80 99.68 

a Contains both pyrite and pyrrhotite; amount undetermined, but between 1.59 Fe7S8 and 0 FeS,, 
and 1.19 Fe82 too Fe,s •. 

b FeO can not be directly determined . The 8.55 per cent F~03, including F~03, is equivalent of 
FeO and 'ulphides. FeO lies between 5.39 and 6.46, and Fe20 3 between 1.19 and 0. 

c Undetermined whether sulphide or sulphate. 

Weathering.-The andesite was traversed by a close system of fine 
joints that break on weathering into sharp and angular debris. On 
the highest and most rugged mountain slopes the individual blocks are 
several feet across and the slope exposures form rude stairways, while 
the solid rock forms rocky buttresses that extend beyond the general 
cliff wall or jut out from smooth talus slopes. In the exposures at 
lower elevations the solid rock forms broken cliff masses, as shown in 
Pl. XL VII, A, the network of closely spaced joints causing the rock 
to break on weathering into rather small fragments. In general the 
rock hreaks into fine debris composed of pieces but a few inches across 
and forming great talus slopes which, where steep, are commonly bare 
of vegetation, but where flatter are covered by grass and a scattering 
growth of timber. 
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The rock is readily altered by ordinary weathering, the augite-biotite 
and other dark minerals changing to chloritic aggregates and the feld
spars clouding from incipient kaolinization. This alteration is so wide
spread that it is impossible to procure specimens of the perfectly fresh 
rock. On the other hand, the final alteration of the rock results in 
merely a thin skin upon the surface of the fragments. The rock is yery 
resistant and with the possible exception of quartzite offers more resist
ance to ordinary disintegrating agencies and to the wear and tear of 
stream transportation than any other rock known in the State. 

DIORITE-PORPHYRY. 

In the extreme southwest corner of the district there is a mass of 
fine-grained gray rock which is distinguished from the andesites with 
which it is associated by its more crystalline texture, spotted appear
ance, and uniformity of character. It is well exposed in the railroad 
cut at the mouth of Turnley Gulch, and also in the lower line in Queen 
Gulch. The exposure seen in the railroad loop at Turnley Gulch shows 
it to be intrusive in andesitic rocks. The rock is a diorite-porphyry 
of conspicuous appearance, owing to its markedly spotted or mottled 
character, which results from the presence of dark clusters of horn
blende and biotite, which, with crystals of labradorite, lie in the fine
grained gray groundmass. The rock is uniform throughout the entire 
mass, the upper portion showing a slightly darker or bluish tint and 
resisting weathering better, so that the rock forms bold ledges. The 
upper 100 feet show distinct lamination planes parallel to the andesitic 
contact. 



CHAPTER IV. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE SEDIMENTARY ROCKS. 

The stratified rocks cover a relatively small part of the district, and 
their normal characters have been in large part obliterated by the 
metamorphism they have undergone as a result of the heat and mineral
izing action of the igneous masses which have broken through them. 
As already noted, the altered strata are, however, continuously trace
able into the unaltered formations which make up the great folds form
ing the mountain ridges east of Elkhorn and extend to the valley of 
the Missouri River. Within the limits of the district it is difficult, if 
not impossible, to identify all the horizons recognizable in the unaltered 
area, and its importance did not justify the time necessary to trace 
out such connection. In general, the broader distinctions recognized 
in the unaltered series can be discriminated, while the Carboniferous 
limestone is identified by fossils in the immediate vicinity of the granite 
contact. and the overlying quartzites have been followed south to 
unaltered strata. 

The rocks are all tilted, and the areas shown on the map include 
blocks broken off from the main body, though in general the masses 
are al~ part of the eastern flank of a broad fold eomposed of all the 
sedimentary strata from those of probable Algonkian age to the Cre
taceous. The beds within the district are therefore not horizontal, but 
have a general eastward dip at angles of 30° to 55°. The general lack 
of fossils and the metamorphism of the rocks make the determination 
of their age almost impossible save by correlations and by tracing 
them out to the unaltered areas. 

The sedimentary series at Elkhorn may be seen in an unaltered con
<lition in the hills a half mile or more southeast of the town. The 
sequence there seen does not differ materially from that which prevails 
in the neighboring mountain ranges. A few notes upon the correlation 
of the formations are therefore given. The Algonkian beds are part 
of the Belt terrane, from which fragmentary fossil remains have been 
reported. 1 The Cambrian rocks of the neighboring ranges contain 
abundant fossils which prove their Middle Cambrian age, neither the 
Lower nor Upper Cambrian faunas being represented. The Silurian 

1 Pre-Cambrian fos~iliferous terranes, by C. D. Walcott: Bull. Geol. Soc. Am., Vol. X, 1899, pp. 199-244. 
432 
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is commonly absent or represented by oonfossiliferous beds, the fossil 
collections from certain localities indicating Silurian tendencies. The 
Devonian is known by typical fossils from the dark Jefferson lime
stones of the Little Belt region and from the Three Forks shale of the 
Gallatin Valley. The Triassic is not recognizable. The extensive red 
sandstones which represent this age in Wyoming, occurring in the 
Yellowstone Park, though devoid of fossils, thin out and disappear 
northward, and have not been recognized within 100 miles of Elkhorn. 
The .Jurassic, which, though sometimes less than 100 feet thick, is 
commonly exposed throughout the State and is almost everywhere 
fossiliferous, has not been po::dtively identified in this district. The 
Cretaceous rocks of the State are commonly divisible into the usual 
well-marked groups. At some localities, however, the abundance of 
arenaceous beds makes lithologic distinctions impossible, and this and 
the absence of fossil remains at Elkhorn make subdivision .or corre
lation of formations quite impossihle. There can, however, be no 
doubt of the Cretaceous age of the beds when the section is compared 
with sections made in neighboring mountain ranges. 

For purposes of mapping, the Elkhorn roeb have been didded into 
lithological units, mostly well defined and entitled to rank as forma
tions, several of them corresponding to formation::; recognized in the 
unaltered rocks of neighboring <.listricts. An attempt was made to 
measure a complete section em bracing all the beds from oldest to 
youngest. There are, however, no continuous exposures, and the 
thicknesses herein adopted are estimates based upon such measure
ment as it was possible to make by pacing horizontal <.listan<-~es, all ele
vation:-; being determined by aneroid a~d the results checked by the 
map. Several partial sections have also been used in making an aver
age. In the fqlding and probable uplifting to which the strata have 
been subjected, as a result of dynamic aetivity before and during 
igneous intrusions, there has been some slipping along bedding planes, 
and certain shale formations are missing in the Elkhorn section. 

Throughout the Paleozoic series the contrasting characters of succes
sive beds permit the subdivision of the series even when the orig·inal 
characters are entirely destroyed. In the Mesozoic series, of which 
at least 2,000 feet exists in the district, notably on Crow Ridge, the 
rocks were originally impure shale and sandstones, grading into one 
another and seldom presenting sharply contrasted formations. These 
are now altered to tough, dark-colored, very dense hornstones, which 
so closely resemble one another that a classification in the field is 
almost impossible. 

For the various reasons given, the age distinctions in the following 
table are only approximate, though the general characters and succes
sion of the strata are evident. 

22 GEOL, PT 2-01--28 
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Generalized section of the Nedimf!41laryrockx uf the Elkhorn district, Montana. 

---- --- - ·· - ---

_____ -\_g_'"·--- - 1 Nc I ________ N_am_e. ________ F_e_et_.-

Cretaceous ... __ . _____ . __ : 11 Crow Ridge beds: hornstones, adinoles, 

!
Neocarh. 10 

Carboniferous _ 

Eocarb.. l:} 

I Devonian? .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ S 

Cam brian ......•...... _ 

Algonkian? . _ ...... _ ... _ 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

and quartzites; top capped by andesites 
of Crow Peak. 

Quadrant formation : sandstones and 
quartzites with interbedded limestones al
tered to a lime silicate hornfels. 

Madison limestone: in places altered to 
marble. 

Union shale: black shales and hornstone _. 

Keene limestone: in part argillaceous . __ . _ 

Elkhorn hornstone .. _. _ ........• ___ ... __ _ 

Cemetery limestone: includes the white 
granular foot-wall limestone of the Elk
horn lode and the underlying blue lime-
stones. 

Hobo Gulch shalv limestone: includes 
characteristic limestone flags. ! 

Starmount limestone: mostly argillaceous. _i . 

Alpreston quartzite: probable equivalent 1 

of Flathead quartzite. 

(b) Turnley quartzitic horn stone ... _ ... __ 

I, 680 

380 

1, 900 

130 
500 
100 
650 

153 

600 

125 

200 

(a) Turnley shale: red sandy; indurated. 200 

Basal beds concealed by andesitic lavas. 

ALGONKIAN ROCKS. 

Turnley hornstones (Spokane sl~ale!).-The Turnley beds are the 
oldest strata of the region. They occur only on the slopes above the 
Turnley placer in the southwestern part of the district, where they 
form a block separated from the main mass of stratified rocks by a 
tongue of granite. In color, composition, and relation to the over
lying quartzite the rocks correspond to the red Spokane shale of the 
Belt terrane seen at vYhitehall, 20 miles south, at Townsend to the east, 
and at Helena on the north. The lower, softer strata eonsist of rocks 
that weather to a good soil, forming open, grassy slopes. The over
lying quartzitic hornstones are more resistant and their debris is 
conspicuous on the surface. 

The lower division is 200 feet thick, and eonsists of shale meta
morphosed to a very dense hornstone composed of light-brown biotite 
and quartz. A bed of impure iron ore 20 to 30 feet thick occurs in 
the middle lower part of the formation. 

The qnartzitic hornstones O\'erlie the basal beds just noted and are 
200 feet thick. The roeks, though well bedd{'d. are \·ery dense and 
hard and are of a gray-black color, so that they closely resemble the 
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andesites. The texture is finely saccharoidal, the fracture ·~onchoidal. 
The rocks are well exposed in a road cutting near the southern end of 
their outcrop. Microscopical examination shows the rock to consist of 
quartz and a small amount of olive-green mica. 

CAMBRIAN ROCKS. 

Alprest()11, q11artzites (Flathead quartzites).-The quartzites are 125 
feet thick, nearly white in color, and owing to their superior hardness 
are well exposed, forming the crest of the hill west of the town. 
The rock is an altered sandstone and is correlated with the Flathead 
sandstone, the base of the Cambria.n series of the State. 1 

Starmowd limestones.- These limestones are separated from the 
beds just described by an intrusion of granite-porphyry, but corre
spond in character and position to the Meagher limestone of the Little 
Belt section, 2 though positive identification is impossible and it seems 
best to gi,·e the formation a local name derived from that of a mine in 
it. The lowest beds consist of about 250 feet of light-gra~·, thinly 
bedded argillaceous limestone, which is rather soft and weathers down 
in even slopes beneath the first persistent limestone cliff of the sedi
mentary series. In the Elkhorn exposures the rocks a.re more or less 
metamorphosed and commonly altered to a light greenh:;h-gray horn
fels of great hardness. The upper member of the series, comprising· 
350 feet of rocks, differs from the lower chiefly in being more mass
ively bedded and of a darker color, the rock being mottled with 
spots of a darker color and containing less silica and clay than the 
lower beds. The rocks resist weathering better than the underlying, 
more shaly strata, and form bluffs which are often conspicuous topo
graphie features. Their best dHelopment in the Elkhorn district is 
on the hillside, south of the dams in whieh the mill ta.ilings are caught 
(Pl. XL VII. A). At this place they are well exposed in the steep 
slopes above the railroad line. The largest. exposure of the formation 
shows the strata to be separated from the underl~·ing Turnley series 
by a quartz-diorite-porphyry intrusion several hundred feet in breadth, 
so that the exact relation of the two formations is nowhere absolutely 
determinable. If the correlation assumed be correct, the Starmount 
limestones must ha,·e been underlain by a considerable thickness of 
shal(', corresponding to the 'y olsey shale, but the intrusin mass of 
porphyry now found below the Starmount limestone was probably 
intruded also in the shale and now eonceals it. In the southwestern 
part of the district a block of Starmount limestone has been over-

1 See Geology of the Little Belt Mnuntnin,, h)· \\'. H. \\'!O'ed: Twentit>th Ann. Rept. l'. S. Geol. 
Snrvey, Pnrt III, 1900. pp. 28+-28i, for discussion of the Cambrittn formation• and their relations to the 
rn<'b of other nges. 

'Weed: Joe. cit .. p. 285. 
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turned by an intrusion of andesite and now lies between the latter 
rock and a diorite-porphyry intrut:iion. This fragment is -!00 feet in 
thickness, and has been altered throughout to an aggregate of garnet, 
augite, wollastonite, and feld::;pars. From a di::;tance the rocks at this 
place still have the appearance and the structure of light-gray, mass
ively bedded limestones, though on near view it is seen that the bed
ding planes have been entirely obliterated, and that the original 
stratified nature is recognizable only by slight ehanges in color or by 
differential weathering, which develops a thinly laminated structure 
on exposed surfaces. Similar altered rocks of the same age are seen 
in Alpreston Gulch, northwest of the town, and at Black Butte, where 
the rocks have been intensely altered and fragments occur in the 
gabbro8. The de8cription of these included fragments and remarks 
on their ::;ignificance will come more properly in the aecount of contact 
phenomena gi,·en in the la::;t chapter of this paper, to which reference 
must be made for details of their mineralogic characters. 

1Io1w G ulcli 1 hne-shale. -This name is applied to a well-marked group 
of strata seen in the railroad euts near the taili1ig dams and in Queen 
Gulch. It is an important horizon for mapping, as it possesses easily 
recognizable characters and separates two thick and somewhat differ
ent limestone formations. 

The lowest member of the series consists of 18 feet of shales which 
have no conspicuou:-;ly marked characteristic. A limestone nearly 100 
feet in thickness succeeds the shale. The rock is nearly black, with 
abundant 8mooth ioint planes. On weathering it forms angular, 
smooth, clark clE~brL by which the horizon may frequently be traced. 
The uppermost part of the formation is the "crinkled limestone," a 
35-foot bed of banded cherty limestone, thinly bedded, and with the 
cherty material in the form of lenses ayeraging two-thirds of an inch 
in thickness and1 or 2 inches in length. This is the most charac
teri::;tic bed of the Cambrian series wherever it has been observed in 
:Montana, and commonly consists of pure limestone with lenses of 
cherty material. The crinkled appearance is not due, as might be 
supposed from the Elkhorn exposures alone, to a bending of these 
rocks, in whieh the limestone would be curved about the harder sili
ceons lenses, as this eharacteristie has been noted where the beds are 
perfectly horizontal -and show no folding whatever. In weathering, 
the limestone is more readily attaeked and as a consequence the 
impure, cherty, or argillaeeous lense:-; weather in relief and the bowl
ders present a rough surfaee with lozenge-shaped depressions. These 
limestones are so much harder than the strata adjacent to them that 
the horizon is readily distinguishable de:-;pite its small thickness and 
the fact that it doe.-; not present any marked topographic relief. The 
underlying :::;tarmount limestones often show the same crinkled appear-
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ance, so that in identifying the horizon it is necessary to look for the 
underlying· shale. This formation seems to correspond fairly well in 
position to that of the Pilgrim limestone of the eastern Montana Cam
brian exposures, in which case the basal shale would be the Park shale 
horizon. This correlation is, however, not based upon anything more 
than lithological sequence. 

Cemetery limestone.-This limestone, named from its oceurren~_,e at 
the Elkhorn cemetery, consists of 650 feet of beds, all of which are 
true limestones. The lower 70 feet consist of blue limestones, fol
lowed by 50 feet of dark-blue granular limestone, weathering with a 
lighter-gray surface and showing sections of brachiopods and crinoid 
stems. Above this occurs a great thickness of light-blue, thin- to thick
bedded limestone, sometimes mottled with dark-blue spots in a lighter 
ground. In Queen Gulch the lower beds are somewhat altered by 
contact metamorphism and show a decidedly erystalline texture. The 
same abo is true of the rocks exposed in the hillside west of the Elk
horn mill, where the rocks are very dark and crystalline and break 
into small blocks whose dark color presents somewhat the appearance 
of a basic eruptive when seen from a distance. It seems hatdly possi
ble that this dark color can be due to contact metamorphism. inasmuch 
as the tendency of heat would be to drive off the organic material to 
which this color is due. This being ~rue, it i:; hard to explain a 
decided difference in the appearance of the rocks near the Elkhorn 
mill and those in Queen Gukh, unless the latter is really the lower 
limestone of the Hobo Gulch formation. The uppermost lOU feet of 
the Cemetery limestone ineludes the thin- and thick-bedded white or 
light-gray limestones, showing a crystalline, granular texture. This 
bed varies to a straw-yellow dolomitic marble, which constitutes the 
foot wall of the Elkhorn mine. It may be seen on the surface in 
Queen Gulch and in the railroad cut east of the town . 

.Elkhorn lwrnstone.-The Elkhorn hornstone is seldom seen in good 
surface exposures, but its location has been determined b.r numerous 
prospect pits made to trace out the bedding plane between it and the 
underlying limestone, the horizon on which the ore bodies of the Elk
horn mine occur. The rock is well exposed in a hanging-wall crosscut 
of the Elkhorn mine, consisting of a series of thin-bedded strata, yary
ing in composition from nearly pure, extremely dense, and fine ·g-rained 
quartzites to calcareous and argillaceous shales. The rocks are indu
rated and metamorphosed and in the mine are really hornstones. The 
thickness is estimated at 40 feet, though in the mine a crosscut 120 feet 
long is driven through these and closely similar calcareous rocks whwh 
dip east at 40°. 
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SILURO-DEVONIAN ROCKS. 

I{et'ne limf!.~tnne.-This formation consists of limestone beds which 
are :::o poorly exposed, owing to a eo,·ering of morainal and other debris, 
that their thickness is not accurately known, but is estimated at 500 feet. 
The basal beds eonsist of bluish-gray limestone, wsuall~· altered to a 
fine-g-rained marble. The upper strata are more thickly bedded and 
lighter in color. The formation i~, as a whole, slightly arenaceous and, 
though de,·oid of fossil remains, i::: belie,·ed to inc~lude the uppermost 
or Yo}!:o limestone of the Cambrian series and the overlying dark
colored granular .Jefferson limestones of Devonian age. 

C:n ion 8lwle. - This readily recognizable horizon comprises a basal 
bed of black "'hale 30 feet thick, m·erlain by a metamorphosed sjliceous 
limestone that i::: about 100 feet thick. The latter rock is altered to a 
light-colort'd jaspery material that weather"' in smooth-surfaced, angu~ 
Jar bloeks,. whose outcrop sometimes forms low ridges. The forma
tion, like that below it, is broken by igneous intrusions, and no con
tinuous E'Xposures Ol-eur. · It is seen in numerous prospect holes and 
may commonly be recog-nized by the dual character. The best exposures 
are three-fourths of a mile north of the town, where the shale has been 
fruitlessly pro:-;peded for coal. 
~ear the igneous roeks the formation is so altered as to be unrecog

nizable b_,. its lithologieal ebaracter alone. ~ear the Union mine, at 
the head of Alpreston Gulch, it is altered to a light-colored rock. In 
Quet'n Gulch, near the Cemetery Ridge diorite stock, the shale is 
altered to dark purplish-rNl hornstone, while the overlying siliceous 
limestone is an exceeding-ly hard, lig-ht-g-ray hornstone, much fractured 
by minute jointing-. The horizon corresponds to the Three Forks shale, 
a Deyonian horizon. 

CARBONIFEROUS ROCKS . 

..J.1£adi.wJII l1:m e8ton e.-The great limestone serie:s known as the 
" ::\Iadison formation'' is conspicuous in the Elkhorn district, as it is 
elsewhere in the State of )lontana. A conservative estimate of the 
total thickness in the Elkhorn region is 1,900 feet. The rocks consist 
here, a:-: elsewhere, of limestones which in the lower half of the 
formation are clark colored and sometimes argillaceous, thoug-h usually 
the dark color is due to carbonaceous material. The middle portion 
of the series consists of yery pure limestones, which are nry resist
ant to weathering- and usually form white eliffs that are conspicuous 
features of the landscape. In this district, however, the limestones 
have been reerystallizecl into marbles, and as a consequence of their 
Yery coarse texture and friable nature weather somewhat readily, and 
hence clo nnt form Yery striking exposures. The best section is found 
on Crow Ridg-e, northea:-;t of the town of Elkhorn. The :series contains 
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fossil remains, even in the marbleized areas, and these show the usual 
Lower Carboniferous forms common to the formation throughout the 
State. The following section has been made by Dr. Barrell: 

Section r!( the Jfadison limestone on Crow Ridge 
Thickness 

in feet. 
9. Somewhat siliceous limestone. ____ . _____ . __________ . ________________ .____ 1i0 
8. Light-colored andesitic sheet ... __ ___ ______ . ___ .. _. ___ .. ____ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 
7. Concealed limestones __ ..... _ ...... ________ .. _ . _ . ____ . ___________ . _ .. _ _ _ 225 
6. Light-blue limestone with dark-blue circular spots ____ .. ______ .. __ . ______ . 7 
5. Pale-blue limestone with white seams and small crinoid stems ___ ... _______ 3i0 
4. Pale-blue massive limestone, forming at this point the lowest prominent 

outcrop ... _ ..•... _ .......•....... ___ .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 148 
3. Blue limestone with thin cherty seams .. _________ . __ . _____ . ______ . _ _ _ _ _ _ 715 

2. Blue limestones, somewhat banded, with large crinoid stems and white chert 
bands prominent on weathered surfaces __ .. ___ ............ __ ... ____ .. _ 66 

1. Blue limestones containing near the middle, at this point, beds holding abun-
dant needle-like crystals of tremolite. _. _. ____ ..... _______ .. _____ . ___ . _ 200 

Total _________ . _ ............... _ . _ . _ . _ .. _ .. _ ... _ . ___ . __ ... ______ . _ _ 1, 902 

A section made hy the writer in the hills east of Elkhorn Creek, a 
few miles below the town, where the beds are unaltered, shows that 
the rocks are similar in character, and as the section goes up into 
the quartzite of the Quadrant formation and includes the red shales, 
which :;eem to be lacking in the section as exposed on Crow Ridge. it 
is given in detail: 

Section of tlw Cttrhon(fi·rol(S .~lrttln expo~cd in the hills eu•t of Elklwrn Creek, 8 mile.~ /,dow 
the to1l'n. 

Thickness 
in feet. 

23. Quartzite, rather coarse graine1l, dark colored on weathering, ant! very re:"ist-
ant _. __ . _____ . _____ . ______ . _. ____ • ____ . __________________ .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10 

22. Limestone, light gray in color, the outcrop forming a massive ledge._. ____ . 5 
21. Sandstone, impure and shaly, reddish in color ____ .. _________ .. _ .. ________ 5 
20. Quartzite, gray, dense, outerop marked by trees._. ____ . ______ . ______ . ___ . 15 
19. Limestone, gray, thinly and irregularly bedded, cherty ______ . ___ . _____ . _ _ 4 
18. Quartzite in ht:>avy beds varying in color and texture; the rock often shows 

smooth jointing and the weathered surface is knotted .. __ . __ .. __ ._______ 35 
Quadrant formation: 

17. In exposure a soil shows sandy days of reddish or brown color __ ._. ___ . __ . 15 
16. LimestonE:', gray and impure, and forming part of a day-shale series.______ 1 
15. Shale, red andpnrple. ____________ .. __ . __ . -. __________ . ___ .. _ .. __ . __ . ___ . 6 

Igneous intrusion of basic angitie rock, much decompo:o:ed. _. __ .. __ . __ . _. _. 5 
14. Quartzite, white to buff in color, and occasionally pink _________ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3 
13. Limestone 1-'hale, grading into li111estone at hast:>, thin lamina~ of limy material 

alternating with arenact:>ous materiaL. __ . ______ . ___________ . _______ - __ - 8 

12. Limestone, light gray in color; \\·eathers with rough surfaces, jointed, and 
showing masonry-like outcrop._. _________ ._. _______ . ___ . __ . ______ .____ 4 

11. Shale of buff to pink eolor; lamime from one-third to ont:>-eighth of an inch 
thick; color possibly due to igneous intrusion beneath it ______ . ___ .. _... :1 

Igneous intrnl"ion of angitie nl!'k. _______ -- _____ . _ .. --- _. _____ . ______ ----- 6 
10. Linw!'tone, the upper-! feet forming a ledge outcrop ______ . __________ .____ 12 
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Thickness 
in feet. 

!l Impure limestone, in part red and dolomitic, and carrying sand.......... 30 
8. Red limestones, the eolor due to blotches and included masses of reddish 

material in gray or buff limestone...................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
7. Limestone, forming rough ledge of pink-gray color with knotty and somewhat 

open-textured outcrop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
6. Sandstone, red and arenaceous, weathering into red clays, good exposures 

being rare...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 
l\Iadison limestone: 

5. Limestone, gray, cherty, brecciated .......... ___ ..... ____ ........ __ ...... 10 
4. Limestone, gray, thinly bedded (1~ to 3 feet), of a slaty or blue color, carrying 

abundant c-hert fragments with seal-brown surface . __ ... __ ... _. _ .... ___ . 30 
3. Limestones of typical Madison aspect, rather thickly bedded, showing 

bloc-ky frac-ture and c-arrying large, irregular-shaped fragments of chert; 
the upper portion somewhat thinly bedded .... _ .. __ .... __ .... ___ ... __ .. 255 

2. Lime:-tone, very massive, without traces of bedding, the upper 30 feet of 
dark-blue or gray, very dense, c-herty limestone, emitting a fetid odor when 

struck with a hammer·········----··-··········--··········---------- 80 
1. Limestone, dark gray, weathering to a buff gray, and with a peculiarly gut-

tered surfac-e; carries occasionally black cherty masses of ovoid shape and 
showi:' Zaphrentis, crinoid stems, and corals .. ____________________ ... _... 80 

Quadrant fm·Jnation.-The Quadrant formation corresponds dosely 
in its stratigraphic relations and lithologic composition to the rocks 
known by this name elsewhere. Owing to the intense alteration 
to which the roc-ks haYe been subjected in Crow Ridge, the formation 
c-onsists there of quartzite and hornfels; but if the same series be 
studied at the head of Queen Gulch, the rocks will be found unaltered. 
The sequence and character of the basal beds are giYen in the sections 
on the preceding page. The Crow Ridge section, which is giyen 
below, was measured by Dr. Barrell, and shows a thickness of 380 
feet between the Madison limestones and the Cretaceous rocks. 

Section of CurhonUerous sedimentary strata (Quadrant formation) e.rposed on Crow Ridge 
northeast of Elkhorn. 

Thickness 
in feet. 

6. Alternating pure and calcareous quartzites, just beneath the lowest Mesozoic 
quartzite . ______ .... __ ...... _ ... _ . _ .. _ . _ .. _ . _ . _ .. ___ .. ___ ... _ ... _ . _ .. . 

5. Quartzitic hornfels ......... _._. __ ... __ .. __ ._ ....... ___ .. __ . ___ .. _._ .... . 
4. Light-gray quartzite ...................... _ ...... _ .. _ .. _ ............... . 

75 
20 
7 

3. Lime-silic-ate hornfels ......................... _ ..... __ .. __ ....... _. . . . . . 20 
2. Light-gray reef of lustrous quartzite ..................................... . 20 
1. Banded strata of light-colored lime-silicate hornfels, ranging from nearly 

pure limestones to nearly pure quartzites, the base of the series ......... . 240 

Total .. _ ....... _ . _______________ . _ . ______ . _ .. ____ . _ .. _ ..... _ ...... _ 382 

MESOZOIC ROCKS. 

Crow Riclqe series.-Under this heading all the Mesozoic strata 
have been grouped, as, owing to the absence of well-defined litho
logil' '.mits or of fossil remains, it has been impossible to differentiate 
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the J uratrias or the groups composing the Cretaceous series. The 
only exposures of the formation which lie within the district are those 
of highly metamorphosed rocks. Their original character was unques
tionably that of the impure limestones, shales, and sandstones which 
characterize the formations of this age in other parts of the State, and 
which may be seen well exposed a few miles east of Elkhorn. At 
present, however, the rocks consist of hornfels, adinole, and quartzite, 
and show very intense alteration. The rocks are exposed in the 
amphitheater south of Elkhorn Peak and in the upper gorge of Elk
horn Creek, where they dip steeply to the east, and the ledges may be 
seen running down the slopes. 

The Crow Ridge series is best exposed on the southwest spur of 
Crow Peak, to which the name Crow Ridge is applied. The rocks 
consist near the andesite capping of light-cream, green, pink, and 
layender hornfels and adinoles, alternating with steel-gray to pink 
quartzites. One bed of quartzite forms the narrow, eyen crest for 
one-half to three-fourths of a mile, the strike being N. 40° "\V. and 
the dip 20° E. A measured section was made of the rocks exposed on 
Crow Ridge, but the uppermost beds being capped by andesite the 
total thickness of the series is not known. The following section 
shows the thickness and character of the series. 

lrfeasw·ed 8ection of J[esozo if" strata exposed 011 Crow Ridg1·, uortheast r~f Elkho1·n, .~font. 

Thicknes~ 
in feet. 

Andesitie la,·a flows, with tuffs and breccias at the bottom, lying upon an 
erosion surface of 1\Iesozoie, terminate the series. 

Mixed sediments, lime and clay predominating: 
30. Lime-clay-silica banded hornfels with mottling due to segregation>!....... 180 
29. Fine-graine(l dark shales with platy parting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 260 

Mixed hornstones and quartzites: 
28. Dark mottled lime-clay-silica hornfels.................................. 35 
27. Dark granular sandstone consisting of a water-sorted arkose and what may 

be a devitrified volcanic glass sand.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 
26. Light-colored lime-clay-silica mottled hornfels......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 
25. Light-gray medium-grained sandstone.................................. llO 
24. Dark limestone, rather impure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48 
23. Calcareous quartzite ................................ :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
22. Light-colored lime-silica hornfels . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 
21. Intrusive sheet of light-colored andesitic porphyry...................... 3 
20. Dark-blue hornstone......................... . ..................... . .. 22 
19. Thinly laminated quartzite............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
18. Pure, lustrous quartzite .... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
17. Light-colored lime-silica hornfels . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 
16. Somewhat mottled lime-silica hornfels . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
15. Coarsely granular quartzite ....... _........... . ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
14. Light-colored lime-silica hornfels . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45 
13. Dark and conspicuously mottled hornfels.............. . ........... . .... 4 
12. Medium-colored lime-silica mottled hornfels............................ 8 
11. Light-gray lime-silica hornfels ..................... -................... 22 
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Granular sandstoneEl: 

Thickness 
in feet. 

10. Light-gray, croi"s-bedded, granular sandstone, the grains consisting of what 
is probably a devitrified volcanic giass ___ . __ .. __ .. __ . __ ... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 50 

9. Similar to abo\·e, but bluish gray in color .. _ ...... _ .. _ ... _ ...... _ .. _ _ _ _ _ 37 
Limestone and hornfels: 

8. Bluish-gray limestones with well-developed cleavage and many rust-colored 
hornfels bands ..... _ ... ... _ ........ ... ................ __ ... _ .. _ _ _ _ _ 60 

'· Light-gray hornfelH with many rust-colored bands. __ ......... _.________ 15 
6. Bluish-black limestones with well-developed cleavage ...... _ .. ___ .. _ _ _ _ _ 8 
i'l. Bluish hornfels, predominantly lime, with abundant white to rust-colored 

silieeous segregations ____ . __ ................ __ ...... . __ . ____ . __ . _ __ __ 10 
Quartzite series: 

-!. Silic;eous hornfels, so mew hat banded, topographically prominent_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 150 
:3. Coarsely granular quartzite, with some impurities._. __ ...... __ . __ ._______ 65 
2. Lime-silica hornfels, mottled with mineral segregations .... _ . . _. ___ . _ _ _ _ 20 
1. White, ~ather ma~sive quartzite, topographically prominent._ .. __ . ___ .___ 275 

Total ...... . .... _ ........... . _ ... _. _ .. _ .. _ .. _ ............ _. __ . __ . _. 1, 680 

The petrographic nature of these altered rocks is fully described in 
the petrographic appendix to this report, and need not be further 
ttwntioned here. 



CHAPTER V. 

RELATIONS OF ROCK 1\IASSES. 

Under this head it is proposed to give a brief account of the relations 
of the rock masses to one another, including the probable ma_nner of 
intrusion of the igneous rocks and their relative age. The rocks 
them-;;eh·es have been described in preeeding chapters; in this place a 
resume is gi\·en of all the known facts concerning the dynamic geology 
of the Tegion, with such conclusions as seem to be justified hy the 
facts. 

The surface distribution and areal extent of the different rock 
masses are shown on the geological map (Pl. XLV). The map does 
not, of course, give the known vertical relations of such masses, 
except in so far as they are expressed by the positions of the boundary 
lines in relation to the contours of the surface. The accompanying 
plates of cross sections (Pls. XLVIII and XLIX) represent nrtical 
sections across the district along lines shown on the areal map, being 
designated by the same letters on lines and st>ctions. The profile of 
each section is drawn from the contour lines of the topographic map, 
and the geologic boundaries correspond to those of the geological 
map. The size, shape, and relation of the rock masses shown on the 
sections, though based upon all the known fact~:>, are largely ideal, and 
it is evident that this must be so, inasmuch as despite the marked 
ruggedness of the district the natural exposures embrace ordinarily 
less than 1,000 feet of vertical distance, and between Elkhorn Peak 
and the lowest point in the district the vertical distance is but 3,±00 
feet. 

SEDIMENTARY FOUNDATION OF THE DISTRICT. 

The sedimentary beds all lie at steep angles and have a prevailingly 
northward dip. The sinuosities of outcrop, as shown on the areal 
map, are largely due to topog-raphic relief, sinee the strike is very 
uniform, being approximately north and south. The roeks are trace
able into the beds forming the big fold east of Elkhorn Creek a few 
miles below the town, where the anticline is seen to he but one of the 
lesser folds of an extensive area in which the rocks form long anti
clines with inte1~vening synclines, and in whieh topographie relief and 
geologieal structure in general eoineide Yen; closely. The bloek of 
sediments at Elkhorn forms the eastern limb of an anticlinal fold, 
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the western limb and crest of the fold having formerly existed in the 
area now occupied by the granite. The axis of this anticline pitched 
southward. Of the western limb of the fold nothing definite is 
known, though it may be conjectured to have been steep and likely to 
deYelop into a fault yielding readily to the disrupting force of igneous 
intrusions. 

While the original structure of the sediments resulting from 
orogenic movements which preceded igneous intrusion was that of a 
simple arch, the folding of the rocks developed many lesser crumplings 
of the beds, and these ereasings and crinkles, with accompanying slips 
and small faults, and crushing of the rocks of the big fold, were 
naturally most marked in the beds whieh formed the core of the arch. 
Such a minor fold is shown on the map 1,500 feet north of the shaft 
house of the Elkhorn mine by a marked bend in the outcrop; this 
little fold deYelops into a fault west of Alpreston Gulch. In the Ceme
tery lime~ tone thi:-; fold sheared the roek and developed lines of frac · 
ture which were followed by the dike-like intrusions of gabbro, while 
the fault into which the fold developed determined the southern limit 
of the gabbro ~toek. Other minor erumplings occur, but the two just 
mentioned are the principal ones, beC'ause they influenced, if they did 
not determine, the position of the igneous intrusion with which the 
ore bodies are genetically connected. 

GABBRO STOCK OF BLACK BUTTE. 

The gabbro stock is believed to be the oldest igneous mass of the 
district. As shown by the areal distribution of the rock, it occurs in 
detached masses, with many sma1l bosses and rounded intrusions break
ing up through the sedimentary rocks that surround the main bodies, 
which are shown in the structure seet.ions, Pls. XLVIII and XLIX, to 
be parts of one great body. The occurrence of thb smaller intrusions, 
as well as arms of the larger masses, along northeast-sou~hwest lines 
indicates that lines of fracture h1 the sedimentary rock were followed 
by the intrusion, though it is evident that the latter rocks were exten
sively shattered at the time of the intrusion. From these and other 
details of occurrence observed in the field, it is inferred that the gabbro 
r. 1derlies a large part of the region drained by AI preston Creek and 
that the various exposed masses are all parts of one deep-seated mass, 
from which the stocks and pipes now seen rise upward like branches 
from the trunk of a tree. 

The rocks adjacent to the exposed stocks show very great altera
tion-in fact, but little less than that of the included fragments seen 
in the rock. The strata about the Black Butte stock dip toward it 
from all sides, indiC'ating a settling in of the crust upon the partially 
cooled and eonsequently contracted magma. This, however, is not a 
satisfactory explanation of the hroken condition of the sediments south 
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of Black Butte, where occur several small intrusions that are not t~hown 
on the geological map owing to their limited extent, nor of the condi
tions seen upon the west slope of Black Butte, where the g-abbro holds 
so many fragments that in places more than one-fourth of the mass is 
composed of them. Such occurrences seem clearly to indicate the 
taking up of shattered or brecciated material resulting from the frac
turing that opened a way for the intrusion. 

Both the alteration of the sediments and the coarse grain of the 
gabbro indicate prolonged and intense heating, followed by slow cool
ing. It should be noted, however, that the granitic rocks caused a 
later reheatjng and alteration of this same area, and that the effects.of 
thermal metamorphism now observable may be largely the result of 
such later action. It is certain that the g·abbro is later in age than any 
of the sedimentary rocks, since it cut across the folded beds whose 
folding was later than the time of deposition of the Cretaceous beds of 
the district, a period certainly not earlier than Middle Cretaceous nor 
later than the Laramie. 

The gabbro is known to be the oldest igneous rock because frag
ments of it torn off by the force of the later intrusions ocPur in the 
other igneous rocks. The western side of the Black Butte stock is 
sharply truncated by the granitic batholith, and it is impo:-;sible to tell 
what the former extent of the gabbro may have been. The chemical 
composition of the rock might suggest that it was a vent from which 
andesitic lavas were ejected, but this is not supported by the eddence. 
In fact, there is reaBon to believe that the entire mass was formerly 
covered by sediments, now largely worn away, and that no outlet to 
the surface ever existed. The intense alteration of adjacent rocks and 
the coarse grain of the gabbro certainly accord with this hypothesis 
and with the evidence that slow cooling of the mass took place. 

DIORITE STOCK OF CEMETERY RIDGE. 

In its relations to the sedimentary rocks the diorite stock southeast 
of the town differs markedly from the gabbro stoek ju~;t noted. The 
extremely irregular contact seen on the map shows that the rock has 
broken up through the limestones and entirely replaced large masses 
of them. It is therefore remarkable to find isolated patches of Keene 
limestone lying upon the diorite and to observe a hlock of Elkhorn 
shale extending up the ridge fa.r out 0\·er the diorite, yet maintaining 
its original position. Field obseryations show that this mass and the 
patc·hes of Keene limestone are merely cappings o,·er the diorite. It 
is apparE:>nt that they are parts of a eO\·er of sediment:;; now nearly 
removed by erosion. The presence of the enion shale within the 
diorite suggests that it was able to resist. the corrosi ,.e action of the 
molten rock better than the limestone. Between the Elkhorn argil
lite on the we~;t and the massive limestones forming the eastern wall 
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of the intrusion at least 600 feet of limestone is missing, showing that 
the intrusion not only forced apart the strata, but causf:'d the r f:'moval 
of great quantities of limestone. It is certain, from the ob::;erved faets, 
that thf:' intrusion must han bf:'en a Yf:'ry quiet one, scarc-ely disturbing 
the o\·erlying sediments; yet the removal of a g-reat mass of the Madi
son limestone would indicate violent rupturing of the rocks. The 
replacement of so large an amount can be accounted for in various 
ways. (1) It may ha,·e been tloated upward or been ejected from a 
voleanic vent. This suggestion is negatived by the positive evidence 
that the intrusion was conred h~- a sedimentary cap subsequently 
remo\·ed by erosion , and therefore there was no room for the floating 
of the hloeks and no possibility of ejection. (2) The limest01ws, etc., 
that formerly oeeupied the place now held by the diorite may have 
been fractured by the forc-e of the intrusion, and the blocks sunk down 
through the liquid magma into the reservoir from which the igneous 
matter eame. (3) The limestone may han been assimilated and di:S
soh·ed by the molten rock. The latter hypothesis is one for which 
ahsolutt\ proof is necessary, as it is opposed to the observations made 
by stores of geologists the world over. Though the pt:'trographic 
study of the rocks shows no proof of this, the fads obsetTf:'d here 
seem to indicate some such aetion-\·iz, the apparent corrosion or eat
ing into the limestone by the diorite, the lack of disturbanc-e of the 
strata, and, lastly, the very uneven, stringy, or smeary nature of the 
diorite itself. which, as i~ shown in the petrogmphic appendix. varies 
from shonkinite to quartz-diorite, and which in the field is seen to yary 
from place to place. 

DIORITE-PORPHYRY LACCOLITH OF QUEEN GULCH. 

The massive diorite-porphyry seen at the junction of Turnley, Queen, 
and Elkhorn gulehes constitutes an intrusion 'IYhich is laceolithic in 
eharacter. The bottom of the mass rests upon altered sediments (Star
mount hornfels) and andesitic rock, the contaet plane dipping SV\T. 
at ±2 =. The exposure seen along the railroad loop shows that the 
intrusion domes up the andesites, the upper eontaet at this place dip
ping- S\Y. at 25 :. . The andesitie cover has been largely remo\·ed by 
erosion. hut enough is left to show dearly that the mass constitutes an 
inelin e<l laecolith intrusin in ande::;itic rocks. Seetions 6 and 8 of 
Pl. XLIX cross the laceolith at unfavorable plaees, so that the lacco
Iithie .-. truetnre is not well shown in them. The laccolith rock is 
clearly younger than the ·andesite::;, but as it does not come in contact 
with any of the other igneous rocks of the district no further state
ment as to its age can be madC' , though it might be inferred from the 
composition and mineralogic character that the rock formed a part 
of the general andesitic eruptions, and was therefore older than the 
quartz-diorite and the granitic rocks. 
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TURNLEY RIDGE QUARTZ-DIORITE-PORPHYRY STOCK. 

This rock forms a very irregular intrusion, breaking up through the 
oldest sedimentary strata and through the andesitic rocks at the junc
tion of Queen and Elkhorn creeks. The mass is clearly intrusive, as 
is shown both by its field relations and by the contact chilling of the 
rock and the frag·ments of older formations which it carries. The 
intrusion itself is cut by the granite (quartz-monzonite), and the meta
morphic effects due to the quartz-diorite-porphyry can not be satisfac
torily distinguished owing to the great heat due to the later intrusion. 
The mass is deeply dissected by the gorge of Elkhorn Creek, and good 
exposures are common, though rock dehri:,; cmrers large parts of the 
area. The location and shape of the intrusion are behend to be due 
to the presence o£ Algonkian and Cambrian shales. These rocks, which 
are easily invaded hy igneous magmas, owing to their weak resistance, 
are commonly the site for intrusive rocks in many districts in the State. 
It is true that these :formations as now seen at Elkhorn are tough and 
resistant, but this character is the result of the metamorphism effected 
by the igneous magma itself or by later intrusions. It will be observed 
that the shape of the intrusion, as shown on the map. c-orresponds in a 
general way with the strike of the sedimentary rocks. The actual con
tact, however, is quite uneven, tongues of the porphyry im-ading the 
easily ruptured sediments and sending out wedge-shaped masses and 
sheets which split apart the strata. The southern end of the intrusiYe 
mass bas a dike-like arm but a few feet wide w hieh cuts aeross the sed
iments and is well exposed in Queen Guleh. To the north the mass is 
a mile wide and is bounded by a Yariety of rocks, into all of ·which, 
except the granite, it sends out intrusi,-e arms. The granite is dearly 
later than this rock and cuts it. The map, Pl. XLV, and sections 5, 6, 
7, and 8 of Pl. XLVIII show the relation of this rna.ss to the adjacent 
rocks. It will be obsernd that the intrusion as drawn on the sec
tions is assumed to widen out toward the surface. This is inferred 
from the fact that the rock has split apart the strata and sent out 
wedges into the rocks on every side, and this it could more readily do 
if the intrusion was somewhat :funnel shaped, broadening- at the top. 
The included mass of sediments shown in sections i5 and 7 of Pls. 
XL VIII and XLIX corresponds very closely in orientation to the masses 
lying to the north of the intrusion. These rocks, which are essentially 
quartzitic, probably extended northward and connected with a larger 
mass in the area now occupied by the granite. The writer does not 
believe that the evidence warrants the assumption that this large block 
of sediments has been torn loose and floated into its present position
a position so closely coi-responding to the original one occupied by the 
sediments before the invasion of the porphyry. 

The relative age of the rock is determined by very satisfactory 
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evidence. At the contact with the andesite, where an apophysis of 
porphyry projects into the latter, the rock shows a distinct chill texture, 
visible to the eye and unmistakable when the rock is seen in thin section 
under the microscope. On the hill crest, 3,000 feet west of the town, 
the porphyry includes two masses of gabbro-diorite which, though too 
small to have produced any chilling of the porphyry, are themselves 
slightly metamorphosed. As these inclusions have a small slab of the 
Starmount hornfels attached to them, an association eommon in their 
original position, it seems elear that they are fragments broken loose 
from the main gabbro mass. The relations of the porphyry to the 
quartz-monzonite are also clear. The contact line is sharp and a care
ful search of the granite reveals occasional masses of quartz-porphyry 
but a few inches in diameter inclosed in the granite. It is therefore 
certain that the porphyry is an earlier intrusion and not merely a dike
like extension of the granite mass. The conclusion is reached, there
fore, that the quartz-diorite-porphyry was the latest intrusion preceding 
the great welling forth of the granite. 

ANDESITIC MASSES OF ELKHORN PEAK, QUEEN GULCH, AND 
ELKHORN GULCH. 

A_ndesite. -Although great quantities of andesitic rocks exist in the 
district and form mountain masses for many miles about it, the rocks 
are almost entirely extravasated lavas. At Elkhorn Peak and at 
Turnley Gulch intrusive rocks occur, but the rocks do not constitute 
masses filling the conduits from which the breccias may be supposed 
to ha,·e eome, but are later rocks cutting the breccias, though of the 
same general charaeter and period of eruption. The source of most 
of these andesitic rockts must have been some point or pojnts west of 
the district in the region now occupied by the Boulder batholith, the 
small size of the fragments composing the breccias and the easterly 
dip of the beds pointing to a source at least several miles westward. 
On the other hand, the extensive bodies of intrusive andesitic rocks 
carrying such enormous blocks of limestone as that now forming the 
marble cliff of Elkhorn Peak (XL VII, B) indicate a source of supply 
close at hand. 

That the andesites formerly covered a large part if not all of the 
district seems probable from the occurrence of these rocks in Queen 
Gulch, at a low elevation, and in the gorge of Elkhorn Creek below 
the mouth of Queen Creek. The physiography of the region shows 
that it has been extensively faulted since the granite batholith was 
formed, but despite this the evidence seems clear that the andesitic 
rocks were thrown out by volcanic eruptions of great mag-nitude, and 
fell upon and covered a region consisting of highly folded sediments 
carved into a country nearly as rugged as that seen to-day. There 
seems no alternative but to accept the conclusion that these rocks cov-
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ered· the district to a considerable depth, the surface sloping rapidly 
toward the southeast. Despite the enduring- character of the rock 
and the fact that the hig-hest peaks are now formed of it larg-ely 
because of this character, it is true that it wastes and is removed by 
stream and :frost very rapidly, and enormous masses of it must have 
been removed and carried down into the valley of the Jefferson River 
during- the long- period that has intervened since the formation of the 
rocks . 

.Jfarble cliffs.-The andesitic rocks of Elkhorn Peak consist in part 
of indurated metamorphosed fragmental rocks-volcanic breccias and 
tuffs-forming its summit and the crest westward, and of underlying· 
massive intrusive rocks, which sometimes occur as sheets between the 
altered breccias and constitute the great mass of Elkhorn Peak. The 
latter rocks have apparently been intruded during the activity of the 
andesite yolcano; being injected between the sedimentary platform 
and the overlying fragmental material making the former volcanic cone. 
A measure of the magnitude of the intrusion just mentioned and 
of its force is afforded by the inclusions of altered limestone found 
within it. These inclusions are clearly .blocks torn off from the under
lying Madison limestone and borne into their present position by the 
force of the ascending magma. The largest block is well exposed on 
the western flank of Elkhorn Peak and in the white cliffs which are 
so conspicuous a feature of the peak, and look like a bank of snow 
when seen from the south. These eliffs are shown in Pl. XL VII, B, 
whieh has been made from a photograph taken on the shores of a lake
let that fills a hollow in the amphitheater bottom. Beneath the white 
marble cliffs the dark andesite is seen, with a second or lower stratum 
of white marble beneath it. The view shows the dark-colored ande
sitic rocks projecting above the snow bank that o\·erlies the marble 
cliffs. The higher slopes seen on the right-hand side of the view are 
also andesite, but the line of cliffs beneath them consists of hornstone:-< 
belonging to the Mesozoic or Crow Ridge series, with a tongue of 
aplitic granite beneath them. The rock composing the white cliffs is a 
very coarsely granular and glistening marble whose indi,·idual grains 
are oftentimes an inch across. The mass is 125 feet or more thick in 
the cliff, and may be traced across the gently sloping shoulder of 
Elkhorn Peak for a distance of 3,000 feet. The lower marble mass 
seen in the view is in some places 50 feet thick, and is also traceable 
across the north side of the peak for a distance of not less than 2.000 
feet, though it is in part concealed by debris, and its northward 
extension is inferred from the presence of occasional blocks of lime
stone and from exposures afforded by several prospect pits. This 
lower mass of marble is cut by stringers and dikelets of andesite. Its 
eastern end is abruptly truncated by the andesite, and westward it 
gradually wedges out, as shown on the map. The rock, though in the 
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main a pure marble, contains two bands of white hornstone, one 3 
feet and the other 3 inches in thiekness. These hornstones are clearly 
an alteration prodnet of interbedded layers of impure limestone, and 
therefore show the original stratification planes of the rock. They dip 
NE. at 18-: . To thtc' southwest the lower block of marble rests upon 
aplitic granite, which has been intruded between it and the andesite, 
the latter rock elsewhere underlying it. The upper and larger block 
of marblt' also shows by a band of impure limestone that the dip of 
the strata j,; slightl.'' greater than the dip of the underlying mass. It 
appear;; probable that these two blocks were formerly united and 
hrn'e been wedged apart by the intrusion of andesite, the relative 
position of the blocks indicating that the wedge entered from the 
west. The i;;olation of these blocks at an altitude of several thousand 
feet abo,,e the Madison limestone and so near the Mesozoic beds shown 
in the plate indieates either that nry profound faulting has occurred, 
or that these blocks haye been torn from some deep-seated mass and 
floated into their present position in the liquid andesite inclusion. 
Direct npwanl monment is improbable in Yiew of the wedging apart 
of the hloeks from the west. The more reasonable hypothesis-and 
one snpportE> cl by the oecmrence of many smaller induded blocks of 
marble seen in the cliffs to the east-is that a great flood of andesitic 
magma welled up from :Some yent to the westward, lifted the overlying 
breccias. and intruded itBelf hetween them and the Mesozoic shales. 

In summary, the fact:; all'eady presented show that the andesites rest 
upon sedimentary roek,; of greatly Yarying age and that the contact 
occurs at widely different eleYations. It is inferred from this that the 
breccias and lanL flo1Ys composed of these rocks covered a very rugged 
area of sedimentary strata. The hreceias show a rude bedding dipping 
eastward on Crow and Elkhorn peaks and southward in the mountain 
mass southwest of Elkhorn. These relations indicate that the source 
of the material lay somewhere to the west of the Elkhorn district, and 
from the character of the beds there seems reason to believe that the 
masses now seen are the residual parts of a great volcanic pile whose 
center lay some miles to the west of Elkhorn. Direct evidence of this 
has been remoYed as a result of the granite intrusion, with later uplift 
by faulting and subsequent erosion, but parts of the western slope of 
the former andesitic Yolcanic cone may be well seen west of Boulder 
Valley. 

GRANITIC BATHOLITH. 

As noted in the introductory chapter, the Elkhorn district includes 
the border of a great granite area extending for many miles to the 
west of Elkhorn, and reaching from the vicinity of Helena to the 
Highland Mountains south of Butte. This great mass of granite is 
all one connected mass and has been named the "Boulder batholith." 
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On the reconnaissance map that shows the relations of the Butte dis
trict. to the surrounding region this batholith has been outlined and 
its relations have been studied. At a number of points throughout 
the granite region this rock is covered by andesitic rocks which were 
at first thought to be more recent than the granite, lying as they do 
upon it. Isolated masses occur at scattered localities, and in each case 
the relation seems to be the same. Notwithstanding the altered charac
ter of the andesites, which quite clearly showed the intrusion and 
metamorphism of the fragmental forms, no positive evidence was 
developed in the central part of the area of a more recent age of the 
granite. Later studies, however, at Elkhorn, at Pipestone Hot 
Spring:s, and at a point midway between these two localities, showed 
conclusively that the andesite is older than the granite, as fmgments 
of it are included in the granite mass near its borders. Abund
ant evidence that the aplite is later than the andesitic rocks was 
found at Elkhorn. The specimen figmed in Pl. LXII, B, shows 
this relation, as a minute stringer of aplite is seen penetrat
ing the fractured andesite. These facts, together with the meta
morphosed condition of the breccias seen upon the granite, show that 
the andesite:,; are in part, at least, the remnants of a former cover to 
the granite batholith, the latter having broken up through an extensive 
area of andesitic rocks, the heat of the intrusion producing a meta
morphism of these rocks, as it has of all the others adjacent to it. The 
nature and manner of intrusion of such enormous masses of granite 
are as yet imperfectly understood, but the present district offers 
exceedingly favorable conditions for a study of such phenomena. As, 
however, the problem is a large one and must be studied in its entirety, 
it is not within the province of this report to deal with it, except in 
such features as may come within the Elkhorn district. 

Within the region herein described the granitic rocks are clearly of 
later origin than any other rocks. They are intrusiYe in the other 
igneous rocks and carry fragments of the latter. They abut against 
the truncated ends of the sedimentaries, and haye undoubtedly dis
placed large amounts of both sedimentary and igneous rocks lying to 
the west of the present limits of those formations. 

The granitic rocks of the batholith are extensively fissured. These 
fissures are grouped, and are much more prominent in some areas than 
in others, closely sheeted rocks occurring near areas showing no sheet
ing. The very striking bowlders and groups of monoliths that distin
guish the granite area are due to the presence of these fissures. The 
fissures belong to two well-marked systems: (1) A system of Yertical 
joints is most common, and produces a true sheet of the rock; the planes 
are vertical or approximately vertical, and are observable everywhere 
throughout the batholith, though the closeness of the sheeting planes 
varies greatly from place to place. Close spacing occurs in local areas, 
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and may result in a platy structure of the g-ranite; more commonly the 
fissures are farther apart and do not show except on weathered sur
faces. The direction of the vertical fissures varies g-reatly in different 
parts of the batholith. In the Elkhorn area their strike varies widely, 
as is shown by the strike and dip marks on the g-eolog-ical map, Pl. 
XLV. In general, however, there is a tendency for the sheet to 
approximate parallelism with the contact line between the granite and 
the other rocks. (~) Diagonal fissures are always present, though 
often obscured by the more prominent vertical system. Their recog
nition is dependent upon their development by weathering. These 
diagonal fissures dip in opposite directions, the ang·le between them 
being 90'-\ though their strike is the same. The result is the intersec
tion of the granite into ruclel~T rhombic forms. Becker 1 has shown 
that such fissures are fault planes; that they never gape, but are mere 
cracks; that they are not partings or true joints; that they show mon
ment by occasional slickenside faces and by measurable displacements 
usually of less than an inch for each fissure. The aggregate of such 
minute displacements he has estimated to he several thousand feet for 
the Sierras. 

The batholith rock is remarkably free from inclusions of other rocks, 
even where it has broken irregularly through them. Only two small 
limestone inclusions have been seen in the granite at Elkhorn, and 
these are shown on the geological map. The first is a block of marble 
about 65 feet wide and 100 feet long; the second a mas:" of garnetifer
ous lime-silicate rock some 200 feet across. 

The peculiarities of rock metamorphism observed on Crow Ridge 
give ground for the belief. that the granite batholith extends under the 
sedimentary area of the district, the contact dipping to the east, but 
no direct evidence has been obtained to show that it does so here, as it 
does at other places about the borders of the batholith. 

The andesites rest upon an eroded surface of sedimentary rocks as 
irregular as that seen in the district to-clay, and it is therefore e,·ident 
that the granite, where it is exposed near such contacts, was not 
covered by sedimentary rocks, but must h~we come against andesites. 
:Moreover, in the central parts of the batholith remnant~; of an ande
sitie cover still exist, and the granite must haYe either penetrated 
between the andesites and the base upon which they rested or remoYed 
the basal rocks, whateYer they were. A consideration of these rela
tions and of the profiles shown in the cross sections shows that the 
batholith cover was never nry great and probably consisted of 1.000 
feet or less of andesitic rocks. 

The formation of the granite batholith obliterated all evidences of 
the former eharaeter of the 'vestern part of the Elkhorn district. 
Since the batholith was fonnt>d there bas been no further igneous 
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activity within the borders of the Elkhorn district. To the west spo
radic outbursts of rhyolitic mag-mas occurred at a somewhat later 
period, but as they often rest directly upon the granite they show 
that a long period of erosion intervened after the formation of the 
batholith, a period sufficient to permit the carrying away of the ande
sitic cover over a part, at least, of the area. In the Elkhorn district 
the work of erosive agencies has materially modified the surfaces, but 
the relative elevation of the peaks is probably the result of faulting in 
which north-south faults depressed the Elkhorn and Crow Peak area 
relatively to the Boulder Valley. ·within the immediate district itself 
there is, however, little evidence of faulting. The sheeting or distort
ing of the granite has already been mentioned, but inasmuch as defor
mation by shear would searcely show in the altered rocks if it were 
distributed over a considerable area, any slips or faults which might 
be individually insignificant would be rather large in the aggregate. 
Two cases of faulting were observed in the surface rocks. The first is 
a fault plane dipping east at an angle of 4oc· and cutting two small 
diorite dikes which permit a measurement of the displacement, which 
proves to be but 3 feet in the southern part. This is seen in the rail
road cut 1,800 feet south of the station. A second instance is seen in 
the southern part of the district, where three faults, whose dip is N. 
10::, E. and whose angle of dip is 5<P , traverse a block of Starmount 
hornfels and produce an aggregate throw of about 6 feet. These 
faults, like those seen in the underground workings, are small and 
seem referable to the granite intrusion. 

Coneerning the later history of the region, it can only be said that 
it has suffered continued and prolonged degradation from ordinary 
atmospheric agencies since :Vliocene times, the only marked episode 
in its long period of erosion being that of loeal glaciation. The tilting· 
which ponded the rivers of the State and filled the larger valleys with 
lacustrine debris has left no record of ib; action within this area, and, 
indeed, does not appear to have atl'eeted the general relations of the 
rocks. The amount of erosion that has taken place can not be reliably 
estimated. It is, however, evident that seyeral thousand feet ha,·e 
been removed since the batholith ~ms intruded, for the andesites of 
Elkhorn Peak were at least 1,000 feet thick on the western ftank of 
the mountain, and over this area these rocks have been remo,·ed and 
the granite itself has been trenched to a depth of 3,000 feet or more. 

GLACIATION. 

In the Elkhorn district the effects of glacial aetion are seen at sev
eral places in consp~enous morainal heapings and aeeumulation:c; of 
bowlders. The most prominent moraine extencb entirely :wro:c;s the 
valley of Elkhorn Creek a bon the town. This 1s well shown lll Pl. L, A. 
There is a widesprPad distrihution of bowlders in the mountain gorges 
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that indent th0 ::;idE' of Elkhorn P0ak, but the district was never cov
ered by a g·eneral ice shPet, the glaciation being purely local and of 
the alpine t~·pe. The snows of each winter accumulate to consider
able depths in the amphitheater of Elkhorn Peak and exist as snow 
banks late into the :mmmer, and through the Glacial epoch these 
amphitheaters were undoubtedly filled to a depth of 1,000 feet or 
more. This snow must haYe formed small glaciers during the early 
Pleistocene period, which pushed down the principal gulches, the largest 
glacier eoming- down Elkhorn CrE-ek a couple of miles and depositing 
the bowlder material on whieh the town is built. Pre-Glacial erosion 
undoubtedly furnished an abundance of loose material, which, tog-ether 
with the block8 loosened by frost from the amphitheater cliffs, were 
borne on the surface of the ice or earried in its grasp to form the 
well-marked moraines now seen. The amphitheater walls show no evi
dence of iee ero8ion other than the remoYal of the debris and the general 
clearing out of the amphitheater. Rounded and ice-worn ledges of 
andesite are seen near the divide east of Elkhorn Peak. The amphi
theater floor8, howeyer, show no rounded bosses, but ate littered by 
bowlders which coneeal the underlying rock. The water-filled glacial 
hollow, seen in XLVII B~ and two similar depressions lying a half mile 
to the northeast are possibly rock basins, though the accumulation of 
debris prewnts positiYe proof. 

The glacier whieh flowed down Elkhorn Peak was formed by the 
confluence of two sheets. one coming from the marble cliff amphi
theater south of Elkhorn Peak, the other from the amphitheater 
betv.·een Elkhorn and Crow peaks. The two glaciers united below Icy 
Lakelet, the pool 8hown on the map and in Pl. XL VII, B. The western 
glaeier was the larger and crowded the lesser one toward the east, and 
in its retreat left great bowlders of _gTanite scattered over the andesite 
slopes and upon the metamorphosed ::\fesozoic shales. The confluent 
ice sheet flowed clown the yalley to a point opposite the mouth of 
Alpreston Gulch, reaching an eleYation of 6,300 feet. At a later period 
its front was about one-half mile above the town of Elkhorn, at which 
point the ice must have maintained a nearly constant position for a 
considerable length of time, as the terminal moraine at this point 
is unusually large for so small a g-lacier, being- several hundred feet 
high and extending clear across the valley. As seen from the town, 
it completely dams this Yalley, as is well shown in the photograph 
taken from near the railroad station, Pl. L, .A. This moraine shows 
a step-like profile, and consist::; of g-ranite bowlders up to 10 feet in 
diameter~ with smaller masses of andesite and hornstone, the whole 
forming mammillary hummocks with intervening kettle boles. This 
terminal moraine passes northward into a well-defined lateral moraine 
lying high np on the slopes west of th0 valley, while a much smaller 
lateral moraine is seen low down on the opposite eastern slopes. In the 
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A. BOWLDER MORAINE AT ELKHORN. 

In the middle distance is see n a well -markE'd terminal moraine, f.xtending across an d complete ly damming the valley. 
Saddl e between Elkhorn Peak (on left) and Crow Peak (on right) seen in backgrou nd. 

B BEDDING PLANE BETWEEN SLATE AND DOLOMITE, 2, 200-FOOT LEVEL, ELKHORN MINE 

The lllustratJOn shows difference 1n fracture and well-marked bedding of the slate. 
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granite area at the head of Turnley Creek the moraine i:::; less ('Onspic.:u
ous, as the glacial bowlder:::; are all of granite and aplih', and rest upon 
a granite surface, where they elo:::;ely resemble the ordinary bowlders 
of disintegration common to the g-ranite area. There i:::; a strong 
contrast in the character of the glaeiatecl ancl unglaciated areas. The 
valleys which have not been glaciated show steep sides and rounded 
bottoms, with firm soil and no swamps, while the glaciated parts of 
the same valley are pa,·ed with huge bowlders and :::;how a scanty dark 
soil covered with rank vegetation and occasional swampy areas. The 
geological map, Pl. XLV, shows the extent of the iee-cO\·ered areas, 
the well-marked moraines being indicated by a darker tint than that 
marking the general extent of the bowlder heapings. It is e\·iclent 
that glaciation did not materially affect the topography of the region, 
though many of the picturesque aspects of the present scenery are 
due to its erosive action. 



CHAPTER VI. 

GENERAL EFFECTS 01!"' THERMAL 1\'IETAl\'IORPHISl\'1 OF THE 
ROCKS 01<' THE DISTRICT. 

The following account of the more prominent features of the thermal 
or contact metamorphism of the sedimentary rocks by the igneous 
intrusives presents only the more salient results of this action. 

Both the sedimentary rocks and the later igneous rocks have been 
metamorphosed by the g-reat bodies of molten magma intruded in them. 
This change, often called local or contact. metamorphism, is herein 
designated hydrothermal metamorphism, because it is due to the heat 
and ,·apors of molten intrusion. Since it is caused by the igneous 
masses, the alteration is naturally greatest near them, and is less and 
less away from their borders. The changes due to thermal meta
morphism differ very markedly from the results of ordinary rock 
disintegration, or rock alteration, and are also different from those 
changes which are due to metasomatosis. Thermal metamorphism 
embraces those changes produced in a rock mass by the influence of 
high temperature due to the intrusion of an igneous magma. These 
changes are of two kinds; first, physical; second, mineralogical. The 
physical changes are very marked. In limestones the alteration consists 
of a bleaehing or whitening of the rock and its conversion into coarsely 
crystalline marble. In impure limestones the alteration results in 
marked mineralogical changes which give the rock an entirely different 
color, character, and appearance and make it usually coarser grained 
and harder than the original rock. The sandstones are altered to com
pad, almost flinty quartzites. The clay shales and the associated rocks, 
which t·onsist largely of clay, together with calcareous or siliceous 
matter, are intensely altered and most commonly are found to form 
very dense, hard rocks of extremely compact texture which break with 
a conchoidal fracture and which, because of this compactness and 
smooth fracture, are often called hornstones. These hornstones have 
lost almost all trace of the original plane of bedding. They break in 
either dicy or rhomboidal bits, and the original stratification ean be 
detenninecl only by faint color bands. Very often, however, even 
thi:,; criterion is difficult to distinguish unless weathering develops a 
surface on which the original bedding plane is indicated by slight 
ridging. Iu none of the altered rocks at Elkhorn is a true slaty 
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cleavag-e developed, either hy thermal metamorphism or by other 
changes. In the lei's altered rocks a lamination which approaches a 
slaty structure in general appearance may still be obsetTed, but in 
this case, as, for instn.nce, that or the hanging-wall rock or the Elkhorn 
lode, the apparent slaty cleavage coincides with the original bedding 
of the rock or is due to slipping along bedding planes. 

The mineralogical changes are those due to a rearrangement or the 
material composing the rock, a change in which new chemical eombi
nations are effected and new minerals formed. In pure calcareous 
rocks the limestone is simply recrystallized and forms a marble whose 
coarseness of crystallization is in a way a measure of the intensity and 
duration of the heating of the r;:>Ck. 

The arg-illaceous rocks l'Ommonly contain silica, and recrystallize as 
aluminum silicates. The pure siliceous rocks recrystallize as quartz
ites. It h; apparent that without the addition of material from out
side, as, for example, by pneumatolytic action, the pure silica and pure 
lime rocks do not change in mineralogic composition. 'Vhere, how
ever, the rocks are mixtures, as is so commonly the case in sedimentary 
strata, they are strikingly altered. The siliceom; calcareous shales 
form coarse and patchy aggregates of lime and magnesian silicates. 
Diopside and garnet (the lime-aluminum garnet, grossularite) are ,·ery 
common, and, if iron is pre:-:;ent, epidote occurs in abundance . 

..Arenaceou8 roch-8.-Sandstones at'e but little affected by thermal 
metamorphism unless they contain impurities. A pure quartz sand
stone will recrystallize as a quartzite if the temperature he 1>uflieiently 
high, and this has happened at many places in the district. As a rule, 
however, the alteration consists in a hardening of the sandstone and 
not an entire recrystallization. If the original roek was impure-and 
impure sandstones are especially common in the Mesozoic strata com
posing the long spur of Cro-w Peak lying to the northeast of Elkhorn
the resulting produet may not ha,·c any resemblance to the quartzite, 
but may consist of garnet, mica, etc . 

..Arqillaceou8 ·roc .. t~.-The shales a1·e commonly baked or altered to a 
dense, flinty product known as hornstone, which breaks in angular 
chippy fragments and commonly has a well-de,·eloped cubical fracture, 
often breaking into cubes. It is U1>tmlly dark colored, has a very 
homogeneous and yery finely granular texture, which is sometimes 
sugary. These pass into those forms in which the metamorphism has 
been gTeater and the rocks are light colored, white, pale green, lann
der, or pink, and have the texture and appearance of a fracture f!nrface 
of porcelain. A perfectly pure argillaceous rock ·would form mica
ceous schists, but most of the shales contain impurities which deter
mine their alteration to compact, fine-textured rocks eonsisting of 
various alteration minerals. In this di:;;trict the spotty slates and 
flecked rocks seen in similarly metamorphosed area1> elsewhere were 
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not obseiTed. Snt.:h spots are due sometimes to earbonaceou:s matter 
where the rocks are slightly metamorphosed, or in more altered forms 
to areas frPe from mica. At Elkhorn extreme metamorphism has 
resnlt0d in thP formation of extensi,·e masses of compact-textured 
roek ·whieh are best grouped as hornstone. 

Calcm·t'ous ,·ock .... -The most striking efl'ects of hydrothermal meta
morphism are produced in the impure argillaceous limestones or 
ealeareous shales. In these rocks the t.:arhonic acid is eompletely 
eliminated and the whole is com·ertecl into a lime-silicate roek. As 
the alternating strata frequently consist of very different original 
material, the resulting roek varies greatly in appearance and may con
sist of aggregates, often eoarse, but commonly fine grained to compact, 
of lime-rich silicates, with quartz, biotite, etc. 

Fumm·ol ic rdtemtion.-The presence of tourmaline and axinite shows 
that tlwre bas been fumarolie action as a result of the vapors of the 
cooling igneous roeks. That such vapors are developed in large quan
tities hy magmas is well known from observations on active volcanoe:'l 
as well as abundant evidence about wbieh there can be no doubt. Such 
vapors would naturally penetrate along fissures or porous strata and 
produce marked alteration. 

The impregnated bed of garnetiferous bornstone which constitutes 
the ore body of the Dolcoatb mine may have originated, as suggested 
by Dr. Barrell, from the shrinkage induced in a stratum of impure 
limestone contained between beds of pure limestones which have 
sntl'ered little change in mass or yolume. In the metamorphism of the 
impure stratum the carbonic acid is driven off and the rock loses 
upward of 30 per cent of its weight and 50 per cent of its yo}ume, 
and, being steeply tilted before metamorphism, the result would he a 
porous layer whose formation may he likened to that of terra cotta or 
brick from clay. Such a porous layer would afford ready passage for 
fumarolic yapors or mineralizing gases. The ore stratum is eddently 
an altered limestone bed. It i:s 15 to 18 inches thick and dips E. at 
55 :c . The ore occurs as silvery spots from 1 to 25 rum. across, and is 
often associated with calcite scattered through the rock. It consists 
of telluride and sulphide of bismuth carrying gold. The ore is appar
ently confined to this narrow stratum because its porosity is greater 
than that of the adjacent and confining limestone beds. The rock hold
ing the ore consists of nearly equal parts of diopside and grossularite 
with calcite, as noted in the appendix. The ore occurs with diopside as 
well as with calcite. The latter is evidently a product of later infil
trating solutions, as it forms ninlets and fills the cavities lined with 
crystals of garnet, diopside, etc., with poikilitic caleite crystals. 



CHAPTER VII. 

MINERALS OF THE ORE DEPOSITS OF THE DISTRICT. 

The ore bodies of the Elkhorn district contain but few mineral 
species, and most of them are of common occurrence in ore deposits 
elsewhere. The oxidized portions of the Elkhorn lode have, however, 
yielded native silver in crystalline ag·gregates of extreme beauty, the 
specimens being equaled in An:erica only by those of the Batopilas 
mine in Mexico, while the calamine, found abundantly in the upper 
levels of the Elkhorn mine, is perhaps the finest crystalline material 
yet found in this country. 

The minerals composing the contact-metamorphic rocks, which con
stitute the gangue of some of the ores in the lesser deposits of the 
district, are sometimes finely crystallized. This is particularly true 
of axinite, but garnet, epidote, and other minerals also occur in crys
talline masses. 

ORE MINERALS. 

The ore minerals proper include the metallic sulphides, galena, 
bournonite, tetrahedrite, pyrite, and blende, with indeterminable rich 
silver sulphides. The decomposition or oxidized products of these 
sulphides, found in the upper parts of the deposits, include nati,,e 
silver, cerussite, calamine, a little minium, malachite, horn silver, 
linarlte, aurichalcite, and descloizite. Accompanying these the gangue 
minerals quartz, dolomite, and calcite occur, together with fragments 
of country rock, garnet, and pyroxene. 

Galena (s·ulphide of lead).-Argentiferous galena forms ore bodies 
in the Elkhorn, Queen, and C. and D. mines, as well as in a number of 
prospects. It occurs massive, is usually coarsely crystalline, and 
is commonly associated with blende, and sometimes with pyrite. It is 
frequently somewhat shattered, and crumbles readily on being ~truck 
with a hammer. No well-formed crystals were seen, nor any material 
of undoubted secondary origin. It occurs in bunches or pockets with 
the pyritic ores in the C. and D. mine, and forms great masses in the 
foot-wall limestone of the Elkhorn mine, which, upon extraction, left 
large caverns. 

Boumonite.-This antimonial sulphide of copper and lead occurs 
sparingly in the quartzose ores of the Elkhorn mine. ~o well
crystaJlized specimens were seen, the mineral oectlrring a~ grains 
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scattered through the quartz and somewhat resembling the more com
mon tetrahedrite. 

Tetrahedr/te (gmy coppe1· ore, antimonial sulphide of copper).-This 
mineral occurs abundantly in the Elkhorn mine, where it is highly 
argentiferous, and probably also contains lead. It is always coarsely 
crystalline and massive, and occurs in grains and masses in the 
quartzose ore, where it is associated with pale-brown blende. It is 
rarely found in the foot-wall bodies, and is then also associated with 
quartz. It is probably the parent mineral of the native silver and 
silver-rich oxidized quartzose ores of the mine. 

Pyrite ('iron sulphide).-This is of common occurrence, not only in the 
Elkhorn mine, but in all the prospects of the district, and is also found 
in grains scattered through the igneous rocks, particularly the gabbro 
and the diorite-porphyry. In these rocks it is in part of primary 
origin, but mainly secondary formation, and was undoubtedly derived 
from the augite and other ferromagnesian minerals by the action of 
mineralizing solutions or yapors in the ore bodies. It is usually mas
sive, very light colored, and forms the bulk of the ore in several mines. 
In the Elkhorn mine, though abundant, it does not form a large part 
of the ore, and is usually massive. In the drusy cavities in the mas
:sive pyritic ore well-crystallized specimens have been found which 
show the usual well-formed pentagonal dodecahedron; more rarely it 
occurs in cubical form. Assays made of the pyritous ore show it to 
contain silver, but as the massive material usually contains admixed 
particles of galena it is probable that the silver comes from them. 

Tetradym,ite (sulphide and telluride of bismuth).-This mineral 
occurs in grains up to one-eighth of an inch across in the garnetifer
ous rock of the Dolcoath mine. It is somewhat altered in the oxidized 
material for a few feet below the surface, and then shows masses of 
free gold ha·dng the usual rusty or bronzy tint of gold derived from 
a telluride. The fresh mineral is brightly metallic, with the usual 
silvery luster, and shows a distinct foliation. Tests made in the chemi
cal laboratory show it to be a mixture of bismuth telluride and bis
muth sulphide. In altering, the mineral loses its laminated character 
and the folia become :fibrous. It occurs in minute grains dissemi
nated through the garnet, and in larger grains associated with calcite 
in the massive garnet of this mine. J_'he origin of the ore deposit 
and the genesis of the mineral is discussed in an account of the Dol- · 
coath mine. 

Bism1.tthite (8ulphide of bismuth).-This mineral occurs intimately 
associated with, and in the specimen is indistinguishable from, tetrady
mite. It is found only in the Dolcoath mine, and its presence was 
determined by chemical analysis by Dr. H. N. Stokes in the Survey 
laboratory. 

Blende (sphalerite, zinc sw~phide).-This mineral occurs a-ssociated 
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PLATE LII. 

CERUSSITE. 

Thi,., plate shows a photograph of a specimen of eerussite in which the rosettes con
sist of plates that are relatively small and are coated by a film of quartz, so that 
this specimen is not so fragile as those commonly seen. The cerussite is in part, 
at least, formed upon nucleal fragments of oxidized quartz ore, but cerussite 
make:" up the greater portion of the specimen. The reversed side shows a coat
ing uf minute calamine needles upon the quartz .that encrusts the cerussite. The 
crystals are about one-fifth the size of some that were seen. Illustration is one
half natural size. 
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with galena and pyrite, and in lesser amounts with tetrahedrite, in the 
ores of the Elkhorn mine and in all the galena ores of the distriet. It 
has commonly a dark-brown, resinous luster, is massive. and show:-; a 
coarsely crystalline texture. In the Elkhorn ores it varies from a verv . . . 
pale creamy brown, usually showing flakes of red in the quartzose 
ores. to a deep brown when as8ociated with galena and a blue black 
when associated with pyrite. It is very rarely seen as a secondary 
mineral associated with pyrite and calcite in caYities in the original 
ore. In thi8 ease it form8 well-shaped crystals one-eighth to one
fourth of an ineh aeros8, and is of undoubted secondary origin. The 
massi,·e material of the ore body shows shattering, with eementation 
of the frag·ments by silica. Blende from the Elkhorn mine is com
monly sup~sed to earry silver, and the red blende, especially, to 
carr_,. high values in silver. This, howe,·er, has not been borne out 
by the assays made for the writer: in faet, owing to the common 
adu1ixture of galena particles, it is impossible to obtain ah8olutely 
pure material for assa~-, and therefore there is some doubt in the ease 
of this mineral, as well as in that of the pyrite, whether the silver (·on
tents are not derived from the galena. 

Calam-ine {11ydrated ~Silicate rif zinc).-This mineral occurs in drusy 
coatings lining cavities in the oxidized portions of the ore bodies of 
the Elkhorn mine. It forms radiated g-roups of spatulate <"ryshlls, 
usually somewhat stout and of the common form, in which the brachy
pinacoid forms the broad faee and the prbm is relatively small. The 
Elkhorn material is of two kinds. The first occurs associated with the 
limestone, in which case the calamine rests on a crust of pale yellowish
green, botryoidal material one-eighth to one-sixteenth of an inch thick. 
Abon thi:'O there is often a film or thin crust of bright-green carbonate 
of copper, upon which the ealamine rests in a ma~s from· one-half of an 
inch to an inch thick, composed of bunches of radiating crystals. 
This material has a very delicate-green tint. althoug·h it is commonly 
transparent. The crystals show their form Yery distinctly, but are 
twinned and occur in groups, so that crystals for measurement are 
not obtainable. In the entirely oxidized parts of the ore body, where 
the limestone has been dissolved away and only the cellular films of 
silica are left, calamine oceurs lining the caYities with thinner and 
more fragile crystals than those just noted. These cr.''Stals also are 
perfectly clear and colorless and rest on a film of silica. The deriYa
tion of the calamine is undoubtedly from the oxidation of the blende, 
and its occurrence in the mine is such as to leave no doubt on this 
subject. Small druses were broken open m which the cavities were 
filled with water and in which the calamine crystals were apparentl~
still forming. 

Cerussite(leadcarbonate).-Very beautiful masses of crystalline eerus
site were obtained from the upper workings of the Elkhorn mine. It 
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occurs in six or eight stellate groups, the ra3·s being formed by plates 
scarcely thicker than a sheet of paper, and sometimes reaching dimen
sions several inches across. Pl. LII is from a photograph of a speci
men sho·wing relatively small crystals. The more common occurrence 
is as a massive material coating galena, from which it is quite-evidently 
formed. This material i8 usually clear and glassy, with a leady luster, 
and ean be traeed into the parent mineral. The galena alters along 
cleavage cracks, and every gradation may be obseryed between the 
fresh and unaltered material and the cen~ssite. A8hy-gray, loose
textured masses also occur, but are less abundant. In the upper 
workings of the Elkhorn mine large quantities of carbonate ore were 
extracted, the cerussite occurring in massive form and associated with 
various impurities. 

L£narlte (liyclmted sulplwte of lead and copper).-This mineral is 
rare, but good specimens with the usual azure-blue color, from the 
Elkhorn mine, were seen in the collection of :Mr. "\"Valter S. Kelley. 

Clwlcopyrite.-This occurs in the Dolcoath ores and rarely in the 
Elkhorn rnine. It is massive and occurs associated with pyrite. 

Go1d.-Native gold was seen in the ores of the Dolcoath mine, par
ticularly those in which the tetradymite has been partially or wholly 
altered. The color is deep bronze yellow. 

SilveJ·.-Natiye silver was abundant in the thoroughly oxidized por
tions of the Elkhorn mine. Its most interesting occurrence is in 
branching clusters of erystals, a few of which are shown on Pl. LIII. 
No large crystals were obtainable at the time of visit. These clusters 
occur attached, often only by the base or stem of the fern-like cluster, 
to the iron-stained siliceous decomposition product which forms the 
gangue of the upper part of the lode. Silver also occurs as sheets or 
scales in cracks and coating surfaces of less altered material. ln the 
clusters the crystalline form is very clearly recognizable, though the 
material is not especially adapted for crystallographic study. 

Pyrolu8ite (black oxide of 1Jutngane8e).-This occurs in little spots 
coating calamine, and as dendritic markings on the yellow, partially 
altered dolomite of the Elkhorn mine. 

Azurite (blue carbonate of copper).-This is found in the Elkhorn 
mine in minute clusters or as a blue stain; also in numerous prospects, 
particularly the ores of the Copper King . 

..L1lalacl1£te (green carbonate of copper).-This occurs as a green stain 
and in earthy masses in the oxidized ores and as green crusts in botry
oidal forms associated with calamine in the Elkhorn mine. It is found 
only in small amounts. It also occurs in many prospects of the district. 

IIenwtite and magnet,ite.--These occur, intimately associated, in the 
iron ores from the mines on the north side of Elkhorn Peak, near the 
summit. No specular or erystallized material was seen. 

Limonite (brovm hematite).-This mineral occurs as earthy masses 
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PLATE LIII. 

:NATIVE SILVER FROl\1 ELKHORN MINE. 

This plate shows a number of pieces of arborescent and dendritic native silyer from 
the ores oceurring in the upper part of the Elkhorn mine. The specimens are 
wry mueh smaller than many of those which were found in the development 
of the property. The silver occurs loosely attached to an oxidized siliceous 
gangue. The crystals are often flattened and elongated and form complex 
groups or aborescent forms, usually attached to the base of the fern-like mass, 
although the specimens show definite crystal forms. The edges are often 
rounded and the faces dull, so that the material is not fitted for crystal measure
ment. The forms, however, are undoubtedly those common to native silver 
and present no novelty in this respect. Although native silver was of common 
occurrence in the uppermost parts of the oxidized ore bodies at the mine, none 
of the common wire sil\'er, seen as an alteration product of the rich silver 
sulphides at so many mines in the State, has been found at Elkhorn. Scales 
and plates of native silver also occur in cracks in masses of amorphous white 
and red silica. 
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at many places in the district. It is common in the rusty outcrops 
of mineral veins. 

Descloizite (vanadin-ite of lead and zinc).-Tbis occurs in thin, 
mossy, dull yellow-green crusts of minutely crystalline surface, coat
ing cavities in a deposit of greenish and red-colored amorphous silica 
from the hanging-wall ore body of the 1,300-foot level of the Elkhorn 
mine. 

Aurichalcite (basic carbonate of zinc and coppe1·).-This occurs in 
bunches of pale-green, silky needles, filling cavities one-half to three
fourths inch across in oxidized siliceous ore of the Elkhorn mine. 

Smithsonite (zinc carbonate).-This is found associated with cala
mine on dolomite fragments of oxidized parts of ore bodies. It 
forms gray crusts 1 mm. thick, with drusy surface, CO\'ered by a 
second crust of pale apple-green botryoidal material showing both 
radial and concentric structure. This latter crust varies from 1 to 
5 mm. in thickness, and the green tint is due to a small amount of 
copper. Malachite crusts often rest upon the smithsonite and are in 
turn coated by green calamine. 

Pyrrhotite (maqnetic pyrite, iron 8ulpldde).-This mineral oceurs in 
small amounts at several of the ore bodies of the distriet. In the 
Elkhorn mine it is found associated with pyrite, as a massi\'e coating 
around cubes of pyrite in the white dolomitic marble of the bottom 
levels of the mine. 

GANGUE MINERALS. 

The minerals just enumerated occur associated with the valueless 
gangue minerals. These are few in number, embracing quartz, 
calcite,' dolomite, garnet, and diopside. 

Qnartz (crystalline silica). -Quartz is almost universally present in 
the ore bodies of the district. It forms the hanging wall of the Elkhorn 
mine, and is abundant also in the foot-wall bodies. It occurs in every 
form from coarsely crystalline to extremely fine crystalline textures, 
and is clearly a replacement quartz in many cases, while in others it 
has the coarse comb structure characteristic of the filling of open 
spaceR. Groups of large crystals are rarely found, and the mineral 
has no especiallr interesting feature aside from its genetic relations. 

Calcite (lime cm·bonate).-This occurs abundantly throughout the 
Elkhorn mine, where it forms crystalline coatings of well-shaped 
rhombohedra in drusy cavities in the lead ores associated with zinc, and 
also occasionally in stalactitic forms in small cad ties and water courses. 

Dolomite (carbonate of lime and maqnes/a).-This forms the white 
marble foot-wall country rock of the Elkhorn lode. It i:,; Yery uni
form in texture and in composition. ~o well-shaped crystals han' heen 
seen. 

Garnet (1•aridy f/l'0.'1·~11luritc).-Thi~ lime-alumina garnet is eommon 
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in the metamorphic rocks of the district. It occurs as a gangue min
eral in the Dolcoath mine, where it is massive and is mixed with 
diopside in the stratum containing the ore. It is the product of the 
alteration by contact metamorphism of an impure limestone. The 
color is usually a cinnamon brown, and the mineral al~ers to a green
ish chlorite. Crystals are seen penetrating the calcite in this ore. It 
occurs mixed with magnetite in the ore from the iron mines on the 
summit of Elkhorn Peak, where it is glassy, and has a dull greenish
yellow color. 

IJiopside (lime-maqnesian pyroxene).-This form of pyroxene is 
found abundantly as a contact mineral throughout the district, but its 
only occurrence as a gangue mineral is in the Dolcoath mine, where, 
as just noted, it is mixed with garnet. It has a pale yellowish-green 
color, and occurs only massive, no crystals being observed. 

Sapadine (ltydrated silicate ofmaqnesia).-This mineral occurs as 
an alteration product of diorite in the Elkhorn mine, and also in the 
railroad cuts near that property. It occurs also as an alteration prod
uct of garnet ( ?) in shells surrounding fragments of limestone included 
in the andesites of Elkhorn Peak. It is not, strictly speaking, a gangue 
mineral. 

.Axinite (bm·o-s1'lic(tte of alwninum witlt 1Xtryinq amounts of iron and 
manqanese).-This mineral occurs both as a rock constituent in the sedi
ments altered by contact metamorphism and as the filling of little veins 
in such rocks. It is found abundantly in coarse crystalline masses in 
such veinlets at the prospect tunnel driven in from the creek bed H 
miles above Elkhorn. The specimens are of a dull-grayish plum color, 
in lamellar aggregates of crystals usually striated. It occurs associ
ated with calcite. 

Tourmalin e (basic Oi' subsilicate of boron, alumina, potaBlt, lime, nwq
nesla).-Thismineraloccurssparingly in the contact-metamorphic rocks 
that inclose some of the smaller ore bodies disclosed by shallow pros
pect pits on the eastern side of Alpreston Gulch and vicinity. It also 
occurs as stout black crystals, often having a rusty coating, in the 
center of altered fragments of marmorized limestone included in the 
andesite. 

Ep£dote (ortlw8ilicate of lime, alumina, and 1'ron, H Ca (.Al Fe) 3 Si3 

0 13).-This oceurs abundantly in the contact-metamorphic rocks formed 
from impure limestones. It is common near Black Butte, where it 
forms fascicles whose fibers are several inches long. This material is 
associated with calcite and axinite. 

ll"ollastonite (81?icate of lime).-This occurs as a constituent of the 
contact-metamorphic roeks, partieularly the slightly impure marbles, 
in which ore bodies occur. It is seldom in masses recognizable to the 
naked eye. 

JlicJ•odilk. - This mineral oecurs in ·white, coarsely massive form in 
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the syenite dikes of Queen Gulch, but is not associated with the ore 
deposits. Various other minerals occurring as rock constituents are 
mentioned in the petrographic description of the igneous and the con
tact-metamorphic rocks. 

PARAGENESIS. 

A study of the ores from the Elkhorn mine shows that the pri
mary sulphide minerals were deposited at the same time. There is, 
it is true, oftentimes a distinct coating of pyrite about isolated 
grains of galena, but in the massive ore the minerals interlock and 
show no evidence of difference in age. Moreover, there is no crus
tification in the primary ore; later fracturing has sometimes per
mitted infiltrating solutions to deposit secondary quartz which, though 
usually barren, does sometimes hold galena and tetrahedrite. The 
pyritic ore from the lower levels sometimes shows drusy cavities 
coated by distinct crusts. In this case the oldest crust resting against 
the primary sulphide ore is sometimes pyrite, and more often the fol
lowing succession is seen: 

A. Pale-yellow, opaque blende. 
B. White calcite in well-shaped rhombohedra. 
C. Pyrite in well-formed pentagonal dodecahedrons. 
D. Clear and transparent resinous blende in distinct crystals. 
E. White calcite in well-formed rhombohedra. 
F. Quartz crystals in dusters. 
G. Isolated pyrite crystals resting on the points of the quartz. 

The entire succession is not always shown. It is evident that obser
vations made upon these small druses can not be relied upon to furnish 
any conclusive evidence as to the manner of deposition or the chemical 
changes involved in the formation of the Elkhorn deposits. 

As to the association of the minerals, it has been observed that where 
the ore contains tetrahedrite it commonly holds a light pale-brown 
zinc blende, and that pyrite is either absent or is present in insignificant 
amounts. Bournonite sometimes, though rarely, occurs with tetrah&
drite, but is never found with blende. As a rule, both bournonite and 
tetrahedrite occur only in quartz and are not found as direct replace
ments of limestone, while the ores that contain the most blende are 
low in silver. 



CHAPTER VIII. 

THE ELKHORN 1\IINE. 

History of the property.-The ore deposit known as the "Elkhorn" 
mine was located as the Holter lode on January 2, 1875, and was 
worked nearly continuously from t~at time until November, 18~9. 
The general history of the property has already been mentioned in 
gi,·ing that of the district. The New Elkhorn Mining Company stopped 
work in the mine in the autumn of 1899, and as the pumps were 
withdrawn, the surface machinery dismantled and sold, and the mine 
practically abandoned, it was generally understood that this great 
producer was worked out and the last chapter of its history completed. 
The entire property, including such surface improv~ments as were of 
value, was sold to two successful mining operators for $20,000 early 
in 1900, and it was generally supposed at that time that only the dump 
heaps would be worked. The new owners decided, however, to reopen 
the upper levels of the mine, and the property is now (May, 1901) being 
equipped with the necessary machinery for working, and promises to 
again become a producing property. The abandonment of the mine 
by the English corporation was primarily due to the exhaustion of the 
rich ore bodies, for although more or less ore remained, it was of too 
low grade to pay expenses, owing to the heavy expenditures necessary 
in pumping the mine, which were over $1,000 a week; this, and the 
small number of men scattered over so large a mine working the low
grade patches and remnants of ore bodies left in previous years, made 
the cost per ton excessive. Thus the actual cost of mining exceeded 
$15 per ton, including all expenses. Milling cost $9, owing to base
ness of the ore, and for a long time the reduction works were run on 
a profit of only 50 cents per ton, thus necessitating very close working. 

Oeneral f eatw·e8 of tlw ore deposit.-The ore deposit does not con
stitute a true vein, though commonly spoken of as a vein or lode. The 
ore occurs in two principal shoots lying on the under side of folds
i. e .. in the saddle of the folds-and conforming to the dip o£ the 
stratifie~.-l beds in which they occur. These ore bodies are found along 
a bedding plane between indnrated shale (hornstone) and dolomitic 
marble. This contact plane was followed in mining and has commonly 
been spoken of as the lode. Although there has been some slipping and 
mo\·ement along this plane, the contact is not mineralized, nor does it 
show any vein quartz or other lode material except in the steeply pitch-
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ing arches underneath which the ore bodies occur. The ore deposits 
consist of more or less irregular bodies of rudely lenticular cross section 
lyilag against the hanging-wall hornstone, and as isolated masses forming 
so-called" cham her" deposits in the underlying dolomite. The hanging
wall bodies consist of quartz carrying ore minerals and are practically 
continuous from the top to the bottom of the mine. The lead chambers 
are isolated bodies connected by fissures or rusty stringers with quartz 
ore shoots, but of irregular shape and position, and often of large 
size. They are not cave deposits, and the term "chamber" applies 
only to the caverns left by the extraction of the ore, no originaL 
cavernous open spaces occurring. While there may be honest doubt 
concerning the formation of galena deposits in open caverns in lime
stone at many American localities, the facts to be described herein 
preclude any such theory of formation. 

Topographic relations.-The ore deposits occur, as may be seen hy 
reference to the map, Pl. XLV, in the relatively broad and open valley of 
Elkhorn Creek, where the more readily weathering limestones have 
been eroded into a basin whose bottom is now filled and leveled hy 
morainal material. · This position, as may be seen from the topo
grapic map, Pl. XLII, is a relatively low one and receives the drain
age from a large area of impervious rocks forming the high peaks 
near by. It is, as it were, the apex of a funnel composed of the snowy 
amphitheater of Elkhorn and Crow peaks and their adjoining ridges. 
Though the creek bed is in morainal wash, so that the stream before 
diversion often carried flowing water past the mine, a large part of 
the precipitation and run-off of the northern part of the district finds 
its way into the altered limestones, in which it has formed subterranean 
waterways. It should, however, be remarked that no large caves 
have been found, and the smaller waterways noted in underground 
exploration are evidently later and not in any way connected with the 
ore bodies. 

Geological relation.s.-The ore deposit occurs in a dolomitic limestone 
forming massive beds and overlain by altered shale. The strata dip 
steeply, the angle varying from 35° to 55° , this attitude being due to 
the uplift and folding of the entire Paleozoic and later rocks into a 
series of parallel mountain folds that extend eastward to the valley of 
the Missouri at Townsend. As shown in a previous chapter, all the 
sedimentary strata seen in this district form part of the eastern side of 
an arch, the spur formerly occupied by the west limb of this anticline 
being now occupied by the granite batholith. This structure, as 
understood from the surface relations near the Elkhorn mine, is shown 
in the cross section 2 of Pl. XL VIII. The half arch now forms a 
monoclinal fold composed of all the various beds seen in the Elkhorn 
district. The uniformity of the monocline is, however, disturbed by 
several minor corrugations which have been noted in the earlier chap-
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ters. The ore deposit occurs in two of these lesser flexures, which 
coalesce near the surface and form one relatively broad arch. These 
arches pitch steeply to the north. The gabbro-diorite intrusion, which 
has been described in a previous chapter, breaks through the lime
stones and shales, and has shattered them, sending out forks and 
tongues of diorite and allied rocks into these irregular breaks. Such 
intrusions are seen on the surface to the northwest and southeast of 
the mine, and are encountered in an exploratory drift under ground, 
and, though they have no direct .connection with the ore bodies and do 
not make ore where they occur, it is believed that the main gabbro 
mass is the source from which the metallic contents of the deposits 
have been derived. These lesser diorite intrusions are seen in the mine 
in the long south extension of the 650-footlevel. 

Outcrop.-South of the mine buildings, shown in Pl. XLIII, the 
outcrop of the ore body is obscured by morainal debris and has not 
been found. It has not been recognized in the railroad cut opposite 
the town, and in fact at that point the diorite breaks across the con
tact plane along which the ore body occurs farther north. To the 
north of the mine the outcrop is seen in the railroad cut back of the 
boiler house, where the rocks have a strike of N. 50° W. and dip at 
30° to 50° NE. Some 30 feet of the foot-wall sand rock or dolomite 
is exposed, with 150 or 200 feet of thin-bedded argillaceous shales 
lying upon it. The outcrop could not be traced on the surface beyond 
this point, but is said to have been opened by prospect pits at anum
ber of points. Silicified limestones occur immediately south of the 
tailings dam on the south side of the mill. The rocks are part of the 
Keene limestone and show brecciation and replacement by siliceous 
waters. It is therefore evident that the mineralizing solutions were 
not confined to the immediate channels in which the ores of the Elk
horn mine were deposited, though, so far as known, the ore bodies 
formed near by are not workable. 

Ifanging-wall lwrnstone.-The ore bodies are sharply delimited by 
a hanging wall of argillaceous rock. This rock is dense and tough, 
and corresponds to what some geologists call halle:flinta, but which in 
this report has been called hornstone, following the nomenclature of 
Rosen busch. The rock is well bedded, as shown in Pl. L, B, but does 
not possess either a shaly or a slaty cleavage, but breaks into splintery 
fragments along a system of fine jointing, thus forming cubical masses. 
The term argillite does not apply to it, as strictly speaking that name 
implies a slaty or schistose rock. The character of this hanging-wall 
rock is best seen at the 1,050-foot level where a cross cut drift has 
teen driven 120 feet into this rock. A careful study of the rock was 
made, samples being picked off every foot of the distance along this 
hanging wall. It was found to be hard and compact and to show no 
slaty cleavage or fracture, although the original stratification lines are 
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plainly seen. It varies from a flinty, siliceous type, carrying 94: per 
cent of silica and 2 per cent of lime, to very argillaceous rock practi
cally free from lime. In the mine working·s this rock shows a platy 
fracture, which might be taken for slaty cleavage, but which is in fact 
due to slight movement along the contact. 

Three other hanging-wall crosscuts have been driven in the mine; 
one on the 300-foot level north, a short one from the 1,250-foot south 
stope, and one from the 1,250-foot south level. The first two were not 
extended far enough to pass through the slate which forms the hang
ing wall of the lode; but the third at a distance of 60 feet encountered 
a grayish-blue limestone. On the line of contact a soft clay seam 
occurs, which indicates faulting movement or slipping on the bedding 
plane. This clay carries 2 ounces of silver per ton. Somewhat higher 
assays were obtained from this same contact at the surface, where it is 
exposed in a railroad cutting, and also in a prospect shaft recently 
sunk. These are the only points at which this upper or second con
tact is exposed, but proper exploration might develop some new ore 
deposits on this horizon. 

Foot-wall dolomite.-The dolomite or marble in which the ore occurs 
forms the uppermost member or stratum of the limestone series herein 
designated the Cemetery limestone. The foot-wall crosscuts show 
this rock to be of very uniform character. The bedding is rather 
massive, and in a crosscut driven for a distance of oYer 200 feet hori
zontally a few obscure partings or stratification planes are seen. They 
are marked by films of argillaceous matter, and one of them, occurring 
at 35 feet beneath the slate hanging wall of the ore hody, is yery 
constant in character and is commonly called the foot wall of the ore 
body. The argillaceous material is part of the limestone, however, 
and shows no clay or slickensides or other evidence of movement. 
The rock is a crystalline dolomite of medium and even grain, usually 
white, but- varying to a bluish-gray or yellow color. It is so uni
formly crystalline that it is properly called a marble. A partial analy
sis, made by H. N. Stokes in the chemical laboratory of the Geological 
Survey, showed the amount of magnesian carbonate to be practically 
the same in the different varieties from the mine. 

White dolomite contains MgC03 , 44.0; residue (silica, Fe20 3 , etc. ), 0.4; iron, etc., 0.3. 
Blue dolomite contains MgC03, 43.7; residue (silica and iron), 1.3. 
YellowdolomitecontainsMgC03, 42.5; residue (silica and Fez03), 2.3; iron , etc., 1.0. 

The yellow rock is the oxidized form found near the ore bodies in 
the upper part of the mine. It commonly shows more iron and silica 
than the white dolomite, and the fracture planes are marked by den
dritic films of manganese. 

The rock has a very pronounced granular saccharoidal texture and 
has been designated by the miners a sand rock, since it is sometimes 
so loosely cemented as to crumble, under slight pressure, to a white 
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sand. No evidence was found to show that the dolomitization was 
the result either of metamorphism or of the mineralizing waters 
which produced ore deposition, but it is inferred that the chemical 
character of the rock is original, as otherwise the shrinkage in volume 
resulting from dolomitization would have left some evidences of such 
action. 

Strike and dip.-The contact on which the main ore bodies occur 
varies in strike, owing to the arching of the strata. Between the ore · 
shoots it is N. 10° vV., and this is very nearly the strike farther south, as 
shown by the pro:o;pecting levels. Thi~ conforms nearly to the general 
strike of the rock~ near by. The levels shown on the map of the mine, 
Pl. LVII, follow this contact rather closely, leaving it at but few 
places, and then only for short distances. The levels, therefore, show 
very plainly the warping of the strata, and that the change in strike is 
not only a horizontal one, but affects the pitch of the folds as well. 
The changes in dip are less marked, varying from 35° to 55°. The dip of 
the ore body is indicated in the vertical transverse cross section of the 
ore body in Pl. LIV, A and B, and may also be seen in Pl. LI, where 
the rails on which the mine skip rests are laid parallel to the dip of 
the banging-wall slate. 

THE ORES . . 

General chamcter.-The ores of the mine are classed as milling ores 
and smelting ores. The :first kind are quartzose and come from the 
hanging-wall bodies almost entirely and embrace only those ores that 
can be treated in the mill. In the early history of the mine the product 
was entirely free milling, but as depth was obtained the ore changed 
in character and could be treated economically only by cbloridizing 
roasting. The milling ore increased in baseness with depth, until at 
the time the mill shut down no other mill of this character was known 
to treat ores so base. As the natural result, the cost of treatment ran 
up until at the time of closing down it closely approximated the cost 
of treatment by the smelters. 

The smelting ore consists of galena, together with quartz, some zinc 
blende, and a lesser amount of pyrite. In the upper part of the mine 
these minerahl were oxidized, and as a consequence the mine yielded 
large amounts of carbonate ore, which was sent to the smelter when it 
carried 20 per cent of lead. In the deeper levels and in the lower 
part of all the foot-wall ore bodies only sulphide ores occur, and these, 
when brought to the surface, contain much white limestone and were 
therefore cobbed by hand and sent to the smelter. No attempt was 
made at ore concentration, and the waste heaps of the mines contain 
large bodies of low-grade galena ore. 

VCtlue of the ores.-No average value can be given for the two kinds 
of ore for the entire mme. In 1897, 13,526 tons of ore were mllled, 
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A. CHAMBER IN 1,250-FOOT SOUTH STOPE, ELKHORN MINE. 

The timbers are 60 fe e t long and thetr c lose ness was ne cess itated by the loosene ss of the slate roof. 

B . SOUTH END OF 950-FOOT SOUTH STOPE, ELKHORN MINE, LOOKING SOUTH. 

The t1mbers are headed against the slate and they rest on dolomite marble. From flash-light photograph taken by C. F. Pearis 
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which showed an average silver content of 36.3 ounces and gold 0.0031 
ounce per ton. The roasted ore has for the last three years averaged 
about 39 ounces of silver per ton. The shipping ore sent to the 
smelters averaged, during 1897, 135.4 ounces of ~:>ilyer and 0.152 
ounce of gold per ton, with 12t per cent of lead. At the average 
selling prices this gave a value of $67.78 per ton. 

In the early history of the mine very much richer ores were treated. 
Assays of special samples show very high values. Thus, partly 
altered galena from the 170-foot level a!;sayed 4,185 ounces of sih·er 
per ton. Oxidized ore, mostly massive cerussite with a little mala
chite, from the 1,450 foot-wall ore body assayed, per ton : Silver, 
1,447 ounces; gold, 8 pennyweight; lead, 46t per cent; copper, 5t 
per cent. 

Samples of the very zincky ore vary considerably in silver contents. 
One from the 1,750 foot-wall body, which was fairly representative, 
assayed 45 ounces of silver and 2 per cent of lead. A sample of the 
white blende contained 14 ounces of silver per ton and no lead. One of 
the brown zinc blende yielded 105 ounces of silver per ton and 4 per cent 
of lead. Another specimen containing large amounts of resinous blende 
and of the dark-colored blende, or "black-jack," gave 45 per cent of 
zinc, 3 per cent of lead, and 15 to 20 ounces of silver. In general the 
reddish zinc has been supposed to carry high silver values, but in the 
specimens whose assays are given above the silver values are probably 
derived largely, if not wholly, from included grains of galena. The 
smelter returns show that the ore shipped averaged over 20 per cent 
zinc, and as the penalty is 50 cents for each per cent 0\·er 12 in 
sulphide ore, it will be seen that the cost of treatment was materially 
increased. The pyritic ore, of which only small quantities have been 
mined, is usually low in silver. A ::,:pecial sample showing an admix
ture of galena and pyrite yielded on assay 16.59 per cent of lead. 18.59 
per cent of iron, 15 per cent of zinc, with one-tenth ounce of gold 
per ton, and. 54 ounces of silver. A sample from the 1,750 pyrite 
body contains 3 to 10 ounces per ton of silver. Although native silver 
is of common occurrence in oxidized portions of the deposit, no free 
gold has, so far as the writer knows, ever been found. The ratio of 
gold to silver in the ores is very constant and approximates LOOO 
ounces of silver to 1 ounce of gold. 

The bullion from the mill is commonly between 850 and 900 fine, the 
impurity consisting mo~:>tly of copper. For some years while the mill 
was running on base ore, without any special attempt at close saving, 
the bullion ran as low as 400 fine. 

The fine particles of ore earried up in pumping the mine waters 
pass through settling tanks, in which the slimes are caught. These 
slimes have averaged over 200 ounces of silver and ±to 5 per C('nt of 
lead, and the waste water from the cobbing- house yield:,; :->lime:-> earry-
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ing 77 ounces of silver and ±per cent of lead. These results show the 
brittle character of the rich ore. Car load lots shipped in 1894 gave 
assays as follows: 

Sulphide ore: Zinc, 32.6; silver, 180.6; gold, 0.13; lead, 14. 
Oxidized silver: Zinc, 17.3; silver, 223.3; gold, 0.17; lead, 12.8. 

MINE WORKINGS. 

The mine workings are shown on Pl. LVII, which the writer has 

been permitted to reproduce by the kindness of Mr. Kelley, the former 
manager. The main working shaft is an incline driven along ·the 
slate-dolomite contact. The incline goes down on the dip a part of 
the way and then bends so as to obtain an easier slope. It has an 
angle of 35° to 55° , the inclination varying with the undulations of the 
slate bedding plane that forms the roof. The roof is usually solid, 
and needs only upright timbers for support, caps and lagging being 
used in the upper part of the mine. There is no division into com
partments. The ore is hoisted in a two-platform skip, on which the 
mine cars are run directly from the levels, as shown in Pl. LI. 

In the later development of the mine, levels were driven at every 
hundred feet measured on the slope. These levels were run out north 
and south from the shaft; but owing to the nearness of the end line, 
the north levels are relatively short, and no prospecting has been done 
in that direction. On the south a number have been driven beyond 
the main ore body, and one (the 1,550) for a distance of nearly 2,000 
feet. 

The regularity with which the main ore body maintains its position 
has permitted this relatively simple exploration, and as the quartzose 
ore bodies all come to the slate hanging wall the levels are sure to eut 
them. On the contrary, the chambers of silver-lead ore found in the 
dolomite occur without order or arrangement, and as a consequence 
the foot-wall cros::;cuts and exploration work have been very irregular. 
An instance of the luck of mining, and the fact that the rocks in the 
immediate proximity of the lead chambers show no indication of their 
presence, was the driving of a level past a foot-wall body, though a. 
shell of limestone but a little over a foot thick separated it from the 
level. 

The mine stopes are of course very irregular, owing to the extremely 
irregular shape of the ore bodies. They vary from small cavities a. 
few feet across (Pl. LV, B), through which one can scarcely crawl, 
to great eaverns 60 feet high. In general the hanging-wall slate needs 
support, as it has a tendency to shell off. Simple stulls and cap pieces 
were adequate in most cases (Pl. LVI, A), lagging being very rarely 
necessary. ·when the chambers became very large, as happens when 
the foot-wall bodies lie against the hanging-wall quartz, the timbering 
of these great caverns became a serious matter, and the few stulls at 
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A. THE 850-FOOT SOUTH STOPE OF THE ELKHORN MINE. 

The timbers are headed agarnst the slate and rest on the " foot-wall" streak in the dolomrtic marble (the so-called sand rock). 
The view shows the large size of the hang1ng-wall main south ore shoot, at a point where the ore body extended from slate 
"hangmg " to the foot wall. From a flash-light photograph taken by C. F. Pearis. 

B. THE 1,450-FOOT STOPE IN LEAD CHAMBER. 

ThiS is an ore body entrrely incased in the dolomite marble (the so-called sand rock ) . From a flash-light photograph take" by 
C. F. Pearrs . 
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first used had to be supplemented with others until, as shown in 
Pl. LV, A, the timbers were so close one could scarcely pass between 
them. 

ORE SHOOTS AND CHAMBERS. 

GENERAL CHARACTERS. 

The Elkhorn mine shows ore bodies of contrasted mineralogical char
acter and different geological relations. The main ore channels follow 
the slate-dolomite contact, and as the slate invariably forms the hang
ing wall they are conveniently designated "hanging-wall" bodies. 
The ore is quartzose and is nearly all low enough in the baser metals to 
be milled. On the other hand, the so-called ''lead chambers" or foot
wall bodies occur in the dolomite and are usually separated from the 
hanging-wall deposits by a greater or less thickness of that rock. The 
ore can not be milled, as it consists of silver-bearing galena with blende 
and some pyrite. This distinction of occurrence and character of ore 
is not invariable, since some milling ore occurs in the foot-wall bodies 
and some galena with the hanging-wall quartz. 

MAIN ORE SHOOTS. 

The occurrence of the great masses of ore constituting the hanging
wall ore shoots is best appreciated by reference to the map of the under
ground workings, Pl. LVII, and the transverse sections across the 
deposits, Pl. LIV, A and B. The mine map, being a horizontal pro
ection, does not give a perfectly true picture of the shape and extent 
of the ore bodies, owing to their dip, but the data for a projection or a 
longitudinal section on the stratification plane of the rocks were not 
obtainable. 

It is apparent from the map that there are two main channels of ore 
deposition, one to the north of the mine shaft, the other to the south, 
the latter being much the larger. Both are very irregular in shape, 
and their plan presents a striking resemblance to the maps of the 
famous caverns of the world. The map shows that the south ore shoot 
is of much greater size than that north of the shaft, and that it has 
somewhat more regular boundaries. Both shoots are continuous from 
the surface down to the 1, 750-foot level, but decrease in size downward 
and finally pinch out. The shoots show a stringer of ore connecting 
them in the upper part of the mine, nptably the 350 level, where the 
centers or axes of the two shoots are about 300 feet apart, but as the 
shoots diverge in depth the connection was not observed. 

Forms of the ore shoots.-It is difficult to describe or even to show by 
figures the form of the ore shoots, since they are very irregular. Cross 
sections of the two Rhoots are given in Pl. LIV, A and B. These were 
prepared from the mine maps, together with sketches and measure-
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ments especially made for the purpose and compiled under the direction 
of :VIr. \Yilliam Dany. ·who has been in charg-e of the underg-round 

work ever since the property became a 
producing- mine. As he is familiar with 
every foot of the mine and knows all its 
peculiarities the sketches are believed to 
have a good deg-ree of accuracy. 

The cross sections of the two ore shpots 
are projected from the planes shown on 
the mine map by red lines. These, lines 
change in direction at several points in 
order to give a representative cross sec
tion of the ore body, and the points where 

~ such change is made are shown on the 
~ sections by vertical red lines. 

The cross sections of the south ore shoot, 
shown in fig-. 73, convey a better idea of 
the size and shape of the ore body at the 
two levels selected as representative of 
the upper and lower parts of the deposit. 
These sections are true cross sections, 
since they are projected on planes cutting 
the deposit at exactly a rig-ht angle to the 
dip. Fig. 7± illustrates the lesser irregu
larities of one of the smaller ore shoots. 

From a study of these cross ~;ections 

and the horizontal projection of the ore 
bodies, it is apparent that while the ore 
bodies are irregular in size and shape 
they usually lie ag-ainst the bottom of the 
slate, and hence have a very reg-ular roof 
or hang-ing- wall; that their bottom is more 
irreg-ular, but conforms in the larger bod
ies to a plane parallel to the hanging wall. 
There is a marked tending toward an ellip
tical cross section, the ore bodies being 
very much wider than they are thick, so 
that the greatest axis of the ellipse is 
parallel to the strike of the inclosing 
strata. The size of the ore bodies varies 
rapidly from place to place horizontally 
and on the dip. In general it is greatest 
in the middle depths of the mine. 

Pecu1 iariti68 nf tlw lwnging 1cal1.-'fhe 
contact between the slate and limestone is 
nry sharp, and in the mine workings the 
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PLATE LVIII. 

HANGING-WALL BRECCIA, FROM A PHOTOGRAPH. 

This specimen, from the 1,800-foot level, illustrates the rather rare slate breccia found 
overlying some parts of the hanging-wall ore bodies. The light fragments are 
altered hornstones of a warm pinkish-gray tinge. Their banding is in part due 
to original sedimentation, and in part to secondary films of silica. The darker 
pieces are thoroughly pyritized. The light fragments contain considerable 
pyrite as a wry fine dust scattered through the rocks. The arrangement of the 
fragments is without definite order, but adjacent pieces fit each other closely 
and show a movement from the bottom toward the top of the specimen. The 
interspaces are in part :filled with gray crystalline quartz carrying pyrite and 
ecattered grains of galena. The larger spaces between the fragments are only 
partly :filled and show open cavities lined with projecting crystals of limpid 
quartz. There is also some dense cryptocrystalline quartz, which is evidently 
the replacement material formed by metasomatic interchange with the horn
stone fragments. The galena grains, which are black in the illustration, lie in 
the comb quartz and are surrounded by a thin pellicle or shell of pyrite. The 
pyrite is determined as such by its crystalline faces. It occurs of several genera
tions, the latest form being found on the quartz crystals lining the vugs. The 
specimen shows no blende, in this respect differing from material from the brec
cias formed of limestone fragments. Post-mineral shattering is indicated by a 
little Yeinlet of quartz which faults the shale fragments and the ore, as may be 
seen on the right-hand side of the specimen. 

480 
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~date wall is generally smooth and regular, being commonly unbroken 
away from the ore bodies. Above the ore bodies, however, it is fre
quently shaly, and gives every indication of sheeting and movement 
along the contact point between the slate and dolomite. (See Pl. L, B.) 
At such places it shows either a plat:r or a fissile parting, or more rarely 
a brecciation of the slate, a low-grade ore usually cementing the frag
ments together .into a firm breccia. Instances of this were observed 
in the 2,200-foot level, where the roof is irregular and broken near the 
ore body and the ore extended ± to 6 feet into the slate. A similar 
breccia was also seen near the top of the 1,850 stope, in which the 
fragments of shale are surrounded by a shell of fine-grained tetrahe
drite, and this in turn by quartz, cementing the fragments. These 
minerals incrust the hanging-wall hornstone and do not penetrate it, 
there being no evidenee of either impregnation or replacement. The 
workings of the 1,850 south stope show in places this hornstone hreceia 
so softened as to be almost cheesy in consistency for a depth of a foot 
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FIG. 74.-Sketch of south ore body of the Elkhorn mine on the 1450-foot level. 

or more. All observations here show that the crushing is the result 
of the folding of the strata and the slipping and brecciation that aeeom
panied it. Exposures in the same level (1,850 foot) north of the :-;haft 
also show evidence of a strike fault, which in this case is marked by 
clay selvages, and by quartz streaks. The hornstone fragrneots :-;how 
a rude orientation, but it is clear that they formed a breccia whose 
open spaces are now seen filled by comb quartz and ore, as shown in 
the specimen illustrated in Pl. LVIII. 

NortA ore shoot.-Thb ore body is much smaller than that south of 
the shaft. In the upper levels it is connected by a continuous mass 
of oxidized quartz ore with the south ore shoot, forming in fact but 
one ore body, but in depth it has ~t westerly pitch and is farther and 
farther away from the other ore shoot. In the upper levels the ore 
shoot is ~< een to terminate abruptly to the north against a flexure of 
the slate, which is particularly well shown on the 650 level. In gen
eral, however, the levels have not been extended north of the ore 
shoot. Followed downward tlw ~hoot bifurcates at the 95U level, the 

22 GEOL, Pr 2-01--31 
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southern leg· or braneh rapidly pinching- to a narrow pipe of low-grade 
ore. The main or northern branch continues downward, but also con
trac-ts in size and become.-, low grade in character, but expands again 
between the 1,350 and 1,±50 levels into a chamber-like body of lead 
ore. The shoot is continuous and maintains its general direction of 
dip and piteh to a depth of 1,650 feet, measured on the slope, where it 
makes an abrupt turn, pitching to the southeast. This lower part of 
the !"hoot is, howenr, of small cross section and the ore is extremely 
low in silnr, so that the ore body has not been stoped below the 1, 750 
level. ·where it crosses the shaft, about 80 feet below the level just 
mentioned, the shoot is 3± feet wide, and a few tons of ore taken out 
in sinking the shaft averaged 50 ounces in silver per ton. The indica
tions point to connection between this and the 2,200 ore body shown 
on the map (Pl. LVII). The latter continues down to a point 25 feet 
below the 2,200 level, where it suddenly chang·es ·to a small mass of 
low-grade quartz, which, where it was cut on the 2,300 ]e,·el, was but 
2 feet thick and 5 feet long, and carried only a peppering of ore 
minerals. 

South ore slwot.-This remarkable ore shoot has yielded fully two
thirds of the total product of the mine. In the upper levels it connects 
with the north shoot, as already noted, but assumes its individual 
character below the 650 level. Like the north ore shoot, it terminates 
against a flexure of the strata, which is most marked on the south side. 
A bend in the slate marks its northern limit, also, though this flexure 
is wanting in the upper levels, where the two shoots connect. 

The south ore ;,;hoot b a continuous trunk channel from the surface 
down to a depth of 1,±50 feet, measured on the incline, and through
out thi;,; length maintains its uniformity of cross section and dip. 
Below the 1,±50 leYel the shoot varies in character and becomes smaller, 
but is continuou:-;ly traceable and workable down to the 2,200 leYel. 
The thickness of the shoot varies from a few feet in the uppermost 
workings, where it will average a thickness of perhaps 8 feet of quartz, 
to 40 feet in the 1,350 stope. These yariation~ are well shown in the 
(•ros:-; :;;ection B of Pl. LIV. 

A:-> a rule the top of the ore body lies against the slate bedding plane. 
This i~ well :-;hown in the cross section just mentioned, as well as in 
those given in figs. 73, 7±, and 75. It will be seen from the section 
that this bedding plane, which forms the hanging wall of the ore body, 
shows undulations in dip. and that tl1e m·e body i8 thickest beneath 8h'gld 
arclw.c; (f tlw slate. The significance of this association is mentioned 
later in diseus:-;ing the manner of formation of the ore bodies. 

The eross section (Pl. LIV, B) :-;ho-ws that the ore shoot leaves the 
slate between the 1,±50 and 1,550 lHels of the mine, but there is also a 
(•onnedion al?ng the slate contact away from the plane of the section. 
Like the northPrH ore shoot, this one pinches up in one place (below 
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the 1,650 level) and is but 8 feet in greatest diameter, but widens out 
below into a relati \·ely broad mass 6 feet thick. Below the 1.850 leYel 
the ore is eut off against a slight fault in the hanging-wall slate. a 
branch of the ore body which was too low grade and too zincky to 
work, passing off to the north and into a low-grade mass of pyritic 
ore and nearly barren quartz. The floor or foot-wall side of the ore 
shoot, though less regular than the roof or hanging wall, is fairly 
uniform, and where the ore body is thickest eorresponds to the posi
tion of a t-inch to 2-inch argillaceous parting or bedding plane, seen 
in the dolomite in the foot-wall crosscuts of the ~nine to be of yery 
constant occurrence. 

Intermediate ore bod1:es.-An extension of the connected ore shoots 
runs a short di-;tance downward as an intermediate ore shoot. but plays 
out and disappears in depth. Below the 1, 750 level there i,- anotht>r 
intermediate ure body , which yielded a considerable amount of ore 
and which is interesting, :-;ince at this depth the ore is not oxidized 
and its original character may be observed. The shoot lies against the 
slate for the most part, ·but in some plaees i,- like the lower part of the 
south shoot, separated from the slate by a shell of dolomite. This ore 
body is probably formed by the eoming together of the foot-wall 
ore shoot (marked 'Wilson shoot on the map) and the detleeted north 
ore shoot which crosses the shaft below the 1, 750 le\·el. This ore 
shoot, as previously noted, plays out below the 2,200 level. and pas,;es 
into a pipe of nearly barren quartz 2 feet thiek and ;) feet long. 

(;eneral cha.ra.cte1· r~f tlw ore of tlw main m•e si/(Jots.-Thesf' great ore 
shoots are composed of essentially quartzose ore. The qu:utz, when 
not altered by the oxidation of the metallic sulphide in it. is n,;nally 
light gray , elear or glass~T, and of mther me<lium coarseness of 
crystallization; but dark-bluish. \Tery dense, er_\·ptocrystallinC' silica 
also oecurs. As described later, there is a yery markP<l and eonstant 
association of quartzose milling ore when the ore bod.\· lies ag:ainst the 
slate, and of silver-lead smelting ore where the ore body lies wholly 
in the dolomite. This distinetion is !lOt inYariable, considerable 
masses of quartzose ore ha\·ing· been found in the foot-wall ore bodies, 
and of g-alena or itt; decomposition products in the hang-ing-wall ore 
bodies, hut the statement is true in a general way. 

The ore bodies consist essentially of nearly solid quartz, mostly free 
from included masse;; of limestone or of slate. Exceptions to this 
occur in the 1. 750 stopt>s. where the q nartz eements limestone frag
ments and where the slate i::; breeciated and the fragments are cemented 
hy ore. The first i:; less common than one would suppose. The speci
men Pl. LX, ...-1 ::;hows an example of this. and the slate breeeia is 
::;hown in Pl. LVIII. 'Vhile the mine was producing head\.\· only the 
good ore wa,; extraeted, and mueh low-grade ore was ldt in place 
which could have been mined at a profit before the depreciation of 
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silver, but could not pay the cost of extraction during the last three 
years previous to the dosing down of the property. For this reason 
the extent of these low-grade portions of the ore shoots and their 
possible eonnection downward through the dolomite is uncertain. The 
quartz ore of the hanging-wall ore shoots was more or less oxidized 
and free milling down to the 1,350-foot level. Below this poirit it 
steadily increased in baseness, owing to the presence of galena and 
tetrahedrite. In the upper parts of the ore body these minerals have 
been partly altered and leached out from the ore. "It is of interest 
to note, as the rule,'' says Mr. Kelley, "that the actual value of the 
ore itself did not diminish as depth was obtained and that the ore 
contains as much or more silver than that which was found at higher 
levels, although it was associated with a larger proportion of base 
metal. '' 

Oxidation extended deeper along the hanging-wall bodies than in 
the foot-wall lead chambers, as the solutions naturally traveled down 
the slate contact. Even on the 2,300-foot level the freshly cut quartz 
bodies show yellow litharge spots about galena grains, and green 
staining of copper carbonate about particle:-; of tetrahedrite. The 
pyrite is ru::;ty and the quartz is porous about the minerals just noted. 
This alteration was not on n large scale, as it was in the upper levels, 
but it dearly shows that oxidizing waters penetrated to this depth. 
The ore bodies above consist mainly of oxidized ores carrying some 
pyrite, occasionally residual nuclei of galena, but show no definable 
silver mineral:-;. These ores change in depth to those in which tetra
hedrite appears, and this i:-; undoubtedly the mineral from which the 
silver values have ueen derived in the upper part of the ore bodies. 
As a rule the ore shows no well-defined structure, but consists of 
interlocking- grains without banding or crustification. Rarely there is 
a banding due to the replacement of limestone fragments hy dark
colored jaspery quartz, the intervening space heing filled with white 
quartz, so that the darker-colored variety is in strong contrast to it. 
Other notes on these characters are presented in another chapter, 
where the evidence showing that the ore was deposited as a replace
ment of dolomite is fully given. In on~ place where pyritic ore occurs 
lying against the slate the ore shows a well-marked banding parallel 
to the bedding plane of the Hlate. 

In the 1,750 stopes galena was found in the quartz lying against the 
slate, but as a rule where galena occurs it is confined to the dolomite 
and is not found in quartz. 

ISOLATED ORE BODIES IN THE DOLOMITE OR FOOT-WALL LEAD 

CHAMBERS. 

Occurrence.-Besides the well-defined and continuous ore shoots of 
the mine whieh ha\·e just been described, there were a number of 
d Pta!'h t•(l ore boclin~ of highly argentiferous lead ore lying encased in 
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the dolomite. As these ore bodies occurred in the foot-wall rock and 
were usually separated from the slate by· a greater or less thickness 
of dolomite, they were not developed by the mine levels nm along the 
slate bedding plane. In general they occur close to the main ore shoot, 
and with one exception are found abm·e the 2-inch argillaceou:,; band 
in the dolomite, whieh ha:,; beE:>n called the foot wall of the ore deposit. 
These ore bodies are shown on the map of the mine workings by a dis
tinctive color, hut it is difficult to separate them from the hanging-wall 
deposit, as they often lie in the dolomite directly beneath the main ore 
shoot and frequently connect with these shoots. The foot-wall cross
cuts and drifts of the mine are also designated on the map by separate 
pattern, and their irregularity is due to the fact that the prospecting 
for the foot-wall bodies was ,·ery largely a matter of luck and not of 
system. The relation of the foot-wall bodies to the main ore channels 
is best understood by reference to the cross sections shown on Pl. LIV 
and figs. 73, U, and 75. The vertical sections do not show the true 
foot-wall chambers, though they do show that the main shoots hec·ome 
foot-wall bodies; that is to say, they are septtrated from the slate by a 
greater or less thickness of dolomite, and when thb occurs there is a 
corresponding change in the _ mineralogic eharaeter of the ore. The 
sections shown in the figure indicated that these bodies oceur beneath 
the main ore ehannels or alongside them; that they are found in the 
·same fold or pitching arch as the ore shoots, and that, insignificant as 
the eonnecting feeder or stringer of ore sometimes appears to be. they 
really are a part of the same general ore mass and owe their isolation 
to the presenee of fayorable physical conditions, sueh as erushing of the 
dolomite, or to those vagaries of solutions dissolYing in the limestone 
which are apparent on the maps of underground caverns. The ditl'er
enee in mineralogic character is believed to be due to a selectiw reaction 
by the dolomite, whereby lead-silver ores are deposited wlwn ore chan
nel:,; penetrate limestone, and is in accord with obseiTations of ore 
deposits the world over. 

When the ore is removed from these bodies great spaces are left 
which might readily suggest that they represent ea\·ern deposits, but 
this name is misleading, as it implies an origin hy cavern filling either 
partial or complete. Projecting fingers of the deposit form short pipes 
of ore, but although water courses exist in the dolomite and are often 
traceable for hundreds of feet, no sueb pipe of lead ore exists in the 
mine, and this is of itself e,·idenee that the ore bodies orig-inate hy 
replacement. The form of the ore bodies is very irregular; they eom
monly show rounded sides with projecting points and fingers. and such 
projections are more apt to mark the upward extension of the ore body 
along the dip than either its do,vnwa.rd or its lateral limits. 

In gPneral these foot-wall bodies are extremely irregular. There 
seems to be a tend~ncy for them to he limitPd hy thP so-called foot 
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wall, whil'h i:'i a thin seam of argillaceous limestone from t inch to ~ 
inehes in thiekness, oceurring at a distance of about 35 to 50 feet from 
the hanging wall. This occurrence is shown in the vertical cross sec
tion~"> represpnted on Pl. LIV, A and B, and in the sections aeross the 
ore shoots shown on figs. 73, 74, and 75. The significance of this foot 
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FIG. 75.-Section >lCross the 2,200 ore body of the Elkhorn mine. showing typical forms of replacement 
d ep<l'it. 

waH lies in the fact that, owing to its argillaeeou:5 character, it would 
limit rt>placement of the limestone and therefore form a somewhat regu
lar foot wn ll to the:-;e lead cham hers. The roof of the foot-wall bodies 
is irregular. and no definite limit has been found. In the dolomite, 
prongs and finger .... extend ont from the main body in various direc
tions, giving an extn•mely irregular profile when they are seen in cross 
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PLATE LIX. 

~LAB OF ORE l<'ROM THE WILSON SHOOT. 

This plate shows photographs, on a reduced scale, of both sides of a slab of ore from 
the "'ilson ore shoot. The white areas are the white dolomite sand rock and 
the dark areas are ore consisting of galena, yellow blende, and a very little 
pyrite. 

A sho\vs the dolomite fractured into slabs by parallel planes and the slabs broken 
into rectangular blocks by cross fractures, which, as a rule, do not extend 
through more than one slab. In the lower part of the- specimen replacement 
has gone far enough to obliterate the rocks, and only nucleal masses of lime
stone are seen. In the upper part the fractures contain galena and blende, 
which has penetrated along the minutest cracks and by replacement has 
enlarged the opening and formed the layers seen. 

B ~hows the reYersed side of the same sp~?cimen, which is a slab about an inch thick. 
In this specimen the lower blocks of white dolomite which are so conspicuous 
on the :first :figure are almost completely replaced. The specimen shows that 
little cracks extend into the blocks of white dolomite, and that replacement takes 
place rapidly in the interior of the mass and not alone from the outside, so 
that while the corners are rounded and progressive replacement is shown along 
the borders the interior is attacked until only a sponge is left of the white 
dolomite. 

-188 
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section. The sections shown in Pl. LIV are typical for these foot-wall 
bodies, though they artuall~r represent the 2,200-level hanging-wall ore 
shoot. The::oe foot-wall bodies invariably show a connection at some 
point with the main ore-body ore channels. These connections are 
strings of galena ore passing into a mixture of galena and quartz, and 
this into purely quartz ore connecting with the hanging-wall quartz 
body. 

Fill/ng.-The ore forming these lead chambers is not a solid mass 
of galena or its alteration products, but consists of a breccia of white 
or yellow dolomite fragments cemented by ore (Pl. LIX). Sometimes 
the upper part i::o a limestone breccia with the interspaces filled with 
blue quartz, in which case the quartz earries from 50 to 100 ounces of 
silver, though it may show no recognizable minerals. Such ore carries 

FIG. 76.-Face of Wilson ore body, 1,450-foot level stopes _of Elkhorn mine. 

no lead, but when broken down is low grade and will run but 15 ounces 
of silver per ton. In the upper lead chambers the higher parts of the 
ore bodies were oxidized to lead carbonates, showing a slight coloration 
from copper carbonates. Very often, also, there was a quartz crust 
found as a shell about certain parts of the ore body, usually near the 
top. In general, however, the lead ores are limited abruptly by lime
stone, or by low-grade ore from which strings and fingers of the galena 
and zinc extend out into cracks of the white limestone. No foot-wall 
bodies have ever been found in the mine above the 550-foot leYel. 

An exposure showing the typical charactf'r of the filling of these 
foot-wall chambers is shown fn Pl. LX, made from a flash-light 
photograph taken by Mr. C. F. Pearis. The actual face illustrated was 
in the 1,750-level intermediate stope. The Yiew shows that the lime-
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stone blocks are in part angular and in part rounded, and though 
positive proof that the ore i~ formed by the replacement of limestone 
is afiorded by underground workings, by numerous specimens, and 
by thin sections of the ore seen under the microscope, part of the ore 
body appears to be due to the filling of the open spaces between the 
limestone fragmenb. Any marked soh·ent action would have rounded 
off the :-::harp angles and destroyed the long, thin slivers of limestone 
which are shown in the picture. Another face shown in fig. 76 which is 
a direct reproduction of another flash-light photograph taken by Mr. 
Pearis, shows broken limestone which in the lower part of the view 
is a breccia and in the upper part has been flexed and crushed suffi
ciently for the solutions to penetrate along the fractures, cementing 
the pieees together. There is evidenee in the arrangement of the 
limestone blocks, not only of the tearing apart of the limestone in 
parallel plates, but also of movement along the fractures by which 
these blocks are twisted and their orientation destroyed. 

Descr/ption cif a foot-wall ore body.-1\'Iost of the foot-wall bodies 
were practic-ally mined out at the time of the writer's visit, the ore 
that was left being found along the sides of the ore bodies or in small 
projecting prongs of the main chambers. A good opportunity for an 
examination of an ore hody of this kind was, however, afforded by the 
opening up and extraction of an ore hody lying between the two main 
ore shoots. This ore body has been called the Wilson shoot, and lies 
in the dolomite between the south ore shoot and the main shaft. This 
body, unlike foot-wall bodies in general, is not directly behind or 
underneath the main ore shoot, but lies off to one side and at a greater 
clistanee from the slate contact than most of the foot-wall bodies. Its 
general characters, however, are similar, though it contains a larger 
proportion of quartzose ore. The ore body begins as a spur of the 
main south ore shoot near the 1,250-foot level. This spur passes off. 
into the foot-wall dolomite as a pipe or chimney and opens out mto a 
broad and high ehamber, from which large amounts of ore were 
extracted. It forms a continuous, though irregular, ore body from a 
point below the 1,250-foot level to a short distance below the 1,650 
level; its farther extension is uncertain, as the ore at that point was 
too base to mine, though it lies directly over the upper part of 
another ore body and probably connects with it by low-grade ore. 
Its location corresponds to a decided bend in the strata, which develops 
into small cross faults throwing the slate hanging wall in the 650 and 
lower levels. These faults are apparent in the slate, but are dissipated 
in the limestone in a series of parallel fractures or in a simple crushing 
of the rock. The connection with the main south ore shoot shows 
porous and oxidized quartz, which changes in the limestone to oxidized 
lead ore consisting of cerussite and other prodnets of decomposi
tion carrying high values in silver. This character of ore continues 
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downward to the 1,400-foot level, the silver contents being very 
uniform except on the borders of the deposit, where it becomes lower 
in grade. This decomposed ore contained nucleal masses of sulphides 
in the upper part and changes to a solid body of g·alena with blende 
and pyrite about 200 feet below the top. The sulphide ore continued 
downward, but decreased gradually in silver contents, corresponding 
to a decrease in amount of galena and a larger amount of zinc and 
pyrite, until finally, at a point 10 to ·15 feet below the 650 level, the 
ore consisted largely of black-jack (blende) with iron pyrite, and carried 
from 10 to 15 ounces of silver per ton. The big ore chamber consisted 
mainly of shipping ore of the character just noted, the upper 6 feet, 
however, being a rich oxide ore that was taken off for milling, and 
rich bunches and streaks of this ore were found along fracture planes 
extending into the limestone above the ore body. Oxidation had also 
extended a short distance down the sides of the ore body, altering the 
outer portion of the ore and the limestone adjacent to it. The top of 
the main chamber of the shoot differed somewhat from this in showing 
a clean roof of white-dolomite sand-rock devoid of any rust, stain, or 
other evidence of oxidation, and the quartz found near the top of the 
ore body was white and vitreous. In the north prong of this big 
chamber there was some oxidation, the dolomite being yellow with 
dendritic manganese markings and the quartz carrying some oxides. 

The rich oxide ore, which, as just noted, was taken off for milling, 
lay against the roof of the ore body and rested upon the shipping ore 
of the foot-wall side. The quartz was brown and watery looking, and 
apparently carried no values, though it assayed 75 ounces in silver and 
formed a very good milling ore. Underneath the altered lead ores 
there was usually more or less sulphide ore, which averaged over 200 · 
ounce.~ in silver per ton. The pyritic ore, into which the ore shoot 
passed in depth, varied greatly in value. This no doubt depAnded 
somewhat upon the proportion of galena which it contained, but also 
consisted in a variation in the silver contents of the pyrite itself. The 
size of these foot-wall workings is often somewhat larger than that of 
the actual ore body, since strings of rich galena extend out into the 
limestone, particularly where the ore body wedges out at the sides 
and ends. This is well shown in the lower end of the 1,650 foot-wall 
stope, where the ore body is 4: feet high in the lower part. with verti
cal side walls showing no stringers of ore running into them. At the 
lower end, where the ore ends in a pocket, the limestone O\'erlying it 
shows streaks and films running out into the yellow dolomite forming 
the roof. Commonly the yellow color of the dolomite is an indication 
of the proximity of ore bodies, as it is due to oxidation following 
down the borders of the ore shoots, and it is said to haye m::trked the 
occurrence of the richest galena. As an exception to this, it should 
be noted that in the 2,200 stopes the ore found in the white limestone 
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and a8sociatl:'d with the white quartz was the richest ore. This, how
en.•r. i:-> explained by the occurrence of tetrahedrite in the ore. In 
genernl it may be stated that in all the ore bodies the proportion of 
pyrite increases in the lower part, and in some cases the low values of 
this pyrite prevented a thoroug·h exploration of the ore body, so that 
its aduallimits and lower extensions are not definitely known. How
enr. fairly thorough prospecting on the 2,300 south levels has deL1ons
ti·ated that the ore bodil:'s have pinched out at that depth and that no 
large masses of payable ore occur. 

Considerable space ha:;; been devoted to a description of the foot-wall 
bodies. as it is believed that they are merely parts of the main ore 
shoots and show in the structure evidence of the manner of formation 
of the deposit. In the lead chambers the limestone has been replaced 
mainl3· by galena; in the main ore shoots, by quartz carrying tetra
heclrite. 

NATURE OF THE ORE DEPOSIT. 

STRUCTURAL RELATIONS OF THE ORE· SHOOTS. 

An examination of the mine map shows a very interesting connec
tion between the occurrence of the ore shoots and the presence of flex-
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FIG. 77.-Diagram showing occurrence of ore 
shoots in pitching arches or folds of the 
stra ta , Elkhorn mine. 

ures in the strata. With rare excep
tions the mine levels are driven 
along the slate-limestone contact. 
The map therefore shows horizontal 
sections of the contact planes, and 
the curves in the levels correspond 
to flexures in the rocks. It is ap
parent from the mine map that the 
strata are bent by two flexures whose 
arc is longest in the deeper levels. 
The flexures are farthest apart in 
the deep levels and approach each 

other in the upper levels, until they form practically one fold. The 
diagram (fig. 77) which is made from the mine map, shows that the ore 
occurs on the under side of steeply pitching arches; that is, under
neath flexures in the hanging-wall slate. This may be regarded as 
definite proof that the ore-bearing ~:>olutions came from below and 
followed up channels formed by the crushed limestone and confined 
by the impervious hanging-wall ~:>late. This proof is the more inter
esting because of the gTadual impoverishment of the ore shoots in 
depth and their pinching out in the deeper workings. The material 
for the ore shoots must han come through fissures now filled with 
low-grade or barren quartz, sueh as the 8mall ore shoot of the 2,300 
level. The ore of the hanging-wall bodies was in part a breccia and 
in part a solid ore. It i::- certain, howe,·er, from the occurrence of the 
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ore shoob that ore deposition was practically controlled by the rock 
flexures, and the ore bod.ies are thickest where undulations in the slate 
occur, as shown in the ,·ertical cross sections. In a lesser degree the 
minor fractures also affect ore deposition. 

In order to show the relation of the ore bodies to the folding of the 
rocks a section has been prepared across the ore bodies of the 1,450 
le\•el. The plane of the section is not a horizontal one, but has been 
made perpendicular to the hang·ing wall in order to give a true cross 
section of the ore body. The figure shows a very marked bend in the 
hanging-wall slate, and the ore bodies cut are only parts of a very 
much larger cham her indieated by the dotted lines. A similar section 
(fig. 73, p. 4 78) made parallel to the drift and perpendicular to the hang
ing wall on the 650 level, shows the ore body south of the shaft. In 
this ease the position of the foot-wall bodies relative to the hanging-wall 
ore shoot is plainly indicated. The plane of the section cutting across 
projecting arms of the hanging-wall ore body does not show a con
tinuous mass of quartz along the ore contact, although the bodies 
seen in the figure would show such connection if cut by planes either 
above or below that actually used. On this figure no attemp.t has been 
made to indicate the actual extent of the ore bodies in other planes. 

South of the shaft the flexure in whose axis the main ore shoot is 
found is accompanied by several small cross faults, and these faults 
have affected ore deposition. On the 1,850-foot level there is 
undoubted evidence of a strike fault, and the ore is connected with 
and eomes against this fault. In prtssing down the winze below the 
1,850-foot level the strike fault is seen to turn downward and become 
nearly vertical, and is accompanied by a eutting off of the ore. It 
looks as if the ore deposition was controlled by the open spaees formed 
by slipping along a step fault in which the tearing off or projecting 
corners furnished a breccia which filled in the angles and was the seat 
of ore deposition. If this theory is correct, ore should be found 
wherever a fault changes its inclination from vertical to an angle 
corresponding to that of the hanging wall. 

ORE SHOOTS CONSTITUTE SADDLE DEPOSITS. 

The Elkhorn ore bodies are saddle deposits formed in pitching 
arches beneath a bed of impervious slate and in a dolomite marble. 
Lying along the bedding plane between the dolomite and slate, it would 
commonly be called a "contact deposit," but, as pointed out by 
Emmons, 1 this i~ a term that should properly be confined to the con
tact between i2·neous and sedimentary rocks-that is, between rocks 
not of eontemporaneous origin. The term ''bedding-plane deposits," 
though somewhat clumsy, is preferable to "bedded Yein, '' since the 
--------- - ···-- · - -- --- - · -·--- --

'Strnctuml relations of ore de posit" Trans . Am. Inst. ~lin . Eng., F eb., l t'S8. pp.lO. H. 
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latter seems to imply horizontality and possibly synchronous forma
tion with that of the inclosing strata. In the disturbed strata of the 
Elkhorn district the folding has been accompanied by movement or 
~lipping along- the bedding· planes, and thi~ movement has produced 
brecciation and minor faulting along the axes of the lesser folds. The 
impervious slate acts as a covet that confined the circulating waters 
to the pipes of crushed rock in the saddle of the arches. Similar con
tact deposits between slate and limestone are i'elatively common in the 
Rocky Mountains, and may be ascribed to the impervious and insoluble 
nature of the slates and perhaps to the faet that precipitation was 
indm·ed by the retardation of the current along the confining wall. 
As already stated, it is only when the slate is brecciated that ore depo
sition has taken place in this rock, the deposits generally being 
confined to the dolomite. 

That actual movement has occurred along the slate and limestone 
bedding plane is proved by the platy nature of the strata at their con
tact. as well as by the brecciation of both slate and limestone in the 
folds. That this nwnment wa:; not general, and hence that the 
bedding plane was not the site of a strike fault or :fissure, is shown 
by the localization of the brecciated material and of the slips coin
cident with the folds. On the other hand, the ore channels occur in 
the saddles of the folds, and it is evident that folds formed under a 
relatively light load would tend to develop open spaces in the saddles. 
\V here a soft stratum, such as shale, occurs between hard bodies there 
is a tendency for the soft roek to flow into and fill such a cavity, 
forming a saddle-shaped mass, thick on top of the fold and very thin 
on the shanks. In the Elkhorn deposits, howe,·er, the hornstone 
(ealled slate by miners) yielded to flexure and formed a generally 
unbroken, impervious roof; though metamorphosed, it resisted crush
ing better than the underlying brittle and friable· dolomite, so that 
the latter was crushed and shattered and formed a loose breccia under 
the arches. As the general rock folding of the sedimentary strata 
occurred before the igneous rocks were intruded~ and hence before 
rock metamorphism took place, it is necessary to suppose a later 
period or periods of folding in which the convolutions in which the 
ore deposits occurred are supposed to be due to the thrust of the later 
igneous intrusions. 

In its brecciated character the deposit is analogous to the silver
lead deposits of Eureka~ Nev. Interstices between the fragments of 
crushed limestone would admit of a relati,'ely free passage of sur
rounding waters, and would furnish space for the precipitation of 
quartz and the ore minerals, while the readily soluble dolomite frag
ments would be replaced by vein material. The irregular forms of 
snch ore bodies are to he explained b~, the oecurrence of crushed 
maspes of roek and by the diio>solving action of the mineralizing 
solutions. 
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The Elkhorn deposit is noteworthy for several reasons: 
First. It occurs in plicated sedimentary rocks metamorphosed by a 

succession of igneous intru:o:ions. 
Second. It occurs in the crushed rock found in the saddle of minor 

:folds, and follows the bedding pls.ne of an overlying altered shale 
(hornstone). The crushed rock formed the primary ore ehannel for 
uprising siliceous waters. 

Third. The deposits are not the result of the filling of preexisting 
caves in the limestone, but are mainly due to g-radual replacement of 
dolomite by the substances brought in by ore-bearing solutions. The 
ore is confined almost entirely to the more readily soluble dolomite, 
when found in the hornstone being only a c.ementing material for 
fragments of that rock. 

Fourth. The ore is believed to be derived from below, because it 
occurs on the underside of an impervious :-tratum, bent in pitehing 
anticlinal folds. 

Fifth. That the ore decreases in amount and richness in depth is no 
objection to the theory proposed, since it is now well known that in 
the Black Hills the barren, or but slightly mineralized, "verticals" 
(mere cracks traversing the rock) are the feeding channels for impor
tant ore bodies that occur in readily replaceable rocks, particularly at 
bedding-plane contacts with adjacent impermeable strata. 

ALTERATION OF COUNTRY ROCK. 

The rock adjacent to the ore deposits shows none of that marked 
alteration chauteteristic of ore deposits in igneous rocks. The dolo
mite is not the result of the dolomitization of a limestone by solutions 
ascending through the ore ehanneb, sinee it maintains its character 
remote from the ore. The hanging-wall slate is usually slightl~

altered for a few inches from the ore bodies, and where the roek is 
brecciated and the fragments are cemented by metallil' sulphides the 
rock has been decomposed and even pyritized. The dolomite does not 
show alteration from the ore-depositing solutions. This is lacking 
because the action was one of replacement of dolomite by siliea and 
sulphides. In this sense the rock is altered, for near the ore bodies it 
is shattered or crackled and the fractures are filled hy silica. These 
silica films are due primarily to a penetration of the solution along the 
fractures, but they are more properly replacement deposits, since 
their sections studied under the micro~cope show that the dolomite is 
attacked along cleavage lines, etching and deposition of silica goiug on 
simultaneously. This is, of course, merely a phase of the process of 
ore deposition, for the quartz films often carry sulphides, and if the 
dolomite be dissolved away by dilute aeid a skeleton is left, composed 
of silica and metallic sulphides, which constitutes a eellulnr mass pseu
domorphic after the dissolved fragments. Where oxidation of the 
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sulphides has produced aeid waters this same ·action has taken place in 
nature. ·where substitution has gone still further, and the original 
solutions have replaced a large proportion of the limestone, the orig
inal breceiated character is lost, and a mass of quartz, or ore, carrying 
included fragments of limestone is all that is left to indicate that the 
process was one of replacement. , 

MODE OF FORMATION OF ORES. 

ORIGIN BY REPLACEMENT. 

That the ores are deposited from aqueous solutions there can be no 
doubt ; their general occurrence, mineralogic character, and a study 
under the microscope of thin sections all confirm this conclusion, and 
as snch origin is now generally accepted for most ore deposits no 
further comment need be made on this subject. That the ores were 
deposited by ascending waters is proved, aR has already been stated, 
by their occurrence under pitching· arches. That the ores are 
deposited by replacement of country rock, and only to a minor degree 
b~· the filling of the interspaces between limestone fragments, is proved 
hy the evidence afforded by a study of the ore deposits, by the ores 
themselves as seen in hand specimens, and by thin sections examined 
under the microscope. By replacement is meant what is technically 
called meta:,:omatism; that is, interchange of substance. It differs from 
pseudomorphism, as the latter implies presen·ation of the form of the 
matter replaced, while metn:,:omatism does not involve the preserva
tion of either form or substance. 

The positive evidence of metasomatism is very striking and com
plete at Elkhorn. In the foot-wall ore bodies especially, the struc
tures-which are represented in the plates made from photographs of 
actual ore faces--show that masses of crushed dolomite resulted from 
folding, and the open spaee between the fragments, if such existed, 
would, if filled by ore, produce the ore breccia now seen. A careful 
study of all the cavities left by the extraction of ore showed that no 
preexisting caves served as loci for ore deposition. Moreover, the 
ore bodies as mined never showed open cavities above the ore. Hand 
specimens, as for instance the one of which photographs are repro
duced in Pl. LXI, show little dolomite blocks in various :,;tages of 
replacement. In the quartz ores every stage may be seen, from little 
films of :,;ilica penetrating the shattered limestone along eapillary frac
tures to a mass of quartz containing nuclei of limestone. It should 
be noted also that the ore shows no crustification. 

The dolomite adjacent to the ore bodies is netted \vith film,.; of silica 
which are often extremely thin. The sili<.·a oecupies fissure:; which 
are evidently the result of a shattering of the rocks in plaee, without 
disturbance of the fragm en ts. ·where the silica carries no metallic 
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PLATE LXI. 

LIMESTONE FRAGMENTS CEMENTED BY QUARTZ. 

The photograph shows a specimen (A), natural size, of limestone fragments cemented 
hy dark-blue quartz. The fragments fit together so closely that it is evident 
that no movement has taken place, but that the brecciation is the result of a 
shattering of the rock with the infiltration of siliceous waters and replacement 
along the cracks. The quartz carries good silver values, though the ore parti
des are too minute for determination of species. The quartz is extremely finely 
granular, showing the texture and color characteristic of metasomatic replace
ment, and not the comb structure of the filling of open cavities. The specimen 
illustrates an earlier stage in the formation of the quartzose ore of the hanging
wall ore shoots. 

Other specimens (B and C) show progressive stages in which the small fragments 
are replaced and the quartz seams are enlarged by the rounding off of corners, 
and still others in whi!!h only residual masses of limestone occur scattered 
through a massive quartz. 
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sulphides it is white and granular, so that the films are scarcely r ec
ognizable in the white dolomites, but their presenee is perfectly appar~ 
ent in thin sections Htudied under the mieroscope; moreo,·er, the 
films are sufficiently coherent to show as a skeleton of interseeting 
plates when the dolomite is dissoh·ed in acid. ·where the dolomite is 
yellowish or ru::;ty from slight oxidation the silica film!'> are marked 
by rust lines, and are Yery prominent. Further oxidation results in 
the dissolving out of the limestone, leaving the silica films forming 
the walls of a cellular mass. In the oxidized zone these thin plates of 
silica are frequently coated by cln:'iters of delicate calamine needie!'>. 
More commonly, however, they are covered by a drusy coating of 
quartz, and this may so thickly incrust them as finally to fill the 
cavity. In extreme cases the cayities of this cellular material ~re 
completely filled by quartz, but slight differences in color and texture 
enable one to recognize the original silica film, and the later quartz 
shows the shape of the former limestone fragments (Pl. LXI). " There 
this has taken place it is evident they were not the result of direct 
metasomatic replA-cement, but rather of the dissolving out of limestone 
fragments and a i-:iubseq uent filling of open eavities left by their removal. 
In the larger quartz seams lying between limestone fragments there 
is a gathering of the darker silver-rich quartz about the edges of the 
limestone fragments. This quartz often :";bows no recognizable min
erals, though the lens discloses the presence of black films and sooty
like granules in the interstices between the quartz crystals. Very 
often the quartz is almost white, but is spotted with grains of tetra
hedrite, bournonite, and pyrite. This mineral-bearing quartz is usu
ally in angular masses who~e form~ suggest the replacement of lime
stone fragments, and these masses are separated by white comb quartz 
that is barren. In some instances the replacement material is, how
ever, a jasperoid-dense, horny jasper that shows the cryptocrystalline 
structure of metasomatic quartz. 

Evidence of 1'eplacement slwwn by tll.in section~ of ore.-Thin sec
tions of the ore and of the accompanying dolomite and quartz show 
a replacement of dolomite by galena, pyrite, and quartz. The 
replacement by galena is very striking, and minerals penetrated the 
dolomite in tongues and branches in a very irregular way. Pyrite 
occurs as veinlets composed of grains strung out along fractures in 
the dolomite. The fracture i~ closed and is sometimes apparent only 
as a cracking of the grains, disclosed when the section is examined 
under crossed nicols. More often the fracture is filled by very tine 
angular fragments of the dolomite torn from its walk The pyrite 
occurs in this and also in crystals penetrating the crystals of the solid 
dolomite grains alongside the fracture. In many cases there is no 
quartz present, but more commonly the dolomite fractures are filled 
by silica, with or without metallic ~ulphide:s. It has been noted that 
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sonwtime,; pyritt> .!.!Tain,; on·ur abundantly tlotting the dolomite par
allel to the fi,;,;ure wall. arHl in ,;neb ca,;t~ ,; the quartz earries no 
pyrite. or Pl,;e i,; ,;imply clark colored, owing to a cln,;t of minute 
parti(·!tos of th e iron ,;ulphicle. ~lore commonly the quartz i,; "l'Pn 
repla<'ing the tlolomite, both a,; well-marked tl,;:-; ures and a,; grain,; 
,rhidr ~ln' appan' ntly inter,;titial. pre,;enting the appearance of nn 
open ,;pong'(' of dolomite tillt>d hy quartz. In this ease, howe\·e r, 
the relation uf tlw t·ry,;talline outline,; of the quartz to the dolomitE' 
grain,.; and tlw pt>rwtration of the latter hy the quartz show e!Parl.\· 
that tlw ,.;ilin t ha,; repla<'e<l the former mineral. In general the 
quartz n·phu·ing· tlw dolomite ,;how,; a rint'ly crystalline charader. 
Oftentinw,.; fragm ent,; of the carbonate are surrounded by a band 

Ftn. 78.-Thin Feeti on o f o re sh o wing rep hwem e nt o f 
d <J lvmite by galena (a it er Lin dg re n ). y , g;d e nn ; p. 
pyrite: d, dolomite; q. <]Ua r tz, seconda ry . )hl gnified 
J.) 'liame tcrs. 

of dense. cryptocrystalline 
quartz whieh is of the l'har
acte r supposed to be typil'al 
of r eplaeement. 1 

::\lore often thi s cryptocry
stalline quartz is subordinate 
in amonnt or entirely want
ing , and the main body of that 
mineral pre::;e nts the ;';Oille
what coar!';ely crystalline char
acter which is supposed to he 
typieal of the tilling of open 
space::;. It ,;hould be noted, 
however, l:hat the qu a rtz 
grain:-; do not exc·eed a milli
meter or two in width, and in 
no ease do they form the ,·ery 
coarse com h q nartz seen in 
many fissure veins. The near

est approach to this ::; trueture is ,;een where l{Uartz cry~tal::; partially 
tillNl the drn,;y eavitie::; r esulting from the dissolution of limestone 
fragments. 

Attention has already heen called to a r eplacement that is more in 
the nature of pseudomorphism than that which has just been men
tioned . This phenomenon ha ,; bee n descri heel in discussing the char
acter of the ores. a nd it has been shown that the shattered limestone 
ha;; bee n penetrated hy ,;olutio ns which depo,;ited films of silica; that 
snhseqnently the limestone has been dissoh·ed away, leadng the siliea 
as the di,· ision walls of a n •ry loose cellular material; and, lastly. that 
.-;econdnry waters ha,·e depo,; ited s ili<'a upon these thin walls until in 
many cases the ca\'ities ha,·e been completely tilled by some of the 

1 <3o l tl -q n ~t rtz veins of Gmss Valley, f'~tlifo rnia. by 1\'alde tn u r Lindgren: Seventeenth Ann. Rept. 
r. S. Geol. Sun·ey, Part II. J•. :;\11. 
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coarse quartz, showing eomh strueture. while iu other cases the open 
spaees have heen hut partly filled and show drusy centers. The galena 
ores of the foot-wall bodies shmr e\·en better eYidenee of replacement. 
The hand specimen, of whieh a photograph one-half natural size is 
reproduced in Pl. LIV, showf' a limestone sheeted by fractures parallel 
to the bedding and the resulting slabs broken into rectangular blocks. 
These blocks are now firmly cemented together by galena ore c-arrying 
zinc blende and a little pyrite. The accompanying plate presents a 
photograph of both sides of the specimen, showing how the dolomite 
blocks seen on one side are almost entirely replaced on the other. The 
thin sec-tions of the galena ores show particularly eonclusi\·e examples 
of the replacement of the dolomite. The dolomite rhombs are irregu
larly penetrated along . eleavage planes and to a lesser exten.t by 
irregular, sack-shaped cavities, often into their faees, by galena and 
the ac-companying silica. The silica is in part crystalline, but in large 
part of the c-ryptoc-rystalline variet~- so cbaraeteristie of metasomatism. 
Finally, what might be c-alled negatin~ e\·idenee in favor of replaeement 
also exists in the absence of open ca,·erns, partially filled <)pen spaces, 
the total absenee of crustification, and the faet that the hanging-wall 
slate was attacked but slightly by the mineralizing solutions. 

SOURCE OF THE METALLIC CONTENTS OF THE ORES. 

The metallic eontents of the Elkhqrn deposits are believed to ha,·e 
come from the igneous rock~ lying ben(>ath the limestones. That the 
ores are the result of uprising siliceous waters is established by the 
facts already set forth. That these waters were hot is extremely prob
able, since there is abundant geological eYidenee that the suecessi,·e 
igneous intrusions heated the entire district and that fumarolie actidty 
prevailed, as is shown by the occurrence of axinite, tourmalines, and 
other minerals in the rocks. 

As already stated, the ore deposit has been formed sinee the gabbro 
intrusion and the accompanying metamorphism of the sediments. The 
gabbro is rich in augite, miea, and iron ore, and often contains pyrite 
in eonsiderable abundanee. Some of this pyrite seems unquestionably 
to be of primary origin. The occurrence of metallic sulphides in such· 
basic rocks is, however, well established by observations elsewhere, 
notably those of Vogt in Sweden, Adams in Canada, and Kemp in the 
United States. No detinite eddence has been obtained proving that 
the Elkhorn rocks are especially rich in silwr and lead. yet the presence 
of metallie sulphides and the geological facts all point to the gabbro as 
the source of the metallic contents. Ore deposition probably took 
plaee after the intrusion of the granite batholith. The profound 
changes resulting from the presenee of this enormous ma:o-s of roek, 
which obliterated the former roeks over an innnense area and produced 
a great beating about the borders of the intrusion. all indicate con-
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clition,; fa,'oring- a l';hatteriug of the gabbro n,nd a leaching of deep
,;eated portions of the ma,;:-; by uprising waters follouinQ" the granite 
intru:;ion. It i:; evident also that the pneumatolitieaction accompanying 
the cooling down of so large a mass must have g-reatly :;timulated the 
circulation of hot waters and vapors; although no definite evidence of 
former hot-spring action is now recognizable by any ,;urface deposits, 
the obseiTed facts all point to the former presence of hot waters. It 
is true that there i,; a eertain amount of evidence proving a differentia
tion of the granite about its borders, and that these basic differentiation 
produets may have been leached by the circulating hot water, but it 
seems reasonable to suppose that the gabbro, a more basic rock, 
afforded some favorable physical conditions for the leaching and ~ 
extraction of it:; precious-metal content. The gabbro now exposed 
in the distriet i:; nry fresh, or show~; only surface alteration, and 
therefore it could not ha,,e been leached, as such action would leave 
definite signs of ~;olfataric action. The leaching must have been in 
more deeply buried portions, and the uprising mineralized waters, 
following lines of least re:;istanee, were concentrated by the impervious 
shales in the course now marked by ore shoots. The pinching out of 
the deposit in depth and its impoverishment in values in the deeper 
workings are at first sight more favorable to the theory of precipitation 
from descending solutions than of precipitation out of ascending 
waters. As already shown, however, the deposition took place on the 
under side of a pitching anticlinal fold, and this is positive evidence 
that the water:; were ascending currents. Moreover, the workings 
show that the ore channels do not disappear in depth, as quartz is seen 
in the 2,300-foot level, the bottom level of the mine, where it still 
carries metallic sulphides. Besides, the verticals of the Black Hills 
region-of whose existence and character we now haYe very definite 
data-are examples of extremely small and often barren fissures, 
sometimes mere cracks in the rock, which se1Te as feeding channels 
for the silieeous ores formed by replacement along the bedding planes 
between limestones and less soluble shales or quartzites. 

It should he remembered, also. that in solutions slightly varying con
ditions may change or even re\·erse the chemical action, solution and 
deposition being i'eally relati\·e terms. Varying temperature and pres
sure are the factor1::1 which disturb chemical equilibrium. A solution 
may dissolve metallic sulphide under the pres:;ure and temperature 
pre,-ailing during the cooling down of the granite batholith and carry 
them upward without precipitation. In such cases physical conditions 
did not favor precipitation, and the sulphides ·were deposited only when 
relief of pressure and cooling have permitted their precipitation. One 
('an conceive that under stable conditions uprising hot water:; flowing 
in trunk channels would ,.;how a lower zone in which the waters would 
lw eapahle of taking the Jnetals into solution; aho,-e thi:; another zone 
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where the waters would hold metallic sulphides in solution hut would 
not precipitate them; and a third zone, above the last, in which pre
cipitation would occur. Near the surface the least soluble metallic 
sulphides would have all been precipitated and the hot waters issuing· 
as spring-s would deposit only siliea and the more readily soluble salts. 
It must, of course, be understood that in this theoretical arrang-ement 
there would be a gradation from one zone into another, and that the 
metals should show a fairly orderly vertical distribution. This is in 
fact what we find in the Elkhorn deposit, where the ores show g-alena 
underlain by zinc and passing into pyritiferous ores in depth. The 
occurrence of this deposit on the border of the g-ranite batholith is 
analog-ous to that of many of the g-reat ore deposits of Montana. The 
Granite Mountain mine, the Drumlummon, the mines at Winston, and 
the Whitlatch Union lode, near Helena, are all familiar examples of 
rich ore deposits formed in veins traversing similar contact rocks. 

Sl<JCONDARY SULPHIDE ENRICHMENT. 

The extensive oxidation of ore bodies, converting- them in the upper 
part of the mine into carbonates and oxides, has been accomplished by 
a partial leaching- out of the ailver contents from larg-e masses of ore. 
This oxidizing action with lixi viation is less prominent in depth, and, 
in the lower ore bodies, has g-one no further than to form a cap of 
oxide ore above the ore body. There is, however, abundant evidence 
that oxidizing waters have penetrated to the greatest depth yet reached 
in·the mine, 2,300 feet on the dip. The ores from this level show 
partiaily altered g-alena with oxide coatings, and tetrahedrite partly 
converted into sooty black sulphideF:; moreover, open water courses 
are found in the dolomite, and the quartzose ore, taken from the 
freshly opened face of the 2,300 quartz body, showed the sulphide 
minerals partially oxidized, while the quartz was porous and held little 
rust-stained cavities. 

It has been shown 1 that where ore bodies are leached by oxidizing 
waters the descending solutions may precipitate their metallic contents 
by reaction with lean primary sulphide ores. This reaction is promi
nent, however, only where the original sulphides contain much pyrite 
or other iron sulphides. The absence of such ores in the shoots worked 
in the Elkhorn mine would explain the absence from the ore bodies 
thus far worked, but it does not explain why they do not occur in the 
pyritic ores found in the lower levels. There is, it is true, some 
evidence indicating the secondary nature of tetrahedrite and of local 
bunches of secondary sulphides, but it appears probable that the fail
ure to form large bodies of such secondary ore is dne to the massiye 

1 EnMchmcnt of mineml veins by lntc metallic snlphirte~. by W. H. Welc'd : Bnll. Geol.. Soc. Am., 
Vol. XI, 1900, pp. li\l-~i{;. Enriehment uf golcl and ~ilver vein~. by W. H. Weed: Tmn". Am. Inst. 
Min. Eng., Vol. XXX, 1900, pp. 42.J.-44il. 
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and unbroken eondition of the ore bodies which were not freely pene
trated by descending waters. Moreover, the mine waters are not acid 
and do not contain ferric sulphate, so that it is eYident that favorable 
conditions for secondary enrichment did not generally exist. The 
imponrishment of the ores in depth may perhaps be due to a slight 
enrichment of the upper levels. "'\Vhile it is not believed that galena 
exercises any amount of action upon descending solutions, it must be 
admitted that some of the very high-grade galena found in the mine, 
that was partly altered and showed sooty films along the cleavage 
plates, may haYe been rich in silver sulphides. However, the impov
erishment of lead-silver deposits in depth, and their passage into low
grade zincky ores, is a common phenomenon in the mines of the Rocky 
Mountain region. It has been especially noted by Rickard. 

AGE OF THE ORE DEPOSIT. 

The geological evidence which has been presented in the foregoing 
pages proves that the rock metamorphism of the strata containing the 
ore deposit is mainly the result of the intrusion of the granite batholith, 
and it follows from thb that the ore deposit is younger and has not 
suffered metamorphism. It is believed that the deposit ·was formed 
shortly after and is a sequel to the granitic intrusion, and hence is of 
late Eocene or early Miocene age. The rhyolite intrusions and out
bursts whieh took place at neighboring localities in middle and late 
Miocene time were, it is true, followed by ore deposition at some 
places~ but there is reason to believe that the Elkhorn deposits were 
not the result of this period of dynamic activity, but that, like those 
of Butte, they preceded the rhyolitic intrusions. 



CHAPTER IX. 

NOTES O:S OTHER l\1INES OF TilE DISTRICT. 

Although the Elkhorn mine is the only one in the district which has 
yielded any large amount of mineral wealth, there are a number of 
other fractures which are interesting scientifically and which have been 
more or less developed in the last twenty years. None of them have 
as yet been developed into paying mines. This is in large measure due 
to the fact that the ore which has thus far been produced has been of 
extremely low-grade character. So far as known, none of these mines 
show the favorable physical eondition8 which prevail in the Elkhorn. 
The following brief notes have been made on the deposits: 

Tf,l' C. and D. nu:ne is situated about a mile north of the Elkhorn. 
The ore body lies in the marbleized Madison limestones, near the gran
ite (quartz-monzonite) contact. The mine has a shaft 250 feet deep, 
witluseveral levels, and a tunnel which crosscuts through the limestone 
to the granite contact. The mine was not examined in detail, as it was 
not accessible. The deposit is not a true fissure vein, hut according to 
Mr. Kelley contains deposits of low-grade pyritic ore, with occasional 
bunches of galena in limestone, the former ore heing too low grade to 
pay expenses under ordinary circumstances. The mine has been leased 
at mrious times to different parties, and in 1898, by reason of an 
extremely favorable contract with the East Helena smelter, which 
desired it~'\ oxidized iron ores, it was ivorked for a w bile. A consid
erable number of car loads of ore were shipped, although the ore ran 
only from $1.50 to $2 per ton in gold and was low in silver. Several 
car loads of galena have been shipped from the mine, coming from 
chambers in the limestone. The granite contact shows a pyrite lead, 
but this ore also was too low grade to work. The produet of this mine 
has already been given in the first chapter of this report. 

The Keene mine, whieh lies about 1,000 feet north of the Elkhorn, 
was worked in a desultory way for about twenty years. It is said to be 
deYeloped by a 150-foot shaft and by a tunnel running SC\'eral hundred 
fPet into the hillside and having drifts on the vein. The ore is an 
oxidized ferruginous material, said to carry good values in gold. It 
ot·curs along the bedding plane between an underlying lime:-;tone (the 
Keene limestone) and an overl~'ing argillaceous bed. While the obser
vations made wert' not detailed rnongh to :-;how the actual structural 
relation::;, it is believed that tbi:s deposit is formed along an imperdous 

50.) 
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stratum and that the horizon may be expected to yield workable ore 
bodies where the contact forms a pitehing anticlina.l fold, permitting 
saddle deposits. The mine stapes show some evidence of ~lipping or 
accommodation along the contact plane, but as the shaft had caYed in 
at the time the mine was d~ited and the workings were not safe no 
detailed :..;tndy was made. 

T11c [rnlon m/n,, i~ situated at the head of Alpreston Gulch, in the 
limestone:.; near the granite contact. The property has yielded several 
railroad car loads of silver-lead ore, but the ore bodies are not continu
ous and the average value of the ore is said to be too low to warrant 
working. The property was worked in the early eighties, and the 
dHelopment in 1ti8-! eonsisted of an 80-foot shaft and a 24:0-foot tunnel. 
The ore extraeted at that time is reported to have carried SO to 350 
ounces of sih-er per ton. 1 

Tl1 e Dolcoath mine differs from those previously mentioned, and 
indeed, so far as known, from all other property known in the State. 
The ore shows free gold in the upper weathered parts of the body, and 
the unaltered portion consists of glittering metallic spots of bi~muth 
sulphide and telluride (bismuthinite and tetradymite). The ore-bear
ing ~tratum is from 15 to 18 inches thick and dips northeast at an angle 
of -!5° to 50° , the strike being N. 5° \V. The mine has been opened 
by an incline ~haft 170 feet deep, with a level at 100 feet, and another 
at the bottom of the shaft driven in both directions. The ore-bearing 
stratum is clearly an impure limestone altered by contact meta
morphism and now consisting of garnet (grossularite) with les~er 

amounts of diopside and spots of calcite. The rock is coarsely granu
lar, the garnet being the coarser mineral, and the diopside filling 
interspaces; the calcite exists in strings, Yeinlets, and bunehes, which 
are evidently the filling of drusy cavities also showing garnet crystals 
and of fraetures in the garnet itself. The calcite masses are, however, 
often similarly oriented and appear to be singular individuab which 
seems opposed to their deposition in open spaces. The ore minerals 
have been examined_ in the chemical laboratory of the Survey hy Dr. 
H . .N. Stokes, who reports that they consist of bismuth sulphide (Bi2S3) 

86.7 per cent, bismuth telluride (Bi2Te3) 13.3 per cent. Dr. Stokes 
says that much of the sulphide was found to be free from the telluride. 
·whether the latter is tetradymite with or without sulphide could not 
he positively determined, nor could it be determined which mineral 
carrie:.,: the gold. Bi.-mmth ~ulphide il5 the mineral bisrnuthinite, and it 
has altered in the upper portion of the ore deposit to the carbonate 
hismntosphmrite, whieh occurs as a yellow, powdery material, and 
has dark-hrown clend ritic markings. The tetradymite contains some 
copper, and in this respect accords with the analysis made by Genth, 
which i~ recorded in Dana\ -:\Iineralogy. In the altered material this 
---------- --- - --- - - - -- - ---·-- -- - ---- -

1 .Rep(Jrt u i Dire c tor~ 1f ~lint 011 Prod nc.·tiun of Unl<l atHl Silver, \\"a:-;hingtun, 1&"~5 , p. 304. 
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copper has stained the roek with malachite. The bismuth min0rals 
occur scattered throug·h the ore in minute g-rains disseminatr>d 
throughout the garnet, in larg-er grains in the diopside, and as parti
cles varying· up to a quarter of an inch across, which appear frequentl~T 
to be associated with the calcite. 

A study of the partially altered ore leaves no doubt that the gold 
oceurs as a constituent of the bismuth mineral:o; and that it ha,.; been 
freed and left as native gold by their oxidation. The gold is some
what dull and rusty and has the habit often observed by the writer 
when it is undoubtedly derived by oxidation from tellurides. The ore 
stratum is overlain by impure marble and underlain by a similar lime
silicate rock. A short crosscut driven into the foot wall showed the 
prei'ience of an intrusive sheet of gabbro-diorite at a distance of about 
18 feet from the ore body. The ore in this stratum is probably the 
result of pneumatolitic action, due either to cireulating vapors or, more 
probably, to circulating hot waters rising upward through it. As sug
gested by Dr. Barrell, the metamorphism of an impure limestone 
would produce a somewhat porous rock, since the minerals produced 
by contact metamorphism oecupy less volume than the original rock. 
The action is somewhat analogous to that of the baking of brick, in 
each case the action being due to heat. An examination of thin sec
tions of the wall rock has been made by Dr. Barrell and shows that 
they are purer limestones and that the resultant product i:s far less per
vious to water than the ore-bearing· stratum. It is believed, therefore, 
that as the rocks are tilted and slightly folded the pressure was not 
sufficient to close up the pores in the rock, and that, being confined by 
the relatively impervious stratum above and below, the uprising waters 
followed this horizon and deposited their metal contents, together with 
calcite, in the interstices of the rock. 

It has been impossible to obtain any data concerning the various 
other properties of this district, as all the shafts are filled with water 
or the tunnels are inaccessible. The report of the Director of the 
Mint upon the produetion of precious metals for 1884: contains a short 
account of a number of mines upon which eonsiderahle development 
work had at that time been done. Thirteen properties are mentioned 
besides the Elkhorn mine. Three of these-the Union, C. and D., 
and Keene mines-have already been mentioned; the others indnde a 
number of ore bodies situated close to the Elkhorn mine, none of 
which have, so far as it has been possible to ascertain , been worked 
within the last ten year::;. The notes mentioned gi,·e a little informa
tion eoneerning the geological character of the ore depo:sit. 

Til e Relitf Jnine, located a quarter of a mile northeast of the Elk
horn, is said to have shown at. a depth of :ZO feet a 12-foot Yein of 
silver ore giving assays of 50 to 100 ouneec> per ton. 

Th e Paymasta, loeatrd 4:00 .ntnls north of the Elkhorn mill, showed 
a 4:-foot face of ore along a slate-dolo111ite contact. 
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Tlu: ]£o"l(:sfrtl.·t: and t/11~ lhm8fone.-The Homestake, three-fourths of 
a mile northwest of the Elkhorn, and the Dunstone, 600 yards north
·west of the Elkhorn, ~how ore bodies in dolomite. 

T/11' ]fr.mh Cristo, t!te Lu.1.'l'n1nrrq, and tlw .J.llountain Vl'ew.-The 
:Monte Cristo, 1.0(10 yards west of the Elkhorn, contains a 10-foot \'ein 
of copper ore lying in slate and gTanite. The Luxenburg, one-half 
mile south of the Elkhorn mine, showed at a depth of 35 feet a 6-foot 
vein of ore carrying copper and lead, as well as the precious metals, 
the country rock being granite. To the north of the Elkhorn mill, the 
Mountain View property, situated 1t miles up the gulch, is said to 
han shown a 3t-foot nin of silver-lead ore in slate and syenite.• 

IRON MINES OF ELKHORN PEAK. 

On the north shoulder of Elkhorn Peak, about 700 feet below the 
summit, then' are two deposits of iron ore that are exposed by open 
cuts and underground drifts, and from which considerable ore has been 
shipped at various times in the last ten years. The property is reached 
hy a steep hut fairly good wagon road, leading from Elkhorn up 
Alpreston Gulch and over a spur of Elkhorn Peak, a distance of about 
± miles. The ore bodies O(·cur beneath the great marble inclusions in 
the andesites of Elkhorn Peak, and form the white cliffs so prominent 
in all views of this mountain. These inclusions are underlain in places 
b~- thin seams or lenses of magnetite and garnet. In general these 
seams are too thin to be of economic value, but on the northwest side 
of the peak they are thick enough to eonstitute workable ore deposits. 
The ore is always found along the bottom of the marble mass, and is 
undoubtedly a replacement of it. It rests on andesite, which is badly 
decomposed and rieh in iron whereyer it was seen exposed. The 
marble above the ore is not over 15 feet thick. The ore itself is a 
massiYe fine-grained magnetite, showing rare grains of chalcopyrite 
and tUl admixture of garnet. Green stains of copper carbonate occur 
on the weathered crust. The mass of garnet present varies consider
ably, and it is possible to obtain very high-grade ore by sorting the 
material. Thb ore is said to carry small \'alues in gold, but no assays 
were made to prove the aceuracy of this report. The only use for iron 
ores in Montana as yet has been in the smelting establishments, as a 
flux for silieeous ores. The Elkhorn material has all gone to the East 
Helena smelter. The property is reported to have been bonded in 
.T uly, 1900, to the Helena and Livingstone Smelting and Reduction 
Company for $J 5,000, as a source of tlux for the smelter just men
tioned. Deposits similar to those at Elkhorn have been noted hy the 
writer about igneons intru~ion:-; in other parts of the State, notably in 
the Little Belt Mountains. They are commonly regarded as the result 
of the alteration of contact deposits of pyrite. Cross and Emmons have 

1 Report of the Director of the lllint for l&H, pp. 304-305. 

' 
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noted f>imilar deposits at numenm,; plaees in Colorado, and haye u,.;c~·ibed 
them to the decomposition of pyrite. It ha,; been ,.;ugge,.;tt>d that the 
Elkhorn deposits mig·ht he altered limonite replaeement,; form ed by 
waters flowing· down the andesite :-;urfaee underneath th P. marble. Of 
this, however, there is no proof, wherea,; there i,; definite evidence to 
show that similar deposit,; elsewhere ha,·e originated from the alter
ation of pyrite mas,;es. 

Tlu: Jacquemin nu''/1 ('8 are ,;ituated in the g ukh of Iron Creek a mile 
northwest of the town of Elkhorn. They were worked energetically 
during the :,;ummer anu fall of 18H8, hut in 1899 they were dosed 
down, and the uad air of the tunnel maue an examination of the ore 
body impossible. The mines were worked for a while to ,;npply a 
temporary demand for iron ore,; for the East H elena »melter. The 
opening up of the \Var Eagle mine, near Helena , furni»h ed a nearer 
and cheaper souree of supply, and this property wa:,; elosed clown. 
The workings eompri:-:;e a tunnel driven for seyeral hundred feet 
through granite to ft cont::tct of altered Cam hrian (Starmount limestone). 
The ore i,; oxidized and appears to be a mixture of hematite and limo
nite, and i::~ probably an alteration of a contad deposit of p,nite. 

Tllf! Elldwrn Queen is :.,;ituated ea,;t of Queen Ridge and jnst outside 
the limits of the map. This property, which was shut down at the 
time of the writer's visit, has been vi,;ited by ~Ir. Kell ey , who ,.;tates 
that it shows a pipe of porphyry in limestone, with a shell of on• about 
the contact. During May and ,J nne, 1900, more than 1,000 tons uf 
ore ha,·e been shipped from the Elkhorn Queen to the Peck concen
trator at East Helena. The vein is said to be U fe et wid <>, and while 
values are low the immense quantity makes it easy to mine, and 
although small protit per ton can be realized the large tonnage i:.,; 
expected to make it pay large dividends. 

FUTURE OJ<' THE DISTRICT. 

The closing down of the Elkhorn mine and the dismantling of the 
surface works is by many regarded as the end of the mining industry 
of the district. From the daily pre,.;:.,; comes recent information that 
the Elkhorn Company 's property ha:.,; been sold and will be reopened. 
If this be true it is to be hoped that some prospeding will be done to 
see if the main slate-dolomite bedding plane (or contact) does not form 
another saddle to the north. If the extension of the 301)-foot Je,·el 
:;howed sueh a bend, a» a re,;ult of another pitehing arch of th e strata, 
another ore body can be eontidently looked for. ~Ioreover, the only 
hanging-wall crosscuts h::tve been clri\'en in the internds hetween the 
arches carrying the ore. The l,U;"i O hang ing-wall crossl'ut passed 
through, at 60 feet from the level. a blue limestone whose con tad was 
marked by ore. If ore was found herP-in an unfa\·orahle lo<'ality
there is reason to belie\·e that ore bodies will he found in the ~addle 
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a bon• the big· ore :;;hoots. In the well-known ''saddle reefs" of Aus
tralia, whieh are deposits formed in pitching anticline~, ore bodies are 
found in ~nccessin:• ~addles one above another. The yertical sections 
commonly giyen in text-books and the illustrations in descriptive 
reporh do not disclose the dose analogy to Elkhorn which the descrip
tiYe text shows to exi~t. It is eertain that at Elkhorn there were at 
least three impetTion,.; strata-the Elkhorn shale, the eontact eut at 60 
feet aboye it, and the shale belt of the Keene mine. These three con
tacts are all marked by a little ore, and the contacts should be care
fully searched " ·hp,re pitching arches would atlord fa\rorable conditions 
for ore shoots. 



MICROSCOPICAL PETROGRAPHY OF THE ELKHORN MINING 
DISTRICT, JEFFERSON COUNTY, MONTANA. 

By JosEPH BARRELL. 

INTRODUC'.riON. 

In this report there will be presented an account of the petrographical 
features of the various rock types of the Elkhorn mining district. The 
work is the result of a careful study of the rocks and their sections in 
the laboratory of the Sheffield Scientific School of Yale College, under 
the supervision of Prof. L. V. Pirsson, this paper on the petrography 
forming a chapter in a thesis entitled The Geology of the Elkhorn 
Mining District, presented for the degree of doctor of philosophy in 
May, 1900. This report treats first of the unaltered igneous rocks, 
and separately of the altered sedimentary rocks, the metamorphism of 
which was produced by the heat and vapors of the igneous intrusions. 

UNALTERED IGNEOUS ROCKS. 

Under this heading an account will be given of the igneous rocks of 
the district that are unaltered by contact or later weathering. As 
they form part of the series of rocks formed from the earlier Tertiary 
igneous activity of this part of Montana, the results of the study apply 
to a widespread area as well as to the Elkhorn district. A general 
account of these has been given by Mr. Weed in the paper preceding 
this, and it is to be noted that, while no unusual types are found, 
considering the limited area a great many varieties are represented, 
belonging to consecutive epochs of eruptive activity. Referred 
with probability to the oldest period are a number of dikes eman
ating from a syenitic magma but showing extreme differentiation 
from acid to basic types. These have been observed in the Elkhorn 
mine and also in the southern part of the district within a mass 
of Starmount lime-silicate rock~ isolated from the other sedimentaries 
by later eruptives. .Following these at an unknown interval eame a 
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period of great Pruptions from dioritie and gahbroic magmas, forming 
the Black Butte stock of gabbro, the laccolithie intru:-;ion of diorite
porphyry, numprous dioritie aml gahhroie dikes, the intrusive and 
extrnsiYe area:-; of andesite found in the northern and southern parts 
of the district, and perhap::; the Cemetery Ridge stock, though the 
rt>lations of the latter to the other eruptives are not well shown. Aftpr 
this then' was an irregular and branching intrusion of quartz-diorite
porphyry across the southern part of the clistrid, and finally came the 
breaking of the quartz-monzonite of tl"e batholith across the wPstern 
border. The intrusion of aplite dikes through the quartz-monzonite 
and the adjacent seclimentaries marks the dose within this area of the 
erupti,·e actions. 

The plan of this report i,.; to deseribe the microscopical featnres of 
tbesl' roeh, poii1ting out any peculiarities, to give the chemical and 
minerulogicall·onlpositions, and to indicate, where possible, what rela
tions may exist among tlwm. Chemical analyses 1 of the principal 
rock types are gi,·en, but in the descriptions these are supplemented 
throughout by ('stimated minPral or chemical compositions as deter
mined by the miero:-;cope. 

In those elas:-;e:-; of rocks where the minerals are clearly separated 
from one another an estimate of the chemical composition sufficiently 
accurate for many purposes may be obtained by the use of the micro
scope. The percentages of the several minerals and their composition 
are first dPtermined. In those minerals, such as the pyroxenes or 
hornhlencles, ~where certain elements may replace each other in 
unknown qnantitiPs, the general character of the rock will enable one 
to decide approximately ~what composition to as.,;ign to them, but as 
tlwy usually form but a small part of the rock the final error resulting· 
from this source is corre:,:pondingly reduced. 

The composition of the feldspars is usually su:,;ceptible of accurate 
determination. ~Where possible the method of :\Iiehel Levy 2 is used, 
depending upon the extinction angles observed in crystals twinned 
according· to both the albite and Carlsbad laws and cut nearly perpen
dicular to the elinopinaeoid. \Vhere the section is not favorable for 
the application of this method a variety of other methods may be 
employed, sueh as the ndation of the vibration direction to the cleav
ages :-;hown in elinopinacoidal sections and the positions of the optic 
axe:-;. 

For estimating the percPntage of the constituent minerals of the 
:-;ection any one of a number of methods may be used, that which is 

1 ThesP >malyse' were nuule for me by Dr. H. N. Stoke' in the lnboratory of the United States Geo
logical SlltTey. The carefnl nature of the work of Dr. Stokes is well known. nnd it is a pleasure 
for me to call attcontiou to the elose currespondenee bl't\Vt>en the mineralogi .. al nud chemical com
positions of the nwk types rleH-rilwrl It,•rein.-\\'. H. WEED. 

'Etndt• "'rIa <ll-tPrmillation dPs f.-Jrl,]'aths, J,,V4. Same, seeonrl fasciele, 1896. Ou tht"determina-
tinn ()f tdag-in<·la:-:e fl'lcbpar~ in rcl('k :-;ectiuus, by <Jeorgl' F. Beeker: Ani. Jour. Sei., ..J.th serie:-:., Vnl. \', 
;\luy, 11:)~,.,. 1•· :Hv. 
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chosen depending upon the degree of precision desired. In this work 
the method employed is as follow~: 

The field of view of the microscope is di\Tided into quadrant~ by the 
cross hairs, and these are mentally divided into sectors which are 
thirds~ fifths, or smaller fractions. By taking such a power of objec
tive that the component to be estimated is represented in the field of 
view by a fair number of erystals, the latter can be mentally collected 
together and packed into one quadrant. and the fraction which it fiHs 
estimated. 

If not enough of the seetion can be seen in one field of dew to gi ,-e 
a representative idea of it, a number of gages must be taken, this 
being done while the minerab are under study, so that no time i~ con
sumed, and it will be found that with a little practice a fair degree of 
precision may be reached. ~h the one thin section under :;tudy i.-: not 
presumed to be an accurate ayerage of the rock mass, it is not often 
that a more exact method of estimation wiH be called for. 

In the case of holoery:4alline roeks, where the writer has been 
enabled to cheek this methocl of e:;timating the mineral and chemical 
compo:-;ition by comparison with laboratory analyses, it is found that 
the error in any one element should he le~s than 1 per cent and is 
often less than one-half per eent. 

BLACK BUTTE STOCK AND ASSOCIATED DIKES. 

This stock, more fully described elsewhere, is an intmsion ha.lf a 
mile in diametei·, with ver~T irregnlar boundaries. sitnated three-fonrths 
of a mile northwest of the town of Elkhorn. It has hrokPn through 
the Lower Paleozoic limestone~. and on the west is it~elf ~hean·d otf 
by the later intrusion of the batholith. On the other three ~idp~ are 
many small outlying stocks and stock-like dikes. consisting of rocb of 
similar composition and conneeted with it in orig-in. The cliffs and 
loose bowlders present a eoar~e-gmined, weathered snrfaeP of a dnll
grayish black. On fresh fractures labradorite shows a::; a dePp-gra_,T 
groundwork, biotite in intense black elusters, and augite and horn
blende as duH black crystals, usually with poorly defined houndarie~. 

In the coarser-grained nuieties these distinctions can he readily 
made out, but in the den~er forms only a tine-grained, uniformly dark 
surface is presented to the eye. 

The coarseness of textnrP shows no very marked relation to the 
nearness to the walls. These appear to have been thoroughly heated 
before crystallization took plaee, and otht•r causes have ht'en chietl.v 
operative in determining the granularity and general appearance of 
the rock. 

The material of this intrusion is typically a gabbro. hut shows eon
siderable variation in composition. leanii1g in some plaet-s toward tlw 

22 GlWL, l'T 2-0t--:~:3 
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anorthosites, in others toward the pyroxenites, and passing in the out
l~·ing dike~ into diorites. In the following table the composition of 
the representatin rock is giyen, and is compared with that of the 
g·ahbros 0f the southwestern Adirondack region, to which this rock 
bears a strong rt>semblance. 

Analyses of gabbros from Jlontana and New York. 

Constituent. A. B. 

1---------------------------- 1------- ------
Sil\-------- - -- - ------------------
Al/,)3 .............. _ ... . .. . ..... _. 

Fe20 3 •.••• _ • _ •• _ • _ •••••••••• _ •.•• 

FeO .. .. . . - - - --- .. . .. . .. ----------

~IgO .... ... ... . ------------ ······ 
CaO ................ . ............ . 

Xa,O . .. .... . .. . .. _ .......... . .. _. 

K,O .. . .. . .......... --------------
Hp at ll0° C .................. . . . 

H}) aboye ll0° C .............. . . . 

TiO, ........... - - ----- - -- - -------

CO, - ---- - ------------- · ........ . 
P,05 _ . • •• _ ••• • •••..•••••• • ••••• __ 

s ------------------ -- ------------
Cr,Os- ............ . .............. . 
~iO ___ _____ ___ ______________ ____ _ 

l\lnO .. _ . . . _ ... . .. __ ....... _ . . .. _. 
BaQ _____ ________ ___ ________ . .... . 

SrO .. _ .. . ...... _ . _ .. _ ......... . . . 

Li
2
0 .. ___ .. . . _ . _ ... __ .. _ .. _ . _ . _ .. 

4i.44 
18.21 
5.3i 

6.05 

5.53 
9.98 

2. 58 
1. 17 

. 13 

1. 08 

1. 38 
None. 

. 68 
a. 03 

None. 

None. 

. 06 

. 08 

. 08 
Trace. 

} 

46.85 

18.00 
6. 16 

8.76 
8.43 

10.17 

2.19 

.09 

.30 

99. 85 100. 95 

a Undetermined whether sulphide or sulphate. 

A. Normal gabbro from west side of Black Butte, not far from the limestone con
tact, Elkhorn, l\Iont. Analysis by H. N. Stokes. 

B. Hypersthene-gabbro from the southwestern Adirondacks, New York. C. H . 
Smyth, jr., Ameri~an Journal of Science, July, 1894. 

The rock is seen to be a normal gabbro, but differs somewhat from 
any from Montana yet described by the United States Geological 
Survey in having a rathe~· high percentage of alumina compared to 
the amount of silica. This expresses itself in the mineral composition 
by an abundance of labradorite. 

To show the variations in composition within the stock and also in 
the adjaeent dikes the following table is given. The percentages are 
estimated by the microscope and are given by volume. The magne-
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tite being the mineral of greatest specific gravity, the most noticeable 
change in converting these into percentages by weight would be a 
slight raising of the amount of magnetite and a lowering of the labra
dorite. For purposes of comparison the composition by volume, being 
that directly obtained by the microscope, will suffice equally well. 

:Mineral composition of igneous rocks from Black Butte stock and associated dikes. 

:Mineral. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 

Labradorite...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37 63 67 70 33 

Augite __ ............ - .. - ... -. . . . . . . . . 45 20 8 1 8 

Hornblende . _ ..... _. __ . _ ... _... . .... 8 2 15 19 ... -- ...... -
Biotite _______ ... __ . _ . __ . _ . . . . . . . . . . . 6 10 6 8 1 

Magnetite .... _ .......... - .......... - 4 4 1 .5 4 
Quartz _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . ___ .. _ 1 3 2 --.- -.--
Apatite _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . 5 _____ ___ . _______ ,. ______ _ _______ _ 

Zircon._ ... . . _- .... ------ .. --- . -.- - -- . 1 . 1 --- - - --- ' -------- --------
I 

~::=~:::: ~ ~ ~ ~-~ : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :I: : : : : : : : I ~~ : : : : : :: ~: : : : : : :I 
1. G~bbro from near northern side of main stock (144). 

4 

50 

2. Gabbro, west side of Black Butte, near limestone contact. See analysis on page 
514, by N.H. Stokes (155-156). 

3. Gabbro-diorite from small intrusion half mile north of Black Butte (64). 
4. Diorite. Inclusion in later eruptive 4,000 feet south of Black Butte (17). 
5. Andesite-porphyry, from same inclusion as No. 4; a different portion of same 

mass (90). 
NoTE.-The numbers in parentheses after all tables refer to field numbers gh·en 

to localities and to specimens taken from them. 

The similarity of Nos. 2, 3, and 4: is to be noted, No.2 coming from 
the stock, while 3 and 4: are from outlying intrusions 6,000 feet apart. 
The latter two closely resemble each other in microscopic appearance 
as well as in composition, and all are blackish-gray holocrystalline 
rocks, noted under the microscope for their large percentage of labra
dorite, which runs in composition from Ab1 An2 to Ab3 An~, the entire 
series possessing also a notable amount of biotite. 

No. 2 compared to No. 1 shows the variation in composition within 
the same stock, and Nos. 4 and 5 exhibit a similar contrast for an out
lying fragment of the same magma, originally an intrusion, but now 
held as an inclusion within the quartz-diorite-porphyry, which occupies 
a considerable area south of Black Butte. 

In regard to the original relations of Nos. 4 and 5 to the strata which 
once surrounded them, not much can be said, since they are now parts 
of an inclusion within a later eruptive. Their difference in mineral 
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composition between themselves must be noted, however, as indicating 
the rapid ehanges whieh may take place within the same intrusion. 
The association of minerals is seen on comparing the several sections. 
Free quartz exists in those with much biotite and hornblende, even in 
the presence of those minerals characteristic of the more basic rocks, 
but avoids those parts of the stock in which the magnetite and aug·ite 
are high and the biotite and hornblende low. It is to be noted that 
where the quartz is present the labradorite feldspars are zonally built 
in the outer parts, indicating a greater content of soda and silica and 
a transition toward the albite molecule, a feature quite absent in the 
most basic gabbros. 

The greater percentage of labradorite in certain sections of the stock, 
and its matted manner of occurrence, when taken in connection with 
the faet that in the gabbros it is the first mineral to crysta11ize, suggest 
the explanation that the cause of the segregation has been the cooling 
of the walls. The moving and settling of the magma within the stock 
while undergoing crystallization would afford opportunity for the 
labradorite to crystallize against the contacts, exhibiting a parallelism 
in orientation, while the other constituents were still in the fluid con
dition, resulting in a concentration of the labradorite at the sides and 
of the iron ores and augite toward the center. If this is the true 
interpretation it is worthy of note, since in the more acid magmas it 
i:-> the iron ores and ferromagnesian minerals which are the first to 
crystallize and which by that means are often concentrated near the 
borders of an intrusion. · 

The thatched or matted manner in which the labradorite crystals lie 
upon one another is not strictly confined to the margin, and the same 
process may haYe been continuous for some _distance inward, provided 
there was a slow movement of material within the throat as the crys
tallization proceeded. 

ROCKS OF THE CEMETERY RIDGE STOCK. 

This area of eruptive rock, a half mile in width by three-fourths of 
a mile in length, lies immediately east of the town of Elkhorn. Like 
the one previously studied, it has broken through the Paleozoi? lime
stones and pos:;esses a very irregular margin. At the surface it is 
entirely isolated from contact with all of the other eruptives of the 
district, and this, in addition to its highly altered condition and the 
absence of fresh material for study, renders its relationships some
what doubtful. The rock where freshest is seen to possess a halo
crystalline texture and the appearance of a diorite. In 1ts present 
condition it shows the influence of both extensive subaerial and sub· 
terranean alteration. . The surface weathering has produced rust
colored bow lclers and a general decay for considerable depth, but the 
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more extensive form of alteration has resulted in the production of 
serpentine and probably other hydrous ferromagnesian silicates also, 
leaving in places no trace of the original holocrystalline texture. 
These alteration products are well exposed in the railroad cut imme
diately south of the Elkhorn station, showing as white to yellow, 
many-jointed surfaces. Occasional nuclei of the original igneow,; rock 
point conclusively to the origin of the hydrous ferromagnesian sili
cates, and that the alteration process is not a surface one is shown by 
the occurrence of the same materials in the Elkhorn mine at depths of 
800 feet below the surface on a drift driven southward to prospect 
this locality. As to the character of the unaltered rock, only the fol
lowing notes are available, the mineral compositions being given by 
volume and estjmated by the use of the microscope. 

Mineral composition of rocks of Cemetery Ridge stock. 

Mineral. A. B. c. D. 

Orthoclase _ 0 __ __ 0 _____ 0 ___________ • _ • 2 80 33 ------ •... 
Microcline ............. 0 • 0 0 • _ 0 _ . 0 ____ · 1 ..•. _ ....... _ ... _ .....•....... 

Labradorite ( Ab9 An4) • _ 0. ___ 0 _. __ • _ ..1 43 ................•........•.•.. 

Labradorite (AbAn) -·--··0--0 · ------~---------- - - ---····· 44 .••••••••• 
Total feldspar 0 0 __ 0 _____ 0 ___________ __! 46 80 ......... _ 7fi 
Quartz _ 0 0 ___ 0 ___ 0 __ 0 ____ ____ 0 ___ 0 ____ · •••••••••••••••••••. 15 5 
Biotite _ .. ____ 0 0 _______ 0 ___ • _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 8 

Hornblende _________ 0 _______________ ••••• ······j···· ..... . 
Pyroxene _ .. ___ . ________ . . ____ . _ . 0 • _ 0 50 I 0. 8 
Pyrite __ . 0 0 _ 0 _ 0 ____ 0 __ 0 ___ 0 ____ 0 __ 0 _ _ 3 2 

~i:::!:~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : : : : : ~ : : : : : ~ : : : : : : I ~: :: :: : : ::I ~ 

5 15 

2 2 

1 - ........ . 

Decomposition products ........ _._. __ 0 • • • • • • • • • • 1 ....... --- 3 
1--------ol---------1--------1--------

100 1 99. 8 1oo 1oo 

A. Specimen from half a mile west of the town of Elkhorn, near the northeastern 
margin of the Rtock ( 12). 

B. Specimen from a dike cutting the limestone on the south drift of the 1,050-foot 
level of the Elkhorn mine, at a point under the northwestern margin of the stock 
(187 ). . 

C. Quartz-monzonite from the Elkhorn mine. Collected in 1896 by l\Ir. \V. S. 
Kelley. 

D. Specimen from a dike conformable to the limestones exposed on the railroad 
2,000 feet west of the stock (8). 

The rock from the margin of the stock, represented by A, is dense 
and dark in appearance, and is seen to he a gabbro. The fragments of 
metamorphosed limestone fouud within the stock at the surface, and 
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still maintl:l,ining their proper orientation, indicate that the present 
surfaee is near the former roof. In this locality, then, basic segrega
tion~ would be expected to occur, and deeper down the stock may be 
more ~ilieeous. 

The dike found in the mine, and whose composition is given under 
B, is so near to the main stock that the probability of its relationship 
to the latter is strong, though by no means proved. The rock is fresh · 
and granular in appearance, of a light-gray color, and with many 
sparkling points of pyrite. It is essentially an orthoclase rock, and 
shows affinities with the syenite dikes found in the extreme southern 
part of the district. Its unlikeness to A is another indicc1tion that, 
though in proximity to the Cemetery Ridge stock, it may not be 
related to it. Its further discussion is reserved for the section on 
syenites. 

The roek given under C has the composition of an acid diorite or 
quartz-monzonite, differing eonspicuously from B in possessing much 
plagioclase and quartz. It was collected from the same drift as B, but 
owing to its unlikeness can not be regarded as belonging to the same 
intrusion as the latter. 

The rock whose mine~al composition is given under D is a micro
diorite occurring· in a dike 50 feet in thickness, comformably bedded 
with the limestones, but exposed for only a short distance. It is 
quoted because it is the large intrusive nearest to the stock, but does 
not haye any evident relation to it. 

In default of further material from the stock itself, its general 
character and affinities remain in doubt, the probability being that It 
is a diorite, passing in places into a gabbro, perhaps in other places 
into a quartz-monzonite. -

SYENITE DIKES. 

There are a number of thin dikes and sheets varying greatly among 
themselves but possessing the common characteristic of being with
out quartz and containing an abundance of alkaline feldspar. Owing 
to their thinness, and also to the fact that they are usually bedded with 
the strata, they are very liable to escape observation except where 
exposed by fresh cuttings. The only exposures noted have been in 
the Elkhorn mine workings and in a railroad cut in the southern part 
of the district. For these reasons they may be more abundant within 
the district than is supposed~ especially as, where occurring near other 
eruptives, they are sometimes not readily discriminated in the field. 

Those found in the extreme southern part of the district are in a 
mass of metamorphosed Starmount argtilaceous limestones, 400 feet 
in thickness, entirely isolated from the neighboring sedimentaries, 
being underlain by intrusions of quartz-diorite-porphyry and andesite 
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and capped by the diorite-porphyry laccolith. w·ithin these light
colored, calcareous, metamorphic rocks they occur as sheets and dikes 
from a fraction of an inch to 18 inches in width. They range from 
white, coarsely granular rocks, consisting almost entirely of microdine 
and hardly to be distinguished from the inclosing strata, to shonkin
ites, dark in color and coarsely granular, in which half of the rock con
sists of augite and biotite. 

Before describing them in detail, a synopsis will be given of their 
mineral composition, by volume, as estimated by the microscope. 

Mineral composition of the Elkhorn syenites. 

)lin era!. A. B. c. D. 

Orthoclase .......................... . 80 -!9 
I 

Microcline . __ .. __ .. _ .......... __ . _ . _ .... __ . _ .. _ i l:ll:l 73 
Labradorite . ________ . ___ . __ . _ . ____ __ . . ___ . _____ ! •. __ . ___ . _ 4 .•••.. __ . _ 

I I 
~~~o0t;tteh~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::: : : - ----. ~-. -,------ ---- ------ --- ·1 

---------- ·--------- , 
i ' Augite _____________ . _______ . ___ . _ _ _ _ _ . 8 1 5 20 

' 
JEgirine __ _ ... - - . - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - -
Apatite ______________________ . ____ .... ____ . _ _ _ _ . 2 . 1 

Titanite ___ . __ . ____________________ . . . 2 1 3 
Garnet. ___ _______ __ _ . _____ ._. ___ __ ... 6 

Pyrite ___ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 

Secondary products................... 1 
1 

2 

5 

25 
20 

l 

--!.l-!.l. -8 ~--1-0_0_. 2-l--·10--0-. ~-~-- 100 

A. Garnetiferous syenite from the 10.50 south drift of the Elkhorn mine, a dike 
cutting the foot-wall marbles ( 187). 

B. Bostonite. A dike 5 inches in width, perpendicular to the strata, in the isolated 
mass of Starmount metamorphosed limestones (170). 

C. Augite-syenite. A sheet 18 inches in width in the isolated mass of Starmount 
metamorphosed limestones. Dikes B and C intersect, but the point of intersection 
is concealed, and therefore their relations at that point are undeterminable ( 171). 

D. Shonkinite. A sheet of irregular width and occurrence, in the isolated mass of 
Starmount metamorphosed limestones, 75 feet south of C (174). 

The orthoclase or microcline in all of these specimens contains con
siderable soda, as is indicated by the mottled extinction when rotated 
between crossed nicols. Carlsbad twinning is common and the micro
cline shows fine watered effects. The alkaline feldspars ·were the last 
minerals to crystallize and hold all the others enmeshed. Where 
they form the bulk of the rock the individual crystals are from 2 to 3 
mm. in length and one-half to 1 mm. in thickness, hut in certain 
places they become much coarser, sometimes giving- cleavage faces an 
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incb in length. The crystals show a tabular development along the 
plam' 010, the elinopinacoid. Although in the types rich in alkaline 
feld~pars the latter thus assume something of their crystalline form, 
the final junction line, with adjacent crystals of the same species, is very 
irregular, as is to be expected, since these have been the final products 
of crystallization and have necessarily grown until they have met 
each other. Thus the rock shows the panidiomorphic structure of 
Rosen busch, each crystal of orthoclase assuming somewhat its proper 
crystallographic form, but exhibiting none of the sugar-granular 
aplitie structure. 

In the augite-syenite and shonkinite a certain amount of plagioclase 
occurs in scattered and sharply idiomorphic crystals from one-half to 

·1 mm. in length. 
The ferromagnesian components are either mica or augite, or "Qoth. 
The augite occurs in idiomorphic prisms from one-fifth to 2 mm. 

in length and shows strong pleochroism, the color along the several 
axes being bright green, greenish blue, and light yellow. The crystals 
are scattered throughout the section, though more abundant in some 
parts than in others. The very striking mottling of C of the above 
table, the augite-syenite, as seen in the hand specimen, of which a 
photograph is given (Pl. LXII, A), is due to the uneven distribution 
of the almost microscopic grains of augite. 

In certain small zones the angites show less pleochroism, presum
ably from possessing· a smaller percentage of iron. In the shonkinite 
the mgirine exists as an occasional narrow border zone to the 
augites. 

The mica in the syenite from the Elkhorn mine is pale green in 
color, quite unlike the rich brown of the shonkinite biotite. 

The titanite in these rocks is abundant and occurs in the usual 
lozenge-shaped crystals, averaging 0.3 mm. in length. In A, how
e\·er, the Elkhorn syenite, it al'io occurs in anhedral grains, and these 
are so closely intergrown with a brown garnet that it is only under 
polarized light that they can be clearly separated. 

This dose association of the erystals suggests that before crystalli
zation the two may have existed in segregations of somewhat similar 
molecules , differing from eaeh other in that one kind possessed iron, 
the other titanium, the two substances on crystallizing being forced 
to separate owing to their different habits of crystallization. 

Titanium is known to occasionally replace iron and silica in andra
dite, and where it rises to a high percentage and alumina is absent 
the mineral heeomes sehorlomite. Titaniferous andradite contains 
from 1 to 1(1 per cent of Ti02 , and has been noted in Colorado and at 
l\lngnd Co,·e, Arkansas, as well as at a number of foreign localities. 
Schorlomite eontains from 12 to 22 per cent of Ti02 , and occurs at 
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Magnet Cove. The relationships of these minerals are seen on com
paring the formulas: 

Titanite.----- ----- . - . - --.- - --.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 CaO, :3 TiO" 
Andradite garnet ...... . ........ . ...... . . .. . .. 3 CaO, Fe/)3, 

Titaniferous andradite.- ....... . ... . .......... :3 CaO, (FeTiAl) 20 8,* 
Schorlomite .................. . ............... :3 CaO, (FeTi) 20 3,t 

3 Si02 

3 SiO, 
3 (SiTi)02 

3 (SiTi )02 

These relations suggest that in the garnets of the Elkhorn syenites 
there is probably a considerable admixture of Ti02 • In the specimen 
from the mine the garnet shows an intergrowth also with the mica. 

The garnet occulTing in the bostonite is colorless in thin section, 
and contains fibrous inclusions, which may be wollastonite, as well as 
a very little caleite. In both places it shows iotergrowths with other 
minerals, and in the bostonite is often poikilitic in the orthoclase. 
Garnet bas been frequently noted in granites and syenites, as well as 
in gneisses, schists, and ho!·nfels, and therefore no great weight need 
be attached to its occurrence here; but the absence of its proper crys
talline form is exceptional, at least for this district. 

On examining the mineral composition of the syenites, as given in 
the table, the decrease in the alkaline feldspar inC and D is seen to he 
due to the rise in iron, lime, and magnesia, which, by forming plagio
clase and augite, have taken up certain amounts of the alkalies. The 
marked drop in D is seen to be due to a proportionate formation of 
biotite, owing to the combination of a considerable amount of potash 
with iron and magnesia. 

These dikes within the isolated mass of metamorphic rocks show no 
relation to the erupti\·es which border it on all sides and are eddPntly 
more ancient than the latter. They point to some parent reseiToir of 
a syenitic magma which has not heen deteeted and rna~' still lie con
cealed beneath the surface, or which bas possibly been remO\·ed by the 
later intrusions that culminated in the formation of the batholith. 

DIFFERENTIATION IN PLACE. 

The variable character of these dikes in dose juxtaposition, and 
especially the spotted and mottled surfaces shown in the augite-syenite, 
and which are reproduced in Pl. LXII, A, indicate that extreme dif
ferentiation readily takes plaee. The low percentage of silica indi
cates a con~iderable liquidity and the coarseness of texture presumably 
a leisurely crystallization, two eonditions which may be taken a::; 
favorable for differentiation. OYer certain patches, n·bich may be a 
foot or more in length, no augite is present, and the roek ::;hows only 
large and prominent cleavage faees of n·hite feldspar. Surrounding· 
sueh a white nucleus the microdine i::; so thickly charged with the 
augite crystals that the color becomes a hlue-hlack. and the ckaY:tge 

*Dana, System of Mint>rnlogy. !:>\!:!, p. H 3. t Up. <:it., 1'· 41i . 
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faces of feldspar on a dose examination are seen to be thickly speckled 
with the included cry~tals. In the parts where the dark augites 
are abundant are many smaller spots, half an inch in diameter, free 
from them, giving a mottled appearance to the whole. The mottling of 
the augite-syenite doei:! not appear to be due to the intimate admixture 
of predonsly differentiated acid and basic forms of the magma, but 
to a differentiation in place. This is judged from the character of 
the mottling. and is shown in Pl. LXII, A. 

The contact of the white and blue-black varieties does not show the 
rounded and dra"vn-out forms which an admixture of viscous magmas 
would produce, but, on the contrary, it is an interwoven contact in 
which the white nuclei pass out in many knotted streamers and form 
on the surfaee spots showing a certain parallelism for a width of 
several inches. 

There is a third and intermediate form of the rock, oc<·urring as 
zones from an eighth to a quarter of an inch in thickness, between the 
two varieties previously mentioned. In the hand specimen the inter
mediate zone is seen to be light green in color, and under the micro
scope the 'reason is found to lie in the lighter color of the augite 
cry . .,;tals, indicating the presence of a less amount of iron. 

The segregation has originated, therefore, in place and before the 
beginning of crystallization. That it oi'iginated in place is shown 
by the form of the two kinds of areas; that it occurred before the 
beginning of crystallization, and was not produced merely by the set
tling tog·ether of the augite crystals already formed, is shown by the 
diflerent character of the augites in those two zones where they occur. 

The feldspars in growing have shown no power to exclude or eveR 
to orient the numerous small crystals of a.ug·ite and titanite which 
they indude, and thus the same crystal of orthoclase may contain 
portions of all three zones. It is consequently seen that the crystalli
zation of all the minerals has taken place after the segregation and 
indepPndently of it. In view of the fact that the augite crystals 
were considerably heavier than the liquid feldspar within which they 
formed, it is difficult to understand why a settling out did not take 
place; hut that it did not is shown by the white nuclei being bordered 
hy the dark material on the upper as well as the lower side. For 
such a differentiation to have taken place within the dike before 
c-rystallization, the magma must have presumbably been held for some 
little time liquid, a condition which implies a g·eneral high tempera
ture of the rocks and the near presence at that time of a com;iderable 
volume of igneous material, the same condition being indicated by the 
coarsely crystalline rock structure. 

Such a segregation within a narrow dike is in contrast to what has 
been observed in the Crazy .Ylountains and ·which is to be described in 
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a report upon that district by J. E. "\Volff and W. H. \Veed. 1 There in 
the same dike occur three varieties derived from the same magma: 
First, a theralite; second, an aemite-trachyte or the solvbergite Yariety 
of a tinguaite; and, third~ a bostonite. The first two exist as inclusions 

· in each one of the others, the bostonite probably acting as a cement 
to both. The fact that each holds inclusions of the other is taken by 
the authors as evidence that a mixture of the two, holding fragments 
already solidified, was intruded aR a dike, and hence it is concluded 
that the differentiation took place before intrusion. 

ANDESITES. 

The andesitic intrusive sheets, lavas, breccias, and tuffs play a con
spicuous part in the geology of the Elkhorn district, which they once 
covered in large part, if not entirely. They still occupy consider
able areas adjacent to it, but within it'> limits have been largely 
removed by erosion and are now isolated into three distinct areas. 
The first occurs on the summit of Elkhorn Mountain, attaining a 
thickness of a thousand feet or more, and extending north and east 
beyond the limits of the district. The second is an isolated patch hut 
500 feet in diameter situated in Queen Gulch, H miles ea8t of the 
town and on the eastern boundary of the area mapped. · The third is 
an area lying chiefly beyond the map, hut of which one end occupies 
Turnley Gulch, in the extren1e southwestern corner. The individual 
beds, especially of the northern area, 8how a striking range in min
eral composition and manner of origin, grading from quartz-diorites 
to augite-andesites, and from intrusive sheets to tuffs, whereas the 
general character of the three areas mentioned is strikingly similar. 
The andesites present typically a dense, dark, and fine-grained appear
ance. Tl}ey are highly elastic to the blow of a hammer, difficult 
to break, and are cut by numerous eleavage planes which, upon 
weathering, produce a sharp, angular, and resistant debris. On 
the highest and most rugged mountain slopes the individual blocks 
measure several feet in diameter, are heaped together without order, 
and form rude stairways by which one may readily climb. Here 

· and there rocky promontories, 50 to 100 feet in height. rise from 
the general talus slope, while in other plaees the talus is composed 
of angular material but a few inches in diameter. On flatter declivi
ties and at lower elevations, where the soil has an opportunity to 
form and the slopes are covered with grass or forest. the surface 
is sm0oth and the andesitic nature of the underlying rock is shown 
only by the finely broken and rust-colored angular material. A 

lef. Judd, Composite dikes in Arran: Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc., Vol. XLXI, 1893, p. ii:lti. 
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close examination of the larger blocks exhibits their original char
acter, whether lavas, breccias, or tuffs, though the natures of the 
latter are obscured, from having been subsequently metamorphosed 
and bardenPd. The lavas are dense, fine-grained rocks, with but 
little evidence of bedding, sometimes possessing many labradorite 
phenocrysts, but always with an abundant groundmass. The latter 
is never coarsely crystalline, and in the first solidification was prob
ably often glassy, though subsequent reheating bas in all cases given 
it a microcrystalline texture. 

All transitions from lavas to breccias are found, though careful 
examination is often necessary to discriminate the latter, owing to the 
fact that fragments and groundmass have assumed the same finely 
crystalline texture in later crystallization. 

The tuffs, though departing widely from the common character of 
tuft's, may he detected by heing somewhat softer and lighter than the 
other andesitie rocks, and by usually showing fine-grained bedding 
planes, from various admixtures of ash and dust. 

In contradistinction to the purely extrusive forms, intrusive sheets 
of andesite may be found interbedded with them. Sometimes the intru
si,,e nature is demonstrated by the structural geology; at other times 
it is made probable, where the sheet was thick, by the greater coarse
ness of crystallization. Often, however, the two modes of occurrence 
can not be separated, since a thin intrusive sheet may not differ in any 
particular from the deeper parts of an extrusive flow. 

ELKHORN MOUNTAIN INTRUSIVE ANDESITES. 

In taking up the petrography of the andesites in detail, the 
undoubted intrusive :forms will first be dealt with. The two gTeat 
slabs of marble from the Madison formation, contained within the 
andesites of Elkhorn Mountain, and described in detail elsewhere, are 
separated by an intrusive sheet of andesite t\0 to 100 feet in thickness. 
In outcropping, this forms a rounded summit 9,000 feet above the sea 
and 2,000 feet west of the extreme peak of Elkhorn Mountain. 
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An analysis, by H. N. Stokes, of this intrusive sheet is given and 
is compared with a couple of closely similar andesites: 

Analyses of andel!iles from }.fontana and YellowstofLe Park. 

Constituent. A. 

Si02 ---- ----- - -- - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - •••• - - - • _ _ _ 59. 64 

.Al203 ---- -------------------- - - ---------- ------ 16. 64 
Fe20 3 --. - .--- ••••••• ---.-.-.---- _. _. ___ • ______ • 2. 33 
FeO. - .... - - -- ....... - - - - - - - - - -. - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4. 35 
MgO .. - ___ - -- ..... _.---. ____ - _-- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2. 10 

CaO . - -.. - .. - - - - .. - - .. - - - - - - - - . ____ _____ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4. 59 
Na.~O __________________________________________ _ 

K 20 ... ----··---------------------------- ------
H20- (at noo C.) _____________________ . _______ _ 

H
2
0 + (above 110° C.) _______ __________________ _ 

Ti02 ------------------- --- --- ---- ----- . - -------
C02 ---.---.-------------- _- _- _ - --- --- __ - _______ _ 

3.31 
4. 16 

.14 

. 69 

1. 08 
None. 

P
2
0

5 
- _____ • - _ - _____ •• - ______ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ • 49 

80
3 

• _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ________ _ 

s ----------------------------- ----------- ---- -- ((. 01 
Cr 

2
0

3
• __ • ______________________________________ _ 

Mno _____ ·-------------------------------------

None. 

Trace. 

B. c. 

60.30 59.48 
16.31 16.37 
4.35 3.21 
1. 41 3.17 
2.39 3.29 
5.62 4.88 
3.99 3.30 
2.36 2.81 

1. 86 II} 
. 64 I 

2.01 

... --- ·-~~- ~ ------ ---~~ 
. 20 . 41 

. 10 ---.--- ... 

Trace. 

.13 

NiO .. _--- .. -------------------- --- - ---- ---- --- - ---------- '----------

. 03 

. 19 

Trace. 

.13 BaO. __ . _. _ .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10 . 15 

SrO ............ --.- . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Trace . 
Li

2
0 _ ...... _ .. __ ... ___________________________ _ 

. 05 
Trace. -.. ------- j'---.-----

----
99.68 I 100.57 I 100.21 

a Undetermined whether snlphideor "nlphnte. 

A. Andesite 'from Elkhorn Mountain, Elkhorn, Montana. Analysis No. 1858. 
Field No. 42. H. N. Stokes, analyst. 

B. Hornblende-pyroxene-andesite from Sepulchre Mountain, Yellowstone National 
Park. Contains augite, hypersthene, plagioclase, hornulende, magnetite. Described 
by Iddings, Twelfth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey, p. 633; also in Bull. Philo,. Soc. 
·washington, Vol. II, p. 210; and in Mon. U. S. Geol. Survey, Yol. XXXII, Pt. II. 
Afaly,sis by T. M. Chatard. 

C. Hypersthene-andesite, northwest of Red Bluff, Montana. Contains plagioclase 
and pyroxene, with an amorphous glassy base an(l ~ometimes olivine altered to 
chloritic matter. Collected by A. C. Peale and G. P. Merrill, Bull. U. S. Geol. 
Survey No. 168, p. 11·!. 

The analysis shows the Elkhorn Mountain andesite to be of normal 
character with the exception of the high potash, in this respect show
ing affinities with the latites of F. L. Ransome. and perhaps having 
some significance to the later intrusion of quartz-monzonite. In the 
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hand specimen it appears as a dark-gray, almost black, microcrystal
line groundmass, in which is sprinkled a small amount of plagioclase 
phenocrysts that never exeeed a millimeter in length. Under the 
microscope these are found to he very basic, probably corresponding 
on the average to a bytownite, and to possess on the outer borders a 
very narrow zone of a rather acid plagioclase. The phenoerysts are 
original, but the remaining structure of the rock bears marks of the 
crystallization having been imposed by contact metamorphism, and 
this is readily explainable when the nearby presence of the batholith 
and its far-reaching contact effects are recalled. 

The groundmass consists for the most part of a mass of feldspar 
laths from 0.1 to 0. 2 mm. in length, while sprinkled like a veil over 
all the rock, both phenocrysts and groundmass, are flakes of biotite 
and hornblende. These tend to be confined to strings and patches 
over the plagioclase phenocrysts, and are taken to show a recrystalli
zation during a period of intense metamorphism, accompanied by a· 
dissemination of the elements of the hornblende and biotite into the 
cracks of the feldspars. 

Crystals of pyroxene are present but are rare, and a little mag
netite occurs associated with biotite. Small amounts of analcite and 
natrolite are found as alteration products. An original faintly 
marked flow structure still shows. Although this rock has suffered 
from metamorphism, that action has resulted in no chemical changes, 
and the small amounts of water present indicate that it has not been 
altered appreciably by surface weathering. Beds of this character 
compose the western slopes of Elkhorn Peak, lying stratigraphically 
above the marbles as well as between them. At the summit the grain 
of crystallization becomes coarse and the rock is really a microdiorite, 
though still of the same series. 

Lime-rich augite-andesites occur jn a number of beds of unusual 
character on Elkhorn Mountain, consisting of a fine-grained light-gray 
groundmass, which may or may not contain plagioclase phenocrysts. 
The light color is due to the absence of all dark minerals, the rock 
consisting of plagioclase feldsparil, orthoclase, zeolites~ and colorless 
beads of augite, the latter indicating a poverty in iron and a richness 
in lime, and the orthoclase a similar richness in alkalies. The chief 
significance of these beds is in regard to the possibility of an addition 
of lime from a sedimentary source, and for that reason they will be 
fully considered in another paper in connection with that subject and 
will here be only briefly described. Specimens were taken from two 
horizons, the lowest, 15 feet in thickness, lying but a few feet above 
the Mesozoic marbles and lime-silicate rocks at the head of Elkhorn 
Gulch, thus being near the base of the andesite extrusive series; the 
second is from a bed 30 feet in thickness lying some distance above 
the former. 
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The phenocrysts in the lower bed are of plagioclase, but in the 
upper are of soda orthoclase, and in both rocks the feldspars ha,·e 
grown through the · accession of numerous augite beads \Yithout 
showing any power of exclusion or orientation. The finely granular 
gToundmass consists of feldspar which is IJresumabh· strono·ly alka-' . ~ . 
line, together with the augite. Hypersthene is of rare occurrence. 
Epidote and zeolites are of secondary origin, and quartz is present 
also, but is probably due to infiltration. 

ELKHORN MOUNTAIN LAVAS, BRECCIAS, AND TUFFS. 

Between a thick surfaee flow of lava and a sheet of the same mate
rial intruded near the surface it is difficult to discriminate, and 
for present purposes it is unnece<;sary to seek to draw the exact 
line between them. Both are undoubtedly present upon Elkhom 
Mountain. 

Where the andesite contains brecciated material, either as broken 
crystals or angular fragments of previously solidified andesite, it may 
be taken as extrusive in origin. The tuffs consist of a mixture of vol
canic dust and ang·ular fragments of lava. 'When such ha,-e become 
indurated and crystallized the rock is frequently difficult to discrimi
nate from lavas with a devitrified and metamorphosed glassy base 
holding a breccia. 

At the southern limit of the Elkhorn Mountain area the basal beds 
of the andesite series are tuffs, and over all the southern ridge of Crow 
Mountain and to the east of Elkhorn Peak, tuffs and breccias .are 
the most abundant rocks. These tufls have suffered so greatly from 
metamorphism that at present all are dense, hard, and dark. The 
breccias show their character ou a close examination of the sudace. 
angular fragments being outlined by slight diflerences in color. The 
tuffs have a softer and smoother base and in the latter the brecciated 
material is not so abundant nor so coarse. 

Under the microscope the lavas containing brecciated material are 
seen to be rocks of medium basicity, carrying a good deal of labrador
ite in broken crystals and fragments of microcrystalline andesites 
with lesser amounts of siliceous hornstones. The hornstones exist as 
small angular fragments approaching quartzites in composition, and 
in polarized light stand out clearly from the matrix. 

The andesite fragments, on the contrary, often nearly resemble the 
groundmass and might readily be overlooked. In none of these 
breccias are broken fragments of other minerals than labradorite 
observed, nor in most cases have they formed afterward::; from the 
groundmass. The interpretation to be placed upon this absence of 
the dark minerals is that at the time of eruption the labradorite crys
tals were the first to form and were floating as phenocrysts within a 
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molten andesite. Upon eruption the crystals were sometimes blown 
into the air by the explosive forces of the escaping gases, along with 
bits of glassy and newly solidified andesite and also of hornstones 
which had been torn from the strata, these, with the accompanying 
dust, forming beds of tuff and breccia. At other times the phenocrysts 
and glassy fragments tl.oated out in the lavas, the latter cooling so 
quickly that they became either glassy or microcrystalline, thus 
preventing the formation of other minerals of sufficient size to be 
identified. 

QUEEN GULCH RESIDUAL AREA. 

This small area of andesite, only 4:00 feet wide by 500 feet long, lies 
on a steep hill slope at a considerable distance from any other occur
rence, and H miles directly east of Elkhorn. There are a number 
of varieties prei'ent, hut all agree in being rocks with an abundant, 
finely crystalline groundmass. In certain beds the flow structure is 
strongly marked, the flow planes dipping S. 55° "\Y. at an angle of 
30°. One abundant yariety of this rock is so charged with tabular 
crystals of labradorite averaging three-eighths of an inch in diameter 
that the waterworn float bowlders are conspicuous in the stream beds 
for a mile below. Other varieties are dark green and spotted with 
small crystals of hornblende and labradorite. The forms of the 
andesite are the ::;ame as those noted on Elkhorn Mountain and dis
cussed under the head of ''Elkhorn :Mountain intrusive andesites," 
these differing on the whole, however, in being so conspicuously 
porphyritic. 

TURNLEY GULCH ANDESITES. 

The edge of this area occupies the southwest corner of the mapped 
area (Pl. XLV), and forms steep, grassy hill slopes along Turnley 
Gulch. A sample for analysis was taken in the railroad cut a quarter 
of a mile ::;outh of the limits of the map and 70 feet from the contact 
with the upper surface of the diorite-porphyry laccolith. The analy
::;is shows somewhat unusual proportions, and is compared with two 
others which re::;eruble it in some respects, but depart from it in others. 
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Analyses of andesite and related rocks from lffontana and Yellou:stone Park. 

Constitnen t. · A. B: 

i"i01 •••...•.••• . •. • •.•... . •...•.•....... • ..••••. 

Al 10a ......... . .. . ....... . ........ . : ......... . 

54.50 .53. 71 
~ g~ I 18.00 1 /. I l 

Fl•10 3 •.••..•••••••••••..• • •.••.••.••.•••••.•••• a8. 55 3.99 

FeO ....................... . .......... ·· · ······· bUndet. 4.05 
l\IgO .......... . ......................... .. . .. .. . 3. 37 . 5. 19 
C'aO ................... . ..... . ................. . 9. 36 I 6.88 
Na10 ....... . ........................... . ..... . . 

i 
2. 34 3.50 

K 10 ..... . .. ................................... . 1. 62 3.10 
H,O at 110° C ............. .... _ ...... _._ . .. __ ._. 
H,O above noo C . .... ........ _ .. __ . . . _ .. . _. ___ . 

.14 I} .96 
. 55 

TiO, .... . ..................................... . . 94 . 74 
C'O, .. ..... .... . ...... ...................... .. . . None. ----------

~t-- .. -_.-- .... --.--.-.. -.• -.. --.-. -.- .... -.I ••••• •-31 i •••••• 38 1 

s ............................. .. .............. . 
Cr10 3 ..•••••••••••.•••• •• . •••• •••.••••••••...... 

529 

c. 

53. 75 

20. 75 

4.50 

3.53 

3. 76 

7. 18 

4. 16 

1. 37 

1. 55 

None 

None 

.15 

Trace 

None 

l\lnO . .. . ......... ..... ......... ·. -·· · ·· ·· · · · ··· 

. 63 

None. 

Trace. 

BaO................. .. .. . . . ..... . ..... .. . . ... . . 06 
. 24 j Trace 

, ................... . 
SrO........... . ................................ . Q,j 

LiO, ---------------------- ------------------- --~-b-~0-r:-.e-:o-- i ;~- 33 :--1:-~-~-~-~ 
a Contains indeterminable amounts of both pyrite and pyrrhotite, the actual nmounts lying 

between 1.59 Fe1S8 and 0.00 FeS.2 and 1.19 FeS~ anj 0.00 Fc1S0• FeO <·an not be ctirct'tly dl·termin t'd , 
the 8.55 per cent Fe,03 including the Fe,03 equi\·alent of FeO and sulphides. The actual FcO lies 
between 5.39 and 6.46, and the actual Fe.20 3 between 1.19 and 0.00. 

bSnmmation too high because Fe in FeO and sulphides is stated as Fc20 3, tht• netual cxcessl.leing 
indeterminn ble. 

A. Hornblende-andesite-porphyry, altered from an augite-andesite and approach
ing a basalt in composition, from southwestern part of the Elkhorn district. Analysis 
No. 1858. Field No. 35. H. N. Stokes, analy~t. 

B. Mica-gabbro, Hurricane Ridge, Absaroka Range. Contains plagioclase augite, 
hypersthene, biotite, magnetite, with some orthoclase, and a little quartz and olivine. 
Described by Iddings in Mon. U. S. Geol. Survey, Vol. XXXII, Pt. II. Analysis 
by Eakins. See Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey No. 168. 

C. Basalt dike, north spur of Mount ·washburn, Yellowstone National Park. 
Reported by Iddings as approaching pyroxene-andesite in composition. Contains 
labradorite, augite, serpentinized olivine, and magnetite in a gronndmass of globulitic 
and microlitic brown glas:>. Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 168, p. 110. 

The hornblende-andesite-porphyry in A has suffered greatly from 
alteration, produced in large part by contact metamorphism; but, as 
shown by the absence of carbon dioxide and the small amount of water 
present, its composition must elosely represent the original. The 

22 GEOL, PT 2-01--34 
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phenocrysts consist of plagioclase and hornblende. The plagioclases 
a.re a labradorite and exist in two forms: (1) The crystals united in 
clusters np to 2 mm. in diameter, which sometimes show radiating 
arms, forming frag·ile and complex crystalline aggregates, and at other 
time.:; are grouped in clusters without branches, in total amount these 
crystals form about 10 per cent of the composition. (2) Abundant 
iath-like crystals, which ·are from 0.3 to 0.5 mm. long, idiomorphic, 
and which exhibit .a strong zonal structure; these comprise about half 
of the bulk of the rock. 

The phenocrysts contain many inclusions filled with granular horn
blende. The form of the inclusion cavities is determined by the feld
spar, the cavities being oriented to the crystalline system of the. latter. 
Inclusions of such form in feldspars are of common occurrence in rocks 
with a glassy base. 

Phenocrysts of hornblende or augite have once existed and were of 
a later growth than the feldspars, but their places are now sometimes 
filled with granular hornblende of no orientation, suggesting decay of 
the original mineral and then recrystallization. At other times the 
hornblende remains in its original system, but the form of the crystals 
and the character of the rock make it appear clear that the hornblende 
is a product of uralitization from pyroxene. The groundmass also 
consi8ts entirely of the same granular hornblende, both brown and 
green in color. All of these occurrences of this mineral, comprising 
about ±0 per cent of the rock, confirm the impression that the original 
crystalline character, with the exception of the feldspars, has been 
entirely altered. Combining the information derived from the micro
scopic study with that from the chemical analysis, it may be concluded 
that the rock was originally a glassy pyroxene-andesite-porphyry 
which approached a basalt in composition. The iron ore, consisting 
of pyrite and pyrrhotite, with perhaps magnetite, is scattered in 
granules through the groundmass. 

This andesite is quite different in composition from that of Elkhorn 
Mountain, of which the analysis was given, but the variable character 
of these lavas has already been pointed out, and the type under con
sideration is evidently one of the more basic forms, but just to what 
extent it is typical of all the andesites of this area is difficult to state. 
Its alteration from contact metamorphism is plainly due to the lacco
lith which lies immediately below it and of which it formed the cover. 
The andesites of this area present, on the whole, a much more uniform 
appearance than those of Elkhorn Peak. Breccias are occasionally 
observed, but the predominant type consists of an andesite-porphyry, 
in which the labradorite phenocrysts are usually small and few, but 
occasionally become a conspicuous feature of the rock. The ground
mass is finely crystalline and in some cases has the appearance.under 
the microscope of a devitrified glass. 
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In the tongue which projects eastward from the main area nearly half 
a mile and ends in the railroad cut, the rock assumes a coarser crys
tallization, becoming a microdiorite. A specimen taken from its ter
minus gives the following mineral composition, estimated by volume 
under the microscope: 

~Mineral composition of microdiorite. 
Per cent. 

Labradorite. _____________________ ______________ ___ __ . ___ ._ .. ____ . _____ . _.__ 70 

Augite .. _- .. -- __ --- .. - . - : _-- .. - .. - .... __ . ____ . ________ ._. _______ . ____ . ____ . 4 
Hornblende ... _ .. __ . .... __ .. _ .. _ .. __ .. _._._._ ... _____ .. ____ . _____ ._. ___ ____ 8 
Biotite .. _ ... - - - - . - - .. - .. - _ .. - . - - . - ___ .. ____ . _ . _____ .. ____ . _____ . . .. _ . __ . _ _ _ 12 
Iron ore (magnetite) __ .. _ .. __ . ___ .. _ . ___ . _ .. _ .... ___ . _______________ . ___ .. . 2 
Quartz ____ .. ____ . _ . ___ . ____ . _ .. __ .. _ . __ . . . __ . _____ . __ . _______ . ____ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4 

Total. ~ _ . __ . __ . ___ . _ . __________ . ___ • ____________ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 100 

The labradorite is strongly zonal, an indication of considerable soda 
within the rock, and the large amount of biotite is a similar eddence 
of potash. The latter mineral gives the rock somewhat of a kersan
titic tendency, and it is principally in that feature that it differs from 
the dikes cutting the limestone strata on the north and east. 

DIORITE-PORPHYRY LACCOLITH. 

In the southwestern portion of the district, lying principally in 
Queen Gulch, is a considerable body of a diorite-porphyry, laccolithic 
in its manner of intrusion. Its bottom is the isolated fragment of Star
mount lime-silicate rocks, forming a plane dipping 42° to the south
west, the dome-like cover consisting of andesites whieh have been partly 
removed by erosion. The bottom of Elkhorn Gulch at its junction 
with Turnley Gulch is cut well down into it, but the principal exposure 
is in Queen Gulch, where it attains a thickness perpendicular to its 
walls of 1,300 feet. 

The rock presents a conspicuous appearance, consisting of about 30 
per cent of labradorite phenocrysts and several per cent of biotite and 
hornblende, the latter two mi'Ilerals in clusters, giving a spotted and 
mottled surface. The phenocrysts are embedded in a fine-grained crys
talline groundmass, gray in color. 

Under the microscope the rock is seen to strikingly resemble that 
composing the laccolith of Steamboat Mountain in the Little Belt 
Mountains, Montana. 1 

No analysis was made of this rock, and in default its mineral com
position by volume is given as estimated by the microscope. "While 
the percentages are, of course, not exact, the character of the rock is 
clearly indicated. 

I Geology of the Little Belt Mountains, by W. H. Weed, with report on petrography by L. \" . Pir&Son: 
Twentieth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey, Pt. III, 1900, pp. 333, f>lf>. 
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lrfineral compo.<rition of rock of diorite-porphyry laccolith. 
Percent. 

Labradorite .......................................•.... -................. 33 
Biotite ....•............................ --------.------ ... - ....... -....... 3 
Hornblende ................................ ---.-.: .. -.--- ... --........... 3 
Pyroxene ... _ ................... - ... - .. - ... -- .... - ......... - .... - ... -.... . 3 
Apatite .... _ ... _ ......... - .. ---.-.-.--.---.-- .. -- .. -.-.---.-------.---... . 3 
Iron ore. ___ .................... ----------------- .. --- .... ------.--...... 1 
Ground mass: 

Quartz ... _. __ .. ____ . ___ ............................................ _ 10 
Plagioclase_ . _ ... _ ... __ . _ . _ . __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
Alkaline fel!'!spar ... ____ . __ .. _ ... _ .......................... _ ... ___ . _ _ 30 

Total ........•.....•....••.•...••••....•.......•••.••...••••...••.. 100.6 

The composition of the feldspars of the groundmass is necessarily 
estimated with some uncertainty. To describe the peculiarities of the 
minerals more in detail: The feldspar phenocrysts are from 1 to 4 mm. 
in diameter and show a very strong zonal structure. The greater part 
is a rather basic labradorite, varying from Ab1 An2 to Ab3 Ani, inter
grown perthitically with an andesine. Over the parb3 which are 
intergrown the extinction is constant. After a certain time in the period 
of growth, however, the residual liquid could not or did not supply any 

. longer the more basic feldspar molecules, and then the period of zonal 
growth began, the compodtion of the added shells of feldspar passing 
from andesine to oligoclase, and from the latter to albite, the extension 
of the lines of albite twinning to the extreme boundaries proving that 
no monoclinic feldspar exists in the outer zones. The noticeable fea
ture of the zonal growth is its wide range and large amount, running 
as it does through nearly the whole series of the plagioclase feldspars. 
The transition i::,; not always regular, a more basic zone sometimes sur
rounding one slightly more acid. Some of the feldspars contain many 
small inclusions within the labradorite interior) consisting of an acid 
plagioclase with a nucleus of hornblende, probably resulting from the 
rapidly growing crystal inclosing small portions of the magma which 
finally crystallized into the feldspar and horr.blende. 

The biotite is older in formation than the hornblende. With the 
latter it is collected into irregular clusters containing the iron ore and 
apatite also, and giving the dark, spotted appearance to the rock. 

In one instance a well-bounded prismatic crystal of hornblende is 
ohsen-ed, 5 mm. long and quite different in outline from the ragged 
crystals normally present. This prism has nuclei of brown hornblende 
throughout, surrounded by green hornblende possessing the appearance 
of an alteration product. Such a difference in habit in the same thin 
section between crystals of the same species may be taken as evidence 
of growth under different physical conditions, and this may be an 
instance of a hornblende phenocryst formed before intrusion, in con
tradistinction to the others formed afterwards. 
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Pyroxene is sparsely present, occurring in small, colorless, anhedral 
crystals associated with the apatite, and sometimes present as inclusions 
within the feldspars. 

The feldspar of the groundmass embraces about 50 per cent of the 
entire rock. In so far as it can be separated jt consists of about 40 
per cent of small plagioclase erystab, showing either a rod-like form 
or chunky crystals with lines of albite twinning-. Another 40 per 
cent of this groundmass feldspar consists of somewhat dusty, chunky 
crystals showing no albite twinning and taken to be orthoclase. The 
other 20 per cent is orthoela.-;e intergrown with quartz and forming a 
well-developed micrographic structure. 

The basic character of the phenocrysts in this rock is to be noted, 
standing in contradistinction to the rather acid character of the 
groundmass, and from a consideration of the former alone a very 
erroneous idea of the composition would be obtained. 

TURNLEY RIDGE STOCK. 

The Turnley Ridge stock is a very irregular and branching intrusion 
running for about two miles across the southwestern corner of the 
district and varying in width from seYeral hundred feet to a half mile. 
In its northern part it consists of two arms, which hold a series of 
altered shales and quartzites between them. 

The surface debris, by which it may be readily recognized, consists 
of angular blocks a foot or more in diameter, of a chalky color -where 
not stained light brown and red from ferric oxide. It is a rock readily 
susceptible to weathering without disintegration~ yielding surface 
material rather light in weight and giving a dull sound. when otruek 
with the hammer. A feature by which the rock may he recognized 
consists of numerous crystals of quartz, a tenth to a twentieth of an 
inch in diameter, scattered through the groundmass. These not being 
subject to the subaeriel decay whieh attacks the othPr minerals, show 
the greasy quartz luster and irregular fracture and are readil~· noted 
upon a close examination af the hand specimen. Besides the quartz 
crystals, whieh form about 15 per cent of the Yolume, the rock con· 
tains about 40 per eent of redangular crystals of oligoelase, weathered 
to a ehalky white. In f:n-orable situations, as in the deep railroad cut 
on Elkhorn Gulch, material may be obtained whieh has not been 
affected by weathering. On such a fresh unweathered surfaee the 
groundmass~ which composes about 40 per cent of the entire volume, 
is seen to he dense and of a light-gray color. En'n where unweath
ered, however, the feldspar phenocrysts are dull and lusterless. A 
microscopic examination shows that the rock has been greatly altered 
by minemlizing waters, whieh have not only gi,·en this appearance to 
the feldspar.-;, but have utterly Jestroyed the several per cent of J.ark 
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minerals whieh were originally present, and have finally resulted in 
the formation of considerable pyrite. A partial analysis of a specimen 
as nearly unaltered as could be found, taken from the railroad cut 
6,000 feet south of the Elkhorn station, gave the following results: 

Partial analysis of quartz-dioritr-porphyry. 

[H . N. Stokes, analyst. Rl'c. No. 1&58. Field No.7.] 

SiO, .............................. -------------···--··--·-·-···· · ······-
Aii)a (indmling P/>.; ) ...... _ ... ------------ _ ........ _ .. _____ ... . . _ ..... . 
FeP3 (total iron).. . .. . . ... . ................ __ ..... _ ...... _ .... _ ... _ .... _ 

Na,O .......... . ....... --·-·· --····-·····-··········-······-···-·······-
K,O .............. . ................................... - ... - ............ . 
I-I ,0- .. - . - - .. - ......... - ..... - ... - .... - . .. - ... . ......... - - -.... - ....... . 

Per cent. 

67.44 
16. 79 

2. 10 
4.19 
4.20 
1. 48 

Li 0, .. _ . _ .................................. _ ... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Trace. 

Total .. _ ........... . ..... _ ... _ ....... _ .... _ ........ _. _ .... _. _. . . . . 96. 20 

Allowing for the destruction of the ferromagnesian minerals and 
taking the ayerage of a number of sections, the original mineral com
position has been estimated by volume as follows: 

Jfineral composition of quartz-diorite-porphyry. 
Per cent. 

0 ligoclase ............................. .. ... . ..... . ....... _ ............. _ . . . 40 
Quartz ........ . .. _ ... _ ..... _ . . ... _ ...... _ ... _ .... . .. . . _ .............. _ ... _. 15 
Hornblende ....... . ...... .. ................................................ 2 
Biotite ..... . ...... . ............... _.......... . ............................. 2 
Ground mass (quartz and feldspar) . _ . . ...... _ .......... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 41 

Total ...... _ ..... _ ....... _ ......... _ ................. _ ............ _.. 100 

There is usually a sharp distinction between the phenocrysts and 
groundmass, the latter being a microgranitic mixture of quartz and 
feldspar, the former possessing sharp idiomorphic boundaries several 
millimeters in diameter, though certain of these may be cleavage faces 
and not those onee terminating the crystals. The feldspar phenocrysts 
possess an average diameter of 2 mm., usually show albite twinning, 
and range in chemical composition from a sodic labradorite to albite. 
Orthoclase is present in some parts of the intrusive and may form a 
minor part in others. Oligoclase, however, is the common type of the 
feldspar phenocrysts. 

The quartz phenocrysts average 1 to 2 mm. in diameter, exhibiting, 
when unbroken, straight crystalline sides rounded on the corners. 
Their principal growth took place before the intrusion into the present 
locality, since many fragments show a crystalline outline on one side 
and an irregular fraeture on the other, and sharp fragments, the debris 
of broken and dragged erystals, are common. The extinction is sharp 
and not undulatory, showing that the fracture has not been accompa
nied by great stresses. This is to be expected, since in a viscid medium 
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a body would be pulled apart or sheared rather than crushed with 
straining· of the crystallographic orientation. In most places consid
erable solution of the quartz, sometimes resulting in smooth, gibbous 
forms, has taken place after the crystals came to rest and before the 
final solidification. Upon the crystallization of the groundma::;s the 
small particles adjacent· to the qmi.rtzes have oriented themselves 
against them, giving, when seen under a high power, a fine-grained, 
serrated margin. Within the tongue on the southern side no quartz 
phenocrysts are found, a fact worth noting, considering the evidences 
elsewhere that the quartzes are older than the intrusion. It may be 
due to the tongue being :filled by material of the first advance which 
was retained there, while elsewhere within the stock the present rock 
may perhaps represent later accessions which alone contained the 
crystals of quartz. 

The biotite has been completely resorbed by later processes, there 
remaining within the original outlines a ~prinkling of micrograr-..itic 
feldspar with small grains of iron ore and flakes of biotite. Certain 
sections show fairly numerous splinters of hornblende, but these, 
occurring especially within the feldspar phenocrysts, have the appear
ance of being of secondary origin, and that which remains as an orig
inal component is probably rare. 

There is abundant muscovite, especially near the contacts, scattered 
over the section and resulting from alteration of the feldspar. The 
appearance is quite different from the dust-like flakes of kaolin which 
have resuited especially from surface weathering. In this rock the 
muscovite is sharply bounded, transparent, and scattered over the 
whole section through phenocrysts and groundmass, leaving clear and 
transparent those parts of the feldspars not occupied by it. 

BATHOLITH AT ELKHORN. 

The rock of the batholith occupying the northwestern quarter of the 
district is not uniform over large areas, but in places assumes n granitic 
phase, and, especially near the margins, often becomes a diorite. Pre
dominantly, however, it is a quartz-monzonite with the :field appearance 
of a dark granite. An article dealing with the general characteristics 
of the rocks of the batholith and embracing a study of the analyses 
made from various places has been published hy Weed, 1 and conse-· 
quently but little need be said here upon that topic. 

For purposes of analysis, material was collected on the western 
margin of the district, a mile from the contact with the sedimentary 
formations. The :tnalysis shows a very close agreement with that of 
the Butte granite and also with that from Clancey Creek, but is some
what more basic than · the prevailing type of the Boulder granite. 

1Grnnite rocks of Butte, 1\Iont., and vicinity, by W. H. Weed: Jour. Geol., Nov.-Dec., 1899, p. i37. 
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The analyses from those localities are brought together for purposes 
of comparison. 

Analyses of rocks from the Boulder batholith. 

112. G (a). 98 (<l). 

·-- . - - - -- - - ---- - - --

SiO" __ ..... -- .. -... --- .. . - ........ ----

Al,O, ______ ---------------------------

Fe~O, - ... -....... -- ---- - -- - -- - - -- ----

FeO ---- -- --------------·-··········· 
:\IgO __ .. - - - - . . ... - ............. . - .. . . , 

~:~)- : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :I 
K,O. __ . ___ .- ------ .... -..•.. ----- ... 
H,O at 110° C ............. _____ . __ . __ . 

HP aho\·e 110° C . _ .... _. _ . . _ .. ____ .. 

TiO, _ --------- - -------------- ·····-·· 

CO, . .... .. ..... ---------------·-····· 

P~O .-. --- -·- ------------------- -- ---- - -

Per cent. 

64.31 
15.44 

2.43 

2.58 
2.21 

4.22 

2. 71 

4.09 
.19 

. 79 

.71 

None. 

. 22 

Per cent. 

6-l. 05 
15.38 
2.20 

2. 74 

2.08 

4. 30 I 
2.7-! I 

4.00 
. 83 
. 27 

. 60 

. 35 

. 21 

80:1 - --------- -- ---------------------- ••••••••• • ----- - ----

Cl ·-----·----------------- ---------- -'-----·--- -

Per cent. 

64.17 

15.25 
2. 16 

2.98 

2.60 
4.24 
2.62 
4.34 

. 65 

.16 

. 67 
None. 

.16 

. 97 
Trace. 

518 (a). 

Per cent. 

67. 12 
15 

1. 62 
2.23 
1. 74 

3.43 
2. 76 
4.52 

. 58 

.09 

. 48 
None. 

. 15 
Trace . 

~ a • • • • • • • • 

b Trace. .07 ................... . 

Cr,O" ------------------- · ...... ------
l\InCl ___ .. ... _. ___ . _ .... _______ . ___ . _ 

Ban ___ - ----· - ---- - --------- - ------· 
Sr( : _____ ...... _ ..... _ ..... ___ .... __ .. 
Li"U _. _____________ ... __________ ..... 

None. 

Trace. 

. 07 
Trace. 

Strong 

trace. 

.11 

. 08 

. 04 

. 04 

. 07 
Trace . 

. 06 

.07 

. 03 

Total _ ....... _. _. _ ..... . _. ___ .·I ----------1---- ----
99.91 100. 05 100. 18 I 

I 
"Uranite rocks of Butte. Mont ., nnrl vicinity, by W. H. w~{·d: Jour. Geol., Nov.-Dec., 1::>~9. p. 737. 
/J \Yhether s or so" undetermined. 

Xo. 112. Type of the batholith at Eikhorn, 1 mile from the contact. 
No. G. Butte type of granite, Butte district; H. N. Stokes, analyt>t. 
~o. 98. Head of Clancey Creek, northern part of batholith; H. N. Stokes, analyst. 
Xo. 518. PreYailing type of granite of batholith at Boulder; H. N. Stokes, analyst. 

The rock whosP analysis is g-i.ven under 11:2 resembles the Butte 
granite as closely in appearance as it dop~ in ehemical eomposition. 
It is a rather eross-grained rock, showing about equal amounts of. 
hornblende and hiotit0, quartz exi~ting· i.n ;;moky grains anrl the feld
spar~ with gray to pi.nk cleavage surf~we:::;. l'nder the mieroscope 
the plagioclase i:::; sern to range from an andesine, Ab5 AnP to a sodic 
labradorite, AI\ An 1 , Pxi.sti.ng in idiomorphic hnt not well-form0d erys-
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tals from 1 to 3 mm. in diameter. The orthoclase and quartz are, as 
usual, the final products of crystallization, the former containing some 
soda. The apatite, mag-netite, augite, hornblende, and biotite are 
associated together, the apatite being the earliest mineral to crystal
lize, then the augite, the latter forming very irregular nuclei in the 
interior of many hornblende crystals. The hornblende preceded 
the biotite in crystallization, and the formation of these three min
erals resulted in the simultaneous separation of magnetite. The 
latter exists in grains averaging a third of a millimeter in diameter 
and also as a dust sprinkled through certain of the hornblendes. The 
small amount of titanite present belongs also to the earliest mineral 
generation. 

Variations in te.vture.-The rock of the batholith varies both in 
texture and in composition. The type which was analyzed is rather 
coarse grained and without any evidence of gneissoid or flow struc
ture. At other places not far distant, however, and forming a type 
perhaps equally abundant, the rock, without changing noticeably in 
composition, shows a faintly parallel arrangement of the dark minerals, 
which gives it a somewhat gneissoid structure. This variety does not 
show any intimate relation to the contact, though perhaps more 
abundant within a mile of it. In the vicinity of the contact, and 
forming a zone of variable width, the rock becomes finer grained, 
though no case has been observed within the district, or elsewhet;e at 
the margins of the batholith, where a distinct porphyritic structure is 
assumed. 

The principal effect of the contact has been to cause a more or less 
simultaneous growth of the mineral:.,:, which gives an approach to the 
sugar-granular strueture, and the quartz and orthoclase are also some
times poikilitically interwo,·en. 

lctriations in composit1"on.-The lamproph~Tie facies are not so 
strongly marked as is frequently the ease, but still are noticeably 
present. Throughout the entire contact and for distances of a quarter 
of a mile from it the rock usually shows a greater predominance of 
plagioclase, and often of ferromagnesian minerals. These contact 
faeies may be hardly noticeable to one traveling over the country, but 
become evident upon comparing specimens from different points, the 
transition being by a shading of one type into another and not by 
marked contrasts. 

The limits of the variations are brought out in the table of compari
sons on the next page, the rock from four points along the contact being 
compared to that of which the analysis has been ginn. The rock 
never becomes more basic than a diorite, and the amount of dark 
components is not greatly increased. Slight ditl'erenees in ('omposition, 
howm·er, may in ::-;ome eases etwsc hom blende to become the ruling 
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species, and at other times biotite. The most constant differences on 
approaching the contact lie in the increase of plagioclase and the 
decrease of quartz, indieating a rise in alumina and a fall in silica. 

At other plaees on the margins of this batholith, where contact 
facies approaching· the gabbros have been observed, they have been 
often found in bays entering into the sedimentaries, and the absence of 
sueh within this district, at least in evident connection with the parent 
batholith, may be the reason for their failure to occur. The analyses 1 

of two such forms from Red Mountain, 10 miles south of Butte, show 
49.22 and 56.41 per cent of silica, respectively. 

The tahle shows the mineral composition by volume as estimated 
by the microscope, a method sufficiently accurate to bring out the 
general variations which are under discussion. 

T'arieties of granitic rocks of the Boulder batholith uithin the Elkhorn district. 

112. 138. 56. 164. 

Labradorite, Ab1 An1 _-- _ ___ ---------. 34 49 40 62 

Andesine, Ab5 An3 -------------------- -- -----------------------------

Orthoclase with Na20 ..... _........... 22 10 30 5 

Quartz ....... _....................... 25 10 16 15 
Biotite _______________________________ 7 21 8 18 

Horublende .......................... 9 7 5 --------
Augite ..................... _ ........ . 2 2 

38. 

40 

15 

20 

5 

1 

17 

Magnetite ..... _____ ....... ____ .. ____ _ 1 

.3 

1 

.1 
.5 ·-·····- 2 

Apatite •.... __ . ____ ....... __________ _ .1 .1 .1 
Titanite . __ .. _ . __ .... _ ... __ .. _ .... __ . . 5 .. ___ ... . 1 

Rutile ...... _ ............. __ ........... __ ... _ ... _ .. _. Trace. 

100.8 100.1 99.7 100.1 100.1 

:No. 112. Quartz-monzonite. Type of batholith, 1 mile from contact, on western 
limit of map. See analysis on page 536. 

No. 138. Diorite. From batholith. Originally, perhaps, 100 feet from contact 
with limestones; at present separated by aplite dike 400 feet wide. From point 
2,500 feet north of Black Butte triangulation point. 

No. 56. Quartz-monzonite, rich in feldspar; 100 feet from contact with andesite; 
northeast corner of map. 

No. 164. Quartz-mica-diorite; 20 feet from contact with hornstone inclusion; half 
mile south west of Black Butte triangulation point. 

No. 38. Diorite; 50 feet from the quartz-diorite-porphyry stock of Turnley Ridge: 
on western limit of map 1 mile north of southeast corner. 

1 Grunite rocks of Butte, Mont., and vicinity, by W. H. Weed: Jour. Geol., Nov.-Dec., 1899, p. 739. 
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APLITES. 

The aplites, as the term is commonly understood, are rocks of a sugar
granular texture due to a fine-grained, simultaneous crystallization of 
quartz and orthoclase, the rock consisting of those components with 
little or no ferromagnesian minerals. The term is ordinarily limited 
to sheets or dikes intrusive in granitic rocks and regarded as acid 
segregations from the original magma. In the larger masses the nor
mal texture may fail and the rock become granitic, so that the intru
sive nature and the intimate relationship with the main granitic mass 
must be relied upon as the final test. 

The usual form of their occurrence in the area of the batholith is 
as thin dikelets a few inches in width, fairly numerous, with sharp, 
even contacts, and traceable for some distance. Where one terminates 
there is often an offset and the line is extended by another dike a few 
feet to one side. The texture is fine grained and of the sugar-granular 
type. 

More abnormal forms of occurrence are as flat, lens-like masses, as 
at Butte, 1 but not found within the Elkhorn district, or as dikes sev
eral hundred feet in width with a granitic texture and parallel to the 
contact, as at Elkhorn. The chemical composition, as well as the tex
ture, shows considerable variation, so that the basic varieties of the 
aplites may approach the acid forms of the original batholith intrusion, 
and the only safe criterion for disc1·imination lies in a study of the 
contact, the acid forms of the original magma passing into other varie
ties by gradations, while the aplites always show sharp contacts and 
evidences of later intrusion. The aplites are commonly belieYed to be 
acid segregations out of the original magma, here a quartz-monzonite, 
and it is supposed that their intrusion immediately followed the solidi
fication of the greater parts of the bathol th. 

The aplites of the Elkhorn district occur as thin seams over most 
parts of the batholith area, but near the margins, as previously men
tioned~ they become dike-like intrusions of great volume. Analyses 
were made from the center and near the contact of that one which has 
broken through the quartz-monzonite north of Black Butte and which 
covers the greater part of the area for a quarter of a mile in width. 
The analyses show that the outer parts of the .intrusiori are more basic 
than the center, but are still clearly aplites. The chemical composition 
is remarkably similar to that of the Butte aplites, situated in the same 
batholith, but at a distance of 33 miles to the southwest, corresponding 
to a like similarity which was pointed out as existing between the 
quartz-monzonite of the two districts. 

The resemblance of these types to the granodiorites and granulites 

!Description of the Butte Special district, by W. H. Weed: Geologic Atlas U.S., folio 38, 1897. 
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of the Sierras has been pointed out by Weed. 1 An analysis of one of 
the Sierra granulites (aplites) is added for purposes of comparison. 

Analyses of aplites from 2lfont0;na and California. 

Si 0 2 __ ••••••• _ ••••••••••••••••••••• -

Al2(1" ----------------.-- .. ------- ... -

Fe/)" ____ -----·--······----······---· 

FeO -----------------··-------···--·· 

l\IgO ........ ------------- · · ·- ·- · ·- · · · 

CaO -------------·-·········-------·· 

Na/l ---------------·------·········· 

K 20 ------------------ -·--·---- ······ 
H 20 at 110° C ...................... .. 
H

2
0 above 110° C _______________ .. __ • 

Ti 0 2 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

co" ________ ... _ ... _ . _ .. _ .. _ .... _ .. _ .. 
P20,, --------····---------------------
8.--------------- .... - ...... -- ... ----

Cr2 0:~ ....... -------------------------

NiO ---------------------------------

1\lnO ........ ------------------- ------

109. 

76.26 

12.94 

. 69 

.13 

.17 

1. 10 

2. 73 

5.26 

.17 

. 43 

.11 
None. 

.06 

a.Ol 

None. 

None. 

Traee. 
BaO __________ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 07 

SrO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . None. 

142. 640. 

74.61 76.87 

13.36 12.52 

. 83 . 67 

. 36 None . 

. 35 .09 

1. 35 .49 

2.49 2.47 

5.70 5. 78 

.19 .52 

.42 .25 

.11 .11 
None. . .................... 

. 06 . 05 

bTraee. .. -- .. -- .. - ... -
None. -- .. -- .. ----

-.. -...... --- ...... .. .. .. .. .. .. -- ...... 

Trace. ----------
.10 ----------

Trace. ----------

192. 

75.97 

13.07 

. 61 

.39 

.14 

1. 49 

2.51 

5.62 

. 24 

. 14 

.09 

... ... -....... -..... 
Trace . 

---------. 
-...... -.... ----
- ... -............. --

Trace. 

. 14 

Trace. 

Li20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Trace. 
1--------:--------1--------11--------

Total _____ . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 100. 131 

Trace. ---------- Trace. 

99.93 99.82 100.44 

a TotalS. b Whether sulphide or sulphate undetermined. 

No. 109. Aplite from middle of large intrusion, 1,000 feet west of batholith con
tact, north of Black Butte. Analysis No. 1858. Field No. 109. H. N. Stokes, 
analyst. 

No. 142. Aplite from eastern side of same intrusion, near inclusions of quartz
monzonite, 2,500 feet north of Black Butte. Analysis No. 1858. Field No.l42. H. N. 
Stokes, analyst. 

No. 640. Aplite of Butte granite, Butte, Mont. 
No. 192. Granulite (aplite) dike east of Milton, Sierra County, Cal. Collected 

and described by H. W. Turner. W. F. Hillebrand, analyst. See Bull. U. S. Geol. 
Surn·y No. 168, p. 192. 

In general the aplites of the Elkhorn district show the sugar-granu
lar texture and consist of soda orthoclase and quartz, with a few per 
cent of plagioclase and occa8ional crystals of biotite and magnetite. 
The plagioclase is an andesine and is idiomorphic; the quartz and ortho-

I Granite rocks of Butte, Mont., and vicinity, by W. H. Weed: Jour. Geol., Nov.-Dec., 1899, p. 740. 
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clase, however, have grown simultaneously and neither has been able 
to assume its proper crystallographic form. 

The biotite usually forms from one-half to 2 per cent, and occurs in 
thin scales averag-ing 0.3 mm. in diameter. The lack of elustering in 
the biotite is characteristic and gives a finely speckled appearance to 
the rock. 

ELKHORN l\IOrNTAIN APLITE. 

The above petrographic description applies entirely to the northern
most intrusion, a thick sheet lying between the quartz-monzonite and 
the andesites of Elkhorn Peak. The aplite in its contact against the 
andesite forms a sharp and e\·en surface and shows e\·idence of chill
ing against the latter rock. At the immediate eontaL·t a zone of aplite 
an inch in width is fairly coarse grained, with quartz and feldspar 
poikilitically intergrown and possessing a ('Onsiderahle amount of bio
tite. This coarseness is evidently due to the eontact surface offering 
a passage for the escape of vapors, whose influence in inducing a 
coarser crystalline structure is well known. 

Following the narrow band of coar:se-grained aplite is a zone se,·eral 
feet in width with an indefinite inner boundary characterized by a radi
ate poikilitic intergrowth of quartz and orthoclase, the mixed grains 
being 2 mm. in diameter. There is much less biotite than at the imme
diate contact. A thin section taken 52 inches from the contact showed 
certain crystals of orthoclase which became poikilitic only after half 
their growth was completed, indicating a change in the physical con
ditions at that period, owing to which the quartz and orthoclase eould 
no longer separate themselves from each other during crystallization, 
and were of simultaneous growth. At a distance of 20 feet the aplite 
shows its normal sugar-granular character. 

The importance of these contact phenomena lies in the proof they 
furnish that the aplite is younger than the andesite. 

Tlw aplite stock.-In the aplite stock penetrating the sediments 
6,000 feet southwest of Elkhom Peak the aplite structure is nearly 
lost and the rock assumes the appearance of an acid granite. It has 
no visible contact with the quartz-monzonite and consequently its 
aplitic affinities are based solely upon its mineral and chemical com
position. The change in texture is no doubt due to the large diameter 
of the stock, which permitted a thorough heating of the wall::; and a 
prolonged period of cry::;tallization. 

APLITE DIKES NORTH OF BLACK BUTTE. 

In the system of dikes whieh ha,·e broken through the quartz
monzonite Jying north and west of Black Butte, the normal type of 
aplite is that given in analysis 109, on page 54:0. It is an acid granite, 
with but little biotite and but little of the sugar-granular texture. It 
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shades into two prominent varieties, one of which approaches the peg
matitic, the other the porphyritic type of structure. The former 
occurs at places in the center of the intrusions, and one locality was 
noted where the biotite showed a great extension along one of the 
horizontal axes, forming thin blades, half a millimeter in width by 12 
to 15 mm. in length. The other variety is found ne9r the margins of 
the intrusions, an analysis of it being given as No. 142, on page 540. 
It is finer grained, shows the typical aplite structure, and is richer 
in biotite, the latter existing in scales and not in clusters. Within the 
immediate vicinity of the margins, however, clusters are formed which 
resemble those of the quartz-monzonite. 

APLITE DIKES SOUTHWEST OF BLACK BUTTE. 

The aplites occurring at intervals along the margin in the southern 
part of the district show the normal character, except at one locality 
half a mile southwest of Black Butte, where phenocrysts of a soda 
orthoclase, an inch in diameter, are abundant. The crystals are poiki
litically intergrown with quartz, which is visible in wavy lines to the 
naked eye and constitutes about a quarter of the volume of the crystal. 
By the exclusion 9£ the biotite and plagioclase molecules from the 
area of the phenocrysts, the aplitic groundmass is correspondingly 
enriched in those components. 

CONTACT DIKES OF APLITE IN TURNLEY GULCH. 

A few dikes of aplite cross Turnley Gulch, barely within the limits 
of the map. They are of medium width, and lie between the quartz
monzonite and the andesite. Stringers from them penetrate the andes
ite and p·rove in the most unequivocal manner the younger age of the 
aplite, and therefore also of the quartz-monzonite. This deduction gives 
them great importance, and hence one is illustrated in Pl. LXII, B. 

SEGREGATIONS OF TOURMALINE. 

At a number of places within the aplites, especially on the road to 
Elkhorn Peak, at an elevation of about 8,000 feet, and near the borders 
of the intrusions north of Black Butte, crow-foot segregations of a 
black mineral are observed. These are usually about 1 inch in diam
eter, but may be from 4 to 6 inches across. Sometimes they are 
irregular, dendritic forms , at other times circular or rhomboidal in 
outline. The segregations are intermixed with quartz and orthoclase, 
and under the microscope are found to consist of a dark tourmaline, 
without crystal boundaries. The tourmaline areas are always sur
rounded by a white zone from one-half to 1 inch in width, from which 
the dark components have eddently been exhausted, beyond which 
the aplite assumes its normal appearance and possesses its scales of 
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biotite. The boron and fluorine of the tourmaline, indicative of 
pneumatolitic action, and especially associated with contact surfaces, 
have combined with the constituents which otherwise would ha,·e 
formed the mica, and the width of the white zone marks the power of 
migration which the molecules have shown in coming together to form 
the segregations. 

ALTERED SEDIMENTARY (CONTACT-METAMORPHIC) 
ROCKS. 

USE OF NAMES. 

For the results of contact metamorphism there is a lack of generic 
and specific names, as most of the names which are applied to meta
morphic rocks denote species which have been subjected to dynamic 
action, and which differ conspicuously in appearance from those 
formed by the contact action of heated masses without the superim
posed effects of deformations. Of the names used more particularly 
in describing the results of contact action "quartzite " has a detinite 
meaning, being applied to a metamorphosed sandstone which, to make 
a typical quartzite, should be fairly free from lime or alumina. 
"Hornfels" is used as a rather general term to include the metamor
phoRed products from shales, slates, or clays. The word "hornstone" 
is nearly equivalent, but is also applied to flint or chert, and its use is 
tht-refore objectionable. "Marble" is the result of metamorphism of 
a rather pure limestone. 

Taking the three predominant constituents of the sedimentary rocks 
as lime, alumina, and silica, it is seen that for the various metamor
phosed admixtures of the three, forming very diverse rocks, there are 
no good group names, and there is a poverty of those having specific 
value. On dividing the sediments into five chief groups according to 
their composition, the following names are seen to apply: 

Composition. Name. 

1. Silica._ .. __ . ________________ .... . ... Quartzite. 

2. Silica-alumina_ . ______ _ . __ .. _........ Hornfels, or hornstone. 
3. Silica-lime . ___ . ______ . __________ . __ . Lime-silicate rock. 

4. Lime-silica-alumina __________ . __ ... _ Lime-alumina-silicate rock. ' 

5. Lime .................. _ .. .. .. . .. .. . l\Iarble. 

Since alumina does not occur in rock masses except in association 
with silica, there are no alumina or lime-alumina groups. 

To eliminate as much as possible the rather clumsy term of lime
alumina-silicate rock, the name of the predominant mineral may be 
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employed a::; an adjective. Thus one may speak of a grossularite, 1 a 
vesuvianite, or a labradorite rock, as the case may be. 

The metamorphosed sediments will be treated in groups according 
to composition, and not chronologically, the divisions being taken up 
in the order in which they have just been named. 

QUARTZITES. 

PURE QUARTZITES. 

The pure quartzites are grayish-white rocks, finely granular and 
having a vitreous luster upon fresh fracture. The purest beds within 
the Elkhorn district are found within the Quadrant quartzites and at 
the top of the Cambrian quartzite. 

From this pure type, which is relatively rare, there are departures 
in several directions. 3mall amounts of kaolin, orthoclase, and uncle
composed rock are commonly present in the original sandstone as a 
clay-like filling, and upon metamorphism these turn into biotite and 
feldspars. On the other hand, there may be soluble materials within 
the sandstone, and their removal and the presence of silica-bearing 
waters may result in a further deposition of silica and ally such 
replacement quartzites to the vein quartzes. 

QUARTZITIC HORNSTONES. 

Those metamorphic rocks which approach most nearly to the quartz
ites, hut differ from them in having originally possessed an admixture 
of clay and undecomposed rock fragments, are dark in color and pre
sent the appearance of a finely granular eruptive rock. Examples of 
thb type are found in the middle member of the Turnley series, orig
inally a fine-grained shaly sandstone. The rocks now consist of about 
15 per cent of olive-green flakes of microscopic biotite and 85 per cent 
of quartz. The color is due to the dark mica, and the fracture is some
what sugary, from the great abundance of quartz (field No. 22). 

The greatest coarseness of crystallization in rocks of this composi
tion is observed in those places where they are adjacent to the granite. 
One sueh (field No. 4) under the microscope was found to consist of 
70 per cent quartz, 10 per cent acid plagioclase feldspar (probably all 
oligoclase), and 20 per cent deep-brown biotit~J in plates up to half 
a millimeter in length. The crystals show the mutual indentations 
due to simultaneous growth, a feature characteristic of quartzites and 
hornstones, and the carbonaceous matter is scattered dirtily through 
the feldspars. The most typical representatives of this group of 

1 Grossulnrite is a lime-alumina garnet; it varies greatly in color, but in the Elkhorn rocks is 
ustutlly pale brown, or, more rarely, green. Vesuviauite is a basic lime-alumino. silicate, carrying 
orne iron. 
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metamorphosed sediments are found within the Mesozoic, where they 
show as hard, prominent ledges which only the trained geologist could 
with certainty distinguish from eruptive rocks. 

A bed of dark, coarsely granular rock which should also be grouped 
under this heading· was noted in the Turnley shales, the lowest sedi
mentary horizon of the district (field No. 20). Under the microscope it 
is seen to cons1st of extremely irregular anhedrons of quartz and feld
spar from 1 to 2 mm. in diameter. The feldspars are predominantly 
alkaline and are very irregular in composition, giving an uneven extinc
tion under crossed nicols. Unlike the other quartzitic hornstones, the 
crystal individuals are not clearly separated from one another, but show 
extensive intergrowth. The biotite crystals show the form character
istic of hornstones and are scattered through the feldspar, sometimes 
composing half the volume, in other places existing in clusters. The 
uneven distribution of the biotite causes the rock, when seen in plain 
light in thin section, to resemble an arkose, but such an appearance 
may be an effect of crystallization. There is considerable groundmass, 
mostly of a feldspar. 

The greater freedom of crystallization which this rock shows may 
be due to its being a stratum readily permeable to rising vapors. 

HORNSTONES. 

The hornstones, as the name is here used, include those meta
morphosed rocks that are rich in silica and alumina-rocks which in 
their original state belonged to the clay series. They always carry 
with the alumina a considerable amount of alkalies, lime, magnesia, 
and iron, and upon reconstitutioJl consist predominantly of quartz, 
biotite, and feldspar, the character of the rock changing with the 
relative amounts of each and the coarseness of crystallization. 

Those hornstones rich in argillaceous matter are much softer, and 
in the :field may resemble argillaceous limestones. The content of 
lime, however, has always been low, and in their metamorphosed 
state they never effervesce with acid. They haye been originally 
shales, and the two great changes which have taken place are a loss of 
the fissile nature and often a marked change in color, the latter being 
due to a clearing up of the groundmass through crystallization into 
feldspars or quartz, the collection of the organic matter in dots affect
ing the color less than if disseminated, and, lastly, the color given by 
microscopic biotite flakes set up throughout the section. The Union 
shales show these differences well, since north of the town they exist 
with their original black fissile character, but on the southern side of 
the Cemetery Ridge stock they are soft rocks of a purplish--red color 
(field No. 10), without much elea\·ag·e. and with a tine-grained splintery 

22 GEOL, PT 2-01--35 
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fraeture. Under the microscope this hornstone is seen to consist of 
the following components: 

Per cent. 
Light-brown biotite flakes ......................•.•.•......••••.•••..•••..... 25 
Quartz grains . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • . • • . . • • • . . • • • . . . • . . . . . . 4 
Graphitic pigment, in opaque strings and grains............................... 2 
Microgranitic feldspar and quartz groundmass .••••............ ... .. •..• ...•... 69 

The lowest member of the Turnley series is a somewhat similar 
hornstone, of a lighter purplish red, consisting of 33 per cent of bio
tite flakes and 67 per cent of finely granular quartz. Its fissile char
acter has not been entirely destroyed. Within the Mesozoic series 
similar beds are found, one being noted of a slate-blue color.· 

LIME-ALUMINA-SILICATE ROCKS. 

The lime-silicate and lime~alumina-silicate rocks are of great hard
ness, and in color range from white to pale brown, green, or yellow. 
They indicate their large percentage of lime by showing under the 
microscope essentially the lime-silicate minerals. Usually not more 
than three such minerals constitute the bulk of any one rock, 
though the species vary according to the composition of the strata. 
Those of commonest occurrence are grossular-garnet, diopside, wollas
tonite, vesuvianite, and lime-soda feldspars. 

·wherever the strata are of the proper composition they may be 
metamorphosed bodily for distances of several hundred feet from the 
igneous contacts, with the formation of certain of these minerals and 
the expulsion of the carbonic acid. 

The Starmount argillaceous limestones are the lowest strata of this 
character. South of Black Butte, and extending from there to Elk
horn Gulch, they are seen in occasional outcrops, and at other 
places are exposed by erosion of the ::;oil. The bedding planes are 
still evident, but the rocks are hard, and sometimes show coarse crys
tals of pale-green diopside, at other times pale-brown garnet in 
banded lens-like masses or in sponge-like growths. South of Elk
horn Gulch there is but little metamorphism within the main mass of 
sediments, but within the fragment isolated between the quartz-diorite
porphyry and the diorite-porphyry laccolith the final degree has been 
reached. 

The impurities of the strata have been sufficient to combine with 
all the lime, completely expelling the carbonie acid. 

The average composition of these rocks is about as follows: 
Per cent. 

Grossularite ........ . ........ . ............................................... 45 
Diopside ................ _ ........................•.... _. . ................... 20 
"\Yollastonite ...................................... _ ......................... 10 
Litne-soda feldspar . . .. ... ................................................... 10 
Alkali fehlspar . . . .. .. . .. .. • . • • .. .. • • • . .. • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • . .. • • .. • .. .. • • . .. . .. . 15 
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The next horizon showing great alterations of this character is that 
of the Keene limestones at their contacts with the Cemetery Ridge 
stock. These rocks being less argillaceous than the Starmount lime
stones, the garnet sinks to a subordinate amount and the siliceous 
impurities combine with the lime and magnesia, predominantly as a 
pyroxene and no doubt approaching a pure diopside in composition. 
That the silica of the Keene metamorphic rocks was not derived from 
the neighboring magma is indicated by the contact on the northern 
side of the stock against the Madison limestones. Here the lime
stone, being free from impurities, exists still as a carbonate rock to 
within a foot or so of the contact. 

A large part of the Mesozoic hornfels series, as is shown in the 
detailed section given elsewhere, consists of metamorphosed strata 
belonging to the lime-alumina-silicate group. 

LIME-SILICATE GROUP. 

The simplest case for study is that of a limestone containing a small 
amount of silica. This type is not uncommon, since it is seldom that 
the marbles are absolutely pure. A thin section from a marble 
inclusion within the quartz-monzonite (field No. 133) showed under 
the microscope about 5 per cent of wollastonite and 4 per cent of 
another mineral decomposed to a white amorphous product. 

The section is instructive as showing the manner of formation of 
the metamorphic minerals when they are few in number and there
fore not restrained in their growth by other individuals of the same 
species. Ninety per cent of the rock consists of irregular anhedrons 
of calcite, averaging from one-half to 1 rom. in diameter, and contain
ing many very minute scales, about 0.01 mm. in size, whose nature is 
not determinable. vVherever calcite has been observed in the meta
morphic rocks of this district it is always allotriomorphic and the 
minerals projecting into it often show their proper crystalline form. 

The wollastonite occurs scattered evenly over the section, the chunky 
prisms averaging a millimeter apart and a third of a millimeter in 
length. The extension is in the direction of the cleavage. Although 
the opportunities for free growth ha,·e here been exceptional, the 
wollastonite crystals do not possess well-formed faces but haYe all the 
corners smoothly rounded off, presenting a resemblance to waterworn 
pebbles. In their isolation from one another and opportunities for free 
growth, these crystals are analogous to the minerals of earliest genera
tion within a magma, and their subidiomorphic outlines may be a 
characteristic of their metamorphic origin. In regard to wollastonite 
it must be said, however, that it is not a mineral of the earliest gen
eration, since where it occurs in the presence of augite it exists as a 
cement to the latter mineral. When growing- within a lillarble it may 
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not assert itself with the same power as do some other minerals, 
notably garnet. 

In the Keene limestones, at their contact with the Cemetery Ridge 
stock, as before noted, the original rock is a siliceous dolomite which 
upon metamorphism becomes a diopside rock, though probably con
taining some alumina. The diopside where existing free, either in 
calcite or in wollastonite, shows as clear, elongated, spheroidal beads, 
often not more than .01 mm. in diameter. Where it forms the bulk 
of the rock it exists as anhedrons rudely fitted together and without 
sharp corners. The usual size of the individual grains in such aggre
gates is about .05 mm., though sometimes they are much coarser. 

ORDER OF CRYSTALLIZATION OF THE MINERALS OF THE LIME
ALUMINA-SILICATE GROUP. 

·when metamorphosed the rocks belonging to this group indicate 
their character by the presence of some lime-aluminous minerals, such 
as garnet, vesuvianite, epidote, and plagioclase. Although these rocks, 
like the hornstones, usually show a mutual restraint among all the 
minerals, yet certain species often exhibit somewhat idiomorphic 
outlines and indicate a definite order in crystallization. 

Garnet is the mineral which oftenest has power to assume its proper 
form, and does so in the presence of all the other minerals. Augite, 
while molded by garnet, itself molds wollastonite (field No. 27). 
Calcite is often a secondary mineral, and in such cases fills miarolitic 
cayities or replaces some previous mineral, and i'J naturally in such 
cases highly allotriomorphic. 

Where existing evidently as an original mineral (field Nos. 9, 146) 
it forms either a background for small crystals of other minerals, such 
as beads of augite, or exists itself in globulai· masses as inclosures 
within other minerals. It is never seen to assume its crystallographic 
outlitws. 

Occun'ence (if 'minerals.-The combination of species is determined 
to a great extent by the proportionate amounts of the elements in the 
rock, but besides this there are certain minerals which show a l!reater 
tendency to form than do others. Garnet is the most universal of 
these and is very common wherever the alumina and silica exist in 
proper amounts. 

·where the garnets occur of microscopic size they do not show the 
sharp angles customary in larger specimens, but are of a roughly 
polygonal form. The usual size of the grains in the thin sections is 
from . 05 to .10 mm., and where existing in considerable areas the 
grains are gathered together in mulberry-like clusters. 

Vesuvianite is eomparatively rare in the Elkhorn district. Its 
chemical composition is near to that of grossularite, and the latter. 
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under the conditions prevailing in this region, has usually been the 
mineral species with strongest tendencies to form. 

Where the composition of the original rock determines the forma· 
tion of feldspars as a metamorphic product, these usually assume the 
form of anhedrons about .05 mm. in diameter, crowding one another 
closely and entirely allotriomorphic, forming a groundmass whose 
appearance is unlike that of an igneous rock. Microcline has been 
noted in larger areas, 1 mm. or more in diameter, the crystals show
ing watered effects, fitting against one another by irregular margins 
and including within them fragments of the other minerals (field 
No. 169). Such areas strongly resemble the occurrence of microcline 
in some syenites, and nothing but the field relations and appearance 
of the hand specimen decide as to whether the rock was originalJy 
igneous or sedimentary. 

The most general distinction between the rocks of igneous and sedi
mentary origin lies in the usual allotriomorphic character of all the 
minerals composing the latter. 

The mineral species are usually also distinct, and where alike occur 
in different percentages characteristic of the two classes. There are 
cases, however, where rocks of such widely different origins approach 
very near to each other in microscopic appearance. 

MARBLES. 

The marbles are composed of a mosaic of anhedral calcite grains of 
varying size, and contain small amounts of other minerals according to 
the nature of the impurities present, as, for example, the marble with 
small amounts of wollastonite present which has already been men
tioned. Another marble, occurring north of the town of Elkhorn, 
shows in the hand specimen many slender black needles which under 
the microscope prove to be skeletal crystals of tremolite, the crystals 
being hollow and having grown through the marNe without the power 
of excluding it from the interior. 

From the previous petrographical studies it has be~vome evident that 
even nnder the most intense metamorphism the carbonic acid is not 
expelled from the limestone except by the presence of silica and the 
other impurities which accompany it. This fact has been noted else
where by other observers, and disproves for the Elkhorn district any 
extensive migration o£, magmatic material into the sediments. 
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THE GOLD BELT OF THE BLUE MOUNTAINS OF 
OREGON. 

By WALDEMAR LINDGREN. 

CHAPTER I. 

INTRODUCTION. 

GEOGRAPHIC POSITION, FIELD WORK, AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS. 

The State of Oregon contains several gold-bearing areas, widely 
scattered over different regions; Practically its whole coa'st is fringed 
by a belt of auriferous sands. which sometimes are rich in fine gold. 
A second gold. field is situated in the southern part of the State, 
chiefly in Jackson and .Tosephine counties, and may be considered as 
an extension of the gold belt of northern California. A third am·ifer
ous region is that of the Calapooya Mountains, extending northward 
to'ward the Santiam River and centering in the Bohemia mines. 1 Here 
the gold and silver appear in veins contained in Neocene andesites and 
basalts. A fourth mineral-bearing area is reported from the Puebla 
Mountains, in the extreme southeastern part of the State. 

But the most important gold field of Oregon is that of the Blue 
Mountains. It is situated in the northeastern part of the State, and 
extends for a distance of about 130 miles westward from Snake River. 
Its production is at least three-fourths of the to.tal output of the 
State. The present report deals exclusively with this region, which 
during the last few years has again assumed the prominent position 
among the gold-bearing areas of the United States which it held about 
forty years ago, when gold was first discovered there. 

The present report is the result of an examination of the Blue 
Mountains made during a period extending from August to Decem
ber, 1900, and undertaken by order of the Director of the United 
States Geological Survey. It will be conceded that four months is a 
short time in which to examine such an extensive territory and such a 
wealth of mineral deposits. The report therefore partakes of the 
character of preliminary or reconnaissance work~ and should be judged 

'The Bohemia mining region of western Oregon, by J . S. Diller: Twentieth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. 
Survey, Part III, 1900, pp. 7-:16. 

22 GEOL, PT 2-01--36 561 
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. a('conlingly. It wa::; not possible to visit all the mines and prospects 
in the gold belt. The most prominent. were naturally selected, but 
it :;hould be emphasized. that the failure to mention any particular 
deposit in this report i::; by no mean:s !t reflection on it or an indication 
that it laeks value. 

A large proportion of the data concerning mines and mining in this 
report has, of course, been obtained from the men who are in charge 
of the mining operations in the Blue Mountains, and to all of them 
my best thanks are due. With two conspicuous exceptions, permission 
to visit the mines was cheerfully extended and information readily 

FIG. 79.-Index map of Northwestern States. showing location of special map. 

given. Among the many to whom I am under obligations I would 
speeially mention Messrs. E. Melzer, F. R. Mellis, J. Arthur, F. E. 
Cabell , H. S. McCallum, N. C. Haskell, and J. H. Pomeroy. 

THE MAP. 

In or<ler to present graphically the distribution of the mineral
bearing areas, the accompanying map (Pl. LXIV) has been prepared. 
The data contained in it require a few words of explanation. The map 
is based on the triangulations and the determination of latitude and 
longitude made by Mr. S. S. Gannett, of the United States Geological 
Survey. The Sumpter, Baker City, and Weiser (Idaho) atlas sheets 
of the United States Geological Survey, surveyed by Messrs. L. C. 
Fletc-her, R. H. McKee, and E. T. Perkins, have been redueed to the 
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scale of the map and used as a basis. The first two :sheets include the 
region extending from latitude 44° 30' to 45° and from longitude 
llP 30' to 118° 30'. For the country outside of these three quad
rangles the base for townships and drainage has been the General Land 
Office map. The contours drawn at 500 feet vertical interval have been 
sketched by myself in the field. Excepting in the area of the three
atlas sheets mentioned, they are to be reg·arded as approximate only, 
but they will serve to give a general idea of the character of the coun
try. In the compilation of the data outside of the special quadrangle~ 
the mining- map of eastern Oreg-on, issued by Mr. John Hagel, of Baker 
City, has been extensively used. Similar maps, issued by the Oregon 
Railroad and Navigation Company and by Mr. Arthur Philbrick, have 
also been found of use. As to the mineral veins indicated on the map, 
their position bas been ascertained partly by independent observation. 
partly from data obtained from the surveyor-g-eneral's office, and partly 
from claim maps of the different regions issued by Mr. John Hagel. 

Owing to the hasty nature of the field work, it is with considerable 
hesitation that it bas been decided to indicate the geological area-s on 
the map, but it is believed that the indication of the various rocks will 
so greatly help the understanding of the problems involved that, 
although imperfect, it should not be omitted. It must be expressly 
emphasized, however, that the outlines are only approximate in many 
cases. 

PREVIOUS EXPLORATIONS. 

From a geological standpoint, the gold belt of eastern Oregon ha.<~~ 

practically been an unknown region. The only data available to the 
student are those contained in Raymond's reports. 1 Though these 
reports deal more extensiwly with mining and the production of 
mines, there are, for instance in the report of 1870, some general nooos 
on the geology of the region. 2 Notes regarding production are to 
be found in the various reports on the production of gold and silv~r 
by the Director of the Mint. The data eontained in this report, there
fore, to some extent fill a gap in our knowledge of the western Unit~d 
States. 

HISTORY AND SETTLEMENTS. 

''Thile the gold fields in the southwestern part of Oregon were dis
eovered about 1~52, those of the Blue Mountains remained unknown 
until about ten years later. In the fall of 1861 a prospector named 
Griffin, with a party of men, diseo,·ered what is known as Griffin 
Gnlch, a tributary of Powder River, a few miles southwest of Baker 
City. At that time the only settlement in the Blue Mountains was 

1 Statistics of Mines and Mining in the States and Territories West of the Rockr :>fountains, br R. W. 
Raymond, Washington, 18i0, I8il . 18i2, 18i3. 18i4, and 18i.5. 

2Note• in regard to the mining industry may also be found in the report of J. Ross Browne on the 
mineral resources of the State~ and Territories west of the Rocky Mountains (Wa.shington,l868). 
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that of some cattle raisers in Grande Ronde Valley. Early in the 
spring of 1862 D. Littlefield and a party of four or five men were 
prospecting in the same neighborhood and discovered the rich placers 
of Auburn. In a very short time miners came pouring in from all 
directions, and the town of Auburn, laid out in .Tune, 1862, grew 
rapidly, until in less than a year it contained 5,000 inhabitants. In 
those days the Blue Mountains were difficult of access, supplies having 
to be brought in from The Dalles, a distance of 300 miles. The mines 
of Auburn were found to be extremely rich, and from this center 
exploring parties penetrated the surrounding region in all directions. 
Prospectors from Auburn discovered the Boise Basin and the Owyhee 
mines in Idaho. The placers of Sumpter, Canyon, Mormon Basin, 
and Rye Valley were also discovered by men from the same camp, 
so that by 1864: practically all of the mining districts of the Blue 
Mountains were known. The yield per man was at least $8 per day, 
and any gravels containing less than this were not considered by the 
early prospectors. 

It was soon seen, however, that profitable mining was dependent 
upon water supply, and in the next few years much capital and labor 
were devoted to the construction of ditches. In 1863 the Auburn 
canal, taking its water from Pine Creek and other gulches in the Elk
horn Range, was completed. The Rye Valley ditch was constructed 
in 1864:. The Sparta ditch, carrying the waters of Eagle Creek down 
to the dry bills of Sparta~ a distance of 22 miles, was completed in 
1873. About the same time a project was carried out supplying the 
Malbeur diggings with water from the bead of Burnt River. This 
canal, called the Eldorado ditch, was finished in 1873. Its total length 
is over 100 miles. 

By means of these ditches much ground which formerly was inacces
sible or too poor to work became available. About 1870 the richest 
placers were exhausted and a gradual decline in the production began, 
which may be said to have continued until the present time. From an 
output of several million dollars in 1870 the product of the placer 
mines has gradually diminished to something like $200,000 in 1899. 
During the last years the decline bas been very gradual, and it is 
likely that a production of $200,000 may be kept up for many years 
to come, as low-grade gravels are beginning to be worked by modern 
processes of dredging. 

While the placer mines declined, another industry. that of quartz 
mining, gradually developed. We find records of quartz mines being 
worked in Susanville and at Mormon Basin in 1865 and 1868. One of 
the first mills was built at Susanville in 1869 and the process used was 
pan amalgamation. The Virtue mine was discovered soon after 1862, 
and the Connor Creek mine in 1872, when the first prospecting in the 
vicinity of Cable Cove was begun and La Belleview and Monumental 
mines were worked. The ore was sbippt>d on horseback for several 
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hundred miles. Under such conditions the de\·elopment of quartz 
mining was necessarily slow. Its active development dates from 
1885, when the country was made accessible by the construction 
of the transcontinental railroad now traversing it. About 1886 
valuable discoveries were made in the Eagle Creek Mountains near 
Cornucopia. From 1889 a rapid increase in the production was 
noticed. Quartz mines were worked in various parts of the country 
and some of them produced heavily. A number of mines in the 
Cracker Creek district were then, for the first time, considered worthy 
of exploitation and soon began to add to the annual production. This 
quiet development continued until 1899, when public attention was 
drawn to the extremely gratifying results obtained from the quartz 
mines in the Sumpter, Granite, and Bonanza districts. The West 
seemed suddenly to become aware that the long-neglected gold fields 
of the Blue Mountains had far greater value than was commonly 
attributed to them. In 1899 and 1900 a strong influx of prospectors 
and miners from all parts of the West took place, and under the stim
ulus of this new immigration and the introduction of modern methods 
of mining the country has rapidly developed. Prospectors have pen
etrated the whole region, searching for gold and sih·er Yeins. ·while 
this " boom" has probably induced over speculation, and in some 
cases an exaggerated notion of values, it has served to make the coun
try better known and many valuable mines have been opened as a 
consequence of it. 

The supply point for the larg-est part of the mining region is Baker 
City, a flourishing town in the Powder River Valley, haYing a popu
lation estimated at 7,000. The dormant camp of Sumpter was revived 
during the boom of 1899 and is now a prosperous mining town. 
Auburn, once flourishing, is now practically deserted. Canyon, in 
the John Day Valley, still remains a mining town of some impor
tance. Other settlements of note are Union, located 30 miles north of 
Baker City, from which the camps of Eagle Creek Range largely 
receive their supplies, and Huntington, 40 miles southeast of Baker 
City, which is the supply point for the mining camps of Rye Valley, 
Malheur, Connor Creek, and Mineral. According to the last pub
lished census (1890) the population of the three counties, Baker, Union, 
and Grant, numbered 23,900. 

Although the larger part of the area consists either of mountains 
and forests or dry foothills, there are several agricultural districts 
of great value. South of the Eagle Creek Mountains are the beautiful 
valleys of Pine and Eagle, which have a mild climate. Along the 
lower Powder River a belt of fertile bottom lands extends for a dis
tance of 20 miles. The largest agricultural area is that of Baker 
Valley, 18 miles long by 10 miles wide. This has a somewhat higher 
elevation and its climate is a little colder than that of the valleys 
previouslv mentioned. ·west of Baker Cit~· extends a vast area of 
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mountains and eanyous, the only agricultural areas of importance 
being Sumpter and Clifford valleys, which, however, are at elevations 
over 4:,000 feet, and are chiefly used for pastures and bay lands. Very 
little agTicultural land is found on the North and Middle forks of John 
Day River. On the South Fork of the same river, however, extends 
the fertile John Day Valley, having a length east to west of about 
20 miles and a width up to 10 miles. The John Day Valley is justly 
celebrated for its excellent fruit and beautiful alfalfa fields. It has an 
elevation of about 3,200 feet, and is one of the oldest agricultural set· 
tlements in eastern Oregon. 

Practically all of the agricultural lands of the Blue Mountain must 
be irrigated if heavy and profitable yield is desired. On certain rich 
bottom lands it is possible to raise a crop of hay or cereals without 
irrigation, but this is exceptional. In the Baker Valley are large areas 
which could be cultivated if water were available, and a project is now 
on foot to obtain it by storing the flood water of Powder River during 
the winter and gradually distributing it through the summer. 

CLIMATE AN VEGETATION. 

Owing to the great diversity In elevation and situation, the climate 
in the Blue Mountains varies considerably from place to place. Along 
the Snake River and the contiguous valleys a dry, warm climate pre
vails, with little rain and snow. At Baker City the average precipi
tation for a period of ten years was 13 inches, varying from 4:.17 to 
18.23 inches per annum. The temperature during the last ten years 
shows variations from +110° in July to a minimum of -17° in the 
winter. In the mountain region west of Baker City the rain and snow 
fall increases rapidly with the elevation. Showers during the summer 
are of frequent occurrence, and the winter snows are from 5 to 15 
feet deep. , 

The vegetation is, of course, largely dependent upon the meteoro
logical conditions. Arid foothills without forest growth, but with a 
sometimes luxuriant vegetation of grass and sagebrush, extend from 
Baker City to Snake River. East of Baker City the mountain region 
is covered with a heavy growth of timber, except the highest, once
glaciated areas, which have been swept bare of soil by the ice streams. 
The northwestern part of the area described bas the greater precipi
tation and the more abundant vegetation. The southeastern part, 
sloping toward the great interior valley of Snake River, is dry and 
destitute of forest growth. Bare foothills extend from Huntington 
westward over the lower part of Willow Creek and Burnt River. On 
the whole, it may be said that an elevation of 4,000 feet marks the tim
ber line. Below this elevation there are only scattered groups of trees. 

Except for willows and alders along- the water courses, the for
ests consist en~irely of coniferous trees. The most important of these 
is the yellow pine, which attains its be"t development at an elevation 
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of from -±,000 to 5,000 feet. Above 5,000 feet the timber is usually 
of poor quality, consisting largely of black pine and tamarack. The 
best timber is found on the headwaters of Powder River, Burnt River, 
and the Middle Fork o.f John Day, while on the North Fork of ,John 
Day the gro1~th appears to be of inferior character. 

MINING AND METALLURGY. 

In ea~tern Oregon mining is usually carried on under favorable cir
cumstances. Wood, timber, and water are ordinarily in good sup
ply. The principal drawback is the distance of some camps from 
railroad lines, and in the highest mining district'> the severe climate, 
as, for instance, at Cable Cove, oo the Greenhorn Ridge, and at Cor
nucopia. No special comment is required in regard to methods of 
mining. In many cases lack of technical skill has materially increased 
the difficulties. Men of various professions have been sent out to 
take charge of mines, instead of experienced mining engineers. At 
some prospects, and even at some mines, manifestly unsafe shafts and 
machinery were found. Still, these matters have greatly improved and 
many of the mines are now models of their kind. The cost of mining 
may be .taken to vary from $1 to $4 per ton in the large mines having 
considerable bodies of ore 2 to 6 feet wide. According to Mr. J. 
Arthur, the E. and E. mined their vein from a shaft 200 feet deep, at 
a cost of $1.85 per ton. The cost of mining at the Columbia mine, 
hoisting from a shaft 500 feet deep, is supposed to be $3 per ton. 

The simplest and most satisfactory ores are those of mainly free 
milling character, like the Red Boy, Bonanza, and Belle of Baker 
veins. The cost of milling with plate amalgamation and concentra
tion is rarely over $1 per ton. At the E. and E. mine, according to 
Mr. Arthur, milling costs $1.05 per ton, giving a. total for mining 
and milling of $2.90 per ton. At the Bonanza the mining and mill
ing are believed to cost from $2.50 to $3 per ton. At the Red Boy the 
total expenses are said to be a little heavier, possibly reaching $4: per 
ton. Sometimes it is necessary to subject the tailings to the cyanide 
process, and this will increaHe the total cost by at least $1 per ton. 
When the ore is roasted and subjected to direct cyaniding, as at the 
North Pole mine, the expense naturally becomes higher. In the 
mines which produce large amounts of concentrates or sulphide ores, 
which must be shipped to smelting works, the cost of treatment is, of 
course, greatly increased, freight and smelting charges amounting to 
at least $5 each, or a total of $10, besides heavy wagon freight if the 
mine is situated far from railroad. Anything containing less than 
$25 per ton is usually not considered :;hipping ore. Frequently the 
total charges reach $30 per ton. Last year an attempt was made 
to run a small smelting plant at Sumpter, but eYen with the most 
careful management there are great drawbacks to such an enterprise; 
the main ones are expen:-;ive eoke and the absence of large quantitie:; 
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of suitable copper and lead ores. Smelting of cupriferous pyrite by 
the pyritic process was for some years succestifully carried on at the 
camp of Mineral, on Snake River. 

Regarding the percentage of extraction, exact data are difficult to 
obtain. It is not probable that any mill at present works closer than 
80 to 85 per cent, and many of them fall considerably short of this 
figure. 

The ores from veins in argillite, which in their normal, fresh state 
consist of hard quartz with finely disseminated pyrite and arsenopyrite, 
have from the start proved a difficult problem for the metallurgist, 
and useless plants, erected without due deliberation and preliminary 
tests, have absorbed a heavy expenditure, which could have been 
avoided by more skill and care. 

It seems that the values are chiefly contained in the fine-grained 
sulphurets inclosed in the quartz; but besides this . there are in the 
different shoots great variations in the relative percentage of gold and 
silver, as well as in the state of the gold. The surface ores-that is, 
down to a depth of 100 to 200 feet below the surface-are partly oxi
dized. While this frees a part of the gold, another part is still held 
by the sulphides. The surface ores can therefore usually not be 
treated by amalgamation and concentration except when, as in the Red 
Boy and Bonanza, the proportion of free gold is great. The cyanide 
process has been used for these ores. Even then it is necessary to 
roast the ore carefully before the cyanide solution is applied, a fact 
which of course considerably increases the cost. When, as in the 
case of the base ore of the E. and E., the concentration process was 
used for surface ore, the extraction only averaged from 50 to 60 per 
cent, the percentage saved increasing at the rate of 10 per cent for 
every 50 feet of depth gained. 

In cyaniding the similar North Pole ores, on the other hand, the 
extraction was found to be 85 per cent on ore averaging 0. 753 ounce 
of gold and 0. 967 ounce of silver per ton. 

In using the plate amalgamation and concentration method on the 
deep ores the percentage of gold saved on the plates varies from a few 
per cent up to 60 and above, the highest savings being found in the 
Bonanza and the Red Boy ores. Successful concentration of these ores 
depends largely upon the manner in which the crushing is effected. 
Mr. J. Arthur informs me of thP. following experiment in this direction: 
A mill sample was taken for thirty days from the E. and E. ore, when 
this mine was running, crushing through a 50-mesh screen. This 
sample assayed $11.50 per ton, and the mill extraction for this month 
was 51 per cent. The fine slimes from the mill would sometimes run 
somewhat higher than the ore. Concentrated in gold pan in the lab
oratory, only 48 per cent was recovered. Ten pounds of this sample 
were then crushed to one-fourth inch size, and it was found that 28 per 
cent of the value could be saved by jigging. The tailings from the 
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jig were then crushed through 10-mesh sereen, and 26 per cent again 
saved by jigging. The tailings from the jig were recrushed through 
40-mesh screen and run over vanners. The three crushings resulted 
in a total saving of 83t per cent. This would seem to indicate the 
method to be pursued for disseminated sulphide ores, without free 
gold. At present the stamp mill usually crushes directly to 50-mesh 
screens and the pulp is run over vanners. Lately, at the Columbia 
mine, the tailings have been saved, and it is reported that it has been 
found practicable to cyanide the tailings, without roasting, with 76 per 
cent extraction, by a five-day percolation, the cost of the cyaniding 
being as high as $1.50 per ton. 

PRODUCTION OF GOLD AND SILVER IN OREGON. 

As by far the largest proportion of the production of the precious 
metals comes from the Blue Mountains, it may be pertinent to give the 
figures relating to the production of the State a& a whole. During the 
earlier years statistics were very imcomplete. Gold and silver were 
not separated, and, indeed, for a number of y~ars the production of 
Washington was included in that of Oregon. The former did not, 
however, amount to very much. 

The product for the four years from 1862 to 1865, inclusive, is not 
known, even as an estimate. It would not be surprising if it reached 
$50,000,000, as the years elosely following the discovery marked the 
high point of production. The product in 1865 is doubtfully estimated 
at $20,000,000 (J. Ross Browne). 

Production of gold and silver in Oregon and Washington from 1866 to 1875, inclusire. 

[Compiled from the official reports on the production of the preciou~ metals by .T . Ross Browne and 
W. R. Raymond.] 

Yenr. 

1866.--.-. - -----.------.-.-. 

186i .. ------------------- - --

1868.---------- - ------------

1869. ~---- --- - . - ---- --- --. --

18i0 .. . -.--- ---- - --------.--

18il.------- - - ---- ----------

18i2.------ - -------- .. ----- -I 
18iB. __ .. ____ . __ . ________ -- _ 
18i·L .• ____ . ___ . ____________ f 

18i5.--- ---- - -- ----- - ----- ; 
' I Total __ _____ . __ . _ ..... 

aEstimnted by some as high as $"20,000,000. 

Gold and silver. 

a $8,000,000 

::!,000,000 

4,000,000 

3,000,000 

3,000,000 

2,500,000 

2,000,000 

b 1,376,400 

c 609,0i0 

c 1,246,9i8 

28,i32,H8 

b Estimate of total by Wells, Fnrgo Express Company; Oregon only. 
cOregou only. 
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There are no official statistics for 1876, but the production may be 
roughly estimated at $1,100,000. From 1877 to the present time some
what more accurate statistics are available, which are given below. It 
should be stated, however, that the silver production does not appear 
to be reliable, as in many returns from placer mines the relatively 
small amount of silver is apparently overlooked. Moreover, as the 
silver value given is the coining value, or $1.29 per ounce, the returns 
for the years later than 1884 are misleading, the price of silver having 
declined to about 60 cents per ounce. 

Production r(f gold and silrer in Oregon from 1877 to the present time. 

[From the reports of the Director of the Mint on the production of the precioiL~ metl\ls.] 

YeA.r. Gold. 
____________________________ ! ________ __ 

1877------ -----------. -- .. -. -.--.-- _, 
1878.----- -.-- ............ -- .. --.-- _, 

1879 ... - ..... - . . ................. --- I 
1880.--- .. - .. -- .................... . 
1881 ................................ 1 

1882 .............. . ......... - ....... ! 
1883 ... --· .................. -..... ·· / 
1884 .................. . ............ . 

1885 .... . ............. ·········-···· 
1886 ............................... . 

1887 ........ ---.-------------.------
1888 _________________________ ______ _ 

1889 ....... - .. - - ... - .... - . - ...... - .. 

1890. - . - - - - . - - .. - . - - .. - - .. - - ... - . - . . 
1891 .... .. ......................... . 

1892 .. - - . - .. - . - - - --- - .. - - . - -.. - -.. - . 
1893 .. -- . - ---- .. - - -.. - .. -- -- ..... - .. 
1894 ......................... . ..... . 

1895 .. -------------·---------······· 
1896- .. - .. - - . - .. - ... - - ... -........ - . 
1897-- ... - .. ---.- .. - ...... -.-.- .. --. 
1898 .. - . - - ... -... - - - - - ............. . 
1899 ......... - .. - ... -.. - ... - ... - .. -. 

$1,000,000 
1,000,000 
1,150,000 
1,090,000 
1,100,000 

830,000 
660,000 
660,000 
800,000 
990,000 
900,000 
825,000 

1,200, 000 
1,087,000 
1,994,622 
1,491, 781 
1,690,951 
2, 113,356 
1,837,682 
1,290,964 
1,354,593 
1,216,669 
1,467,379 

Silver (coinA.ge i 
value) . / TotA.I. 

---------
$100,000 $1,100,000 
100,000 1,100,000 
20,000 1,170,000 
15,000 1,105,000 
50,000 1,150,000 
35,000 865,000 
3,000 663,000 

20,000 680,000 
10,000 810,000 
5,000 995,000 

10,000 910,000 
15,000 840,000 
38,787 1,238, 787 

129, 199 a 1, 216, 199 
296,280 2,290,902 
64,080 1,555,861 
13,557 1, 704,508 
10,315 2,123,671 
15,192 1,852,874 
71,811 1,362, 775 

109,643 1,464,236 
165,916 1,382,585 
187,982 1 1, 6.'i5, 311 

----------------------------
Total.... .. ................ .. . 27,749,997 1,685, 712 1 29,435,709 

a Census report~: Gold, $9li4,000: silver, $23,3:;3: totnl, $987,38:{. 

The data show a g-radual decline in production from the heyday of 
placer mining in 1862-1866 to less than a million dollars ($663,000) in 
1883. From this time quartz mining on a larger scale begins to show 
i:s influence, and during the last decade of the century the production 
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rises to between one and two millions, exceeding the latter amount 
during two years. The production for the last few years averages 
$1,400,000, and it iti believed the product of 1900will show a considerable 
increase over that of 1899. 

The total production of gold in Oregon from 1866 to 1899, inclusive, 
is approximately $59,000,000. Adding to this the production from 
date of discovery, 1861 to 1865 inclusive, very roughly estimated at 
$50,000,000, we obtain the whole production of gold and silver in 
Oregon as $109,000,000. Silver forms but a small fraction of this 
amount. 

PRODUCTION OF GOLD AND SILVER IN THE BLUE MOUNTAINS. 

The production of the three counties of the Blue Mountains is very 
imperfectly known previous to 1880. From that year (except in 
1896) detailed statistics have been given in the Mint reports, and in 
the reports from 1889-1892 individual reports from the separate mines 
as well. It is much to be regretted that this could not be kept up, 
the chief difficulty being the objection of the average mine owner to 
having his production published. In looking over the following com
piled tables it becomes apparent that many inaccuracies and discrepan
cies clearly exist, so that the figures are at best only approximate. Still 
they serve to give an· idea of the relative importance of the counties 
and the fluctuations in the production. A comparison with the total 
production of Oregon shows that the largest part of the output is to 
be credited to the Blue Mountain:->. 

Baker County, containing the most important quartz mines of the 
central belt, leads in production. The totals, though fluctuating greatly, 
approximate $1,000,000 per year, and the production is on the whole 
increasing. Grant County, containing chiefly placer mines, shows a 
smaller production, between $100,000 and $300,000. The yield was, on 
the whole, decreasing up to 1898, when a notable increase appeared. 

Union County was of less importance as a producer up to 1889, 
when, owing to the discovery of rich quartz v~ins at Sanger and 
Cornucopia, the yield suddenly increased, and in one year (1894) 
exceeded $1,000,000. 

The returns from Malheur County, in which the mining districts of 
Malheur, Amelia, and Mormon Basin are situated, have, until the last 
few years, been included in the amounts reported from Baker County. 

The grand total of $18,000,000 shows the total production of the 
mining districts of the Blue Mountains from 1880 to 1899 inelusin. 

The Mint reports for the years 1897 and 1898 g·ive also for the State 
of Oregon the relative amounts of gold and sih·er contained in placer 
bullion, mill bullion, and smelting ore, thu::; furnishing an opportunity 
to compare the relative importance of placers, free milling, gold-quartz 
mines, and mines containing base ore. Some nry rich ore from gold-
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quartz mines may, however, be included in the latter amount. The 
diminishing importance of the placers is dearly perceived, it being 
from one-fourth to one-fifth of the total amount. 

Source of gold and silva in Oregon for 1897, 1898, and 1899. 

[From the reports of the·Director of the Mint.] 

Gold. Silver. 

I 

Total. 
Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value. 

1897. Fine ounces. Fine ounces. 

Placer bullion_ .......... 17,170 $354,931 3,908 $5,053 $359,984 
Mill bullion . ........... - 29,587 611,616 41,302 53,400 665,016 
Smelting ores and concen-

trates ................ 18, 772 388,046 39,592 51,189 439,236 

1898. 
Placer bullion ........... 14,289 295,381 3,254 4, 207 I 299,588 
Mill bullion ............. 24, 770 512,040 24,419 31,572 543,613 
Smelting ores and concen-

trates ........ . ..... -. 19, 797 409,248 100,653 130,137 539,385 

1899. 
Plaeer bullion ........... 13,887 287,070 2, 722 3,519 290,589 
Mill bullion ............. 30,954 639,876 13,904 17,977 657,853 
Smelting ores and concen-

trates ................ 26,143 540,432 128, 728 166,436 706,868 



Production of gold and silver in Baker, Grant, and Union counties, Oreg., from 1880 to 1899. 

[Compiled from the reports of the Director of the Mint.] 

Baker. Grant. Union. 
Year. I 

I Gold. Silver. Total. Gold. Silver. Total. Gold. Silver. 

1880 ....................... . .......................... $226,647 $400 $227,047 S85,400 3543 S85, 943 1100,347 ··· ·· · ······ 
1881. ............................................ .. ... 250,000 10,000 260,000 280,000 20,000 300,000 40,000 ····· ··· ··- · 
1882 . ... . .. .... ............. . ......................... 190,000 5,000 195,000 240,000 25,000 265,000 60,000 $800 

1883 ... . .. ....... . ..... . ... ... ........................ 160,000 2,500 162,500 200,000 15,000 215,000 45,000 300 

1884 ....................... . .......................... 160,000 2,500 162,500 200,000 15,000 215,000 45,000 300 

188.5 .................. .. ......... . ........... .. ....... 348,044 ·······-···· 348,044 194,600 ············ 194,600 7,322 ----------- · 
1886 ............... .. . ..•.... . . .. .... • ... ····· .... • ... 396,115 9,005 405,120 198,580 ·· ·-· ······· 198,580 20,650 -· · · · ······ · 
1887 ....... . ........ .. ...... ... ..................... .. 173,558 li, 153 178,711 163,896 11,797 175,693 15,000 --·········· 
1888 .................................................. 190,000 5,000 195,000 140,000 10,000 150,000 15,000 ····-··· · ··· 
1AA9 . ... .. ... . ... ...... ... ...... ...................... 463,604 7,500 471,104 73,989 9,550 83,539 574,989 1,028 

1890 .................................................. 335,000 127,540 462,540 90,000 129 90,129 400,000 -- -- ------- -
!891 •.................................... • ............ 873,058 217,833 1, 090,891 124,481 4, 297 128,784 62:), 956 3,500 

1892 ........ .. ........................................ 367,5~7 3, 2fi7 370,84-1 53,780 40 53,8~0 753,715 1,900 

1893 ........................... . ..... .. ...... ... ...... 728,947 10,454 739,401 198,650 ·------ -- --- 191l, G50 .!20, 237 3,04(> 

1894 .. .... ............................................ 447,996 2,2M 450,247 129,853 ··· ······ ··· 129,853 1,059,070 ~. 100 
189.5 .................................... ... ........... 942,483 ! 7, 963 950,446 lot' 853 ............ 101,M3 144,800 3,000 

18961 ........ . .................. . ..... . ............... 800,000 20,000 820,000 100,000 -··········· 100,000 300,000 ---·-·····-· 
1897 . ................................................. 796,741 50, 081l 846,829 86,969 4,&0 91..841 211,699 3(\,071 

1898 .................................................. 525,945 42,690 568,635 143, 463 32, 7(;9 17(i, 232 292,324 67, R16 
1899 .. .•. ...... ..••.... .. ... .. . ... ............ .. ... . .. 582,348 51l,418 637,766 2,17, 05~ 8fi,(j26 303,680 114,212 19,466 

Total ................. ... ...................... 8, 958,073 564,552 9, 542,625 3,022, 564 235,631 3, 258,197 ll, 205,331 145,327 

1 No product by counties given in mint reports. Figures for this year are only rough estimates. 
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CHAPTER II. 

GEOLOGY. 

TOPOGRAPHY. 

R elief.-The Blue Mountains are situated in the northeastern cor
ner of the State of Oregon. They form an irregular complex of 
mountain groups which as a whole may appropriately be regarded as 
a projecting spur from the great central mountain mass of Idaho. On 
the east, near the Idaho boundary line, which follows Snake River, 
high plateaus adjoin the mountains and continue into Idaho. The 
northwesterly limit is well marked by the broad ridge which swells to 
elevations of 4:,000 to 5,000 feet from the lower plateau of the Colum
bia River and which continues from the southeastern corner of Wash
ington in a· southwesterly direction for at least 150 miles toward the 
.John Day River. The westerly limit may be extended to the Des
chutes trough, which separates the Blue Mountains from the Cascades, 
and the southerly boundary is formed by the deserts of Malheur River 
and Harney Lake. This area includes a great diversity of lesser 
ranges in confusing complexity, due partly to displacement, partly 
to extremely heavy lava flows covering the old and probably struc
turally more simple ranges. A very irregular drainage, caused by the 
same lava flows, has cut deep valleys into the heterogeneous mass of 
mountains. 

The northeastern part consists of a lava plateau from 4,000 to 5,000 
feet high, above which rise the Eagle Creek Mountains, a circular 
group with a diameter of about 30 miles and elevations exceeding 
9,000 feet. Within this plateau lie fertile valleys, at least one of 
which is a depressed area bounded by fault lines. About 30 miles west 
of the Eagle Creek Mountains is the Elkhorn Range. This is com
posed of older rocks, is continuous in a northwesterly direction for about 
40 miles, and reaches an elevation of a little over 9,000 feet. Its west
ern slope is not so sharply defined. A spur extends to Bald Mountain 
(elevation 8,330 feet), and lower ridges connect this high region of old 
rocks with the Greenhorn Ridge, which, with maximum elevation of 
8,100 feet , continues for 30 miles in a general northwesterly direction. 
The Elkhorn and Greenhorn mountains form the largest area of old, 
pre-Neocene rocks in the Blue Mountains, which is surrounded prac
tically on all sides by lava masses rising to irregular plateaus with 
elevations of 5,000 to 6,000 feet. West of the Greenhorn Mountains 

5H 
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another pre-Neocene ridge, also surrounded by plateau-like lava 
masses, extends northwesterly from Dixie Butte (elevation 7, 700 feet) 
toward Long Creek. Lastly, south of Dixie Butte lies the deep John 
Day Valley~ and south of this rises, with an abrupt slope suggestive 
of a fault line, the imposing Strawberry Range, culminating in Straw
berry Peak (elevation 8,600 feet). This range has a marked east-west 
trend, but it is not of uniform geological build, its eastern part being 
heavily covered with lava flows, while its western end is composed of 
pre-N eocene rocks. 

To such a degree is the olderpre-Neocenestructureveiled by the lavas 
that it is difficult to obtain an idea of its probable configuration. It 
was by no means a unit, for it was separated into several masses by 
deep dep~essions and valleys of erosion; but its general trend was surely 
southwesterly, although folding movements of different age, faults, and 
extremely active erosion had greatly diversified its features . 

.Drainaqe.-\Vith the exception of the few streams which :find their 
way down to the plains of Harney Lake, the whole region drains either 
into the Snake or the Columbia River. Snake River pursues its course 
along the eastern border through the lava plateau, in a canyon which 
for about 50 miles north of Huntington varies from 2,000 to 3,000 feet 
in depth. In the high basaltic plateau just west of the Seven Devils 
this canyon is eroded to a depth of 5,000 feet or even more. 1 Near 
the mouth of the Grande Ronde the bottom is 3,000 feet below the 
basalt plateau. 2 

The northeastern plateau and the northern side of the Eagle Creek 
Mountains are drained by the Grande Ronde and Imnaha rh'ers, both 
flowing in sharply cut canyons. The former also cuts far back into 
the region of the northern Elkhorn Rc:~.nge and heads in the great 
granodiorite area north of Cable Cove, near Sumpter. The southeast
ern part of the Blue Mountains is drained by Powder and Burnt rivers. 
Powder River has a very remarkable course. Heading west of the 
Elkhorn Range, with a southeasterly direction, it soon turns sharply, 
in a deep canyon, and takes a northerly direction, which it maintains 
through Baker Valley. At the northern end of this valley is another, 
smaller canyon, and a still sharper turn to a southeasterly course, which 
it keeps until the junction with the Snake. Burnt River also heads in 
the central region near Sumpter, and then traverses a series of canyons 
and open valleys until, near Huntington, it joins Snake Ri\'er. 

The whole of the western drainage is through the three forks of 
John Day River. The North Fork heads near Cable Cove, a few miles 
north of Sumpter, and flows from there westward through deeply cut 
canyons. The Middle Fork heads near Austins, opposite Burnt River, 
and traverses the mountains in a deep but rather broad canyon or 

1 W. Lindgren: Twentieth Ann. Rept. F. S. Geol. Survey, Part III, 1900, p. 88. 
21. C. Russell: Water-Supply and Irrigation Papers U.S. Geol. Survey, No. 4, p. 2[>. 
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valley with a west-northwesterly direction. The South Fork of John 
Day River also has its source immediately west of the head of Burnt 
River and continues for 40 miles due eastward, flowing in the broad, 
open John Day Valley, hounded on the north by sloping basalt flows, 
and on the south by the abrupt buttresses of the Strawberry Range. 

GENERAL GEOLOGICAL FEATURES. 

The part of the Blue Mountains represented on the accompanying 
map consists of several cores of older rocks partly surrounded by 
floods of Neocene la\Tas, rhyolites, andesites, and basalts. If the map 
were extended somewhat farther north it would be seen that the same 
lavas entirely surround the northern part of the Elkhorn Range as 
well as the Eagle Creek Mountains. These cores of older rocks form 
a salient from the great mass of mountains filling central Idaho. The 
vast granite area which occupies so much space in central Idaho does 
not extend into Oregon, but ends some miles east of Snake River, near 
Hun6ngton, against sedimentary rocks and old lavas which are believed 
to be of Triassic age. West of these beds,. which have a general 
northeasterly strike, appears a series of argillites, strongly developed 
about Durkee and the Virtue district and equally strongly represented 
in the Elkhorn Range. These argillites, which have a general east
west strike, would appear, as far as the present incomplete examinations 
have been carried, to form a large syncline. In the Elkhorn Range 
the dips are prevailingly to the south, while in the southeastern part 
of the area northerly dips predominate. The whole series is moder
ately compressed, and if the structure were examined in detail many 
minor folds would probably be found. The rocks consist chiefly of 
argillites, often very siliceous. Coarse sediments are generally absent. 
Smaller masses of slates of probably the same age are found in the 
extreme western part of the area. The age of this series of argillites 
is believed to be Paleozoic and probably Carboniferous. 

In the Eagle Creek Range, surrounded on all sides by high lava 
plateaus, another series of rocks appears which presents much simi
larity to the strata near Huntington mentioned above. It consists 
of shales and limestones with large masses of intercalated lavas. The 
beds lie nearly flat in the foothills, but are tilted, folded, and strongly 
metamorphosed in the central part of the mountains. Their age is 
Triassic, as shown by fossils found in several localities. The same 
Triassic rocks appear in the northeastern corner of the area exposed 
below the Neocene lavas of the Snake River Canyon. 

In many places all of these sediments, the Carboniferous as well as 
the Triassic, are disrupted and contain larger or smaller intrusive 
masses of granite, granodiorite, diorite, gabbro, and serpentine. The 
granodiorite is most extensively developed in the northern Elkhorn 
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Range. Dioritr::;, diabases, and serpentines prevail in the eastern part 
of the mapped area. 

Baker Valley, in the eenter of the district, is the largest Pleistocene 
area. It is bordered on the east by low hills, while toward the west 
the imposing Elkhorn Range rises to elevations of 9,000 feet. .U its 
hase is a fault scarp, excellently exposed at the mouth of Salmon Creek 
in the Nel::;on plaeer mines, which indicates that the valley is largely 
an area of subsidence. 

In its general aspect the region describNl is of the geological type 
so frequently found on the Pacific ::;lope, consisting of closely folded 
Paleozoic and early M~sozoie ::;trata, shattered h}r large ma::;:.,;es of 
intrusive granular rocks and eO\'ered by ~eocene lava flows. 

THE ROCKS. 

ARCHEAN. 

The only area of gneiss in the region described oceurs northwest of 
Bald Mountain, about La Belleview mine. The rock is a coarse
g-rained biotite-gneiss with prominent schistosity and sometimes a 
little contorted. The reddish-brown biotite forms large anhedral, 
often rag·ged foils. A few plates of muscovite are associated with it. 
Quartz in elongated grains is very abundant. There is only a very 
small amount of plagioclase and orthoclase. The composition indicates 
that the rock is of sedimentary origin, but it i:-> far more altered than 
the ordinary contact-metamorphic slates. Below La Belleview mine 
the strike is N. ±0° E. and the dip 45° '\V. The rock i:.,; usually .-,barply 
separated from the granite. 

PALEOZOIC SEDIMENTS. 

Rocks referred to the Paleozoic system occupy a large area in the 
lower Burnt River region, about Pleasant Valley, in the southern 
Elkhorn Range, and on the headwaters of Burnt River and Granite 
Creek. Smaller isolated. areas of clay slate, inclosed in diorites, 
diabases, and serpentines, also oecur near Susanville, in the Quartz
burg district, and near Canyon. There i:.,; no clew to the age of these, 
but they are believed to belong- to the same Paleozoic series. The pre
vailing rocks through the whole of this large sedimentary area are 
dark and very fine grained, ranging from cherts to siliceous argillites 
and ordinary clay slates. A large proportion of the sediments show 
no distinct stratification in ordinary outcrops, but in thin sections the 
carhonaceous streaks which indicate the planes of deposition are readily 
recognized. In many places, however, the rocks are normal clay 
slates of fairly fissile character. 

In contrast to the heavy limestones of the Trias, this series contains 
only isolated lenses, ordinarily of no great length. The on I:· ln.rge 

22 GEOL, PT 2-01--37 
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and persistent belt of limestones known in it is found west of Durkee, 
as shown on the map. 

Tlw ehPrts are g-my to dark gray. and usually consist of extremely 
tilw- and cYen-g-rained quartz aggregates. The siliceous arg-illites are 
similar. hut contain more or less finely diYided org·anic matter, shreds 
of sericite, and finely dh·ided kaolin. The clay slates are extremely 
tine-grained rocks with streaks of finely distributed carbon, inclosing 
lPntindar space.s of clearer substance, consisting of microcrystalline 
to eryptoer~·stalline aggregates of quartz with kaolin, sericite, chlorite, 
and calcite. and oecasional prisms of tourmaline, rutile, and zoisite. 
In places the slates are cal<:areous and contain rounded or lenticular 
masse.s of fin<'-grained calcite. Pyrite and pyrrhotite are generally 
absent. except in the immediate Yicinity of mineral Yeins. Larg-er 
clastic grains are not abundant. ~ear intrnsi,·e granitic rocks the argil
lites ht•t·onH' brownish and somewhat crystalline through a eorwersion 
into allotriomorphic aggregates of biotite, quartz, and felclspar. A 
little magnetite and actinolite are also often p1 esent. Such rocks are 
found all along tlw main contaets, as, for instanee, near the Baisley
Elkhorn n•in; they usually extend only a fe\\· hundred feet from the 
contact. In the Present Keed tunnel, in the Quartzhurg- district, a 
mnTo'Y :-;treak of ·a peculiar dark-gray, almost flinty rock occurs, 
spotted by irregular black blotches. This consists of an interlocking 
quartz aggregate tilled with sPrieite and containing bunches and 
sphernlitic aggregates of tourmaline, accompanied by a little calcite. 
It is inclosed in diabase, and is probably a contact-metamorphic, tuffa
ceous day slate. 

The strata throughout the reg-ion ha,·e a well-marked east-west strike. 
The dip is prevailingly southward and ranges from 40° to 70°. Though 
the structure has not been definitely worked out, owing to the fre
quent difficulty of ascertaining strike and dip, it is probably a series 
of compressed folds. Schistosity is rarely observed, though at a few 
places in the Elkhorn Range and near Sumpter joint planes and incip
ient north-south schistosity transverse to the strike may be noted. 
The strike of the strata is r. little north of west near Sumpter and 
Auburn, while south of Powder River it is from 10° to 20° south of 
west. 

The only place where fossils were found is near the Bonanza mine, at 
\\Tinterville, where round crinoid stems occur in a small mass of crys
tn.lline lirnestonf\. The other limestone lenses in the series, though 
carefully examined, yielded no fossils. Round crinoid stems are 
most common in Paleozoic rocks; taken in consideration with the fact 
that the series as a whole has a distinctly older appearance than the 
Triassic of Eagle Creek, from which it is also petrographically yery 
different, we may with some confidence refer it to the Paleozoic and 
possibly to the Carboniferous. The series is similar to the Delhi 
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division of the Calayeras formation in the Sierra Nevada,' which is 
believed to belong to the Carboniferous. 

Well-defined Carboniferous fossils have been found by Professor 
Condon in the Crooked RiYer drainage, in the extreme western part 
of the Blue Mountains. 

PALEOZOIC LAVAS. 

Compared to the Trias of Eagle Creek, the Paleozoic section is poor 
in intercalated lavas of the same age as the sedimentary bed:;. Greatl.v 
altered greenstones, of massiye and roughly schistose structure, occur 
in it at Pleasant Valley, and at Unity, which is a railroad station south 
of that place; also on the road to Clifford from Sumpter, on McCully 
Fork, a few miles from Sumpter, and in Quartz Gulch, on Olive Creek. 
These rocks are so much altered that the original character can hardly 
be ascertained. They are chiefly tuffs, containing much chlorite, 
epidote, and calcite. 

HUNTINGTON SERIES. 

These sedimentary beds are exposed near the mouth of Burnt River 
and along Snake River below that place, at least as far as Mineral, 
and are described in detail on pp. 752-762. This series consists of lime
stones, calcareous shales, clay slates, and volcanic tuffs, of red and 
green color, resting, with flat dips of from H 0 to 60° , on a basement 
of old volcanic rocks. The latter are well exposed in Burnt RiYer 
Canyon near its mouth, and in the Snake River Canyon below Hunt
ington. The prevailing rocks are greenish or grayish, massive, and 
fragmentary igneous rocks, showing no bedding nor schistosity. They 
seem to be larg·ely old rhyolites and accompanying tuffs. The day 
slates and limestones at Connor Creek mine and at Mineral belong to 
the same series , and there is, as far as could be seen, no line which 
separates it from the Paleozoic series of Weatherby and Durkee. The 
line indicated on the map is really arbitrary. The only indication of 
its age obtainable were fl few round crinoid stems from the limestone 
near the gypsum mine at Huntington. I incline to the belief that this 
series is Triassic, in spite of the lack of distinct separation from the 
older rocks, and base this belief on the flat dip and on its association 
with large amounts of volcanic rocks, so eharacteristic of the Triassic 
of this region. 

l'RIASSIC SEDIMENTS. 

The Triassic beds found in the United States may be grouped in 
two widely differing areas. The first include the Red Beds of the 
eastern part of the Cordilleran system, and consist of a considerable 
thickness of sandy strata in which fossils are very scarce and which 

'Geologie Atlns F . S., folio 66, Colfax, California. 
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probably are not of marine origin. The Triassic beds of the Paeific 
slope are of very different character, being distinctly marine sediments 
and generally containing characteristic fossils. The fauna is similar 
to that of the Alpine prodnce in Europe. The first marine Trias was 
disconred by "\Vhitney in California, and was examined by Gabb, who 
identified it with the upper Trias of the Alps. Soon afterward thiek 
Triassic strata were discovered in the Star Peak Rang-e, Nevada, by 
the geologists of the Fortieth Parallel Survey; and later, Triassic 
beds with a thickness of several thousand feet were found by Dr. 
C. A. 'White 1 in southeastern Idaho. The Triassic beds of California 
ha,·e been described by Professor Hyatt 2 and .J. Perrin Smith. 3 The 
latter, in a recent article, has given an excellent review of our knowl
edge of the marine Trias of the Pacific coast and its correlation with 
European and Asiatic occurrences. The Canadian geologists have 
also disconred beds of similar age and character in British Columbia. 
Professor Dawson, 1 in 1899, described an extensive Triassic series asso
ciated with surface lavas of the same age from the vicinity of Nicola 
Lake, and named it the Nicola formation. Further discoveries of 
marine Trias have been made on Peace River and near Glenora, on the 
Stikine River. l\IcConnell has found Triassic beds on the Liard River, 
and Dawson again found Triassic beds on Queen Charlotte Island and 
senral other islands in the Straits of Georgia. Still farther north, 
in the Copper River region of Alaska, the Triassic has recently been 
identified by ~Iessrs. Schrader and Spencer. 

·with widespread Triassic areas in California, Idaho, and Nevada, 
and 'vith similar areas north of the international boundary line, it 
seemed strange that no rocks of the same age were found in Oregon 
or in "\Vashington. This gap has been partly bridged by the discovery 
of ,·ery extensive Triassic beds in the Eagle Creek Range, extending· 
from there across Snake River into Idaho, to the vicinity of the Seven 
Devils. If the sedimentary rocks in the vicinity of Huntington belong 
to the same age, as is possible, though by no means certain, the area of 
the Triassic would be still further extended. 

A characteristic feature of the Triassic of the Eagle Creek Range is 
the oeeurrence of large masses of limestone and some shale, with an 
abundance of more or less altered lavas poured out during the time 
when these beds were being deposited. 

The Triassic sediments are best exposed on Eagle Creek. All along 
the foothills of the lower Powder River the Triassic lavas contain 
smaller bodies of limestone and shale, but on Eagle Creek, below the 
forks, the sedimentary series prevails and consists of calcareous shales 
and limestone in horizontal or slightly inclined position. Volcanic 

1 U. S. Geog. and GeoL Surv. of Terr., 1883, VoL XII, Pt. I, p. 105. 
'Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. V, p. 39.';, 
3.Jnur. Geol., Vol. VI, 1X9~. p 7i6. 
4 Descriptive Sketch of the Dnmini<m of Canada, b)· G. ~~ Dawson: ~Iontreal, Canada, 1879. 
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breccias are interbedded with the limestone. The total thickness of 
the series, including the volcanic beds, is probably several thousand 
feet. Many of the exposed limestone ma:o,;ses are several hundred feet 
in thickn~ss. Above the junction, as described on page 735, the lime
stones become converted into marbles and the volcanic breceias into 
schists, while the whole series acquires a dip of 60c eastward. 

Dr. T. 1V. Stanton examined fossils collected one-third mile below 
the mouth of East Eagle Creek, and reports them to eonsist of numer
ous specimens of ItaloMa and two indeterminable fragments of an 
ammonite. The I£alob£a is apparently an undescribed species, but the 
genus itself is characteristic of the Trias. Another lot, collected from 
the limestone bluff on East Eagle Creek 2t miles above its mouth, 
contains P entat'rinus columns with spines and fragments of tests of 
echinoids. From the Miles placers, H miles below the mouth of East 
Eagle Creek, I obtained, through Mr. F. R. Mellis, of Baker City, a 
cast of a gigantic gasteropod found in the limestone bed rock during 
drifting operations on this claim. Dr. Stanton remarks that it has 
the form of a very large Turr£tella or P.sendornelania. Nothing of 
this character approaching- it in size has been described from the west 
coast, but similar forms described as Clwmnltzia and P.seudomelania 
are known from the Trias and ,T ura of Europe. The total length of 
this cast is 8 inches and its diameter at the thickest end ;j inehes. 

Along Snake River Canyon, below the mouth of Pine Creek, Triassic 
la,·as and tuffs are ag-ain exposed in the bluff below the Neoeene basalt 
flows which cap the bills. These Triassic igneous roeks eontain thin 
beds of black shales and limestone with imprinb of a large specit>s of 
Daonella or Italobia. A limestone mass ± miles below Ballard Fen~· 
eontained a Lima with fragmentary imprints of a IIalo1)/'a (?), and is 
also probably Triassic. The last two fossils were obtained from ::\Ir. 
E. Antz, of Ballard Ferry. 

From these data and from what is known of the field relations of 
the strata it is safe to conclude that a Triassie series is developed on a 
large scale in this region; hut from the paleontological evidenee at 
band it would not be possible to say which one of the numerous subdi
visions of the series is present. The Eagle Creek Mountains offer a 
most attractive field for future study. 

TRIAf\SIC LAVAS. 

Extending from North Powder to Eagle Creek along the foothills 
of the rang-e are large areas of old basalts, andesites, and tuffs, con
taining in plaees small masses of lime:o,;tone and shales. Though greatly 
altered, they are as a rule not schistose. except in the central part of 
the Eagle Creek Mountains. Fine-grained uralitic metabasalt:; "·ere 
found in the Farley Hills. Near Copper Buttt> and the claims of the 
North American CoppPr Company dark-green or brownish amygdaloid 
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metabasalts and tuffs, often full of ealcite nodules and veinlets of zeo
lites, were eo1lected. Similar altered basalts, andesites, and rhyolites, 
with their tuffs, were found at many places along Snake River below 
Pine Creek. Some of these are described in more detail on pp. 781 
and 750. At the Sheep Rock mine , on East Eagle Creek, below 
the Triassic limestone, appears a volcanic breccia of metabasalt aiHl 
other lavas, which also contains fragments of a granitic rock. A 
few miles higher up this breccia beeomes very schistose. Its original 
character is not apparent to the naked eye, but the microscope reveals 
it very plainly. The fragments of lava are pressed flat or lenticular, 
and secondary horn hlende and chlorite suffuses the whole rock. 

JURASSIC AND CRETACEOUS SEDIMENTS. 

Neither Jurassic nor Cretaceous sediments have been recognized in 
the area described; but from the Crooked River drainage, west of 
Blue .Mountains, a sandstone with charac.teristic Jurassic fossils was 
collected by Prof. Th. Condon, of Eugene, Oreg., and examined by 
Professor Hyatt. 1 The Chico Cretaceous with its characteristic fossils 
has been found by Professor Condon at many points in the Crooked 
River drainage and along the lower .John Day River. 2 Lately Dr. 
Merriam has visited the same region and recognized, besides the Chico 
Cretaceous, beds possibly belonging to the Knoxville or Lower 
Cretaceous. 

~EOCENE SEDDIENTS. 

During the Neocene period most important changes took place in 
the Blue Mountains. The voleanic flows radically changed the topo
graphic features of the lower slopes; the upper river valleys were 
dammed and filled with silts and gravels; the upper Snake River Valley 
became a lake, clammed by the lava barriers extending from the Idaho 
Mountains to the Cascades, and its surface attained a lew! Gorre.spond
ing to a present eleYation of approximately ±,200 feet. This lake bas 
left abundant traees of its exi~tence tbroug·hout the Snake River Valley, 
partienlarl~· between Boise and \Yeiser and on both sides of the Owyhee 
Range. The rising waters of the lake followed the ri,·er valleys 
draining toward it far into the mountains, where remains of its deposits 
may still be found. Snrrounding the margin of the lake;; are man~· 
small, basin-like depressions, whieh in part are certainly of structural 
origin-that is, caused by depressions along certain fault lines. The~e 
basins are usually filled with lake sediments. As the lake gradually 
receded, accumulations of gnn·els followed the retreating waters in the 
old riYer ,·alleys, and these now form terraces r esting on the lake beds. 

1 Tria' nnd Jum in the W~stern States: Bnll. Geol. Sur. Am .. \'ul. \'. p. 39.). 
0 Th. C'ontlon. in Ru~·mond's Statistit·s of ~-lines and )lining, Wa~hington . 18i0, p. 212 . .1. S. Diller. 

Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. IV . p. ~H . 
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Besides the highest stage of ±,200 feet, another prominent level is 
noted at a present elevation of about 3,000 feet. The older bed:;; are 
con~>idered of early Neocene age (Miocene), and have been ealled the 
Payette formation. The beds deposited at the lower stage han been 
called the Idaho formation, and are believed to be of late Neocene 
age (Pliocene). In the Payette formation the age has been determined 
chiefly from plant remains; in the Idaho formation from mammalian 
remains. 1 

The gravels and sediments of the Burnt River Valley above Bridge
port, of the Clifford Valley on the same river, of the Sumpter Valley, 
of the John Day Valley, and of the headwaterB of the North Fork of 
John Day were all clearly deposited after the lava flows had dammed 
the lower course of the rivers. No fossils have been found in them. 
Being deposited shortly after the volcanic eruption they may con
fidently be regarded as of Middle Neocene age. 

Along· the slopes toward Snake River Valley traces of the great 
lake are noted from many places. The most interesting locality is 
Rye Valley, on Dixie Creek, a tributary to Burnt River. A :series of 
clay::; and sands here occupies the narrow valley, the bottom of whieh 
has an elevation of 3,200 feet, up to elevations of 3,500 feet, but the 
bed::; are greatly eroded and dip 1±0 W ., so that at the time of their 
deposition they probably tilled the valley to much greater depth. 
Toward the south they are covered by a hasalt flow at an elevation of 
about ±,000 feet. This prohahl5· indicates the highest stand of the lake. 
No fossils were found in these beds. A series of gnn·el bene he:-: lies 
unconformably on these lake beds at elevations up to 200 feet aho\·e 
the bottom of the valley (3,200 to 3.±00 feet aho\·e the sea). In these 
were found well-preserved teeth of Jvt8todon anMI'icwut8 and _E1eplut8 
colwnb/, according to the determinations of Dr. F. A. Lnca,;. These 
species are characteristic of the early Pliocene. 

Along -Willow Creek, south of ~Ialheur, a well-defined base-le~ el is 
noted at an elevation of about 3,200 feet, probably indicating the 
stand of the Pliocene lake at that level. 'Villow Creek is sharply 
ineised several hundred feet below thi:s level, which i,; further marked 
by thin lake beds eovered by a basalt flow. Long and shallow debris 
slopes extend from this level up to Malheur, at the foot of the slate 
ridge. From here to Huntington lake beds and basalts eontinuf', 
until near the head of Durbin Creek another high level of depositiOn 
seems to be reached, at an elevation of ±.100 feet. This is not far 
from Rye Valley, and the basalt is the continuation of the area men
tioned as beginning south of that place. 

Another of the remarkable ha:-:in-like depressions along the margins 
of the lake is found at Durkee. Abon and below, Burnt Hin'r flows 
in a narrow canyon. The \'alley itself is fillecl with lake heck On 

'Tweutie th Allll. Hept. l'. :'. <; ~nl. Slu·n·y, Part lll, JVOO. J> - 97. 
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the west side there are remains of a well-defined bench at an elevation 
of 8,100 feet. On the north the beds extend much higher up on the 
~lopes of Lookout Mountain , probably reaching 4,000 feet. They are 
disturbed, dipping gently westward, and are interstratified with rhyclitr
tutfs and eonred in places by small basalt flows. 

The didde between Burnt River and Powder River along the rail
road shows most interesting relations. At the summit, which has an 
elt>nttion of ±,000 feet, is a gap 2 or 3 miles wide, bounded on both 
sich~s by low slate hills. The rolling hills are covered with shallow, 
gently folded lake beds. dipping 12° to 30° E. or W. 

Tht' gravel slopes on both sides give positive evidence that an eleva
tion of 4,100 or ±,200 feet mark::; an old and important base-level. 
I can ::;ee no other explanation possible than this: That the Payette 
Lake onee just covered the summit and the basin of Sutton Creek. 
\Yhether the Payette Lake also flooded Baker Valley is doubtful. 
There seems to have existed a very delicately balanced set of condi
tions which finally caused Powder Rivttr to turn northward and exca
Yate the eanyon south of Baker City in the basaltic barrier extending 
acroi-:s from the Virtue Hills to the Elkhorn Range. This barrier was 
originally probably just a little higher than the gap throug·h which 
the railroad runs. 

PLEISTOCENE SEDIMENTS. 

Older sediment8.-As elsewhere in the Pacitie States, there is no 
distinct line separating the Neoeene and the Pleistocene sediments. 
The two periods insensibly grade one into the other. Assuming that 
the hig·hest level of the Neocene lake in Idaho marks the middle of 
that period, equivalent to the Miocene, it follows that the excavation 
of the great Snake River Canyon comprises the late Neocene (Pliocene) 
and probably a part of the Pleistocene period. It has been assumed. 
on the ba.::;is of paleontologieal evidence, that the nex t lower level of 
thP lake, at an elevation of about 3,100 feet, marks the close of the 
Plioc-ene and that the erosion of the Snake River Canyon below that 
}eye} falls into the Pleistocene.1 The Glacial epoch then merely 
beeomes a part-and a smaller part-of the Pleistocene period. As a 
result of this reasoning, the g ravel bars along the lower courses of 
Snake. Powder, and Burnt rivers, up to an eleYation of several hun
dred feet above the present bed, may be assigned to the Pleistocene. 
But as the tributary streams are ascended, erosion has cut down less 
deeply into their beds, and Neocene gravels may in places be found at 
50 fc'eL or even less, above the present river level - as, for instance, in 
the upper Burnt River and P owder River valleys. On the ,John Day 
sidP, ns would be expeeted from the lower lt>vel of the Columbia River, 

1 Twentieth Ann. lH·pt. C. S. GeoL Sun·ey, Part III, 1900, p.lOL 
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erosion has been more aetive than on the side faeing the upper 
Snake River Valley. Throug-hout the whole reg-ion the rinrs and 
creeks usually flow o\·er gTan'l-tilled beds, indicating a present slow 
rate of progress of erosion. 

To the Pleistocene period belong also the allnYial deposits in Baker, 
Pine, and Eagle yalJeys. 

The largest Pleistocene area is that of Baker Valley, an elliptical 
trough 20 miles long and 10 miles widP. Excepting near the foot of 
the Elkhorn Range. where largl' and gentl~- :-;loping debris fan;.; mark 
the debouehure of the gulehes, it i;.; a r emarkably leYel area. Abo\·e 
and below the ,-alley the ri\·er flo"·s in canyons. Interesting eYi
denee has been adduced which prO\·es that a fault line exbts along the 
foot of the Elkhorn Range (p. 652) and that the whole Yalley is prob
ably a field of depression, similar to so many of the basins in t.he 
marginal areas of the great Payette Lake. If the erosion of the lower 
canyon near North Powder did not keep pace with the sinking along 
the fault line, Baker \\dle.\· must, at :';O!l1e time during the Pleistocene, 
ha,·e been a shallow lake. The only definite eYidence of this is the 
fine-grained kaolinie material capping the gm,·els in the lower reaches 
of the creeks at the foot of the Elkhorn Range. At Baker City wPlb 
are said to have been drilled through sediments to a depth of OUO ft' et. 
Carbonized wood and other \'egetahle remains are reported to have 
been brought up from that depth. This shows clearly that the Pleis
tocene of the valley rests in a closed basin. 

Glacial d1JXJ81t8.-It has been shown by Prof. I. C. Russell and 
myself that during a late part of the Pleistocene period, probably 
during the Glacial epoch, the eanyons of Snake and Salmon ri ,-ers 
were ag·ain filled with sediments to a depth of about BOO feet and that 
the erosion since the dose of that epoeh ha;.; been limited to the 
remontl of these 300 feet of sediments, together with an insignificant 
deepening of the early Pleistocene roek channel. Between .i\lineral 
and Connor creeks, in the upper Snake River Canyon, are indications 
of a similar· filling of the eroded canyon by sand to a similar depth, 
300 feet. Aside from this there are few gravel bars higher than 50 
feet above the present rinr bed. 

IXTRGSIYJ<; ROCKS. 

Gmnite.-True orthoclas~ granites appear to be absent from the 
area examined. At least no well-marked oecunenees of this rock 
were found. The granitie at·pa of Sparta consis~s of a normal soda 
granite in whieh the orthoclase is almost entirely wanting-, its plaee 
being tilled by albite. The surface of this granite area is extremely 
decomposed, and fresh roek ean he obtained only from shafts and 
tunnels. A representatiye specimen from the Gem mine is a greeni:-:;h-
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gray rock, with grains ayeraging 3 mm. to 5 mm. in diameter. The 
quartz grains are abundant and large, the feldspars slightly greenish. 
There are only small amounts of ferromag-nesian minerals, mostly 
ehlorite. The thin section shows a very large amount of quartz and a 
smaller amount of feldspars. Some of the~e are prismatie crystals, 
others irn'gular grains. A number of the feldspars are single crys
tals; others show a few intercalated lamellre, the maximum extinction 
of which in the zone perpendicular to (010) is about J.!0

, corresponding 
to albite. No perthite is present. Between the quartz a,nd the feld
spar is a little chlorite, probably remains of primary biotite. 

A partial analysis of this granite by Dr. \.Y. F. Hillebrand resulted 
as follows: 

Analysi.s of granite from Sparta. 

Constituent. 

Si02 ••••••••••••••• ___ • _----

CaO ...... ---------------·-· 

Sa20 --------------------.---
K20 ______________ ________ _ _ 

Per cent. 

76.25 

1. 70 

-!.60 

. 59 

'--- - ---- - - ---·- - - -

This indicates a very unusually pure albite-g-ranite containing a 
large amount of quartz. 

In the first foothills west of Sparta and north of Powder River the 
granite becomes porphyritic by the development of large quartz crys
tals. This granite-porphyry has a coarsely microcrystalline ground
mass of pegmatitic quartz, and much albite and some orthoclase, the 
latter two in part intergrown in the manner of perthite. 

Gmnod£orite.-The most common granular rock of eastern Oregon 
is granodiorite. It occupies a large area in the northern part of the 
Elkhom Range, including Bald Mountain. It also appears near Cor
nucopia, in the Eagle Creek Range, and, together with diorite, in the 
several areas extending from Lookout Mountain to Malheur. The 
rock i:; light gray to dark gray in color and its grains are from 2 mm. to 
± mm. in diameter. The quartz grains are gray, the feldspars white; 
the hornblende, which is usually present, appears in prisms up to 6 mm. 
long. The biotite, which is always present, forms black scales up 
to 3 mm. in diameter. Under the microscope the rock has a hypidio
morphic structure. The biotite appears in yellowish-brown, ragged 
foils, inclosing much magnetite. The most abundant feldspar is a 
roughly prismatic andesine, embedded in the usual way in anhedral 
clear quartz and orthoclase. Perthite and mieror-line are absent. The 
rock is never schistose and is usually fresh. Only a slight alteration 
to chlorite and epidote is noticeable in the biotite and hornblende. 

A typical rock from near the lake at the northern base of Bald 
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Mountain, at an elevation of 7,000 feet, was analyzed by Dr. \V. F. 
HHlebrand with the following result: 

Analysis of granodiorite from Bald Mountain. 

' Constituent. 
I 

p., r cent. 

1------------------- ~------

SiO,. ---- - ----- - -----------

Al203 ... - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I 

Fe,o •. ___ .. . _ .......... .. .. . 
FeO ... _________________ ___ _ 

MgO -----------------------
CaO ....................... . 

71.23 

H.61 

N~O ___________________ ____ , 

. 93 

1. 66 

1. 01 

3.29 

4.00 

1. 92 K 20 ..... . ...... .. ----------
H,O (below noo) __________ _ 
H 20 (above ll0°) ....... . .. . 

TiO, ------------ --- --------

Zr02 ---- - -.----------------

P205 ----------- --- -- - -- -- --
MnO ___________ __ _________ _ 

I 
Bao _____________ ·------·-· j 
SrO.- ... -.--------- - - - -----

I 
Li20 ..... ------------- --- --: 

. 17 

. 55 

. 34 

. 02 

.H 

. 08 

. 08 

. 02 

Trace. 
-----

Total._ ....... __ ...... 1 100.05 
I 

The analysis shows that the rock is a normal granodiorite of an acid 
type, containing a little more quartz than is wmal in the gmnodiorite 

·of the Sierra Nevada. 1 For this reason the other constituents appear 
with slightly lower percentages than they would ha,·e in a rock 
poorer in quartz. In the small areas and near the contacts of the 
large areas the rock shows a great tendency to transition into normal 
diorite. Examples of this may be seen near the Baisley-Elkhorn 
mine, at the divide between Powder RiYer and Bull Run, on the road 
from Sumpter to Granite, in the Greenhorn )Iountains, and at many 
other places. 

Diorite.-The diorite, which occurs as a facies or local deyelopment 
of g-ranodiorite, is a dark-gray to dark-green granular rock. consist
ing of andesine or labradorite feldspar, greenish hornblende, and some
times brown biotite, with magnetite and titanite as nceessories. The 
hornblende is usually roughly idiomorphic, as are, with short prismatic 
form, the feldspars. Pressed in between the feldspars is frequently a 
little quartz. Diorites were collected from the Bai~le~·-Elkhorn mine, 

1Granodiorite and other intermediat" rock~, by W. Lindgren: Am. Jour. Sci., 4th ~eric>, \'ol. IX. 
p.277. 
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from the Co~·otc Hilb near Haines, and from Dixie Creek Canyon 
ahun• Prairie. Diorite~ containing some orthoclase were eolleeted 
from the Powder Rin'r Canyon near North Powder. 

(;'ahbJ'o.--ThP dioritic rocks are sometime:; intimately associated 
with gabbros. It is thus, for instance, in the Robinsonville and in the 
Virtue di::;triets. The gabbros are greenish -gTay granular rocks, com
posed chiefly of a ba~ic plagioelase and a pyroxene often converted 
into uralitie hornblende. The gabbros of this region are often irregu
lar!~- erushed. but rarely schistose. Gabbro areas are found in the 
Virtue district, in the Elkhorn Range, in the Greenhorn ~lountains, and 
finally near Canyon. In the latter two localities the rock is associated 
·with large areas of serpentine. 

A gabbro from the Flagstatl' mine, Virtue district, is a mottled, dark 
gn'enish-gra~· rock. much crushed and reeemented, hut not sehistose. 
The feld:o;pars are saussuritic, of almost flinty appearance. The, rock 
consists of coarse aggregates of light-green amphibole, which also per
nHks the whole slide in needles and fibers. The originally large 
grain,.; of plagioclase, which stands between labradorite and anorthite, 
show extraordinary bench and fractures in their broad twin lamellre, 
and arc dissoldng into new aggregates of basic feldspar. There is no 
zoi;-;ite present. A uralite-gabbro containing much zoisite was collected 
from the Copper King mine, 7 miles west of North Powder. 

One mile below the Little Giant mine, near Alamo, two rocks closely 
associated with serpentine were collected. One of these is a coarse 
gabbro crushed almost to a breccia, and containing serpentine and 
chlorite on the fractures. The other is a fine-grained aggregate of 
anhedral, light-browni~h hornblende. with an andesine or labradorite. 
At the Virginia 111ine, RobinsonYille. oecurs, clo:;ely associated with 
serpentine, a greenish-gray, granular rock of somewhat ,·arying grain, 
the maximum being :d mm. The rock originally eonsisted of colorless 
augite and basie plagioelase, with typical gabbro structure, but it is 
extremely crushed. the augites are bent and shattered, and the plagio
clase is filiE>d with sE>ricite and tnn·ersed by yeinlets of calcite and 
zoisite. At the Great Northern mine, near Canyon, gabbro also 
appears, associated with diaha;-;e and serpentine. The rock is a normal 
gabbro consisting of broad anhedral grains of augite and basic feld
spar: it is greatly altered and filiE'd with chlorite, uralite, and kaolin. 

Diaba.~e.-The diabases are granular roeks belonging to the gabbro 
family and consisting of augite and labradorite feldspar, intergrown 
with peculiar and eharaeteristie strueture. Typical diabases are not 
n'ry common in this rpg·ion. Diabases form the prevailing rock of 
the Quartzbnrg district and are adjoined on the south, below Comer, 
by diorites. At the junction of the two forks of Dixie Creek appears 
a nry fresh. dark-green diabase-porphyry, with abundant pheno
crysts of uralitized augite and plag·iocluse in a somewhat finer-grained 
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groundma:ss of normal uralitized diabase. :Near the Present )\eed 
mine' coarse diabases are found associated with dikes ( ?) of diorite
porphyry. Similar uralite-diabases are found at Copperopolis, on the 
east fork of Dixie Creek. 

At the Great Northern mine irregular masses of a very altered 
diabase occur in the g·abbro. The rock is filled with calcite and 
chlorite, only the lath-like feldspar remaining fresh. 

Serpentine.-This roek, which is rarely found in Idaho and Montana, 
begins to appear in force as the Pacific province of intrush·e rocks is 
reached. It form., larg-e areas in the vicinity of Robinsonville and 
Bonanza, in the eastern part of the Greenhorn Mountains, at Susan
ville, and in the Strawberry Range south of Prairie and Canyon. At 
all these places it is closely associated with gabbros and allied rocks. 
This is so constant that one is forced to believe that the serpentine is 
an altered form of gabbro, perhaps also of peridotites, and that in its 
original state it was intruded simultaneously with the gabbros, diorites, 
and granodiorites into the sedimentary serie:;;. 

The serpentine is of the ordinary dull-green appearance, and ha:'; 
not suffered greatly from pressure. Thin seetions from Canyon show 
a normal rock with grate strueture, containing abundant magnetite, 
forming a network in the clear serpentine mass. Chromite is found 
in the serpentine south of Prairie and near the ·winterville plaeer 
mines. 

Tlte older dike 1'och.-The sedimentar~· i·Wries and the granular roeks 
intrusive in them do not contain many dikes. Between Sumpter and 
the North Pole mine several greatly altered and partly mineralized 
dikes, which probably orig-inally were diorite-porphyries, eut the 
argillites. Aplites are sometimes found near the eontaet of the intru
sives, as are minor dikes of diorite and granodiorite. Porphyr_,. dikes 
of light color, eompletely altered, blea<'hed, and softened, oecur in the 
Red Boy mine. In the Coyote Hills the diorite contain:-; pegmatitic 
dikes consisting of orthoda:-;e, microcline, and quartz, together with 
some idiomorphic andesine and small grains of augites-a Yery Ullll:';Ual 
character of pegmatite. In the same loeality were found fine-grained 
dioritic dikes of the kersantite type of lamprophyres, a ela:-;s of rocks 
which otherwise seem very rare in this region. In Idaho it has often 
been obsene<! that gold-quartz veins follow sueh narrow lamprophyric 
dikes. The only similar oeeurrenee in the Blue :\fountains is at the 
Connor Creek mine, where a narrow dike of sericiticized and carbona
tized porphyry aeeompanies the vein. 

NEOCENE I,A VAS. 

General statement.-The Neocene period in tht Blue Mountain 
region, as throughout the whole of Oregon, \Yashington, and Califor
nia, was characterized bv enortiwus eruptions of lavas of different 
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kind~. So far as known the Neocene lavas of the Blue Mountains 
belong, almost without exception, to the earlier part of the Neocene 
period-that is, to the Miocene. Late Neocene (Pliocene) and even 
Pleistocene eruptions are known to have taken place in different parts 
of the Northwestern States, but in this region it seems as if the Pliocene 
epoch had been one of quiescence as far as eruptions were concerned. 
The Neocene }a,·as surround the Blue Mountains almost completely. 
They till the old valleys of a drainage system oceupying a lower level 
than that of the present streams. The highest parts of the Blue 
Mountains are, as a rule, not covered with these flows, but on the 
lower slopes the)T are piled up in numberless sheets, aggregating as 
much as 2,000 feet in thickness. 

The rocks of this series are separated into three groups-the basalts, 
the rhyolites, and the andesites. The basalts are the most widely dis
tributed of the rocks, hut the rhyolites and the andesites also occupy 
large areas. 1 

Regarding the succession of these lavas, the evidence is not alto
gether satisfactory. South of Baker City and near Durkee the basalts 
cover rhyolitic tuffs. On the divide between Powder River and Burnt 
River, south of Baker City, the basalts also seem to rest against 
older masses of rhyolite. On the other hand, near Canyon basalt flows 
appear to be overlain by rhyolite tufl"s, and on the flanks of Strawberry 
Butte a dike of rhyolite apparently cuts the basalt flows. 2 Near Aus
tin basaltic flows seem to cover the andesite. It will he seen that the 
evidence is somewhat contradictory, but, on the whole, it seems prob
able that the eruptions were begun by rhyolites, followed by andes
ites, and closed by the basaltie outbursts. Ncar Boise, in the adjoining 
region of Idaho, the rhyolites were the earliest of the Neocene erup
tives, and were succeeded by a basalt. In the Silver City district, in 
southwestern Idaho, on the other hand, the rhyolite is later than the 
basalt, as is clearly seen in the section of the Trade Dollar mine. 3 

Rhyolite. - The rhyolites are generally absent from the eastern and 
western parts of the area described. The largest rhyolitic eruption is 
found south of Baker City, where it builds up the divide between 
Powder River and Burnt River from a point some miles west of Here
ford down to the mouth of Clarks Creek. The hills north of Burnt 
River consist almost entirely of rhyolite. The same rock continues up 

1 A valuable contribution t o the literature of the lake beds and eruptive rocks of the lower John 
Day River has recently been published by Dr. J. C. :Merriam. (University of California, Bull. Dept. 
Geol., Vol. 2, No.9, pp. ~69-314.) He finds in the John Day River Basin, below Canyon, the follow
ing formations: (1} Eo<'ene lake b<:'ds, with flows of rhyolite and andesite (Clarno formation) ; (2) 
John Day series (:\Iiocene ) of tuffs. with several fl ows of rhyolites ; (3) Columbia River lava (Miocene 
basalts); thickne~s over 1,000 feet: (4) l\Iascall formation (probably Miocene) of tuffs and ashes; (5) 
Rattlesnake formation (probably Pliocene), consi sting of gravels, tuffs. and rhyolite, the latter over
lying Columbia River basalt: (6) Terraces (Pleistocene) up to 100 ft•et above the rivers. 

2 These rhyolites of Canyon are evidently identical with those in the Rattlesnake formation of 
Dr. ::l!erriam, whieh he r<'gards as of Pliocene age. See footnote 1, above. 

a Twentieth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, Part Ill, 1900, p. 140. 
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to the divide, 2,500 feet above the river, ana down the northern slope 
toward Powder River until at an elevation of 5,000 feet (1,000 feet 
below the summit) the covering basalt flows are met with. Toward 
the east this rhyolite gradually thins out, and near Pleasant Valley 
only a few small areas are found covering the slates. Rhyolite tuffs 
occur, as stated, near Baker City, on Griffin Gulch and Sutton Creek, 
also near North Powder, on ·wolf Creek, and finally at Canyon. 

The rhyolite is of the normal reddish or brownish lithoidal variety, 
with small crystals of feldspar and quartz contained in a streaky micro
crystalline to cryptocrystalline groundmass. The rhyolite tuffs are 
light-colored, grayish rocks, which usually are easily dressed, and there
fore make good building stone. They consist of a mass of rhyolitic 
fragments, often pumice-like in character, and cemented by a finer 
mass of the same material. 

Dacite.-A few miles north of Hereford, on Big Creek, occurs a 
flow of light-brownish rock closely associated with the rhyolite. It 
contains abundant porphyritic crystals of quartz, glassy feldspar, and 
brown biotite in a hypocrystalline groundmass of trachytic structure. 
The feldspars are a plagioclase approximating to labradorite in com
position, and the rock should therefore be classed as a dacite. 

Andesite.-Andesites are practically absent from the whole eastern 
and 'lorthern part of the area described. At Granite and in Bull Run, 
for a few miles above the town, however, bluffs of hornblende-andesite 
appear on both sides of the stream, apparently covered by basalt. 
The thickness attained is only from 50 to 100 feet. The rock is light 
gray and porphyritic, containing small phenocrysts of feldspar and 
hornblende in a fine-grained groundmass consisting of plagioclase and 
hornblende. The structure of the groundmass is trachytic. The 
feldspar phenocrysts are apparently labradorite. In their largest 
development the andesites are found ou the headwaters of Burnt 
River and on the divide between that river and the Middle Fork of 
John Day. They even extend as far west as Prairie, near which place 
they are apparently covered hy later basaltic flows. The andesitic 
eruptions in the vicinity of Clifford ha,'e a thickness of probably not 
less than 1,000 feet, and form a greatly dissected plateau, the summit 
of which attains an eleYation of from 5,000 to 6,000 feet. To a very 
large extent the andesites are of fragmental charader-that is to say, 
they consist of tuffs and breccias. On the road from Sumpter to 
Hereford the divide between Powder River and Burnt Rh'er is eo,·ered 
by 300 feet of andesitic tuffs and breccias well stratified, coarser layers 
alternating with more fine-grained material, almost like sandstones. 
These tuffs dip 20° N., and at the summit of the ridg-e have an eleYa
tion of 5,500 feet. On the south side of the ridge andesitic breccias 
prevail down to an elevation of ±,500 feet, when the underlying rhyo
lites appear, covered by dacite. \Vest of Burnt River the heayy flow 
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which extends down toward Susanville and Prairie eonsists very 
larg-ely of coarse breeeias, containing- ang-ular frag-ments of andesite::J 
of varying- appearance. Some are dark gray; others brownish or 
black. Many fragments are Yesieular. This breccia is cemented by 
a finer mass of the same material, and the whole forms a well
consolidated mass. The resemblance to the andesitic breceias over
lying the aurif€'rous gravels in California i:s very striking-. 

The rocks are chiefly normal hypersthene-andesites, containing phe
nocrysts of labradorite, augite, and hypersthene inelosed in a brown
ish, glassy groundmas::> containing small needles and prisms of feldspar. 
Sometimes fragments of lighter color are present which contain, besides 
augite and pyroxene, some needles of hornblende. 

Ba.wt!t.-As is well known, basalt is the predominating- rock among 
the eruptive masses surrounding the Blue Mountains. Basalt flows 
cover vast areas in the eastern part of the region described, adjoin
ing Snake River, where the~' form the extensive plateau which almost 
completely surrounds the Eagle Creek :Mountains. Throughout the 
larger part of this area the basaltic formation consists of a great 
number of superimposed flows whieh are well exposed along many 
sharply incised eanyons. The flows are from· 50 to 150 feet thi~k, 
and slight differences in weathering render them ver.v conspicuous in 
favorable exposures. East of Cornucopia the basaltic flows reach a 
total thickness of over 2,000 feet; only rarely are they accompanied 
by or interbedded with tuffs. This formation, with its characteristic 
exposures of thin, superimposed beds of dark-brown color, extends 
over thousands of square miles north, east, and west of the Eagle 
Creek Mountains. It is the same formation which Prof. I. C. Russell 
has named the Columbia River lava, and it must be acknowledged that 
the persistent extent of these beds over such a vast territory desenes 
to be specially pointed out by a loeal name. If this name is to be 
preserved as a distinet formation name, I would suggest that it be 
restricted to the basaltic lavas of Miocene age. It seems to be the 
intention of Professor Russell to give it a somewhat wider significance, 
including under it different kinds of 1ava of Miocene or Plioeene age. 
This seems scarcely advisable if the name is to be preserved in the 
sig-nificance given to it above. The Columbia River lava crosses Pow
der River just south of Baker City and appears pn the low hills sepa
rating the upper from the lower ri\·er. The flows are here very thin, 
rest on clays, sands, and fine gravels, and slope gently eastward. 

Little Lookout Mountain is covered by a succession of basalt flows 
evidently belonging to the same formation. Similar rocks are exposed 
in Burnt River Valley, between \V eatherby and Durkee, and on the 
spur between Rock Creek and Snake River. On the Idaho side the 
characteristie flows descend to ri~er level, showing that the canyon 
must have been excavated before the pPriod of basaltic flows. 

The Elkho'm Range hom Auburn north is free from basalts and 
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other Neocene eruptions, but at its southern end, in the fir:'it sharp 
bend of Powder River, south of Baker City, basaltic flows are piled 
up to an elevation of 4, 700 feet, or a total thickness of about 1,000 
feet. Heavy masses of basalt form bluffs on both sides of Granite 
Creek, below the town of Granite, and extend from here nearly up to 
the summits of the Greenhom Range. 

Basaltic flows are again noted near Austin and on the lower slopes 
of the John Day Valley from Prairie to Canyon. They are beautifully 
exposed on Strawberry Butte, south of Prairie, and it is probable 
that the headwaters of this river are entirely surrounded hy these 
igneous masses. On Strawberry Butte the total thickness of the flows 
probably amounts to several thousand feet. As in the southern por
tion of the area, individual flows are well exposed, appearing as 
dark-brown strata on th~ abrupt slopes of the mountain. 

In petrographic character the basalts show little variation. They 
are entirely normal rocks of their kind, with or without oli,·ine, 
and ordinarily contain a moderate amount of glassy groundmass. 
Occasionally, however, this glassy base almost disappears, and the 
rock then is usually somewhat coarser, having the appearance of a 
diabasic rock. Vesicular and massive flows alternate; the former are 
usuaHy the more glassy varieties. From near the mouth of Canyon 
Creek, at the town of John Day, was collected a black, fine-grained 
basalt of unusual freshness. It contains nearly lath-shaped erystals 
of labradorite, abundant fresh, small oli\·ine grains, and a brownish 
augite. These constituents are cemented by a small amount of dark
brown glass containing very beautiful arborescent forms of magnetite. 
A short distance north of Medical Springs (20 miles north-northeast of 
Baker City) the rock::; are very unusually glassy basalts. Thin :-;ec
tions show them to consist chiefly of glass filled with minute crystals 
of pyroxene and a few larger phenocrysts of plagioclase. The rocks 
also containa few larger prisms of hypersthene. 

The question of the manner of eruption of these enormous masses of 
basalt has always been an interesting one. It is generally believed that 
the magma was not ejected from volcanoes, but that it poured out in a 
eomparatively quiet manner from large fissures in the crust. This 
view has been substantiated by the discovery of a large number of 
basalt dikes at Cornucopia and other places high up on the flanks of 
the mountain, and in such a position relative to the flows that it is not 
to be doubted that the foci of the eruption were located at these places. 
A description of this interesting occurrence will be found under the 
head of Cornucopia ruining distnct. The rocks collected from dikes 
pl'Ove in all cases to be normal basalts containing a varying but gen
erally small proportion of glass. Basalt dikes were also found at )lin
Pral, Idaho, at Sparta, and on the road from Rye Valley to )Iormon 
Basin; but in no place are they exposed on such a magnificent :-;cale as 
in the Bonanza Basin, near Cornucopia. 

~2 GEOL, l'T ~-01--38 
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GEOLOGICAL HISTORY. 

The oldest rocks of the Blue .Mountains are represented hy the rel
atin'ly ~mall area of gneiss embedded in the granodiorite north of 
Bnld )fountain. Cncloubted Archean gneiss is not often met with 
in the Pacific States. l\Ir. H. \V'. Turner 1 has described areas of 
pruhahlc An·hean gneiss from the Big Trees quadrangle, Cahwera~ 
County, Cal. This area is embedded in gmnitic rocks of much latl.'r 
dati.'. In Idaho, along the Nez Perce trail, north of Salmon River, 
two large area:-; of gneiss were found 2-one near 8houp, the other at 
Elk City. Both haYe the appearanee of true An·hean gneisses, and 
both ai·e shattered by later granites. These isolated oceurrences are 
of much interest, as they indicate the character of thf' lmsement upon 
whieh the Paleozoic rocks were deposited. The c-omposition of the 
Oregon gneiss prohahly indicates a sedimentary origin, hut it is com
pletely recrystallized o\·er a large art>tt, whieh preclude:-:; the suppo
sition of con tad-metamorphic orig·in. U nfortunatl.'ly, no contacts 
between the gneis~ and the sedimentary rocks were ohsetTed; but it is 
likely that the latter were deposited unconformably upon the gneisses. 

During- the Paleozoic age the sea extended over what is now the Blue 
Mountains and probably connected with the Carboniferous sea of 
eastern Nentda and California. The deposits of this sea eonsisterl of 
argillaceous and siliceous mud, whieh during long subsequent ag-1.'~ 

consolidated to argillites, more or less rich in silica. These were the 
prentiling sediments, but a few interbedded strata of limestone were 
al.-;o formed, the largest appearing now in the hills west of Durkee. 
The sediments contain interbedded volcanic rocks (tuffs and green
stones) in a few places, hut they are not prominent. The only clue to 
the age is furnished by the round erinoid stems in the limestone of 
\Yinterville. Thi~ argillite series is undoubtedly older than the Trias 
of the Eagle Creek Mountains, and may without much uncertainty 
be referred to the Paleozoic, possibly to the Carboniferous, which is so 
extensively de\'eloped in California. The whole argillite series, from 
\Y eatherhy to the Greonhorn Mountains, is composed of fine-grained 
sediments, indieating deposition in deep waters. Sandstones, quartz
ites, and conglomerates are entirely absent, according to present 
in formation. 

This prohahly Paleozoic series is adjoined, toward Huntington, hy 
another series of clay slates, shales, and limestones, with some gypsum. 
At Huntington these sediments rest with flat dip on heavy masses of 
ollllavas and tuffs, whieh now are eonsiderably altered, though nowhere 
sr·histose. The general character of this series shows much similarity 
to the Trias of the Eagle Creek Range; on the other band, toward tlw 
northwc~t these rocks soon ehange into the steeply dipping argillites 

-- ----- -·------ - - -----
'Geologic:; Atlas L S. folio;,], Rig Trl'<''· ('nlifortti>L 
2 l ' npuhli,herl nntl's . \r L. 
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of the Burnt Ri,Ter Canyon n.bove Durkee, whieh have been considered 
as Paleozoic. No contact line or unconformity could be ob~erved, and 
the whole series dips northward. The line drawn on the map is 
wholly arbitrary and may have to be revi~ed. Indeterminable fossils, 
some of whit·h seemed to he round crinoid stem~, were found in the 
Huntington series near the gyp~um quarT~T· 

The structural features show considerable regularity. The argil
lites of the Elkhorn .Range trend a few degTees north of west and dip 
about 60° S. South of Burnt River Canyon and as far down as 
Huntington the strike is southwesterly or south-southwesterly, the 
dip generally being n.t steep angles toward the north. Thus it would 
seem that the sediments are folded, roughly speaking, into one great 
geosyncline. Strongly marked sl~ty cleavage is generally absent, 
though in a few places in the Elkhorn Range are indications of joints 
and cleavage planes perpendicular to tht stratification. In many 
places the argillites are massive and fail to show the direction of the 
stratification. The thickness of the argillite series can not be safely 
estimated at present; it doubtless amounts to several thousand feet. 

During the Triassic period the ocean again covered this region, 
though the abundance of surface lavas and tuffs indicates that the 
water~ were shallow and land mas&es not far distant. 

The Triassic of the Eagle Creek Mountains and Snake River consist'3 
of shales and limestones interstrati.fi.ed with a vast amount of more or 
less altered tuffs and lavas, and is exposed all along the lower Powder 
River and the upper course of Eagle Creek. There is reason to 
believe that these Triassic lavas extend as far northwest as the Farley 
Hills and the greenstone areas west of the North Powder, and they cer
tainly again emerge from below the basalt flows in the canyon of the 
Snake River, below the Seven Devils. In this canyon they contain 
smaller strata of shale and limestone with Triassic fossils. Tuffs and 
old lavas with intercalated sediments and limestones again appear in 
the mining distriet of the Seven Devils, on the Idaho side. Along 
Eagle Creek the little-altered limestones and shales contain Daonella 
and IIalobia, as :well as pentagonal crinoid stems and fragments of 
ammonites and echinoids. In the foothills the strata sometimes 
lie nearly horizontal, but in the Eagle Creek Range they quickly 
acquire an easterly dip and become greatly altered by dynamometa
morphism. The limestones change to marbles, the volcanic tuffs to 
amphibolitic schists. The central parts of the Eagle Creek 1\fountains 
are built up of these altered Triassie rocks. Outside of this area the 
strata and the Triassic lavas show no e\·idence of compression or 
traces of schistosity, although the volcanic rock:> may have been con
siderably altered by ordinary hydrometamorphism, producing epidote, 
chlorite, and zeolites. The thickness of the Triassie beds and accom
panying volcanie rocks is eonsiderahle, but has not been direct.l~· 
measured. Without doubt the total :unounts to sewral thousand feet. 
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Thoug·h the strata of known Tria8sic age were at no place observed 
in contact with the Paleozoic series, it is probable, from the general 
relations, that there is an unconformity between the two series of 
strata. This implies that there were pre-Triassic uplift and folding, 
and that the Triassic beds were laid down on the upturned edges of 
the Paleozoic strata. It is not unlikely that during this uplift the 
intrusions of the diorites and gabbros of the Virtue district and the 
southern Elkhorn Range occurred. Among the volcanic tuffs and 
breccias of the Trias fragments of quartz-diorites are found. 

After the deposition of the Trias followed another and more 
extensive uplift, probably the same which affected the whole of the 
Pacific slope. Both the Triassic and the Paleozoic series were folded, 
though the former in places still lies nearly horizontal. The Trias 
was violently compressed in the area now occupied by the Eagle Creek 
Mountains. The uplift was accompanied by very extensive intrusions 
of granular rocks, and as these now appear in the highest parts of the 
mountains and as great erosion has since taken place, it follows that 
the Blue Mountains in Jurassic and early Cretaceous times must have 
been a range of imposing height. The intrusions consisted of grano
diorites, diorites, gabbros, and peridotites, the latter now partly con
verted into serpentines. They extend over the ·whole area from the 
Eagle Creek Mountains to the Elkhorn and the Greenhorn ranges. 
The time of this great uplift is difficult to fix with exactness from 
the data at hand. It was certainly post-Triassic and pre-Neocene. 
Jurassic strata have been found on Crooked River, west of the Blue 
Mountains, and also near Burns, south of Crooked River/ but their 
relation to the older strata is not known. Sandstones of Chico age, 
underlain by Knoxville beds, have been found at several places on the 
lower John Day River/ under such circumstances as suggest that 
they may connect below the lavas of the Cascade Range with the 
Cretaceous of western Oregon. It seems probable then that, at least 
as far back as the Chico Cretaceous, the western foot of the Blue 
Mountains was skirted by the sea, and that the uplift and intrusion of 
the granular rocks are of pre-Chico age. In the Sierra Nevada the 
time of similar upheavals has been determined as post-Jurassic and 
pre-Chico, and thus it becomes probable that the disturbance in the 
two provinces took place about the same time. Regarding the form 
of the mountain range after the great uplift, we know little except 
that it had a general east-west direction. A very active erosion had 
worked on it for a long time, but had failed to reduce it to anything 
like gentle topographic outlines. That the pre-Neocene rivers had 
excavated their channels to a greater depth than the present streams 
is certain, for the lavas descend to the level of Snake River below 
Huntington, and that mighty stream flows for many miles on a basaltic 

1 Tria~ and Jura in the Western States, by A. Hyatt : Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. V, p. 401. 
2 J. S. Diller: Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. IV, p. 214. Oral communication by Dr. J. C. Merriam. 
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bed. Take away the lava flows which cover the flanks of the Blue 
Mountains, and you would see rising to imposing heights, almost from 
sea level, and separated by a lower gap, two great, roughly circular 
mountain groups-the Eagle Creek Mountains and the Blue Mountains 
proper. They formed a projecting spur from the great crust-block of 
cPntral Idaho, hut did not connect directly with the Sierra Nevada. 

Then, as now, the Blue Mountains were Heamed by gold and silver 
veins, and gold-bearing gravels accumulated in its valleys. The 
formation of the veins followed the gn~at intrusions of granitic rocks~ 
and may be placed in the J urassie or early Cretaceous. 

Sueh were the conditions when the great Neocene lava flows began 
to pour out from numberless fissures on the flank of the mountains. 
At first came rhyolites and andesites, then basalts in increasing volume. 
Lava streams covered each other in endless succession. The lower 
water courses became filled with basaltJo;, damming the headwaters and 
creating lakes. The sharp slopes became sloping plateaus, and finally 
the Blue Mountains stood like islands in a basaltic sea, a salient of the 
Idaho mass, separated from it by the black surface of slowly cooling 
flows. The rivers had to adjust themselves to these new conditions 
and lay out their lower courses anew. Hence all these strangely 
changed river courses and sediment-filled upper basins which form 
such difficult problems in the geology of the Blue Mountains. The 
bar of lavas thrown across from the Idaho Mountains to the Cascades 
resulted in the formation of a great lake in the central Snake River 
Valley, the waters of which reached elevations of about 4,200 feet. 
Establishing an outlet through the present course of Snake River, the 
lake was gradually drained. The Pliocene and the early part of the 
Pleistocene period were times of acti,·e eanyon erosion, with many 
temporary cheeks, resulting in the formation of benches and bars of 
gravel high above the present drainage level. One of the most diffi
cult problems is the <>xplanation of the present course of Snake River 
below Huntington. Certain parts of the canyon must have been exca
vated before the N eocene period, even if it was largely filled again by 
local basalt flo·ws. Below the mouth of Powder Rh·er the Snake for 
a long- distanee flows over basalt, and it seems probable that the o]d 
canyon turned somewhat westward and found its way toward the 
Columbia closer to the Eagle Creek Range. The question is, What 
eaused the post-basaltic river to lay out its course across the high 
plateau of lava and aeros:; the projecting shoulder of the Seven DeYils, 
which attains at least 6,500 feet in eleyation, and where the canyon 
now is corresponrlingly deep? It would seem as. if a much more 
natural outlet could have been e"tablished across the Deschutes gap 
at the foot of the Cascades, or through the present Baker Valley and 
down the direction of the Grande Ronde Ri,·er. Much more detailed 
examinations are neeessar~· to explain these probiems. 

After the dose of the Neoeene, or en:'n during the middle of that 
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period, followed other orogenic movements of a less dolent charaeter. 
The lake beds of Durkee Valley, of the Sutton Creek Plateau, and of 
Rye Valley were thrown into gentle folds and also faulted. At Rye 
Vallev undisturbed Pliocene river gravels cover lake beds of Miocene 
age which form a mono_eline dipping gently westward. Besides this, 
there is no doubt that slow epeirogenic movements of the crust took 
place in eastern Oregon in Neocene and post-Neoeene times, but thPir 
exact nature and amount are doubtful. The pre-Neocene drainage 
was cut deeper than that of the present day, and hence it would seem 
likely that this region has suflered depression of considerable amount. 
It seems. indeed, impossible that the extrusion of such enormous 
masses of lavas over such a vast area should not be accompanied by 
slow continental movements of some kind. To such movements is 
probably also clue the course of Snake River Canyon below Hunting
ton, referred to above. 

After the Pliocene and early Pleistocene epochs of erosion, the 
Sierran period of Le Conte, 1 during which the conditions of the pres
ent day were gradually established, followed the Glacial epoch, when 
the elimate beeame much colder and glaciers covered the higher region 
of the Eagle Creek, the Elkhorn, and the Greenhorn ranges. But this 
was of relatively short duration as compared to the period of erosion. 
The glaciers have disappeared only very recently, not many thousand 
years ago. Compared to the glaeiers of the Sierra Nevada and tlw 
Cascade Range, they were of small extent. 

There is reason to believe that there is an old fault line located at 
the eastern foot of the Elkhorn Range and that Baker Valley is essen
tially an area of sub::;idence. At some time in the Pleistocene period 
renewed faulting occurred along this line, as is shown most convinc
ingly by the exposures at the Nelson gravel mine, near the mouth of 
Salmon Creek (p. 653). ':Vhat the total amount of this faulting is 
remains doubtful. A dislocation of at least 200 feet is shown by the 
exposures. 

PHYSIOGRAPHIC PROBLEMS. 

The Blue Mountains abound in physiographic problems caused by 
many changes in river eourses due to the lava floods. A few of th('se 
ha,·e been briefly touched upon in the detailed part of this report and 
in the paragraph on Neocene sedimt,nts; but many of them, and the 
most important ones, among which is the origin of the Snake River 
Canyon , are still unsolved., and a rich field here remains for future 
work. This report, being principally limited to problems of eeonomic 
geology, is very incomplete in respect to the physiographic branch of 
geology. 

1 The Ozarkian and it" significttn<·e in theoreti<:al !(eulogy: Jour. Geol., \'ol. \'II, 1!!~9. pp. 5~5-544. 



CHAPTER III. 

TH.l<J l\IINERAL DEPOSITS. 

GENERAL STATEMENT. 

A great variety of mineral deposits has been found in the Blue 
)lountains. They contain gold and silYer veins, copper deposits, 
gold-bearing gnwels, ores of iron, manganese, and chromium, coal, 
limestone, and gypsum. Many rocks are used for building stone, and 
mineral springs with useful medicinal qualities occur in widely sepa
rated places. Eeonomically, the placers and the gold and sih·er \·eins 
are the most important and will be most fully treated. The gold and 
silver veins are so intimately connected that it is scarcely possible to 
separate them in a description of the region. They may, howeyer, be 
didded into three groups-the gold veins, the gold-silver veins, and 
the silver veins. 

PRIMARY GOLD AND SILVER DEPOSITS. 

GENERAL CHARACTER. 

The primary gold and silver deposits are, with few exceptions, 
normal fissure veins of a simple or composite character, carrying 
native gold, or sulphurets containing gold or :-;ilver or both native 
g·old and sulphurets, in a gangue of quartz, more rarely calcite or 
dolomite. Sometimes the deposits contain also a notable percentage 
of lead, copper, or zinc, but ordinarily these metals are present only 
in subordinate quantities; and, on the other hand, the copper deposits 
are apt to contain a little silver and gold. NeverthelPss, the two classes 
of deposits maintain their distinetive and separate eharaeteristics. 

GENERAL DISTRIBUTION. 

Broadly speaking, the gold and silver veins oceupy a belt 30 or +O 
miles wide, beginning near the State boundary along Snake Rh·er 
and extending in a westerly direction for at least 100 miles. This 
area roughly coincides with the core of older rocks, the highest pnrt'3 
of the Blue Mountains, rising aho,·e the :;;urrounding lava floods and 
late ~ediments. The accompanying map eoYers thi:; area, hut does 
not show quite the full extent toward the west, for gold placers are 
found on Long Creek and Cottonwood Creek, 18 miles west of Susan
ville, and isolated oeeurren(·P~ en:•n farther west-a:;. for instaneP, at 
the Spanish Guleh placer~, on Crooked Rinr. Gti milPs west-:;outh":Pst 
of Canyon. 
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The principal deposits are in Baker and Grant counties, though 
some are found also in e uion County and along the northern 
boundary of l\Ialheur County. 

""'"hen the distribution of the veins and vein systems, as shown on 
the map, is fxamined in detail, it appears at once that there is no well
defined and continuous belt of deposits extending across the whole 
auriferous area. ·what is found is a great number of local aggrega
tions of ,·eins, distributed without clearly apparent rule. In some 
districts the yeins are scattered irregularly; in others there are local 
belts from 2 or 3 miles up to 15 miles in length. The Cornucopia, 
Sparta, and lower Burnt RiYer districts may be selected as represent
ati ns of the former mode, while the long vein systems of Cracker 
Creek and Cable Co,·e show the latter arrangement. The region in 
which most of the important Yeins are concentrated extends from the 
Elkhorn mining distric-t on the east for 35 miles in a west-south
west direction to the Greenhorn Mountains. 

DIRECTIONS OF STRIKE AND DIP. 

The prevailing direction of the fissures in and along which the 
preeions metals haYe beeu deposited is northeast and southwest, 
sometimes changing to a due east-west direction. This is the strike 
followed by the great Cracker Creek and Cable Cove system, by the 
Magnolia, the Greenhorn, the Alamo, the Susanville, and the Quartz
burg nins. The prevailing dip is to the southeast or south, at angles 
from :1:5° to nearly no:::; but there are exceptions-thus, for instance, 
the strong and persistent Eag·le vein, in Cable Cove, which dips toward 
the northwest at a steep angle. On the other hand, there are some 
districts with nin systems striking nearly north and south, or a few 
degrees east of this direction. Among them is the Cornucopia dis
trict. with veins clipping at moderate or steep angles east or west; the 
Poeahontas district. where flat westerly dips prevail, and the Red Boy, 
the nins of whieh dip from 50° to 80° W. 

Still rarer is a northwesterly strike, usually coupled with a moderate 
southwest dip. Such nins are found in the Virtue district, at Connor 
Creek, Gold Ridge, and in the Bonanza district. 

Regarded in a general way, the northeasterly or east-northeasterly 
strike of the Yeins is charaeteri~tie of the whole gold belt, and also 
eoineicles with its extension as a whole; just as much so, in fact, as the 
north-northwesterly strike is eharaeteristie for the majority of the veins 
of the California gold belt. 

It may not he ami~s, in this eonnection, to call attention to a para
graph and a map in a preYious report, 1 in whieh it is emphasized that 

1 The gold and ~ih·Pr vein• of ~ilver City, Tlt> Lamar, and other mining distriets in ldnho: Twentieth 
Ann. Rept. L:. S. Geol. i;;urvey, P.ut IJI,1900, p.lOl. 
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the veins of central Idaho, with few exceptions, strike in a general 
east-west direction. Similar directions are found in part~ of south
ern Montana adjacent to Idaho-as, for instance, at Butte; and it is 
now shown that the nins of eastern Oregon adhere to this rule, 
though it is not quite so exclusi,·ely maintained as in central Idaho. 
It was also pointed out in the above-mentioned report that this con
stancy in the strike of the fissure systems indicated that at the time 
they were formed the whole region constituted a solid crust block, 
which acted as a unit toward the disturbing forces. Nor is there in 
the Oregon district any evidence militating against the conclusion 
reached during the examinations of central Idaho that the fissures 
were formed under the influence of compressive stress acting in the 
main from north to south. 

Wherever extensive vein systems were formed they haYe the char
acter of linked yeins-that is, the fissures are not absolutely contin
uous, but branches are thrown off at frequent intervals. The most 
important veins die out at some point and are replaced by other par
allel fissures. A Yery excellent illustration is furnished by the vein 
system of Elkhorn, Cracker Creek, and Cable Con, shown on the 
map. Beginning at the Baisley-Elkhorn with northeasterly strike, 
the veins continue across Rock Creek with east-west strike; on the 
divide between Rock Creek and Cracker Creek the direction again 
turns sharply northeast and the powerful North Pole nin begins. 
Continuing through the Columbia and the Golconda nins, the direetion 
again gradually turns east-west, and the fissure gradually splits west 
of the Bunker Hill claim. But a short distance north of this point 
the exceptionally straight Ibex vein appears and continues without 
interruption for 2 or 3 miles. Again, parallel east-west yeins appear 
a short distance north of Rock Creek and connect with the extensh·e 
fissure system of Cable Cove, which gradually swings around until near 
its westerly end it closely approaches the Ibex vein. 

YEIN STRUCTURE. 

In regard to structure, se,·eral types may be distinguished among the 
fissure veins. The most common is that of the simple Yein with a 
quartz filling, continuous onr considerable spaces. The adjoining 
rock is rarely strong-ly sheeted by shear zones, and there are seldom 
parallel ore bodies in close contiguity. It is the simplest form of a 
gold-quartz vein, and is similar in type to many yeins along the Cali
fornia gold belt. To thi~ class belong the nins of Cornucopia, Sparta, 
Lower Burnt River, Pocahontas, Quartzburg. and many of the silver 
,·eins of the Greenhorn Mountains. It is illustrated b~, Pl. LXV, A, 
which shows a stope a bon the seeond lenl in the :-;haft of the Union
Companion vein, Cornucopia. It i~ an ah:':'olntt>ly continuous filling of 
massin'. coarsP <'l'ystallinr \·ein quartz with in·eg-nlarly scattered 
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snlphurets, 3 to-± feet thick, between sharply defined and dear-cut waJls 
of somewhat altered granodiorite. The assay yalue is about $20 per 
ton across the quartz. In both the upper and lower part the quartz i~ 
:• lightly sheared, as shown by the plate. For comparison a view of the 
Argonaut win, Amador Count~', Cal., is represented in .Pl. LXVI. 
Th i~ photograph was taken ()50 feet below the surface, by Mr. 0. H. 
Packer, n mining engineer of San Francisco. The vein is of massive 
quartz, containing some streak::; of slate, as shown; it is in a country 
rock of clay slate and eontains in the hanging many string-en; of rich 
quartz; the ,-ein itself is also good ore. 

~\. :Second structural type occurs in regions of pronounced shear
:zonPs, as, for instance, in the granodiorites of the Cable Cove district. 
The n•ins are here more closely spaced and there is more evidence of 
n•placement. The sulphurets are more abundant, and parallel seams 
with new ore bodi es may be found by eros:,; cutting. The veins, how
eyer, maintain their individuality over fairly long distances. Some of 
the :,;ih·er Yeins of the Greenhorn Mountains in diorite and grano
diorite abo show this tendeney . 

. \. third type is represented by the Cougar vein, which is a normal 
r t-placcment nin. The values are contained entirely in the crushed 
argillite along a :,;ingle fissure, and the quartz, if present, carries but 
little ore. The tourmaline-copper-gold vein of Copperopolis, in the 
Quartzburg district, is also practically a replacement vein, in whieh 
the diabase i~ irregularly altered into ore. On the whole this type is 
not common 

A fourth type is developed in the pocket veins of Canyon. The 
fairly well-defined quartz veins of the:,;e deposits are poor or barren, 
while the seams accompanying them are filled with quartz or calcite 
rieh in native gold. 

The fifth type, and the most interesting, includes the gold and gold
~ih·er nins in the argillite serie:,;. Among theln are found the richest 
and strongest of the yeins of eastern Oregon; they are chiefly 
deve loped in the Sumpter, Cracker Creek, Granite, Alamo, and Bonanza 
districts. Their peculiarities are due to the action of a strong, dislo
cating force on the brittle, siliceou:,; arg·illites, so extensively developed 
in these di~tricts. In their simplest type, as in the Monarch and Red 
Boy nins, they form strong and continuous fissures, with well-defined 
walls ~ to 5 feet apart. The vein filling is, however, not exclu
·"i,·cly quartz, but a shattered mass of argillite, cemented by single 
,-e inlets or by a perfect network of veinlets with mineral quartz filling, 
often showing l'omb . .;t.ructure. Though altered and impregnated with 
pyrite, the slate does not often carry the pay, which is usually concen
trated in the quartz seam:,;. This type is illu:,;trated in Pl. LXV, B, 
from a photograph taken in the )lonareh Yein, Red Boy mine, in a 
slope :iu~t ahon~ the tunnel level south of the nosscut. 
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In the Ibex and Bonanza veins the same type prevails, but the vein 
is wider, up to 4:0 feet, and of the composite type. There are some
times several parallel walls and parallel masse~ of ore, consisting of 
shattered and recemented arg-illite. Frequent erosscutting is nel'es
sary; otherwise important ore bodies may escape attention. ::\lost of 
the g-old is contained in the quartz tilling-, but part of the ore also con
sists of a silicified argillite mud, which largely tilled the fissures. 
Sometimes the brea~t~ show a mass of argillite frag-ments embedded 
in massive quartz. 

This type attains its extreme development in the North Pole nin, 
upon which some of the most celebrated mines of the Blue Mountains 
are located. It is a crushed zone, absolutely continuous for at least 4 
miles and ha,·ing- a width of from a few feet up to 200 feet, averaging, 
perhaps, 25 feet. In very few places the walls approach each other 
within a few feet; no places were seen in whieh the fissure had locally 
closed clown so as to contain no quartz. The normal developments 
show two w~ll- or fairly well-defined walls, but no extensi,·e system of 
parallel sheeting or shear planes. Between the:"e walls lies a mass of 
quartz-argillite breccia; either of the constituents may locally pre\·ail. 
Sometimes large bodies of pure, eoarse, vein quartz appear, 10 feet 
to 20 feet in width, with only a few intermixed argillite fragments. 
Near the North Pole, Golconda, and the Bunker Hill mines enormous 
quartz croppings appear, measuring 100 and even 200 feet across. 
Very likely, however, this excessive thickness is deceptive and is caused 
in part by sliding or settling of the outerops. At the Golconda mine 
the vein loses some of its distinctive features, and appears locally as a 
crushed zone, 200 feet wide, penetrated by irreg-ular seams and ,·eins. 

FAULTS • 

. The veins of the Blue Mountains are very little affected by subse
quent disturbances. Faults are not common and, when occurring, are 
of slig-ht throw. In the Cornucopia district Neocene basalt dikes often 
cut and fault the veins, and similar conditions were observed in the 
Sparta district. Strong faulting- movement has taken place in the Red 
Boy and in the Connor Creek mines. In the Cracker Creek and Cable 
Cove mines faults are not often encountered. 

THE ORES. 

The ores of these different classes of veins vary so much that they 
are best described under the types enumerated below. It may be said 
briefly that the predominating g-angue is quartz, nearly always accom
panied by a little ealcite. More rarely the calcite or dolomite. the 
latter in serpentine areas, predominates. Accessory constituents are 
sericite, a ehromium-miea (fnehsite ?), and roscoelite. The latter two 
are found in several veins. 
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Among the orP minerab gold, more or less alloyed with silver, is d 
almost unin.•rsal oct·nrreJH.'e. The fineness yarie.s from 930 to 500. 
The quantity amenable to plate amalgamation yaries from a few up to 
80 per cent. The snlphnrets are those usually accompanying gold, 
viz. pyrite, arsenopyrite, zinc hlende, galena, and chalcopyrite, the 
two latter rarely in large amounts. Arsenopyrite is very frequent, 
and, next to pyrite, the most common ore. Marcasite also occurs in 
tht:> wins in argillite. Accessories are cinnabar, which is pretty com
mon in the argillite wins, stibnite, tetrahedrite, mercurial tetrahedrite • 
(:-;chwatzite), pyrargyritt:>, and tellurides, the latter identified from the 
Cornucopia and the North Pole mines. A detailed list of minerals 
found in the area is gh-en on pp. 6-!2-643. The ,-alue of the ore~ milled 
at the mines ordinarily yaries from $8 to $20, chiefly in gold; but 
eonsiderable quantities of ore eontaining $-!0 per ton, or even much 
more, haYe been redueed in local mills. Concentrates and ores 
shipped to smelters ntry from $30 to se,·eral hundred dollars per ton. 

The silver Yeins carry in part the aboye-mentioned most common 
sulphurets; some of them earry also argentite, tetrahedrite, and 
pyrargyrite, but seldom mueh galena. 

l\lETASOl'\IATIC PROCESSES. 

The gold and silnr wins contained in granodiorite, diorite, serpen
tine. and gabbro all :;how great similarity in the processes of altera
tion which the rocks have undergone close to the fissures. Excepted 
from this statement is the small group of tourmaline veins. The 
process consists in a meta:-;omatic replacement of the ferromagnesian 
silicates, the feldspars, and to some extent also the quartz, by sericite, 
caJcite, or allied carbonates and pyrite. In the Cornucopia mines and 
on the Gold Hill in the lower Burnt Ri,·er district this alteration is 
particularly intense, but it is equally present in the Elkhorn district, 
in Cable Con, and in the silver mines of Greenhorn Mountains. 
Locally the sericite or the caleite may predominate, and veins in 
serpentine and allied rocks present an exclusiYe alteration to dolo
mite. These abundant carbonates in the country rock stand in sharp 
contrast to the almost exclusively prevalent quartz filling of the veins. 

The great similarity of ores and processes of alteration to the gold
quartz veins of California and of central Idaho, described elsewhere, 
is extremely striking and forms one of the most important generali
zations to be drawn. The _g·old yeins in the three States certainly owe 
their origin to extremely similar processes. The only difference 
between the California wins and those of eastern Oregon, as far as 
contents and alteration are eoncerned. is that the latter on the whole 
contain les:; free gold and more snlphnrets than the former. Charac
teri:4ie for both i .... the total ah:-:enl·P of barite. fluorite. and tom·ma-
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line, as well as of garnet, ferromagnesian silicate:-;, Ppidote, and Iron 
oxides. 

The interrelations of the vein systems pro\·e almost conclusi,·ely 
that the veins in argillite are of the same age and of the same gene:">is 
as those in granular rocks, and yet in the more or le:"s siliceous and 
carbonaceous argillite the metasomatic processes are of a different 
character. Extensive alteration has not ordinarily taken place , hut 
very frequently the argillite is filled with sharply de,·eloped crystals 
of pyrite and also a little sericite. Where the alteration is intense a 
silicification has usually occurred, though the process is not widespread 
and does not affect any rocks outside of the walls, even in the largc~t 
veins. Some of the very richest shipping ore in the Columbia and 
the Golconda is probably a siliceous replacement of argillite. 

In many veins two kinds of alteration appear: for instance, in the 
Badger mine, at Susanville; in the Golconda mine, at Sumpter, and the 
Connor Creek mine, on Snake River. Feldspathic roeks, whether sedi
mentary or igneous, are subjecte<l to sericitization anti carbonatization, 
while siliceous clay slates are silicified or impregnated with pyrite. 
The replacing solutions attack vigorously only the fel<lspars and the 
ferromagnesian silicates. .Many argillites contain practically none of 
these minerals, but are composed of quartz and sericite, or quartz and 
kaolin, and on such minerals solutions of the kind here active are pow
erless as far as sericitization and carbonatization are concerned. But 
pyrite is formed, metasomatically, without difficulty, while the crypto
crystalline quartz is also recrystallized in larger and clearer indi
viduaL;; and additional quartz is deposited in every a\·ailable space. 
In any rock with a large amount of quartz, mass action becomes a 
factor of importance when it is under the influence of this kind of 
solution, and more quartz will be deposited. The solutions contained 
much carbon dioxide, alkaline carbonates, and siliea. 

This course of alteration is entirely similar to that in the wall rocks 
of the California gold:quartz veins, though the reasons for the differ
ences indicated were scarcely fully appreciated at the time the study 
of the latter deposits was undertaken. 

PAY SHOOTS. 

As in all gold-quartz mines, only certain parts of the veins contain 
gold-bearing material of sufficiently high grade to he considered as 
ore. It is recognized, of course, that the definition of ore is a fluctu
ating one, dependent upon the cost of mining and milling. Under 
the general conditions prevailing in eastern Oregon, this varies with 
the accessibility of the districts and the cost of reduction of the ores. 
Under favorable circumstances the cost of mining and milling can he 
estimated at $3 to $4 for free-milling ores, as well as for ores adapted 
for concentration, provided that a continuous ore shoot with a thil'k-
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ne:-:~ of at least a eonple of feet of ore Is available. Theoretically, then, 
enrything on•r $:1 :-:honld be considered ore. As a matter of fact, the 
ores extracted run considerably higher, or at least $7 per ton. The 
mining· and milling of on•s of lower grade have not yet been extensively 
!lttempted, and when it is necessary to roast and cyanide or chlorinate 
the orf' directly the expense must of necessity be much higher. In 
narrow veins with rich ore the expense of mining will also necessarily 
be higher, and in sneh districts distant from railroads merchantable 
ore must contain something like $25 per ton. 

In most of the mine:; the development bas :-;carcely progressed far 
enough to jnstif~· an opinion regarding the form of the ore shoots. 
Sometimes, indeed often, the ore bodies are very irregularly dis
tributed, but in the majority of cases they are apt to form elongated 
bodies with a well-defined pitch in one direction or another on the 
plane of the nc-in. Ordinarily the pay shoots outcrop on the surface; 
this has been the usual case, many statements to the contrary notwith
standing. lt was so in the Cornucopia, the Connor Creek, and the 
Virtue mines; also in Cable Cove, and in the North Pole, E. and 
E., and the Columbia mines. The Bonanza vein has been mined up 
to the grass roots, though the best ore was found only a couple of 
hundred feet lower. On the other hand, the Monarch pay shoot in 
the Red Boy mine did not reach the surface, thouG·h a few hundred 
feet below it has lengthened to 800 feet. The Red Boy vein had pay 
shoot only 100 feet long on the surface, which in depth attained a 
length of 800 feeL In the Golconda the croppings were very poor, 
and the ore body was revealed only after the shaft had been sunk. 
But this i~ exceptional. Extensive developments have often been 
undertaken below poor croppings without successful results. The 
conclusion is that, while good mines may be developed from poor crop
pings, the ehances are against it, here in Oregon as elsewhere, where 
gold-quartz veins are concerned. The reason, however, why the bar
ren croppings are so much more conspicuous than the rich is that the 
latter, being usually less compact and more easily oxidized, are very 
often eroded and covered by soil and detritus. 

The quartz between the pay shoots is sometimes entirely barren, but 
is more apt to contain from a trace to $2 or $3 in gold. In some 
smaller vein:'> pay appears wherever quartz filling has had an oppor
tunity to form. 

ln the Union-Companion mine, Cornucopia, the ore shoot, as far as 
proved, pitehes south on a vein dipping west. In the Virtue mine 
somewhat complete data are nxailable, and the pay shoot has approxi
mately the form shown in fig. 86. It will be noted that on the surface 
the shoot was only 200 feet long, but that below the first few levels it 
rapidly widened to 1,200 feet, a width maintained to a depth of 1,100 
feet below the snrfaeP. On leYel No. 7 the vein became impo,·erished 
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and yery little pay was found; on Ko. 8, though, the yein continued 
without break. No yery decided pitch was noted in the contiHnons, 
almost rectangular :-;hoot, which comprises an area of !Hiii,OUO square 
feet. The a\·erag·e thickness was 14: inches, whence followed an 
average yield per square foot of the plane of the nin of *:!.2H, 
or a Yalue per ton of $24:.:!3, the total output being $2,2UOJJ0<J. This 
is more than the average Yalue of the lower and larger part of the 
shoot, which was $16 per ton. From this it may be eoneludecl that 
the value of the ore near the surface was considerably higher than the 
an•rage in depth. (See below, under the heading " Secondary enrich
nwnt. '') From the deyelopments on le\·els No. 7 and 8 it was concluded 
that the pay shoot was exhausted, and the mine was considered worked 
out and allowed to fill with water. If the Yein, as is stated, really con
tinued unbroken on these levels it may be questionecl ,,-hether this is a 
safe conclusion. Barren stretches for 200 feet in df'pth, or e\·en more, 
are by no means unknown among gold-quartz veins, and without 
further and deeper exploration it would be rash to say that the ore 
dPposition really had ceased at a depth of 1,000 feet from the :-;urface. 

In the great North Pole vein, in Cracker Creek district, are at least 
three pay shoots separated by wide spaces of poor quartz (tig. 81). 
The firt't is that of the North Pole, continued in the E. and E. mine. It 
is several hundred feet long measured along the len'k and pitches 
20-= -3oc SW., the ,·ein dipping 7()0 SE. It has been followed for :2,500 
feet along its pitch. Fifteen hundred feet farther sonthwe:-;t i:-; the 
Columbia shoot, also several hundred feet long, hadng the :-:;aule pitch 
and having thus far been followed for 2,000 feet along this piteh. Two 
thousand feet farther southwest is the Golconda ore shoot, whieh bas 
a more irregular outline, and thus far shows no decided piteh. The 
beginning of another ore shoot has been found northeast of tlw North 
Pole and E. and E. shoot in the workings of the former \·ein. 

On the Ibex vein, continuous for 3 miles, a great number of pay 
shoots have been found, which, however, are usually of less extent 
along the strike of the vein than those of the North Pole vein, and 
which also, as a rule, are more irregular and show rapid variations in 
their tenor. In a distance of 4,500 feet in the Ibex and Bald .Mountain 
mines at least six shoots occur, which, like those of the North Pole nin, 
pitch southwest on the vein, the latter having a steep southerly dip. 
The maximum length along· the drift is 200 feet; the pitch is much 
steeper than in the North Pole vein. 

An interesting observation is the general coincidence of the pay 
shoots on the parallel and adjoining Monarch and Red Boy ,·eins in the 
Red Boy mine. Even the richest placers in the two veins appear to be 
opposite each other. 

The next subject to be considered is the width of the shoots in the 
composite veins. In the simple veins the whole width of the quartz, or, 
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in veins poor in quartz, the whole width of the sulphurets, ordinarily 
constitutes pay ore. A difference is sometimes found, as, for instance, in 
the Monarch vein (Pl. LXV, B), in which the 2 feet next to the foot wall 
contain the best ore. The whole width is, however, milled. Other 
instances of similar relations are not wanting. In the Baisley-Elkhorn 
mine, for instance, a 2-foot-wide body of rich sulphide ore was in 
one place adjoined by 2 feet of nearly barren quartz. In wide veins 
in granodiorite, like the Eagle vein in Cable Cove, which consists of 
15 feet of crushed rock between well-defined walls, this width contains 
one or more pay streaks of sulphurets from a fraction of a foot to 
several feet wide. The pay streaks change from foot wall to hanging 
wall and occasionally overlap; but wherever there are sulphurets there 
is also pay. 

In the pay shoots of wide, composite veins in argillite other and 
more complicated conditions prevail. Out of a total width of quartz 
and quartz-argillite breccia of from 7 to ±0 feet, or even more, the 
pay is usually confined to a streak from 1 to ± feet in width. This 
streak may lie on either wall and sometimes crosses diagonally from 
one wall to another, or it may break up into several stringers of pay 
ore. The pay streak is often adjoined on both sides by normal quartz, 
sometimes differing but little in appearance from the ore. Ordinarily, 
however, to the practiced eye there is a difference, consisting in a looser 
or more crumbling condition, or in the occurrence of finely distributed 
pyrite and arsenopyrite in the ore. This suggests at once that the pay 
streaks may be secondary breaks and fissures enriched by concentration 
from a great width of lean ore. This should not be understood as 
meaning concentration under the influence of oxidizing waters or a 
concentration in any way dependent on surface conditions. If these 
streaks really are secondary enrichments, they have been effected 
under the influence of the same kind of solutions that formed the vein 
as a whole, and may be relied upon to continue in depth. But the 
question is by no means simple, and much more extended observations 
than those which could be made on a rapid reconnaissance are necessary 
to settle the question. In some cases there seems to be no difference 
in the character of the quartz outside and inside of the pay streaks 
except in the content of gold in the latter. On the other hand, it is 
often found, as, for instance, in the North Pole vein, that extensive 
crushing and brecciating has taken place in the pay streaks and the 
fragments are recemented by calcite and secondary sulphurets. The 
cemented fragments are not barren quartz but contain arseno
pyrite in unquestionable primary deposition. The argument for 
secondary concentration is further weakened by the fact that in many 
places the barren quartz showi'i a similar breeciation and calcitic cement. 
The difficulty is to account for deposition of ore in certain streaks 
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which occasionally cross the vein, while the whole ::;pace was filled with 
metalliferous solutions and deposition of quartz went on throughout. 
The theory of a secondary concentration is very attractive, but the 
occurrence of well-defined and parallel pitching ore shoots on the 
plane of the vein remains to he explained as well on this supposition 
as on the theory of their direct formation from original deposition. 

In some veins, like the Bonanza, and on the Belle of Baker claim, on 
the Ibex vein, large bodies of high-grade quartz and breccia of quartz 
and country rock occur with a width up to 40 feet, while parallel and 
closely adjoining fissures may carry very low-grade quartz. Again, 
there are some veins in argillite which in a width of 10 to 20 feet carry 
approximately even values of from $3 to $5 per ton. 

Within the great ore shoots it is not uncommon to find smaller bodies 
of extremely rich ore. Pockets of gold and argentite occur in the 
Connor Creek mine and similar bunches of coarse, high-grade gold in 
the Virtue mine. Similar bodies are found in theN orth Pole, E. and E., 
Columbia, and Golconda mines, here containing pyrite, ehalcopyrite, 
tetrahedrite, native gold, and sometimes telluride in a gangue of quartz 
and roscoelite. These rich pockets are small and irregular masses or 
narrow chimneys. - An unusually large ma8s of this kind in the Gol
conda mine was 70 feet long and H feet wide and pitehed fiat in a 8outh
easterly direction across the general trend of the vein, which is here 
a broad, crushed argillite zone with quartz stringers rather than a 
well-defined fissure. Most cases of thi:'i kind are not, I belien, due to a 
secondary concentration, hut hear the ear marks of original deposition. 

In conclusion, there is no uniform law as to the form and the pitch of 
the shoots. In the Nentda City and Grass Valley districts of Cali
fornia it has been shown that the shoots usually pitch to the left of the 
observer, standing on the croppings and facing in the diredion of the 
dip of the vein. While this corresponds to the general ob:'lenations 
in the Cornucopia district, the rule is reversed in the North Pole and 
in the Ibex veins. 

The ::;atisfactory explanation of the ore shoots is one of the most 
difficult parts of the study of ore deposits. ~one of the ordinarily 
advanced theories is entirely satisfactory. Prof. C. R. Van Rise, in a 
recent paper, 1 believes, in common with some other geologists~ that 
the cause is to be sought in eross fractures carrying different solutions 
from those found in the main fissure. The ore is precipitated by the 
reaction of these differing solutions. It can not be said that mneh 
evidence ha:'l been found in this region to support this Yiew. The onl~' 
place where cross fraetures seem to have any intlue11ce upon the ore at 
all is in the Cable Cove district (see detailed description), and here 
they loeally interrupt the continuance of the ore rather than fayor it. 

1 Som(• principles controlling ore deposition : Tmns. Am. Inst. ~lin. Eng .. \·ul. XXX, 1\1\JI. J>P· ~~-1 ~• · 

22 OEOL, PT 2-01--31:) 
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DEPTH ATTAINED AND THE (,)UESTION OF PERMANENCY. 

The quartz-mining industry in the Blue Mountains is of compara
tively recent date. and hence for the most part the mines have not as 
yet attained great depth. The Connor Creek mine, on Snake River, 
has reached a depth of 1,000 feet from the croppings, developed by 
tunnels. Rich ore has recently been founq. on the lowest leYel, though 
the ore shoot is not developed in full force as far as the present explo
rations go. The Virtue mine is 1,100 feet below the croppings, devel
oped by an 800-foot vertical shaft. The ore shoot, continuous from 
the surfac-e to a depth of 900 or 1,000 feet, was found to be too poor 
for working on the deepest level. While the ore in depth was poorer 
than the oxidized portion, I do not understand that a gradual decrease 
in the tenor took place. The Cornucopia mines have been worked 500 
feet below the croppings with continuous ore shoots. The North Pole 
has been opened by tunnels to 1,000 feet or more below the croppings; 
the Columbia by a 500~foot shaft to a point 1,000 feet below the high
est croppings on the same claim. The total vertical distance between 
the highest workings in the North Pole mine and the lowest in the 
Columbia mine is at least 1,700 feet, and on the deepest levels the ore 
continues of the same grade as nearer the surface, from the lower edge 
of the zone of oxidation. The Bonanza mine is opened by tunnels and 
shaft to a depth of ±50 feet below the croppings, good ore being found 
in the lowest levels. 

Regarding the permanency of the veins, there are very good reasons 
for believing that the strong, well-defined veins upon which most of 
the important mines are located will continue to the greatest depths 
yet attained in gold mining. ,Judging from analogy with other 
regions, it is also probable that the pay shoots will continue in depth, 
though the unbroken continuation of one and the same ore shoot 
should not be relied upon with confidence. It has been the experience 
of most deep gold-mining enterprises that barren levels will occasion
ally interrupt the richest and most extensive ore shoots. Smaller fis· 
sure Yeins, members of a great number of veins in close contiguity and 
which have no great length, are not to be relied upon with as much 
certainty. But, taken as a whole, the strength of the vein systems 
and the mineralizing action are important factors in favor of the future 
of thi::; mining region. 

SURFACE OXIDATION. 

In eastern Oregon, as in most mining regions, the portion of the 
veins adjacent to the surface has undergone certain changes, due to 
the action of oxidizing waters. In late years much attention has been 
de,·oted to these phenomena, and the studies of Messrs. Emmons, 
vV eed, and Van Rise have placed the active processes in a much 
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clearer light. Their importanee to the mining industry can not be 
overestimated, for the future value of a mine depend:'; greatly on 
the extent of the secondary surface processes and of their eertain 
identification. 

In a broad way, the processes of oxidation and the sulphide enrich
ment accompanying them in greater depths are more actiYe and 
extensive in an arid elimate than in a region of heavy rainfall. where 
the water level stands high. The Blue Mountain region is essentially 
one of great precipitation, and has in all probability been· so since 
Neocene time. It is further true, in a general way, that gold-quartz 
veins are less readily affected than silver and eopper ,·eins. due, no 
doubt, to the more difficult solubility of the gold. Furthermore, some 
of the districts in this region are located in areas of former glaciation, 
which has swept away the softer products of oxidation, the limonite 
and the cellular quartz of the "iron cap." 

The general conclusion, then, is that secondary surface enrichment 
has played a comparatively unimportant part in this reg·ion. It is, 
however, undoubtedly present, as shown by the following examples 
selected from the detailed descriptions: 

From Pedro Mountain near Rye Valley, from La Belleview and the 
Monumental mines in the Granite district, and from some parts of the 
Greenhorn Mountains come reports of extraordinarily rich silver ore 
in the croppings immediately below which poorer ore was found. 
This is in line with what is known about silver Yeins elsewhere. and 
may without doubt be ~>.ttributed to surface enrichment. 

Among the gold veins with coarse sulphides and no free gold the 
surface, down to 25 or 50 feet, is generally reported to contain limonite 
with free gold and richer ore than below. Those at Cable Coye and 
Susanville are examples of this. 

Among the gold-quartz veins with much free gold the upper parts 
of the vein, from the surface to a depth of from 100 to 300 feet, are 
generally more or less oxidized and richer than the unaltered ore 
below. At the Sanger mine, on Eagle Creek, the uppermost 100 feet 
showed a narrow vein yielding $25 per ton, while below the Yein 
widened and the average values were reduced to $12 per ton. At the 
Virtue mine the upper two or three levels yielded $25 per ton, while 
the main part of the ore shoot averaged only $16 per ton. Although 
in a locally arid district, deeper oxidation is excluded in this case, for 
below the first few levels the mine contained an abundance of warm 
water, in all probability under ascending pressure. 

In the gold veins in argillite of the Cracker Creek and Granite dis
tricts the sulphides are generall}r in very fine distribution and the ore is 
often quite hard. In connection with a high permanent water level this 
results in an oxidized zone which, on the steep hillsides of the North 
Pole claim, extends 200 to 250 feet from the surface. The ore in this 
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zone is only partly oxidized, and the difference in tenor between it 
and the deep unaltered ore is surprisingly slight. Average assays of 
surface ore give 0. 968 ounce· gold and 0. 700 ounce silver per ton, a 
total of $20..!0 per ton. In the fresh ore is very little free gold; in 
the oxidized ore a little more, but enough is not set free to convert 
the substance into free milling ore, so that a preliminary roasting is 
necessary for purposes of the cyanide process. If no great change 
of volume has taken place during the process, the weathering has had 
the effect of slightly increasing the gold and decreasing the silver. 

The Ibex vein, situated in the glaciated area, shows little evidence 
of surface decomposition. I believe that the bodies of rich ore, 40 
feet wide, found in the Belle of Baker near. the surface, as well as in 
the Bonanza vein 300 feet from the surface, are due to primary depo
sition, and have not been enriched by oxidizing action. 
~o decided evidence of sulphide enrichment due to surface waters 

has been found. The ores should be expected to continue for great 
depth below the relatively shallow zone of oxidation without notable 
change in character and tenor. 

AGE OF THE GOLD AND SILVER VEINS. 

The gold and silver veins of the Blue Mountains with few exceptions 
consist of a number of very elosely related structural and mineralogical 
types. It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that they are all of about 
the same age. They occur in argillite, granites, granodiorites, diorites, 
gabbros, and serpentines. They cut Triassic sediments in the Eagle 
Creek Mountains; they cut older argillites which with reasonable 
L'ertainty may he assigned to the Paleozoic age; finally, they never 
appear in the Neocene basaltic, andesitic, and rhyolitic lavas. The 
conclusion is that they are post-Triassic and pre-Neocene. The Cali
fornia gold-quartz veins are post-,Jurassic and pre-Neocene; we may 
even fix their age a little closer, for they are doubtless also earlier 
than the Chico Cretaceous. The vein systems of central Idaho are deter
mined as post-Carboniferous and pre-Neocene. It is very probable 
that the veins in the three regions date from about the same period, 
i. e., the early Cretaceous. 

A strong mineralization of the Neocene lavas has been noted in 
Owyhee County, in southern Idaho. The only instance in this region 
of a post-Neocene mineralization is in the case of a dike of rhyolite 
9 miles south of Prairie, which undoubtedly contains traces of gold 
and silver. 

INFLUENCE OF COUNTRY ROCK. 

It has been stated that the gold and silver vein:'> appear in almost all 
of the different rocks of the region, excepting the Neocene lavas; the 
intluenee of the eountry rock upon the l'.haracter of the ore is next to 
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be discus~ed. \Vhen smaller districts are examined differences due to 
the varying character of the eountry rock may he distinguished; hut 
to a great extent these are etl'aced when the region as a whole is con
sidered. l\Iost of the big-produeing mines are in slate or siliceous 
argillite; for instance, the Bonanza, Red Boy. North Pole, Columbia, 
Gokonda, and Connor Creek mines; but, on the other hand, the Virtue 
is in tuffat·eous greenstone, and the Baisley-Elkhorn and the Cornueopia 
mines in diorite or granodiorite. It may perhaps be said that in granite 
or diorite there is apt to be less free gold and a greater percentage of 
sulphurets, but this is a doubtful rule, for some of the greatest mines 
in argillite, like the North Pole and E. and E., contain very little free 
gold and abundant sulphurets. The same is true of the Badger mine 
at Susanville. Veins in serpentine are usually narrow and short, with 
much dolomite gangue and eoarse, pure gold. 

It would seem that here, as in California, the influence of locality 
overshadows that of the country rock entirely. That is, if gold-bearing 
veins are de,·eloped at any place, they are likel.'· to be found in any 
of the ntrious rocks which appear at that place. 

No douht the difference in the eharacter of the fracture in argillite 
and in granitic rocks greatly influences the deposition. A wide fracture 
zone is apt to contain a different ore from narrow fissures through 
whieh the solutions found their way with diffitulty; and the fact that 
granitic and dioritic rocks are altered in a different way and more easily 
than the siliceous argillite can hardly fail to make the eharacter of the 
solutions cireulating in the open spaces somewhat different in the two 
cases. This may account for a relative abundance of sulphic.es in the 
granular rocks and a less amount of free gold in them. 

VARIATIONS OJo' THE PAY SHOOTS. 

It is an interesting faet that adjoining pay shoots in one and the same 
vein may ditl'er considerably in the charaeter of the ore. This applies 
particularly to the North Pole and Ibex wins. The North Pole and 
E. and E. ore shoots on the North Pole vein contain yery little free 
gold; the sulphuretsare of high grade. The Columbia ore shoot contain~ 
more free gold and also more silver than the former. The Golconda 
contains free gold, but the sulphurets are poorer than in the Columbia. 
These data refer, of course, to the fresh, nnoxidized ore. In the Ibex 
mine three pay shoots show successiYe variation of the relatiye propor
tion of gold and silver. The first shoot contains 90 per cent gold and 
10 per eent silver, the last 4:0 per cent gold and 60 per eent silYer. 

GEOLOGWAL RELATIONS OJo' THE VEII\S. 

·while at first glance the veins seem to he seattered irregularly in 
respeet to geologieal areas, a closer in:-:opection re,·eals :-:oome interesting 
relations. 
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Relatively few deposits are contained in the grea't area of granodiorite 
of the northern Elkhorn Range, the extensive area of sedimentary rocks 
of the Eagle Creek Range, or the area of argillites on .both sides of the 
Burnt Rin~r Canyon above Durkee. 

On the other hand, the veins certainly appear massed near the con
tacts of sedimentary rocks with granular intrusive rocks. Most con
spicuously doe:s this show in the great Elkhorn-Cracker Creek-Cable 
Cove vein system, which accompanies the contact for many miles-not 
closely, indeed, for none of the veins follow the actual contact. The 
veins are now in diorite or granodiorite, now in argillite, continually 
branching. crossing the contact, and throwing out divergent systems 
several miles either way from the contact. Near Granite another vein 
sy:stem is developed, crossing the contact. Near the Red Boy, Alamo, 
and Greenhorn districts another intrusive area of granodiorites, diorite, 
gabbro, and serpentine hegins, and new vein systems appear in them 
or in the argillites broken by their intrusion. At Bonanza serpentine 
accompanies the argillite, a:s it also does at Susanvil1e. At Canyon 
serpentine and diabase adjoin slate areas. In the southern Elkhorn 
Range dioritic rocks have shattered the sedimentary series. In the 
Virtue mining district the veins occur on both :sides of a contact 
between diorites and gabbros and argillite. In the Cornucopia mining 
district rich veins appear at the intrusive contacts of granodiorite and 
schists; at Sparta in granite adjoining sedimentary rocks. Finally, the 
local gold belt of the lower Burnt River, extending from Connoe Creek 
to :\Ialheur, a distance of 30 miles, follows three intrusive areas of 
dioriteaud granodiorite-those of Lookout Mountain, Pedro Mountain, 
and Amelia. 

These relations are too evident to be overlooked. It seems certain 
that the occurrence of rich g·old and silver veins in this region is, in 
some way, connected with the occurrence of intrusive rocks, which 
more rarely are granites, more commonly granodiorites, diorites, gab
bros, or serpentines. This by no means implies that all the veins, nor 
even a majority of them, are contained in these intrusive rocks. They 
are just as apt to be found in the sedimentary areas in the vicinity of 
the intrusive masses. This conclusion is important, as similar evidence 
has been gathered from so many other regions of auriferous veins. 

To fully appreciate this connection and to reach the safe conclusion 
to be drawn from the facts, a careful comparative study of the am·ifer
ous regions of the world must be undertaken. This can not be done 
at this place, and the probable genesis of these deposits will, therefore, 
be merely indicated in a few words. 

(;ENESIS OF THE VEINS. 

The veins of the Blue :Mountains were formed at a relatively remote 
period, and few traces of the active agent:s of their formation can be 
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found now. From data concerning the character of the filling, it is 
here, as in the case of almost all gold-quartz veins, perfectly safe to 
conclude that the mode of deposition has been exclusively aqueous. 
From the fact that they occupy important systems of fractures which 
doubtless continue in depth to a distance commensurate with their 
extension in length, and from the fact that as far as followed they 
exhibit no notable change in the character of their filling, we may feel 
confident that the fissures were channels conveying ~urrents of ascend
ing waters. Wherever these solutions came in contact with rocks 
capable of metasomatic alteration, a ::,;trong action is noticeable on the 
latter, most intense nearest to the fissure and gradually fading away at 
a distance. From the further fact that by this alteration silicates are 
entirely converted to carbonates and sericite, we conclude that the 
waters contained a strong percentage of carbon dioxide and alkaline 
carbonates. All these facts point strongly toward thermal waters, 
hot ascending currents, as the chief factor in the deposition. ~Iuch 
of the gangue was doubtless extracted from the immediately surround
ing country rock. Confirming this is the prevalence of dolomitic 
gangue in veins in serpentine; hut the zone from which this material 
has been extracted is too limited to make it probable that the g·old and 
silver were extracted from the country rock. Militating against this 
is also the fact that Himilar veins are found in most widely ditl"ering 
rocks. It i:'l more probable, perhaps, that the thermal waters obtained 
their heavy metals from gaseous emanations along the contact of 
magmas cooling at great depth. 

The comparison between the copper deposits and the gold-silver 
veins, which will be found at the end of the discussion of the former, 
is most interesting. Conceding aqueous deposition for both elasses 
of deposit, the metasomatic processes and the general structural rela
tions are very different, indicating for the gold deposits a deep-seated 
origin and for the copper deposits a genesis more closely connected 
with surface phenomena. 

MINERAL CLASSIFICATION OF PRIMARY GOLD AND SILVER 
VEINS. 

GOLD VEINS. 

Virtue type.-These are simple fissure veins, with quartz filling, in 
sedimentary, and, more rarely , in igneous rocks. The ore consists 
principally of native free-milling gold, often coarse, and alm1~·s Yery 
pure, ranging from 850 to 950 in fineness. The hig·hest grade of gold 
is found in the Virtue and Connor Creek mines. A very sniall amount 
of arsenopyrite, pyrite, and more rarely other sulphurets is present. 
Occasionally, also, small amounts of tetrahedrite, argentite. and stih
nite are found. Besides quartz. a little eakite and Ol"easionall~· white 
massive seheelite (FlagstatL Clitf) occur as gangue. The value Is 
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exdu . ..;in>.ly contained in the quartz filling, searcely ever in the altered 
rock. In slate,.; the alteration is confined to pyritization and occasion
ally a little earbonatization. In granular rocks there is strong car
bo;1atization with the development of pyrite and a little sericite. 
Examples are the Virtue, "White Swan, Flagstaff, Pocahontas, and 
Connor Creek mines; probably also the Sanger mines. Specimens 
from the Connor Creek mine show normal white vein quartz of coarse 
texture and partly idiomorphic outlines of the grains. It is filled with 
irregular inclusions and contains, erystallized together with the quartz, 
coarse idiomorphic arsenopyrite, with which the gold is associated; 
the latter, of deep-yellow color, either surrounds the arsenopyrite or 
occurs in intimate intergrowth with it. Most of it is coarse~ though 
it al:-;o occurs as tine dust and tilms through the arsenopyrite. It is 
observed wholly included in the coarser quartz grains, hut also along 
the contacts of the grains, a:-; if deposited by a secondary migration. 
\VhereYer the quartz shows parallel partingfl or ribbon structure in 
the specimen evidences of pressure are observed in the sections. The 
large quartz grains throughout the slides are optically disturbed, and 
along line:'i coincident with the "ribbons" extensive crushing appears, 
with the formation of new quartz aggregates and veinlets of calcite, a 
mineral which sometimes also occurs in larger grains mixed with the 
quartz. Along these secondary fractures cubical pyrite has recrystal
lized and thread:-; of gold are also observed, probably a mechanical 
deformation of the primary deposit. 

The clay slate adjoining the vein is a microcrystalline mosaic of 
quartz, probahl.'· also feldspar, traversed by curved and contorted 
streaks of c-arbonaceous matter. It contains cubical pyrite as well as 
seams of calcite and quartz; calcite also in part replaces the slate. 

An extremely altered narrow dike follows the Connor Creek vein 
throughout. Its structure is porphyritic and its groundmass micro
crystalline, contiisting of quartz and feldspar. Beyond that it can not 
be identified. The grayish soft rock contains about 20 per cent each 
of sericite and calcite, together ~ith a few sharply defined crystals of 
pyrite. It is cut by a few normal quartz seams. 

The quartz of the Virtue mine is similar to that from the Connor 
Creek, though arsenopyrite is generally absent. The wall rock is a 
soft, very altered greenstone, probably an old volcanic tuff. The rock 
is tilled with seams of calcite, whiCh also largely replace the rock. 
The remaining feldspars contain a little very minutely divided sericite. 
Pyrite and some pyrrhotite are also among the metasomatic develop 
ments. 

The quartz of the Flagstaff mine i:-1 again similar, but contains some 
grains of brownish ealcite mtergrown with the primary quartz. This 
en lcite again incloses small prisms of quartz. 

Canyon awl Robinwnville types.-These two divisions also contain 
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coarse free gold of high grade, associated with some sulphuret~, but 
they differ somewhat from the Virtue type. Apparently without 
exception they are contained in serpentine, gabbro, diabase or diabase
porphyry, and rarely have great length or width. The ore usually 
occurs in rich pockets. 

·In the Canyon type well-defined, almost barren quartz veins in 
gabbro or diabase-porphyry are accompanied by complicated systems 
of seams. Coarse gold is found in rich pockets in these seams and 
has a tendency to crystalline development. The gold occurs in quartz 
or in calcite. When in the latter it seems to be later than that min
eral and its introduction is accompanied by a shattering of the coarse 
calcite and a simultaneous deposition of a little quartz (Pl. LXIX, C). 

The country rock is greatly carbon!_ttized and also contains metaso
matic pyrite. The development of the latter along minute fissures 
and its characteristic calcite rim is illustrated in Pl. LXX, B. Sul
phurets other than pyrite are generally absent. Veins of the Robin
sonville type are also chiefly pockets, but the gold is more confined 
within the vein and the development shows greater variation. The 
vein filling is quartz of normal, coarse granular type; the crystals are 
sometimes (Pl. LXX, A) cemented by chalcedony. In serpentine, 
however, as in the Junebug and Don Juan veins, the gangue is chiefly 
of dolomite, no doubt derived from the country rock. Both dolomite 
and quartz contain coarse gold. Among the sulphurets, galena, 
remarkably enough, often predominates and is directly associated 
with the gold, but chalcopyrite is also present (Banzett, Diadem). 
The alteration of the country rock is usually a carbonatization, dolo
mite being frequently formed. 

Cornucopia ty.pe.-These are normal, simple quartz-filled fissure 
veins, containing free gold of a fineness from 870 down to 700. The 
sulphurets, of which from 5 to 10 per cent is present, are usually 
rich in gold and sometimes also contain some silver. They eonsist 
of pyrite and arsenopyrite, with a little zinc blende, galena, and chalco
pyrite. Tellurides are sometimes present. The ores are free milling 
to the extent of from 30 to 60 per cent. These veins show great simi
larity to certain California types. The country rock is usually a 
granodiorite, diorite, or diabase, and is strongly altered to a white, 
soft substance containing Yery abundantly (·aleite, ~erieite, and pyrite. 
Examples of this type are found at Cornneopia, Sparta, Gold Hill, and 
Gold Ridge (Burnt River). It is yery ::;imilar to the Gold Hill type 
described from central Idaho. 1 

The quartz from Cornueopia is a normal, eoarse Yein quartz, greatly 
crushed and showing optic-al anomalies in thin section along linrs 
where the ribbon structure appears in speeimens. Abundant irregu
lar aqueous indusions are massed along eertain I ine~. Intergrown 

1 Twentieth Ann . Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, l'art III. H•Oll. p.JU.>. 
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with this quartz are pyrite, chalcopyrite, and a colorless zinc hlende. 
Secondary caleite has been introduced along irregular cracks. 

The quartz from the Present Need mine, Quartzburg, shows normal 
coarse structure and is full of large irregular aqueous fluid inclusions 
with large bubbles. Between the grains lie anhedrons of pyrite, chal
copyrite, galena, and grayish-yellow marcasite. The pyrite and mar
casite are intimately intergrown with native gold. 

Cable Cove type.-In this type the sulphurets predominate, and the 
free gold makes up only a small part of the total value. When it 
occurs, the free gold is of a low value, from 650 to 750 fine. Among 
the sulphurets pyrite and arsenopyrite predominate, but zinc blende, 
galena, and chalcopyrite also occur. Rich silver ores are not uncom
mon (tetrahedrite and pyrargyrite), and altogether there is more silver 
than in any of the preceding types. Cinnabar is abundant in the placer 
mines of Susanville, and may have been derived from veins of this 
type occurring near by. The gangue, which is not very abundant, 
consists of quartz, but there is also considerable calcite present. 

The alteratiOn of the country rock, when of granodiorite or diorite, 
shows the normal sericitization and carbonatization. When toe country 
rock is ;;late the veins are accompanied by local and slight silification. 
A part of the ore is probably formed by replacement of the country 
rock. Representatives of this type are the Cable Cove mines, the 
Baisley-Elkhorn, and the Badger mines, at Susanville. This type is 
somewhat similar to the Willow Creek type from central ldaho. 1 

At the Baisley-Elkhorn the free gold, which amounts to 25 per cent 
of the total value of the ore, sometimes occurs as wires in a black 
zinc blende, very intimately intergrown with calcite and a few grains 
of quartz. 

The diorite from the same locality is greatly altered close to the 
vein. The feldspars are almost completely converted into sericite and 
calcite, the latter characteristically filling the spaces between the seri
cite foils. Cubes of pyrite d0velop in this mass and in the quartz, 
which otherwise is but little altered. The biotite is partly altered to 
chlorite, but chiefly to muscovite foih;. 

In the Cable Cove veins there is less free gold. The Yein quartz, 
when present, is of thp, normal, coarsely crystalline type (IJXIX, A), 
containing well-defined crystals of arsenopyrite and other sulphu
ret~. In ~t few places a little ehalcedony may be noted between the 
quartz grains. The aqueous inclusions are abundant, but small and 
inegular, mostly with large stationary bubbles. The g-ranodiorite 
next to the ore is normally altered to sericite with a little calcite. 
Fairly pure galena from the Imperial contained 0. 7 ± ounce gold and 
60.86 ounce:; :;ilYer per ton, while the pure arsenopyrite from the same 
mine a:;sayed t> .82 ounees gold and 7.08 ounces silver per ton. 

I Lindgren, )i) t'. dt. 
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At the Badger mine the coarse pyrite and arsenopyrite i~ of lower 
grade, while finer mixtures of these minerals with a little galena, zinc 
blende, and tetrahedrite contained 1.04 ounces gold and HOHJ18 ounces 
silver per ton. The country rock at the Badger mine is a clay slate, 
developed in at least two modifications. The metasomatic alteration 
differs correspondingly in an interesting manner. The first is a black, 
somewhat crumpled, imperfectly fissile clay slate. Under the micro
scope it has a banded and streaky appearance, due to narrow and curv
ing belts of carbonaceous matter and to streaks of fine aggregates of 
brown biotite. The clearer parts evidently consist of a very fine 
microcrystalline aggregate of quartz and feldspar, and contain scat
tered clastic grains of quartz and twinned feldspars. The clay slate 
is penetrated by irregularly developed fine-grained aggregates of cal
cite, accompanied by anhedral pyrite. The calcite very evidently 
replaces the substance of the clay slate. 

The second specimen is a black, fissile clay slate, traversed perpen
dicularly to the schistosity by a great number of narrow quartz veins 
containing pyrite, arsenopyrite, and a little zinc blende. The slate is 
free from sulphides. This clay slate is an almost cryptocrystalline mass, 
traversed by straight, but not very sharply marked, streaks of cal
careous matter. Under highest magnifying powers the substance of 
the slate is resolved into a fine aggregate of at least two substanees of 
different indiees of refraetion; many of the larger grains show fibrous 
undulous extinction. In all probability we have in this rock an inti
mate mixture of quartz and kaolin. Small and perfect prisms of tour
maline and a few minute sericite foils were noted. The rock is cut by 
sharply defined quartz veins, in pla~es containing a little calcite and 
sharply defined crystals of pyrite. They are excellent illustrations of 
the comb-quartz veins, showing a growth of small crystals next to the 
walls and then a second generation of coarse crystals reaching entirely 
across the veinlets. Most of the rock is fresh and unaltered, even 
when adjoining the veins; but in some places a silicification spreads 
from the veins in irregular blotches, sometimes following the schis
tosity. These silicified parts are marked in ordinary light by a replace
ment of the granulated and dusty argillite substance by a clearer 
quartz mass, and in polarized light by a coarser, though still fine, 
aggregate of microcrystalline, interlocking quartz grains and scattered 
particles of ealcite. 

These two rocks show that a silicification may take plaee when the 
country rock is quartzose and contains no constituents which can easily 
be acted upon by the solutions. Mass action then becomes predomi
nant, and the solutions containing alkaline carbonates, carbon dioxide, 
as well as silica, deposit the latter, and some of the kaolin is possibly 
removed. But when the rock contains feldspars and biotite, chemieal 
reaetion between the solutions and the rock produces a deposition of 
calcite, pyrite, and in most cases also of sericite. 
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_l{odlt Polu type. -Thi~ division inch1des the wide, comp9site veins 
in argillite and i~ characterized by a smaller quantity of free gold 
of rather low grade, together with finely divided sulphurets which 
usually are rich in gold. The amount of free gold varies from a few 
per cent up to about -1:0 per cent. The sulphurets consist chiefly of 
arsenopyrite and nu1reasite. Chalcopyrite, galena, and blende are 
uneommon. Accessory minerals are cinnabar, tetmhedrite, mercurial 
tetrahedrite, Btibnite, and tellurides. The principal gangue is quartz; 
on secondary seam~ calcite appears. Chromium mica and roscoelite 
(vanadium mica) also occur. The ore is usually normal filling, more 
rarely re.placed country rock. The alteration of the slate comprise3 
chiefly a pyritization, occasionally also a silicification; porphyry dikes 
contained in the argillite are sericitized and partly also carbonatized. 

In the ~orth Pole mine the normal ore is a coarse, typical quartz 
with strong tendency to comb structure. The large crystals show 
concentric lines of growth upon which the new individuals develop 
with the same orientation as in the underlying crystals. The comb 
quartz contains in fine distribution idiomorphic arsenopyrite and less 
well-deYeloped pyrite. Sometimes the arsenopyrite appears in sev
eral sharply defined thin crusts of primary deposition, each generation 
again co\·ered by comb quartz. Aqueous inclusions of irregular form 
are common in the quartz. The only difference between barren quartz 
and ore is in the sulphides contained in the latter. 

The country rock is siliceous and consists of closely packed, minute, 
allotriomorphic quartz grains. Between them lie a few fibers of 
sericite. The planes of the sedimentation are mark~d by streak~ of 
black carbonaceous material. The principal alteration consists in the 
development of pyrite in small cuhes. This pyrite may in places form 
larger ag-gregates , but the latter are always poor in gold and silver. 

Secondary changes ~re frequent in the ore. In many places the 
quartz shows undnlou~ extinction and is tr::wersed by crushed zones. 
\Vhole masses of primary quartz with arsenopyrite in concentric depo
sition are crushed and recemented by quartz. This produces the 
peculiar brecciated appearance shown in Pl. LXVIII, A, with concen
tric streaks of arsenopyrite running in many directions and frequently 
sharply interrupted. In the secondary quartz are scattered sharply 
defined pentagonal dodecahedrons of pyrite. A third and latest phase 
of the vein formation is the introduction of calcite along narrow cracks 
throughout the barren as well as the rich quartz. \Vith the calcite, 
pyrite and arsenopyrite again recrystallize. 

A thin section of rieh telluride ore from the North Pole is shown 
on Pl. LXIX) B. The prineipal mineral is hessite, which is lined with 
native gold and also contains small masses of another pale-yellow 
telluride. These minerals occur in apparently primary ouartz. 
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In the Columbia mine similar relations prevail. The ore is prevail
ingly a quartz filling showing comb-quartz structure. The argillite 
is a very fine-grained but clear quartz mosaic, containing abundant 
streaks of organic matter. Cubes of pyrite are often inclosed in this 
carbonaceous substance. A slight silicification may have taken place. 
The argillite is cut by well-defined quartz veinlets, which again show a 
late infiltration of calcite. Dikes of a very altered igneous rock of 
doubtful original character are also cut by the vein. A speeimen 
of altered porphyry from the lowest tunr.el level consist:,; of sericite 
fibers, calcite, and a few anhedrons of pyrite. 

The rich shipping ore, ordinary specimens of which as:,;ayed 24:5 
ounces gold and 166 ounces silver per ton, is a greenish-gray quartz 
of varying grain. Much of it is very fine grained and almost flinty, 
and darkened by finely distributed sulphurets. In some places frag
ments of a greenish-gray altered rock are includ.ed in quartz, the color 
being due to the finely divided roscoelite. Fibers of this mineral are 
also scattered through the whole rock. The sulphurets consist of 
pyrite, chalcopyrite, zinc blende, and a black mercurial tetrahedi'ite, 
besides much native gold. The latter occurs in intergrowth with the 
colorless or brownish zinc blende and the tetrahedrite, but not with 
the pyrite. It also is found intergrown with ro:,;coelite wherever that 
mineral is abundant. In the prevailing mass of quartz lie small, well
defined inclusions, probably of argillite; these consist of microcrystal
line quartz with a little sericite. 

The prevailing mineral is a partly idiomorphic normal yein quartz, 
the grain of which varies considerably. The roscoelite i:,; distributed 
throughout the quartz in fine aggregates of greenish fibers of :strong 
double refraction. The speeimens show no evidence of secondary 
crushing or deposition. 

At the Golconda mine the big quartz vein splits up into stringers, 
and there is more ore derived from alteration of the country rock 
than at the other mines. The argillite here approaches normal clay 
slate, extremely fine grained, with curved streaks of carbonaceous 
matter. The groundmass seems to consist chiefly of interlocking and 
very minute quartz grains, together with a little chlorite and isolated 
crystals of tourmaline and zoisite. The altered rock near the veint; con
tains green spots, due to some chromium mineral, probably fuchsite, 
besides much pyrite in well-developed crystals. In one specimen 
were found abundant small and wedge-shaped c.rystals of marcasite, 
sometimes also star-shaped, compound ery:stals of the same. The 
argillite is cut by veinlets of granular quartz with a little sericite and 
pyrite. 

Dikes of undeterminable porphyries also oeeur in the mine, and 
some of them are sufficiently mineralized to he regarded as ore. They 
are dull grayish, or grayish green, and contain a little pyrite . One 
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of these, collected from the dump, eonsists chiefly of sericite in ragged 
bunches of fibers, and a .-;econdary quartz mosaic, as well as abundant 
and sharp pyrite c·rystab. Another dike, from the fourth level, which 
was con:;idered as ore, consists largely of an extremely intimate mix
ture of dolomite and quartz, with a little pyrite. Veinlets of quartz, 
cut again by still later ninlets of some carbonate, traverse the slide. 
The original rock was probably a basic dike. Possibly the chromium 
found in the altered rocks is derived from this source. 

The rich shipping ore found in the Golconda is similar to that from 
the Columbia. It contdsts of a dull-greenish rock of extremely fine
grained quartz, colored by films of roscoelite, and containing pyrite 
as well as abundant star-shaped marcasite crystals. This rock, which 
probably is an altered and silicified argillite, contains vugs and veinlets 
filled with coarser quartz, with native gold, chalcopyrite, pale-brown 
zinc blende, and probably tetrahedrite. Fine-grained chalcedonic vein
lets also cut the rock. Altogether, the ore seems to be a crushed and 
greatly altered argillite. 

In the Mountain Belle the normal quartz filling again appears. The 
quartz cements fragments of argillite, which is decidedly silicified and 
contains cubes of pyrite. 

The ores of the Ibex Yein are composed chiefly of normal quartz 
filling, the structure gidng dear evidence that it was deposited in 
open space. Fragments of argillite are included in the quartz. These 
are decidedly silicified and converted to a quartz mosaic coarser than 
that of the normal rock. Pyrite and small fibers of sericite also appear 
in it. The ore minerals are finely divided native gold, pyrite, arseno
pyrite, and a little pyrargyrite and cinnabar. The latter occurs on 
secondary fissures in the vein quartz. 

The richest ore of the Ibex is a dark-gray breccia of quartz and 
argillite, the latter composed of microcrystalline quartz and a little 
sericite, carbonaceous matter, and pyrite. Most of the fragments are 
sharply defined and cut by quartz veins showing comb structure; but 
in other places there is an ill-defined mixture of arg-illite and quartz, 
strongly suggesting a mud of crushed argillite, between the particles 
of which the quartz crystallized. In this mixture of quartz and argil
lite are particles of natiYe g-old, together with coarse pyrite and finely 
distributed arsenopyrite. Several belts of secondary crushing traverse 
the specimen, and in these is much sooty, fine-grained arsenopyrite, as 
well as a little gold in fine wires. 

Somewhat different from these examples is the Cougar vein, in which 
there is but little quartz, but much crushed argillite constituting the 
principal ore. The ore contains a considerable amount of sih·er, one 
sample assaying 0.68 ounce gold and 23.88 ounces silver per ton. The 
ore is eomposed of argillite, consisting of a very fine-grained and 
sharply defined quartz mosaic, with a few shreds of seri<·ite and scat-
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PLATE LXIX. 

THIN SECTIONS SHOWING STRUCTURE OF ORE. 

A. ~ onnal vPin quartz with arsenopyrite, from Imperial mine, Cable Cove; q, quartz; 
a, ar~pnopyrite. ::\Iagnifiecl 16 diameters. 

B. Telluride ore from North Pole mine; q, quartz; h, hessite; g, gold; c, calaverite'?. 
:Jiagnified 2-! diameters. 

I·. Coarse gold in ealcite with quartz; Great Northern mine, ·Canyon; c, caleite; 
q, quartz; gol<l, hlaek. :Jlagnified 12 diameters. 

D. Copper, replacing feldspar in Triassic andesite or basalt. Copper Union, Copper 
Butte <listriet; f, feldspar; c, chlorite; ep, eopper. :Ylagnifiecl 120 diameters. 

62-! 
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tered crystals of pyrite and marcasite. Veinlets of quartz, with 
needles and star-shaped compound crystals of marcasite, traverse the 
argillite. 

Many veins near Alamo belong to this type, and in most of them 
the ore contains bright-green spots, partly in the quartz, partly in the 
argillite. This color is due to chromium, and it is believed that the 
mineral causing it is a very finely divided chromium mica. It is 
especially prominent in the Little Giant mine, and may be explained 
by the fact that serpentine, always containing chromium, occurs in 
close vicinity to the vein; but it is also found in the Quebec, Wilson, 
and other veins a mile or two distant from serpentoid rocks. 

Red Boy type.-This type consists of veins in argillite, similar in 
their filling to those of the North Pole type, but distinguished by pre
dominant free gold of a low degree of purity. The gold makes up 60 
to 90 per cent of the assay value, and varies in :fineness from 500 to 
600, the rest being silver. Sulphurets amount to 5 per cent at most, 
and are poor, the concentrates rarely assaying more than $30 per ton. 
They consist chiefly of pyrite, with a little arsenopyrite and chalcopy
rite, or of argillite penetrated by veinlets of quartz, usually with · 
comb structure. The gangue consists of normal vein quartz mixed 
with fragments of argillite. To this type belong the Red Boy veins, 
the Bonanza, and the Mammoth. At the Red Boy mine the black 
argillite seems altered only by the introduction of pyrite, while dikes 
of a porphyritic rock which can not be identified have suffered altera
tion to calcite and pyrite, accompanied by microaystalline quartz. 

At the Mammoth mine the country rock is partly granodiorite, 
partly a siliceous argillite. The latter has suffered no change, except 
the introduction of some pyrite. The granodiorite is carbonatized 
to a considerable degree. The ore, which forms thick bodies, consists 
of brecciated slate and granodiorite cemented by normal vein quartz, 
containing coarse, pale gold, together with a little pyrite and arseno
pyrite. Closely associated with the gold is a dull-green' vanadium 
mica, probably roscoelite. This forms irregular blotches and small 
aggregates in the quartz, and often surrounds the gold, as shown on 
Pl. LXX, .D. There is no reason for believing that the rich ore 
which occurs near the surface is not due to primary deposition. The 
rich quartz is traversed by crushed zones and small slipping planes, 
often coated with gold. Irregular seams of calcite, the latest mineral 
formed, cut across the quartz, In other parts of the mine the ore is 
a breccia of sharp argillite fragments. The argillite is very siliceous, 
appearing under the microscope as a microquartzite. The metaso
matic change consists only in the introduction of cubes of pyrite and 
slender prisms of arsenopyrite or marcasite. The cementing mass is 
chiefly calcite, coating the argillite in pretty crusts. The calcite 
contains inclusions of normal vein quartz. 

22 GIWL, PT 2-01- -.f:\l 
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IMPREGNATIONS. 

In certain districts in which the vein-forming solutions have been 
especially active there is another type of deposit which bas received 
little attention because the tenor in gold is usually very small. In this 
type whole masses of argillite, generally following the roughly defined 
planes of sedimentation, have been subjected to partial replacement, 
and no distinct fissures are found. The argillite is somewhat crushed, 
and quartz has developed on little seams and in nodules. Scattered 
crystals of pyrite replace the argillite, and there may also be a little 
dolomite n.nd stains of chromium mica. Strata of argillites several 
hundred feet thick show these evidences of mineralization and contain 
throughout traces of gold. Examples of these deposits are found in 
the Alamo and Granite districts . 

. The presence of chromium mica in nearly all the veins and deposits 
of the Alamo district is very remarkable. Serpentine, which always 
contains chromium, is abundant a few miles from Alamo, but the veins 
contain this ehromiummica whether close to or distant from the con
tact. I should think it probable that the vein-forming solutions 
ascended into the argillite from underlying masses of serpentine or 
peridotite. 

SILVER VEINS. 

Tempest type.-Tbis type is very similar to the Cable Cove type 
among the gold veins. It occurs in the granodiorite of the Greenhorn 
Mountains. The gangue is quartz, forming a normal filling and con
taining very abundant pyrite, arsenopyrite, and zinc blende. There is 
little or no galena and no rich silver sulphides. The ore is accom
panied by normal, sericitic-carbonatic alteration of the country rock. 
A little calcite fills secondary cracks in the quartz. In the Carbonate 
vein, which crops near serpentine, dolomite and a pure chromium 
mica are abundant. 

Greenl~orn type.-The deposits of this type are normal, simple 
quartz veins containing, intergrown with the quartz, tetrahedrite, and, 
more rarely, argentite and pyrargyrite. Representatives of this class 
are the Intermountain and Intrinsic veins on Greenhorn Mountain, the 
Monumental in the Granite district, and the veins of Pedro Mountain 
in the Rye Valley district . 

.. Mi'n eral type.-The only representatives of this type are the deposits 
at Mineral, Idaho, near Snake River. They are veins or irreg-ular 
bodies connecting with fi ::;snres and containing pyrite, chalcopyrite, 
tetrahedrite, galena, and zinc blende, intimately intergrown with one 
another and with calcite gangue. The ores are in part surely formed 
by replacement of the country roek, a greenstone or greenstone tuff. 
The ores nrc ordinarily not rich in copper or lead. Average good ore 
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THIN SECTIONS SHOWING STRUCTURE OF ORE. 

A. Comb quartz, cemented by chalcedony. Banzett mine, Robinsonville. Polar
ized light; q, quartz; fibrous and fine-granular aggregate!;!, chalcedony. 
Magnified 12 diameters. 

B. Crystals of pyrite, forming by replacement in chloritic diabase along cracks 
filled with caldte. Great Northern mine, Canyon. p, pyrite; black, calcite, 
also lining pyrite crystals; shaded in definite areas, chlorite. Magnified 12 
diameters. 

C. Tounnaline ore, Copperopolis, Quartz burg district. q, quartz; t, tourmaline; 
black, chalcopyrite. Magnified 28 diameters. 

D. Gold-quartz ore. Belle of Baker, Mammoth mine, Sumpter; q, quartz; r, ros
coe lite; g, gold. Quartz has normal coarse-grained structure. Magnified 28 
diameters. 
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contains 0.28 ounce gold and 55.92 ounces silver. A peculiar feature 
is the extremely intimate intergrowth of galena and zinc blende into 
concentric aggregates. 

COPPER DEPOSITS. 

GENERAL STATEMENT. 

DepositR in which copper constitutes the most valuable metal are 
rather extensively scattered over the eastern part of the region under 
discussion. Most of the deposits are contained in Tri~sic lavas 
interbedded with sedimentary rocks of the same age. While the gold 
and silver veins may contain some copper and the copper deposits 
almost always contain some silver and at least a trace of gold, the 
copper deposits form a separate cla"is, with well-marked and dis
tinctive characteristics pointing ,to a very different origin from that of 
the gold and silver veins. The copper deposits may be classified as 
follows: The Seven Devils type, the Tourmaline type, and the Snake 
River type. The first two are of rare occurrence. 

SEVEN DEVILS TYPE. 

This type includes contact deposits of irregular bodies of chalco
pyrite and bornite between limestone and diorite. As gangue appear 
garnet, epidote, and other contact minerals. This type is represented 
only by a small prospect near Medical Springs (see p. 731). 

TOURMALINE TYPE. 

This type is characterized by chalcopyrite and pyrite associated 
with a gangue of quartz and tourmaline. The deposits form fissure 
veins or irregular replacements probably connected with fissures. 
Only two representatives of this type have been found. 

The Copperopolis mine, on the east fork of Dixie Creek in the 
Quartzburg district, is the first. Brown :fibrous tourmaline (blue and 
brown in thin section) is intimately intergrown with quartz (Pl. LXX, 
0), containing very abundant, mostly round, aqueous inclusions. 
The quartz is in part normal, coarse, vein quartz, in part idiomor
phic, in part finer-grained allotriomorphic. The latter as well as the 
intermixed dirty-brown tourmaline were formed by replacement of 
the country rock, a diabase. The chalcopyrite is intergrown with 
quartz and tourmaline. 

The Jessie vein in the Mineral district is the second. This is a 
fissure vein in diorite, accompanied in the hanging wall by a dike of 
basalt. The vein matter is a black gangue with massive pyrite and 
chalcopyrite. Thin sections of the ore show a somewhat interlocking, 
fairly coarse aggregate of quartz, calcite, and dolomite, all in anhedral 
development. In addition, a mineral which greatly re~embles vesuvi
anite is present, also chlorite and an acicular or prismatic blue or 
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dirty-brown tourmaline. Thin steel-gray lamellre of specularite, 
single and in bunches, are embedded in both quartz and calcite. In 
translucent light the thin plates are deep red. Pyrite and chalco
pyrite are interg-rown with quartz, tourmaline, and specularite. The 
ore has been crushed, and along the cracks calcite has infiltrated. 

This mineral combination is very remarkable for fissure vein. 
Espeeially is the occurrence of specularite noteworthy. It empha
sizes the opinion given in another place 1 that the tourmaline veins 
are, as a rule, connected with deep-seated processes and formed under 
higher pressure and temperature than ordinary hydrothermal gold 
and silvei· veins. 

SNAKE RIVER TYPE. 

In general this type is characterized by finely distributed chalcocite 
or bornite, more rarely chalcopyrite, in Triassic lavas or tuff's. Metallic_ 
copper or malachite is sometimes present. The ores carry a little sil
ver, and sometimes also gold. These deposits seem to be largely of 
metasomatic origin. The distribution of the sulphides is sometimes 
irregular, but more commonly follows well-defined directions, probably 
determined by systems of joints. A connection with sharply defined 
fissures can rarely be observed. The gangue minerals with which the 
sulphides are associated are quartz, epidote, actinolite, or chlorite, and 
according to the local prevalence three subtypes may be distinguished. 

Epidott:c subtype.-In this, chalcocite is associated with epidote in 
~'>mall replacement veins traversing the rock, and native copper occurs 
as a secondary product. At the North American Copper Company's 
prospects at Copper Union the ore-bearing rock is a soft, dark-green, 
very altered Triassic basalt, in places containing small amygdules of cal
cite. ·with the naked eye may be seen irregular grains of chalcocite and 
a little metallic copper, the latter mostly contained in the white vein lets 
traversing the slide. Under the microscope the basaltic character of 
the rock is apparent. Phenocrysts of labradorite are contained in a 
dark groundmass full of small prisms of the same mineral. Chlorite 
is very abundant in the feldspars as well as in small vesicules through
out the mass. The augite has disappeared completely. Along lines 
of pressure and deformation small replacement veins of chalcocite 
inclosed in epidote are noted; no other mineral accompanies the chal
cocite. Throughout the section very finely divided metallic copper is 
distributed, especially abundant is it in little veins filled with zeolite, 
which corresponds well with natrolite and occurs in fibrous masses 
with radial structure. Mueh copper is also contained in the ground
mass and in the feldspars of the rock, but it replaces the minerals in 
which it occurs and is accompanied by chlorite, a little quartz, and a 

1 Metasomatic processes in fissure veins: Trans. Am. Inst. Min. Eng., Vol. XXX, 1901, p. 6i. 
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considerable amount of reddish or brownish limonite or hematite, 
which seems to surround the aggregates of chlorite near the copper 
(Pl. LXIX, IJ). 

Neither chalcocite nor copper in their present form is a primary con
stituent of the rock. The chalcocite has been introduced first and the 
native metal seems a secondary product derived from the sulphide. 
While a secondary process, the formation of native copper can not 
justly be said to be due to surface decomposition, for it is clearly con
nected with the chlorite and the zeolites which may form at great depth. 
While there is thus no reason why the metallic copper could not occur 
throughout larger masses of rocks and on a larger scale, the fact seems 
to be that its occurrence is of subordinate importance to that of the 
ehalcocite. The latter certainly has formed along cracks and joints, 
but is, nevertheless, not concentrated in well-defined fissure veins. 

In the Snake River Canyon many similar deposits occur. Those 
especially examined were located near Ballards Ferry. The prevail
ing rock at McDougals camp, 2 miles below Ballards Ferry, is a 
brownish-gray volcanic tuff, probably of Triassic age. It contains 
clastic grains of quartz, feldspar, and a variety of fine-grained lavas. 
The cementing material is a finer mass of the same substances and irreg
ularly distributed chlorite. Amygdules of calcite are common. Some 
of the prospects have the appearance of small fissure veins with a well
defined filling of white quartz, epidote, and massive chalcocite, the 
latter especially intergrown with epidote. The larger deposit forms a 
zone at least half a mile long and from 8 to 30 feet wide, in whieh an 
impregnation of calcite is noted. The thin sections show that the rock 
is fractured and deformed. On these fractures chalcocite, intimately 
intergrown and inclosed in epidote, has formed as narrow replacement 
veins. In other places isolated grains of chalcocite are surrounded by 
irregularly spreading epidote. Malachite appears as a product of 
decomposition of the chalcocite, but there is no metallic copper. The 
cryptocrystalline malachite forms veinlets and nests replacing the 
cement of the tuff. 

Actinolitic subtype.-Deposits of this type were examined on the 
copper claims near the Snowstorm mine, not far from Sanger. The 
rock is here a dark-green diabase, in whieh some of the augite still 
remains, as well as some of the ilmenite~ the latter otherwise altered 
to leucoxene. Throughout the rock light-green needles of amphibole 
are abundant as a secondary formation; the amphibole occurs through
out the feldspars , and especially along the fraetures. Associated with 
it are irregular grains of chalcocite and bornite. Secondary quartz 
forms good-sized nodules in the roek and is also intergrown with 
bornite. Some malachite has formed from the sulphides and oecurs 
intergrown with quartz. 

Cldoritic snbtype.-This i~ best represented hy the Iron Dike 
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deposit. A larg-e mass of a Triassic greenstone of qncertain orig-inal 
character is here shattered and filled with irregular veinlets of quartz 
with pyrite and chalcopyrite. Besides being thoroughly filled with 
chlorite it is certainly also larg-ely replaced by quartz and pyrite, the 
latter often surrounded by chalcopyrite. Heavy bodies of pyrite and 
chalcopyrite occur at this place and are in all probability due to a 
complete replacement of the chloritic rock. This ore contains a little 
gold and silver, as well as occasionally some galena and zinc blende. 

The River Queen deposit should perhaps be referred to this type. 
It has an irregular, vein-like form, and occurs in !l.n old chloritic rhyo
lite with phenocrysts of quartz. The ores are cuprite, chalcocite, and 
pyrite. 

The Standard mine, in the Quartzburg district, may also doubtfully 
be referred to this type. It occurs as a narrow, ill-defined vein, in a 
chloritie diabase, and is accompanied with small calcite. The ores are 
chalcopyrite, intergrown with the rare cobalt-arsenide, smaltite, and 
contain both gold and silver. 

COMPARISON WITH GOLD-QUARTZ VEINS. 

In the Snake River type of deposits the characteristic association is 
that of copper sulphides with epidote, amphibole, or chlorite, and in 
part, als<"', with quartz. This is in great contrast to the gold-silver 
veins, where the first three minerals are unknown constituents of the 
g-angue. Further, the copper minerals do not occupy sharply defined 
and persistent fi ssures like the g-old and silver veins, but appear along 
joints and small irregular fissures. The ores in thei1· present form are 
clearly of secondary origin; they are not primary constituents of the 
rock. They are always, as far as known, associated with the Triassic 
greenstones, old basalts, andesites, and rhyolites. The difference 
between these copper deposits and the gold-silver veins is radical, alike 
in form, substance, and metasomatic processes. They were certainly 
not formed by the same or even by similar solutions. I would regard 
them as having probably been formed by a sort of lateral secretion, and 
by dilute, perhaps cold, solutions belonging to the general circulation 
of the ground water. The souree of the metals was probably in the 
surrounding old lavas. The active meta~omatic processes show a close 
connrction with the general hydrometamorphism, which gradually 
changes the character of igneous rocks by the formation of amphibole, 
ehlorite, quartz, epidote, and zeolite, while the gold quartz veim; are 
probably due to thermal a:-;cending waters. There is an undoubted 
paralleli:-;m between these eopper deposits and those of the Lake Supe
rior region, for both oc-em in part as replac-ement veins in amygdaloid 
rock:-;. But the Lake Superior \'e ins contain chiefly nwtallie copper, 
the snlpbicle8 l>eing very rare, while here the reverse is true. 
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OXIDIZED ZONES OF THE COPPER DEPOSITS. 

In most cases the oxidized part of the copper deposits is very super
ficial, and sulphides, chalcopyrite, as well as chalcocite and bornite, 
appear immediately or only a few feet below the surface. A little 
malachite often appears on the surface, but sulphides are usually 
immediately associated with it. The large sulphide mass of thP. Iron 
Dike was covered by a brown shallow crust in which practically no 
copper was present. Immediately below this pale and partly decom
posed pyrite appeared, and the chalcopyrite began only a few feet 
below the pyrite. 

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS. 

Among the copper deposits of this region are a vast number of 
prospects, but thus far no producing mine. Only two or three pros
pects have made small shipments of high-grade ore. It is, of course, 
well known that the development of a low-grade copper mine is an 
enterprise demanding much time and money, differing in this respect 
from that of an ordinary gold-quartz mine. In the latter a mill 
adapted to the requirements of the ore and the size of the vein may 
be rapidly erected and the mine become producing in a short time. 
For low-grade copper ores very extensive and very carefully planned 
reduction works are necessary. Ores consisting of coarse pyrite and 
chalcopyrite with chlorite-quartz gangue, like the Iron Dike, are easy 
to concentrate and, provided the ore contains enough copper, will 
prove valuable. Ores containing chalcopyrite and tourmaline will be 
difficult to concentrate, owing to the high specific gravity of the latter. 
The majority of the deposits are zones of impregnation with chalco
cite in fine distribution. These have been most widely advertb;ed, 
and presumably ill-informed companies have issued glowing reports 
apt to mislead the unwary. Copper lodes 4: miles in length and a mile 
in width, with inexhaustible supply of 4: per cent ore, have been 
claimed to exist. The fact that ores in the Lake Superior region con
taining less than 1 per cent of metallic copper have been successfully 
worked has been duly placed before the public. As a matter of fact, 
most of these impregnated zones will not contain more than 1 or 2 per 
cent of copper, and the width ranges from a narrow seam up to 30 
feet. . The lowest grade of copper ore which can be considered in 
eastern Oregon, under pre::sent conditions, is one containing 3 to 4: 
per cent of copper, provided that large quantities of it exist. The 
successful treatment of this ore offers considerable difficulty. Leach
ing processes can probably not be employed, for the ore contains too 
much easily dissolved silicates of magnesia, lime, and iron. Concen
tt·ating will he difficult and attended with great loss. for fine crush
ing will be neces::sary and the chaleocite will form rich slimes. Should 
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large bodies of ore containing metallic copper be found, these difficul
ties will be largely obviated, but at present there is no great proba
bility of this. These remarks are not meant to discourage the search 
for and the development of the copper properties, but only to point 
out actual facts. Paying copper mines may well be developed in 
eastern Oregon, but it will be only by careful conservative work by 
men who understand the problems presented. 

PLACER DEPOSITS. 

EXTENT. 

The placer deposits indicate the extent of the gold belt of eastern 
Oregon, being widely scattered over the whole area, from the sands 
of the Snake River on the east to the gravel bars of John Day River 
on the west. They were the first deposits discovered by the pioneer 
miners and yielded their millions in early days. Though the output 
is greatly diminished, the placers are at the present time by no means an 
unimportant factor in the gold-mining industry of the State. Oregon 
produces placer bullion to the value of about $300,000 annually; the 
amount is, however, slowly diminishing. The placers contribute about 
one-fourth to one-fifth of the total production of gold and silver 
(see p. 572). 

The placer-mining districts are distributed as follows: On the east 
the Snake River bars still contribute some fine gold. In the Eagle 
Creek Mountains and at Sparta a small but steady production is main
tained. Sparta, especially, was noted for its rich gulch diggings in 
early times. The belt extending from Connor Creek by Weatherby, 
Chicken Creek, Rye Valley, Humbolt, Clarks Creek, and Malheur 
was formerly the most important gold-mining region in the State and 
still maintains a diminishing production. 

The Virtue placers, near Baker City, were long ago exhausted. 
West of Baker City is the gold belt of the southern Elkhorn Range, 
with· the once celebrated camps of Auburn, Pocahontas, and Miners
ville. The headwaters of Powder and Burnt rivers, as well as those 
of Granite Creek, including the districts of Sumpter, Granite, Robin
sonville, Bonanza, and Gimlet, may be said to form the central placer
mining region of the Blue }fountains. These placers, while not as 
extraordinarily rich as some of the others, have maintained a steady 
though small production, and seem likely to continue to do so for many 
years. Finally, on the western side are found the isolated districts of 
Susanville, Dixie Creek, and Canyon Creek, the latter having the repu
tation of having been the richest placer camp in the State. Both at 
Susam·ille and at Canyon a fairly steady production is maintained. 
Farthest we:-~t are the small placers of Fox Creek and Spanish Gulch, 
on Crooked Ri\'er, the latter locality 6U miles west-southwest of Canyon. 
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GEOLOGICAL CHARACTER. 

vVith few exceptions the placers are gravel deposits contained in the 
beds of the present streams and gulches, or bars and benches deposited 
by the same water courses at a former higher level; these benches 
are rarely found more than 200 feet above the present l;tream bed; most 
frequently they are 50 to 100 feet above the same. The depth of the 
gravel8 seldom exceeds 50 feet and is ordinarily much less. The bed 
roek may be any one of the formations found in the region, sometimes 
even Neocene volcanic 1·ocks. The placers are thus not connected with 
any certain rock; it may be said, however, that they are most abundant 
in the districts where intrusive diorites, granites, and serpentines break 
through older sedimentary series. They are, as a rule, absent in the 
large granitic areas (northern Elkhorn Range) and in extensive areas 
of old sedimentary rocks. They are also absent in the great Neocene 
volcanic areas. In mountains which have been covered by glaciers 
during the ice epoch placers are rarely found. Examples of this are 
found in the Cornucopia, Cable Cove, and Greenhorn districts. No 
doubt gold-bearing gravels existed there before the advance of the ice 
streams, but the latter have dislodged the gravels and scattered the 
gold among the moraines, and the time since the close of the Glacial 
epoch has been too short to permit a new concentration of the gold. 
As a rule, in these districts placers are found below the terminal 
moraines. 

All this means that the placers were chiefly deposited hy the present 
streams at their actual level or at a former higher level. Placers 
antedating the present drainage system are of rare occurrence. This 
is not surprising when we consider that the drainage systems of the 
old mountain areas had been outlined and eroded long before the 
Neocene period. 

According to their geological age the placers may be divided into: 
1. Prevolcanic (Eocene m· early 1lfiocene) qravels.-Deposits of this 

age are preserved only when covered by volcanie flows. Owing to the 
fact that these flows mainly covered the foothills and the lower part 
of the mountains, and no uplift accompanied by deep erosion has 
occurred since, these channels mostly lie below the present drainage 
level. While many of them doubtless are rich in gold, it will be 
difficult to find them and still more difficult to work them profitably. 
The only places where these gravels have been worked are at \\Tinter
ville and Parkerville, on the headwaters of Burnt River. It does 

. not seem altogether impossible that new channels of this character 
might be found in this vicinity. The great influx of water into 
inclines and shafts would greatly increase the cost of working. vVork
ing placers by means of shafts bas been successful only in very rich 
placer mines. The banks of these pre-Neocene gravels are only about 
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15 feet high. Most of the gold is coarse and lies on the bed rock. 
The ·winterville pre-Neocene channel was a smaller stream of no great 
importance. It is sometimes stated that it was part of a large channel 
which traversed the Blue Mountains. There is no foundation for this 
v1ew. 

2. Inter·volcanic gravels.-The volcanic ~utbreaks flooded the lower 
valleys with lavas. The upper valleys of Burnt River, Powder River, 
,Tohn Day , and probably also Grande Ronde River were thus dammed 
ami accumulations of gravel at once began. These conditions were 
also favorable for the concentration of the gold, and placers were 
formed wherever streams from auriferous areas entered the basins. 
Of this age are the gravel benches of Sumpter and Canyon. In 
the case of these, the erosion of the main rivers draining the basins 
has not proeeeded far enough to destroy the connection of the Neocene 
sediments. But in other cases, in the Granite Creek and North Fork 
of John Day, the volcanic dam has been cut down much deeper, and 
of the deposits once filling the basin only small fragments are pre
served, as in the case of the Klopp placers (p. 687) and the Griffith 
gravels (p. 688). 

As the canyon cutting proceeded, benches were formed at intervals, 
and some of these gTavels remain at various elevations along the 
present streams. There does not seem to be any exact limit between 
the late Neocene and Pleistocene gravels. A gradual erosion was con
tinued during the two periods, interrupted occasionally only. 

3. Pleistocene gravels thus consist of the lowest benches and the 
deposits in the present channels. These deposits were the first to be 
mined and are now practically exhausted, as far as ordinary placer 
mining is concerned. Some of the deep stream gravels can, however, 
be profitably dredged. 

GOLD AND ACCOMPANYING MINERALS. 

The gold ,·aries in size from large slugs and nuggets to the finest 
flour, of which several thousand particles or "colors" are needed to 
make 1 cent in value. The largest nugget reported is one said to have 
been found on McNamee Gulch, near Robinsonville, the value of which 
is said to have been $14,000. Slugs of a value of several hundred dol
Jars have been found at Mormon Basin and at the Winterville placers 
(upper Burnt River). Piece::; worth $200 and $300 were found at the 
latter place in the clean-up of the fall of 1900. Ordinarily gold is 
obtained varying in size from that of a must:-.rd grain to a wheat grain. 
The purity of the placer gold averages, as usual, higher than that from 
the Yeins. A fin eness of 900 to 990 is obtained from Canyon Creek, 
the bench gravels of upper Burnt River, and the \Vintervill~ placers. 
At Susandlle and Dixie Creek the gold is 860 fine. At Rye Valley 
and Mormon Basin the gold varies from 650 to 800. At the Nelson 
plaeers it is from 700 to UO fine. On Olive Creek and at Granite it 
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varies from 680 to 800. The lowest grade is thus about 680, while 
from a few localities 990 or almost absolutely pure gold is obtained. 
In a general way, the fineness of gold from one and the same source 
is apt to increase as the grains grow smaller by attrition, and this has 
not unreasonably been explained by a gradual dissolving of the silver 
from the surface of the grains by ordinary surface waters. The flour 
gold in the bench gravels of upper Burnt River Valley has a fineness 
of 970, while the coarser gold in the stream bed is only 922 fine. At 
Canyon the placer gold is 900 fine, but in John Day River, a few 
miles below the mouth of Canyon Creek, it reaches 990. At Rye 
Valley the upper benches contain low-grade gold, 750 fine, while the 
lower benches, the goJd of whichhas been worked over by the stream 
several times, is 800 fine. Regarding the Snake River gold see 
pages 759-761. 

Platinum should naturally be expected from some placers, especially 
those in districts with much serpentine, as a connection between this 
rock and the metal mentioned has often been proved. It has, however, 
only been reported from one place, viz, Hindman's placers, at the 
junction of Camp Creek and Pine Creek in upper Burnt River Valley. 
Mr. Hindman states that a small quantity is found at each clean-up. 
Magnetite, zircon, ilmenite, and garnet, as usual, accompany the placer 
gold, the ilmenite often in very perfect, minute crystals. Much cin
nabar is reported from Elk Creek, near Susanville. Monazite has not 
been observed, neither has cassiterite or tin ore been found. 

As usual, the gold is largely concentrated on the bed rock, or in the 
gravels immediately above it, though instances are not wanting of 
even distribution through 10 or 20 feet of gravels (Nelson placers at 
Pocahontas). In dredging on Burnt River the top gravel is usually 
barren and the pay is only obtained from 2 or 3 feet next the bed rock. 

The value per cubic yard of gravels in the gravel mines varies 
greatly. Ordinarily, averaging the content of the whole bank, it 
ranges from 10 to 35 cents. The stratum on the bed rock is of course 
much richer. Hydraulic mines working· on a large scale may work 
gravels profitably which average only 2 cents per cubic yard, but such 
conditions scarcely obtain in this region, where the gravels should at 
least contain 5 cents per cubic yard. Dredging· to a depth of 30 feet 
may be done for from 3 to 7 cents per cubic yard, but considering the 
heavy cost of installation and the possibility of losing the pay streaks, 
gravels for this purpose should ordinarily average 20 to 30 cents per 
cubic yard. Regarding dredging on Snake River and Burnt River see 
pages 762 and 766-767. 

METHODS OF MINING AND FUTURE POSSIBILITIES. 

Placer mining in eastern Oregon has never been carried on upon the 
large scale prevalent in the California gold belt. The banks are not 
high, and sluicing or small hydr~ulic jets throwing at most 500 miner's 
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inches of water have been chiefly employed. The bench gravels of 
Sumpter, Rye Valley, upper Burnt River Valley, and Canyon are 
not exhausted, but will continue to yield moderately for many years. 
No great increase in the yield may be expected from these sources. It 
is otherwise with mining by elevators or dredges. At present there 
is only one dredger at work, at Weatherby, on Burnt River, an0. 
one elevator, at Malheur. Gravels, which probably are suitable for 
dredging are found on John Day River below Canyon, on the Middle 
Fork of .John Day, near 8usanville, and at many other places. It is in 
this direction that the placer-mining industry should be expected to 
advance~ and it is very reasonable to expect that the next few years 
will see many dredgers in operation. 

IRON AND MANGANESE ORES. 

Incidental to the erection of the smelter at Sumpter, attempts were 
made to find a suitable flux of iron or manganese in the vicinity. A 
deposit of hematite is said to occur on the ridge between Powder and 
Burnt rivers, about 5 miles south of Sumpter, but nothing is known 
of its extent. 

A soft, black manganese ore, resembling pyrolusite, was found on 
·the same ridge about 4: miles west to southwest of Sumpter, and was 
used in the smelter during the short time in which it was operated. 
As far as known no other deposits of iron ore occur in this region. 

A large deposit of magnetic iron ore is reported from Iron Moun
tain, a few miles east of Mineral, in Idaho. This ore contains some 
copper and is also stated to carry a certain percentage of titanium, 
which; of course, is not in its favor as far as smelting purposes are 
conc~rned. During the short time in which the smelter at Cuprum 
wa::; in operation some of this ore was sent down the Snake River and 
hauled up to the smelter. As might have been expected, the materia] 
was not a success as a flux. 

CHROMITE. 

It would be surprising if chromite, so often accompanying serpen
tine, had not been found in the parts of tl!e Blue Mountains where 
this rock is abundant. A small mass of cbromite is exposed in the 
serpentine close by Gillespie's sawmill, 7 miles south of Prairie. 
Associated with it is a small quantity of very fine-grained white mate
rial which proves to be practically pure magnesite. Heavy float of 
cbromite was noticed close by the placer mines of Winterville, near 
Bonanza mine. 

The mineral is used in the preparation of pigments and in the pro
duction of chrome steel. Recently it has also been used as a basic 
lining in the furnaces of certain metallurgical processes. It is not 
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probable that the occurrences in the Blue Mountains will be economic
ally valuable. Delivered in Baltimore, the value of the ore is only 
from $20 to $25 per ton, and at the mines in California the value is not 
more than $8 per ton for 50 per cent ore. 

LIMESTONE. 

All of the sedimentary rocks developed in the Blue Mountains con
tain more or less limestone of good quality, interbedded with slates, 
shales, siliceous argillite, and ,-olcanic tufl's. Very large masses are 
found in the Eagle Creek Mountains. Its quality is excellent, but 
distance from lines of communication has prevented its utilization. 

The series of rocks exposed near Huntington also contains many 
beds of limestone of good quality. One of the largest of these masses, 
several hundred feet wide, is exposed 4 miles above Huntington on 
both sides of the railroad. At this point are extensive works which 
supply the larger part of the lime used in the State of Oregon. Other 
heavy strata of limestone are exposed at the head of Connor Creek 
and on the bills 4 miles southwest of Durkee. 

The argillite series, so greatly developed in the vicinity of Baker 
City and Sumpter, is less rich in limestone. Smaller lenticular deposits 
occur about a mile north of the railroad at a point 6 miles southeast of 
Baker City, and also in the bills 3 miles northeast of Pleasant Valley. 
At both localities lime has been burned, but only the latter is worked 
at present. The Elkhorn Range contains a few heavy deposits of lime
stone of thick lenticular form. The most important of these i:::~ exposed 
on Marble Creek at an elevation of 5,500 feet. Lime was formerly 
burned there, but at present the works are idle. At Sumpter and 
west of that place limestone is not abundant. A deposit of apparently 
limited extent is found half a mile north of the city of Sumpter and 
bas locally been used for smelting purposes. At the "\VinteiTille placer 
mines, a short distance below Bonanza mine, another small mass of lime
stone appears adjacent to serpentine. No work has been done on this. 
From this point westward no limestone deposits are known to exist in 
the area under consideration. 

GYPSUM. 

Beds of gypsum, or hydrous sulphate of calcium, are not uncommon 
in sedimentary beds, usually occurring as strata or lenses associated 
with limestone and shales. It is generally regarded as a chemical 
deposit resulting from the evaporation of shallow inland lakes. In 
the area here described one deposit of this mineral has been found 
which is of sufficient extent to be commercially valuable. This 
occurs about 6 miles north of Huntington, near the summit of the 
ridge overlying Snake River Canyon. The deposit attains a total 
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thickness of over 4:0 feet, and is interbedded with limestone, shales, 
and volcanic tuffs. Its age is uncertain, though it is not unlikely that it 
is Triassic. 

This is, 1 believe, the only deposit of gypsum thus far found in 
Oregon. It is utilized for purposes of fertilizing and for the prepa
ration of plaster of paris. A more detailed description will be found 
on page 753. 

CLAY AND KAOLIN. 

Beds of clay suitable for bricks occur in the vaJiey of Powder 
River and at many other places in the Blue Mountains. 

Pure kaolin has been found near the mouth of several of the creeks 
at the foot of the Elkhorn Range ; for instance, on Pine Creek and 
on Salmon Creek. The deposits, which are from 1 foot to 15 feet 
deep, cover the gravels of the creek and have the appearance of an 
extremely fine, almost impalpable white powder, at first glance sug
gesting an infusorial earth or a rhyolite tuff. Similar kaolin beds were 
noted in other parts of the region, though not so prominently devel
oped. The origin of this kaolin, which has not been investigated in 
detail, probably dates from a time when the Powder River Valley 

. was covered by a shallow sheet of water. It is not impossible that 
this kaolin may be found of some economic importance, if it can be 
obtained in large quantities sufficiently free from impurities. The 
mineral is of the non plastic variety. 

COAL. 

In the lake beds occurring in many parts of the Blue Mountains thin 
strata of lignite are occasionally found interbedded. with the clays, 
sands, and tuffs. A long-known occurrence of this kind is at Auburn, 
near the southern end of the Elkhorn Range. The soft beds under
lying the auriferous gravels here contain a thin bed of lignite of 
poor quality, an analysis of which is given in Raymond's report of 
1873. It was made by T. M. Drown, of Philadelphia, and runs as fol
lows: Moisture, 14.68 per cent; volatile matter, 38.95 per cent; fixed 
carbon, 42.57 per cent; ash, 3.80 per cent; total, 100. The coal is non
coking, and, as the analysis shows, of inferior quality. It is not 
likely that it wil: be of economic importance. Another bed of shaly 
lignite, about 2 feet thick, is found on the southern side of Powder 
River opposite the mouth of Goose Creek. It is interbedded with 
tuffs and clays and covered by a basaltic flow. The quality appears 
inferior and the deposit is -probably of limited extent. 

Coaly material is also found in the lake beds at the eastern end of 
Eagle Valley, as well as in lake deposits in the John Day Valley, not 
far from Prairie. · 
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MINERAL SPRINGS. 

Mineral springs occur widely scattered over the area described, but 
they can not be said to he very abundant. The best-known locality 
is at ..Medical Springs, 20 miles north-northeast of Baker City. At 
this place thermal springs issue from two orifices in a rock belonging
to the greenstone series. The aggregate flow amounts to several miner's 
inches and the temperature is 1±0° F. The appended analysis is said 
to show the composition of the waters, which are locally used for 
medicinal purposes: 

Analysi.~ of mineral water jtom ,lfedical Springs, Oreg. 

(Pa rts per 100,000.] 

Constituent. 

CaC12 ------ -----------------

~IgCI2 - - - - - - _ - - - _ - - . __ . ____ . 

KCI ....................... . 

NaCI ...... --··-------- ~ ---· 
N a~SOa . ____ .. _ ....... __ . _ . . 

N a
2
SO 

4 
_ • ____ • __ • ___ •• • ___ •• 

Na
2
C0

3 
___ • __ •• __ • • •• _ •• ___ • 

FeSO 4 _ •• - - - - • - - - ••• - - • - • - - • 

CaSO 4 - _ - - - - - •• - ••• - - - • - - - •• 

CaC0
3 

__ ••• __ •• - __ • _ • _ ••• __ • 

Si02 • ---· ____ • ---· ·-·- •• __ •• 

Organic ______ ... __ . ___ .. ___ . 

Total __ . ____ . ___ . _ . __ . 

Parts. 

5.552 
. 466 

. 642 

5.758 
. 524 

50. 638 
. 579 
. 558 

12. 175 
1. 417 
9.698 
1.553 

89.520 

The Virtue mine, in its lower levels, contained a great amount of 
water of moderately warm temperature. The mine being, unfortu
nately, closed, no data could be obtained as to the composition of 
these waters. From the foothills just east of Baker City, near the 
small stamp mill erected in the outskirts of the city, spring-s with 
tepid water are said to issue. Along Snake Ri,·er a remarkable spring 
is said to occur at Tartar's ranch, about 8 miles above the mouth of 
Powder River, where it has formed a considerable deposit of soda. 

Hot sulphur springs also exist in the Snake River Canyon on the 
Idaho side, a mile above Brownlee Creek, and ag-ain on the same side 
a little below Miller Bay. 

At the point where the road from Durkee to Rye Valley crosses 
Burnt River two hot springs issue in the bed of the river just above 
the water level. The quantity of water is not large, and the water is 
only moderately warm. It does not seem to be rich in mineral con
stituents. ,Just above the bridge calcareous sinter appears and co,·ers 
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an area of several acres. No doubt this has been deposited by now 
extinct hot springs. The region of upper Burnt River and upper 
Powder River seems to eontain very few waters which might be classed 
as mineral. In John Day Valley noted springs of hot water issue 
9 miles above Prairie, near the mouth of Reynolds Creek, and are 
locally used for medicinal p ;_: l'poses. Still another hot sulphur spring 
is reported from Camp Cref\k about 6 miles south of Susanville. 

On the whole the thermal ,,·aters of this region may be characterized 
as weak mineral waters containing a small amount of salts, together 
with a little hydrogen sulphide. 

MINERALS. 

Following is a list of minerals occurring in the Blue Mountains, 
arranged by mining· districts: 

List of minerals occurring in the gold belt of the Blue ~Mountains . 

... 
~ ~ ~ d 
~ - ~ ~ ~ 
=~ ~ ~ a 

a) '0 ::: a) Q) ...; ·;;; 

en a) 5 a~ . ~ ~ ~ a.> ~ • ~ ~ 
~ a:S > e > ~ o.) ~ ~ ·a d f ~ ~ ;:Qd.l 

t: § ~ 8 .~ o _g § ~ e s ~ = a) ~ -~ g ~ r;:: f ~ :; §~ 
o 1.<:l P. ., S a ~ ~&l ~ ;:; ~ "' ., = ., g ., ., > S 
:§ i 5s:o~d~:Sc g! <O~t:~~E~acO: ., ... 
~ ~ &:a8"<~~~ a&~>8c2'8.S8~.S~~ 

·---------'----- ----------------
Gold ___________________ X ! X X X X X X X X X X X X ·-- X X -- · X -- - X X X 

~~~~~~· · •• • ••••••• : X : ; ••••••••• ·~· ::.: •• • •••• ·~· ••• :r- ~:·1:: j X ::: 

Pnite ___ • _____ __ _ .. _ _ _ x x x x x x x x x I x I x x X • • • X x X X X X ___ -- •• 

1\ia rcasi:e _____ . --- --- - - --- - . - x --- X --- --- --- -- • • ···I X - ·- --- · -- • ·- --- - • • - ·- - • • • • • - -- • • • • 

Pyrrhotite ..... . .. -- --- ------ ... --- .. . ___ --- . •. --- - ... 
1 
• • . -- - X • •• - ---- ------------- -- - •••• 

Galena·------- --· ----- x --- ___ x ______ x x ---- x j x -·- --· --· x x -·· x x ......... . 
Zinc blende ·--···-·-·- X ... X X .. . ... X ....•••• X X ...••..•. X X · · • ... X X -·- --- -
Stibnite ········-·---· - ...... x ... -- · ............... J ..... x ..... . ... -· · ... -·· ... · · - -··· 

~ir:::~~: :::::: :::::::: ::: : :: -~- -~- -~- ::: : ::::: : ::: -~- 1 ::: ::: ::::::::: :::::: -~- :::::: -~- :::: 
Cha lcocite_- ·· ·-··- ·· -· · ___ ... ___ . . .. . •... -·- ....•.. ··· \··· ....•. x ... . .. x -·- ...... -· - ... . 
Cha lcopyrite- --- ---- - · X ... X X -- · ... X X ·-·- X ....•....... X X X X X --- -·- ·•·· 
Bornite .. . ... ·-· - -- ---·'·-- . . ... ... . .. •. ........ .• ..•. J .. ...... x .... .. x ... . ..... --- ... . 
Arsenopyrite . .. · -- - - I x . .. x x x ... x ... x x 1-·- ...... .. . x x ...... X •••••.••• • ;:::::::;:::;.;;;;";;;, ... r X •••••• X ••• •• X •••••• X r··· ... ... X •• • ••• •••• 

:~f?~:~<o) • X : ; .•• : : .. : .:. ·::: ..• :·· •.• •.• [ •..•.. :·: •... : :X •••• 

Syh·anite ..... . .. . ................... . .•......•.... ___ •..••.....•..•. x ............ . .. ···-
Qua rtz- . . -.---- .. ---. . . X X X X X X X X X X X X X • . . X X X X X X X X 
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List of minerals OCCUlTing in the gold belt of the Blue .Mountains-Continued . 

.... 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ . ~ ~ :a 

. :::op ~ ~ = 
~ "C.~ C1i Q) ~ ~ ·oo . 

.n cV • = a ~ · ~ d ~ cv ~ ~ ~ ~ 
c .s ~ ~ E ~ = 0 ~ ~ ~ ·a 2 b E ::::: .::=-'= 

~ I ~ c; ·~ g ~ : .~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ g ~ 2 ~ ~ ;; s 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ g ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 8 i ~ ~~ 

I-Sp-e-.cu_l_a_ri-te_(_h-em-at-it_e_) I-.-. . ~:~~~~~~~~-~-~~~~~~~~:~~~ 
Magnetite .... . .... .. ................. .. .... 1 ... .. .. • • • .. • .. • .. • • .. .. • .. • .. • .. • x ...... .. .. 

~1}~=~::~~:::::::: : :: : : ::: ::: -~- ::: ::: ::::::1::: - ~ - ::::::::: ::: ::::::::: :::::::::::: ::: :::: 
Limonite .............. X X X X X X X I X X X X X X .. . X X .. . .. . X X ...... . 

Garnet .............. .. ...... . .... . ......... ! ... x .. . ... ... .. . x ... .. ... . ...... .. .... .. .. 
Vesuvianite ..................................................... . ............ x ...... .. .. 
Epidote .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . x .. . .. . x .. ... . ...... .. .. 
Tourmaline .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. . x .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . x ........ .. 
Natrolite ................................ .. .................... x ..... . .................. . 
Erionite .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . . . • . .. . • • . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. x .. . .. . .. . ..... .. 
Serpentine .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . • .. . . • • .. . .. . x x .. .. x .. . x ............................. .. 
Fuchsiteormariposite ..••.•. x ... x x x ............ . ..... , ...... .. ...... . ..... . .. ... .. 
Roscoelite ......... .. .. . .. . .. x ........... . ... .. ....... . ................................ .. 
Calcite .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. X .. • X X .. • .. • X X .. .. .. • .. • X .. • .. • • • • X .. • X X X ..... .. 

Dolomite .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . X • , • .. • X X .. .. .. • .. . X ....................... . ... .. .. 

Magnesite . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . • .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . x ............................. .. 
Malachite............. .. . .. . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. . X .. • .. • X .. • .. • X • • • X ...... .. .. 

Calciovolborthite .. . .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . x ... ... .. . .............. .. 
Scheelite .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. . .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. . x .. . .. . .. . ........... .. .... .. 
Gypsum .. .... .. ............................................... , .............. x x ..... .. 
Chalcanthite .. .. ........... . ..... . .. . ..... . ......... . . : . ... ... ......... .. .... x ... ... .. .. 

NOTES TO THE LIST OF MINERALS. 

Roscoelite.-This rare mineral is of considerable interest, as it gen
erally has been found closely associated with native gold in gold
quartli veins. First discovered in several small quartz veins near 
Coloma, Eldorado County, Cal., it has again been found in Boulder 
district, Colorado, and lately also in Kalgoorlie, western Australia. 1 

The mineral belongs to the group of the potassium micas in which the 
alumina is partly replaced by vanadium. The analyse~; disagree some
what, and a definite tormula is not as yet established. The original 
analysis by Genth gave: 

Constituent. 

Si02 •••••••••••••••••••••• 

v 208 .•.•••...•...•••.•..• 

Al20S ..... . .............. . 

FeO .. •.•. . ... ... ......... 

MgO .....•....... . .. . .... 

A nalysis of roscoelite. 

Per cent. 

47.69 
20.56 
14.10 

1. 67 
2. 00 

Constituent. 

K 20 ................ ····-· 
N3.:10 .•... ••.•..•.•.•....• 
H 20 ..................... . 

Total .............. . 

lT. A. Rickard: En~. and Min. Journal, Nov. 17, 1900. 

Per cent. 

7.59 
.19 

4.96 
1-----1 

98. 76 
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This interesting mineral has been found at several mines in eastern 
Oregon, always associated with rich ore, and ordinarily mueh free 
gold. It occurs ahnnclantly in the recently discovered ric·h shoot of 
the Belle of Baker, in the rich shipping ore found some time ago.in 
the Golconda mine, and in a similar rich shipping ore lately discoyered 
in the Columbia mine. The mineral has a dull-greenish color, wW1 a 
tinge of yellow. It occurs intimately intergrown with quartz in 
yello-\~ish-green microcrystalline aggregates of tufted fibers, gener
ally so tine that its :-;eparation from the quartz is almost impossible. 
The mineral has high double refraction, but the fibers do not seem to 
he .strong-ly pleochroic. The gold i.s frequently intergrown with it or 
surrounded hy it, as shown in Pl. LXX, D. An attempt to procure 
suffici-ent material for analysis failed on account of the impossibility 
of :Separating it from the quartz. 

Clu·oniiuni mica.-The argillites and quartz in many of the minesof 
the Greenhorn :Mountain . .;; contain greenish spots which have often 
heen mistaken for copper, but which in reality consist of finely diYided 
chromium miea, fuchsite, or mariposite. The same mineral also occurs 
at Golconda mine, and the stain is somewhat similar to that of roseoe
lite, but of a slightly more bluish tinge. 

((tlciotolboi't!u'te.-A mineral allied to this species was found in the 
Little Baby copper prospect near Gilkeson's ranch, about 25 miles 
northeast of Baker City. It occurs as bright, citron-yellow scales and 
aggregates with pearly luster on the black, soft argillite in which the 
copper prospect occurs. Only a small quantity could be obtained for 
examination. It is, according to Dr. \V. F. Hillebrand, essentially a 
vanadate of copper, but contains, besides, some sodium, and while cor
responding approximately as to its percentage of copper and nnadium 
with the mineral mentioned, it is probably, in fact, a new species. 

Sclu:el ite.- This mineral, recently discovered by Mr. C. King, of 
Baker City, in the Flagstaff and Cliff mines in the Virtue district, is not 
altogether unusual in gold-quartz wins. It has been found in ~>uch 
deposits near Grass Valley, Cal., ·warren, Idaho, and also in .New 
Zealand. 



CHAPTER IY. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS OF MINING DISTRICTS. 

ELKHORN AND ROCK CREEK DISTRICTS. 

GENERAL FEATURES. 

The Elkhorn mining district is situated 12 miles west-northwest of 
Baker City, on the eastern ~lope of the Elkhorn Range, at elevations 
of from 6,000 to 8,000 feet. This range here ri::;e,: very abruptly from 
Powder Rh·er Valley, presenting an imposing slope which in 5 miles 
gains 5,000 feet in elevation. The road enters the range at the mouth 
of Pine Creek Canyon, which heads at the rocky, dark precipices of 
Deer Creek Butte and Elkhorn Peak. One mile farther up the road 
turns and ascends to the head waters of Elkhorn Guleh, a tri hutary 
entering from the north side. North of this gulch is a long: high 
salient, prominently vi::;ihle from the \·a1ley and commonly called " Old 
Elk Mountain." This divides the drainage of Pine Creek from that 
of Rock Creek, incised far back into the heart of the rang·e. A trail 
leads up Elkhorn Gulch and crosses the Rock Creek dh·ide at a gap 
the elevation of which is ~,250 feet. 

GEOLOGY. 

The contact between the granodiorite of the n?rthern and the 
argillite of the southern part of the Elkhorn Range crosses this mining 
distric-t from east to west. At the mouth of Pine Creek Canyon blaek 
massive argillite crops. Half a mile higher up the rock becomes more 
crystalline, indicating proximity to granitic masses. Still higher up 
on the Elkhorn road contorted strati:fieation is dsible in the dark
colored siliceous argillite. The actual contact is not well exposed 
along the road, but runs up the gulch a short distance from the Baisley 
mine. West of this mine it follows the gulch pretty closely and 
crosses the Rock Creek divide 100 feet south of the United States mineral 
monument. The metamorphic rocks are here imperfectly slaty, the 
schi::;tosity striking east to west, parallel to the contact. For the first 
50 feet the rock is a fine-grained bro'l"\""nish horn feb: then dark argillite 
appears with contorted hands of siliceous cherty rock. Dikes of fine
grained diorite occur in the sedimentary rock ±00 feet from the aetual 
contact. Loose fragments of a erystalline limestone "·ere noted :WO 
feet from the ,:ame place. An ill-defined mass of eontact-metamorphic 
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argillite was noted between the Hurdy Gurdy and the Baisley mines, 
eontained in diorite. 

The granitic roek near the contact is a diorite of medium grain, 
sometimes even becoming fine grained very close to the same. North
ward from the contact quartz appears, the hornblende becomes less 
prominent, and the rock shades over into a granodiorite. Locally, as 
in the Baisley shaft, the diorite develops as a coarse hornblende rock. 

The Pleistocene glaciation of the Elkhorn Range is well marked 
along Pine Creek. A broad debris fan extends over the valley from 
the mouth of Pine Creek Canyon, which is about 1,000 feet higher 
than Powder Ri,·er. Though a few bowlders are scattered over this 
alluvial cone, there is no good evidence that the glacier reached the 
valley. But immediately above the narrow entrance of the canyon 
morainal material is abundant. About one-half mile farther up is a 
well-defined terminal moraine, and all along above this point the broad 
bottom is well filled with glacial debris. A partly eroded stratum of 
white kaolin, an almost impalpably fine powder, covers the bottom of 
the canyon in places. 

QUARTZ VEINS. 

The veins of the Elkhorn district contain chiefly gold in an ore rich 
in sulphurets. About a quarter of the total tenor is usually amenable 
to amalgamation. Pyrite and zinc blende, with some chalcopyrite, are 
the principal minerals. The strike of the vein system is northeast to 
southwest, but individual veins can rarely be traced far. Most of them 
are contained in diorite, and the mineral belt seems to follow the con
tact of diorite and argillite. The total production is probably a little 
above $1,000,000. · 

Bai8ley-.Elldwrn nt£ne.-At present thi<> mine is the most prom
ising producer in the district. It is located high up on Elkhorn 
Gulch, a tributary of Pine Creek, the elevation at the mine being 
6, 700 feet. Its discovery elates from about 1882. Up to 1889 the ore 
was worked in arrastre; in that year the present mill was erected, 
consisting of 2 Bryan mills with plates, 6 percussion tables, 4 vanners, 
and a cam·as plant. In 1897, the present owners, the Eastern Oregon 
Gold Mining Company, bought the mine for $60,000, :;ince which time 
it has been in con:;tant operation. Data in the Mint reports gh·e 
isolated fig-mes in regard to production: In 1889, $3,74:4; in 1891, 
$89~373; in 1892, $16,500. The total yield up to 1896 is given by l\Ir. 
·whittaker, the superintendent, as $535,000. During the last two 
years the production ha<> been large, attaining from ,January 1 to 
August 1, 1900, $94:,000. 

The development<> consist of a 700-foot crosscut to the vein, with 
drifts for 700 feet south and several hundred feet north. The ore 
aho\·e tunnel level was :-;topPd ont before l."o\!17. Two hundred feet 
south of the eros:,;cut a shaft was sunk on the ,·ein to a depth of 180 
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feet, l!nd sinking below that level is now in progress. Drifts on two 
levels in the shaft aggregate over 1,500 feet, the principal develop
ments being on the south side of the shaft. 

The country rock is chiefly a normal, granular horn hlende-hiotite
diorite of dark color. The contact with the somewhat crystalline and 
contact-metamorphosed argillite is only a few hundred feet distant to 
the southeast, the black massive croppings of the latter being visible 
across the creek. On the 180-foot level, 700 feet south of the shaft, 
the vein, which otherwise is entirely contained in diorite, gives sig·n 
of splitting up into stringer:-.;, and a black, fine-grained hornfels 
appears, which is simply an argillite altered by the heat of the diorite 
cooling close by it. "'Whether this is the main mass or simply a frag
ment of argillite inclosed in the diorite is difficult to say. At any 
rate the main argillite area is not far away. 

The gangue is normal vein quartz with some calcite. In general 
character the ore is soft and rich in sulphurets, concentrating in the 
proportion of 7:1. The sulphides in order of their abundance are 
pyrite, black zinc blende, galena, and chalcopyrite, all of which occur 
in irregular intergrowth with the gangue, the pyrite alone being 
sometimes crystallized. Ruby silver is oecasionally found. The chief 
value of the ore is in gold, which is partly-up to 25 per cent-free 
amalgamating, occurring in the pyrite or .. intergrown with black zinc 
blende and calcite in form of pale-yellow wire:-;. Some of the brown 
zinc blende contains 160 ounces silver per ton and no gold, while some 
of the mentioned black blende contains much gold and no sil,·er. The 
bullion is 700 to 750 fine. The concentrates are shipped to North
port, ·wash., freight and charges aggregating $10 per ton. Their 
ordinary value is said to be $50 per ton, though· richer batches are 
often sent. They contain from 2 to ± ounces gold and from 10 to 20 
ounces silver per ton. The richest ore is hand sorted and shipped; it 
contains values from ± to 6.5 ounces gold and from H to 21 ounces 
silver per ton. Along with the ore i:-.; found some diorite converted 
to a white mass of sericite~ calcite, an<l with small ery~tal~ of pyrite. 
This metasomatic product as a rule contains no pay. 

The vein, whieh is traceable only through two claims, Baisley and 
Robbins-Elkhorn, has very inconspicuous croppings. The strike is 
northeasterly, the dip nearly vertical. The vein matter is confined 
between two well-defined walls, conred with polished gouge, but 
within these there are often subordinate fissures. Striations dipping 
20° to ±0° NE. were observed on the walls. Sometimes the whole 
width of the vein is an altered diorite of small assayn.lue. In the pay
shoot the width is from 2 to 10 feet, many gradually fading seams 
running out on the north side. The ore streak in this "·idth is a soft 
mixture of coarse sulphides with much crushed diorite and occa~ional 
streaks of quartz whieh may ,..;how eomh ~trueture; in one plaee a 2-foot 
ore streak was adjoined hy 10 indw...; of white. barren quartz. 
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The pay shoot is rather irregular, but on the whole confined to the 
southwest end of the elaim. 

Othl'!' m ine8 and pro8pect8.-The Robbins-Elkhorn mine is situated 
near the Baisley-Elkhorn and co,·ers the southeastern extension of the 
latter Yein . It is not worked at present, but ha::; been a notable pro
ducer. The developments consist of a 300-foot crosscut and 1,100 feet 
of drift. A production of $300,000 is reported, the ore being identi
cal with that of the Baisley mine, and its pay shoot, in the northeast 
end of the claim, an exteusion of that of its neighbor. From all 
aeeounts it is a promising mine, but for some reason has been per
mitted to lie idle. 

One thousand feet higher up in the gulch and northwest of the Bais
ley is the Hurdy Gurdy. Located in 1883, earlier than the Baisley, 
it ''"as worked from 1887 to 1892, and i::; reported to have produced 
$SO.Otl0. Three carloads were shipped, the rest of the ore being milled 
in a small Tremain mill. It was opened by a crosscut 378 feet long. 
The nin is a small one, 20 to 2± inches wide and earries oxidized free
milling ore in diorite. 

The Denny group is loc·ated near the head of the gulch west of the 
Baisley-Elkhorn and on the trail leading over to Roek Creek. The 
Elkhorn Bonanza is supposed to he loeated on the northeasterly exten
sion of the Baisley-Elkhorn and has been extensively prospected by 
3,000 feet of workings. · 

Rock Crfek district. - At the head of Rock Creek about 2 miles due 
west of the Baisley-Elkhorn mine is a promising district, which, how
e,·er, W'as not ,·isitecl. A trail leads west from the Elkhorn mines to 
a gap (ele,·ation 8,250 feet) , from whic·h a fine view is obtained over 
upper Rock Creek. The contact of diorite and granite is close by 
this gap, and it i.-:; elearly seen to cross Rock Creek near the Chloride 
mine and aseend the mountains on the north side. In a general way 
the nins are near the contact, though they are not parallel to it, and 
from this prominent place there is noted a series of prospects which fol
low the contact to the didde between the Middle Fork of Rock Creek 
and Cracker Creek, a tributary to Powder River. The Maxwell mine, 
owned by the Pierce :Mining Company, covers 11 elaims, and has been 
·worked extensively through several tunnel levels for ten or tweh'e 
~'ears. lt has ±,000 feet of development work, but owing to litigation 
is not producing at present. A 10-stamp mill is built at an elevation of 
G.600 feet, 1,000 feet below the croppings which appear in diorite near 
the gap mentioned abO\'e, but which lower down seem to cut across 
into the argillite. The strike is northeasterly, the ore similar to that 
of Baisley-Elkhorn~ but carries more silver. 

The Chloride mine is located on Rock Creek at an elevation of 5,900 
feet. A considerable amount of work has been done on this property, 
the ore of which contains a great deal of silver, largely in tetrahedrite. 
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POCAHONTAS, AUBURN, AND MINERSVILLE DISTRICTS. 

GENERAL FEATrHES. 

These three districts, ocenp~·ing the ~outhern end of Elkhorn Range, 
are best described together. From the euhninating point of Deer 
Creek Butte (elevation 9,100 feet) the range eontinues as a narrow 
backbone for 7 miles southeasterly, until near Auburn a ~udden descent 
occurs. The flanks of the range are ± to 5 miles wide and present 
narrow, gradually sloping ridges separated by deeply incised gulches; 
on the east it sinks below Powder River Valley, 3,500 feet above the 
sea, while it~ we:-;tern base i~ covered by the gTa,·els of 8nmpter Valley 
at an ele,·ation of ±,000 feet. The foot of the southern end of the 
range is flooded by basaltic lavas up to an elevation of ±,500 feet and 
Powder Ri,·er surround:-; it in a semicircle; its canyon, south of 
Auburn, has not yet eut through the lava~, so that it is evident that 
before the eruptions the southern slope was more prominent than at 
present. 

He:wy timber conrs the middle slopes of the range, while the upper 
ridges and peaks are often hare· and rocky. Southeast and east of 
Auburn the rolling foothills eo,·ered by lava and gravel support no 
forPsts. 

GEOLOGY. 

The two principal terranes whieh build up the southern end of the 
Elkhorn Range are a sedimentary serie:-; of dark-gray argillite and a 
dioritic roek intrusive in the former. The argillites predominate, hut 
no detailed mapping was made of the two formations. 

The age of the argillite is in doubt, as no fossils have been found, 
but it is believed that they are older than the Triassic serie:':' of the 
Eagle Creek Mountains. A~, on the other band, the strata are con
tinuous with those of Sumpter and Bonanza in which imperfeet fossils 
hctre been found, they must he post-Algonkian and are most probably 
of Carboniferous age. The strike and dip are often very difficult to 
a8certain, as most of the heavy strata consists of massiYe siliceous 
argillite without sehistosity or bedding. The premiling strike of . the 
bedding, eonforming with the strueture of the whole region, is N. 70° 
to 80° ".,.. and the dip 60;:, S. 

On Marble Creek, at an el€wation of 5,±00 feet, is a large limestone 
mass embedded in the blaek siliceous argillite, and rising as a steep 
wall300 feetahon the gnleb. At Pocabonta8, in the foothills, the rock 
is nry much decomposed, but on the tunnel dumps there is black fissile 
argillite with small lenses of limestone and sometimes sharply defined 
euhes of pyrite. At the mouth of Salmon Creek, one-half mile abo,·e 
the Nelson plaeers, a greenish-gray massive roek crops, :-;bowing on 
weathered surfrwe outlines of fragnwnb of probably Yoleanic rocks; 
this is evidently :t tuflaeeou~ argillite. Iu "'a~hington Gulch, Griffins 
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Gulch, and Elk Creek, black, siliceous, sometimes cherry, argillites 
prevail, but eontain inter:::;tratitied some calcareous rocks, as well as 
some fissile ~late:-;. 

At Auburn the series is more markedly t'tratified, striking N. 70° 
·w. and dipping 602 S. A jointing, striking northeasterly and dipping 
702 ~\Y. was also noted. The rocks consist of alternating, siliceous, and 
fissile argillite, the former often in lenses and eurved streaks. Occa
sionally small masses of limestone occur. 

At :\linersville a similar formation is shown. The rounded foothills 
occupied by this formation are deeply decomposed and the surface is 
<.'O\'ered with small fragments of chert or siliceous argillite. 

The intrusive rock mentioned aho,·e is a light to dark greenish-gray 
diorite, sometimes approaching a gabbro, of medium to fine grain. 
Nearly ttlways this rock is also irregularly crushed and traversed by 
small white seam,;;, and is, in fact, iclentieal with the diorite and the 
gallbro of the Virtue district. It is very different from the fresh and 
massive diorite and granodiorite of the northern part of the range 
and is certainly older, having participated in some of the mountain
building movements. Heavy masses of this crop on Goodrich Creek, 
on :Marble Creek below and above the limestone, high up on Salmon 
Creek, and finally in the high range above :Miners,·ille. The roek is 
clearly intrusive in the argillite formation. 

Traces of glaciers are found in most of the gulches heading close to 
the main range, but nowhere did they reach the valley, and none of 
them approached the Pine Creek glacier in size (see Elkhorn district). 

The origin and structure of this range offer many as yet unsoh·ed 
problems. "\V e ean not doubt that its great features we.e carnd out 
long before the ~Iiocene lavas flooded its southern foot, although many 
moclifieations in its form and structure have occurred since then. The 
bold front of the range facing Powder River Valley suggests an old 
fault line, emphasized by comparatively recent orographic monment. 
That such a fault plane really exists and that movements haye taken 
place on it in Pleistocene time will be shown in the description of the 
Nelson placers. This direct eyiclence is of the highest importance, and 
in the light of it Po1vder Ri,·er Valley appears as an area of recent 
sn bsiclence. 

GOLD-I.lUARTZ VEINS. 

Though, as will he shown belon·, nearly en~ry creek and gulch bead
ing in this part of the range has carried more or less placer gold and 
a few han been enormously rieh, there is throughout a very marked 
absence of important nin systems to which the origin of these placers 
could be attributed. In part this may he clue to insufficient prospect
ing. but in mo:-;t ca:-;es I helieH' that the placer gold was here rather 
deri n'cl from :-;mall seam,;- anrl \'ei n kts than from prominent fissure \·ein:o;. 
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A few prospects have been discovered on Pine Creek and on Good
rich Creek. At the limestone mass on :Marble Creek the blaek argil
lite contains some auriferous pyrite; but no mine:; of importance are 
found until the Pocahontas distriet is reached, in the foothills between 
Marble and Salmon creeks. Discovered in early days, it is mentioned 
in Raymond's report for 1872 and has been intermittently worked, in 
a small way, since then, the total production exceeding $100,0\)0. 

The veins strike nearly north and south and dip 2(JO to 35 ~ W. 
They are 1 to 3 feet wide, the vein matter consisting of day with 
streaks of white quartz. The gold is very high grade, being ·worth 
$18 to $19 per ounce, and said to 1e free milling. The country rock is 
a very decomposed calcareous argillite. Of the different veins the Tom 
Paine has been the principal producer, one small chimney producing 
$70,000 of coarse gold about eighteen years ago. It has been deyeJ
oped by several tunnels, the lowest, in Nelson Gulch, having an ele
vation of ±,200 feet. This tunnel is 225 feet below the uroppings. A 
winze 60 feet deep was sunk in it. No work is done on the claim at 
present. The quartz is reported of sue·ary texture, mixed with clay. 
Some adjoining· elaims, notably the Old Soldier, were prospected in 
1900. The Old Soldier i:; on the east side of the Tom Paine, and shows 
in several inclines and tunnels as a 1 to 2 foot vein of clay with streaks 
of quartz. Some of this ore was worked, with reported good results, 
in an arrastre erected in Salmon Creek. 

In spite of the rich placers of Salmon Creek, no quartz veins of any 
importance have been loeated on it. In the exposed bed rock of Xel
son's placers many veins are exposed which strike northeast and have 
a steep dip; from 1 to 2 feet wide, these veins consist of soft, crushed 
rock with little stringers of quartz, all of which are said to contain 
gold, though usually only a very small amount. Veins of this type 
are probably the souree of the placer gold. 

A few quartz prospeets are located on Washington, Griffin, and Elk 
gulches, but have not been developed. Three miles west of Baker 
City, in the lowest foothills, is the Big Buffalo elaim, opened by a 300-
foot crosscut, and showing a mass of black argillite traversed hy 
seams of quartz, calcite, and a little pyrite. 

At Auburn several quartz claims are located north and northea:"t of 
the settlement. They haYe been known since early days and are men
tioned in the early Raymond reports. Most of them appear to he 
small seams rather than well-defined veins. All of these seams, how
ever, are said to carry gold. 

At Minersville prospecting for quartz has proceeded actively during 
the last year. Several narrow mineralized streaks in black slate hil\·e 
been opened by short tunnels, and from higher up on the range a, ~

foot vejn of quartz with ehalcopyrite is reported. 
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PLACER 1\IINES. 

N earl~· eyery gulch of the south end of Elkhorn Range has been 
worked on a more or less extensi,·e scale for placer gold, though few 
localities han been exceedingly rich. Though the bulk of the gold 
was extracted shortly after the discoyery, in 1862, some work is yet 
going on at senral of the old diggings, showing· that the gravel::; are 
not yet exhausted. 

At the northern end of the eastern slope small placers have been 
worked on l\Iarble Creek, near the limekiln. On Salmon Creek the 
placers are of much greater importance. This creek was worked with 
suceess for about one mile upward from the mouth of the eanyon. 
The granls were± to 10 feet deep and covered by 10 to 15 feet of an 
exceedingly :fine, brilliantly white kaolinic material. The bottom of 
the eanyon was originally filled with deposits to a width of one or two 
hundred feet. "~ orking downstream, the placer miners at the mouth 
of the canyon gradually diseon•red a yery remarkable deposit, called 
the Nelson placers. These han been worked successfully for thirty 
years hy the hydraulic process, and are by no means yet exhausted. 
The working season extends from April to September, 1,000 miner's 
inches of water being used. The yearly production has generally been 
from $:20,000 to $30,000. In the iVlint report:; for 1889 the production 
is gi,·en as $77,000; in 18~!0, $1!),000. The total production is believed 
to be m·er $-!OO,(J!_tO. For one period of six years the production is 
said to have reached $21-!,000. As the ayailable grade is small, it is 
proposed to use a hydr::tulie elen1tor for mining below the leYel of the 
permanent sluiee. 

The mouth of Salmon Creek Canyon is marked by a low spreading 
cleln·is fan. The 1\elson placers are ·working the gra\'els of this fan in 
a pit coYering -!0 to 50 aeres and from 20 to lOU feet deep. At the 
top of the bank the ele,·ation is 3,750 feet. The grayel is subangular, 
many fragments reaching 1 foot in diameter, and consists of argillite 
and diorite; yery little quartz being present. There are two layers. 
The upper stratum ha:-o: a bluish-gray eolor, is 10 to 20 feet thick, and 
contains, ennly distributed, most of the gold. The lower stratum is 
yellowish-brown and its rocks are more decomposed. This also con
tains gold, though in lesser amount, and its bottom has never been 
reached. Co,·ering the top layer, near the mouth of the canyon, i:; 

the same white kaolin which eu\·ers the gran•ls of the ereek. The 
go1d. which is worth only ~1± to $16 prr ounee, is ordinarily fine, 
though nuggets up to $10 in Yalne oeeur. To the rough pieces quartz 
sometimes adheres. 

1\Io;St interesting are the relations immediately at the mouth of the 
canyon, for here the hydraulic work ha:-o: disclosed the presence of a 
continuou:-,; fault :-,;earp 1(10 feet high and dipping -!0: E. It is smooth 
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now, but when first expo~ed it is said to hrwe been almost polished and 
in places covered ·with a elayey g·ouge. The direction is northwesterl~,, 
but with occasional bends and bulges.. The exposed fault line extends 
completely across Salmon Creek for a distance of 1,500 feet, and the 
same line, less well exposed, is seen in the Baisley diggings, one-fourth 
of a mile northward, and in the Carpenter placers. half a mile south
easterly. 

A shaft has been stmk in the bottom of the hydraulic pit near the 
foot of the scarp, but no bed rock wa1-; found at a depth of 90 feet. A 
minimum \·ertical throw of 200 feet is here shown, the yalley side 
having sunk relatively to the mountains (fig. 80). The upper blue 
gravel probably wa::; ac-cumulated during the Glacial epoch, while the 
lower dark-brown gravel is more likely to antedate that time; "\\hether 
any very reeent mo\·ement has taken plaee eonld not be decided. 

Small plaeers have been worked in \Vashington Guleh, and the same 
applies to Griffin Creek and Elk Creek. The Griffin Creek placers are 
the oldest in eastern Oregon, having been discovered in the fall of 1861. 

FIG. 80.-Section of Nelson placer mine, showing fault at foot of Elkhorn Range. 

The workings are 6 miles southwest of Baker City and at an elenttion 
of 4, 750 feet above "\\here the ereek enters the hwa bilk Some work 
was in progress in 1900. On the divide between Griffin and "'ash
ington creeks is a ~mall area of hig-h gravels which is said to contain 
gold in paying amount. 

Most important were the placers of Auburn, in Blue Canyon, a trib
utary of Powder River. The diggings were discovered in 1862. and 
in a short time a town of several thousand inhabitants had grown up. 
For many years Auburn was the most prominent place in eastern 
Oreg·on; but the gold yield gradually diminished and the camp was 
given over to the Chinese. A.t the present time h~'draulic mining is 
carried on by two or three white companies. The total production 
of Auburn is difficult to determine, but it did not nearly reach that 
of Canyon and the richest placers were soon exhausted. A sn1all 
and rather steady produetion is maintained. The )lint reports gi,·e 
$12,000 for 188~1. $2,600 for li"-:190, $8.900 for 1S91. $:3.000 for 1Sn2. 
The important Auburn ditch was <"ompleted in 1bt):3. It takes water 
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from the head of Pint' Creek and other water courses and curries it 
down to Aubum, a di~tanee of over 30 miles; its capacity is 1,000 
miner's inche:;. 

Auburn is located in a wide ba~in-like valley at an elevation of about 
4,ono feet. The argillites of the mountains here <.lip below the lava 
floods of the foothills. On both sides of the town the lava reaches up 
to ele,·ations of ±.300 feet. The hwas cover soft, clayey, and loamy 
lake heel:; containing :;ome coaly layers and impressions of deciduous 
leayes. On top of the eroded lake beds in the wide gulch rest suban
gnlar granb 8 to 15 feet thick; the latter have been washed both in 
the gnlche;; and on the flats. Near the town the depth to bed rock is 
not oTeat; but farther clown the vallev the thickness of the sediments 

~ ' . 
inerease;; rapidly. The gravels are thu;; later than the lavas and have 
accumulated during the erosion of the present valley. 

"\Y e;;t of Au bum, on the road to Sumpter, several gulches with old 
placers are passed, Poker Gulch and California Gulch being next to 
Blue Canyon. 

The deposits next in importanee are found at Minersville, situated 
at an elevation of ±,300 feet on one of the small tributaries of Deer 
Creek. This is also an old placer camp, though not as rich as Auburn. 
Nearly all of the creeks flowing into Deer Creek from the east have 
yielded more or less placer gold. Miners Creek is worked at pr<>,.;ent 
on a small ;;cale at the point where the stream leaves the old rock and 
enter;; the gra\'el deposits of Sumpter Valley. The gravel is coarse, 
with many heavy bowlders, and the gold is likewise coarse. Three 
short gulches southeast of Minersville, beading only 600 feet higher 
than the town, have been worked all the way up, and the gold con, 
tained in them is evidently of very local ongm. In spite of this the 
gulches contain but little quartz. 

SUMPTER AND CRACKER CREEK DISTRICTS. 

GENERAL FEATURES. 

The area described under this heading practically includes the upper 
Powder River Valley. South of Baker City Powder River cuts through 
the basaltic plateau at the southern end of the Elkhorn Range in a wide 
semicircle, and for about 12 miles flows in a narrow canyon. Going 
up the river, the canyon opens, at an elevation of ±,000 feet, into the 
wide Sumpter Valley, an alluvial bottom flanked by broad, gently 
sloping, forested benches. Beyond these the snowy summits of the 
Elkhorn Range rise abruptly eastward, while toward the west a heavily 
timbered ridge, of moderate elevation, separates the ,·alley from the 
Burnt River drainage basin. A little abo,-e Sumpter a canyon again 
begin.-;. The rin•r forb into SilYer Creek, Cracker Creek, and McCullys 
Fork, all hrnding among the high ridges leading to Elkhorn Range or 
l\Iount Baldy. 
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GEOLOGY. 

The older rocks are very similar to those of the Elkhorn Range; 
there is no geological break between that range and the country west 
of it. The predominant rocks are argillites, cropping in the canyon 
below the Sumpter Valley, near the Burnt River summit south of 
McEwen's, at 1\linersYille, all along the Elkhorn Range, and, finally, 
aboye Sumpter until the eontaet with the Bald Mountain area of 
granodiorite is reached. The argillites appear in great variety. 
Some of them are black and fairly fissile, forming almost normal clay 
slates; another and very common variety shows little stratification and 
is a dark-brown to black, dense, fine-grained rock, containing more 
silica than the ordinary clay slates. The siliceous argillite is often 
interbedded with the clay slate as nodules and lenses, sometimes con
torted and elongated. Trans1tions into black or gray chert are also 
eornmon. Occasionally the argillites are ealcareous, but limestones 
are not abundant. One limestone lens crops about half a mile north 
of Sumpter in a low saddle, but it is not very large and is not tr~ceable 
far. Interbedded fine-grained greenstones and their tuffs were noted 
at several places, though on the whole the series does not contain much 
volcanic material. Extremely altered tuffs appear on the road leading 
to ·Clifford, and also on the lower part of McCully Fork. The 
stratification is more clearly marked than in the Elkhorn Range. The 
whole series strikes east to west or a few degrees north of west. 
The dip is steadily southward at angles of 45° to 80°. In places a 
schistosity, or jointing, striking northward and dipping steeply west
ward, is noted. There is rarely a strong fissility developed parallel to 
the original dip. 

The age of this argillite formation is in doubt, as no fossils of any 
kind have been found. Not unlikely the rocks may be of Carbonif
erous age; and if so, they would occupy a position very similar to that 
of the Calaveras formation in the gold belt of California. 

Few dikes or intrusive masses are found south of the great area of 
granodiorite of Bald Mountain. Near Bourne small dikes of aplitic 
rock have been noted. Between Sumpter and Cracker Creek two 
dikes of very much altered igneous rock were noted crossing the road, 
one below and the other above Halfway House. Both were probably 
originally diorite-porphyries, but they now contain so much sericite, 
calcite, and pyrite that their original character is obscured. One of 
them is accompanied by small quartz veins, and doubtless contains a 
little gold. Similar extremely sericitized dikes were observed in the 
Golconda and the Columbia mines. 

The general course of the upper Powder River was evidently laid 
out before the Neocene outbursts of Columbia River lava began. Great. 
basaltic eruptions flooded the yalley south of Baker City to a height 
still clearly indicated by the flat dissected tables above the river. By 
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tlw:.,c flows the upper ri\'er was damnwd to a height of ±,600 to ±,7tHI 
feet abo,·e the sea, and thi:-; barrier created SnmptPr Valley. Aceumu
lations of eoarse graveb at once began and filled the valley to an 
elevation of ±,600 feet, and these old gravels may still be seen leaning 
against the older roek;;-at Sumpter and Miner;;ville, for instance. As 
the hwa barrier was gradually cut through, lower terraces were devel
oped. These gravel fiats mn;;t be considered of late Neoeene (Pliocene) 
age. At pre;;ent the ri,·er ha;; cut down to a depth of 700 feet below 
the top of the hwa flows at the lower end of Sumpter Valley. The 
alluvial fiats which follow the river should be referred to the Pleis
tocene period. 

PLACER DEPOSITS. 

The Sumpter placer mine;; were di;;eovered in 1862, and have been 
worked more or le;;s aetively ;;ince that time. The first area of placers 
begin;; a short distance below Sumpter and extend;; up to the point 
·where the Cracker Creek vein system cuts across the creek. ~-\.nother 

mining district, the placer;; of which are mentioned under the heading 
"~Iinersville district," is situated on Deer Creek a few miles east of 
Sumpter. Several of the smaller creeks north of Minersville draining 
tlw western :-;ide of the Elkhorn Range and emptying into Deer Creek 
also contain placer gold. Placers have also been worked in several 
gulches above Sumpter and tributary to Powder River, such as Buck 
Gulch, :Mammoth Gulch, and others. 

The mining has been done largely by Chinese companies, and it is 
not believed that the diggings were very rich, compared with those 
of Auburn, Canyon, Mormon Basin, and similar places. It is impos
sible to ascertain the total output. At present the bench gravels are 
worked only in two places adjoining Sumpter-the Downie and Ellis 
mines. The annual yield of the Sumpter plaeers probably varies from 
$10,000 to $20,000. The present river bed, from 50 to 300 feet wide, 
and the low bars '\Vere worked during early days for a few miles above 
Sumpter, hut the diggings are now abandoned. A short distance below 
Sumpter the gnweb in the present bed contain fairly coarse gold, it is 
elaimed, and the pos;;ibility of dredging has been suggested, thoug·h 
the depth i;; far too great to reach bed rock by such machinery. More 
detailed tests must decide whether this is possible. 

The grayels of most importance for present operations are the beneh 
depo:-;it;;, from go to 100 feet above the stream channel. These deposits 
conrwt"t directly with the Pliocene gravels skirting· the base of the hills 
all around Sumpter Valley. Near Sumpter the auriferous veins above 
han enriched them sufficiently to make them available for placer work. 
Between Sumpter and McEwen';; many shallow gulches cut in these 
gm,·els han been profitably mined. Sumpter itself stands on these 
bench gnn·els, whic·h haYe a depth of 15 feet or more. At the electric-
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light plant a ::;haft wa::; :sunk SO feet through sandy stra_ta with two 
streaks of gravel which prospected well. Bed rock was not reached. 
The 'old ehannel probably underlies the bench gravels on the northeast 
side of the river, and from all indil'ations it had a steeper grade than 
the present river. Most of the bench gravels lie on the narrow point 
opposite the town, between Cracker Creek and l\IcCully Fork, on 
which the gravels r each a height 60 feet above the stream. The 
junction of two forks is here evident. The Plioeene equivalent of 
Cracker Creek is covered by the 200 acres of the Ellis mine, the prin
cipal workings of which are north of the Granite road where it erosses 
the gra,·el point. Several acres have here been hydraulicked, the banks 
being up to SO feet high. The well-washed gravels, fairly coar::-:e, contai11 
the rock::,; which crop above. The gold occurs in medium fine particles 
and the yield is reported as up to 16 cents per cubic yard. The bed rock 
is not exposed until a few hundred yards above Sumpter, where the large 
gravel areas dwindle into small benches lining the banks of Cracker 
Creek. A considerable amount of gravel remains, though much of it 
is not accessible without elevators, on account of lack of grade. The 
water is supplied by ditches aggregating 10 miles and earrying 1,000 
miner's inches. In past years these diggings have been leased to 
Chinese companies. 

The Downie placer mines, H- miles from Sumpter, are working on 
gravels representing the Pliocene MeCully Fork, and comprise about 
140 acres. The Downie channel is higher than the one just deseribed, 
and forms a distinct depression on the east side of the n·eek. The 
troug-h is 200 feet wide and contains well-washed gravel 50 feet deep. 
The bed rock is 40 feet above the present ereek. Going downstream, 
the bed rock descends rapidly, and where the Granite road erosses the 
point between the forks, mentioned above, no bed rock is seen. The 
mines dispose of a good supply of water from 6 miles of ditches, ear
rying- 1,000 miner':,; inches. Operations can be carried on until late in 
the falL Two giants are usually operated by Chinese leasers, and the 
annual yield is reported to be about $9,000. 

Rich placers with coarse gold are located in Buck Gulch, a tributary 
to McCully Fork, near the Granite road and 4t miles from Sumpter. 
Scarcity of water restricts the operations. 

LIMESTONE AND IRON ORES. 

An outcrop of crystalline limestone of good quality occurs in the 
argillite half a mile north of Sumpter. It could not be traced far 
either way in the direction of the strike of the roeks, but it may be 
continuous for a greater distance than is apparent, a~ the rocks on the 
hillside are not well exposed. The outcrop is 10 to 15 feet across, and 
a small quantit}' has bet'll quarried for the smelter which 'vas in 
operation for a short time during 1900. 

22 GEOL, l'T 2-01---!2 
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A mass of hematite of no 
great extent has been found 
in the argillite on the Burnt 
RiYer divide, 5 miles south 
of Sumpter. Three miles 
southwest of Sumpter a small 
deposit of a black earthv man
ganese ore oceurs. It is near 
the Bonanza trail, also on the 
Burnt River diyide. It was 
used in the ,:melting opera
tions as a substitute for iron. 

QUARTZ VEIXS IX GENERAL. 

Many small yeins and in
dications of mineralization 
are found near Sumpter, but 
the big Yein systems occur 
7 miles aboye thi:-; place. 
There i:-; practically one con
tinuous vein system, begin
ning at the Baisley-Elkhorn 
mine and continuing across 
to Craeker Creek, with a 
strike Yarying from east
west to northwest-southeast, 
and some of the most impor
tant mines in eastern Oregon 
are comprised in it. The 
part of the vein system tribu
tary to Sumpter begins at 
the North P ole mine and con
tinues westward through the 
E. and E., Columbia, Gol
eonda, Amazon, and Bunker 
Hill mines. In thi:-; distance 
of 5 miles the \·ein continues 
strong and unbroken, but 
gradually changes it:-; strike 
from northeast-southwest to 
east-west. The country rock 
is, throughout, argillite, and 
the vein is of the composite 
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type; that is, it is found as a wide, shattered zone, though ordi
narily with well-defined walls. The gangue is quartz throughout, 
containing gold and sulphurets. The width is from 5 to 100 feet. 
It is easily the most strongly defined and persistent vein in the Blue 
Mountains. 

A short distance northward is the Ibex vein, which is continuous for 
at least 3 miles and is nearly parallel to the North Pole vein. It 
resembles the latter greatly, except that it is usually narrower. There 
are many other smaller veins and branches thrown off from the two 
large veins. 

The veins of Sumpter were known as far back as 1870, but acti,·e 
exploitation was not attempted until about twenty years ago. The 
earliest mill was erected on the Mammoth claim about this time. 

NortlL Pole mine.-The most northeasterly of the important mines 
on the big vein comprises two full claims, the North Pole and the 
More-or-Less. It is located on the mountain slope northeast of 
Cracker Creek, and ascends to a heig·ht of 2,000 feet or more above 
that stream. The extent and workings will be seen from fig. 81. 
The elevation of the lowest tunnel is about 5,800 feet. The North 
Pole claim was located in 1887, croppings of rich ore being found near 
the surface. The following year the claim was sold to A. Baring, of 
London, for a reported price of $10,000. The adjoining claim and 
fraction was acquired for $14,000 in 1897. Though operated since 
1887, the most aeth·e work on the property has been prosecuted since 
1895. The total production is not known, but during the last four 
years 13,400 tons have been treated, the assay value of which approxi
mated $15 per ton. 

The mine is equipped with a cyanide plant provided with two 
Bruckner roasters, which have a daily capacity of 20 tons. This plant 
works the zone of semioxidized ores only, and in spite of fine erush
ing to 1 mm. by ball mills, it is necessary to roast the ore very slowly 
and carefully. The cyaniding is done in 50-ton tanks, percolation 
lasting fifteen to twenty days. The extraction by-cyanide is stated by 
Mr. Melzer to be 8±. 9 per eent of the assay value. For purposes of 
working· the unoxidized ore a 10-:s.tamp mill and a Huntington mill 
with concentrators han recently been added~ making a total capacity 
of 80 tons per day. 

The North Pole is developed by c1eans of three main tunnels, shown 
on fig. 81, the upper two starting on the vein, the lower one being 
a crossC'ut for 1,000 feet. The upper tunnels are, respectively, ±50 
and 750 feet above the main adit, the total vertical distance on the 
vein opened by the workings being 850 feet. 

Throughout the mine the country rock is the normal, black, hard, 
siliceous argillite, without dearly visible stratification. In the long 
crosscut a jointing shows in several directions, the most prominent 
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being flat or dipping gently east or west. There is no jointing or 
parting parallel to the vein. The strike of the vein is N. 25° E., and 
its dip 70° to 80° SE. The cropping::; are distinct and in some places 
earry g-ood values. On More-or-Less claim a large mass of quartz 
crop:-; along the line of the vein, measuring almost 200 feet across. 
\Yhere the main crosscut meets the vein the latter is 22 feet wide; in 
places it bulges out to ±0 feet, and again contracts to 7 feet, but never 
thins out entirely. The walls are fairly well-defined fault planes, 
especially the foot wall. The vein matter is composed of rock of all 
gradations between crushed argillites seamed by quartz and pure 
white massive vein quartz. On the whole, there is a large amount of 
solitl ,-cin quartz extending for several feet across the vein and for 
long- <listanees parallel to it. Other parts of the vein form an intimate 
mixture of quartz and small leafy or irreg-ular inclusions of argillite, 
sometimes indistinctly defined from the quartz and giving the impres
sion of a mass of argillite mud partly silicified and cemented by quartz. 
On the whole, there are no such larg·e and sharply defined inclusions as 
mark the vein in the lower tunnel of the Columbia. Comb structure 
i.-; frequently seen on a small scale, though most of the quartz is 
mas,.;1ve. The argillite in and just outside of the Yein is often filled 
with coarse cubical pyrite of low assay value. Outside the pay shoots 
the 'luartz is white and barren of sulphides. The pay quartz is char
acterized by arsenopyrite, and also by pyrite in minute grains and 
slender crystals, rarely o\·er 1 mm. in leng-th. In the center of the pay 
shoob richer lenses are occasionally found, containing up to $150 per 
ton, and sometimes also a little native gold with tellurides rich in gold 
and silver. The ordinary ore rarely contains any sulphurets other 
than arsenopyrite and a little pyrite; sometimes also chalcopyrite. 
:?\ative gold is seldom seen, thoug-h a little, about 6 per cent, may be 
caught on amalgamating plates. The chief value is in the sulphurets. 
The average sulphide ore contains 0. 688 ounce of gold and 1. 200 ounces 
of silver per ton, or a total average Yalue of $14: per ton. The white 
quartz outside of the pay shoots carries only small values. Very 
frequently a peculiar arrangement of the sulphides is noted in the pay 
shoots. The quartz is here full of small curved and concentric streaks 
of arsenopyrite, in general not parallel to the walls and frequently 
sharply cut off. The detailed examination shows that this irregularly 
concentric structure is clue to crustification, but that by subsequent 
motions the crustified mass has been broken and recementecl, in places 
forming a real breecia (see Pl. LXVIII, A). The quartz is free from: 
calcite, but the latter mineral occurs on all little secondary slips and 
fractures which brecciated the original crust. On these secondary 
fractures arsenopyrite is also found. 

The pay does not include the whole width of the vein, but when 
present occupies a space of 2 feet up to a maximum of 12 feet, appear-
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ing along oue wall or the other, or in the middle of the vein, adjoined 
by barren quartz on both sides. Usually the form is th<1t of anum
ber of lenses which sometimes overlap. The pay shoot, ordinarily on 
the foot wall, may break a(.;ross in stringers and streaks .and follow the 
hanging wall for a distance. It is stated that in gP-neral the pay has a 
tendency to follow the seams of gouge found in the vein. As a whole, 
it has a flat southwesterly dip, as in the Columbia and E. and E. mines, 
and may in fact be continuous with one of the E. and E. shoots. A 
large amount of ore is unquestionably in sight; thus, for instance, it 
is stated that there are 600,000 tons between the short intermediate 
and the uppermost tunnel level. Besides the pay shoot following the 
slope of the hill, there are others exposed in the lowest and middle 
tunnels. 

A partial oxidation has taken place for a distance of 200 or 250 feet 
from the surface. The changes in val .tes are, probably owing to the 
hardness of the quartz and the fineness of the sulphides~ much less 
marked than is usual in gold veins. Accordin.g to Mr. E. Melzer, the 
oxidized ore is but very little richer than the deep ore, though·its 
physical condition has changed so that the same metallurgical proc
esses are not applicable. Average assays of surface ore give 0. 968 
ounce of gold and 0.700 oun~e of silver, or $20.40 per ton, while the 
sulphide ore assays 0.688 ounce gold and 1.2 ounces silYer, or $1±.40 
per ton, the gold having thus increased slightly and the silver decreased 
during the process of oxidation. 

Ew·eX·rt and Ercelsim· m/ne.-The mine owned by the Eureka and 
Excelsior Consolidated Mining Company comprises the two claims on 
the North Pole vein having the ahm-e names, and is usually known as 
the E. and E. lt was bought as a prospect in 1888, and from this time 
up to 1898 it has been worked. In 1900 it was idle and the under
ground works were not accessible. For most of the data regarding it I 
am indebted to Messrs. E. Melzer and J. Arthur, of Sumpter. A 20-
stamp pan amalgamation mill was erected in 1889 for $200,000, which 
proved utterly unsuited to the ore. and for several years the mine was 
worked with indifferent ~uccess. The doubtless incomplete Mint 
reports gin the production as $500 for 1889, not;hing in 1890, $135,000 
in 1891, and nothing in 1892. In 1895 the mine was leased to 1\ir . 
• T. H. Longmaid for three and one-half years. The lessee put vanners in 
the mill, and in three years mined and milled 75,000 tons of ore, valued 
at $900,000. Since the expiration of the lease the property has been 
idle except for a little surface work, but it is said will soon be 
reopened. If worked in a rational manner the property will doubt
less maintain its reputation as one of the be:st mines in Oregon. 

The total production may be estimated as $800,000, the mine thus 
possessing the record production among the new mines in the Sumpter 
district. 
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The rle,·elopments consi::;t of between 7,000 and 8,000 feet. There 
are two small tunnels on the hill northeast of Cracker Creek, 200 and 
350 feet above its bed; two tunnels on the southwest side of the water 
course; a main l~nl at (-reek level, at an elenttion of about 6,500 feet; 
a shaft 200 feet deep sunk from this tunnel; and still another shaft sunk 
100 feet below the :300-foot level in the first shaft (fig. 81). The min
ing methods employed were crude and faulty, the evident plan being 
to extract as much as possible without regard to even the immediate 
future of the mine. 

The country rock is the usual black, siliceous argillite. The vein, 
directly continuous with that of the North Pole on the northeast and 
tl:lc Columbia on the southwest, strikes N. 34° E. and dips 60° to 70° 
SE. The eroppings are well defined, and the vein seems to have 
paid from the grass roots down for a distance along the surface of 
1,300 feet. The vein appears to be identical in character with that of 
the adjoining· ehims, being a shattered zone in argillite, in some places 
as Pmch as 30 feet wide. The milling ore carries pyrite and arseno
pyrite in quartz similar to that of the North Pole. It rarely contains 
free gold. The concentrates amount to 8 to 10 per cent and assay from 
$100 to $200 in gold, with a little silver. The 70,000 tons of ore 
extracted by the lessee a,·eraged $12 per ton by assay value. There 
·was also a certain quantity of rich shipping ore yielding from $80 to 
$2±0 per ton. Some surface ore extracted in 1898 yielded $8 per ton. 

There are four pay shoots in the mine, which may be said to partly 
conned, forming a body dipping southwest at a gentle angle, like the 
shoots of the North Pole and the Columbia. In fact, the shoot of the 
E. and E. may be considered as the continuation of that of the North 
Pole. Mr. Arthur says: "A surface tunnel on the Excelsior claim 
disclosed a shoot 200 feet long-, the ore still remaining in the face and 
very likely continuing to the North Pole line, ±00 feet distant. This 
shoot is ± feet wide and eontains $10 per ton in gold. The better
grade ore, assaying $50, was sorted and shipped. This high-grade ore 
appears as a streak 2 feet wide and 75 feet long in the bottom of the 
drift and adjoining the milling ore. The shoot next south of this was 
±00 feet in length and from 1 foot to 15 feet in width, differing from 
the first in having a wavy character, the thickness changing suddenly 
and often. The shoot, with an a\·erage width of ± feet, has been 
mined clown to a depth of 160 fePt from the surface. 

The shoot south of this is on the Eureka claim and is said to be 200 
feet long and ± feet wide. From these stopes callle most of the ship
ping ore and a higher grade of milling ore, showing some free gold, 
not found in the other stopes. This shoot was mined out to the 260-
foot level. There is another shoot still farther south which is imper
fectly known, but from surface cuts and tunnels it should be 600 feet 
long and one-half foot in width, averaging from $5 up in gold." 
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·while the deeper ore i:; fresh, that from the surface down to 100 
feP-t below is more or less oxidized. Regarding the character of this 
oxidized ore see North Pole mine. 

Colwnbia mine.-This mine is situated on Fruit Creek, at an eleva
tion of about 5,600 feet, between the Golconda and the E. and E., and 
comprises two claims on the North Pole vein, called the Columbia 
and the Appomattox. It i:; owned by the Columbia Gold Mining 
Company, who also possess a number of other claims in the vicinity . 

. The mine was sold to the present company in 1895 by Cable Brothers, 
but during the first few years there was but little gold produced. 
During the last three years the mine has been in active operation. 
The total production is not known, but is supposed to be in the vicinity 
of $300,000. There is a 10-stamp mill with six concentrators on the 
property, capable of crushing 28 tons per day. The tailings are 
saved, and during 1900 a cyanide plant was built to work them. 
Ten additional stamps are to be erected. Besides the milling ore, 
smaller rich chimneys are met with. This ore is shipped to smelters, 
one car of 20 tons containing about $1,000 per ton. The developments 
are extensive and comprise in all over 8,000 feet. There are three 
tunnels on the vein in the steep hill which rises 500 feet above the 
shaft house, the lowest being at the level of the latter. There is 
also a 500-foot vertical, 3-t:ompartment shaft with five levels, from 
which drifts extend several hundred feet each way. Admittance below 
tunnelle,·el was refused. 

The country rock is the usual black argillite, rarely showing strati
fication or schistosity. 

The surface croppings, which can be traced continuously from the 
E. and E., are very strong, showing a width of from 70 to 100 feet. 
The vein strikes nearly due northeast and bas a southeasterly dip of 
60°. Its general character is similar to that of the North Pole. It is a 
zone of fracture in the brittle siliceous argillites, with a width of about 
4:0 feet, the walls being fairly well defined. Outside the walls there 
is no strong mineralization. The structure is well shown in the lower 
tunnel level. The zone consists of quartz, more or less completely 
filled with inclusions of argillite, from 3 feet in diameter down to the 
smallest fragment. These inclusions are cemented by normal, white 
vein quartz, clearly deposited in open fissures and sometimes showing 
drusy comb structure. The fragments are often so isolated by the 
quartz that though very abundant they could not ht~we filled the space 
before the advent of the quartz. Still the quartz is certainly not 
derived from replacement, and often extends solid over spaces of 
several feet. This character of ,·ein continues throughout the mine, 
I am informed, for a long distance, vertically and laterally, without 
closing down. The foot wall is smooth, hard, and extremely well 
defined. The hanging wall, though not ~o well marked, is formed of 
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argillite impregnated with pyrite. The arg·illite contains pyrite, and 
bas in places been somewhat silicified, and is sometimes filled with 
metasomatic sericite. Some doubtful rocks also occur which are 
probably altered diorite-porphyry, and now filled with pyrite, calcite, 
and sericite. 

The ore consists of quartz carrying up to 8 per cent of snlphurets, 
chiefly pyrite and arsenopyrite, though the altered slate may also show 
fair tenor. The solid white'' bull quartz" and the sugary quartz carry 
nova: .Les. The average value of the ore is $10 and over per ton, chiefly 
in gold. ..o..bout 4:0 per cent of the gold is caught on the plates, the 
bullion comaining 702 parts gold and 277 parts silver. The concen
trates are rich, carrying from $100 to $175 per ton, of which a con
siderable proportion is silver (Au: Ag = 1: 15, by weight). Occasionally 
some coarse gold is seen in the ore. Smaller chimneys furnish rich 
ore, which is shipped, often containing 11 ounces gold and 39 ounces 
silver, or about $250 per ton. This consists of fragments of sericitized 
argillite CC'mented by vein quartz and containing native gold and 
sulphides. 

A number of interesting minerals occur on this vein. They com
prise native gold, native copper (tunnel level), pyrite, arsenopyrite, 
zinc blende (rare), pyrargyrite, cinnabar, antimonite, chalcopyrite 
(sometimes several per cent in shipping ore), stibnite (tunnel level), 
also an unidentified telluride. 

In the shipping ore there occurs also a black tetmhedrite with 
brown streak, which, upon examination by Dr. Hillebrand, proved to 
be a mercurial variety, or schwn.tzite, not previously known from the 
United States. Among gangue minerals are to be noted quartz, seri
eite, fuchsite or mariposite (in the rich ore), and also a little calcite. 
The latter mineral seem3 to be of very late introduction, traversing 
quartz and argillite in minute and irregular seams. 

As will be seen from fig. 81, the pay shoot as a whole occupies the 
southwestern slope of the ridge between Fruit and Cracker creeks 
and clips about 20° S\V. on the plane of the vein, similarly to the 
pay shoots of the North Pole and the E. and E. mines. It is believed 
that the shoot as a whole is continuous from the top of the ridge to the. 
bottom of the shaft, thus extending over a vertical interval of 1,000 
feet. ·within this shoot are found smaller chimneys of very rich ore. 
The pay does not occupy the whole width of the vein, but appears 
in streaks from 2 to 4: feet in width, following either wall or crossing 
from one ·wall to another.· · On the tunnel level the principal shoot 
follows the footwall, but throws out three ore splits, one of which 
carries much free gold and einnabar and finally crosses over to the 
hanging wall. 

The ore worked at present from the shaft is not altered by surface 
influences. Above the tunnel level a partial oxidation appears and 
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the ore is no longer suitable for concentration, being apparently 
simila1 to the North Pole surface ore, which is roasted and cyanided. 
Much of this oxidized ore remains as yet untouched. 

Golconda 11<-ine.-This part of the North Pole vein was located as 
the Golconda claim in 1887 and sold for a reported sum of $24,000 in 
1897, there being at that time only 250 feet of development. The 
Golconda Mining Company at present owns, besides this elaim, 8 others 
adjacent, which are said to cover 2 parallel veins. The Golconda and 
the Wide '\Vest are located on the North Pole vein. In 1898 a large 
bromination plant, of a capacity of 100 tons per day, was erected but 
soon found unsuited to the character of the ore. A 20-stamp mill and 
a Bryan roller mill, together with 18 concentrators, were substituted, 
giving a total capacity of over 100 tons per day. Crushing was begun 
in January, 1900, and the mine has consequently not as yet any great 
production to its credit. In the fall of 1899 a rich ore chimney was 
struck, 20 tons of which yielded $10,000 in the mill. Still richer ore 
was shipped to smelting works. In September, 1900, 15 stamp-; were 
running. At present there are 2,500 feet of de,·eloprnents, including 
a 4:00-foot double compartment perpendicular shaft and 4: ]eyels, the 
opening of the fourth having ju~;t begun; also a 650-foot tunnel run
ning southwest on the ledge. 

The country rock is the usual black siliceou~; argillite, sometimes 
showing schistosity, but oftener massi,·e. Occa.sionally this contains 
light-gray, very much altered dikes of an igneous roek which originally 
may have been a diorite-porphyry. The croppings of the main vein 
can he followed from the Columbia for at least part of the distance. 
A statement is made by some that there is a fault between the t-wo 
mines; whether this is true is not certain; at any rate the n:-in holds 
its general direction well enough. The cropping-s are not ,-ery con
spicuous except on the hill southwest from Golconda shaft, where they 
are marked by a yery heavy mass of quartz similar to that abo,-e the 
North Pole. The outcrops carry low value:'i throughout, rarely over 
$1 per ton. 

The developments in the shaft have shown the existence of a \'ery 
wide mass of crushed argillite. The general trend of this is northeast; 
the dips in the upper leYels are northwesterly at steep angles, while 
on the fourth level this is reversed to a southeasterly dip, similar to 
that of the Columbia and the North Pole. In places this crushed zone 
is 200 feet wide and tra\·ersed by several seams, running across the 
vein in a northwest-southeast direction, on some of which quartz 
veins carrying gold appear. The principal pay :shoots are found as 
streaks 2 to 4: feet wide in this shattered argillite and pursue a rather 
irregular course. The ore carries but little quartz and is largely a 
replacement of argillite and some porphyry by finely diYided pyrite, 
marcasite, and arsenopyrite and a very little chalcopyrite and zinc 
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blencle. The an rage value i;; h€'lievecl to be from $8 to $15 per ton. 
The ore i;; in part free milling, containing from ±0 to 50 per cent of 
gold whieh <.'an he caught on the plates. The snlphurets are stated to 
be of comparatively low ya]ue, the pereentage contained in the ore 
being from I to 11-. 

On the second level the crnshi11g and the irregularity seem to have 
reached a maximum. On the fourth level the lode ('ontracts to less 
than 100 fed and the ultimate walls are fairly well defin ed. The 
whole mass between them consists of crn::;hed argillite with replacing 
sulphides and trayersed by small quartz veinlets. The pay streak is 
from 2 to 3 feet -wide. It is to be expected that more r egularity will 
be found in depth, and it may also be expected that there will be some
what les:-; free gold. The pay shoots in general follow the trend of 
the nin , hut a very rich ehimney, a1luded to aboYe, did not follow 
this rule. It oeenrred on the second level, cutting across the general 
direction of the Yein and dipping 31)0 SE. The shoot was 70 feet long 
and 1± feet wide; it did not extend far above or below the level. 
Only a part of it was rich in native gold. The ore consisted of an 
argillite colored greenish by roscoelite and containing arsenopyrite 
and pyrite. The native gold, accompanied by tetrahedrite, occurred 
chiefly in little seams and fractures filled with normal vein quartz. 
The drifts and crosscuts on the four levels run very irregularly owing 
to the difficulty in following the pay shoot in such a wide crushed 
zone. 

J[oun tain B elle m.ine.-This adjoins the Golconda property on the 
sonthwe:-; t and il'i located on the same vein, which here crosses Silver 
Creek. The ::\fountain Belle is as yet not a producing mine, but 
extensi,·e proi:ipecting has been done during the last two years. The 
vein is elm-eloped by a perpendicular shaft in the country rock 300 feet 
deep, with crosscuts and drifts from the levels. The shaft is located 
on the northeastern side of Silnr Creek, li5 feet above the stream, 
and at an elevation of about 5,4:50 feet. The country rock is the 
usual silieeou,; argillite without clearly defined stratification. The 
vein, whi<.'h shows on the :mrface in big outcrops of mixed quartz and 
argillite, strikes X GO::. E. and has, contrary to the ordinary direction 
fot· thii:i ,·ein, a northwesterly clip. As on the other properties on this 
vein , the character is that of a crushed zone between two usually 
clearly defined walls, the width of the zone being from 20 to 50 feet. 
The foot-wall half of the vein consists largely of crushed argillite 
cut in all diredions hy quartz veinlets, sometimes with comb structure. 
The quartz often contains minutely divicled pyrite and arsenopyrite; 
the argillite i,; often filled with pyrite. The hanging-wall part is 
almoi'lt massive quartz, but full of little fragments of silicified and 
pyritie argillite. In other parts of the mine the whole vein is a quartz
seamed argillite. Again , the whole ma:-;s may <.'On::;ist of crumbly 
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quartz. The values thus far developed are said to be low and much of 
the quartz is entirely barren. 

Amazon, Analu1u, and Bunkei' Ifill claims.-The North Pole vein 
continues clearly marked aero.~ s Silve1· Creek and through the abo,·e
mentioned claims. The Amazon has over 1,000 feet of tunnels on a 
vein said to be entirely similar to the Mountain Belle. On the Ana
lulu also a considerable amount of development work has been done. 
On the Bunker Hill the vein shows quartz croppings of enormous 
extent; the developments here abo exceed 1,000 feet, and the quartz is 
said to assay from $3 to $7 and over. Three claim::;, the Bunker Hill, 
Myrtle, and Lilac, are owned by a Canadian company. The vein where 
struck by the 300-foot crosscut is said to be 25 feet wide. 

The great fracture, now traced for almost ± miles, has gradually 
swung around from north-northeast to east-northeast. Beyond the 
claim last mentioned its continuation is not definitely known, hut it is 
possible that it here splits into several branches. Already, near the 
Golconda and Columbia, important string-ers leave the main ledge and 
continue somewhat divergent from it. The:::e have not yet been traced 
out in detail. On one of these the Free Coinage daim is located, the 
place of principal workings being- on Sih·er Creek, one-third mile above 
the Mountain Belle. Some 500 feet of work has been done and prep
arations have been made to sink a shaft. The vein is inclo::;ecl in hlack 
argillite, much crushed and filled with pyrite and stringers of quartz. 
Satisfactory ore is reported to have been found. 

Ibex mine.-The group of three claims, Ibex, Nachez, and Pyrites, 
comprising this mine is located on the hig-h divide separating- McCully 
Fork of Powder River from the waters running into G-ranite Creek 
and the North Fork of John Day. The elevation at the shaft is 6,270 
feet. Through opening·s in tho forest a fine view is obtained across the 
heavily wooded Granite Creek Basin toward the Greenhorn :Mountains. 
A short distance northward Bald Mountain rises to 8,3:30 feet. The 
property was bought a couple of years ago for a sum reported to be 
$60,000. Since then a great deal of de,·elopmeut work has been done, 
eonsisting- chietly in a shaft 300 feet deep, with two tunuel levels, as 
well as a third and lowest tunnel le,·el 800 feet long and driven 500 
feet below the shaft on the Pyrites elaim. Total development work, 
3,000 feet. There is as yet no mill on the property. 

The country rock is the usual blaek, hard argillite, sometimes, a& at 
the ·Pyrites tunnel, showing the stratification very plainly. At this 
place its strike is nearly east-west and it dips steeply. A short distance 
northward the contact with the granodiorite of Bald Mountain beg·ins. 
The vein is very strong-ly marked with large outcrop::; of mixed 
argillite and quartz. Its strike is E. 25° ~. and its dip G0° SE. on 
top of the hill, increasing to 80° in the bottom of the shaft. The 
croppings are said to be poor, but in one spot the quartz showed free 
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gold and a considerable amount of pyrarg-yrite. The vein is from 6 
to 10 feet wide and shows great similarity to the North Pole-Golconda 
vein. In general it consists of a zone of crushed black argillite 
between two usually well-defined walls. The argillite is tilled with 
irregular quartz seams, sometimes showing plain comb structure. In 
other plaees the argillite occnrs as inclusions in the quartz and is 
partly silicified and tilled with pyrite. The pay is contained in the 
white quartz and is chiefly in the sulphides, which consist of pyrite 
and arsenopyrite. The gold, when occurring, is of rather pale color 
and worth only $13 per ounce. Pyrargyrite and cinnabar have been 
found, the latter in several places as apparently secondary seams in 
the quartz. 

The mine is reported to contain three shoots: The first, struck near 
the mouth of the second tunnel, 150 feet below the shaft, and called the 
Boulder shoot, carries no free gold nor sulphurets, but the ore cyanides 
well after roasting. This ore is said to carry 95 per cent of its value in 
gold. The next shoots nearer the shaft lie on the hanging wall and are 
from 3 to 5 feet wide. The seeond shoot contains 60 per cent gold and 
±0 per eent silver, and includes as a smaller, 8-foot long lens, the coarse 
gold chimney, known from the ~·urface and the second tunnel level. 
Finally, the most easterly shoot is said to carry 60 per cent silver 
and ±0 per cent gold. The pa~· in this vein is believed to be rather 
irregular and pockety, but i:-; thought to possibly average $10 per ton. 

Bald .J.l[owdain 1nine.-This is loeated east of the Ibex, on the same 
vein. It is high up on the summit of the ridge, dividing McCully 
Fork of Powder Rinr from the drainage basin of the North Fork of 
John Day Rin~r. The elevation at the .-;haft is 6,300 feet. 

The mine has heen developed but recently, though the vein has been 
known and slightly prospected for many years. The intention is 
announced to shortly erect a 20-stamp mill on the property. 

Most of the following (lata regarding pay shoots and development 
were kindly furnished by the llJanager, Mr. H. S. McCallum. 

The Bald Mountain ::\lining Company owns 38 claims, of which two, 
the Bald l\Ionntain and the l\lidnight, are on the Ibex vein, taking in 
3,000 linear fe et of this. The principal vein is developed by a tunnel 
500 feet long and by a perpendicular shaft at the mouth of this tunnel. 
Two le\·els are turned from this shaft, at 100 and 200 feet, and sinking 
is in progress below the latter lt~ \'C'l. 

The country roek is a hard, black siliceous argillite, often massive, 
more rarely showing a stratification, the strike of which is nearly due 
east-west, the dip being 60° S. The nin is exceedingly strong and 
well defined. It is a typical fissure vein, showing a width from 1 to 
30 feet and averaging seYeral feet. Its strike is N. 60° to 1)5° E. 
and its clip a\·erages 70 .:: t:l., the yein thus cuts the stratification in 
strike and dip. 
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The gangue is throughout a white massive quartz, such as normally 
occurs as tilling in fissure veins. The vein is sometimes filled with 
solid quartz, thoug·h more commonly, espeeially in the wider portions, 
mueh of the vein matter is a shattered argillite cemented hy auriferous 
quartz. The vein shows in its structural feature a great resemblance 
to the Ibex, of which it is the extension. Besides free gold and a 
very small percentage of pyrite the quartz occasionally contains 
bunches of cinnabar. 

Secondary changes apparently have had little influence except for a 
distance of 25 to 50 feet from the surface. SeYeral ore shoots are 
known. All of them carry a eertain proportion of free gold and 
appear to pitch steeply southwest on the vein. The first shoot near 
the mouth of the tunnel continues for 60 feet, earrying 50 per cent of 
free gold and equal quantities (by weight) of gold and silver. The 
vein is from 8 to 10 feet wide and the tenor of the ore is stated to he 
from $8 to $10 per ton. A second pay shoot, 75 feet long, of lower 
grade is met 190 feet from the mouth of the tunnel. A third shoot, 
300 feet from the mouth, is 200 feet long, the width varying from 4: 
to 30 feet, and the value from $6 to $50 per ton. 

On the first shaft level the first pay shoot was found a short distance 
from the shaft, its width of 8 feet gradually decreasing to 18 inches. 
Thirty per eent of the gold is here free. After cutting through this 
shoot the drift follows the partially pinched vein for :no feet in quartz 
with low values of from $1 to $3 per ton. The seeond and third shoots 
have not yet been reached. To the east this le\'el eontinues in ore for 
14 feet. 

On the seeond level the first shoot was met 100 feet from the short 
crosscut to the vein. To the east on this le\'el there is another ore 
shoot 80 feet from the shaft that has been drifted on for 60 feet. It 
is proposed to open the vein by means of a 1,500-foot long crosscut 
lower down on the slope, giving backs of 900 feet, the mill to be 
plaeed at the mouth of this adit. 

A short distance north of the main deposit are two strong veins, 
said to carry good ore, whieh may be offshoots of the principal fissure. 
They are called Fairview No. 1 and No. 2. In a small tunnel on the 
latter granite forms both walls, this being probably a dike or smaller 
intrusive mass in the prevailing argillite. 

On the same strongly marked vein as the Ibex and the Bald Moun
tain, and half a mile eastward from the latter, is the Grand Trunk, on 
which the Ibex Company had a bond in 1899. Some 1.200 feet of 
development work was done. The vein is said to be similar in 
charaeter to those of the two mines already described. 

J1[anunot1L mine.-The Mammoth mine is located near the head of 
the creek' of the same name, at an rle,·ation of ahont 13.300 fret. J'he 
guleh, whieh is a tributary to ~lcCully Fork of Powder Ri,·er, widens 
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near the mine. Thick timber CO\'ers the region~ and down Mammoth 
Creek an excellent view is obtained o\·er the southern part of the Blue 
.Mountains. In the upper part of the gulch is evidence of extensive 
placers. The mine itself is one of the oldest in the district, having 
been worked by means of a primitive hand mortar, arrastre~ and mill 
as early as 18Sl. A considerable amount of gold has been produced, 
stated by some to be as high as $150~000. The mine owned by the 
Bald Mountain Mining Company consists of the Mammoth and the Belle 
of Baker claims, both on the same vein, supposed to be an extension 
of the Ibex vein. In HlOO this mine was reopened. with excellent 
results. It is at present equipped with a 5-foot Bryan mill and four 
concentrators. The developments consist of an inclined shaft on the 
Mammoth :300 feet deep and a tunnel with drifts and crosscuts on the 
Belle of Baker, the latter on the west side of the creek. 

One-half mile from the mine toward Sumpter the main granite con
tact is passed~ and the prevailing rock at the Mammoth is a grano
diorite. It contains, however, in places masses of argillite strongly 
contact metamorphosed. A contact between the two may be seen in 
the creek just below the mine. Most of the workings are in grano
diorite, though occasionally argillite appears, as in the foot wall of the 
vein on the second level. 

The vein, which without much doubt is continuous from the Ibex, 
has an east-northeast direction and a steep southeast dip, similar to the 
other principal veins in the vicinity. In the shaft from the upper 
part of which the old bonanza was extracted the vein is very wide
up to 20 and 40 feet-and consists of a crushed zone of rock, traversed 
by several gouge seams parallel to the ultimate walls, which are fairly 
well defined. The ore consists of crushed country rock cemented by 
quartz. Some of it is a very pretty breccia of argillite, which contains 
a lit.tle metasomatic pyrite and arsenopyrite, and which is cemented 
by crusts of calcite. The calcite again contains veinlets and druses of 
quartz. Neither calcite nor quartz contains any sulphides. The gold 
is of pale color and only 500 to 600 fine, the rest being- chiefly silver. 
On the first level in the shaft the ore was poor, but in the second a 
good, though spot.ted, free-milling pay shoot was found containing
from $6 to $12 per ton. The third level had not yet been developed. 

Late in 1HOO an important and rich pay shoot was found in the Belle 
of Baker tunnel. Thi,;; was run as a crosscut for several hundred feet. 
The vein, when struck, proved to be 35 feet wide and to contain a 
12-foot-wide ore body of crushed rock, with cementing quartz stringers 
and snlphnrets, but no free gold. This body seemed to cut across the 
nin , making for the hanging- wall. From this place a goug-e streak 
in the vein was followed for 200 feet without showing any notable 
values. Crosscutting toward the foot wall, however, disclosed a large 
body of ore with mneh coarse gold, containing- $25 to $400 per 
ton. At the present end of the drift a crosscut showed 16 feet of ore; 
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70 feet from the breast it had widened to 45 feet. A crosscut 17'0 feet 
from the breast and 50 feet from the plaee where the ,·ein W3S first 
struck disclosed no ore, hut an H>-foot upraise caught it 5 feet wide, 
so that the dip of the shoot would. seem to be to the southwest. The 
ore consists of soft, gTay granodiorite eontaining mueh calcite, and 
traversed by irregular seams of white vein quartz inclosing· pale-col
ored free gold, together with a little arsenopyrite and pyrite. The 
gold, while to some extent directly in the quartz, seems by preference 
accumulated in a soft greenish roseoelite which looks mueh like ehlo
rite and which is eontained in spots and bunehes in the quartz. 
Numerous smooth slips with polished surfaees of gold tnwerse the ore. 
Between the tunnel and the surface there is estimated to be between 
$200,000 and $300,000 in sight. This find is of interest as illustrating 
the necessity of crosscutting in these wide lodei'l . It is similar to the 
case of the Bonanza mine, inasmuch as a drift was long run parallel 
to the ore body without suspicion of its presence. 

CABLE COVE DISTRICT. 

GENERAL FEATURES. 

The Cable Cove district is situated 10 miles h1 an air line north
northwest of Sumpter, on the high ba~·kbone which separates the drain
agl~ of Powder River from that of the North Fork of John Day River. 
The road from Sumpter follows Silver Creek, the principal fork of 
Powder River. For some miles aboye Sumpter the canyon is narrow, 
but soon widens and assumes the broad U-shaped form characteristic of 
glaciated valleys. Near Cable Cove the road emerges from the thick 
timber in the bottom of the valley. The head of the creek appears as a 
wide amphitheater with steep slopes, sparsely timbered. \Y estward 
the ridges of Bald Mountain rise with bare, light-gray, glaeiated out
crops. Eastward a number of sharp and high granite peaks meet the 
eye in the continuation of the Elkhorn Range (Pl. LXXII). The ele
vation at the California mill is 7,000 feet; the high hill back of it attains 
7,900. The gaps east and west of this hill are 7,500 feet in elevation. 
From the summit long ridges extend northward between the heavily 
timbered valleys of Big Limber Creek, Bull Creek, and the North Fork 
of John Day. The summits of Cable Cove culminate a couple of miles 
southwesterly in Bald Mountain (elevation 8~330 feet), so prominently 
visible from Sumpter. It is a bare granitic ridge, sloping abruptly 
northward and here inclosing a glacial amphitheater in the center of 
which is a small lake. 

GEOLOGY. 

The geological features are very simple. Cable Cm·e is situatt'd in 
a large area of granodiorite, which be.gins a short distance north of the 
Free Coinage mine, the actual contaet bt'ing con•red, and which eon-
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tinues for many miles northward. This rock, very similar to granite, 
is light gray, granular, and consists of quart~, andesine, orthoclase, 
biotite, and hornblende. For analysis and detailed description see 
page 587. Glaeiated outcrops seem nearly white, while on the lower 
slopes the sandy dt>composed rock appears light yellowish. Y ery few 
dikes of any kind were noted, the exceptions being small sheets of 
aplite. The granitic area culminates in a series of white, high, and 
jagged peaks situated between the headwaters of .John Day and North 
Powder ri,·ers. 

Beginning a short distance north of the Crown Point claim and extend
ing for ::;<weralmiles northwesterly on both sides of Big Limber Creek 
is an area of gneiss. The rock is usually sharply defined and separated 
from the g:ranite and is certainly not a dynamo-metamorphic or sheared 
granite; neither is it a contact-metamorphic rock. It is coarse grained, 
very plainly schistose, sometimes contorted, consists of biotite, quartz, 
and a little plagioclase, and has the appearance of an Archean gneiss. 
At the Grizzly claims, below La Belleview mine, the strike is N. 40° E. 
and the clip ±5° \V. This occurrence is remarkahle, because no rocks 
similar to it have been found in any other part of the area examined. 

The whole summit region from B~ld Mountain to the high country 
at the head of North Powder River bears clear evidence of having been 
glaciated. The higher peaks and ridges are bare, and sometimes pol
ished surfaces are seen, though the rapid disintegration of the rock is 
apt to soon destro}r any such marks. Silver Creek, below Cable Cove, 
contains morainal material as far down as the junction of the Mam
moth road below the Mountain Belle mine, the elevation here being 
5,±00 feet. McCully Fork, joining Silver Creek near Sumpter, was 
also occupied by a glacier reaching down to an elevation of 4,700 feet. 
How far the glacier of the North Fork of John Day descended is not 
certain, but it pretty surely reached the mouth of the canyon at the 
road crossing, where the elevation is 5,200 feet. 

GOLD-QUARTZ 1\IINES. 

General statement.-The mines of Cable Cove are among the ear
liest discoveries in the Blue Mountains, being found in 1872 by the 
Cable Brothers. Some rich ore was shipped in these early years, but 
the great expense rendered this impracticable for the ordinary run of 
ore. The development of the district was slow, owing to its inaccessi
ble location. ·when the overland railroad was completed, about 1885, 
new activity followed and many claims were worked. Shipments of 
ore· eontinued at intervals, and one concentrating mill was erected. 
During 1900 there was more aetivity than at any previous time. 
Development work was in progress upon a great number of claims and 
ahont ten carloads of ore were shipped to smelting worluJ. Deeper 
exploration will soon determine the value of the district. At present 
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ore is hauled to Sumpter, the di8tance being H miles, and sent hy mil 
from that point. 

The deposits are normal fissure veins with northeasterly strike. One 
strong lode, the Eagle, is traceable for at least 2 miles, and dips 
steeply northwest. Most of the other veins are located on the hang
ing side of the Eagle and generally dip southeast, following an 
extensive system of parallel shearing planes. One branch of the vein 
system (Pl. LXIV) extends across to the head of Cracker Creek. The 
ores consist of heavy sulphurets, chiefly pyrite, arsenopyrite, and 
zinc blende, with smaller quantities of galena and chalcopyrite. Their 
value is chiefly in gold, and very little of it is free. Two or three 
miles to the northwest a nearly parallel vein system appear8 in the 
gneiss, among which La Belleview vein is the most prominent. These 
veins carry a considerable amount of silver besides gold. Finall~·, in 
the Monumental, beyond La Belleview vein and really out'5ide of the 
district, silver is the prevailing metal. The oxidized zone with free 
gold is only 30 to 50 feet deep, no doubt owing to the iee sheet which 
once covered this region and which has swept away the decomposed 
vein Cl'Oppings. The sulphurets below the water level contain a little 
free gold. 

Eaqle ·vein.-The Eagle, which is considered at> the mother lode of 
the district, continuing in strong denlopment for 2 or 3 miles, is 
the first vein met with going up on the road from Sumpter. The 
developments and production of the Eagle are at> yet t·omparatiYely 
very small, hut great hope::> are placed in it for the future. It is 
traceable with a north-northeast strike through the Honwstake and 
Oregon Chief. The Oregon Chief has 800 feet of denlopments and 
an ore shoot claimed to he 8 feet wide and containing $12 per ton. 

The vein on the Herculean <"laim is well exposed by a surface cut at 
Silver Creek, showing a width of 15 feet between granitic walls. The 
vein material is an altered granodiorite, tra\'ersed by at least two 
streaks of arsenical pyrite half a foot wide. The vein now turns more 
nearly northeast, and on the adjoining claim, the Black Dwarf, prep
arations were made in 1900 to sink a 300-foot shaft. 

On the northwest side of Silver Creek the Herculean is covered by 
the Eagle claim, on which a 400-foot tunnel has been drinn. In a 
width of 15 feet of altered granite the vein here contains onrlapping 
pay streaks from 2 to 3 feet wide, reported to average something like 
$12 per ton. 

Imperial m£ne.-The Eagle Consolidated Mining Company ow:ns nine 
claims in the district, mnong them the Eagle, Imperial, and \Yinches
ter. The latter two have been aeti\·el~· worked during the last two or 
three years. In 1~00 160 tons of ore, with a value of $120 per ton, is 
reported to have been shipped. The developments consist of 1.500 feet 
of tunnels. The present working tunnel is located one-fourth mile 
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northeast of the old California mill, at an elevation of about 7,200 feet, 
250 feet below the gap. Several hundred feet of additional backs can 
be obtained by a lower tunnel about 1.500 feet long. 

The elaims are located on veins in the hanging of the Eagle lode, 
which is about SOO feet distant. Northwestward from the Eagle a small 
nin called the Star is the first met with; then follows the Imperial, 
and a short distance farther the Winchester. Granodiorite is the 
country rock in which the inconspicuous croppings appear. The strike 
is N. 35° E; the dip of the Imperial 70° SE., while the Winchester is 
nearly vertical. The veins are from 3 to ± feet wide, the vein matter 
consisting largely of granodiorite slightly crushed and darkened by the· 
spreading of chloritic material. The pay streak is usually on the hang
ing wall and consists of from a few inches to a foot of nearly massive 
sulphurets with a small quantity of quartz and calc'ite gangue. Sur
rounding the pay streak is a belt a few inches wide of white, soft 

FIG. i\2.-Structure of vein in Cable Cove district; width. 4 feet; horizontal projection; a, fresh 
granodiorite; b, hanging wa ll with clay gouge; c, crushed granodiorite; d, altered (sericitized) 
granodiorite; e, sulphurets with little quartz and calcite. 

granodiorite, thoroughly sericitized and carbonatized. Seams striking 
in a northerly direction and dipping 70° '\V. come in on the '\Vinchester 
from the hanging wall, but do not cut back into the foot wall. They 
carry circulating water and sometimes contain a little quartz and altered 
granodiorite. Both vein walls and seams show a horizontal striation. 

The ore, most of which is high grade, occurs in irregular and over
lapping lenses (fig. 82). The seams mentioned generally cut off the 
ore, the latter usually reappearing a few feet farther on. Material 
with over $25 per ton is shipping ore. The 160 tons shipped in 1900 
are stated hy Mr. F . C. Cabell to haYe contained as high as 6 ounces 
of gold and 80 onnees of silver per ton. ·while the principal values 
are thus found in narrow streaks of rich ore, there are also in places, 
especially in the Imperjal, smaller shoots~ a few feet wide, of second
class eoncentrating ore. The stopes above the tunnel level are 150 
feet high. 
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The ore minerals are galena, ar:->enopyrite, chalcopyrite, and pyrite, 
with a little zinc blende. The galena appear8 to be the earliest min
eral and is often cemented by the other.s. Massive structure pre,·ails. 
These sulphurets contain a little free gold, apparently chiefly con
nected with the galena and the .?:inc blende. About 10 per cent of the 
total gold can be recovered by amalgamation. Some nearly pure 
galena was assayed and contained 0. 74 ounce gold and 60.86 ounces 
silver per ton. The arsenopyrite contained 5.82 ounces gold and 7.08 
ounces silver per ton. 

California mine.-The California claim is 1,200 feet to the north
west of the Eagle vein, and is one of the oldest mines in eastern Oregon. 
It was located in 1873, and in 1876 the upper tunnels were begun. At 
that time there were only two other quartz mines in operation, the 
Monumental and the Virtue. In 1878 half a ton of ore, assaying $500 
per ton, was packed on horseback to Umatilla and thence shipped to 
San Francisco. In 1896 a shipment of 5t tons is reported to ha,·e 
yielded $105 per ton. Further shipments were made in 1893 and 1894 
of ore assaying $60 to $80 per ton, and in 1897 several carloads were 
produced. 

In 1897 a 10-stamp concentrating mill was built and run with unsatis
factory results for a short time. It is claimed that the whole width of 
the vein was milled, thus reducing the grade of the ore too much. 
During 1900 five cars, or 100 tons, are reported to have been shipped. 
The total production is not known, but probably does not exceed 
$40,000. The developments consist of 2,000 feet of drifts and cross
cuts divided among six tunnels. The lowest working tunnel from 
which ore was extracted in 1900 is located on the steep slope 400 feet 
below the croppings. Its elevation is about 7,200 feet, its length 635 
feet. A new crosscut, to be 900 feet long, is now in progress 400 feet 
lower down, 1,300 feet below the summit of California Mountain and 
800 feet below the croppings. 

Similar to the other veins northwest of the Eagle, the California 
shows inconspicuous croppings in granodiorite, strikes northeasterly, 
and dips steeply southeasterly. There is also on the property another 
parallel vein on which little work has been done. The ore is similar 
to that of the Imperial, consisting of heavy sulphurets in a gangue of 
little quartz and still less calcite. The ore seems principally of the 
shipping order, forming narrow streaks in a 3-foot-wide vein. 

Other claims.-Above the mines just described California Hill is 
traversed by a great number of shearing planes, along nearly all of 
which more or less ore has accumulated. The developments are gen
erally confined to short tunnels and small shafts. The extension of 
the Imperial is probably found in the Last Chance on the John Day 
side of the hill. From a tunnel on that claim some arsenical ore has 
been ~hipped. The probable continuation of the California is found 
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in the Ivy May. In the gap toward Bald Mountain is the Crown Point 
(elevation of croppings, 7,500 feet), which shows on the surface as a 
rusty belt of granitic rock traversed by seams of quartz and pyrite. 
An 800-foot crosscut tunnel is now being driven on this claim. 

On the ridges between Bull Creek and John Day River, H miles 
north of the California, is a group of veins with an east-northeast 
strike to which much attention has been directed lately. Among 
them is the Baby :McKee vein, which is now being tapped by a 2,000-
foot-long crosscut tunnel. 

Other groups of veins extend with a northeast or east-northeast 
direction to a point 3 miles east-northeast of the California. Near 
the head of Cracker Creek, 2t miles above the North Pole vein, this 
vein system crosses the contact of granodiorite and argillite. At 
least two veins enter the dark-gray, somewhat contact-metamorphic 
argillite. The Silver King, at an elevation of 7,000 feet, is developed 
by a tunnel :200 feet long and shows comb quartz with cubical pyrite; 
the width of the vein is 5 feet. Another vein, south of the Silver 
King, the Emma, is opened by a tunnel on creek level at an elevation 
of 6,-±00 feet; it strikes about east to west and dips 60° S. The width 
is 2 to 3 feet between walls, with a 6-inch pay streak of quartz, 
calcite, pyrite, and ar:-;enopyrite. The principal value is in gold. 
This locality is ealled Quartz Basin, and some years ago a 5-stamp 
mill was erected here. The ore proved only partly amenable to 
amalgamation. 

Out on the long ridges between Bull and Lake creeks are other 
veins which have been prospected recently. Having the same easterly 
to northeasterly strike, these veins are inclosed in a normal biotite
gneiss, which begins near the Rob Roy claim and continues several 
miles beyond La Belleview mine. 

CAMP CARSON DISTRICT. 

The mountainous and heavily timbered country north of Cable 
Cove does not contain extensive mineral deposits. Camp Carson, 
20 miles in an air line north of Sumpter, is the principal mining 
district known in this region. Lying· at the western foot of the high 
granite peaks of the Elkhorn Range near the head of the Grande 
Ronde River, it is accessible only by wagon road via Granite and 
\\~oodley, or by going up the Grande Ronde Valley from the town 
of Hilgard. This district wa:::: not visited: the following notes were 
obtained from Mr. lmhaus, of Baker City: 

The formation is reported as granite. Near Hunters, 3t miles 
below Camp Carson, on the Grande Ronde, are prospects on gold
quartz veins containing mueh :.,;ulphure.ts. Among them are men
tioned the Royal, 6 mile:.,; ::::outh of vV oodley. The vein is said to be 
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7 feet wide and to contain chalcopyrite and galena rich in gold. 
From the Pay Boy. It miles southwest of ·w oodley, two carloads of 
ore are said to ha,·e been shipped. From the Muir zinc blende and 
galena, with good silYer value, are reported. 

Old placers han been worked in the Grande Ronde below Camp 
Carson, and also on Limber Jim Creek, 6 miles northward. Camp 
Carson itself is loeated at the head of Tanners Guleh, 1,200 feet 
above Grande Ronde River. These high placers contain a large 
body of well-washed, cemented, coarse gravels, presenting a hank 
2,500 feet long· and generally 15 to 20 feet high. This body of 
gravels is not exactly situated on the divide, as there are granite hills 
rising behind them; but it is apparent that they must have been 
deposited by a river system at very different level from that of 
to-day, and it is probable that they should be plaeed in the :-;ame 
category as those of the Griffith claims below Bald Mountain (p. 688). 

While the gravels contain gold, their cemented nature interferes 
with the normal hydraulic process. A French company bought the 
deposits some years ago and installed hydraulic works, but the enter
prise did not succeed well and the property was recently sold at auction. 

GRANITE DISTRICT. 

GEXERAL FEATURES. 

Under the Granite mining district will be described the headwaters 
of the North Fork of John Day RivP-r, Granite Creek, and its yarious 
tributaries above the town of Granite. The North Fork heads among 
the granite peaks of the northern Elkhorn Range, near Cable Con, 
and flows in a general westerly direction for 20 miles. At this 
distance from its source it receives the tributary of Granite Creek, the 
different branches of which head in the gulehes searing the flanks of 
Bald Mountain and the ridge extending southeasterly from it toward 
Sumpter. From Bald Mountain northward the headwaters are among 
high and bare peaks, onee glaciated, with elevations of about S.(HHI to 
8,500 feet. But the whole western part of the drainage area is a maze 
of deep gulehes and moderately sharply cut canyons. separated by long 
timbered ridges which rarely attain elevations onr 6.000 feet. The 
elevation at Granite is ±,680 feet. The region embraees old plaeer 
mining districts worked since 186:3, and, as well. some ot the most 
promi:sing quartz mines developed in the last few years. The old min
ing town of Granite, which ha:o; reeently aeqnired new life, is in the 
center of the area. A new town. called Lawton, has rec-ently been 
started 2 miles below Granite. The region is splendidly watered and 
heavily forested, though there is but little yellow pine. The quality 
of the timber is not nearly so good as in Burnt Rinr Valley and on the 
Middle Fork of ,T ohn Day. 
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GEOLOGY. 

Among· the older rocks the argillites of the sedimentary series are 
the most extensively developed formation. They form a large area 
extending from the granodiorite of Bald Mountain westward until, 
below Granite, they are covered by basaltic flows. South of the Sump
ter-Granite road they are especially prominent. The dark siliceous 
argillites prevail, but fairly fissile, black, and normal clay slates are not 
absent. No limestone was noted, neither have any fossils of any kind 
been found, so that the age of this formation is an open question. It 
is, however, dearly the continuation of the series developed at Sump
ter and, like those series, may provisionally be regarded as Carbonif
erous. The strike and dip of the strata are not always easy to deter
mine, on account of the massive character of the siliceous argillites; on 
the whole the strike is a few degrees north of west and the prevailing 
dip is southerly at steep angles. But in the vicinity of intrusive grano
diorite or diorite this strike is frequently deflected. Thus the strike 
follows the contact of the Bald Mountain granitic area with north
westerly direction and dips of from 60° to 80°, and again near Alamo 
a northwesterly direction and northeasterly dip of 60° to 70:> obtain. 
At Red Boy mine the clay slates appear in a very exceptional flat posi
tion dipping 15° W. These deviations are doubtless explained by the 
presence of intrusive diorites just west of these localities. Near the 
Bald .!VIountain contact the slates are contact metamorphic and schis
tose, while the alteration near the diorite of Greenhorn Mountain is 
less conspicuous. 

The intrusive rocks include granodiorite and diorite. The grano
diorite area of the northern Elkhorn Range and Bald Mountain pro
jects southward from the latter peak along the ridge separating the 
drainage of Powder River from that of John Day, and it extends a 
little south of the point where the Granite-Sumpter road crosses that 
ridge. The rock is here coarse grained and dark; in fact, approaches 
closely to a normal diorite. Diorites of more basic character and 
closely connected with gabbro and serpentine appear west and south
west of Red Boy mine. Again, 8 miles north of Granite, on the north 
side of John Day River, a medium-grained, dark diorite appears rather 
extensively. The canyon below Klopp's placers is cut in this diorite, 
whic-h often is irregularly crushed and recemented like the rocks 
described from the Virtue mining district and the southern end of 
the Elkhorn Range. 

On Onion Creek and Lake Creek, north of Bald Mountain, an area of 
normal gneiss appears, which has already been described under the 
heading ·'Cable Cove' ' (p. 672). 

The Neoceno volcanie rocks are represented by andesite and basalts, 
whil'h, however, do not eo\·er as large areas as farther ~outh: hut 
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there is reason to believe that the basalts occupy vast areas north and 
northwest of Granite, down the North Fork, and on the Grande Ronde. 
Rhyolites are apparently not represented. A gray, in part tuffaceous 
hornblende-andesite :fills the bottom of Bull Run from 5 miles above 
Granite to a point on Granite Creek a short distance below the town. 
The thickness of the flow is from 50 to 100 feet. The same rock also 
appears on Granite Creek, 4 mile~ above the town. Post-andesitic 
erosion has almost cut through the flow, so that narrow bluffs remain 
on both sides of the creek. The rock is compact and easily dressed, 
and can be used with advantage as foundations for machinery and 
boilers. Whether the andesite is older or younger than the basalt is 
not definitely settled. It certainly has the appearance of being covered 
by basalt, and this would correspond to the sequence established in 
the Burnt River drainage. 

Normal olivine-basalts cover small areas near the Powder River 
divide where crossed by the Sumpter-Granite road. A small patch 
was also found at the Griffith placer mine, north of that road. Again, 
on the road leading by the Mag·nolia mine to Klopp's placers, on the 
North Fork, basalt begins near the divide at an elevation of 5,600 feet 
and continues northward over Crane's flat toward Klopp's placers and 
eastward as far as the Grizzly mine, on Onion Creek, below La Belle
view. Over this area the flow, which appears to be rather thin, is 
largely covered by clays and gravels. 

The largest basaltic area is that which begins just below Granite 
and extends high up on the hills north and south of the creek. Bluffs 
of basalt line the creek at least down to 4 miles below Granite, and 
their elevation is not less than 5,000 feet, or 700 feet above the stream 
bed. On the ~outh side these basalt flows connect with the large areas 
surrounding the headwaters of Desolation Creek and Olive Lake. 
The points of eruption of this basalt must have been located on the 
higher slopes of the Greenhorn Mountains. 

It is clear that these basaltic flows dammed Granite Creek, and prob
ably also the North Fork, to an elevation of at least 5,000 and possibly 
5,500 feet, creating even more favorable conditions for the accumu
lation of sediments than in the upper Powder River and Burnt Rin~r 
valleys. 

This damming explains many peculiarities in the upper drainage of 
Granite Creek. Soft sediments, similar to lake beds, are found in 
many places, and, resting on them, auriferous gravels which could 
not possibly have attained such positions except through a cont>ider
able elevation of the base-level (see description of Griffith's placers, 
below). The erosion has pro,·ed more active on this side than on the 
southern side of the mountaint>, which, indeed. 'ms to be expected. as 
erosion has cut down much lower on the northem side. The harrier 
has been almost entirely cut through and the greater part of the sedi-
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nwnts swept away. If we place the aecumulation of the beds behind 
the barriers in the late Neoeene (Pliocene), it is probably correct to 
refer the cutting of the eanyon in the · basalt to the early pre-Glacial 
part of the Pleistocene period. 

The Pleistocene deposits are confined to the present river beds and 
the low benches, as well as to the moraines. The bottom~; of Granite 
Creek and Bull Run as far as ±or 5 miles aho\·e Granite are filled 
with gravels, forming a eontinuous flat up to a few hundred feet in 
width. For several miles below Granite the creek bottom continues 
several hundred feet wide and filled with tailings. Gravel benches 
sometimes occur along the banks from 25 to 50 feet above the creek. 

:Moraines are not extensive in this district. The gulches leading 
down from the north , slopes of Bald Mountain were filled with 
glaciers, and it is probable that the moraine extended down to Klopp'~; 
placers (elevation, 5,200 feet). 

Another center of former glaciation is in the Greenhorn Mountains. 
On their northern slope smaller glaciers descended as far as Olive 
Lake. 

GOLD-QUARTZ VEINS. 

Genemlstatement.-The important veins in the Granite district ar~ 
chiefly contained in the argillites, and present in general a similarity 
to those of Sumpter and Cracker Creek districts. There are two 
prominent vein systems: The first extends from the Cougar mine in 
a northeasterly direction toward the Magnolia and Buffalo, and the 
veins dip southeast at steep angles. The second is den•loped near 
the Red Boy mine, the veins having a northerly strike and dipping 
west at angles of from 50° to 70c. 

Rr:d Boy nt.ln.e.-This well-known property is situated on Clear Creek 
15 mile.'; in an air line we8t-northwest of Sumpter and ± miles from 
Granite. The elevation of Clear Creek at the mill is ±,610 feet (by 
lew!), and the tunnel lerel i~ only about 60 feet higher. Heavily 
forested ridge.~ surround the mine. The H.ed Boy for many year . .;; was 
worked intermittently and with indifferent result:,;. Two mills were 
ereeted on it, eaeh failing to achieve suecess. After that, Messrs. Taber 
and Godfrey, the present owners, built a small Crawford mill, which 
did exc·ellent work for some time. Finally, in October, 1898, the 
pre~e nt :20-stamp mill wa~ installed, which has run uninterruptedly 
and successfully until the present time. As is so often the case, data 
regarding tlw total production were not oht:tinahle, but as the mill 
is emT~.'ntly ereclited ·with turning out from $12,000 to $:n,ooo per 
month, it may be presumed that tbe total production since lS£18 ha~ not 
exceeded ~3UO,(HlU. The property is equipped with a 20-stamp water
po,n.•r mill with amalgamating plates and 8 Yanners. The low-grade 
concentrates an• treated without roasting in a ~wall cyanide plant, the 
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percolation extending over thirty dap;. This would indicate that 
value is in free gold adhering to the !-,;Ulphurets. 

The developments on the adit level ('Onsist of a main (·rosscut 1,200 
feet long, 470 feet below the summit of the eroppings, and drifts 
aggregating 3,000 feet. At present sinking is in progress on a vertical 
shaft located on the surface a short distance above the tunnel (Pl. 
LXXI, B). 

The country rock is a black argillite, not very fissile, but showing 
its stratification fairly plainly. The strata are here unusually flat, dip
ping about 15° W. The argillite, which changes in character from 
siliceous to calcareous, is in many p.aces cut by light-gray, extremely 
altered porphyritic dikes, which have the appearance of cutting across 
the vein and faulting it. It is believed: however, that the veins are 
really later than the dikes; that the fissures in crossing them were, as 
often happens, split up in ~tringers; and that a subsequent movement 
has occurred along the walls of many of the dikes, so that the 'reins 
now appear dislocated by them. The dikes are so greatly altered that 
their original character is in doubt. · Probably they were originally 
granite-porphyries, but now consist chiefly of quartz, calcite, and 
pyrite. Several of them are seen in the crosscut to the 'rein, one being 
60 feet wide. 

There are three yeins, the Blaine, Red Boy, and. Monarch, all of 
them having an approximate northerly strike and a varying westerly 
dip. The Red Boy dips 80°, the Monarch 50° to 60°. The outcrops 
are not 'rery prominent, and the pay :'\hoots not conspicuous on the 
surface. The general structural relations are diagrammatically shown 
on fig. 83. The Blaine is located 300 feet west of the Red Boy, and 
bas not yet · been struck in the crosscut. It appears on the surface as 
a wide vein with fair values. In their general character the veins are 
similar to those of Cracker Creek, though they are not so wide. They 
consist of a crushed fault zone in argillite, from 3 to 15 feet wide, in 
which the broken roek is cemented by a great number of quartz seams. 
The two veins converge slightly and nearly meet at a main porphyry 
dike dipping 60:J S., along "\Vhich they ha,·e been sharpl~r cut off by a 
smooth fault. The veins have not yet been found beyond the dike, 
though from surface indications it is probable that the northern block 
bas moved, relatively, ±00 feet to the east. A similar dike, 10 feet 
wide, faults the Monarch 'rein 10 feet through all le,rels, the throw 
being in the samf' direction aii that along the big fault. Another dike 
cuts across the Red Bo~r horizontally, and still another has produced a 
sharp twist of the ,·ein in the same direction. 

The structure of the vein is well shown on Pl. LXV, B, which is 
drawn from a photograph of a stope on the Monarch vein a short dis
tance ahove the tunnel level and near the northern end .of the shoot. 
The foot wall of the Monarch is usually smooth and sharply detined, 
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while the hanging is less well marked, a definite wall being often 
entirely absent. The width between walls varies from 5 to 7 feet. 
The vein matter is a black, crushed slate, and sometimes, also, masses 
or bunches of soft porphyry, both containing finely divided pyrite. 
This vein matter is traversed by a number of small quartz seams, rarely 
over 4 inches wide. Most of the seams are on the foot-wall side and 
produce a banded appearance of the vein. The best pay is contained 
in the 2 feet on the foot wall, though the whole width is mined. In a 
few places on the Monarch vein bunches of 5 to 6 feet of solid quartz 
were found. The seams usually show clearly defined comb structure, 

- - - - - - - - ~dJ!. ~hqpt_ - - - - - -
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FIG. 83.-Approximate plan of Red Boy mine on tunnel level. 

the crystals projecting from both sides of the seams meeting in a 
median line. There is no evidence of surface oxidation of the Mon
arch on this level. 

The Red Boy vein averages from 3 to 6 feet in width and is in gen
eral structure similar to the Monarch (fig. 84), though the quartz is apt 
to form somewhat heavier bodies. It also contains more clay than the 
:Monarch vein. 

The value of the ore appears to be entirely contained in the quartz 
seams and consists chiefly in free gold alloyed with much silver, the 
bullion being from 515 to 525 fine. The quartz contains a small amount 
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of sulphides, pyrite with very little chalcopyrite, and arsenopyrite. In 
some parts of the mine cinnabar and native mercury have also been 
found. This is given on authority of Mr. J. Arthur, an assayer at 
Sumpter; who also states that at one time, when the Crawford mine 
was running, more mercury was obtained from the amalgam than had 
been added. Metallic silver and copper have also been found on the 
Monarch vein, inclosed in white massive quartz, and thus probably 
primary. The 5 per cent sulphurets contained in the ore are low grade, 
from $5 to $20 per ton, and probably are largely contained in the slate 
milled with the quartz. The average ore is reported to run about $12 
per ton. 

The ore shoots on the two veins almost coincide in extent, and it 1s 
said that even the richest places in them correspond. On the :-;urface, 
however, the pay Hhoot of the 
Red Boy was only 100 feet long, 
and that of the Monarch did not 
reach the surface at alL The 
horizontal extent on the tunnel 
level is 800 feet. North of this 
the Monarch vein consists of 
crushed slate with small string
ers of quartz. Considerable ore 
bodies still remain above tunnel 
level. 

Claims neaJ' the Red Boy 
rnine.-Among the many more 
or less developed claims near 

a b c IJ a 
FIG. 84.-Vertical section of Red Boy vein in stope 

100 feet above tunnel level; a, slate; b, quartz; 
c, soft alte red porphyry; d , clay . 

the Red Boy is the May Queen, which is about one-fourth of a mile 
distant, and, with four claims, covers the northerly extension of the 
Red Boy veins. The developments on the May Queen and adjacent 
claim consist of about 1,600 feet of tunnels and crosscuts, opening the 
vein to a depth of 350 feet below the croppings. In general character 
the ore issimilar to that of the Red Boy. · A mill was erected during 
the winter of 1899-1900, but was run only a short time. 

The Concord group of four claims adjoins the Red Boy on the west, 
and a considerable amount of prospecting work has heen done here 
also. 

Oouqar mine.~About ±miles north of Granite and only a short dis
tance from the Magnolia is the Cougar vein. The elevation is 5,300 
feet, and, like the Magnolia, it is not far from the main divide between 
Granite Creek and North Fork of .Tohn Day. Its disconry is of cmn
paratively recent date. During 1900 it was actively worked. and a 
small cyanide plant had just been erected. The treatment of the ore 
seems to offer some difficulties, like that of the Jlagnolia. 

The developments extend oYer a vertieal distance of 200 ft>et and 
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consist of several smaller tunneh; and shafts. The lowest tunnel, on 
mill \eye}, strikes the yein after a short crosscut and follows it for 900 
feet. The country rock is a black, siliceous argillite of imperfect 
fissility. Its strike near the tunnel is N. 80° E., and the schistosity 
nearly n•rtical. The outcrops are not conspicuous, and show plainly 
ody on top of the ridge. The strike is due northeasterly and the dip 
60° to 70c SE. The Cougar vein forms a sheared zone in the argillite 
from 2 to 10 feet in width, and is marked by two not very well-defined 
walls antl se\'eral subordinate slips. There is a little quartz with 
some pyrite, but this is said to generally carry low values. The ore 
streak is formed by the soft, whitish gouge of varying· width which 
follo·ws the Yein. Some of this is stated to be very rich, and the whole 
length of the main tunnel is claimed to be in ore. The values gradu
ally shade oft' toward the outside, so that it would seem that, in con
trast to many other slate veins, this is a typical replacement vein. 
The gouge, and also to some extent the slate adjoining the vein, carries 
fin ely diYided pyrite and marcasite, and probably also a very small 
amount of arsenopyrite. There is no free gold even in the surface 
ore, and the concentrates are poor, running from $5 to $7; conse
quently , eonsidering the value of the ore, it was believed that the 
cyanide process might be applicable. A sample of the soft gouge said 
to constitute the best ore yielded 0.68 ounce gold and 23.88 ounces 
sih·er per ton. Half a mile to the :-;outhwest is the South Cougar, 
supposed to be located on the extension of the Cougar vein . 

.J[aynol(a mine.-This 1::- located about 5 miles north-northwest from 
Granite. The road leads up Granite Creek for :1: miles and then up a 
narrow gulch for H miles. The elevation at the mill is 5,300 feet. 
Ascending some hundred feet farther brings one to the summit of the 
diYide between the North Fork of .John Day and Granite Creek. 

The ~lagnolia mine wa::; bonded in 1899 by English capitalists and 
a 10-stamp mill erected. vVork was discontinued after a short run, 
and in the :-;ummer of 1900, when visited, the mine was idle and a large 
pile of concentrates heaped up outside the mill. 

The developments consist in three tunnels, the lowest, at mill le\'el, 
being- 760 feet long-, giving a depth on the vein of 286 feet. The two 
upper tunnels aggregate 550 feet in length. 

The c:ountry roek is hlack argillite or clay slate. At Granite Creek 
below the mine the slates are distinetly contaet metamorphosed, indi
cating the proximity of the g ranite contaet. The slates near the 
mine -,;ho"· distinet ti :-;sihty , strike N. 35::- \Y. and dip 60:: SW. 

The H i n strikes northea:':terly and is said to show from 3! to 1:1: 
feet of mixed quartz and -,;late. In tunnel No. 1 two pa~' shoots are 
wported, HH) and 1±0 feet long : and in the middle tunnel is another 
pa.\' shoot, :I:UO feet long. In all about 30.0()0 tons of low-grade ore 
are said to be m sight. The n chest ore Is found in the upper tunnel. 
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It is stated that during the short run 2,000 ton:-; of ore, with a value 
of $9 per ton, were treated. Only a small percentage of the assay 
value was saved. The ore contains a considerable amount of pyrite. 
The concentrates were found to assay 0. 94 ounce in gold and 1. 38 
ounces in silYer per ton. 

Blue Ribbon and Bujfalo mines.--These are located in slate on the 
main ridge a couple of miles northeast of the Magnolia, and may he 
considered as in the extension of the Cougar-Magnolia ,·ein system. 
The claims are developed by tunnels aggregating 800 feet on each and 
said to :-;how good ore bodies. The Buffalo is opened by a crosscut 
300 feet below the eroppings, and 300 feet of drifting along the vein 
has been done. 

J!omtn1ental mine.-This is one of the oldest locations in the dis
trict, being discovered in 1874 by Mr. Burnham. Fourteen tons of 
ore, shipped the same year to San Francisco by pack train, netted 
$500, the ore containing much sih'er and no gold. Some ten years 
later the mine was sold to an English company, who erected a sih'er 
mill to treat the ore. At present it is idle, the last work having been 
done in 1894. The 1mrfaee vein crops in granitic rock and has n, north
easterly strike. It was 1~ inche;.; wide and showed a 4-inch pay streak 
extremely rich in ruby ,.,ilver and argentite. 

The development consists chiefly in a tunnel 1,400 feet long, 600 
feet below the er·oppings. This tunnel is said to cut 16 Yeins, gener
ally small and contained in hard rock. The southeasterly Yein dips 
very steeply northwest, the others dipping 35° against it, so that they 
would eventually join. Higher gold mlues are found in depth than 
on the surface. 

La B ell<-'1JieuJ m/nu.-This is also one of the oldest loeations, being 
claimed in 1877 by Mr. F. E. Cabell, to whose kindne:-;:-; the following 
notes are due. In early clays considerable ore was shipped by pack 
train to Umatilla, and thence by water to San Franci~co. A Hunt
ington mill of a capacity of 3fi ton:-; per day with concentrator . ., was 
erected in 1897 and run until 189H. The veins, on which about 7,000 
feet of development work has been done, crop in a normal biotite
gneiss, and are located on a main ridg-e projecting from Bald Moun
tain toward Granite. The elevation is 6,500 feet; the summit of the 
ridge above the mine is 7,303 feet. There are two parallel veins with 
a northeast strike and with a steep northwest dip on the surface, 
changing to a similar ~;outheast dip in depth. The gangue is quartz 
with a little calcite. The ore minerals are pyrite, ehalcopyl·ite, galena, 
pyrrhotite, and strongly argentiferous zinc blende. Among rarer 
minerab occurring are natiYe wire silver, argentite, tetrahedrite, steph
anite and freibergite, the latter containing 1,000 ounces silnr per ton. 

The ores cont1tin up to 7 per cent lead and t per cent copper: ship
ping ores run from $60 to $600 per ton, one-third of the value being 
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gold. lately increa~ing with depth to one-half. The eoneentrates eon
tain ~fiO per ton. 

In the canyon leading clown from La Belleview mine to the North 
Fork of John Day are ~e,·eral veins cropping in gneis~. One of these, 
the Grizzly, is located :2 miles below La Belleview mine and has a 
north-northeast strike. It i~ developed by three tunnels and shows 
on the surfaee with wide rusty cropping·s. The gangue is quartz 
aeeompanied by much low-grade pyrite in heavy masses. 

The placers of Granite have been worked since 1862, but were 
scan·ely as rich as those of other celebrated di;;;tricts. A large part of 
the mining has been done by Chinese. In 1870 there were 40 white men 
and 200 Chinese in this district (Raymond's report, 1870). The pro
duction is not mentioned. In 1882 the Granite placers produced 
$20,000, in 1889 $20,0UO, in 18!H $8,500, in 1892 $28,800 (Mint reports). 
The present placer production is apparently fairly steady, a number 
of small mines having been worked for many years with constant out
put. The total output does not exceed $20,000 per annum. 

The gravels in the stream beds of Granite Creek, Bull Run, 
and Clear Creek ha,·e been worked, chiefly by Chinese, for sev
eral miles above Granite; and below that place Granite Creek has also 
been worked. The gravels averaged 9 feet deep and from 50 to 300 
feet across. Low gravel bars 30 feet above the river were also washed. 
'" ork on these gravels ceased about ten years ago. 

The North Fork of .John Day has been worked from a point 7 miles 
north·west of Granite, where Thornburg's placers are located, np to 
Klopp's placers, where the Grande Ronde road crosses the stream. 
But little gold was found abo,·e Klopp\;. Thornburg's placers, which 
were not visited, hrn-e been worked steadily for many years, and with 
an annual output of sevt>ral thousand dollars. 

The Blaek Pine placer~ are situated on a Kmall fiat at an elevation of 
4,800 feet, a mile below the Cougar mine. They have been worked 
recently on a small scale. The gravels, of coarse argillite cobbles, 
rest on a bed rock of volcanic breccia. Johnson placers, on Crane 
Flat, ha,·e been worked successfully for many years. A system of 
ditche~ and reservoirs .·:mpplies water for a long season. Two hydraulic 
giants are operated. The gravels are said to be nnmmally rich. The 
mines are situated a short distance north of the divide separating 
Granite Creek from the North Fork and at an elevation of 5,500 feet, 
5 miles north of Granite. Going up the steep gulch in whieh the 
Magnolia mine is situated, one erosses a small basalt flow at the di,·ide. 
From here down to the North Fork extends strongly contrasting, 
gently ::-loping ground with elayey and gravelly soil, covert>d with 
poor forest and a succession of tlats and meadow~. The clays are 
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covered by thin gravels, which are washed and which probably derive 
their gold from the Buffalo and Blue Ribbon yeins, situated a short 
distance above on the main ridge. 

Klopp's placers are situated on the North Fork, 2 miles north of 
Crane Flat, the river here having an elevation of 5,200 feet. These 
diggings have been worked for many years on a moderate sc.~le and 
are said to have regularly produced from $3,000 to $6,000 per year. 
The deposit is certainly one of the most remarkable that has come 
under observation. 

The clays and sands of Crane Flat continue down to the river and 
the workings extend in irregular pits up to 130 feet above the stream. 
There is, as a rule, no bed rock visible, though the sediments lean 
against a high western rim of diorite in which the river has eroded a 
narrow canyon; but in one place a projecting point of argillite laid bare 
by the hydraulic work appears in the diggings, and at another place a 
small knob of basalt occurred below the gravel. The pay dirt is a most 
peculiar mixture of sand, fine, well-washed gravel, and heavy, partly 
rounded bowlders of granodiorite and diorite, and also of basalt and 
slate. The bowlders are irregularly mixed in the clayey sand and the 
gravel, which rarely shows any stratification. In one place, however, 
strongly pronounced fluviatile bedding was noted in a bank of sand 
underlying 12 feet of hea''Y bowlders mixed with sand. The gold is 
well washed and generally fine. The gravels are not rich, but the gold 
seems equally distributed through the mass. 

The explanation of this deposit is probably to he found in the dam
ming of the river by Neocene basalt flows to a level of 5,500 feet, and 
a simultaneous accumulation of gravels in the basin thus produced. 
There does not seem to be a.ny deep channel through which the North 
Fork could have found an outlet toward Granite Creek, but the clays 
and gravels probably do cover the auriferous channel of an old tribu
tary to the North Fork coming down from the vicinity of La Belle
view and Buffalo mines. To judge from the granitic bowlders so 
abundantly scattered o\·er this deposit it seems probable that the 
moraine of the glacier which once filled the upper valley of the North 
Fork reached down to this elevation and that the Neocene deposit has 
been worked over by glacial agencies. 

Throughout the upper drainage basin of Bull Run above Granite 
many observations show that, in this watershed also, a damming by 
basalt flows similar to that below Granite has taken place and that the 
whole basin once wa:s a lake which receiyed fine sediments and along 
the margin of which, during its highest stand and during it~ gradual 
reces::~ion by canyon-cutting, the streams deposited their auriferous 
gravels. The best e\·idenee of this is found at the Griffith placer 
mine, located 6 miles northwest of Sumpter. The road from Sump
ter to Granite passes oyer a low gap (eleyation 5,800 feet) in the ridge 
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separating Powder River from the Granite Creek drainage basin. 
Descending the slope toward Granite, one finds that the diorite of the 
dividing ridge ~oon disappears, and at an elevation of 5,300 feet the 
gentle slopes and small flats are covered with a clayey material with 
scattered, well-washed gravel. Nearly all the gulches in this Yicinity 
have been worked with more or less success. Two miles below the 
summit a roads leads off to the north, crosses Beagle Creek, and 
ascends Canal Creek some distance. The latter contains a considerable 
amount of auriferous gravel still available for placer work. 

Griffiths Camp is situated a 'short distance above Canal Creek, at an 
elevation of 5,289 feet, or 860 feet above Sumpter. To the west rises 
the main dividing ridge of granodiorite, about 700 feet above the 
placers. About the mines there is gently sloping ground, a sort of an 
ill-defined bench, below which the ground falls rapidly toward Bull 
Run. The gravel forms a small body on the north slope above Canal 
Gulch and extends, apparently resting on the slope of the hill, for 1i 
miles in a northwesterly direction. Back of it is high bed rock, hut 
in fro~1t the downward slopeof the country is unbroken. A hydraulic 
pit about 1 acre in extent has been made in the high gravels, and a 
bank 40 feet high is exposed. The gravel is fairly fine, sandy, extremely 
well washed, and shows fluviatile stratification. On the bed rock lie 
coarser cobbles of slate and porphyry, also well washed. The con
tinuation of this body in a northwesterly direction is not well exposed, 
but it seems to lie on a slope, and the extent and depth are difficult to 
estimate. Although a part of the gravel doubtless rests on diorite, the 
portion exposed in the pit lies on well-stratified beds of clay, with 
coaly layers dipping 30° toward the main divide. Thirty feet of the::;e 
clayey bedH are exposed, resting on granitic bed rock. The gold in 
the gravels is fairly coarse, but it is not probable that the material is 
very rich, though it may well pay for washing. On the slopes below 
the d!Olposit and in Canal Gulch the gold has been reconcentrated, and 
these gravels are much richer. A small area of basalt covers a hill 
rising 150 feet above the gravels and seems to directly overlie the 
latter. 

The water supply is taken from Canal and Boundary creeks, on the 
western slope of Bald .Mountain, the ditches aggregating 9 miles in 
length. 

ALAMO DISTRICT. 

GENERAL STATEMENT. 

From the Red Boy to Alamo, a distance of about 4 miles, the argil
lite continue;:;, no igneous rocks being seen. Near the town of Alamo 
Clear Creek receives two hranehes, Olive and Beaver creeks. On all 
three (·reeks ahon~ Alamo good prospects occur and all of the veins 
crop in argillite. On Beaver Creek several promising properties are 
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said to be located, but this part of the district was not visited. The 
claims described below are situated on Clear Creek and Olive Creek. 
The creeks have been extensively worked for placer gold, Olive Creek 
and its upper tributary, Quartz Gulch, being especially rich. A belt 
of diorite, serpentine, and gabbro begins a short distance west of the 
Red Boy and continues south, crossing Clear Creek some miles above 
Alamo. Higher up on its tributary, Spring Creek, at the Little Giant 
mine, the argillite again appears. The slates near the head of Olive 
Creek contain strata with detritus of igneous rocks, chiefly surface 
lavas erupted simultaneously with the deposition. The slates are of 
the usual character, black clayey argillites, alternating with dark sili
ceous and cherty rocks. At Alamo the strike is north to northwest, 
the dip east at angles of 60° to 70°. 

QUARTZ VEINS. 

Alarno claim,.-This is located on the ridge between Olive and Clear 
creeks, three-fourths of a mile west of Alamo, 650 feet above the latter 
and at an elevation of about 5,550 feet. It was located in 1899 and as yet 
is not greatly developed. The country rock is a soft, decomposed 
argillite, in part siliceous. The vein strikes N. 25° E. and dips 60° 
ESE. The general character is that of the usual type of composite 
veins. A maximum width of 20 feet is attained, the vein matter being 
a brown, soft, decomposed mixture of quartz and argillite. On the 
well-defined hanging wall is a 4:-foot pay streak panning well in free 
gold, while the whole width prospects more or less. Certain parts of 
the rock outside of the hanging wall also show good values. On the 
foot wall lies a 5-inch streak of black decomposed sulphides. The 
developments consist of a 90-foot crosscut about 70 feet below the 
eroppings, and a 70-foot winze sunk on the pay shoot below this level. 
The prospect seems promising, although it is probable that the ore 
will become more base as the present workings are deepened. · 

Quebec claim.-The ridge between Clear Creek and Olive Creek con
tains many strong quartz veins. About 3 miles west of Alamo is the 
Quebec, which is rather extensively developed and is said to be a very 
promising property. It has recently been sold to a company that pro
poses to erect a mill on the same. The Quebec is developed by three 
tunnels, the uppermost being 750 feet above Clear Creek, and drifted 
24:0 feet on the vein; the second tunnel, 120 feet lower, is run on the 
ledge for 500 feet; while the lowest is a crosscut, just started, 400 feet 
below the croppings. The vein, which crops prominently and strikes 
northeasterly, consists of the usual brecciated argillite, cemented by 
quartz, which often shows pronounced comb structure. The width is 
10 feet, sometimes increasing to 30 feet. In the vein matter of altered 
argillite occur spots and streaks of a green, earthy mineral, which is 
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finely divided chromium mica (fuchsite or mariposite). It is claimed 
that there is a pay shoot, ± feet wide, of good milling ore, containing, 
in plaees, bunches of richer ore with visible gold; some of the latter 
ore is reported to have been shipped. 

Other claims.-Near the Quebec is the mine of the Scandia Tunnel 
Company, which is working on a long crosseut tunnel running in under 
the ridge to top ledges cropping near the summit. On the north side 
of the creek, near the junction of Clear Creek and Lightning Creek, is 
the 'Vilson vein, its eroppings showing prominently 100 feet above 
the creek. The eroppings, which are traceable for several hundred feet, 
with a direction of N. 35° E., consist of the usual zone of crushed 
argillite cemented by quartz. Green stains of chromium mica are com
mon in the slate inclosed in the vein. The developments consist of a 
tunnel giving a depth of 70 feet. 

On the south side of Clear Creek, at Alamo, a 450-foot tunnel, 25 
feet above the creek, has been driven by the St. Anthony Mining 
Company. In this distanee the management claims to have crosscut 
four large lodes, 60, 50, 152, and 35 feet wide. It appears very 
clear that these "lodes" are nothing but slightly mineralized strata 
of the argillite cut about perpendicular to the strike. The crop
pings above the tunnel show nothing but heavy benches of siliceous 
argillite with northwesterly strike and steep southwesterly dip. The 
rock throughout the tunnel is soft, crushed, and decomposed-a 
light-gray argillite filled with light-green streaks of earthy chromium 
mica, and in places cut by seams of quartz, calcite, and pyrite. A 
great number of assays have been made, and all are said to show a 
minute quantity of gold. The occurrence is of interest as showing an 
extensiYe impregnation of the country rock by auriferous solutions. 

Conditions similar to these appear to occur in Nevin's claim, near 
the town of Granite, where a 200-foot tunnel has disclosed soft slate 
filled with little hunches and lenticular masses of quartz and calcite 
and small seams of pyrite; also the same chromium-stained green 
spots in the slate so often noted from this region. This is probably 
also a case of impregnation along certain strata of argillite. Small 
assay values are constantly obtained. 

Strasbwrq claim.-This is located 1 mile above Alamo, on the west 
side of Olive Creek. The developments consist of several shorter 
tunnels and a 500-foot crosscut from the creek level at an elevation of 
4~950 feet, not yet completed. The steep slopes, adjoining a gravel 
:flat in which Olive Creek flows, consist of very decomposed siliceous 
argillite without clearly defined strike, and contain dikes of a likewise 
soft and decomposed porphyry, probably a granite-porphyry. There 
are two adjacent veins, one of which shows an outcrop of quartz with 
argillite fragments, 300 feet above the creek and 25 feet across. This 
is reported to average $5 in gold, one ±-foot streak showing better 
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values. An intermediate tunnel exposed both veins, which are here 
of only moderate size; the one carrying the big outcrop is here less 
than 1 foot wide. 

Yellowstone and Yan Anda claims.-Across Olive Creek from the 
Strasburg is the Yellowstone, opened by a 600-foot crosscut. Several 
other lodes are found on that side of the creek, all having a north
easterly strike. 

Two miles farther up Olive Creek, also on the west side, are the 
Van Anda claims, which are said to co\Ter strongly pronounced crop
pings similar to the Strasburg and other argillite veins. The develop
ments are not very extensi\'e. 

Little Giant mint?.-At the foot of Greenhorn Mountain, near 
the bead of Spring Creek, is located the Little Giant mine. The eleva
tion is 5,911 feet. The road from Alamo, which is 6 miles distant, fol
lows up Spring Creek through thick timber. Though placers were 
formerly worked in this creek, no quartz vein had been found until in 
1898, when this mjne was uncovered. The following year it was sold 
for $30,000, according to· report; developments were begun and a 20-
stamp mill was ordered. On account of various financial vicissitudes, 
all work was suspended in the summer of 1900, though later on work 
in the lower tunnel has heen resumed. 

The developments consist of a 40-foot shaft on the croppings (eleva
tion 6,240 feet) and an upper tunnel SO feet lower down; this is a cross
cut for 300 feet and the ledge has been drifted upon for 200 feet. The 
lower tunnel, 350 feet below the croppings, is at present 850 feet long, 
but had not, when visited, reached the vein. 

Along Spring Creek, the prevailing rock is serpentine and diorite; 
but at the mill is a contact, and the whole east side of the gulch is com
posed of dark-gray, massive argillite. The \'ein strikes due northeast, 
while its dip is as yet unknown. The CI'oppings do not show promi
nently, but are well exposed by means of trenches. Good pay is 
reported all along· the surface for 600 feet northeast. Toward the 
southwest the serpentine contact is not far away and the vein does not 
seem to be traceable across it. 

In the upper tunnel the usual character of veins in argillite is shown. 
It is a belt of crushed argillite, in places reaching 20 feet in width, 
filled with quartz seams and locally crushed and clayey. Much of the 
quartz is stained green hy chromium mica, the metal probably being 
derived from the adjoining serpentine. No pyrite is visible in the 
decomposed quartz. The seams, as usual, show clearly defined comb 
structure, indicating deposition in open space, and the arg·illite is not 
much silicified. 

The lower tunnel, as stated, has not yet cut the main vein, but has 
encountered two others, not known on the surface, which is covered by 
debris. The first of these was found 300 feet from the portal, strikes 
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northeast, is vertical, and consists of the usual quartz-cemented argil
lite, 3 feet wide. It is said to carry good value. The next, 800 feet 
from the entrance, strikes east-northeast and dips 45° SE. It is 1 to 2 
feet wide and carries much pyrite and arsenopyrite. 

PLACERS. 

The streams above Alamo-Beaver Creek, Clear Creek, and Ruby 
Creek-are fill ed with gravel to a depth of 15 feet and a width of from 
50 to seventl hundred feet. All of these water courses have been 
washed, though few placers have records of having been extraordinarily 

1 

rich. Old placers on low gravel benches are also found on Spring Creek, 
a mile or two below the Little Giant mine. Most of this kind of placer 
work has been done by Chinese. Olive Creek and Quartz Gulch are 
the localities reported richest. For a mile or two above Alamo, Olive 
Creek widem; considerably, but the gravels in this flat are said to have 
been too deep for successful work by old methods. If found rich 
enough they might be successfully dredged. Quartz Gulch, coming 
down from the vicinity of Robinsonville, is said to have been especially 
rich. The gold ranges in value from $14 to $17 per ounce, the 
poorest quality being found high up on the creek, where much ragged 
quartz gold appears. On the road from Olive Creek to Robinsonville, 
near the divide toward Lightning Creek, a patch of rhyolite covers the 
slates, and on this rhyolite, at an elevation of 5,500 feet, rests a small 
body of auriferous gravels, which have been worked to some extent. 
This is another instance of the high gravels which are found in the 
Granite Basin about elevations of from 5,300 to 5,500 feet, and which 
indicate a damming by basaltic flows to this depth. 

The Olive Creek mining district was organized in 1863, and in 1870 
80 white men and 50 Chinese were at work. About 1873 the yield 
began to decline. In 1882 15 white men and 20 Chinese were at work, 
and the placers are reported to have yielded $13,000. Since then the 
production from this source has steadily diminished, and at present 
but little placer work is being done. 

GREENHORN DISTRICT. 

General statement.-This district, situated in the Greenhorn Moun
tains, embraces an approximate area of 18 square miles, extending 
for 6 miles east to west and 3 miles north to south. Greenhorn 

·Ridge forms a high backbone, with bare summits, dividing the waters 
of the Middle Fork from those of the North Fork of the .John Day 
River. It culminates in Greenhorn Peak, with an elevation of 8,130 
feet above the sea, situated at the head of Clear Creek. The vicinity 
of this peak is the highest portion of the ridge; eastward, it falls off 
toward Robinsonville; westward, the ridge continues with an eleva-
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tion of above 7,()00 feet for about 10 or 12 miles, when it gradually 
sinks. A prominent gap, at an elevation of 7,200 feet, exists in the 
eastern part of the ridge at the head of Boulder and Desolation creeks. 
As may be expected, the climate is rough and means of communica
tion are scant. One principal wagon road leads up Clear Creek from 
Alamo, climbing a long ridge which finally reaches the summits and 
the gap mentioned by way of the Ben Harrison and Potosi prospects. 
Another road leads up to the Intrinsic group from near Robinsonville. 
West of Boulder Creek there are no roads and few trails. Aside from 
a few sharp peaks the summit of the ridge is rather flat, and is some
time half a mile or a mile broad, sharp ravines being incised on both 
sides. 

Geologically, Greenhom Ridge is composed of an oblong area 
of older rocks, surrounded on the north and south at a lower level by 
lava flows in which the North and Middle Forks of John Day River 
have cut their broad canyons. The older rocks extend eastward with 
lower elevations, and connect with Bald Mountain and the Elkhorn 
Range. "\\r estward their extent is not known, though they are ulti
mately submerged below basalt; but there are considerable areas of 
diorites and slates in the lower drainage of the Middle Fork and on 
Desolation Creek. The larger part of the ridge consists of diorite, 
gabbro, and serpentine, with minor areas of contact-metamorphic 
slates. The ridge north of Clear Creek consists o.f hard, dark-gray to 
light-gray diorite and quartz-diorite. A short distance above the 
Potosi contact-metamorphic slate with varying strike (at the road the 
strike is east-west, dip vertical) begins, but is not extensive. It is 
cut by areas of dark-green serpentine weathering brown. At Boulder 
Gap the rock is a light-gray granodiorite or quartz-diorite. This 
continues down Boulder Creek on the east side as far as the Ornament 
claim, and still farther down on the west side, when serpentine and 
slate again begin. The same rock forms the broad and high ridge 
east of the gap, in which but few prospects are known. Patches of 
basalt cover the ridges in places, especially west of the gap. 

The deposits are fissure veins carrying their value chiefly in silver, 
thus differing from the auriferous character ordinarily found in this 
region. Few of these deposits can be ranked as mines, inaccessibility 
and expense of treatment having retarded this section very much. A 
few of the claims, among them the Ornament, Tempest, Ruby, Car
bonate, and Potosi, were visited; regarding some of the others reliable 
information has been gathered. 

The silver veins of the Greenhorn Mountains han been known at 
least twenty years, and smaller developments are noted in the l\1int 
reports of 1890 and 1891. Lately they have been prospected more 
extensively. 

Rich silver ores have at interntls been shipped to the smelters in 
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small quantities from these prospects, the Tempest being the largest 
producer, with 180 tons. The expenses are ,~ery high, so that ore, to be 
profitably shipped, must contain at least $25 per ton. The ore must 
be hauled 35 miles over difficult roads to Sumpter, loaded on cars 
there, and reloaded on the main line at Baker City. Further, they are 
not very desirable smelting ores, containing no lead, but often, on the 
contrary, arsenic and zinc in quartzose gangue. 

The ore consists of two classes: (1) Pyritic ores with pyrite, arseno
pyrite, and zinc blende. These occur as seams and veinlets in large 
veins of altered quartz-diorite. (2) Tetrabedrite ores, consisting of 
irregular masses of this mineral in wider bodies of quartz. The 
developments are scarcely extensive enough to prove whether large 
masses of low-grade ore occur. If so the first class can, no doubt, be 
economically concentrated, but to the second this procedure IS only 
applicable with considerable loss on account of the soft character of 
the tetrahedrite, w bicb is apt to cause rich slimes. 

Description ofveins.-Near the eastern end of the high ridge are 
several important groups of claims. 

The Intermountain group (also called the Snarr), about 3 miles due 
west of Robinsonville, was located in 1890 and is said to show three 
well-defined quartz veins in diorite and greenstone. The strike is 
northeast, the dip nearly vertical. The ore consists of quartz gangue 
with tetrabedrite, rich in silver, and the pay streak is reported 3 feet 
wide. Ore to the value of $5,000 bas been shipped. 

The Intrinsic group, in the same vicinity, also known as the Ord
way mines, is said to contain two veins converging to one at a depth 
of 100 feet. The developments consist of a tunnel 800 feet long. 
The ore is similar to that of the Intermountain, consisting of quartz 
gangue with irregular grains of tetrahedrite. 

A few miles farther west, on the Summit plateau, is the Morris, 
likewise containing rich tetrabedrite and credited in the Mint report 
of 1891 with a production of $15,000 in silver and $3,400 in gold. A 
short distance northwest of the Morris are the Mountain Consolidated, 
Potosi, and Savage claims, at an elevation of 7,200 feet, all fissure 
veins in fine-grained diorite, and developed by short tunnels. The 
strike of the Potosi vein is N. 20° E., the dip 40°E. The gangue is 
quartz, in part with comb-structure and sometimes frozen to the walls. 
The width is moderate and the ores consist of pyrites, arsenopyrite 
and zinc blende, with a little chalcopyrite and bornite. The values are 
chiefly in silver, but with a little more gold than is usual in the Green
born veins. In 1900 about SO tons of ore were shipped to smelter, and 
reported to contain $53 per ton. One mile northeast of the group is 
the Ben Harrison, carrying similar ores. 

At Boulder Gap (elevation 7,200 feet) is the Carbonate vein, strik-
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ing northeasterly and developed by a short tunnel. The country rock 
is the quartz-diorite, close to the serpentine. The ore consists of fine
grained quartz, with some dolomite or magnesite, and containing arse
nopyrite and pyrite, as well as stains of green chromium mica. 

Going down Boulder Creek southward from the gap, the Ruby 
and the Chloride are passed on the right. Both are developed by a 
few hundred feet of tunnels, strike northeasterly, are contained in 
quartz-diorite, and present a general resemblance to the Tempest 
described below. Minor shipments of ore have lately been made from 
the three last-named claims. The ore consists of arsenopyrite, pyrite, 
zinc blende, and a little galena, all occurring in many small veinlets of 
comb-quartz in a diorite which is bleached by the development of 
sericite and calcite. 

One mile down from the gap are the Tempest veins, at an elevation 
of 6,500 feet. The developments conRist of several short tunnels. 
From this mine a considerable quantity of ore has been shipped, yield
ing a profit in spite of very adverse conditions; shipments are reported 
to aggregate 180 tons. There are 5 veins cropping in quartz-diorite, 
striking N. 35° E. and standing nearly vertical. The veins are from 
2 to 4 feet wide and consist of altered sericitic country rock traversed by 
small stringers and streaks of comb-quartz, with arsenopyrite, pyrite, 
and zinc blende, the value being chiefly in silver, with very little gold. 

Still half a mile farther down the gulch is the Ornament, developed 
by three tunnels, aggregating several hundred feet. The vein is located 
near the contact of slate and serpentine with quartz-diorite. The ore 
is similar to that of the Tempest. Small shipments were made as early 
as 11590. 

ROBINSONVILLE DISTRICT. 

GENERAL FEATURES. 

A broad shoulder of Greenhorn Ridge projects eastward beyond 
Robinsonville, its flanks deeply scored by ravines leading· down to 
Burnt River on the east and to the two forks of the John Day on the 
north and the south. The elevation at Robinsonville is 6,200 feet. 

The rocks exposed are the same as in the Greenhorn Mountains; 
that is, they comprise large areas of serpentine, gabbro, diorite, and 
quartz-diorite. Included slate masses are not common. Near Robin
sonville the serpentine occurs in extensiYe areas , and probably results 
from alteration of olivine-gabbro. All of the rocks mentioned are 
believed to form one series, and they can scarcely be separated on the 
map. They appear to be different facies of one intrusior and are 
more recent than the argillites into which they are intruded. Robin
sonville is an old, celebrated placer camp, but at present consists only 
of a few dilapidated log cabins. 
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QUARTZ VEINS. 

Since early days the presence of gold-bearing veins was known, and 
they haye been worked intermittently. On the whole the deposits 
seem to be pocket veins, and many rich little quartz chimneys have 
been found in the flat on which the town is ·situated. In contrast to 
the other veins on the Greenhorn Mountains, these are auriferous, and 
present such curious features as the association of native gold, galena, 
and dolomite. 

The Spero, at Robinsonville, is in serpentine, strikes N. 30° E., is 
10 to 15 feet wide, and is composed of massive white quartz. 

The Virginia, one-fourth mile north of Robinsonville, in coarse, 
partly crushed gabbro, has a shaft 160 feet deep. Long ago a pocket 
of $20,000 was found in it, but more recent prospecting has failed to 
produce more. 

In the Morning Glory, one-third of a mile northwest of Robinson
ville, the vein strikes due north and dips 80° W. The gangue is a 
normal comb-quartz with free gold. Some of it has been sacked for 
shipment. s~veral small pockets have been found close by. 

The Junebug, one-fourth of a mile southwest of Robinsonville, in 
serpentine, has a northwesterly strike. The vein contains much dolo
mitic carbonate, and also galena, together with free gold. The devel
opm~nts consist of two small shafts. .Fifty tons of ore, worth $25 
per ton, have been milled. 

The Don Juan and Phcenix are located about 1 mile south of Robin
sonville, on the headwaters of Burnt River. The ore consists of coarse, 
granular dolomite, with a little quartz and galena. It contains abun
dant high-grade gold, intergrown as smaJI grains with the carbonate. 
The mine has an 80-foot shaft, 1,000 feet of development, and a 
10-stamp mill. A pay shoot, 30 feet long, 4 feet wide, and containing 
about $36 per ton, was found here, but did not hold out in depth. 

The Banzett is located 2 miles west of Robinsonville, on the head
waters of the Middle Fork of John Day River, at an elevation of 6,350 
feet. The vein is in a soft, decomposed, serpentinoid rock, and is 
developed by a shaft 100 feet deep, and a tunnel 1,000 feet long 100 
feet below it. The gangue is normal vein quartz, containing a little 
galena and chalcopyrite, and is said to run $60 per ton in gold. 
Eighty-three tons of ore are said to have been shipped in 1898. 

The Diadem vein is situated a short distance north of the Banzett 
and 100 feet higher up. The vein strikes east-west and is devel
oped by smaller shafts and a tunnel 550 feet long. It is intended to 
extend the latter 200 feet, giving a vertical depth below the croppings 
of 425 feet. The gangue is quartz; the principal ore is mineral galena, 
often in considerable masseB, together with a little chalcopyrite. Both 
are rieh in free gold. The vein is elaimed to be 20 feet wide, one rich 
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streak assaying $200 per ton. A shipment of 16 tons in 1900 is 
reported by the officers of the company to have netted $1,819. 

In Quartz Gulch, leading down from near Robinsonville to Olive 
Creek, are several noteworthy prospects. The three Golden Gate 
claims are located 1 mile north of Robinsonville, and show a heavy 
vein of white quartz with little sulphurets, exposed by 500 feet of 
crosscut and 100 feet of drifts. Serpentine and gabbro form the 
country rock. The strike is due north, the dip 60° E. A total thick
ness of 4:7 feet of quartz is claimed to contain $6 to $7 per ton. A foot
wall streak 4: to 5 feet wide contains the best values. Another and par
allel vein, dipping west, courses a short distance to the east, and is 
said to assay from $8 to $24: per ton. 

A little lower down on Quartz Gulch are tLe Belcher claims, which 
probably do not cover the same vein as the Golden Gate. Still farther 
down is the Kelly group, with over 4:00 feet of developments. The 
country rock is here a tuffaceous slate cut by dikes of granite-por
phyry. On one of these dikes the Imperial claim is located. Quartz 
Gulch is known to have been very rich in gold in early days, and the 
locality would seem to be a good one for prospecting. t;everal other 
claims, not dsited, are located about 1 mile east of Robinsonville, on 
the Bonanza road. Cinnabar is reported to occur in a vein or seam 
near Rohinsonville. 

About 5 miles south of Robinsonville, at an elevation of 5,100 feet, 
on the road to Austin, is McNamee Gulch, reported very rich in early 
days. A $14,000 nugget was found here. Some prospecting for 
quartz has lately been done in this gulch, resulting in the location of 
the Pine Tree group of quartz veins. The country rock is serpentine, 
gabbro, and diorite. 

PLACER MINES. 

Robinsonville Gulch and several other small streams as far south as 
McNamee Gulch have been extensively worked for placer gold, and 
some work of this kind is done at the present time at. the last-named 
locality. The gravels were shallow, resting in flat gulches, and were 
rich in high-grade gold. 

UPPER BURNT RIVER VALLEY AND BONANZA DISTRICTS. 

GENERAL FEATURES. 

In many respects the upper drainage basin of Burnt River is very 
similar to that of Powder Ri,·er. The lower Burnt River Valley 
extends from Bridgeport (elevation 3,4:00 feet) to a point 20 miles 
west of it (elevation 3,900 feet), and has a width of up to 1 mile of 
alluvial and bench lands, the former eovered with meadows or alfalfa 
fields. The ridges rising south of this valley are smooth and bare, 
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patches of timber occurring only in some of the gulches. A few miles 
above Hereford, the principal settlement in the valley, the river enters 
a sharply cut canyon, continuous for 15 miles to the upper valley, the 
lowest elevation of which is 4,100 feet. This valley is an almost circular 
depression, 5 miles in diameter, its gravelly bench lands surrounded 
by gently sloping ridges rising to maximum elevations of 6,000 feet. 
This region, in the heart of the Blue Mountains, is covered with dense 
forest and is abundantly watered by a number of creeks, all converging 
toward the lower end of the valley. Much of the timber is excellent 
yellow pine. 

GEOLOGY. 

The older rocks are found only in the upper part of the valley, 
while the Neocene lavas are developed to an enormous extent in the 
lower drainage area. Among the older rocks argillites predominate. 
Such rocks make up the larger part of the long ridge separating the 
upper Burnt River or Clifford Valley from the Sumpter Valley. As 
usual, the rocks vary from fissile clay slates to dark siliceous cherts. 
Similar rocks are exposed on the road from McEwens to Hereford, 
on the north side of the ridge, below the andesite cap covering the 
summit. In places slightly schistose green~tones are interbedded in 
the sedimentary series. At the head of Gimlet and Camp creeks 
similar siliceous argillites form the divide. At Bonanza mine 
fissile black clay slates appear. At "' .. interville, close by the placer 
diggings, is found a stratum of limestone 300 feet thick, which con
tains unmistakable round crinoid stems. The strike of this somewhat 
crystalline limestone is N. 70° W. At Bonanza mine the slates strike 
east-west and dip 80° S. This is evidently the prevailing direction, 
and it i~ the same also in the Sumpter district. The crinoid stems of 
Winterville form the only cue to the age of the whole series. It may 
be surmised that it belongs to the Carboniferous division of the 
Paleozoic. 

The argillites contain few intrusive bodies. In the foothills south 
of Sumpter Valley, near Stoddard mill, a dark granodiorite appear~:~ 
from the gravel flat up to an elevation of 4:,900 feet. Above this 
follows apparently contact-metamorpho~ed argillite1 capped by ande
sitic breccia. Serpentine, forming· an extension of the Robinsonville 
areas, crops in a small area just above the town of Geiser, close to the 
Bonanza mine, and also a mile below it at the Winterville diggings, 
here associated with other, not determined, chloritic greenstones. 

Neocene lavas cover an exceedingly large area south of Clifford. 
Rhyolites, andesites, and basalts are represented, the rhyolites being, 
as far as can be determined, the olde~t. 

Normal lithoidal rhyolite covers the whole divide between Powder 
and Burnt rivers from a point south of Pleasant Valley and south-
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east of Baker City for 15 miles westward, to the vicinity of Hereford, 
where it is covered by andesitic breccia. This rhyolitic ridge attains 
an elevation of from 5,500 to 6,500 feet. · The rock descends on the 
north side of the ridge to the level of the basaltic flows (elevation 
4, 700 feet). On the south side it reaches down to Hereford Valley 
and appears again in the ridges south of Burnt River. The gen
eral form of this great rhyolite mass is that of a dome sloping 
gradually from an elevation of 6,000 feet to 4,300 feet. From this 
point a sharper slope of erosion sets in- to the level of the gravel 
henches at Hereford. Closely crowded gulches have been cut in this 
rhyolite dome to a depth of from 1,000 to 1,500 feet. Thinner rhyo
lite flows appear again in the bottom of Clifford Valley ; for instance, 
at the junction of Pine and Camp creeks, 2 miles northwest of Clifford. 

Dacite was observed closely connected with rhyolite on a small 
tributary of Burnt River, 4 miles north of Hereford, on the road from 
that place to Sumpter. 

Andesite and andesitic breccia cover a very large area. Beginning 
on the divide north of Hereford, a thickness is exposed of 300 feet on 
the Powder River side and 1,000 feet on the southern slope. Near 
the summit, well-stratified volcanic tuffs and breceias are exposed. 
The latter contain angular fragments both of dark pyroxene-andesites 
and lighter hornblende-andesites. This area continues westward 
practically to the slopes of John Day Valley. The breccias appear on 
the floor of Clifford Valley just east of the place of that name and are 
here covered by bench gravels, and the same breceias extend up to the 
Bonanza mine. Practically the whole divide between the Middle Fork 
of John Day and Burnt River, forming fiat-topped, forested plateaus 
reaching 6,000 feet in elevation, is composed of this breccia. Over
flowing, the same lavas once filled the Middle Fork of John Day 
down to Susanville to a depth of 1,500 feet. 

The breccia consist of angular fragments of normal andesites of 
varying appearance. Some are dark gray, others brownish or black; 
many fragments are vesicular. All of them are hypersthene-augite
andesites (pyroxene-andesites), and sometimes those of lighter color 
contain also hornblende in black needles. 

Ba.'3alts are less abundant. Below Hereford, in the lower valley, 
normal olivine-basalts, weathering gray, cover the rhyolite. Near 
Austin, and above that place on the headwaters of the )fiddle Fork, 
fine-grained gl~ssy basalts cover the andesite. 

The gravel deposits found along Burnt River Valley are of several 
different kinds. Such deposits as may have accumulated before the 
volcanic period, and are, therefore, Neocene or Eocene, have mostly 
been eroded or covered by lavas. A few of this interesting class have 
been exposed by plaeer mining and are deseribed under the heading 
"Winterville placers" (p. 703). In areal extent they are insignificant. 
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The damming of the lower Burnt River Valley below Bridgeport by 
rhyolitic. flows induced the aeeumulation of extensive gravel deposits 
abo,·e. Near Hereford are two of these benehes at 400 and 600 feet 
above the valley bottom, which is eovered by alluvial deposits. They 
consist of coarse, well-washed gravels of rhyolite, quartz, and meta
morphic. rocks. The age of these bench gravels is assumed to be late 
Neocene (Pliocene). 

Similar damming produced similar results in the upper or Clifford 
Valley. \Vide benches are covered by coarse, well-washed gravel, 
resting on argillite, rhyolite, or andesite. These are excellently shown 
on the Sumpter road. The highest terrace slopes from an elevation of 
4,550 feet down to 4,300 feet in a distance of 2 miles. A sharp escarp
ment separates this from a second bench 100 feet lower and 1 mile 
wide. Finally, a last escarpment of similar teight carries one down 
to the alluvial flats along the rive1-. 

Ko indications of a former glaciation have been found in this drain
ag-e basin. 

QUARTZ VEINS. 

Though ~orne gold-quartz veins are known from the head of Gimlet 
Creek and other places on the divide toward Granite Creek and Sump
ter, the only place in which they appear strongly developed and in 
which they have been mined with success is the Bonanza district. The 
quartz veins of Robinsonville, which to some extent belong in this 
drainage area, have been described under separate heading. 

Bonanza mine.-The Bonanza mine is situated about 10 miles west 
of Sumpter, on the headwaters of Burnt River, at an elevation of 5,140 
feet (lowest floor of mill). The first location is said to have been made 
in 1877 by a pioneer prospector named Jack Haggard, who sold it in 
1879 for $350 to the Bonanza Mining Company. In 1892 the mine 
was bought by Geiser Brothers for a reported sum of $3,000 and 
worked by them until 1898, when it was sold to the present owners, a 
Pitt~burg, Pa.., corporation, for a price believed to have been $500,000. 
The production before 1892 was inconsiderable, though extending 
over a series of years. Geiser Brothers are supposed to have taken 
out several hundred thousand dollars. When sold, $300,000 were 
believed to be in sight. Since 1898 at least an equal amount has been 
extracted, making the total production well up toward the million
dollar mark. 

A 40-stamp mill ancl eoncentrator treat the ore. During- the fall of 
1900 only 15 or 20 of these were dropping. 

The developments consist of two tunnels, the upper 1,400 feet long 
and 230 feet belo"w the Cl·oppings, the lower 1,600 feet long. The 
latter i~ the main adit, 338 feet below the croppings, and a shaft is 
sunk in it 600 feet from the mouth to a depth of about 200 feet. 
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Further sinking is being carried on at the present time. In all, there 
are probably 10,000 feet of development work. 

The country rock is a fissile black clay slate, striking nearly due 
P-ast-west and dipping 80° 8. A little above the town of Geiser, at 
the mill, this slate is cut by a considerable belt of serpentine. The 
same rock appears again helow Bonanza, toward the diggings of Win
terville. To the north and east the serpentine and clay slate are cov
ered by andesitic lavas. The veins appear to be exClusively contained 
in clay slate. The Bonanza vein, cropping on a hill 500 feet above the 
mill and about half a mile northeast of it, strikes N. 50° vY. and dips 
steeply southwest. It is traceable on the surface for about 2,500 feet 
northwest of the main tunnel, but is then covered by an extensive lava 
area, referred to above. 

The outcrops are neither wide nor conspicuous, and have been stoped 
to the surface in several places. The vein appears as 1 to 3 feet of 
quartz between walls of decomposed slate. In depth it widens enor
mously in places. 

Permission to visit the mine below tunnel level was refused. The 
following data relating to the underground works were obtained from 
several persons well acquainted with the mine, and are believed to be 
mainly correct: 

The ore consists of quartz containing free gold and sulphurets 
and has considerable similarity to that of the Red Boy mine. The ore 
body as a whole forms a mass of clay slate traYersed by quartz veins 
and seams of all sizes. The gold is low grade, being about 600 tine, or 
worth >.;11.50 per ounce. Something like 70 per cent is free, though 
it is said that as the depth is increased more concentrates and less gold 
are obtained. The concentrates are said to vary from $20 to $60 per 
ton, chiefly in gold. 1 The average ore is believed to run from $7 to 
$12 per ton, but lenses of ore 8 to 16 inches wide have been mined 
which ran as high up as $1,4:00 per ton, and several hundred tons are 
said to have yielded at the rate of $100 in free gold per ton. 

Though the pay streak averages only 5 to 6 feet, it is swelled in 
places to 4:0 feet by the appearance of a vast number of quartz 
stringers. · 

The upper tunnel, 1,4:00 feet long, is said to have encountered two 
pay shoots, each 200 to 300 feet long and up to 6 feet wide. Still 
farther in, a third pay shoot was found, which extended only 30 feet 
above the tunnel level. It was 4:0 feet long and 5 feet wide, and 
averaged $15 per ton. An intermediate level, sunk 4:0 feet from the 
middle shoot, was extended for 4:80 feet in very poor ore. 

The lower tunnel, 1,600 feet long, encountered a small shoot below 
the first one in the upper tunnel and was then driven for the rest of the 
distance on a poor streak of quartz near the hanging wall. A crosscut 

I A sample gave 0.84 ounce gold and O.i6 ounce sllYer per ton. 
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in the foot, 500 feet from the portal, had failed to disclose anything of 
value; likewise a cro:-;scut near the end. It seemed as if the mine was 
worked out when the owners were prevailed upon to crosscut at other 
places in thi~ adit. These crosscuts, from 30 to 120 feet long, into the 
foot-wall side disclosed the presence of a magnificent lenticular mass of 
ore of a maximum width of ±0 feet and 800 feet long. 

Reganling the conditions below the tunnel level but little informa
tion is to be had. According to latest reports fine bodies of ore have 
been deYeloped below the second shaft level, and the production, which 
had been declining before, rose to something like $50,000 per month. 

Otha mines and clahns.-Near the town of Geiser are located sev
eral mines and prospects which, though not as yet producing, deserve 
mention. Among these is the Richmond, a vein parallel to the Bonanza 
and southwest of it, which is developed by a Canadian company and on 
which a 10-stamp mill has just been erected. The mine is developed 
by a shaft 300 feet deep. The Keystone Belle covers the extension 
of the Bonanza and is now being prospected. The White Elephant 
is still farther to the southwest and is being developed by a tunnel. 
In character all of these are similar to the Bonanza. 

PLACER MINES. 

Many of the creeks in the Clifford Valley have been profitably 
worked and some have been rich. Among them are, from west to east, 
Bennett Creek, Camp Creek, Gimlet Creek, and Three Cent Gulch. 
Placer work has been done in this valley since early days and a pro
duction is still maintained. 

The gravels washed range in age from Neocene or Eocene to the most 
recent Pleistocene. The gold is sonietimes extremely coarse, as in the 
Winterville placers, or very fine and floury, as in the ordinary bench 
gravels of Camp Creek. The fineness is remarkable, some of it reach
ing $19 to $20 per ounce. 

Placer mining is carried on in Three Cent Gulch by Sullivan & Co., 
who operate one hydraulic jet with ±00 mmer's inches of water. Gim
let Creek has been worked extensively at the forks above the Sumpter 
road, and it is said that this locality has produced $100,000. In Camp 
Creek, at the junction of Pine Creek, 2 miles northeast of Clifford, 
are the Hindman placers. Here a low bench gravel is worked just 
abon the creek bottom, at this point :200 feet wide. The 10-foot-high 
bank of well-washed granl rests on rhyolite. About 70 feet above the 
creek the heaY.r bench graYels begin which skirt the eastern side of 
Cliff'ord Valley. The gold is rather coarse, and has a fineness of 919. 
It is accompanied by much magnetite and ilmenite, the latter in beautiful 
crystals. There are also some garnets and zircons in the black sand, 
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as well as epidote. Mr. Hindman states that about half an ounce of 
platinum is obtained at each clean-up. This is the only occurrence of 
platinum thus far known from the Blue Mountains. The heavv bench 
gravels are, as a rule, too poor to pay for washing! but contain some 
flour gold with the fineness of 970. 

The placers of Winterville and Parkerville are unusually interest
ing. The Winterville diggings are located on Bennett Creek, three
quarters of a mile south of the Bonanza mine and at an elevation of 
4,900 feet. The placers have been worked intermittently for many 
years and have doubtless yielded a large sum in aggregate. Accord
ing to Mint reports they produced $25,000 in 1889, $8,300 in 1890, 
$1,900 in 1891, and $1,4:00 in 1892. During 1900 they were in active 
operation and the production is supposed to have been over $20,000. 
The water is obtained from the Mann ditch, which, with an aggregate 
length of 30 miles, taps the headwaters of Clear Creek and Olive Creek 
and is said to have a capacity of 5,000 miner's inches. 

Near the Bonanza mine Bennett Creek flows on andesitic breccia, 
though immediately east of the creek the high slate hills of Bonanza 
project from below the volcanic flows. At ·winterville the creek 
leaves the andesite and for half a mile below flows over bed rock of 
slate and serpentine. In thi:,~ distance the gravels along the creek bed 
have been worked. The gravels washed at present are found about 
the level of the creek and on its western side. The area which thus 
far has been bydra~licked comprises about 3 acres, the banks being 
from 15 to 20 feet high. The bed rock is a serpentinoid greenstone 
of uneven surface. A north-south fault in the bed rock has been 
exposed 100 feet long and" showing a scarp 30 feet high which dips 
60° E. The pay gravel, resting on the bed rock; is from 3 to 10 feet 
thick, not very coarse, and sometimes cemented. It contains pebbles 
of serpentine, quartzite, slate, and quartz. Above this rest 15 feet of 
clayey beds with small strata of coaly material. .1\bove this follows 2 
feet of bard, cemented gravel, covered by andesitic tuffs and breccia. 
The gold, found chiefly on the bed rock, is extremely coarse, the pieces 
ranging from 0.05 ounce up to 15 ounces in weight, but at the 
same time very well washed. Most of the nuggets ha,·e an oblong, 
flat shape. The fineness averages 900. This interesting deposit was 
clearly formed before the time of the Neocene andesitic eruptions and 
mnst he of Eocene or early Neocene age. The high hed-rock hills 
rising on the southwest side and the general eonfiguration of the 
country indicate that it was a narrow gulch of an upper drainage 
system which had a general east-west direction across the present 
creek. The increasing height of the hanks will soon interpose diffi
culties for continued hydraulic work. The bed rock seems to pitch 
downward at present dnd at it:-; deepest point probably lies below the 
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level of the creek. Inclines sunk will probably develop a heavy flow 
of water. On the other hand, if the channel came down from the 
west, and there is little doubt of this, it would seem feasible to follow 
it up by a drift from the present bed-rock level. 

Two miles west of ·winterville are the Parkerville diggings, which 
are reported to have produced $150,000. They are said to be similarly 
situated and may represent the continuation of this channel. The 
continuation of this channel east of Winterville bas not been found 
and the probability is that it would be considerably below the present 
level of the valley. -

CHROJ\IITE. 

Heavy float of chromite was noticed at the "Winterville placers; the 
serpentine in this vicinity must contain a pocket of this mineral. 



CHAPTER V. 

DETAILED DE~CRIPTIONS OE' MINING DISTRICT~ 
(CONTINUED.) 

SUSANVILLE DISTRICT. 

GEOLOGY. 

The Susanville district is situated on the i\Iiddle Fork of ,J oh.n Day 
River, 30 miles west of Sumpter in air line, though by wagon road 
the dil':ltance is about 55 miles. .From Austin the road follows the 
:Middle Fork down to Susall\·ille, which has an elevation of 3,500 
feet. Hca\'ily forested ridges rise on both sides of the little gra,·el 
fiat on which the town is located. About 7 miles northeast from the 
river the Greenhorn Ridge rises to over 7,000 feet, so that the slopes 
down to the river are not Yery ::;teep. On the southwestern side of 
the river the configuration is more irregular and the ridges attain a 
height of only about 5,000 feet. 

The geologieal features are as follows: The )fiddle Fork has cut 
down through tbe basalt flow which in 1\Iioeene times filled the yaJ
ley, and the road from Austin to near Susam·ille is entirely in this 
lava roc-k. At Susanville the old rocks of the Greenhorn Ridg·e rPaeh 
clown to the river and across it, hut only, it is belieYed, for a short 
distance. These old rocks also continue down the _Middle Fork until 
below the mouth of Big Creek, or 6 miles below Susanville, where, 
aeeording to information, the lavas again begin. 

A fissile, dark-gray clay slate is the principal formation exposed 
above and below Susanville. At the Badger mine a strike of :N. 70° 
E. and a southerly dip of 65° was noted; one-half mile below the mine, 
in Elk Creek, the strike is N. 80° E., and 1 mile below Susan\"ille it is 
S. 85° E. with steep southerly dip. Thus, in general, the strike of 
the series is east-west and similar to that of Sumpter. Smaller dikes 
of aplitic rocks cut the slate between the town and the Badger mine. 
In Elk Creek, 2 miles aboye the river, at the Otter mine the slate is 
adjoined by serpentine, which continues up Elk Creek, mixed with 
much greenstone (diabase or gabbro) up to near the head of the creek, 
when a high ridge of granitic rock appears. This is probably the con
tinuation of the central area of quartz-diorite mentioned in the 
description of the Greenhorn Mountains. Dikes of basalt are said to 
break through this granitic rock and on the flat summit is a small table 
of basaltie lava. 'Vest of the head of Elk and Deep creeks the high 
ridge gradually sinkl':l. 

22 OEOL, l'T ~-01---!,5 705 
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QUARTZ VEINS. 

The plaeer::; of Elk Creek have been worked since 1864: and are 
dc-. ..,:eribed below. Pro::;pPeting for quartz began as early as 1St>!:~, 

when ~Ir. Cabell'::; pan-amalgamation mill was built on Elk Creek 2t 
miles above it::; mouth. Ore from a vein called the Monumental was 
worked there, yielding, according to Mr. Haskell, $15,000. SeYeral 
other prospects were then in active operation, btit for many subsequent 
years little or nothing was done, until . recently, when renewed pros
peeting has given good results. "While there are some narrow quartz 
wins with products of free gold, the bulk of the ore consists of heavy 
sulphurets, which contain little or no free gold. The values are chiefly 
in gold, though the rich shipping ore also contains much silver. The 
total production from the quartz veins probably · does not exceed 
$100,000. This is to some extent due to the inaccessibility of the dis
trict, making shipping expenses extremely high. Apparently there 
are several claims of considerable merit. 

The Badger mine is at present the most important producer. Its 
nin was known as early as 1869 and was worked under the name of the 
McQuade ledge. In 1870-1874: some free gold was extracted from the 
decomposed croppings. This ore yielded $26 per ton in arrastre, the 
gold being 691 fine. Later ,on a 10-stamp mill with concentrators was 
built on Elk Creek below the mine, but the ore was soon found 
unsuited to such treatment. At present the rich ore is sorted and 
shipped to smelter. It is clear that the values must exceed $30 per ton 
to make the transactions profitable. The developments consist of an 
incline shaft 250 feet deep, with drifts and tunnels aggregating 1,500 
feet. Apparently there is an excellent chance for a deep tunnel from 
Elk Creek. 

The Badger is located 400 feet above Elk Creek, 2t miles northeast 
from Susanville, at an elevation of about 4,300 feet. The country 
ruck is slate. The \·ein strikes a little north of east and dips 60° to 70° 
S. Though this is about the same direetion as that of the slate, it is 
easily seen that the deposit is a fissure vein, for the slate is cut near 
and in the vein by a great number of parallel quartz seams (Pl. LXVII) 
perpendicularly to the schistosity. The first-class ore consists of a 
massiYe irregular mixture of sulphurets; pyrite, arsenopyrite, and 
zinc blende make the hulk, together with a little galena, ehaleopyrite, 
and tetrahedrite. 1 The shipping ore always contains galena. On the 
dump are several hundred tons of second-class ore, among which is 
noted ma::;ses up to 2 feet in diameter of pyrite and ar~enopyrite. 
Other parts of the second-class ore consist of veinlets of quartz in 
argillite, with a little pyrite, arsC>nopyrite, and zinc hlende. The 
acljoinin~· argillite, aside from a little pyrite contained in it, appear:-> 

- ----·- - ·----------·-- - · 
1 . \ >amp It- of ' hippin.'!' <ore• l'Ontuining l t•lrnhedrite \I'll' fouud to ('outnin J _(14 OlllWP ' golcl nncl \l09.0S 

OU H<.· t·~ ~ilver pe r ton . 
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entirely fresh. The st~rf:we ore contained some free gold down to a 
depth of 25 or 50 feet. 

The Stockton, prospected by a 200-foot shaft, adjoins the Badger 
and is supposed to cover its extension. 

On Elk Creek, below the Badger mine, is the Bull of the \Voods 
group, with the Otter as one of the principal claims. The Otter vein, 
carrying bea,·ily sulphureted ore, is located in serpentine near the 
slate contact and is developed by a 600-foot-long tunnel, above which 
much ore is said to have been stoped. The ore contains dolomite or 
magnesite, together with pyrite, arsenopyrite, and a little galena. It 
contains both gold and silyer. 

The Gem vein, 2 miles above the Badger, on Elk Creek, was worked 
to some extent in early days. The quartz contained free gold at the 
rate of $6 per ton, and the heavy sulphides assayed $35 in silver and 
gold, according to Mr. Haskell. The vein is noted for a considerable 
percentage of copper. At Elk City, 6 miles above Susanville, some 
prospecting for quartz bas been carried on. Between Susanville and 
the Badger mine the slate contains several narrow quartz veins in 
which pockets are sometimes found. Among these is the Skyscraper, 
located three-fourths of a mile from town on the ridge west of Elk 
Creek. 

Prospects have been found on Deep Creek and on Onion Creek, as 
well as on Camp Creek. The Princess vein is located near the bead 
of Deep Creek at the contact of slate and granite. It is said to contain 
white quartz carrying free gold with rich sulpburets. 

PLACER MINES. 

The well-known placer mines of Susanville were discoYered in 1864 
and have been worked every season since then. Elk Creek has been 
the greatest producer, but Deep Creek, 1 mile below SusanYille, as 
well as Onion Creek and Big Creek, still farther down the river, have 
also yielded considerably. All of these producing creeks join the 
Middle Fork from the north side and descend from Greenhorn Moun
tains. The Middle Fork itself bas been worked below Elk Creek and 
is reported to have produced $50,000 in fine flour gold. The produc
tion during the first four years after the discovery amounted to at 
least $80,000 (Raymond's report for 1870). For subsequent years the 
seattered data are obtained in the :Mint report as follo,Ys: 

Production of placa miHt.q r!f Sus(lJII'il!t.· distril'l, 188.?-1892. 

1882.-. - -- - - -- --- .. ---- . - . - - - - - . - . - - - -- ..... - - -- - - - -- -- - - - - :315, 000 
188:3.---- .. --.--- . .. --------- - --------.---------------.---- 25, 000 
1 ~R·L. __ . __ . __ ... ___ . . ____ . __ . _ .. ___ .. ___ . . ...... - _ .. _ . . _ . - 16, 000 

188\l - - - ... - . - - . - - . - . - - - .. - . - - . - - - - - - . - - - - .. - - - - - .. - . - - - . - - - 8, 700 

1890.---- - ----- - -- - - - ---- - ------ -- -- - --. - .----- - - --- --.---- 11' 200 
1891 .. - - - -------.----.---.-----.----.--- - -.--------------- i, 000 
1892 .. -.-- . --- ------ .. - - . -.-- .... - -- .. - --- . - .. - ... - - .. ----- 1 .!, 000 
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The total production is probably in the vicinity of $600,000. During 
1900 all the creeks were worked, at least for a short season. Chinese 
miners were at work on Elk Creek, 1 mile above the town, with hydrau
lic apparatus and derricks. Drifting operations were in progress on 
Big- Creek, 8 miles from the river. Of the creeks emptying into the 
ri,·er from the south, Bear Creek, 1 mile below Susanville, is being 
worked, and some gravel is being washed at the head of Camp Creek. 

The placers of Susanville contain coarse gold of a fineness of 865; a 
nugg·et worth $±80 was found on Elk Creek, another worth $625 on 
Deep Creek, while Buck Gulch, below Deep Creek, holds the record 
with an $800 nugget. Cinnabar in rounded masses up to 3 or 4 inches 
in diameter, intergrown with normal vein quartz, is of common occur
rence on Elk Creek, but has not yet been found in place. No platinum 
oecurs in the placers. Elk Creek has been worked eontinuously for 
about 2t miles above its mouth. Eight miles above the mouth, at Elk 
City, some placer work has also been done. The pay seemed to be 
derived from the west side of the ereek, the east fork being barren, 
and sometimes the gold may be traced up the hill to the quartz veins 
from which it was derived. These appear generally to have been 
narrow and of a pockety nature. The gravel is coarse and contains 
many bowlders of greenstone, which must be handled with derricks. 
Usually the bottom of the creek is level and 100 feet wide. It con
tains two or three channels or gutters, the rims of which were raised 
1 to 3 feet above the bottom. These gutters practically contain all of 
the gold. The bottom of the creek is filled 10 to 20 feet deep with 
gravels. It has been stated above that some placer work has been 
done on the ~fiddle Fork. This stream flows in a gravel-filled channel 

. in places as much as several hundred yards wide, suitable for dredging, 
the depth to bed rock ordinarily being only 8 to 10 feet. 

Prospecting operations for this purpose were earried on in 1898 
between the mouth of Granite Boulder Creek, which is somewhat 
auriferous, and a point below Susanville. Many shafts were sunk, and 
it is believed that in favorable places along certain channels the 
graYels averaged 20 cents per cubic yard. 

QUARTZBURG DISTRICT. 

GENERAL FEATURES. 

Between the Middle and South forks of John Day River rises a 
complex of older rocks, culminating in the round-topped Dixie Butte, 
which attains an elevation of 7, 700 feet. It is probably on all sides 
::;urrounded by Miocene lava flows. From the bare summit of Dixie 
Butte, one of the landmarks of the eountry near which the old Cali
fornia trail runs, heavily timbered ~idges extend in all directions. The 
thick forests on the north side of Dixie Butte are said to be favorite 
haunts of elk and bear. 
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The geological structure of this area is complieated, but in general 
the rocks consist of diorite, diabase, and other greenstone:-:, together 
with serpentine, inclosing smaller areas of clay slates, the exact age of 
which is not known; they ttre, however, older than the accompanying 
intrusive rock~-J. The stage road to Prairie crosses the most easterly 
part of the area; imperfect exposures show diabase, porphyry, serpen
tine, and siliceous clay slates. But immediately at the summit, toward 
Prairie, basalts and andesites begin and continue down to John Day 
Valley. A beautiful view of the latter is obtained from this place. 
Between the scattered yellow pines of the park-like forest the bare 
volcanic slopes of the valley with its broad pastures and irrigated 
fields present an attractive picture, and across it toward the south 
ri~e the jagged, snow-flecked lava peaks of the Strawberry Range. 
On the easterly road, leading down to the valley from the summits 
by way of the sawmill and Spanish Gulch, first clay slates and then 2 
miles of serpentine are crossed before the la,·a again begins. 

Going up from Prairie to Quartzburg district, the road follows 
Dixie Creek, with its extensive and not yet exhausted placer deposits. 
Two miles upstream the valley widens and the covering basalt and 
andesite give place to an old sedimentar~· rock, a massi,·e argillite. 
Two miles farther up, at the road junction, a narrow eanyon hegins, at 
the entrance to which is a little serpentine. The canyon, however. is 
cut in a normal, hard, medium-grained diorite, consisting of green 
hornblende and feldspar. One and a half miles still farther up, the 
valley opens, the diorite grows darker, and at the forks of the creek it 
is replaced by a diabase-porphyry. This is a nry tough, dark-gray 
rock with dark-green crystals of augite in a gronndmass of medium 
grain. Between Comer post-office and Present Need mine there is a 
great complication of igneous roeks. most of them dark-green diabase 
of varying grain, and also some diorite-porphyries or lamprophyric 
dike rocks. Similar rocks, mostly uralite-diabases, are seen on the 
ea:3t forks of the creek. where tlw. copper prospects are located. 

Just abo,·e the Present Need minP coarse diabase appears , in places 
containing small :3eams of dark-gray dense rock which consists of 
quartz and tourmaline: bnt thesP ,-einlets carry no ores. In the cross
cut of the Present Need a 200-foot-wide belt of peculiar grayish-green, 
fine-grained, sometimes flinty rock appears, which seems to be diabase
tuff and allied rocks greatly altered hy contact metamorphism. These 
are described more in detail on page 588. 

The auriferous character of this area is shown b~, the fact that in 
praetiea11y all of the streams heading toward Dixie Butte plaeers haYe 
been worked. Important plaeers are found in Dixie Creek, hut 
amiferous graYels baye also !wen worked on Camp, Ruh.Y. and Happ~· 
Camp creeks, draining toward the north, and Rich and Spanish creek:3, 
toward the east. 
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The principal quartz veins have thus far been found on the west fork 
of Dixie Creek, though it is by no means improbable that discoveries 
will be made in other parts of the area. The veins are narrow and rich 
and contain heavy sulphurets in quartz gangue. The oxidized surfaee 
ore contains much free gold, but at slight depth the ores become much 
more base. The strike is generally north-northeast or northeast, while 
the dip, with few exceptions, is steep to the east. 

On the east fork of Dixie Creek copper deposits of a very different 
type occur. 

The qtu\rtz veins were discovered soon after the placers and have been 
worked intermittently at least since 1880. In 1900 the Present Need, 
owned _by Mr. vV. E. Gifford, who kindly furnished much information, 
was the only vein upon which active work was being done. The pro
duction of these quartz mines is not accurately known, but is not 
believed to have exceeded $100,000. Much gold was derived from the 
oxidized croppings, but few have been worked in depth. 

GOLD-QUARTZ VEINS. 

The first prospects are encountered a short distance below Comer 
post-office. The more important claims are located half a mile abo,·e 
this place. 

The Present Need was located about ten years ago and has since been 
worked on a small scale, the ore being calcined in a kiln and then 
reduced in an arrastre. The developments consist of a crosscut tunnel 
100 feet above the creek level and 200 to 300 feet of drifts. The 
country rock is a diabase, but the crosscut has exposed a narrow, 
greatly contact-metamorphosed series of diabase-tuff and allied rocks 
appearing in strata with a general east-west direction. The vein 
strikes N. 20° E. and dips 70° ESE. Like the other veins in the dis
trict, it is not traceable for a- long distance. The width is 2 to 3 feet, 
indicated by fissures in the hard diabasic ro~.;ks. The ore occupies 
from 4 inches to 2 feet of this width and consists of solid quartz with 
heavy sulphurets in irregular intergrowth. There are pyrite, hard 
and yellow, softer yellowish-gray marcasite, and a little chalcopyrite, 
zinc blende, and galena. This ore is very rich and the pyrite often con
tains free gold. It assays from 6 to 25 ounces silver and 4 to 5 ounces 
in gold per ton, a total value of about $100. With the imperfect 
extraction used, only about two-thirds of this amount was sa,·ed. 

The ore occurs in two shoots on the vein, both clipping 65'-' S. on 
the vein; the shoots are 70 feet long, and are separated by a barren 
zone of 70 feet. 

A few hundred feet north of this mine is the old Keystone, now idle. 
The Mint reports show that it was worked in 1882, during which year 
the small veins of Quartz burg produced about $12,000, and that at that 
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time ~cYen le,·els were run. In 1883 it i.-; reported that 500 ton.-; of ore 
at $:1:0 per ton were worked at a cost of $=8.50 per ton. In 1~89 the 
mine is eredited with a production of $5,800. The yein strikes north
easterly and dips southeasterly. It is± feet wide between wall~, the 
pay forming a narrow streak on the hanging, on the foot, or on both. 
The gangue l'Ontains lllUl'h cakite, but otherwi~e the ore is similar to 
that of the Prc~ent Need. 

~-\. short distance abo,·e, the Colorado, a parallel nin, is located, and 
still higher up are many other claims. The Yankee Boy, on the ridge 
between the two forks of the creek, southwest of Copperopolis, strikes 
northeast and dips southeast, and is deyeloped by 1,000 feet of tunnels. 
The cToppings showed very heavy gold specimens, but in depth the 
ore became more base. 

COPPER VEINS. 

The active development of these elaims, situated in the narrow can
yon of the east fork of Dixie Creek, is of recent date, though at 
least one, the Standard, has been known for many years. 

The Copperopolis claims are loeated on the west side of the canyon, 
2 miles above the forks of the creek, and the croppings have an ele,·ation 
of 5,250 feet. The developments consist of several cuts and shorter 
tunnels. An 800-foot tunnel from creek level, tapping the vein 300 
feet below the croppings, was begun at the time the pt·ospects were 
visited, in October, lHOO. The country roek consists of a medium
grained uralite-diabase in which the vein strikes about N. 60) E., the 
dip being uncertain. It is traceable across a small gulch for a distance 
of at least 1,000 feet. The deposit forms a hea,·y body of tourmaline, 
quartz, and chalcopyrite, with a little malachite and azurite near the 
surface, the total width being about 75 feet, induding an intercalated 
horse. About ±0 feet of the width is copper bearing. The exact per
centage of copper, sampled across the width, can not be stated; it 
may average 3 or 4 per cent. The ore is largely a replacement of 
diabase by quartz, tourmaline, and chalcopyrite, but in this rock are 
contained richer seams with eomb-quartz and chalcopyrite. The ore 
is said to contain gold and silYer. There is undoubtedly a large body 
of low-grade copper ore; though the lateral as well as the Yertieal 
extent is still unknown, the showing warrants further exploration. 
The concentration of the ore will be a little difficult, for the specific 
gravity of tourmaline (3.2) is not greatly different from that of 
chalcopyrite ( 4. 2). 

Somewhat less than lmile above the forks is the Standard copper 
mine, located on the east side of the creek, 300 feet above it, and at 
an elevation of ±,900 feet. The yein crops in a dark-greenish, altered 
diabase-porphyry; its strike is northeast. the dip 30:! SE. The deYel
opments consist of a 100-foot-deep incline; a :300-foot-long tunnel, 
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100 feet below the eroppings, has not yet struck this flat vein, but 
found a stringer of ore with about the same strike and standing ver
tical. The ore is here from a few inches to 1 foot wide. Both the 
veins are probably largely due to processes of replacement. From the 
shaft a few tons of chalcopyrite, also containing gold and silver, have 
been shipped. From the tunnel 10 tons of ore were shipped in 1900, 
which, according to the officers of the company, contained $34 per 
ton iu copper, gold, and silver. There is good opportunity for a 
crosscut to the veins 200 feet below the present tunnel. · 

The ore consists of chalcopyrite, with a littl~ pyrrhotite and smalt
ite. The latter mineral is a light steel-gray arsenide of cobalt and is 
of rare occurrence in the U nitPd States. It occurs chiefly in the ver
tical vein intergrown with chalcopyrite. The only gangue mineral is 
calcite, and this occurs sparingly. 

PLACER MINES. 

The Dixie Creek placer mines were discovered about 1862, and were 
reported rich, though no data as to production are at hand. Ray
mond's report for 1870 contains the statement that at that time there 
were 100 white men and 200 Chinamen employed, and that the fine, 
scaly gold was 860 fine. In 1873 the creek is reported as turned over 
to Chinese labor. In 1882 two small hydraulic plants were in opera
tion, producing $30,000 (Mint report). At. the present time very little 
placer mining is done. 

The placers consist of the gravels accumulated in the present creek 
to a depth of 10 or 15 feet. The workings extend upstream from 
Prairie for 5 miles, or to the entrance of the diorite canyon, where 
the grade becomes very steep. The width of the gravel-covered river 
bottom is from 300 to 800 feet, the whole of which has been worked. 

Six miles east of Prairie are the old Spanish Diggings, which have 
yielded a moderate amount of gold. The upper end of John Day 
Valley contains no placers. On the east side of Dixie Butte are the 
old placers of Happy Camp, still worked on a small scale by Chinese. 
Northwest of the same mountains are the Ruby Creek placers, still 
worked hy whites and Chinese. Small placers are also reported from 
the head of Camp Creek. 

CANYON DISTRICT. 

GENERAL FEATURES. 

The celebrated placer mines of Canyon are situated in the upper 
drainage basin of the South Fork of John Day River. The valley 
here widens to a broad depression, about 18 miles from east to west, 
and from ± to 8 miles from north to south. In contrast to the nar
row and heavily timbered valleys of the North and Middle forks, 
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this is a bare expanse of gravelly pasture land with strips of alluvial 
·soils along the river from a quarter mile to 1 mile wide. The eleva
tion at John Day is 3,000 feet; at Prairie, 3,500. The climate is fairlv 
mild and dry, the water supply ample; in consequence the valley w~~ 
settled soon after the discovery of the placers, and has for .thirty-:fi,·e 
years supported a prosperous community of cattlemen and farmers. 
North of the river the hills rise gradually and culminate in a timbered 
ridge forming the divide between the Middle and South forks of 
John Day River. The eastern end of the valley is surrounded by 
dark forested mountains rising to about 6,500 to 7,000 feet. At the 
very head of the valley there is, however, an unexpectedly low pass 
(elevation about 4,500 feet), through which a wagon road leads over to 
the Malheur River Basin. South of the valley the picturesque Straw
berry Range rises abruptly, with serrated peaks, culminating in Straw
berry Butte, with an elevation of about 8,600 feet. Toward Canyon 
the sharp ridges are a little lower, but still attain 8,000 feet. The 
range presents a steep but not very regular slope, with numerous 
salients and deeply incised canyons. Hot springs are found on 
Reynolds Creek in the uppermost part of the valley. 

GEOLOGY. 

The older pre-Miocene diabases, slates, and serpentines from t'-le north 
side of the valley have been described under the heading "Quartz burg 

. district" (p. 709). The eastern end of Strawberry Range, induding 
the butte of the same name, is built up of Tertiary lavas. But at the 
foot of this mountain the underlying rocks appear, and their contact 
gradually rises westward, until in a short distance they form the 
summit of the mountains, culminating in a group of peaks anrl ridges 
which a few miles south of Canyon attain 8,000 feet abo,-e the sea. 
South of. Prairie, below Strawberry Butte, serpentine appears in 
great development. It reaches 900 feet above the foothills, and al.,o 
continues westward across Indian Creek. At Gillespie's sawmill it 
contains small bunches of chromite. The range was not ascended any 
farther than to the claim known as the Oregon Wonder, at an elent
tion of 6,300 feet; but the color and configuration of the high ridges 
back of Canyon indicate that they are composed of a· granitic rock. 
Prospectors state that diorites and porphyries are the prevailing rocks, 
and in the gulches, corning down from the peaks, are abundant cobb IPs 
of a verv coarse diorite with hornblende crvstals up to 2 inches in . . . 
length. 

Abo,·e Canyon serpentine crops below the gravels almost within the 
limits of the settlement. Immediately above and on the west side 
fisl'ile clay slate hegins, with east-west strike and steep southerly dip. 
This continues for a few hundred feet, with a smaller mass of serpen
tine interealated with slates. The relations between the two rocks are 
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not clear, though the serpentine, an altered igneous rock, is probably 
intrusive in the slates. Above this follows another belt of serpentine 
about 1,000 feet wide and adjoined on the south, without well-exposed 
contact, by diabase and diabase-porphyry. At this point the canyon 
becomes deep and narrow; on the east rises the pronounced salient, 
Canyon Peak, which is also made up of diabasic rocks. 

In general there is a marked similarity in geological structure 
between the Greenhorn Mountains, Dixie Butte, and the Strawberry 
Range. All of them are built up of diorites, diabases, and serpentines, 
inclosing smaller masses of sedimentary rocks, usually clay slate. 

Extensi,-e areas of basaltic and andesitic rocks surround John Day 
Valley. Most of them, it is believed, are of early Neocene age. The 
road from Austin to Prairie, after crossing the divide, deseends 
over long ridges of pyroxene-andesite, both massive and brecciated. 
Lower down the gradually flattening ridges are made up of massi\-e 
basalts, and these continue for 3 miles, down to the level of the valley. 
The same fine-grained, often vesicular basalt'3 form the low hills 
bounding the alluvium on the north for several miles east of Prairie. 
Augite-andesite directly overlies the argillite on Dixie Creek a couple 
of miles above the junction with the main river, and it is, indeed, prob
able that the andesites are the older of the two rocks. All the way 
down to the town of John Day basalt bluff's follow the north side of the 
river, gradually increasing in height; near .John Day they are about 
500 feet high. In places white tuffs alternate with the basalt. The 
surface ascends gradually from the bluff to a moderately high divide, 
the slope probably indicating the surface of the lava flows. At a few 
places near John Day the bhtck, glassy olivine-basalt appears on the 
south side of the river, but the exposures are usually small and covered 
by gravels. 

Along Canyon Creek above John Day the basalt is overlain by a con
siderable thickness of light-colored rhyolitic tuff, extensively used as a 
building stone at Canyon. 1 Above this tuff again rest more recent 
gravels. 

The uppermost part of the valley was not visited, but it is believed 
to be entirely covered hy basalt and andesite, these extensive areas 
forming a continuation of the area surrounding Austin and extending 
o\-er the headwaters of Burnt River. 'Without much doubt this area 
of lavas continues and forms the summit of the Strawberry Range to a 
point a short distance west of Strawberry Butte. The form and color 
of the jagged ridges indicate clearly enough their volcanic origin. 
Strawberry Butte is formed by a great number of superimposed dark 
lava flows, and was no doubt once the locus of a most intense eruptive 

1 This rhyolite is evidently the same that Dr . .T. C. :Merriam describes under the heading Rattlesnake 
formation, which he considers of Pliocene age (Univ. Cal., Bull. Dept. Geology, Vol. II, No.9.) 
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activity. The rock forming its slope i8 a basalt cut by a rhyolite dike 
of immense size. 

The broad extent of the valley from Prairie across to the foot of 
Strawberry Butte is a gently sloping :-;urface CO\'ered with coarse 
basaltic gravel. Broad g·ulehes cut in this 8lope reveal thick strata of 
these coarse gravels interstratified with some ~andy material. At some 
point near the river coaly material has been found, no doubt em bedded 
in these strata. vV est of Prairie the basalt north of the river is for 
some distance covered by these gravels. 

Along the road down to John Day, volcanic bluffs, as stated, 
follow the north side of the river. The south side of the alluvium is 
bordered by lower bluffs, from 100 to 300 feet hig·h, less abrupt and 
with smoother outlines. They consist of eoarse gravel with occasional 
softer strata, and in several places are seen to rest on basalt (fig. 85). 
All these gravels form a part of the old, late ~eocene flood plain which 
shortly after the close of the eruptions covered the ,John Day Valley 
to a height several hundred feet above the present river level. The 
position of this flood plain indicates that the river then took a course 
from 2 to 3 miles south of its present channel. The exposures at 
Canyon (see below under "Placer mines"), indicate that the bottom 
of these old river deposits lies considerably below the present bed of 
the river. 

The most recent deposits are the alluvial sands and gravels along the 
present river course. These are over 1 mile wide at the junction of 
John Day River and Strawberry Creek. Two miles below Prairie are 
narrows, where a little canyon has been cut through a bed of basalt. 
Below this the alluvial deposits are from 1,000 to 2,000 feet wide. 

GOLD-QUARTZ VEINS. 

Canyon Peak, the bold salient from the main range which rises 
back of Canyon, consists of coarse gabbro or gabbro-diabase containing 
irregular masses of a dark-green, finer-grained diabase or diabase-por
phyry. This hill is celebrated for its rich pocket veins, and most of 
the placer gold in the vicinity is probably derived from its veinlets. 
The production from these veins is very diffieult to estimate. At any 
rate it has not been very considerable, and few of the prospects rise to 
the rank of a mine. On the summit of Canyon Peak, H miles above 
the Great Northern, is the Idaho vein. There is said to be a strong 
vein of quartz, in the vicinity of which many small pockets ha\·e been 
found. Some distance below is the Mountain View. Here, also, is a 
well-defined strong vein, 3 feet wide, crossed by a network of string
ers carrying products of eoarse gold. 

The Great Northern mine is located 2 miles southeast of Canyon, 
on a steep slope 1,540 feet above the town, at an elevation of ±,700 fePt. 
A very fine view of John Day Valley is obtained from this point. This 
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deposit was discovered in 1898 by Ike Guker. Placers have been 
worked in the gulch a couple of hundred feet below it. In 1898$30,000 
was extracted from one of the seam::; in a surface cut, and prospecting 
operations han since that time been carried on by a company having 
its headquarters in Salt Lake City. The developments aggregate 2,000 
feet of drifts and crosscuts. 

The country rock consists of gabbro and irregular bodies of diahase
porphyry. The latter, being often soft and traversed by calcite seams, 
is locally called lime, though it is without doubt an igneous rock. 

A surface pit, about 50 feet by 50 and perhaps 20 feet deep, shows 
decomposed rock cut by seams usually dipping 30° to 40° east or west. 
The bonanza mentioned aboye was extracted from one of these beams. 
From a tunnellenC\l 50 feet below extensive drifting has been done in 
an attempt to follow these seams. A vein of quartz 1 to 2 feet thick 
has been unconred, striking north to south, and dipping 25° 'N. 
This is practically barren and is accompanied by an impregnation of 
pyrite and seams of calcite. Some of the seams in the tunnel above 
the Yein carried wire gold, with a tendency to crystallization, inclosed 
in calcite. 

About 30() feet east of this point another strong quartz vein, 2 feet 
thick, has been found. This strikes east-west, and dip15 35° S. It carrie:-; 
massi,-e white n'in quartz, in places stained green by ehromium. 

At Prairie Diggings, 3 miles east of Canyon, placers containing 
rough quartz gold haYe long been worked. In the same vieinity is 
reported a large yein of base c-haracter and, to judge from specimens, 
inclosed in slate. In Raymond's re.port for 1870 it is stated that the 
body of quartz mixed with country rock is ±00 feet wide, strikes 
northeast to southwest, and dips 6CP SE. In 1872 a mill bad been 
ereetecl and $10.000 extracted, hut soon after this the enterprise was 
abandoned, the quartz being, it is stated, of too low grade. 

Aside from the occurrences deseribed, the Strawberry Range 
apparently contains few mineral deposits. Near the head of Canyon 
Creek, 7 or 8 miles southeast of Canyon, elaims have been located. 
The Chambers group is said to show a strong quartz vein 5 to 30 feet 
wide, containing a little ehalcopyrite and limonite. The strike is said 
to be N. 60° E. In the .. Will Clea\'er group, in the same vicinity, 
similar ore is found, claimed to average .$8 in gold and ± per cent in 
eopper. 

Almost clue south of Prairie, high up on the side of Strawberry Butte, 
a great number of claims have been located, the principal one known 
as the Oregon 'yonder. A trail leads up to this place from Gillespie's 
sawmill (ele,·ation ±,200 feet) near the mouth of Indian Creek Canyon. 
The trail for the first few hundred feet leads onr serpentine. Above 
thi.;; rosk lie lwav~· flows of hasalt. which at the claims (elevation 6,300 
feet) is cut hy a hig rhyolite dik(' at !Past 800 fpet wide, the outcrops 
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of which form a bold and precipitous eliff. This dike eontinue,.; for 
a long distance eastward and a eontinuous chain of elaims i::; located on 
it. The rock is a yellowish-gray to brownish lithoidal rhyolite, show
ing- Yery pronounced flow structure. It consists of ~;anidine erystals 
embedded in a microfelsitic groundmass. Little spots and seams of 
limonite abound in it, and it also carrie~ trace:'> of silver, and occasion
ally traces of gold. 

PLACER MINES. 

The placers of Canyon are justly celebrated as the most important 
and productive deposits of the kind in Oregon. . They were disco\·
ered in 1862, and in less than a year many thousand miners were at 
work on the g-ravel bars of the creek and in the gulches of the sur
rounding hills. During the first few years the production was very 
great, but exact fig-ures will probably nenr be known. Estimatt>s are 
made varying from $3,000,000 to $5,000,000 a year. In 18t)5 the 
product was estimated at $22,000 a week (Raymond's report, 1Si0). or 
about $1,000,000 a year. In 1870 it had already fallen to $300~000 a 
year. In the fol~owing year the production was still further reduced, 
but remained for a long time about $100,000. The Mint reports for 
1883 and 1884: estimatP. $87,000 and $80,000; for 1890 $72,000, and for 
1891 $100,000. ·while the figures are incomplete and untrustworthy, 
it is scarely probable that the total production much exceeds$15,000,UUO. 
In 1882there were 16 hydraulic plants (many of them small) in operation, 
and two-thirds of the products were derived from Chinese companies. 

At the present time both white and Chinese miners are operating, 
mostly on a small scale. Mines near Marysville and the Hnmholdt 
hydraulic mine were worked. The amount annually extracted from 
the placers during- the last few years probably varies between $30,000 
and $50,000. 

The water supply is 
and gulches east of it. 

abundant, being secured from Canyon Creek 
The principal ditches are reported as follows: 

Ditches in Canyon Creek di.strict. 

Name. 
Capacity (in 

llliles. miner's 
inches ). 

Miners _ . _ . .'. _ .... _ ...... - .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - · · - - · · · - · · - - 20 iOO 
Hillis .. __ . _ ... ____ .. __ .. _ ..... _ . _ .... __ ..... -... - - .. ------- 11 800 

Thompson. _. _ ..... _ ... - ... -. -------.--- ·--- ·--- - -- ·---- --- - 4 600 

Hun1boldt. ___ ........ _-.- ... --.---- ·-- ---- ·----------- · ·-- 8 1,200 

Lone Star. __ . _ .. __ . __ . _ .... - . - - - - - - - . - - - - - · - - - - - - - -- · · · · - - - - 4 500 

Forlorn Hope .. _ .. _ ....... - .. ---.--- . --- ·--- ·--- ·--- ·- -- · --- 4 500 
I 
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The section exposed along Canyon Creek above John Day shows 
<I) , _ 1, ..- 1 _ 

1 
~, T well the position of the older gravels and is illus- _ 

'< -:.' '- '-
1 

...._' ' - / trated in fig·. 85. Resting· on basalt and rhyolite ~ - ' \ , .... ' \ - I' 

~ •..,-,- -- 1:: ~- - tuff are heavy, coarse gravels, which are welJ 
~ ,, ....... , '-
~ , - 1 ,-; ,' , ' eXJ)OSed on the west side of the creek at Canyon, 
~ -~ - ' I, '- -
a~ ,.:,-' 1 -' wherethevarel50feetdeepandoverlainbyfiner ~ _ _ ,_,, _ J 

z 

~t- --~'\': -,'_ gravel, in part sandy or clayey. At the Hum-
~~ ..:,;,'_-- boldt hydraulic mine 80 feet of the latter isex-
·':P - .... - / ..... 
c:, . 1- ' .; posed. On the south side of the creek, on the 

l )\( ! · ;::t~~ir:;in~: ~:c~~?t~:~e o~~~ly~~~ ::;; 
~ ~ f: -~ and clayey sediments are exposed, and they reach 

i\ ;; o up to the foot of the mountains at an elevation 
•' ~ ~ 

~:.:: -s of 3,900 feet, 750 feet above the town. In the 
~ :~·. ;: g gulches descending from the gold-seamed Can-
t-h~~~ N yon Peak, which have cut into these soft deposits, 

"' ~ ~_.i_),. :,·:,· ; ri.:h placers are found. Some of these gravels 
::· .. ~ are worked now near Marysville. 
g ~ In the creek bed near Canyon a shaft is re-
~ ~ "' ported to have been sunk in 1873 to a depth of 
• , , -o 

:;;? ~ 300 feet without reaching bed rock. 
:.: ~ It is clear that there is a great complication of 

~ :~·;, ~ -~ deposits at Canyon, gravels of very different pe-
t ~~:· € ~ riods being present, and considemble time would 
~- ,:~ C'J :2, be required to establish the exact relations. On 
ttS •a ' ~ 
~ 6 the whole, it seems thatshortlyafterthe eruption 

+> 

~ 
<: 

.!5 

.. 
' 

~ of the basaltic and rhyolitic lavas flowing down 
~ from the north the stream was crowded over close 
> 
» 
"' A 
;: 
0 .., 
~ 
8 
:.; 

"' g 
:;:; 

" lJ 

l 
!2 

"' ~ 

to the mountains and heavy gravels accumulated 
in it. This must have taken place in the Pliocene 
epoch. The bottom of this channel has never 
been exposed. It is probable that the Pliocene 
gravels cover earlier accumulations of auriferous 
gravels, but that these can ever,iffound, be prof
itably worked is extremely unlikely. The coarse 
gravels are very poor in gold-in fact, practi
cally barren. 

As the deposit deepened the width of the river 
bed inereasecl , and seyeral hundred feet of finer 
sediments were deposited on top of the coarse 
gm,·els. At the same time the detritus from 
the hig-h mountains on the south began to push 
the ri\·er northward again, and during this 
g-radual process the high bluffs on the north 
side of the ri n'r were formed. 
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The thwr gTrwels are workable only at eertain place:" . The mo:-;t 
important locality i~ the Humboldt mine, 150 feet ahon' Canyon and 
on the western side of Canyon Creek. Hydraulk operation~ han~ 

been carried on here for many years. A ~trip of ground half n mile 
long and several hundred feet wide has been ·washed, lt>aYing a hank 
80 feet in height (Pl. LXXIV, A). The bed rock is formed by coarse, 
eemented gravel; the pay is said to be coneentrated in the first± feet 
overlying the bed rock. The exposed bed rock is nearl~· le,·el, but is 
said to slope gently westward. This graYel mine ha~ been ·worked for 
o\·er thirty years, the output being reported as from :i\10,000 to $20,000 
per season. These gravels, no doubt, represent the bed of Canyon 
Creek at a time when the main stream had already been pushed north-

. ward to nearly its present position. The rich gTa,·els of Marysnlle, 
situated on the hill H miles east of Canyon, and the gra ,·els of the 
present gulches above Marysville are comparatively reeent deposits; 
they are derived from the rieh poeket vein of Canyon Peak, and some 
of the deposits have been worked almost up to the veins. Most of the 
gold has, however, been caught on the days and granls of the older 
river sediments, below the outcrops of the older rocks. 

·with the final establishment of the present drainage, Canyon Creek 
has been deepened to its present level. Its bed is from 200 to 600 feet 
wide, eovered with gravels to a depth of 15 to 18 feet. These ha,·e, 
of course, been worked over, some parts more than once, but a certain 
amount of gold is still found concentrated on the bed rock. The 
workings extend for 5 miles up from John Day River. In 1900 pros
peeting shafts were sunk in these gravels with a Yiew to dredging 
operations, and the results are said to have been satisfaetory. The 
placer gold from Canyon is often 900 fine, and sometimes, as at the 
mouth of Canyon Gulch, 990, or $19.82 per ounce. The gold from the 
quartz veins averages 8:30 fine. 

Above John Day there is apparently not much g-old in the main 
river, but below this place for several miles the bars haye been, and 
are still, worked by derricks and wheelbarrows. The depth to bed 
rock is usually only about 18 feet. Extensive prospecting for dredg
ing ground was recently undertaken ± miles below John Day by the 
Pomeroy Company, of Portland. The results han been so satis
faetory that a dredger will soon be erected here. The grrn·eb are 
reported to average 0\·er 30 cents per cubic yard, most of thf' gold. of 
course, being found on the bed roek. Bed roek of seqwntine and 
i-ilate shows at intervals, aceording to Mr .• T. H. Pomel'oy, iu the ri,·er 
helow John Day, and the gold is ofkn so coarse that it must be of loeal 
origin instead of having been washed down from Canyon Crt>t'k. 

At Spanish Gulch, about 70 miles west of Canyon, on Crookf'd 
RivPr, auriferous gran'ls were deposited on serpentinP, and haye 
been worked for m:w~· years. A production of $1.±ou i.-; ~:in'n for 
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1~8~ in the l\Iint reports. In 189t\ $16,000 was taken out in a couple 
of months, the gold being wry coarse. This locality, which was not 
visited, is, a:; far as known, the most westerly point of the gold belt of 
eastern Oreg-on. 

Another district not visited is that of Fox, Hamilton, and Long 
creeks, about 20 miles due west of Susanville. Small but persistent 
amounts of from $1,000 to $7,000 of placer g-old are yearly reported 
from this vicinity. 



CHAPTER VI. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS OF 1\llNING DIS'l'IUCTS 
(CONTINUED). 

VIRTUE DISTRICT. 

GENERAL FEATURES. 

The Virtue mining district, one of the oldest in eastern Oregon, is 
situated about 7 miles east of Baker City, and extends for about 12 
miles in a northwesterly direction, the width varying between 3 and 6 
miles. It covers a region of low arid hills rising in the great bend of 
Powder River, and may be considered as the northwesterly continua
tion of the Lookout complex. The elevations range from 3,4:00 to 
5~000 feet. The hills rise rather abruptly from Baker Valley and 
slope gently eastward toward the lower Powder River Valley. Most 
of the drainage is toward the latter. A rather reY'larkable feature 
within the hills is Virtue Flat, a desolate, sage-covered depression 
extending 8 miles east and west by 2 miles north and south. The 
water supply is very scant, the only flowing stream being Ruckles 
Creek, practically outside of the district. 

GEOLOGY. 

The predominating rock of the northern part of the district is a 
lighter or darker greenish-gray dioritie rock of granular texture, which 
nearly always bears evidence of ~ti·ong erushing, but rarely of schis
tosity. Frequently the rock is a veritable breccia, the different frag
ments being cemented by seams of feldspar or zoisite. The feldspars 
are largely converted into a flinty white mass resembling saussurite, 
and the hornblende seems uralitic. The mieroscope shows, in fact, 
that the rock is rather a saussuritic uralite-gabbro than a true diorite. 
This rock decomposes to a very light-colored dusty soil. At Virtue 
mine the dark-green rock seems more like a tuff belonging to the sur
face eruptions of a basic magma, and, though the exposures are poor, 
it is believed to be interbedded with the argillites which appear a short 
distance south of Virtue mine. 

The argillites occupy the whole southern part of the district. Their 
exposures are very poor, and a reliable strike and dip ean searcely be 
obtained. The rocks range from siliceous to calcareous, but are always 
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dark in color. Limestone occurs 3 miles west-northwest of Pleasant 
Valley, and also about halfway between that place and Baker City. 
No fossils could be found, and the deposits are small lenses instead of 
definite strata. Still the appearance seems to indicate a general east
west strike of the formation, and the belief seems justified that they 
are continued westward by the argillites of the southern end of the 
Elkhorn Range. 

A thin basalt flow CO\'ers the hills north of the Cliff mine and slopes 
gently eastward. The long slope toward the lower Powder River 
Valley is largely covered by shallow tuffs and gravels, apparently 
deposited in the waters of a Neocene lake. Many basaltic flows, also 
dipping northeast at angles of 10'\ form the complex southeast of 
Baker City, rising to 5,077 feet. At their base is a thinner series of 
rhyolite and light-colored rhyolitic tuffs. 

On the western side of the district, at the foot of Flagstaff Hill, 
extends the alludum of Baker Valley. On the eastern side the Virtue 
Flat is covered by deep loams, sands, and semiangular gravel. On 
the hills surrounding it, up to 200 feet abo,·e the flat, lies fine, well
washed gravel. The very divide near Flag·staff is covered by deep, 
light-eolored loam. In the gravels near the Virtue mine a molar of a 
mammoth has been found. 

QUARTZ VEINS. 

Quartz veins striking in many directions are found in tl-e district, 
but the most prominent veins have a northwesterly course, a very 
unusual strike for this region. Individual veins are not traceable for 
long distances. The dips are usually southwesterly. Most of the 
deposits are normal, simple quartz veins, with very small amounts of 
sulphurets, and free, coarse gold of a high degree of purity. Pockety 
shoots of coarse gold are of frequent occurrence. The total produ('.tion 
is probably $2,500,000. 

Vi'rtue, mine.-As this mine is one of the earliest and largest pro
ducers of the whole region described, it may be desirable to outline its 
interesting· history more fully. It is 7 miles nearly due east from 
Baker City in air line, and is situated in the foothills of the dry and 
barren ridges which partially fill the big bend of Powder River. The 
drainage around it is to the northeast into the lower part of the riyer; 
its eleyation is 3,800 feet. 

The cliscoYery elates from 1862, and was due to the tracing up of rich 
placers filling the gulches below it. For ten years after its discovery 
it was known as the Rucker or Union mine. A great deal of work 
was clone in early days, as shown by Raymond's report of 1870. 
From 1871 to 1878 it was worked nearly continuously, largely by 
Bnnvn and Virtue. In 1878 it was sold to Grayson & Co., of San 
Francisco, and up to 188± was worked in a more or less satisfactory 
manner. From 1H8± to 1893 the mine was idle, but in the latter year 
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work was resumed and continued with excellent results until 1898, 
when, after a short period of idleness, it was sold. to the Consolidated 
Virtue Mine Company, of Montreal, Canatla, also owners of the ad
joining Collateral mine. After a short period of work in the upper 
parts of the mine, it was again closed on August 1, 1899. 'Vhen 
visited, the mine was, unfortunately, shut down. The property is 
equipped with a 20-stamp mill. 

The production up to 1878 was $1,250,000. From 1878 to 188! 
$200,000 is the estimated amount. From 1893 to 1898 the production 
was $739,000, the maximum being reached in 1896 with $259,000 and 
the minimum in 189~ with $13,100. The total production is thus 
$2,189,000. 

Su-'•ce• ---,.-.-)---r~-~-

' ' 
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FIG. 86.-Approximate workings and extent of pay shoot in Virtue mine, in projection on the plane 
of the vein. 

The earlier developments consisted of three tunnel levels, the low
est of which is 300 feet below the croppings. From the lowest tunnel 
a vertical shaft was sunk 800 feet deep, and at each 100 feet crosscuts 
were made to the vein. The lenls extend from 200 to !00 feet north 
and 800 to 900 feet south from the shaft. 

The country rock is a greenstone of yery fine grain and dull green
ish-gray color, some of it ha,-ing a serpentinoid appearance. It is an 
old volcanic tuff or breccia, probably of the same age as the slates of 
the White Swan or the gabbro and diorites of Flagstaff. Much of it 
is so altered that its original character can be recognized only with 
difficulty. It has no slaty structure. 

The vein strikes northwest and dips !5:) to 80° S,Y., its width yary
ing from 6 inches to 12 feet, being on an ayerage H inches. South
easterly it may be traced into the adjoining Virginia mine. 
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The ore is a white, normal, coarse vein quartz with some arusy 
caYities. It contains free gold, which often is very coarse and shows 
imperfect crystallization; it is unusually pure, reaching a fineness of 
9-:1:0. The quartz contains an extremely small amount of sulphurets, 
consisting of a little pyrite and chalcopyrite. Occasionally the quartz 
is banded by shearing, and this is considered the best rock. The 
eountry rock near the veins contains seams of calcite and pyrite, 
hut ordinarily carries no value. The richest ore occurred near the 
surface. In 1H70 the average yield was $20 per ton; in 1873, $40 per 
ton was reported; in 1875, $24 per ton. From 1893 to 1898 the ore 
averaged $15 or $16 per ton. Still richer chimneys were occasionally 
found in the main ore shoot. 

The approximate extent of the pay shoot is shown in the accom
panying figure, the data having been kindly furnished by Mr. R. R. 
Grayson. From the seventh level up, the ore was stoped for the full 
distance of the drifts, the ore shoot being practically 1,200 feet long. 
According to the earlier data in Raymond's report of 1870, the upper 
part of the shoot above the lowest tunnel level was much shorter. Mr. 
Grayson states that "no stoping was done between the eighth and the 
seventh level, as the ledge matter was broken up and carried but slight 
values." The mine was then abandoned, and since that time it has 
never been unwatered. 

An interesting feature is that the water in the shaft is very abundant 
and stands a short distance below the collar, that is, a couple of hun
dred feet above the level of the valley. Moreover, it is warm or tepid, 
so that it must represent an ascending column of the underground 
circulation. The high temperature was a serious obstacle to the 
working of the mine. 

As may be expected, there are a great number of claims and pros
pects near the Virtue mine, but none of these have as yet proved 
important producers. The southeasterly extension of the Virtue has 
heen worked by means of a shaft in the Virginia. Adjoining on the 
southwest is the Collateral, a vein said to be similar in character to the 
Virtue, and accessible by crosscuts from the lower levels of the Virtue 
workings. 

Flagstaff mine.-This is situated 6 miles northeast of Baker City, on 
a small knob in the low range of hills separating the upper and lower 
Powder River valleys. The elevation is 3,900 feet. During the last few 
years the mine has been developed with a 730-foot incline and dri·fts 
aggregating 5,500 feet. A 10-stamp mill was erected in 1898 and run 
for a few months, yielding a production of $32,000. The mine has 
been idle since that time. 

The country rock is a diorite or gabbro, showing evidence of much 
irregular crushing. The vein strikes east-northeast, and dips 55° ; 
it is very persistent, 5 to 8 feet wide, w1th 18-inch-wide pay streak. 
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The ore is a white, massive quartz, with some calcite and occasionally 
scheelite, but containing scarcely any sulphurets, except a little stib
nite and tetrahedrite. The average value per ton is said to be $16. 
The fineness of the bullion is 820. Plate amalgamation does not 
extract the fu)~ value, and tailings should be further treated, perhaps 
with the cyanide process. Three levels are turned 100 feet apart, 
except the first, which is 160 feet below the surface, and a considerable 
amount of ore is said to be blocked out. The fourth level is not 
opened. In a crosscut from the third level a new vein was struck, said 
to show 2 feet of quartz of excellent value. Water was not found in 
the shaft until 575 feet below the surface, or 450 feet vertical depth, 
that is, about 100 feet above the level of Powder River at Baker City. 

Other mines and claims.-Half a mile north of the Flagstaff is the 
Cliff mine, the vein of which crops just below the basaltic cap in 
crushed and partly schistose diorite. It is developed by a vertical 
shaft 300 feet deep. The vein has a northerly strike and consists of 
1 to 3 feet of soft quartz in decomposed dioritic rock. Scheelite in 
considerable masses was identified from this mine by Mr. C. L. King, 
of Baker City. A little calcite also occurs in the quartz. 

In the foothills north of Virtue Flat, 3 miles east of Flagstaff, the 
Columbia-Friday vein crops through several locations. On the Friday 
and the Columbia the vein has been opened by small incline shafts. 
The vein is similar to the Flagstaff, strikes northwesterly, and dips 
40° SW. The quartz of the Columbia shows very fine comb structure. 

Many prospects are found on the ridge 500 feet high 1 mile south 
of the Flagstaff, the principal developments being on the Rachel claim. 
The country rock is a crushed and partly schistose diorite. In general 
appearance the vein is like that of the Flagstaff; the strike is north
westerly. In some of the prospects stibnite has been found. 

The White Swan mine is situated 3 miles east-southeast of the 
Virtue at similar elevation and in the same desolate foothills. Here, 
also, rich gulch diggings led up to the vein. The mine was worked 
most successfully about ten years ago, and has been idle since 1897. 
The production is estimated at not less than $200,000. The Mint 
reports give $72,000 and $72,6±2 as the output during 1891 and 1892. 
The developments consist of a nearly vertical shaft 300 feet deep, with 
drifts on the various levels. The mill equipment consists of 10 stamps. 
In contrast to that at the Virtue a black, soft argillite, with a few 
sharply defined dioritic dikes here forms the country rock. The vein 
strikes northwesterly and is nearly vertical. The quartz is white and 
massive, like that of the Virtue, and contains u very small amount of 
sulphides. A little calcite is present. Several other veins, not 
developed, are found in the immediate vicinity. 

The argillite bills south of the Virtue and southwest of the \Vhite 
Swan contain many small veins, in some of which good chimneys of 
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ore with coarse gold have been found. Among them are the Mabel, 
St .• T ohn, and the Carrol B. In the last named a rich streak bas 
recently been developed. The Mabel produced $7,000 from a similar 
pockeL . 

Bmzos mine.-Two miles north of Pleasant Valley and the same 
distance south of the White Swan is a vein covered by the Pleasant 
Valley and Brazos claims. On the latter the elevation is 4,100 feet, 
the drainage being southward toward Burnt River. The develop
ment of the Brazos is of recent date, and a 10-stamp mill was erected 
on it late in 1900. The developments consist of a tunnel with 1,000 
feet of drifts, no ore having been stoped at the time of the visit, in 
August, 1900. 

A black argillite, most of it soft and crushed, and without clearly 
defined bedding planes, forms the country rock. The vein strikes 
northwesterly and dips 20° to 30° SW'. The croppings, which are not 
conspicuous, rise to 125 feet above tunnel level. . The hanging wall is 
clearly defined by a clay seam, while the foot wall is also well marked. 
The width averages 3 or 4 feet, the vein matter consisting of soft, 
black argillite full of little nodules of quartz, rarely forming con
tinuous veins. The appearance suggests that movements on the vein 
have separated the quartz into isolated lenses. All of these quartz 
seams and nodules carry gold, some of it being coarse. The pay shoot 
is claimed to extend for 400 feet along the vein. The ore is probably 
low grade, but the cost of extraction and treatment, on the other hand, 
should be very low. 

In its northwesterly continuation the Brazos vein changes character, 
and the claim is exposed on the Pleasant Valley by a 175-foot incline 
as a normal quartz vein filled with 3 to 4 feet of massive quartz said 
to assay from $2 to $7 per ton. 

One mile east of Pleasant Valley two normal quartz veins crop on 
the Keystone claim with a northeasterly strike and flat southeasterly 
dip. The developments consist of a small shaft and several tunnels and 
cuts. 

PLACER MINES. 

The only placer mines in the district were found in the gravel-filled 
gulches leading up to the Virtue and 'Vhite Swan mines. These are 
now exhausted and only occasionally worked on a small scale. 

VICINITY OF NORTH POWDER. 

GENERAL FEATURES. 

North Powder is a little town situated at the northern end of Baker 
Valley, at an elevation of 3,250 feet, near the point where Powder 
River ahrnptly turns from a northerly to a southeasterly direction. 
The North Fork, heading among the granite peaks of the northern 
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Elkhorn Range, joins the main stream in this vicinity, and a short 
distance below this junction the latter enters an abrupt though not very 
deep canyon, through which it flows for about 16 miles before entering 
the lower Powder River Valley, the average elevation of which is 
2, 700 feet. This narrow and steep canyon bears every evidence of 
recent excavation. At the bend it is cut in older rocks, while farther 
south it is incised in the covering lavas. A low, lava-covered divide 
with maximum elevation of 3,44:0 feet here separates the Powder Ri,·er 
from the Grande Ronde Valley. The narrow point in the bend is 
occupied by bare, arid hills, rising 600 feet above the canyon. East
ward and westward from the bend the hills are covered with basalt 
flows. The floor of the valley gradually rises west of North Powder 
and almost imperceptibly passes into the heavily forested bills between 
Wolf Creek and the North Fork. South of that river the contrast 
between the valley level and the foothills of the Elkhorn Range become 
much more marked. In the middle of the valley, south of North 
Powder, rise two isolated groups of hills, the southerly points, 500 
feet high, being known as the Coyote Hills. 

GEOLOGY. 

The older rocks of this region are similar to the Triassic lavas from 
the foothills of the Eagle Creek Range, and probably belong to the 
same age. There is a marked absence of sedimentary formations, and 
most of the rocks might be classified under the general term green
stones. Along the principal mineral zone in the bend of the ri \"er, a 
locality known as the Farley Hills, dull, dark-green, fine-grained 
rocks prevail, containing much epidote and chlorite. In places they are 
cherty and partly silicified. A somewhat fresher, dark-gray rock 
from the Guthrie shaft proved to be an old basalt or metabasalt 
greatly altered and uralitized. At the bend of the river the canyon 
is cut in a medium-grained, somewhat crushed dioritic rock, which 
contains much orthoclase and is probably a monzonite. 

The Coyote Hills consist principally of normal, dark diorite with 
numerous dikes. Some of these are lamprophyric, practically dark
green and very fine-grained diorite; others are pegmatitic, consisting 
of orthoclase, microcline, with a little quartz and augite. The foot
hills north of the North Fork are made up of dark-green, medium
grained uralite-gabbro and diabase. South of the river similar rocks 
prevail, but the debris indicates that argillite and slate are also 
present. Near the mouth of Muddy Creek Canyon the light-gray 
granodiorite of the Elkhorn Range reaches the foothills. 

Tertiary volcanic rocks chiefly appear on the divide north of "\Volf 
Creek and the sharp bend of Powder River. The prevailing rock is a 
black, glassy basalt, very similar to that occurring northwest of l\ledi
eal Springs, and probably bt>longing to the same system of tiows. At 
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a place in the foothills near North Powder a gray rhyolite tuff al1;o 
appears and is locally used as a building stone. 

The basalt flows whieh begin north of Flagstaff mine in the hills 
between the upper and lower river extend westward into the district 
as far as Magpie Peak. The Pleistocene deposits are abundantly rep
resented by the tlood plain of Baker Valley, extending from Baker 
City on the south to the beginning of the canyon near North Powder 
on the north. The main river has not cut into the accumulated gravel 
of its alluvial deposits, but along the North Fork evidences of a some
what more active erosion are seen. Westward from North Powder 
slightly undulating plains extend for several miles and then grade 
into gTavel slopes, through which the river has cut a trench 20 to 40 
feet deep, :filled with the most recent deposits. 

l\IINERAL DEPOSITS. 

No mines of any importance have yet been developed in this 
vieinity, but there are many prospects and indications of mineraliza
tion. Fissure veins are seen in a few places only. The predominating 
type seems to be a pyritic impregnation in the old greenstones. 

A belt of prospects extends for several miles along the base of the 
hills southeast of North Powder, the locality being generally known 
as the Farley Hills. Seven miles east of Haines is the Jenkins group 
of prospects, whieh were not visited. Two miles northwest of the lat
ter place is another group of claims, the most important of which is 
known as French Joe. The greenstone is here covered by a few feet 
of iron capping, c·hiefly limonite, which is said to contain some gold. 
Associated with it is much partly silicified and iron-stained rock. A 
prospect hole close by shows magnetite and epidote, and another, not 
far distant, some eopper-stained and silicified greenstone. No vein 
quartz is visible. About 3 miles farther northwest, in the same low 
foothills, are the claims owned by Forsey and Coppinole. Here much 
iron-cap and honeyeombed quartzose material is exposed in a shaft 
4-0 feet deep. This ore is reported to contain over $6 in gold. Sam
ples from this and the previously deseribed claims showed only small 
quantities of gold and silYer, but it is stated, on apparently reliable 
authority, that some Yery rich ore has been found. A mile farther 
northwesterly is a group of elaims covering croppings, 200 feet wide, 
of rusty and eellnlar iron eap. The Buckeye and Pittsburg claims 
extend to the west and Past from this place, while another line of 
claims, the Keystone, Gallagher, Climax, and Delta, is laid out from 
north to south aeross the same eroppings. A 50-foot shaft with drifts 
represents the deYelopment on the Keystone, and shafts of about the 
same depth have been sunk on the Delta, Gallagher, Buekeye, and 
Pittslntrg. The Buekeye, also known as the Guthrie, is said to show 
a considerable body of auriferous material. East of these claim~; are 
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others which are reported to carry oxidized copper ores. It seems 
most probable that all these deposits were originally impregnations of 
pyrite and chalcopyrite along certain lines and, in the main, similar to 
those found in the foothills of the Eagle Creek Range. Extensive 
decomposition and oxidation, due to the low ground-water level, has 
converted these impregnations into masses of iron capping. The copper 
and the silver have been extracted and the small amount of gold con
centrated. At least this seems the most plausible explanation. 

Fh·e miles west of North Powder, in the low foothills half a mile 
north of the North Fork, are several prospects showing narrow quartz 
veins with reported good values in gold. They are contained in green
stone and have a northerly strike and an easterly dip. 

Six miles west of North Powder, in the same locality and in the 
same country rock, are several copper prospects, the principal one 
named Copper King. The deposit is developed by an inclined shaft 
150 feet deep. The ore shows some chalcopyrite, as well as malachite 
and chrysocolla. At the southern foot of the most prominent peak in 
the Coyote Hills a well-defined quartz vein i~ exposed by a small shaft 
and several hundred feet of tunnels. The yellowish, honeycombed 
quartz carries some stibnite, and gold values of about $7 per ton were 
obtained from it. The vein strikes north and south, and dips 70~ ,Y.; 
width of vein matter is 2 to 3 feet; width of quartz, 2 to 6 inches. The 
vein crops in diorite. Close by is a prospect showing dark diorite, 
copper stained on the joints. 

PLACER MINES. 

Among the few placers known from this deinity are those of Bulger 
Flat, situated between the Elkhorn Range and the sharp conical hill 
rising at its foot 7 miles west-southwest of North Powder. The pro
duction is small, but has been pretty constantly maintained for many 
years. Placers have also been worked near the head of 'Volf Creek, 
10 miles northwest of North Powder. The North Powder and its 
tributary, Antone Creek, do not seem to contain any placers, nor are 
any other kinds of deposits reported from their watershed. 

COPPER BUTTE DISTRICT. 

GENERAL FEATURES. 

This mining district, which has attracted mueh attention recently 
on account of its copper deposits, is situated about 18 miles north"·est 
of Baker City in the first foothills of Eagle Creek Range, rising . ' from the alluvium of lower Powder Rinr Valley. The low arid hills 
aseend Yery gradually toward the higher basaltic plateau, which is 
covered with forest, and the elevations in the copper-bearing district 
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vary from 2, 700 to 4:,000 feet. The drainage is toward Powder River, 
by a series of creeks and gulches which do not cut far back into the 
mountains. The water supply is not abundant. 

GEOLOGY. 

The foothills below the basalt cap are occupied by a series of old 
eruptive rocks associated with minor masses of clay slates and lime
stones. The outcrops are generally poor and the whole surface is 
deeply decomposed, often rendering an exact determination of the rocks 
difficult. The old eruptives may be designated greenstones-that 
is, greatly altered basalts and diabasic basalts (metabasalts)-together 
with tuffs, which also have undergone much alteration. Some of the 
rocks were very vesicular, the cavities now being filled by calcite and 
zeoliteb. These old amygdaloid basalts were formerly often called 
melaphyres. The alteration consists in the abundant formation of 
chlorite, hornblende, and epidote. Alternating with these rocks are 
minor masses of black clay slate and lenses of limestone. One of the 
largest of these limestone lenses crops 1 mile northwest of Table Moun
tain and is called the Big Lime dike. It is at least 600 feet long and 
100 feet wide. Smaller masses are found 1 and 2 miles north of Med
ical Springs; others at the mine of the North American Copper Com
pany and near Gilkeson's ranch. Many of them appear entirely 
embedded in greenstone. The limestone is not greatly altered, but it 
was not possible to obtain any recognizable fossils, though there are 
many indeterminable remains of organic life. The stratification of 
this series is not well defined, but it is believed that it has a moderate 
dip and a northwesterly strike. From the great similarity to the 
rocks of Eagle Creek, adjoining this district on the east, in which fos
sils have been found, the age of this series is believed to be Triassic. 
The greenstones and tuffs should be considered as surface eruptions 
which took place along the shore of a shallow sea. 

This area of old lavas is almost entirely inclosed by subaerial lava 
flows of a much later-Neocene-age. From Baker City to Medical 
Springs the gentle slopes down to the lower Powder River Valley are 
covered with shallow basalt flows in which the river canyon above the 
valley is cut. These flows extend continuously across the river, form
ing the high complex of hills north of Medical Springs, and, in fact, 
the whole region of the higher forested foothills. The flow structure 
of this lava is very well defined. Seen from a distance it forms a 
sloping table-land sharply rising above the bare foothills occupied by 
the older lavas; behind this table-land rise the high peaks of the Eagle 
Creek Range. The flows range in thickness from 200 or 300 to nearly 
1,000 feet; their lower edge is marked by a prominent line of rocky 
bluff':-;. Two mile:-; east of Gilkeson's ranch a point of this bluff', evi
dently underlain by clays and similar material, has slid .down toward 
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Balm Creek, and forms an exceedingly confused topography, charac
teristic of landslides. The basalts are, as a rule, fine grained or glassy 
and vesicular. 

1\IINERAL DEPOSITS. 

The minerals of value oecurring in this district are all found in the 
older Triassic la,·as and slates. The Neocene basalts contain no 
deposits. The principal interest is claimed by the copper deposits, 
which have received much attention during the last two years; large 
areas are covered by claims of more or less value. The copper ores 
contain some gold and silver, but gold-quartz veins and placers are not 
found until the drainage areas of Goose Gulch and Eagle Creek are 
reached. These are described under another heading. 

The copper deposits have been known for a long time. In Ray
mond's report for 1873 is a statement that "·w. B. Crane & Co. sold 
their copper mine [at Copper Butte] to Messrs. Carson, Williams & 
Co., of Detroit, Mich." A furnace waE erected and one smelting made 
of ±t tons of copper. Since that time the copper deposits have 
attracted but little attention until the recent high price for that metal 
encouraged further prospecting. That copper is extremely widely 
distributed in these rocks admits of no doubt. Slight green stains 
and minute grains of chalcopyrite or chalcocite are very commonly 
found. As . far as can be judged from the small developments, the 
majority of these copper deposits are not normal fissure veins, but 
replacements by chalcocite or bornite along certain ill-defined lines. 
Epidote and hornblende accompany the sulphides. A secondary 
development of native copper or oxidized copper minerals is often 
found near the surface. 

Below the basaltic bluff half a mile east of the Medieal Springs, at 
an elevation of 3,850 feet, is a copper prospect developed by a 70-foot 
shaft. The surface exposures are partly covered and unsatisfactory, 
but the dump shows some chalcopyrite in gangue of garnet, epidote, 
specularite, and calcite. Normal diorite and crystalline limestone are 
also present, but the diorite is probably a dike, for it does not show 
prominently on the surface. Though there does not seem to be much 
copper in sight, the deposit is interesting on account of its identity 
in mineral composition with the occurrences from the Seven Devils, 
Idaho. It is, in all probability, a contact deposit due to the meta
morphic action of the diorite on the limestone in which it is intrusiYe. 
No other deposits of a similar type haYe thus far been found in eastern 
Oregon. 

The claims of the North American Copper Company are located 1 
mile southeast of Table Mountain, at an elemtion of 3,300'feet and a 
short distance below the basalt bluffs. The country rock is here an 
amygdaloid metabasalt, with small ninlets of natrolite or similar 
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zeolites. Prehnite was not obselTed. Much of the rock contains 
chaleocite, in fine distribution, associated with epidote. Near the sur
face the rock also contained finely divided native copper throughout 
its mass, and especially in the little white zeolitic seams. For more 
detailed description see page 630. Of well-defined fissures or veins 
there i~ no indication. A shaft 120 feet deep has been sunk in this 
copper-bearing rock and crosscuts extend for 80 feet. It is claimed 
that a large mass of this rock contains enough copper to be profitably 
mined, milled, and smelted. The assertion is based on the well-known 
record of the Atlantic mine in the Lake Superior district, in which 
ore containing 0.64:8 per cent copper, or 13 pounds per ton, has been 
treated at a profit, the total cost being $1.19 per ton. This certainly 
sounds promising, but it must be borne in mind that, even if a large 
body of copper-bearing rock exists here, it would not be possible to 
mine it as cheaply in eastern Oregon as in the Lake Superior region, 
that transportation would be higher, and that, owing to the presence 
of chalcocite, conditions for concentration and smelting are much more 
unfavorable. The Lake Superior estimates must be revised to hold 
good for eastern Oregon. Large quantities of 3 or 4 per cent ore 
might be handled profitably in the present case. The total expense 
could scarcely be reduced below $5 or $6 per ton. 

Copper Butte is one of the earliest-known copper-bearing localities. 
It is situated on Clover Creek, near Gilkeson's ranch, at an elevation 
of 3,600 feet, and at the foot of the basalt bluff which overlooks the 
lower foothills. The road from Erwins, on the Powder River, at first 
ascends over low hills covered by tuffs and fine gravels, then crosses 
a belt of granite-porphyry about 1 mile wide, which probably is con
nec-ted with the Sparta granite area, and then enters the greenstones 
and clay slates. 

On the hill south of Gilkeson's ranch is a copper claim known as 
Little Baby. Two small shafts, in soft, black, clay slate, disclose what 
apparently is a vein striking northeast and dipping flat northwest. 
The vein is 1 to 2 feet wide and carries a very decomposed oxidized 
copper ore, chiefly malachite and chrysocolla, together with minute 
foils of a brilliantl.v yellow mineral which is a vanadate of copper con
taining sodium. 1t is closely allied to calciovolborthite and probably 
represents a new species. Half a mile north of the ranch is Copper 
Butte, with Copper Queen as the principal claim. Below the basalt 
bluff a considerable amount of oxidized ore, malachite, chrysoeolla, 
and cuprite, was found, irregularly permeating the amygdaloid green
stone and greenstone tuff which form the country rock. Some of 
this was rich, and the remains of a small furnace and widely scattered 
slag rich in copper bear nidence to former attempts to work the 
property. About 100 tons of 12 per cent copper ore are said to have 
been shipped, and about the same amount of 7 per cent ore could prob-
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ably be sorted out. The surface cuts are extensive and irregular and 
there are besides several short tunnels and shafts. Below the rich 
surface ore but little of value has thus far been found. Narrow seams 
are coated with malachite. Two of these seams are more regular than 
the others, strike northwesterly, and dip steeply; these contain, besides 
malachite, a little sulphide ore as bornite. No gangue is notice~ble. 

A few hundred feet northeast of these eroppings a tunnel 4:00 feet 
long has been driven into the hill to cut a supposed ledge carrying 
some copper stain, but nothing has thus far been found. 

A number of prospects haye recently been located on Baker Creek 
2 miles east of Gilkeson's ranch and a short distance below the basalt 
bluff. The country rock is the same altered green~tone. Many and 
extensive croppings of rusty and cellular iron capping are seen, and, 
in one place, copper stains. Although this iron cap is suggestive of 
pyritic deposits, the various cuts and tu-nnels seem to have developed 
very little of value. A few hundred feet below these croppings a 
body of impregnated rock, perhaps 10 to 20 feet wide, crosses the creek, 
and short tunnels have been driven on both sides. The rock is here 
fairly fresh and contains scattered pyrite and chalcopyrite, the latter 
made conspicuous by sulphate of copper incrusting the walls of the 
tunnel. A quarter of a mile farther down the creek a different and 
peculiar formation is found, consisting of strong outcrops of whitish 
silicified rock with mueh iron stain. No pyrite is visible. This rock 
forms a bluff 150 feet high, 200 feet wide, and extending for 300 feet 
on each side of the creek. This whole mass is said to be auriferou8 
and to contain from a trace to $5 per ton in gold. It is probably an 
altered and silicified greenstone. 

Many of the copper prospects are found on Goose Creek, some of 
them containing chalcopyrite. At the Snowstorm gold-quartz mine 
and also in the Goose Creek drainage are several copper claims. The 
surface shows much copper-stained float, and several10-foot pits have 
disclosed the presence of vertical streaks impregnated with bornite in 
the dark-green chloritic diabase, often amygdaloid, which forms the 
country rock. In one pit three of these impregnated streaks were noted 
in a width of 10 feet. Spreading from the small masses of bornite are 
malachite and chrysocolla. There is no distinct fissure vein, nor is the 
bornite connected with any visible gangue. An average sample across 
6 feet -gave 2.44 per cent copper and, further, 2.3 ounces silver and 
0.1 ounce gold per ton. 

SPARTA AND EAGLE CREEK MINING DISTRICTS. 

GENERAL FEATURES. 

Eagle Creek is one of the principal tributaries of Powder River, and 
its several branches head far back among the alpine peaks of the 
imposing mountain range. named after it. From their sources in the 
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bare, rocky amphitheaters, formerly filled with glaciers, the streams 
flow through forested canyons opening here and there to beautiful, 
park-like valleys with luxuriant pastures. At the junction of the 
forks the canyon is about 1,000 feet deep, and even in the driest sea-son 
carries an abundance of water. With gradually diminishing depth 
the canyon continues through the timbered ridges of the Eagle Range 
foothills and through the bleak lava flows skirting its base, until .finally 
its stream emerges into the broad, alluvial Eagle Valley, where it joins 
Powder River. 

GEOLOGY. 

Three main geological features may be distinguished. First, the 
granite area of Sparta; second, the great area of Triassic sediments 
forming much of the foothills and most of the high mountain region; 
and third, the basaltic plateau of Neocene lavas, the flows of which 
surround the Eagle Creek Range and fill the basin of the lower Powder 
River Valley. 

The Sparta granite occupies about 300 square miles at the end of the 
long ridge between Goose Creek and Powder River on one hand and 
Eagle Creek on the other. On the south and east it is covered by 
basalt; on the west it appears to change into the granite-porphyry 
exposed north of Keating. On the north it is replaced by the sedi
mentary series a short distance north of Sparta. The rock is a grayish, 
medium-grained, apparently normal granite, decomposed on the surface 
to a yellowish-gray, sandy soil, so that outcrops are rarely, if ever, seen, 
and fresh specimens can be obtained only in the mines 50 feet below 
the surface. The analysis shows it to be a soda-granite containing 
much albite. The relations of the granite to the Tdassic sediments 
were not observed. 

The Triassic series is well exposed on Eagle Creek. Rocks of the 
same age have been described from the Copper Butte district, but 
while there the prevailing rocks were old surface lavas (greenstones), 
here the sedimentary part of the series is developed much better. 

Limestone and black slate in small croppings were noted a short 
distance north of the Dolly Varden mine on the road from Sparta to 
Lily ·white. Similar rocks were noted 2 miles west of Sanger, at the 
Sanger mine, and at Lily White. On the road from the latter place 
to Cornucopia gray, soft, ealeareous shale and limestone, with north
erly strike, crop near the crossing of Eagle Creek, and the bluff at the 
bridge shows nearly horizontal gray limestone and calcareous shale, 
but little altered, in strata from 1 to 10 feet thick. The road continues 
up Paddy Creek, and limestone with uncertain dip is seen in places up 
to 800 feet above Eagle Creek, where it is covered by red and green 
shale and volcanic breccia of the same colors, containing fragments of 
old lavas and quartz-diorites. The dip is here probably 10° N., and 
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these rocks continue for a mile or two until the basaltic area is entered 
a short distance beyond Little Eagle Creek. On the high slopes abo,·e, 
toward Paddys Paradise, strong· croppings of limestone are seen. 

Between the junction of the forks and Miles Camp, 2 miles below, 
the series is well exposed in mostly horizontal beds, sometimes faulted, 
and in places containing strata of interbedded volcanic rocks. Half a 
mile below the junction is a high bluff, on the east side, whieh at its 
base shows horizontal strata of calcareous shale and limestone. Two 
hundred feet above the creek the strata dip 20° to 30° E., and contain 
abundant I£alobia shells and fragments of ammonites. Above the 
junction, on the east fork, bluish-gray limestone appears in heavy 
beds and continues in bluffs on both sides of the creek for half a mile. 
Three miles above the junction heavy limestone bluffs appear on the 
west side and the rock contains pentagonal crinoid stems and spines 
of echinoids. Interbedded with this limestone is a volcanic breccia of 
red and green colors, containing fragments of various lavas as well as 
of a quartz-diorite. From here on the limestone gradually becomes 
more crystalline. The trend of the strata is N. 10° E. and the dip 

- probably east, though it is difficult to determine exactly. The highest 
point reached was about 7 miles from the junction, where. at an eleva
tion of 4,500 feet, an important creek comes in from the west. Above 
this place the canyon, which has been open with sloping benches in 
the bottom, become::~ narrower, and the mountains rise several thou
sand feet on both sides. On the west side an enormous white sugar loaf 
of highly crystalline limestone, containing prisms of tremolite (Pl. 
LXXVI), reaches an elevation of about 6,000 feet. On the east the 
slopes are a little more gentle, but the mountains are much higher and 
consist of heavy masses of dark-green amphibolitic schist showing, 
high up on the declivities, huge, interbedded, lenticular ma&ses of 
gray limestone. The strike of the schistosity and also of the bedding 
is N. 20° E., the dip 60° E. (Pl. LXXV). This schist is the volcanic 
breccia mentioned above, which has been . compressed and made 
schistose by regional metamorphism. The transition from a series of 
altered limestone, shale, and volcanic breccias to sehists and crystal
line limestone is exceedingly beautiful and instructive. The change is 
rapid and yet gradual. High up at the head of the creek sharp lime
stone pinnacles rise to elevations of 8,000 feet; gTanitic rocks are 
probably entirely absent, though bowlders of this rock were noted in 
a gulch joining Eagle Creek 5 miles abo,·e the junction. A pas.sable 
wagon road leads up the East Fork from Lily White as far as i miles 
above the junction. From here a very bad trail leads across the 
mountains into the Imnaha drainage basin. 

The girdle of basalt flows of the Columbia Rinr laYa which sur
round the Eagle Range is loeall.r interrupted at the point where Eagle 
Creek breaks through the foothills. A few hundred feet of ba~mlt 
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overlies the Triassic shales at Sanger, and covers the top of the divide 
at Lily White. Another area is seen on the slopes between the two 
forks of Eagle Creek, and isolated basalt knobs are found as far down 
as Sparta Butte, a conical hill covered with a small patch of this rock. 
East of Eagle Creek and Sparta the basaltic tlows occupy large areas, 
and the aggregate thickness increases to over 1,000 feet. Here, as 
elsewhere in the realm of the Columbia River lava, the series is made 
up of a great number of thin superimposed tlows, some vesicular and 
glassy, others diabasic and massive. Tuffs are absent. The source of 
the basalt is probably to be found in dikes in the higher parts of the 
Eagle Range, as is so beautifully shown at Cornucopia, but local erup
tions may well have taken place elsewhere. In the Gem mine at 
Sparta, for instance, a basaltic dike cuts the vein. The time of the 
eruptions may unhesitatingly be determined as Neocene. 

There can be no doubt that glaciers once occupied the upyer part 
of the Eagle Creek drainage, but just how far they descended can 
not be decided on the present evidence. It is improbable that they 
extended as far as the junction of the forks of Eagle Creek, and for 
several miles above the topography suggests rather the gravel fiats 
common below the terminal moraines than the actual presence of the 
ice stream. 

QUARTZ VEINS OF SPARTA. 

The gulch placers of Sparta in most cases led up to well-defined 
quartz veins. Many of these were known in early days and gold was 
extracted by hand mortars, arrastres, and small mills. These opera
tions were not continued, however, and the production from the veins 
gradually fell off; from $60,000 for Union County in 1880, the output 
was reduced to $7,300 in 18~5, $15,000 in 1886, and $15,000 in 1887; 
but in 1889 there was a most remarkable change, the output in that 
year rising to $576,000. Most of this, of course, came from the Sanger 
mine and the Cornucopia, but a large proportion was contributed hy 
the quartz mines of Sparta. For the four years (1889-1892) from 
which complete returns are available, the following productions are 
compiled: 
Little Pittsburg _____________ ______ ____________________________________ $111, 000 
vVindsor _____ ______ _______________ . ______________ ·_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 72,000 
Union Tunnel Company __________________ . ____________________ .______ _ 91, 000 
Gold Ridge Company ___ . __________ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 124, 000 
Free Thinker _______ ____________________________________________ ._____ 65,000 
Arkansas Belle . ________________________________________ . ____________ ._ 83,000 
:Magpie .. __ ___ ._ ... __ .. ___ . ______ . __ . __ ._ . _. ____ . __ ... ___ .. _ ... _. _ _ _ _ _ 19, 500 
New Gem ___ . ___ . __________ . _____ . _______ . _. _____ . _. _. ___ . __________ . 59,000 
Del :Monte __ ... ___ .. · -------. ____ ._ ........ _. _____ .. __ . . _____ . __ .____ _ 27,500 
Buffalo .. ______ . ___ .. __________ . __ ._ .. __ ... _. __ .. ___ ._. ___ . .... _ ..... _ 25, 000 

A~ the workings deepened the country rock became harder and the 
general conditions more unfavorable, so that of late years the produc-
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tion has again been declining, and in 1!JOO only one mine, the Gem, 
was worked on a larger scale. Though the veins are narrow they are 
rich, and it is more than probable that thorough prospecting will 
develop many good mines in the vicinity. The premlent strike of the 
veins is north-south or northeast-southwest; the dip is to the east or 
southeast. The country rock is throug·hout a granite, in which the 
biotite is usually eonverted to chlorite. The ore is free-milling quartz, 
with some s_ulphurets. 

The Gem mine, located 2 miles west of Sparta, was worked in early 
days, a 10-stamp mill being erected in 1873. Two years afterwards 
the mill was removed to Connor Creek, and the mine was idle for a 
long time. The vein strikes north-south and its dip is 40° E. The 
old workings followed the vein to a depth of 100 feet or more on the 
dip. The new developments consist of a vertical shaft 179 feet deep, 
with drifts extending 150 to 200 feet from two levels. The vein showf> 
sharply defined foot and hanging walls from 1 to 4: feet apart, between 
which lie crushed granite and streaks of quartz in some places 2 feet 
in width. The ore is normal coarse vein quartz, with free gold and 
a little pyrite and black zinc blende. Near the shaft the vein cuts a 
dike of granite-porphyry without changing, but on the second leYel 
south it is squarely cut off hy a basalt dike striking east-west and 
dipping 50:> S., along which some faulting has also taken place. The 
vein will in all probability be found to continue, as before, beyond the 
dike. 

PLACER MINES OF SPARTA. 

A long, heavily timbered ridge follows the western side of Eagle 
Creek for a long distance toward Powder River. The Sparta mining 
district occupies the southern end of this ridge, where the rounded 
hills, here scantily forested, gently slope toward the arid foothill~ of 
l?owder River. The elevation of Sparta is 4:,200 feet. The normal 
granite which forms the country rock is deeply decomposed and the 
gulches are filled with gravel. lt was found at an early date that these 
gulches, draining in all directions from the central hill, were aurifer
ous, but on account of lack of water little could be done until, in 1873, 
the Sparta ditch was completed, with a capacity of 3,000 miner's inches 
and a length of 22 miles. This canal takes its water from the west 
fork of Eagle Creek and carries it down on the long ridge to Sparta. 
Great activity followed its completion, but in a few years the output 
rapidly diminished. According to the Mint reports the placers pro
duced $35,000 in 1882, $30,000 in 1889, $4:,500 in 1890, $3,100 in lS~H, 
$85,000 in 1892. These figures may not be acurate, but they gh·e a 
general idea of the importance of the di~trict. At present a ;;mall pro
duction is maintained and much ground is still said to be available on 
the south slope toward Powder River. 

22 GEOL, PT 2-01--4:7 
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QUARTZ MINES OF SANGER AND EAGLE CREEK. 

At the head of Goose Creek, and at an elevation of about 4,600 feet, 
is situated the Sanger mine, which holds the record as the greatest 
producer in Union County.- The mill is located on Goose Creek, and 
the mine itself a couple of hundred feet higher, near the divide between 
that ereek and the vV est Fork of Eagle Creek. The vicinity consti
tuted the old pbcer camp of Hog'em, and from the gulches le.tding up 
to the mine the sum of $500,000 is reported to have been extracted. 
The principal vein, called the Summit lode, was discovered in 1870 
and actively worked during the following years. In 1R7± the produc
tion was $60,000, from ore containing $16 per ton. .T ust how much was 
produced up to 18H7 can not be ascertained, but it is not probable that 
the amount was very great. In 1887 a 10-stamp mill was built, and in 
1889 the production began to increase rapidly. During the four years 
1889-1892 the Mint reports give a total of $813,000 for this mine. 
"\York was discontinued in 1897 and the mine was idle until December, 
1900, when preparations were made to reopen it. What the total pro
duction has been is difficult to estimate. It is commonly given as 
$1,500,000, and this figure is very likely approximately correct. 

The developments consist of several tunnels and an incline shaft 400 
feet deep. Unfortunately there was no opportunity to examine the 
deposit, so that the information available is scanty. 

The country rock is a black clay I'Jlate, containing pyrite near the 
veins. The latter are well-defined quartz veins, with clay selvage, and 
dipping at gentle angles. To judge from available specimens, the ore 
is a normal coarsely crystalline vein quartz, with a little gray calcite. 
It contains about 3 per cent sulphurets, consisting of pyrite, chalcopy
rite, brown zinc blende, and a little galena, together with free gold. 
On the whole, it has considerable similarity to the ores of many Cali
fornia gold-quartz veins. The principal vein is said to eontain three 
pay shoots. The upper stopes were worked for a horizontal distance 
of 600 feet, 50 to 100 feet below the surface. The average width of 
the vein was here 15 inches and the ore yielded $20 to $25 per ton. 
Below the zone of surface oxidation the vein was from 2 to 4 feet wide 
and the ore yielded $12 per ton. If these figures are reliable it may 
mean that the oxidized \'ein has been leached and compressed to smaller 
,-olume; while the absolute amount of gold remained the same the 
tenor appeared to be inerea:;;ed by thi::; process. 

Senral other mines and prospects have been discovered in this dis
trict. Among them are the Basin claims, a few miles northwest of 
Sanger, whieh have been small producers. Three miles southeast of 
Sanger is the Snowstorm, cropping in greenstone~ striking northeast
er!~· and dipping 30° N"\V., den loped hy a 160-foot incline. Some 
rusty quartz was extracted and milled in the arrastre at Lily White. 

The Lily "\"\7 hite i:; ... ituated 4: miles sonthea:-;t of Sanger, on the divide 
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between Eagle and Goose creeks, has the same strike and dip, and crops 
in argillite country rock. The production is small. 

Four miles '!outh-southeast of Lily \Vhite, on the same divide, is the 
Dolly Varden. This is a big outcrop of rusty quartz and silicified 
shale, developed by irregular surface cuts and pits. No regular vein 
could be recog·nized. The Mint reports credit this locality with a pro
duction of $115,000, probably contained in rich pockets. 

Several claims are located on the east fork of Eagle Creek. About 
10 miles up from the forks Miller and Lane have been running an 
arrastre for several years. Two miles up from the forks is Cady's 
mill, with 10 stamps. This was partly supplied from a gold-quartz 
vein in Triassic sedimentary. rocks above the mill, but most of the ore 
came from the Sheep Rock mine, located 1 mile farther up the creek 
and 1,000 feet above it on the west side. A considerable amount of 
gold was formerly extracted here. The Mint report for 1892 credits 
$29,-!00 to this mine. The country rock is a Triassic volcanic breccia, 
the ore normal vein quartz with chalcopyrite and presumably free gold. 

Bornite in quartz, said to come from the contact of limestone and 
igneous rocks has been found in this vicinity. Another arrastre is 
located on Paddy Creek at the ·white claim, 3 miles southeast of the 
Lily White. 

PLAC1ER MINES OF SANGER AND EAGLE CREEK. 

The old placers of Sanger have already been mentioned. Shallow 
placers also occur on the road 2 miles west of Sanger mill and are 
occasionally worked. 

The placers of Eagle Creek have been worked at least since 1869, and 
each summer more or less mining is still carried on. The total amount 
extracted from these placers is probably considerable, but estimates 
are very difficult to obtain. In 1869 the district was known as the 
Cooster and 250 men were working in it. All along Eagle Creek are 
benches of heavy gravel, 50 to 100 feet above the stream; they are 
not large, however, and contain heavy bowlders, making the work 
expensive. In 1900 hydraulic ·work on a bench of this kind was 
proceeding on a small scale near Martin's camp, half a mile aboYe the 
forks of the .creek. A year or two ago it was proposed to handle this 
gravel on a large scale, but the attempt was abandoned. 

Near the forks drift mining has been carried on underneath the 
gravel benches. Similar and more successful drift mines are located 
at Miles's camp, H miles below the forks. Finally at .Martin's, still 
farther down, where the Cornucopia road cross~s Eagle Creek, small 
placers have been worked for a long time. 

Placer mines are also found on upper Paddy Creek and at Paddys 
Paradise, which are credited with a production of $-!3,000 between 
1889 and 1892. The present annual output of the placer mines of the 
Eagle Creek district is probably only a few thousand dollars. 
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CORNUCOPIA MINING DISTRICT. 

GENERAL FEATURES. 

The town of Cornucopia, which in recent years has become the home 
of a promising mining industry, is situated in the Eagle Creek Ra.nge 
not far from the bead of Pine Creek, and at an elevation of 4, 700 
feet. In air line it is 36 miles northeast of Baker City, but by the 
de,·ious ways of the mountain roads the actual distance is more nearly 
55 miles. Pine Creek drains about 3,500 square miles of the basaltic 
plateau at the eastern foot of the Eagle Runge. Cornucopia is located 
on the west fork of the stream, 7 miles above the little agricultural 
town of Carson, at the upper end of the fertile Pine Valley. From 
Carson the road ascends a narrow canyon through the basalt plateau. 
At Cornucopia the creek forks. The underlying older rocks rise from 
below the covering lavas and form ridges and peaks attaining eleva
tions of from 7,000 to 9,000 feet above the sea. It is an impressive 
region of deep (""~,nyons and precipitous slopes, and the geological 
features are not less striking than the topographic forms (see Pls. 
LXXVII and LXXVIII). 

GEOLOGY. 

The older rocks exposed at Cornucopia are granodiorite and mica
ceous schist. The granodiorite, which occupies a large part of Granite 
Mountain to the west of Cornucopia, is a light-gray, granitic, fairly 
coarsA granular roek, consisting of andesine feldspar, orthoclase feld
spar, biotite, and quartz. In places the prevalence of plagioclase and 
hornblende makes the rock assume the aspect of a diorite. A few small 
dikes of pegmatite or aplite are contained in the granodiorite. This 
rock is well exposed at the Union-Companion mine, in the high peak 
rising above it (Pl. LXXVI, B), and also in the upper part of Bonanza 
Basin (Pl. LXXVII, B). 

The predominant rock is a dark-gray to greenish micaceous amphibo
litic schist, weathering reddish or b!·ownish, and contrasting strongly 
with the gray granodiorite. The schist borders the granodiorite with 
exceedingly irregular contact, and is well exposed at the Red .Jacket, 
Emmet, and Last Chance mines. Dikes of granodiorite are found in the 
schist, which i:-; thus clearly the older rock. Brownish schist occupies 
the whole of Simmons Mountain between the forks of the creek, and 
also most of the very rough country at the head of the west fork, cul
minating in Cornucopia Mountain, the highest point in the range. 
The general strike of schistosity appears to Le north-south, the dip 
70° E. At the Red ,Jacket mine the schist is a fine-grained biotite
feldspar-quartz rock with rough cleavage. It is very similar to certain 
contact-metamorphic rocks or "horn feb." But little attention could 
be devoted to the schist area. It would not be surprising, however, if 
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these rocks should prove to be Triassic sediments and lavas altered by 
regional metamorphism, like those of upper Eagle Creek. 

The Columbia River lava is a very prominent feature of Cornucopia 
geology, and the exposures are particularly interesting, giving an excel
lent clue to the manner of eruption of these enormous basalt flows. The 
road from Eagle Creek enters the area on the divide between that sti·eam 
and Pine Creek. Emerging from the dense forests, one obtains a mag
nificent view from the basalt bluff, 1,000 feet high, overlooking Pine 
Valley. Long ridges of monotonous brown lava beds surround this 
fertile oasis, and, a little more heavily forested as the elevation 
increases, they cover the whole eastern slope of the Eagle Mountains 
up to elevations of 6,000 or 7,000 feet. Another fine view is obtained 
from a point near the Last Chance mine at Cornucopia. The heavy 
lavas extend right up to the Union-Companion mine, and rise, leaning 
against Granite Mountain, to an elevation of 6,200 feet. The town of 
Cornucopia practically stands at the contact of granodiorite and lava, 
at an elevation of 4, 700 feet. On looking up the east fork of Pine 
Creek the lava beds are seen forming its east wall up to the very divide. 
Their highest flows slope gently eastward and lean against the older 
rocks, at an elevation of 7,500 feet. 

The character of this remarkable lava formation is the same here as 
elsewhere: A series of dark-brown superimposed flows, each from 20 
to 150 feet thick, and distinguishable by slightly different weathering, 
due to slightly different texture. Tuffs are absent. The rocks are 
fine-grained to glassy olivine-basalts, some of them extremely vesicu
lar, and there can be no <loubt that they were poured out as subaerial 
flows, gradually piling up to their present depth. Rocks in the bottom 
of Pine Creek Canyon, a mile below Cornucopia, are likely to be as 
vesicular and glassy as those found 800 feet higher up in the series. 
The course of the contacts shows that the basalt was poured out over 
an extremely rugged mountain side scored by deep ravines. These 
ravines were filled by the lava, and, in many cases, the same gulches 
have been again excavated by post-basaltic erosion. 

The question of the mode and locus of eruption of the Col urn bia RiYer 
lava has long been a matter of much interest. A partial solution of the 
problem is found at Cornucopia. It was to be expected that the source 
of these flows, which encircle the base of Eagle Range as a somber 
mantle, should be found in the mountains, in spite of the absence of the 
ordinary topographic forms of volcanic centers of eruption. And it 
is found, indeed, that the old rocks near Cornucopia, the granodiorites 
and the schists, are cut in every direction by numberless dikes, through 
which the lavas once poured out-a liquid, basic magma pressed out 
in quiet flows accompanied neither by explosivP action nor by ashes, 
breccias, or tuffs. Numerous dikes cut Simnions :Mountain, hut they 
are less clearly dsihle on account of the dark-gray eolor of the schists, 
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and similar dikes cut the high granite hill abov~ the Union-Companion 
mme. 

A fine 10-foot dike cuts the granodiorite on the scale platform 200 
feet above the Union-Companion mill. Others, 50 feet wide, are seen 
on the Red Jacket claim. But nowhere are they developed on such a 
magnificent scale as in the rocky glacial cirque of Bonanza Basin 
(Pl. LXXVII, B). 

Two long straight basalt dikes, from 10 to 30 feet wide, cut across 
the ba.3in with a strike of N. 30° E. and an easterly dip of 70° to 80° ; 
this is perhaps the prevalent direction, but there are other dikes run
ning east-west or even curved and irregular. One of the latter kind 
descends the slope in a curve and is squarely cut off by the upper of 
the two straight dikes, which also possesses a very marked jointing, 
perpendicular to its walls. Other more coarse-grained basalts weather 
in rounded outcrops. The rocks are greenish gray to dark gray, of 
fine to medium grain, and not vesicular; they are normal basalts, with 
or without olivine. Most of them contain but a small amount of glass, 
and some have a well-marked diabasic granular structure. 

The basalt dikes are younger than the gold-quartz veins and fre
quently cut and fault the latter. 

The Pleistocene deposits of Cornucopia consist chiefly of moraines 
and glacial debris. Above Carson a gravelly and bowldery deposit, 
200 to 300 feet wide, covers the bottom of the canyon. A well-marked 
terminal moraine is met with 3 miles above Carson at an elevation of 
4,250 feet. Above this, glacial material is abundant. 

GOLD-QUARTZ VEINS. 

General statement.-The mines of Cornucopia were discovered 
comparatively late; very little was reported from this district until 
between 1880 and 1885, soon after which production began. In 1889 
the district was credited with $74,000 and since then an output has 
been steadily maintained. The camp has passed through various 
vicissitudes and much money has been unwisely spent. Even at the 
present time the industry is not established upon as firm a basis as it 
ought to have, for without doubt it is a district of great promise and 
should yield good returns from capital judiciously invested. 

The producing veins are all situated from 2 to 3 miles east to north 
of the town and at elevations ranging from a few hundred to 3,000 
feet above it. Prospects have also been found on Red Mountain, at 
the head of the west fork of Pine Creek, several miles above Cor
nucopia, but these are not, as yet, much developed. At least five 
principal veins may be distinguished; one of these is on Simmons 
Mountain, the other west of the creek. The strike is in general 
north-south, but with directions slightly converging northward. The 
<lip on Sinunon:-; )fountain is eastward, while the other veins dip west 
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at moderate angles. The veins are simple, sharply cut fissure veins 
with a filling of quartz and sulphurets; the ore is, to a great extent, 
free milling. · 

Union- Oornpanion mine.-One of the principal veins of the district 
is that passing through the Union-Companion and Red Jacket claims. 
These properties, together with the Last Chance vein, described later, 
and many other outside claims, are owned and operated by J. E. 
Searles. During 1900 the Union-Companion was the only mine 
worked on a large scale in this vicinity. Before the present owner 
acquired it, in 189±, it was operated by the Oregon Gold Mining Com
pany, of Louisville, Ky.; much money-$500,000 it is reported-was 
spent on it, and a 20-stamp mill was erected with pan amalgamation, 
according to the Boss continuous system. Being entirely unsuited to 
the character of the ore, this process was soon abandoned and plate 
amalgamation, concentration, and chlorination substituted. Shortly 
after the present management acquired control, chlorination was given 
up, proving more expensive than shipping to smelting works. The 
principal expense of mining in the district is the heavy freight charges 
over 50 miles of bad road. At present the ore is crushed by a 20-
stamp mill with 12 vanners, for which an electric power plant has lately 
been installed. The mill and principal working tunnel are located 
near the head of Fall Creek, 1 mile northwest of Cornucopia, at an 
elevation of 5, 700 feet. 

The total production can not be ascertained,' but it is scarcely prob
able that it has reached $100,000 in any one year since the beginning 
of operations, about 1888. In 1889 production from this vein reached 
$79,400; in 1890, $11,300; in 1891, $20,800; in 1892, $21,700. The 
total production for the three claims may, with some probability, be 
estimated at $600,000. The Red Jacket, actively worked for several 
years after 1889, is now idle. 

The total developments at the group probably amount to 10,000 feet 
of shafts and tunnels. The present workings are accessible through a 
crosscut 1,000 feet long, 300 feet below the Union croppings. Near 
the point where the vein is struck an incline shaft is sunk 200 feet long 
on the dip of the vein and the deposit opened by drifts on two levels. 

The crosscut traverses 600 feet of basalt before meeting the grano
diorite. The contact seems very sharp, and is accompanied by a 
breccia, so that it seems possible that we have here a flow directly 
associated with a neck or dike. The vein is cpntained in granodiorite. 
On the south side below the erosscut the vein is unbroken, but on the 
north side on the first and second levels it is badly cut and somewhat 
faulted by basalt dikes up to 50 feet wide. Similar dikes cut across 
the vein at the l{ed Jacket tunnels, where the schist area begins. 

The vein strikes a few degrees east of north and dips 40° \Y. Its 
outcrops were plainly marked, though not conspicuous. The width is 
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from 2 to 5 feet, though occasional pinches occur. On the whole, the 
vein is remarkably persistent. Hanging and foot wall are sharply 
marked. inclosing a massive vein of white normal quartz from 2 to 4: 
feet wide. A ribbon structure by shearing is usually developed in 
the lower part of the nin, or at least for a few inches from the foot 
wall. Pl. LXV, A, from a photograph taken in the stopes above the 
second le,·el south, well illustrates the character of the vein. It is 
extremely similar to some of the simpler quartz veins of Nevada City 
and other parts of California. Free gold i:-; rarely seen, but from 
10 to 60 per cent of the assay value is recovered on the plates, the 
bullion having a fineness of 870. The sulphurets, amounting to from 
2 to 7 per cent, are irregularly scattered through the quartz and con
sist chiefly of pyrite, with smaller quantities of galena, zinc blende, 
chalcopyrite, and arsenopyrite. Ordinarily the richness of the ore is 
in proportion to the quantity of sulphurets contained. There is very 
little sih·er in the ore. The concentrates run from $150 to $200 per 
ton, the latter eontaining 9 ounces of gold and 50 ounces of silver per 
ton. Tellurides are said to occur in the ore, but none were recognized 
in the specimens collected. The average value is $15 per ton, of which 
85 per cent is recovered. ·while fresh granodiorite often adjoins the 
vein, it is usual to find 1 or 2 feet of highly altered rock on the foot 
walL This light·gray, soft material contains little pyrite and has 
ordinarily no value, but consists of quartz, sericite, and much calcite, 
indicating an entirely normal sericitization and carbonatization, simi
lar to that of the California gold veins. The principal pay shoot dips 
south and is now worked to the south of the shaft. 

As in all of the Cornucopia veins, the surface oxidation plays a very 
small part, probably owing to the recent glaciation, which has removed 
the upper and softer parts of the vein. Normal unaltered quartz is 
found a short distance below the surface. 

Robert Emmet 'lJiine.-Northward from the Red Jacket shoot the 
vein pinches in the hard schist of the backbone of the ridge, but 
opens again in the Emmet claim, which has been worked successfully 
on a moderate scale since 1899. A tramway connects it with a mill 
built in Elk Creek. The elevation is 6,350 feet. The developments 
consist of a shaft 165 feet deep on the incline, drained by a tunnel, 
and of drift~ on two levels. The vein is similar to the Union
Companion, though only 1 to 2 feet thick. It contains a shoot of 
good ore ; some of the partly oxidized ore near the surface, 100 feet 
south of the shaft, contains up to $100 per ton {Pl. LXXVIII). 

A short distance below the Emmet is the Bryan claim, on which a 
few years ago a pocket containing $7,000 of very rich telluride ore 
was found. Subsequent operations have not developed anything of 
,·alue. The telluride is a sih·er.Y, ductile sylvanite, covered by a 
film of dull-brownish gold and inclosed in normal vein quartz. . 
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Last Chance mine.:._ This is located on a parallel vein 1,000 feet 
higher than the Union-Companion mill, at an ele,·ation of 6, 700 
feet, and is connected with the mill by a winding and dangerous 
road, down which the ore is hauled by teams. The output is as yet 
not great, but the mine promises well if properly developed b)· tun
nels. The present developments consist of a tunnel 400 feet long, 
an incline 200 feet long on the dip of the vein, together with 200 feet 
of drifts on the 100-foot level. There is an excellent opportunity to 
develop this vein by deep tunnels. 

The vein fills an extremely well-defined fissure dipping 45° W., 
and consists of 5 to 6 feet of massive, coarse-grained vein quartz. 
The terminals of the quartz crystals often project in cavities. As 
far as exposed, the same width of solid quartz is maintained. 
Through the quartz the sulphurets are scattered irregularly; they 
consist principally of pyrite, with a little chalcopyrite and zinc 
blende. The ore is said to average $23 over the whole width. Near 
the vein the micaceous schist which forms the country roek is 
bleached and sericitized. 

Other veins.-A third vein system cuts across Bonanza Basin and 
is accessible by trails from the Last Chance mine. None of the many 
claims has been extensively developed. At the Queen of the \\Test 
short tunnels expose a sharply defined quartz vein, 1 to 2 feet wide 
and containing pyrite and chalcopyrite. On the Wild Irishman, 
near the summit of the mountain, the same or a parallel vein is 
exposed, with a large body of medium-grade ore. Two miles north 
of Cornucopia, on the long ridge between the East and wrest forks, 
are the several claims of the Simmons vein. This is reported to be an 
extremely sharply defined quartz vein striking north-northwest, but 
dipping east, in contrast to the veins on the other side of Pine Creek. 
The developments consist of several tunnels and shafts, the latter 
100 to 200 feet deep. Good pay shoots with rich pockets are sa1d to 
exist, but for some reason active work bas not been taken up. 

PLACER MINES. 

'\\rhile there are no placer deposits at Cornucopia, gold-bearing 
gravels form the bottom of the canyon just above Carson and below 
the terminal moraine, and shafts ha,·e been sunk in this grave11mile 
abo,·e Carson. The amount of heavy bowlders in the gravel would 
render placer work difficult and expensh·e. 

PINE CREEK AND LOWER POWDER RIVER. 

COLUMBIA RIVER LAVA. 

East of Cornucopia and Sparta extends a nry large area of Colum
bia River lava. It connects westward by a narrow strip along- Powder 
River with the great :flows north of Medical Springs. It also crosses 
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Snake River and extends, south of the Seven Devils, for 40 miles 
eastward into Idaho. Northward it is apparently continuous for over 
100 miles, extending· up to and beyond Lewiston. The area forms a 
table-land of varying- elevation. Near Carson it rises to 4,200 feet; 
at Sparta it is only 3,500; along the lower Pine Creek it probably 
averag·es 3,500 or 4,000 feet; but farther north, on the divide between 
Pine Creek and the Imnaha, it rises to elevations of from 6,000 to 
7,000 feet, and extends from Snake River Canyon to the foot of the 
Eagle Creek Rang-e. This is the prominent plateau seen across the 
river from the Seven Devils and figured in a preceding report. 1 

Throughout the larger part of the area the formation consists of a 
great number of superimposed flows well exposed along many sharply 
incised canyons. On Pine Creek, a few miles up from Snake River, 
about thirty flows were counted in a bluff 1,800 feet high. Owing to 
slight differences in texture, weathering brings out the structure in 
an excellent manner. Most of the rocks are normal olivine-basalts 
with dark-brown glass, but some flows show a fine-grained, diabasic. 
~ranular structure without glass. 

LAKE BEDS AND COAL. 

Along the foothills of Eagle Valley, at elevations of 2,300 to 2,500 
feet, appear light-colored sands, tuffs, and clays, sometimes also coaly 
material; these apparently indicate deposition in a lake basin, but were 
not further investigated. All along Powder River, upstream from 
Eagle Valley, the basalt::; are inter:stratifi.ed with tuffs and sediments. 
At the mouth of Goose Creek, on the south side of the river, opposite 
Love's ranch, prospecting operations have been carried on for coal. 
The developments are 200 feet above the river in rolling foothills and 
consist chiefly of a gently sloping incline, 100 feet long, at present full 
of water. Dioritic bed rock is not far below the surface. In another 
cut the coal seam was · exposed, showing 2 feet of a poor quality of 
shaly, crumbling lignite, underlain by tuffaceous clay and covered by 
a thin seam of clay, above which rested a basalt flow. The clay and 
coal are thus clearly intercalated into the volcanic series. Prospecting 
by boring above the:se inclines has been undertaken, but apparently 
without success; and, indeed, the chances of developing a paying coal 
bed seem very slight. · 

PLEISTOCENE. 

In this large area of volcanic beds the Pleistocene period is repre
sented by few deposits. Narrow bars oecur along Snake River and 
Pine Creek, but rarely rise more than 50 feet above the stream. In 
many cases these small areas are covered with excellent soil from 
d€'composing lavas, and the mild climate is favorable to hortieulture 
------ ----- --·- -- ------------ ---- - - -

1 Twentieth Ann . Rept. l'. S. Geol. Snrve y, Part Ill, 1900, Pis. XIV and XV. 
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wherever water is obtainable. The only alluvial areas of importance 
in this vast extent of pastures and forests are those of Pine and Eagle 
valleys, both of them dotted with beautiful fields and orchards. Pine 
Valley, in the middle course of Pine Creek, is 10 miles long and up to 
3 miles wide, with elevations ranging from 2,500 to 3,400 feet. 

Eagle Valley, at the confluence of Eagle Creek and Powder Rinr, 
is eroded in the soft lake beds and tuffs deposited in this vicinity. 
The elevation is a little lower than Pine Valley, reaching only 2,200 
feet. Between Eagle Creek and Powder River a flat-topped ridge 
rises to an elevation of about 3,300 feet; from here to Sparta extends 
a continuous gentle slope. This whole ridge consists chiefly of coarse 
gravels of both older rocks and Neocene basalts. It is clearly the 
deposit of a post-Neocene stream corresponding to the present Powder 
River, and was made at a time when the main drainage level stood 
about a thousand feet higher than at present. The elevation of 3,300 
feet clearly marks an old base-level. These gravels should probably 
be considered as of late Neocene age. 

COPPER DEPOSITS OF SNAKE RIVER. 

GENERAL l<'EATURES. 

Under this heading will be described a· number of recently devel
oped copper prospects in the canyon of Snake River, southwest of the 
Seven Devils and extending from the mouth of Pine Creek 12 miles 
northward at least, to Eckles Bar. Snake River here flows in a 
rather open canyon from 2,000 to 5,000 feet deep. The slopes are 
not as precipitous as farther north, and they are covered by abundant 
bunch grass. Forest growth does not appear below an elevation of 
4,000 feet. No important tributaries join the river for a long distance 
north of Pine Creek. The swift and yet smooth river which has 
excavated this wonderful trench since the Neocene period pursues its 
course in a rocky channel a few hundred feet wide and in places very 
deep. A few small gravel bars and alluvial cones from tributary 
canyons form the scant amount of agricultural land available. The 
color of the water, here as above, is a peculiar light green, no doubt 
due to the suspended fine sediments of the lake beds of the upper 
valley. The climate along the river is comparatively warm, and very 
little snow falls during the winter. 

This isolated country is reached by wagon road from Baker City 
via Pine, a total distance of about 80 miles, or by wagon road from 
Salubria, Idaho, via Cuprum, in the Seven Devib, and the so-ealled 
Kleinschmidt grade, which in many serpentine curves descends the 
canyon slope to Ballards Ferry. · 

Much has been said regarding the possibilities of naYigation on 
Snake River. The many rapid:-; encountered make the distance 
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between the mouth of Burnt River, near Huntington, and Ballards 
Ferry practically unavailable for navigation, and to impro,·e the 
channel would be extremely costly. About 1892 the stern-wheeler 
.ZVorma was built by the owners of the Peacock mine, who also con
structed the Kleinschmidt grade. The steamer, which was 150 feet 
long, made two trips between the points mentioned, but came to grief 
on the second trip. After repairs, the steamer was taken down 
through the canyon to Lewiston, a most dangerous but successful 
undertaking. About 1896 a small appropriation was made by Con
gress to improve the channel of the river. Some rocks were blasted 
out and the money was expended, but the work done was of little 
value compared with the number and extent of the rapids. In 1898 
the steamer 1lfabel was built by the Northwestern Copper Company, 
which was then attempting to open the Peacock mine. The steamer 
was 100 feet long. The engines are said to have been too weak for 
the size of the boat. At any rate, the Kabel made sixteen trips 
during periods of high water between Ballards and Huntington. 
Going down the river was not difficult, but returning, the steamer 
had to be towed at from eight to twelve places. Finally the steamer 
was wrecked, and now lies stranded near the mouth of Powder River. 
Navigation betweeti Huntington and Ballards is possible only during 
three months of the year. · 

Regarding the river below Ballards, navigation is there even more 
impracticable. No steamer has ever come up from Lewiston, and 
this feat is, indeed, believed to be impossible. The worst rapids are at 
the mouth of Deep Creek, below the Seven Devils. 1 

GEOLOGY. 

For a long distance above the mouth of Pine Creek the canyon is cut 
entirely in the flows of Columbia River basalt, but a short distance 
below the point mentioned the older rocks emerge from· below this 
conr of igneous flows. On the west side the latter continue for many 
miles northward, forming the upper wall of the canyon slope, well 
marked by its brown color and lines of volcanic flows. At the Iron 
Dike mine the contact runs 1,000 feet above the river, at Ballards 
about 2,000, and at Spring Creek about 1,800 feet above the stream. 
The thickness of the volcanic flow is from 2,000 to 2,500 feet. On the 
east side the contact follows more or less closely the course of Indian 
Creek, and near Cuprum bends eastward. A great mass of older rock 
is thus exposed on the Idaho side, culminating at 'White Monument 
Peak, which rises 6,400 feet above the bottom of the canyon. The 
ridge between Indian Creek and the river north of Cuprum i:-5 called 
Horse Mountain. · 

1 For a report on the Snake Ri\·er between Huntington a no BRllards Ferry see Ann. Rept. Chief of 
Engineers, ll. S. A., 1891, Part V, p. 3~85. 
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In the older series the predominant rocks are greenstones of various 
kinds, ranging from metabasalt to metarhyolites, and frequently con
taining roughly bedded masses of tuffs and breccias. These igneous 
rocks are old lavas erupted during the Triassic period. Though 
greatly altered, they have rarely been much compressed or acquired 
schistose structure. Embedded in those volcanic flows are smaller 
streaks of sedimentary rocks. 1 These consist of black clav slates and 
bluish-gray limestones, neither extremely altered. On the Klein
schmidt grade, 2 miles west of Huntley's ranch, at an elevation of 
3,800 feet, limestone and shale crop with northerly strike; more lime
stone is found northwest of this place, in Lime Peak Gulch; finally, a 
heavy mass of limestone crosses the river between Spring Gulch and 
Eckles Bar. On the slopes a mile west of Ballards a band of clay 
slates crops with northeasterly strike. J n the latter Mr. E. Antz, of 
Ballards Ferry, found flat impressions of shells which Dr. T. \:V. 
Stanton informs me are large IIalobia or Daonella. In the limestone 
mass 4 miles below Ballards fossils have also been founq. A piece of 
this limestone given to me by Mr. Antz showed a Lima, with frag
mentary imprints of a Halobia or similar form. These finds place 
the series, without much doubt, in the Triassic. During a reconnais
sance in 1897 a number of round crinoid stems were found in the 
limestone on the grade 2 miles west of Huntley's ranch, mentioned 
above, and the belief was expressed 2 that the series was Carbonifer
ous; it was thus indicated on the accompanying map, the doubtful 
character of the determination being emphasized by a question mark 
in the legend. From the present data the rocks are Triassic, and this 
is also confirmed by the great similarity to the Triassic series of Eagle 
Creek (see p. 581). 

COPPER DEPOSITS. 

A great number of copper deposits have lately been discovered in 
this district, and active prospecting is proceeding. Ordinarily they 
have the character of impregnations along certain lines in the old 
greenstones. '\Vhile these deposits may represent lines of fracture, 
they have only exceptionally the features of clearly defined fissure 
veins. The ores are chalcopyrite, bornite, and chalcocite, the gangue 
epidote and quartz. The deposits are not at all similar to the contact 
type characteristic of the mines of the Seven Devils and described in 
a previous report. 3 

Iron Dike.-This is a copper deposit dbcovered in 1897, on which 
de,·elopments have recently been undertaken by the Northwest 
Copper Company. It is situated on the west side of Snake RiYer 
and ahout 2,000 feet distant from it. The croppings are 675 feet 

l Compare Twentieth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Snn·ey, Pnrt III. 1900, pp. 88 and 2i'>l. 
2Twentieth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Snney, Pnrt III, 1900. p. 86. 
•Twentieth Ann. Rept. l'. S. Geul. Survey, Pnrt III, 1900, p. 2.';1. 
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aboye the river and 375 feet above the lower tunnel which now is 
being driven~ expecting to crosscut the deposit 800 feet from the mouth. 
The uppermost tunnel is 70 feet lower than the CI'oppings, and there 
is an intermediate crosscut 120 feet below the same. 

The prevailing country rock is a chloritic, indefinite greenstone, 
without schistose structure. The microscope shows it to be an 
extremely fine-grained igneous rock with streaks and spots of chlorite, 
as well as abundant but very minute fibers of sericite; the ground
mass is probably an intimate mixture of chlorite and feldspar. At 
the end of the upper crosscut a dark-brown, much altered meta
andesite occurs. The CI'oppings are large masses of black and brown 
stained rocks, one knoll rising 75 feet above the general slope and 
measuring 100 feet across. It is said that the CI'oppings can be traced 
for some distance in a west-northwesterly direction. At any rate, few 
walls or fissures c.an be seen; one near the mouth of the highest tun
nel strikes north 55° W. and dips 60° S. The maximum width of the 
croppings is probably 200 or 250 feet. On the rusty surface of the 
e1·oppings scarcely any copper stain indicates the heavy body of chal
copyrite immediately underlying it. Holes a foot or two deep show 
somewhat decomposed pyrite, but very little chalcopyrite, the latter 
appearing only a little farther below the surface. The upper tunnel, 
for the first 100 feet, is in heavy ore of mixed chalcopyrite and pyrite; 
then follows 80 feet of poorer ore. A sharp contact here separates the 
chloritic greenstone from the dark-brown metaandesite. Crosscuts 
extending 25 feet each way in the best part of the ore show a width 
of ± feet of solid sulphides which may average 15 to 20 per cent in 
copper. The largest part of the tunnel is, of course, in poorer ore, 
consisting of disseminated pyrite and chalcopyrite in chloritic green
stone. There are also abundant quartz seams, veinlets, and nodules 
which contain chalcopyrite, and often a regular silicification of the rock 
may be noted. Zinc blende or galena rarely occurs, and a little anti
mony is contained in the best ore. The ore contains about $2 in gold 
and 6 to 30 ounces silver per ton. These amounts are apparently inde
pendent of the percentage of copper. The intermediate tunnel, 150 
feet long with a crosscut 125 feet toward the west, also shows a heavy 
body of sulphides. 

If the lowest crosscut, now being driven, exposes similar bodies of 
ore the deposit will be of considerable value. At present, owing to 
lack of development, it is not easy to form a positive idea of the char
acter and prospects of the property, but there can scarcely be any 
doubt that it is a zone of crushing in which copper-bearing solutions 
ha,·e deposited their contents, largely by processes of replacement. 

Near the Iron Dike, on both sides of the river~ are many other 
prospects showing :-:-imilar ores. 

River Queen.-Thi.s deposit i:s situated on the Idaho side, half a 
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mile above Ballards. The eroppings are 250 feet above the river. 
The developments consist of a crosscut 200 feet long, 100 below the 
croppings, and 100 feet of drifts on the vein. The rock is a greenish 
metarhyolite, with large corroded quartz erystals. In places it is 
distinctly silicified, but contains also in other place;; some sericite and 
calcite, as well as much chlorite. Near the end of the crosscut are 
two ore streaks, striking northeasterly. The first, a fairly well-defined 
seam with steep dip, shows a few inches of copper ore, chalcopyrite, or 
oxidized ore associated with silicified country rock; the second is in 
places several feet wide, but is not connected with any clearly defined 
fissure, often branching and rapidly changing in width. The ore is 
here cuprite and malachite, the former rich in silver. 

Other p1'ospects.-There are many other prospects near Ballards. 
In most of the gulches copper-stained float may be found, and deposits 
have been located on both sides of the river. One of these is situated 
in the gulch just south of the first bend of the Kleinschmidt grade, 500 
feet above the river. In addition to oxidi~ed copper ore, this prospect 
contains a little galena and zinc blende. Other deposits are found in 
McKinley Gulch abon:; the grade. 

A number of deposits are reported from the Oregon side of the 
river 5 miles below Ballards, at the mouth of Spring Creek. A string 
of claims is here laid out, following the contact of a large limestone 
mass from the river up to the covering flows of Columbia River 
basalt. These were not visited. 

Copper Kz'ng group.-This group of claims is situated 2 miles below 
Ballards, on the Oregon side, at a place known as McDougals Camp. 
The prevailing rock is tbe usual greenstone or old and altered Triassic 
lava. Here, however, it is very amygdaloidal, the cavities being filled 
with white or reddish calcite. The mieroscope shows it to be a meta
andesite containing much ehlorite. 

The Copper King prospect presents a fairly well-defined vein in 
tuffaceous amygdaloid rock, striking N. 70° W., dipping 45° N., and 
traceable for a few hundred feet. The ores are bormte, with some 
chrysocolla, accompanied by much epidote and a little quartz. The 
quartz seems to be shattered and silicified rock rather than a simple 
filling. 

The Harvest Queen is another prospect 1,500 feet above the river. 
This a small but well-defined vein up to 1 foot thick, striking N. 20° E., 
and dipping 50° E. It is said to be traceable into the adjoining claim, 
Cap. Miller. The clearly defined filling consists of normal vein quartz, 
much epidote, and hea,·y nmsses of chalcocite. 

A thousand feet aboYe the riyer, between the two prospects already 
mentioned, is the Golde'n 'Vest, with several extensions, most promi
nent of which is the Leonard. These claims haYe a northwesterly 
direction, following the ore streak, which is not a well-defined Yein, 
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but probably a crushed zone in which the amyg-daloid is impreg-nated 
with copper g-lance, always accompanied by microscopic epidote. As 
usual, there is much calcite in veinlets and nodules. This zone is well 
marked for half a mile or more, and its width is from 10 to 30 feet. 
Hardly any copper stain is visible on the surface, but appears, tog-ether 
with chalcocite, a very few feet below the surface in many pits and 
short tunnels along the line of the deposit. The richest showing is 
said to be Oil the Leonard, where much solid chalcocite appears. 
Throug-hout the rest of the zone it occurs only as small g-rains scattered 
through the rock. The average grade of the ore here exposed is very 
difficult to determine without deeper exploration, which is now in 
progress. The surface appearance fully warrants further prospecting. 

UPPER SNAKE RIVER CANYON FROM HUNTINGTON TO MINERAL. 

GENERAL FEATURES. 

A few miles above the mouth of Burnt River, Snake River enters 
the canyon, through which it flows practically until its junction with 
the Columbia. For a few miles north of Burnt River the canyon is 
rather narrow and about 2,000 feet deep. Above this point it broadens 
and the divides recede; the slopes are more gentle, while the depth is 
fully maintained. Along the bottom are several large bars and gravel 
benches supporting prosperous fruit and hay ranches. The grass
covered slopes are bare of forest until elevations of 4,000 feet are 
attained. 

GEOLOGY. 

Until well down toward the mouth of Powder River the canyon is 
eroded almost entirely in older rocks. A little above Burnt River 
the basalt flows descend nearly to the level of the river, and a 
short distance abo\·e the mouth of Connor Creek a ridge on the Idaho 
side is covered from the summit down to the river level by character
istic ~loping flows of the Columbia River lava, showing that while the 
canyon has heen reexcavated, the old ·drainage system was fully as 
deep as that at present followed by the stream. Another basalt area 
c-rosses Burnt River Canyon 8 miles above Huntington; the appearance 
is very much as if an earlier canyon, draimng southwesterly, crossed 
the present and had been filled to the brim with lava. The Neocene 
formation . ., west of Huntington are descnbed in a subsequent para
graph on Rye Valley, :Mormon Basin, and Jialheur. 

The older rocks form two well-defined divisions. The lower division 
consists of greenstones, predominatingly old rhyolites, rhyolite tuffs, 
and quartz-diorite-porphyry; it occupies the. vicinity of Huntington 
and the narrow canyon extending for 8 miles north of that place. It 
is probable that this whole series consists of old surface flows. These 
rocks are covered by an extensive series of clay slates and limestones . 
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of uncertain age. Near the contact, on Burnt River and on Snake 
River, are red and green tuffaceous slates embedded in the greenstones 
before the main sedimentary series begins. Similar rocks crop near 
the head of Durbin Creek, giving- the whole series a strike of N. 30° 
to 45° E., and a northwesterly dip, which near the contact is 20° and 
at the gypsum mine 2,000 feet above Huntington as low as 12° to 15°. 
The same contact crosses the river and is exposed in the creek leading 
up to Mineral from Snake River. The strike of the clay slates is here 
N. 80° E. and the dip is 60° N. 

Besides the predominating black clay slates the sedimentary series 
contain heavy masses of bluish-gray limestone. The largest mass, 
several hundred feet across, is exposed 4 miles ahove Huntington, 
continues up to the top of the mountain between the two rivers, but 
is not seen in Snake River Canyon. Other heavy limestone masses 
crop above the Connor Creek mine. At the Gypsum mine crinoid 
stems and doubtful remains of corals were found. The age of the 
series is in great doubt; most likely the sediments and old lavas are of 
Triassic age. 

LIME AND GYPSUM. 

The largest limestone masses in Oregon, conveniently situated near 
railroad, are found 4 miles above Huntington, and kilns have been in 
operation for a long time. It has been known for thirty years that 
important gypsum deposits occurred near Huntington, but it is very 
recently that they have been utilized. The deposit is situated 4 miles 
from Burnt River and 8 miles from Huntington, near the summit of 
the ridge overlooking Snake River. The elevation at the lower tunnel 
is 3,950 feet. A tunnel 170 feet long connecting with an upraise 100 
feet long exposes a bed of good quality of gypsum, 20 feet thick, 
resting with gentle westerly dip on slate and limestone and covered by 
red and green tuffaceous slate. About 80 feet higher up is another 
stratum . of gypsum, 30 to 40 feet thick, and covered by gypsiferous 
limestone and green volcanic tuff. The conditions for exploitation are 
excellent. The gypsum is in part pure white and crystalline; in part, 
however, it contains thin strata and films of greenish chloritic mineral. 
The Oregon Plaster Company quarried 1,800 tons of rock at this place 
in 1896 and erected works near the limekiln on Burnt River which the 
same year were destroyed by fire. A plant for the dressing and mill
ing of the material has been recently rebuilt. In 1899 and 1900 
several hundre<l tons of plaster of paris were produced. Discoveries 
of gypsum are also reported from the Idaho side and in similar 
geological position. 

i\'IINERAL DEPOSITS NEAR HUNTINGTON. 

A few miles above the mouth of Burnt River, on the Oregon side of 
Snake River, a number of ciaims are located, among them the Bay 

22 GEOL, PT 2-01--±8 
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Horse, which stands credited with a small silver production in 1891. 
Other prospeets with some galena and zinc blende are reported from 
the summit of the ridge separating the rivers. The localities were 
not visited, but are evidently contained in the basal series of old 
igneous flows similar to the deposits of Mineral. 

SILVER l\IINES OF l\IINERAL, IDAHO. 

The road to Mineral follows the west side of Snake River for 20 
miles below Huntington, where the river is crossed and Dennett 
Creek ascended for a distance of 4 miles. The lower pal't of the creek 
has a southwesterly direction and forks about 3 miles above the river. 
The town of Mineral is situated on the South Branch, which heads a 
few miles due east among the gulches leading down from Iron Moun
tain, the elevation of which is over 5,000 feet. The town and the 
smelters are situated in the narrow gulch at an elevation of 3,000 feet. 
As along Snake RiYer, the hillsides are bare, but good forests crown 
the summit of Iron Mountain. 

Fissile clay slates with one intercalated stratum of limestone crop in 
the gulch below the junction, the strike being N. 80° E. and the dip 
60-.: N. Below the slates follows, apparently conformably, a heavy 
series of old greenstones and tuffs, together with some minor diorite 
areas and occasional dikes of basalt. 

The mines of Mineral were discovered about twenty-five years ago, 
but for many years remained undeveloped prospects. About 1888 a 
wagon road was built into the district, and in 1889 Messrs. Biddle 
and Lang erected the first smelter. This ran successfully, applying 
the pyritic process, until1893, when, owing to the low price of silver, 
the works were closed down. Another smelter had been built in 1890 
just below the forks of the creek, and this also was closed in 1893. 
Smelting charges were $16 per ton of wet ore, and coke at the 
smelter was worth $28 per ton. The camp remained dormant until 
November, 1900, when a new 60-ton smelter was being erected by 
Mr. A. J. Crook. The total production of the camp is roughly esti
mated to be 600,000 ounces of silver. 

Most of the ore deposits occur in the igneous rocks below the clay 
slates, in the immediate. vicinity of the town. The most prevalent 
type contains chalcopyrite, pyrite, galena, zinc blende, and. tetrahe
drite in a calcite gangue. No great depth has heen attained, and in 
some cases surface oxidation preyents accurate diagnosis; but in 
general the deposits seem to be Yein or irregular bodies connected 
with fissures. To a large extent the ore.-; are certainly formed by 
replacement of the rock. 

The Silnr Bell is situated on the hillside, a short distance above the 
town, at an elevation of 3,600 feet. It is deYelopcd by three tunnels 
and in all by 2,000 feet of drifts and crosscuts. The upper tunnel 
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cuts the vein 100 feet from the portal. The strike of the vein seems 
to be northwesterly, the dip south westerly, but the ore body is not 
very regular or well defined. A short distance beyond the crosscut it 
widens to a big body, 40 feet square, of oxidized. ore, full of copper 
sulphate and gypsum. A similar big chamber is struck on the middle 
level. The lowest tunnel is in sulphide ore, less rich than that of the 
upper workings. 

The Silver Bell has been worked, together with the Black Hawk and 
the .Maria, and the group is credited with the largest part of the total 
output of the camp. Besides copper, the ore contains mneh silver 
and a little gold. 

The Maria is located on the hillside south of the town, and is devel
oped by seyeral tunnels for a vertical distarice of 200 feet. The vein 
is fairly well defined, from 2 to 4 feet wide, and dips northeasterly. 
The dip decreases in depth to 20° . A dike of basalt similar to that 
found in the Jessie cuts the vein. The oxidized ore is confined to 
within 50 feet of the surface. In depth the sulphide consists of pyrite, 
chalcopyrite, tetrahedrite, galena, and zinc blende, all fine grained and 
intimately intergrown with calcite gangue. The percentage of cop
per is small-from 1 to 2 per cent. The average sih·er content is said 
to be 25 to 30 ounces per ton. The zinc blende and galena, which 
are not very abundant, are most intimately intergrown in concentric 
masses. A specimen of richer ore assayed contained 0.28 ounce 
of gold and 55.92 ounces of sih·er per ton. The production of the 
Maria is reported as 150,000 ounces sih·er. 

The Black Hawk, situated between the Silver Bell and the Maria, is 
similar to the latter. It is credited with 200,000 ounces of sih·er. 

There are many other prospects of note in the camp. The Eagan 
group, northwest of the town, on the steep slope toward the North 
Fork of Dennett Creek, is credited with 100,000 ounces of silver, found 
in rich tetrahedrite ore, also containing arsenic. The Boone and the 
Enterprise, on the ridge north of the town, ha,·e also produced some 
rich ore. 

The Jessie, situated half a mile northwest of the town, at an elevation 
of 3,400 feet, represents a totally different type of deposit, and is 
developed by a tunnel 100 feet from the croppings; It is contained in 
a dioritic rock, but in the hanging wall is a dike of normal basalt with 
diabasic-granular structure. ·The strike of the well-defined vein is 
northeasterly, the dip 45° NW. The nin shows 2 to 3 feet of pyrite 
and chalcopyrite in gangue of quartz and tourmaline; in addition, the 
microscope shows the presence of specularite, nsudanite, and a little 
dolomite and calcite. This ore is said to contain, besides much copper, 
0.1 ounce of gold and 3 ounces of silver per ton. 
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IRON MOUNTAIN. 

A large deposit of somewhat titaniferous magnetic iron ort:' is 
reported to occur at the head of Dennett Creek, on Iron Mountain. 
The ore also contains a little malachite from decomposed copper sul
phides. The country rock is a diorite. Limestone also occurs in the 
vicinity, hence it is very possible that the occurrence represents a 
contact deposit. 

PLACER ~liNES ALONG SNAKE RIVER. 

A Jittle placer work has been prosecuted at various places along 
Snake H,iyer, especially between Mineral and the mouth of Powder 
Rh·er. These localities were not visited. Placers have also been worked 
on Fox Creek and especially on Connor Creek, naturallyderiYing their 
gold from the Connor Creek vein. The whole creek has been worked 
over twice, and every season some washing is done. The grade of the 
creek is very steep and the gold coarse. The total production is said 
to be about $100,000. 

CONNOR CREEK MINE. 1 

Location.-This mine, well known in the annals of eastern Oregon, 
is situated on Connor Creek, a small tributary to Snake River. Head
ing near Lookout l\Iountain, this small water course, a gulch rather 
than a creek, follows a southeasterly course for about 6 miles and joins 
the main rh·er at a point H miles north-northeast of Huntington. The 
grade is steep and its canyon deep and narrow, branching in two forks 
near the mine, which is located 2t miles up from the river. The hills 
near the river are smooth and covered with grass. Above the mine 
cliffs of limestone appear and scattered l?unches of pine. The elevation 
at the river is nearly 2,000 feet, while at the mine the corrected aneroid 
reading is 2,950. 

Histo1·y.-The vein was discovered in 1871 by vVood and Edelmann. 
In 1872 a 5-stamp mill was running on rock carrying $23 per ton in 
gold. The mine continued to be worked on a smaller scale till Hl76, 
when a 15-stamp mill was erected. Since that time it bas been worked 
almost continuously, though the production has been irregular and·at 
times very small. The present owners, the Connor Creek Mine and 
l\Iill Company, bought the mine in 188± for $60,000. At the present 
time there is on the property a 35-stamp mill, with plate amalgamation 
and concentrators, built some fifteen years ago. 

Production.-Statements of production for this mine vary greatly. 
It is estimated by some that the mine has yielded a total of $9,000,000, 
but this appears to be an exaggeration. Captain Myrick states that 

1 :Much of the informatio,, regarding this mine was obtained from l\Ir. J. H. Pomeroy and Captain 
;\I yrick, the present superintendent. I YJsited the min e in November, 1900, but owing to a rombin&
tion 0f circumstances could not enter the workings. 
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only $100,000 was produced previous to 1876, and he believes that the 
production since then has amounted to only $1,000,000. At any rate, it 
is not probable that the total has exceeded $2,000,000. 

The only Mint reports containing detailed statistics give the follow
ing data: In 1882, production for three months amounted to $26,000. 
Twenty stamps were dropping and 250,000 tons were in sight. The 
production up to 1889 was $400,000; in 1889 it was $119,000; in 1890, 
$2±,000; in 1891, $13,000. In 1892 nothing was produced. During 
the last few years the mine has yielded little or nothing, though 
development work proceeded on a small scale. Recent developments 
give hope of resumed production. The period of greatest activity 
falls between 1880 and 1890. 

The mine is exceptionally favorably situated for cheap mining and 
milling, having- abundant water supply and timber available and the 
workings being well above tunnel levels. As early as 1882 it was 
expected that the expenses for mining and milling wouid be reduced 
to $2.50 per ton, and at the present time they ought not to exceed $2 
per ton. 

JJevelopment.-The vem which crops high up on the mountain is 
developed by the following tunnels: 

Name. Length. 

Feet . 

Upper_ .... ~ ........... __ .. . 486 

Middle .................. _.. 577 

Lower.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 610 
Bulger ...... __ .. _________ .. 1, 200 

Dry Creek. ____ ..... _ .. ____ . 1, 400 

Connor Creek............... 3, 700 

Total. ....... __ .... __ ... 7, 973 

The upper tunnel is about 1,000 feet above the Connor Creek level. 
The latter is a crosscut about 3,000 feet long, with the drifts · on the 
vein aggregating 700 feet. The Dry Creek follows the vein for 1,400 
feet and strike~ it by means of a short crosscut. This level is the one 
on which the mill was built, the Connor Creek being about 150 feet 
lower. 

Country rock.-The vein is inclosed in black clay slate with a gen
eral north-northeast strike and dip of about 60° WNW. AboYe the 
outcrops are hea.vy bodies of blue limestone, which, however, are not 
cut by the vein or by any of the drifts or crosscuts. 

The vein.-The strike of the vein is N. 40° W., the dip from 70° to 
75° SW., thus decidedly crossing the slates in dip and strike. The 
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outcrops are only distinctly visible in one place, though in many places 
the yein has been stoped almost up to the grass roots. The vein has 
been followed and stoped on all levels in a westerly direction up to a 
break locally termed the "final eut-off." This forms a body striking 
N. 31° E. and dipping from 45° to 60° SE. It consists apparently of 
a shear zone of puckered, somewhat ehloritic day slate about 130 feet 
wide and crossing the normal slates in strike and dip. On none of 
the upper five levels has the vein been traced west of this "final cut
off;" in fact, it is understood that no very extended search has been 
made for it. The principal ore bodies were found above the Dry 
Creek tunnel; between this and the lowest level the vein was very much 
crushed and split. Recently extensive explorations have been made 
beyond the "final cut-off" on Connor Creek tunnel level. The vein 
has finally been found here and is similar to that in the old workings, 
carrying excellent values in coarse gold. This is very encouraging, as 
it is now believed that a pay shoot may extend all the way up to the 
surface on the west side of the final cut-off. More explorations are 
necessary, however, to prove this. In the light of the latest results 
the cut-off appears as a fault, later than the vein and cutting across it. 
Beyond the cut-off normal slates are again found. 

There are also several minor faults cutting the vein. These have 
in general a northeast strike and southeast dip, the horizontal throw 
amounting to 30 to 50 feet to the left, going northwest on the vein. 
The faulted part soon curves back into the normal line of the vein. 

The vein is followed along its whole course by a dike from .6 to 8 
inches wide, always on the hanging wall and cutting the slates sharply. 
In appearance it is a greenish, greatly altered rock containing abun
dant cubes of pyrite. The slates adjoining the vein are in places well 
filled with cubes of the same material. The ore consists of normal 
white, coarse vein quartz up to 8 feet wide and never pinching out 
entirely. The usual width of the quartz filling is from 3 or 4 feet 
down to 18 inches. The gold is largely native and often in very coarse 
masses. The value is from $19 to $20 per ounce. This is unusually 
high, but similar to that from the Virtue mine. A small amount of 
pyrite and ~ometimes argentite accompanies the quartz. When the 
pyrite occurs in heavy masses its value is low. The quartz is partly 
massive, partly ribboned by subsequent shearing. On Connor Creek 
lenl the recently discovered vein is 18 inches thick, massive on 
hanging wall, and ribboned on foot. 

Pay shoots.-The vein carries the best values when of somewhat 
considerable thickness, say 3 to 4 feet. It has been stoped from the 
level of Dry Creek tunnel up to the cropping-s. The main pay shoot 
is irregular in outline and attained its greatest development of 1,400 
feet in length on the Dry Creek tunnel. It consisted of milling ore 
worth $3 to $10 in gold per ton. "\Vithin this shoot, however, smaller 
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and much richer ore bodies were found carrying coarse gold. One of 
these pitched 60° NW. on the vein, and its extent was 60 feet by 10 
feet, the vein being of average width. The rich ore may be irregu
larly distributed through the thickness of the vein, or there may be 1 
foot of exceptionally fine ore on the hanging or on the foot. The 
above-mentioned rich shoot contained $120,000, the coarse gold being 
associated with some argentite. 

Secondary alteration.-The vein being located on a steep sidehill, 
where the watershed is irregular and fluctuating, it may be expected 
that secondary changes have taken place. But the evidence is not 
sufficient to indicate the extent of these changes. Possibly the very 
rich shoots in which argentite occurs may be due to this cause, and very 
probably some concentration may have occurred in the sheared (rib
boned) parts of the vein, which, however, are not exceptionally rich. 
The specimens show, however, that the larger part of the ore is of 
primary origin and not due to later eni·ichment. Except near the sur
face the quartz is white, and the pyrite occurring in it, unaltered. 

SNAKE RIVER PLACERS. 

Occurrence.-No detailed examination has been made of the Snake 
River placers; indeed, if a solution of the several problems involved 
were desired, such an investigation would require much field work, 
extended from the source of the river to its junction with the Colum
bia. For many years mining on a large scale has been attempted, but 
not until recently has any measure of success been achieved. The gold 
is extremely fine, flaky, or floury, and occurs in thin and not very per
sistent pay streaks. This fine gold is contained in the sandy bars all 
the way down from its headwaters, and its origin has been the source 
of much speculation. It is thought by some to be derived from the 
lava beds of central and eastern Idaho; this does not appear very proba
ble. Other prospectors have traced its origin to vast bodies of old 
conglomerates in northwestern Wyoming; this dew seems more plau
sible. A short article by W. H. vVashburn 1 explains the occurrence 
of the gold better than any statement that has come to my notice. It 
is in substance as follows: 

The gravel bars of Snake River, in Idaho, Oregon, and Washington, have attracted 
attention for forty years. Extending for hunrlreds of miles along this river, from its 
headwaters to its junction with the Columbia, these bars contain gold to the value of 
from a fraction of a cent to several dollars per cubic yard. The latter values are found 
in a very few spots and of limited extent, and when discovered are soon worked out by 
itinerant prospectors. Twenty years ago these best spots were a favorite resort of 
miners and prospectors in search of a grubstake, but they have nearly all been long 
since exhausted, so that the man with a pan and rocker has slim picking these days. 

The source of the gold can not, of course, be accurately determined. The generally 
accepted theory is that it is the finer particles from the placer deposit~> of tributary 

1 Mining aud Scientific Press, December 29, 1900. 
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streams, its extreme fineness and usually flattened shape permitting it to be trans
ported hundreds of miles along with the sand and gravel. In fact, it travels much 
faster than the larger sizes of the latter. Some claim that the vast lava beds of 
southern Idaho (which are said to contain a small amount of gold) have contributed 
the greater portion of the values. In support of this theory it may be said that, so 
far as the writer has observed, fine gold is to be found in the streams draining any 
extensive lava formation in a mining country. Probably it has been derived from 
both sources. 

Our investigations having been made from a point about 20 miles below Hunting
ton, Oreg. , to 50 miles above Ontario, these remarks will be. mostly confined to 
what is to be found between these points. 

The gravel ranges in size from fine sand to bowlders seldom larger than a man's 
head. The current has a velocity of from 3 to 5 miles per hour. The gold is very 
unevenly distributed throughout these bars, being generally fo•md in strata of medium
sized gravel, from a few inches to a few feet thick, usually overlain by from 2 to 10 
feet of barren sand or gravel. Below these strata the gravel may also be worthless. 
Depth does not seem to cause any increase in values; where the bed rock has been 
reached at a few points on the rim it holds but little gold. 

As a typical instance of values, on one claim I found about 18 inches of gravel at 
water level, from which I rocked from 75 cents to $2.50 per yard. It was overlain 

FIG. 87.-Diagram showing manner of accumulation of gold in Snake River bars. 

by about 8 feet of sand practically barren, the gravel below being afterwards proven 
to carry but little value. Another claim shows strata of from 2 to 4 feet thick and 
about 150 feet wide by about 300 feet long, carrying about 50 cents per yard, also 
overlain by about6 feet of barren sand, the underlay being barren for at least 6 feet 
to water level. These figures are given to give a fair idea of the pay streaks in 
general. There are open bars in places with no overlay, and where the pay streak 
is of sufficient depth they are generally preferred by those engaged in dredging. 
There are many pay streaks found some distance from the river, but usually under 
the comlitions as to overlay above described. In some places there are strata of 
cemented gravel from 1 to 3 feet thick, but generally it is absent. 

It may be useful to note the conditions under which these pay streaks are laid 
down, as indicated by the open bars along the river. We find the gold is deposited 
along the short or inner side of the curves in the course of the river. Any stratum 
of good gravel in the opposite bank has evidently been laid down at some previous 
time under the same conditions. 

The accompanying sketch (fig. 87) will show the occurrence of gold more clearly. 
The colors are coarser at the head of the deposit, gradually becoming finer and fewer, 
and spreading out below, until the gravel is too poor to pay . . As long as the river 
retains its course the pay streak will continue to form as the bar is extended from 
year to year, thus forming the larger deposits. One old resident worked a certain 
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spot over for eleven consecutive years, a fresh deposit of gold being made by the 
annual June rise of the river. The average size of the gravel, as well as other signs, 
seems to indicate that the gold is only deposited where the current has a certain 
medium velocity. The valley is from 3 to 10 miles wide and quite flat generally, 
the course of the river having from time to time swerved from side to side across its 
whole width. At a few points where the bends in the river are made more perma
nent by rocky banks, the pay streaks seem to be deeper and of greater extent than 
elsewhere. * * * 

The gold above the mouth of the Boise River is very fine, aYeraging about 1,200 
colors to 1 cent, and is worth from $17 to $19 per ounce. Below the mouth of the 
Boise the gold is not quite so fine, averaging about 900 colors to 1 cent. The yalue 
is lower, being from $14 to $16 per ounce. It is always associated with black sand 
(principally magnetite) and a heavy reddish-gray sand made up of minute rubies 
[garnets, W. L.] and other various-colored crystals. When carefully separated the 
black sand contains only a trace of gold. Below Huntington, as far as I prospected, 
the most of the gold is evidently of local origin, being quite coarse, and nuggets of 
considerable size are found, although the pure gold from above is still in evidence in 
favorable spots . 

.1lfetlwd8 of rnininq.-The finely distributed gold of Snake River 
has long been a favorite subject for experiment by people who have 
" new processes" for catching :flour gold. Most of these schemes are 
based on amalgamation, either on copper plates or by forcing the 
sand through mercury. Practically all of these have failed. The pan 
and rocker is occasionally used, but fails, of course, when the gold is 
very fine and the gravel poor. The ordinary sluice is not a success. 
The process used with most success is the burlap system. The sluices 
are made about 20 feet long and much wider than the ordinary box. 
The bottom is covered by burlap and the screened material allowed 
to pour over it in a thin, even stream. At intervals the burlaps are 
taken out and washed. The gold does not always amalgamate easily, 
but amalgamated copper plates can be used in conjunction with the 
burlaps as follows: 1 

A short sluice carrying a considerable stream of water is first prepared; attached 
to this there is an inclined table about 16 feet in width and from 10 to 20 feet in 
length. Where the table is 20 feet in length it is usually divided in its incline; that 
is, the first 10 feet adjoining the slnice box is sharper in its incline than the last 10 
feet, which is almost level. There are flanges or a rim on each side of this table, 
4 to 6 inches high, and through its center it is divided by a partition board, leaving 
each half 8 feet wide. On the first 8 feet of each length there is placed a quick
silvered copper plate, and over this is laid a sheet of burlap, usually of manila bag
ging, firmly stretched and secured, so as to give an even surface to meet the current 
that is to pass over it. To the sluice there are screens attached for catching the 
coarse gravel and sand, and the gravel being shoYeled into the sluice, the fine sand, 
magnetic iron, and fine gold particles soon reach the burlap sheet that is spread 
over the table. The current carries forward the sand and all lighter matter, and the 
short, hair-like surface of the burlap retains the gold and black sand. .Some of the 
gold particles penetrate the bagging and are caught on the quicksih·ered plates. 
After exposure to the current for about twelye hours or less, the water is turned 
entirely into one side, the burlap sheet on the other side remo,·ed and carefully 

1 l\Iining and Scientific Press, Dec. 29, 1900. 
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washed in a large vat filled with water, where it is entirely freed of the particles of 
gold and black sand which adhered to it on the table. It is then replaced on the 
table, the current turned on again and the burlap on the other side treated in the 
same way. 'Vhen the washings of these burlap sheets have accumulated to a con
siderable quantity in the vat, mercury is poured upon them and, by means of an 
agitator, the rnereury is forced over and over and through the mass of auriferous 
blaek sand until it has taken up eYery particle of gold. The black sand or magnetic 
iron is then washed out and the amalgam renewed, the free quicksilver separated by 
forl'ing through felt. or buckskin, and the remainder separated from the gold by fire. 

During the last years dredging has been attempted and considerable 
suecess has been attained after much experimenting·. 1 A suction 
dredge is in use near Minedoka, pumping the sand and gravel from 
the river bottom. Ladder and bueket dredges haye been lately built 
on other parts of t.he river. The pay gravels contain from 5 to 15 
cent8 per cubk yard, the gold being in flat and cup-shaped scales, 
1,000 to one cent. In order to make a profit on sand containing 10 
cents per cubic yard, at least 1,000 cubic yards must be handled da.ily. 
The gravel is screened to one-eighth-inch size, and the gold eaught 
in broad and shallow burlap sluices, with an area of 1,300 square feet. 

The cost of dredging by means of suction pumps with a capacity of 
2,500 cubic yards per clay is stated to be $100 per day, or± cents per 
cubic yard. The ladder dredge is reported to work somewhat cheaper, 
or at the cost of 3 eents per cubic yard. 

LOWER BURNT RIVER VALLEY. 

GENERAL FEATURES. 

After traversing a deep canyon for 12 miles Burnt River emerges 
into an open valley near Durkee, turning at the same time to a south
easterly direction, which it maintains until near .its junction with the 
Snake. A few miles below Durkee a canyon again begins and con
tinues clown to Huntington with a depth of from 2,000 to 2,500 feet. 
Above ·weatherby a number of smallel' tributaries join the river, all 
heading up toward Lookout Mountain (elevation 6,900 feet), the 
highest point in the divide between Burnt and Powder rivers and a 
well-known landmark visible from all directions. The elevation of 
the river at Durkee is about 2,650 feet, descending to 2,117 at Hunt
ington. The grass-covered slope~::~ rise steeply from the narrow flats 
along the river, and are forested only along the highest portions of 
the Lookout Ridge. During the rainy season Burnt River carries a 
considerable amount of water, but so much is taken out in ditches for 
mining and agricultural purposes that it is almost dry at times during 
August and September near Huntington. Dixie Creek, heading some 
12 miles westward on Pedro Mountain, is the only tributary of note 
entering Burnt Rinr from the western side. 

1 F. P(•Well, Gulcl dredging on Snake River: Eng. and l\Iin. Jour., Oc t. 6, 1900. 
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GEOLOGY. 

Burnt River Canyon, in the region here described~ is cut in older 
rocks-slates, limestones, and diorites. The great :::edimentary ~eries 
is, as far as can he seen, conformable with the Huntington and Snake 
River series. It consists almost exdui'i,·ely of tissiie elay slates and 
strata or lenses of gray limestone. It is only toward Unity and Pleas
ant VaHey that greenstones and greenstone tuffs hegin to appear, 
probably as intercalated flows. The strike i8 Yery constantly N. iO:J 
to 80° E., and the dip usually at ,·ery steep angles toward the north. 
The most prominent stratum of limestone crosses Cave Creek south 
of Burnt River Canyon, and continues with well-marked croppings 
several hundred feet wide to the foothills of Durkee Valley. The age 
of this series is not known, no fossils of any kind having been found 
in the limestone masses or in the slates. Occasionally greenstone
schists m·e interbedded with the clay slates. 

Large masses of granitic rocks are intruded into this sedimentary 
series on a line from Lookout Mountain to Malhenr, a line also fol
lowed by the gold deposits. The most easterly of these masses occu
pies Lookout Mountain and the summit of the ridge. A smaller area of 
granodiorite begins on Golcl Hill, a few miles southeast of Durkee, and 
probably continues down as far as Sisley Creek. The third and largest 
area contains quartz-diorite and diorite along the margins, but grano
diorite and possibly also granite in the center. This is the area of 
Pedro Mountain, extending for about 10 miles southwest and northeast, 
with a maximum breadth of 6 miles. The intrusiYe character of these 
rocks is proved by dikes of similar material in tile slates and by con
tact metamorphism of the latter. As far as obsernd, these granitic 
rocks show no schistosity. 

The Neocene formations are developed extensinly onl~- in Durkee 
Valley and in the foothills 5 or 6 miles north and northeast of the 
railroad station. Durkee Valley is one of the many peculiar depres
sions found in the mountain rims surrounding the great Neoeene lake 
basin of Idaho. It is surrounded on all sides by slopes of slates and 
similar old rocks. The only outlet is a narrow canyon which Burnt 
River seems to have cut at a comparatively late date, and which is so 
inconspicuous that from most points of view the valley looks like a 
closed basin. The entrance of Burnt River from its upper canyon is 
equally inconspicuous. This valley is filled with a series of tine
grained sediments, well bedded and interstratified with rhyolitic and 
basaltic tuffs. Near 'the Gold Hill mine basalt flows are intercalated 
in the beds and a few miles north of Durkee a butte of igneous rock 
protrudes through the sediments. The beds rest against the slates on 
both sides of Burnt River at its entrance in the yalley. The eleva
tion of the top beds. is 3,100 feet. and they are capped by horizontal 
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strata of calcareous tufa deposited by the abundant springs which· here 
issue from the limestone lenses of the older series. On the northeast 
side these Neocene beds reach a much higher elevation, probably 3,500 
or ±,000 feet. The general structure is that of a shallow syncline, the 
beds dipping 6° to 10° toward the center of the area. Near the rail
road crossing at Unity, cuts expose contorted siliceous beds of the 
older series separated by an east-west fault from the Neocene tuffaceous 
sediments, which here dip 13° E. and are cut by several small fissures 
showing repeated normal faulting of 1 or 2 feet. Neocene conglom
erates are also exposed at several points northwest of Durkee. The 
total thickness of the Neocene sediments and tuff is at least 600 feet. 

Small areas of rhyolite are found on the slopes high above the val
ley. The long ridge a few miles northwest of Lookout Mountain is 
eovered by a series .of basalt flows, bedded after the manner of the 
Columbia River lava. 

FIRE OPALS. 

A few miles below Durkee a small creek joins the river from the 
slopes of Lookout Mountain and cuts through the bedded series of 
tuff. A few hundred feet from the Gold Hill mill opals have been 
found in this yellowish-gray rhyolite tuff, and a quarry opened to 
exploit the occurrence. The opals are abundant, filling cavities in the 
rock, but most of those which were examined had a bluish color and 
did not possess much fire. A pit 50 feet square and 30 feet deep has 
been excavated, but the operations are suspended at present. In con
nection with the opal occurs a peculiar mineral in the form of white 
fibers, resembling wool. This has recently been examined by Dr. A. 
S. Eakle, 1 who finds that it is a new zeolite closely related to stilbite. 

GOLD-QUARTZ VEINS. 

Auriferous veins and placers accompany the series of intrusive 
granitic rocks from Lookout Mountain to Malheur. In contrast to 
the strongly developed vein systems of the Sumpter region, these veins 
are not very persistent. They can not be traced for long distance, nor 
are directions of strike and dip constant. On the whole, this belt is 
more noted for its placers than for veins, from which fact it might be 
inferred that the gold is scattered in many small fissures rather than 
concentrated in prominent vein systems. 

Several prospects are located north of Lookout Mountain, but have 
not as yet attained prominence. On Chicken Creek, near Weatherby, 
are several veins which have been worked in a small way for many 
years. Among these are the 'V eatherby Bonanza, Gold Thread, and 
the Essex, none of which were visited. 

The Gold Hill mine is located 4 miles southeast of Durkee, at the 

1 Zeitschr. f. Kry~t . und Min., Vol. Vol. XXX, pt. j.! , 1898. 
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foot of Gold Hill, a prominent rounded mountain which overlooks 
Burnt River Canyon. The elevation at the mine is 3,075 feet, while 
on the summit of the hill 4,050 feet is attained. On the east side of 
Gold Hill granodiorite with some dike::; of finer-grained diorite i::; the 
prevailing rock, while the western slope is occupied by slates with a 
bed of crystalline limestone 100 feet wide. The contact runs in an 
irregular line over the summit. Croppings of quartz are seen in many 
places in the granodiorite between the lowest tunnel and the top of the 
hilL Rich quartz has been taken from many of these. It is clear that 
the hill is traversed by a network of ::;mall veins. The main tunnel is 
driven for 1, 700 feet south-southwest with the intentipn of reaching 
the contact. There is, however, little reason fot; believing that a large 
vein exists on this contact. In the different tunnels 6 or 8 veins have 
thus far been found, most of them having an east-west direction and 
southerly dip. The first vein found is the Spring Gulch, a sharply 
defined quartz vein 2 feet wide, dipping 20° SE. It contains good, free 
milling ore, a· considerable part of which has been stoped. The quartz 
contains 2 per cent of sulphurets which are of high value. Adjoining 
the quartz is altered granodiorite containing much sericite, pyrite, and 
calcite, though no calcite is contained in the vein. \Vest of the Spring 
Gulch another vein is opened, showing 4 feet of crushed granodiorite 
with quartz seams, accompanied by a gradually fading sericitic zone. 
A few hundred feet from the portal the main tunnel cuts a horizontal 
quartz vein from 2 to 4 inches wide with the accompanying narrow 
sericitic zone, which continues for a long distance. Several other 
veins with east-west strike are cut by the tunnel. One of these, 1, 700 
feet from the portal, shows 2 to 4 feet of quartz, accompanied by a 
zone of strong sericitic-carbonatic alteration. Development work is 
still in progress, though some ore ftom the Spring Gulch vein has 
already been extracted and treated in the 10-stamp mill built below 
the tunnel. The mine is owned by the Burnt River Gold Mining 
Company and managed by Mr. F. Powning. 

The Gold Ridge mine is situated 4 miles south of Durkee, at an 
elevation of 4,230 feet. It is an old discovery, doubtless found soon 
after the placers in the creek below it. A 10-stamp mill was built in 
1881 and operated until1886. The mine was then idle unti11896, when 
work was resumed for a short time. Another period of quiescence 
followed, until in 1900 an attempt was made to open the vein in depth 
by means of a vertical shaft 250 feet deep. The veins had not been 
reached by the crosscut from the bottom of the shaft when the mine 
was visited. Total developments consist, besides the shaft, of 2,000 
feet of tunnels. The total production is given by Mr. H. R. Nichols 
as $210,000, practically all extracted from 1881 to 1886. 

The country rock at the mine is a normal diorite of medium grain, 
which southward change::; into a coarser anc! more granitic rock. Three 
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principal veins, not far apart~ cut this diorite, two of them striking 
N. 51° \V. and dipping 65° SW. A third strikes more nearly east
west and dips south. A few hundred feet to the west, near the shaft 
house , is a flat blanket vein, upon which, as yet, but little work has 
been done. The veins, which have inconspicuous Cl'oppings, cross the 
summit of the ridge 200 feet above the shaft. The lowest tunnel is 
75 feet below the collar of the shaft. Thus far only the oxidized ore 
above the tunnel has been worked~ and if values continue there would 
seem to he fair assurance of a new lease of life for the mine. The 
veins are sharply defined, with normal quartz filling 2 to 3 feet wide. 
In several places branching veins are met with. The ore above tunnel 
level had a value of $12 to $15, the largest part of which was free 
milling, the gold having a value of $18 per ounce. The concentrates 
were rich, containing· 8 ounces of gold and only 1. 5 ounces of silver. 

The pay shoots on the two easterly veins are said to be 780 feet long, 
while that on the third is considerably shorter. 

PLACER DEPOSITS. 

A number of gulches in the vicinity of Durkee and vVeatherby have 
been worked in early days, and some are n0t yet exhausted. 

A few miles northeast of Durkee is Parker Basin, with some placer 
mines; 5 miles southward, below the Gold Ridge mine, are the Raven 
placers, in Shirttail Creek, which are said to afford promising ground 
if water could be broug·ht to them. Most celebrated, however, are 
the diggings of Sisley Creek and Chicken Creek. The former is a 
tributary of Burnt River entering near Weatherby and heading a 
short distance south of Lookout Mountain. Rich placers, now mostly 
worked out, were found at its mouth, and more or less work has been 
done for a distance of 7 miles, up to Chicken Creek, a tributary join
ing Sisley Creek from the east. The Chicken Creek placers have 
been mined for many years, producing from $8,000 to $24,000 annually, 
and are not yet exhausted. The creek is said to carry pay up to the 
divide, and even across the latter on the Snake River slope some·pay 
is found. 

The gravel bed of Burnt River is more or less auriferous all along 
from Bridgeport down to the mouth, and the low bars have been 
worked with some success, both in the upper canyon and below Dur
kee. The g ravels in the river heel itself are also auriferous, but in 
the upper eanyon heayy bowlders interfere with successful work. 
Between Durkee and the mouth of the lower canyon good dredging 
ground is said to e:xist, though the gravels are probably not of high 
grade. At W eatherhy, where the canyon widens to a bottom 700 feet 
wide, just below the mouth of Sisley Creek, placer work is done by 
the Pomeroy Dredging· Company, of Portland. The area available is 
about lGU acres. The maximum depth of the gravel is up to 35 feet. 
Prospeeting shafts indicated a yield of from 17 to 25 cents per cubic 
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yard, of fairly coarse gold, most of it contained next to the bed rock. 
The dredge is of the ladder-and-bucket chain type, 100 feet long and 
33 feet wide. The ladder is 76 feet long and carries 35 buckets, each 
holding 5 cubic feet. Actual capacity is about 1,500 cubic yards per 
twenty-four hours. After passing through a 15- by 4-foot trammel, 
which eliminates cobbles over ± inches in diameter, the gravel passes 
through a suspended sluice 140 feet long, 3 feet wide, and 2 feet deep, 
containing wooden riffies shod with sheet iron, and having a grade of 
9 inches per 12 feet. The operating necessitates 6 tons of coal a day, 
at $6 per ton; 10 men are employed, and the total expenses are about 
$70 per day, or a cost of 5 to 7 cents per cubic yard. The cost of the 
whole plant, including prospecting operations, was $68,000. 

At the mouth of Dixie Creek the gravels of the river bed have also 
been prospected with a view to dredging, but they are said to be less 
rich here than above, and the gold is finer in size. 

All along Burnt River, from Huntington up to Gold Hill, small bars 
are found 50 feet above the present bed; all of these have been worked 
and are practically exhausted. Corresponding to this former stage of 
the river are gravel terraces, 50 feet high, near Durkee, extending up 
to the mouth of the upper canyon. 

Near Weatherby small gravel bars are also found as high as 200 
feet above the river. 

RY£ VALLEY MINING DISTRICT. 

GENERAL FEATURES. 

The well-known placers of Rye Valley are situated 6 miles west
southwest of Weatherby, at an elevation of 3,230 feet. The district is 
drained by Dixie Creek, a tributary of Burnt River. The stream 
descends from Pedro Mountain in a narrow canyon to a point about 
3,000 feet above the town, where it widens into a broad valley. A mile 
below, at the mouth of the south fork, the bottom lands are half a mile 
wide, but 2 miles farther down another canyon begins, which con
tinues to Burnt River, with smooth slopes and an average depth of 1,500 
feet. A little west of the high slate hills in which the canyon is cut 
begins a lower plateau (elevation about 4,000 feet), falling off with 
abrupt edge toward the south fork of Dixie Creek. On the west, aboYe 
the table-land, rise the higher mountains of the south fork, whi<'h con
nect with Pedro Mountain. The slopes are bare, only supporting a 
scattered forest growth high up on Pedro :Mountain. 

GEOLOGY. 

The slopes on all sides of Rye Valley consist of a granitic rock, which 
in part is a granodiorite. It shows in white outcrops on Pedro :\loun
tain, but is elsewhere deeply disintegrated to a sand~· :'>oil. Slates and 
limestones crop in the south fork along the ::;outhern contact of the gra-
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nitie area. As nsual, the strike is east-west, the dip 80° N. Similar 
rocks are also met in the lower canyon of Dixie Creek. To judge 
from the large amounts of siliceous argillite, greenstone, and green
stone-sehists in the creek, these rocks appear abundantly at the bead 
of the stream. 

The valley is another of those basins so remarkably common along 
the margins of the great Neocene lakes of Idaho. The whole trough 
is filled with Neocene lake beds~ above which rests a basalt flow which 
forms the above-mentioned plateau, breaking off with a sharp bluff 
toward the valley. There is little doubt that the lake beds continue 
below the basalt tablP-, and they may well connect with the lake beds 
exposed southward on the slopes of Willow Creek. Carved in these 
lake beds is a series of fluviatile terraces of later date. These are 
the auriferous deposits. Fig. 88 shows the general relations of the 
deposits. The lake beds are well stratified, and consist of white and 
gray clays and sandy clays; they contain no tuffs. The whole series 
dips 13° to 15° vV. Contacts with the crumbling· granite on the slopes 
are difficult to establish. On the western side it is located about 250 
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FIG. 88.-Section across Rye Valley, showing relations of gold-bearing gravels to Jake beds. 

feet above the creek bed, while on the eastern side it probably reaches 
fully 300 feet above the same datum plane. The beds thus form a 
monocline, possibly separated by a fault from the granitic rock on the 
west side. If not repeated, the series has a thickness of 500 or 600 
feet. Leaves and shells are sometimes found in the lake beds. Rarely, 
gravels are interbedded in the series, and in such case contain a little 
fine gold. 

The gravel benches are chiefly developed on the west side of the 
creek; on the opposite side are only a few insignificant bars. The gravel 
rests unconformably upon the planed-off surfaces of the lake beds, and 
forms nearly continuous benches from half a mile above the town to 
the mouth of the South Fork of Dixie Creek. The width of this gravel 
bar is from 500 to 900 feet; its maximum elevation above the creek, 
250 feet. 

The stripping of the gravel has proved the existence of six or eight 
benches, earvecl horizontally in the inclined lake beds. The first bench 
is only a few feet above the level of the tailings; then follows a rise 
of 30 or 40 feet to the large~t beueh, which often is several hundred 
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feet wide. Several other benches follow above this. The hydraulic 
banks are from 30 to 50 feet high. The gravel is coarse and well 
rolled. A few feet above the lake beds which form the bed rot'k a 
stratum of tough clay 4 feet thick is often found, which locally is 
called "web-foot." In this material the Cartwright Brothers, who 
own the consolidated placer mines, have found teeth of mammoth and 
mastodon, which Dr. F. A. Lucas identified as ..1Yfastodon aut-ericanus 
and Elepll((s columbi, stating that both species are characteristic of the 
Upper Pliocene. 

The creek bed is filled to a depth of about 90 feet with tailings, 
which vary in width from a few hundred feet to half a mile. 

PLACER MINES. 

The Rye Valley placers were discovered shortly after 1862, and haYe 
been successfully worked up to the present time, with an annual yield 
of from $5,000 to $50,000, so that the total production is probably 
above $1,000,000. In 1873 the yield was $50,000; in 1882, $26,880; in 
1889 $34,000. During the last few years a steady production has been 
maintained. Most of the claims have been consolidated and are now 
owned by Cartwright Brothers. \Vater is available for only a few 
months in the year; it is taken from all the gulches of Pedro Moun
tain, and the quantity varies from 1,500 miner's inches in flood time 
down to 100 inches in July. The grade of the creek is 3 per eent. 

The creek has been mined for 3 miles up from the town, but by far 
the largest production is derived from the high gravel bars already 
deseribed. The gold is of a fineness varying from 750 or 800 on the 
lower bars to 650 on the upper benches. It is fine, the maximum 
size being that of a pinhead. The largest amount is on the bed rock, 
though some fine gold is distributed throughout. The yield varies 
from 11 to 30 cents per cubic yard. Some bench gravel still remains, 
though the supply is by no means inexhaustible. 

It has been proposed to work the gravels in the stream bed by bed 
rock flume or by dredges. Both projects offer some difficulties, as the 
depth is 90 feet. Borings in the creek bed are said to show an average 
content of 30 cents per cubic yard. 

QUARTZ :MINES. 

A number of quartz veins containing silver have been found on 
Pedro Mountain and attracted great attention between 1870 and 1880. 
The Monumental, Green Discovery, Washington, and Rising Sun ,·eins 
were known in 1S72; all of these were very rich in wire silYer. chloride, 
and silver glance, besides containing a little gold. In 1875 a 5-stamp 
mill was erected on the Lafayette, a gold-sih·er Yein. and a similar 
pan-amalgamation plant on the Green Diseo,'ery. In 1880 tlw ~ew 
England and Oregon ~lining Company erected a large pan-amalgama.-

22 GEOL, PT 2-0l---4H 
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tion mill, spending $50,000 on the property, evidently with unfavor
able results. All these veins are situated hi:;h up on Pedro Mountain. 
Green Diseover~· is said to strike northwest and dip 70° SW. 

In the ean~·on of the south fork, leading up to Mormon Basin, are 
man~· quartz prosper.ts containing both silver and gold; tetrahedrite 
is frequent]~· found in them. Seven miles from Rye Valley a 3-stamp 
mill had been erected, but was idle in 1900. It was built to treat the 
oxidized sugar~· quartz of the Golden Gate, a small, flat vein occur
ring in granite half a mile north of the road. The eontact between 
granite ancl metamorphic schist with crystalline limestone is crossed a 
short distance from the wagon road. 

MORMON BASIN, MALHEUR AND CLARKS CREEK DISTRICTS. 

GENERAL FEATURES. 

\Villow Creek is one of the larger tributaries of Snake River, and 
joins it a short distance above Huntington. West of Rye Valley 
Willow Creek approaehes Burnt River, hoth flowing in an easterly 
direetion. A bare, comparatively gentle ridge separates the two 
rivert::, its divide rising from 1,000 to 2,000 feet above the streams. 
On the slo}ws of this ridge, from 6 to 12 miles west of Rye Valley, 
are situated a numhe1· of famous placer mining camps-Clarks Creek 
and Bridgeport on the Burnt River side; Mormon Basin, Amelia, 
Malheur, and Eldorado on the Willow Creek side. But a short visit 
was made to these loealities, and the observations lack much in detail. 

GEOLOGY. 

The broad ridge separating Willow Creek and Burnt River consists 
chiefly of pre-Neocene rocks. The granitic area of Pedro Mountain 
ends just east of Mormon Basin, but a smaller sepamte area projects 
to Amelia between Mormon Basin and Malheur. The rest of the 
ridge is made up of clay slates, siliceous slates, and some greenstone 
schists. The general strike is west-southwest, the dip steep north
west, sometimes changing to south-southeast. The series is clearly 
the continua! ion of that exposed near Weatherby and Connor Creek. 

The Neocene volcanic rocks are not very abundant. In Clarks 
Creek, near Griffin's ranch, rhyolite begins and eonnects with the great 
rhyolite area north of Bridgeport. Associated with 1t are bedded 
tutl·s, which continue, skirting the foothills, toward Bridgeport. Small 
basalt flows crown the hills north of Mormon Basin, and near ·willow 
Creek thin basalt flows overlie lake beds. A dike 75 feet wide of 
normal ba,;alt, with diabasic granular structure, cuts the granodiorite 
of Pedro Mountain on the road from Rye Valley to Mormon Basin, 7 
milf's from the former eamp. 

South of Bridgeport a series of gravel benches, at elevations of from 
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3,650 to 3, 700 feet, begins, and skirts the hills eastward as far a~ the 
south side of Clarks Creek. The gravels, whieh are from 10 to :CO 
feet thick and highly auriferous, rest on soft tuffaceous lake beds, 
which again lean against slates and schists. The whole indicates a 
period of quiescent water during the time of the eruption, followed by 
an epoch of fluviatile aetivity at a time when Burnt Riwr stood 250 
feet hig·her than at present. 

Similar conditions prevail on the Willow Creek side. The base of 
the slate hills has an elevation of about 3.900 feet, and the shallow 
gulches cut in the slate above the hase are filled with 10 to 30 feet of 
auriferous detritus. A gentle slope con•red v.ith subangular wash 
descends to an elevation of 3,400 feet. In the sharply cut little 
canyons one-half mile from ·willow Creek 50 to luO feet of white 
clayey and sandy heds, haYing the appearance of lake beds. underlie 
the wash. Near the bottom of Willow Creek fi~sile day slate appears 
below the lake beds. Thin flows of basalt conr the lake heels along 
Willow Creek. These facts indicate that a body of comparatively 
:still water oeeupied the Willow Creek Valley at lea~t to an elevation 
of about 3,400 feet. I~'rom a point near the junction of Mormon 
Gulch and Willow Creek the road continues 20 miles due Past to 
Huntington. Over the whole distance the ridg·es slope gentl~· south
ward, and are cnt by shallow, broad gulches. Fine-grained deposits, 
loam and -sand, such as elsewhere in Idaho 1Uld Oregon are dlarae
teristic of lake beds, cover these ridgei:' , and the thin basalt flows 
oecasionally appearing are probably interstratitied with the sediments. 
The high slate hills are in dew a short distance northward. Along 
the road the highest point reached is ±,100 feet ahoYe the sPa. All 
this would seem to indicate that, beside~ the lenl mentioned at an 
elevation of 3,400 feet, tlwre might be present an older and hig-her 
level of deposition having an elnation of o\-er ±,000 feet, both indi
cating Neoeene lake levels, the former eorresponding to the Pliocene 
Idaho lake, the latter to the Miocene Payette lake. 

PLACER l\fiNES. 

All of the districts ineluded in this description haw yielded heavily 
in placer gold, but the production has diminished greatly and gradu
ally. Except Clarks Creek and Bridgeport. the camps are situated 
in Malheur County, and constitute its only produeing area. The total 
production is impossible to obtain with e\·en approximate accuracy, as 
the records are yer~· defecti,·e. The earlier returns from l\lalheur 
County are probably under those of Baker County. The anl.ilable 
reports give the produetion of Malhenr as $60,000 in 1889. $±0.000 in 
1890, $29,000 in 1893, $13,000 in 189±. and $11.(i00 in 18!:19. 

3forrnon Basin.-The road from Rye Valley ascends the South Fork 
of Dixie Creek, reaching its di,·ide of schists and greenstones at an ele-
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vation of 5,000 feet. From the broad, bare ridge a fine view across 
:Mormon Basin is obtained. Like so many other camps around the 
confines of the ~eocene lake of Idaho, it is a broad, shallow basin 9 
miles in eiremnferenee. The only outlet is through a narrow eanyon 
at the southern end of the depression. The sloping floor of the nearly 
cin·ular valley is eovered by heaps of tailings from placer mines. 

The shallow auriferous gravel:s rest on fine-grained deposits which 
look like lake beds. The g-old is eoarse and has a fineness of about 
800. In 1866 a nug·get worth $640 was found. Placer mining has 
been earried on in )lormon Basin since 1863. The water supply is 
seant, and hence the plaeers have lasted a long time and are not as 
yet exhausted. Regarding the yield in early days, but little reliable 
information is available. In 1882 two .American and one Chinese com
pany were operating, with a total yield of $40,000. In 1883 a yield 
of $35,200 was reported. Since that time the production has greatly 
diminished . 

.A number of quartz veins have been known for many years in Mor
mon Basin. .As early as 1863 some very fine specimens of crystallized 
gold in quartz were found, and in 1873 quartz was worked on a small 
seale. .At the present time ::Vlr. Porter Colt has erected a small Craw
ford mill, and a little ore is oecasionally extracted and milled. The 
veins seem to be small and of a pockety character. 

Clarl.·s Oreel.:.-Going north from Mormon Basin, the Clarks Creek 
divide, covered with a small basalt flow, has an elevation of 5,560 feet. 
Immediately below the divide indications of old placer mines appear in 
Clarks Creek, and gold-bearing gravels continue nearly to its mouth. 
The most important deposits form benches overlying tuffs and lake 
beds from Griffin's raneh down. The gravels are from 10 to 20 feet 
thick, and in many places are overlain by 1 or 2 feet of a white depo:sit 
very similar to the kaolin of Pine and Salmon creeks, in the Elkhorn 
Range (pp. 646, 649). They have been extensively worked and proved 
very rich, but are now largely exhausted. A yield of $10,000 is 
reported for 1889,$8,000 for 1890, and $13,7tH) for 189~ . 

.il'IalAeur and Eldorado.-From Bridgeport south to Malheur, fine 
gravels are met with in the shallow gulches soon after crossing the 
divide. Three hundred feet below the summit are the ruins of Eldo
rado Camp, once a flourishing town. All the way from here to 
)lalheur the gulches have been filled with 6 to 30 feet of gravels of 
fine texture, which now are almost entirely exhausted. The principal 
water course is called Shasta Creek, and another gulch just west of it 
is Rich Gulch. These were the largest producers. 

·The mining of these guleh gravels has been made possible only by 
the completion of the Eldorado ditch. 134 miles long and having a 
eapaeity of :2,40U miner's inches. Projected in early days, it was 
completed in 1874 at an expen~e of $250,000. It takes the water from 
upper Burnt .River and t·an·ie~ it through Shasta Gap across to the 
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"Willow Creek side of the ridge. Shortly after its completion the 
district attained its greatest production. In 1875 the production is 
reported as $150,000, and this ven- likely was the maximum. 

At the present time the gulch. gTa,·e·ls are practically exhausted, 
but a hydraulic elevator has been erected on Shasta Creek, near W'"illow 
Creek, and it is believed that some of the deeper gravels can be worked 
at a profit. 

QUARTZ MINES. 

A number of quartz veins ha,·e been found near Malheur. but as 
yet none of them have attained prominence. The Yeins strike north
ea:::t and contain white quartz with eoarse gold. The Red, White and 
Blue vein is located dose by Malheur and is de,·eloped by a shaft 150 
feet deep. The vein, which is from 1 to :2 feet wide. dips 45° SE., 
and is contained in cla~· slates with dioritic dikes. The Golden Eagle 
is situated near Willow Creek and has been dHeloped by a short 
crosscut tunnel. 

SUTTON CREEK BASIN AND THE BURNT RIVER DIVIDE SOUTH 
OF BAKER CITY. 

GENERAL FEATURES. 

A mile south of Baker City, Powder Ri,·er and Sutton Creek emerge 
from the deep and short canyons eutting through t.be volcanh.· ridge 
which here bridges the gap between the Virtue Hills and the southern 
part of the Elkhorn Range. South of these short canyons extends a wide 
basin, bordered on the south by the Burnt Riwr didde, on the west 
by the Elkhorn Range, and on the east h~· the lower hills south of the 
Virtue mine. The western part of the basin is drained by Powder 
River, flowing through a deep canyon nf'ar its great bend, but opening 
again into an alluvial valley in the eenter of the basin. The eastern 
part is drained by Sutton Creek, with its numerous and spreading 
branches. A pass with an elevation of 4,000 feet is the lowest gap on 
the south from this basin into the Burnt River drainage, and this is the 
direction followed by the railroad, which ascends Sutton Creek to its 
head, and then, in a sharper slope, descends Alder Creek to Burnt 
River. The central and eastern part of the basin is formed hy rolling 
hills destitute of forest g-rowth, but the Burnt Ri,·er diYide on the 
south, al:l well as the Elkhorn Mountains on the west, is covered by 
heavier forests. 

GEOLOGY. 

The geological features of this basin are exceptionally interesting, 
el:lpecially in their physiographic aspect. A key is here found to the 
direction of the rivers and the stand of the lake levels during Neocene 
times. 

The older roeks belong to the series of argillites with a general east-
west strike, which is so prevalent in this part of the Blue Mountains 
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and which has been described in greater detail under the headings of 
the · ' Virtue mining district" and the "Elkhorn Range." The hills 
at the head of the different forks of Sutton Creek consist of black 
argillites, as a rule with well-defined indications of ·stratification. 
Greenstones are often interbedded in the series, and though more 
greatly altered were probably originally fragmentary volcanic rocks. 
Isolated masses of limestone occur in the series, as, for instance, in the 
foothills 1 mile northeast of Norton station. Another area of similar 
rocks occurs on the Burnt River divide, toward the head of Denny 
Creek and 8tices Gulch on the north side, and Cow Creek and Pine 
Creek on the south side. Again argillites appear, as already described, 
in the foothill:;; of the Elkhorn Range southwest of Baker City. 

The premiling rocks of this region are no~ the older series, but 
the Neocene volcanic flows. The broad ridge which forms the bound
ary of the southern side of the basin and the divide toward Burnt 
RiYer is almost entirely built up of heavy masses of rhyolite. This 
area has already been mentioned under the heading "Burnt River 
distriet. '' Along the northern slopes of this rhyolite dome rest later 
eruptions, chiefly normal basalts, in which the canyon at the bend of 
Powder RiYer has heen eroded. The same flows skirt the southern 
end of the Elkhorn Range and continue northward, forming the whole 
of the complex of hills which bridge the distance between the Elkhorn 
Range and the hills of the Virtue mining district. Standing at a 
commanding point in the basin, one may clearly see that the basalt 
flows must once ha,·e filled the whole western portion of the basin up 
to a lew! of about 4, 700 feet. These rocks form a series of flows, 
black or brown in eolor and with a general and well-defined dip 
toward the east or northeast of from 4° to 12°. Though varying 
much in aspeet, some flows being extremely vesicular and others con
spicuously massin, the rocks all appear to be normal basalts. At the 
base of the flows in Sutton Creek and Griffin Creek, as well as in the 
foothills due east of Baker City, rhyolite tuffs are found. These form 
an excellent building stone, being soft and yet durable, and are exten
sinly used for that purpose in Baker City. 

In the eastern part of the basin the volcanic rocks are not extensively 
developed, hut instead the argillites are covered by thin well-wa~hed 
graveb and soft, light-colored, and well-stratified sediments. More 
recent subangular wash, carried down by the present gulches, rests 
near the mountains, on top of these sediments. About 9 miles south 
of Baker City, in the south-central part of the basin, heavier masses, 
of medium-sized, well-washed gravel, form the long ridges descending 
frori1 the Burnt River divide. At the low pass where the railroad 
crosses into the Burnt River drainage the fine-grained sediments, 
whieh appear like lake beds, are strongly developed and occupy the 
very summit. The most s~tisfactory exposures are seen in cuts along 
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the railroads, where 20 to 30 feet of these bed~ at·e exposed. The dip 
is here 12° to the east, while in other cuts 2 miles farther toward 
Baker City similar dips of 30° were observed. The roeks are fine
grained sands or days, in part distinctly tuffaceous. The field rela
tions show that the beds were deposited very !'Jhortly after the volcanic 
eruptions, and, further, that they have suffered a notable deformation 
since their deposition. Standing at the prominent point near the gap, 
an old level of deposition is dearly perceived, the sediments of which 
skirt the hills on both sides up to an elevation of about 4.300 feet, or 
200 feet above the lowest point. 

To the Plei:>tocene period doubtless belongs that epoch of erosion 
during which the present eanyons and valleys of Sutton Creek and 
Powder River ha,·e been cut. To the most recent Pleistocene belong 
the sediments accumulated along both of these streams, and especially 
prominent among these is the alluvial valley extending along Powder 
River for a distance of 3 miles south of the la!'Jt canyon which Powder 
River has to traverse before reaching Baker City. 

Though the geological fads are not complicated, yet it is by no 
means easy to interpret the geological history which they involve. 
The topography, before the volcanic flows, was materially different 
from that of the present time. Its detailed eharacter ean not be ascer
tained without further investigation, but the fact that the rhyolitic 
and basaltic flows, for a long distance, descend to the level of Powder 
River and Burnt River indicates distinctly that a deep depression once 
existed south of the Powder River bend. After the rhyolite eruptions 
had built up the high divide between the two riYers extensiYe outflows 
of basalt took place, which again radically ehanged the condition of 
affairs. Flooding the basin to a height of 4, 700 feet along the foot 
of the Burnt River divide and the Elkhorn Range, these flows also 
extended northward, and there can be no reason to doubt that they 
once continued in an unbroken ridge south of Baker City from the Elk
horn Range to the Virtue Hills and that the elevation of this barrier 
reached 4,200 feet. This, however, is higher than the Burnt River 
gap crossed by the railroad, and it seems that a necessary consequence 
of this should have been the establishment of a new course for Powder 
River through this gap and down into Burnt River Valley. That this 
did not occur can be explained only on the supposition that the great 
Neocene lake of Snake River Valley once extended up to r.nd above 
the level of this gap-that is, to about 4,200 feet. This, indeed. is the 
highest elevation reached by this sheet of water~ as proved by many 
observations in Idaho. If the lake did extend to this level, a very 
slight further elevation would be ~ufficient to establish a northerly 
outlet for Powd~r River across the basalt flows south of Baker City. 
A fairly rapid recession of the level of the lake would yery soon have 
carried it below the Burnt River gap, thus preventing the establish-
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ment of a permanent outlet in that direction. This interpretation, 
though not free from objections, is the only plausible one which can at 
present be advanced to account for the observed faets. 

PLACER DEPOSITS AND QUARTZ VEINS. 

Both placers and quartz veins occur in the eastern and western mar
gins of the basin, and have already been described under the headings 
"Virtue district" and "Elkhorn Range." The only other placers 
where auriferous grayeb ha\·e been found are in several ereeks on the 
Burnt River divide about 12 to 18 miles southwest of Baker City. 
Areas of argillite and other older rocks oecur on the Burnt River 
divide in this vicinity outcropping below the lavas, and placers have 
heen worked in several creeks on a small scale during a long period. 
Among these creeks may be mentioned Denny Creek und Stiees Gulch, 
on the north side of the ridge, and Cow Creek and Pine Creek, on the 
south side, toward Burnt River. Placer work is still occasionally 
prosecuted here. On Pine Creek especially placers were in operation 
during 1900. 

Though quartz wins are said to occur on all of the creeks mentioned, 
no paying deposits of this kind have thus far been developed. 
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A . MONTE CRISTO AND WILMAN PEAK. 

R. WALL OF SILVER LAKE, SHOWING PREDOMINANT JOINTING. 



THE ORE DEPOSITS OF MONTE CRISTO, WASHINGTON. 

By .J. E. SPURR. 

INTRODUCTION .. 

In the summer of 1900 the writer vi~-;ited }lonte Cristo for the pur
pose of making ~n examination of the mineral deposits. Only about 
one month was available for field work. It was therefore planned to 
confine detailed study entirely to those questions the solution of which 
would probably be of the most practical value in locating and exploit
ing mines. Although none of the fields of investigation were covered 
in all their details, the writer believes that he has collected some 
significant facts concerning the ores. 

The general geology of the region is complicated, and only so much 
of it has been investigated as is necessary for the understanding of the 
economic problems. These economic problems do not seem likely, on 
the first examination of the district, to admit of a solution which will 
be of interest to the public; The veins are generally easily followed, 
regular in strike and dip, and rarely broken by subsequent mo\-ement.-5. 
Therefore the problem~S are not structural. The most important ques
tions that remain are why the ore deposits are richer in some localitie8 
than in others, and where the richer deposits may be expected. The 
answers to these questions, even if they were discouraging in certain 
localities, would be of great practical advantage in the end, for they 
would properly direct investments and prevent unwise expenditures. 
Now; these questions can be answered only by examining the histot:y 
and conditions of the ore deposition, so that what might appear at first 
sight to be a technical essay is really the most direct method for 
reaching practical results. 

I The mining camp of Monte Cristo is situated in the heart of the 
Cascade Range, but on its western slope. It lies nearly due east of 
the city of Everett and about ±0 miles distant. It can be comfortably 
reached only by the Everett and Monte Cristo Railroad, which starts 
at Everett and terminates at Monte Cristo. Somewhat strangely, 
there is not even a good wagon road hy which the camp may be 
attained. Aside from the railroad, only trails connect it with other 
parts of the country. Of these trails the chief is one which runs 
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southward. on'r Poodle Dog Pass, down Sih·er Creek, and through 
Galena. to Index. on the Great Northern Railway. The distance by 
trail from :\Ionte Cristo to Index is said to be 18 miles. 

The joumey by rail from EYerett to Monte Cristo is a tedious one, 
reqmnng from tweh·e to twenty-four hours. Therefore one has 

a 

0 

a 
46°~~~~---M~---------+~~~~~~~~~FF~~f7~~;-l 

~ 

~ 

G- 0 
FIG. 89.-:Map showing position of Monte Cristo distric· t. The black star indicates the location . 

abundant opportunity to study the countr~· . Starting from Enrett, 
the road runs for some time oyer the drift-eon~red, fairly level plateau 
which borders Puget Sound: then it seeks the Yalley of the Stilaguamish 
and follows this Yalley up into the mountains. The route is wry 
picturesque. oftt-n running through canyons where the stream is a 
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foaming torrent. A few miles northeast of Monte Cristo the road 
crosses an ahnost imperceptible valley divide and enters the ,-alleY of 
the headwaters of the Sank. At th~se headquarters Monte Cristo is 
situated, in a valley basin, with tributary gulches heading in the high 
mountains. 

Although the scenery below Monte Cristo is beautiful, here for the 
first time one meets the typical rugged topographic features of the 
heart of the Cascades. The ,-alleys are narrow and deep, the slopes of 
the mountains so steep as often to appear inaccessible, and the higher 
mountains contain fields of perpetual snow and small glaciers. .Just 
above Monte Cristo the Sank Valley divides into two chief gulches, 
Seventy-six and Glacier. A few miles below the camp another 
important gulch, that of \V eeden Creek, comes in from the south. 

Throughout the whole general region in which Monte Cristo is 
situated many mining prospects have been found. Coming by rail 
from Everett, one sees prospects and ~ines along much of the way 
through the mountains, especially at Silverton. To the south of Monte 
Cristo there are mining claims nearly all the way to Index. One sueh 
is the old mining camp of Mineral City, a few mile:-. from Monte 
Cristo; and farther south is the mining camp of Galena. At Index 
there are said to be promising mines. Mines have also been exploited 
on Troublesome Creek, which lies south of Twin Lakes. North of 
Monte Cristo, on the opposite side of the high mountain ridge which 
lies north of Glacier Creek, is the Goat Lake mining district, connected 
by almost continuous mineralization with that at Monte Cristo. The 
Goat Lake mines are only about a mile northeast of Monte Cristo in 
an air line, but by the ordinary trail several times as far. In the region 
surrounding Monte Cristo there has been hardly any aetual mining 
except in Monte Cristo itself. the region being on the whole i11 the 
developmental stage. 

The chief mines of the Monte Cristo district are the Pride and Mys
tery, both operated by a single company. These have extensiYe work
ings and a concentrating plant. The ores are shipped by the railroad, 
which the company haR built chiefly for this purpose, to a smelter 
which has been established at Everett. Preparations have been made 
at Everett to save the arsenic in these ores in addition to the values 
already obtained. The Golden Cord mine is probably situated on the 
same general Yein as those just mentioned, and is said to have afforded 
some good ore. The 0. and B. mine is also regarded as a very favorable 
property. It has been worked and has shipped some ore. There are 
numerous other· prospects in the district of greater or less promise. 

The Mystery and Pride mines, with man~' other claims~ were pur
chased some years ago by capitalists, who built the railroad and erected 
the smelter to treat the ores. This has led to much active prospecting 
in the immediate regwu. The prosperity of the district has been 
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interrupted hy repeated washouts of the railroad, eausing the s1mtting 
down of the mines for long periods. In 1900 the railroad was rebuilt 
on a much more solid plan and the camp was revived. 

The writer desires to exprflss thanks to all those connected with the 
mines at Monte Cristo for kindly treatment and full and free infor
mation. He desires especially to thank Mr. William E. Sutton, the 
superintendent of the Mystery and Pride mines, for hearty cooperation. 

ROCK DIVISIONS. 

The following are the main rock divisions recognized in the Monte 
Cristo district: 
1. Ancient granitic rock, not exposed .................. )lesozoic. 
2. Arkoses and comglomerates with some quartzites ..... Eocene. 
3. Earlier andesites and tuffs ......................... -~ 
4. Tonalite (dacite)------------------------·----· .... M' 
5. Rhyolite ... __ . _. ____________________ . ____________ 1 wcene. 
6. Balsa! tie rocks __ ... ___ ..... ___ .. ____ ..... ___ . ____ . 
7. Pyroxene-hornblende-andesites, tuffs, and volcanic 

breccias .................................. . ...... Late Pliocene-Pleistocene. 

ANCIENT GRANITIC ROCK. 

The oldest rock that has been recognized in the Monte Cristo district 
has not been actually found in place, but is represented by abundant 
sedimentary deposits which have been derived from it. These deposits 
are granitic arkoses and conglomerates, containing pebbles and bowl
den; of granite. In places the bowlders in the conglomerates reach 
a foot or more in diameter. So coarse a sediment must have been 
formed near shore; therefore this ancient granitic rock undoubtedly 
underlies the other rocks of the Monte Cristo di..;;trict, even if it is not 
exposed. It is possible, however, that it is exposed in places, but has 
not been separated from the later granular rock, tonalite. 

Cm·r·elation.-Not far south from the Monto Cristo area a granitic 
rock corresponding to this outcrops over large areas. Professor Rus
sell1 describes the Mount Stuart granite as a light-colored hornblende
biotite-granite underlying Tertiary sandstones, to which it has yielded 
clastic material. These sandstones correspond to those which overlie 
the g-ranite at Monte Cristo and which form the lowest series actually 
recognized here. Mr. George Otis Smith 2 has also recognized in the 
hypothetical fundamental granite of the Monte Cristo district the 
equivalent of the Mount Stuart granodiorite, as he has determined 
the rock to be . 

.Aqe.-Since this granite forms the foundation for Eocene arkoses 
in the region south of Monte Cristo, it is probably pre-Eocene in age. 
It may provisionally be classed, following :\Ir. Smith, as Mesozoic. 

- - ---------- ---·-- - --·- -- - ----
'T,n•ntieth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Snrn•y , Part II, 1900, p. 105. 
20ml t:olllllJUllication. 
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ARKOSE SERIES. 

General de8cript£on. -One of the most important rock formations in 
the Monte Cristo region is a series, several thousand feet thick, of 
granitic arkoses with some conglomerates, less abundant quartzites 
and shales, and comparatively rare limestones. This series is exposed 
on Silver Creek and its tributaries and on 'Veeden Creek. On Silver 
Cr~ek the arkoses are often distinguishable with difficulty from the 
parent granite from which they ha,·e been derived. In Jumbo Gulch 
there is a heavy conglomerate containing bowlders of granite up to a 
foot or more in diameter. On 'V eeden Creek the rock is slightly 
different in constitution, containing a larger quantit~· of nearly black, 
fine, quartzitic arkoses, which often resemble limestones. Some of the 
layers are highly carbonaceous, and lignite has been reported from 
the hills west of the creek. On Silver Creek below Mineral City, in 
what is probably this same series, impure coal has been reported by 
Messr:-,;. Willis and Smith. 

(} ry8tallinic 7netamm]Jll,ism.-With thh term, following Dana, 1 the 
writer characterizes certain alterations in the granitic arkose:-;, con
sisting chiefly in the erystalline growth of detrital grains, joined, 
probably, with the development of some fresh mineral:; from the 
deeompo:;;ition products. This alteration does not appear to be deter
mined by proximity to intrusive dikes, and therefore might be elassed 
as regional metamorphism. Nevertheless, it is found only locally, 
though what determines this localization ·was not aseertained. It 
may. perhaps. have depended upon the original relative composition 
of the arkoses. 

"\Vhere this metamorphism has opemted, the arko:-;es. always some
what granitic in appearance, often come to resemble almost exaetly a 
fine-g-rained granitie rock. Frequently, howe\'er, rounded pebbles of 
quartzite are found in the:-;e rocks, proving- their :-;edimentary origin. 
"When examined microscopically. the texture and general structure of 
the rock show clearly its relation to the arkoses rather than to the 
g-ranites. But when the rocks are studied entirely by themselns their 
structure and composition are such that they llJight be classed without 
error as granitic rocks. A fine-grained roek collected at the head of 
the "rest Fork of Silver Creek was composed of quartz, striated and 
unstriated feldspar. and biotite inclosing magnetite. With a low 
power the distribution of the abundant grains and the difference in 
texture in different parts of the slide make its original fragmental 
nature evident, since these characteristics are like those of less meta
morphosed or unmetamorphosed arkoses. Under a hig-h power, how
ever, the rock resembles a very fine-grained granitic rock. The 
biotite is abundant. j,. fresh, and has plainly formed in place. Small 

t ~lanual of LTeolog y, 4th ed .. J'. all;. 
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striated feldspars are also fresh, and their erystalline outlines show 
them to be sel'ondary. Quartz, feldspar, and biotite crystals have 
grown until they interloc.k, forming an allotriomorphic granular struc
ture. There is no trace of schistosity. It is probable that the original 
quartzes have grown by enlargement, while the feldspars and biotites 
have been regenerated. 

The whole series is highly folded, but on account of the massiveness 
of the beds the attitude is not always easily determinable. On .the 
west side of Weeden Creek, however, the rocks were found to strike 
N. 5~· \Y. and to dip W. 65°. 

Cuntpu8t:tion.-These sedimentaries grade in texture from a fine 
slate up to a coarse conglomerate. In general, the grain is medium 
coarse. ""When studied under the microscope the rocks are found to be 
made up chiefly of detrital grains of quartz and feldspar, with occa
sional bleached biotite. They also contain detrital grains and pebbles 
of chert, dense volcanic rock (andesite?), and quartzite, often slightly 
schistose. "\Videspread secondary minerals, evidently developed after 
deposition, are chlorite, sericite, and sometimes epidote. 

The composition denotes that the sediments were probably derived 
chiefly from a granitic rock (similar to the l\Iount Stuart granodiorite) 
and to a less extent from quartzite and old volcanic rocks. 

At the same place as the specimen above described, and elose by it, 
similar fine metamorphic granitic rock forms the matrix of a eon
glomerate containing pebbles and quartzite. Under the mieroscope 
the nature of these pebbles is plain, the only alteration being that 
their boundaries have become indistinct. · The matrix of the rock, 
however, is like that just described, having all the structure and com
position of a fine-grained granite. The derivation of the biotite is 
shown in some of the less metamorphosed rocks, where it is seen to 
form from nmsco,·ite, which in a fibrous form results from the decom
position of :-.ome of the original minerals. 

R elattve aye of tire .. Jfonte Cr1:8to arlcm;e8.-The arkose series contains 
earlier granite, slate, and old volcanics, and is therefore younger than 
these. On the other hand, it is cut by dikes of andesite, basalt, and 
tonalite, which are therefore more recent. 

On the west :;ide of \V eeden Creek the attitude of the arkose series 
makes it apparently overlie the volcanic series, consisting of andesites, 
basalts, etc., which lies to the northeast; but since the basalts which 
lie next to the arkoses seem to be intrusive into them, the apparent 
relation indicated by the attitude is probably misleading and is per
haps to be explained by a fault along vV eeden Creek. Inasmuch as 
the basalt o\·erlies the early andesitic series with no inteiTening 
arkoses, this series is also probably younger than the arkoses. The 
hagments of ande:-.itie rock found in the arkoses, therefore. probably 
belong to ohh·r ,·ol<·anie . ..;, assoeiated with the anl'ient granite. 
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Correlation.--Professor Russell 1 describes, in the region not far 
south of Monte Cristo, a formation similar to the arkoses just described. 
This formation consists of 6,000 to 8,000 feet of arkoses and shales, 
with a thick, coarse conglomerate at the base, which rests upon the 
older rocks, consisting of ancient granite, schist, and serpentine. The 
formation has been named by Messrs. Russell and Smith the Swauk 
sandstone. Like the ~Ionte Cristo arkose~;, the Swank sandstone 
underlies the volcanic series. 

Mr. George Otis Smith, who has examined the specimens collected 
by the writer from the Monte Cristo district, has pronounced them to 
be identical lithologically with the Swank sandstone of the Mount 
Stuart and Snoqualmie quadrangles. 

Lithologically and in general age the arkose series resembles, and 
probably is at least partly contemporaneous with, the Puget group of 
Willis (seep. 796). 

Geoloqic date.~ The Swank sandstone has been determined, on the 
basis of fossil leaves, to be Eocene 2 and of fresh-water origin. 

EARLY ANDESITES, WITH ASSOCIATED TUFFS AND SLATES. 

Distribution and qeneral clutrltcteri8tic8.-The rocks of this series 
occupy Seventy-six Gulch and the greater part of the mountains on 
both sides of the Sank at Monte Cristo for a mile and a half below 
the town. The ::;eries consists ehiefly of greenish altered andesites 
with tuffs of similar appearanee derived directly from them. In addi
tion to these there are green slaty tuffs, some of wbieh contain ·a con
siderable proportion of quartz and so Yary ~;ometimes to fine impure 
quartz slates. 

C'ompo8t:t,:un and .stJ•nctnre.-The andesites have itPv·ariahly a firw
grained groundmass, generally microcrystalline and felty, often :;bow
ing flow :;tructure. Sometimes the groundmass was originally a glass, 
but has undergone devitrifieation. In the microcrystalline ground
mass the only mineral recognizable is feldspar, which o(·eur8 in 
abundant tiny laths. The devitrified groundmass g-enerally yields a 
very fine-grained aggregate of quartz and muscovite. The phenocrysts 
consist chiefly of feldspar, always altered~ with pyroxene and horn
blende, which are only occasionally found in their original condition, 
being typically entirely altered to pseudomorphs of ehlorite. In one 
case a partly altered pyroxene was determined to he bronzite: the 
feldspars were determined to be chiefly andesme and oligoclase, with 
sometimes labradorite and anorthite. They are usually altered to 
calcite and other decomposition products. 

Seeondarr minerals are alwaYs abundant, and are cb ietl Y calcite, . . . 
epidote, ('hlorite, pyrite, quartz, and 8ometimes biotite. 

1Twentieth .-\.1111. Hept. U. 8. !it•ol. 8 urn·y, l'>trt JJ, 1~00. pp. ll\1-1~0. "Ru"PII, op. l'it .. p. J~:l. 
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Jfetamorpll,?:sm at contact w£th intcrus£ve tonalite.-Near the contact 
with the great dikes of tonalite which cut this series the rocks become 
noticeably altered over a considerable zone. One of these great dikes 
cuts through the series at Twin Peaks, having its northeastern contact 
at the head of Seventy-six Gulch and Wilman Pass and its opposite 
one near Troublesome Pass, its width being about 5,000 feet. Near 
\Vilman Pass, at a distance of about 1,200 feet from the contact, a speci
men of andesite showed phenocrysts of feldspar con:-:iderably altered to 
calcite, with a microcrystalline groundmass eonsisting of feldspar, 
quartz, and tiny flakes of fresh brown and green biotite with some 
pyrite. The quartz, the biotite, and the pyrite are evidently all sec
ondary and show silicification and the crystallization of the usual felty 
feldspathic groundmass. A specimen from the head of Seventy-six 
Gulch, in about the same zone, shows nearly the same characters, 
except that the feldspar phenocrysts are largely kaolinized, while in 
the microcrystalline groundmass, besides the predominant quartz, are 
small grains of fresh feldspar, evidently secondary. Tbe structure is 
allotriomorphic and there are large grains of secondary pyrite. On 
the opposite side of the tonalite dike, on the northeastern side of Hub
bart Peak, a specimen much like those described was examined, the 
feldspar pheno,crysts being only partially attacked by metamorphism, 
while the groundmass was changed to fine quartz, sometimes with 
hexagonal outlines and sometimes allotriomorphic, with muscovitic and 
kaolinic material. This section contains scattered crystals and irregular 
fragments of chalcopyrite. 

A specimen taken from an included band of andesite in the granite 
near the northeastern contact shows a more advanced stage of meta
morphism. The feldspar phenocrysts are barely recognizable, being 
altered to an aggreg-ate of small hexagonal quartz grains with some 
fibrous muscovite. The groundmass consists of hexagonal quartz, 
tiny flakes of biotite, grains of fresh secondar.r feldspar, pyrite, and a 
pale-green mineral which is probably a variety of hornblende. 

At \Vilman Pass, an estimated distance of 300 feet from the granite 
contact, the metamorphism has reached a still more advanced stage. 
In the hand specimen the rock resembles a fine-grained quartzite. A 
thin section shows to the naked eye cloudy. dark, rectangular cross 
sections indicating phenocrysts in a fine groundmass. Under the micro
scope the rock is seen to be made up of lnterlocking erystalline, gene
rally hexagonal quartz, of small, nearly uniform size. The areas oceu
p~ed by the rectangular seetions above noted consist of hexagonal 
quartz, museovite, chlorite, and small crystals of fresh seconda1T 
feldspar, all generally accompanied by residual portions of the decom
posed original feldspar phenocrysts. 

Summing up, the results of metamorphism of this dike are generally 
silicitieation with the deyelopment of miea. In this connection it is 
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interesting to obserye that, at the head of Seventy-six: Gulch, n,ear the 
tonalite contaet, are many straggling eoarse ,·eii;s made up of quartz 
and biotite, the latter in places sometimes seYeral inches aeross. In 
none of the specimens studied was there any schistosity, so that the 
alteration has been metaehemic, and has l>e~n depende;1t upon solu
tions from the tonalite. This metaehemie metamorphism has almost 
completely recrystallized the roek at a distance of BOO feet from the 
contact, and has produced marked cbang·es at a distanee of 1,200 feet. 

The great tonalite mass which reaches from Glacier Creek across the 
mountains to Goat Lake ba~:; bad a still greater metamorphic effect. 
Its entire width is unknown, but it has been obseiTed for a width of 
at least 3 miles. It often, howe,·er, divide:,; into separate dikes, which 
may trend, as in the mountains northeast of ~Ionte Cristo, parallel 
with the general northwest direction of the main intrusion, or, as at 
Goat Lake, northeast, at right angles to the general direction. The 
greatest metamorphism is observed in the spaces between these 
branching dikes. The eastern contact of the main mass lies in Glacier 
Creek at the falls, and runs from here northwest along the mountain 
side. The contact is not simple, but is marked by a number of smaller 
marginal dikes. The rocks which these dikes cut are typically schis
tose, but in places, where they are less altered, they are seen to he the 
typieal andesite and andesitic breeeia of the earlier yoleanic series, into 
which, indeed, they pass directly at a distance of senwal hundred feet 
from the main intrusive mass. At Glacier Creek two thin sections 
made from the same large specimen show, in one ca~e, an andesitie 
tuff. and in the other case, a schist. In the first section are seen pieces 
of decomposed andesite in a fine andesitic matrix, impregnated with 
secondary quartz grains and dull-lustered metallic minerals. In the 
other section, one area, which is least altered, consists chiefly of see
ondary muscovite and quartz, thoroughly disseminated, with some 
feldspar, which is probably residual. Certain large areas of fine 
muscovite and residual feldspar between the fibers probably represent 
decomposed pheuocrysts. Another part of the section, more com
plP-tely altered, consists almost wholly of granular interlocking quartz 
with a tendency to idiomorphism. Schistosity in these roeks is notice
able, but slight. 

This belt of schist lies on the southwestern contaet of the granite 
dike all along the hill above .Monte Cristo. In places the alteration 
bas been more intense. r esulting in a highly schistose or gneissic roek, 
fine grained and black, with man~· small quartz gash veins, gidng it 
a gne1ss1c appearance. A specimen of this rock microscopically exam
ined is seen to be made up mostl~· of medium-grain ed quartz and ver~· 
fine biotite, with no trace of the original rock. The structure gins 
evidence of shearing or flow under prPssnre. 

On the mountain side between Glacier Creek and Sentinel Gap, 
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which is on the divide between :Monte Cristo and Goat Lake, there is 
a wedge of rocks of the andesitic series between two branching dikes 
of the tonalite. In its fresh state the intruded rock has a volcanic 
appearance, but a bed of conglomerate shows it to be a sedimentary 
tuff. The pebbles in this conglomerate consist, so far as examined, of 
decomposed andesite and a fine altered tuff, while the fine-grained 
rock interbedded with it is a fine ~;late containing quartz, feldspar, 
biotite, and hornblende. From here, as the granite is approached, 
the tuff begins to be schistose; farther on garnets and other crystals 
are developed in it; and still farther on it changes to a black gneiss 
with interbanded quartz veinlets like that previously described. The 
width of the metamorphic zone amounts to several hundred yards, 
perhaps a thousand feet. 

On the other ~.ide of this same great tonalite dike we find it, on 
Osceola Pass above Goat Lake, intrusive into still more highly crys
talline schists. These schists are cut hy a number of smaller tonalitic 
dikes and by dikes of feldspar-hornblende rock which are apparently 
a phase of the main intrusion. A larg·e portion of the schists are 
altered, although in different degTees of crystallization, to qu~rtz-gar
net-staurolite-hiotite-schists, sometimes containing hornblende. Cer
tain portions, however, are so little altered that their original nature 
is apparent. 

In one case, where the shearing has been slight, there are found 
under the microscope certain microscopic areas which suggest original 
felcbpar phenocrysts. The rest of the rock is fine grained, consisting 
mostly of fine quartz with small grains of feldspar, which is probably 
original, since it has largely turned to muscovite. In this roek there 
is also a little biotite and garnet. Another specimen proves to be a 
detrital slate, made up of very small quartz grains in a mat of kaolinic 
and muscovitic material. In two other eases the rock was eddently 
a very fine-grained quartzite. In one case the shearing had been very 
slight, resulting in the development of sparse muscovite. 

A few of the larger quartz grains are of secondary growth~ while 
the rest are plainly detrital. In the other case the rock consists of 
granular quartz, the grains being rounded and apparently detrital; 
the cement between the grains is kaolinic. The rock is cut across by 
fractures, along some of which shearing has produced the comminu
tion of the quartz and the deYelopment of biotite, chlorite, and hema
tite ( ?). 

Summing up the metamorphism due to the Glacier Creek-Uoat 
Lake tonalite, we tind that the recry.stallization of the roek into which 
it intruded has extended~ roughly speaking, a thousand feet or more. 
On the outer portions of the metamorphic zone the result has been 
simph• silieifieation and the denlopment of hiotite. as was tlw ease 
with th(• \Yilnmn Pa.".'' intrusion. At> the tonalite is approached the 
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schist becomes coarser and often loses all trace of its original nature, 
and besides biotite, garnet, staurolite, and occasionally hornblende are 
developed. Sometimes the rock becomes gneissic in appearance, and 
contains interbanded quartz veinlets. In proportion as the recrystal
lization increases the schistosity does the same, being most pronounced 
near the tonalite contacts and disappearing entirely when the slightly 
altered or unaltered rock is reached. Microscopic study shows that 
the schistosity is due to pressure, which has produced shearing. It is 
plain, therefore, that the tonalite mass, on forcing its way up through 
the rocks of the volcanic series, has produced a shearing on both sides, 
and to this shearing the metamorphism is doubtless partly due. 
Therefore this case of contact metamorphism is one where the results 
are partly due .to dynamic action produced by the tonalite intrusion, 
and partly to metachemic action produced hy solutions from the 
tonalite. 

Relative (tqe.-The andesitic series is probably separated from the 
basal granitic rock by the arkose series, since it contains no granitic 
material. There is, indeed, some andesitic material in the arkoses, but 
this is probably derived from ancient volcanics. The basalts are 
probably young·er than the arkoses, since they apparently cut them. 
All these basalts overlie the andesites with no intervening arkose, so 
the andesitic series seems to be intermediate between the arkoses and 
the basalts. It is older than the tonalities, which are intrusi,·e into it, 
and also older than the later hornblende-andesite. which cuts the 
tonalite. 

Correlation.-In the Snoqualmie quadrangle, farther south, 1 are 
two series of andesites, of which the earlier underlies hea,·y basalts 
and is cut by the Snoqualmie granite. This granitic rock is probably 
to be correlated with the tonalite of Monte Cristo, and the two andes
ites are very likely cOlTelatable with the two andesites of this 
district also. 

Geoloqic date.-The earlier andesites in the Snoqualmie region are 
probably Miocene, judging from their relation to the fossiliferous 
sandstones. In the Monte Cristo district a single fossil was found on 
the mountain slopes northeast of Glacier Creek. The rock is a fine, 
dark-green arkose slate or tuff with layers of conglomerate containing 
pebbles of andesite and fine impure sandstone. It is probable that 
this horizon lies well up in the andesitic series, although on account 
of the confusion introduced by the plicated structure of the region it 
is possible that its position is lower. The single fossil which was 
found was determined by Mr. T. ·w. Stanton to be Cm·bicula puqet
ensis vVhite, which was originally described from the Puget group at 
Carbonado, vVash. 

11\Ir. G. 0. Smith, oral communication. See also Tertiary gmnite in tht> north<'rn Cascades, by 
Smith and Mendenhall : Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. XI, pp. 22.1-2~6 . 
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The genus Corbic11111 is characteristic of the Puget strata, and is a 
fresh or brackish-water form, but not marine. 1 The Puget group of 
strata. as described by Mr. Bailey "\\rill is, 2 consists of upward of 
10,000 feet of sandstones, derived chiefly from granite, and shales 
which are often carbonaceous and contain coal beds. The series 
contains leaf impressions and sparse molluscan fauna. The older rocks 
are usually granite or crystalline schists, serpentinic or chloritic. 3 

Metamorphic schists and limestones of Carboniferous or Triassic age 
occur unconformably beneath the Puget group in the Skagit district.~ 
This group extends from beyond the British boundary southward 
almost to the Columbia, and from the Pacific eastward into the Cas
cades to heights as much as 5,000 feet above the sea. It is overlain 
by Tertiary and later yolcanic rocks. 

Lithologically and stratigraphically the bulk of the Puget group, as 
aboye described, corresponds to the arkose series of Monte Cristo, in 
which also some little lignite probably occurs. If the horizon in whi,~h 
the fossil was found in Monte Cristo has been correctly placed, it shows 
the extension of the Puget fauna upward beyond the arkose series. 
The Puget group was at first supposed to be Cretaceous, 5 but later 
study by Dr. Knowlton of the fossil flora places it probably in the 
upper Eocene or lower Miocene. 6 

From all the data which we have, therefore, we may class the 
andesitic series as lower Miocene. 

TONALITE AND DACITE. 

TONALITE. 

Dist1'ibution.-Tonalite makes up Mystery Hill and the greater part 
of the mountain northeast of Glacier Creek. Another large mass 
is found at the bead of SeYenty-six Creek and con.stitutes the rock of 
Twin Peaks. Besides these two large masses there are frequent 
smaller dikes. The general trend of the tonalite intrusions is about 
north-northeast, but in the Goat Lake district dikes were noted at right 
angles to this. 

Gcn(:m1 description.-ln the field the tonalite strongly resembles 
granite, being composed chiefly of quartz, feldspar, and hornblende. 
The mieroscope brings out its true character. The essential minerals 
are found to be feldspar, hornblende, and biotite, with occasional augite 

I On invertc·bmte fossils from the Pad fie eoast, by C. A. White: Bull. l'. S. Geol. Survey No. 51, 1R89, 
pp. 56, GO. 

2Tenth Census Report, Vol. XV, p. 789. Geologic Atlas U.S., folio 5-!, Tacoma, Wash., 1899, p. 2. 
Some coal fields of Pnget Sonnd: Eighteenth Ann. Rept. C. S. Geol. Survey, Pt. III, 1898, p. 400. 

"Bailey Willis, Tenth Cemus Heport, p. 760. 
• Bniley Will h. Eighteenth Ann. Rept. ll. S. Geol. Survey, Pt. III, 1898, p. 403. 

;. On iuvertc·t,rak fossih from thc> Pacific coast, by C. A. Whitc>: Bnll. L S. Geol. Survey No .. '>I, 1889, 
p. lfi~J. 

'' Snml' ('oa! tiel<b nf l'uget Sonnd, by Bailey Willis: Eighteenth Aun. Rept. U. S. Geol. Sun·ey, 
Pt. Ill, 1SY.S, p. ~ll3. 
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and hypersthene, and an abundant gray metallic mineral which is 
probably magnetite. The feldspar varies between oligoclase and 
bytownite, in general indicating- a rather basic dioritie rock. The 
secondary m)nerals are actinolite, chlorite, epidote, pyrite, ealeite, 
kaolin, P-te. The structure of the rock is ophitic to nearly hypidio
morphic granular, with a slight tendency to porphyritic. The feldspar 
is generally the oldest of all the minerals except the occasional 
pyroxene; the quartz is youngest. 

Relative age.-The tonalite cuts the arkose series and the early 
andesites. It is itself cut by the later andesite. It is also probably 
cut by the basalt, but this was not definitely determined. It is not 
found, however, in the basaltic area, so it is probably concealed under 
these lava flows. 

Correlation.-The tonalite is apparently correlatable with the Sno
qualmie granite, which has been studied by Messrs. Smith and Men
denhal~ in the region south of Monte Cristo. 1 

Geologic date.-According to Messrs. Smith and Mendenhall the 
Snoqualmie granite is Miocene. 

TONALITE-PORPHYRY. 

Distribution.-Tonalite-porphyry is found in numerous dikes, as, 
for example, on the south side of Silver Lake, on the southeast side of 
Silver Creek opposite Mineral City, and near the mouth of Sunday 
Gulch, in the vicinity of Monte Cristo. 

Descripti011.-The rock is porphyritic, with a fine-grained allotrio
morphic granular grottndmass; it frequently shows flow structure. 
The phenocrysts are chiefly feldspar and hornblende, while the ground
mass consists of lath-shaped feldspar, with allotriomorphic quartz and 
hornblende. 

R elation to tonalite.-The tonalite-porphyry is evidently only a 
textural phase of the tonalite, having consolidated in this form in the 
smaller dikes. The occasional porphyritic tendency in the larger 
tonalite masses shows the relation of the two roeks. 

DACITE. 

Distribution.-Dacite was found in two places-one in Pearsall 
Gulch and one at the head of SilYer Creek. A specimen of the latter 
was collected by Mr ... Willis. 

Description.-Dacite from Pearsall Gulch has a porphyritic struc
ture and a microcrystalline granular groundmass. The phenocrysts 
are hyper1:>thene and feldspar, and the groundrnass is quartz, feld
spar, biotite, augite, and magnetite. Tbe dacite from Silver Creek 
has phenocrysts of feldspar and quartz in a glassy, semidedtrified 
ground mass. 

'Tertiary g ranite in the northern Cascades: Bull. Geol. :"•.><· . ..l.meri ea, Yol. XI, p. ~~5 . 
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Relation to tonalite and tonaltte-porphyry.-The dacite in Pearsall 
Gulch is in close proximity to tonalite and tonalite-porphyry, and all 
are nry likely parts of the same large dike. That at the head of Sih·er 
Creek occurs in a complex of tonalite dikes, and is probably of the 
same age. 

The tonalite, tonalite-porphyry, and dacite are probably, therefore, 
textural yariations of the same rock, differentiated on cooling. 

RHYOLITE. 

Distribution.-Rhyolite occurs in small quantity in this district. 
It was observed in two places-in Pearsall Gulch and in Silvertip 
Gulch. Between these two localities it is probably continuous, form
ing a narrow belt running in a northeasterly direction, but on account 
of its slight importance it has not been represented on the map .. 

Description.-The rhyolite from the above-mentioned localities 
is similar. It possesses a microspherulitic, partly microcrystalline 
groundmass with phenocrysts of quartz and feldspar, fragments of 
bleacheJ. biotite, and areas of calcite and iron oxide representing the 
decomposition of ferromagnesian minerals. The groundmass appears 
to be mostly quartz and feldspar. 

Relati1•e age.-It is possible that the rhyolite is intrusive, but it has 
rather the appearance of a lava or surface flow. If it is the latter, 
then, from its position between the early andesites and the basalts, 
it is younger than the former and older than the latter. 

Cm·J•elation.-Russell and Smith note on the Teanaway River in the 
Mount Stuart quadrangle a rh,yolite in small quantity whose strati
graphic position is uncertain, but which may correspond to the Monte 
Cristo rock. 

BASALTIC ROCKS. 

Distribut£on.-The basalts are found in the northwestern part of 
the area shown on the accompanying map (Pl. LXXX), where they 
occupy an area between the early andesites and the arkose series. 
They are also fonnd in occasional dikes cutting the early andesites 
and the arkoses. 

De8cl'ljJtion.-The nature of the basalt is nearly the same in the 
different localities studied. In general, it may be classed as a pyroxene
ali vine-basalt. The structure is exceedingly fine grained, like the 
groundmass of ordinary lavas, hut there are no phenocrysts. The 
texture is fine holocrystalline micro-ophitic, sometimes glassy. There 
is sometimes a fluxional structure. V esieles are frequent, and are 
sometimes filled with decomposition products so as to become amyg
dules. The chief minerals are brown augite, feldspar, and olivine. 
As decomposition products, chlorite, serpentine, actinolite, uralitic 
hornblende, and calcite oceur. 
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Relative age.-The basaltic dikes appear to cut the arko:;;es and the 
early andesites. The main mass of basalts, which is probably a surface 
flow, appears fresher than the early andesite series. If it is later than 
this series it is probably also later than the rhyolite which lies between 
the two. It is not cut by tonalite, but overlies and seems to bide it, 
and appears to be younger than the tonalite. 

CoJ'relation.-Russell and Smith have mapped portions of the great 
basaltic lavas in the Mount Stuart quadrangle and reginns farther 
southeast as augite-olivine-basalt. This basalt is frequently cellular, 
often amygdaloidal. It is succeeded in Yakima County bv flows of 
hypersthene-andesite, much later in age, probably lat~ Pliocene or 
Pleistocene. 

Mr: G. 0. Smith has also recognized a probable equivalent of the 
Monte Cristo basalt in the Yakima basalt, which occupies about the 
same relative position in the geologic section. 

Geologia date.-According to Messrs. Russell and Smith the Yakima 
basalt, judging from the relation to associated fossiliferous strata, is 
Miocene. 

ENSTATITE-PERIDOTITE . 

.Distribution.-Of this rock only a single dike was found. This cuts 
the arkose series near the head of Silver Creek, in Molybdenum and 
.Turnbo gulches. It runs in a direction slightly east of north. 

Description.-The rock has a granular structure and a medium
coarse texture. It consists of olivine and enstatite, the former pre
dominating. There is a little magnetite. The alteration products are 
serpentine, talc, and bastite ( ?). 

Relative age.-This rock cuts the arkose series; otherwise its age is 
not known. It may be a phase of the basalts just described. Saxonite 

. has been described by Mr. Diller in Oregon,1 but there its relations are 
such as to indicate a greater age than in the Monte Cristo region. 
There is also a large amount of peridotite in "\V ashington, which is 
largely altered to serpentine, but so far as its relations have been 
studied the serpentine appears to he older than the arkose series, and 
is, therefore, of a different age from the Monte Cristo occurrence. 2 

LATER ANDESITES, TUFFS, AND BRECCIAS. 

Distr£bution.-The later andesites occupy the crest of the ridge 
between Glacier and Seventy-six gulches, and extend southward so as 
to form Columbia Peak and the region east of Twin Lakes. The ande
sitic tuffs, breccias, and flows which occur on the summit of the ridges 
directly southwest of Monte Cristo also probably belong to this group. 

Description.-A specimen of the andesite from the ridge between 

t Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey No. 60, 1890, p . ~:J. 
•The Clenlum iron or.,s: Washington, by Swit.h and Willis : Tnms. Aw. lust.. Min. Eng., Wttsbington 

meeting, Feb., 1900. 
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Glarier and Seventy-six gulches possesses a groundmass varying from 
microcrystalline to glassy, which contains many feldspar phenocrysts. 
Specimens collected by Mr. Smith near Twin Lakes are of glassy 
8pherulitic lava, which contain augite and seem to be basic andesite. 
In Pearsall Gulch a dike which cuts the tonalite is porphyritic, with a 
cryptocrystalline to microcr}rstalline groundmass and phenocrysts of 
hornblende, pyroxene, and feldspar. The feldspar is rather basic, 
being once determined as anorthite. The pyroxene is, in part at least, 
diopside. Decomposition products are fibrous actinolite, chlorite, 
calcite, etc. 

In general, therefore. the rock seems to be a basic pyroxene
andesite. 

Relatt:ve age.-In several places this series contains fragments of 
schi:->t and granitic arkose. Since the schist is a product of the tonalite 
intrusion, the andesite is younger than the tonalite, the earlier ande
sites, the arkoses, and the early granites. In the neighborhood of 
Twin Lakes Mr. Smith found the lav~s resting upon an eroded surface 
of tonalite. In Pearsall Gulch a dike of later andesite cuts the tonalite 
and the early andesite series. 

The later andesite series lies nearly horizontal or is gently inclined 
and appears unconformable to all the later r-:>cks which haye been 
described, and which have been found, so far as studied, highly folded. 
Subsequent to the folding there was deep erosion, capable of exposing 
the tonalite (originally a somewhat deeply buried rock), r:;o that the 
andesitic flows could be laid down upon it. This deep erosion seems 
to have been that which produced the old Cascade lowland plain. · 

Correlation.-Professor Russell 1 speaks of a flow of hypersthene
andesite as one of the latest features in the volcanic series in Yakima 
County. 

Glacier Peak, also described b:r Professor Russell, 2 lies only about 
40 miles northeast of Monte Cristo. It is an extinct volcanic cone 
composed of andesite and pyroclastic material. Professor Russell 
believed that the volcano originated after the development of the Cas
cade lowland plain, and probably also after its tlpheaval to form the 
Cascade Plateau. He regards it as belonging in the same category as 
Mount Baker, Mount Rainier, etc., which are all extinct andesitic 
cones. 

The rocks of Mount Rainier have been described by Mr. G. 0. 
Smith. 3 The rock is a pyroxene-andesite, often basic, and there are 
large amounts of pyroclastic material. The volcanic rocks rest upon 
an elevated platform of granitic rocks, which have been exposed by 
erosion. 
----------------------------------------------------------

1 A geological reconnaissance in central Washington, by I. (' . Russell: Bull. l'. S. Geol. Survey, 
]\' 0. 108, 1X9:J, p. (\4. 

"Twentieth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Snrn•y, Pt . II,1900, pp. l:H , J:)5. 
"Eighteenth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, Pt. II, 1.898, p.Hti. 
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The later andesites of Monte Cristo and those of Glacier Peak and 
Mount Rainier have many features in common. They are all andesites, 
and, so far as studied, pyroxene-andesites. They are all the products 
of explosive eruption from separate vents. They are in each case 
later than all the other rocks of the country, and in each case rest upon 
the upturned and deeply eroded surface of the older rocks. The 
Monte Cristo andesite is evidently older than the existing volcanic 
cones, since it has undergone greater erosion, yet the difl'erence of age 
indicated is relatively small, and all the difl'erent occurrences may be 
considered as manifestations of a single episode of volcanic activity 
which extended over a considerable period. 

Geoloqic date.-As just stated, Professor Russell believed that the 
Glacier Peak andesite was extruded after the formation of the Cascade 
lowland plain, and probably after its elevation. According to Russell, 
the planation took place in the late Tertiary, and perhaps was pro
longed into the Pleistocene, so that the uplift was late Pliocene 
or early Pleistocene. 1 The Glacier Peak andesite is therefore 
Pleistocene, as are the other extinct andesitic cones. In Monte Cristo 
the andesite appears to have been later than the folding and planation, 
and the comparatively rough topography of the old surface obsen·ed 
under it may indicate that the present cycle of erosion bad begun 
before its outpouring. 2 Nevertheless, the relatiYely greater amount 
of erosion in the andesites themselYes indicates that they are slightly 
older than those of Glacier Peak, Mount Rainier, etc. 

In general, therefore, the epoch of later andesitic yolcanic actidty 
in ·washington appears to have lasted from the late Pliocene to the 
late Pleistocene. 

JOINTING. 

The jointing of the rocks of the Monte Cristo district is a conspicu
ous geologic feature. It also exercises an important influence on the 
landscape, the sharp mountains having the appearance of being thor
oughly riven, in places almost sliced, by the chief joints. Gulches, 
crags, and the general detail of the scenery haYe originated by erosion 
along the joints. The most powerful set has a strike averaging 65° or 
70° E. and a dip averaging 70° NW. The next most prominent set 
has the same strike but a flatter dip, averaging about 30° NW. These 
prominent joints cut all the rocks, being shown even in the later 
andesites (Pls. LXXIX, B, and LXXX). 

AGE OF JOINTS. 

The later and~site of Monte Cristo was laid down on the folded and 
eroded surface of the Cascade lowland plain, as aboYe stated, but it 
was also laid down previous to the powerful erosion which hai:\ left it 

1 Twl'ntieth Ann. Re pt. U. S. Geol. Snr\'ey, Pt. IT, 1900. pp. 128. 1·14. 
2This wa• probably true of the 1\Ionnt Ruinier lin-n . U. 0 . Smith , )[Rznma, Octobe r, 1900, pp. 20, 21. 

22 GEOL, PT 2-01--51 
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as cliffs on the tops of mountains. This erosion immediately followed 
the uplift of the lowland plain to form the Cascade Plateau, so that 
the andesite was laid down just previous to the uplift or during its first 
stag·es. The joints, since they traverse the andesites, are somewhat 
later. So far as the writer can ascertain, this system of joints, which 
is strongly nui.rked throughout the Cascades, has not cut the later 
andesitie Pleistocene volcanic cones of Glacier Peak, Mount Rainier, 
etc., which were formed after the uplift but still some time back of the 
present. Therefore, the jointing was in general contemporaneous with 
the uplift, and probably closely connected with it genetically. Its age 
must be late Pliocene or early Pleistocene. 

The direction of the chief jointing is N. 65° or 70° E., and is very 
nearly at right angles to the general trend of the Cascades. This 
transverse system of lines of weakness manifested by cross folds, 
faults, and joints has been referred to by Professor Russell as follows: 1 

FIG. 90.-Sheeting in granitic arkose. head West Fork Silver Creek. 

In addition to the north-south folds just referred to, which haYe their longer axes 
parallel with the general trend of the Cascade .Mountains, there are a number of folds 
and faults which diverge at a high angle to the direction of the main structure lines. 
* * * Thus, throughout the central portion of the Cascade region in Washington, 
especially on its eastern side, there are strongly pronounced structural lines indicated 
principally by faults which branch off at high angles from the main north-south axis 
of the mountains. The general trend of these lateral fractures is, in fact, nearly at 
right angles to the longer axis of the Cascades and of the principal folds of which that 
range is composed. It will perhaps be of interest in the future, when the structure 
of the Cascade Mountains is more critically studied, to note that the fissure veins in 
the Slate Creek district, traversing the Similkameen [.Methow] formation, also trend 
nearly east and west, or at right angles to the folds in the rocks where they occur. 
* * * The age of the secondary disturbances just described is indicated by the 
fact that they involve Tertiary sediments ami the associated Columbia [River] lava, 
and hence occurred in late Tertiary or post-Tertiary time, and contemporaneously, 

1 Twentieth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, Pt. II, 1900, p. las. 
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as nearly as can be judged, with the latest great upward movement in the Cascade 
Mountain mass. In some instance• the secondary folds and faults referred tv origi
nated after the initiation of the present system of drainage. 

It must not be overlooked, however, that some of the joints may De 
of earlier origin than the most prominent sets, and were perhaps 
attendant on pre-planation folding.· 

RESUME OF' GEOLOGIC HISTORY. 

The history of the Monte Cristo district appears to have been much 
the same as that which has been worked out for the rest of the Cascades. 
The oldest of the recognized rocks is a granitic terrane, which on long 
exposure to erosion during earlier Tertiary time yielded several thou
sand feet of arkoset-i. Then began a period of volcanic activity, com
mencing with the extrusion of abundant andesites. The presence of 
water-laid tuffs in the andesitic series shows that much of the material 
was laid down under water. After the andesites came the intrusion of 
tonalite, and this ~as succeeded, very likely with an erosion interval 
between, by scanty rhyolite, and this by abundant flows of olivine
basalt. Subsequently the whole series was folded and eroded. This 
sequence of events occupied the time until the close of the Tertiary; then 
the later andesite was poured out, just previous to and in the earlier 
stages of the uplift of the lowland plain of erosion into a plateau, this 
uplift being accompanied by profound fracturing and slight faulting, 
chiefly in an east-west direction. After this there were erosion and 
ore deposition, which occurred mostly during the Pleistocene. A 
deposition of sulphides has taken place in 6e Monte Cristo district, 
chiefly along the joints. Hence, so far as we can judge, the ore 
deposition began in the late Pliocene or early Pleistocene. 

STUDY 01!' THE ORES. 

NATURE OF ORES. 

The chief ores in the Monte Cristo district consist of pyrite, pyc
rhotite, arsenopyrite, olen de, galena, and chalcopyrite. Realgar as 
an alteration produet from arsenopyrite is common. Among the rarer 
minerals are chalcocite, bornite, molybdenite, and stibnite. Metallic 
arsenic is said to have heen found on Goat Lake not far northeast 
of Monte Cristo. Among the oxidation products of the sulphides are 
malachite, limonite, hematite, melaconite, and scorodite. 

These ores carry in general relatively small amounts of silver and 
gold. In the Monte Cristo mine, according to reliable information, 
the average ore at some distance below the surface carries 0.6 of an 
ounce of gold and 7 ounces of silver. The maximum content is 1.4 
ounces of gold and 18 ounces of silver. The surface ores in the same 
mine carry an average of 0.95 ounce of gold and 12 ounces of sih'er. 
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The ehief gangue minerals of the ores are quartz and calcite. Epi
dote and blue socla-mnphibole are minerals developecl in the wall rock 
near the veins, the former chiefly in the andesites and the latter in 
the tonalites. These might be considered gangue minerals, although 
they do not, in general, actually form part of the veins. 

WHEN THE ORES WERE DEPOSITED. 

R elcdion to Cascade ?tpl~ft.-From what has already been said it 
appears that the ore deposition can hardly have begun earlier than 
the uplift of the Cascade plateau, at which time the chief joints were 
probably developed. 

Rdation to dynamic movements.-It may be made as a general 
statement, the truth of which is only emphasized by the occasional 
exceptions to it, that there has been surprisingly little post-mineral 
movement in the ores and inclosing rocks. To one who has had. a 
large experience in ore deposits this is immediately striking. It 
becomes more so when we study the history of the Cascades and. find. 
how extremely active was Tertiary deformation, and that it was pro
longed into the Pleistocene. The conclusion arrived at is that the 
ores have all been deposited during a period geologically not far 
removed from the present. 

Relation to p1·esent topogmphy.-lmmediately on the uplift of the 
Cascade plateau there was inaugurated a remarkably active system of 
erosion, so active that at the present time the master streams have 
practically finished their share of the work of <legradation. 1 There
fore ore deposition has taken place chiefly during the development of 
the modern topography. 

Duration of ore deposition.-The question of the beginning of ore 
deposition is thus fairly well answered. The other two questions 
which naturally ari~e are: Was the ore deposition intermittent or 
regular? and When did it close? 

Evidence will be set forth later to show that solution and deposition 
of metallic minerals in the form of ore deposits have been going on in 
very reeent times-indeed, probably since the formation of exactly 
the present topography. The ores will presently be classified into 
two chief zones: (1) A zone of surface ores marked by a proportion 
of blen<le, galena, and chalcopyrite relath·ely much larger than that 
found in the deeper ores, and also marked by greater ahundanee of 
gold and silver; (2) a deeper zone consisting essentially of the pyrites, 
chiefly arsenopyrite, and containing a smaller but more uniform content 
of the precion~ metals. It is within the surface zone that we have 
evidence of deposition up to within the present geologie episode, and 
probably up to the present day, but this, of cour~e. may he poss1-

1 Russell, Tw~nti('th Ann. Rt•pt. ll. S. Geol. ~urn•y, l't. II. 1\lOO. p. 146. 
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bly a reconcentration, re-solution, and redeposition of earlier deposits 
formed under quite different circumstances. In order to find the 
duration of the primary ore deposition we should confine our inquiries 
to the lower, evidently unmodified deposits. 

In the course of the hasty examination of the district there was 
suggested, but not proved, a slight relation of the lower unaltered 
ores to the surface. Many of the smaller veins and some of the larger 
ones, which at the surface show several inches or e\Ten several feet 
of ore, when followed away from the surface wedge out and finally dis
appear in a barren fracture. This is suggestive but not trustworthy, 
for the ore veins in Monte Cristo are not continuous but contain a 
series of ore lenses found at intervals along the main lead. On the 
other hand, it appears that the deeper workings have not yet brought 
to light any such important ore bodies as are frequently found near 
the surface. 1 

So far as can be seen the same conditions preyail to-day as have 
existed ever since ore deposition began. Therefore there is no rea
son to suppose that it has yet finished. The solution and redisposition 
of sulphides, probably going on now near the surface, producing con
centration, may be contemporaneous with the primary deposition of 
leaner sulphides at a somewhat deeper zone. 

Concl-usion.-Thus the chief ore deposition began in the late Pliocene 
or early Pleistocene and has continued contemporaneously with the 
development of the present topography down to the present day. 

WHERE THE ORES WERE DEPOSITED. 

The loci of minel'alization in the Monte Cristo district may be classi-
fied as follows: 

(1) Mineralization along joints. 
(2) Mineralization along bedding planes. 
(3) Mineralization at contacts. 

(a) Tonalite contact. 
(b) Enstatite-peridotite (serpentine) contact. 

MINERALIZATION ALONG JOINTS. 

To this class belongs perhaps 99 per cent of the entire mineralization 
of the district. 

1 The phrase "near the surfstee " is here used roughly and requires some modification. If any 
relation between the primary ores and the surface actually exists, it is between these ores a nd the 
belts of uniform conditions of circulation of atmospheric waters. In a region where the rocks are 
equally permeable these zones of equable circulation may be regularly gon~rned by the topographic 
surface, but where the rocks are unequally fissured, allowing in some places more ready access to the 
atmospheric waters than in others, the hypotheti<'al •nrfa<'e of equal circ~lation, nlthougb alwa~·s 
ultimately dependent upon the topographic surface, will become exceedmgly lrregulttr and Will 

deviate locally very widely from it. 
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GENERAL ATTITUDE OF UNMINERALIZED JOINTS. 

The following table gives the result of many observations of the 
attitude of the chief joint systems: 

Attitude of the chief joint systems. 

Strike. Dip. 

N. 98 E _ ..... - N W. 18 ..... -----
N. 83 E ____ . _. NW. 75 ... _.-- .. -
N. 79 E ______ . ( 3 S.) a ______ .. _. 
N. 78 E _. _____ NW. 20 (1 S.) a. __ 
N.75E ....... NW.40(1S.)a .. . 
N. 75 E __ .. _. _ 90 ... _. ______ . __ _ 
N.73E _______ NW.7Q _________ _ 

N.70E .... .. . NW.20(1S.)a .. . 
N. 70 E __ ----· NW. 70 .. ____ --- _ 
N. 70 E _ ... . __ .. _ ..... __ . _ .... __ 
N. 70 E ____ . . . SE. 50 _______ . __ _ 
N. 70 E __ .. _ _ _ SE. 65 . _ .. ____ . __ 

N. 68E -- --- -- NW. 70. ___ ------
N. 68 E __ ----. SE. 80 ___ _____ __ _ 
N. 67 E . ____ .. NW. 70 __ . ___ .. __ 
N. 67 E _. ____ . SE. 30 ___ . ______ _ 
N. 66 E. __ . ___ NW. 70 .... _____ . 
~.66E _______ NW.30(1S.)a ... 

N. 65 E.------ NW. 80 .. --------
N.60E _______ 90 ...... --------
N. 58 E ___ .. _ _ NW. 80 ... _ .... __ 
N. 58 E ___ .. _ _ NW. 35 ( 1 S.) a __ _ 
N.50E _______ NW. 60 _________ _ 
N.40E ___ ____ NW.70(1S. )a ... 
N. 38 E _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (2 S.) a ___ . _____ _ 
N. 33 E _______ NW. 80 (1 S.) a. __ 
N. 10 E _. _____ NW. 70 (1 S.) a __ _ 
N.3E ________ (38.)a _________ _ 
N. 27 \Y _ _ _ _ _ _ 90 ( 2 S.) a . _____ _ 
N. 27 W ___ . _ _ ( 4 S.) (t. _ _ ______ _ 

N.30W ______ NE.50(2S.) a .. . . 
N.37 W ------ NE.65(2S.)a ... . 
N.45 W ------ (2S.)a ________ _ _ 
N.67 W ______ NE.85 ----------
N. 77 w ------ ( 1 s. ) (L - - - - - - - - -

N. 82 W _ _ _ _ _ _ NE. 10 ( 1 S.) a __ _ 

N. 82 W ______ ~E.65 - ------- - -
N. 82 W _ _ _ _ _ _ NE. 70 ___ __ __ ___ i 

Localltr. 

Poodle Dog trail, above Monte Cristo. 
Head Seventy-six Gulch. 
Falls of Glacier Creek. 
Head Seventy-six Gulch. 
Hubbart Peak. 

Do. 
Twin Peaks. 
Mystery Hill. 

Do. 
Between Sentinel and Cadet peaks. 
Lower Seventy-six Gulch. 
East of Weeden Creek. 
Silver Lake. 
Head West Fork Silver Creek. 
Monte Cristo Mountain. 

Do. 
Falls of Glacier Creek. 

Do. 
Poodle Dog trail, above Monte Cristo. 
Sunday Gulch. 
Wilman Peak. 

Do. 
Above Goat Lake. 
Poodle Dog trail, above Monte Cristo. 
Mouth Jumbo Gulch, Silver Creek. 
Twin Peaks. 
Molybdenum Gulch. 
Head West Fork Silver Creek. 
Twin Peaks. 
Falls of Glacier Creek. 
Poodle Dog trail, above Monte Cristo. 
Head Seventy-six Gulch. 
Falls of Glacier Creek. 
Mouth Jumbo Gulch, Silver Creek. 
Head West Fork Silver Creek. 
Glacier Creek, east side. 

Do. 
Molybdenum Gulch. 

al S., 2 S., 3 S., and 4 S. signify, respectively, that the joints belong to subordinate sets of the second 
third, and fourth order of importance. The joints of the more important systems are also always 
present at each of these localities. 
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The statements conveyed in this table have been graphically repre
sented in the following diagrams (figs. 92 and 94:). From the diagram 
showing the plotted strikes it appears immediately that the chief joint
ing strikes in an east-northeast direction. There are four subordinate 
systems observable. One strikes northeast and another northwest, 
these two being nearly at right angles. Another strikes a little north 
of west, or perhaps west-northwest, and a fourth, represented by a 
single line, strikes a little east of north, or perhaps north-northeast, 
these two again being nearly at right angles. In the diagram showing 
the plotted dips the chief dip of the northeast-southwest joints is seen 

Scale of'fect 
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FIG. 91.-Sketch diagram of joints on horizontal tonalite surface, Glacier Creek. 

to be about 65 ° or 70° NW., varying from this to vertical. There is a 
subordinate set dipping between 30° and 40° NW., and another dipping 
20° NW., while a few joints have a southeast dip. Summarizing, 
the chief joint system has a strike N. 65° or 70° E. and a dip 65° or 
70° NW. The principal subordinate sets are (1) strike N. 45° E. on 
the average, dip about 70° NW.; (2) strike about N. 45° W., on the 
average, dip about 70° NE.; (3) strike N. 65° or 70° E. dip about 
30° NW. ·. also (4:) strike N. 10° E. (fig. 2.) 

GENERAL ATTITUDE OF VEINS. 

We may compare this tabulation of the attitude of unmineralized 
joints with the following table of veins formed along joint :r:Ia.nes, in 
order to see whether the veins haYe followed ·any systems of ]Omts by 
preference. 
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• ltlitud~ uf some <!l the principal t•eins. 

------- ---·- ·--- - ----
Strike (an•rage ). Dip (>l\·eruge) . I Names of mines or prospe<'ts. 

---1-------~-----------------

East ·· - ------ S. 75 (S.)u ....... l Goat Lake mines. 
I 

N. 80 E .. _. __ . NW. 65. __ . _. __ .. 
1 

Vein in side canyon, north of Glacier Creek. 

N. 80 E.______ NW. 68. _. _. _____ Tunnel west side Seventy-six Gulch. 

N. 78 E ....... NW. 80 __________ Seattle, Red Gulch. 

N. 75 E.______ NW. 75. __ . _____ . Tunnel west side Seventy-six Gulch. 

N. 7-1 E ....... 
1 

NW. 78 .......... Ibex. 

N. 7:3 E _______ . SE. 80 ........ . . Silver Star. 

N. 73 E. ____ ._ NW. 65 .. __ ___ __ . Mystery and Pride. 

N. il E_ ______ N\V. 70 .......... Golden Cord. 
N. 70 E. ______ 90. ______________ Tunnel north of falls, Glacier Creek. 

N. 70 E.. ____ . N \V. 25 (S. )a ___ . Tunnel west side Seventy-six Gulch. 

N. 6b E. ______ 90 .. _____________ Tunnel, Silver Creek, West Fork. 

N. 68 E ....... NW. 70 __________ Threadwcll. 

N.68E ....... SE. 83 ........... LouiseandEdison. 
I 

N. 68 E ....... SE. 70 ___________ ; Canton, Silver Creek. 

N. 55 E ....... NW. 65. ·----- - -- Seventy-six. 
N. 55 E. __ __ ._ 90 (S. )a __ . __ __ .. Vein in side canyon, north of Glacier Creek. 

N.50E. ...... N\\'.70 .......... Sydney. 

N. -12 E ....... SE. 70 ........... Upper Florence and Olive May. 

N. ~0 E ... ___ . NW. 70 ... _ ... _ .. Tunnel above Poodle Dog Trail. 

N. 37 E ....... SE. 73 ........... Goat Lake mines. 

N.33E ....... I NW.65 .......... 0. andB. 

N. :30 E ... _ ... NW. 45. _. __ . _. _. Tunnel, Pearsall Gulch. 

N. 10 E ....... NW. 87 .......... Rainy. 

N. 10 E ...... NW. 70 .......... Lost Hope. 

N . 10 E._ ..... SE. 80 .......... _ Tunnel 200 feet west of Olive May. 

N. 30 W .. _... NE. 50 (S. )a_ ••. _ Tunnel above Poodle Dog Trail. 

N. -17 W. __ ... (S. )a .. _ .... __ ._. Tunnel, Silver Creek, West Fork. 

N. 70 W _ .. _ .. NE. 75 (S. )a ..... Seventy-six. 

N. 80 W .. _.. . NE. 60 ( S. )a.. . . . Tunnel north of falls, Glacier Creek. 

N. 82 W .. __ .. NE. 65 ..... _ .... Tunnel in Glaeier Gulch, north of Pride. 

N. 82 W ...... NE. 70 (S. )a_ .... I Lost Hope. 
. I 

I 
a Subordimtte veins in tunnels where t.he predominating vein has another direction. 

The diagrams, figs. ~J3 and 95, presenting graphically the informa
tion ('OnYeyed in the table, show practically the same features as the 
diagrams of nnmineralized joints. The east-northeast system of veins 
is o\·erwhelmingly preponderant. All of the other subordinate sys
tems of nnmineralized joints are also sonwtimes occupied by veins. 
From a eomparison of the diagrams showing the strikes of joints and 
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the strikes of veins, it is clear that the mineralization has had no 
special preference for veins of some systems over those of others. A 
comparison of the tables of dips of unmineralized joints and veins, 
however, seems to show some slight selective tendency of the veins, 
although the data are, of course, inadequate. The veins mainly seem 
to have preferred the more steeply dipping joints to those which lie 
flatter. 

N 

w E 

: 

s 
FIG. 92.-Tabulation of strikes of principal observed joints (unmineralized). Black lines indicate 

predominant sets of joints. Dotted lines indicate subordinate sets, always in localities where a pre
dominant set is nresent. 

STUDY OF MINOR COMPLICATIONS OF JOINTING. 

Variations in /ntensity of jointing.-Although the rocks of the 
whole district are thoroughly jointed, the distribution of the jointing 
is not strictly equable. This irregularity is best illustrated by the 
predominant steeply northwesterly dipping and east-northeast striking 
set. To one who looks over the eountry from some high point it is 
plain that there is a broad belt of maximum east-northeast jointing 
which "uns from Goat Lake, jnst southeast of the town of Monte Cristo, 
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through the Silver Lake district and down Silver Creek. The course 
of Silver Creek above Mineral City is along this belt of maximum 
jointing, and very likely was primarily determined by it. The width 
of the belt is irregular, but may be averaged as between 1 and 2 miles. 

Within this belt there are also minor differences in intensity of 
jointing. Along certain helts the parallel northeast fractures are 
much more closely set together than in others, in some cases amount-
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Flo. 93.-Tabulation of ~trikes of principal observed veins. Black lines indicate predominant veins. 
Dotted lines indicate subordinate veins, always in localities where a predominant set is present. 

ing to a sheeting of the rock so marked as to produce gulches by reason 
of the easy erosion afforded by the fractured material. :Most of the 
steep spires and crags of the mountains, such as those of the vVilman 
Peak district, are caused by erosion acting on rocks thus irregularly 
jointed. 

Tml))'/crtt£ng jo/nt8. -One of the most common minor phenomena of 
jointing observed is imbrication. A joint stops entirely, and the strain 
which it aecommodated has been taken up by a parallel joint, usually 
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only a few inches distant. This parallel joint may terminate within 
a short distance in both directions, and its strain may in turn be taken 
up by an overlapping joint. The accompanying figures (figs. 96 and 
97) illustrate this imbrication on a· small scale. There is some reason 
to suspect that this minor structure is present also on a larger scale 

!>E. 

FIG. 94.-Tabulation of dip of principai RE.-SW. observed joiuts. 

and that some of the slight vein complications observed in mmmg 
operations may be due to the overlapping of one vein upon another in 
this way. 

Nonpersiste-nt }oints.-Of even greater importance than the last
named class of joints are those which stop without a parallel joint to 

N.w. 5.[ . 

--· 

FIG. 95.-Tabulation of dip of principal NE.-SW. obsen·ed veins. 

accommodate the strain. These generally stop at the junction with a 
jc,?int of a different attitude, and in this case the strain is evidently taken 
up by the new fracture. This is one of the conunonest features of 
jointing and is seen on both a small and a large scale. Occasionally 
it is possible to find a. nonper:-;istent joint which terminates blindly in 
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the rock, as far as the naked eye can perceive, and not in a trans
verse joint. In this case the str~in which was 
accommodated in the joint crack has undoubt
edly been taken up farther on in smaller frac
tures not visible to the eye (fig. 97). 

Stntin zones 10itA concomiant oblique joint
ing.-A notable class of the nonpersistent 
joints is found within zones of special strain. 
Most of these observed zones follow the pre
dominant east-northeast strike and steep 

'\ / northwesterly dip. Within the belts not only 
1 is there considerable jointing parallel with the 

\ \/
1 chief planes of fracture, but oblique planes, 

confined to the strain zone, and evidently a 
manifestation of the same strains which pro
duced the main set, are abundant. The ob
lique joints may belong to one or more sets, 
and thus may be parallel or intersecting. Scale of' feet. 

0 1 

FIG. 96.-Sketch of joints in 
tonalite, head house of l\Iystery 
mine, showing imbrication. 

They also may be imbricating. They are 
nearly always nonpersistent, terminating 
with the limit of the main strain zone. Fig. 
96 illustrates this special type of joints. 

Relat/vely [!l'eateT openness of jointing nem· the surface.-It is a 

Seale of feel 
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matter of observation in 
the Monte Cristo district 
that the joints near the 
surface are much more 
open than those even 200 
or 300 feet farther down. 
At the surface the rocks 
are seen to be trayersed 
by great parallel cracks. 
As we gofartherdown the 
rocks become more com
pact, until in the greatest 
depths attainable in mine 
workings, which are ap
proximately 500 feet 
from the surface in the 
Monte Cristo district, 
many of the seams are so 
close that they can hard-

FIG. 97.-Sketch diagram of jointing in tonalite on horizontal 
ly afford ready passage surfaee to show imbrication and nonpersistence of joints, Gla-

for solutions, and many cier Creek. 

become apparent only b~- disturbance of the rock, as in blasting. 
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It is theoretically admitted that the openings in rocks become le;;s 
in amount as the distance from the surface is increased. This lessen
ing may be attributed to the increasing pre:-isure exerted hy the 
superincumbent rocks, but where the difference is so great within a 
comparatively short distance from the surface it is probable that this 
cause is not chiefly influential. A mo:-it important and evident cause 
in this case is the straining which gravity exerts near the surface. 
Most of the rock surface is on the sides of Yerv steel) mountains and . ' 
therefore the surface zone of rocks is subjected to gravity strains 
against which it has no sufficient support below; hence landslides are 
frequent, and in nearly every case the rocks must at least yield and 
move somewhat to accommodate the strain. Another agency is prob
ably also in part responsible for the opening of the joints. This is the 
surface water, which is especially abundant in the upper zones and is 
active chemically. The effect of these atmospheric waters, as is well 
known, is generally to abstract more material from the rock through 
which they percolate than they can give back in return. Unless this 
diminution is compensated hy an increase of yolume due to change of 
chemical condition there results a d•~cided contraction of the rock. 
This has probably occurred i.n the :Monte Cristo district. 

STUDY 0~' MINOR CO)IPLICATJONS OF YEINS FOR>IED .\ LOXG .JOINTS. 

The veins formed along joints naturally partake of all the complica
tions of jointing, and have the further complication that they may 
pass irregularly from one joint to another. These variations will be 
only briefly summarized, since they require no detailed description, 
and the figures presented are sufficient in themseh'es. 

Veins alrmg zones of maximum cltief jointhi[J·-The zone of espe
cially intense east-northeast jointing, above mentioned as extending 
from Goat Lake through the Monte Cristo district down Silver Creek~ 
is abo a zone of maximum mineralization, nearly all of the principal 
veins of the region being located in it. 

Within the main zone of principal jointing the minor belts of max
imum fracture, above described as leading to minor irregularities in 
the topography, constitute the chief veins. Upon such fracture zones, 
generally not many feet in thickness, are situated the most important 
ore deposits of the district, such as those at Goat Lake, those of the 
Pride, Mystery, and Golden Cord mines, those of the Louise tunnel, 
etc. (figs. 98 and 99). 

Imbricat£ng 'l:eins.-The im hrication of ore Yein lets on a small scale 
is relatively quite as frequent as that of unmineralized fractures. On 
a large scale it has not been definitely observed, but on the lower le\·el 
of the Monte Cristo mine the apparent breaking and OYerlapping of 
the separated ends of the main n~in is possibly due to imbrication of 



PLATE LXXXII. 

A. Specimen of tonalite from mountain east of Glacier Creek, showing mineralization 
of intersecting joints. 

B. Specimen of ore from Foggy Tunnel, Goat Lake, showing relative age of sui phi des. 
a, arsenopyrite; b, blende; c, quartz and calcite; d, realgar. 
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is sufficiently gt·eat, it extends preferably from the joints into the rhom
boid rather than away from it, probably because the rock within has 

..-- -------,- " .... 
\ ' \ _.- --.._ \ ',. - \ / ",. /- / ',_. ,- I · · · . ..- ·. 
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FJG. 100.-Horizontal plan of mineralized joint zones in tonalite on mountain northeast of Glacier 
Creek. Shading shows impregnation with sulphides. 

been more crushed than the rest. Thus complete mineralization of the 
rhomboidal prism is attained and a body of ore formed which in aver
tical section has the form of a very large flattened rhomboid or roughly 

Scale of' feet 
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FrG. 101.-Vertical sketch section in tonalite of canyon wall , mountain northeast of Glacier Creek, 
showing sulphide vein passing from one joint to Another. 

of a lens (fig. 102). In horizontal section also these ore bodies han an 
extremely flattened rhomboidal ~hape, but this i" prolmbly m general 
due to the fact that the prisms do not lie horizontal. but at an angle to 

22 GJWL, PT 2-01--52 
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the horizontal, ~o that the horizontal section i~ really a very oblique 
ero~s section (fig. 103). The true form of the ore body~ therefore, is 
to be conceived a~ this inelined prism with a flattened rhomboidal 

SCAl.E OF FEET 
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F H•. 102.-Rongh vertical eross sc<·tioJJ of ll!ystery-Pride vein, ~howing ore lenses. a a a, n early 
solid sulphide bodies: b b, barren vein , (•hiefi y d ecomposed country rock ( tonalite ). Section is 
taken from eastern end of thirrl lew! of Mystery, vertically upward through Pride winze a nd 
Dis<"OH•ry tunnel. ]<'raPtures in tonulitt' vmitterl . 

cross sPetion. The piteh of the pri~m. whieh is al::>o the pitch of the 
ore ~boot, i::> variahle, and the h' ng th of the prism is also Yariable, 
being not indefinitely continuous, hut terminatE:>d 1Jy thl' ce~sation of 
conditions fayomhle for thoroug-h mineralization. ThesP <·onditions 
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are somewhat complicated and will not be discussed here, but among 
them may be enumerated distance from the sudaee and c.onnection 
with transverse joints which act as feeder::;. 

T'ehL ir1'ef!ularit1:r:s conseq1u:1d on successive 8elect/on of different 
joint..,.-It is a fairly reliable statement that in this distriet the 
straightest veins are the richest. The reason for this is that the 
straight veins mark a fracture zone so important as to control the 
circulation and not permit it to be tapped and drawn off by some 

SCAl-E OF" F"EET 
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FIG. 103.-Horizontal sketch plan, showing ore lenses on main vein, as exposed in big stopes above 
third level, Mystery mine. Ores massive arsenopyrite, with a little blende and chalcopyrite. 

intersecting fracture. Very many of the lesser veins, however, have 
formed where there has been no per;;istent master zone of jointing. 
The result is that while the vein itself may he often traced continu
ously by unmistakable characteristics, yet it shifts its course from 
one joint to another, and so becomes zigzag. The accompanying figure 
shows an instance of this very common type of lesser veins (fig. 104). 

Complication of ve'in8 nea·r th.e S'ttrface.-Veins when near the sur-

$CALC Of" F'EET 
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FIG. 104.-Rough plan of Snenty-six main tunnel, showing lead pas.~ing from one joint t{) another. 

faee are rarely simply straight and persistent, even where they 
become so in depth (see fig. 105). This is well illu4rated in the case 
of the great vein along which the :Mystery and Pride mines, and 
probably the Golden Cord. are situated. The nin in the Golden 
Cord and Mystery Inines is exceedingly straight and persistent. but 
in the upper workings of the Pride becomes so irregular that the 
miners eould find no definite rule for the position of the ore bodies 
and were foreed to ~·xplore somewhat at haphazard. In the deeper 
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workings before mentioned the ores have formed entirely along a 
master zone of fracturing having· the predominant east-northeast strike 
and steep northwesterly dip. This joint system is traversed by 
another of the principal subordinate systems of the region, which has 
approximately the ~ame strike but a comparatively flat dip, averaging 
perhaps 30° . In these deep workings, however, ore has not made along 

0 

~ 
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FIG. 105.-Diagrammatic sketch of cliff above upper Seventy-six tunnel to show irregularities of 
veins near the surface. a, andesite; b, andesite impregnated with sulphides, which sometimes 
become solid; c c, chief" lead." 

the flat joints away from the master zone to any extent, evidently 
bec·ause the joints are so close as not to permit of any considerable 
circulation of mineralizing solutions. In the upper workings, how
eYer, as the surface is approaehed the ore begins to make freely along 
these flatter joints, so that a series of steps or rolls is produced by the 
Yein changing from the steep-dipping set to the flat-lying set repeat
edly. :Mon'o\·er, as the surface i;; neared the ore makes not only 
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along these two joint systems, but also along nearly all of the several 
other joint systems in the rock which have been described so that 
very irreg·ular and puzzling distribution of the ores results' (see fig. 
106). In one case where mineralization had occurred irregularly along 
a set of intersecting and diverging joints, an old tniner graphically 
compared the ore body to a "squashed" 
spider. 

Not only is the complication of the 
veins in this respect evidently dependent 
upon proximity to the surface, but it is 

FIG. 106.-Rough h orizontal sketch plan 
of veins in old surface workings, Pride 
mine, to show irregularity of veins 
near surface. a a, solid bodies of sul
phide ore rich in galena and blende. 
Country rock, tonalite. Scale.! inch= 
about 30 feet. 
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FIG. lOi.-sketch of breast of tunnel h1 
upper surface workings, Pride mint", 
showing interHecting joints belonging 
to the principal sy~tems, fill ed with 
veinlets of calcite and quartz, with 
sptnse sulphides. 

also plainly related to the abundance of the joints near the surface, 
as above described. The opening of the joints has afforded circulation 
along nearly all the systems for mineralizing solutions, whereas in 
depth the joints are so close that the :;olutions have been chiefly con
tined to the master zone of fracturing. This is shown by the finding in 
the surface zone of many small joint fissures tilled with quartz and cal
cite, which is a phenomenon Yery rarely ob:;erved in the lower workings 
(tig. 107). 

LgAD AND POCKET, OR ORE BODY, AS PARTS OF. THE \'EIN. 

In the Monte Cristo district a vein may be continuous and easily fol
lowed without being continuously or equably mineralized. The barren 
portions of the vein are generally slightly impregnated with sulphides, 
or they may be almost entirely without metallic minerals, but they are 
quite distinct from the wall rock by reason of the decomposition and 
generally the consequent staining with iron oxide. At interval:; this 
barren· portion of the vein becomes richer in metallic sulphides and the 
mineralization may increase so as to form an importan tore body, capable 
of being mined with profit. Following these facts and conforming to 
and fixing definitely the miner's nomenelature, these barren reaches, 
which in some veins constitute the greater portion, in others the lesser, 
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we may call lead~, while the accumulations of sulphides sutlieient to be 
worked or to give promise of being worked we may call pod·ets or m·e 
bodies. According to this definition, the lead and the m·t: body are both 
parts of the vein. 

0 
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FIG. 108.-Longitudinal vertical section of vein in main Seventy-six tunnel, as sketched from drift 
wall, to show ore deposition at intersection of fractures. a, fractured andesite; b, barren " lead," 
chiefly decomposed andesite slightly mineralized; c, white quartz lens; d, streaks of solid sul
phide in quartz. About 500 feet (both horizontally and vertically) from surface. 

FIG. 109.-1\Iap showing cropping of Foggy and ~ubordinate leads near Osceola Pass, south of Goat 
Lake. The leads are in general mnrked by zones of fracturing, decomposition, and staining. The 
ore bodies occur chiefly at the intersection of the leads. 

POSITION 0~' POCKETS AND OR•; BODIES. 

lnjlnence of intersecting joints.-The intersection of transverse 
joints with the main vein haH evi<lent]y in many cases determined 
the formation of a pocket or ore body, which may form partly in the 
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main vein and partly along the tran:-;ver,;e fracture (fig. 108). In this 
way branching nins ari,;e, which, when followed some little di:-:;tance 
from the main lead, gi,-e place to a barren fracture. 

On a larg·er seale more important bodies are sometimes located at 
the intersection of ditferent minor strain zones. The best example of 
this is in the Goat Lake district, where the prineipal ore bodies ha,·e 
thus been determined. \Vhile the minor ore bodies determined by 
cross fractures in the lesser \'eins are generally not many yards in 
length, in the Goat Lake district the ore bodies form distinct shoots, 
running along the intersection of two zones and traceable for several 
hundred feet downward, pitching at a steep angle (fig. 109). 

3fEET 

FIG. 110.-Sketch of Seattle lode, Red Gulch, to show the compamtively rich precipitation along 
oblique fractures in joint zones. a a, joints; b b, small black sulphide streaks, chiefly impreg
nations; c. quartz vein, with sulphides. Rock, ma.ssive quartzite slate. 

"Yithin a minor :;;train zone, where the parallel joints or fractures 
are closely set together, determining a vein, there are frequently 
oblique fractures. These comparath·ely rare diagonal joints appear 
to afford greater opportunities for mineralization than the others, for 
frequently they show a continuous deposit of ore, while the others 
have very little (figs. 110 and 111). 

In each of the three minor cases above mentioned-the formation of 
small ore bodies and po('kets at the interseetion of transverse frac
tures with veins, the formation of important ore shoots at the 
intersection of two miiwr strain zones, and the relatiYely grl!ater 
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mineralization of oblique fractures across strain zones as compared 
with the main systems of fractures-the principle is the same. Evi
dently the intersection of one fracture or set of fractures with another 
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FIG. 111.-Sketch of vein in tunnel 200 feet west of Olive 
May, to show precipitation along oblique fractures in joint 
zones. Ores, arsenopyrite with some chalcopyrite, pyrite, 
and blende; country rock and vein rock, highly silicified 
andesite. 

is a more favorable place 
for ore deposition than any 
other point along either of 
the fractures. 

Ore lenses.-In the most 
important mines of the dis
trict, the Mystery and the 
Pride, the extensive work
ings have shown that the 
ore along this rich vein has 
formed in very flat lenses. 
These average between 50 
and 250 feet in diameter, 
and run in thickness as high 
as 6 feet (see figs. 102 and 
112). They are generally 
bounded by minor oblique 
joints included within the 
general strain zone, these 

joints often being at a very slight angle with the walls of the vein and of 
difl'erent systems, which meet and intersect within the strain zone itself. 
Thus the lenses themselves generally diverge at a very slight angle 
from the walb of the vein. An ore lens which begins on the foot wall 
of the vein when followed. downward often wedges out against the 
hanging wall. In this case, at the upper enrl of the lens, there is a bar
ren portion of the vein between the ore and the hanging wall. At the 
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FIG. 112.-Horizontal plan of stopes above Discovery tunnel, Pride mine, showing imbricating 
lenses, branching ,·ein, and dovetail termination of ore body. a a a. bodies of solid sulphide ore; 
b b barren vein material (more or less decomposed tonalite). Country rock, tonalite. Fractures 
in tonalite omitted. 

lower end of the lens there is a similar barren portion between the ore 
and the foot wall. 'Vhen a lens thus wedges out and disappears against 
the hanging wall, for example, the barren portion is cut through by 
the miner to the foot wall, where the beginning of another lens is 
generally found extending downward and thus forming a sort of 
imbricating or o\·erlapping continuation of the other lens, although 
without any actual communication with it. This is the most eommon 
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relati_on of the lenses. Oc·casionally, ho,Ye,·er, when the bottom of a 
lens IS determined by the com·ero·itw of the -tn·o --11· o·!1tl · l' · .. d · e"" .. "e \(Hetoe 
joints by ~-~ich it is bound~~d. the ore is found farther do~· 11 betw;en 
the same )Olllts, where they open out again after their intt>r:-edion. 
The two len:,;es thus have an hour-glass form, eonstrieted to almost 
nothing at the intersection of the joints and opening out to several feet, 
generally the whole width of · 
the strain zone, above and 
below (fig. 113). 

In the upper working·s of 
the Pride is a modification of 
the ore lens which is typical 
of some of the other less
developed veins of the dis
trict. In the lower work
ings, which have just heen 
described, the lenses are all 
steeply dipping and all lie 
within the straight unbroken 
strain zone dipping fi0° to 
i0°. Near the surface. how
ever, there occurs a series of 
rolls, the steep \'ein turning 
and running at a flat angle 
for a numberoffeet and then 
resuming its steep attitude. 
This may occur a number of 
times before the vein reaches 
the surface. Upon these flat 
benches the ore is more likely 
to occur than along the steep 
portions of the vein~ and 
form:,; also here rough lenses. 

A favorite theory to ac
count for the ·formation of 

0 
SCALE OF FEE:'T 

10 zo 

FIG. 113.-0re bodies in :\Iystery wine, ns slwwn in " OJWS 

aboye third le,·et under Glacier Gukh . ~ho witl!! lt •ntr-
gla~s connection of len~..; ~. Ore~ . '"nlitl nr~~.· Hop_\-ritl', 

with a little bleude. Country rol'k, ton:llitc·_ 

ore lenses along veins is that after a rock has been pierct'd h_,. a mn·y 
fracture there is differential movement on the two sides. ::::o that hYo 

convex surfaces are brought together, leaving the concan' ;;;nrfaee;,; in
closing lentieular opening·s. In these openings the ore i:::: ;;;npposNl to 
form. This theory is only mentioned in this conneetion to anticipate 
and deny any reference of the :Monte Crb;;to lenses to this c:ut:<t' . In 
the Monte Cristo district in general the fractures are straight. Ttwn:' 
has been no mo,·ement of importanee along tlwm. and the on'"' b;tYe 
not been deposited in ca,·ities or opening-s. but haYe rPplaeNi the 
tonalite little b_,. littlt>. 

The actual explanation of the ore lenses is edd<>nt aftpr a .;tll\1_,- of 
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smue of the ~lllTessive stages of their formation. Along strain zone~ the 
oblique concomitant veins inelo;;e prism;; of flat rhomboidal cross sec
tion, certain of whieh have borne more strain than others that lie close 
by or between. The physical explanation of this can not be undertaken 
here, but the substantiation of the statement lies in the many fracture:-:; 
which have been observed in these strained prisms as compared with 
the others. ·when this is nndert-1tood and granted-that along the zone 
of strain portions of the rock of rhomboidal cross section have natur
ally been more crushed and seameu than adjacent portions-the form
ation of the ore lens is clear; and, indeed, the various stages of this 
formation have been observed in the field, obviating the necessity of 
recourse to theory. The ore-bearing solutions, following naturally 
the main strain zone, have found their easiest channels in these crushed 
portions; so we often find such lenses in a stage where they are still 
chiefly rock, but traversed by many small ;;eams of sulphides~ The 
precipitation of the sulphides within these lenses themselves first 
takes place by preference at the intersection of the principal frac
tures which bound the prism; secondly, at the intersection of the 
minor fractures within the prism. By a growth of this proce;;s the 
sulphides spread from fracture to fracture until they meet, and finally, 
replacing little by little the country rock (which, in the case of the 
)lystery and Pride mines, is tonalite), they form a consolidated ore 
body, generally not strictly rhomboidal in cross ;;eetion, for the min
eralization bas rounded the corners of the rhomb and made the cross 
section lenticular. Such an ore lens generally has as its walls tonalite, 
which is remarkably little altered and may indeed be quite hard. 

The fiat-dipping lenses which occur along the rolb of the vein within 
a certain distance from the surface have a nearly identical, though 
l'omewhat different explanation. In the deeper workings, a:s has just 
been explained, the lenses are bounded by concomitant oblique frac
tures within the main strain zone. "\\Tithin the surface belt of rocks 
the flat lenses lying on the rolls of the vein are also bounded by oblique 
fractures, but these fractures, instead of being as before, are the inter
secting joints of two different sets, one being that of the main strain 
zone below, while the other i~ an independent set having the :same 
:strike, but dipping at a much less angle; for while the main set, as 
before stated, has a northwest dip of 65° or 70°, this less important 
sptem has a northwest dip of 25° or 30°. Hence when the Yein is 
deflected from the steeply dipping set to the flatter fractures, and a fiat 
roll re~ults, the vein only straightens itself up again when it seeks 
anew the steeply dipping set. Upon such a roll a fiat ore lens will he 
bounded above and below by the fractures of the fiat-dipping set, 
laterally by the main fractures (figs. 11±, 115, and 1:36.) 

·where the vefn takes these roll:s in the surfaee belt of ro<'ks the local 
deflection from the main set to the flatter-lying set i~ eyidenee that the 
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FIG. 114.-Sketch of tonalite at entrance of Mystery No.1 tunnel, showing visible joint>! and mineral
ization. Mineralization shown by shading. This illustrates a stage in the development of ore lenses. 
Note non persistence of visible joints. 

its proximity to the surface. When, on this account, the courl:ie of 
the main channel of circulation was once determined as passing in steps 
from the steep-dipping· fractures to the flat ones, the flatter reaches 

/ 

NW. I \ 

0 
SCALE OF F'EET 

10 1.0 

FIG. 115.-Sketch of tonalite outcrop at head hon~e of My~tery mine, showing principal joints and 
mineralization. Mineralization shown by shaded area. This illustrates a shade of the develop
ment of an ore lens. Note imbrication of certain JOints. 

have had the preference as localities for ore precipitation. This i:-; so 
because, even near the surface, and in spite of the frequent abundance 
of the joints of the subordinate sy~tems, the fractun's of the predom 
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inating system, taken altogether, still remain the most important. 
Therefore the fiat reaches of the main circulation channel intersect 
many cross fractures . belonging to the predominant set, while the 
steep reaches intersect fractures of the subordinate set, which, on the 
whole, are less important. Hence the amount of solutions meeting 
on the fiat reaches is greater than that on the steep portions, and con-

0 
SCALE OF FEET 

Z5 50 

FIG. llG.-Rough vertical sketc·h Rection in old surface workings of Pride mine, Rhowing irregular 
eourse of vein. a a, ~nlphide ores, rich in galena and blende and carrying relatively large amounts 
ofsilwr and gold: b b, fractured tonalite (country rock). 

sequently the precipitation by metalliferous sulphides is greater, deter
mining the greater thickness of the resultant ore body on the fiat rolls 
as compared \Vith the steep portions. 

RELATJOX OF \\'ALL ROCK TO \'EIXS ALO:-IG .JOINTS. 

So far as the writer's somewhat limited observation goes, the chief 
veins of the Monte Cristo district are confined to the igneous rocks and 
their vicinity. Among the igneous rocks the tonalite is conspicuous 
for the number and richness of the veins which occur in it or not far 
from its boundaries. Next to this the great masses of early andesite 
show a comparatively large number of veins of varying importanee. 

'Within the tonalite metallic sulphides in large and small segregations 
are everywhere noticeable. Scarcely a fracture crosses the rock, 
especially where there' is water circulation, but some concentration of 
sulphides, however slight, may be found along it. Often away from 
visible fractures there may be found in places bunches of pyrite in 
the tonalite which ha\'e all the appearance of segregations (fig. 117). 
The fresh rock, as described, has a noticeable abundance of fresh gray 
metallic minerals, probably chiefly magnetite, which under the action 
of permeating sulphureted solutions would easily yield these segre
gated sulphides. From these bunches in the unfractured i·ock there 
are all gradations through the slight dissemination of sulphides in the 
tonalite along minor fraetures to the most important joint veins, such 
as that of the Mystery and Pride mines. The eft'eet of this to the 
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obseiTer traveling O\'er the mountain sides, where the sulphide.;;; gen
erally outcrop on the barren rock faees, is strongly to suggest the 
idea. of the derivation of the ores directly hv coneentration from the 
tonalite in which they lie. · · 

Within the other igneous roeks, especially, as before stated, the 
early andesites, there is also a general abundance of pyrites, although 
not to the same extent as in the tonalite. All the phenomena of 
mineralization just described, from the segregations to the important 
veins, may be designated as similar, but throughout less conspicuous 
and important than in the tonalite. 

Between these igneous rocks and the great arkose series, whieh is 
the only formation in the distriet not made up chiefly of directly 
igneous material, there is a striking difi'erenee. As already defined, 
the arkoses are essentially impure feld
spathic sandstones containing comparati,·ely 
slight portions of the ferromagnesian min
erals that were eontained in the granitic 
rock from which they have been ehiefly 
deri,·ed. As compared with all the other 
rocks in the district, this series- best shown 
on Weeden Creek, where it is nearly free 
from dike rocks- is remarkable for the 
absenee of impregnations, segregations, and 
seams of sulphides. At the head of "\V eeden FIG. 117.-Nest of solid pyrite in 

tonalite w ithou t evi<klll jointing 
Creek, where the conglomerate is seamed by outcropping Ht snrfn(·e on UH>\111· 

perpendieular fractures belonging to the t11in northenst of Gln<"i er Crc•e k. 
About one-tifth ncttuil 'i ze. 

main northeast system, there is no minerali-
zation whatever along the fmetures , as was ohsenecl hoth in the field 
and by study of the rock under the microscope. So far as the writer's 
experience goes, such areas of entirely unmineralized fractures are 
rare in the tonalite or the andesite. ·when, howen't\ the arkose series 
is traversed by dikes (chiefly of tonalite) the arkose itself is frequently 
mineralized, although the veins in general do not appear so important 
as those within the igneous rocks; for example. on the west side of 
"\Veeden Creek the Northwest Consolidated mine is located close to the 
eontact of a large dike of tonalite. while elsewhere in the vicinity the 
arkose is generally without mineralization. 

CONCIXSIO);. 

The observations made were not sufficient to warrant any final state
ment, but a provisional generalization grounded on the faets obsern.>d 
is that the ore in the Monte Cristo distriet has been ehietly depo .~ited 
in or near the tonalite, to a less extent in the other igneous roeb. 
chiefly the earlier andesite. and nr~· littlP in the sPdinwntar_,. nrkost' 
series. Since the joints along whieh the ores are formed are found 
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equally well clenc-loped in all the rocks, the arkose being a:-; compact 
as the tonalite, this selective distribution of the ores, if substantiated, 
must be referred to the influence of the different rocks themselves. 

:MINERALIZATION ALONG BEDDING PLANES. 

The relative importance of veins formed along bedding planes is 
exceedingly slight. Only one important case was noted, that of the 
Northwest Consolidated mine, on the northwestern side of Weeden 
Creek. Even here the bedding planes would perhaps not have been 
selected as the sites of ore deposition had it not been that slipping 
has taken place along them, making them more open to circulating 
solutions. The faulted arkoses here dip very steeply, approaching the 
vertical. 

MINERALIZATION ALONG CONTACTS. 

Tonalite contact.-The mineralization along the tonalite contact, in 
so far as it is governed chiefly by this contact and not by traversing 
joints or fractures, is mainly of scientific and not of commercial interest. 
Among the metamorphic phenomena of the contact zone of the tonalite 
dikes pyritization was frequently observed, associated with silicifica
tion. The altered rock bas generally been part of the early andesite 
series. It is hardly possible to say whether the pyrite in this meta
morphic zone was recruited from the iron in the andesite or was 
introduced from the tonal it~, but at any rate its formation was probably 
accomplished by means of solutions attending and called into action by 
the tonalite intrusion. This contact mineralization is slight, and so 
far as i:-; known does not reach such importance as to form ore deposits. 
At Troublesome Pass a specimen of the slightly altered and pyritized 
andesite showed a trace of gold and 0.44 ounce of silver to the ton. 

Enstatite-peridotite contact.-The mineralization along the contact 
with this rock is also chiefly of scientific interest, as far as this district 
is concerned. Only one dike of this rock was observed, that which in 
the upper part of Silver Creek runs from Molybdenum Gulch north
ward toward the Louise tunnel. In Molybdenum Gulch a rusted vein 
carrying considerable quantities of sulphides was observed along the 
dike contact, which here rum; at an angle of about 20° to the main 
jointing. On Silver Creek the Fortunate and Wild Rose tunnels are 
also apparently located on the contaet of the peridotite with slaty 
quartzite of the arkose serie:";. According to Mr. Peter Chiodo, presi
dent of the Bonanza Mining Company, which controls the last-named 
vein, the pyrites at the \\rild Rose tunnel contain copper, mercury, 
coba.lt, arsenic-, iron, nickel, ~:old. and :-;ilver. 

Su11unary. - The ores haye been deposited to a slight extent along 
the eontaets of tonalite and peridotitP, po8sibly along the contact of 
other intrnsin~; to a 8light extPnt along bedding planes, espeeially 
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where these han• been rendered more open by slipping. but at least 99 
per cent of the mineralization ha:; been along- joint:;; which traTer:;e all 
of the rocks of the region. These joints are chiefly mineralized in the 
eruptive rocks, a:-s contrasted with the arkose ~eries, and preemi
nently in or near the tonalite. The principal mineralization is in a 
broad belt of especially intense fracturing· which runs parallel with 
the main fractures from Goat Lake through Monte Cristo and down 
t;ilver Creek. Within this chief mineralized belt minor zones of max
imum fracturing, generaJly only a few feet across, haye afforded a loca
tion for the chief veins. Along these veins the ore is not always 
e\·enly distributed, there being certain barren although decomposed 
portions which form the leads connecting the ore bodies. These ore 
bodies form largely in flattened lenses within the chief Yein, generally 
overlapping one another, and to a less extent at the intersection of 
transverse joints with the main fracture zone. 

HOW THE ORES WERE DEPOSITED. 

GENERAL PROCESSES OF ORE DEPOSITION. 

REPLACEMENT OF TONALITE, A:<DESITE, ETC. 

Although the joints or fraetures determine the location and direction 
of the veins, the chief actual mineralization has been by replacement 
of rocks through which these joints run. 

Replacement of tonalite.-Microscopic observation enables us to be 
reasonably sure that the mineralization of the tonalite is in most ca:ses 
a process of replacement similar to that process by which sulphides 
are deposited in limestones, but more complicated on account of the 
far greater number of chemical changes which the tonalite must 
undergo by reason of its greater variety of mineralogic con:stitution. 
Microscopic examination shows that the tonalite in the vicinity of 
strong fractures or fracture zones is traversed by many microscopic 
seams, which are apt to be parallel to one another and to the chief 
fracture, but which may belong to diflerent intersecting systems. 
These cracks may traverse all the minerals of the tonalite without 
crushing or faulting, and it is along them that the earliest and pro
foundest changes take place, after which the alteration spreads into 
the less accessible parts of the rock. Decomposition of ~orne of the 
minerals of the tonalite appears to precede in general any introduc
tion or segregation of metallic minerals. The feldspar i~> the fir:-st to 
alter, and is transformed into a fine musco,·itie aggTegate. The pyrox
ene and biotite abo disappear, and are frequently replaced by a fine 
mat of actinolite. In a more advanced stage quartz grains are found 
to have grown by serondary enlargement and haYe often acquired ery~
tal facets, while the original feldspars and ferromagnesian minC'rals 
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are completely altered to a fine aggregate of calcite and kaolin. Cer
tain areas crystallize as a coarse aggregate of quartz and calcite. 
Throughout the rock it1 scattered pyrite in large crystals, which have 
eridently grown at the expense of the inelosing materials. "\Vith a 
moderate increase of the amount of sulphides this rock becomes an 
ore, and frequently the sulphides segregate until they make up the 
entire rock, excluding the other minerals. General1y, however, there 
is considerable gangue, usually quartz. 

Replacement of andesite.-The replacement of the earlier andesite has 
been especially well observed, and it occurt1 under the same conditions 
as does that of tonalite. Like the tonalite, the andesite near the joint 
zones is apt to be traversed by tiny fractures, perceptible only under 
the microscope. 

In a specimen of the country rock from the Sydney lode, in Seventy
six Gulch, the comparatively fresh andesite showed microscopic vein
lets of chlorite and epidote inclosing crystals of chalcopyrite. 

A slightly more advanced stage is seen in the wall rock of the 0. 
and B. tunnel. Here the comparatively little altered andesite is 
traversed by tiny seamlets of crysta11ine quartz. Quartz may also be 
found in segregated bunches in the groundmass and in grains clown to 
submicroscopic size, sprinkled thoroughly throughout the rock. Asso
ciated with the quartz is some chalcopyrite, which has the same habit. 

In a specimen of andesite from Troublesome Pas:'i the feldspar pheno
crysts are partly reduced to kaolin and muscovite. The groundmass 
is partly abo muscovitic-kaolinic material, derind from the decom
position of the original feldspathic constituent:'i, but also very largely 
con:'iists of fine quartz grains which have replaced the other material. 
Associated with the quartz are scattered crystals and irregular pieces 
of chalcopyrite. This marks a slightly more advanced stage of silicifi
cation and pyritization than the one previously described. 

The next stage is seen in a specimen of andesite from the head of 
Seventy-six Gulch. The feldspar phenocrysts are considerably altered 
to kaolin, and the groundmass consists of fine microcrystalline allotrio
morphic quartz containing large grains of pyrite. 

A specimen from a tunnel on the west side of Seventy-six Gulch 
also illustrates the process of silicification and mineralization. The 
rock has been reduced to a kaolinic and fine sericitic mass which is 
throughout penetrated by quartz in isolated grains, clusters, chains, 
tiny seamlets, etc., so that half the rock is quartz. This is associated 
with calcite in small veinlets and nests, and chalcopyrite in small 
isolated crystals. 

From the same tunnel as ahoye w·as ohtainecl a specimen showing a 
further stage of alteration and replacement, so that it becomes ore. 
In this rock the areas of fine mu:-:eovitie material whieh formed the 
residual half of the previou;.;ly described rock are reduced to a small 
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bulk. The silieification has proceeded until most of the rock is made 
up of quartz, which varies from coarsely to very finely crystalline, 
with allotriomorphic granular or retiform structure. The sulphides 
in the rock are in crystals or irregular grains, either isolated or 
bunched. They are chiefly blende, but there is abundant kaolin, 
pyrite, and chalcopyrite. 

A still more profound alteration is seen in the ore from the Sydney 
tunnel, which consists entirely of coarse allotriomorphic granular 
quartz containing large; irregular grains of pyrite and some chalcopy
rite. Of similar character is the ore from the Threadwell and the 0. 
and B. in places. The 0. and B. ore is made up of vein quartz varying 
from coarse allotriomorphic to microcrystalline, also in part retiform, 
and this quartz is intergrown with allotriomorphic chalcopyrite, arseno
pyrite, and pyrite. 

Thus we have complete and gradual transition from andesite to a 
sulphide ore with quartz gangue, by the progressive replacement of 
the original materials by silica and metallic sulphides. Some calcite 
is frequently present in the final product as well as in the earlier 
stages. This process of change is then a true replacement, there being 
at no time any open space, but the dissolved mineral being placed 
molecule by molecule with the newly deposited material. The process 
is essentially the same as in the case of the formation of ores by the 
replacement of limestone, and is different from the process which is 
properly called impregnation. The term "impregnation" is properly 
applied to that process by which minerals are deposited in the tiny, 
frequently microscopic openings in porous rocks, such as sandstone, 
etc., and is therefore a distinct process from that of replacement. 

DEPOSITION OF ;\IINERALS IN OPEN SPACES . 

.Deposition in cracks or in breccias (spaces of discission).-In the 
deeper parts of the veins which have been explored there has been a 
very slight amount of metallic minerals deposited directly along open 
cracks. There are no true fissure veins in the district, and the spaces 
between the joints are remarkably small; nevertheless, a slight amount 
of vein filling, economically insignificant, has taken place. 

Near the surface, as has already been explained, the joints are rela
tively more open than in depth, and along these joints metallic sul
phides have been somewhat freely deposited, so that in the surface 
zone minerals deposited in this way become of some importance in 
making ore. These sulphides are frequently deposited as crusts, with 
sometimes a vacant space in the middle. The metallic minerals depos
ited in this fashion are chiefly chaleopyrite, realgar, and blende. 

Both in depth and near the surface there are occasionally places 
where there has been slight brecciation, so that there are open spaces 
between the fragments in the breccia. These open spaces have been 
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filled chiefly with quartz and calcite, frequently associated with metallic 
minerals, and in some eases this mineralization has been enough to 
form an ore. 

Deposition 'tn geodes or irreqular cavit£ts (spaces of dissolutifYfi.).
The process of replacement shows the ability of the mineralizing solu
tions to dissolve the rock mineralized at the same rate as it supplies it 
with new minerals. If the new minerals supplied to the rock are 
always equal in amount to those abstracted the process is one of 
replacement alone, since there are not at any time any open spaces. 
But we may assume that the solutions varied in quality and sometimes 
did not bring much metallie mineral into the growing vein. This may 
be inferred from the frequent layers of pure or nearly pure quartz 
which are found in the filling of geodes, with sulphides above and 
below. Owing to some such variation of the nature of solutions it 
may often happen that the dissolution exceeds the precipitation, in 
which case the rock acted upon, even though it is continually being 
mineralized, will become porous, drusy, and honeycombed with many 
irregular cavities. When, with a renewal of the supply of materials 
to be deposited, sueh as gangue and metallic minerals, the ability to 
deposit again equals the power of solution, or even exceeds it, the 
metallic minerals and gangue will be deposited in the rock in a manner 
differe-nt from that in which they would have been deposited had not the 
balance of solution and deposition been temporarily interrupted, for 
the deposition will now take place in the open pores of the rock and 
on the wall of the cavities. Thus will originate what Posepny called 
a "crustified deposit," with layers of different materials, often distinct, 
building out from the walls toward the center, which is free until the 
cavity is completely filled. 

In the Monte Cristo district there are many ores which correspond 
to this theoretical conclusion. Many are now solid, the small spaces 
of dissolution having been entirely filled up, hut the difference in 
character of the filling from that of the rest of the rock betrays the 
ongm. Again, there are rmmerous cases where the cavities have not 
been entirely filled and there still remains in the center an air space, 
into which protrude the perfect crystals of the last precipitation. 
These empty spaces, it may be remarked, are not found in the barren 
rock, but only along the veins, which is evidence of their origin by 
means of the same agencies as those that produced the ore deposition 
in general. Such mineralization in spaces of dissolution is found in 
most mining districts, but in Monte Cristo it has relatively very 
slight importance. They are, however, valuable from a theoretic 
standpoint, hecau:-;e the crustified minerals which thev contain enable 
us to study the sequence of depo,;ition of the different minerals, which 
it is very difficult to do where the minerals are deposited by replace
ment. 
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GENERAL AGENCY OF ORE DEPOSITION. 

The ores in their present position are not orig·inal in the rock. They 
are found only along joints and joint zones, and are evidently dependent 
upon these fractures, which are later than the inclosing rock. Along 
these fractures they have formed chiefly by replacement of the country 
rock, to a much less extent by slow deposition in open spaces. They 
have, therefore, been formed by some agency which circulated along 
the relatively open channels afforded by the joints and by the seamed 
country rock near by. Such agencies, so far as we know, can only be 
liquid or gaseous. The details connected with the ore deposition, 
especially the association of minerals, are entirely opposed to the 
assumption of the agency of gases; therefore the ores tpust have 
been deposited by liquid solutions-i. e., by circulating underground 
water-to which eonclusion, moreover, every indication points. 

RELATIVE AGE 01<' MINERALS. 

As before stated, the ores of the Monte Cristo district, where they 
have originated by replacement, do not generally show any definite 
succession of minerals. However, in the case of portions of the vein 
where small fissures or dissolution cavities have been filled, there is 
generally a definite order of deposition observable. In such specimens 
a given mineral may make up a definite layer with layers of other 
minerals above and below, and it may often occur in two generations-
i. e., in two distinct layers separated by a different mineral. 

Some of the best specimens for observing the order of deposition of 
minerals were selected and studied. The facts afforded by this study 
have been tabulated as follows: 

Table of observed succession of minerals in ore specimen.s from t!te .Monte Cristo district. 

[The column numbers 1 to 5 indicate succession of minerals from oldest to younge8t.] 

Locality. J. 

LastHopctunnel .. Pyrite, ar
senopyr!te, 
pyrrhotite, 
blend e. 

2. 

Calcite and 
quartz. 

3. 4. 

Mystery mine . .. .. . Sulphides and ..... do........ Arsenopyrite .... .... .. ...... · 
quartz. 

Prospect tun n e I , Pyri te .. .. .. .. . . Quartz.. .. .... Pyrite ...................... .. 
Poodle Dog trail. 

Mystery mine ...... Chalcopyrite .. ...... do........ Calcite ....... ............... .. 
Do .. ............ Quartz and ..... do ........ Realgttr .................... .. 

sulphides. i 
Do ................... do.... ...... Calcite ....................... ' ....... · .. · .... · 
Do .............. Bluenmphibole ' Quartz .... .... Stibnite ...... ; Calcite ...... . 

Mountain north· Chalcopyrite, ..... do .. ...... Blende ............. .. ....... . 
west of Mystery arsenopyrite, 
mine. and quartz. 

Tunnel south side Blende .. .. .. .. . C>tlcite .. . .. .. ClHtlcop)·rite ............... .. 
of Silver Lake. [ 

Do ................... do .......... I CIHlleopyritt• . l;>t lena .. . .... Calcite ..... .. 

5. 
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Table of o/,serred ,quccession of minerals in ore -~pecimens, etc.-Continued. 

Lnt·nlity. 1. :?. 3. 4. 

Threndwell tunnel . Bien de ......... Chalcopyrite. Quart.z and .............. .. 
calcite. 

Do.............. Quartz ............... do .......... .. ... .... .................. .. 
Last Hope tunnel. .. Arsenopyrite ... Quartz ........ Chalcoypri te ............... . 

and pyr-
rhotite. 

Do ..... . . ....... Ar seno pyrite Chalcopyrite Calcite ...................... . 
and quartz. and p y r

rbotite. 
Red Gulch ......... Quartz .......... Chalcopyrite. Molybdenite_ ............... . 
Senttle tunnel. ..... Quartz and Hematite ..... Chalcopyrite- ............... . 

pyrite. 
Do . . .. .......... Quartz.......... Chalcopyrite - Melaconite ................. .. 

Louise tunnel ...... Arsenop)·rite ........ do ........ Calcite ...................... . 
Do ... ........... Quartz ............... do .............. .. ....................... . 

Northwest Consoli- Blende ......... 1 ..... do ........ Pyrrhotite Quartz ....... . 
dated tunneL and galena. 

Tunnel in Pearsall Epidote ........ Quartz ........ Chalcopyrite. Ca:Icite ....... 
Gulch. 

Northwest Consoli- Galena and Chalcopyrite. Calcite ..................... .. 
dated tunneL blende. 

Tunn el west side Quartz ........ .. Blende and ......................... . ..... . 
s e" e n tv - s i x galena. 
Gulch. - I 

Do . ...... ..... .. Arsenopyrite, ..... do . .... ... Chalcopyrite ............... .. 

I 
·chalcopyrite, 
and quartz. 

5. 

Do ........ ...... i Arsenopyrite ... Chalcopyrite . Bien de and Quartz ........ Calcite. 
1 galena. 

Foggy tunnel. Goat 
1

· BIen de and 
Lak e. galena. 

Do .... . . ....... . 1 Arsenopyrite. 
pyrite, and 
quartz. 

Chalcopyrite ............................... . 
and realgar. 

Chalcopyrite . Quartz........ Stibnite and 
realgar. 

Do .............. Ars e nopyrite, 
and quartz. 

.. .. dn ........ Blende ....... Quartz ...... .. Rea I gar~ 
blende, ana 
chalcopyrite 
in druse. 

Do .............. Blende ........ ..... . do ........ Stibnite ...... Realgar .... .. 
Do .......... .... : ...... ... ......... ' ........ . .............. . ............. do ...... .. 

Do .............. 

1 

Arsenopyrite ··T·· ····· ··· ····t····· .. ........ Q~r}:~e~~~ 
Chalcopyrite. 
Stibnite. 

The writer has classified the above facts in a number of different 
ways, so as to find out their general bearing. Without wearying the 
reader with these intermediate steps, however, the following results 
will be given: 

A1'8enopyrite.-In nearly every case arsenopyrite is among the oldest 
of minerals, generally occurring in such a way as to show it to be 
of greater age than chalcopyrite, pyrrhotite, galena, blende, stib
nite, realgar, or calcite. It is found intergrown with and therefore 
contemporaneous with pyrite and quartz, more rarely with pyrrhotite 
and chalcopyrite. Yet in a small way arsenopyrite occurs among the 
latest of minerals, always, so far as observed, in a second generation 
of insignificant importance as compared with the first. In specimens 
from the :Mystery mine arsenopyrite has been found intergrown with 
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and resting upon calcite. This calcite, which is often intergrown 
with quartz, is a cavity filling resting upon the earlier-formed massive 
ore, consisting largely of arsenopyrite and quartz. 

Realqm·.-Realgar is properly contrasted here with arsenopyrite, 
since its occurrence shows that it is certainly in every case the result 
of alteration of the former mineral at a certain distance from the sur
face of the ground. The realgar is found along cracks in the arseno
pyrite ores, which cracks in every case extend toward the surface, and 
it is also found forming part of the incrusted minerals in druses. In 
the hand specimens studied, incrusted realgar has been found to be 
younger than arsenopyrite, pyrite, chalcopyrite, galena, blende, and 
stibnite. It is found intergrown and contemporaneous with copper 
pyrite, stibnite, blende, and quartz. As younger-formed minerals 
only chalcopyrite und stibnite have been observed. Realgar forms 
only one generation, so far as studied, and it has evidently been 
derived from the arsenopyrite by the dissolution of this mineral and 
the subsequent precipitation of a pure arsenic sulphide, the iron being 
carried away. 

Stibnite.-Stiomte is found closely associated and intergrown with 
realgar, and generally occurs as minute free crystals crusting tho 
walls of little druses which have been dissolved out of the older ores. 
Only calcite and realgar have been found later than this mineral. On 
the other hand, in different specimens it has been found to be dis
tinctly later than arsenopyrite, chalcopyrite, blende, realgar, and 
quartz. 

The occurrence of stibnite in arm1es, as above mentioned, and it:; 
intimate relation to realgar make it plain that, like realgar, it is a sec
ondary mineral derived from the older sulphides by a process of puri
fication consisting in dissolving the original sulphides and precipitating 
some of the metals in scattered form as pure sulphides while the other 
metals are removed in solution. 

Calcite.-Calcite is closely associated with realgar and stibnite. In 
nearly every specimen examined calcite has been the last mineral to 
crystallize, or among the last. Only scattered crystals of arseno
pyrite in one case and chalcopyrite in another, both belonging to a late 
generation distinct from the main period of preeipitation of the sul
phides, have been found younger and resting on the calcite. In every 
other case calcite has heen found younger than all other minerals, such 
as arsenopyrite, pyrite, chalcopyrite, pyrrhotite, galena, blende, and 
stibnite. It is not infrequently found intergrown with quartz. 

Calcite occurs in only a single generation. This period of deposi
tion in referenee to the other minerals is, therefore, recent, being 
about the same as that of realgar and stibnite. 

Galena.-Galena also occurs, so far as observed, only in one gen
eration. It oeeurs in difl'erent specimens, both older and younger 
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than chalcopyrite and quartz. It frequently occurs older than calcite, 
and once was found older than realgar, although galena and realgar are 
generally not a::;soeiated. It was noticed in one case intergrown with 
pyrrhotite, but its most intimate associate is blende, with which in the 
majority of cases it is crystallized simultaneously. 

Therefore, the position of galena in relation to the already-described 
mineral:-; may he said to be younger than arsenopyrite and older than 
calcite and realgar. This also accords with certain field observations 
to be discussed in another part of this report. 

Blende.-On account of the close association of blende with galena 
this mineral will now be considered. Like most of the other sul
phides, blende occurs freely intergrown with quartz in many speci
mens; in others it is older than the quartz, and in still others younger. 
It is almost always older than calcite, and was twice observed older than 
stibnite. It is generally younger than arsenopyrite, but is sometimes 
intergrown with it. It occurs not infrequently intergrown with 
realgar, but more often is older than this mineral. It also occurs 
intergrown with pyrrhotite and pyrite. Its relations to eopper pyrite 
are interesting, having been in nine cases observed to be older, once 
intergrown, and twice younger. It is closely associated with galena, 
with whieh it is intergrown. 

Although the facts of the association of blende indicate a rather 
extended period of precipitation, in general its maximum precipita
tion was subsequent to that of arsenopyrite and before that of calcite 
and stibnite. 

Clw1copyr£te.-Cha1copyrite will be next taken up on account of 
its relation to blende, as above noted. This mineral occurs in a great 
variety of positions with reference to others. It occurs frequently 
younger than arsenopyrite, but occasionally intergrown with it. On 
the other hand, it is almost always older than calcite. So far as 
ob8ernd it is older than stibnite. ·while it has not been definitely 
noted as intergrown with galena, the fact that it is in three cases older 
than this mineral and in two cases younger shows that they were 
partly contemporaneous. The same is true of the relation of 
chalcopyrite with blende, with which mineral, moreover, it has been 
obsened to be intergrown. It has also been observed intergrown 
with pyrrhotite. In the two specimens where . pyrite and chalco
pyrite were noted in distinct relation the chalcopyrite was the 
younger. Moreover, in a thin section of ore from the Sydney lode 
the pyrite appears to have altered to chalcopyrite along cracks and 
along the margins of crystals. In one remarkable ease a ernst of 
chalcopyrite was obsened overlying a ernst of hematite, both being 
parts of the filling of a tiny eraek formed by <.:ontraction of the rock 
near the surface. The hematite in this case was plainly derived from 
the oxidation of p~~ rite, whieh with quartz had formed in the rock 
previous to the formation of these cracks. 
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In general, chalcopyrite appears to be relati ,·ely younger than arseno
pyrite, although the two have sometimes been precipitated simultane
ously. It is generally older than calcite, but not always. It is not 
very closely associated with any other mineral, but has most frequently 
been precipitated simultaneously with pyrite and hlende. \Vhile its 
association with a1·senopyrite shows its precipitation early in the suc
cession of minerals, its intergrowth with realgar shows that its pre
cipitation lasted very late. This is emphasized by its occurrence as 
scattered crystals resting on calcite, which is among the latest of min
erals. Finally, the occurrence of chalcopyrite resting upon hematite 
derived from the oxidation of pyrite induces the conclusion that chal
copyrite has been the most persistent of sulphides and the very last to 
form, it having been precipitated in the last-mentioned case within 
the borders of the zone of oxidation. Chalcopyrite has been observed 
in two generations in a single specimen. 

Pyrrhotite.-Pyrrhotite is most closely associated with chalcopy
rite, being frequently found intergrown with it. It has also been 
obseryed intergrown with blende, galena, and pyrite. It is generally 
younger than arsenopyrite, but is sometimes intergrown, and is gen
erally older than calcite. 

Pyrite.-Like pyrrhotite, not many observations have been made 
upon the relative age of this mineral. Among the sulphides its most 
intimate associate is arsenopyrite. It has been found intergrown with 
pyrrhotite and blende, and has been observed older than calcite, chal
copyrite, stibnite, and realgar. In some specimens it occurs in two 
generations, with generally a layer of quartz between. 

Qnartz.-Quartz is the most widespread of all the minerals in the ores. 
It has been deposited in large quantities contemporaneously with the 
earliest and latest of minerals; for example, it is almost always inter
grown with arsenopyrite, and frequently with calcite. It is fully contem
poraneous with blende, chalcopyrite, and galena. As might be expected 
from this persistence, quartz occurs in many g-enerations, several of 
which may frequently be observed in a single crustified specimen. 

Molybdenite.-This was observed only once, overlying quartz and 
chalcopyrite which had formed along cracks. In this case it had a 
very young appearance, and is probably to be classed with stibnite as 
among the latest of secondary products. 

Epidote and blue amplu"bole.-These are found largely developed 
in the rocks forming the walls of the ores and in Rome of the ores. 
Epidote is characteristic of the altered andesites; blue amphibole is 
frequently found in the altered tonalites. Their relation to the sul
phides and ordinary gangue minerals, such as quartz and calcite, h:we 
not been exhaustively studied, but so far as obseiTed they hdong: to 
the oldest minerals in the series . 

.Jl[e111co11 it(' ('?)-This has been obsened as the alteration produd of 
..Jmleopyrit.e. 
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:MAIN FEATURES OF RELATIVE SUCCESSION OF MINERALS. 

The study of specimens, the results of which have been brought out 
in the preceding paragraphs, shows that there is a definite though rude 
order of succession of the different minerals in general, which order is 
complicated by the occasional deposition of minerals after their real 
maximum periods of formation. Quartz is the only mineral which 
has been continuously and regularly precipitated through the whole 
period of mineralization. The other gangue, calcite, has been precipi
tated only at the extreme latter end of the process. Epidote and blue 
amphibole probably were formed during the earliest steps. Among 
the sulphides arsenopyrite and pyrite are the oldest; then come chalco
pyrite, pyrrhotite, blende, and galena. Of these, which are in a large 
way contemporaneous, chalcopyrite has been the most persistent. 

QUARTZ 

ARSENOPYRITE 

PYRITE 

8£GINNIN(J OF 
AIIN£RALIZATION 

DIOOF 
MINCI'I"ALIZATION 

CHALCOPYRITE ···- -------------- -~~~~~;~§§~~~~;=----PYRRHOTIT< --------- - ----------

BlE:NOE -- - ---- -------- --------

G.A.LtNA - ------- -------- ----- -

RE.ALGAR --- -- - --- ----- -- ------ - -- ------ - • - • - •-- ----- - -- -- -- -- - - ---

5TtBNIT( -- • • ·-- --- ---- • -- • --- • -- -- - --- • • •- •- •- ------.-.------ •• - ••••• - . -- •- • .._. 

CALCITE ··- -------------------------- ---- · -. ----------------.--. --- ----.- • • • --- •• -- .._.. 

FIG . llK-Ideal diagram showing relntive succession of minerals in any one locality. (Deduced 
entirely from study of specimens showing crustified minerals.) 

Finally came the period of precipitation of realga1·, stibnite, molybde
nite, etc-, all undoubtedly the results of secondary concentration of 
already-formed minerals. The calc.ite was roughly contemporaneous 
with this third period, and some of the earlier minerals, notably chal
copyrite, were still span.;ely formed. 

\V e may, therefore, define three chief periods of sulphide formation. 
1. Arsenopyrite and pyrite (gangue, quartz). 
2. Chalcopyrite, pyrrhotite, blende, and galena (gangue, quartz). 
3. Realgar, stibnite (molybdenite) (chalcopyrite) (gangue, quartz and 

caleite). 
(See Pl. LXXXII, B.) 
The relation of the different minerals as regards their periods of 

precipitation, as worked out above, is graphically represented in the 
diagram forming fig. 118. This represents the changes which have 
been not£-cl in the ores available for study, and shows the relative 
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age of different minerals where these occur in association. The suc-
cession, therefore, is one which "'.1 

can be applied only to a single ~ 
locality. If we suppose two t<: 

!. distinct localities, eBpecially ;:; .. 
where one is more deep seated [ 
than the other, then we can 0 
readily believe that in these ~. 
two localities the deposition [ :;-
of minerals belonging to dif- ::. 
ferent portions of the succes- ~ 
sion, as above worked out, §· 
may go on simultaneously. g 

RELATIVE POSITION OF 

MINERALS. 

Although nearly all the min
erals above enumerated occur 
associated together in various 
picked specimens, yet on a 
large scale man{ of them have 
definite . positions separated 
from the positions of others. 

Position of galena. -Of all 
the minerals galena has the 
most definite position. In the 
Mystery and Pride mines no 
galena whatever has been found 
below a certain zone which ex
tends from the surface to a 
depth of 50 to 250 feet, aver
aging perhaps 100 or 150 feet 
(fig. 119). Below the limit at 
which recognizable galena is 
found, the other sulphides, no
tably arsenopyrite, pyrite, and 
chalcopyrite, show on analysis 
some lead, according to Mr. 
Sutton, the mine superintend
ent, but this lead is found only 
to a depth of about 300 feet 
below the surface, thus extend
ing a comparatively slight dis
tance below the galena zone. 
Farther down, in the deeper ., 
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workings, the arsenopyrite, pyrite, and pyrrhotite, which form the 
bulk of the ores, are almo::;t always free from lead. The accompany
ing eross seetion shows the position of the galena zone in these mines. 

The same general condition is found in the other mines of the dis
trict, but generally not so well displayed, on aeeount of the slight 
amount of exploration. In the Foggy tunnel at Goat Lake the explora
tion has, indeed, been carried to a considerable depth, but here the 
zones with reference to the surface are not so regular, on account of 
the occurrence of strong intersecting water courses along which the 
minerals han formed. Along these courses the minerals of a eertain 
zone penetrate far more deeply than in the rest of the rock, producing 
great irregularity. For this same reason, also, the ore has formed 
chiefly as heavy shoots at the intersection of the water courses, while 
the rest of the courses are barren, instead of having formed as a regu
lar vein, as is the case in the Mystery and Pride. Galena is not 
abundant in the Foggy tunnel. It occurs in the Main tunnel at about 
400 feet from the surface, and in the Discovery tunnel about 200 feet 
from the surface, showing that it penetrates more deeply than in the 
Mystery and Pride. 

Po8t:tion of blende.-Blende is closely associated with galena, but 
penetrates downward below the lower limit of this mineral. The 
relation of blende to the surface is recognized by the most observant 
mining men of the Monte Cristo district. According to Mr. Sutton, 
manager of the Monte Cristo mines, the blende penetrates deeper 
than the galena, but less deep than chalcopyrite. Below the limit of 
blende determinable quantities of zinc are nearly always found in the 
chalcopyrite. 

The veins cut in the Louise tunnel carry blende at the surface, which 
in depth gives place along the same vein to arsenopyrite. This fact 
was recognized by Mr. Peter Chiodo, president and manager of the 
mme. 

The mines mentioned are the only deep workings in the Monte 
Cristo district. The Foggy mine at Goat Lake, as before stated, 
shows no great development of galena and blende, but certain other 
mines near Goat Lake show surface ores exactly like those of the 
Monte Cristo district, consisting chiefly of galena, blende, and chalco
pyrite, with quartz gangue. 

Many smaller mine workings in the Monte Cristo district illustrate 
the same principle. Near the outcrop abundant blende and galena is 
generally found, which disappears almost entirely a few hundred feet 
from the surface. This may be observed in several tunnels on Seventy-
six Gulch. · 

Position of clwlcopyrite.-Chalcopyrite in the Monte Cristo district 
is enrywhere associated with blende and galena in the surface zone. 
It penetrates, however, deeper than either of these minerals, but in 
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the lower workings of the Monte Cristo mine, according to Mr. Sut
ton, the arsenopyrite, pyrite, and pyrrhotite, which make up the ores, 
generally are without any important admixture of chalcopyrite. 

Pos£t/o11 of realga1'.-1n the Mystery and Pride mines realgar is not 
known in association with galena, but occupies a lower zone. Ne,·er·· 
theless it has a close dependence upon the surface, and is charaeteristic 
of a zone below the galena zone and above the unaltered pyrite and 
arsenopyrite zone. It occurs along· cracks in the arsenopyrite ore and 
as crystals coating the walls of geodes, always in such a way as to prove 
its secondary and comparatively recent formation. Mr. Sutton, in a 
letter to the writer, states that realgar in these mines always occurs in 
a streak which extends in an almost straight line from the surface. 

In the Foggy mine, as might be expected from the heavy fracture 
zones which have already been mentioned, realgar is found deeper 
than in the Monte Cristo mines. lt is found coating joints throughout 
the Foggy workings to a point at least 1,000 feet from the surface. 
In one case realgar had apparently formed on the fresh wall of a drift 
subsequent to its opening. 

Pos'ition of a1'8enopyrite.-Arsenopyrite is found throughout all the 
ores, both near the surface and distant from it. At the surface, how
ever, it is associated with and sometimes entirely replaced by blende, 
galena, and chalcopyrite. Farther down these minerals decrease, 
until below a certain point, which in the Mystery and Pride mines 
may be stated as approximately not more than 500 feet below the 
surfaee, arsenopyrite forms the principal mineral1 being associated 
chiefly with pyrite and pyrrhotite. 

Position of pyrite and pyrrlwtite.-The position of pyrite is practi
cally that of arsenopyrite. Pyrrhotite is also closely eonnected, but is 
found more often than the others closely associated with chaleopyrite. 

Position of gold and sil'1Jer.-The gold and silver in the ores are 
chiefly contained in th~ sulphides, arsenopyrite, pyrite, pyrrhotite, 
galena, chalcopyrite, and blende. According to Mr. Sutton the arsen
opyrite carries the most gold, pyrite and galena the most silver. Pyr
rhotite, however, is supposed to be comparatively barren in these 
values as compared with the others, and realgar is supposed to contain 
neither gold nor silver. 

The surface ores are nearly always the richest in gold and sih·er. In 
the Mystery and Pride, according to Mr. Sutton, the average content 
of the surface ores has been 0.95 ounce of gold, 12 ounces of silver, 4 
per cent of copper, and 5 per cent of lead. The average of the deeper
seated ores, including probably the transition zone between the surface 
ores and the unaltered arsenopyrite ores, has been, aceording to the 
same gentleman, 0.6 ounce of gold, 7 ounces of silver, 1 per eent of 
copper, and 2t per e!'nt of lead. 

It follows naturally from this distribution of th!' Yalues that the 
richest ores have been g-enerally high in galena and blende. 
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Resume.-ln the Monte Cristo district in general the surface ores 
are marked by galena, blende, and chalcopyrite, with pyrite and 
arsenopyrite. They are also the richest ores in precious metals, the 
values having decreased with depth in every well-observed case. In 
depth the leaner ores consist chiefly of arsenopyrite and pyrite, with 
pyrrhotite, and with the partial or complete exclusion of galena, 
blende, and chalcopyrite. In the Goat Lake district the conditions are 
the same as at Monte Cristo. The Foggy mine, however, which is the 
most important working mine, differs in detail. In this mine galena, 
blende, chalcopyrite, and calcite are rare, the purely arsenopyrite ores 
approaching more nearly to the surface. In this case the surface zone, 
although present, is not extensively developed, a peculiarity which 
may be explained away by supposing extra-rapid erosion, so as to 
prevent the formation of such a zone on so complete a scale as at Monte 
Cristo. On the other hand the Foggy mine differs from the Mystery 
and Pride mines in having a greater abundance of realgar and stibnite. 
When it is rem em be red that realgar and stibnite, which are closely 
associated, are evidently secondary minerals derived from solution and 
partial redeposition of the older minerals, it will be seen that this 
difference must be due to greater access of circulating waters in the 
case of the Foggy mine. This is actually the case, the water found in 
the Foggy tunnel being many times more abunda'}t than that in the 
Mystery and Pride. This, again, depends upon the presence of the 
powerful intersecting fracture zones of the Foggy mine, which are 
more important than those found in the Monte Cristo mines. 

The sulphides, therefore, separate themselves according to their 
location into two classes, which are recognized by the miners and 
called the surface ores and the deeper ores. They may be defined as 
follows: 

(1) Deep-seated zone. Characterized by arsenopyrite, pyrite, and 
pyrrhotite, with other minerals subordinate. This underlies the 
surface zone and reaehes to a depth not yet determined. 

(2) Surface zone. Characterized by an abnndanee of galena, blende, 
and ehalcopyrite. These are generally associated, yet not always. 
The galena zone is shallowest and is overlapped by the blende zone, 
and this by the chalcopyrite zone. Under ordinary conditions, where 
there are no deeply penetrating and relatively open fraeture zones, 
the galena zone does not extend much more than 300 feet below the 
surface. The chalcopyrite zone has not been earefully studied, but 
probably extends in general no more than 300 feet below the limit of 
galena, while the lower limit of the blende appears to oceupy an inter
mediate position. 

Comparing these classes of minerals, divided aecorcling to relative 
position, with the classes already established on the basis of relative 
age, we find that the two groups No. 1 coineicle, the oldest minerals 
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being those of the deep-seated zone, and also that the groups No. 2 
coincide, the minerals intermediate in age being those of the surface 
zone-that is to say, the surface zone, from the evidence of succession 
of minerals, independently adduced, is younger than the deep-seated 
zone. This correlation leaves out the group 3 of minerals classified 
according to relative age, which are the latest formed. These occur 
in so small a quantity, with other ores always largely predominating, 
that they are not properly described as forming a separate zone. 
Nevertheless, they occur in a definite position. They may be said to 
be characteristic of the transition zone between the surface belt and 
the deep-seated region. Of the minerals of this newest-formed class, 
realgar is the most reliable guide to their general position, on account 
of its being relatively abundant and always conspicuous. This mineral 
forms along cracks and in geodes under the galena zone, but these 
cracks connect with the surface and extend only a certain distance 
downward. 

Therefore the three chief groups of sulphides according to relative 
age occupy definite, though rude, zones, the oldest group being below, 
the intermediate above, and the youngest occurring in the transition 
zone between the other two. 

OXIDIZED ORES. 

To the sulphides may be added as a fourth class of ores those that 
are oxidized, these naturally having the uppermost position. There
fore we have already four zones, each characterized by its especial 
association of minerals: (1) Oxidized zone, (2) upper sulphide zone, 
(3) intermediate sulphide zone, (4:) lower sulphide zone. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF ORE ZONES. 

OXIDIZED ZONE. 

The relative importance of the oxidized zone in the Monte Cristo 
district is slight. The sulphides generally outcrop at the surface, 
although the oxidation extends below the surface along the more open 
cracks for a short distance. The zone of complete oxidation was not 
observed as extending more than 10 feet below the surface at any 
place, and is generally entirely lacking. Oxidation along streaks was 
noted as extending as much as 150 feet below the surface in the 0. 
and B. mine, although at the same mine most of the vein outcrops as 
sulphides. 

Among the results of oxidation limonite and malachite were noted, 
both of which are found in process of actual precipitation in prospect 
tunnels by percolating waters. Rarely the pyrites at the outcrop of 
a vein are leached out from the inclosing quartz for a few inches or 
feet, forming the familiar honeycombed quartz. 
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UPPER SULPHIDE ZONE. 

The upper sulphide is commercially the most important of all zones. 
A~ before noted, it earries the greatest values of gold and silver. It 
is well developed throughout the Monte Cristo district and in the 
neighboring country. 

RELATIYE AGE. 

Eoldence from Telation to lower 81tlphide zone.-lt has already been 
determined, by comparison of different minerals occurring together in 
many seleeted specimens, that the minerals characteristic of the upper 
sulphide zone are in general later than those characterizing the lower 
sulphide zone, and therefore it follows that the upper zone itself is 
the younger. 

Evidence frmn conformity ~f loweT limit of 1pper sulpliide zone to 
tlte Sln:face.-The relation of the upp~r sulphide zone ·to the surface is 
everywhere evident. In almost every case the surface itself constitutes 
the upper limit of this zone, for here ores rich in the sulphides, galena, 
blende, and chaleopyrite, everywhere outcrop. It is plain also that at 
a certain distance below the surface this zone disappears. Since this 
condition is almost universal, so far as known, a general parallelism of 
the upper sulphide zone to the surface may be deduced. This relation 
is seen in actual, careful observations made in the Mystery and Pride 
mines, and is shown in the accompanying cross section. The lower 
limit of galena, which is the most characteristic mineral of the upper 
sulphide zone, as shown, follows elosely the present topography, which 
is highly accentuated as the result of rapid Pleistocene stream erosion. 
Below this limit no galena has been found in the ores. Of the truth 
of this statement the writer has been assured by Mr. Sutton, the super
intendent of the mines, who also kindly sketched the line indicating 
the lower limit of the galena zone. 

From these observations it appears that the upper sulphide zone is 
constantly associated with the surface, however irregular this may be, 
is dependent upon it, and is a function of it. This being the case, the 
upper sulphide zone, as it at present is, can be no older than the present 
topography. Now this topography, as has already been stated, is 
almost entirely Pleistocene, the magnificent deep valleys having been 
eroded out of a nearly level plateau uplifted in late Pliocene or early 
Pleistocene time. Where the deep cutting of these valleys has taken 
place portions of the plateau between them have been difl'erentiated 
into lofty and rugged mountains. The present topography evidently 
represents the most recent stage of this erosion, and its period of 
formation extends from a short distance back in the Pleistocene down 
to the present day. 

Evidence from irreqularity of vein.~ in ltpper sulpliide zones.-Near 
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the surface, as already described, the ore deposits often become 
irregular in location, in strike, and in dip. They are often branching 
and often abruptly cut off. In this they differ markedly from the ore 
deposits in the same veins at a greater depth, whei.-e they are confined 
almost entirely to well-defined and steeply dipping zones having a 
regular and straight strike. The irregularity of the veins near the 
surface has been shown to be dependent upon the greater openness of 
the joints as the surface is approached, as compared with the eondition 
in depth. In depth the joints are mostly. tight, only the zones of 
maximum fraeturing (which belong chiefly to the predominant east
northeast striking· and steeply northwest dipping set) being sufficient 
to allow much water circulation. For this reason these zones of max
imum fracturing have obtained a practical monopoly of circulation, 
and hence of ore deposition. Near the surface, however, the whole 
rock becomes looser, all the minor joints open, and circulation is much 
freer and follows more irregular channels. In proportion as this 
becomes the case the ores also become irregular, having been deposited 
along these somewhat tortuous water courses. This relatively greater 
abundance of joints has been shown to be a function of the surface 
and to be caused partly by movement in the surface rocks consequent 
upon the action of gravity, and partly, probably, by a certain degree of 

• solution by circulating waters within the surface zone, by which pro
cess the surface rock shrinks and the traversing joints enlarge. Since 
ores of the upper sulphide zone have been deposited in joints which 
have been opened and enlarged by the rock which they tra\·erse com
ing close to the surface, these ores must have been deposited since the 
formation of approximately the present surface. 

Conclusion.-The conclusion from these different lines of reasoning 
is harmonious-that the upper sulphide zone has originated since the 
formation of approximately the present topography, of which it IS a 
function. 

DIRECTION OF )'!INERALIZ!NG SOLUTIONS. 

It has already been concluded that the ores in general were deposited 
from solutions in circulating waters. As to the general direction of 
the solutions in the upper sulphide zone we have fairly convincing 
testimonv. 

Evid~>J~ce .from occurrence and slwpe of ore pockets.-Cases are 
numerous in the Monte Cristo district where the occurrence and shape 
of ore pocket:S point to deposition from downward-moving waters. 
As already described, a favorite place for the deposition of sulphides 
has been at the' interseetion of two joints, generally a steeply dipping 
and a more flatly dipping one. In many cases the ore has been depos
ited entirely in the bottom of the trough formed by such intersection, 
without anY considerable amount being deposited beneath, in the roof 
which the. intersecting jomts ha,·e formed, entirely similar to the 
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trough above, although reversed in position. If the waters had been 
ascending, the solutions would have naturally c01werged under this 
roof and would haYe there been precipitated more easily than in the 
overlying trough, but this the writer has not observed. The accom-

F IG. 120.-Diagrammatic sketch of portion of wall of upper Seventy-six tunnel at mouth, showing 
dE-position by descending waters at intersection of fractures. a, andesite; b (black portions), solid 
su lphide ore (arsenopyrite, pyrite, chalcopyrite, blende, gangue, calcite, and quartz); c, a ndesite, 
iron-stained and strongly impregnated by sulphides: d <l, ete., barren fractures, generally not even 
iron-stained . The fraetur.ti'S whose intersection with the tunnel wall is nearly fiat have really a 
steep dip a way from the observer ; therefore the ore troughs have also a "teep pitch in this direc
tion. Scale, 1 inch = 10 feet. 

panying figures show much more graphical1y than any descriptions 
could the usual state of affairs. Of these the most striking is fig. 
120, showing ore deposited almost exclusively in troughs formed by 
intersecting joints, as above described. Another striking example, 
shown in fig. 121, is 95 feet from the surface, but yet within the upper 

sulphide zone. Here a slight move
ment has created a breccia, which by 
subsequent decomposition has become 
an almost impermeable layer. Within 
this breccia, and along the joints im
mediately above it, sulphides (chiefly 
blende and pyrite) have been deposited, 
but along the continuation of the same 
joints, below the impermeable layer, 
there has been no mineralization what
ever. Fig. 122 is a sketch section of a 
vein outcrop, showing how the min
eralization has taken place by prefer
ence in the troughs of intersecting veins. 
Fig. 123 is another sketch of a vein 

FIG. 121.-Sketch of breast of tunntl on opening where the mineralization has 
west side of Seventy-six Gulch, 95 feet 
from the su rface. a, hard andesite; b, 
soft . decomposed andesite; c, breccia 
(premineral): d, sulphid es (blende and 
pyrite); e, frac tures. Scale, 1 inch= 3 
feet. 

taken place at the intersection of two 
important fracture systems. A tunnel 
has heen driven at the actual intersec
tion, where was found the richest ore. 
A short distance above the intersection, 

on the main fracture zone, there is no mineralization. Examples like this 
are to be explained only by the hypothesis that the waters which pro
duce the deposition of the sulphides were distinetly downward moYing. 

Another observation which tends toward the same conclusion is 
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that within the veins the foot-wall streak is usually the largest and 
richest. As already explained, the Yeins generally consist of a zone 
of fractures, all equally ayailable for solutions. \Vhere the veins are 
dipping, however, it is manifest that downward-moving solutions will 
travel by preference along the foot wall of the vein, in case the solu
tions are so limited that the whole available space is not tilled, and in 
case the relative openness of the fractures is equal throughout the 
zone. On the other hand, if the solutions were rising it would be 
most natural for them to seek out the hanging wall. The generally 
greater richness of the foot wall streak is shown in fig. 127, which IS 

typical of many occurrences. 
Euidence derived from a comparison of tli.e downwcwd succe88ion 

of mineml8 1oith tlteh· relative solubility.-The downward succession 
of minerals within the upper 
sulphide zone is in general, 
as already stated, (1) galena, 
(2) blende, (3) copper pyrite. 
Below this the lower sul
phide zone is characterized 
chiefly by pyrite and arseno
pyrite. 

Recently important contri
butions to the study of ore 
deposits have been made by 
Messrs. Van Rise, 1 \V eed, and 
Emmons. These writers have 
enunciated the principle of 
solution and reprecipitation 
of sulphides by descending 
waters, involving concentra
tion of certain constituents. 

...... 

0 
SCALE OF" FEET 
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FIG . 122.-Sketch section of tunnl'land vein exposure in 
vertical cliff, Glacier Creek. showing minemlization 
along joints by prob!lbly descending waters. Shaded 
areas represent impregnation of tonalite with sulphides 
along joints, sometimes becoming solid ores. 

Messrs. Van Rise and \Veed have concluded that the main agency of 
precipitation of these sulphides was iron pyrite. :Mr. \Veed gives 
the chief minerals in the order of their facility of attack by oxidizing 
waters (which is consequently the inverse order of their facility of 
precipitation by iron sulphide) as arsenopyrite, pyrite, chalcopyrite, 
blende, galena, and chalcocite. Leaving out chalcocitB, which is 
rare at Monte Cristo and has not been much studied, this order of rela
tive facility of precipitation corresponds with the order of the min
erals as distributed in a broad way from the surface downward. Since 
the uppermost minerals are those most easy of precipitation, and the 
downward ones successively more soluble, it is probable that the 
solutions deposited in this series were downward moving. 

--- ----- - --------
I Tmn,. Am. ln,t . Min. Eng., \'ol. XXX. 

22 GEOL, PT 2-01-.-54 
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Profe.s.,or Van Rise 1 and Professor Cham berlin 2 have described the 
lead and zine ores of the Upper .Mississippi Valley. Both emphasize 
the fact that the galena is generally found oyer lying the blende. Pro
fessor Van Rise obserTes in this eonneetion: 3 

If it he premised that the ast:endiug waters evenly distributed the sulphides, at 
least so far as the yertit:al limit. is concerned, it is certain that dowmvard-moci11g "'olfl's, 
coml,ii!ed u•itil deuudation, may concentl'ate the galena at high levels and the sphalerite at 
lower lerels. 

SCALE Of' FEET 

0~========~5========~10 
FIG.l23.-Diagrammatic sketch of c!iff at month of tunnel on west side of Seventy-six Gulch, showing 

mineralization in the trough formecl by two intersecting fraeture zories. a, andesite; b b, etc., main 
fractures; c c', sulphides: c, galena, blende, cha lcopyrite, some iron pyrite, and quartz; c', iron pyrite 
nnd chaleopyrite veinlets. The tunnel has been run on the junction of the two veins. 

The italies are the present writer's. 
The chemistry which is supposed by Professor Van Rise to account 

for this downward concentration is practically the same as that given 
by Mr. ·weed. 

In eonsidering the relation of chalcopyrite to pyrite, Professor Van 
Rise finds that the former frequently gi,·es plaee in depth to the latter. 
He obseryes: 4 

Furthermore, the chalcocite, coYellite, and bornite are yery generally restricted to 
the upper part of the belt of ground water; deeper, the places of these minerals are 

t Som e principle~ c·ontrolling th e deposition o f ores: Trans. Am. In st . Min . Eng .. Feb. , 1900. p. ii. 
"Geo!('g)· of Wi>r·"u>i n. \'(•!. I\', 1.~82. pp. 3~0. :393. 
" Op. cit .. p. 7~. 
•op. cit., p. s~. 
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largely oceupied by ehalcopyrite. Not only this, but still deeper the chalcopyrite is 
less prominent in many instances, and the iron sulphides more prominent. In the 
lower workings of many of the deeper mines the only metalliferous product found is 
cupriferous iron sulphides, the chalcopyrite having wholly disappeared. * * * 

The above order is believed to be explained by the work of downward-moving 
waters. 

Professor Van Hise1 also finds that the silver is likely to be richer 
in the upper sulphide zones, for the same reason. He observes: 

Silver is one of the compounds which holds strenuously to its sulphur. Ordinarily 
it is not sufficiently abundant to constitute the main mass of an ore deposit. How
ever, since it holds so strongly to its sulphur, the silver salts are likely to be found, 
in the case of lead-zinc-iron compounds, most abundantly with the lead, less abun
dantly with the zinc, and least abundantly with the iron; and in the case of the 
copper-iron compounds, most abundantly with the copper and less abundantly with 
the iron. * * * 

In the case of the lead, zinc, and iron deposits, as the ores become poorer in lead 
and zinc they are also likely to become poorer in silver. Also, in .case the copper
iron deposits become poorer in copper with depth, the silver will also ordinarily 
decrease in amount. Therefore the plumbiferous and zinciferous and cupriferous 
pyrites deep down are ordinarily lower in silver than the deposits above, which are 
richer in the base metals. 

In the Monte Cristo district the principles enunciated by the writers 
before mentioned find abundant illustration. In addition to the greater 
precipitation of lead, zinc, copper, and silver at the higher levels, 
there has also been a greater precipitation of gold, as shown by the 
facts previously given. 

CONCLUSION. 

All the evidence cited points to the conclusion that the ores of the 
upper sulphide zone were formed by surface waters within the general 
period of the present climate and topography. Since these conditions 
are uniform with those of the present day. we should expect the depo
sition to be actually going on now. 

EVIDENCE CONFIRMATORY OF CONCLt:SION. 

That the present waters are capable of dissolving the sulphides is 
shown in the oxidized zone, where waters oozing from the roof of the 
mines deposit copper as green malachite, coating the rubble in the 
drifts. Similarly, limonite is frequently deposited, and undoubtedly 
other minerals not studied. 

Such solutions of the metals tending down ward from the oxidized 
ores into the sulphide zone will naturally be precipitated on reaching 
the sulphides. "\\' e have independent evidence of this. The very 
richest ores of the district are the bunehes of sulphides whieh are 
residual in the oxidized ores. In the case of the Louise mine such 
ores from the outcrop of a vein were said to assay in one case 15 ounces 
of gold, ±9 ounces of silnr. and 13 per cent of copper. All these 

1 Geology of Wisconsin, Yol. 1\" , 188:.!. p. 88. 
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value:-; are enormously in excess of any that can be found below the 
outcrop within the sulphide zone proper, and since the sulphides which 
carry these values are the same as those in the sulphide vein below, 
save that they are within the zone of oxidation, the enrichment mu:-;t 
depend upon this oxidation, and must have taken plaee after the forma
tion of the present oxidized zone. This observation is similar to that 
recorded by Mr. Emmons in Leadville/ who found that the kernels 
of partially altered galena surrounded by the oxidation produet, lead 
carbonate, contained more than five times as much silver as the ear
bonate. "In these eases," he observes, •· it 
is evident that the action of the surface 
water:-; has been to coneentrate the silver in 
the sulphide ore, not in the oxidized product." 

If this is so we must assume, in order to 
explain the enrichment of the residual sul
phides, that the oxidized ores of the Monte 
Cristo district have their gold and silver val
ues partly leached from them. One perti
nent example to show that this is probably 
true may be given. In the breast of the 
upper 0. and B. tunnel thAre are intersect
ing streaks of chalcopyrite within the main FrG. 124.-Sketch of breast of o. 

and B. upper tunnel in earlier 
vein zone, as shown in fig. 124. On the hang- andesite, showing hanging-wan 

ing wall of the vein, which has manifestly streakalteredandimpoverished 

h 
by surface waters. a, andesite 

been the c annel of recent water circulation, wall rock; b, andesite decom-

and, indeed, is so at present, the ehalcopy- posed, sparingly impregnated 
• • with sulphides; c, solid sul-

nte lS partly decomposed to a soft, black phides, largely chalcopyrite; <1, 

ore, which is probably largely melaconite, 2 hanging-wall alteration streak, 

h 
'd f marked by earthy black copper 

t e OXl e 0 copper. According to infor- mineral (melaconite?) derived 

mation obtained, the chalcopyrite ore is of fromdecompositionofchalcopy-

h 
rite, due to action of surface 

igher grade than the average ore in the dis- waters which have leached out 

trict, the shipments whieh were made aver- most of the gold and silver val-
ues. 

aging, it was said, $28 or $30 to the ton 
withont concentrating. A sample was taken from the oxidized streak, 
with the expectation that it would show either an inerease or a decrease 
in values as a result of the recent water action. This sample, assayed 
by R. H. Officer & Co., of Salt Lake City, gave 0.06 ounee of gold 
and 1.65 ounces of silver, making- a total value per ton of about $2. 

An additional evidence of the deposition of sulphides within the 
present zone of oxidation is eontained in the instances, naturally rare, 
where an oxidized mineral is overlain by a younger sulphide. Such 
an oecurrence was noted in a specimen from the Seattle vein at the head 
of Red Gulch, where eoatings of hematite occur on joint surfaees which 

1 Secondary enrichment of ore deposits: Trans. Am. Inst. ::IIin. Eng., Feb., 1900, p. i. 
2 Possibly pulverulent chalcocite. 
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have been opened up by reason of proximity to the surface. This 
hematite has evidently formed as an oxidation product of pyrite, whieh 
is contained in the vein. It is only a thin film and is overlain by a thin 
crust of chalcopyrite. Of similar nature, perhaps, is the association of 
minerals shown in fig. 125, a sketch from a vein outcrop above the 
Poodle Dog trail between Monte 
Cristo and the pass. Here a vein of 
pyrite has been traversed by breaks 
along which oxidation has oecurred, 
and a geode has been dissolved at 
the intersection of the joints. Sub
sequent to this a crust of quartz 
formed on the wall of the geode, 
inclosing and carrying (as in part the 
latest de·position) secondary pyrite. 
In these cases the secondary sul
phide seems to have been formed on 
the very edge of the zone of oxida
tion, at periods when the fluctuation 
of the limit of this zone left the 
place of their deposition temporarily 
within the sulphide zone, although 
it had previously been within the 
oxidized zone. This fluctuation of 
the lower level of oxidation is to be 
explained by the fluctuation of the 

Scaleofleet-
3 • 

FIG. 125.-Sketch in prospect tunnel above 
Poodle Dog trail, showing probable precipita
tion of pyrite close to the boundary of the 
oxidized zone. a, earlier andesite ; b, pyrite; 
c, earthy iron. altered from pyrite along 
joints; d, open geode, lined with quartz crys
tals, in and on which are pyrite crystals. 

ground-water level, which is itself dependent upon the minor change~ 
of climate and precipitation. 

INTERl\1EDIATE SULPHIDE ZONE. 

The relative importance of this zone is exceedingly slight. The 
other three zones described are universally conspicuous and definite, 
while thig is of hardly more than theoretical interest. It is often 
wanting or indistinguishable. 

RELATIVE AGE. 

The paragenesis of minerals described shows that those of the inter
mediate zone are in general younger than those of the upper sulphide 
zone where these occur in the same specimens. They are also 
younger than those of the lower sulphide zone when:, they occur 
together. 

DIRECTION OF SOLUTIOXS. 

Realgar, the representati,-e mineral of the intermediate zone, is 
formed chiefly along cracks connecting directly with the surface. It 
is not found at great depths. Its formation, therefore, seems to be 
dependent upon the downward-percolating surfaee wuters. 
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CONCLUSION. 

The intermediate sulphide zone is then formed later than the upper 
sulphide zone in general, but at a lower horizon. It has been formed 
by waters proceeding downward from the surface. Since its relative 
age, as compared wit}:! the upper sulphide zone, is the same as that of 
the oxidized zone, these two are probably in part contemporaneous. 

EVIDENCE CONFIRl\IING CONCLUSION. 

In the Fog-gy tunnel, at Goat Lake, there are cases where realgar 
seems to have formed on broken rock since the opening of drifts, and 
:Foreman Sloan assured the writer that he had actually observed this. 

The formation of realgar in this and other cases observed seems to 
consist of leaching out the iron from arsenopyrite and reprecipitating 
the arsenic as pure sulphide, while the iron is carried away. This 
process seems to depend upon the greater solubility of iron sulphide 
as compared with arsenic sulphide. 

LOWER SULPHIDE ZONE. 

We have not so much information in regard to this important zone 
as we have in regard to the others, on account of the greater depth at 
which it lies, which has not been reached by any great number of 
explorations. 

DIRECTION OF SOLUTIONS. 

Evidence derived frmn position of ores.-On account of the small 
amount of deep exploration in the district, the probable persistence of 
ore bodies in depth can not be well stated. What has been seen leads 
to the impression that many of them decrease and often disappear. 
Cases of decrease ancl disappearance in depth of ore bodies which at 
the surface were very promising are numerous, the mineralization 
diminishing and practically failing entirely, while the lead or decom
posed zone marking a water course ~ontinues. At the same time the 
evidence is not sufficient for any decided statement. 

Of more value as a criterion of the direction of solutions is the 
position of ore bodies. This in the lower sulphide zone i:s in general 
identical with that in the upper sulphide zone, and likewise points in 
many cases to downward-moving solutions. 

Fig. 126 is from a sketch made in the Seventy-six main tunnel, at 
about 325 feet in a straight line from the surface. The ores are gener
ally arsenopyrite. The ore lens has formed, as shown, at the intersec
tion of the main fractures c c, which form the lead, with the subordinate 
fractures d d. All the ore hall formed on the top side of the main 
fracture, and none below, pointing, aH in previously described cases, 
to solutions from above. The joints shown in the figure are all 
marked by ore deposition. They are undouhtedly continuous through 
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the tonalite farther upward, and also probably downward on the other 
side of the main fracture, but are not easily visible on account of being 
close set and totally unmineralized. 

Fig. 127 shows the breast of a tunnel on the west side of Seventy-six 
Gulch, 200 feet horizontally from the surface and considerablv more 
vertically. The ores are chiefly pyrite and pyrrhotite, and are formed 
mostly on the foot wall. Moreover, the two walls of the vein eon
verge so as to form a trough whose bottom is below the section, but 
as the bottom of this trough is reached the mineralization increases, 

0 
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FIG. 126.-Diagrammatic sketch of ore lens in upper Seventy-six tunnel, showing precipitation at 
intersection of subordinate joints with the main lead, by probably descending waters. a; early 
andesite; b, pyrites ore, found by replacement of andesite; c c, prominent bturen joints. This 
illustrates the formation of ore at the intersection of important joints and one of the stages of 
formation of an ore lens. 

indicating that this trough has held the solutionil which precipitated 
the sulphides. Fig. 128 is a diagrammatic cross section of the breast of 
Tunnel No. 3, Mystery mine. This is entirely within the lower sul
phide zone at a distance of about 400 feet from the surface. The ore 
has formed in the trough made by the intersection of two joints at a 
slight angle, and has not penetrated to any noticeable extent farther 
down. 

Evidence afforded by independent con~idemtion 1?f pmbablc circula
tion durlny ol't' d1position.-The )lonte Cristo district. like most of the 
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rest of the Cascades. has no warm springs-indeed, so far as is known, 
no aseending springs at all. It is a region of great precipitation, so 

0 

FIG. 12i.-Diagramm~ttic sket<>h of breast of 
tunnel on west side of SeYenty-six Gulch, 
200 feet horizontally from surface (con
siderably more Yertically ), showing ore 
deposition on foot-wall streak and also in 
trough formed by intersecting joints. The 
di\·ergence of foot and hanging walls is 
shown in most of the yeins of the district. 
a, hard andesite; b, softened, decomposed 
andesite; c. sulphide ore, ehietly pyrrhotite 
and pyrite, a little chalcopyrite . 

that all of the roeks from the surface 
downward are generally heavily 
eharged with downward-moving wa
ters, making their way from the 
rugged mountains to the deeply cut 
valleys. On account of the general 
fracturing and jointing, and on account 
of the otherwise generally equally im
permeable character of the rocks, there 
are no especially favored channels of 
circulation, such as are formed by the 
alternation of permeable and imper
meable strata in a folded region. 
Therefore, the ground water is per
mitted to find its way downward in the 
same relati,·elydirect way that it does 
in soils and gravels. This, of course, 
is a very rough comparison, since the 
water circulates chiefly along the joints 
and very little in the spaces between, 
and since these joints are sometimes 
set at a considerable distance apart; 
but the general course of underground 

waters must be nearly the same. All the tunnels which have been 
drinn bear out this theoretic conclusion, downward-tending waters 
being e,·erywhere encountered. 

SCALE OF' FEET 
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FIG. 128.-Diagramrnatic cross section from a sket('h made in Tunnel No.3, :Mystery mine, showing 
lower end oi ri<'h ore len:< in tonalite . 

The epoch of ore deposition ha~ been shown to have been also one 
of erosion, which occurred within the Pleistocene subsequent to the 
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upheaval of the Cascade region into a plateau. Therefore it appears 
that since the beginning of mineralization the general conditions of 
water circulation ha,·e been much the same as now. There have been 
no important physiographic changes, and the joints were formed before 
the mineralization began. The remarkably rapid cutting of the ,-al
leys shows that there was, as now, great preeipitation during this 
period. The position of this district in the heart of the range, com
prising some of the high eminences and being close to others, must 
from the beginning have determined the mountains as the head of 
water supply, where downward-modng currents were established, and 
it must have been in general too high to become the outlet of upward
moving solutions. The ore veins extend at the present up to the tops 
of some of the high mountain riO.ges, where the existence of an 
upward-moving current since the beginning of Pleistocene erosion 
can hardly be admitted. 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS. 

It seems probable therefore that all the ore zones were formed by 
descending waters. It has been decided that the oxidized zone, and 
the intermediate sulphide zone, and part of the upper sulphide zone 
are actually being precipitated at present, all three being contempo
raneous processes. The minerals of the lower sulphide zone are, in 
general, older than those of the upper, because with progressive ero
sion the upper zone advances on and partially displaces the lower. 
This is shown by the presence of large quantities of residual arseno
pyrite in the upper zone. But probably much of the arsenopyrite 
displaced is carried down and reprecipitated. That such reprecipita
tion of arsenopyrite is a very recent and probably an actual process is 
shown by the occurrence of arsenopyrite crystals resting on calcite, 
which is uniformly among the latest of minerals. These arsenopyrite 
crystals belong to a quite difl'erent generation than the main mass of 
arsenopyrite, and their paragenesis shows them to be younger than 
the minerals of the upper sulphide zone in general. Considering this, 
we may believe that the lower sulphide zone may ha,·e been contem
poraneous with the upper sulphide when the latter was at a slightly 
higher level than now, and that at present precipitation is going on 
simultaneously in both zones. According to this view, there has been 
in general a contemporaneous deposition of the minerals from down
ward-moving surface waters, the minerals being distributed from the 
surface downward, roughly in the order of their relati,·e facility of 
precipitation. 
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INVESTIGATION OF GROUND WATER. 

As the position of ground water is of importance in considering ore 
deposition, special attention was paid to it. The detailed observations 
made will not be given, but briefly speaking, the ground-water level 
practically coincide:'; with the surface. In rainy weather, which occu
pies a large part of the time in this district, the ground-water level 
actually coincides with the surface. In the fair-weather intervals the 
ground-water level sinks, but never very far, and again reaches the 
tim·face with the next rain. 

·while the rocks below the surface are generally filled with as much 
water as they can hold, their capacity varies greatly. Thotie portions 
which are nearest the surface, and which as before explained, have 
open joints, have by far the greatest capacity; hence during wet 
weather this surface zone has abundant water eirculation, while the 
rock underneath is comparatively dry. Within a comparatively dry 
tunnel in this -.leeper region 1 water course may be tapped by which 
a large supply may be obtained, but on the whole the amount of water 
in the deeper, less-jointed rockrs is far less than in the surface zone. 1 

The depth of the surface zone of maximum water cireulation is nat
urally variable and indefinite, but it may be said to be generally less 
than 250 feet. 

RELATION OF WATER ZONES TO ORE ZONES. 

It is a fact verified by abundant observation in the Monte Cristo 
district that the surface zone of maximum water circulation is roughly 

FIG. 129.-Horizontal diagram of Thread well tunnel, in andesite, showing master joints (E.-1•<E.), 
depth of oxidation, and dis tribution of ore (same symboln~erl for oxidized and unoxidized ore). 
a, Oxidized ore; b, sulphide ore (pyrites with some ga lena) . Richest ores are residual bunches of 
sulphides within limit of oxidntion. Scale, 1 in<'h =2'' feet. 

1 ~Ir. F. H. Newell. of the UnitNI State' neologi ra l Survey, has kindly a~•i~ted the writer in 
formulating the>e ge11eral statem en t' frnm his oiJsen·col facb. and has informed him thllt these con
ditions are nnifr.,rm OYer 1nost of th L' Cnsr·ade~. 
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identical with the zone of upper sulphide deposition. The zone 
between the surface of the ground and the lowest level of the ground
water surface (being the zone through which this level fluctuates with 
changes of weather) is practically coincident with the zone of oxi
dation. These relations sufficiently indicate why the amount of sul
phides in the upper sulphide zone is almost always much greater than 
that in the lower sulphide zone. Figs. 129 and 130 show two sections 
of the 'I'hreadwell lead on Poodle Dog Pass; one horizontal, one ver
tical. These illustrate a case which is frequently found elsewhere, 

~----------------------~&M~I.-J~-~~----------------~~--~-
20 ... 

FIG. 130.-Longitudinal section on Thread well lead, showing the relation of the different ore zones to 
the surface. (Lead dips i0°.) 

where the ores of the lead are almost entirely found within the zone 
of surface circulation, which is the upper sulphide zone, the deeper 
portions of the rock containing only disseminated pyrites. 

WHERE THE ORES CAME FROM. 

Relation of m·es to wall rock.-It has already been explained (see 
p. 828) that the ores of the district seem to lie by preference in the 
tonalite and to a less degree in the other igneous rocks, while the 
arkoses are conspicuously barren. Inasmuch as the fractures and 
other spaces capable of being utilized by circulating waters are equally 
well developed in all these rocks, and inasmuch as no especial poten
tiality of precipitation ean be found in any of these rocks as compared 
with others, the hypothe>is ,.;ugg-esb itself that the ores themselYes 
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may be in a general way derived from the rocks in which they by 
preferenee oecur . 

.. iJiinemlization along contacts.-The mineralization along the con
tacts of intrusive rocks (seep. 830) may also be reca1led. The zone of 
contact metamorphism of the tonalite, which has been judged to be 
due to solutions proceeding from the intrusive rock, is chiefly charac
terized by silicification. The formation of pyrite is a frequent but 
subordinate feature. The altered pyritized rock in this zone showed 
in the one case small portions of gold and silver. The contact meta
morphism in general being due to the influence of solutions from the 
tonalite it is probable that the pyrite and the associated small quanti
ties of the precious metals are due to the same agency. 

The mineralization described (p. 830) along the contact of the ensta
tite-peridotite dike is remarkable for the variety of metals found in 
the ores. These metals are said to include eopper, mercury, cobalt, 
arsenic, iron, nickel, gold, and silver. Although the scant knowledge 
of the district forbids absolute statements, the writer has not heard of 
the occurrence of the metals mercury, cobalt, and nickel outside of 
this locality, and on this account the hypothesis suggests itself that the 
occurrence of these metals is directly dependent upon the enstatite
peridotite. 

Mr. J. S. Diller has described enstatite-peridotite which is associated 
with nickel deposits in Oregon. 1 Prof. F. W. Clarke concludes that 
the nickel is derived from the peridotite. He says: 2 

So far, the case appears to be dearly and conclusively settled as to the origin of the 
nickel silicates under discussion. Nickel is almost always present in small quanti
ties in oliYines, and T. Sterry Hunt, in reporting genthite fr.om Michipicoten Island, 
calls attention to the fad that the metal is rarely absent from the serpentines, stea- , 
tites, diallages, and actinolites of the Quebec group. 

Prof. I. C. Russell 3 notes in the Peshastin district, which is not far 
southeast of Monte Cristo, ores containing copper, nickel, cobalt, and 
mercury in rocks consisting mainly of schist, serpentine, greenstone, 
etc. The serpentine is an altered peridotite, as determined by Mr. 
G. 0. Smith. In this district both the serpentine and the derived 
ores contain nickeU So far as we can see, therefore, there seems to 
be a close connection between ores containing nickel and some other 
of the rarer metals, and the peridotite which is so abundant in Wash
ington and Oregon. In Oregon this connection has been shown by 
Professor Clarke to be a direct one, the ores being formed from the 
peridotite by alteration and concentration. If this is so, the same 
explanation probably applies to the other cases, including the occur-

• Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey, No. 60, pp. 23-25. 
2 Ibid., p. 25. 
• Geology of the Cascade Mountains: Twentieth Ann. Rept. U.s. Geol. Survey, Part II, p. 208. 
• The Clealum iron ore•. Washington, by Smith and Willis: Trans. Am. Inst. Min. Eng., Washington 

meeting, February, 1900, p. 9. 
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renee at Monte Cristo. Now, the derivation of the ores near the perido
tite contact from the country rock sugg·ests the origin of the other ores 
of the Monte Cristo district from the country rock in which they lie
namely, from the tonalite in general; and this impression is strength
ened when the :'light but significant chemical difl'erenc.es between the 
ores of the peridotite contact and those in and near the tonalite are 
considered. 

Consequence of accept£ng the downward-c£rculating theory.-ln a 
previous portion of this report it has been argued that the ores were 
deposited by solutions having in general a downward movement, aside 
from their l~1.teral motion. If this conclusion is accepted, then it fol
lows that the metals which these solutions precipitated were derived 
from the rocks in the immediate neighborhood, and by preference 
from the rocks inclosing the vein, although not necessarily from the 
immediate vicinity of the vein. 

Tlwory.-We may, therefore, arrive at a statement of the following 
theory. The downward-moving underground waters had a strong lat
eral eomponent of movement, so that they traversed the rocks for 
long distances between the points of entrance and those of emergence. 
During this journey they dissolved metals from the rocks, which were 
precipitated in concentrated form where favorable conditions were 
offered. 

Source of metals of sm:face zone.-lt has been shown that the min
erals of the upper sulphide zone are, in general, of later formation 
than those of the lower sulphide zone, and that these minerals have 
probably been deposited by downward-moving \Vaters since the period 
of approximately the present topography. The work of such down
ward solutions, keeping pace with erosion, would theoretically tend to 
concentrate certain minerals of a hypothetical preexisting vein, to 
the exclusion of others. This is in accordance with the views 
announced by Messrs. Van Hise1 and Weed. 2 It was also the theory 
long held by tne present writer as to the origin of the rich surface 
ore~ in the Monte Cristo district. As a test for this theory a speci
men of arsenopyrite and pyrite ore from the lower sulphide zone in 
the Mystery mine was examined for lead, 3 this being the most charac
teristic metal of the upper sulphide zone. To the writer's surprise no 
trace of lead was found. Moreover, Mr. William E. Sutton, the super
intendent of the Monte Cristo mines, has informed the writer in a letter 
that in the deeper workings the arsenopyrite, pyrite, and pyrrhotite 
ores are almost always free from lead. This eddence taken altogether 
i.s still slight, but so far as it goes it makes against the theory of con
centration of the lead from preexisting ores, similar to those of the 

1 Some principles controlling the d t>position of ores: Tmns. Am. Ins~. Min. Eng. , Febrnnry, 1900. 
' The enrichment of gold and silver veins: Trnns. Am. Inst. ~Jin. Eng., February, 1900. 
"By ~Ir. G. F. Steiger, of the U. S. Geological Survey. 
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pre~ent lower ~ulphicle zone. If this theory is discnrded there remains 
only the hypothe~i~ that the ore~ have been concentrated from a min
utely disseminated eondition in the surrounding rocks. 

Source 1f mdah in ffeneral.-The most abundant mineral in the ore 
deposit~ is iron. This i~ also extremely plentiful in the igneous rocks, 
especially the tonalite. It is contained in the pyroxene, hornblende, 
and hiotite of this rock, hut chiefly in the abundant magnetite. So 
plentiful is the iron that the leaching of this metal from a relatively 
small yolume of tonalite would afford, on precipitation in concentrated 
form as pyrite, a sufficient yolume for all the ore deposits. The con
centration of the iron from a few feet of tonalite and its precipitation 
as pyrite along a fracture would make a considerable Yeinlet of this 
mineral. 

The other metals of the ore deposits are arsenic, lead, copper, zinc, 
antimon.'·, silver, and golcl, abundant in approximately the order named. 
The dark-colored silieates of igneous rocks are known to contain small 
quantities of these metals, and the magnetite of the tonalite may also 
perhaps contain them. A specimen of fresh tonalite was tested by 
Mr. G. F. Steiger for arsenic, by the Marsh test, with no results. 
Although this is not favorable to the theory adYanced, yet anulyses of 
larger quantities of the rock, and especially of the mechanically con
centrated ferriferous minerals, might yield different results. 

8ou,·ce oftlw yanuue.-The nature of the gangue is more significant 
of the souree of the yeins in this district than is the nature of the sul
phides. The ores of many districts contain large quantities of gangue 
minerals of a composition entirely unlike that of the inclosing rock, 
showing, first, a high degree of circulation and concentration by the 
agents of ore deposition, and, second, the remote origin of the gangue, 
and , inferentially, of the metallic minerals. For example, the great 
quantities of barite as gangue mineral in the ore deposits of Aspen, 
Colo., which lie in limestone and dolomite, afford immediate evidence 
of the derintion of the vein material from some point outside of the 
inclosing rock, and of the formation of the vein by vigorous circula
tions. The occurrence of fluorite in many ores is another case in point. 
In the Monte Cristo district there are only two gangue minerals, prop
erly speaking--calcite and quartz. As already explained, calcite is 
among the last formed minerals and is not associated as a contem
poraneous gangue with the ore deposits in general. Quartz, however, 
is contemporaneous with all the ores. Now silica is abundant in most 
rocks and may easily he taken into solution by surface waters, as has 
been abundantly proved. The calcite is almost certainly deri,·ed from 
the deeomposition of the soda-lime feldspars of the tonalite and andes
ite, as appears from the study of thin sections of these rocks, where 
the proc-ess i~ found going on. 

Two other minerab han in ~ome eases claims to be considered 
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gangues. These are blue amphibole and epidote. Both of these ha,·e 
been found to be alteration products of the country rock in or close by 
the ,·eins, the blue amphibole being produced in the tonalite chiefly 
at the expense of the original ferromagnesian minerals, and the epidote 
in the andesite as a product of the decomposition of the basic 
feldspars. 

Therefore all the gangue minerals of the ores are such as may be 
accounted for by derivation from the country rocks. 

Altemtion of wall mck.-The slight alteration of the country rock 
in the vicinity of the veinB and ore deposits is one of the striking 
features of the Monte Cristo district. Both the tonalite and the 
andesite, where these form the country rock, are generally hard and 
apparently not much altered only a few inches from the ore. The 
portions of the country rock included within the vein itself are often 
decomposed, but quite as often they remain hard. 

Microseopic examination of the foot wall of the main vein in the 
Mystery mine shows an altered yet easily recognizable tonalite, distin
guished by being traversed by numerous parallel cracks and seams, 
without erushing. The feldspars are partly altered to fine muscovitic 
aggregates, while of the original dark minerals only the pale-green 
hornblende persists, the others having been replaced by a fine mat of 
actinolite fibers. The magnetite has been almost entirely extracted. 
In other specimens of the tonalite wall rock there is an abundant de
velopment of blue amphibole. In this ease the biotite bas often not 
been attacked to so great an extent as have the other original ferro
magnesian minerals, which ban disappeared and are repre:-;ented by 
a nearly isotropic greenish brown mass of decomposition products. 
The secondary blue amphibole is in irregular plates :tnd also more or 
less perfect crystals. In this case also the magnetite has been ex
tracted from the rock. 

The andesite near nins is generally silicified, like the same rock within 
the '·eins. Silicification may go on so far as to perfectly replace the 
original rock by quartz, forming a true jasperoid. Another common 
alteration is to epidote. These two forms of alteration, like the two 
forms described in tonalite, denote distinct chemical processes in dif
erent parts of the wall rock. 

SUMl\IARY. 

The rock series of the Monte Cri;;to distriet has at its base a hypo
thetieal granite. not aduall~· determined, although recognized in other 
neighboring districts. The lowest actually determined formation seems 
to be a series of heaYy arkoses. These are capped h.\· thick andesitic 
flows and tuffs, and these by thirk basalt;;, -with a sparing amount of 
rhyolite, which is probably intermediate in age between the andesites 
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and the bnsalts in general. The basalts are overlain by later andesites, 
which eonstitute the young-est of the roeks. Probably between periods 
of the early andesites and the basalts came intrusiom; of tonalite, which 
hy contact metamorphii'm transformed narrow zones of the intruded 
rock into silicified phases and schists. 

These rock formations are all Tertiary, ranging from Eocene to late 
Pliocene or early Pleistocene. In late Tertiary times the rocks (with 
the exception of the later andesite, which was not yet poured out) were 
folded and subsequently planed down by erosion. Then in late Plio
cene or early Pleistocene time came an uplift of the planed surface to 
form a plateau. This uplift was aecompanied by the extrusion of the 
later andesite and by fracturing-. Immediately after the inception of 
the uplift the dissection of the present topography beg-an, and with 
it the deposition of the ores. 

These ores have formed chiefly along- the joints and fractures, and 
are often especially localized at the intersection of different fractures. 
The areas of most profound fracturing are in g-eneral the areas of 
greatest mineralization. The ores are especially abundant in the 
tonalite; to a less extent in the andesite. 

In the observed veins of the district it is found that the ores are 
most abundant near the surface. There is a roug-h succession, from 
the surface downward, of g·alena, blende, chalcopyrite, pyrite, and 
arsenopyrite. The upper zones, characterized by g-alena, blende, and 
ehalcopyrite, contain more gold and silver than the lower zones, char
acterized by pyrite and arsenopyrite. 

Upon various grounds it has been concluded that the upper sulphide 
zone, which contains the most and the richest ore, was deposited, 
largely at least, since the development of approximately the present 
topography, by downward-tending waters. Lead, one of the most 
conspicuous metals of this zone, is not known to be present in the 
lowest ores, and so is not reg-arded as having been derived by the concen
tration of ores like those in the lowest zones; but is, perhaps, as the 
known facts indicate, an original deposit by descending waters. This 
theory involves the derivation of the lead ores from the surrounding 
rock. The lower sulphide zones afford less eYidence as to their origin, 
but what there is tends in the same direction as that for the upper 
zones, so that the g-eneral sug-g-estion is deduced that all the zones 
were precipitated, in part simultaneously, by downward percolating 
waters, the diilerent belts of minerah; being- precipitated in order 
according- to their relative solubility. Similar phenomena in other 
regions, and the known chemistry of such phenomena, :mpport these 
deductions derived from independent local evidence. 
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PRACTICAL CONCLU8ION8. 

In the :Monte Cristo district the best veins should be looked for in 
or within a moderate distance of the tonalite, and should be especially 
looked for along the predominant steeply dipping east-northeast strik
ing system of joints. ·within the veins the best ores, as regards both 
quantity and quality , will probably be found near the surface, so that 
calculations for mining the deeper ores can not be made on the basis of 
the surface ores. Both the mineralog-ic character and the gold and 
silver content of the ores can, in general, be counted upon as ch.ang·ing 
in depth, and plans for ore treatment must take this into consideration. 
These changes in depth will be most regular and certain in regions 
where there are no very intense fracture zones. W'"here there are such 
they may bring about the irregular downward extension of surface 
conditions to considerable depths. 

22 GEOL, PT 2-01--55 
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60LOEN riJOO 
"'ARAiAGE STAKE . 
HANO-OUT (.SHAFT) 
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